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NORTH TUSCAN NOTES.
I.— Tfie Festival at Lucca.

ESTERDAY we went into

Lueea for the feast of the

Holy Face. The morning' was

lovely, and the entry into the

plain of Lucca, where the

Serchio issues from between

the steep hills of Vinchiana,

with their Ling white monasteries surrounded by
cypress avenues, the olive slopes with their lines

of vine-trellis and isolated old villas and farms

and churches, was most beautiful. Still more so

the plain itself, with its inteuse greeu of vege-

tation, its fields of maize, of long seeded brown
grass, its rows of poplars and screens of reeds,

its farms with their heaps of yellow Indian corn

before the door, and their immense overhana-ino"

fig-trees and goui-d-slung trellises; the whole

bounded by the soft low Pisan hills
—" quel monte

per cui i Pisan veder Lucca nou ponno "—wliere

Archbishop Roger hunted the wolf in Ugoliuo's

dream ; and the Carrara peaks quite pale and ghost-

like against the pale blue sky. There was a great

fair going on, of shining white hemp, and tinware,

and new barrels, and grape pails, outside the town,

where the bastions, with their dark walls and trees,

seem like islands in the meadows. The streets w^ere

crowded, and jiieces of crimson and yellow brocade

were hung outside all the windows. The cathedral

(1) was surrounded by fellows hawking medals,

woodcuts, descrijitions of the Holy Pace (the legend,

which has been appropriated also l)y Burgos Cathe-

dral, of the holy image kicking off first one slipper

to the poor fiddler, and then, when he was accused of

theft, the other to prove his innocence)—this litei-a-

ture most popidar, of course. On the stone benches

under the palace window gratings numberless vendors

of lemonade, magenta cakes, sugar plums with the

pictures of the Holy Face in the middle, rosaries,

and every kind of peasant literature, chivalrie and

saintly. The church was simply decorated with

apffll
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superb red brocade; and it was the first time I hiyh crcneliattd ti)\vcr of one oi^ tlieni. Also Sta.

ever thought a church gained by such hangings. Maria della liosa, a cliarming pure Gothic chapel,

The effect was s^ilendid : the light falling through with breast-high decorations of roses and thorns,

the stained glass upon the

purple brocade ; the long

beams of sunshine, grey

and golden, flickering on

to the crimson silk and the

carved stone, through the

fretwork of the Gothic

clerestory, on to the scarlet cloth of the choir, the

wine-coloured and gold vestments of the bishops

and canons, and the orange-red of the acolytes—

a truly magnificent harmony of tints. The music

was not particularly good, though every now and

then the burst of the trumpets (why do trum-

pets always sound so much more effective in a

church ? ) was very fine ; and there was a beauti-

ful effect when the bells ringing outside began to

mingle with the music, much as the incense-grey

light of the nave mingled with the yellow flicker of

the tnpers.

After service we walked about. There are many

picturesipie corners in this compact little old town :

the two Guinigi' palaces, for instance, at opposite

corners of a quiet street, yellow and red brick, all

fissured, and as it wore bursting, with herb and flower

pots in their wide Gothic windows, and weeds in their

chinks, and grass and two olive-trees growing m the

projecting with shrine and

little belfry against the elms

of the bastions, and over-

topped by the pillared cathe-

dral belfry ; and a number of small

Lombard, or rather Pisan portals,

black, with garlands of imps and

horsemen, and twisted columns and

sentry lions—things that look like

' ." detached fragments of the wonderful

^ cathedral. Afterwards we returned to

the cathedral. It was still very full, crowds of peasants

hano-incj about and kneeling in front of the little

round aviary-temple of Matteo Civitali, with its quasi-

pagan sculptures, its coloured tile-roof and golden

grating, in which, between blazing tapers and blazing

jewelled ex-votos, hung the " Volto Santo," a long,

dark, mummified figure covered with diamonds, with

indistinct bearded head black beneath its jewelled

crown. A something weird, strange, stiff, which I

can well believe may have affected almost like a ghost

the people of the Middle Ages ; or like some Indian

idol or Mexican living god hidden in the depths of a
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temple; something vague, dark, pussibly living,

quite different in its imaginative value from the Hat

absurdities of painted holy images.

Before driving home in tlie evening, we went

round the hastinns, which gird the old town with

tiu'ir walls and elms ; the green plain all round, with

a eirele of mountains, great Apennine boulders, and

sharp doloniitie crags of (,'arrara, all beyond. About

these bastions my friend the little priest—who sings

comic songs to the piano, smokes si.\teen cigarettes

a day, carves wood without having learned, merely

feeling for the bones and muscles of his figures on

his own small rouiid person; who wears the neatest

silk stockings and buckled shoes, and makes it a

rule in questions of conversion, to " lasciare operare

alio spirito santo senza impacciarmene "—my little

priest told me the other day one of the few ghost

stories Italy has got. It appears that two rooms of

Palazzo jNI , rooms belonging to a suite more

stuccoed, gilded, flowered, be-cupided, and generally

bedizened than anything I have ever seen, and which

are used as a picture gallery—that these two roijms

have not been cleaned or even opened for a good

hundred years, all the valuable furniture and hang-

ings being encrusted with dirt and cobwebs. And
this because they belonged to a certain Marchesa

Lucinda, who was very handsome, very proud, very

vain, always surrounded by innumerable cecisbeoft, and

who, I presume, came to some bad end. Anyway,

after her death, no one would inhabit those rooms.

But every now and then, on holy vigils, persons

passing along the bastions towards midnight have

seen a splended gilded coach, blazing like a furnace,

drawn by horses breathing fire, and filled with mag-

niticently-dressed ladies and gentlemen, dash along

the avenue and mysteriously disappear. And this is

without doubt the jNIarchesa Lucinda.

11.—A Mountain Hamlet.

Yesterday, August 25th, we went up to ]Moute

Fegatesi, a little fortified hamlet high on the Apen-
nines which separate the territory of the republic

of Lucca from the duchy of Modena. Along the

torrent Camaione, which trickles (whea it does

not rush all foaming and yellow) through a narrow

defile between the chestnut hills, among huge black

stones and tufts of yellow marsh flower's. Then
begins a clamber. Through two villages, with box

hedges and paved lanes trellised with grapes, where
the women in a farmyard regaled us witii Ijaked pears

from their oven. Tiien clamliering round the chest-

mit-trees, and up paths which are water-courses,

whose loose stones roll beneath tlie feet. The guide

told me that sixty years ago there was not a ])otato

in the whole Lucehese ; I know in Baretti's time, a

hundred years ago, only the English Consul at

Venice had any. A Dutch family come to take the

baths brought some, and greatly mystified the peojile.

But even after the Duke of Lucca had issued a

proclamation ex[)laining that these things were goiid

food, the people took years before they ate them.

Tins clamber up the water-courses took a long time.

Then on to a ridge, a sort of knife-blade, whence

one looked down on either side on to the en< rmous

rounded green masses of chestnut hills, with their

wonderful white shadows and blue shadows like mists,

all dotted with villages overhanging the torrent, the

flame-like hills of the Lunigiana in the distance, and

seemingly close above us, the bleak flank of the Monte

Incoronato, one of the highest Apennine tops, white

against the blue sky. Then at the sudden bending

of the road you see, across the narrow, deep, deep

valley, a sharp ridge, to which clings, poised and

gathered on a crag, the little steepled and walled

jNIonte Fegatesi (3) . At Alonte Fegatesi we put up in

the darkest and dirtiest inn conceivable—or rather

in the house of a " signorotto di campagna," a

young man descended from the feudal lord of the

place, who has six or seven farms of his own, but

who sells stale ham and brandy and tallow candles,

never having been as far as Lucca in his life. On
the other hand a sort of ragged beggar retainer of his

greeted us in English, having sold plaster casts in

London, as so many of these people have. This

creature told us that he would take us to a place

which was haunted, and as much as promised us the

ghosts quite hot and hot as soon as we arrived.

Instead of ghosts we saw only a sharp crag covered

with the broken masonry of what was once the

citadel. The castle, as everything else in this part of

the world, was built, he informs us, " in the times of

the Goths." lie pointed out some strange grottos

scooped out of the grey rock, about half a mile off.

That, he said, was the place wdiere the ghosts abided.

"What ghosts ?'•" I asked. "Why, the castle was

defended by the Goths against the Lombards, who
attempted to break down its walls witli their artillery,

but were repulsed and slaughtered to a man at those

grottos ; and it is their ghosts who haunt. And if

you were to hear the noises they sometimes make by

night, especially when a storm is brewing—they are

like winds, without bodies or shape, but they make

frigiitful noises ; and they maltreat any one they

catch awfully. Once some carriers passeil along the

path by night; the ghosts of the Londiards came out

and enchanted them. Their donkeys wt're so petri-

fied that they could not even bray, and then the s])ell

did not end until the morning." The village folk

quite confirmed this belief, and declared they would

on no account go near those grottos after dai-k. I

wonder whether these Lombards were the JNIilanese
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of Sforzn, who came to these parts in the Fifteenth

Century, or whether jiopuhir traditit)n has merely

given a later colourins-; to a veritable Lombard inva-

sion—an invasion of Luitprands and Alberichs and

the donkey driver, " and, moreover, it was he, and

not your Goths, who built the walls of jNIonte

Fegatesi." The other shook his head, " I always

heard it was 'Napoleon Primo." " Che ! Napoleon

3.—MONTE FEOATESI.

Hildeljrands, like those who possessed the self-same

village of INIoate Fegatcsi, according to the charters

of the Emperor Chlodovicus, grandson of Charle-

magne, which they still keep at Lucca. Goths

having been mentioned, every one had something to

say about them. The donkey driver affirmed that

they had built Monte Fegatios. He had found it ail

in a book, a jiarchment book, written in Hebrew, of

which a friend of his, a cook, had translated part,

and then had the whole translated verbally by a Jew

elothesman. The I)ook, unfortunately, had been

since mislaid. But he had learnt from it many

interesting facts relating to the history of this

country. Amongst others that the strange mediaeval

bridge which spans the Serchio with an arch like a

curved whalebone, called the Devil's Bridge, had

been Ijuilt in the Thirteenth Century. " It was left

unfinished for ten years," he ad;led, "because the

country was drained of all its young men by the

African war, undertaken by the Emperor of Rome."

" The Crusades ? " I ask. " Just so. The Emperor

of Rome went to the Crusades at that moment." A
peasant had joined our party. " That Emperor of

Rome who went to the Crusades must have been

Nero," he said. "That was the very one," answered

Primo ; it was Nero—Nero when he went to the

Crusades—a-u-p ! raise thy feet, Moriuo ! " and he

sent his switch over the donkey's back.

III.—A Mountain City.

Barga is a small but very ancient cathedral town,

al)out twent}'-five miles t" the north-west of Lucca,

built upon a ledge of the Apennines, which projects

like a bracket high above the Garfagnana (4), the

broad valley of the upper Serchio, which Ariosto

once governed for the Duke of Ferrara. One of the

innumerable little commonwealths which arose out

of Latin villages in the early jNIiddle Ages, Barga,

which had a certain military importance in the days

of the Othos and Henries, was, so to speak, stranded

by its remote position, removed beyond the historical

waves whose slow alluvion makes towns grow : and it

is now much the same size that it was in the Eleventh

Century. But the singular fact of the little moun-

tain town being a speck of Florentine territory (how

it cam:' to be Florentine I know not) enclosed between

the states of Lucca, ;\[odcna, and iMassa Carrara, gave

it the means of being, if obscure, at all events rich in

no very creditable way, since during three centuries
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tlioi>rineipal families of tlie place amassed considerable

luoiiey by keepini^ wai'cbouses for the smuggling

trade of the adjacent states. Thus the people

of Barga, forgotten of the world, were yet able to

build themselves palaces not much less handsome

than those of Lucca or even Florence, and at the

beginning of the Sixteenth Century they invited cer-

strut up and down, all inlaid with coats-of-arms, stone,

marble, and majolica, of various Podestiis of Barga.

And near it, surroun<led by weeds, a walled-up gate of

the church, guarded on each side by a dwarfsh knight

in armour, like the Roland and Oliver at Verona.

The cathedral, built early in the Eleventh Century

by some Lombard masons, who have carved their

tain members of the Delia Rol)bia family to woi'k on mysterious monograms on a stone by the door, is,

so to speak, the first rough sketch of the superb

cathedrals of Lucca and Pisa; a rough, abortive

thing, with only here and there a piece of delicate carv-

ing (S) or grotesque decoration (7) let into the bare

stone. Inside, still rough, with huge beams, and walls

merely painted black and white, in imitation of the

Pisan marble panelling. But inside this first attempt

the spot for their churches. Of the smuggling there

has not, for the last fifty years, remained any more

than of the medi;eval military prowess, and Barga

is now abandoned to its small artisans and to a

few proprietors of neighbouring chestnut woods

and vineyards. It is a walled town (2), surrounded

by splendid plane-trees, and, so to speak, sprawding

down the summit of a hill {i) ; and it strikes me as at Pisan architecture is a far more interesting early

a smaller and more intensified Perugia, on its high example of the architectural sculpture which cul-

ledge surrounded by its hill spurs and its green minated in the works of Niccolo Pisano. A pulpit

shining ravines gradually sloping into the wide of very early Pisan-Lombavd style, probably by a

valley, closed in by an amphitheatre of mountains fellow-craftsman of Biduino. A square box, sur-

bolder and grander by far than those of Uudjria. rounded by a liand of high relief of the three kings

Like Perugia also, with its precipitous streets (.j), and 1he l)irth of St. John, and a border of blue and

its long rugged black flights of steps between dark

unpainted houses, its tortuous alleys beneath black

archways, its high houses of rough -hewn stone,

with escutcheons, and

hooks for hanging out

carpets, and cressets

and torchholders; look-

ing up at which you

always see flowers and

herbs in broken crock-

ery at the windows
;

lighting at every turn

upon some grim dark wall

covered with vines, or some

rusty balcony crowded with

sunflowers and tomatoes.

The cathedral stands on the

top of the town, on a wide,

desolate, grass-grown terrace, a very sea

of mountains all around ; at one corner is

an old wooden shed, where cocks and hens

4. ON THE GAEFAGNA.NA,

OPPOSITE BAliOA.

gold enamel, resting upon

four columns of red breccia,

three with restored capitals,

but the fourth original, a

sort of nightmare of strange

apocalyptic monsters, among

whom a fat ox, strutting

with dandified step and

protuberant paunch on his

hind legs, his wings flapping
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behind liim like coat-tails, his snout raised with

bland self-sulliciency, his fore hoofs dangling with

the priggish grace of a drawing-room aesthete

—

altogether the drollest beast imaginable, especially

in company with the weird lions and eagles of the

Revelation. This capital is, so to speak, the grotesque

mystical dream of the dark ages; the bases of the

pillars, where an outstretched man plunges a knife

in the jaws of the lion

seated on his chest, and

a crocodile munches a

tiger, and a fat, squat-

ting bearded imp bends

beneath one of the

columns, this lower

part is certainly the

bad dream of those

days. Around the

raised choir of the

cathedral runs a para-

pet separating it from

the body of the church

—red breccia, with

black and white mosaic

bordei', and a cornice

of leafage into which

is set a row of heads,

large at the middle and

diminishing towards

the extremities. Two
central heads with

fillets and queenly

ornaments are tied

together by their long

plaits of hair ; the

others are bearded, all

extremely rude, vacant,

and square-cut ; but in

the middle of them is

ahead })laced obliquely,

with sideward glance,

which, according to the

point from which you

look, strikes you as

either a real lion's head, or as some savage semi-

humau face, scowling, threatening, and somehow

with wonderful intensity of fierce expression ; simple,

a thing of few strokes, life-like; mane and whiskers

slightly indicated, a masterpiece of terrible grotesque-

ness; it is impossible to imagine how it has come

among those other heads, as if some great master

had amused himself carving it while the other stone-

cutters were away.

There is a good deal of Robbia work in Barga,

but of the later members of the family; Andrea,

perhaps, and the younger Luca delta Robbia. Tiadi-

5.—THE MAIN STEEET OF BAliGA,

tion still gives the name of the Fornacetta to a spot

behind the town, in a ravine above which the cathe-

dral with its belfry hangs poised over a precipice

;

the people say that the Robbias had established their

ovens somewhere about there. In the church of the

Monache there is a large terra-cotta altar-piece in higii

relief, unfortunately highly coloured and, moreover,

subsequently painted over in oils. It is a fine compo-

sition of the Apostles

round the tomb of the

Virgin, which is filled

with those lovely lilies

which only the Robbias

knew how to reproduce,

and distinguished from

the bonnet Mowers of

other artists. From the

church of the Monache

we went down to S.

Francesco, the deserted

church of a confrater-

nity, through the paved

rough lanes in the

fields below the town,

box hedges, ivied walls,

and old trees with im-

mense pendent garlands

of green gravies (fit

subjects for Robbia

work) on either side,

and at every turn

glimpses of the green

hills opposite, bluish

iu the shade, golden

and hazy in the light.

The little deserted

cloister, with wooden

shed roof, supported on

rude Lombai-d pillars,

stained walls, and an

intolerable stench of

damp and charnel rising

from its grass-grown

pavement and weedy

grass plot, has inserted into one of its walls a

curious melancholy vestige of art, which brings the

Renaissance nearer to us : a Robbia altar-piece,

coarse but beautiful, a Madonna with St. Sebas-

tian and St. Roth, and a view of Barga in the

distance; an unfinished work, having undergone

only the first process of baking—brown, unglazed,

abandoned by the artist, and shattered and cracked

by the passers-by. There are in the dark little

church three coloured altar-pieces by the Robbias,

far too pictorial in conception, and with a dis-

a^-reeable reminiscence of Botticelli and Lorenzo di
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Crcdi ; but some of tlie little figures of ang-els and the mystical, akin to those antique Syrian funereal

saints iu white framework are simply delightful, rites of Adonis. Such a kind of performance as this

Next to the nnpicturcsque inn where we put up is a Ober-Ammergau one would, I think, be impossible

handsome dilapidated villa turned into a silk spinnery. among Italians, except of the southern provinces

About twenty girls twisted the silk of the cocoons perhaps ; and the mayijio expresses a totally different

on reels, which through the open windows flashed as way^ of considering artistic and dramatic things.

if of gold, singing the while one of those strange

weird chants of the peasantry, high, nasal, metallic,

monotonous, yet as pleasant in the summer afternoon

as the unflagging song of the cicala.

lY.—A Peasant Play.

Yesterday we went to a little place called Desertolo,

a cluster of cottages off the road going

from Lucca to Barga, to see one of those

jieasant plays called maggi, (C). It was

still too hot for the ])erformance to begin,

so we strolled for an hour thi'ough the

cornfields and the chestnut copses, most

beautifully lit up by the

broad yellow sunlight

;

the corn was full of

flowers, and there was a

beautiful effect of burn-

ing red pop]iies above

the green wheat, and

of the starry purple

" Venus'slookin<j-o'lass"

'1

twined among the grey

rye stalks. Going along

we naturally talked about

peasant plays, and of course about

the Ober-Ammergau performance,

which my friend C. R. saw before

it had been e.rploite by Munich

hotel-keepers. Comparing it with

this Tuscan peasant performance,

I should say the Passion play must

be, despite all its artistic elaboration,

in reality an inartistic thing, since

it appears to aim at being a perfect repetition of a on the other hand considerable beauty of colour,

given real action, performed by intense believers of gesture, of grouping, and of intonation. The

therein for the benefit of other intense believers—a hero, Busulmano, was acted by a very ^ell-made

negation, therefoi-e, of the free artistic principle, young man, with a fine well-set head, and a con-

The people don't want art, they want to witness the stant beatific, enthusiastic look; he moved very

These Tuscan peasants want to be shown something

more interesting than ordinary life, more heroic, more

beautiful ; it is not a love of excitement and horror

and mysticism which asks for satisfaction, but a mere

desire for imaginative and beautiful things. The

dramatic interest is next to none, there is little illu-

sion and no excitement, any more than in our operas

;

the whole pleasure consists in

the sight of finer and more

interesting things than the

peasants usually see.

This particular iinnjr/io, which

was j)erformed on a jilank stage

erected between two

farms, in a thrcshing-

fioor, was called " Jl

Tiranno d'Ormusse," and

appears to have Ijeen con-

cocted by the promjiter

out of a variety of those

romances of chivalry,

burned by Don Quixote's

curate, but constantly

rej^rinted in cheap edi-

tions, which together with

Dante and Tasso form the

whole library of a Tuscan

peasant. The performers

were all peasant lads. There

was not for nn instant any-

thing that could be called

acting: no truth of intona-

tion or movement or look,

not an attempt thereat ; but

-A LUCCHESE VILLAGE.

Passion ; and its representation, being the nearest

approach to a repetition of the reality, is as unlike

art as would be an exact representation of the death

of j\Iary Stuart, based upon archoeological research,

only that the historic interest is replaced by the far

more powerful religious one. Such a thing, deriving

probably less from the Middle Ages (which were

artistic in feeling) than from the morbid hysterical

well, stepping almost grandly, and when he

wrestled with the lion (the drollest beast in brown

breeches and a bearskin) he was agile and graceful.

The Tyrant of Ormus was also a fine figure, pic-

turesquely dressed in dark blue Turkish pantaloons, a

furred caftan and turban, and wearing a very curious

ancient sword with a quaint heraldic lion by way of

hilt. The two princesses were very prettilv got uji.

Seventeenth Century, is an unhealthy as well as an One was a handsome, dark, heavy-browed bov with

inartistic performance; it is one of those artificial delicate contour of jaw; the other a charming blond

stimulants to the love of the dreadful, the harrov.ing, little fellow. Both looked just like women, dignified
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iiiul ymecrul, th()U<;-h very Iri^'id and stiff, and pjavo a

better idea than one could otherwise have of those

7.—DECOEATIVE WOKK, BAEGA.

clioristers or young gentlemen of the king's chapel

who nsed to play the heroines of Shakespeare and

Fletcher. The others^ oddly got up in old church

vestments, altar-covers, and shakos like those worn

by Napoleon's army, were wretchedly inanimate, but

always dignified. The end of the performance was

very pretty ; and when, after the hero had refused

the throne and declared that he must seek fresh

deeds of valour for honour's sake, all stood up in a

gi'oup, the tall, graceful Busulmano, in velvet tunic

and clnak and spangled breastplate, in the middle,

beating time with a line gesture, and they joined in a

simple, grave, solemn chorus, it gave an impression

of somethfng poetic, chivalric, romantic, in tlie spirit

of Tasso ; and tliis strange medley of shabbiness and

beauty and childishness and poetry and grotesqueness

had a singular charm of undoubted artistic feeling.

The setting sun penetrated through the chinks of the

rough enclosure, and threw a kind of golden halo

over everything ; and as we left it seemed as if wc

had had a glimjise of the world of romance, born of

simple, unsophisticated, puzzled minds, whose highest

expression was the great Italian art of the early

Renaissance. "S'euxon IjF.e.

S.— DECOEATIVE WOEK, BAEGA.

THE POACHERS SURPRISED."

From the Picture by Hugo Kauffmann.

' ROJI feudal forest-laws to a

f
modern Hares and Rabbits

Bill is a long stop. It

includes the whole story of

a strenuous contest between

law and licence, with much
ruelty and oppression on one

ide and mu<-h idle vagabondage

nd a little real love of adven-

are on the other. Too much

vrnjiathy of a sentimental kind

,
perhaps, been wasted upon

poachers, whether they be mere

/'/ vulgar snarers, adepts with net and

wire, or bold " minions of the moon" armed

for resistance and delighting in it. The

Poacher, as an heroic subject, has almost disappeared

from the pages of the novelist. He lingers in the

romance of jSIurger and Kingsley and a few other

moderns, but he is out of favour now. With a family

to feed and savage penalties to defy, with a tyrant land-

lord, and alnmdance of game about him, the poacher

was easily made interesting. Place him and his com-

panion in a forest glade, picturesquely enveloped in

moonlight, animate them with a burning resentment

against the agrarian oppressor, and they become ob-

jects of compassion to the friend of humanity. x5ut

their life could never have been so bright as it has

been painted. Certainly the jovial existence enjoyed

by Robin Hood and the Sherwood clan of outlaws,

who feasted and held high revel in the "grene shaw,"

was unknown to the general. They had a hard

time of it and a perilous.

Herr Kauffmann depicts a frequent and unpleasant

incident in their career. His depredators have been

successful overnight, and their success has made them

careless. Their spoil is recklessly and ostentatiously

displayed on the floor of the cabin. They are preparing

for the feast and the cuj) that does more than cheer.

Their i)anquet is to be graced by the fair musician

who knows the cunning craft of guitar-playing. To

be surprised at such a moment by the guardians of

game, ruffians as ill-favoured as themselves, is doubly

mortif\ing ; for our poachers are caught not only

red-handed, but without the means of making a

fifrht of it. It will be quick business with them.

" Sessions a Thursday, jury called out a Friday,

judgment a Saturday, dungeon a Sunday, Tyburn a

Monday." This is all he gets who slays the deer

;

and a pitiful end to a pretty occupation it is.

Ilcrr Kaui¥mann's picture is a good cne of its

kind. The composition is vigorous and original ;

the gesture is good, the types of character are

clearly a]iprehended and well rendered ; the drama is

pointed and effective. The work is one which «-ould

anywhere be noticeable.
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MADKAZO: THE SPANISH- PAINTER.

HE al•tii^t whose name

stands at the head of

tliis article has been

the most generally

famous o£ contempo-

rarv Sjianish painters

since tlie deatli of

^Mariano Fortuny. It

was in every way

appropriate that Ma-

drazo should step into

the place of the painter of the "Vicaria" as far as

that was possible. They had been comrades in their

youth, and later they became connected by marriage.

Fortuny's wife was a sister of IMadrazo's. In the

course of their long and intimate friendship it was

inevitable that :Madrazo should be influenced by

the brilliant chief of the modern Spanish school;

but he is no mere imitator, otherwise he had been

totally unfitted to be Fortuny's successor in office.

Indeed, Raimundo de ]\Iadrazo's originality had

been recognised while his brother-in-law was yet

alive. The more independent kind of critics had

already discovered that he too was a force in art, but

it was not until the general exhibition of 1S78 that

his whole power was seen. Now he is undoubtedly

the best known of the artists of his nation, and holds

his place as the most brilliant of a clever school.

As Don Raimundo is still alive (and may God pre-

serve him many years
—"Que Dios le guarde muchos

anos," as his countrymen say), his biography neither

can nor ought to be written with any detail. The

leading facts, however, are known, and with then-

help and some slight knowledge of his surroundings

in youth, it is possible to form a tolerably satisfactory

picture of his career. He is then, to begin with, an

artist by descent, the son of a distinguished painter.

It is easy to conceive of circumstances under which this

hereditary connection with art would have been a mis-

fortune. Had he been a weaker man he might never

have escaped from the studio in which he played as a

child. If his father were a greater man, :\radrazo's

oriii'lnality might equally have suffered. As a matter

of fact, however, his early connection with art has

been a great benefit to him. His hand and eye no

doubt became familiarised with the tools of his trade

from infancy. He wasted no years on uncongenial

tasks, and was not comjielled to force his way into

the world of art in spite of the opposition of his

family, as many other men have had to do. The

benefit has not perhaps been wholly unmixed. The

world of art is large, but the studio is ajit to be

miserably narrow. A man may well grow \\\> in one

a mere workman, taking no interest in anything which

has not a visible connection with brushes and canvas.

Madrazo has not wholly escaped the influences of the

workshop. It would be easy to show from his work

that he has lost not a little from the want of wider

cidture. ]\Inch of his painting is mere clever work-

manship in which manual dexterity is everything,

and the subject is destitute of poetry or human sym-

pathy. But regret for this narrowness of training

is modified in his case by two considerations. As a

Spaniard and a Madrileno he had very little to learn

from any general education he could have received.

Nothing indeed can be more superficial than the train-

ing given in Spanish schools and universities. Those

who come away from them wholly uninfluenced are

the most fortunate of their pupils. If Raimundo de

Madrazo grew up without such general culture as

his native country can afford, he at least learnt his

business thoroughly.

It mirst also be remembered that his father's

studio is an anteroom to (me of the greatest provinces

in the world of art. Don Francisco de ]Madrazo is not

only a portrait-painter of distinction, but is and long

has been the director of the famous ^Museo del Prado.

For an artist the neighbourhood of such a collection of

pictures is in itself a liberal education. The name of

Madrazo has been connected with this famous gallery

from its foundation in the reign of Ferdinand YII.

A Jose de Madrazo (or perhaps he had no " de," the

noble particle being a thing most Spaniards affect

when prosperity smiles on them) was one of the first

artists employed in forming it. In common with

several of his fellow-artists he drew down the savage

satire of Richard Ford for his complicity, real or su]i-

posed, in the scandalous " restoration " of certain

:\[urillos, which were scraped and flayed out of all

knowledge. Since those days of ignorance the family

of jSIadrazo has come to take sounder views of the

treatment due to the masters.

Under the guidance of a father who was eminently

competent to put him in the right ]iath, Raimundo de

Madrazo doubtless got the most out of the :Miiseo. It

is also only fair, after reflecting on the flashy and super-

ficial character of modern Spanish education, to note

the fact that Spanish art-schools are often respect-

able. There are good drawing-schools not only in

:Madrid, but in several of the provincial townis, which

give scholarshijis and help students to go to Rome.

Fortunv learnt his rudiments in the obscure little town
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of ReuS; his native place, in Catalonia, and passed from

there to Barcelona. In most of these schools the train-

injj,' in drawinj^' was classical and severe, and they do

not appear to have degenerated as yet. The young

Madrazo, hrought up at the head-quarters of Spanish

art-education, must have been trained in the most

thorough way. His work now is as little classical as

need be, but the effects of an early drilling in a regard

for form are sufficiently visible. Like other young-

Spaniards, he linished his education in Paris. We are

told, and indeed some of his jiictures show it plainly

enough, that he has been in Italy, but it must have

been as a trained painter. Although there is a

Sjianish academy at Rome, and many jiainters of

that nation settle there, Paris is their final school and

their head-cpiarters. Madrazo finished his apprentice-

ship under Leon Cogniet, an artist who seems to leave

his pupils severely alone. This experience ended, he

began painting on his own account. He probably

owed it to his father's influence that he was employed

when a young man to paint a ceiling of Queen Isabel's

hotel in Paris. Mariano Fortuny was employed in

a similar task by the same patron, and they worked

together. Having once got a good chance of showing

his power, Madrazo rapidly made his way. For a

time he was overshadowed by his brilliant friend, but

from the first he had a recognised place of his own,

and since the exhibition of 1878 he has been an

acknowledged leader. The rest of his life, even if

we knew it, would doubtless be a record of quiet,

steady work, antl journeys undertaken in search of

subjects or new experience.

There is one fact which meets us on the very

threshold in our attempt to make a critical estimate

of Madrazo's work. Although he is a thorough

Spaniard, he is by habitat a French artist. Like well-

nigh every painter of his nation who has any spark

of genius, he lives and works in exile. Spain is

proud of her artists, will give them their training

and praise them lavishly when dead ; but she will

not or cannot find them the very large quantities

of bread and butter required by the modern painter

who is able to find a market. This cannot fairly

be attributed to poverty. Spain is indeed poor in

spite, or perhaps because, of continual bragging

about her inexhaustible resources; but there is much
storcd-u)) wealth in some of the cities, and money
can always be found to Vniild showy houses, anil

buy jewels. Still larger quantities arc lost at

the gambling-table. The real explanation of the

neglect is the simple <ine that the Spaniards,

though they support schools and produce ])ainters,

and glory exceedingly in their ])opularity abroad,

li>ve money far too well to part with it for any-

thing artistic but ]iorfr.iits. It inevitably follows

that only the third and fourth rate men stay in

S])ain, and they have to eke out an arduous existence

with the help of photography and lesson-giving.

A\ hen, a few years ago, a Catalan manufacturer of

exceptional liberality bought two water-colours from
a young countryman who had just returned from

Rome, he obliged the artist to give him a solemn

promise never to reveal the name of the jnirchaser.

The i)recaution was needed to defend him against

the rush of a]i])lications from native talent whit-h

would have followed the astounding announcement

that a moneyed man living in the town had actuallv

bought a ])icture. From a purely commercial j)oint

of view the painters who have contrived to get a

hold on a foreign and particularly on the London

market may have no reason to complain. Artisti-

cally they cannot but suffer. The temptation to

settle clown into a purely artificial studio-world in

Rome or Paris is generally too strong for them, and

they end by losing all hold on reality, and placidly

turning out mere prettinesses, or bits of smartness in

colour, which are tours de force and nothing else.

Raimundo de ]\Iadrazo has escaped the fate of so

many of his fellow-countrymen to a considerable

extent. Much of his work is no doubt merely

frivolous and smart. He has painted one smiling

female model in a domino almost ud namema. The

Dresden China Shepherdess, or some such fancy

dress figure which we have given here, is a very

fair specimen of the quite frivolous side of his

art. Nothing can well be smarter than llii-^ little

drawing. In its way the Mask's combination of

knowing innocence and coquetry is perfect. The

striped dress, the mantle, the furs, and all the rest of

the costume are clever in the last degree. Like the

masked ball itself, it is one of those things which

it is well to see once in a way, but which bcconu>

duller than the didlest work with familiarity. Even

in his more ambitious efforts, such as the " After the

Ball," there is a good deal of nu'n^ painting of studio

" ])roiierties." But there is also life. He is partly

saved by his genius for colour. ^\ ith ^Madrazo

colouring is not, what it has become with the more

slavish followers of Fortuny, a mere matter of

trickerv. He does not laboriously cover canvases

with ])igments just to show how he can put crimson

on red without being merely gaudy, or make white

stand out against white. The French (iallcry in the

summer contained a piclm-e by him which gave a

bright idea of his work at its best. The subject was

one of the familiar boudoir scenes dear to his school :

a girl playing a guitar, and a group of listeneis.

There was, as usual, an excess of mere furniture, but

then it was made the moans of showing a pleasant

scheme of colour. The carpet, the screen, and the

bright waiilii of one of the men harmonised well,

and were painted in a maslci'lv slvlc.
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This same pi((tvu-c also shows another of the

painter's qualities to advantage. Madrazo can make

his colour serve him to interpret human character.

It is not in this case—nor indeed in any ease—

a

very elevated or poetic stamp ol^ character which he

chooses to paint. His singing girl, her pretty little

friend, the mrijo.i,

and the priest are

veiy ordinary Span-

iards, but they have

a certain human

reality and inspire a

kind of sympathy.

Nothing can be

more hopelessly vul-

gar than many of

the figures in his

"After the Ball."

The effect of the

picture is gained by

the cheap device

of contrasting the

most widely d i fferent

costumes. Punch,

Pierrot, a Marcpiise,

a Sultan, an officer

of Hussars, a gen-

tleman in a mediae-

val costume who
is shaking hmiself

into a modern great-

coat, footmen, street

sweepers, Mephisto-

pheles, and a dozen

figures besides, are

all thrown together

in the cold morning

light. Such a pic-

ture can at best only

just escape being

utterly unprofitable,

but Madrazo's does

so by virtue of its

truth. Under all the

frippery of the fancy

dress ball there is a

kind of living reality.

The ])ainter can also

catch a national

type. A comparison

between two of his

church scenes will

show how well he

can succeed in this
^>"

difficult task. There masks

is a study of the (Crai™

interior of a church in Italy by him, in which the

Italian type is excellently rendered. The scene is

simple enough : a row of straw chairs ; a number

of peasants kneeling, sitting, or simply lying down

and sleeping ; in the middle a handsome woman in

a fashionable dress bending over a jirie-dieii—in-

troduced by way of

f.

AND FACES.

hti JIadrazo.)

contrast of course,

and who is no ad-

dition to the real

worth of the picture

—make up the win ile.

Put this alor.gside

of another which he

calls "Vespers"—the

door of a Spanish

church, with wor-

shippers, beggars,

and a wonderful

realistic old priest

hurrying in—and

the accuracy of the

artist's power of

observation will be

seen at once. There

is no sort of doubt

about the nation-

ality, occupation, or

character of any one

of his figures.

It is in keeping

with this quality of

human realism that

INIadrazo is an ad-

mirable p(3rtrait-

painter. " Bon chien

chasse de race
;

"

and he has doubt-

less inherited some

of his faculty from

his father, Don Fran-

cisco, who gave his

proofs long ago.

But whatever he has

inherited he has im-

proved to the utmost

bvhis own strenuous

industry. This side

of his art is little

known in England,

but it is said to be

much appreciated in

the United States.

We have heard of

portraits painted for

wealthy American
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visitors in Paris which have been carried back over

the Atlantic to be vaUied jiossessions in New York
or Boston. His portrait of CoqueHn as Mascarille

(reproduced by the famous acto/s permission) is

indeed a masterpiece, as our readers may see. It

deserves the epithet of "infernal brilliancy," which

IMr. Henry James ajiplied to the jierformance itself.

There Coquelin stands, in the words of the same fine

critic, " looking like an old Venetian print, and

playing as if the author of the ' Etourdi ' were in the

coiil/s.se, pronijiting him." Indiscreet admirers of

Don Raimundo have, with doubtful judgment, jiraised

him for imitating nobody. He does not, so we

are told, ask himself how Velasipiez, for example,

would have done such or such a thing, but how he,

!Madrazo, will do it. If it were any honour to

an artist to be abo\'e taking lessons from the great

Old Masters, the praise could not be given to

Madrazo on the strength of this portrait. It is the

direct lineal descendant of the " Pablillos de Valla-

dolid "—the wonderful Velasquez reproduced by us a

tweh'cmonth back. The actor stands dressed in the

traditional striped costume of the part, with the mantle

folded across him, and the head turned to one side.

Whoever has seen Coquelin has probably had an

opportunity of learning how wonderfully he can con-

trive to cover his broad elastic face with a grin of

fatuous rascality. Those who have not can do so by

looking at the portrait by Madrazo. It is the very

personification of the valet of ^loliere's comedy. The

actor's face expresses all the elements of the character

—

the basis of animal greed, and the surface of monkey
trickery. As he stands in the portrait he seems to be

turning the sweetness of his own smartness over under

his tongue. His eyes are closed in placid enjoyment.

and there is a smile of self-satisfaction on his mouth,

such as comes just after his last roguery, and before

the clumsy honesty of his master has ruined every-

thing. The- fellow is obviously too clever for any-

thing, and so genially dishonest that he is almost

harmless. The portrait will doubtless in due time

take its place in the foi/er of the liaison de ^Nloliere,

and serve as an eternal lesson to future actors who
have to play the part of Mascarille.

jNIadrazo himself will have a better chance of

living by this and other such works than by his

endless dominoes and iiiiijas. Clever as these latter

are, they are but a fashion. We cannot believe that

any dexterity of workmanship can ctjufer ])ermanent

value on the painting of hric-a-hrdc and fancy

dresses. The Dutch painters made their studies of

highly uninteresting things a possession for ever by

dint of good workmanshiji and fine colouring, but

they painted the reality of things. The defect of

modern Spanish art is that it paints frippery, and

cannot touch humanity, except in masquerade. All

the cleverness in the world cannot prevent such work

from becoming altogether wearisome, stale, flat, and

unprofitable. Happily there are signs that some at

least of the younger Sjianish painters are beginning

to be influenced by a manlier ambition. We have

heard of Sefior Pradilla as a painter of strong and

sober historical pictures, and we have seen some very

genuine studies of Valencian peasant life by Jose

Benlliure exhibited in London. It is to be hojK-d

that these are the first works of a new school, which

will not be satisfied with painting odds and ends in

a masterly manner, Init will revert to the old theory

that the artist should have some feeling for poetry

and some sympathy with life. David Haxx.w.

—*^*#o»»^«—

Designed and Etched by Robert W. M.acbeth, A.R.A.

CT. CHARITY! In classic lime

They would have cai~vecl her large, sublime,

Less mind than matter

;

Lifting a horn that overjloius

To nun 7i'hose need {like Figaro^s)

But makes them fatter.

Or, in the neo-Diirer style.

They would have made her grimly smile

From 'ivrecks syml'olic

;

Symbol herself of grinding 'vani.

Hard, introspective, haggard, gaunt.

And melancholic.

Naiu, we have changed all that. To-day,

We treat her in a different way

;

ITe make her pretty ;

We send her tripping through the snow.

To pour her pity on the woe

Of some huge city.

God speed ! Kind heart, kind hand, kind eyes.

Life to too many a one denies

The joy of laughter.

That we should grudge, 7i.'hen you go by,

To wish your errand well, and cry

Our blessing after!
.\lstin Dobso.v.
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SKETCHES IN EGYPT.

THE traveller who goes once, perliajis for a few

weeks, to Egypt and comes back knowing all

aljout it, is very likely to have seen only the worst

side of tlie Egyptian character. He has heen hnstled

about and pursued for backsheesh. He has lieen

deceived bv a Syrian dragoman, and therefore

believes all Egvptians are liars. He has been over-

charged by a Maltese stall-keeper in the bazaar, and

therefore believes all Egyptians are cheats. He has

seen a Turkish bey beat his servant, and concludes

that the Egyptians are tyrannical in authority and

cowardly in a lower rank. He imagines that Cairo

is iidiabited by the same race as the country, that

Nubians are black, tliat every native has two or three

wives, that the fellah rather likes the bastinado, that

the proper attitude towards a donkey-boy is one of

aggressive bullying, and that in such a barbarous

country he may lay about him with a stick on any

and every occasion. The casnal traveller falls into

the hands of a class which is by no means typical.

He deals with the lower rank of railway officials,

very likely Turks, and with the inferior dragoman,

who touts for odd jobs, not having character enough

to take a permanent place or to obtain the conduct

of a party. How intimately should we know Eng-
land if we only learned what a German waiter in a

great number of different races, sects, and interests.

The ordinary Egyptian feels about as mucli cordialily

towards a Turk as an Ulster Orangeman feels towards

A caf£ study.

Regent Street cafe could tell ns, supplemcnd'd In'

conversations with omnibus condiu'tors?

It is necessary, however, in order to undcrsland

the social problems which occur in Egypt, to knew
that there are, even among the Moslem ])()pulation, a

ANOTHER CAFE STUDY.

a Roman priest. The Turk who cannot get on at

home comes to Egypt to seek his fortune, and, as

often as not, finds it. I have known an adventurer

of this class, who hardly understddd a word of

Arabic, whose character was too bad foi- Constanti-

nople, and who, even by his own accoinit, could do

nothing useful, yet who, being a Turk, was sent up

to Beni-Sooef, as secretary to the mndcer, where, no

doubt, he must have been a great help in settling

disputes among the country people and fining petty

thieves. As a fact he spent most of his time loung-

ing about the railway station, for the station-master

was also a Turk, or at a cafe, looking out for a

traveller who could talk to him in his own tongue.

Here he is in our first picture :—in a shabby

black suit, with a standing collar on his coat,

and a Turkish tarboosh, the olli.-ial cap. J re-

member in Ujjper Egypt wearing an old-rashioned

native fez; and one of the fellaheen, who had

])ickcd u]i a I'cw words (if I']no-lisli to ckc oul niv

modest stock of Arabic, remarked with evident

pleasure that I wore that shaped cap, liecausc '' when
you go in tlic Held, peasant man be nol alVaid of

II was such a, Turk as ibis (ba< conijiasscd tlu>

nnu'dcr of poor Palmer and his com])anions. lie had

got himself into trouble at Tripoli in Asia iMinor,

where lie bad been secretary to the governor, and had

come into Egypt to llnil employment. The Turkish

government of I'.gypt of course found a ])lace for him,
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but took care it should be remote. Thus it came to witli the rest. But wlien I was in Egypt again

pass that lie was (iovernor of Nakhl, an out-of-the- I met him in full uniform, clanking his sword

way oasis, when Palmer passed thmugh the peninsula after him, oin ofHeer of police ! He was a fiue-

THE OLD HAEBOUK AT ALEXANDKIA.

of Sinai, and was enabled to play into the hands of

some of his patrons by ordering the murder of the

English party. At the trial no direct evidence

was obtained against him, so he got off with two

years' imprisonment ; and unless he has died of

cholera, he will, if the English continue to allow

Turkish rule in Egypt, be shortly appuinted to a

railway station, or a post office up the country. The

second " cafe study " represents an individual more

often to be seen at Alexandria than in Cairo. He is

very much what would be called in America "a mean

white." He is probably a Greek or Italian, or a

native Alexandrian, born of European jiarents. He
has left Italy or Greece niore f(3r his country's good

than for his own. He has a furtive way of looking

back over his shoulder which speaks volumes. He
cannot look you straight in the face, and the chances

are that if you meet him in a lonely place he will

beg of you with threats. Hundreds of j^eople of

this type ran away in Arabi's time, the Italians to

Greece and the Greeks to Italy. Some of them

came back in the gendarmerie, the formation of

which was one of the first steps after the occu-

j)ation. I knew one of these men, by jirofession

a cook. His character was so bad that no one

could employ him. He became a barber^ and fled

looking fellow, with a purely Grecian profile; but he

did not long hold his proud position.

Between the different classes of natives there is

almost as much diversity as between natives and

Turks. Few English travellers c^uite grasp it. Yet

to rule in Egypt we must remember the respective

animosities of townspeople and country people; and

of Copts, Arabs, and the fellaheen. The inhabitants

of Cairo have certain privileges. They are not liable

to the conscription, for example. In the time of

Ismail Pasha, the late Khedive, this privilege was

looked upon with great jealousy^ and was repeatedly

invaded. Sti'cet-boys were locked up on frivolous

pretences, and " let off " on condition of joining the

army. An honest donkey-boy whom I know well

was arrested on a charge of stealing the knocker from

the door of a mosque. Fortunately for him one of

his employers, an Englishman, happened to be in

Cairo at the time. Mohammed sent for him to the

prison where he lay. The Englishman took up the

case warmly, and when IMohammed was brought

before the magistrate, attended the court, and, with

the help of a trusty interpreter, informed the magis-

trate that, in the first place, it was impossible that

Mohammed could have stolen the knocker, because

being of short statm-e he could not possibly reach it

;
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anil, in tlio >;ec(in(l, a^ a niatlcr cii' I'art IIk' kmickor

itsolf was still (ui (he (Lmr ! Tho niao-istrate swoiv

in a ciimniissidu of court otticials to inspect the door.

The Eno'lishnian insisted on aeeompanyino- them, as

he fancied that they were short-sii^-hted, or mig-ht

round it. He is earefidlv shaved esce]it on the

upper lip, and his skin is smooth and shinini^', and

of a rich mahoijany colour.

The water-carrier in our last cut is of a some-

what different type. His employuienr is not .so

be conducted to tlie wrong- jilace ; but in the result remunerative. All day iong- in the narrow streets of

Mohammed was discharg-ed. This story has, I think, the old town you hear the "clank, clank" of the

been in i)rint before.

Imt as it is strictly

true, and as it illus-

trates the subject ad-

mirablv, I see no

reason wjiy it should

be omitted here.

The country peo])le

have no protection

ag'ainst the conscrip-

tion, and look at a

born " ^Tasri," or Cai-

rene, witli great respect.

In a nation where some

twenty or thirty names

iiave to do for the

whole population, a

nickname is very use-

ful ; and among' Nile

sailors and in other

walks of low life, Masri

forms a common, con-

venient, and honourable

appellation. The seller

of sherbet in my jiic-

ture here is a typical

Masri. His dress is

beautifully clean and

neat ; he rattles two

bowls as he goes ; and

he fills one of them from
his enormous Ijottle, if

you ask for a drink, by

stooping his body till

the sweet beverage runs

out. A Cairene of this

class wears an inner

gown of striped stuff,

red and yellow, or Idue

and white, buttoned u]i

to his throat, and over

it a long' robe of daz-

zling whiteness. He
has short wide loose

drawers, and red or

yellow slipjicrs down
at the heel. On his

head is a round-1o]i)i<'il

fez, with a white tui'ban

•219
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brass cups and the jn-o-

tracted cry "]\I,,ia"—

Water. In Alexandria

they say " Mia ;
" but

both forms are corruji-

tions of the orio'inal

Arabic "Ma." Like

fully half the native

people you meet, he

has only one eye, or is

actually suffering from

ophthalmia. He will

probably, if so, lose his

sight, for if he dresses

it at all, it is with some

nostrum of his native

doctm-, and it is more

than likely that instead

of any dressing he has

a text from the Koran

neatly written out and

folded into the turban

which covers the in-

jured organ. There

is a still lower order of

water-carriers, that of

the "Sakkas." They
water the streets from

an ass's skin, which

they c-arry strapped on

their backs, holding

tight in one hand the

orifice at the neck of

the bag. They are

much employed in fill-

ing cisterns and barrels

anil are enormously

strong, physically. I

remember one night

Ijeing present at a great

fire in the street known
as the Moosky. No-
body could find the

water-jilug at first, and

when it was found no

one ciaild unlock it, for

i1 hail never been used

and never insjieeted

since it was laid down,
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half a dozen years ago. Meanwhile eveiy Sakka in

Cairo had been summoned from his bed, and a

plentiful su]).ply of water was obtained as they filed

one by one up from the eanal, emptied their skins into

the engine, and returned for a further supply. They

were all short thiek-set men, such as one might

picture Sindbad the porter, as he appeared before

Sindbad the sailor. The ])eople of this class and

others of a similar hiw rank in life are miserably

housed in Cairo. They spend their day in the open

air, and retire at night to a hovel of mud, very often

without a roof, where, if they are rich, they sleep on

a bed made of palm sticks, and, if poor, on a bench of

«>>^

A DONKEY-EOT.

mud like their walls. Their wives keep a stock of

miserable little fowls, which lay eggs about the size of

a good pigeon's e'^g here. Their children, especially

the girls, collect manure in the street, and assist their

mothers to make it up into cakes to dry against

the w^all for fuel. When a fire of this kind is

lighted, perhaps in a hovel under your window, the

smell is horrible. Women of this class wear in

their houses a striped cotton dress, not very long,

generally red and white ; but never appear out of

doors except in dark blue. A red handkerchief is

bound about the head, and over it is a long blue veil

or hood ; and nothing would distress a woman more

than to let you see her hair. I have often seen little

girls of six or seven running about with a head-

covering and no other clothes on. The face-veil is

rare. It is, in fact, no necessary pai-t of native

Egyptian costume, and is never worn in reuKite

places. But in most parts of the Delta it is common,

and universal among the upper classes in Cairo. A
donkey-boy told me that his wife never wore a veil,

but that a generation ago it was a necessary article

of dress, on account of the licence Mohammed Ali

allowed to his Arnaut soldiers. Thackeray gives

some strange particulars of the behaviour of these

scoundrels, which may be found in his amusing

travels " From Cornhill to Grand Cairo."

The solemn, somewhat hypocritical face ]ior-

tr:iyed in my llftli illustration is that of a sui)erior

(l(iiikev-b(iv. Tliere is no class of the Cairencs with

whom the Eurojiean temporary resident is more fre-

quently brought into contact. I know and have

known many of them, and have found them good, bad,

and indifferent, of course, but on the whole wonder-

fully good. It was against the law, til! very lately,

for a donkey-boy to use a foreign language in the

jnn-suit of his calling, as by so doing he infringed

the privileges of the dragomans. Nevertheless talk

English he did, and often much better than the

professional dragoman. English travellers, and

especially invalids who come to Cairo for a winter,

often hire one donkey-l)oy and keep him all the time,

especially if he has a good donkey. He sits at the

door of your room and is always ready to go your

messages. You may trust him implicitly. I have

sent donkey-boys to the bank with a cheque to be

cashed. I have constantly given them money to buy

things for me in the bazaai', where they get them

at a lower price than I should have to pay. I have

employed them to pack or unjjack my trunks, to take

my railway ticket, and to have my luggage weighed

;

and whether I was particularly lucky, or whether it

is the universal rule, I have found them abs(dutely

trustworthy. Though they seldom read or write—if

they did, they might become dragomans—they can

keep a complicated account in their heads without

making a mistake. WheTi going on a long excursion

from Cairo with donkeys, perhaps part of the way by

rail, I have given my boy at starting £1 or £^, as

the case might be, and he has paid for everything

and given me a strict account in the evening, and

returned the change. I have often, when leaving

Egypt in the spring, lent a donkey-boy a small sum

of money towards keeping himself during the

summer, or towards buying a new donkey ; and I

have always had it didy returned to me on my next

visit. While they are young—for a d(mkey "boy,'"

like that now almost extinct animal, a post-boy,

may be of any age—they are wonderfully ])owerful

and active. I have seen them often run all the .seven

miles out to the Pyramids after their employers, and

all the way home again, with hardly a pause, and

be none the worse. Of course, also, they have some-

times complained bitterly to me of the hard work

ejf^jected from them by some thoughtless tourist, who

never imagined a donkey-boy could feel fatigue or

suffer from hcailachc, " just like a Christian," after a

long run in the sunshine.

Such a "boy" as this in the cut is probably

" Sheykh" at or.e of the hotels, and owns a number
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of asses whiuli he lends out. His business is to be his private orders the coachman has driven rapidly

on the spot and see each guest properly mounted ; to away the moment you have alighted. On this kind

receive the fare when they return ; to choose a boy of p(jliteness the Cairene prides himself, and I must
for a message ; to call carriages, and, in short, to be say his manners are generally perfect,

responsible for everything connected with the tourist's At the house you find a small crowd assembled to

"getting about." He adjusts the saddle and the welcome you. A few green and red flags are sus-

stirrups as you mount, and gives your directi<3ns in peuded by cords across the entrance, and some large

Arabic to the boy who is to accompany you, lest lanterns swing in the wind. On the seat at either

either of you should fail to make the other uiulerstand. side of the door are two men chanting the Koran
His politeness amounts

to servility, and though

in his heart you are a

"Kelb," and 'a " Naz-

rani," a dog, and a Chris-

tian, he addresses you as

" My master, my gentle-

man," with the utmost

dct^erence. He never dis-

])utes the fare, but if you

underpay him you do not

lind yourself so well

mounted the next time.

He is a terrible tyrant to

his boys—whom he pro-

bably describes in speak-

ing to you as his " slaves,"

though they are all free

citizens of Masr, like

himself. If you get to

know him well, it is very

]irobable he will ask you
to an entertainment at

his private residence. I

have attended many fes-

tivities of the kind. The
" donkey - boy " would

come to the hotel for

you, to say that dinner

was ready. He would
bring a confederate with

him, whom he would

introduce to you as " i\Iy

bluther "—no Egyptian

|lM|'''f^!''''
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A WATEIi- CARRIER.

with a nasal drawl in-

expressibly monotonous.

Already your ubiquitous

host is there to welcome

you, whicli he does in a

set speech in his best

English. If he thinks

you understand a little

Arabic, he speaks of you

to the bystanders as " El

Basha ;

" and remarks

in an audible undertone

that it is " mabsoot "

—

[jlcasing—to see you in

his house. You are then

ushered up-stairs, and

leave the crowd below

to be regaled with coarser

food, while you sit down,

most likely, to a regular

European dinner, during

which your host and his

" bluther " wait on you,

and you are aware of a

whispering' and ]ierhajis

a gigu'liui;' at the door

wl'.i'iu'\(T it is ii])cucd to

br.i.g in M Jisli. The

great fault of the enter-

tainment is its length.

After you have eaten more

than yiiu ever ate at one

meal Ijcl'iire in your life, a

gigantic turkey i.s brought

can say " brother"—then with a bow he would ask in, and you must at least taste it or your host will be

leave to go on to the other guests. The " bluther," who
is probably no relation, but only a comrade or " jial,"

it tiu-ns out, cannot speak a word of English, but he

]ii>litely conducts you to the door, where you are about

to mount an ass. He appears so shocked that you

desist, thinking it cannot be far to walk. I'Snt he lias

called n carriage— it would never do t<i 140 to dine

with a donkey-boy on a donkey; there would be too

nuich "shop" about such a proceeding: but the

"bluther" docs not allow you to ])ay I'or the caiTian'c

when at leiiotli you lia\e arrived at the enti'auce of a

narrow lane. He has humbly sat on thi' box, and by

cut to the heart. At last the entertainment is over,

and you retire to a divan, where your host makes you

a delicate cigarette and olVers you coffee. ^leanwhile

there is some more \vhlsp<'ring' and giggling at the

door, and then vour host with an air of the highest

solemnity informs you that his wil'e desires to kiss

your hand. Accordino-I v, a pretty little g-irl—for so

she a]i]H'ars in most cases—enters shyly, hardly

daring to look at y<ni with her great Itrown eves, and

you shake hands with her, and hojie she will get safe

out oI'iIk' room willioiil burslnig into tears, which

she seems but too likclv to do. .\t'tcr this it is lime
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to ck'pai-t ; and tli(iUi;'li your liot^t presses ycni to

remain with apparent sineerity, you know he has liacl

nothing- to eat himself, and that liis other g-nests are

waiting for him. The " bkither " is ah-eady at tlie

door with the carriage, and deposits you safely at

home. When next you tip your donkey-boy you do

not, of course, forget his hospitality.

The view of Alexandria in our third sketch is

taken from a spot near the Ramleh railway station,

and shows the old harbour, now only used for small

boats. To the right, at the extreme point, is the

famous Pharos, now entirely rebuilt. There are,

however, foundations i-eiiiaining to show that it is

on the original site. Some archieologists think

that the Pliaros gave the Arab compierors of Egyi)t

the idea of the minaret; and thei-e was a strong

resemblance between the oldest niinaret at Cairo and

what we know of the form of the tower built Ijy

Sostratus of Cnidus. Close to the foreground the two

obelisks once stood. One had long fallen down, but

the other was upright. The fallen one is now on

the Thames Embankment; and the Americans have

taken down the other and transported it to New
York. W. J. LomE, B.A., F.S.A.

VENETIAN GLASS.

THE spell of Venice possibly owed some of its emulate than these liewitching phantasies. History

power during the Middle Ages to the subtle rarely keeps record of the beginning of famous manu-

beauty of those numberless objects of glass-ware, factures, and of the origin of Venetian glass we have

silent witnesses to her superior handicraft, which her no certain knowledge. The interest of this subject

far-reaching

eonunerce car-

ried to the ut-

termost limits

of the world.

Certainly no

manufacture
since classical

times had ever

achieved so

widely extend-

ed or so lastiuLi'

a renown as the

fur-famed glass

of Venice,

which Coccio

S a Ij e 1 1 i c o i n

119o descrilies

as comprising

"all things that

can attract or

delight theeyes

of mankind."

Amongst our

national trea-

sures there are

few objects

that wc child-

ren of a later

day have I'u-

d e a V o u r e il

more earnestly,

or perhaps more

successfully, to

VENLTIAX UL.Vaa 1 -1, Illli lEIUJirU OF VENV3
;

3. A PLATEAU.

A .MARKIAUE CUP

has led various

writers to de-

V o t e t h em -

selves to the

elucidation of

its early his-

tory. Professor

Zanetti, Direc-

tor of the

Correr]\Iuseiun

at ^lurano, is

the highest au-

thorityin Italy,

and themodern

revival of this

a n e i e n t a r t

owes much to

his learning

and patient re-

search ; while

in England wc

are greatly in-

debted to the

zeal and learn-

ing of ^Ir.

Franks and

Mr. Nesbitt.

Native his-

torians assert

that the art

was jiractiscd

in the lagoons

of ^ enice as

early as the
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Fifth Century. It is possible that refug'ees from

Italy, some of them experienced in an art then

practised universally in Rome and other cities,

may have remarked the extraordinary natural ad-

vantages possessed by the lagrjons for the manu-

facture of glass—the abundance of line sand and

maritime plants yielding alkali—and turned these

rich gifts to such a use. Doubtless the existence

(if these natural advantages contributed later to

give Venice her superiority. In the days of her

after-renown, not content with her native pro-

ductions, she sent her boats to the classic river

Belus, to gather and bring back the sand celebrated

by so many pagan writers. Documentary evidence

only begins in 1083, Professor Zanetti having lately

discovered in the ar-

chives of Murano a

paper of that date re-

lating to trade regula-

tions in glass-making.

In loot), in the same

archives, is recorded the

name of " Petrus Flavi-

anus, phiolarius." In

deepening the canals

they have found frag-

ments of glass of a

Roman character, very

line in colour, which

Zanetti, referring to this

date, accepts as witness

that the manufacture

VKNliTlA-V OLASS :— 4, A UUVtlUiU UOllLbT ; 0, liNAMiiLS ; ti, A BELL

was then tiourishing. Some churches had before

that time been decorated with glass mosaic. St.

Cyprian's, in Murano, was finished in S8£; and

the large mosaic in St. Clark's, representing the

liringing the body of the saint from Alexandria to

Venice, appears to date from lt)0(l to 11171. But

we have no evidence that these mosaics were not

the work of Byzantine artists. Desiderius, abbot

of Monte Cassino, sent to Constantinople about this

time for workers in mosaic, which would indicate

that the reputation of Venice was not great. The

decoration of St. Clark's must have given a great

impetus to glass mosaic, as even the presence of

Byzantine artists would instruct and excite native

talent. In 1159 we tind one Pietro, whose name

sounds Italian, at work upon mosaic. The taking

of Constantinople (1204') sent many Greeks to Venice,

and they doubtless bi'ought much additional know-

ledge to the factories already established. The glass

treasures of St. [Mark's are supposed to be part of

the plunder of Constantinople. They are the most

clearly marked specimens of Byzantine woi'k known.

Twenty years after (1:!21) we read that twenty-

nine ph'iular'ii were reproved for breaking the official

regulations laid down for the management of the

works. Some years later, in the procession at the

Doge's election, the glass-workers exhibited decanters,

scent-lxittles, and so forth; and soon afterwards, by

a decree of the Senate, they made measures and

weights of glass of the same kind as those issued by-

the Fatimite princes, and thus proved to admiration

how much more they were intluenccd 1)V Byzantine

than Roman traditions.

The increasing importance of the iudu^rtry began to

attract the attention of the Gi'eal Council, and many

lawsw'ere made regulating the

trade. In 1:Z75 an edict pro-

hiliited the cx[iorfation of sand,

or any substance used in making

"lass, or even bits of broken

glass, though masses of glass

miglit be imported as ballast.

By these and similar devices

the Rcpulilic strove zealously

io niiai-d from tiie outer world

the secri'ts of a manufacture

which brouglit her citizens such

gain. Tliotigh ^'enice gave her

name to all tlic <;-lass objects,

the factories, for fear ol' fire,

were banished the city in \1\)\,

makers of small wares being

allowed to remain on condition

that fifteen paces were left

between their workshops and

liouses. It is sujiiioscd that
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the banished artisans migrated to Murano, a mile

to the north of Venice. Murano thus became the

workshop from whence for some five centuries issued

most of the artistic glass of the world, while Venice

was the mart for medifeval merchants in search of

the coveted treasures.

At this time Marco Polo pointed out to his

countrymen how they might greatly extend their

trade in beads (for the making of which they were

already celebrated), by taking the same routes as

those followed by the Phenieians when they carried

to many lauds tlae glass of Egypt and Sidon. The

consequence was that the bead-makers became so

important that they were made a separate guild,

with special regulations. Two masters, Biani and

Miotti, turned their attention to making false

gems, and a successful speculation of Miotti to

Bussora greatly increased the exportation to Eastern

markets. Throughout the Fourteenth Century the

State of Venice jealously watched over and protected

the growing industry of Murano, which in another

hundred years was reaching its prime. Besides

searching far and wide for the best materials, it

enacted many edicts to guard the secrets of the

manufacture, and so prevent the competition of

other cities. Heavy fines were levied on those

artisans who ventured to work for neighbouring

towns. Foreio'u states strove to attract Venetian

workmen to teach to their citizens the trade, while

the Council of Ten redoubled its precautious. It

took entire charge of Murano, conferred special

privileges on the guilds, gave them their own judges

and code of laws, and allowed no meaner authority

than its own to dominate the island. In 1376 the

Republic wisely ennobled the art : nobles gave their

daughters in marriage to glass-workers, and their

children inherited noliiHty. Abroad the craft was

deadly to the Venetian who practised it. An
edict of 14o9 decrees that " if any workman carries

this art to a foreign country, he shall have first

an order to return ; if he obeys not, all his nearest

relatives shall be put in prison ; if, in spite of this,

he obstinately remains abroad, an emissary shall be

charged to slay him." Two workmen whom the

Emperor Leopold had tempted into Germany

were actually killed. There is also a legend of one

Paoli, who, with his daughter, wandered into

Normandy, hoping to gain there more than at home

;

but the Council tracked him, and stabbed him dead,

with a dagger on which was written " Traitor."

So rapidly did the national monopoly increase in

importance that in 1495, " a street in Murano, a

mile long, might be considered a city from the mag-

nificence and size of its edifices ; the street glows

for the most part with glass furnaces." The popu-

lation of the island in its palmy days was about

30,000 ; now it is reduced to 5,000. In the archives

are copies of the rules by which the guilds were

governed. Some of these are interesting. The heads

of each factory had to subscribe annually a certain

sum to assist infirm and placeless artisans, and also for

the support of schools of design. Each apprentice had

to pass a severe examination before becoming a master

workman, and it was forbidden to increase the number

of masters until there seemed a real necessity. The

workshops were subject to inspection, night and day,

by officials, whose duty it was to note the quality of

the work and see that none of the State edicts were

infringed. Each member of a guild took an oath of

fidelity, and every proprietor was obliged, to seal his

cases with his own trade-mark. No master could

hire a workman who could not produce his discharge

from his last employe'-, or who was in debt to any

member of a guild. The entrance of any stranger

into the works was absolutely forbidden. If there was

any lack of labour iu Murano, only Venetians, pro-

perly qualified, were allowed to aspire to the privilege

of assisting. After ten years' toil, masters or pro-

prietors who had honourably failed, could claim an

annual pension of seventy ducats.

Coloured glass for windows is heard of as early as

1335, one Giovanni beiug then mentioned as superior

to any other in the art. In 1335 a certain Marco

painted windows for a chapel of the Frati ; and

somewhat later one Niccolo was sent to Milan

to paint the Duomo windows. During the building

of the Duomo of Florence, Ghiberti's contribution

took the form of designs for the circular windows

beneath the dome and the fagade ; Donatello fur-

nished one as well ; all were iu Venetian glass.

Ghiberti had visited Venice in liii, and then

had probably become acquainted with the artistic

beauty of her staple manufacture. Early in the Fif-

teenth Century, Panfilo Castaldi was employed Ijy

the State of Venice to engross a number of deeds and

edicts of various kinds, the initial letters of which

were usually ornamented with gold and colours.

Pietro di Natale, Bishop of Aquileia, had previously

invented certain stamps or types which were made of

Murano glass, and were used to print the outline of

the said initial letters, which were afterwards filled

up by hand. Castaldi—having seen some Chinese

liooks which ^Marco Polo had brought into Venice,

wherein the text was printed with wooden blocks

—

improved upon the glass stamps by having wooden

types made, each containing a single letter, and with

these he printed, iu 14-26, several sheets, said to be

still preserved in the archives of Venice. Tradition

says that John Faust of Mayence passed some time

with Castaldi in his scriptorium at Feltre.

Among the many travellers who have recorded

their impressions of ^lurano, F. Faber, of Ulm, says
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fern

in llSl, that nowliore else in tlio world were snch

IM-ecimis and beautiful wares manufactured, and

that the glass vases were esteemed fitting presents

to royalty. One such vase was presented by the

Senate to the Emperor Frederick IV., who, how-
ever showed his innate vulgarity by remarking that

glass had one fault— fragility—and let the delicate

treasure fall
;

the Doge, tak-

ing the hint,

presented him
with a vase of

precious metal.

Leandro Al-

berti, early in

the Sixteenth

Century, de-

scribed a galley

he saw in ]\Iu-

rano, made of

glass, with all

its tackle ; also

an organ, which

produced melo-

dious sounds.

At the marriage

of the Prince of

^lautua there

was a great dis-

play of rich

glass ware :—
"of that there

was need, for

all the gentle-

men invited,

after they had

drunk, broke

the beakers
which they
held, as a sign

of great joy ful-

ness." In its

wa}' this com-

mon media?val

custom was good for trade. The feeling was, no

doubt, that vessels consecrated to some high occa-

sion should never be put to meaner uses. Such reck-

less devastation and carelessness of expenditure were

perhaps a sign of incomplete civilisation. This is ex-

pressed, too, in the glasses made in the form of

monsters. Rene Fran9ois, chai)laiu to Louis XIII.,

1610, gives an amusin<r sketch of Murano fillinsj

Europe with fantasies in glass : you swallow, says he,

a ship or a gondola of wine, a j)yramid or a steeple-

ful,a whale-ful or a lion. The astonished liquor takes

all manner of shapes and turns all kinds of colours.

Ti..Nl^ilA.\ U1_1S3 : 7, A -I'L.VTE ; S,

CKACKLED

The earliest specimen of ]\Iurano glass known to

exist is the ^Marriage Cup in the Correr jMuseum,
with enamelled portraits of a man and a woman

;

this is attributed to Beroviero, 1450. The two
I)cautifally enamelled cups from the Slade Becpiest

in the British ]\Iuseum, the "Triumph of Venus"
and the "Marriage Cup " (1 and 2), are of the same

class. They

_^^ were at one

I

time bought for

£3 12s. and £3,

and were among
the gems of

Prince Solty-

koiJ's collec-

tion ; they were

acquired by Mr.

Slade for Mm
and £101; their

jiresent value is

much greater

—

it is said that

£3,000hasbeeu

offered for the

famous Byzan-

tine tazza of

St. Mark's. All

these vessels,

enamelled with

armorial bear-

ings, saints, or

g r o t e s q u e

figures, belong-

to the Fifteenth

or early Six-

teenth Century,

and all show

the influence of

Bvzantine art.

T"h e p late
figured in our

last illustra-

tion (7) bears

the arms of a

Doge of Venice, 1501. Among the subjects figured

in our second illustration (5) is one representing St.

George and the Dragon, and one with the Winged
Lion of St. Mark's. These enamelled objects, requir-

ing the aid of skilled artists, must always have been

rare and expensive. A cheaper style was afterwards

adopted, when the ornaments were simply painted in

oil colours on the glass. This class of work is distin-

guished by a great deal of very delicate gilding and

jewel-iiattern. The great advance made by the art in

Murano about this date and afterwards may be attri-

buted to the artistic impulse given by certain families,

A TVPnON-GLASS
;

GLASS.

A I;0T1LK
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who transmitted their secrets from generntion to gene-

ration. Among these may be cited the Berovieri,

Balleriui, Miotti, and Briati. The effects of this

inherited dexterity may still be seen in some of

their descendants, who are among tlie most skilled

artisans of modern Murano. After the enamelled

tazzas come the light fanciful glasses known more

peculiarly as Venetian. Among these may be noticed

the stem of a glass in the form of an Egyptian

Typhon, or spirit of evil (S). This type, from its

picturesque shape, appears to have api^ealed more
vividly to the artistic mind than the Si)hinx, the

spirit of good. It is often found in decoration,

especially in the embroideries of Crete, where ^'ene-

tian art left a deep impression.

The six classes into which Mr. Franks divides the

ornament.i.l work of ]\[urano are :— (I.) Objects of

clear white or coloured glass ; or ornamented bv

threads of colour, as the glass bell (d) in our second

illustration. (II.) Gilt and enamelled glass, chiefly

practised in the Fifteenth Century, as in both our first

and second illustrations. (III.) Crackled glass, which

looks like ice irregularly frozen, made by suddenly

cooling the object when half blown ; it belongs to the

Sixteenth Century; the bottle (9) engra\ed in our third

illustration is a good specimen. (IV.) Marbled and

v.ariegatcd glass known as scJimicJ:, imitation stones

as agate and chalcedony, also aveuturine; these belong

to the Seventeenth Century. (V.) MiUc fori or mosaic

glass, which never approached the beauty of the old

Koman from which it was copied. (VI.) Filigree or

lace glass, in which ^'enetians far surpassed their

masters ; this was in vogue in the Seventeenth Cen-

tury. The tall covered goblet (1) decorated with

crowned serpents iu our second illustration is a beauti-

ful example. Madeline A. Wallace-Dinlop.

I^P
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important, and the preservation of a uniform character

from end to end—these, which taken together con-

stitute techniciil perfection, are to some degree witliiii

the reach of industry and intellectual courage.

What to put in and what to leave out ; whether

some particular fact be organically necessary or

purely oi-nameutal ; whether, if it Ijc purely orna-

mental, it may not weaken or obscure the general

design ; and hnally whether, if we decide to use it,

we should do so grossly and n(jtably, or in some con-

ventional disguise: are questions of plastic style

continually re-arising. And the sphinx that patrols

the highways of executive art has no more xm-

answerable riddle to propound.

In literature (from which I must draw my
instances) the great change of the past century has

been effected by the admission of detail. It was

inaugurated by the romantic Scott ; and at length,

by the semi-romantic Balzac, and his more or less

wholly uuromantic followers, bound like a duty on

the novelist. For some time it signified and ex-

pressed a more ample contemplation of the conditions

of man's life ; Init it has recently (at least in France)

fallen into a merely technical and decorative stage,

which it is, perhaps, still too harsh to call survival.

With a movement of alarm, the wiser or more timid

begin to fall a little back from these extremities;

they begin to aspire after a more naked, narrative

articulation ; after the succhict, the dignified, and the

poetic ; and as a means to this, after a general

lightening of this baggage of detail. After Scott

we beheld the starveling story—once, in the hands

of Voltaire, as abstract as a parable—begin to be

jiampered upon facts. The introduction of these

details developed a particular ability of hand ; and

that ability, childishly indulged, has led to the works

that now amaze us on a railway journey. A man of

the unquestionable force of M. Zola spends himself

on technical successes. To afford a popular flavour

and attract the mob, he adds a steady current of

what I may be allowed to call the rancid. That is

exciting to the moralist ; but what more particularly

interests the artist is this tendency of the extreme of

detail, when followed as a principle, to degenerate

into mere fen.r-ilc-joie of literary tricking. The

other day even M. Daudet was to be heard babbling

of audible colours and visible sounds.*

This odd suicide of one branch of the realists may
serve to remind us of the fact which luidcrlies a very

dusty conflict of the critics. All representative art,

which can be said to live, is both realistic and ideal
;

and the realism about which we quarrel is a matter

* There is an interesting chapter to be written on the history

of this movement, with its deduction from Scott, througli Balzac

and Flaubert, to our own contemporaries, and in partioilar with

the malign sidc-intluence of Gauticr.

pvirely of externals. It is no especial coitus of

nature and veracity, but a mere whim (^f veeriuL;-

fashicin, that has made us turn our back upon the

larger, more various, and more romantic art of yore.

A photographic exactitude in dialogue is now the

exclusive fashion ; but even in the ablest hands' it

tells us no more—T think it even tells us less—than

Moliere, wielding his artificial medium, has told tn

us and to all time of Alceste or Orgoo, Dorine or

Chrysale. The historical novel is forgotten. \et

truth to the conditions of man's nature and the con-

ditions of man's life, the truth of literary art, is free

of the ages. It may be told us in a carpet comedy,

in a novel of adventure, or a fairy tale. The scene

may be pitched in London, on the sea-coast of

Bohemia, or away on the mountains of Beulah. And
by an odd and luminous accident, if there is any page

of literature calculated to awake the envy of M.
Zola, it must be that " Troilus and Cressida " which

Shakes])eare, in a spasm of unmanly anger with the

World, grafted on the heroic story of the siege of

Troy.....
This question of realism, let it then be clearly

understood, regards not in the least degree the fun-

damental truth, but only the technical method, of a

work of art. Be as ideal or as abstract as you

please, you -will be none the less veracious ; but if

you be weak, you run the risk of being tedious and

inexpressive ; and if you be very strong and honest,

you may chance upon a masterpiece.

A work of art is first cloudily conceived in the

mind ; during the period of gestation it stands more

clearly forward from these swaddling mists, puts on

expressive lineaments, and becomes at length that

most faultless, but also, alas ! that incommunicable

jiroduct of the human mind, a perfected design.

On the approach to execution all is changed. The

artist must now step down, don his working clothes,

and become the artisan. He now resolutely commits

his aii'v conception, his delicate Ariel, to the touch of

matter ; he must decide, almost in a breath, the scale,

the style, the spirit, and the particularity of execu-

tion of his whole design.

The engendering idea of some works is stylistic

;

a technical preoccupation stands them instead of some

robuster principle of life. And with these the execu-

tion is but play ; for the stylistic problem is resolved

l)eforehand, and all large originality of treatment

wilfull.v foregone. Such are the verses, intricately de-

signed, which we have learnt to admire, with a certain

smiling admiration, at the hands of ^Ir. Lang and jNIr.

Dobson ; such, too, are those canvases where dexterity

or even Ijreadth of plastic style takes the place of

pictorial nobility of design. So, it may be rcmai-ked,

it was easier to begin t(5 write " Esmond " than

" Vanity Fair," since, in the first, the style was die-
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tatodby the nature of tlie plan ; and Tliaekeray, a man

proljaldy of some indolence of mind, enjf)}'ed and got

oMod profit of this economy of effort. 15ut the ease

is exceptional. ITsnally in all works of art that ha\'e

been conceived from within, outwards, and generously

nourished from the author's mind, tlie moment in

which he begins to execute is one of extreme per-

plexity and strain. Artists of indifferent energy and

an imperfect devotion to their own ideal make this

ungrateful effort once for all ; and having formed a

style, adhere to it through life. But those of a higher

order cannot rest content with a process which, as they

contiime to employ it, must infallibly degenerate to-

wards the academic and the cut-and-dried. Everyfresh

work in which they embark is the signal for a fresh en-

gagement of the whole forces of their mind ; and the

changing views which accompany the growth of their

experience are marked by still more sweeping altera-

tions in the manner of their art. So that criticism

loves to dwell upon and distinguish the varying

periods of a Raphael, a Shakespeare, or a Beethoven.

It is, then, first of all, at this initial and decisive

moment when execution is begun, and thenceforth

oidy in a less degree, that the ideal and the real do

indeed, like good and evil angels, contend for the

tlirection of the work. iMarble, paint, and language,

the pen, the needle, and the brush, all have their

grossnesses, their ineffable impotences, their hours, if

I may so express myself, of insubordination. It is

the work and it is a great part of the delight of any

artist to contend with these unruly tools, and now by

brute energy, now Ijy witty expedient, to drive and

coax them to effect his will. Given these means, so

laughably inadequate, and given the interest, the

intensity, and the rnnltiplicity of the actual sensation

whose effect he is to render with their aid, the artist

has one main and necessary resource which he must,

in every case and upon any theory, employ. He
must, that is, su]ipress much and omit mm-e. He
must omit what is tedious or irrelevant, and suppress

what is tedious and necessary. But sut'h facts as, in

regard to the main design, subserve a variety of piu'-

poses, he will pci-fiirce and eagerly retain. And it is

tlie mark of the very highest order of creative art to

be woven exclusively of such. There, any fact that

is registered is I'ontrived a double or a treble debt to

pay, and is at once an ornament in its place and a

pillar in the main design. Nothing would find room

in such a picture that did not serve, at once, to c-om-

plcte the composition, to accentuate the scheme (jT

colour, to distinguish the planes of distance, and to

strike the note of the selected sentiment ; nothing

would be allowed in such a story that diil nut, at the

same time, expedite the progress of the I'liMc, build

up the charactei-s and strike home tlu' ninr;il or the

]iliiloso))liical dcsii;n. Hut this is the unaUanialjlc.

As a rule, so far from building the fabric of our

works exclusively with these, we are thrown into a

rapture if we think we can muster a dozen or a sew'e

of them, to be the plums of our confection. And
hence, in order that the canvas may be filled or the

story proceed from point to point, other details miist

be admitted. They must be admitted, alas ! upon a

doubtful title; many without marriage robes. Thus

any work of art, as it proceeds towards completion,

too often—I had almost written always—loses in

fin-ce and poignancy of main design. Our little air is

swamped and d<Varfed among hardly relevant orches-

tration ; our little passionate story drowns in a deep

sea of descriptive eloipience or slipshod talk.

But again, we are rather more tempted to admit

those particulars which we know we can describe;

and hence those most of all which, having been

described very often, have grown to be convention-

ally treated in the practice of our art. These we

choose, as the mason chooses the acanthus to adorn

his capital, because they come naturally to the

accustomed hand. The old stock incidents and

accessories, tricks of workmanship and schemes of

composition (all being admirably good, or they would

long have been fm-gotten) haunt and tempt our

fancy; offer us ready-made but not perfectly ajtprcj-

priate soluti(ins for any problem that arises ; and

wean us from the study of nature and the uncom-

promising practice of art. To sul)mit is to die. To

struggle, to face nature, to find fresh solutions, and

give expression to facts which have not yet been

adequately or not yet elegantly expressed, is to run

a. little upon the danger of extreme self-love.

Difficulty sets a high price upon achievement ; and

the artist may easily fall into the error of the French

naturalists, and consider any fact as welcome to

admission if it be the ground of l)rilliant handiwork
;

or, again, into tlic error of the modern landscape-

jiainter, who is apt to think that difiiculty overcome

and science well displayed can take the place of

what is, after all, the one excuse and breath of art

—

charm. A little further, and he will regard charm

in the light of an unworthy sacrifice to jirettiness,

and the omission of a tedious passage as an infidelity

to art.

We have now the matter (if this dift'erence

before us. The idealist, his eye singly fixed upon

the greater outlines, loves rather to lill n]i the

interval with detail of the conventional order, briclly

touched, soberly sup])ressed in tone, courting neglect.

iJut the realist, with a line intemperance, will not

suffer the presence of anything so dead as a con-

vention ; he shall have all fiery, all hot-pressed from

natm-e, all charactered and notalile, seizing the eye.

'I'lic style that befits either of these extremes, once

chosen, brini-'s with it its necessary disabilities and
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datiyors. Tlie iiiiniediiiU' daiinvr (iT the ri^alist is to

sacrifice the beauty and siguifieance (if the wlmle to

local dextcrityj or, in tlie insane pursuit oi' coni-

I)Ietion, to immolate his readers under facts; but he

comes in the last resort, and as liis energy declines,

to discard all design, abjure all choice, and, with

scientific thoroughness, steadily to communicate matter

which is not worth learning. The danger of the

idealist is, of course, to beccmie merely null and lose

all grip of fact, particularity, or passion.

We talk of bad and good. ]!]verything, in-

deed, is good which is conceived with honesty and

executed with eoniniunieative ardour. ISut though

on neither side is dogmatism fitting, and though iu

every case the artist must (!ei-iiir foi hiniseil', and
di'cide afresh and yet afresh for each succeeding'

wiirk and_ new creation; yet one thing may be

generally said, that wo of the last (juarter of the

Nineteenth Century, breathing as we do the intel-

leetual atmosphere of our age, are more a])t to err

u]ion the side of realism than to sin iu (juest of

tlie itleal. Upon that theory it may be well to

watch and correct our own decisions, always hold-

ing back the hand from the least appearance of

irrelevant dexterity, and resolutely fixed to begin no

work tliat is not philosojihical, passionate, dignified,

liappily mirthful, or at the last and least, romantic

iu design. lloi3Ei!T Lolls Stevexsd.x.

SOME PORTIUITS OF MARTIN LUTHER.

FI'jW men have lived whose inner and outer history

are ))etter known than IMartin Luther's. With
the exception of Rousseau, there is no one whose life

has been .so comjiletcly laid bare. When a man sits

down to do the work Rousseau did he is under a thou-

sand temptations to heighten his darks and lights
;

every varying mood will leave its trace; the sunshine

of faithful portraits representing him at almost

every epoch of his life, we are in a position to know
him as we know no other man in historv.

Luther lived in an age of portrait-painting, and

even his enemies wanted to see and possess his like-

ness. In the Cabinet des I'>tampes at Paris there is

an cnaTavinij' with the following inscription: " Ri-

of one hour, the morbid humour of the next, will shed tratto de Martino Lutero, apostata et eresiarca, nato

over his work hues alternately roseate or livid. vol mcdxciii., morte in Sassonia ae xvii. Feb. mdxlvi.,

But wherever there has been no thought of auto- del TiziAXO in Casa Pamtili Doria." The gallery at

biograj)hy, but simply the working of a powerful sotd the Palazzo Doria Pamphili at Rome contains several

jiossessmg a great

gift of utterance and

a strong yearning for

sympathy; when such

a soul has been in the

daily habit of exhiliit-

ing itself to all comers,

friends or foes, and

every listener has

hastened to record its

utterances just as they

came ; we have mate-

rial for judgment a

thousand times more

safe than confessions

in which the effect of

each pnragra})]! and of

every word has been

studied. When in

addition to this un-

conscious self-revela-

tion, to this record

of Luther's daily

thoughts and con-

duct, we have a series

1.— LUTUEIi.

(I'ainUd by Lucas Ciunach. Flortnce,)

Titians, but I have

not identified this en-

graving with any of

them. Perhaps it is

some anonvmous ]ior-

trait which formerly

liad the Titianic as-

cription, liut which

has ceased to licar it

since the discovery of

its inaccuracy. It is,

however, a curious

testimony to the in-

terest which was felt

in Rome itself in

tlie great heretic and

apnstate.

The gallery at

Florence is stated to

contain the only por-

trait by Holbein of

Luther, but it a])])ears

there is one at Wind-

sor. These ])ortraits

represent Luther at
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'Tin; Ajxistk's/' now in tlan early sta<4V dF his career. Hiill)ein'hi lii'e l)et'iire hut in his masterpiece

he settled in Eni>'land is involved in a good deal Pinacothek at ^lunich.

oi: obscurity. I am inclined Uj think these portraits It is a convincing- testimonv t(j the grandeur ol'

were painted when Luther was at Augsburg in 1518. Luther's soul that all the finer minds in Germany
Holbein's peculiarity of giving a face in its most should have looked upon him as one with a messao-e

permanent mood, when the soul is least agitated, is from God. ]\Ien so varied and so representative as

well exemplified in both. They represent the Luther the Elector Frederick and Hans Saelis, as Sickengen

and Hutten, as

Rcui-hlin and

^ielancthon, as

Diirer and Cra-1n SILENTio

FORTirVDO

of every-day

lite. He looks

nothing more

than a com-

ni o 11 ]i 1 a e

Catholic theo-

logian. In the

\\ inilsoi- por-

trait he looks

thoughtful, but

the other is

disap[)ointing.

It was Al-

bert Diirer's

ambition to

paint Luther.

" If God per-

mits," Diirer

writes in 1520

to Spalatin,the

chaplain of the

Elector Frede-

rick of Saxony,
" that I meet

with Doctor

-Martinus Lu-

tiicr, I propose

to portray him

with care, and

to cn^'rave his

portrait on cop-

per, in order to

]ierpetuate this

Christian man's

remembrance."

But the phthi-

sis that was

finally to de])rive tiic world of Diirer's genius had

begun its work, and 1 cannot find that he was ever

able to paint the Reformer as he wished. AVc know

i'rom this very letter and from other writinL;s of

his how greatly Diirer honoured the man who, in his

ojiinion, h;id written with more clearness than any

one since Wiclif, and to wiiom he attributed his

own deliverance from great mental ann'uisii. 11' he

has not left us an actual ])ortrail of Luther, he has luiuse which formed part ol' his old .Vngustine convent,

i;-iven his idea of Luther's s|)irit in usino' his face there are two. At the Uathhaus in the same city is

as a model for that of St. John ; and this he has anotlu'r. In tlir library al \\ oirrnliuttcl, among tlic

done, not only in the engraving of the " Crucifixion, " Luther relics, are two more: of the Hcformcr and

_'.—LUIIIEH.

iPaiiitf'Al, 15-32, bu Lacas Cvaxaclt. I'iuacothck. Muinrh.

Xo doubt the oriii'ina

lovino-ly cojiicd front

nach, looked up

to him as the

spiritual de-

liverer of Ger-

many. Albert

Diirer's wish

was more than

realised by
Lucas Cranach.

Living at Wit-

tcnburg,iu con-

stant fellow-

ship with Lu-

ther, Cranach

had the best of

opportunities.

He was further

stimulated by

the certainty of

profit. Every-

body in Ger-

many who
could afford it

wanted a ])ic-

ture of the man
who had dared

to ]iit himself

auainst the

l'o])c; and Cra-

nach and his

sou made quite

a trade in Lu-

ther- ))ortraits.

carefully and even

jiut innumerable

w ere

natui-(

copies were prei)ared by Cranach 's ])u])ils, receiving

the master's mark. These jiortraits were spread

still farther and wider by etchings and wood-en-

gravings, in both of wiiich arts Lucas Cranach was

an adept. Among the more famoiKs of his paintings

I note tiie following. At ^\ illcid>uri;-, in Luther's
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Catharine Bora. The convent at Eri'urt, the seene of yountj man who in a few weeks has been turned

Luther's early struu'<rles, eontains a tiftli. In tlie from a sineere beUever into an antagonist. I

Berlin Old Museum is the portrait of Luther as would not,"_ Luther thrice repeated, " I would not

Junker Georo-, to paint which Cranach made a for a hundred thousand florins have missed seeing

journey to the Wartbur^, disguised as a rustic. In Rome; I should always have been in anxiety lest I

the R(jyal Library Luther appears as the original of had done injustice to the Pope." It was after his

one of the six miniatures of the Cranach Album. In experiences of Italy, I may note, that Martin de-

the Imperial Picture Gallery at Vienna he is well \nv- veloped into a preacher,

sented, and in the Pinacothek at Munich. This latter There are several full-lengths of Luther by Lucas

jiicture, which is a fine likeness of Luther in middle

life, we have engraved (2). Lucas has also shown

his veneration by introducing Luther into more

than one sacred composition. Thus, in a " Christ

Cranach. In the one (4) I reproduce—reduced from a

powerful woodcut liy Allenljurgi—we certainly have

his characteristic attitude. Observe how he stands:

his legs outstretched, his feet planted, as it were, on

Blessing Little Children," the property of the two worlds. In this portrait he wears enormous

Holzhausens at Frankfort, he has painted Luther

and Catharine B(jra among the children. At Witten-

burg Church over the altar are pictures of the " Four

Sacraments." Cranach has painted Luther in the act

of teaching the people, while Catharine is the princi])al

fignuv in the group of women. But of all Cranach's

boots. In another he wears a kind of sabots, sugges-

tive of the Bandnchiili (laced shoe) which was the

cognisance of some of the peasant bands in the great

Revolt.

A contemporary thus sketches Luther some time

before the famous Diet of Worms :
" Martin is of

portraits (jf the Reformer, perhaps the best is that con- middle height. Care and study have so reduced him

tained in the painter's masterpiece, the "Crucifixion
"

that you might count every lione in his body. How-
of the Stadtkirche at Weimar. To the right are ever, he is yet in the strength and verdure of his age.

tlgured John the Ba))tist, Luther, and the painter. His voice is clear and piercing. . . He is never at

Luther has an open Bible, in which he is pointing to a loss, but has quite a flood of things and words at

the passage : "The blood of Jesus Christ cleanscth his disposal. He is of agreeal)le and easy intercourse
;

us from all sin." Charles Blanc says this j^ortrait

must have been painted from life, as the reflection

of the coloured glass which ornamented Cranach's

studio is to be discerned in Luther's eyes.

I have spoken of Cra-

nach's etchings and wood-

cuts. They include some

of the most interesting

portraits of all. The
earliest I can find is an

old woodcut representing

Luther at twenty-nine,

about the time he went

to Rome (;3). The queer

headgear, perhaps adopted

after his sunstroke at

Bologna, the great cloak,

the simple but penetrat-

ing glance, give him the

look of a traveller on

his first journey. It ex-

presses the young Au-

gustine's endless amaze-

ment at Italy ; he might
be opening- his eves at

the luxury of the Bene-

dict nies, or at the more

startling audacities of the

Italian j)riests. It shows

the in<2'enuous face of a

^„ ?7/4 i^TATIi-

:i. —LUTIIKE AT TWEN'TY-.-JINE.

(From a Wuodcid hij Lnms Cranach.)

in his manner there is nothing hard or haughty. . .

In parties he is gay and pleasant, everywhere showing

confidence and looking kindly, notwithstanding the

atrocious menaces of his adversaries. Thus, it is

difiicult to believe that

this man undertakes such

great matters without

Divine jirotection. The

only complaint—which is

made by nearly every-

body—is that he is too

cutting in his replies, and

does not mind using any

outrageous expression
."

Very different is Coch-

heus' caricature, which

represents him as making

an ostentatious ]irogress

to Worms, indulging

freely at the taverns, and

fixing attention by play-

ing' the harp, " another

Orpheus, but an Orjiheus

shaven and cowled."

These were actual cari-

catures of Luther ; one

in the Print Room of the

British IMuseum rejire-

sents the devil as a ])ij)er

playing on his head. In
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a copperplate by Craaaeh (5), beannp^ the date of as I have said, to the Wai-tlj\uw in disguise, and tliere

1521, we may possibly have a picture of him in took Junker Georges portrait (0). As Luther's mous-
tliis famous journey. His head is covered with a taelie and beard liad been arranged in the fashion of

curious cap wliieli has something- of the appearance of a knight of the |)eriod, so as to cover ui) liis powerful
tliat most universal of head-dresses, the pointed night- mouth and throat, Cranach himself must have been
cap. Tlie portrait gives a powerful idea of the puzzled to recognise him. In the face, however, there

determined character of the man who resisted the is the same worn look observable in mv seventh ex-

baitings, the persuadings, the moral force of the ample ; the eyes are upturned, as if in liis luftv c\-rie

imposing assembly gathered

together at Worms; but in

another (7) we get a far finer

idea of Luther as the Cham-
pion of Liberty of Conscience.

Here, indeed, is the man who
will go to Worms though

tliere be as many devils in

the city as tiles on the house-

tops. In this touching face we
see the Luther who struggled

with sin and doubt in the cell

at Erfurt. "\A'hat affecting per-

plexity in that drawn fore-

head and those intense eyes

!

'' Here I am," he seems to

say, " I can do no otherwise,

God helf) me !

"

The day after Luther

quitted Worms he wrote thus

to Cranach at Wittenburg :—"lour servant, dear gossip

Lucas. I thought His Majesty

would assemble at AV(U'ms some
fifty doctors to confute the

monk offhand. But not a bit

of it. ' Are these books yours ?

Will you retract them ?

'

'No!'" 'Ah, well! get you
gone!' Such was the whole

story. Jesus Christ

says, ' A little while and ye

shall not see me, and again a

little while and ye shall see

me' (John xvi. 16). I hope

it will be so with me. I

commend you altogether to the Eternal. j\Iay He
through Christ protect us against the attacks of the

wolves and dragons of Rome. Amen."
When the news reached Antwerj) that Luther had

been made ])risoncr, Alljert Diirer, not so well informed

4.—LUTHEK PREACHING.

{From a Woodcut by AUinhurgl.)

of the Wartburg he was ever

looking heavenward.

To Luther the Wavtburg
was alternately celestial or dia-

bolic. As he listened to the

song of the birds, as he

breathed the fresh morning-

air that swept through the

open casement, his innocent

soul rose with the lark in a

carol of praise. " From the

region of the air," "from the

home of the birds," " from

the midst of the birds that

sing sweetly on the branches

and that jiraise God day and

night"—such are the head-

ings of his letters. Then he

falls into the parabolic strain,

and writes the " Bird's Parlia-

ment," - or moralises on the

fate of a poor little leveret

that ran up his sleeve when he

was out with the hunters. But

the shadows come, the dark

days, the long hours of nerv-

ous depression; and he not

only feels hellish temptations,

but believes that he sees and

struggles with the arch-ticnd

himself. If we rec'ognise that

the German genius, wliile it is

the most innocent, the most

childlike, the most ])lavful in

the world, is also the most

profoundly terrible, and even

diabolic, so that, while it teems with delightfully

humorous fairy talcs, it has also given birth tn the

" Xiebelungen'licd " and to "Faust," we shall sec

that Luther could ni'ver have been its greatest re))re-

sentativc, had he not cdinbincd, in a more singular

as Cranach of the real meaning of the event, fell into degree than any other (icrman, both its innocent

deep dejection, and could find no consolation except na'iceic and its fascination for the unseen horrors of

in lamentation and a |)rayer for Germany, the record the eternal world.

of which gives a grand idea of the lofty enthusiasm Luther had hardly been a year in captivity ere

awakened by the Reformer in hearts like that of the ho felt himself compelled to reapjjear in AVittenburg.

gentle painter of Nuremburg. Cranach, who under- The people were taking the Reformation into their

stool the meaning of Luther's disappearance, went, own hands, and it was feaied that the religious
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elinnii-os would widini into a siici;il iwolutinn. An

ineiJont of this journev throws a pleasant lig-ht on

the homely habits and friendly disposition of the Re-

former. Two Swiss students arrived on foot at Jena,

tired and drenehed. Seeing an inn near the town

gate, thev sat down at the door. At a tal)le sat one

elad as a knight ; his head was covered by a red cap,

and he held his sword in his two hands. He was

reading, but when he saw the two young men, he in-

vited them to sit with him, and offered them a glass

of lieer. Two merchants tlien came in, and sat down

at the same table ; one had a book which Luther had

just published. The conversation turned on the

Ref<n-mer. Said one of the traders, " Luther is either

an angel of God or a demon of hell ;
" and then he

added, " I would willingly give ten florins to meet

him and confess to him." When supper was about

to be served the students rose, but the knight begged

them to stay, adding that he would pay the reckoning.

AMien supper was ended he took up a large glass of

beer and said gravely, " Switzer, one glass more for

thanks ;
" but when the student would have taken it,

he set it down, and filled one with wine, and offered

it, saying, " You are not used to beer." Then he rose,

put on a great military cloak, and shaking hands with

the students, bid them give his compliments to Dr.

Jerome Schurff at AVittenliurg. " Who shall we say

sent the message ? " they asked. " Say only that

• hi

und

who is coming salutes thee
;

' he will certainly

erstand." It was Junker Georg himself ; and

6.—LUTHEB AS Jtj-NKEE GEOEG.

{From a IVootlnU b>i Lvcas Cranach.)

the students were in ecstasies at having met the

greatest man in Germany, and found him so fvdl of

humility and goodwill.

Between this portrait and the one I have men-

tioned as at Wittenburg is a space of some years

(1.5^ It brings us almost to the date of Luther's

.-..—LITTHT.E IN 1521.

{From aw Etchuio ^J Litcas Cranaclt.)

marriage. The thing we notice chiefly is that the eyes

are very dreamy, and the Reformer seems lost in medi-

tation. Assuredly he had had enough to think about

since he had ipiitted his lofty retreat in the dark

Thuringian forests. Chief of all was the great Peasant

Revolt, which, though it had been overcome, had

gone far to destroy his popularity among the German

poor. He wlmse journey in 1.j:21 had been a triumph,

a few yeai's later was hounded from a German city

with " Begone in the d(?vil's name. INIay you bi'cak

VDur neck before you get out cif our town !
" ^\ hile

tlie people cursed him, Adrian ^ I., Henry ^ III.,

and Sir Thomas ^lore—representatives as it were of

the virtue, strength, and piety of Europe—combined

to denounce him in terms which only Luther him-

self could etpial. In fact it is clear that Sir Thomas

!More was glad to get out of the battle, for he

says :
" We prefer leaving the little friar alone to his

fury and his filth." X(.r was this all. Luther had

entered into contest with his fellow-Reformers, and
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was at da'j^'g'ers drawn witli Zwinglt' and Carlstadt and

Bueer. To tlio Swiiss Reformers he was almost as

bad as a Papist ; to the Anabaptists he was something

worse ; to the CathoHc theologians he was the art-h-

hei-etio, "the son and disciple of the devil." As a

matter of fact lie was taking a course at once revolu-

portraits of Lnther: two in company with Catharine

Bora, and one where he is associated with Melancthou
and the two Electors of Saxony, John and Frederic.

Henceforth he sinks into obscurity. His life becomes

more commonplace, he has given tlic world its best,

its immortal fruit. He marries, he has a happy

tionary and conservative. He had left his monastery home ; he lives much by jirayer and faith. Deter-

mined to bo inde-

pendent, he learns

to use a lathe ; he

digs and plants and

tends his garden
;

he is always open-

handed and hospit-

able ; he -finds it

often hard to make
both ends meet.

He loved litera-

ture, but above all

he was devoted to

nnisic. He taug-ht

it to his children,

and nothing seems

so to have soothed

him like flute-

])laving. Occupied

with less Titanic

thoughts, his cha-

racter softened and

reduced by the

ordinary joys and

sorrows of domestic

life, his jjortraits

henceforth repre-

sent him with a

nKjst fatherly coun-

tenance.

One more por-

trait, from an en-

graving l)y Corne-

lius Koning', and

we have Lullici- in

his decline. The

r o u g h T i t a n i c

beauty, the soul-

15;i6, where the .storm-clouds seem to have gathered struggles discerudl in the portraits of middle lite,

permanently about his brows. are softened and sweetened. It is the presentment

The years between his emergence from the Wart- of him who s])ent his last days in trying to reconcile

burg and liis marriage to Catharine Bora were the the family of his dear ancestral lords, the Counts of

darkest in his life. This was his real hour of trial. Mansfield. To this end he had gone to Eisleben,

I do not say that he rose to the occasion, but he was his birthplace, and here, on the 17th of February,

true to himself : lie did all that was in him to do, and 1516, he sank to his rest. Art did not leave hin>

what more can be asked ? Perhaps we may ascribe even then, for we have an engraving of his face

to this period the well-known portrait by Cranaih after death, and there is a singidar mask, taken,

at Florence (1), which we have engraved on a preced- I assume, at the same time, but who.se history 1

ing page. That city possesses no less than three have not learnt. Ricu.vud Heati!.
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and thrown oft' his

cowl ; he had sup-

pressed the mass,

was advocating the

marriage of priests,

was even dream-

ing of setting the

examjile himself by

wedding Catharine

Bora. Yet now he

set himself to op-

pose religious en-

thusiasm and a

merely subjective

faith. He had put

the Bible in the

place of the Church,

and nearly all the

confiscated autho-

rity of the bishops

into the hands of

the lay ruler ; he

was glorifying d(j-

mestic piety at the

expense of monas-

tic sanctity, and

making a great

effort to lay the

foundations of a

system of universal

education. The
contending forces

which were thus

struggling in this

great soul are mani-

fest in a wonder-

fully fine etching

of the Luther of

lERNA WSL SV'V±\A\£iMTlS SiA'yLACIiFA .LVrHEF>yr

LXPRTAUT-AT WLTVO CXRA LVCAE OCCinVOS-

7.—LUTHEE AT THIETY-SEVEN.

(From an EUhing by Lucas Craitacli.)
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PENS AND PENCILS.

HAZLITT AND NORTHCOTE.

mit at all woiulor-

i'ul that many stroiii^

rienJships shoukl

have existed between

writers aud painters.

The artist in words

and the artist in pig-

ments have nineli in

cdinmon, aud in their

ease the mntnal at-

traction is not eoiin-

terbalaneed by the

L-nvy, hatred, malice,

and all uneharitable-

ness, which are too often born of rivalry. A poem

and a ]iictnre may be embodiments of the same

motive, but the charm of one must needs be so

different from the charm of the other that they can

never enter the lists as competitors for the same

prize. The historian may provide a subject for the

painter ; the painter in his turn may inspire the

poet ; and so painter, poet, and historian enter into

an artistic comradeship.

Of friendships of this sort it is natural to think

first of that between William Hazlitt and James

Northcote, because it is the one of which we possess

the fullest and most realisable record. When Hazlitt

began to contribute to the A'etv Montld
if

MtKjazine

reminiscences of his conversations with Northcote

he entitled the series " Boswell Redivivus ;
" and,

daringly ambitious as the name was, the candid

reader has to admit that there is in these papers an

ease, a naturalness, a vividness and lifelikeness of

presentation which cannot but recall the work of

B(jswen. Perhaps the work of the London man

of letters is not so literally accurate as that of

the Scottish laird ; indeed, Hazlitt frankly admitted

that his reports were to a considerable extent touched

up ; but then the touching up is done by the hand

of an accomplished literary artist, who understood

well the law of all art that truth of individual fact

must often be sacrificed in order to attain the more

permanently valuable truth of general effect. From

one sentence of Hazlitt's we might even infer that

some of these records are examples not of mere

manipulation but of downright manufacture; and yet

from our indcjiendent knowledge of both interlocu-

tors we cannot but draw the conclusion that the book

of "Conversations" is an adniirable work of literary

portraiture, true alike in feature aud in expression.

In .speaking of Hazlitt and Northcote as friends

I am perhaps using the word " friend " in an

accommodated sense :—theirs, at any rate, was any-

thing but an ideal friendship ; they were certainly

not an Orestes and Pylades, a Damon and Pythias,

or a David and Jonathan. They cared less for each

other than for each other's society ; they were bfiund

together rather by common interests than by mutual

affection ; in short, theirs was a comi-adeship of

intellects rather than hearts. It must, indeed, be

admitted that nether of them had a genius for

friendship of the most exalted kind. Both had

repelled or quarrelled with some of their be.st friends,

and they had one real or apparent quarrel with each

other of a most furious kind. Perhaps, however, the

very qualities which repelled them from the rest of

the world attracted them to each other; and it is not

improbable that the intellectual interest attaching to

the record of their intercourse is all the stronger

because the intercourse itself owed its existence to

intellectual rather than to emotional affinities.

Hazlitt and Northcote became acquainted in the

year lSU:i, when the former was twenty-four and the

latter fifty-six years of age; but they do not appear

to have known much of each other until 1825, or

thereabouts, when their intercourse became frequent

and intimate. The mere fact of Northcote being a

painter was an attraction to Hazlitt, for his own

earliest ambition had been to achieve success in art

rather than in literature ; and to say nothing of his

early pictorial attempts, which were possibly worth

little, he has left an essay " On the Pleasures of

Painting," written with a gusto which leaves no

doubt of the genuineness of his art-instinct or of

his keen appreciation of the joys of a paint<.>r's life.

Northcote, on the other hand, dalilded in literature :

wrote a little himself in an amateurish ineffective

manner; and had very decided, if not always very

sound, opinions concerning the \i'ritings of contem-

porary authors. There was, however, something in

Northcote's personality as well as in his profession

which drew Hazlitt to him. In one of his essaj's

the writer says of the painter that he never received

from him the slightest favour, that if he were in

distress he would never think of asking him for

assistance, that practical benevolence is not his,/'orfe;

](Ut that, notwithstanding, his doors are those which he

enters with most pleasure and quits with most regret,

Ijecause " I Icnow that I can get there, what I can

get nowhere else—a welcome, as if one was expected
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to drop in just at that moment, a total absence of all

respect of persons and of airs of self-consequence,

endless topics of discourse, refined thoughts, made

more striking by ease and simplicity of manner

—

the husk, the shell of humanity is left at the door,

and the spirit, mellowed by time, resides within/'

Northcote was not an amiable person—even the

always genial Allan Cunningham cannot make him

apjiear such ; and this is certainly an idealised portrait

in which the lights are heightened and the shadows

softened, but it seems to prove that Hazlitt had

really some unselfish interest in Northcote's society.

That he had a selfish interest as well is equally

certain. Mr. Patmore says :
" Ilazlitt's mode of turn-

ing Northcote's conversation to a hminens account

while the 'Boswcll Redivivus' was appearing in the

New MonihUj Magazim', was sufliciently curious and

characteristic. . . . When the time was at nand

for preparing a number of tiiese papers, he used to

ask me, ' Have you seen Northcote lately ? Is he

in talking cue ; for I must go in a day or two, and

get an article out of him.'" The articles were certainly

worth getting, for N(irthcote was full of matter, and

could express himself with force and iucisiveness

—

frequently with rather too much of the latter quality.

The conversations have Ijy no means a narrow range

;

general subjects are freely touched upon ; but pic-

tures and books are naturally the main subjects of

interest, and both the talkers have much to say that

is still readable and suggestive even when—as is very

often the case—we cannot agree with it. Hardly

ever can we agree with Ijoth speakers, for they were

l)articularly apt to disagree with each other ; and

in the critical conversations Hazlitt was generally

the admirer, Northcote the depredator. Hazlitt, f(ir

examjile, was a genuine appreciator of Wordsworth,

though the very " discriminating " character of his

admiration would not satisfy ardent Wordsworthians,

wliile Northcote could see nothing in the lake poet

that was worthy of attention. In pleading the

cause of Wordsworth as against Byron, Hazlitt con-

tended that the former had added one original feature

to our poetry which the latter had not. To which

Northcote replied :
" Yes, but the little bit he has

added is not enough. None but great objects can

he seen at a distance. If posterity looked at it with

your eyes, they might think his poetry curious and

pretty : but consider how many Seotts, Byrons, and

Johnsons there will be in the next hundred years ;

liow many reputations will rise and sink in that time :

and do you think that among these conflicting and

important claims, such trifles as descriptions of daisies

and idiot boys will not 1:)e swept away Ijy the tide of

time, like straws and weeds by the torrent?" Con-

cerning Hogarth he s]ioke in an equally depreciatory

manner; but it is hardlv malicious to suggest that

his feeling concerning the great English pictorial

satirist may have been inspired by the failure of a

series of paintings which slavishly imitated Hogarth's

manner. " Hogarth," he said loftily, " does not lift

us above ourselves ; our curiosity may be gratified by

seeing what men are, but our pride must be soothed

by seeing them made better."

Unfortunately Northcote did not confine his

criticisms to persons who, in virtue of their distin-

guished jJosition, were to some extent public property.

Some depreciatory remarks ujDon Mr. ]\Iudge, who

had introduced Northcote to Reynolds, and had in

other ways done him good service, were too faith-

fully reported by Hazlitt; and when severely brought

to book by a relative of the libelled gentleman, the

painter eagerly re])udiated his Boswell. In a letter to

Campbell, then editor of the New Monthly, he com-

pared Hazlitt to the devil, spoke of the " Conversa-

tions " as a violation of confidence (though he had

expressly authiirised their publication), and declared

that the situation was terrible, and that the affair

would bring down his grey hairs with sorrow to the

grave, ending his protest with a complaint that Haz-

litt, by an escape to France, had evaded the just

vengeance of those he had injured. Campbell seems

to have been much impressed by the vehemence of

Northcote's indignation, and wi-ote a letter of apology

in which he expressed much regret for the publica-

tion of the articles, and said, "The infernal Hazlitt

shall never more be permitted to write for the IScm

Monl//li/." Nothing could apparently be more satis-

factory. Northcote's remaining friends were charmed

with this courageous attitude ; and were certain that

the painter had been misrepresented, and that his

friendship with the man who had so grossly abused

it was at an end for ever. Some of the more

knowing ones were not quite so sure ; and events

proved that the knowing ones were right. N<n-thcotc

in his loneliness could not afford to lose the pleasure

of Hazlitt's society ; he enjoyed the additional fame

brought l.)y the publication of the "Conversations"

even more than he disliked the controversies wliicli

grew out of them ; and he was dependent upon Haz-

litt's assistance in the preparation of his jwojected

volume of fables and his more ambitious work on

" Titian and his Times." The ineffective conclusion

of the whole matter, as put by Mr. W. Carew

Hazlitt in his life of his grandfather, was that " Mr.

Hazlitt and Mr. Northcote saw just as much of each

other as before; that Mr. Hazlitt took notes of Air.

Northcote's conversations, with the artist's perfect

privity, as before ; and that these conversations were

printed, as Mr. Hazlitt chose to send them in, in

Colburn's New Mo7itJilij as before." The first four

instalments of "Boswell Redivivus" had appeai'cd

in the course of the year ISiK') ; numbers five and
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six, which completed the series, were published in

1827 ; and during^ the few years that followed,

Hiizlift and Northeote were in constant communica-

tinn. The book on Titian, thonf^h it bore North-

cote's name uixm the title-pas;e, owed more to

Hazlitt than to its nominal author ; but the critic's

health was failing fast, and the year 1S;30, which

witnessed its publication, was the year of his deatli.

Northeote, now eighty-four years of age—" a little

old man, pale and fragile, with eyes gleaming like

the lights hung in tombs "—did not long survive

his comrade, but passed away quietly i:)n the l-3th of

July, 1831. It had been a strange companionship,

interesting rather than beautiful ; and yet, however

it may have been with Northeote, one cannot but

recognise t"he note of sincerity in the many passages

in which Hazlitt expresses his regard and respect for

his friend. Tliat the two men heartily admired each

other is certain ; each could give something that the

other needed; and possibly there was between them

more of that real and unselfish affection which alone

constitutes true friendship than we might suppose

from some passages in the curious record of their

intercourse. J. Ashcroft Noble.

THE CONSTANTINE lONIDES COLLECTION.

FF.0:M DAVID TO :\[ILLET.

THE collection of Mr. Constantinc A. lonides is examples of many masters, but these arc of different

not a very large one, but it is yet one of con- periods and different countries. There is a " modern"

siderable interest and of much variety. This variety and an " ancient " section. The school of Giotto is

is indeed one of its distinctions, for not only are there represented, and so are Rossetti and the imjircssionisfes.

Tin: DATIILE.

(raintcO. Tjy Diaz. By rcrmis.iion of Covftavtlnc 7cmi(?f.'. &«.)
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At first siorlit it miofht seem that this was far too

comprehensive a grasp for such a small gathering

;

that character would be sacrificed to variety ; and that

the ensemble would have an air—heterogeneous—ill

artists, than the fact that the collector should, in the

exercise of his personal taste, desire to possess examples

of both these painters, who so few years ago were as

fire and water, the heads of perhaps the fiercest rival

THE SA'WTEKS.

(raiiilcd by J.-F. Millet. By rcrmission of Constaittine lonidfs, Esq.)

regulated. Nor is there any tendency observable to

coiTect this diffuseness by a prevalent taste as to sub-

ject or sentiment. In this regard there is no evident

predilection on the one hand, or intolerance on the

other. In the hall the stern monastic spirit of Legros

and his firm, precise draughtsmanship confront the

decorative brilliance and allegoi'ical fancy of Tiepolo.

In the dining-room the solid modelling and plain prose

of Le Nain are contrasted with the vaporous elegance

and poetical suggestiveness of Corot. In the drawing-

room the long-wrought dreams of Burne Jones are

set face to face with the " pistolgram " art of Degas
;

and in other rooms, on staircases, and in passages may
he found even greater conflicts of personal tempera-

ment and artistic aim—Rembrandt and Poussin, Ter-

burg and ilillet, and—crowning discord—Ingres and

Delacroix. Nothing perhaps better shows with how
dispassionate a judgment this collection is being

formed, or how short-lived are the party feelings of

factions that ever divided the world of art. Yet with

all this liberality of opinion and cathidicity of taste,

which would seem to preclude any well-marked indi-

viduality, the collection of j\Ir. lonides has not only

a character of its own, but one of a very distinct and

valuable kind.

This character may be described shortly as strength

in artistic personality. The painters represented are

indeed a crowd, and a crowd collected from various

nations and various centuries ; but they all belong to

the family of true artists, as rare as true poets, who
to skill in the technical processes of their profession

add a something of their own, not to be learnt or

taught, which stamps their works as unique and

human, and makes them a distinct addition to the

jileasures of the world and the future possibilities of

art. This fascinating trait of personality is a strange

and eapririous thing ; it does not always run with the

highest aims, or even with the most perfect execution.
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i'oii find it strong in a Botticelli, weak in a Gliiv-

laiulaji) ; it is given to a Branwer, but not to a Gerard

Dow; Rembrandt conveys it in his lightest touch, and

Franz Hals too ; but Van der Heist, perhaps a more

perfect painter than either, has it in a less degree.

Although it is only in recent times that this force of

personality has had full liberty of manifestation, it

has always been. a precious cpiality—precious in the

architecture and seidpture of all epochs—but especially

in painting, for in this branch of art, except when

absolutely strangled Ijy tradition, as in the Middle

Ages, there has always been more room iov its dis-

play. If all records of artists were lost but their

works, we should find it easier to raise an image of

Benozzo Gozzoli, or even of Giotto, than of Donatello

or of Querela. By introduction of incident, by ex-

pression, by type of figures, by taste, by colour, liy

style of composition, by intention of gesture and

quality of sentiment, the artist is more or less re-

flected even in archaic paintings ; but with all this,

painting, as a means of personal expression, may be

said to have been in bondage until the present century.

It will have been seen by the names already men-

tioned that French art is largely represented in the

collection of Mr. lonides, and mainly by painters of

this century. This is only to be expected in a gallery

of which personality is the keynote ; for it is in France

that the bravest strokes have been struck for the

emancipation of painting. It is not, perhaps, often

or completely enough realised how restricted was the

area of pictorial art in the beginning of the present

century. In England we had indeed, with Gains-

Ijorough and Cozens, with Crowe and Cotman, with

Varley and De Wint, with Girtin and David Cox,

with Tiu-ner and Constable, been slowly feeling our

way to liberty in landscape; but there was little life or

movement in other directions. Hogarth had found

no stronger follower than David Allan ; Wright of

Derby was dead and forgotten ; West, apparently

frightened at the noise which his revolutionary

" Death of Wolfe " had caused, had gone back into

the old conventional grooves; and even Copley's manly

work had little sensible effect upon others. Never-

theless we had thrown out, as it were, a few skirmishers

in the battle for freedom, while the lifeless classicism

of David and his followers still completely domi-

nated the French ; but when their revolution began,

it was chai'actcristieally violent and furious, and ex-

tended through the whole domain of art.

This is not the place to tell again that historic

struggle between the Classicists and Romanticists.

As in many other campaigns, the principles involved

were far greater than the casus belli, and the re-

sults concerned not only the combatants, but the

civilised world. The victory was in the long-run

for the Romanticists, notwithstanding that the whole

hierarchy of art was against them, and the tactics of

their enemies were deadly. The Academy adopted a

system which has only lately found a name. They

"boycotted" the Romanticists for something like

a quarter of a century. But the triumph came

at last, not so much for what may properly be

called Romanticism as for liberty to use ai-t as

the expression of self. It was for this that the

battle was really fought. An artist may paint

now what he sees and what he feels. He could

not do this fifty years ago. It is no wonder

that the men who fought this battle, Gericault,

Delacroix, Paul Huet, Barye, and the rest of them,

develojied strong personalities : they had to fight

against the powers that be, to sacrifice present repu-

tation, to face starvation, all for the sake of their

indisputable right to express themselves in their own

fashion; and the struggle did not cease with them.

Romanticism led to naturalism, to realism, and many

other isms. Huet opened the way to Rousseau,

the victory of Delacroix made possible a ^lillet ; but

these, too, had to fight long and sorely. Constant

struggles, ending in hard-won victories for the

heretics, have marked the history of French art in

the Nineteenth Century, till now the last barriers

of tradition and prejudice have been removed, and

man may paint as freely as he breathes.

It is one of the merits of Mr. lonides' collection

that not only are the artists selected distinguished

for their strength of j)ersonality, but his examples of

them are characteristic. They are not always "highly

finished," or what are called " important " works,

but they are alwaj's well-marked specimens.. His

two specimens of Delacroix are, for instance, rough

and sketchy, but they show something of his hand

and mind. Though the head of the Romanticists,

and having a strong affinity with the romantic school

of poetry—with such a writer, for instance, as Byron

—Delacroix was too large a man to be quite comprised

in an epithet, however comprehensive. Nor is the

message of such a many-sided mind to be foiind in

two or even a dozen of his works, but only in his

total accomplishment. Nevertheless these two earnest

studies could have come from no other hand. They

show at least the force of his creative faculty, the

vividness of his imagination, his complete originality

and fearlessness, and something also of his power as

a colourist. They are both (for him) rather quiet

subjects. He generally loved more movement, lint

still in "The Good Samaritan" we see the subject

treated in a way very different from the tame,

tinted bas-relief style of David and the orthodox.

The conception is his own ; it is romantic in the

sense of telling its story freshly and vigorously with-

out regard to artistic tradition. The posture <if the

man who has fallen among thieves is as imgracefid
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as it was likely to hv ; his ilivss as disorik'rtMl.

There is no attempt to make his distress either

eleyant or elassical. But there is life in the scene.

The figure of the Samaritan is full of eneri^'v and

tenderness. You feel that he has ridden up swiftly

to the place, and east himself from the beast that

is browsing so (piietly at his side. His face shows

his concern. Eirmly Ijut gently he is raising thv

senseless head in one hand, while with the other he

prepares to pour wine into the mouth. It is a matter

of urgency, perhaps of life or death ; and this idea

seems to Delacroix to be of importance, and more

worthy to be insisted on than the possible beauty

of the poor man's legs, or any luxurious spectacle

of colour. Eor colour as an iBsthetic Delacroix rarely

sought ; but ho was a colourist, notwithstanding, of

a high order. In his hands colour was not an end

but a means, the most powerfid of all the forces at

the command of a ))ainter, to express the passion of

his thought. He used it not as a dead embellish-

ment but a living language ; it was woven into the

very tissue of his imagination. His harmonies are

often imperfect, and his forms incorrect ; but he

sought to imjiress rather than please, to administer

vivid rather than soothing sensations. In this, as

well as in the width of his intellectual scope and the

inexhaustible fertility of his invention, he was akin

to Byron. They both prodiiced without pause, cast-

ing their work behind them, often without finish, but

seldom without the indelible mark of their genius.

The sympathy of Delacroix with the imagination of

others was not less wonderful than the original

vigour of his own. Of Dante, Shakespeare, and

Goethe he has left illustrations which would alone

save his name from oblivion j iand Mr. lonides is

fortunate in possessing one powerful sketch of this

order—that of the famous " Boat of Don Juan,"

now in the Louvre, by the gift of Adolpli Moreau.

It is specially interesting as showing the mode in

which his imagination worked. The scene is grasped

as a whole : the large boat stretches right across the

picture ; behind is the emjity waste of waters, and

the great sun is setting. The boat is crowded.

Its miserable company are huddled together like a

Hock of sheeji. It would seem impossible to use

the oars that hang idle and vxseless over the side,

even if any had spirit enough left to pull them.

Different types of character, different degrees of

exhaustion or despair, are indicated here and there
;

hut in this first impression it is little more than

the vast and silent horror of the situation that is

strongly seized.

No such great, cloud-like suggestions ever loomed

on the mental horizon of Ingres. He lived in the

clear atmosphere rarefied by the great artists of

Cireece and Italy, in which noble and beautiful f(jrnis

sfiind out clearl)- delined against a cloudless sky.

To him beauty was the only theme of art; drawing,
" I'honnetete do Tart," the only medium ; and the

human figure the only language in which it could

be expressed. This was the faith in which he died,

and the faith in which he lived, and for which be
struggled with a det-ermination unequalled even by
the fiercest reformers of his day. But he, too, was
a reformer; and though he renounced Delacroix and

all his works, he was unconsciously labouring with

him for the emancipation of painting. But he was

satisfied with a smaller measure of liberty. He did

not wish to dethrone the statuesque design, but he

wished to paint. While preserving allegiance to the

old gods of Greece, he would build altars to others,

and these not sculptors but painters. He added

Rajjhael at least to his Olympus. More than this,

he went to nature, and sought t-o express himself.

Nature to him was indeed but a model, and his

self was largely compounded of the styles of the

artists he most admired ; but he was a reformer and

a painter, with a style which he coidd rightly claim

as his own. His ]iriiiciples were firm and fixed, and

he acted on them with great consistency. Neverthe-

less, he had heretical tendencies. His instructions to

his pujiils to pass the pictures of Rubens, wliom he

was pleased to call " le genie du mal," with closed

eyes, show at least that he was not blind to their

fascinations; he once owned to a profound admira-

tion for Watteau ; nay, at one time he painted scenes

from modern history. If not convicted of alliance

with the Romantic school, he was at least a suspect.

In a study of his picture of " Henry IV. Playing

with his Son,''' Mr. lonides possesses an interesting

relic of this period. It did not last long; the future

designer of the "Apotheosis of Homer" and "La
Source " had other work to do ; and in Mr. lonides'

exquisite little " Odalisque " we see, not indeed his

most noble achievement, but one in which his subtle

and elegant draughtsmanship), his feeling for natural

beauty of form, his consummate dexterity of hand,

are displayed in a high degree. It also shows the

eclecticism of his style. The pose of the head

lying between the thrown-back arms, with the

profile averted and foreshortened, reminds one of a

nymph by Poussin. The pearly sheen of the lindjs,

relieved partly against white, jiartly against crimson,

is as luminous if not as warm as Titian ; while (he

extreme delicacy of the softly-shaded ((julours, the

rendering of the surface and consistency of the flesh,

suggest Correggio. Nevertheless, the work as a

whole is French and modern, and stamped with (he

distinct if (•om])lcx jiersonality of Ingres.

The gulf iK^tween Delacroix and Ingres is not

greater than that A\hich divides them both from

I)aumier, the caricaturist, the infallible observer of
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THE STOEJt.

(rainterl (.;; J.-n. Cnrot. Bil Piriiiissiou of Constautinr Toiiidai, Eaq.)

conteiniiorarv life, the great graphic satirist. He
was all this and more—a master of expression, an
admirable draughtsman, a dramatic artist of superb

accomplishment and potent individuality. He had
amongst other gifts that one, rare even among those

whose business it is to catch the humours of the
hour—the gift of perfect pictorial expression. His
drawings—of which Mr. lonides has some ten or

twelve—speak for themselves, and need no written
dialogue or comment. Our " Mountebank "

is an
instance. It is an old story, this hard life of

the acrobat : the care behind the painted face, the
miseries of our amusers ; but the tragedy of it was
never told more powerfully than here. The hand-
some, shapely youth may square his shoulders, the
old man may rattle his drum and shout till he
is hoarse ; but they will not be amused—these

people busy at the booths. They do not see as
we do behind the scenes, where the mother bows
herself without complaint, but sick with weariness, if

not despair. There is nothing of the caricaturist

here; it is plain unvarnished truth, presented with
perfect artistic skill. Composition, drawing, charac-
ter, all are alike admirable and unexaggerated. And
the man who did this, and who did thousands of

Hi

drawings like it, was himself an amuser, and shared

much the same fate as the worn-out jackpudding.

Broken in the service of the public, robbed by blind-

ness of his means of life, it was only the tender com-
passion of Corot that pro\'ided him with a roof for

his grey head.

It is not, however, the benevolence lint the art

of Corot that is the subject now. This famous
landscape-painter rejoiced as mucli as anv in the
hberty won for personal expression. The revf)lution

in landscajie was certainly even greater than in other

branches of art. Nature was not only re-discovered,

but it was discovered almost for the first time as a

means of self-expression. This, at least, was the
case in France, where the traditions of Claude and
Gaspar Poussin still existed in all their power. Not-
withstanding the examples afforded by the Flemish
and Dutch schools, by Rubens and De Koninck, by
Ruysdael and Hoblx'ma, by Rembrandt and Vermeer,
men did not dare, did not know how, to use tiieir

owai eyes in looking at nature. Here, again, the

Romanticists were determined to break down the old

and in this case senseless traditions. What Paul

Huet commenced was completed by our o^vn Con-
stable, whose pictures exhibited in Paris in 18^5
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showed t lie way to a bold, free, and true representati( in

of landscajie, without any dependence whatever on

stale traditions and false dogmas. The influence of

Constal)le, so powerful in the formation of the new
French school of landscape, was felt by no one more

strongly than by Theodore Rousseau, who is never-

theless one of the most original, as he is one of the

greatest, of modern artists. The effect of genius is

sometimes to enslave, sometimes to liberate, the minds

of its admirers. The effect of Constable was entir'ely

of the latter kind.

Indeed, what the French painters learnt from

Constable was not only how to represent the depth

of luminous air, the bold bosses of flying cloud, the

mighty masses of verdant foliage, the dewy moisture

of the meadows, the silver sliding of the river, the

rich rankness of wild vegetation, the movement, the

life, the splendid confusion of nature j they also learnt

to see for themselves and to j)aint not merely what

they saw, but what they felt. And, what is more,

they determined to paint nothing which they did

not feel. So Rousseau gives us those scenes and

moods of nature which personally affected him : the

majesty of great trees, the solitude of waste places,

the mysterious power of storm and simset, the

luminousness of the sky, the air-filled hollow of the

heavens. By him Mr. lonides possesses one splendid

oak-tree, felt even into the inmost recessess of its

great being. Without any attempt at minute

imitation it is drawn and modelled with inexhaustible

patience ; there is no flat or confused space in it. the

air passes througli the leaves, the birds could fly

through the branches ; but it is not only a tree, it is

a type of the great immovable forces of nature.

The sketch we engrave is the suggestion of a storm

in a drowned country, with a wild sky dashed

ill with furious touches. Against it tossed trees

\vave their blurred boughs, which arc reflected in

the flood beneath. To Constable, despite its wind

and rain, nature smiled, for it was home. But

nature never smiled on Rousseau, and he rigorously

excluded all domestic sentiment from his work. To

Diaz, the capricious, romantic Sjianiard, nature was

but a stimulant to the imaginatidii—now suggestive

of adventure, now of a fairy-land; now fascinating

him with jewel-like gleams of light and colour, now
with the sterner charms of broken rock and rugged

trunk. Mr. lonides is fortunate in possessing—with

others—such a characteristic little example of Diaz

as our " Bather." In such a secluded hollow, fringed

with wood, with birch-stem glistening white against

the green beyond, Don Quixote might have found

Dorothea.

Although so different in manner, Corot is yet

akin to Diaz, for nature to him also was a haunt

of the imagination. He, too (I write only of

his mature works), delighted in secluded spots,

and peopled them with the creatures of his imagi-

nation. A strange, dreamy, ghost-like land was

that of C'orot, but it was all his P,

expression could scarcely go further in laiidscai)o.

Liberty may seem to some to verge on licence when
it takes the coloiir ' from the grass and represents

leaves by a misty film. But it is no use to argue

about Corot. He is one of those artists to whom
you must go, for he will not come to you, He will

not give you all of nature ; he did not think it

possible, but he will give what was most delightful

to him, and what he felt he could represent most per-

fectly. He seems to say :
" The hot sun is impos-

sible to render, and the clashing greens and yellows

and blues of mid-day tell of nothing but fheir

splendour ; they do not touch me. Nature I love,

not for her vivid sensations, but because at certain

times she breeds within me low, sweet harmonies

which delightfully soothe my spirit and stimulate

my imagination. I will devote my art to soothe

others as she soothes me : with the sound of hei-

rustling leaves, with the mother-o'-pearl of her early

skies, with the expiring embers of her sunsets, with

her whispering sallows and deserted hollows, where

perhaps may yet linger some nymph, some faun.

What for me is multitudinous leafage excejit for its

tender mass, its infinite mobility—what for me the

sunlight, unless strained through fresh morning air

and glinting gently on the asjien ? I will not strive

after too much, but what I give shall be perfect in

tone and in harmony of low tints. There shall at

least be no failure, no discord." Of such a mood
Mr. lonides has three charming but slight examples

;

but the largest and most important Corot is a little

out of the usual vein of the artist. This, " The Storm "

we engrave, is no idyllic dream with half-closed eyes,

but lielongs to that rare order of Corot's work in which,

as in his magnificent "Maclieth," he showed that

he could rise to the passion of nature in her wilder

moods. He does not, however, dejiart from his

deliberately ado])ted method. There may be passion

in the conception and in the touch, but the colour

is sober, the tone is lower even than usual, and all

things are suggested in the lightest manner. A storm

is brewing, following perhajis on one just ended. It

is evidently a land of storm. That broken tree,

which contrasts so strongly with the erect little

cottage, has known many a gale in its hard-fought

life ; the sand through which the old woman is trudg-

ing along ankle-deep has made many a journey in

many a cloud. If we seek for the minute rendering

of fact, if we want to see how each blade of grass

grows and how each leaf is attached to its twig, we

shall be disappointed with this and all of Corot's

pictures; but if we can surivndcr ourselves to his
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iniaLi'inatiiiii, ;mil care to hear llir risini^' <j;'ale nisliin^'

(ivor i>in- heads and feel its t^'ust upon our eheek,

and the reslh'ss sjiirit of a land where the storni-

k'iiiii' lives, tlien we shall experienee not disa])[)onit-

nient, but a <;-rea(er pleasure than any mier()^*eopie

art can give. And we shall feel the strength of

Corot^s personality, and how powerless he would have

heen to give it pictorial expression if he luwl lived

in any other century than his and ours.

Two works by J.-F. Millet close the present list.

Readers of The IMaoazixe of Art scarcely need

to be informed that this great and original artistic

s])irit found (and was the first to find) a poetry

deeper than romance beneath the blue blouse of the

French peasant. Chained to the earth on which he

laboured, even in life "rolled round with rocks and

stones and trees," part and parcel of one eternal

movement, ebbing and flowing with liberty scarcely

greater than the tide's, Millet saw him and painted

him, not with pity, but with solemn pleasure and

admiration, feeling beneath the commonplaces of

monotonous existence a grand cosmic harmony, a

music as of the sea itself. It is strange to find

how often this deserter from the classic ranks, this

man determined at all c<]sts and hazards to paint

his own time in his own way, reminds one of

the antique. In him art-feuds deeper and older

even than those between the Classicists and the

Romanticists seem reconciled. We find the eternal

principles of art used to portray in all simplicity the

lives of modern Frenchmen, the thoughts of modern
philosophy. Phidias never watched a wrestler or

a quoit-thrower with more intentness to catch the

most expressive gesture than Millet his sower or his

thresher. There is much of the sculpturesque, even

of the monumental, in Millet's art. He left the

classics dead in Paris to find them alive at Barbizon.

Here, no doubt, he painted that vigorous and richly

coloured grou]), " The Sawyers "—the subject of our

second engraving— which is one of the richest of

Mr. lonides' i)ossessions. Here also that exquisite

idyll, " The Shepherdess," so true to nature, so rich

and sweet in colour ; but no less so pure and simple

in design, so choice in its selection of form, so .severe

in its composition, that it would serve for a bas-relief

in marble, or, better still, to be modelled in white or

blue, like the exc[uisite jasper-ware of Wedgwood or

the cameos of the Portland Vase.

t V
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TnE FLOOD.

(Puiiitnl hi/ Thiodorc liuusscau. By I'lnnission of Constantinc lonldes, Esq.)
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It is doubtless true that there are many, espe-

cially in England, to whom not only the French

artists represented in Mr. lonides' collection, but

French art generally has little atti-action, and the

strong-er the personality of the artist the more one-sided

and unintelligible that art is to them ; but on the

other hand this collection is in itself an evidence that

through interest to admiration, and though they

still buy "what they like," the width of that in-

determinable area is immensely and most profitably

increased. It is to be expected as well as to be

hoped that this spirit is spreading. To be expected,

because it is only one phase of that universal desire for

knowledge of all men of all ages that is one of the

THE JIOUXTEBAJJK.

(Dmim by Eonori Daumier. By PermUision of Consiantinr Tonides, Esq.)

such narrouTiess of artistic sympathy is diminishing.

Among the picture-buyers of the present day, though

the majority buy only " what they like," or for the

sake of investment, there are an increasing number

who are attracted less by the fame of a name and

the appeal of a picture to some sentiment of their

own, than by the excellence of the painting and the

force with which it gives expression to the mind of

the artist. It is not the buyer but the author that

such collectors as Mr. lonides wish to see reflected

in the pictures which hang upon their walls. Such

a spirit in a collector often leads from tolerance

characteristics of the day. To be hoped, because it

is the onlv means to foster the production of vital

and original pictures in England. Two things at

least should be demanded of an artist : that he should

have something which he himself desires to paint,

and that he should paint it well. Whatever may be

the verdict of posterity upon those French artists of

whom mention is made in this article, there will at

least be no doubt that they possessed these qualities.

That they possessed them is the reason why collectors

fight now for their pictures as they themselves fought

for their principles. Cos.MO Monkhouse.
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THE CEBTOSA. — I. : A BAS KELILF FEOJI THE LjiTAliO.

THE CEUTOSA OF PAVIA.—II.

HE interior of the Certosa corre-

sponds with the facade in tlie cost-

liness of its materials and in the

vast amount of decorative work
which has been lavished upon its

different portions. In the same

way the internal arrangements correspond with those

of the exterior, and the five compartments of the

i'ayade su<i-f>-cst the five divisions of the church, the

nave, the two aisles, and the two sets of chajiels

—

fourteen in nimiber—ranged on either side.

The Gothic character of the nave in nomse mars

the effect of those portions of the building which

belong to a later period ; and in spite of these

differences of time and style, the whole inspires us

with a sense of completeness and solemn grandeur,

for which, if we accept Herr Gruner's suggestion,

we are indebted to the long line of jn-iors who superin-

tended the gradual construction of the church. Rich

bronze gates, the work of IMilanese artists, divide the

nave of the transept, and the central cupola, which
was begun at the same time as the fa9ade, rests on
ten slender marble columns. The finely groined ceil-

mg is sown with stars on a deep ultramarine ground

;

and among the garlands and arabesques which fill up
every vacant space, we read the word " Grazia," in

its abbreviated form " Gra," set in the centre of each
division, as a sun encircled with ruys. Every part of

223

the walls is lined with marbles or with frescoes;

statues of evangelists and doctors stand ])cforc the

jnllars of the nave; the altars are inlaid with pietra-

dura and precious stones. Pictures and st'uljiture,

bronze candelabra of beautiful workmanship (ni.),

stained glass, tombs, and bas-reliefs are everywhere.

Much of this sumptuous decoration, especially the

elaborate painting of roof and walls, was probably

designed by Ambrogio di Fossano, or Borgognone,

who worked for many years on the Certosa, and is

said to have drawn up plans for the fa9ade, which,

however, were either never adopted or set aside

by Amadeo. His is the intarsiatura of the choir

stalls, with the half-length figures of ^'irgin and
saints carved by Bartolomeo da Pola in 11^(1; and
the best paintings in the side chapels are his also.

He was the chief of a little group of Lombard
painters who, while feeling the effects of Lionardo's

influence, still retained their earlier style. Without
ever attaining to the higher levels of Elorentine

or Umbrian art, Borgognone excels in the quiet re-

presentation of devotional subjects. He knew how
to paint saints and Madonnas, whose mild devout

faces and carefully draped forms are not without a

certain dignity of presence. His angels, too, are

graceful and pleasing, if wanting in character and
force of expression. But while the most of his

creations are inspired by an earnest religious feeling,
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his types are often wanting in beanty, ami he fails

signally in the attempt to represent deej) emotion, and

falls into grimace and caricature. This tendency is

visible in the hne triptych of the National Gallery,

the "Agony in the Garden," and appears still more

plainly in the large panel of the "Crucifixion" at

the Certosa. In other respects this is a finely con-

ceived and well-painted picture, the landscape in the

bacliground being marked by the richness, the variety,

the high degree of finish generally to be seen in Bor-

gognone's work. It must also be remembered that

this "Crucifixion "—now in the fourth chapel to the

right of the nave, and dated 1 J 90—was one of the

master's earliest productions. In the same year he

received 4S(J lire for other work, and during the

next few years he was engaged on the large frescoes

of the apse, which he finish.nl in 14i)[.

Many other parts of the church and cloisters were

formerly decorated ^^'ith works from his hand, but

most of these have been damaged or repainted. The

best which now re-

main are the " JNIa-

donna and Saints
"

above the door of

St.Veronica's chapel

on the right of the

nave, and an altar-

])iece in which St.

Sirus, Bishop of

Pavia, St. Ambrose,

and others are repre-

sented majestically

enthroned, with all

the display of gold-

])atterned hangings

and tapestries in

which Borgognone

delights. Twenty-

two of his medal-

lions of doctors and

Carthusian bishops,

in the refectory ad-

joining the small

cloisters, are also

still to be seen

;

while the fragments

of the silk standaid

which he painted

for the Certosa have

found their way into

our own National

Gallery. These rem-

nants consist of two

separate pieci's on

which ai'e repre-

sented busts of nine THIi CEKTOSA II. : THK LUIXl MADONNA.

men and eleven wmnen kneeling in devout adoration

by the side of what appears to be a tomb. The}' are

in profile, and are jiainted with considerable vigour
;

the colour is fine, and there is in them more indi-

viduality and expression than we usually find in the

]iainter's heads. Probably they were members of a

family or guild ; and the hand which ajipears above

the group of men is that of the patron saint they are

worshijiping.

In the same room of the National Gallery hangs

another more famous picture, originally painted for

the Certosa, Perugino's " Madonna and Child between

the Archangels ^lichael and Raphael." This ma ;ter-

j)iece, which the great Umbrian painted in the fulness

of his powers, when the " Deposition " of the Pitti

and the ^ alhnnbrosa " Assumption " had lately left

his studio, and the joung Raphael was working at his

side, was once the chief ornament of the cathedral, and,

until the monks were expelled at the close of the last

century, hung over the altar in the chapel of St.

Hugh of Lincoln,

the second on the

i-ight of the nave.

It was then sold to

the Duca di jNIelzi,

from whose family

the three principal

compartments were

purchased in 1856

for £4,000. Two
others representing

the Annunciation

were carried away

by the Prench in

ITflG, and have un-

fortunately been

lost ; and one jior-

tion only, God the

Father surrounded

by a glory of sera-

])him, still occupies

its original place in

the Certosa. The

remainder of the

old frame has been

filled up, partly with

coj)ies and partly

with frescoes of

four doctors by Bor-

gognone, cut down

to half-lengths to

stop the gaps.

The few other

pictures worthy of

notice in the church

cf the Certosa are
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mostlv the work oC secondary Lombard ai'tists ; Init

in tlie Laviitore dei Monaci which o])ens from the

south transept, anil contains some (^-ood Fifteenth Cen-

t>u-y stained g-lass, there is a beautiful fresco of the

Madonna, painted by Luini in his most charming-

manner. We g'ive a reproduction of this picture (n.),

as well as of one aspect of the lavabo, or washini"--

troug-h, which g-ives its name to the lavatory, and

is enriclied with three bas-reliefs by Alberto di

C'arrava, the " Kiss of Judas," " Christ Washing

the Feet of His Disciples," and " Blessing the

Cliildren " (i.) The head seen in outline in our

woodcut is a bust said to represent the first archi-

tect of the Certosa. On the opposite side of the

choir is the old sacristy, which corresponds to the

lavatory. Here, besides Amadeo's marble door-

way, is a curious ivory altar-piece with sixty-seven

reliefs and eighty statuettes by an artist of the

Sixteenth Century. The new sacristy, now usetl

as an oratory, and the two tine chapter-houses, are

reached from the south transept, which contains the

splendid mausoleum of Galeazzo Visconti.

The founder of the Certosa had been first interred

with great pomp at the Duomo of Milan ; but forty

years later his remains were removed to the Certosa,

where he had desired to repose when the building of

the church was sufficiently advanced, and were laid in

a temporarv resting-place until a fitting tomb should

be prepared for them. In 14!)0 the

work was begun by a sculptor named

Galeazzo Pellegrini, at the prior's

order ; anil between that date and

1562, when it was completed, many
of the artists engaged on the facade

helped in its adornment. The general

]ilan of the tomb resembles most of

those of the early Italian Renais-

sance. Gian Galeazzo's effigy, said

to have been carved by a Roman
sculptor, Cristoforo by name, reposes

on a sarcophagus guarded by angels

under a richly-decorated canopy sup-

ported by pillars adorned with

trophies of arms. The reliefs de-

scribing the principal events of the

duke's life, among which the founda-

tion of the Certosa occupies a pro-

minent place, are probably the work

of Amadeo and Giacomo della Porta
;

while the statue of the Virgin as

the patroness of the Certosa, which

crowns the whole, is by Brioschi,

the sculptor of the great central

portal. By a strange fate the bones

of Gian Galeazzo have never been

laid in this imposing tomb ; for by
THE CERTOSA.—III. :
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the time it was completed a generation had passed

away, and the spot where his body had been laid

meanwhile had been wholly forgotten.

Two other tombs in the north transept are worthy

of mention, and one at least appeals to our sympathies

moi-e forcibly than that of the tyrant who founded

the Certosa. This is the monument which Lodovico

il Movo erected to the memory of his young wife

Beatrice of Este, cut off by a jiremature death in the

ilower of her age. With all his crimes and weak-

nesses, Lodovico w;xs devotedly attached to his wife.

He associated her name with his own in all public

acts, and at her death he caused this effigy to be

carved by Cristoforo Solari, Amadeo's rival and suc-

cessor, as the most faithful representation of her

which the sculptor's chisel could produce. The

monument was originally in the church of Santa

]\Iaria delle Grazie at Milan, and Lixlovico's own

figure, executed by the same sculptor, was placed by

his wife's side, until the close of the century, when

the tomb was broken up, and both figures were

removed to the Certosa, where Beatrice's ashes had

already been laid. Both are remarkable for the

accuracy with which every feature is rendered, and

every detail of costume is faithfully reproduced. The

voung duchess is clail as if for a revel. Her form

is wi-apped in robes of rich brocaile ; her jewels are

about her; and the luxuriant locks which escape from

the tight-fitting hood are curled

over brow and neck. Only the long

line of eyelashes which marks the

closed eyelids, deeply carved in

marble, is there to remind us of the

sleep of death which had brought

her young days to so sudden an

end

.

When we have been through

the church, with its transepts, side

chapels, sacristies, and chapter-

houses, and examined .ill the objects

of interest which they contain, there

still remain the cloisters, and the

actual convent, if I may apjily this

term to the modest cells which form

so striking a contrast to the splen-

dours of the abbey church. Another

door in the south transept—the very

portal in whose marble door-posts

Amadeo carved his first angels

—

leads from the church into the small

cloisters (v.), called the Chiostro della

Fontana, from the fountain or la\-a-

tory bearing a terra-cotta relief of

the " Woman of Samaria " on the

south side. The fifty round arches

rest on slender marble columns, and
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are ornameTited with a dark red terra-cotta frieze of

children playing musical instruments. There is a

wonderful charm in these simple fissures, which un-

known artists of a bygone age fashioned so delicately

and inspired with grace so child-like and so natural.

In the whole precincts of the Certosa there is no

place where we linger so gladly as here, where roses

blossom under our feet, and above the arches are

full of unheard melodies.

From these cloisters it is that the south side

of the church is seen to the best ax^lvantage. We
have a good view of the south portico, with its white

marble pillars and cornices of red terra-cotta, and of

the three-storeyed cupola and tower which crowns the

building. Besides this tower there are eight other

spires, all of different form, and an endless variety of

small pinnacles, cupolas, and chimneys, designed with

a marvellous prodigality of invention. Here, too, we

see how finely the white marble used in the exterior

of the side chapels contrasts with the terra-cotta

cornices and dark red of the brick buttresses and

nave. A passage, on the left of which is the library,

leads from the Cloister of the Fountain into the great

THE CEETOSA.— IV.: SOME TEKEA-COTTA

MOULDINGS, FKOM THE CLOISTEES.

cloister, which measures 412 feet long by 334 feet

wide, and now encloses a cornfield. The terra-cotta

mouldings Jiv.) with which the arches of these clois-

ters are adorned are among the finest specimens of

their kind in existence. The forms are as varied as

they are excpiisite; medallions of warriors and cherubs,

women's and children's heads, set between festoons of

flowers and fruit, and cornices of delicate leaf-mould-

ing, display the exuberant wealth of fancy seen in the

decorations of the facade and the paintings of the in-

terior. The art of moulding terra-cotta, always a

favourite on these Lombard plains where stone was

rare, had attained its highest development at this

period of the Renaissance, and the perfection which

the sculptors of the Certosa had reached is shown

not only in the beauty and elegance of the forms em-

jiloyed, but in the durability of their frail material.

It is no doubt owing to their care in kneading and

burning the clay, to the thoroughness and skill with

which they mixed the mortar to bind their bricks,

and to the precautions they took to prevent water

from standing on the roof, that these cloisters have

received so little injury from rain and frost. The

artists remain unknown, though several Lombard

sculptors who excelled as workers in terra-cotta in

the Fifteenth and early part of the Sixteenth Cen-

turies are mentioned by Italian writers as men who

would be employed in the task. In all probability

thev belonged to a guild of artists who worked to-

gether at the different parts, and whose individual

faculties and talents were the common property of

the whole company.

Three sides of

the great cloister

are occupied by the

twenty - four cells

where the monks

lived by themselves,

only meeting to dine

in the refectory on

Sundays and festi-

vals. Three only of

these cells are now

inhabited. Each little

dwelling has two

rooms above and two

below, and each is

supplied with a well,

a garden bright with

flowers, and a stone

seat where the fathers

can read and ynedi-

tate undisturbef . The

large walled garden

belonging to the con-

vent is worth visiting
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for the pietnrosqno views (vi.) it affords of the ami tlie room wliirli lie occupied in the convent is

church. It is especially captivating when the vin- still shown. It was from here that he sent the

(;il;'c is comin.i"" on, and clusters of purple <>-rapes famous messao'C, "Tout est perdu fors I'honneur," and

hang from the trellis overhead. It is let now ; but French chroniclers relate that immediately after his

TUE bEETOSA,—V. : THE CLOISTI.K OF THE FOUNTAIN.

the income which it produces is spent exclusively capture he asked to be led into the church where the

on the repairs of the church and convent, and is monks were engaged in reciting the office. As he

supplemented by legacies bequeathed by rich Mi- entered they were in the middle of the 119th Psalm,

lanese nobles tor the same purpose. It was in and the king joined the choir in singing the verse,

the park of the Certosa that Francis I. surren- " Bonum mihi cpiia humiliasti me, ut discam justili-

dered to his captors after the defeat of Pavia, cationes tuas."
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There is little to say of the present state of the

Certosa. Among the vicissitudes which the ahbey has

experienced since the first expulsion of the Carthusians

in 17 Si, it suffered most at the hands of the French

Directory, who, in 1797, stripped off the sheets of

lead which preserved the roof, and realised three

million francs by this act of plunder. From 178;i to

ISIO the convent was occupied by Cistercians and

members of other orders, after which it remained

closed for many years. In ISl-S it was restored to

are being rebuilt, and even Santa ilaria delle Grazie

is threatened with demolition ; when from Florence

we learn that the charming old ^lercato is about to

disappear" for ever to make room for a new street : it

is hardly to be expected that the Certosa will escape

the spoiler's hand.

That this is so—that it should be possible to say

so much in disparagement of a country once the home

of art and still the museum of the world— is greatly

to be deplored. Such monuments as the Certosa are

THK CEETOSi.—VI.: FKOM IHE YLXJiYA£l>.

the order for which it had been built, until tiie

monks were again expelled at the suppression of the

monasteries in 1870. Since that time seven or eight

fathers have been the only members of the community

allowed to remain. The church is kept in good order,

and necessary repairs have been carefully executed

;

but I regret to add that quite recently the zeal for

restorino" ancient mon\iments, which has -n-rought such

desolation in all parts of Italy, has reached the Certosa.

A fine terra-cotta mosaic pavement, it is said, has

been taken up and replaced by a modern one, and

some frescoes on the wall have been whitewashed. It

is to be hoped that the damage may not reach further.

But when the front of St. :Mark's is in danger and

the mosaics of the Baptistery are replaced by new

work ; when the oldest churches of Milan and Pavia

for no one particular people. They are the achieve-

ment of a common past, in whose story as many

as will mav take solace and delight, and whose be-

quests are the inheritance of mankind through all

the ages. The nation within whose frontiers they

stand is no more than their keeper, and must be

held responsible for whatever hurt they take. In

the cases I have mentioned that hurt is deliberately

wrought. It is, of course, a sign tlint Italy, what-

ever her old-time place and glory, has lapsed into

the ignorance of utilitarianism, and is an enlighten-

ing influence no longer. ^lost heartily is it to be

hoped that the artists and men of letters who still

cherish her ancient titles to renown and honour

mav succeed in lessening in somewhat the scandal ot

her fall. Juli.\ Cartweight.
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"THE PAINTER OF THE DEAD."

HE list of tlie works of Jean-

Paul Laurens is, like that of

(he wovks of Paul Delaroehe,

a series of eatastrophes, a kind

of martvrology. Here, the

eorpse of Pojie ForuKisus is

disinterred and brounht to

justiee ! There, other eorpses,

left without hurial, infeet the air before the elosed

doors of ehurehes. Again, it is the eottin of Queen

Isabella whieli is opened, that those who loved her

may see a faee fri<;-htfu!ly dislio-ured by death. AA e

pass from the horrors of the Interdict to the angaiish

of the exeonimunieated, from the bier of William

the Conqueror to the funeral of Mareeavi, and from

the funeral of ^lareeau to the death of the Duke

d'Eng-hien. It is a perpetual 'fifth act.'" Thus

spoke M. Charles Plane, as be jjassed in review

M. Laurens' contributions to the International Ex-

hibition of LS7S, and every one was forced to admit,

at least, the apjiarent truth of bis statement ; but

when he went on to suggest that the painter's

choice of subject was a proof of coldness of heart,

and to see in the frequency of tragic themes an

artifice by which the artist worked up his own emo-

tions and those of others, I, for one, found it im-

possible to agree with him. From the moment that

I saw ]M. Laurens' fine series of illustrations of the

" Imitation " (1S76), I felt assured that he possessed

real tragic power.

Executed in sepia very broadly washed, these

drawings jiresented the same interesting character

of touch as marked the master's work with the brush.

The head of Christ intended as a frontispiece had

a genuine and mystical character, noticeable in all

the designs. In two of the series
—

" The Meeting

of Hildebrand and Bruno, Bisliop of Toul," and
" The Ghost of ^lariamne Appearing to Herod the

Great "—this mystical element was conjoined with

a simplicity and soundness of style and a reality

in the rendering which gave sobriety to an other-

wise fantastic conception. The figure of ^laiiamne,

swathed and bound in graveclothes, was floating

forwards—only her awful faee exposed: Herod, at the

sight of the terrible image, falling on his knees in

anguish and terror. The pressure of the bands on

the shroud which enveloped the figure was made to

tell in a way which added to the fearful truth of the

movement—the solemn and inevitable advance which

. M. Laurens had contrived to impress on tbe shade of

the injured woman. In the " Meeting of Hildebrand

and Bruno," another spirit ])revailed : the profound

jieace of a saintly t-alm replaced the hideous night-

mares of death and remorse, the silent shadows were

lit with the beauty of holiness, its sacred influence

spoke alike in tbe measured greeting of Hildebrand

and in the absorbed quiet of Bruno. Throughout it

was indeed ])lain that M. Laurens had not only read

his text, but had taught and translated the peculiar

spiritual accent of the " Imitation." Yet his inter-

]ii'etation did not show signs of long' brooduig and

meditation ; ratjier it was marked bv an extraordinarv

air of spontaneity. It was as if the artist, being

himself of a nature eminently susceptible to the moral

inlluenees of the " Imitation," had read the volume for

the first time, witii fervent admiration and surjirise.

The longer one looked at this series of designs

the more ])la'idy did two questions present them-

selves : first, what was the explanation of the pecu-

liar freshness and naivete of impression which, rare

enough in all classes of work, is especially rare in

that which treats themes sufficiently elevated to have

been worthy the mould of timeworn conventions ?

secondly, how came it that a man, whose every line

and touch were laid with healthy ckill, could dwell

morbidly on \'isions of tragic death ? Further, on

examining the picture which ]\I. Laurens had con-

tributed to the Salon of 1876, the second question

]iut itself even more imperatively. He had taken

for his subject one of the designs illustrating the

" Imitation "—" Francis Borgia before the Open Coffin

of Queen Isabella." He showed the gifts of a

colourist—gifts the character of which denoted, as

plainly as his drawing and design, that he was

of a temjierameut sane, healthy, robust, and full

of that joy in his work which a healthy workman
must feel. He manifested, in short, in the treat-

ment of a morbid theme a character which, however

grave and serious, could not be morbid. Two years

later M. Ferdinand Fabre's "Roman d'un Peintre
"

gave me the answers I sought.

Jean-Paul Laurens was born in 1 s:5S, at For-

fpievaux, in the Lauraguais. A peasant by birth,

having lost his mother at an early age, he was left

much to himself, and feeling little love for books,

barely learnt to read and write at the village school.

On her death-bed his mother had let fall a " Book

of Hours," which the child seized on and secreted.

Turning over the leaves he one day found an

eno'raving of the " Nativitv " of Carle Vanloo. This
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TUE LAST MOMENTS OF THE EMPEEOK MAXIMILIAN.

(Painted by Jean-Paul Launus. Bij Painisslon of Ad. Braun ct Cic.)

discovery excited him strangely. Tlie sisi'Iit of tlie

desis^n, wretched as it was, disturl>ed him. He sliut up

his book and tried to forget what lie had seen, but in

vain. Next day, after having eagerly examined the

engraving, he, though hardly able to trace a letter

of the alphabet, began to draw. Then he tried to

reproduce nature, but a group of acacias in bloom

baflled his utmost efforts, and irritated by his failure

he returned in despair to the spcirts he had forsaken.

But his vocation was too strong to be thus diverted,

and in 1851 he quitted Forquevaux with a band of

itinerant Italians who had been emjiloyed to decorate

the parish church. At tlie first halt, in the little inn

of St. Anne du Salat, an incident occurred which

left indelible traces on his imagination. The room

in which he slept with Buecaferata, his Italian

master, opened into the chamber where the land-

lord's wife lay dead ; disturbed by the misconduct

of the servants, who should have kejit watch by the

corpse, the Italian drove them away and took their

task u]ion himself. Struck by the strange beauty

of the dead, Buecaferata set himself to reproduce her

features, bidding his terrified ])iipil IkjUI aloft the

candle which should light his lalmurs. Thus

Laurens stood in agony till morning broke, and

the experiences of that night continue to exercise

their strange fascination on the mind of the grown

man, who has become " le peintre des niorts "—the

painter of the dead.

Not only were Laurens' chances of professional

instruction from his Italian companions infinitely

small ; but, for long years, instruction of any other

kind was equally out of the question. They cm-

ployed him as a servant, and it was not until he

had jiassed two years in this bondage that he made

his escape and succeeded, after heroic efforts, in

getting into the art-school of Toulouse. There he

came in contact with the influences which were to

shape his life. M. Willemsens, the director of the

Toulouse school—who has left an honourable name

as an artist—soon distinguished his merit. From

him he received the teaching and encouragement of

which he stood in need ; and when, at last, Laurens

was introduced into his family, he found in the
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ot" Cogiiiet. i.s was

intelligent interest and kindly counsels of Mdme.
Willemsens the stimulus needed for the development

of his moral and intellectual nature.

In 1800 he left Toulouse for Paris. He liad

obtained from the town a yearly pension of sixty

pounds, and with his daily bread thus assured was

enabled to enter the atelier

the case with

Millet, and in

spite of the un-

doubted pri )-

mise given by

his studies,

Laurens failed

to obtain the

houours of the

Prix de liome.

His first suc-

cess was ob-

tained by his

painting- " The
Death of Cato"

(1863), which

procured him

the award of

Honoura bl c

Mention fmni

the jury of the

Salon. His

pension from

the town of

Toulouse was

but of three

years' duration;

and thrown on

his own re-

sources, Lau-

rens had re-

course to all

the shifts by

which a man
without name
or fortune is re-

duced in order

to live. But he never lost his hold on the class

of work which alone would satisfy his secret ambi-

tions. In 1864. he exhibited "The Death of Tiberius,"

a work which passed without notice, and in which

his remarkable personal qualities indeed were scarcely

perceptible. His ill success, though, stimulated him
to fresh efforts. About two years later, when M.
Fabre made his acquaintance, he was living alone in

two little garrets in the Rue de Chabrol. His picture

of " Christ Crowned with Th(jrns " was in progress

ujDon the easel ; and in his portfolio he had a set of

illustrations of the Bible, one of which, a " Vision

224
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XEAS-PAUL LAURENS.

(From the Bronze by Aiigvste Sodin.)

of Ezekiel," excited in his visitor an enthusiasm of

honest admiration which brought him, once and for

all, into friendly relations with the painter.

j\.t this time Laurens' favoiu'ite books were, says

M. Fabre, the Bible, ^schylus, and Shakespeare;

but he also possessed an old edition of Augustine's
" Confessions," Montesquieu's " Decadence des Re-

mains," a Ta-

citus, and some

odd volumes of

a dictionary of

history, which

he had picked

up aliout the

quays. " One
CI luld scarcely

believe," says

M. Fabre,
" with what

force a wcjrk of

o'cnius would

tell on this

yoinig man of

t w e n t y - fi V e

who

came fresh

from his vil-

lage to the

dazzling poetry

of the psalms,

to the burning

denunciations

of the prophets,

to the bitter

disillusions of

St. Augustine,

to the "An-
nals," to the

" Prometheus

Bound," to the

work of Shake-

sjicare, im-

mense as the

ocean." In

illustration of his extraordinary sensibility, M. Fabre

relates that one night he read to him Corneille's

" Cinna." In the middle of the monologue of

Augustus he was interrupted by Laurens, who

said, " Enough, enough, my head reels." M. Fabre

saw that he was pale, and anxiously asked what

ailed him. " Nothing," answered Laurens; and then

touching the volume which the other held in his

hand, he continued, " Too many things f/iere have

moved me. ... It makes me ill. . . . Happy

you who can admire so calmly. ... I am not

accustomed to it, and you know I
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This an^^cdote furnishes the ehie to the extra-

oi'dinarv vivacity and originahty whieh stamps INI.

Laurens' treatment of those historical themes which

seem outworn in other hands ; even as the episode of

St. Anne du Salat—the story of the drear night

passed in holding aloft the torch which lighted

the chamber of death—affords the explanation of

the constant recurrence of similar themes in his

work. An extraordinary persistency of impression

and tenacity of purpose are dominant traits in M.

Laurens' character : every incident of his career

bears their stamp. Ill and discouraged in 1868, he

sought restoration to health, not in foreign travel,

but in a return to his native village. The constancy

he has di.splayed in his family ties has marked his

relations with friends. The last hours of Mdme.
Willemsens were tended by him with the devotion

of a son, and in 1869 his marriage with her daughter

but realised a hope cherished from boyhood.

The modest post of Professor of Drawing in a

municijial school had enabled Laurens to take this

step by assuring him a certain, if small, income.

Each of the works which he produced in succession

after the break occasioned by the terrible year

of 1870 proved the steady growth of strength and

skill. Fh-st came " St. Ambrose Instructing Hono-

rius," " The Death of the Due d'Enghien," " Pope

Formosus and Stephen VII." (187^); then "The

Pool of Bethesda" (1873) and "The Cardinal and

St. Bruno" (1871)—two works which revealed the

influence of a recent journey to Italy, and which

brought their author the Cross of the Legion of

Honour ; then " The Excommunication " and " The

Interdict" (1875), "Francis Borgia Before the Coffin

of Queen Isabella" (1875), and "The Austrian

StafE Before the Body of Marceau." At first, in the

presentment of tragic situations, such as our full-

]iage illustration embodies, M. Laurens confined

liimself to their dramatic aspect. In " Before the

Inquisitoi-s " we see a monk condemned to suffer

most hideous torture : he stands with his back to

us; his wrists are bound by the biting cord; and

we know that at a word and a turn of the wheel in

the hands of the executioner, the helpless prisoner

will be suspended in mid-air, by arms wrenched from

their sockets. But the heretic faces his terrible fate

with noble calm, and his courageous attitude ex-

asperates his judges. The air of menace which they

wear takes a shade of irritation as they foresee that

all their tei-rors will be powerless to shake the un-

daunted constancy of their victim. The painter's

admirably forcible rendering of the scene in which

Stephen VII. anathematises the dead body of his

predecessor is another work of the same class.

With unquenchable hate, Stephen on his election had

caused the remains of Formosus to be dragged from

the tomb and enthroned in papal state. They were

clad in pontifical robes, and gifted with the tiara and

ring ; and by their side was an advocate hired to

reply in thg name of the dead to the furious ques-

tions of the living. The mad fury of Stephen, the

ascetic types of the assistant ecclesiastics, the very

concentration of the light, gave greater force and

depth to the gloom enthroning the black-robed advo-

cate, motionless beside the motionless dead, who sat,

wrapped in the horror and silence of the tomb, yet

face to face with the fruitless passions of life. " The

Interdict," as regarded sense of drama, was a work

even more complete in itself ; and finally, in the

" Marceau," iM. Laurens displayed, in addition to

the qualities which had jireviously distinguished

him, a capacity for analysing various shades of

emotion, only suspected to be his by those who

had studied his illustrations of "The Imitation."

In this work M. Laurens proved himself a painter,

an artist, and a man ; his mastership coidd no longer

be questioned, and he won the Prix du Salon.

In the following year the artist departed from

his usual practice of dwelling on the most gloomy

aspects of life, and painted " The Release of the

Prisoners of Carcassonne," now in the Salon Triennial.

" In the month of August, 1303," said the livref,

" the people of Carcassonne and Albi, stirred by

the preaching of Brother Bernard Delicieux, broke

into the dungeons of the Inquisition, under the

eyes of Jean de Pecquiguy—the reformer of Lan-

guedoc." The picture did not and could not have

the same measure of popular success as attended the

exhibition of the " iMarceau," because it could not

appeal, as that work did, to the imagination even

of the wholly untrained. Those, however, to whom

the past and jjresent of the religious persecution was

familiar, could not look upon it without a vision of

the anguish of the unseen prisoners who for conscience

sake sit in darkness and in the shadow of death.

The walls are yielding to repeated blows, and the

Inquisitor in robes of crimson and scarlet looks on

holjiless. An extraordinary force of hue was obtained

in the clothes of this figure, which occupied the centre

of the picture, by the juxtaposition of touches of

green, such as Veronese loved, and of the yellow

draperies of one of the Consuls. This yellow, again,

found its full value in relief against the sombre

brown of Bernard's garments ; and thus the painter,

bv strengthening the blood reds and vermilions of

the immediate foreground, put the red-brick walls

of the background, which would otherwise have been

overpowering, into their proper place.

It ^vill be seen that as M. Laurens gained in

power, his personal tendencies, as a colourist, asserted

themselves more and more distinctly. Red, the hue

which is susceptible of the greatest variety of modi-
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fications, took the leading place in his scheme nl'

colour, contrasted usually, as in the " ilarceau

"

and the "Prisoners," with brilliant yellows and flashes

of white. In his " Honorius— Lower Empire "

(ISSO) the child-emperor is draped in folds of

scarlet, beneath which shows embroidered under-

clothing of gold and black on fawn-colour ; the scarlet

of the mantle is spread by the dull red of the

pillow ; and over the throne, of ebony inlaid with

gold and crimson and silver ornament, is thrown a

cloth of silver, which plays the ]iart of white in

the general scheme. His portrait of a lady exhibited

in the following year is also a study of reds, but of a

different quality, and differently treated. The model

wears a stone-coloured })lush, with silver lights, and

is set in the heart of a very fire of red : rose-red the

chair on which she sits, tawny rose the cushions
;

deej) iiiby colour gleams in her footstool, the back-

ground is ochreous-red, and the table at her side, on

which stands a statuette of golden bronze, is covered

with a cloth of tnie vermilion.

But ^I. Laurens had yet to feel the peculiar

value and beauty of black, as a colour, in schemes in

which primitives play a conspicuous ]iart ; and this

seems to have been first brought home to him when

carrving out, in 18S2, his large canvas of "The Last

^loments of the Emperor Maximilian," the original

of our first illustration. Black was, necessarily, the

garb of his principal personage ; and shortly after-

wards we find him selecting black, employed in

juxtaposition with white, as the point of departure

in his last and greatest achievement—the mural

paintings in the Pantheon. The earlier work was

considered a failure. The death of Maximilian

was, it is true, acknowledged to be a page of his-

tory, but tragedy in a frockcoat shocked the poj^ular

taste so deeply that few would look a second time.

The artist's materials did not, certainly, lend them-

selves readily to pictorial treatment : the emperor

stands between his valet and his priest, the one

kneeling and kissing his master's hand in the agony

of farewell ; to the right stands the priest—he would

bid courage, but cannot for very anguish ; the door

is opened, the glare of tropical sunlight floods the

little room and brings out the three black-robed

figures in startling contrast ; the messenger of death

is on the threshold, the orange and red of his

uniform add to the savage character and bilious

hue of the typical features seen beneath the broad

shadow of the Mexican hat. In his face and
the emperor's the whole story is told : the one

is worn and channelled with lines of bitter expe-

rience, but resolute and nerved by the high courage

which is one of the noblest products of civilisation
;

the other is unmoved, every muscle cast in a mould
of stolid savagery. The sunlight effect was rendered

with admirable force and truth ; and it was on this

effect that M. Laurens had to rely, so as to give,

by skilful massing of light and shade, somewhat of

a pictorial aspect to the scene, over and above the

incontestable merit which it acquired in virtue of his

dramatic might and powers of vigorous delineation.

To look attentively at this presentment of the un-

fortunate victim of the Third Napoleon is never to

forget something which M. Laurens alone has the

gift to show.

And this is, after all, a thing to notice specially

in respect of M. Laurens' work—it is impossible to

forget it. Go to the Pantheon and look at the four

compartments in which he has de])icted the death of

St. Genevieve and the miracles wrought at her tomb
;

])ut away accepted theories as to mural decoration ;

look only at the pictures on the wall before you
;

and you will bring something of it away. In a hall

which occupies the first three divisions, on a bed raised

above the crowd pressing from right and left to re-

ceive her blessing, lies the dying saint. The white

linen which drapes her emaciated form is isolated by

full tones of black and crimson. All the lower line,

the foreground, the base as it were of the composition

in each of the three compartments, is strong and deep

in tone. To the right—tawny red, deep blue, brown ;

to the left—full red and deep purple ; in the centre

—black enforced by red on the one hand and spread

by neutrals on the other. Above this wave of deep

colour, yellow, grey, pale blue, and other light hues

are seen to left and right, whilst (as I have already

said) the white linen and white draperies near the

bed of St. Genevieve tell with brilliant effect from

the centre. Here and there are passages in which

—

as in the figures of the woman and children leaning

forward on the left of the central compartment

—

j\I.

Laurens shows that his knowledge and skill in treating

the nude equal the science and art which he displays

in the construction and disposition of his draperies.

The upper band of lighter colour breaks against the

red-brick walls of the vast hall ; but these walls are in

their turn broken up by the woodwork of galleries

and stairs of the background, and by stone columns

which, being of exactly the same hue as the walls

and pillars of the Pantheon itself, incorporate the

picture with the building which it decorates. The

fourth compartment treats, as has been said, of the

miracles wrought by the saint after death. A sick

woman in her bed has been laid upon her tomb. On
the left, priests stand and pray ; on the right are

kneeling friends. From above descends an angel, who
lifts with his right hand the white coverings of the

bed, whilst, with an authoritative gesture of his left,

he bids " Believe and be healed." The central note

of white is here contrasted with the rose-red draperies

of the angel ; this rose-red is accentuated by deep
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red, to the left, in tlie draperies of the attendant

priests ; on the riiJ'ht, hues of white pass throuo-li

yrey and yellow into deep olive, so that we again get

the band of strong colour necessary to bring- the

Idwer line into connection with the scheme of the

other three compartments. The illumination of the

two subjects is skilfully contrasted by the introduc-

tion of the lamps burning at the foot of the tomb in

the second ; and the quality of the whites—always

beautiful with M. Laurens—is in this way finely

varied under the changing play and character of the

light. Nor can we detect, from end to end of this

powerful work, a single figure or face which recalls a

Ixpc of convention. The various shades of emotion

which find a point of departure in the exalted

mysticism of the dying saint are finely distinguished :

the somewhat conventional solemnity of the eccle-

siastics is contrasted witli the bitter grief and awe of

a few; the anxious faith of the aged, with the

charming reverence of childhood ; the elegant piety

of noble dames, with the martial conviction of their

cavaliers. There is no suspicion of masquerading in

romantic garb : these people are not shadows, but

belong to the world which exists not now only, but

always.

In these noble designs, as in the long series of M.

Laurens' previ(_)us w^ork, every line he lays is a chal-

lenge to those who would restrict the artist in his

choice of subject to the manners and customs of to-

day. For those whom his pencil touches exist and

live. Life, whose path he has persistently touched

to within the very gates of the tondi, has become

the servant of a magician who can now confer its

gifts at will. E:mil!A F. S. Pattisox.

• ^^^•o**^»

EGYPTIAN TYPES.

NE of the first things that strikes the newly-

arrived traveller in Egypt is the variety of

turbans. The odious and ugly Turkish otficial cos-

tume is becoming more and more common, unfortun-

ately. But the original dress of a native gentleman

is still worn by the

students and jiro-

fessors at the Univer-

sity of El Azhar, by

the officials of the

mosques— there are,

strictly speaking, no

^lohammedan priests

—and by the native ,>•/ '

shopkeepers. The eye

for colour with which

we credit all orientals '
',-

is not perhaps so well

deserved as the bril-

liant appearance of the

streets seems to war-

rant. True, the native

ef)stume is always

harmonious, but this

is because the tailors

who make these gor-

geous robes have their

own traditions as to

what lining suits one

shade, and what
another. I remember

buying some silk of - '^^^

a rich pink or salmon 1.— A SAILOll.

colour for a dressing-gown. ~ As the colour was very

brilliant, I was inclined to have some dark stuff,

brown or even black, to line it. But no ; the tailor,

a man who sat cross-legged on the sill of his shop

in the bazaar, said it must be red. I tried to argue

the point, but my
Arabic did not go far.

^, ^ The tailor was inex-

f orable, and called on

^ the bystanders, who
always assemble in

crowds to see a bar-

gain sti'uck, if it \\'as

not so. A chorus of

"Aywah" ("yes")

was tlic reply. lie

had not a j)iece of the

l}roper str.ff in his

sho]), and I could nol

und(>rs(and that red

would go with salmon

colour. Suddenly one

of the crowd seized a

passiT-by and dragged

him, hair unwillingly,

half annised, to the

tailor's board, lie had

on a dress very similar

to my silk, and as

soon as he understood

the question at issue,

- showed me the lining.

I was convinced : but
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imagine such a scene at Mr. Poole's in Savile

Row.

Each colour has its appropriate foil or contrast,

and the general result is most harmonious ; but that

this is not brought about

by the wearer's indi-

vidual taste may be seen "*

in the avidity with which

foreign goods in magenta

and emei-ald green and

steel blue are recei\ed.

But the turban, as I have

said, strikes the stranger

most. It is not in har-

mony with the dress.

A majority, perhaps, of

Cairenes wear a white

cloth round the fez. The
donkey-boy has a scarf

of many-coloured silk tied

over his brown woollen

cap, especially if he comes from the country, like the

native of Girgeh in our fifth cut. But we notice

also black turbans, red turbans, and green turbans.

To understand this we must remember that almost
every Mohammedan Cairene is a dervish. I used

to imagine, when I came on a man walking about
in sackcloth, bareheaded, with chains about his body,

and a few disciples following with his banner and
his pipe, that he was a dervish. Possibly he was,

but more likely he was not. On the contrary, he

might become the founder of an order of dervishes.

Various Mohammedan saints are venerated at the

present day. Every moscpie in Cairo—and there

are said to be throe lumdred and sixty-five, so that

a man may worship in a different place every day

—

is sacred to some saint, who is buried within its

precincts. Sometimes it is not a " Sheykh," but a
" Sitteh," a lady, or female saint. One of the

largest moscpies is that of the " Sitteh Zeynab," the

lady Zenobia, a grand-daughter of the Prophet. The
most popular saint, at least in Lower Egypt, is

Sheykh Rufayeh. His followers wear a red turban,

and their number may be gauged by the multitude

of red turbans you see m the streets. I have seen

three Copts wearing red turbans, but that was
in a remote part of Upper Egypt, and whether it

had any significance or not I cannot sa\-. Above, in

my second cut, is a typical country farmer with the

red turban of Sheykh Rufayeh. You may see him
any morning at the octroi barrier, across the bridge

over the Nile at the Kasr el Nil. He is astride on

a donkeyload of green vetches. His long cloak is

black, and perhaps well patched. His face and his

legs are deep brown, like coffee. A pair of well-

worn slippers, once red or yellow, dangle from

each great toe. The wonder is how his donkey
can carry him and the bundle of vetches; but it trots

gaily along, and the farmer's handsome pale-faced

young wife trots gaily after it, in a long blue

robe with a basket of eggs on her head, and a

naked sleek-skinned baby on her left shoulder.

Of a somewhat lower type is the young man
who is figured below. Anything will serve him
for a turban, anything or nothing. His business is

to carry mortar for the builders, to break up the

roads with a hoe, to be a hewer of wood and a

drawer of water, or to drive a bullock-di-ay or a

mule-cart. He is ignorant, ill-tempered, and cpiarrel-

some, cruel to the lower animals, and careless of

himself. You would probably find, if you could

interrogate him, that he is not a dervish, belongs to

no order, and spends his Friday in sleep, rather than
in any religious exercises.

Next comes the highest type of all. The gen-
tleman represented opposite wears a turban of vivid

grass-green. His expression and manner betray a
combination of spiritual and family pride. He is

a descendant of Mohammed, " Rasool Allah," the

Prophet—or, more coiTeetly, Apostle—of God. He
boasts of a descent longer than that of any European
monarch, and is a religious dignitary by virtue of

his birth as well. The descendants of the Prophet
belong to two great families, the Shereefs and
the Saids. In meaning, the word Shereef equals
" Sacred," and Said the self-same thing as " Lord '•'

3,—A LABOUEEr.

in English. There is a third sacred family, the Bekri,

descended from jNIohammed's father-in-law, Aboo-

Bekr. They do not wear the green turban ; but

one of them, the present head of the family, is the

chief of all Egyptian dervishes, and, so to speak, the
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Moslem pope u£ Egypt. The chief of the Said family

is called Sheykh el Sadat, and is not to be confounded

with the sheykh of the Saideeyeh, or Saidieh, der-

vishes, one of the most devoted and enthusiastic of

all tlie sects. They wear no distiufjuishing turban;

but it is said that fully half the Cairenes of the

lower orders belong to their number. It was they

who annually prostrated themselves that their sheykh

might ride over them, a ceremony which I saw him

perform many times, but which is now forbidden.

Green-turbaned Arabs may be met with in every

rank of life. I remember during some festival, which

I suppose had brought a number together, meeting six

of them within a few yards in a street in Cairo. One
was mounted on a white Mecca donkey, and had a

black slave holding the bridle. Two were young

students from the Azhar. One was an itinerant mer-

chant, and one was a blind beggar. I forget the

sixth. Arabi was j)o])ularly believed to be a member
of the family, and owed some of his influence to the

idea, which is not at all incompatible with his having

been born of fellah parents. " Fellah " is a peasant;

and Arabi's forefathers were ]iossil)ly peasants, or

fellahs, of Arab descent.

The Arabs of clear descent do not often condescend

to the position of fellahs. At the Pyramids, for in-

stance, the tribe which furnishes the guides came
from the Hedjaz at the time of the Arab conquest of

Egypt. This was when Amrou wrote to the Caliph

to say that according to the seasons the face of the

country was silver with water, emerald with crops, or

golden with harvest—a passage I often think of when
looking down from the Pyramid platform across the

plain towards Cairo. Although they are such beggars

for backsheesh, they are inordinately proud of their

descent—a descent which would be desjnsed among the

real Hedjazee tribes, who would not acknowledge as

cousins " the sons of divers mothers." Plere and

there among them may be found, however, a tyjiical

Arab ; one in particular I remember, who has fair

hair, high cheek-bones, and grey eyes, just as the

])ure Arabs are described. Of a different type is the

Sheykh in our seventh picture. Except for his dark

complexion, showing a strong mixture of Egyptian,

possibly of negro blood, he would pass for a genuine

Arab. His village nestles in some corner of the row
of cliffs on which the Pyramids stand. lie dresses in

white, \\itli a voluminous black cloak, and wears a

white turban round his fez. Many of his people,

however, wear no head-covering but a white linen

cap, which can be little protection from the sun.

These Arabs of the Pyramids are, after the

Nubians, the hnest-looking men one sees in Egypt,

and should make good soldiers. They despise manual

labour altogether, and hire fellahs to cultivate their

fields since negroes became scarce. They look down

with supreme contempt on the peasant farmers. I

remember when some ofheial excavations were going

on near the Pyramids, and a crowd of hired labourers

were carrying away the accumulated sand and stones

in baskets, that I asked an Arab why he and his

people did not join in the work instead of annoying

and mobbing travellers. " Oh 1
" he replied, with a

M^

-A GEEEN TURBAN.

great assumption of dignity, " We not like those

pore 'Gyptian peoples." Arabi summoned all the

Pyramid Arabs he could get to Kafr Dawar. One
doughty chieftain told me he had to conduct forty

young men from his village to the rebel army. He
professed to have had no sympathy with Arabi, a

fact which would of course have esca|)ed his memory
had the rebellion been successful. He went accord-

ingly to Kafr Dawar with his forty recruits. He
had a friend at court who duly presented him to

Arabi. He remained forty days in the camp, but

every day one of his young men deserted. At last

he found himself alone. " I 1cll you, INIr. Loft,"

he assured me with great emphasis, "I think I be

go hang." He was not hanged, however, though

he told me that others in his ])ositlon were; his

friend probably saved his neck, and then came the

end ; and the sheykh, with a proud I'onsciousness of

having done his duly, returned to his village, merely

for form's sake kee])iug out of the wav till the

English were firmly estalilished.

In addition to the Pyramid Arabs, and other

isolated tribes from the Hedjaz who are settled in

Ijgypt, there is a race of wilder people. The Bedo-

ween figured in our last picture is an indigenous

Arab. There were ]ir(ibal)ly representatives of this
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class in Egypt in tlie most ancient times. Tliey rank

very nearly as low as the gypsies, and are looked

npon with little favour by their countrymen. Their

life is made up of long wanderings with a few goats

and sheeji—if they are rich, with a few camels—along

the debatable land between the desert and the edge

them, from their wild ajipeai-ance and strange

costume, are in request as models for the numerous

European artists who yearly visit Egypt. At

Ramleh-^the name signifies " sand
"—near Alex-

andria, where the English merchants and officials

chiefly reside, an ancient tribe of these people were

5.^A NATIVE OF GIEGEn.

of the black soil of the Nile Valley. In some of the

ravines behind the front line of hills there are small
" walls," or oases, to which, on account of their low
level, a little Nile water pei'colates subterraueously

;

and here the wandering Arab pitches his miserable

tent and feeds his tiny flock till low Nile, when the

green has disappeared and the oasis is dried u]).

There are a few of them who enter the towns with
wild animals and gazelle skins to sell. Some of

encamped for centuries. Many of them remain

there still, and their brown goat's-hair tents look

sti-ange among the handsome villas and glowing

gardens of the Europeans. Many of them are em-

ployed as a kind of extempore police, to guard the

villas from the depredations of the tribe in general.

A tame thief of this kind is useful. Whatever

thefts he may commit on your neighbours, you

are safe so long as you trust him imjilicitly ; the
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moment lie thinks you suspect him^ his fidelity

is gone.

The person of all others whom the Eng-lish

traveller will best remember after a visit to Egypt

is tlie dragoman, sueh an one as is presented in my
eighth pieture. It need hardly be explained that

the word " dragoman ""
is allied to the Hebrew

"targLim," an interpretation. A dragoman is an

interpreter, lie knows many languages badly, but

can, for the most jiart, read and write at least

one. I eanuot but fancy

the rare will gradually

die out in Egypt. Oa
the Nile dahabiehs it is

usual to have one, and

Cook emjiloys several for

his steamers ; but drago-

mans are not what they

were. In old times a

fforseous cre.iture with

pistol in his belt and

sword by his side con-

descended to take care

of the traveller and let

no one rob him but him-

self. This is all changed

now. The dragoman o:i

a Nile boat is little more

than a superior domestic,

a little lower than a cou-

rier, a little higher than

a valet. I have always

recommended friends of

mine who have done me
the honour to consult me,

to take a native drago-

man for an Egyptian -^-^

journey; and on the '-—^

whole I have found the

native far the most reasonable, honest, obliging

dragoman. The Maltese, with certain exceptions,

are simply unbearable. They hector about among

the crew, with a blow for every one, and then

turn and cringe to their employer with disgusting-

insincerity. The Syrians are little better, and the

Greeks much worse. In Egypt it is far pleasanter

to go about with a man who knows the peojilc,

whom when you walk through a village you hear

the children address as "Ham' Ali," or "Ham'
Ibrahim," Uncle Ali or Ibrahim, as the case may

be, " Uncle " being a term which shows their feel-

ing of security in his nationality. He is probably

a fellah himself by birth, and has risen through

sheer honesty and integrity, commencing perhaps as

a private servant in some house where he has learned

a lano-uase or two and a little writing and arithmetic.

1??

One of these native Egyptian dragomans is far more

likely to keep a traveller out of a scrape in a Nile

vovage than any other, and though he is not so out-

\^•ardly subservient as a ^Maltese, or so gorgeous in

his costume as a Greek, he is much more really

devoted and an.xious for your comfort and welfare.

These natives are the kindest nurses to the invalids

who so often nowadays winter in Egypt ; and they

have one quality which must not be overlooked.

Thev are not above their place, and rather than any

office, however menial,

should not be pcrformetl,

they will perform it

themselves. I remember

on the Nile some years

ago being consulted by

an American lady in a

neighbouring dahabieh.

Her dragoman used to

put on a white shirt, she

said, and attend at table

with the servants. She

did not think it becom-

ing. I had some difii-

culty in explaining to

her that the dragoman

in putting on the white

robe of service, like a

livery here, meant to im-

ply that he was in truth

her servant, and did not

wish to assert himself as

a superior being like some

of the dragomans em-

ployed by her friends.

I have mentioned the

Nile boats and their

lEYKii. . sailors, and both remain

long in the memories of

those who have enjoyed a winter in Egypt. The

original of our first jiieture wears, so to speak, his

summer complexion. When you first go on board

your dahabieh the sailors assemble on the deck to

welcome you, and jierhaps one or two, who have sailed

with you before, step forward to shake your hand.

They arc of all complexions, some very pale, some

of a rich and beautiful brown, almost copjier colour.

When you have been far within the trollies, and have

braved a hot wind or two amid the glaring saiuls

of Nubia and the shining rocks of the Cataract,

your sailors have assumed a different tint. The

pale men have become brown, the bmwn men black,

^lost of these sailors come from certain tribes long

settled in Nubia, but probably of Arab origin. The

Shelliilee or Cataract families furnish many of them.

Now and then, as I remarked before, a Cairene is

'h
'i>r
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among them ; now and tlion a jjoiniiiie fellah of solitary steersman. If the Nile voyatyer wishes to

Lower Ec^ypt. But after a few ilays yon recos:nise enjoy himself it will be well worth his while before

the Nubian, or Berber, as his companions call him. starting to devote a few days in Cairo to picking

His face is generally of a high type of manly beauty, up some idea of the sti'ueture of Arabic. The voeabu-

almost feminine, occasionally, in the delicacy of the lary he can learn as he requires it on the voyage,

outline; but his limbs, except in one particular, are It has been well said that "Arabic is the easiest lan-

like those of a prize-fighter. Every muscle stands guage in the world to learn badly ;
" and the veriest

out on his shoulders and arms, and, except for the smattering will be enough to double the pleasure

flatness of his calves, he looks like a bronze statue, of the voyage.

He has a peculiar way of swimming, hand over hand, I spoke above of Cairene shopkeepers. My sixth

making a great splash, and, though he can literally picture shows one of them as, after his mid-day

stay for hours in the water

without inconvenience,

when your boat has stuck

fast on a sandliank, he is

not a good s\vinin)cr, in

our sense of the word. Yet

if you entpiin! into his

history you will ]n'obably

find that since he was

three years old he has

been accustomed to take

to the watei', and has

swum (he Cataract on a

log since ever he can re-

member. This swimming
down the worst jiarts of

the Cataraft astride on a

log looks very easy, but

is in reality extremely diffi-

cult, as I should be sorry

to say how many of my
countrymen have proved.

The Berlier sailor is a

very good-humoured, idle,

merry creatiir,^, \\'ho en-

dears himself to you, and

especially to the ladies of

the party, in a thousand

ways during the ^'oyagc.

work hard to please. ^^ e were anxious once to reach

the post office at Girgeh by a certain day and hour,

and the wind being contrary, the men had to row a'l

day against it. In the afternoon, when the looked-

for minarets came in sight, the ladies of the party

made and distributed cigarettes among the men, going

from oar to oar along the deck with a light. The
crew burst into a very good imitation of a cheer, and

then after some persuasion one of them proceeded to

meal and cup of coffee, he

leans back to take a few

whiffs of tobacco before

resuming his work. Ciga-

rettes are now everywhere

superseding the old nar-

ghileh ; but some smokers

still cling to it. A boy

comes clanking along the

bazaar aljout half-past

twelve, bearing a narghileli

in one hand and a pair of

tongs holding live charcoal

in the other. Three or

four merchants perhaps will

successively take a few

pulls at the long pipe.

These merchants never live

at their ]ilaces of business,

but arrive on their donkeys

in the morning from some

little villa in the suburbs,

and return in long proces-

sions in the evening. Their

ideas of doing business are

of the most primitive

kind. They always ask a

Eur()]iean twice or three

On occasion they will times what (hey will take, and if you remonstrate

their answer is simply that sometimes they get

what they ask. The bazaars of Cairo have not

seemed very flourishing for some years j.ast. The

most picturesque, the " Khan Khaleclee," is his-

toricallv interesting' as standing on (he actual site

of the palace of the Caliph, the original nucleus

of modern Cairo. l]ut, apart from association and

architectural licauty, it is more intercstino- to turn

the other way, namely, to the soutji side of the city.

A. IlEAGOMAN".

make a speech in the onlv English words they could where the bazaars, undistinguished except by the

muster among them : " I dank von—baleeze " (" I awnings overhead, extend it may be believed for

thank you—please"). This oratorical effort was n^- miles. You begin at a corner by the mosque of

ceived with roars of laughter, and then a splendid (Jhoree, where a little boy, emjiloyed by the per-

ehorus, with sijecial extempore verses on the amial)ility fumers to "tout," comes to you in the open street

and loveliness of the white-faced ladies, was sung by and invites you into the "smelly bazaar" as he calls

all the men, and re-echoed from the tiller by the it. "When you have bought otto of roses from a
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mnniifapod sliopmnii, yon <jo on to look at silks in visit tlio l)ookl)in<lors near tlio nniversity. The silver

another avenue, or at slippers and red eaps still further haziuir lies in another quarter, and is a jiorfeet warren

^;^.

-A liEHOWEEN.

away, and reaeh at length to the Tunisian quarter, of dark and narrow passages, so nan-ow, indeed, that

and the fire-wood and butchers' place of business, here and there only two persons can pass: yet often-

Tin'ninc: back, you may work your way throuo-h times with jewels and ijold worth thousands of pounds

another labyrinth to the paper-sellers, and finally displayed on its shabby stalls. W. J. Loi'tie.

•^^»«*^eS»—

"A BIT OF HUMOUR."
From the Picture by Francesco Vinea.

TO painters o? f/rur/' the Eighteenth Century is of oljject; to avoid, in interiors, the imeouthness of a

inexhaustible inspiration. The pictorial field museum and to preserve a yV/v/c wilicit. This was

it presents is literally overcharged with a wealth of attained most thoroughly in France in that great age

suggestion and pieturesqne incident. The fruits of wdien, without doubt, literature and art found an

the Renaissance had ripened, the harvest had been alliance more intimate and natural than had before or

gathered in, and the result was a teeming storehouse has since been known.

of material. Under the Grand Monarque, and indeed Then, an interior of a French salon revealed

until the Revolution, the outward forms of culture

duo to old enthusiasm for the arts and the ardour of

collectors had been well-nigh exhausted, and " ample

verge and room enough" was left for display. Ti-iie

taste then found its mission. To lianish barbarism

and encoura<!-e harmonious eii.tewhle became its

nothing of that absurd incongruity of associations too

often aggressively frequent. There was a true sense

of the a'sthetie fitness of things. The beautiful was

not the curious, and ohjefs d'art were the genuine

jiroducts of art. Amid some such seemly and con-

gruous union of accessories has Professor \ inea jilaced
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the entertained lady and tlie entertainin<^ <rontlem;in wliiles away the liour witli a prelor-tion from some

of his picture. She is deli<i^hted and delightino', ;ui charming oUl duodecimo, a sally from Voiturc, a

adept in the art of coquetterie ; and he apjiropriately J'acelie of Caylus, a humour of Crebillon.

OLD VENETIAN POINT.

BOUT the very sound of the words

Venetian lace there is a sumptuous-

iiess, an old-world glory and mat;--

nificenee, suggestive of the Renais-

sance. To some of ns the associa-

tions may indeed be of Jew jiedlars

and lace-dealers, of much haggling and liargaining,

and a final sense of being cheated. But these

are the meaner spirits of earth ; souls worthy to

possess Venetian point will be reminded of old Italian

portraits by Titian, Bordone, and Paul Veronese.

That is the right kind of association to have with

it; iov lace was the outcome of that luxurious age

which reached its zenith in the days in which those

painters lived and worked, and we seek in vain for

any record of either jioint or jiillow lace in the works

of early masters. Point or needle lace is the especial

creation of Italy, probably of Venice, and dates no

farther back than the end of the Fifteenth Century.

The art of fine needlework—of embroidery which

developed into lace—is not, the learned tell us, in-

digenous to "Western Europe, but was imported from

the East. Spanish embroidery and lace-making owe

their origin to the ^Moorish settlers of Granada and

Seville; the traditions of the Flemish lace schools

say that the Crusaders returning from the Holy Wars

brought liack with them the first art-needlework that

was seen in Flanders; and Italy, too, learned fine

sewing from an Eastern source. Some authorities

state that it was from the Saracens of Sicily that the

Italians first learned embroidery; others tell us that

the first impulse came from Greece ; and the theory

of Byzantine origin gains strength from the fact

that tlic cities where point lace was earliest made

and Hourished most were those whicli had the closest

mtercourse with the (ireek emjiire.

Of the date when embroidery developed into

laee-making in Italy we have only indirect evidence.

A disc of Luca della Robbia ware, representing a

lady in lace-trimmed dress, is said by some to be the

earliest representation of point laee; but ^Majolica

was made for so long by the descendants of Luca

della Robbia that this disc may or may not have

been earlier in date than the pictures of Carpaccio

and Gentile Bellini, which we must accept as the

earliest authentic representations of the work. In

the earlier works of Carpaccio we see no lace, but

several of the court ladies in the series of the

"Martyrdom of St. Ursula"-—commenced in 1-190

—have their dresses trimmed with " cut work,'" the

earliest and most simjile of needlework laces. Next

in date is a portrait of a lady painted by Gentile

Bellini in I.jUO, in which the square-cut bodice is

edged with needlework of the same description.

The manufacture of this cut-work was simple com-

pared to the more elaborate laces which followed it.

A piece of fine linen fabric was gummed to a frame,

and over it a network ground was worked with the

needle ; then, w'ith a coarser thread, the network and

the under fabric were united so as to form a pattern,

and the final process consisted of cutting away the

superfiuous parts of the linen, leaving a thick pattern

on a transparent ground.

The fashion for lace spread quickly. Laces, both

white and gold, came into general use among the

ladies of the A'enetian court in the Sixteenth Century,

as we can see by looking at Lavinia Fontana's noted

picture of the " Visit of the Queen of Sheba to

Solomon," in which the eastern queen and her suite,

all attired in the Venetian court dress of the period,

wear an abundance of lace trimming. The fame of

so beautiful a novelty could not fail to spread. The

nuns, and in some cases the monks, spent their

recreation-hours making lace for Church use, and to

make lace iox secular wear soon became a thriving

trade in A enice. Not only was the home demand

very great, but large quantities were exported to

the French and English courts. Richard IIL wore

Venetian point at his coronation, and from that

time we hear of " billamont of Venice," though it

was not till the days of Elizabeth that it became

an article of universal wear among English nobles.

Li France, too, it was greatly in requisition. Louis

XIV. had a passion for Venice point, and gave

two hundred and fifty golden crowns for the lace

collar alone that he wore at his coronation. Thus

Italian lace grew to be the rage at the French court,

and the trade with Venice became so great that

Colbert, impressed by the vast sums of money that

were thus spent out of the country, resolved to

create a lace industry in France. He learned all the

details of the manufacttn-e from the French ambas-

sador at the Venetian court; and then, eluding the

vigilant jealousy of the Republic, he bribed two
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Imndred ^'enetian lacemakers to settle in France and

teach the Frenchwomen their trade. Thus were

founded the lace schools of Kheims, Auxerre, Ar-

wentan, and Alentjon, and for the encmirai^enient of

home manufactures, the importation of foreign lace

was prohibited in 1C26. "Whether the industry

flourished despite or because of this old-fashioned

jiolicv, political economists must decide; but the tratle

became so firmly established that it has survived all

changes of fashion, and at this time two hundred

thousand Frenchwomen earn a livelihood by lace-

making. Thus in the Seventeenth Century France

refused to admit foreign laces, and England tried,

Ijut unsuccessfully, the same policy. By this time

the palmiest days of lace-making were over for

Venice ; for it was during the Sixteenth Century

and the beginning of the Seventeenth that the trade

was at the height of its prosperity.

Patterns of great beauty and variety were de-

signed by artists of the Renaissance, and fortunately

were printed and issued in volumes. Fifteen such

volumes exist, but so rare are they become that they

are literally worth their weight in gold. Their

scarcity and value render the originals of but little

use to modern lacemakers, but happily many of them

have been exactly reproduced and published by Ferdi-

nand Ongania of Venice. The designs in the earlier

volumes are comparatively simple, but as the skill of

the workers increased, more and more complicated

devices were created for them ; and in a volume pub-

lished as late as IGOO there are wonderfully fantastic

designs, which must ha\e needed almost inconceiv-

able skill on the part of the workers. There are

patterns for musicians with viols, flutes, and man-

dolhis, with hand-organs, and violins with little goat-

leggetl satyrs piping the praises of the great god Pan,

and with needlework Apollos fiddling away in lacy

alcoves. There are designs for hunters, where scrolls

turn into centaurs, and where harts and stags flee

in needlework from their lacy pursuers. There are

fantastic fountains snjiported by semi-human mon-

sters, and emitting streams of flaxen water, wherein

griffins, dragons, and great-tailed peacocks slake their

thirst. There are cpiaint conceits beyond number

—

little figures of the months and of the sea.sons, little

gods and goddesses, and all manner of strange mytho-

logical beasts. Besides these, there are many fine

conventional designs which have survived the Rococo

age to which alone the cpiainter ones were suited,

and which remain the staple jiatterns of lacemakers

in our day. To execute these patterns, stitch after

stitch had been invented ; the old cut-work had long

ceased to be the sta])le manufacture ; the stiff Gothic

jiatterns to which it and the " Punto a reticela" or

Greek lace lent themselves gave ])lacc to flowing

Renaissance desig-ns with elaborate stitches. Part of

the pattern was made to stand forth in relief, which

gave the lace that appearance of unsurpassable rich-

ness which was one of the chief attractions of this

raised, or, as we now call it, R(3se Point.

Another lace much in vogue was a fine pattern-

less guipure known jjar fxccUeuce as "Venice Point."

The story of the origin of this lace is very pretty,

and moreover wxdl suited to the lace especially

dedicated to the Bride of the Sea. A certain lace-

maker had— like many another girl in Venice—

a

sailor sweetheart, and this youth, returning from a

voyage in southern seas, brought the girl a bit of

the jiretty coraline now knowni as " ^lermaid's lace,''

that she might see how like was the lace of the

seamaids to that over which his love was always

bending. To the sailor, doubtless, the coraline and

the lace were very like each other ; but the trained

eye of the lacemaker was as much struck by the

imlikeness of the thing to the patterned heavy lace

she made, as by the delicate beauty of its white

knots lightly held together by cobwebby " brides."

She saw in it the possibility of an entirely new kind

of lace, and set her.?elf to copy it. It was a diflicult

task, for she had to invent her ovm stitches, and

discover her own method of work. Perhaps, had the

col-aline come to her in the way of business, she

would not have persevered. The thought that the

lace was as much her lover's invention as her own

may have given her courage to make the many trials

which ended in failure. But at last there came a

success—and such a success ! No one familiar with

the delicate beauty of this point will wonder that the

patternless guipure soon became the fashion of all

Europe. It nuiy be that popular taste was already

turning from the heavy magnificence of the raised

point. A lighter style of dress was coming into

vogue. Not all its beauty, not all its richness, could

save Venetian point from the common doom, and

towards the close of the Eighteenth Century it went

out of fashion. No longer did the noble ladies of

the Adriatic patronise their native industry, no longer

did great artists make lace designs, no longer did

the Republic export her laces to foreign countries.

Brussels and Flanders laces were imported into

A'enice ; and in an ac-count of the wedding of the

Doge's son in 1770, we read that the bride and her

ladies wore sleeves covered to tiie shoulders with

Bnissels lace, and tuckers of the same material. Jhit

it was not to be supposed that with such a history

the lace trade of Venice sliouUl so belittle itself as

to stoop to this flimsy foreign make. She had,

however, a humble little sister island no one had

ever heard of, which had no traditions to preserve,

no dignity to maintain. Profiting by her want of

importance, Burano went with the limes, and soon

both the townswomen and the nuns of that little
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i^l-,n<l nroducua (luantitics ol' huv in iiinlutl,.u oi' ;uh1 Ceneia ^L-My.ivu.h, who |,n.s,.rve.l (lie sccvt o laco-

cM|ua,linlH-M,utyt<.fhel5nissels,..ma. Foi- many years making. How the iiMlustiy was revived, and

tlu. industry -'-rew and llovu-isl.ed, til! lashi<,n turned acliieved a i;-l<.ry wlueli it never possessed m tlie

lier back on" Flanders and JUirano, and the tnule old imperral days of the llepublie, is the story not ol

dNUiulled and sank to s,. low an ebb that in IS I.-, Venice but of Hurano. To that story I purpose to

there was in all Burano only one woman, a certain devote a special chapter. F. Mabel Robinson.

OLD-WOULD FEINTING AND WOOD-CUTTING.

milK very earliest printers were probably their to alterations found advisable to avoid unnecessary

i own tyi.e-foundei-s, and possibly, at times, their wear and tear; some were, no doubt, made with

own wood-'utters too ; but this cannot very long a view to greater distinctness in the printing. One

have been the ease. A man setting up a printing very common kind is one of the most difficult to

press for the first time, usually started with a fount of detect. A fount of type, we will imagine, had been

tvp." which he had bought from some already es- used till it began to wear out. To save trouble in

t'lblished printer Thus^ Jacob Bellaort, at Haarlem, moulding the dies for a new set, the printer chose

bouo'ht type from Gerard Leeu, at Gouda; Hugo out an alj.liabet from the ol.l ones, and with a knife

Jmszoen at Leyden, began printing with type and trimmed the letters to make them sharp and distinct,

cuts which had already been almost worn out by cutting off a detail here and there, and generally

Belliert at I'laarlem. Many other instances of a making the outline somewhat thinner. From these

like kind mi.-ht' be noted where type changed hands, he east dies, which were used to strike off a fresh set.

riassiuo- fr..in a, printer in one town to a less pros- The fount thus manufactured would closely resemble

lX'rous''workinaii in another. So soon as the new its iMvdecessor, differing from it alone in details not

printer had made a fair start he generally bought or readily perceived. If, as might freciuently happen.

made for himself an

entirely new fount of

type, which becomes

the characteristic of

his press.

The early types, as

we know, were nothing

but copies of the care-

ful writing of the

d;iy ; thus they varied

exceedingly, and it is

possible, without very

much difReulty, to get

to know almost every

fount liy sight. It is

then found possible to

group together certain

founts as possessing

general characteristics

in common, and these

will usually be seen to

belong to a certain

district or period. The

varieties in each group

may have arisen from

various causes. Some

are due to the neces-

sity of having types

of different sizes, some 1.—CONFESSION 1KU.M TUL slXii-UliUT UUAKTO CUTS: 14S2

this second fount were

sold to a new printer,

a difficulty would arise

ill distinguishing be-

tween unsigned books

IVom the two presses.

The energy of the

world at this date

seems to have radiated

from the Netherlands,

The era of the om-

nipotence of industry

had dawned, and flif

inerchant and working

classes had already

gathered into their

own hands much of

that power which was

to become more and

more theirs. They

were energetic men,

lliese liiirglicrs of

Hdlhuid : men with a

zeal and earnestness

in them from which

inueli was in future

times to spring; men,

too, many of them,

with greater thoughts
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tlian those of mere mouey-making—rejoicing:, in- is no instance—in tlie Netherlands, at any rate

—

deed, as they had a right to do, in their pros- of a wood-cutter wlio followed the printer for whom
perity and their wealth, luit rejoicing still more he worked from one place to another. This woidd

in that common energy of progress which found tend to show that the class of wood-cuttei's was

its expression in civic monuments no less than in a much larger one than we should have been

civic discords. Though but a slight indication of led to expect from the comparative fewness of the

this zeal of labour, which hesitated at no sacrifice works they have left behind them. If a printer

that might lead to success, the unstable, almost had not been pretty sure of finding a wood-cutter

roving life of many of the early printers is worth in (he town to which he was about to move, he

notice. Almost all the most successful of them made would have made arrangements to take one ahmii'

at least one move.

Gerard Leeu starts

at Gouda, moves to

Bruges, and moves on

to Antwerp. Vol-

dener comes from

Germany at the in-

vitation of the Uni-

versity of Louvain

;

he stays but a short

time, and then—ap-

))arently disagreeing

with his partner

—

moves on to Utrecht,

moves again to Kui-

lenburg, and finally

returns to Louvain
;

and yet, if a manu-

script note in one of

his books is to be

iielieved, he must

have been at least

sixty years of age

when he left that

liiwn the first time.

William Caxton, after

learning his trade, it

is said, in Germany,

came to Bruges and

set up in partnership

with Colard Mansion
fjondon, and became our

-SAINT VEKONICA : FEOM THE SIXTY-EIQIIT QUARTO CUTS : 1 l.s2.

with him. For this

and other reasons it is

probalile that a large

number of men were

at work all through

the country engraving

I.)lock's, from which

single sheets were

struck for sale in the

market-place or at the

road-side.

The relations ex-

isting between wood-

cutters and printers

are not so easy to

discover. Was tlie

wood-cutter merely a

workman in Hie )irin-

tcr's otlicey Did he

work on his own ac-

count ? Was he the

superior or the in-

ferior of the ])rinlcr?

Things seem to have

Iieen dill'erent in <lii'-

ferent cases. y\s a

general rule, indeed,

it would aj)pear that

a wood-cutler implies

a printer, whether his

illustration of a bonk

In most instances

he soon crossed the sea to block is to be iised for tl

first printer. Govaert van or for ini]n'essions on lly-leaves

(ihenien—a contemporary of Gerard Leeu's—printed we find that all the known iiroduclions of any wood-

cutter appear for the first time in the same ofiice,

though the larger printers employed two or more

workmen where one would have sidlicetl.

at (iouda ; then he removed to Leyden ; then he

siiildenly t<iok flight, and introduced the n( w art

into Deumark, settling down at Copeidiagen. And
so it was with many more of them : wherever an

opening occurred they were eager to rush in.

We know of certain itinerant engravers who

moved about with their small stock of tools, ready to

work wherever they might be required. Such was the

little-known master " G. M.," and such possibly bis

more famous and accomplished contemporary " K- S."

of M.fi6. But though this was the case with en-

gravers in certain instances, with wood-cut(ers it was

difl'ercnl ; and so far as lias yet been discovered there

226

The Brussels Wood-Cutter forms a nuirked ex-

cejition to this rule. The first appearance of work

bv his hand is in 1 ISl, in the "Legends of the

I';in]ieidr and l']mpress Plenry II. and Kunigunde,"

]irinted at Brussels by the Frntren Commiini-i Jlhr in

K(i:nrft/i. The book contains two cuts, one repre-

senting the Emperor and Empress, the other the arms

of the Bisho]) of Bamberg, of which see llenry II.

was founder. The style is pron()unce<l, and enables

us to detect other work by the same liaiiii. \\ c
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hoar no niuiv nl' liiiii till lis?, wlicu Eo-ldjus van

doi- Ileerstratoii printcil an eilitidii of Boccaccio at

lionvain. It was illustrated by seventy-five very

reniarlcalile cuts, copied move or less freely from

those in an edition of the same book printed by

Zainer at Ulm fourteen years previously. In the

representation of the Pall, the Eve is a very pretty

little figure. Tiie Tree of Knowledge cannot be

commended as a study from nature; but the idea

of the Seven Deadly Sins as its fruits is well

adapted and worked out. The little figures of the

sinners amongst the leaves are not too prominent.

The expressions on all the faces are good. There is

no waste of lines, those only being introduced which

are necessary. The art is careful, and, so far as it

goes, is good an 1 worthy of praise. In the row of

plants growing at the foot of the wall, brilliant with

Howers, the artist lets ns catch one little glimpse of

a noble feeling. Among all the early wood-cuts of

the Low Countries, this is one of the very few whose

maker seems to have been at all a man who really

had something to say, and took ])ains to say it in

the best and clearest way he could.

A cut by his hand appears in ILmden's " Carmen

de Passione," printed about this time at Lonvain.

Another is found in the " Elegantiarum Compen-

dium " printed by Ludovieus Ilaveseot in 1-lSS. A
set of small cuts by him were used in 1490 by John

of Westphalia, a printer of the same town, who em-

ploys other blocks which must be referred to the

same origin. Lastly, in I497 three blocks appear

in the printing-office of Hugo Janszoen at Leydeu

which it seems impossible to refer to any other artist,

however ditticult it may be to account for their

appearance at so distant a })lace. From this it will

be seen that the Brussels Wood-Cutter worked at the

same time for a large number of different printers,

to none of whom he was permanently attached. It

is not impossible that he may have engraved plates of

copper as well as blocks of wood, and may be better

known to us as an engraver; of this, however, we

have no manner of proof. There were these two

classes of artists, the printer's workmen and the men

working independently for themselves; but of the

latter there does not seem to have been many.

When the blocks had once jiassed from the wood-

cutter's to the printer's hands, their travels were by

no means ended. Cuts, especially those of a religions

nature, were usually made in series, varying in num-

bers from about ten to eighty. A printer rarely used

a whole series in any one volume ; he selected those

which were most suitable for his purposes. Probably

lie ordered from the artist a set of religious cuts, to

include so many devotional subjects— Death, Judg-

ment, Heaven, Hell, Confession, and so forth ; so

many from the Life and Passion of Christ, and so

nianv i'mni the sncrcd histcjry. The best representa-

tive series of the kind is that already referred to as

the work of the second Gouda Wood-Cutter—the

series of Sixty-Eight Quartos (1 and 2). Though

they are first found in a" History of the Sufferings

and Passion of Christ," dated I4!S:i, they were clearly

made for a B jok of Hours. The series consists of

seven devotional and sixty-one historical cuts. The

book is arranged according to the days of the week,

one of the devotional cuts being placed after the set

of historical ones for the day. Commencing with

the Creation and the Pall, brought about through

the weakness of woman, we pass, through the his-

tory of the ]ierfect woman, to the story of the Re-

demption. The whole is divided into seven parts,

of chapters for different hours of the day. Each

chapter contains a portion of the sacred history,

illustrated by one of the cuts, and followed by a

prayer. The devotional cuts represent Death, Con-

fession (1), Saint Veronica [2), and so forth.

Thirty-two of the series were used in 14S2 or

IJSo to i)rint a number of fly-leaves, with a set of

monkish verses in Dutch below each one. By com-

paring the impressions with those from the corre-

sponding blocks i;i the "Sufferings and Passion " of

1-1S;J, we find that some of the woodwork had been

broken away when the fly-leaves were printed which

was intact when the blocks were used for the book

;

hence the fly-leaves must have been printed after the

book. Next, the type in which the verses are printed

below the cuts is that belonging to Leeu's first press,

and which he never used after the beginning of

1483, as it was sold about that time to Peter van

Os, at Zwolle. Hence we can with certainty lix the

date of these sheets as either the latter end of 148;!

or the first months of 1483 ; this is quoted as an

example of the kind of data which the bibliographer

has to go upon, and at the same time of the cer-

tainty of many of his results. The only copy known

is in the library of Erlangen University.

In December, 1483, at least thirty-two of the

series were at Haarlem, for we find them used by

Bellaert in an edition of the " Sufferings and Passion

of Christ," printed by him in that year. But they

soon returned to Leeu, and all sixty-eight appear

in a Book of Hours, whi(4i was one of the first

books printed after his arrival at Antwerp. To say

nothing of single cuts on title-pages, thirtv'-four

ap]icar in a " Passion" of 1485 ; fifty-two in a "Life

of Christ" of 1487 ; fifty-two in a " Life of Christ"

of 1488; four in the " Vier Uterste"of 1488; and

twenty-one in the "Passion" printed on the 1st of

September, 11 DO. In the November of 1490 we

find five of the blocks with Peter van Os, at Zwolle.

Probably the whole set went with them, except two,

which came into the hands of Jacob de Breda, the
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Deventei- printer. The other sixty-six returned once was adopted, modified, vulgarised ; and another an se

more to Gouda, in 1-19(3, where they passed into the in its place. To tliis change of fashion the sales

possession of the " Collatie Broeders," a religious must often be referred. A pushing printer like Leeu
order who partly supported themselves by printing was always eager to supply or create a new demand,
religious books. After this it becomes somewhat When he found that a set or style was becoming un-

hard to trace them, but in Ll'J'J Jacob de Breda had pojiular, he sold off his blocks to some printer in a

got hold of at least two more, for about that time worse educated district, where they would come with

they appear in a "Quatuor Novissima." Finally, an air of novelty. Thus they were handed on from

one to another, till

they fell to pieces

or were laid aside.

A\'e know of blocks

in use fidl seventy

years after their first

appearance. The life

of a cut, however,

was usually ten or

fifteen years ; and

often we can only

point to one issue

of impressions from

a set. As wood-

cutters mvdtipliod,

and the \alue of

their work dimin-

ished, exchange he-

came less common,

till the rule grew

to be the exception.

At times we find

blocks taking very

long journeys. Thus

a set was made for

Lceu and used by

him in 1 ISS in a

" History of the

Seven Wise Men of

Rome" (--i). Li

11>H) we lir.d the

whole St t ] rintod

:i( Cologne hy .1.

Koelhof de Tjubeek
;

and in Novendici

the siinie y<'ar thcv rciippcar in anclher editinn

of the same book ])riiit('d by Leeu at Antwerp,

not with the excejition of one which seems to iiave

been lost on the journew .'ind whose ]ilaee is taken

by a cut by adilTereiit artisl. .\ "Life and Fables

of ,Eso)i," i>rinted at Antwerp ly Leeu in II ^5,

o Hers a more remarkable instance. It is illustrated

by no less than one hundn-d and ninety-nine wood-

cuts (1). A careful examination of these side by

silc Willi ihoM' ill a (icnnan edition oj' llu' same book

])r )ves the two impressions to be from the same set of

blocks. The latter book, though withmt ]irinter's

name, is in tlu' tvpes of Anllion\' Sorg, who is known

in 1510, we find

twenty- six of them

once more at Ant-

werp. One is one

of those two which

in 1493 had gone

to Deventer ; with

its companions, it

now vanishes into

oblivion. This
Odyssey gives us

an idea of the value

which was set upon

what now appears

mere rubbish. That

it should have been

found worth while

to use one set of

blocks for thirty

years, long after

their borders were

broken, and many
of the details of face

and feature had been

worn away, is sig-

nificant of the cost

of these rude efforts :

especially if we bear

in mind that they

were never very-

good, even for their

time, and that long

before they were

laid aside there had

arisen a new school

of wood-cutters capable of achieving

results.

FROM " THK SKVEN WISE MEN OF ROME:

much bi'ttcr

The reason for these sales or exchanges i

far to seek. The rising art was being daily mori'

and. more emjiloycd. Workmen of various degrees

of power and industry were engaged upon it, and
the style of each new decade dilTered greatly i'roin

that of the last. AVhat is more, the purchasing

public, then as now, directed the lines of devclo])-

Dient. A certain style was intnMhu'cd, |t('rha]is from

some foreign country ; and there was soon a brisk

demand for the l)ook in which the novel cuts a])-

peareil. Imitators soon sjirang u[) ; the new style
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to have Ixni printing; ;il Aiiysliury ;it tliis (l;itv.

Here, therefore, is ;i case of blocks producoil and lirsl

vised at Aun'shiirg and then sold and sent to an

Antwerp jn-inter. In style they are very rude, and

strikingly different from any lilncks liy Dutch wood-

cutters. The new style never l)eeamc popular in

Holland, and thougli the cuts themselves were copied

for the Dell't press, the style of the copies is that

fashionable at the time.

The French wood-cutters had from the very ilrst

adopted a style completely different from that either

of the Germans or Dutch. Their blocks were always

much more uniformly hlled with even masses of careful

shade ; there were no large spaces left unoccupied and

white on the paper. They were far ahead of their

contemporaries in neatness and dexterity, but there

was little life in their work. As a result, nothing

great ever came from them ; but all their early pro-

ductions are pleasing, and contrast agreeably with

the rude work of their foreign contemporaries. Very

few of their blocks ever passed into Holland. In

his later years Gerard Leeu constantly uses a set

of cuts and borders which present a marked differ-

ence from anything he had ever used before. They

were clearly intended for a prayer-book, and the com-

plete series is found in one, but not till after Lecu's

death. Each page of the book was surrounded by a

gracefully-designed border, within which either the

text or the cuts could be printed. The cuts were used

separately on many occasions, but the series was

never divided, and after Leeu's death it came com-

plete into the hands of Liesveldt. These were the

first French cuts which ever passed into Holland.

They see<n to h-ave started ([uite a rage, and a brisk

deniand arose for them. Other printers were not

slow to f(ill(iw the lead. For the Delft press a series

of blocks was made in imitation of them, but the

result was hideously ugly. Other wood-cutters tried

the new style, but all with bad success. The Collatie

Broeders at Gouda bought a set from France, not

nearly so good as those which had come to Leeu. A

few real French blocks went to Delft, and then the

immigration came to an end, but not before the style

of the Dutch wood-cutters had been strongly moditied

by that of their neighbours. During the next few

years Dutch wood-cutting became gradually ruder and

more careless; but when, early in the Sixteenth Cen-

tury, the revival set in, the art was founded no longin-

on the traditions of a narrow and restricted school,

but of one into which all streams of style had emptied

themselves, flowing together from all quarters and

countries. And thus it was that an international

style was formed, the differences thenceforth ob-

servable between different workers being due rather

to divergencies of thought and subject than to

opposite modes o£ treatment.

From origins so barbaric, from essays so simple

and imperfect, there have arisen the magnilicent

industries we know. The printer and the engraver

have come to be in some sort the good genii of the

world of art. Theirs it is to popularise what the

artist has produced—to bring within reach of the

many that which is primarily achieved for the delec-

tation and endowment of the few. Develoi)ed and

perfected, the rude craft of the nameless masters who

worked for Leeu and his fellow-traders has become

a necessary of the intellectual and emotional life of

civilised luunanitv. W. Martin Conway.

i

4_ "iEsor speaki.nq:" fiiom tue " like a^u fables of iEsor ;
" Auu3bti:u and ANiWEiii'; 14s5.
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"AT BAY.".

FUOM THE PlCTURK UY BeX.VO AdAM.

LDER as an institution tlian

liare-liunting, even as that

sport was followed long be-

fore it occurred to Englisli

squires to preserve the fox, the

jiursuit of the wild boar is one

of the most primitive oljjects

of venerv. Certainly the first

mig-hty hunter we hear of,

Nimrod, may have indulged

in it. We know it was popu-

lar in Greece, and that the wild boar swarmed all

til rough the forests of Europe, as it does at this day,

according to Vambery, in parts of Turkestan. Even

the Romans, little addicted to sport as they were,

were not averse to this ; and the Emperor Hadrian

celebrated a gallant conllict with the boar, by causing

a city to arise, like another Thebes, on the spot

where he secured the tusks of victcjry.

Our artist has chosen a stirring moment. The

boar has just been pulled down and is being baited.

He is less a noble animal than a liery, with a

wicked lurid eye, and a dangerous habit of d(xlging.

The hound who has rashly engaged him in front

has already been placed hors ih; cinnhal . J3ut the

struggle under the old beeches is not yet over, and it

is not till the foremost horseman, who is spurring

eagerly to the scene, has had a jiassage with his spear,

that he will receive \S\e,coup dc grace. It is a spirited

Scene, to which the artist has given much variety and

abundant action—a subject that Snyders delighted

in and treated with much vivacious realism. Here

the hounds are axlmirably contrasted. The circum-

spect caution of the one ai)proaching his prey from

the huge tree, and availing himself of its shelter,

betray the old seasoned hound, while the ardour of

the others is energetically shown. Whatever modern

opinion has to say of the savagery of the sport, there

is no denying the picturesque and stimulating force

of this sylvan picture.

PETEE COENELIUS.

iTN amiable trait deeply roottd in the

German character is the love of

kecjiing anniversaries. One such

anniversary has been recently held

throughout the Fatherland in

honour of Peter Cornelius (178-3-

1867), whom the nation names the

Elder of modern German art. In

his ease the tribute was peculiarly

graceful, and helped to draw the attention of the

public anew to the merits of one whom, despite this

title, it has of late undervalued, as much as at one

time it overrated him. The ^v/o/cT/f''' of the fantastic

sovereigns, Louis I. of Bavaria and Frederick William

IV. of Prussia, Cornelius learnt to know the truth

of that bitter proverb, " Put not thy trust in princLS,"

and survived to witness the death of his own fame,

and to behold what he deemed his masterpieces en-

trusted to the safe-kee]3ing of damp cellars and rats.

That he was negligent of detail, that his colouring

was crude and cold, are dicta that have assumed the

form of axioms, while the nobility of sentiment, the

grandeur of conception and composition that redeem

those faults are too much in-nored. Xlnlike one secti<ni

of oin- nicdern school, Cornelius desired to go no

further back into the past than Raphael . He wished

to lead the way in Germany to a second Renaissance,

such as the Urbinate had led in Italy, such as Goethe

had led in Germany with his " Iphigenia." His was

essentially a Gothic mind, impregnated with the more

monumental and harmonious methods of the great

masters. Hence the cause of his failures and of his

success. Few artists have reasoned more about their

art than Cornelius. In every one of his pictures there

are the evitlences of careful thought, with little spon-

taneity and no passion; and for these very causes he

is unpalataljle to our modern schools of realism and

impressionism. For the latter especially he had no

sympathy. Art was to him a whole, and only he

who grasjied it as a whole was to his mind an artist.

It is related that when Riedel showed him a picture

ot a bathing girl whose carnation thits were per-

meated with sunshine, "You have succeeded perfectly

in doing that which all my life I have striven to

avoid," was his characteristic criticism.

An ardent admirer of Cornelius's genius. Professor

Hermann Riegel, of Brunswick, who in the artist's

lifetime i)ublished a work to point out his worth, has
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issued a centenary appendix to the same (London :

Nutt ; 1883), in which, in suitable Bosu-ell fashion,

lie notes down many utterances, imjjortant and unim-

portant, made to him by the painter during the time of

close intimacy he enjoyed with him. From his pages

it can be clearly gathered that Cornelius possessed

the gift which, according to Goethe, is the highest

and ha]ipiest that can be bestowed on mankind, that

of a personality. Of modern German artists he had

no opinion ; they lacked the power of imagination,

and that religious spirit which for him was the end of

art. " Never," he said in 1865, " has art been such

a luxury as now, and never have there been so many
artists who have so little calling for ai't. For two-

thirds of our artists it would have been better that

they had learnt an honest trade or followed the

pliiugh." Against Kaulbach, once his pupil, he was
especially bitter. He held, not without reason, that

he had sacrificed his undoubted talent to the service

of Mammon. He certainly succeeded in attaining to

that popularity which his master never reached. It

was in the hope of finding his way to the heart of

his nation that Cornelius undertook his illustrations

to "F'aust." But neither his deeply symbolical con-

ception of the old myth, nor his direct imitation of

those imcouth, medieval forms, that roused the cen-

sure of Goethe, made him popular. For Goethe's

goodwill Cornelius strove in vain, though Goethe was
liis idol, and he avowed to have learnt more from
him than from any other poet. He bore this neglect

very amiably. " "With us moderns," he said, " it

hajipens to Goethe, as with the hen that has hatched

ducks. If we do swim away from him into a strange

element, we yet can never forget that he called us into

lil'e." Riegel asked Cornelius whether Goethe had
Hdt written to him direct concerning these "Faust"
illustrations. " Yes, he wrote me things about my
'Faust' that I knew quite well myself, but I wanted
to be quite German, and chose that form as purposely

as he did his ' Gotz.' " It was gratifying to him,

however, to learn much later that Goethe had said,

after seeing more of his work, " Leave him alone, he

stands before his own smithy as I do." But for all his

Gothic mind, Cornelius had to acknowledge that the

northern mythology had no attraction for him. The
full beauty of the old, he said, was revealed to him
by Giulio Romano ; and he rightly added that only

m Mantua can this artist be properly apjireciated, or

can be seen what the Italians of that lime could do

m the matter of design and decoration. His own
"Apocalyptic Riders" contained, he said, a strong

reminiscence of the Parthenon frieze, though, he

added, the archaeologists never jierceived it. The
Parthenon marbles were Cornelius's great delight.

He always said that, lliough he knew (hem well

from casts and jirints, liu'ir i'ull lieauty could only be

apprehended in London. "One still sees on the

marble the very hand of Phidias." Indeed, the

Gothic and classic spirit was ever at war in him.

Thus he said of Gothic architecture :
" I have no

objection that media-val churches, like the Dom of

Cologne, should be comjjleted ; but to build new build-

ings in the Gothic style seems to me foolish. Its

contortions and many columns are after all very taste-

less, and this method permits of no development for

sculpture and jiainting. The Italians have so modified

Gothic that wall surfaces have resulted, and this has

often an imposing effect, especially in San Francesco

at Assisi."

Raphael, as we have said, was his artistic idol,

and he had not words strong enough to express his

indignation at Zuechero c tufti qiiaiifi who had had

the presumption to carry their paintings up to the

very doors of the immortal Statize. The temp-

tation to do likewise was brought very dose to

him. ^^ hen Pius IX. desired to have a picture

painted in commemoration of the promulgation of

the dogma of the Immaculate Concejition, he said

to Cornelius, " That would be something to suit

you." " Chi avrebbe il eorraggio di dipingere accosto

delle stanze di Raffaello," was the artist's reply ; and

he refused the commission. The ancient Romans,

he held, had miich resemblance to the modern

English, but he thought these were more fortunate,

" for they have Shakespeare."

The design for the su]ierb shield presented liy the

King of Prussia to his godson, the Prince of M ales,

and his frescoes from the "Divina Commedia " in the

Villa Slassini in Rome, were, according to the artist,

his own finest works, and yet both had been little

appreciated and understood. He was deei)ly hurt

that the fii-st prize which the shield had obtained

at the Exhibition of 1851 had been retained for the

prince, and when the latter called on him in Rome,

he did not return the visit. The decline of high art

in Italy he dated as contemporary with the decline

of Dante comprehension. "Dante," he said, "is

for the Jliddle Ages what Homer was for anticun'ty.

Without Dante one can understand the elder ])aint-

ing as little as one can ancient art without Homer.

In Dante the fild cla.ssical mythology encountered

the Christian in quite a naive fashion, just as

Raphael in his Loggie had surrounded his liililiia!

figures with mvthological additions. ^FylhologT

contains witliin it the elernaliy true."

Cornelius, as is well known, was a Catholic, as

were or became most of that fraternity of German

painters in Rdine who enrolled themselves in the

so-called Brotherhood of St. Luke. But unlike

the others, who were mo.slly converts, he was no

liigot. His Cathnlicism was rather an artistic ex-

)ii('ssiiin. ''
I am a CatlKilic." he cmce told Uiegel,
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" hpcans;^ in (';iiliiilirisin I lincl the })iist iiiiil llie

future of avt." 'I'o make his wcirk suljservient to

Mini ciii servire rcf/Hnre est was tlie hia^h ideal he

ever held liefore his vision, his motto " S/irsiim.

conhi." It was to him and his influence that is

due the revival of fresco-painting in Germany,

some of the earliest of these frescoes being those

painted by the Brotherhood of St. Luke in the

Roman villa of Herr Bartoldy.

Cornelius felt it somewhat bitterly that his first

commissions were from strang-ers ; for it was through

the Marohese Massini that tlie attention of his coun-

trymen was drawn to him. "By this I know, too,

tiiat I am a (ierman," he wrote bitterly. " Ob, that

it needs these circuitous paths that the fairest years

of my life must first be lost in ineffable yearning,

and that a strange land for a time must occupy all

my strength. From Rome I must show how I

might be utilised in my Fatherland." Yet though

Cornelius was with heart and soul a German, he also

fondly loved the land to which he owed his artistic

development. In his home-circle he usually spoke

Italian, his three wives having all been natives of

the " land of lands," thereby proving that he did not

of necessity extend his patriotism to the ladies of his

native country. Helen Zimmeun.

SOME POETEAITS OF CARLYLE,

lyrO eminent man of our time is better known

XM by his portraits than Thomas Carlyle. Some

others have been more frequently painted. Year

after year the Academy hangs new portraits of

certain statesmen, and there are few artists of note

who have not tried their hand at Mv. Browning;

but, particularly since his death, Carlyle's face has

probably been

more familiar

than that of

any of them. It

is peculiarly aji-

])ropriate that

it should be so.

Themost super-

ficial reader of
j

his worksknows

how eagerly he

sought after

anything which

could give him

a distinct per-

sonal conceji-

tion of the men
in whom h?

tiiok an inte-

rest. One of

the last of his

writings was an

essav on the
" Portraits of

John Knox ;

"

and as far back

as 1832 he had

introduced the

" Goethe's Por-

trait" in Ma-
1. TUOlIAb CAELYLE.

(From the Mnlallinn by TUnmax Woiiliin: R..1.)

disc's "Gallery," in which he also had a place. It

was quite consistent with his opinions on this sub-

ject that he seems to have been always ready to

sit to any ai-tist of tolerable skill, and to have been

by no means indifferent to the way in which he was

represented. In 184.5 he wrote to Emerson, who

had asked for a picture to be published in an

American edi-

tion, and had

expressed some

doubts as to

his readiness to

submit to the

trouble: "I will

be as ' amialde

'

as heart could

wish ; truly it

will be worth

my while to

take a little

pains, that kind

Philadelphia

editors do once

for all get a

faithful portrait

of me, sin(c

they are about

it, and so pre-

vent counter-

feits from get-

ting into cir-

culation." He

was anxious to

obtain even a

130or daguerro-

type of Emer-

son, since he
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2. THOMAS CARLVI.E.

(Painted Ini J. M'Xcil Whistln: lly rcrmissiun 0/ Messrs. llcnry Ciavis.)

could got nntliing better. It is onmnionly supposcil sec tlif iH'aiity ol' plastiu art as vividly as any of
tliat Carlylf was indiffcront to artistic beauty. There liis etJiiteniporaries. Where he (h'll'ered i'nim iiio.st of
would be little ditiieulty in showing- IVoiii liis worl<s tliem \\-as in thinkiiiu- it of relatively less imnort-
that this is far from beiny (lie case, and that he could ancc than they were inclined (o do. Oidy the most

227
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fdinpk'te ignuraiice of his work, however, couhl h.-iul

any one to think that he wanted either taste or

insii>-lit in the matter oi' portrait-jiainting. On
the contrary, he loved good portraits, and sought for

them eagerly. We have all heard of the " Frederiek
"

screen, prepared hy his wife so that he might have

tlie bodily presentment of the men about whom
he was writing continually before his eyes. In

judging works of this class he showed a remarkable

sense of the value of technical skill.

An excellent instance of his sagacity in estimating

the value of a portrait is to be found in what he

wrote to Emerson about the drawing which was to

be chosen for the American edition. Thus does he

recommend one done by ]\Ir. Samuel Lawrence :

—

" It stands thus : there is no painter of the numbers

who have wasted my time and theii- own with trying,

that has indicated any capability of catching a true

likeness but one Samuel Lawrence ; a young painter

of real talent, not quite so young now, but still only

struggling for complete mastership in the manage-

ment of colours. He does crayon sketches in a way

to please almost himself; but his oil-paintings, at

least till within a year or two, have indicated only

a great facidty still crude in that particular. His

oil-portrait of me, which you speak of, is almost

terrible to behold ! It has the look of a jiifitn, of

a Scandinavian demon, grim, sad, as the angel of

death—and the colouring is so brickis/i, the finish-

ing so coarse, it reminds you withal of a flayed

horse's head. Binna speak o'l." Of a pirated copy

of this same picture he says further on that it is a

"Lais loithout the beauty" (as Charles Lamb used to

say) ; " a flayed horse's head without the spiritualism

good or bad—and simply figures on my mind as

a detestability, which I had much rather never have

seen." In the matter of portraits, therefore, as in

other things, Carlyle loved truth and hated iniquity.

Those which have been published with his approval

may be accepted as giving a more or less accurate

rejn-esentation of the original ; and a study of them

will help us to estimate the man and his work.

The series of his portraits has also an independent

value in the art-history of our time. Nothing is more

instructive than to compare interpretations of the

same subject by different artists. The selections we

give include some of the first names of our time in

art. There are no doubt other portraits which are

worthv of careful study; but if they were all lost,

the six here reproduced would serve to maintain the

memory of what Carlyle was during part of his life

to all time. It is, however, only during part of it

—his later middle life and old age. We have not

the Carlyle of early days in Scotland : no portrait of

the young man who went on to the moor at Eecle-

fechan -n-ithhis first copy of "Faust," and there found

his guide and master in Goethe. Only Emerson's

admiring description remains to show what he was

when he was reading at Craigenputtoek. It was

inevitable that it should be so. Only rich men or

friends of artists can hope to have their portraits

painted till age has brought them wealth or fame.

Carlyle was at no time rich, and he was far advanced

in life before he found artists among his friends who

were at once willing to paint him for his own sake

and able to do it well.

Portraits of one kind and another had been taken

during the first days of his residence in London. From

a letter to Emerson in 1841, it appears that he had

already sat " some four times," and that he was now

asked to sit for the fifth to an Italian named Giam-

bardella, who had come over from the States with an

introduction from Boston. On this occasion, however,

he escaped, as Giambardella gave it up in despair.

It was on one of the four times of wliich he speaks

that Carlyle sat to Count D'Orsay for the pencil

sketch which has been repeatedly copied. The " Em-

peror of European Dandies " is more than suspected

of hax-ing employed de\-ils to assist in his artistic

laboui-s ; and it is perhaps because none of them were

at hand during the twenty minutes in which he

dashed this sketch ofl' after dinner that it is naught.

According to Carlyle every utterance of D'Orsay's

contained a " wild caricature likeness of some object

or other." But talking and drawing are, as the

amateur is apt to forget, two very different things,

and D'Orsay's drawing is not even a caricature.

He has contrived to make Carlyle look like the

hero of a lady's novel—an excellent young man

with a curl in his upper lij) and a well-combed head

of hair.

The Fraser portraits are scarcely more success-

ful. It is impossible to accept them as likenesses.

They are only attempts to make Carlyle look like the

other Fraxer men. In the well-kno^Ti supper scene

he is crowded out by two literary gentlemen, and,

indeed, he ought never to have been there at all. If

]\Iaclise had to give him a place amid that theatrical

Bohemianism and property whisky toddy, he should

have been artist enough to have made him sit apart

like Claverhouse at Redgauntlet's infernal feast. In

the " Gallery " the artist has produced a common

"Portrait of a Gentleman." Carlyle, already the

author of "Sartor Resartus" and the best of the

essays, stands leaning against the traditional pillar

wnth the conventional air of colourless good breed-

ing. There is neither line in his face nor light in

his eve. ^laclise was more successful in a little

sketch which has been published by ISIr. Forster. It

represents Dickens reading one of his works to a

circle of friends. Among them is a little figure

of Carlyle leaning forward and listening. It can
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scarcely be called a portrait but there is a certain self-reproach ; but when these have been taken intoredeemmg uKhvuluality m the att.tude. . account, much of the change is seen to be du toM rA^ oolner s medalhon (1) is particularly valuable the concealing of the harsh, hard lines of the mouth

L tLTr% ^^'-.^f
.P«t"'", ^T'/""

*'^ '•'"' ^''™^- """"''y'' --rforg-ot his native countryfactthatlzstacewich Its strongly marked features or his race, and it is only necessary to look atand deep hues lends itse excellently to represen- the medallion to see that he was nuleed a Scotch-
at.on in this way, Mr. Woolner was able to secure man, and a Scotch peasant of the west Doubtlesslum as a sitter ,n a happy hour. In 1855 Ca.lyle there were such faces as that among the Camero-was a man of about sixty, and was at the height of nians, who turned the keys on Cannon's Hiohlanaers

his powers. In that year he was struggling with in the burning houses at Dunkeld. All the'^inrks of
the beginning of his long fight with Frederick, but tlie Scottish face are there in an eminent deo-.-ee
was not yet what he appears in the later portraits, the high cheek-bones, the deep lines abont"^ the
a man whose battle was won and who was waiting mouth, the prominent chin, the long upper li,, with
tor his end. There is also a matter of detail which its outward curve, and that latent expression of
serves to increase the value of the medallion as a dogged self-confidence which in the meaner stamp
portrait. It was taken before the beard had been of Scot becomes mere dogmatism and solemn con-
allowed to grow. Carlyle was by no means naturally
inclined to parade his originality in small things,

ami until the Crimean War made it possible for
an Englishman who did not wish to pose as a singu-
larity to leave off using razors, he shaved like the
rest of the world,

just as he wore a

tight coat and a

high hat, though

he would willingly

have been rid of

both. His obedi-

ence to the customs

of society has served

the artist well. It

is in no case a

matter of indiffer-

ence whether the

lower part of a

face is covered or

not,but the growth
of Carlyle's beard

had a particularly

strong intluence on

his exi)ression. On
comparing the pro-

file of Mr. v/ool-

ner's bronze with

that of Mr. Whist-
ler's canvas, it «ill

be seen at once

how the whole cha-

racter of the face

has been softened

Dy allowing the

beard to grow. A
L^rctit deal must he

lUowed for the

softening effects of

igc. Sorrow, and

3.—THOMAS CAEtYLE.

(Frum a reiicil UyutntHj i»j G'ni. lliiiiiinK Kf(i., M.l'.j

ceit. It is assuredly not a mild (U- amiable face, but
mildness and amiability are not the (pialities of a
race trained as the Lowland and particularlv the
border Scot has been. If they have come out of their

long fight with success, it has been by beino- strono>

not by being mildly

lovable. No man,
as Emerson has

said, can escape

from his blood, and
Carlyle ikj more
than another. In

this vigorous me-
dallion wc can dis-

linguish features

which are almost

lost in other ])or-

tralts. In most of

them the forward

fall of the hair con-

ceals the height of

the forehead, to

which jMr. Wool-

ncr's has given due

in-ominonce. A\'if]i

a sound artistic in-

stinct he has looked

at the face fi'oni a

l)oint of \iew w iiidi

allnwcd him to

show 1I1C "cliir-

lilvc brow " spoken

cif by Rnierson un-

hidden by the hair.

Another feature ap-

pears ill Mr. W'ooi-

iier's ])ort i';iit w il h

rcniarkalile force.

•All thnse who
knew ( 'arlylc agree



4.-THOMAS CARLYLE.

(From Ihc Eichmi- " L'nommr an Chupeim," by Lcgroa.)
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in savins: that his eyes were of extraordinary beauty.

A glance at the medallion is enough to show how
large they must have been and how finely formed

;

and altliouo-h Mr. Woohier has not had the help of

colour, he has almost made them flash. It is said

Mr. Boehm's statue (G) and the portraits of Mr.
Wliistler, Mr. Legros, and Mr. Watts have this

much in common, that they all represent Carlyle as

he was in advanced old age, and that in all of them
his face wears an expression of patient weariness.

6.—inOMAS CAELTLE.

(Painted by George Frederick Watts, R.A.)

that a sentimental public moderated its demands for They suggest the lieavy years when the only coni-

Carlyle's works and left oif buying photogra]ihs of

him on the appearance of the " Reminiscences ;" and

it is perhaps for the same reason that Mr. AA'oolner's

manly work has enjoyed so little popularity. It is

proverbially unwise to prophesy unless you know;
but there is no particular rashness in saying that statuesque—if, indeed, it is not impossible ; and it

this medallion will finally be accepted as the truest is e(piailj hard to find an attiltidc whicii is un-

and most trustworthy of all the C'arlylc portraits, affected and yet does not look trivial wiicn lived

ment he could make on tlie sudden death ol' Hisliop

Wilberforce was, "WJiat a glad sin-prise I" Mr.

Boehm's statue has necessarily to sufl'cr from tlie

difliculties wliich l)eset all modern work of this

kind. It is liard to make coats and trousers look
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in bronze or stone. If ^Ir. Boelini lias not com-

pletely eoni^iiored these enemies of the modern

sculptor, he has eluded them with singular tact

and skill ; and if his statue is not beautiful or im-

posing, it is assuredly a strong and suggestive

portrait. The ugly angularities of modern dress

are avoided by robing the model in a loose dress-

ing-gown ; and although the attitude wants some-

thing to make it truly impressive—something which

is to be found, for instance, in Antokolsky's

" Ivan the Terrible "—it is natural and familiar.

The head taken by itself is fine—is life-like in no

mean degree, as all Mr. Boehm's good work is.

Mr. Whistler's

"Carlyle" (:2) deserves

to be ranked along

with the portrait of

the artist's mother, re-

produced (by permis-

sion of Messrs. Henry

Graves) in a recent

number, and popular-

ised, even as this one

has been, by Josey's

admirable mezzo-tint.

That is as high praise

as can be given to any

part of his work. Even

speaking absolutely,

and withoiit reference

to other productions of

this artist which have

had a sjiecies of succcs

de scandale, it is say-

ing much. These two

I)ortraits are honour-

al)l\- free from the

eccentricity—to use no

stronger word—which

has done more than his

real artistic qualities to

make the name of

Mr. Whistler famous.

Both are eminently

simple and unaffected.

It is true that the

drawing of the Cav-

l>le will not stand

very rigid examina-

tion. The cloak which

hangs over the knees

covers what must be a

portentous length of

leg—for be it observed

that it is the coat and

not the sitter which

reaches to the back of the chair. But in spite of

defects of this kind, which indeed are serious enough,

the portrait as a whole is impressive. An artist may

fail in the details of his portraiture : he may even

paint the hands so as to leave us in doubt whether

they are gloved or not, and yet save himself by the

drawing of the head. If that is a failure, no other

merit can redeem the portrait. Now ]Mr. Whistler

has distinctly succeeded in making the face of Car-

lyle interesting. He has avoided anything like

exaggeration. He has not tried to make capital out

of the rugged mass of the hair, or to give a wild-

man-of-the-woods look to the face by laying stress

e.—THOMAa CARLYIX.

(From tlic Statue bn J. Eihjar Dodmt, It. A.)
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on its deep lines and stern contours. The head is

noble, quietj and sad. The artist has tried to paint

a serious portrait rather than to give a " view," and

he has succeeded.

The picture (5) by Mr. Watts—the " painter of

secrets "—is emphatically a "view." Granting, how-

ever, that Carlyle looked like this at times, we

may still ask that the portrait-painter should show

ns what he was at all times—as far as that is possible

—and not what he was at a given moment. It is, of

course, obvious that nobody who cannot speak from

intimate personal knowledge can criticise the accuracy

of ilr. Watts's portrait properly. Those of us who
have to form an idea of the man by comparing a

n\unber of portraits of him can only do it by a sj^ecies

of deduction. The questions we have to ask ourselves

are—does this head give us an accurate idea of the

man ? or is it only a rendering of a preconceived

idea in the mind of 3Ir. Watts ? One thing, how-

ever, is certain, whether or not it is wanting in the

ordinary virtues of a portrait : it is beyond doubt a

masterly and striking picture. The colouring is

rich and sober. The hale and vigorous face may
stand, if not as an absolute pi'esentment, at least as a
" symbol," artistically complete, of a man who was
above all things a passionate believer, as he looked

in moments of heartfelt and eager talk.

The pencil sketch (3) by j\Ir. Howard, again, is the

agreeable work of a skilled draughtsman. It does not

profess to be a complete portrait, or to give a poetic

version of Carlyle's gesture and aspect. Mr. Howard

has simply made a quiet little sketch of a fi-iend.

On comparing it with the more elaborate works of

^Ir. Woolner or ^Ir. Whistler, it is obvious that

the draughtsman has been fairly successful with the

features, but that he has not been equally happy
with the expression. One thing Carlyle was at all

times, and beyond all question, and that is a Scotch-

man. Now Mr. Howard has almost contrived to

make an Englishman of him.

]\Ir. Legros' etching (4), one of his three or

four studies—on canvas and on cojjper—of Carl vie,

shows him as he was in extreme old age, when his

beard had finally become white. It is the Carlvle

of the very last years. This face is longer and thinner

than any of the others, a difference which is perhaps

due to the action of time on the original. Carlvle's

portraits show his nationality most undeniablv, and

this one reminds us curiously of that one of his

counti'ymen whom he would have been most pleased

to resemble. There is something in the angular for-

mation of the eyebrow, in the shape of the nose, and

above all in the mouth, which brings to mind the

Somerville portrait of John Knox. Carlyle lias left

it on record that he was a firm believer in the authen-

ticity of this portrait, which certainly has a better

]3edigree than any other. Of the purely technical

merits of Air. Legros' portrait it is scarcely necessary

to speak. The Rembrandtesque aiTangement of the

light and the artistic balance of the masses of shade

will always give it a high place among the etchings

of om- time. David Haxxay.

x^^^^M^i
PICTURES AT PALACE GEEEN.

'ANY of our readers will be

f^ familiar with the aspect of

the striking and ingeni-

ously designed tall red-

brick house which stands

on the left hand just with-

in the south entrance of

Palace Gardens, Kensing-

ton. Internally it is full

of beautiful and characteristic things, some of

which are the subjects of oitr illustrations to-day.

Its accomplislicd owner, Mr. George Howard, is

not a (•(illcrtiir in (lie ordinary sense, but an

artist and the friend of artists, who paints pictures

as well as occasionally buys them ; and in the

decorations of his house the evidences of critical

and personal predilections are agreeably visible.

First in number and importance among the pictures

adorninti- the rooms and staii'case are those of two

very dissimilar painters, neither of them jiopular with

the majiirity, but eacli among the most gifted of

the time—Mr. Burne Jones anil I'l'ofessor Legros.

The fascinating dream-])ictures of the one and the

other's austere presentments of reality combine to

give the collection its especial stamp. In addition

to them are to be noted, fii-st, some of the choicest

works of the Italian jiaintcr and teacher of jiaintei-s,

Costa, whose fastidious and classical talent, and

))eculiar jiowcr of expressing the charm whether of

Campagna or Carrara scenery, made themselves felt

at the exhibition of his collected works in London

two years ago. Then, a brilliant portrait cif a bril-

liant lady by Sir Frederick Leighton ; a couple of

drawings by Rossetti ; one of Mr. i^rmsfrong's best

compositions of Riviciu coast scenery, and by the

same hand an agreeable family portrait group of

chiklren ; another ])ortrait grou]) of children by

Mr. Edward Hughes; a watcr-cnionr portrait by
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Mr. Poynter ; and a few landscapes by various Iiands,

includiniij one of English autumn scenery by Mr. A.
W. Henley; besides one or two Old Masters, and
among them a fine Venetian portrait.

Our first illustration is from Signor Costa's

of beauty in design, and untiring elaboration and rich-

ness of workmanship, are nowhere better exemplified.

This pale and slender white-rolicd virgin, aware with

awe of some new thrilling visitation descending upon

her, this beautiful herald angel dropping quietly down

LI-.KICI.

{Painted by Giovatinl Cosla.)

" Lerici," a landscape of which the subject derives

for Englishmen an especial charm from its associa-

tion with the life and death of a great English poet.

In its clear pearly tones, its skilful and beautiful

arrangement of line, and the delicate adaptation of

the figure to the landscape, it is as good an ex-

ample as coidd be chosen of the painter's manner.

Next we go on to Mr. Burne Jones, who holds the

first rank in the house both by the number and the

interest of his works. In a jilace of honour in the

boudoir is the tall upright picture (a form much

in favour with the artist) of the " Annunciation,"

exhibited in the Grosvenor Gallery in 1878. This

is one of the jjieces in which the painter has laid

aside the early brilliancy of his palette, and work-

ing almost in monochrome, has trusted to quality

of colour rather than to its splendour or variety,

and not to colour at all so much as to design and

expression. The picture, notwithstanding its sober

colouring, must rank, I think, as the most com-

plete which the artist has produced. His peculiar

originality and fervovir of imagination, his high sense

beside the boughs with wings folded and unparted

feet, are presences which no one who has once looked

on them can forget. The student accustomed to give

an accomit to himself of his imjiressions will recognise

the beauty and studied comjiletcness of the com-

position, its harmoniously severe combination of uji-

right and arching lines; the pure and highly wrought

design of the draperies, of the angels' wings and the

foliage contiguous to them, and of the architecture

with its emblematic carvings ; he will admire the

pathetic charm and power of the faces, and the

finished and careful drawing of the hands and feet

;

above all he will be conscious, in the whole cha-

racter and aspect of the work, of the impress of a

most marked and vivid personality. The ordinary

spectator on his part will not analyse his impressions,

but will be moved to pleasure or displeasure accord-

ing to his tem]ierament. Indifferent liefore a work

of this ]M)wer hardly any t)ne can remain.

As a matter of fact, at the time of its first ex-

hibition, Mr. Burne Jones's "Annunciation" moved

some beholders to admiration and the deepest pleasure.
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while it excited the veliement dis-

approbation of others. Critics of tlie

robust school were sadly upset by it

;

they protested that it was niorljid,

melancholy, lamentable, aud not to l)e

endured. But what are we to say of

the robustness which requires from art

before all thin^-s a tonic for its nerves,

and is luimauned by the sight of pale

faces and troubled looks even in a pic-

ture ? What reasonable judges require

of an artist, and es2)ecially of an imagi-

native artist, is not that his work
should conform to their own private

standard, but that it should be good

of its kind, and that its kind should

be personal to liimself. N(jw no artist

ever had a more personal cast of imagi-

nation than Mr. Burne Jones, or one

that he was less able to alter or put

away. He sees things in a light of his

own, which is not the light of common
day, and his mind teems with images

which are not those of the mart or

street. Shajies of Scripture and shajies

of old romance, whether Greek or

Northern, shapes of myth and fable

and personification, fill his thoughts.

They move and group themselves before

him in apparel of his own conceiving,

amid a landscape of which the glades

and headlands are bathed in the en-

chantments of a poet's vision. Nothing
is more idle than the attempt to dictate

to a mind thus naturally imaginative

how it shall imagine. Doubtless the

characteristic genius of the race to

which he belongs, the Celtic melan-

choly, the Celtic inaptitude for reali-

ties, and preoccupation with departed

glories and unattainable ideals, counts

for much in the general character of

Mr. Burne Jones's work. Unquestion-

ably, too, both his enthusiastic study

of the earlier art of Italy, and the in-

tluence and example of Rossetti, have

had much to do in determining the

particular cast of forms and colours

in which his conceptions clothe them-
selves. His picture-world is not a

world f)f brawn and muscle and lusti-

lioiid like that of Rubens; it is not

even one of dignified and contented

splendour like that of Titian. It is

a world, if you will, of spiritual hun-
ger and strain and pining; liut it is

one, nevertheless, of extraordinary and

228
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iKLUiitin^' cliui-iii t(i tlidse \\\u> can IVel its cliarm at

all. These beautiful iiupassiimed eyes and faces,

this iulinitely varied <>race and harmony of desio^n

in linilis and dra])eries, this i)]ay and magic of colour,

this (oiieh whiih makes every corner and square inch

of canvas thrill with life, and appeal to the pictorial

sense just as the choice and cadence of every sepa-

rate wiii-d in a line poem appeals to the poetical

sense— to qualities like these let such as will be

blind or hostile : but let others wiser take delight

in them.

Mr. George Howard, being of these wiser, pos-

sesses some of the best examples of Mr. Burne

Jones's work lioth in the religious and the mytho-

logie vein. Of the former kind, besides the almve-

mentioned "Annunciation," there is in the draw-

ing-room the round ])icture of " Christ Coming to

Judgment." This, again, is in its scheme not far

removed from the character of a monochrome, but it

is a monochrome of excejitional power and beauty ;

a singular and admirable vision of azure and purple

cherub plumes in flight, and beautiful cherub eyes

and faces, with the youthful Judge borne aloft uiwn

the crowd of angelic wings. jMr. Burne Jones in his

work often reproduces features of mediseval or earlier

Bvzantine design, new-minted by the fire of his own

Nineteenth Century imagination; and this figure

of Christ the Judge, with his ujiralsed right arm,

has ])lenty of earlier jirototypes. Yet there is about

the m<Klern work an unmistakable originality and

individuality ; not only or mainly in the scheme

of colouring, or in the peculiar richness and in-

tricacy of the design of wings and drapery; but

especially in the character and sentiment of the

central figure. ^Ir. Burne Jones, who cares for the

mouth, along with the eyes, as the chief seat of

human expression, and cannot bear that it shoidd be

hidden or disguised, has departed from the usual

practice in making his Christ beardless, and has

wrought with all his power to express in the features

the combined and conflicting characters of divine

justice at issue with divine compassion.

In the latter vein which I have named of

]\Ir. Burne Jones's work, the vein of classic or me-

dieval fable and romance, there is also at Palace

Green an extensive decorative series of pictures de-

sio-ned by the artist himself, and executed partly

by his own hand and partly by that of Mr.

Walter Crane, illustrating the story of Cupid and

Psyche. This series forms a frieze round three

walls of the dining-room, which for the rest has

been richly decorated Isy :Mr. ISIorris. I'nderneath

each picture by ;Mr. Burne Jones are written corre-

sponding lines from Mr. INIorris's poetical version of

the story in the " Earthly Paradise." The co-opera-

tion of two hands has to some extent robbed the

execution and aspect of the pictures of unity : the

series is not without its quaintnesses and weaknesses,

but its main effect is one of great richness in the

whole, as well as great charm and interest in detail.

Our tinted frontispiece in the present number is from

another class of the same artist's works rei)resented

on the walls at Palace Green, the class of nature-

])ersonifications. This visionary shape is the jjcrsoni-

fication or embodied soul of " The Evening Star : "

—

" Fair star of evening, splendoiu- of the west."

Of all the artists and poets, both of ancient and

modern days, who have done their best upon the

same theme, surely none has been better inspired

than the painter of this calm, virgin apparition,

floating with half-seen face and with this exquisite,

simple action, and lovely diift of hair and drapery,

over the mysterious seaward-shelving land, with its

bays and jiromontories and hamlets lying asleep in

the cool, blue-glimmering twilight.

A'ery different in force of inspiration from the

impassioned visions of Mv. Burne Jones, the works

of i\Ir. Armstrong invariably give pleasure by their

highly studied and refined conception, and the

original and graceful decorative spirit which governs

them. 'Whether in representations of the real land-

scape of the Riviera which he has made his own,

with its fields of deep Mediterranean sapphire seen

athwart clouds of grey-green olive spray, or in imagi-

nary compositions of classical youths and maidens

among flowers and marble architecture and panelling,

or in an exceptional instance like the present portrait

group, the same excellent artistic instincts always

reveal themselves. The colouring of the group in

cpiestion is very qniet and pleasant, and its treatment

rather decorative and flat, in a manner somewhat re-

sembling that of the late J. C. ]Moore in similar

works. This artist and his living brother, ^Ir.

Albert ]Moore, are, along with Mr. Whistler, the

contemporaries with whom ^Ir. Armstrong has on

the whole worked most in sympathy. Our engra\-

ino' of his picture at Palace Green will enable the

reader to see for himself how, in the arrangement

of the three children and their dog, with the back-

ground of paling and orchard blossom, the balance

of every part and relation of every line are studied

for decorative efl'eet, while naturalness of gesture and

naivete of exjiression are not lost.

Passing now to the works of Mr. Legros, we

find on the staircase two of the best pictures, cer-

tainly, v\liich that master has ever painted. In

common with some other of the strongest artists

of modem France, Mr. Legros has a deep and

vital s\mpathy with the lives of labourers on field

or shore, and a keen artistic sense of the various

characters, whether of patient dignity and endurance,

or only of toil-worn submission and depression, which
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{Painted brj BJicant Dnrnr Jonrs, By Pn-rtlimimi o) Oforfir llmraril.
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theiv occupations imprint upon their frames and

coimtenances. At the same time he has also a liigli

and classical instinct of style. His work is devoid

of everything that startles or allures, but full on the

other hand of a peculiar, highly-disciplined, quietly

ascetic and impressive power and dignity. One of the

most precise and severe of living draughtsmen, his

studies in black and white from the life or from the

antique api^roach in purity and severity of feeling,

and in certainty and conciseness of workmanship, per-

haps nearer than any done in our days to the excel-

lences of the great Italian masters. It is this firm

and severe standard of draughtsmanship and of style

which makes him so excellent a teacher. It is this

also which prevents his representations of toiling or

dull types and characters from ever degenerating

into commonness or offence. A certain austere and

depressed dignity never deserts them. As a painter,

Mr. Lcgros technically most resembles the Spanish

masters, such as Ribera, for his sober choice and

his br(5ad handling of colours, and for his resolute

and unwavering directness of method. Devoid as

they are of popular charm, his works have qualities

very much more valuable. In the christening scene

reproduced in our concluding woodcut, we have a

typical scene of French peasant life and character,

interpreted with quite masterly power and feeling.

From the whole quiet scene and simply ordered

solemnity what a spirit is breathed of time-honoured

habitude and hereditary seriousness and devoutness.

This is, as it were, the imaginative atmosphere of

the picture : and if we come to details, what truth,

and at the same time what strength, in these types

of priest and peasant : what an unforced air in the

several personages of duty, patience, and composure :

with an absence of all artificial or deliberate pret-

tiness, what spontaneous dignity of gesture—even

what grave beauty ot type and character—in the

{PainUd hi/ T. Armstrong.)
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elder girl who kneels in front and turns her face the scene, and made it rather a study of French

to the younger one beside her. These plain white onvrier types : seen, it is true, in determined action

coifs and hlack cloaks, moreover, with what ad- or preparation for action, l)ut not in any gestures

mirable art and understanding are they turned to of agony^ confusion, or turbulence. Several other

THE BArriSM.

(,raintal Inj AlpUonsc iff/cos.)

account, both for design of drapery and for harmony

and opposition of colour. Another picture by Pro-

fessor Legros belonging to Mr. Howard is Very

different in subject from this. It represents a fight

on the barricades of Paris. But the natural com-

plexion of the artist's mind, his ingrained pictorial

cpiietism, so to speak, and aversion from whatever is

sensational, has removed all bustle and confusion from

wvn'ks iiy the same artist are in the house, including

a Psyche rejiosing in a classic landscape, and, finest

perhaps of all in colour and sentiment, an early study

of a monk playing the violoncello. And so we end

our notes, or rather our unnoted reminiscences, of

pictures which are not properly speaking a collection

so much as the approjiriate and familiar decoration

of a home. Sidney Coi.viN.
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PICTUKES OF CATS.

'TT is wortli remarkiiio"/'' says INI. Champfleury in is frequently added a love of the odd and the fantas-

X his admirable work " Les Cliats "—now un- tic." The remark would perhaps be even better if

luckily out of print—"that those artists who have we were to take "the good and the beautiful" out

delightetl in the charm of cats have deliglited equally of some page of the late Lord Lytton's and sulistitute

in the charm of women, and that to these two tastes it for " the odd and the fantastic." There have been

MATERNITY.

(Drairn in rnwll by FAuiitu: Lnmbcrt. Itij I'lrmission n/ the Arltit.)
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wicked women and odd women, and tliere arc odd

eats; but who has ever lieard of a wicked cat? Cats

liave stoU'ii wlien they liave not had enon<;-h to eat

or when tiieir education has been neg'k-cted ; they

have turned cannibals in moments of frenzy; they

liave fought in defence of themselves and their

belongings ; they have ([uarrelledj and for all we know

gambled; and tliey have been known to make an

offensive alliance against a dog who presumed to

exist in the same house with them ; but an educated

cat of evil life is an impossibility. The great and

cultivated Egyptians knew this, and treated cats as

they merited to be treated ; and the Egyptian bronze

here reproduced—from an admirable original in the

British Museum—shows in a marked degree the

majesty and wisdom that the Egyptians venerated in

the eat. The ignorant and superstitious Europeans of

the Middle Ages knew it, and vented their spleen

upon the harmless necessary cat because they hated

its superiority. It would be interesting to discover

whether in the golden days of cats an antipathy

was shown to them by dogs, or wdiether this was

the result of the bad example shown to dogs by men

in the days when cats had been dragged down from

the high estate that of right belonged to them,

and had grown accustomed to be persecuted like

their friends, the supposed wizards and witches,

because they were wiser and better than their

neighbours. It has been said above that cats have

combined against a dog, and few things are more

amusing to watch than the working out of such a

combination. Four black cats, each posted in a

situation proper to the circumstances in and about

a courtyard, each watching sternly for the dog's

passing by and catching him a cuff on the head as he

passes, make a spectacle well worthy of attention.

I am inclined to think, however, that this was rather

a punishment gravely resolved upon for S(ime definite

offence than a sign of constant warfare; for, being at

that time constantly in the house which belonged to

the black cats, I never again surprised any enmity

shown by them to the dog, whom for the most part

they tolerated with complete good luunour. Most of

us, too, who have any care for the animal comedy

could a/lduce from our personal experience cases of

cats and dogs living together in terms of the

happiest acquaintance or even friendship ; so that

whether the antijiathy is instinctive, or acquired, it

is evident that it is no great matter to overcome it.

M. Cliampfleury cpiotes a Russian legend on the

subject wdiich is ingenious and which offers one

ctirious point. According to this, " when the dog

was created he was kept waiting for his pelisse;

his ]iatience grew exhausted, and he followed the first

passer-l)y who called him. Now it happened that

this was tlie Devil, who made the animal an emissary

of his, and who sometimes assumes his form. The

fin- cfiat intended for the dug was given to the cat,

and this perhnps explains (he anti|)athy between the

two (piaih'upeds, the iirst of which thinks that the

second has stolen his proper possession." Ilei-e we

have one of many instances of the dog sharing with

the cat the suspicion of diabolical protection, and

it may be that in both cases vain and stupid bipeds,

puzzled and hurt at the exhibition of admirable

sagacity in quadrujieds, cast the blame of it in a

quarter where they were pretty sure not to be

contradicted. Great as are the sagacity and beauty

of the well-born and well-trained dog—and he wIk)

cannot love and admire both cat and dog is to be

pitied—no amount of fur coats given to him instead

of to the cat would have brought with them the

variety and grace of movement and posture that

belong to the cat. Some observers, among them

Chateaubriand, have asserted that in the same way

the cat's vocabulary is richer than the dog's ; and

Chateaubriand himself set it down that the cat's

language has the same vowels as the dog's, with the

addition of six consonants, m, n, g, h, v, and /'.

This, I am disj)osed to think, is a considerable error.

I believe from observation that
ff,

r, w, and a

guttural // are habitually used by dogs, and I very

much doubt whether h or v is ever used by cats.

This of course refers in both eases to highly domesti-

cated animals ; and this brings me to a suggestion

made to M. Chamjifleury by an anonymous friend of

his, to the effect that it is only a want of artificial

selection and hereditary training wdiich prevents cats

from being taught to do as much for us as dogs do,

or more than dogs do, in the wa\ of such services

as fetching our gloves, and so on, when they are

told to do. This in itself is a sort of lese-majeste

against the fine indejiendence of the cat-nature, and

the Suggestion as quoted at length by M. Cliampfleury

is carried to a fantastic point ; but the fact that cats

have never been taken in hand generation after

generation by the human race as dogs have been

remains.

This fact may have a good deal to saj^ to the

other fact, that for a hundred painters who devote

themselves more or less to painting dogs there is

perhaps one who takes an equal interest in painting

cats ; but there is a more potent cause, looked at

already, in the variety of the cat's character, ex-

pressed in its ways and movement. The dog, as a

companion, brims over with affection and sympathy.

He can wceji with you, laugh with you, laugh at

you on occasion in a perfectly gentlemanlike way.

He can adapt himself to your moods, and will even

submit to be bored with a spirit which it would be

an insult to call resignation, since he actually enjoys

the process instead of pretending to enjoy it. He
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takes vou at vouv own estimation, and never falters in floury has not reproduced this picture of Rouviere's.

his belief. What you say and do is rig-ht because Before speaking of him he institutes a comparison

you do and say it ; he never sees through you. The between the Japanese cat-painters and Mind, the

cat does. What is more, he never seeks to disguise Katzen-Raphael, but, and injustly as some of i«

his power for the sake of gaining favour or popu- will think, to the disadvantage of Mind. But then

larity. He will play the fool with you up to a Mind was a Switzer.

certain point, but when he thinks there has been Of this remarkable man's history it may not be

enough of that ho says so plainly enough, tin-ning amiss to say something. Godfrey Mind, known as

his back upon you until you are in wiser dispositions, the Katzen-Raphael, the great painter of cats and

and he sits inscrutable and impassive, -^aiting for bears, was born at Worblanfen, near Berne, in 1768,

your resipiscence. It is this inscrutableness, added and died in 1814. He was the son of a carpenter in

to his presenting no hard-and-fast outline, that makes the em^jloy of one Gruim, a paper-maker. Grunn,

it so difficult to portray him with brash or pencil in who had a taste for the fine arts, possessed a set of

repose. Yet more difficult it is to pluck out the Ridinger's etchings of animals. These young ]Mind

heart of his mystery and fix it on canvas when he attempted to copy, and his attempts were watched

is merry, or angry, or amorous, or contemptuous, or with interest by a painter named Legel, who took it

supplicant, when fifty thoughts and expressions flit in hand to give him instruction. According to an

over his mind and body in as many seconds, and article in the eighth volume of the Penni/ Magazine,

wlien, to do justice to these, or anything like justice, his father " does not appear to have been so well

the painter must be in as complete a sympathy pleased with his son's performances as was Mr. Legel,

with the cat as the dog is with the painter. On and when Godfrey required paper for his sketches he

this point we find M. Champfleury speaking words gave him wood, a material in the fashioniim- of which

of wisdom. "The lines," he writes, "arc so deli-

cate, the eyes have such an extraordinary quality,

the movements obey such sudden impulses, that

to attempt to portray

such a subject one

must be feline one-

self." This is written

with reference to Rou-

viere, the celebrated

French actor of Ham-
let, who painted a cat-

portrait which to M.
Cluunplleury threw a

flood of light upon

the actor's system of

gesture, especially in

Hamlet. He was fe-

line; and thus "one

can explain certain ex-

ceptional methods in

him which might well

have served for study

to (it her actors after

his death. They were

drawn from the living-

source of nature, for it

may be said without

paradox that the con-

templation of a cat

will do an actor a.s

in\ich good as a whole

course at the Con -

scrvatoire." It is a

pity that M. Cliamp-

AN EGYPTIAN CAT.

{From a Brume In the Uriluh Museum.)

he was desirous his son should become as skilful as

he was himself. And, indeed, the fame of Mind,

junior, as a cunning workman in wood began to

eclipse that of his

honest parent, whose

pre iductions, though

])erhaps more useful to

tlic <(innnunity than

those of his son, never

obtained the same ap-

plause ; for Mind, who

had imbibed ijuite a

passion for animals,

employed himself in

carv ing representation s

of sheep, goats, cats,

&c., in wood, and exe-

cuted them with such

fidelity that they were

sought after by all the

villagers, until scarcely

a cottage was without

some s[)ecinien of his

genius. Among tiiese

he particularly excelled

in the representation of

cats, for which he ap-

peared til cnti'i'lain a

greater aifeetion than

he ever suiTered iiim-

self to exhibit towards

any of his friends."

In 177!S 1k' was placed

iu a schiiiil liiunili'd
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bv Pesdilozzi, and almiit 1780 lie went iiitu the

studio of Freudeuberger, a painter at Berne, who,

according' to one account, taught him sepia-drawing

;

according to anotlier, did nothing for him beyond

setting liini to colour some prints of Swiss costumes.

The last-named account is that given by the writer

in the Petiui/ Magazine, who had evidently formed the

meanest opinion of Freudenlierger. " He does not

appear," he went on, " to have afforded him any in-

sucli i>urp(ise that he was called the Cats' Raphael.
" Adopting tlie method of his master Freudenberger,

he made his drawings in pencil or ink, on sheets of

paper, and afterwards coloured them in distemper
;

he had no notion of oil-painting, and never engraved

any of his drawings." Till the end of his career

Mind stayed in the house of the widow Freudenberger,

who gave him a small pittance in exchange for his

making over his drawings to her. Ambition and

CATS AND MICE.

iDrairn by Goiifixy Mind, tht' " Katzcn-Raphacl." From WchjiVs " Fac-aimxlra.")

strnction, or to have availed himself of the abilities

of jNIind as a designer. AVhile Freudenberger lived,

his days passed on in a wearying monotony, and it

was not until the death of that artist that the pecu-

liar talent of ^Nliud as an animal-painter began to be

noticed. ]5y unremitting study and a constant devo-

tion to one object, he was now cnal)led to atdiiii an

excellence in the delineation of animals, esjieciallv

cats and bears, which few have ever equalled." On
the other hand, Larousse's "Grand Dictidnnaire,"

having said, as we have seen, that Freudenberger

taught ^lind to draw in sepia, o'ih's mi tn sa\- llial, nl'

feeble hea.ltli and ol' a sui'ly disposition, Mind lived

almost entirely among his cats, whom he studied to

friendship he seems to liave had no care for ; he loved

nothing but drawing, and delighted chiefly in draw-

ing cats. Bears also (between whose gestures and

attitudes and those of cats there is an odd likeness)

he drew ; and children with extraordinary aeeuraey,

nature, and grace. But it is as the Cats' Raphael

that he is l)est known to the present generation.

Like Mohammed, he would sulmiit to the greatest

pt'rsonal iue(]nvenience ralliei' than ilistnrb one of his

cats; and he never (piite got over his grief at the

general massacre of cats ordered at Berne in 1S(I!),

when a serious e|ii(leinie ol' madness broke out among
them. The writer in the "(irand Oictionnaire," it

may be noted, seems to have known little or nothing
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of eats, and helps to perpetuate a common super-

stition in his summing' up of Mind's character, in

which he says :
" He seems himself to have put on the

character of these creatures, which will not leave a

place where they have once taken up their abode."

Who that knows eats wall doubt that ^Mind's cats

would have gladly followed him if he had chosen to

change his residence ?

No Japanese cat-picture, to return to M. Champ-

fleiiry's comparison, that I have seen beats the pic-

ture of Mind's, here reproduced, for appreciation,

naturalness, correctness, and movement. The only

fault is the presence of so many living mice among

so many cats. These of Mind's are real cats; the

Japanese cats have a fantastic weirdness which

belongs to the cats of Eastern fable, and which has

nothing to do with the Marquis of Cai-abas's cat,

by the adroit mention of which IMdme. Jimot once

discomfited the great Napoleon. As to Delacroix's

cats we may agree with M. Champfleiiry's judgment

that, despite Delacroix's nervous and febrile nature,

and the study that he made of cats, " there is not a

cat in aiiv of his pictures ; he turned them all into

tigers ;

" and the same mistake may be noted in two

of the iieads in the vio-orous and interesting sheet

of studies, here reproduced, by the great painter

Gericault. Very high among cat-painters stands

M. Eugene Lambert, to whom we are indebted for

the excellent drawing reproduced at the head of

this article. His cats are full of life, of beauty,

and of felineness, the one quality too often missing

in paintings of cats, and the one constantly present in

Mind's. It is decidedly less present in Mr. Couldery's

pictures of kittens, pretty as they are. They want

character and individuality. They are as much alike

each other as, to the untrained eye, sheep are. The

same may be said to some extent of the graceful

and pleasant pictures of feline life and manners of

Mdme. Kiiip-Rimner. But a painter of cats onght

to distinguish individual characteristics in them at

least as readily as a shepherd does in his sheep. M.
Lambert for this reason, among others, is very far

above the Dutch and English artists, and indeed

may be said to be almost on a level with the Katzen-

Raphael. But when all is said and done as to past

and present representations of a beautiful and wise

animal, there is every reason to hope for the advent

of another Eugene Lambert, or another if not a

better Mind. In that hope we may well be con-

tent. Walter Herries Pollock.

AN xiMERICAN LANDSCAPE-PAINTEE.

IHARLES HENRY
MILLER, N.A., the

painter of "Autumn" and

" A Long-Island Land-

scape," both of which

pictures we engrave, is

of Dutch and English

extraction. His first pa-

ternal ancestor in the

United States went over

from Holland in 1651

with the Van Rensel-

laers, who at one time

owned vast domains in New York State. Although

the family originally settled on the Hudson River

above Albany, jMr. Miller was born in the city of

New York, where his father was then residing.

This was in 184'3. His first decided predilection

was for the pencil. While yet a mere boy, he

drew earnest and careful studies from -nature—

a

practice which he continued while at school. At

eighteen he exhibited a painting at the National

Academy which attracted marked attention. It was

called " The Challenge," and rejircsented two game-

cocks in a barn on the point of engaging in a deadly

duel. His father, all the same, was strongly opposed

to the idea of an artistic career for him, and gave

him the choice of either law or medicine. He, there-

fore, abandoned art, entered a medical institution,

and graduated with a doctor's degree.

The young man followed his profession for some

time, and got a berth as surgeon on the emigrant

ship Harvest Queen, which afterwards foundered so

mysteriously in the English Channel. While the

ship was lying at Liverpool, he made a Hying visit

to the art galleries of London, Antwerp, and Paris.

He found that his love for painting had been

only dormant, and it now awoke again with fresli

and unquenchable ardour. Returning to New York,

he put by the practice of medicine and returned to

the practice of art. In 1S67 he sailed for Europe

once more, and proceeding to Munich, settled down

to a thorough course of training in the studio of

Lier, the landscape-painter. What was prol)aliIy of

more importance, he became a pupil of the Royal

Bavarian Academy, established at that time in an

old Jesuit convent near the Rathhaus. Not con-

tcrit with Munich only, he devoted much carefid

study to the masterpieces collected at Venice, Paris,

and Rome; and while selecting luudscupe as his
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wallc in nrt, he gave careful attention to the figure,

and to drawing i'rom the living model—tlie best jirac-

tice possible for an artist, whatever bo the department

of Ins choice.

He returned to the United States after some
tin-ce years' study abroad, and established himself in

New York. In 187.3 he was elected an Associate

of the National Academy of Design, and a full

Academician in 1875. His life has since then been

uneventful, and wholly devoted to a tranquil but

successful pursuit of art. In using the word tranquil,

however, I only refer to vicissitude and adventure.

Of these few artists have known so little as he. But
his mental life has been one of restless and earnest

endeavour. He is a man of ideas, of strong and

decided convictions, and with a touch of the mis-

sionary spirit—traits which do not allow him to lie

a jiassive "looker-on in Vienna," in an age and a

country where all is in a state of ferment. We
cannot always coincide with his views—and, for

that matter, we cannot possibly accept the views of

any positive mind without qualification; liut he is

worthy of admiration for his devotion to art and his

activity in promoting its progress. In his studio

there cfin be no mental stagnation. This is as it

should be. Not only do such minds keep others

active by precept and examjjle ; they are likely also

to add something to the sum of human knowledge.

It can be conceded, too, that, while fixedly attached

to his own theories, Mr. Miller is neither dogmatic

nor intolerant, as is too often the case in art and
literary circles.

As might be expected, he could not long remain

neutral in the battle waged between the National

Academy of Design and the new Society of American

Artists. The causes of such a contest were such as

inevitably arise when an institution of any sort, be

it the government of a state or of an art associa-

tion, is allowed too long a course of prosperity with-

out the stimulus of rivalry. It lapses into lethargy,

cares little for anything besides its own interests,

and, by neglecting those of others, in the end

affects those very interests it selfishly cherishes.

The National Academy of Design of New York is

some fifty years old. In a country like the United

States that is a long period. It has been long enough
to land this excellent institution in a self-complacent

conservatism, which entrenched itself against innova-

tions in an age when not to advance is to die. Being

the leading art institution of the country, its indiffer-

ence to those signs of change and progress which are

inevital)lo as to-morrow's samrise, weiglied on the art

of the country like frost. Artists of ]iromise with-

out the pale, bringing new methods and ideas, were

doomed to see their work excluded year after year

from the annual exhibitions, at a time when the

country was beginning to feel new life in its veins

after the depression of a great war. There was
only one way to bring the Academicians fo terms;
and that was to arouse their jealousy, and fill them
with apprehension lest others should win the prizes

which thus far they had gathered as a matter of course.

The remedy was applied when the Society of American
Artists was established. Very serious olijections can

be justly urged agtiinst some of the methods and
the art of the new institution ; but it has already

accomplished a good work in arousing the Academy
to the absolnte necessity of reform if it would not

lafise into insignificance.

The Society of American Artists was founded in

1877, and has already held six or seven cxhil)ilions.

At first it was composed witliout exception of young
painters whose art-life had been spent in Europe

;

and its function was to furnish these and their com-
peers in America with an opportunity of exhibition.

The Academy had rejected them because, it said, their

style was altogether foreign, and their matter alto-

gether borrowed from such men as Diaz, Daubigny,

Bonnat, Gerome, or Corot. The former charge was

true; the latter was not. Their style was and still

is wholly that of their masters ; but it was a virile

style, and, it must be admitted, was generally in

advance of the best of the Academy. But their

subjects were original ; and latent power suggesting

much promise was jierceiitible in some of their com-

positions. By the people the new society was re-

garded with reserve. Its foreign technique seemed

to denationalise the institution. It w-as felt that

art so completely subjected to foreign methods must

prove a perishable exotic. But the men of the Society

soon discovered that the elements for artistic work

abounded at home. This has given it a more national,

and therefbre a more natural and winning character.

The original membership has also been enlai-ged by

the addition of several painters (some of them Acade-

micians) whose art-life has been wholly, or almost

wholly, passed in America. This has tended lo

modify the ill-feeling manifested at the outset.

There is no question that the establishment of the

Society of American Artists has already jiroved very

beneficial to art in New York.

Among the first to identify themselves with the

new society was Mr. Miller, who continues to be one

of its most prominent landscape-painters. Thoroughly

American, both in sjiirit and in matter, he is one

who sees that there is no such thing in this world

as standing still : that there must either be pro-

gress or retrogression. Two ])oints may bo noted

as characteristic of his art. The first would need

no comment in Europe ; I rcl'cr to his repri>sen-

tation of the Pictures([uo in nature. In a general

sense the word may jKM-Jiaps apply to every object
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that can be agreeably portrayed in art. But in

its more limited and special sense, the Picturesipie is

whatever seems to convey suggestions of humanity,

or bear evidences, whether actual or symbolical, of

the fight which man and nature have to wage with

time, decay, and destractiou. In other words, the

Picturesque in landscape is whatever suggests the

dramatic ele-

ment. In a new
country, where

the forests stand

in their prime-

val verdure,

there is much
that is grand

and beautiful,

but little that

suggests the

destiny of man.

The houses also

are compara-

tively new, and

therefore inar-

tistieally fresh

in forni and

colour. It is

not until time

has modulated

their fiutlines

and tints into

harmony with

nature, and the

traditions and

tragedies of life

have clustered

about them, that

the dwellings of

man really enter

into the domain

of the Pictu-

resque. It is

evident that in

America such

conditions could

only scantily

exist for gene-

rations. At
fh-st, therefore, American painters concerned them-

selves chiefly with the woods and waters of their

native land. But with the growth and spread of

p<)I)ulation, many parts of the older cities, many

districts in the longest-settled states, have developed

much that is highly picturesque. But it was not

until recent years that American painters saw the

wealth at their doors. The genre artists discovered

it first ; now the landscape, and especially the coast

painters, have found it too. This is undoubtedly due

in part to the influence of the Society of American

Artists, and especially to such painters as Charles

Henry Miller. His nature is highly sensitive to

such asjiects of nature as possess a certain subjec-

tivity—as are touched with a peculiar sentiment.

This is very noticeable in his " Old Grist Mill at

Springfield."

The moss-co-

vered, weather-

stained, and di-

lapidated struc-

ture is in the

immediate fore-

ground, while

beyond the mill-

stream the dis-

tant landscape

gleams inviting-

ly. The black-

ened water-
wheel glistens

with the splash-

ing current.

Over all Ijroods

a delicious
quietude, an

idyllic peace.

You seem to

hear the languid

drone of the

wheel and the

low of kine in

the distant
fields. Like the

j)ainter's best

works, it is rich

in colour and

delicious in tone.

" Sheep-wash-

ing," another

eloquent com-

position, is in-

spired by fine

feelingforlight.

It was on its

merits that the

artist was made an Academician. Many of Mr.

Miller's subjects are selected from Long Island,

where he spends his summers. It is one of the

oldest-settled portions of New York State, and is

peopled chiefly by farming folk, the descendants of

English and Dutch colonists. The southern shore is

partly inhabited by fishermen. Mr. Miller has a

smnmer residence at Queens, several miles from New

York, and has painted many of the choice bits around
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AUTUMN.

(rainted bj Charles IT. Milkr, N.A.)

Ilis liomo. One of liis most effective landscapes re- trees, with inviting' glimpses of distant landscape,

presents an old windmill at East Hampton. This In the foreground is a group of cattle. The second

villat;'o is situated at the eastern end, and has be- gives us a Long Island lane, domed with lovely

leafage ; a shining pool ; a comely

If farmstead at the avenue's end

;

and a sense of happy golden weather
—" Lumiere, vie, et douceur."

In another ambitious work the

artist has painted High Eridge,

which is a lofty aqueduct crossing

the Haarlem River in the vicinity

of New York. The picture is low

in tone, and the treatment is har-

monious and thoroughly artistic.

Since it was painted, the artist's

method and style have deepened,

and greatly gained in certain pecu-

liar qualities. And this leads me to

speak of the second important fea-

ture in his theory and jiractice. I

refer to his great striving after tone.

Probably no American painter has

paid more attention to this, which

come a favourite summer resort of New York painters, is one of the first essentials in landscajie art. His

The restless ocean rolls hard by ; and yet the little aims are twofold : first, to give a landscape the de-

hamlet nestles among its groves in a quietude that licious atmospheric tone of nature; and, second, to

makes it seem a secluded nook in a South Sea impart to a new ]>icture a touch of the mellow

isle, instead of a sjiot within four or live hours' richness with which time has imbued old ]iaintings

disfanee of New York. The scene is but a short by the masters. It follows that he is an experi-

walk from the birthplace of John Howard Payne, mentalist. He is a rapid worker, but he never

the author of

" Home, Sweet
Home." The road

ill the middle dis-

tance, along the

hill-crest beyond

the mill, leads

directly to the

humble cottage of

the poet's child-

hood. This paint-

ing affiirds us an

atlmirable example

of Mr. Miller's

|xiwer in rendering

light and shade

:

which gives him,

I should note, a

very high position

in contemporaiy

American art. By ^ lonq-hland landscape.

an odd and jslea- iPaUiini i>y ciiaiUs u. Main; n.a.)

saiit chance the

originals of both our engravings deal with Ijong allows that fact to jicrmit him to send a w<

Island scenery. In "Autumn" we have a tidy his studio until he is measurably satislled

irk out of

I with it,

farmhouse embowered by a grove of old hou.sehold even if he must go over it again and again. It also

230
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jToes without saying that there is very g^reat inequality

in his worlv-s, for the simple reason that ho aims

higl). In some we cannot avoid seeing a high pur-

pose—and faihu-e. Painting as he often does on a

dark ground, too many of his effects are too low

in tone, and verge upon a scarcely natural gloom.

His cloud-effects are also sometimes too strong, over-

halancing in value the rest of the iiieture, and thus

disturbing the harniouy of the composition.

But after all has been said it remains beyond

dis]nite that in his best work there is much rich-

ness and dei)th. The tone is delicious; the colours,

often superb, are permeated by a beautiful atmos-

pheric glow. The clouds are sometimes very fine.

There is rarely anything slovenly in the artist's

technique. Sometimes the frenzy of impressionism

seizes him ; but reason and judgment generally hold

the rein, and he maintains— as all good painters

must— a just balance between the two extremes

of art. S. G. W. Benjamin.

WOMEN AT WOEK: THEIR FUNCTIONS IN ART.

DISTINGUISHING mark of

modern feminine education is the

large part taken in it by art.

Instead of being deemed an ac-

complishment for the few who

possess special talent, it has be-

come almost compulsory for the

many. After the school drawing-master is left

comes the local art centre, the attraction of which

is often a questiou of medals and honorary dis-

tinctions rather than of the higher culture or even

technical education. This indiscriminate emulation

in art has its uses and its abuses. Knowledge

is good; training in art is an admirable means of

refining the national character. But if the process

of refinement is to be successful it must, to begin

with, be correct in type and perfect in application.

To inundate our lives with commonplace pictures,

and insist, with a total want of the artistic

temperament, on the cultivation of mere technical

dexterity, is worse than useless. We do not dream

of making engineers of boys without a taste for

mathematics, and we should equally shrink from

making our girls musicians wnthout ear, or artists

without eyes and hands. That latent talent may

not be ignored, it is as well that a certain amount

of a'sthetic training should be compulsory in the

earlier stages of education. There are very few in

whom the eye and hand cannot to some extent be

educated; and there are thousands of women wdio,

without being artists, have technical aptitude enough

to be useful in less ambitious ways. The question

therefore is : what use are women to make of the

knowledge which has almost superseded hou.scwifery

and skill with the needle? In other words, what

arc the functions of women in art ?

To answer it we must consider the nature of art,

which to be perfect should be triune ; requiring for

its highest development the best qualities of soul,

mind, and body. The corporeal part of art is

technicality, requiring only hand and eye; the in-

tellectual is composition, requiring thought and

reason; the spiritual, the inner and higher mean-

ing which soul alone has the power of expressing.

When this last gift is added to the other two, and

the artist's power is threefold, we call it genius.

The twofold ability of combining intellect and hand

constitutes talent ; simple dexterity of hand is mere

aptitude. Before deciding on an artistic career, a

woman should be sure of her capacities and of the

nature of her position with regard to art—whether

it be that of genius, talent, or aptitude, inasmuch

as the functions of each are distinct. If when she

leaves the art school she is irresistibly impelled to

continue the pursuit, if she originates subjects which

have a touch of soul in them, if she can throw the

inner meaning of nature into- a landscape or a pure

sentiment into a face—then we may be sure that

she has a touch of genius. She is one of the few

to whom art in its highest forms will be revealed,

and she may, and must, devote her life to its

quest. She will idealise and beautify every-day life,

and become a teacher and priestess of nature. The

instinctive perceptions of woman are often more

subtle and finer than those of man ; and her heart

will guide her to the interpretation of delicacies of

sentimcTit which pass unrecognised by his stronger

genius.

If a girl be only endowed with a correct eye and

clever hand, if she can do no more than readily adapt

forms to their uses and give a certain intellectual

value to composition, she may be said to have talent,

and may be a worker in a lower sphere. To her the

many branches of decorative art are open. She may

copy or paint tapestries and panels, design chintzes,

and so forth. But she must not waste her time

in painting second-rate pictures. For those who can

only draw what they see before them, neither in-

terpreting nor teaching, there is nothing but the

pursuit of drawing as a handicraft. It would be
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bettor, unless they be content to become mere artisans,

to aliandon art and take up the needle. Genius will

win fame ; talent may attain wealth ; but dexterity is

only serviceable as a handmaid to other minds.

With a very large class of feminine artists the great

object is not to become famous, but to earn a liveli-

hood, for girls are beginning to tire of the drudgery

of teaching at servants' wages, and marriage is a

remote chance with a large proportion of women.

With emancipation there have come the desii-e and

the possibility of independence. New careers must

be made for woman, and art opens a wide field to

her. If she have genius, she will have no choice

but to follow it. She may make it remunerative

if she have talent, and may live by it even if she

.only possesses dexterity ; but she must do this

chiefly in its limits as decoration. It is by no

means necessary for her to confine her efforts to

mere water-colours and oils. She may etch, and

draw on wood. She may design chintzes and wall-

papers for the manufacturers ;
paint on china in a

porcelain manufactory; paint tapestries for hang-

ings, portieres, and screens, and also paint on silk

dresses. A softer and more natural effect may be

obtained with the brush than in embroidery, which

is only artistic if used in conventional subjects. I

have seen in Miss Aumonier's studio a dress of

pale blue-grey silk with a long double sjiray of

Banksia roses in vvater-eoluur ilung across the skirt.

Tlio effect surpassed in delicacy that of any cm-

broidery I ever saw.

Again, why should not woman take up the art

of wall-decoration as a profession ? If wall-papers

suit the English climate better than fresco, why
not produce them in original designs instead of

depending for them on the manufacturei-s, and

repeating in our own aj)artments the taste of hun-

dreds of our neighlxnirs ? A painted frieze and

dado would adorn a room much more eloquently

llian paper stamped by machinery, yard after yard

alike. A frieze of children for the household

drawing-room; of fairy stones for the nursery; of

(lowers and fruit for the dining-room, would touch

the house with poetry. And the more delicate

uses of wood-carving, as for frames, letter-cases,

work-boxes, are in the same category. I have

spoken hitherto of the practice of art as a livelihood.

Rut there is happily a large class of women who

have no need to earn their bread, and to whom art

and the practice of art may yet be a solace and a

delight. And here we come to what is after all

woman's true mission— that of the presiding genius

of the home. Here all her artistic proclivities may
be brought into full play, as the beautificr and

rellner of the household dwelling-place. Here again

art is not coniined to a mere use of the brush. Its

forms and objects are infinite. In the mother it

finds its outlet in the training of her little ones'

taste, in surroiuuling them with beauty from their

childhood, in touching their dress with the beauty of

bright embroideries and graceful shapes, in aiding

their amusement by drawing little pictures for them

to paint; in illustrating their favourite stories. A
fairy book with blank leaves bound into it, illustrated

by the mother under her children's eye, will give

them a thousand times more pleasure than the same

book illustrated with mere engravings, especially

if the children are allowed to suggest their own
imaginings, and to see them expressed. In the wife

a cultivated taste, even without manual dexterity, is

a great beautifier. Such a woman will give artistic

beauty to a spray of ivy or feathery tamarisk by

wreathing it round a mirror, and glorify a handful of

red pojjpies by placing them in a sunny room in an

antique jar. It depends on her artistic taste whether

her table looks like a mere feeding-lioard or a hymn
to nature, the mother of food.

The daughter at home may find endless occu-

pation for her artistic fingers. She has only to re-

member that all adornment should begin by being

appropriate. She must not hang her walls with

plates which nobody uses, or with water-colours not

worthy of their frames. She will paint a jirctty

frieze round her room, and a dado underneath it, of

foxgloves or tall lilies. If the room is panelled she

will paint the panels, or even fling a handful of

flowers in colour over shutters and doors. Instead

of buying a machine-made table-cloth whoso chief

virtue is that it is the fashion, she will get hold of

some Cinque-Cento arabesques and adapt them to a

border, and let her cloth be acnpicla (needle-painted);

for the needle is as worthy an artistic implement as

the brush, though it cannot bo used in the same way.

Conventional art suits the needle, natural art the

brush. She will design you a wreath of embroidered

flowers or arabesque for your curtains ; she will

paint your Christmas cards, your mmiu cards, your

ball 2)rogrammes. A very artistic programme

—

framed in ivy—was lately hung on the ball-room

wall in Florence. It was a fishing-boat in the

Mediterranean, with a lateen sail on whose wide

expanse the dances were inscribed.

The home, in fact, has endless uses for art, if

we would only be content to make it original and

express our own ideas, instead of blindly following

the fashion. It would be well, too, if we recognised

more distinctly the difference between genius and

talent. Let genius alone stand as the teacher and

apostle of art, and leave to talent and dexterity the

handicrafts. Our picture exhibitions would then be

t('m|)les of art, and our honu's (lie idealisation of

utility. Leadkh Scott.
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"PAUSIAS AN
FUOM THE PlCTUl:

rnill'j scene is an olil-worlil stiulii). Mr. Morris

T would describe it for you in such sleepy, son-

orous verse as that in which he has proclaimed him-

self the idle singer of an empty day ; Mr. Alma-

Tadema would paint it with a wealth of cool marbles,

and fine textures, and ingenious archiEology generally.

The personages are the painter Pausias (famous for

his portraits), the lady Glycera (famous for her

beauty), and a brace of handmaids only less fair than

their fair mistress. Pausias is interested; Glycera,

for once, is embarrassed; it is the beginning not

only of a masterpiece, but of an affair of the heart.

Even now it is not impossible for painters to fall

in love with their sitters. How possible, even how

easy, it was in Greece we know. Apelles jiainted

Campaspe, and loved her ; Praxiteles carved the

beauties of Phryne, and did the same ; and there

D GLYCEUA."
;E I!Y L. SCIFONI.

were others. The present [licturc, therefore, with its

inspired painter, its sweet and gracious model, its

chorus of pretty duennas, may not ina]itly be de-

scribed as an essay—successful, and much to the

taste of the time—in archa?ological romance.

All this the artist has suggested very skilfully

and well. He has chosen for the motive of his

picture the instant at which the drama takes form

avid substance ; and the personages with \\hich he

has peopled his canvas are admirably ajijiropriate to

the situation. His three women are individual and

attractive ; their several gestures—of em])arrassment,

of amused curiosity, of interested indifference—are

very natural and right ; a prettier group is not often

seen. Garlands, and graceful draperies, and frescoed

walls, and a world of llowers, complete a very plea-

sant picture.

CONCEITS IN CUPS.

DECORATIVE vessels for the

tal)le, whether of English or

German, Italian or French manu-

facture, and whether of metal pro-

fusely jewelled or of more homely

materials, were in former times

highly ornamental and elaborate,

many of the set-i)ieces being of

large size and of extremely intri-

cate contrivance. Among the

simpler forms, quadrupeds and

birds were favourite groundworks

of design, and these often had an

heraldic or an allusive moaning.

The bear was (I may almost

say is) one of the most ])opular

models of all; and the same general

design for its use has certainly obtained amongst

us for three centuries or more. In Lord Londes-

borough's Collection are two bears, of silver and

silver-gilt. They are, as usual, upright (not slri<'tly

"rampant''), standing on their hinder legs (in cir-

cular bases. Two other examples hold shields in

Front of the body, by the fore-))aws. The shi<'l(ls

bear merchants' marks and initials, ami the curly hair

is rcpri'scnted by incised lines all over the ligure.

One has its eyes formed of small rubies, with tur-

-A WINDMILL CUP.

c|uoises in front of the collar. Another, of the Six-

teenth Century, repi'esents a bear sitting upright on its

haunches, but without any basement ; it is of silver-

gilt, and the collar is set with turquoises. Between

his fore-paws and close to his body the beast holds a

bagpipe, which is further secured to him l)y a sur-

rounding chain; the hair is, as before, indicated by

incised lines. Akin to these was that " Ursa ^lajor"

which the Baron of Bradwardine solemnly drew

from his casket to do lidnmir to Captain Waverley.

liears as drinking vessels were, however, more com-

mon in earthenware than in metal. They were to

some extent made in (iermany; but j)rincii)ally in

England at Nottingham, Brampton, (/hesterlield, and

I'^ilham. The example here engraved (•5), from my
own collection, is of the hard, rich brown, glazed

ware characteristic of the old Nottingham and Bramp-

ton manufactures. It is 'Ji inches in height, and

the whole, save the neck, to give the rough appear-

ance of shaggy hair, is powdered with tiny J'rag-

ments of dry clay sprinkled over the s\u't'aec before

"firing" and burned on and glazed with it. The

eyes, outlines of the ears, l(>etli, and <-laws are l;iid

on with while " slip."

W hen lilled w il h liqunr, the bear is placed u|iright,

sealed nn his haunches; but when empty nr only

partially lilled he can be set on all-fours. The head
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inv:ii'i:il)ly lil'ls olT, and is soniotimos attaeliud to tlie

iK'ck hy a cliaiii. Tlie body always holds tlio licjuor,

and (lie bead is used as a cup; it is held by ilio

mn/.zlc, wbieli serves for a handle. Two bears, so

modelled as to stand either upright or on all four

feet, are in the Mayer Museum, and have each a

jjrotosque cub between the fore-paws. They are of

lig-ht-coloured earthenware, with the usual roup;h

surface, and each is chained by the nose. Other

examples are so formed as only to be able to stand,

or rather sit, uprig-ht. Some literally hug the cub

between their fore-paws, and others are disfigured by

an uncouth arrangement for pouring the liquor into

the head-cup. Occasionally, in later examples, the

potter has given a political or satirical significance to

his bears. In one of these, of ordinary earthenware.

which depend a number of escutcheons engraved with

the arms and names of distinguished officers of the

court of Saxe-Gotha, of different dates. A third

exhibits tire goddess Diana seated on a stag, hcraldi-

cally speaking " in full course,^^ and bounding over

a stream which runs across the rough ground l)y the

base. In others the stag is variously modelled as

(speaking heraldically) "lodged,^' "at gaze,'-" "trip-

l)ant," and so forth. A ])0])idar vessel is the " Sus-

sex pig" (^). When filled, this quaint, uncouth

utensil is, of course, set upright on the brute's tail

;

empty, it stands on all-fours. In Sussex these " i)igs
"

were, and still are, brought into use at weddings.

The vessel is filled with li(iuor, the legs serving as

handles to pour withal ; and the head being taken

off and filled, each guest is invited to "drink a /wf/'s-

'iip™piii|»iifll

-A SUSSEX PIG. -A DEAE JUG.

and painted, the bear, which is muzzled, sits upright

on his haunches as usual ; at his back is a handle

;

the head is used as a cup. Firmly grasped in front,

between his paws, is a diminutive figure of Napoleon

l^uonaparte, having on his cocked hat the word

" Boney." The general colour is dark mottled biown,

the muzzle being bright red, while "Boney's" coat

is blue.

Other quadrupeds—the bull, the lion, the ram,

both "salient" and " trippant," on mounds some-

times enriched with foliage and Howers, and with

lizards, tortoises, and other reptiles in relief—were

also in use. The stag, too, was a favourite with

the metal-workers from, at all events, as early a

jieriod as the Eleventh Century. One large ex-

ample in the Londesborough Collection is of silver,

parcel gilt; it is a stag "salient," wearing a collar

with shield, to which is attached a chain that secures

the head. The mound is beautifully chased, and

is adorned with snails and serpents in high relief.

Another, of silver-gilt, the collar set witli garnets,

by encircling bauds of silver, from

/tend of beer to the health of the bride." It is also

used on other convivial occasions—each person being

expected to drink off the filled "hog's-head."

Another drinking vessel, in silver-gilt, is in form

of a "talbot," or dog, seated, and richly collared;

another, in that of a cat "couchant;" in both

the head takes off to be used as a cup, while the

liquor is contained in the body. In a third example

the vessel, of silver-gilt, is in form of an "elephant

and castle," and would therefore figure worthily at

the corjioration banquets of the city of Coventry.

The driver, in oriental costume, is seated on the

creature's neck, and in the circular fortalice on

its back are troopers with buff coats, bandoliers,

and matchlocks, and a cannon fronting directly over

the driver's head; the castle lifts oft' for use as a

cup. Others again, as in the Durlacher and several

other collections, are in "form of a horse, rearing

up and cajiarisoned, the head removable for purposes

of drinking." And this form—the horse—leatls me

to speak of some very curious media3val vessels of

clay, in form of mounted knights. These, there can
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Ije no (liiiil)t, liiive oljtainod amono- us from Norman

timos. One— ilatin<;-, it may be, I'rom Henry II.

—

wa& i'linnil at Lowes in 1S40. Aiiollier, a fran'ment,

found at jNIoro, and preserved in the musi'um at

Salisbury, is believed to date back to the latter half

of the Twelfth Century. Tiie costume and aceoutre-

ments of the fi^'ure correspond very closely with tliose

of the effigy of King Richard I. on his Great Seal.

The general idea was adojitcd by workers in metal,

and cups in form of mounted knights, in gold, silver,

and the baser metals, are common.

Birds have always been favourites with the de-

signer of conceits in cups, and the cock, peacock,

dove, heatheock, swan, stork, duck—nay, the great

roc himself !—have all been adapted to his uses.

Our third engraving (4) represents one of a

set of five magnificent loving cups, of silver-gilt,

belonging to the Worshipful Company of Skinners

of London. Each is 10^ inches in height, and

weighs 7^ ounces. They were made in the form

of cocks, in allusion to his name and his coat

armour, for William Cockayne, in 1565, and were

by him in Itj'dH be-

queathed to the Com- •
-

pany. The arms of

Cockayne were ar-

gent, three cocks

gules, crested, beaked

and legged sable.

" On tlie receipt of

the cocks the Skin-

ners' Company cove-

nanted with Mr.

Cockayne's executors

that 'they and their

successors would
thereafter use tlie

said five guilt cups

to be borne upon

their election day of

Master and Wardens

every year Ijefore the

Wardens of the said

mystery for the elec-

tion of Master and

Wardens, according

to tlie true meaning

of tlie will of the

said Will. Cockayne,

deceased :
' which has

been the invariable

custom ever since."

Tiie cocks stand on

the backs of turtles,

and the heads lift I.-tiie cookayne cur.

off for drinkinir. (Siannas- Comptwy-)

Anotlu'r jiuniiing-cup belonging to the same com-

liaiiy is known as the "Peacock (!up" (5). ll

measures lOj inches in height, and weighs nearly

tj;3 ounces. It is of silver, excellently moulded and

chased. The design is a ]iea-hen with three i)ea-

ehieks, one of which—the one that originally stood

behind the big bird's feet—has, however, been lost.

The head takes off at the bottom of the neck. On
the base, in relief, are figures of turtles, reptiles,

snails, and tree-roots. In front of the jiea-hen's feet

is a lozenge-shaped shield charged with a chevron,

ermine, between three esquires' helmets ; and around

the entire base run these words :—" The giftc of IMary,

ye davghter of llichard Robinson, and wife to Thomas

Smith and James Peaeok, SkinnC'-s. IQii." As the

gift of the wife of Thomas Veaxoek, the design is

that of a pea-/<e?« and her three chickens.

Another vessel of somewhat the same form, but

this time a peacock, not a pea-hen, is in the Londes-

borough Collection, and is of silver-gilt on alternate

feathers, with the eyes of the tail richly jewellwl. It

is about 1 1 inches in length, and the head takes off

at tlie neck. Soinc-

tiinos this same bird

is nKxlelltKl as, he-

raldieally si)eaking,

"in his pride"—that

is, with tail upright

and exjianded—and,

in some instances,

thickly jewelled. The

turkey "in his pride
"

was also figured, as

were several other

birds, including the

owl. This last, a

favourite model, had

now and then about

the feet a garnish of

bells ; it was some-

times of earthenware,

mounted in silver. A
remarkably line ex-

ample belongs to the

Armourers' Company,

and is known as the

"Owl Pot." It is

of brown FK'mish

stoneware, the head,

as usual, being re-

movable; and its gift

is thus entered in

the Company's books,

under date 1537 :

—

"This year, the ;I(;

day of Aug., Julyan,
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late wife of WiUiiuii ^'yllc:u(l, dims SL'_!j;'er, ik'L'easfil,

and n'uvc to the Hull a Stoiu' Pol like an Owl with

cei'iaiu silv<'r al)out it ^'ilf, the value of 2(is. 8(1."

In the Ijondeshoroun-h Collection are two other ro-

markahle bird driiikiiig-enjis. One is a stork, bear-

in<4' in its l)eak an infant in swaddling clothes, in

accordance with the old German nursery belief that

the King of Storks is the briiiger and protector of

babies. It may possibly have been designed as a

wedding present. " It is chased all over, the eyes

are formed of rubies,

and one wing takes

off that liquid may lie

placed in the body and

imbibed through the

neck by a hole in the

crown of the bird."

The other is in form

of an ostrich, holding

in his mouth a horse-

shoe, in allusion to his

fabled power of di-

gesting iron. The

body is formed of a

cocoanut shell, beau-

tifully mounted in

silver-gilt, of which

metal are also the

head, neck, tail, and

legs, and the base

npon which the ostrich

stands. To the top of

the head is allixed a

piece of quartz, show-

ing a vein of gold,

and the knob of the

lid in the back is a

mounted nutmeg. The
head unscrews at mid-

neck. ]More remark-

able, perhaps, than any

of these is the mag-
nificent grotesque
which we have figured in our fifth engraving (()).

It was designed by Dinglingen for Augustus of

Saxony, Carlyle's "August the Physically-Strong,"

whose monogram is graven on the scutcheon ; and

it is one of the many treasures stored in the Green

Vaults at Dresden. The liird is ]iossibly the roe,

more probably a kind of dragon ; the lady is j)er-

haps the Countess Kosel. The monster's body is of

jasper; the lady, the scutcheon, the plinth ornaments

are all of enamelled gold, as tire the bird's hous-

ings, which are gemmed with diamonds to boot.

The jiart ieular variety known as " Wager,"
"Challenge/' and " Milkmaid " cujis were of different

5.—THE PEACOCK CUP.

(SldV7iers' Cojnpany.)

forms; liut the mechanical contrivance was the

same in all. An admirable example belongs to the

Worshipful Company of Vintners of London. It

is of silrer-gilt. It figures a well-dressed woman,

in a laced bodice, a plain apron, and a la])pete(l

head-dress. Her petticoat forms a drinking cup.

Her arms, which are extended above her head, hold

some elegant scroll-work, which, by delicately poised

jiivots, supports a smaller cup. The "trick" is to

drink off both cups of liquor without spilling from

either. The figure

being inverted (that

is, turned with the

petticoat upwards),

the smaller cup natu-

rally turns on its

pivots at the same

time and also has its

mouth upwards. Tlie

two are then filled to

the brim, and the

large one has to be

quaffed first, then

turned over, and the

smaller one likewise

emptied at a draught.

Every new member of

the Vintners' Com-

pany is, I believe, ex-

]iected to perform this

A feat. In the Bernal

Collection was a gro-

tesque of this sort

which had the larger

cup bell-shaped and

beautifully ara-

besqued; the semi-

z-s^B= circular supports for

the smaller cup were

held by a demon

standing on a skeleton

globe, within which

was a small bell which

rang as the cup was reversed by the drinker. A
" Milkmaid," in Lady des Vobux's possession, had

these verses inscribed on the apron :—
" Hands of, I pray you, Handle not me,

For I am blind and you can see

;

If you love me, lend me not
;

Fur feai' of brcalring bend me not."

And around the smaller cup :

—

" No cut to unlvindness, no woe to want,

When riches faile, friends growe scant.
'

Of course these cups could not be set down till

they were empty. They were, in fact, an elaboration
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of the Aii<jlo-Saxon (Irinkiiisj-ciips I'mm wliidi our

own modern and coiuinoii luuiio lor table glasses

—tumblers—takes its ori<2;in. These were of dif-

ferent forms, many of them tall and twisted ; but in

all cases they were eitlier rounded or pointed at

the bottom, so that they had to be drained ere they

covdd be set down. They were thus literally " tum-

blers," for the potent reason that they could not

stand on their feet. The general idea was con-

tinued in the cups just now described and in others.

Singular among these is what is known as the

"Windmill" or "Whistling" cup (1), of which a

couple of examples may be profitably named. The

construction was curious and somewhat complicated.

The cup itself is bell-shaped, and, of course, wlien

empty and not in use, it stands mouth downward
on the table. To be filled it has to be held in the

band. At the other end is a model of a windmill

with sails, a step ladder up which the miller is carry-

ing grist, a clock, and a tube. The cup, being held

in the hand and filled, had necessarily to be emptied

ere it could be set down. After filling it, the

drinker blew down the tube at the side, which

gave a shrill whistle and set the sails of the mill

in motion ; the ]io\ver of the blast and the length

of the gyration were indicated on the small dial in

the front of the mill, and testified to the consumer's

condition. One of these curious vessels, of silver

parcel gilt, is dated 1619, and is 9i inches high.

These AVindniill Cups were often known as, and used

for, " wager cups," and doubtless many a good round

sum of money has changed hands over them. The

cup being held in the hand, of course with the wind-

mill downwards, the challenge was that the drinker

could not, having first set the sails in motion, fill the

cup as a " brimmer," drain to the last drop, and set

it down on the talde before those sails were at rest.

The human head, naturally, has always been a

prolific source of design, and cup)s in that shape have

been known from very early times. They have been

produced in every variety of material, and I think

I may safely say in every degree of art-excellence,

from the rudest and coarsest modelling in clay to the

most highly finished and exquisite production of the

carver and the metal-worker. Their mention leads

me on to another class of earthenware grotesques,

ihe "Toby Fill-pots" (7). The design often varies

in details; but the jug is usually in form of a

jolly man holding a snuff-box. His cocked hat lifts

off to serve as a cup for the liquor which he holds

in his capacious stomach.

Puzzle Jugs are among the more complicated and

curious of drinking vessels. Of various and more or

less elegant shapes, of different degrees both of con-

stractive cleverness and artistic decoration, and having

no fixed principle of arrangement, they present in

common the "puzzle" of abstracting the li(pior

with which they are filled without spilling through

any of the ojjenings with which, as a rule, they

abound. _A typical specimen is ornamented with

flowers and foliage of the pink incised into the

soft clay, and bears the initials " G. B." and date

" 175j." Hound the neck below the jirojecting

tube is a series of perforations, so that ordinary

pouring out becomes, as in all puzzle jugs of

whatever construction, an impossibility. The only

way is to suck it through one of the three nozzles

that surround the neck ; but even this is a matter

of difficulty. The handle is a hollow pipe opening

into the inside of the jug near the bottom, and com-

municating at the toj) with the hollow tube which

runs round the neck, and from which project the

three nozzles I have spoken of. Usually only one

nozzle is fully pierced ; but underneath each, and in

the under side of the upper curve of the haixlle, a

small hole is pierced right through to the pi])e,

through which, unless it be stopped, some liquor

would be wasted, and the wager lost. The would-be

Ijibber has so to finger the jug as to cover every one of

these artfully placed holes. Then, when fortunate

enough to find which of the nozzles he can suck the

liquor through, he must so consume the contents

without spilling a single drop. Another example

in old English delf-ware has a neck perforated

7.—A TOBY FILL-rOT.

with heart-shaped, circular, and other openings, and

on its front the words :—

-

" Here, Gentlemen, come try y'' skill,

Ik' hold a wagcT if you will,

'I'liat you Pou't Drink this liq'' all

\\'itliout you .spill or lett ."^ome Fall."
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Tlio examples iiyuivcl (S and '.)) , wliicii arc in niv

own uulluetion, aro of Brampton waiv, and arc of

tlie construction just described.

A somewhat curious, rudely fashioned, and ex-

traordinary design, iu the Mayer Museum, is of

coarse brown
i^'hized ware, and

is more quaint

tlian artistic. The

four nozzles are

nprii.;'ht round the

mouth, and the

spout is solid. On
each side is a

i^'rotesque human
head in high re-

lief, and among
the perforations

are the masonic

sign of square and

compass, pipe and

sjjade, heart and

club. The general

idea of construc-

tion is the same

as in the others
;

but, of course, the

dilKculty of draw-

ing out the liquor

is enhanced by the

r^.

side. The general construction and the mode of ex-

tracting the litpior are the same as in the others.

In another, of fine white earthenware, beautifully

painted and enamelled, the handle is a grotesque

human figure; the body consists of a central re-

cei>tacle for liquor,

surrounded by a

circular tube for

the same purpose;

and the "screen,"

as it may be

termed, is perfo-

rated (and also

I
)a in ted with a

"sun in his

glory "), but only

through the outer

portion, and so as

not to interfere

with the mechan-

ical arrangement.

The sides and
other parts of the

body are painted

with elegant foli-

age.

To be com-

pared with these

are a coujjle of

early Ci c r m a n

nozzles being at the top instead of at the sides of the stoneware jugs, from the Huyvetter Collection, for-

vcssel. Other puzzle jugs, equally quaint in form, merly at Ghent. The first has its body formed

have singularly modelled heads, and the perforations of one circular tube; the other, of two such tubes

and other ornaments are curious and appropriate, crossing each otlier at right angles, and richly deco-

Sonic of the more elegant and intricate have—as rated with an arcade of figures and other reliefs,

shown in Fig. 9, from my own collection—the body What in its perforated sfafc on puzzle jugs I have

composed of a. hollow circle; while others have more called the "screen" is in the first of these vessels

than one hollow circle, crossing each other at right solid, and is decorated with armorial bearings in

angles. In one example the body is formed of a relief. Neither has any jiuzzh; conue<>fcd with its

wide circular tube, the centre being entirely o]ien, construction, the licpior being ]iourcd out in the

witii what may be called a fretwork screen on either ordinary way by the spout. Li.kwki.ly.n.n .Ikwiit.

Mm
'

'*;:|j!i(i?»'-s|»iii|(!^«'!';«j

8, n.-TWO PUZZLE JUGS.

lk-^'i.)Ot-.sS>i«tHi'!.':~

•>^»0I«

THE LOWER THAMES.— II.

LEKill HUNT'S interest in "The '['own" of i)arasite. Yet Leigh Hunt found sonic charm in

which lie has written so delightfully was, like "the rivcr-sidc, with its wharves." It is to be

that (if Charles Lamb, chiefly concerned with the regretted that he did not leave us a dearer descrip-

strccts and buildings, the literary reminiscences tion of them as they were to be seen when he was

which cling to every court and alloy between St. writing of Lockett's Ordinary, and Hedge Lane, and

Paul's and Westminster, the multitude of interests the Calves' Head Club, and "the liays that are no

and persons which struck fire even from Hoswell, and more." There is a picture, not very old, of the

niado that chattering gossip for once as eloquent as Water (5ate of York House— residence of \'^illiers,

tile great man to whom he occupied the relaticn of Diilm (;f Buckingham, and scene of many a dcsperato
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revel—with weeds ami nislies growing about the

steps, and the river jjlashiug on the strand, and

the sharp nose of an ancient punt pointing towards

the gateway. There are some trees in tlie baek-

grouiid, and the aspect of things is very quiet

and still. So the water-gate may have looked

when Peter the

Great lodtivd in tlie „„,, ,, „...,„. „ ., ,.„,,.,.,.,.,, m,

house the site of

wliieh now has its

appropriate memo-

rial in one of the

tablets of the So-

ciety of Arts ; and

so it actually did

look when Etty

took up his abode

in the house at the

opposite corner, the

same of which he

affectionately wrote

:

" It is a pleasant

spot to be so near

the middle of the

metropolis—quiet as

the country with-

out its distance."

It can scarcely be

called quiet now.

The huge iron bar-

rel called Charing

Cross Station is

close at hand ; the

river has been driven

back into something

like half its ancient

channel, so that

Buckingham Gate,

as the gate of York

House has come to

be called (1), though

Mr. Seymour has

drawn it for us, is

lost amid the Em-
bankment Gardens,

and ])artially sunk

in gravel. The thunder of the Sti-and, and the smoke

of the river steamers, now reaches the spot which

was " as quiet as the country," and as pleasant

withal ; and in front, beyond the trees and the

flowers, where the river once stretched largely at

ease, there is the new Victoria Embankment, with

its restless stream of cabs, and an unlovely square

building of red brick, and the strange, unhomely

quaintness of Cleopatra's Needle.

Of " the river, with its wharves," one must speak

no hjnger when referi'nce is made to the northern

bank. There are two smart epigrams which recall

the former state of affairs, almost as well as Hol-

lar's views, or as Dickens's description of Scotland

Yard. Of Craven Street, once partially inhabited

by lawyers, a bitter and savage satii'ist wrote :

—

' Fly, Honesty, fly to

some Kifcr retreat

;

There's craft in the

river and craft in

the street."

To which flagrant

witticism it was

responded that

Honesty was in a

j)ei-fectly secure sit-

uation, since

" The lawyers arc just

at the top of the

street,

And the harges arc just

at the bottom."

The lawyers have

gone to Lincoln's

Inn and the Tem-
])le, and the barges

have moved to the

other side of thr

r ive r . Hungerfo rd

^Market has van-

ished, with it

"stairs;" and the

Embankment (5),

architecturally de-

scribed as " a work

of extraordinary

magnitude and so-

lidity," has made

an end of the pic-

turesque sweeps of

river and the barge-

haunted wharves.

No great stream in

Europe presents so

singular a contrast

as is to be observed between the north and the

south banks of the Thames on that portion of

the river which lies between Westminster and

London Bridge. Paris is palatial on either bank

of the Seine. The Thames marks the sharp divi-

sion between what the late Lord Beaconsfield called

" the two nations." On one side we have our

nearest English approach to architectural magnifi-

cence ; on the other there is a long perspective of

squalid buildings—smoke-begrimed, half-ruinous, and

':?:iiffls:;a:iE!s,

HAM WATl.K-i.AIli.
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yet not alto^'t'ther unlovely. For there is a marvel- long train of v.lu'rrifs ; Roi^'ue Riderhood rows slowlv

Ions quality in our London atmosphere. It brino;'s up stream, trailing a grim rope astern : but these

quite near to us the effects that we ordinarily associate are only brief episodes in a great epic whose motive

with distance ; it enfolds all ugliness in a purple is silent majesty. They pass on, and the feeling

haze, and subdues it. That row of dusky buildings, left is one of a great quiet. Whoever has stood on

of various heights, and with tall chimneys looking a cliff by the sea, and has heard on the one hand the

-ni.ACKFRIAUS BRIDGE.

like towers, makes the best of jiossible backgrounds sound of the waves breaking far down below, and

for the vivid colours of the Thames liarges, whieli, on (he other the throb of some dislani town, with a

with sloping masts and siiils partialh- unl'ui'lcil, million smnids of W(irl< :nid ol' IrMllic L;:illien'd up

cluster along what at low tide still deserves the into one, must I'eel the recollection of tiiat strange

name of shore. sensation revive in him as he gnzes on this wonderful

There is no portion of the Lower Thames which silent highway. 'I'he l':irt Iut bank is just I'iir enough

is more majestic and impressive than that which lies distant to lose its natural harshness in the soften-

between the Houses of Parliament and Waterloo ini^- inllnences of a dim atmos])hcre. On the south

Bridge. First of all, it is splendidly broad and still. bank there is ui;-liness and sipi.-iior enoui;l\ : dismal

The busy river steamer, with its crowding freight, little streets; houses leaning- lowanis eaeli other

hurries by ; the panting " screw " drags behind it its as if for mutual .self-support ; breweries, warehouses,
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aro shout

-

clerks and

warehousemen whose manners certainly have not

faetories, tunihle-dowji wharves. There

in<r drivers, porters who swear horrihly,

3.—WATKELOO BRIDGE.

that repose which stamps

tlie caste of "\'ere de Vere. The

doorways are so boarded up as to resist

frequent floods ; there is a sort of entrenchment run-

ning along the roadway in a vain hope of opposing

hish tides. There is also a kind of " variorum

view. The light and the clouds and the atmosphere

are eternally engaged in varying the expression of

what has in itself some marvels of grouping and

rhany characteristics of grandeur. Tlie

architecture is broken and bizarre ; nothing-

is in keeping with anything else ; tlie

eye ranges from the amusing Dutch pre-

tentiousness of the School Board Oilices,

over Somerset H<juse and the palatial new

Temple, to the chief glory of London, the

domed magnificence of St. Paul's. And

among this curiously broken mass of Iniild-

ings the light plays as about a chain of

headlands on some rock-bound coast. The

aspect is never quite the same for long

together, except on those wonderful dull

grey mornings when the Embankment

'

seems to be emerging out of a land of

shadow and illusion. It is then that the

river is most beautiful, with strange and

sudden flashes of light playing upon it,

and an occasional steamer looming forward

from mystery into individuality and distinctness.

There are two things to be noted of London

buildings, and the varying efllects under which they

may be seen. Their peculiarity is sbarp and sud-

den contrast. The buildings are greasy black in

the lower portions and gleaming white at the top.

Except on very clear days, the light falls upon them
odour "—of cheese and tallow candles and half-

tanned leather. Everything seems ruinous and out in patches, as if the sun had chosen some one spot

at elbows ; all sights are unpleasant to the eye, all which, for a few moments only, it was intent to

sounds are distressing to the ear ; and everywhere

great poverty is visible side by side with the sources

aTul the materials of great wealth. One knows all

this, leaning over the Embankment and looking

towards the Surrey side; but the knowledge of it

does not disturb the picture, in which all that is

ugly arid dismal " glides into colour and form."

One who writes of the Thames between AVest-

minster and Greenwich has the ground almost all

to himself. Even the poets have neglected it, with

the old exception of Wordsworth and the more re-

cent exception of Mr. Oscar Wilde. The latter found

himself one morning on Westminster Bridge, and

saw the dome of St. Paul's, " like a gigantic soap-

bubble," mirroring the dawning light. The com-

parison is a singularly odd one, yet it is almost the

only description a poet has given us of that magnifi-

cent spectacle. There is one writer who has spoken

well of the Embankment. "This grand granite

wall," he says, " serves more than its ostensiljle

purpose. It is more than a stolen footway from

the treacherous mud; it supplies the standpoint those lower portions with which it is the object of

whence the marvellous effects upon the river may these papers to deal. I contend, nevertheless, for

be observed at leisure." And very marvellous indeed the truth of Spenser's description. He was too true

are the effects to be witnessed from such a point of an observer to suppose that it is the local colour of

gladden and to glorify. These things are incidents

of such an atmosphere as is conditional on the

grouping together of foiu- millions of men. AA hen

Somerset House seems to lie in a settled gloom, the

roofs and spires beyond may be radiant in sunlight
;

or when the buildings of the Embankment are stand-

ing out bold and glad, all else that is visible may

be as shadowed and as dark as some range of hills

over which the clouds are sweeping. Effects of

a like nature belong likewise to the Thames itself,

which is a perpetual wonder for the shifting humour

and the sharpness of its lights.

Edmund Spenser walked forth, he tells us in the

beautiful " Prothalamion,"

—

"To ease my payne,

Along the shore of silver-streaming Thames."

Now the Thames, it has been remarked, is not

"silver-streaming," nor ever can have been. It is

necessarily muddy in its higher reaches, and for cen-

turies it must have been more or less polluted in
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wafer wliieli most forces itself tiiion tlie eve. He
knew, or at any rate he felt, that the loeal colour is

that which is least seen. His allusion is plainly to

the river as it is seen under strong sunlight, and in

that respect the Thames is now as much entitled to

the epithet of " silver-streaming " as it was in "the
spacious times of great Elizaljeth." For proof of this

statement the reader may refer to the works of those
artists who have painted the river with most com-
prehension ; among others to IMr. W. L. Wyllie's
Academy ]ncture of last year, iiurchased out of the
funds of the Chantrey Bequest.

The " Prothalamion " is the most -wonderful of
all the poems in which the heauty of the Thames has
found some record. It seems appropriate that it

should be quoted here.

" Tlion fnrtli they all out of tUeir baskets drew
Grr-at store of flowers, the honour of the fielJ,

That to the sense did fragrant odours yield,

All which upon those goodly birds they threw,

And all the waves did strew
Tliat lilv-e old Poneus' waters they did seem
Whim down along by pleasant Tempe's shore

Scattered with flowers, through Thessaly they stream,
Tliat they ajjpear, through lilies' plenteous store.

Like a bride's chamber-floor.

Two of those nymphs meanwhile two garlands bound.
Of freshest flowers wliich in that mead they found.
The which presenting all in trim array.

Their snowy foreheads therewithal they'crowned
;

Whilst one did sing this lay,

Prepared against that day.
Against their bridal day, which was not long.
Sweet Thames ! run softli/, till I end my souij."

Mr. Rit-hard Jefferies says of the Seine that it

might as well flow in a tunnel, being Ijridged so
much. There are seven bridges over the Thames
between Westminster and tlie Custom House, but,
with one exception, they are none of them so close

together as to shut out from us long stretches of our
splendid river. And of these seven bridges ]\Ir.

Seymour has this month drawn us three. Here,
for instance, first in the substance, but second in the
shadow, is Waterloo (3), concerning which one
might surmise that it would last as long as the
P\ramids were it not that men are even now bnsv
in strengthening the foundations. It is not on
London but on Waterloo Bridge that that adven-
turous New Zealander will take his stand when he
comes to picture the bones of what once was Ij:.iidnn.

So far one is entitled to correct even ]\Iacaulav ; I'nr,

"as every schoolboy knows," the ingenious tra\'eller

I.—SOUTUWAHIi IIKIIKIK.
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who enii)loys liimsolf in ski'(cl\iii<;- must bo sumctliiiiir

of an artist, and he will nat\ivall,v hmk amnnd liini

for til.' host ixiint of view. This he will Unci on

"Waterloo Brid.<>-e, where he will have si<;ht of the

ruins not only of St. Paul's, but of the new Palace

of Justice, of the unique spire of St. BrldeX of the
„ t^ , , . ,. .,1......

Temple Church, and of stalwart, Philistian Somerset is partially sunk under the Embankment ,oadua^,

House. The lon.^^ facade of that peculiar biulding and has long ceased to serve any useful pui^ose,

iiV To t)(.* 3.11 \ "

he was surely, for did he not write those incomparable

lines 'f
—

, , . ., , , . ,

" Give me but wh;it this nbbaud boimd

:

Take all the rest the sun goes round."

There are no water-stairs now. The great arch

which was once the water-gate of Someiset House

Mr. Seymour
has indicated for

us in his vignette

of the bridge (:3).

Leigh Hunt calls

the huge strue-

ture " elegant

and timid.'^ I

have always felt

that it is ponder-

ous, and, in its

lower portions,

p r i s o n - 1 i k c

.

Some appear-

ance of lightness

and elegance is,

indeed, given by

the pillars which,

" standing <in

nothingand sup-

]) o r t i n g n o-

thing," relieve

a front other-

wise heavy and

dull. And with

all its faults,

Somerset House

plays a great

part in the archi-

tecture of the

Embankment,
looking almost

noble from the

Surrey end of

Waterloo Bridge.

In the building

5. THE VICTOEIA E5IBA>'KMENT.

or to be any-

thing but a puz-

zling disiigure-

ment.

The Savage

Club looks out

on to the end of

"Waterloo Bridge,

occupying rooms

on the site of

the old palace of

the Savoy. It

is a club of va-

grant habits. It

came into being

in a certain pub-

lic-house off the

Strand, and

removed from

place to place at

intervals, grad-

ually making

itself less Bo-

hemian and n;ore

comfortable, un-

til it settled here,

close to the

river-side. It is

scarcely at all

Bohemian now :

Bohemia, indeed,

having of late

years been much

narrowed and

circumscribe<l by

successive recti-

hcations of frontier. The true Bohemian, it is te

be feared, was merry without xvhilst he was often

enough sad within.

which preceded it lived the widow of Charles I.,

and here came Pepys and saw "Madame Castle-

maine" and the queen, and even Charles II. bun-

self. "They staid till it was dark, and then

went away; the king and his queene and my

Lady Castlemaine and young Crofts in one coach,

and 'the rest in other coaches." At old Somerset
. a,- , 1 B l,..n,;^ was

House Edmund Waller, whose habits were temperate And the ma ady f^fjao.i afflicted Boh mm
^

a.

enough, as a rule, was made so drunk that "at that from which Fa staff usually suffered- hat de_

the water stayres he fell down, and had a cruel ful " eternal want of pence which vexes pubic m^.^

fall." "'Twas a pity," says Aubrey, "to use such Times have grown better, and authois and acto^

asweetswausoinhumanlv:" And a " sweet swan " have got thriftier and more industrious. Atanj

' For those who road aright are well aware

That Jacques, sighing in the forest gi'eon.

Oft in his heart felt less the load of care

Than Falstaff, revelling his rough mates between."
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rate, their cireumstances are not the same. As

Mr. Sala said in a recent speech, your Bohemian

nowadays wears kid g'loves and has i^'one out W est.

Nevertheless, it is a lis'eiy and a pleasant place, this

Savage Club ; and many of its " evenings " are fit

to remind one of those " wit-combats " and those

"feasts of reason" which are associated with an

earlier day, when Shakespeare laughed at the Mer-

maid and rare Ben Jonson swaggered and thundered

at the sign of the Devil.

And speaking of the past, there is not much on

the Thames Embankment which is calculated to

bring it to mind. This is modern London for the

most part. Fleet Street and the Strand are not far

away, but between us and them there are many
recent buildings, including the ventilators. It is

well ]ierhaps that we should now follow ]Mr. Sey-

mour's example, and skip a long space, as ladies are

said to skip the descriptive portions of one of their

enthralling " novels of incident and sensation.'" Of
course we shall not attempt to skip the bridge at

Blackfriars (3). It is beautiful enough in itself, but in

hideous proximity to one of those ghastly iron struc-

tures which only railway companies are privileged to

build, and which, even to them, are only permitted in

America and in England. In passing one ought to

note that near the end of Blackfriars Bridge, and

near the spot on which it is now proposed to build a

fish market, there stood the theatre in which many
of the plays of Shakespeare, and Ben Jonson, and

Beaumont and Fletcher, were first performed. Shake-

sjieare himself must many a time have visited this

neighbourhood, and doubtless has freciuently enough

wandered round the spot on which in these days

stands the office of the Times. Blaclrfriars, indeed,

is rich in literary associations, and in spite of the

iron horror aforetold, to skip it were impossible.

Here, according to Pope, was the centre of the

]"]mpire of Dulness, for here the Fleet river, now
running underground, empties itself into the Thames

;

and it was
" Where Fleet ditch, with disoinhoguing streams,

Eolls its large tribute of dead dogs to Thames"

that Pope exhorted his enemies to leap in and con-

tend with each other amidst the mud. The Fleet

Prison was near at hand, and there the satirist had

the satisfaction of knowing that many of his critics

and more of his would-be rivals sojourned.

Mr. Seymour has given us a true Thames pic-

ture in his drawing of Southwark Bridge (4). In

this sweejiing sketch the whole character of this

])ortion of the river is expressed : always crowded at

the side by boats and wherries, always blocked in

the middle by a chain of barges, always that busy

little steamer hurrying towards the Pool, always, too,

that confusing atmosphere which bathes warehouses

and wharves in beautiful colour, and adds mystery

to the magnificence of St. Paul's. Less touch-

ing, but equally full of character, is the long reach

of buildings which succeeds—massive and business-

like, lacking poetry, but very expressive of what is,

after all, the chief distinction of our wonderful

Thames, that vast commerce which makes it the

greatest port in the world. Last of all, at our

journey's end to-day, we are brought A'cry near to

the work-a-day world in the picture of St. Paul's

from the river (6) ; but here we are confronted with

one of the finest sights that our river has to show.

It is at once qviaint and majestic, this wonderful

group of many-storeyed warehouses over which the

masterpiece of Sir Christopher AVren stands domi-

nant. One of the fanciful derivations of the name of

London is from "a city on a hill," and here the hill

stands before us, crowned with its great cathedral,

with its huge cross lifting up towards the eternal

stars. Aakox Watsox.

Sovc axnona^ fBc ^axxxi'.

A T Assisi, in the cliinrli,

-^ Well J kno'iv the frescoed wall.

Colours dim, martyrs slim.

Saints you scarcely see at all.

Till the slanting sunbeams search

Through the church.

Waking life where'er they fall.

Etvry evening 'icall and vault,

.'^aint and city, starts and luakes.

One by one, as the sun

Broadens through the dusk, and makes

Greys and reds and deep cobalt

Of the vault

Teem 'ivith saints and tcr.vcrs and lakes.

High among them, clear to see.

Is one stately freuo set.

There they stand, hand in hand.

Bride and bridegi'oom gravely met,

Francis and Saint J averty ;
' Well I see

All the saints attending yet.

Close their ranks by groom and bride

Straight their faces clear and pure ;

Pale of stain, pale and plain.

Fall their ample robes demure ;

Grave, these goodly friends beside

Stands the bride,

Shorn of any earthly lure.
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But, when I was then to look,

Not Saint Agnes or Saint Clare,

Tall and faint, like a saint.

But a naked eaptive tkere

Fast my wandering fancy took ;

Still I look

Vainly for that face and hair.

For, amid the saintly light.

From the fcuied fresco starts.

Fair and pale, thin and frail,

Round his neck a chain of hearts.

Love himself in mazed affright.

Out of sight

Of his altar and his darts.

Starved and naked, wan and thin.

Beautiful in his distress.

Crouches Love, whom above

All the saints in glory bless.

Here he may not enter in.

Cold and thin.

Naked, with no wedding dress.

From the altar and the shrine

One turns round luith fr&iuning .^race,

Bids the wild, naked child

S'uiftly leave the holy place.

Not for him the hrecui and wine

On the shrine.

Starving god of alien race.

Yet, Warder, 7i>as it riv'n-

Thiis to spurn him, 7i>as it 'i'ell
.'

Love is strong, lasting long.

Him thou canst not bind in hell.

Scourge him, burn, he never dies,

Phanix-wise

Riseth he unconquerable.

Only martyred Love returns

With an altered face and air ;

Not a child, rd'eet and mild.

Fit for daily kiss and care.

But a spirit that aches and burns.

Swift he turns

All your visions to despair.

A. Mary F. RociNsoy.

FASHIONS FOR THE FEET.—II.

BOHEMIAN legend repre-

sents the illnstric.ms dynasty

of the Przemysl^ which for

six centuries reigned in

that kind, as founded l^y

a labouring man whom
Queen Lilnissa took from

the plougli that he might be her husband and the

chief of the people. That her descendants should

not forget their rustic origin and the duties it

imposed, she caused the great peasant-shoes their

father had worn to be preserved; and they were

bequeathed to the son who succeeded him on the

throne. Certain it is that there is no article of

dress so intimately associated with a wearer's per-

sonality as his shoes. Those frightful souUers a

rilain (21) of which I spoke in my first paper

threw a light on the old regime. The spirit of the

gaunt and wretched peasant who for long ages bore

the burdens of royal and aristocratic France peered

grimly at us through their eyelets.

The four oldest examples of European foot-gear

at Cluny are boots and shoes worn by the bour-

(jcdixic, or poorer classes. A Flemish shoe depicted

ill the third illustration of the previous article (24),

but not described, belongs to the Sixteenth Century.

It was found in the storehouses of the h<is])ital

at (ihent, and dates from l.'):30. It affords an

example of the foot-gear worn by the martyrs of

religious liberty and social equality in the great

struggle of which ^lotley has recounted the jiartia!

victory. Perhaps one of the most curious exam-

ples of foot-gear is a carefully made specimen of

German shoe of the Sixteenth Century (27). The

toe seems intended as an emphatic protest against

the long-peaks ; it is in the fashion of a turn-

over, and spreads out on both sides far l)eyi;)nd

the width of the foot. The outside is stamped

with a lozenge pattern, the inside with flowers and

threads. From two specimens at Cluny (28 and 29)

it would seem as if the broad-toed German shoe

ran at times into the extravagances of the ]iointed

shoe. The wear numbered 28 appears at Chmy in

two materials : in leather and in wood. In a refer-

ence to this extraordinary shoe in my former paper,

where by a clerical error it is numbered 21., I sug-

gested that it was perhaps only a bootmaker's freak ;

but I have since met with a shoe similarly shaped,

minus the heel, on the foot of a German court -jester

of the Sixteenth Centm-y. The other quaintness (29)

is dated 17.52, and is said to be Flemish. The heel

and hind-quarters are of the same fasliion as the foot-

gear of the time of the Regency in France ;
the ex-

traordinary elongation is in hnrmony with tlie ten-

dency of the fashion of the middh' of the last century,

but is too extreme to ]iennit us to believe that it was

made for serious wear. A still older s])ccimen (30) is

a, little German shoe of the lirst half of the Sixteenth

Centurv, wliicli proves that i\\o c/iaiusiire a poulaine

had not then died out in Germany. The beak rises

and curves backward ; the ankle is adorned with an

inyravcd copper ring. Tliis jirepares us for the

oldest specimen of ail (:}1), a cliaitnitnre a poulaine

of the Fifteenth Century, of which nothing remains
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but llir Sdlc :iii(l I lie liccl Icnilicr. This sIkji'j of

« liirli the liindci' piirt is iiiaiK' of ml morocco, may
bo completed t'roni a li^iire t^-iveli in Fairiiolt's

of Costume" (]). loll)

peaked shoou " foiiii<l

Bo.)k

depietinii' one of the " lont;--

iii a mediieval ruliliish-heap

BOOTS AND SHOES.—IV.

27, Geitnan (Sixteenth Century) ; 2S, Peaked (Seventeenth Century) ; 29, Flemish,

1752 ; 30, German (Early Sixteenth Centurj-) ; 31, Peaked (Fifteenth Century).

upon which some excavators came while di'jg'ing

deep in Whitefriars. This, with the exception of the

long toe, was very like the cloth boots lacing at the

sides which ladies wore not many years ago.

The Hrst obvious impression produced by the

Cluny collection is that Boots and Shoes, occupying

to the rest of the human apparel much the same

relation that the labouring classes do in society, are,

like their human antitypes, extremely tenacious

of old forms, and never alter except under the

energising influence of Christian civilisation,

and even then only repeat through various

stages the changes between the pointed and

sijuare toe. This impression would be sus-

tained by any other collection of foot-gear,

sjiecial or general. There is, for example, a

case of Roman shoes in tlie Guildhall Museum,

in which there is a woman's half-boot so

nearly resembling those worn in our own times

that it would be very easy at the first glance

to doubt its authenticity, and to imagine it

nothing more than an English roadside relic,

the cast wear of a modern tramp.

^Icditeval chroniclers trace back the peaked

thoes to individual necessity, or the whims of

an impious court ; but we have found the

twisted pointed toe as early as the Ninth Century,

and existing both in Italy and Germany long before

Fulk suffered from bunions, or the Red King's

courtiers indulged in base and worthless eccentrici-

ties. It is less doubtfid that the pointed shoe

turned liack mi tiie instcii is a fasliiim universal

througliiiut the East and Northern Africa, and that

it has Ijcen so from ancient times. I have grouped

on the opposite page a number of specimens shown

at Cluny : from India ancient and modern, Persia,

Africa, China, Annam, Albania, and Lapland,

showing h(jw general the fashion is, and how

similar are the forms it takes in lands remote

and strange. From these examples it will be

seen how very slight is the difference in form

between the shoes worn by the ladies of the

court of Louis XV. and those of Algeria and

the far East, the advantage in trae beauty

and grace being entirely in favour of the

latter.

The epithets of pretty and pitpiant arc ap-

jirojjriate enough to some of the shoes in the

European collection ; but for pure elegance we

must go to Hindoo and Mohammedan lands.

In the small case of Indian shoes at Chmy
there is more than one pair of shoes that

will tell us why the story of the Glass

Slipper took such a hold on the oriental

imagination. The exquisite form of one ('i'Z)

suggests Cinderella ; the pure and beautiful lines

of another (3:3) render it worthy of the foot (jf that

noblest among the types of female character. Brave

Seventee Bai. The first has a linen upper, em-

broidered with silver thread and spangles ; the second

is embroidered with gold, except the curious little

tongue on the instep, which is minutely ornamented

with gold and silver, mingled with the glittering

shards of insects. A boat-like slipper {34) from

BOOTS AND SHOES.—V.

44, Peaked Patten (Fifteenth Century) ; 4.5, 46, Venetian Pattens

(Sixteenth Centurj-) ; 47, Indian Patten.

Northern Africa is also extremely elegant and

delicate, and looks light as an eggshell, which it

nearly resembles in colour. This appearance of

lightness is enhanced by an ornamentation of puffs

in white and rose-coloiued silks. Boots are little
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used in India ; even the native soldiery wear shoes.

In Mohammedan countries, however, boots are

women's wear. Thus at Chmy there is a pair oi"

women's half-boots of yellow leather finely cut,

and so arranged that tlie toe-pieee and sole look

like an (jver-shoe. This recalls the description in

" Eothen " of those " coffin-shaped " bunilles which

stand for a Mohammedan lady taking a walk with

her servants. " Painfully struggling against the

the pointed shoe is to be found in tiie niediwval

horror of witchcraft. Thus, a writer on Bavarian

superstitions says :
" As the twelfth hour struck came

the witch, but she could do nothing against the

servant, who had taken the precaution to liave shoes

with the points upwards." I have a more utilitarian

theory. Of the Indian shoes at Cluny two have

been engraved. In the modern Indian wear (3.5) the

peak has become merely an ornameutj but in the

BOOTS AND SUOES.—VI.

33, ludian, Femak- ; 34, Indian ; 35, Indian, Male ; 36, Ancient Indian, Male ; 37, Pnnjaubese, Male ; .IS, 39, Persian ; 40, Oiinese

;

41, South Albanian ; 42, Cochin-Cliinese ; 43, Lixpland.

obstacles to progression interposed iiy tl.c many
folds of her clumsy drapery, by her Ij'kj mud hoots,

and especially by her two pair of slip])ers, she works

her way full awkwardly enough, closely followed by

her woman slaves.'''

The use of the boot marks a concjnering race.

In niediiBval Germany it was forbidden to the serfs;

and this explains why, when they rose for justice

after ages of oppression, they chose lor their cog-

nisance and standard of defiance a great jieasant's

shoe, whence their Confederation was known as the

Bundschuh.

It has been suu'ii'csted to me that the oritiin o

(jldcr fashions (:5(i) its use is plain. 'I'lic ]"iiiit is

so long and of so soft a material that it must liavi'

been attached by some means to the instej). A shoe

from the I'uiijaub (.'57) and one from Persia (.'}S)

suggest that it was designed to prevent the foot

from kicking u[) the dust, ])eculiar!y uiiplcasanl

in hot countries. The name given in the .Mi<l<lle

Ages in France to the i)eaked shoe was suggested,

as I have said, by its resemblance to the prow of

a boat ; but here in Persia we get shoes wiiich

look liki' little iuimIcI-^ rif boats. Our cxam]ilc only

wants a mast anil sail, and you iniglit imagine it

hing in some oriental river. The pointed toe,
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then, eomc's rroiii the east, :iiiil its (iri^'in was

a simple necessity of coniiiiDn life. Fashion, ever

io-norant ami careless, elonn'ateil it into an ornament

beautiful or barbarous, or i-edueed it to a mere rat's

tail, as it appears in some Persian boots (39). Or,

doin^- away entirely with the strap, Fashion left it

a cm-veil point, as in the Chinese military boot

(40) ; the curious shoe from Southern Albania (41) ;

the pretty sli])perfrom Cochiii-China or Annam (42),

and the comfortable shoe from Lapland (43).

Shoes in India are only worn by the hiii'her

classes, and amoni;- a few of the lower castes. This

habit of £;''""8' shoeless seems to render the toes

of the Hindoo foot almost as lissom as fingers.

A blacksmith with a piece of iron to file fixes it

between the jaws of a small pair of tongs, grasps

them between the toes of both feet, and holds

them so firmly that he is able to file with all the

strength of his arms. As he works sitthig on

the ground he occasionally stretches out a leg, and

picks up some article which happens to be beyond

the range of his arm. Such a workman's foot

tends to assume the character of a hand ; not only

does the great toe become prehensile, but there

is an actual enlargement of the distance between

it and the other toes.

To go barefooted in India must at times be a

positive luxury. The higher classes in some parts

wear no sto<-kings, only covering their feet with

white embroidered slippers. The colour of oriental

shoes appears to be of importance, indicating, I

suppose, the rank and caste of the owner. Reil

and yellow are the favourite hues, the sole being

often red, or black tipped with red. Yellow is

the ]\Iohammedan colour. An old writer tells a

story which seems to show that it was jealously

protected, as the distinctive mark of a Turk. Some

charitable persons having given a Christian beggar

an old pair of yellow slippers, the unfortunate man's

feet caught the Sultan's eye ; his explanation could

not save his life. While the Turks of that day

wore yellow slippers, the Janissaries were obliged

to wear red shoes. Another oriental traveller in the

early part of the Seventeenth Century expresses

surprise at finding green the favourite colour for

boots and shoes in Persia, inasmuch as in Turkey

it was cpiite unlawful. This is the colour of the

great Persian boot (39) in my engraving.

I have remarked upon the formless square-toed

shoes of the Empire. We meet the same uncomely

shapes in the shoes worn by the women of IManilla

in the Philippines, and in those which come from

Mexico. The latter are entirely in open-work and

made of vegetable silk. It would be interesting to

notice how far a flat broad-toed shoe is indicative of

societies formed or existing under repressive rule.

religions or jinlitical, and how far the pointed shoe

bears witness to a state of things tending towards

dissolution and social anarchy. From Mexico we

pass naturally to the shoes of the Red ]\Ien. The

mocassin is the simplest form of shoe, being a,

wrapping of leather or cloth fitted to the foot, and

more or less beautifully ornamented. These shoe-

makers did not expect the foot to suit itself to the

shoe, but modelled the shoe to the foot. This is

as much as to say that they had the idea of rights

and lefts. The early ornaments are simple forms em-

broidered on the leather, but in some the work is

very pretty and the designs are laboriously worked

on cloth in silk or in beads. The nearest a}iproach to

the simplicity of American-Indian cordwainery is to

be found in the sacerdotal shoe. There are several

gorgeous specimens at Cluny, one of which belonged

to the excellent pontiff Clement XIV. (17(55—1773).

Of crimson velvet, or red or white satin, embroidered

with gold, the shapes of these shoes take us back to

the time when the first bishops and deacons of Rome

wore the carbafina, the shoe of the ordinary citizen.

It consisted of a piece of ox-hide which did duty as

a sole, and was then raised at the sides and over the

toes, and tied upon the instep and round the lower

part of the leg by straps which pass through holes

made for the purpose. This form of foot-gear is

still that of the peasants of the Roman Campagna.

The pajial mnla is thought by some to have a

grander origin. Its name suggests that it is the

representative of the mnllcus, a form of shoe worn by

the highest Roman authorities, to whom it had come

down from the kings of Alba. It is to be noted

that the priests of all religions have made a point

of wearing the simplest foot-gear, and have there-

fore longest adhered to that most primitive form of

shoe, the sandal. The Egyptian priests wore sandals

of papyrus or palm. In the British IMuseum is a

fine collection of Egyptian sandals, many of them

of tasteful workmanship. Sudi were the wear of

Rhodope, the Cinderella of old Nile. Rhodope had

the loveliest foot in Egypt. One day she ^^as

bathing, when an eagle stooped from heaven and

carried off her sandal. She watched him soar with

his treasure, and presently he vanished with it into

space. When at last he let it drop, it fell at the

feet of King Psammetieus, as he sat in the open

air administering justice. He was charmed with its

beauty, and commanded a search to be made for its

o\A'ner. Rhodope was quickly discovered, and became

the Queen of Egypt.

At Cluny there are not only examples of Egy]i-

tian sandals, but specimens of those worn in

various parts of Africa, by the negroes on the

Gambia and by the Malagasy : with some of

Arab origin, "and some from India. One pair of
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Indian sandals of antique make, in blaek leather cut

into innumerable thongs, have such a diabolical

apjjearance that they might well be the foot-gear

of a Rakshah—an ogre.

The collection at Cluny would hardly be repre-

sentative of French foot-gear if it did not contain

several examples of the sabot. There are some which

date from the Seventeenth Century. Sabots do not

ajipear to be an ancient wear ; nevertheless their

origin is involved in obscurity. A specimen in

elaborate open-work suggests long periods of forced

leisure ; and it is not unlikely that the sabot origi-

nated in those great forests of Germany and France,

where, during the winter, the people are compelled to

cease their ordinary \\'ork and to take up with some

indoor employment. What more natural than that

woodcutters should carve for themselves and for their

children shoes that should be proof against mud and

Ijriar alikes ? Now sabots are shapen by machinery.

A number of pattens are exhibited at Cluny.

This old-fashioned wet - weather wear, like the

modern goloshe, derives its name from the French

piitin, and not as Gay writes :

" The patten now supports each frugal dame
Which from the blue-ey'd Patty takes its name."

One, of the Fifteenth Century, is a contemporary

of the long-peaked shoe, a specimen of the last

expiring burst of the folly of medieval fashion in

the Middle Ages, the clog (44). Fairholt has re-

produced a ludicrous picture of a king of England
in foot-gear of this sort. It is taken from one

of the Cotton ilSS., where an able artist has re-

presented, in the costume of the reign of Henry VI.,

the line of English kings from the Conqueror down-
wards. Richard III. and Buckingham clumping
about on the Tower walls in abominable clogs,

made doubly maleficent by the protruding toe, and
clad in " rotten armour," must indeed have looked

a " marvellous ill-favoured " pair ; nor could it have

been difficult for Buckingham to counterfeit sus-

picion, " pry on every side, tremble and start at

wagging of a straw."

There are also sevei'al examples of goloshes

belonging to the time of Louis XIV., but the

most curious pattens are those worn bv the

Sixti;enth Centui'v Venetian ladies. Tlic shoe is

of white leather stamped with an ornamentation,

the stand of wood being also covered with white

leather (45). Another is of such enormous length

as to almost be a stilt. Tom Coryate, in his

"Crudities" (1(311), says that these " ehapineys,"

as he calls them, were so common in "N'enice that

no woman ventured out of her house without them,

and that some were half a yard high. And this is

corroborated by the statement of Raymond, who,

in his journey in Italy in 16 IS, speaks of "shoes

elevated as high as a man's leg." The Venetian

ladies had in consequence to be assisted when they

took their walks aln-oad, otherwise they ran the risk

of taking a fall. Thus the " tottering willows " of

China have had their parallel at their antipodes in

Christian Italy. The fashion was still in vonue in

the days of Evelyn, who describes the Venetian

ladies as stalking about in their " choppines," and

notes the ridiculous iigures they cut in attempting

to crawl out of their gondolas.

But wisdom or folly—all comes from the East.

These Venetian chopines were of oriental origin.

In the time of Queen Elizabeth, George Sandys,

an old traveller, saw them on the feet of Turkish

ladies ; and here at Cluny are several examples

of a patten made for the baths of Constantinople

and Damascus. The !Mohammedan patten, how-

ever, has nothing of the ugliness which marks the

Venetian imitation. It is simjjly a good piece of

cabinet-work inlaid with mother-of-j^earl. Another

patten of Venetian origin (46) decorated in a

jSIoorlsh style, and evidently intended for gala days

when the road was stainless and not a puddle to be

seen, recalls the old-fashioned patten of our grand-

mothers. But perhaps the most curious pattens of

all come from India. One ]iair arc shajied like

epaulettes and richly ornamented with satin of

various colours. Others are formed of soles made
of wood and mounted on stands, with a button

between the great and second toe to keep it on the

foot. This make is also found in Java. In some

Indian specimens (47) there is a spring in the heel

which, communi(>ating with a red lotus flower which

acts as the maintaining button, causes it at every

step the wearer makes to open its six lobes and

display its corolla. J{. jJnATii.
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THE CONSTANTINE lONIDES COLLECTION.

THE REALISTS.

THE KUD-CART.

{Pa'mted hy GnUlaumc Itegatnfy.t

IT is only with a few artists of the modem French

school that the present article is concerned
;

and when I name tliem—Reo'amey, Legros, Daloii,

Courbet, Lhermitte, Degas—it will be seen that the

word " realist " is not used in the limited sense of a

mere imitator of the outside appearance of things,

but in that larger one which may properly be

applied to all those artists of the present generation

who iiave endeavoured to make art more real and

living: a means of expression, not of the thoughts

and feelings of past ages, but of the present day ; a

reflection of the aims and sensations, not of other

minds, but of their own. The realistic movement in

France was at once a continuation of and a reaction

against the romantic movement. The cry of the

romanticists was "more life;" the cry of the realists,

"more life still." To be more and more true to

nature within and without has Vjcen, generally speak-

ing, the aim of all who have been movers in the

very wide renaissaCnce which marks this latter half

of the Nineteenth Century.

In France this movement has, ns might linvc been

expected, been exceptionally vigorous, and marked

not less liy research than by enterprise. In order to

find methods of expression suitable to their own

aspirations and to discover technical secrets required

to express truth more accurately than by the tra-

ditional formulse of the modern schools, the works of

the Old Masters, including ancient sculpture, have

been studied afresh and with a different motive ; and

this study has not only resulted in greatly improving

modern technique and in adding to the current

language of art, but also in a truer appreciation of

the Old Masters themselves. In the way of subject

these seekers after the new and true found plenty

of both around them and within them: without,

thousands of unrecorded scenes, gestures, expressions,

and phenomena, a whole world of strange countries

and peoples, customs and costumes, scarcely touched;

within, a legion of thoughts, aspirations, fancies,

whims, and passions, the presentation of which,

though as yet unattempted, was possible and in-

teresting. The impulse given to free expression

has not lieen without its apparent, if not its real,
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disadvantages. Order, one of the most essential

I'dnditions of art, lias been overthrown here and

tliere ; a sort of anarehy, such as must always attend

tlie ruin of tradition and the upsetting of long-

established authority, prevails to some extent. A
great deal of modern work is low in aim, showy

and vulgar in execution; but the cause of this is due

in a great measure to the demand for stuff of the

kind. There can be no doubt that the ])atronage

of art is no longer limited to the cultured and re-

Hned, and the profession of painting is so lucrative

that hundreds adopt it without any special call. But

there can scarcely be a greater mistake than to judge

tlie art of the present day, or indeed of any day, by
its lowest examples, wliich are always more numerous

than the higliest ; and at the present time there are

probably more men witli a genuine and well-trained

artistic faculty, actively and earnestly at work, than

at any previous time in the world's history. Thev
may not numlier a supreme artist amongst them,

but they are infusing new life into every depart-

ment of art.

The realistic movement in France was revolu-

tionary as the romantic had been, and more radical.

Amongst the stoutest of rebels was Courbet. He
towers above them all by the intensity of his genius

as a painter and the unfaltering decision of his aim.

He holds much the same relation to the realists as

Delacroix to the romanticists, and was specially

iitted to promulgate the new doctrine of reality not

less by his extraordinary powers of presentation than

by his want of sensibility and imagination. Reality

to him was fact, not seen in relation to other facts,

still less disguised or arranged by sentiment or taste,

but the purely superficial aspect of the things he saw;

and these he set to \^ork to paint with all his might.

He began, indeed, as a romanticist, but he soon

ajipeared in his tnie light as a realist of the most

extreme type. Extremists are always useful, and

Courljet i-endered the true service of one by pushing' a

THE BALLET IN " BOBEBT L£ SIABLE."

CPainted by Diyaft. By Permission 0/ Cunslantitw lonuki*, i-'w^j
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tlieovy us far as it would <ro, and so deiiiiiiii;' in cer-

tain directions the proper limits of art. lie had the

power of a i^'iant, and he used it as a <;iant—with a

giant's eonlidcnee and canity and ruthlessncss, and

something of a giant's stupidity. He not only would

not paint what he did not see^ but he did not believe

in its existence. To him the whole truth was com-

prehended in his glance, the whole of art in his

fingers. But he was a conscientious giant who only

sought to destroy what seemed to him mischievous

and worthless. He thought he was doing good

service in stripping from art the last rag of senti-

ment, the last shred of grace. His " Entei'rement k

Ornans "—which caused the most violent antagonism

of any picture of modern times—is at tmce a land-

mark and a danger-signal. Taking human nature

at a moment when it is seen to the greatest dis-

advantage, when apathy looks most repulsive and

grief most ugly, he has painted to the life the ajjpear-

ance of the groups that were wont to surround a

grave in his native village. If this is truth, what is

satire? Courbet thought he was painting human

nature, but he was really painting men and women

seen under circumstances in which human nature is

either distorted or suppressed. In this picture he

proved, on a commanding scale and with enormous

j)ower, how deficient were las conceptions both of

truth and art: that—in other words—he neither per-

ceived facts in their proper relation, nor knew how to

select those that were worthy of serious record. To

him the existence of things justified their presenta-

tion with all the skill (and that was very great) which

he could command ; and so the value of his pic-

tTires depends not on the selection of the artist, but

upon what he happened to see. And he happened to

see a good many things wdiich were worth paint-

ing—himself, for instance. Few things are more

worthy of perpetuation than such a head and face

as his—grand, massive, large-eyed, and honest.

Of this subject he was never tired; and though he

was justly rallied on its frequent recun-ence, those

who love art will regret that he has not left more

such pictures as his " Man with the Leathern

Girdle.'" He also saw his own country, and amongst

his greatest successes are those faithful landscapes

which record the hills and water-courses, the snow,

and the sunshine of his native Franche-Comte. Of

these Mr. lonides possesses one, not so attractive as

some are, but as faithful as any. He also saw the sea,

and gave as few have given the tremendous onset of

a great green wave. He watched the stags and does

in their haunts, and his "Combat de Cerfs" and "Re-

mise des Chevreuils " are probably the finest pictures

of deer-life ever painted. Some of his portraits are

magnificent. In short, there may be doubts as to his

merit as an artist, but none as to his power as a painter.

As no art was so completely under the bonds of

convention as sculi)ture, its gradual escape from it

is the greater cause for congratulation. It was never

so dead hi France as in England ; but even there its

perfect recovery as a means of expressing modern

forms and modern thoughts has but recently been

accomplished. The difficulties were no doubt greater

than in the other arts. Tradition was stronger and

older, the perfection once attained more absolute

and unapproachable, the danger of degrading its

nobility greater. What with the terrible example

of Bernini and his followers, the difficulty of

treating modern costume, and the necessity of

inventing as it were a new language, the task of

the realistic sculptor was one of "unprecedented

difticulty." No one now living has done more

to make sculpture live again than Jules Dalou.

Like the realistic jiainters, he has studied ancient

masterpieces—not as models to imitate, but as manu-

scripts which held the secrets of sculpturesque ex-

pression. He learnt much from Carpeaux, under

whom he studied ; but though as freshly modern in

feeling as that vivacious master, he has a far truer

instinct for what is essentially sculpturesq\ie, and a

greater sense of dignity, reserve, and elegance. A

writer in the Porf/olio has rightly stated that his

sculpture is of a kind "which, without by any

means disdaining art, is in open rebellion against the

pedantry of the schools, and refreshes itself by eon-

tact with the actual human world, portraying life as

it really exists in very different classes of society,

l^rovided only that the model is a suitable one for

sculpture. The charm of M. Dalou's style is due to

his sympathy with humanity and a great natural

taste and lefinement, which cause him to represent

a peasant-woman of Boulogne, and the daughter of

an English duke, so that each has her own kind of

dignity." What is meant by true realism could not

be better suggested than by these words. If Dalou

had been actuated by the orthodox views of sculjiture,

his women of Boulogne and his daughters of dukes

would have had not the dignity of themselves, but

of a Grecian Hera or Pallas.

Here, in his " Liseuse " (the original of our

frontispiece), we have more of grace and refine-

ment than dignity, but there is dignity too. Simple

and easy as is her attitude, it has " stj-le," the un-

conscious style of a well-bred lady of the Nine-

teenth Century, whose outward elegance of figure is

the true expression of a sweet disposition and a culti-

vated mind. L'nfortunately our engraving can give

but one side of this delightful work ; and though of

course you lose the charm of the sweet face and

dainty arms as vou walk around it, there is no pi>int

of view from which it is not enjoyable; even the

folds of the minlern silk skirt, which are gathered
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l)encatli the cliair^ are beautiful in tlR'iuselves. ^Mr.

lonides possesses, too, the sketch for tlio large terra-

cotta group of a French peasaut-womau nursing her

child, which was exhibited at tin Royal Academy in

1875, and bought by Sir Coutts Lindsay, and also

that of its companion, a fisher's wife similarly em-

jJoyed, which is perhaps the sketch of the group

exhibited at the same place in 1S77. Both are re-

markable for their naturalness and simplicity; the one

is seated on a rock, the other on an upturned basket

such as thiy used to carry potatoes from the fields

in France. In both, as in our beautiful " Liseuse,"

modern costume is treated with frankness and com-

plete success. At this time the sculptor was an exile

in this country, having been mixed up Avith the

Commune. He found good friends and an honour-

able career in England, where he lived and worked

for several years. X'ow, happily, the old misunder-

standing is healed ; and his bas-reliefs of " La Re-

publique " and " IVIirabeau " were the successes and

the nine-days' wonder of 1S83.

Of his friend and comrade, Professor Legros, who,

I am told, assisted not a little in his artistic develop-

ment, I have already and so recently said so much in

the pages of this magazine, that I prefer to quote the

words of another, which aptly describe his position in

the ranks of the realists. jMr. Hamerton, in the Pori-

foVni for August, 1873, justly remarked: "X'ever was

any realism so remarkable for simplicity of pui-jjose

as that of the genuine French rustic school. I do

not mean the realism of the revolutionary realists,

who called themselves so, but of that school which

was entirely emancipated from classical authority,

and used its liberty for the plain expression of its

sentiment, not for the illustration of a theory. These

artists were neither influenced by the authority of

the classics, nor by the force of the reaction against

them ; they worked in a calm corner of their own,

safe from tlie flux and reflux of the great currents of

their time. Mr. Legros is one of them, but, instead

of going among tlic oxen and the labourers in the

fields, he prefers the solemnity of the village church,

or the cathedral aisle, or the quiet monastery ; and
there he will watch his models, who know not tliat

they are watched, and who reveal to him the secret

of their meditations."

Of the pictures In" Alphonse Legros in the pos-

session of ^Ir. Liuidcs, the best known is one in

wliuli tile artist has gone, if not among the labourers

ni the fields, at least among those by the wayside.

The " Chaudronnier," or "Tinker," was exhibited

at the Royal Aiadcniy in ls71, at the Salon in

1^75, and at the (irosvcnor in 1S77. It belongs to

the same order of solemn studies of human labour

as many of Legros' etchings, and as the picture of

the " Brulcur d'llcrbcs " exhibited at tlie Orosvcnor

in Issl. The "Tinker" is perhaps his best work
of this kind. ^Vith its finely-painted vessels of

brass and copper it is more attractive, and less con-

ventional in colour, than the " Briileur d'Herbes,"

and in this and other respects it marks an inter-

mediate stage between his work at the time of

which !Mr. Hamerton writes and the broad sugges-

tiveness with which he has been content of late

years. Of his finest style as a painter, a style

which I hope is only laid aside for awhile, our

" Demoiselles du ^Mois de !Marie " is an admirable

example, only to be approached, as far as my know-

ledge of his work extends, by the "Baptism" be-

longing to INIr. George Howard, and J\Ir. Stopford

Brooke's "Before the Service." It is dated 1868,

and it is to be observed that at this time Legros

was extremely careful and finished in execution,

was choice and clear in colour, and avoided neither

female beauty nor tenderness of expression, though

he did not even then go out of his way to meet

them. The fresh, pleasant faces of his maids are

not of a refinement or a loveliness unsuited to their

supjosed station, and many as comely a mistress may
be foimd in a French village. He is a realist still,

even in the rapture of the monk, which, finely felt

as it is, yet stops short of the transcendental. X'ever-

theless the picture is a contrast to the depression

which animates his later designs. The girls are not

all-absorbed in devotion, one even betrays some of

the curiosity of her sex ; the colour, though subdued,

is varied and sweet, the hands and heads (beautifully

drawn as always) are warm in tone, the dresses rich

in shades of brown and green, and the whole har-

mony is enlivened and completed by the priest's

white surplice and broad red stole. The mnnk has

been etched by the artist and twice published ; once

by Messrs. Holloway, in a collection of ten etch-

ings by Legros, and again (the head only) in the

Fortfolio (1870). The landscape which faces the

" Demoiselles " is one of four large and very impres-

sive compositions rejiresenfing those melancholy as-

IH'cts of nature so attractive to his temperaniciif

.

They are all of the same dimensions. Two, in oil

on paper, are scenes of cloud and shadow; two, in

water-colours, of wafer and misty light. One of the

former is of singular ]iower and simplicity: if shows

flic rich Iji'own sliDulder of a hill slnwly swelling

to where a few stinifcd frets sfrefeh fheir maimed

limbs against a hadeu sky. That we engrave is

more cheerful, and there is something of Corot's

gentle feeling in the sliadowy rank of )>o].lars fading

away in the misty air of dawn; but the foreground

is severe, and is thoroughly Legros. This is no haunt

of wafcr-nymphs, lint of tlie solitary fisherman ])ly-

ing his trade in the chilly morning air. In none

of his works is Legros nmre original or interesting
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than in these landscape-suggestions, so full of im-

agination and so fraught with personality. They

are not beautiful in the ordinary sense, hut they are

true poems, faithful eehoes of chords which nature

has strack in his soul alone. A masterly study in

gniiaclie of a priest at prayers completes the list of

pictures by Legros in this collection ; but besides

medals and etchings, ^Ir. lonides possesses by him a

marble head, a jiortrait of a lady, fresh and bright

enough to make us wonder whether, after all, there

is not something of parii pris in the persistent

severity of his general work.

Of Regamev, the fellow-pupil of Legros in the

atelier of M. H. Lecoq de Boisbaudran, ^Ir. lonides

possesses three examples. This thoroughly sincere

and accomplished artist, who died in 1875 at the age

of thirty-eight, just when he was beginning to reap

the reward of his long, arduous, and, to a great

extent, self-directed study, is scarcely represented by

the " Mud-Cart " we engrave. Not that this charm-

ing and original work is unworthy of liim, but

because it was as a painter of soldiers and battles,

and not of scenes of labour, that he desired to excel.

But yet he was scarcely a greater student of soldiers

than of horses. Of anatomj'—not only human but

eipiine—he made the most profound and methodical

studv, and such scientific training he combined with

constant exercise of pictorial memory. Few artists

have gone so persistently and patiently through such

a long and varied preparation for the exercise of

their profession. He was a realist to the core; he

wished to complete the work begun l)y Gros, and

banish all falsity fi'om the representation of the

French soldier. In this he succeeded, but it was not

until the Salon of 1865 that he made a decided hit.

]Mr. Ernest Chesneau, in his memoir of his friend,

referring to the picture of that year, the " Batteries

de Tambours des Grenadiers de la (iarde,^' declares

that he was the first to show the French soldier as he

was, " vrai, simple, sans pose, tout u ce qu'il fait."

This truth, despite his. short life and modest aim,

must assure him an honourable place in the history

of French art. Perhaps the most important of his

pictures are the " Sapeurs des 2^ Cuirassiers de la

Garde" (1868) and the "Cuirassiers an Cabaret"

(lS7-i). The latter, which is the last work which he

lived to complete, represents a simple and ordinary

scene in the daily life of the French soldier, and owes

its attraction and its value entireh' to the masterly

f(jrce and the absolute truth of the ]5resentation. In

it he achieved completely the " vrai reel," the single

aim of his life's devotion. I\Ir. lonides jiossesses one

of his military studies—a sentinel shrouded in his

blue mantle, standing at his post under cover of a

bush ; of Algerian subjects (and the artist was fond of

these) one also ; but the best example in the collection

T1[K KIVEU.

(From the Wakr-Colour by Lcjros. Uu I'a-missiuu of CoiialaiUlnc lonuUs, i'»j.)
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ol' tho iirtistiu skill of Reg-aniey is tlio "Mud-Cart " an accomplisliL-d etcher, but remarkable above all for

we engrave. It is a pleasant thouo-ht of his less his consummate skill in the use of charcoal, by

serious moments, its execution is tliorouji-h and solid, which he manages to render the tenderest gradations

IHE APPLi: IIAEEEI.

(Paint.d hii Leon Lhcrmittc. By rcrmission 0/ Constantine loniclcs, &<;.)

and it shows the fruit of his long and loving study

of the horse. Even here he never sacrificed truth

to elegance. Nothing, for instance, can be more
gaunt and grim than the poor half-starved brutes

in the " Escadron de Chanzy " (now in the Ministere

de la GueiTe, at Paris). Yet, whenever sincerity

lermittcd, he delighted to depict its beauty and
its spirit. In this little picture he has evidently

enjoyed his opportunity, and has placed the young
leader so that its graceful silhouette shall show
fair against the sky.

Two of the atists already mentioned, Dalou and
Legros, are as well known here as in France; and
Regamey, who, much against his will but for the

sake of his family and on account of his health,

came to London during the Franco-Gernjan "War,

may be yet remembered by his admirable work iii

the lllmtratecl London News. Nor \\ ill the name
or «-orks of Leon Lhermitte be strange to many of

QUI- readers. lie is a master of b]ack and white, and

of light, the deej)est tones of shade, and innumerable

variations of texture. ^Ir. lonides has an admirable

example of his " fusains "—a study of a turner at his

lathe. He has not anything like the same mastery

of pigments; but in his paintings he does not lose

his power of seizing character and recording the

natural expressions and gestures of the working

classes. In our "Ajiple Market," the companion to

which Mr. lonides also possesses, these j)owers ai'e

shown too fully to need comment.

Impressionism is the last phase of realism—
is realism gone mad, as it seems to some. Of

many of the works of Italian painters, Favrctto for

example, and Signorini, who call themselves impres-

sionists, I have a high opinion—they delight me;

but of the French impressionists I have scarcely

seen one, except om- masterpiece of Degas, which I

would care to see again. But because the " impres-

sions" which the French leaders of the new movement

have thought fit to record seem to me for the most
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part just those which it would he desirable to foro'et

as soon as possible, this does not affect the value of

the theory which their work is designed to illustrate.

The theory seems to be something like this. The ap-

jiearance .of things and not the things themselves is

the truth which it is the special function of realistic

painting to imitate. Tiiis appearance is duo to

optical sensations, of which nearly all the vividness

is lost in the ordinary method of picture-making.

What with the insertion of details, of which the eye

took no account at the time, forgetfulness made up)

by imagination or the records of other impressions,

alterations, and elaborations, always mucli, often all,

of wliat freshness the sketch preserved is lost in the

picture, and the result, however pretty and finished,

bears little or no resemblance to the truth from

which it started. Impressionism aims, therefore,

at the exact record of the optical sensations of a

moment, untouched l\v thought and uncoloured by

fancy. The movement will have a force in art pro-

portioned t(( tlie value of the idea at the bottom

of it. One good result may be at least expected

—

a more persistent and severe training of pictorial

memory ; two tendencies at least to be deprecated

—

the tendency towards a purely sensual view of things,

the tendency to be satisfied with mere fours de force.

The enoruKJUS technical difficulties involved in the

sincere following of the theory form jierhaps no small

part of its attraction to men of such graphic genius

as Degas. This picture of the well-known sceiie in

" Roberto " is astonishing, whether as a feat of memory
or a triumjih over technical difficulties. Here, as in

all the works of his that I have seen, the artist

attempts to give an impression of what is only visilile

for a moment. It is, moreover, one which could not

be carried away cxce})t in the memory. Tiiese are

justifications which are not always to be found in the

works of others who call themselves impressionists.

Degas has caught the glare of the gas, the weird

movements of the dancers, the whole glamour of tlie

theatre, and, besides all these, the exact character

of the earnest musicians and the more varied moods
of the occupants of the stalls. Many if not all of

the heads are said to be portraits. It has all the

cpialities of a photograph of an actual scene. It is a

slice cut bodily out of the world. How much of the

power of this astonishing work is due to exceptional

memory and thorough artistic training, and how
much to the impressionist theory, it would be difficult

to say ; but it may be safely assumed that Degas

would have painted not much unlike this if he had

been content with the simjile name of realist.

Though the specimens of modern realism in I\Ir.

lonides' house are not very numerous, they are

sufficient to show many of the directions it has

taken. All these artists have had one aim, tlie re-

presentation of unadulterated truth, as it appears to

their eyes. One would think that such a common
aim would lead to monotony ; but it does not do

so, because men do not see only with their eyes,

and are attracted by different phases of truth. Some
look with the epical eyes of Millet ; some with the

imaginative insight of Legrosj some with the keen,

unsentimental glance of Courbet. Others, like the

English Pre-Raphaelites, fear, in their conscientious

search for the whole truth, the omission of any

perceptible detail ; or, like Regamey, strive to

realise its broader and at the same time more

essential characteristics. Lastly, there are the im-

pressionists who care only for the cunscientious

record of physical sensations. One and all, however

(and this aim is not confined to the realists'), liave

detenniiu'd that life and sincerity sliall !» the I rue

notes of modern art. Cos.Mo MoxKiioiSE.

^^tOlE^ '

TWO BUSTS OF VICTOE HUGO.

BETWEEN the marble of David d'Angers and

the Ijronze of Auguste Rodin there is an in-

terval of full forty years. It has been a time of re-

volution from first to last : of revolution in art, in

politics, in literature, in music, in morals and faiths

and ideals. The France of 1844 was the France of

Louis Philippe and Guizot; she has seen since then

Cavaignac and Louis Blanc, and Bonaparte and

Morny and Persigny, and the rout of Sedan and the

leaguer of Paris and the nightmare of the Commune,
and Gambetta and Macmahon ; and she is now the

France of Ferry and Clemen9eau and Challcmi'l-

Lacour. Her sculptors are no longer Barye and

David and Pradicr, are no longer Clesinger and (^;ir-

peaux, but Dalou the realist, and Rodin, " le dernier

de Micliel-Ange/' and Idrac and Falguicre and

Paul Dubois. Among her painters there is only

Jules Dupre to tell of the days that are goni'. De-

lacroix is dead and victorious ; Ingres has passed

away, and his tradition and ideal have passed with

him; the men of Fontaiuehleau have wrought their

glorious revolution, and are all departed ; Courbet is

gone, and the Manet he helped to invent; the word

is now with Basticn-Ticpage, with Henner andl'lysse

Hutiii, with Sai-yrut and Honuat anil Dc<i'as, with

Sisli'V and I'issiiro and liciiouard, " the sninll-rliauge
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of tlic painter of Ornans." In music the victory

remains with Eerhoz ; nothing is left of Adam,

nothing of Clapisson and IMonpou, little of Auber

and Halevy, not too much of ^Meyerbeer, and less^

f;,,,. less—of Rossini himself than on the premieres of

" (niilhniiiio Tell " or " Moise " would have seemed

become a legend ; the hosts of Hernani are with last

year's snow. Maxime du Camp is of a later genera-

tion—the generation of Baudelaire and Flauliert and

Champfleuiy ; but he too is already alone, and " Diis

manibus et memori® amicorum " is the inscription in

his "Souvenirs Litteraires "—the jiviecless l)(iok in

Ticior. HUGO : isii.

(From the Marble hy David d'Avgers.)

possible. In literature the world is all for Balzac,

and the men who call themselves his pupils: for

Daudet and Goneourt and Turguenieff . The sonorous

and splendid fashions of romanticism, at once mag-
nihcent and absurd, are half a century away. Young-
France is with Eujihues his England ; Gautier's red

vest and the green coat of Dumas are in the rag-

shop of history ; with the skull-cup of Petrus Borel,

and the tatters of Maeaire, and the buff lioots of

Melinguu and Bocage. The battle of Ileraani has

which he tells the story of the world of art where

his lot was east.

" Qui nous rapportera In bouquet d'dphelie,

De la rive inconnuc oti les flots Tout laisse ?

George Sand is dead, and so are INIusset and Sainte-

Beuve ; they imveiled the other day a statue to

Alexander Maximus—to the author of "Antony"
and the " JMusketeers," in some ways the greatest,

the best, the most beneficent uf tliem all. For

" Mauprat" and " Motre-Damc " we have " La Fiiie
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Elisa" and " Une Vie;" for the great emotions

of "Lucrece Boi-i;Ma " and "La Tour de Nesle," the

raneid fareo of ftfeilhac and tlie dnl»i<ius satire of

Gondinet and Sardou ; for " Carnmsine " and

"Fantasici," tlie iniwliolesomc jeremiads of "La
Femme de Claude," the unpleasant hallucinations

while, has but fjrown venerable and grey, and ap-

jn-oaehed a little nearer immortality. At heart he

is still the poet of Dona Sol and Esmeralda, of

Didier and C-iuasiniddi) and Thisbe ; his ideals are

the ideals of his youth ; he is a survival, uueonseious

and aug'ust, from a vanished age, a living monument

YlCTUIi Ilfi.iJ : 3^"^1.

(From the Bronze hu Rodin. InslUutc, 1SS4.)

of "Nana" and " Pot-Bouille." All things have

suffered change, save only the master-poet himself.

He is forty years older than when he sat to David

d'Angers ; but in art he is still the Hugo of bygone

years. He has seen exile and he has seen apotheosis

;

;d)out him the old war-eries have gniwn hushed, the

<ild battle flags have been furled, man by man the

old legions have crumbled away; a new generation

has risen round him, and in his eyes and ears are

the sights and noises of a new world. He, mean-

234

to a past already remote and h.alf-forgotten. To

consider him is 1o recnll the magniliceiit picture lie

has painted us of /Kschylus, the master he wo\dd

love best to resend)le. " I'^schyle a jusipi'aux ejiaules

la cendre des siecles, il n'a que la tefe hors de eet

enfouissement, et, eomme ce eolosse des solitudes,

avec sa tete seule il est aussi grand quo tons les

dieux voisins debout sur leurs piedestaux."

Li 18 It, Victor lingo was two-and-forty years

old. An " enfant sublime " at twenty, he had become,
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to many, the greatest Frenchman and the greatest

poet of his age. Literature and the literary tradi-

tion liad changed and been renewed under his hand.

lie had essayed himself in verse and prose, in the

novel and in the drama, in ode and legend and lyric;

and he had excelled in all. An incomparable voca-

bulary, a grandiose imagination, a wonderful faculty

of rhythm and rhythmic invention, an absolute

mastery of words and cadences, had enabled him t<i

bring about a revolution complete and final in the

twin arts of poetry and romance. It was not that he

was the greatest artist in essentials ; for Dumas in

many ways was immeasurably his superior. It was

not tliat iie knew best the heart of man, or that he

had apprehended most thoroughly the ways of life ;

for Balzac had so far surpassed hira in these sciences

that c^omparison between the two masters was impos-

sible. It was not that he had sung the truest song or

uttered the deepest word ; for Musset was already

the poet of "Rolla" and the "Nuits" in verse,

and the poet of " Fantasio " and " Lorenzaccio " and

the " Caprices " in prose. But the epoch it had been

liis to represent was interested in the manner rather

than the substance of things ; the revolution at

whose front he had been set, and whose most shining

figure he had become, was mainly a revolution of

externals. With an immense amount -of enthusiasm

there was, as Sainte-Beuve has said, an incredible

amount of ignorance—so that " Cromwell " was

supposed to be historical ; and with a passionate de-

liglit in forms there co-existed a strangely imperfect

understanding of materials—so that " Hernani " was

supposed to be SJiakespearian. It was to this igno-

rance and to this imperfect understanding that Victor

Hugo owed a certain part of his pre-eminence ; the

other and greater he got from his unrivalled mastery

of style, from his extraordinary skill as an artist in

words. To the other side his innovations were

horrible ; his verse was poison, his example an out-

rage, his ])rosody a violation of all possible laws,

his rhymes and tropes and metaphors so many
offences against heaven and the miise. But to the

ardent youngsters who fought beneath his banner it

was his to give a something priceless and unique

—

a something new to France, and never before ex-

ampled in her literature. For the distiehs of Boileau

—" strong, heavy, useful, like pairs of tongs "—be

found them alexandrines with the leap and sparkle

of sea waves, and the sound of clashing swords,

and the colours of sunset and the dawn. They

were tired of whitewash and cold distemper ; and

he gave them hangings of brccade, and tapestries

of price, and tissues stiff with gold and glowing

with new d}-es. He flung them iiandfuls of jewels

where his rivals flung them handfuls of marbles.

And they paid him for his gifts with an intemper-

ance of devotion, a fm-y of belief, a rapture of ad-

miration such as no other man has known. The sub-

stance was striking, was peculiar, was novel and

fidl of charm ; but the manner was all this and some-

thing besides—was magnificent, was intoxicating,

was irresistible ; and "S'ietor Hugo, by- virtue of it,

became the foremost man of literary France. The

battle of " Hernani " was merely a battle of style.

On the greater questions of form and matter the fight

had been fought and won a year before with the

" Henri Trois et sa Cour " of Dumas—the first of the

splendid series of victories, in all departments of

literature, which that great and exemplary artist was

destined to achieve. But the French of Dumas was

not offensively rich and seductive; the style of Dumas

was not a national peril; the vocabulary of Dumas

was not a national disgrace. From Dumas, in fact,

the Parnassus of Boileau was safe enough ; and his

triumph, important and significant as it was, seemed

neither fatal nor abominable. It was another matter

with " Hernani." Its success meant ruin for the

Academy and destruction for the idiom of Delille

and M. de Jouy ; and the classicists mustered in

force, and did their utmost to stay the coming wrath

and arrest the impending doom. They failed, of

course; for they fought with a vague, yet limited,

apprehension of the question at issue, and they had

nothing to give in place of the thing they hated.

And Victor Hugo was made captain of the victorious

hostj while the men who might have been in a

certain sort his rivals took sei-vice as his lieutenants,

and accepted his ensign for their own. That was

over fifty years ago ; and his name and renown are

more radiant than ever.

He had done a great work when he sat to David

d'Angers. In fiction he had begun with " Bug-

Jargal" and " Hans cFIslande;" he had ended vnth

" Claude Gueux " and ' Le Dernier Jour d'uu

Coudamne ;
" and in the interval he had ^\-ritten

the epic of Notre-Dame. In poetry he was already

the author of the "Odes et Ballades," of the

" Orientales," of the " Feudles d'Automne," the

"Chants du Crepuscule," the "Voix Interieures,"

the " Rayons et les Ombres." His was the song of

Madelaine and her knightly lo\er :

—

" Viens duns ces bois d'oii ma suite

Se retire, au loin conduite

Par les sons errants du cor."

His the ballad of King John's tourney :

—

Cette ville

Aiix longs cris.

Qui profile

Son front giis,

Des toils freles,

Cent tourelles,

Clochei's greles,

C'est Paris !
"
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His tlie complaint of the captive, wliieh Berlioz set

to a melody that was the joy of the whole Roman

Academy. His the legend of the serpent's rings :

—

" Tons su3 anneaux vcrmfilg rampa'cnt en se tordant

Sur la greve isoleo,

Et le sang cmpouriii-ait d'un rouge plus arJcnt

Sa Crete dentelee.

Ces tronc;ons dcchires, epars, pres d'epuiser

Leurs forces languissantes,

Se cherchaient, se cherchaient, comme pour uu baiser,

Deux bouehes fremissantes."

His the song of the sea wind :

—

" Quels sent ces bruits sovirds ?

ficoutez vers I'onde

Cette voix profonde

Qui pleure toujours

Et qui toujours gronde,

Qnoiqu'un son plus clair

Parfois I'interrompe . . .

Le vent de la mer

Souffle dans sa trompe !"

His the songs of Gaztilielza, and the pirates of

Otranto, and the skimmers of the sea, and a hnn-

dred gorgeous lyrics besides. In drama, beginning

with the monstrosity called " Cromwell," he had

succeeded with " Hernani " and " Marion Delorme,"

which are two admirable five-act lyrics ; failed with

"Le Roi s'Amuse" (the failure was solemnly repeated

some months ago), which contains the stuff of a

popular opera; succeeded more or less with " Lucrece

Borgia," " Angelo," and " Marie Tudor," three good

melodramas in prose; succeeded rather more than

less with " Ruy Bias," an excellent melodrama in

verse ; and rather failed than succeeded with " Les

Burgraves," which is not so much a play as a fore-

taste in dialogue of the vague yet imposing ultra-

naturalism of "La Legendo des Siecles." Then

he had written and printed the thirty-nine letters

of " Le Rhin ;
" he had published a good deal of

"criticism and philosophy," since collected into a

couple of volumes ; he was a peer of France, an

Academician, an orator, something of a politician.

That he owed his pre-eminence to a certain skill in

the statecraft of society as well as to his admiraljle

literary genius seems as unquestionable as that, in

common with all the men of his time, he was given

to vanity and the habits of affectation and of pose.

Maxime du Camp has quoted a letter of his—in

reply to one sent him by a boy-poet—which proves

him to have been careful of his po])ularity, and not

extraordinarily scrupulous as to his ways and means

of fostering and extending it. Nisard, describing him

as he was in 183C, declares that the portraits of liim

which were on sale in the print-shops were nothing

like him : that they added to his forehead and greatly

diminished his jowl ; that they represented Olympio

as a "kind of sombre genius, careworn and rough,

absorbed in thoughts of vengeance," with a Byronic

mouth and the sort of eye"rpn plonge an sein des

mondes;" whereas, in truth, Olympio was neither

pale nor anxious, neither saturnine nor melancholical,

but a good-looking fellow, with a fine forehead, and

mild eyes, and an excellent colour, and such a jowl as

would appear to betoken " de grands appetits phy-

sicjues et un immense amour de la conservation."

Some of the features of this portrait are plainly to be

discerned in David''s bust. David, a romanticist and

an enthusiast

—

" Maitre severe et doux qu'eclairent a la fois,

Comme un double rayon qui jette un jour etrange,

Le jeune Raphael et le vieux Jlichel-Ange

—

*****
Ame dans Isa'ie et Phidias trempce"—

has idealised his model. Like Bonnat, he had, they

say, to work a great deal from memory, for the

great writer is a l)ad sitter ; and he had, moreover, to

wf)rk out his own conception—of Hugo the master-

poet, the peerless artist, the royal mind, the captain of

a great jesthetic revolution. The result we have seen.

The brows—which are probably a trifle too super-

human for the present age—are girt with Apollo's

laurel-bough ; the eyes are fixed in contemplation

;

the face is heroically calm ; the whole aspect is

Olympian and august. It is a romance in marble,

if you will ; but, as Nisard has shown, it is by no

means a bad portrait.

M. Rodin's "Hugo" is work of another order.

At forty-two the poet was only the most eminent of

Frenchmen ; at eighty he is perhaps the most re-

nowned of living men. He is the " Victor in drama,

Victor in romance," the "lord of human tears" of

the Laureate's sonnet. In France he has witnessed

his own apotheosis ; in England there are many to

whom he is the greatest man of letters who ever

lived, the Olympian Jupiter of art, a poet to be named

with Shakespeare and ^Eschylus. He is the singer of

" Les Contemplations," of the " Le'gende," of " L'Art

d'Etre Grand-Pere," and " Les Chansons des Rues et

des Bois," and " Les Quatre ^'ents de I'l^lsprit." He

is the prophet-satirist— at once Ezekicl and Juvenal

—of "Les Chatiments" and " L'Annee 'i'crrible."

He is the poet of Fantinc and Gavrochc and Cosclte,

of Gilliat and Josiane, of Dea and Jjantenac and

Javert; the Homer of revolution in " Uuatrc-^'i^gt-

Trcize," of suffering in " Les Miserablcs," of Jaliour

in "Les Travailleurs de la Mer;" the s|iiik.'sniaii

of liumanity in all. His manifestos—whether I'm-

laughter or admiration—are national events; tlic

('(lilio priiire/)^ of his works is in itself a comely and

imposing library ; he may be read in all th<' languages

of civilisation, he and his praises alike. Of course,

there are dissenters. Many cannot admire without

a good deal of reserve ; some only reail to laugh
;

some cainiot read at all. It is comjilained that his
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work—a lyric fifty volumes long— is touched with

falsehood, is riiinrd with inanncrisms, is corniiit with

aflVcfiition and antithesis; that he is no lon<j,-er a

crealdi-, hut. a mere executant; that, his polities a.re

dant^enms and ahsurd ; that, after half a century of

aeliievement, lie is suhstantially the i>oet of "Crom-

well" and "Ilernani" still: with more to the

same purpose. 15ut, rio-htly or wroni^ly, his renown

is practically universal ; and the leonine head por-

trayed in INI. Rodin's nohle bronze is that of the

most famous man of his time.

The work is worthy of its suhject. M. Rodin

has seen mueli of his model—has studied him on all

possible occasions : at table, in talk, in the act of

eom]iosition ; and the result is an achievement in ]ior-

traiture. It is the truth, but the truth told by a great

artist. It is realistic in the highest sense of the word

—an expression of nature which, while literally

exact in form, is literally exact in s])irit also; a

]]resentment of fact alike external and essential.

Here are the venerable beauty, the rugged majesty,

the force, the fire, the victorious energy of one un-

matched among contemporary men. It is much

to have had a model compacted of such qualities

;

that was the sculptor's fortune. It is much more

to have portrayed them with such a union of force

and iinish, such unerring insight, and such superb

distinction of style ; that is the sculptor's genius.

It is not the least of the many felicities of M.

Hugo's career that he has lived to pass to pos-

terity as the original of what might be an antique

bronze. W. E. II.

•^^•o»«^»

"DA CHS AND HILDA."
Fkom the Group by W. Tvler.

and to assume that his solemn gambols, cou])led

with his revolutionary "points of beauty," are to

l)e admired chietly as a contrast and a foil to the

brave and airy deportment of his mistress.

The Dach-

shunds in ]\Ir.

Tyler's pretty

group (Aca-

demy, ISyljare

clearly revel-

ling in "youth

and green de-

light." With

none of Mr.

Caldecott's
broad exagge-

ration of hu-

man expres-

sion, they are

vet instinct

with an infan-

tile sjjirit and a

sly humour all

theirown,which

sit strangely on

their medita-

tive cast of

countenance.

ing is far from heroic ; that he loves to creep through It is evident that Hilda is bent on completely extin-

the world unlired—save in the case of rabbits—by guishing the life of the bold, bad insect in her.path
;

the spirit of adventure and curiosity which wrecks while Dachs is not only ready to aid and abet, but

his fellows. lie is, ])erha])s, most agreeable when also, if necessary, to run away and leave Hilda to

one is permitted to take him in a jocular spirit, face the consequences of her daring alone.

TIME was when the Dachshund—wliose pro])er

nanu' is surely Snodgrass ?—now basking in

high social favour, was at best a comfortable cottage

cur, a dog of low degree. His ancestors this side

the water were

content to

skulk through

life holding

alms-dishes for

distressed hu-

man wanderers;

the wheel of

fortune has ex-

alted him to

the companion-

ship of beauty

and fashion.

Esteem and af-

fection, how-

ever, cannot
blind his ad-

mirers to the

fact that his

quaint graces

are of the Pon-

dcrous - G ro-

tesque order

;

that his bea -

DACHS AND HILDA.

(From the Group hi/ W. Tyler.)







" WIIAT lb IT

I^Palnted by Geonje Uutixuii.)

SOME PICTURES OF CHILDREN.

F UNNY little Hen- Baby! Huvv mueli was

hmvy, how mueh was earnest in his busy

baby mind, who ean tell ? " This sentence from one

of the truest and yet most ima^'inative stndies of ehild-

life could only have been written in very modern days.

To say that children have been neglected either by

art or literature would not be true; but the study of

children as creatures not only to be admired and

petted, but also to be understood, belongs to this

century. Our fathers were satisfied with teaching

their children; we try to learn them also. l'crliii]is

the most palpable effect of the success ol' our

endeavours is seen in the books we make for them.

We give them more and l)etter jHctures, we ccnisult

their tastes more carefully iu the stories we write for

235

them. We try to remember what v.'C liked when wc

were young, and to do as wt' wish wc had becu done

by. In this respect, at least, we have (akcu a new

departure. A\'e may look in v:iiu among the l)ooks

of our own childliood for anything to com])are with

those which Air. Lewis Carroll, Mrs. Molesworth,

Mr. Walter Crane, and Miss Kale (ireenawny have

provided for oiu- little ones.

The ]>nblie catered for by Ihe writers of the

child-literature ol' the last generation or so was

rather tlie fathers and mothers of children than

children themselves. Their books were admirable in

many ways. They ineulcnted the best of lessons

in a siini)le manner, and gave as much annise-

nient as was thought to be gcjod I'or little ones. If
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tlu'V wiTc iiistnu-tivc tlu-v were also entertaining:

the powder of morality was always more or less

hidden in the sweetmeat of amusement. It is

not, however, my present purpose to deal with their

ajsthetie or their moral ])roperties, but with the

manner in whieh they represented the character

and life of children. In this respect there has

been a great change since the days when "W ords-

worth made the discovery that "the child is father

to the man." Not only on the nursery shelves do

we find indications; it permeates the whole of

fiction and of poetry. Studies of children are much

more elaborate as well as much more frequent.

Miss Edgeworth is not se])arated farther from Miss

Kenry than Fielding from Dickens ; M. Hugo and

Mr. Swinburne have but to write of children to

be representative modern poets. Till our time, in

both art and literature, it was the world around the

children—the stage on which the little people aj)-

pear and are criticised by their elders—with which

both writers and artists were preoccupied. So they

gave us children good or bad, jiretty and pieturescpie,

clever or sillv, pathetic and humorous, embodiments

of youthful propensities, or pictures of such aspects as

were most engaging to their seniors. Now, however,

we are no longer content with such a superficial or

general view of that small but very real world where

the child's own little " criticism of life " goes on.

It is no longer enough see it from the outside like

the sun, and to judge of its inward operations by the

changes of the surface: we must also strive to enter

it by the aid of such loving memory and imaginative

insight as we may possess ; and to realise its dim

thoughts and gusty passions, its impossible hopes and

groundless fears, its divine inspirations and heroic

struggles. This laboratory of human character, where

unseen all the spiritual and intellectual members of

the man are being fashioned, is of incomparably

greater interest to us than to our fathers.

Painters are, indeed, primarily occupied with ex-

ternal appearances. They cannot, like ^Irs. Moles-

worth, give us a sequent history of the half thoughts

and whole hopes of a Ilerr Baby, but they can show

us what children really look like. To no subject,

perha])s, is realism better suited than to children.

Artistically their movements are full of life and

variety and grace. Instantaneous photographs of

children playing on the seashore show how little

art can do to impro\-e the charm of their natural

attitudes. Here a group around a sand castle make

"the prettiest picture in the world;" there a soli-

tary figure carrying a pail and spade, or taking a

stone out of its shoe, presents a perfect model for

the sculptor. But it has not been the habit of

artists any more than of writers to be content with

children as they arc, amusing or employing themselves

in tlieir nwu way without a thought of their elders.

They have, indeed, considered them from a hundred

points of view : as types of innocence and grace, as

motives o£ decoration, with the eyes of the portrait-

painter, the sculptor, and the humorist; but with

the simple eye of the naturalist, never till the days of

Rembrandt and Adrian van Ostade. In religious art

naturalism was im))ossible ; and though fresh study

of nature is observable from Giotto downwards, the

progress even of realism was necessarily very slow.

The National Gallery illustrates very imperfectly

the treatment of children in art. Of sculpture it

gives us nothing—neither Greek statue nor Roman
bas-relief ; nothing even to show with how much

spirit and truth children were modelled by the

sculptors of the Renaissance. In Italian painting

there is perhaps nowhere any parallel to those two

celebrated organ lofts, once in the Duomo of Florence,

now in the Bargello ; neither to the life-like and

lovely young minstrels and singers of Lucca della

Robbia, nor to the vigorous dance of Donatello's

boy-angels. "VVe shall not learn in Trafalgar Square

w-ith how much art, and nature too, child-forms

were used in decoration by German masters, " little
"

or " great." Still, we may gain a few impres-

sions not altogether misleading. The early Dutch

and Flemish artists were certainly not diverted

from truth by the search after beauty, but

their children, though uglier, are scarcely more

natural than those of the Italians. There are few

pictures in the world of date anterior to our Bel-

traffio (728), in whieh the Infant Christ is treated

with so little conventionality. Both Madonna and

Child might be portraits. The Son lies naturally

in his mother's arms and is turning away from the

breast just as babies do when not very seriously

hungry. Though refined and beautiful, the Child

is almost as near to life as the Babe staring from

its swaddling clothes in " The Adoration of the

Shepherds " by Velasquez, or the poor little crea-

tm-e in the death scene of the mother in Hogarth's

" Mariage h la Mode." A Pontormo purchased at

the Hamilton Sale, and supposed to represent parts

of the history of Joseph (1,131), was bought as

" An Allegory ;
" it might almost be accepted as

one of the treatment of children in art from the

Thirteenth to the Eighteenth Century. "VVe have

children treated decoratively and dramatically—little

figures that would stand for cupids or angels, for

genii or amorini, draped and undraped, many of

them natural and vigorous enough, but clearly chd-

dren of art rather than nature. In the midst of all

these is seated one not draped but dressed, and not

in the least ideal. It is a portrait of Bronzino,

the pupil of Pontormo—as strange as Alice in the

mad environment of ^^ onderland.
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In the portrait we g-et, as it were, on the out-

skirts of the cliilil-world. We may even enter it a

little in the portraits of such painters as Sir Joshua

Reynolds—more often in his portraits than in his

fancy pictures of children, such as the " Age of

Innocence" and " Robinetta." But the most purely

natural of all the children in the National Gallery

are those of Rembrandt and Maas. The Dutchmen

discovered children with the rest of the real world ;

and even in Eno-lish art from Hogarth to the time

of Walker and Piinvell and Houghton it woukl

be difficult to find children represented in so purely

naturalistic a spirit as those in Rembrandt's " Christ

Blessing Little Children " (757) and Maas' " Dutch

Housewife" (159). The spirit of the portrait-painter

as in the case of Reynolds and Gainsborough, and

Joseph Wright and Romney, or of the satirist as

in that of Hogarth, or of the dramatist as with

Wilkie, Mulready, and Webster, has preoccupied the

minds of nearly all old English painters of children.

Landseer was now and then an exception, as may

be seen by that nice little girl who is playing cat's-

cradle in his famous "Peace" (4.13). 'Much the

same may be said even of many living artists who

are celebrated for pictures of children. Delightful

indeed are the pretty-faced and prettily-dressed boys

and girls of Mr. Leslie ; Mr. Millais at his best can

give us much the same kind of enjoyment as that

we derive from the children of Sir Joshua ; as a

painter of the grace and beauty of children Sir

Frederick Leighton has few rivals. Yet, though

each of these masters treats children admirably from

his peculiar point of view, they are scarcely painters

of child-life or child-character. The true spirit has

not descended upon them. They are behind the age

in respect of children, for the age is that of Paul

Dombey and Victor Hugo's Jeanne.

Death seems indeed to have had a special enmity

to such painters. The loss of Frederick Walker

was perhaps the greatest of all. Not the least

study of a child by him but was alive with freshly-

observed truth and sympathy with child-nature.

Nor is it possible to mention the name of George

Manson without regret as sincere. It is true that

he did not live to achieve so much ; but in his short

span of twenty-six years (1850—1876) he approved

himself a true artist and a fine colorist. He, as our

"What Is It?" will show, was a student of children

for their own sakes. This little woman, so piizzled

at the tremendous allegory of the timepiece, might

be a younger sister of Herr Baby. She is alone in

her little child-world, and the artist has thought

himself happy in finding and painting her there.

Our next jjietures of child-life are from designs by

Mr. Frederick Shields, an artist who is still alive and

still young. His decoration of the Duke of West-

minster's chapel at Eaton Hall, near Chester, with

some ninety subjects from the " Te Deum," should win

for him a distinguished place in modern art. One
of the most beautiful of the designs is of Ananias,

Azarias, and ^lisacl represented as children in the

flames, protected l>y a great and noble angel. In this,

as in all, a decorative treatment has been adopted

which allows great freedom and naturalness of ges-

ture. There is, indeed, a well-spring of life and

sincerity in Mr. Shields' imagination, and it is to

be feared that glass, even when painted by his own
hand, can never do complete justice to the beauty

and originality of the designs, or the vigorous

thought and poetical feeling which have been

literally lavished upon them. With the exception

of Mr. Burne Jones there is no instance in which

the personal influence of Dante Rossetti has been

at once so powerful and so wholesome. But before

]\Ir. Shields had entered upon this great under-

taking, which has absorbed his energies for the

last few years, he was a well-kno^vn member of the

Old (now the Royal) Society of Painters in Water-

Colours, and was noted for many charming pictures

of child-life which, like the drawmgs we fac-simile,

combine naturalistic presentation with sure artistic

selection. In these designs we have a good instance

of the change which a keener desire for truth has

brought about in the manner with which even poeti-

cal artists look upon natural sights. Instead of seek-

ing in nature for the materials they need to make up

a preconceived picture, they seek for the suggestion

of the picture, even for the picture itself. They find

indeed rather than seek. Their voyage is ever one

in quest of unknown and unexpected beauty in a

concrete form. Mr. Shields found these two little

pictures. He saw those children playing tic-tae-toe,

and instead of recording their simple postures and

childlike expressions as so much stock to be worked

up into a composition of his own, he was contented

with the composition of nature and represented them

just as they were, and called his drawing "Tie-Tae-

Toe." He also saw the boy discharging his pop-gun

at his baby brother : he noted the gamesome atti-

tude of the one, the frightened gesture of the ot her

;

and he knew the sight was worthy of a graphic re-

cord. Both are true pictures of child-life, satisfying

the desire for reality and the instinct for art. It

is impossible to detect any artifice in either; the atti-

tudes and gestures are quite fresh and natural. The

group playing in the street are veritable gutter chil-

dren; no attempt has been made to disguise the clum-

siness of their boots or the roughness (in one case the

insufficiency) of their dress, but the most elegant

"composition" could scarcely give more pleasure of a

purely artistic kind ; even the gutter grating plays an

important though unobserved part in the general
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(H-ilcr Mini liMlancc of line and mass, and liylit and

sliado. l?otli, tiKi, ai'c tlioriiuj^ldy dramatic witli-

out licin<4- in llic least thcati'ii-al, prt'scntiny their

litlle scenes comi)letely without the need even of a

name. The beautiful drawing of the bare arms and

hands, the natural expressions of all the faces, will

not escape observation. "What is less jjatent, tlioug-h

perhaps more worthy of attention, is the fine feeling

for form beneath the ragged clothes, and the admir-

able treatment of the clothes themselves, which,

without the least "idealisation" or artificial " pic-

turcsqueness," are made to add not only to the trutli

but the beauty of the pictures. It is only to be ex-

pected that an artist who for the last few years

has been employed in the passionate exei-cise of

creative imagination may find his interest slacken

towards scenes of natural life and domestic senti-

ment, but his loss from the ranks of painters of

children will be felt b>- all who care to see such

subjects treated with the refinement and sincerity,

the fine human insight and tenderness, which they

demand.

In this necessarily short view of a long subject

I ha\e been nnable to speak of modern foreign art

;

but no one can well be ignorant of the great atten-

tion which has been paid to children by foreign,

especially German, artists during the last c^uarter of

a century. I have no space to speak of Knaus or

Richter or Pletsch; nor of Edouard Frere, perhaps

the purest naturalist of all ; nor of Josef Israels,

the painter of melancholy in children and their

elders alike ; nor of the Millet of " La Beequee "

and the "Legon de Tricot," and that enchanting

little idyll of paternity the " Premier Pas." I

can only write of one picture liy one artist, a

Russian—the "Orphan," which has been engraved

for our frontispiece. It is an instance of true

pathos. Charles Vikentievitch Lemoch has chosen

a sid>ject which will appeal to cveiybody. It

is, therefore, all the more dangerous. Any one

can excite pity for a child. In poem or picture

very slight skill will jiroduce a very great effect

on a very large number when the subject is a

child in distress. The pet lamb yielded to the

butcher, the empty bird-cage, the blind father led

by a pretty daughter, will always draw both spec-

tators and their tears. Such pathos is so "cheap,"

as the phrase is, that it requires to be treated

with great reserve and simplicity. A child may

touch, but only a master can grasp it. M. Lemoch

«~'i«W*H
,

TIC-TAC-TOE.

(Drawn by F. J, xluclds. Tlij Poinission 0/ the Autotype Comitany.)
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has shown us what it is for a eliild to l)o alone—not fio-uro is truly statuesque. Thouuli her face and its

necessarily ill-treated or even neo'lec-ted—Imt alone. tfrief are hidden from our view, the result is never-

He tells us in his title that the little thing in the theless a niasteri^iece of expression. There is no line

THE POP-GUN.

(Drairn by F. J. Shbhls. By rermission of the Antotjipc Company.}

corner of tlie poor, sordid hut is an orphan, but of her form or her dress but is eloquent of sorrow

;

even this information is more than we want. She but the elo([>u'nce is that of silence, (cllint;' of i^-rief

is unha])py and has hidden lierself. This we are too deep for ex])ression, too bi'wildciiu^' for s\ m-
told by the picture, and this is enough. The little pafhy. CoSAio MoXKiKnisK.

FRANCESCA DA RIMINI.

THE history of Franeesca da Rimini is one of

those which appeal to the sympathy of all

ages. As told by Dante in the fifth canto of his

" Inferno " it is the tenderest and most ]iathetic

of all love stories. Save for that of Juliet and

her Romeo, it is incomparalile. As in Shakespeare's

tragedy, everything that can rouse our deepest pity

and inspire the truest poetry is gathered up into one

burning point. Its elements are the pride of knightly

valour and beauty, the sweetness of love's young

dream, the horror of a sudden and violent end, the pas-

sionate strength of woman's devotion. I'oets, painters,

and .sculptors in every generation have found it an

inexhaustil)le theme, and for all that it still wcius

the freshness of eternal youtli. I'^ven before Dante

made Francesca's name immortal, her story was one

to melt the hardest heart. Even in the desperate

years in which she lived her fate excited the emotion

of a whole eity, and sent a thrill of grief and horror

through the length and breadth of Italy. The facts
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on which lier story was based are well deserving of

attention ; and M. Yriarte (in his " Francesca da

Rimini :
" Paris, Rothschild) has done good service

in collecting and comparing the different accounts

of Italian chroniclers and sifting the evidence gained

in recent researches in the archives of Rimini and

other cities. Of course there are discrepancies in

the several versions. One writer places the scene

of the murder at Rimini, the other at Pesaro, and

opinions vary as to the exact dates of Francesca's

marriage, her own age and that of her lover's— as

may well be the case with an event six hundred years

old ; but in the main the facts of the story are the

same. They are those of Dante's version, as expanded

in the discourse which Boccaccio, the first lecturer

on the "Divina Commedia," delivered in 1373.

Guido da Polenta, Francesca's father, was a

Guelph of noble family, who, having defeated the

opposite faction in the battle of Trentola, became Lord

of Ravenna about the year 1375. " The land where

I was born," Dante makes Francesca say, "lies on

the seashore where Po and the streams which follow

him flow down to be at peace." To subdue his

enemies Guido had called in Malatesta da Rimini, the

most powerful Guelph of the province, who sent him

his eldest son Giovanni the Cripple, with whose help

victory was won. As a reward for the timely aid,

and as a pledge of future friendship, Guido agreed

to give his own beautiful daughter Francesca in

marriage to Giovanni Malatesta, who was then about

thirty years old. Unfortunately Giovanni, or Gian-

ciotto as he is generally called, though a valiant

soldier, was defonued in person and both violent

in temper and rough in manners. Guido's friends

warned him that his young daughter, whose spirit

was as proud as her face was fair, would never con-

sent to the marriage if she saw her destined bride-

groom. But to the lord of Ravenna the alliance

of the Malatestas seemed too precious to be lost.

He resolved to sacrifice his daughter to his ambi-

tion, and in his anxiety to effect what seemed to him
so desirable a union, he stooped to subterfuge.

Gianclotto's brother Paolo il Bello, who was dis-

tinguished throughout all Italy for his beauty and

grace, was sent to Ravenna in the place of the real

bridegroom, and signed the marriage contract in his

stead. Boccaccio tells us that as the handsome youth

crossed her father's castle-yard, Francesca looked upon
him from her window, and was told by her attendants

that this was her future lord. Not until after she

reached Rimini did she discover the fraud, and find

herself bound to a man she loathed.

For some years, however, all w-ent smoothly.

Paolo had already a wife of his own, having been
married in his boyhood, also to further his father's

ambition; and the two brothers and their families

lived side by side, probably under the same roof, in

the ancient citadel of the Malatestas at Rimini.

" For the time was May-time, and as yet no sin was

dreamt.". But one day, when Gianciotto had gone to

Pesaro or some other neighbouring town to discharge

his duties as Podesta, he was secretly warned that

his wife had proved faithless, and returning in haste

he surprised her with his brother. In his anger

he rushed upon Paolo with his drawn sword. Fran-

cesca threw herself between the brothers, and her-

self received the fatal blow. Gianciotto, who wnth

all his faults is said to have fondly loved his wife,

went almost mad with remorse and rage when he

saw what he had done, and falling upon Paolo, slew

him on the spot. Some say that with one blow he

pierced both the lovers as they clung. When the

deed became known the city was seized with grief

and compassion for the ill-fated pair. In the im-

mense pity that was felt for them their crime was

forgiven, and the people of Rimini followed them

to the grave. Three hundred years later a marble

sarcophagus in the church of S. Agostino was opened,

and their remains were found wrapt in the rich silken

tissue in which they had been buried.

Probably the double murder was done in Sep-

tember, 1385. Dante was twenty years old. His

heart was filled with the love of Beatrice, and he

could not refuse to mingle his tears with those of his

countrymen, weeping with one accord over the lovers

so cruelly sacrificed to ambition and pride of family.

He may have been personally acquainted with Paolo

Malatesta, who had held the office of Capitano del

Popolo a year or two before in Florence. In later

years we know that he became intimate with the

family to wdiich Francesca belonged ; and when he

was called to taste " the salt bread of exile," it was

at Ravenna, in the court of her nephew Guido Novello

da Polenta, that he found shelter and hospitality in

the very house where she was born. All this explains

the deep emotion with which he tells her story in

that most touching and beautiful passage of the

"Commedia"—"a thing woven as out of rainbows

on a ground of eternal black." With Virgil as his

guide through the nether air, he has reached the circle

where sinful lovers are blov\ni to and fro by furious

winds in everlasting unrest, and " like cranes on the

wing" fill the air with their cry of perpetual pain.

There he marks two shades bound together in one

embrace, as they are whirled along light as leaves

before the blast ; and at Virgil's bidding he asks

them to come to him in the name of that love which

bears them onward. Then in answer to his prayer

Francesca tells her immortal story.

Paolo can only weep ; it is she who speaks. The

nobleness of her character appears in her every word.

Not one word of reproach does she utter against the
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man who wrong'lit lii'v ruin. It was not his fault

if she was fair, and if his gentle heart too easily

learnt the way of love. Still less does she seek to

hide her own love for him.

*' Amor ch'a null' amato amar pordona,

Mi prese dol cestui piacor si forte,

Clio, come vedi, uncor non ni'aljbandona.**

Tliat is her joy and pride : henceforth they can

never part, but will love each other always, though

in hell. Love has led them to one death. The circle

of fratricides, the g'ulf called after Cain, awaits their

murderer, who, when Dante wrote, was yet living.

And when Dante asks her through his tears how
first in the days of sweet sighing they discovered

the secrets of each other's hearts, she replies sadly

m these lines, quoted by a hundred other i)oets

—

' Xessun maggior dolore

Che ricordarsi del tempo felice

Nella miseria "

—

that in affliction the memory of happy days is the

grief of all griefs. She goes on to tell him of when
they sat alone and, all unconscious of their peril, read

together from the same book. The tale they read

that day was that of Lancelot and Guinevere. Oft-

times they paused and, pale with emotion, looked on

each other's face, but not a word they spoke till they

reached the point where Lancelot kisses the beloved

smile of his cpieen. Then he—her lover from whom
none can ever part her now — stooped tremblingly

and kissed her lips. That day they read no further :

" Quel giorno piti non vi leggemmo avante." The
picture is complete. There is not a single superfluous

word. The scene rises before us intensely vivid as

though we saw it with our bodily eyes. If Dante
had written a whole tragedy on the subject he could

not have revealed the story of Francesea's love more
perfectly than in these few transcendent lines. They
so overwhelmed him that on hearing them he sank

in a swoon—" fell even as a dead body falls."

Such a passion could not fail to kindle a response

in many souls, and it is not to be wondered that

poets and artists of all ages have vied with each other

in celebrating the memory of Francesca and her lover.

Petrarch, iu his " Vision of the Triumph of Love,'^ sees

"La coppia d'Arimini,

Che' insieme vanno facendo dolorosi pianti
;"

with Tristan and Iseult, with Lancelot and Guine-
vere, among the throng of erring souls whom love

has driven along crooked ways and thorny paths.

Tassoni, in his " Seechia Rapita," sings of Paolo il

Bello riding at the head of the troo])s of Rimini
wearing his lady's favour next his heart; Silvio

Pellico made Francesca the subject of a noble tragedy
;

Leigh Hunt devoted his " Story of Rimini" to her

misfortunes
; and Byron, while living at Ravenna,

meditated, although he never wrote, a iive-act play

on the same irresistible theme. Li sculpture and
painting there are instances innumerable. It is

impossible to mention more than a few of those

artists who in recent days have given different ren-

derings of Franeesca's story. ^Lany, like Ingres

in the three designs published for the first time

by M. Yriarte, take the moment described in Dante's

line :
" Quel giorno piii non vi leggemmo avante."

The book has fallen to the floor, and the lover,

kneeling at his lady^s feet, takes the memorable
kiss; while behind the tapestried curtain is tlie

avenging husband, sword in hand. This moment has

been a favourite suliject with artists ; but none has

ecpialled the conception of jNI. Auguste Rodin, who,

in his design in the round for one of the reliefs in

the great bronze doors he is making for the Palais

des Arts Decoratifs, has sculptured the very instant

of the kiss, and that with such a union of purity and

passion, of lofty art and intense humanity, as places

his work on a pinnacle apart.

Other painters, like Ary Scheffier and Mr. G. F.

Watts, give us the lovers whirled together down
the blast in that embrace which neither death nor

hell has power to loose. Scheffer's picture, famous

as it is, is feeble and lackadaisical ; Mr. Watts's is

probably the grandest conception of the subject ever

realised on canvas. Nothing can surpass the beauty

of Franeesca's face, white with anguish and yet, ex-

pressing all the passionate rapture that breathes in

her words: "Come vedi, aneor non m'abbandona."

Another romantic jiaiuter, William Blake, has repre-

sented the scene in a coloured design of great power.

The flesh of the suffering lovers is streaked with

crimson and the shadowy head of Virgil melts into

the disc which symbolises the kiss of Paolo and Fran-

cesca. Lastly, Dante Rossetti, the one of all painters

who entered the most deeply into the divine poet's

spirit, has left among his early designs a richly

coloured triptych of the different aspects of Fran-

eesca's story. On the right is a picture of the

" tempo felice," the time of sweet sighings. The

lovers are seated side by side, their hands locked in

one another's; they have read the last lines, the

book is falling from them, and i)ast and present are

alike forgotten—^"Laboecami bacio tutto tremante."

The central compartment represents Daute with the

" dolcc Duca" at his .side, and the words of the

poem, "O ! las.so," inscribed above. The Florentine

is drawing up his robe almost to his face as if he

shuddered at the sight. To the left the lovers are

borne away together through a rain of heart-sha])e(l

flames, turning ihcir pale faces towards the poet who

sorrows with them. The work, as it seems to me, is

one of the ])M.inlcr-poe('s best and truest achieve-

ments, in point of t-nlour and design and human
sentiment alike. Jii.ia Cautwright.
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ALOIliliS.— I. ; FliOJI THE SEA.

(Divdcft bu Ediiar Barclay.)

WHERE EastLM'ii ;uul Wusturii civilisation met

in Snutheru Spain and anciunt Numidia are

It) be i'onnd pluises of Oriental life and monuments

of its old opulent splendour, better conserved and

far more worthy of the artist's study than in those

countries which are geographically regarded as the

Orient. Thus the East not only commences iu the

West, but it is there more fruitful in its vitality,

more abundant in fresh manifestations of its old force,

more defiant of European life and traditions, than in

the lands directly under Turkish inllucnce and govern-

ment; and Granada is the rival of Cairo, while the

streets of Tangiers, Algiers, and Constantine present

scenes infinitely more suggestive of the fascinating

stories of Sehelierazade than any that are to be found

in the city of Ilaroun Alraschid. The Arabs have

more than one proverb indicative of their profound

sense of the potent and annihilating influence of

Turkish rule upon art and culture; and though the

first Arab con((uer(jrs of Numidia were themselves

great sinners iu this respect, they treated the baths.

theatres, and aqueducts of the Romans in no worse

fashion than the hordes of northern Ijarbarians visited

with rapine and ruin the cities of Italy. There exists,

moreover, the great extenuating circumstance, which

appeals eloquently to jiosterity on their behalf, that

they left not mere desolation behind them, but re-

paration for the injurious acts of war in the shape

t)f sciences and arts that have scarcely yet ceased to

intluence the growth of civilisation in Europe. The

remarkable degree of culture to which the Aralis had

attained, when all European life was darkened with

the clouds of the most degrading superstition antl

barbarism, is still to be detected, no less in the mag-

nificence of what yet remains of their arts than in the

genius and idioms of their language; for the delicate

and expressive nuances of their forms of intercourse,

the blandness and suavity of their colloquialisms, the

extreme politeness and finish of their salutations and

valedictions, are the fruit not only of the individual

nobility of the great founders of their literary s)ieech,

but also of the habitual refinement of their common
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life. The men to wliom the splendour of Granada is abased, and the glories of tliat famous city are not

was owing-, and the grandeur of Tlemyen, were as much better distinguishable than the beauty of Jidia

AXGIEES.—II.: THE ZAOUCA AND MOSQUE OF SIM AliD-EK-EATIMAN-ETn-TnAI.EBI.

unlike the present inhalntants of Algiers and Oran Caesarea in the modern town of ChorchcU, there are

as the true Arab is unlike the Kabyle of the Djur- not wanting indications of its former high estate,

jura. To this day their works are witnesses to tlieir It is an irony o. peculiar bitterness that the lands

genius in Granada ; and though the pride of Tlem^m once occupied by a people so courteous of speech

236
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and gallant of bearing should in more modern times

Leeome designated the Barbary States; and the

irony is increased when we discover that ingenious

author, the Rev. Lancelot Addison, the father of

the celebrated essayist, deliberately deriving this un-

pleasant appellation from the spoken language of the

nation. In his curious account of his travels in

Morocco he remarks :
" Barbary seems to be de-

scended from Ijiirhar, which signifies an inarticulate

murmur and crumbling' noise without accent or

harmony, for their speech is harsh, being very

guttural, which is esteemed an argument of its an-

tiquity. And, indeed, it has gained the vogue of

no less ancient a pedigree than to be bred of the old

Punic and Arabian." Yet it was this very guttural

which excited the just admiration and enthusiasm of

Eugene Fromentiu, who, not having lost his ear in

the exercise of his eye, found in it abundant accent

and true harmony.

Of all the towns on the Mediterranean between

Tunis ;ind Tangiers there is none so calculated to

enchant the traveller upon a first view as Algiers,

both on account of the beauty of its natural surround-

ings and the unfamiliar and striking configuration

of the city itself. He has taken, let it be supposed,

the usual route fi-om the north through France, and

in mid-November is flying south with the last of

the long-lingering swallows; he has escaped the storms

of the Gulf of Lyons; the dreaded Levanter has

not necessitated a run into Barcelona, the Balearic

Isles are passed just as the sun is rising and playing

at bo-peep with the vast swell of the dark blue sia

;

when within a few hours he becomes aware of his

proximity to the land of the sun. The sea calms

perceptibly, and through the fresh cool air come

warm wafts from the south that do not at first

seem to mingle with the common air, but wander

freely and treat it as a foreign element; every-

thing on deck becomes by degrees hot to the touch

beneath the uprising sun. Suddenly, due south

over the bows of the steamer, in the pale purple

atmosphere, are seen two distinct rays of light

broadening fan-like upwards from the steady solid

line of the deep blue sea. Those shafts of light

that break the continuity of the horizontal ether are

thrown off the white houses, domes, and minarets of

Algiers ; and, even as the moon is fed from the ex-

haustless sun, so does that city, spread terrace and

crescent-wise on the steep sides of its hills, borrow an

ineffable splendour of light from that luminary. A
little further run of the steamer and a long line of

purjile mountains is revealed, at first apjiearing as a

veritable coast, so sharp is the contour and so intense

the colour; and then, in a moment, the city itself is

seen rising in dazzling radiance above the sea, white

with almost blinding intensity, and forming a pic-

ture too brilliant to be scanned with ease, if it were

not for the dark blue hills and luxuriant vegetation

of its immediate background and its incom])arabIe

setting of mountain and sea. As it is, coloured lenses

are brought into requisition by the passengers ; those

who were sceptical as to the lahenomenal suu of

Africa are gladly convinced ; the Danish lieutenant

forgets to abuse Bismarck, and the Polish lady, who
has been relieving the tedium of the voyage by en-

deavouring to compel the crazy piano in the saloon

to express the subtleties of Chopin's nocturnes, dons

a veil of diaphanous texture ; and every one shares in

that nervous excitation which the Algerian air never

fails to effect in northern temperaments.

It is difficult to conceive anything more alluring,

more fantastically beautiful, than the view of Algiers

from the Mediterranean under such circumstances ; it

appears as a triangular mass of white buildings that

have apjjarently been charged by some enemy on tlie

hills behind and have stayed their precipitate flight

into the sea with picturesque abruptness. Our first

illustration gives a vivid idea of this mellay of build-

ings, which Mr. Barclay has sketched (i.) so as to em-

brace its more striking aspect. At the base of the

old city, facing the harbour and quays, are the long

lines of the French city, with its boulevards ; in the

centre of these lines a little spot of burning green

—the cluster of palm and bamboo in the Place

du Gouvernement ; and, dominating the whole,

the ancient but still massive citadel, the Kasbah.

Beyond the walls of this battered and venerable

fortress rise the heights of Bonzareah; to the left,

where the bay sweeps inland, the level of the

Metidja, brilliant with the first growth of the crops

after the recent rains ; towering behind is seen the

long and sharply serrated ridge of the Atlas, while,

isolated still further to the south-east, the snowy

peaks of the Djur-jura hang like clouds over the

violet haze of the horizon. The first impression on

landing is that of a modern French town. A fine

boulevard, with handsome houses and public Iniild-

ings and an imposing arcade, the whole built upon

immense arches; the large square planted with planes,

palms, i"id bamboo, and open on one side to the sea;

the hotels and cafes, are all suggestive of the south of

France or the Riviera rather than anything Eastern,

and at first sight the presence of the large mosque

in one angle of the Place du Gouvernement alone re-

calls the Orient. There are, however, two distinct

districts of the city, and the old Arab town, foi'tu-

nately for the artist, has preserved most of its

characteristic features to this day with true Oriental

conservatism, and offers a bewildering intricacy of

streets, markets, bazaars, and cul-de-sacs, in which

every step taken results in fresh pictorial sugges-

tion and in infinite variety. Seated in front
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of a cafe with the bamboo waving over him,

the spectator possesses a fine position from which

to form a first study of the singular and ever

liarmonious scene. Across the Place and facing

him rises the rectangular minaret of the new

mosque, the Djamaa El-Djidid, which dates from the

Seventeenth Century. Close by is another mosque of

far greater interest, the Djamaa EI-Kebir, the most

ancient in the country. Its exterior is remarkable

for a beautiful colonnade of white marble, shown

on another page (v.), with the customary fountain

for the use of worshippers. Over the shipping in

the harbour are the lighthouse, and the fort, built

upon w^hat was formerly an island, and the scene of

many a conflict in old times; to the right, and run-

ning far out to sea, is Cape Matifou, the eastern

point of the bay, a portion of the great plain of the

Metidja, and the snowy summits of the Kabylian

mountains islanded in the aerial distance.

But the immense concourse in the square itself is

too distracting for fit contemplation of this exquisite

blending of sea and land. Before every cafe is a little

gathering of many nations around the small tables,

discussing their bock, vermouth, or absinthe, and a

throng of all conditions of people is forever passing to

and fro; Jews and floors, handsomely attired and much
bejewelled, Greeks, Spaniards, and Italians, Maltese

of prodigious volubility, negroes from the south, and

here and there the genuine Bedouin, in whose majes-

tic stride and sublime insouciance of manner one

recognises two peculiar Arab accomplishments. A
few native women may be also seen closely veiled,

the artistic ensemble of whose costume is in too many
instances sacrificed by the wearing of French shoes ;

and the frequent and remarkable beauty of the

Jewesses, clothed with all the gorgeous raiment of

the days of Solomon, affords a piquant contrast with

the portentous ugliness of an immense negress, whose

prominence in the crowd is gravely increased by her

flaunting red and yellow head-gear. The ordinary

pedestrianism of the Europeans is at the best but

a caricature of the noble art of walking, when com-

pared with the inimitable majesty of the Arab as he

stalks amid the crowd, with his handsome bronzed

features and noticeable beard, his gaze directed over

and beyond the medley of foreigners, and with an

indescribable air of proud indifference about his

demeanour. Doubtless a portion of this effect is

to be attributed to his costume, which illustrates

afresh the truth of the Horatian simplex munditils;

for there is no garment that combines so thoroughly

those two artistic desiderata in the draped figure

—simplicity and harmony of lines—as the Arab

liurnous. It is because of the extreme simplicity

of its make that its effect on the person is so noble

and striking ; spread ujion the ground it is but an

irregular piece of flannelly texture, with a hood,

and below the aperture for the head a little open-

work in silk not unlike in appearance the ornamental

work in that now archaic vestment the smock-frock.

Nothing could appear less ornate and less interesting

apart from the visible application of its use, and

nothing in the shape of dress is more imposing and

conspicuously appropriate when worn. ^Valking by

the side of the Arab the French soldiers of the line

appear to be indulging in a most ungraceful duck-

dance, and even the Turcos and Zouaves, fine and

stalwart men as some of these are, show to disadvan-

tage. Surrounded by the noisy va-et-rient of this

crowd, if it be afternoon, the centre of the Place du

Gouvernement is occupied by a number of well-dressed

people, mostly Europeans or Americans, seated upon

rows of chairs, engaged in killing time till the dinner-

hour draws near or the lowering sun disperses the

more nervous with apprehensions of malaria; here they

gossip ; and the ladies, as at English watering-places,

flirt delicately with fancy-work and novel, while the

band of some line regiment gives with dramatic jn-o-

priety the overture to the " Caliph of Baghdad," or

selections from " Le Caid " or " La Juive." It is a

scene of marvellous animation, replete with life and

colour. A babel of indistinguishable tongues, but

strenuous enough in volume and vigour of insistency,

assails the ear, while the vivid colour and movement

of the two great thoroughfares that from south and

north enter the square are blurred only by occasional

clouds of dust arising from the departure of some

diligence, perilously over-freighted, the passage of a

string of mules laden with merchandise, or a few

Spahis on official business bound.

It is, however, when this lively scene is left

behind, and the tortuous thoroughfares of the old

town are threaded, when the bazaars are visited,

and the markets are studied, when the mosques and

more splendid of the dwelling-houses are entered,

that it is realised what Algiers has been for French

artists. What Tangiers proved to be for Regnault

and Fortuny—although the latter, it is true, derived

much of his best inspiration from his own country

—

this city and country have been for Delacroix and

Fromentin, for Eugene Isabey and many others

:

a treasury of suggestion and the point from which

to make a new departure in the art-work of the

great colourist. M. Burty, in allusion to Delacroix's

visits to Morocco and Algeria, has noted how greatly

they influenced the after-work of that artist. And

this influence extended not only to his choice of

subjects ; it also affected his style. Indeed, it

would have been nothing short of extraordinary that

the experience of such a voyage should have left

no traces even in the work of the great master of

genre and romance, so largely susceptible as he was
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to otlier foreign influences, and so sympathetic in

his very nature. It is known that wiien engaged

upon historical subjects, prior to his Oriental expe-

rience, he was greatly influenced by his profound and

reverent study of the great masters of colour and

that striking and original departure from his old

line, the fascinating and gorgeous interior depicted

in "Les Femmes d'Alger" (iii.), which is but one of

the felicitous proofs he has given of how his sjiirit

drank in the exhilaratinff and intoxicatinLC inlluences

ALOIKKS.—IV. : INIEKIOK Ut THE DJAIIAA E7j-KEUIK.

(Drami by Edijar Barclay).

composition, Rubens and A^eronese ; and that when

painting his " Massacre of Scio," subsequent to his

long stay in London, he came under the influence of

Constable, and even of Haydon, then carrying on his

vigorous semi-literary campaign on behalf of immense

canvases and not less immense historical works. It

is not surprising then that Delacroix should produce

of the delicious atmosphere and cordial regenerating

qualities of Algerian life. This work is the fullest

illustration of his impression of the Orient in Algiers,

and the perfect fruition of his patiently acquired

studies: even as "Les Musiciens Juifs de Mequincz"

is an ccjually important exposition of his artistic ex-

perience in Morocco.
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The interiors of many of the Algerian houses are,

it must be confessed, far more beautiful than the

mosques, even as these are in every way more notable

in their exteriors. The mosques of Ali^iers, as now

existing, are indeed somewhat disappointing. They

present little or nothing of that art of ornamentation

conveniently described as arabesque, and when com-

pared with the architecture extant in Granada, and

particularly in Tlem<;cn and some of the mosques of

]\Iorocco, they appear little representative. Even

allowing for the destructions of bombardments and

the innumerable vandalisms of the French, it seems

that old travellers have exercised their pleasant talent

with more than their proverbial fancy in describing

Algiers in the Seventeenth Century. It must be

remembered, however, that with all its barbaric

opulence and an amazing show of luxury, Algiers

was never in any sense a seat of the arts and of

learning. It was, before all things, a nursery of war

and piracy, a place of arms, and has suffered much

from revolutions. In this respect it differed greatly

from Tlem^en. Now there are but six mosques of

any importance ; and it is strange, considering tra-

vellers' tales, that in the curious map of Algiers in

the " Civitates Orbis Terrarum " (1582) only six are

specified. The Grand Mosque, the Djamiia El-Kebir,

of which our picture shows the interior (iv.), is inter-

esting as being quite the oldest in the country. It

consists of a plain whitewashed square surrounded

by arched aisles, the curiously primitive and massive

character of which is well exhibited in Mr. Barclay's

drawing. The floor and about five feet of the lower

portion of the walls are covered with matting, which

forms the sole relief to the universal whiteness, with

the exception of the iiiimbar (or pulpit), the usual

hanging lamps, and the little eastward niche that

indicates to the faithful the direction of Mecca.

Severe in style and of excellent proportions, there is

little in the building suggestive of an existence of

over eight hundred years. But Time works tenderly

in this climate, and has destroyed infinitely less than

man. AVhere, it might be asked, is Carthage? and

what is there remaining of Tlemyen, the capital t)f

a polite and gallant race ? what of all the glories

of Numidia in the time of Scipio ? What is there

known of that city, mysterious as Masar, built by an

Arab invader, in rivalry of all the Orient, and whose

vast lines of walls and huge machicolated towers

alone remain on the plain of TleniQen ? These, and

innumerable ruined aqueducts and other Roman works,

are pathetic proof of the ruin of great peoples and

the advent of evil days.

It is strange to find in Dr. Shaw's " Travels
"

(1727) the remark that "there is very little in the

city (Algiers) to merit the attention of the curious :

"

a singular judgment on the part of such a shrewd

observer and excellent scholar. He atones for his

insensibility by much frank commendaticjn of the

surroundings of the city. There must have been

abundant^ material for investigation. The place was

strongly fortified, the ramparts were intact. The

fortress was still standing in whose wall were found,

embedded in concrete, the remains of the unfortu-

nate St. Geronimo. The Dey was still the Grand

Seigneur, and the Algerine corsairs the scourge of

the Mediterranean. Thousands of unhappy Euro-

peans filled the prisons, and suffered many cruelties

and privations, as Cervantes so powerfully described.

Aimers was to continue to brave all Christendom vmtil

Exmouth's cannon broke her power, and that little

blow of a fan, now historic, completed her downfall.

Probably to-day there is nothing that so strikes the

visitor as the contrast presented everywhere between

the old world and the new, and the variety of

nationalities that throng the streets. One moment

he may be ^fldneur on a boulevard that would not

diso-race Paris, in a world of cafes and the babble of

the hour ; a few yards find him in a strange marine

quarter, with a savour of the old predatory age and

the suggested presence of the ruffians of Kair-eddin,

the famous corsair ; or a turn in a bazaar, or, better

still, in any direction uphill, will find him momen-

tarily expecting an adventure with Haroun and his

Vizier. Following the street that leads westward

towards the Bab-el-Oued, he may realise much

romance in vivid fashion. In this neighbourhood,

and near a species of public garden, stands a mosque

whose exterior is very striking. This, the mosque

of Sidi Abd-er-Rahman-eth-Thalebi, the original of

our second illustration (ii.), is at once a place of

worship and the tomb of a famous marabout. It is

most picturesquely placed on the steep hillside, and

its minaret is very gracefully composed, its series of

arched niches being relieved by deep bands of tiling.

Within, the remains of the marabout—one of the

most saintly repute—lie in gorgeous state. Lamps

that are never suffered to be extinguished, ostrich

eggs, and other gifts hang around the curtained

sepulchre. Several deys are buried here, and the

building is of great antiquity. A small burial-ground

—shown in our picture—is attached, and is not

more untidy than most Moorish cemeteries. It is

a place of brooding c^uiet and forlorn despondency,

far more affecting in its repose than the flowery guise

and monumental effontery of a French cemetery.

In few towns are the means and places of amuse-

ment and refreshment more diverse than in Algiers.

The contrasts are diverting. Here is the theatre,

where (or things are strangely altered) much opera

is played by a cosmopolitan company. Among the

cafes ou le mnrule s'ennuie, at the famous cafe

c/iaidaid of the Universe, you may hear the beautiful
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Princess of Mogador, or the lovely and veritable

Circassian with the sesquipedalian name. Or you

may plunge into the Arab town, and, entering a

native cafe, courageously mount the divan of the

dusky interior, tuck your feet under you, light jonv

cigarette, and drink a tiny cuj:) of intensely bitter

coffee—all for one half-penny. Here, if you are

a philosopher, is your true entertainment. In one

corner, hardly discernible at first in the gloom, is

a huge negro apparently chanting some diablerie

over a caldron ; he is the coffee-maker. Round the

room, and on the divan, with their backs to the

dirty matting on the wall, are the company ; not

like Cowper's tavern-haunters—" All loud alike, all

learned, and all drunk," but silent and solemn, playing

cards or chess.

Chess is a game
passionately

loved by all

classes here, and

it is naturally

and alliterative-

ly combined
with coffee and

cigarettes. In

our last illustra-

tion (vi.) this

combination is

being realised

on the floor of

the patio of a

very different

building from

our modest cafe.

If chess have

any sesthetic

merit as an oc-

cupation, it has

it under the cir-

cumstances Mr.

Barclay has so

sympathetically

depicted. The
arches that sup-

port the upper

floor are flatter

than is usual in

Moorish archi-

tecture other-

where, though

frequent in Al-

giers. The effect,

however, is very

pleasing. The
eye is more at-

tracted to the {Ih-aivn by Edijar Barclay.)

jnirity and elegance of form, the simple charm of

design, than when a labyrinth of intaglio is over-

laden with colour. Indeed, to fully appreciate

Moorish ornament in architecture, Granada should

first be visited. The chaste harmony and serener

loveliness of many-celled domes, and arch and wall,

free from colour, will then be felt to perfection.

Nothing can be more exquisite than the creamy

softness of texture and the delicacy of tone which

the white surface acquires by age. The later and

more splendid style is more striking, perhaps, but

it is barbaric by comparison.

Besides these things, it is needless to say you

may dance. Or you may assist (as spectator) at

one of the celebrations of the A'tssaouia, specially

" arranged " for

the enlightened

visitor. It is

nothing that

j'ou endanger

your hearing

and outrage
your sensibility.

It all lias to

be done—once.

You are con-

vened at the

Hotel d'Oricnt,

and under the

command of a

portly and tur-

baned guide are,

with your com-

panions, con-

ducted to the

old town. Up
the tortuous

street, turning

into a jiassage,

you ari'ivc at a

little diKir, pass

iiiti) tiic vesti-

buK' (if -A house,

and finally by

a slight descent

finil yourself in

llic inner court.

. It is a curious

s|H'ctaclc. The

half-naked ])er-

loi-iniTs lounge

around ; some

horrible ne-

gresses res])len-

dently attired

squat on the

rOI.ONMADE 0I-' Jlir. lilX.MAA IJ.-Kl
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oToiuul, wWiU'. tlie musicians are gently agitating tlie

inspiriting tomtom. On one side is a fire burning,

and aliont it

mysterions im-

plements of tor-

ture ; a few

tethered calves

and some sheep

are huddled in-

to a corner.

Some uidiappy

fowls arc tied

in bunches by

their claws.

Overhead the

galleries are

filled with faces.

On the oi'ches-

tra a strange

t r e m u 1 o u s

dance- rhythm

is accentuated

by an accom-

jxmiment of

tambours and

tomtoms of re-

lentless persist-

ency, and tlie

most delicately

graduated ac-

cession both of

timeand sound.

Then comes a

sudden chorus

of terrible dis-

sonance. The

performers and

the horrible old

witches are pos-

sessed Ijy the

music ; they rave with mighty yells and with irre-

proachable sosfouito. One wretclied fanatic gashes

himself with a knife, sears himself with hot iron,

playfully cats broken glass and other indigestible

':iiPB'»"

ALaiEES.—VI.: COFFEE AND CHESS.

{Draini bij Edijar Barclay.)

matter, all the while yelling and dancing to the fasci-

nating music. Others rapidly comj)ete, and the pious

orgy develops.

Ere you quite

know how, the

place reeks with

the blood of

the slaughtered

animals, the

headless fowls

stagger, or are

plucked
; pas-

sages are made
through tlie

fire, and the

odour of burnt

ilcsli and hair

and feathers is

intolerable. At
this moment
the demoniac

intensity of the

dance and sing-

ing and music

is indescriba-

lile ; the heat

anddinandlior-

rible revelry,

the fury and

force and glow

of the scene,

arclikeniithing

so much as the

pandemonium
of Berlioz,

when the cho-

ms triumphs

over the uii-

hap]iy Faust.

"Has, Has,

Koix, Astaroth, Belzebuth : " it is the noise of all

the voices of Tartar. You rush, half-stunned, to

tlie door, gain the street and the sweet security of

civilisation.
. J. AuTiii'U Bl.\ikie.

IN THE MAESHES."
Painted by W. Eoeloss.

ABIRD'S hoarse cry heard close at hand in-

creases, and as it were emiihasises, as nothing

else can, our sense of loneliness and solitude. There

is a weird, alumst savage, sound in it, which cannot

be translated into the faintest sympathy or affinity

with our own tongue. Allien, as in Roeloss's pic-

ture, you have a multitude of wild birds, in all

their infinite variety of action and gesture, let loose

on a stretch of wind-haunted marshland, all at once

sliriekiug out their " unutterable discord," as birds
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alone know Ikiw, you feel more completely eut off

from life th;in in the most intense silence. These

eerie spaces—alive with moorfowl and cormorant,

swooping singly and in pairs, wing-mg it over the

sparse and bitter scrub-wood, floating away into the

chill dimness of far-off water-reaches—are somehow

a deejier solitude than where nothing stirs. This

parliament of fowls might be discussing some treason

of the air. It may be said that one has no right

to invest landscajjc with a moral impression—espe-

cially a subject so perfectly "healthy" in matter

and treatment as " In the Marshes." But for all

that the feeling is still left that these birds are

shriekins' out the hate and loneliness of the desert.

There is a dismal impressiveness in the artistes

vigorous treatment of these wind-tortured bushes

and the quaking of the reeds and grasses. The

difficulties of sky and drifting wrack are carried

off' with a free strong hand that sets clouds and

birds all scouring together. There is no repose, in

things animate or inanimate. The whole impression

of the picture sets in the direction of imprisoned

strength and restlessness, chafing in a wilderness of

hostile forces which would sap the life of everything

lumian, but is as the breath of being to the wild

things seen ; and we experience a feeling of com-

fortless admiration for the note of strength that in

every detail is struck and sustained.

AET AND UTILITY.

THERE are artists and admirers

of art who appear afraid to ac-

knowledge a moral purpose. To

apply the inference of moral

utility to the work of the one

or the admiration of the other

is the same order of offence as

to associate some men of inde-

pendent means with business :

though all men of independent means depend upon

business being transacted somewhere and by some-

body, in the same way as all artists, even the artist of

independent and moral-less purpose, depend upon the

morality of others in the world. No artist, however

imaginative or however prosaic, can get outside the

circle of utility that surrounds him, using the word

utility at one and the same time in the broadest and

narrowest sense applicable. But we are now rather

apt to regard culture only as a developed adornment

of higher humanity, and to overlook the original

utility of the arts from which culture sprang. The

artistic object we now admire presumably for itself

has a history showing that at one time there was a

real necessity for it, that some one therefore invented

it, and that the inventor was bound and limited by

the means and skill at his command. Regarded in

this light, the rudest thing man first made for the

commonest use was art, and in its little degree fine

art ; and the most elaborate thing, the finest fine-art,

men now make or paint for ornament, has an un-

avoidable, an inevitable utility. As I shall presently

attempt to show.

Let us consider the original utility of a few

artistic things. Blue ware was originally made blue

probably because blue was simple and cheap ; but it

is now prized and imitated for more fanciful reasons.

Statuary was at first an essential part (a figured

column) of architecture, and the most elaborate archi-

tecture was the outcome of the simple need of a build-

ing. Climate, too, has been a more active designer

than man. It decreed flat roofs where people wanted

to sleep in the open ; narrow streets where people

needed shade, as in Italy ; and angular roofs where

snow and rain had to be manceuvred. Small dim-

reliu"ious-lio-ht windows were once made small be-

cause larger ones could not so well be made, and were,

in fact, then more ideal than real ; but windows are

now made small for artistic symjiathies so sensitive

that even the green bulFs-eye is centred in the jiane

-—not on economical grounds as heretofore when

every inch of glass was a luxury, but for decorative

jnu-poses in an age when we can let in daylight by

the square yard. The niceties of jewellery that we

now show as art-curiosities in museums are made for

very practical daily use. The coins we copy and

reiterate in brooches, bracelets, and solitaires were

as utilitarian as our coins are now. The common

alphabet out of which we in the name of art elabo-

rate so many varieties of form in iniblic petitions and

addresses, no doubt received the first variety of form

through the uncompromising necessity that there

should be distinctions between one letter and another.

JSIonks decorated their books, not for decoration and

as decoration only, but as a beautified offering to

their faith ; but it was an offering and prayer first

;

it was truly a devotion, not to art as art, but through

art to the deity. The statues devoted to Greek

temples had the utilitarian character of offerings or

expressions of worship. The marble figures we so

much admire as figures in the church of Santa Croce

at Florence were not executed and erected as to-be-

admired figui-es only, but primarily for the very
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utilitarian purpose of commemorating the worth

—

and, after all, the moral worth—of Dante, Miehel-

ano'elo, and others. Monks, poets, musicians, and

actors have kept clean-shaven faces—as an indication

of a certain religious order with the monk, necessity

with the actor, and personal comfort or an innate

sense of the fittest with the poet and musician ; and

yet clear-cut clean-shaven faces are oftenest depicted

by artists in their portraitures of ideal or conceived

characters. Men of rapid and passionate thought, in

the necessity of expression, evolve a form of hand-

writing which other people with no very rapid or

passionate thought try to imitate ; they are attracted

by the aggregate beauty of form which this per-

fectly utilitarian writing presents. Finally, as a

matter of honour, some American Indians retained a

long lock of hair on the top of their skulls to aid the

process of scalping should they fall victims to op-

posing tribes; and fashion not long ago decreed some-

thing very similar, either direct from this or through

the Chinese pig-tail, to ornament the humanity of

civilisation.

And now as to the inevitable utility of the finest

of even fine art. We may not openly or even secretly

recognise the moral utility of a picture—either land-

scape or figure—a statue or bronze group, a beautiful

vase, a sonata, or a poem ; but notwithstanding this,

the thing utilises individual thought and finally gene-

rates action. If the influence of a work is of a low

order it modifies our height, and if high it C|ualifies

our nobility with greater nobility. If unseen, a work

of art of course has no active existence. Like the

" cipher" standing by itself, it expresses nothing, but

increases or diminishes the value of other figures.

Now the "other figures" whose value is increased or

diminished by the cipher Art are men and women ; and

men and women in all conditions of life are influenced

and are influencing, for the broad history of mankind

is the history of a moral strife. Such commonplace

expressions as "getting on," "bettering oneself,"

"progress," "success," confess this, and the most

ordinary deeds of life form an unconscious admission

of unrest for a higher condition. Art is a special but

semi-conscious confession of this unrest, while religion

is a special but a fully-conscious confession of the

Hjnvard tendencies of mankind. Why then ignore or

Idink at moral purpose? Science, philosojihy, and

mechanics not only by necessity but by choice are

directed to utilitarian aims ; and why should certain

sections of art pretend to stand proudly aloof from

the admitted strife? This surely is the whim of the

child jietted to arrogance, curling its lip at the very

conditions, the un])ei-fected conditions, of life that

make the more artificial of the arts necessary or even

jiossible : since a really perfected condition of life

would probably concern itself in realities and realisa-

tions, and not in painted fancies and aspirations.

Even the arts of reading and writing would not be

needed if all the reading and writing possible were

accomplished. Dean Stanley, in his "Origin of

Christian Institutions," says :
" In the begin-

ning of Christianity there was no such institution as

clergy, and it is conceivable that there may be a

time when they shall cease to be." In the begin-

ning of art there was no such institution as artists,

and it is conceivable that there may be a time

when they shall cease to be.

In connection with the broad morality and the

utility of even fine art, it is well to bear in mind that

art is a dependant. It does not live by tlie breath

of its own mouth, hut by the word or suggestion

that proceedeth out of the mouth of Nature ; and

Nature, as far as we know of her, never does a thing

for the mere diversion of doing. What the great

purpose of all existence in Nature may be is beyond

the present point ; but the fact of purpose or motive

is eloquent in all understood facts. Art of necessity

follows Nature—for where can it avoid Nature?

—

and of necessity it partakes of the attributes of the

model. Nature affects art, and both affect the ai'tist.

There never was an artist who could, however he

wished to, however he believed he did, follow art

for art, and metaphorically put a colon and say its

influence ended where he set the last touch. " The

arithmetician," says Coleridge, " uses figures as the

means and not the end of knowledge;" and the artist

unavoidably, whatever his own belief may be, uses

art as a means and not as an end achieved in itself.

Even the artist's life—and after all that is the centi-al

importance whatever we are—is not precisely that

life it would have been had it worked at any other

vocation. If artists themselves cannot avoid these

inilnences, so is it impossible that their work can go

among people as dead lettere. We cannot eradicate

experiences, and when we act in thought, word, or

deed, then have we fate at our heels. Even if the

artist seeks an ideal bcatity and so gets away from

the common commoni)]ace of ])eo]ile aii<l things, he

cannot get away from the phantom of inlluence that

follows him. To some extent he may be a recluse

from the crowd, but the imagination and emotion he

cmplovs to seize his ideal are not dead and action-

less forces. They affect those who seek and those

wild find them : so that the artist of this order

deals with the same moralities ns other artists deal

with, only by another and a less beaten route.

Sensuality, for example, is not a virtue because it

Iiapjiens to be rendered with fine imagination, and

a theft imaginatively or symbolically represented

would still be a theft.

'i'he questiim of morals as considered here has no

necessary conned 1.1 11 with a particular .sect or creed,
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and iiKinililv is considered as one of nature's facts cfallery of pictorial sermons ; but I would have every

that ciinnot be i.<;iHired. I would not have all pic- artist aware that his work, however great or however

tures parables, all specially inculcating a given small, is inevitably for or against the fundamental

virtue or driving liome a particular doctrine, so that morality upon which the welfare of all society

to attend an art gallery would be like attending a necessarily depends. William Tirebick.

MOEE ABOUT VENETIAN GLASS.

THE first notice of the importation of Venetian

glass into England is in 1399, when letters

patent were issued by Richard II. in favour of Zane

and Dandolo, masters of two A^enetian galleys then

in the port of London, permitting the passengers to

sell their small wares of glass vessels on the decks of

the galleys duty free. Glass had been imported in

Northern Europe before this date, and the great ex-

tension the trade afterwards acquired may be imagined

from a note in the journal of Sir Thomas Roe, am-

bassador from James I. to the court of the Great

Mogul, Jehanguire, 1G15. He had brought a num-

ber of presents from the English king; but while

he was still negotiating with the Mogul, an ambas-

sador from Persia arrived, who presented on the part

of his sovereign, among other costly offerings, "seven

mirrors of Venice, so fair and beautiful that my
heart sank witliin me on seeing them.'" Captain

Hawkins, a little before this date, reported that the

Mogul had in his treasury 200 glasses and rich

cups : also most probably from Venice, as tlie great

distance did not prevent the Persians from sending

large mirrors, which would be much more difficult

to transport than glasses.

Mirror-making seems to have been attempted in

Venice in the Fifteenth Century, as soon afterwards

two workers of !Murano obtained from the State a

monopoly of mirror-making for twenty years. In 1569

the makers of mirrors formed themselves into a sepa-

rate corporation; and, during the nest two centuries,

quantities of mirrors were exported to many countries.

The Republic spent large sums in adorning with

gold and gems the frames of mirrors piresented to

royal personages. That sent to Marie de Medicis in

1600, now preserved in the Louvre, was valued at

£6,000 ; its historical and artistic worth must now

VENETIAK QLASS.—I. : LACE AND FILIGREE \VU1;K.
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be much greater. In 166-1 the value of the mirrors

exported to France was 100,000 crowns annually;

after which Colbert suceeededj in spite of all pre-

cautions, in wresting this vahiable secret from the

Republic, and establishing the manufacture in France.

Immediately afterwards the importation of Venetian

mirrors into France was j>rohibited. After Colbert's

death a Venetian mirror belonging to him was valued

at 8,000 livres, while a picture by Raphael only

brought 3,000. Notwith-

standing their prohibition,

Venetian mirrors were still

nnicli esteemed. M. de la

Lande says, in 1765, tliat

no mirrors were pre-

ferred to the Vene-

tian except the

French, and they

were much more

costly.

The Duke of

Buckingham's fac-

tory at Lambeth

was a successful

venture. In 1677,

as Evelyn says,

" they also make

looking-glasses far

larger and better

than any that come

from Venice." It was conducted by workmen

from Muvano. Sucli efforts as these finally broke

up the monopoly at Murano, and in 1772 only one

house there (jNIiotti's) continuetl to make mirrors.

The inventories of the effects of important persons

in the ^Middle Ages contain many references to glass.

Among the most curious is a list belonging to

Henry VIII., in 1512, where nearly 450 glass objects

:ire enumerated, the greater number of Venetian

manufacture.

Nearly three centuries Ijefore tiiis all the glass

factories had been lianished from Venice to

Murano. There the inhabitants seem to have ac-

commodated themselves pleasantly to their surround-

ings ; for James Howell, writing from the island

in 1621, observes: "They say here that although

one should transplant a glass furnace from Murano

to Venice herself, or to any of the little islands

;d)0ut here, or to any other jxart of the earth besides,

:iiid use the same materials, the same workmen,

the same fuel, the snnie ingredients, every way, yet

they cannot make crystal glass in that perfection for

beauty and lustre as in Murano. Some impute it

to the quality of the circumambient iiir that h:ings

over the place, which is purified and attenuated by

the concurrence of so many llrcs, that are in those

furnaces night and day perpetually, for they are like

the Vestal-fire which never goes out. The art of

glass-making is here very highly valued, for whom-

n AM' sruxi'; \vui;k.

soever be of that profession are gentlemen ijoso facto

—and it is not without reason, it being a rare kind

of knowledge and chymistry to transmute dust and

sand (for they are the main ingredients) to such a

diajihanous, pellucid, dainty body, as you see a crystal

glass is. When I saw so many sorts of curious

glasses made here I thought upon the compliment

which a gentleman put upon a lady in England, who

having five daughters, he said ' he never saw in liis

life such a dainty cupboard of crystal glasses.' The

compliment proceeds, it seems, from a saying they

have here ' that the first handsome woman that ever

lived was made of Venice glass.' But when 1 pry'd

into the materials and observed the furnaces and

calcinations, the transubstantiations, the liipiefactions,

that are incident to the art, my thoughts were raised

to a higher speculation, th.at if this small fnrnace-firc

hath virtue to convert such a small lump of d:ii-k

dust and sand into such a precious clear body as

crystal, surely that grand universal fire which shall

hajipen at the day of judgment may liy its vi<dent

arclour cilrij'// and turn to one lump of crystal the

whole body of the earth ; nor am I the first that fell

u|"jn that conceit." Howell's admiration of Murano

gl;iss seems to have led him to estal)lish ;i factory in

London (which Strype describes as situated in iiroad
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Street), where they made glass of Venice and em-

ployed Venetian workmen. The building became

known in after-years as Pinner's Hall, and the ground

lieiiig lately required for a railway, the workmen ex-

cavating discovered various specimens of Venetian

o'lass : a tall wine-glass, a square scent-bottle, a ribbed

fountain-inkstand, a bundle of opalised glass light

green bottles, and some gilt ])ieces. These were

all exhibited at the archteological meeting in 1874'.

The Republic must have found it impossible en-

tirely to prevent workmen from going abroad, as

in this century we read of glass-works in various

places, though Sir R. Mansel (1623), who expended

£;30,000 (an enormous sum for those days), was

obliged to procure artisans from Mantua for his

works. Some Venetian workmen, probably attracted

by the abundance of wood, about this time suc-

ceeded in establishing themselves at a village iu the

Cautal, Haute Loire. They there made glass after

Murano types, but do not seem to have acquired any

artistic celebrity. No remains of their factories exist,

but specimens of their wares may yet be bought in

the Auvergne ; they are known, from the name of

the factory, as " Verres de la Margeride."

The glass-workers of Murano were divided into

four classes : the pliiolari, or makers of vessels, the

makers of optical instruments, those who made

mirrors, and those who made beads. This last branch

was perhaps more peculiarly Venetian than any other,

and was divided into sections: onejCaWeA fiijjjiial it we

,

niaile tliose beads especially known as Venetian, which

have leaves and flowers added in dilferent colours by

the aid of a blowpijie to the body of the bead. The

trade in beads was always a most important branch.

Besides the enormous number required for Africa,

beads were made for rosaries, to supply nearly the

whole of Europe. Some years ago a large stock of

beads of early Murano make was found iu Kent, at a

spot called Pilgrims' Road ; they were of many kinds,

some the large opal beads called Ave Marias, used for

marking prayers. They were supposed to have been

the property of one of those vendors who, like the

Pardoner in Chaucer's tales ;
" straight was come

from coui-t of Rome" with a vendible stock of rosaries

and indulgences.

The prodigious quantity of beads made by the

Eighteenth Century is said to have exceeded 44,000

pounds per week. In the list of patterns 562 species

are enumerated, with innumerable subdivisions. The

journals of many old African travellers describe the

different kinds of beads they had to carry with them

for trading purposes, as those in fashion with one

tribe were totally disregarded by the next. In

ITCil. twenty-two furnaces in Murano were occupied

iu making l)eads alone. Burekhart calculated at the

beginning of this century that four to live hundred

chests of Venetian beads, of ten hundredweight each,

were sold annually in Cairo. Those were most

prized that most nearly resembled the old Roman
beads. Burekhart accused the traders of sending

quantities of false coral into the market. We know

that in the Fourteenth Century the State endeavoured

to prevent fraud by repeated edicts forbidding the

manufacture in glass of imitation crystal or gems,

and especially prohibiting the sale of false pearls

;

this was probably from sanitary reasons, as before the

discovery in ItiuG of imitating pearls with tish scales

they were made with mercury, which was injurious

to both makers and wearers. Of the cridallai,

the optical glass makers, we know little. In 1300

their gudd prohibited the buying or selling of lenses

and various objects of white glass imitating crystal

;

but this injunction was removed in a year's time.

Lanterns for galleys and lighthouses were made in

the Fourteenth Century. Sjiectacles are said to have

been invented (1286) by Salvino d'Armati, a Floren-

tine. This branch of glass-making flourished iu

Murano in 15S0, as we read that two spectacle-

makers had then the gi'eatest repute of many j)rae-

tising there.

No illustrations can do justice to the endless di-

versities of Venetian glasses ; they rival in lightness

those of Greece and Rome, and are as varied as nature

herself. To examine them is to imagine that the

inventive faculty can go no farther. Some types are

given in our first illustration. Many of these light

drinking cups were made by Murano workman in

Germanv. Some fine specimens are in the British

Museum. In spite of all laws and prohibition,

artisans succeeded in evading the vigilance of their

rulers and carrying their art to foreign States.

Though very light, the vessels of this age are ex-

tremely strong. In one collection there are hunting

horns and bottles which belong to old Italian families,

and which bear the marks of long-continued use.

In our second illustration are figured some types of

marbled and imitation stone glass, copied from antique

designs, and showing the prevalence of Eastern forms.

Some of these coloured glasses may have been like

those described in 1495 as " the equals of inurrhine,"

that object so prized in ancient Rome. With this

variegated glass is sometimes mixed aventurine,

formed by mingling particles of copper with yellow

glass. It is said to have been invented by the Miotti

family, and was long ke])t as a trade secret. In

mosaic glass no Venetian specimens equal in taste

or diversity of pattern those of classical days. The

very curious and, it is believed, unique canopy given

in our last illustr.ation was purchased in 1809 at

Castallani's sale, from the funds of the Slade Be-

quest. It is made of coloured leaves and flowers

arranged in patterns on a wooden foundation—a novel
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species of mosaic. On the rooi:' are the sun, moon, \A"hen a distinguished visitor came to Murauo, it

and stars; witii a white dove to denote its sacred was the custom to present him with a cup, in the

character. Tlie conventional tulips, carnations, and

cyprus-trees forming its decoration are precisely those

found on oriental embroideries. The glass is certainly

Venetian; the combination would seem to assign its

origin to some such place as Sicily, where Eastern

and Western civilisa-

tions touched. Mr.

Franks has suggested

that it is the work

of nuns, who always

had plenty of time

and many delicate

working hands at

their disposal. The

glass ornaments could

have been procured

by the hundred from

Venice. Its date is

about 17U0.

The vessels de-

picted in our first

illustration are of the

lace and tiligree types

which came into

vogue in the Seven-

teenth Century.
Originally suggested

by antiques, they

were much improved

by the Venetians,

who certaiidy in-

vented the most re-

markable kind, called

re/ /ceil/. Transpar-

ent rods of glass,

each containing a

twisting coloured

thread, are laid side

by side and fused

together. Two of

tliese layers are placed slanting across each other,

so that between each rounded point of the rods a

bubble of air is left ; with iron pincers they are put

into the oven, and formed into a vase with stand

and cover. Tlie extraordinary manner in which the

bubbles of air increase and decrease in mathematical

precision, according to the shape of the vase, is

perfectly incomprehensible to the uninitiated. It is

almost imjjossible to indicate j)roper]y this sort of

work in an engraving; but such a goblet as one in

the British INIuseum, surmounted and supported by

serjients, with body and cover framed of fine relicelli

work, is a triumph of manual skill, and counts with

the most precious treasures a nation can possess.

VENETIAN GLASS.—HI.: A CANOPY IN MOSAIC GLASS.

bottom of which was enclosed one of the couis Known
as oselle, which bore the arms of the reigning Doge.

There is a good series of these oselle cups in the

British Museum, l^eginning in 167-i. Some glass

objects were made of a thick milk}' white^ possibly in

imitation of the old

" glass porcelain ;

"

cups are known of

this substance bearing

the Miotti mark ; it

is still called by col-

lectors Venetian Por-

celain. Besides all

these classes many
architectural compo-

sitions were made

:

temples, altars, cabi-

nets, crucifixes; ob-

jects of the most di-

versified and compli-

cated character ; with

statuettes, lamps, and

chandeliers of every

kind of costly orna-

ment.

All through the

Eighteenth Century

many foreign manu-

factories, esjiecially

those of Bohemia,

competed successfully

with Murano, and the

demand for her pecu-

liar products declined.

Briati, the most suc-

cessful worker of the

epoch, was especially

celebrated for bis

chandeliers and mirror

frames, oruanientid in

intaglio or in coloured foliage ; also for his beautiful

work in lace-glass. After his death in 1772, no other

yreat name arose. "With the fall of the Venetian

lle])ublic her manufactories decaj'cd and her trade

was interrupted. At the beginning of the Nine-

teenth Century, with the exce])tion of bead-workers,

the glass industry might be said to be extinct. So

fell a manufacture which seems to have owed its ex-

traordinary success and its great commercial develop-

ment to the fact that at first it made artistic beauty

its chief aim, and afterwards proceeded to ornament

articles of daily use—thus reversing the common rule.

A lesson which may be pondered over by the factories

of to-day. A. M.\i)Ei.i.\K Wall.\ce-Dunlop.
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"FOESAKEN."
From the Picture by H. Pabst.

THE ideal fishcr-niaiden figures in Hen- Pabst's

picture in her most pensive and poetical aspect.

She is the oml)odim{>nt of a pretty fancy, the incar-

nation of Schubert's beautiful melody. She is, how-

ever, not idealised past hope of recognition, though far

enough removed from the robust, burly sea-nymphs

who visit Leith town, and whose ways in Newhaven

are strange to the southron. Her reverie is conceived

in the tender strnin of retrospection evoked by the

last and loveliest hour of daylight, when all nature

is "breathless with adoration."

Our compassion for her thus forsaken is well-

nigh absorlied by the solemnity and harmony of the

scene, the sense of free air antl limitless sea, and

the azure and <rold of the calm sunset. All the

influences of nature are on her side. The wind that

makes sweet music in the hollows of the cliffs, the

bosom of the great deep flushed with the sundown,

the mild crescent moon with her faithful star—these

gentle forces will medicine her grief. She would
not probably be able to ex])lain their ameliorating

influence; but they exist in the metaphysics of her

belief, and are broadly apparent in the delicate poetic

sentiment of the picture. Perhaps the fifth act of

her modest drama has been played, and soon night,

the curtain, will fall. She has not lived in vain.

Here, at any rate, is that crystallisation of fancy,

that permanent fixing of mobile sentiment, for

which poets—such as Wordsworth and Keats—have

reserved their highest praise in art.

THE AETIST IN FICTION,

F this creature's career, as

set forth in the pages of

some few three-volume

novels, the briefest study

is sufficient to start one

on the search for an

author, or authors, who
may be made responsible

for his literary ancestors

and his own later de-

velopment. We might

hope to get a complete

account fmni the " germ of him" to his present con-

dition, had he but been deemed worthy of scientific

treatment. But this history cannot be hoped for

just now, and we must even put up with what is

to l)e got; for, amongst all the "reconciliations"

in thought that have been achieved, that between

art and science is hardly yet in working order.

I am fain to trace a faint foreshadowing of the

fictitious artist and his love-affairs in the Laureate's

ballad of the Landscajie Painter and the Village

Maiden ; but I content myself with taking Miss

Thackeray's less shadowy creation, Dick Butler, in

the " Village on the Cliff," as sufficient prototype

and pedigree. And this, notwithstanding the exist-

ence of Scott's Dick Tinto, Thackeray's J. J., and

many others. They are justly celebrated, Init they

238

do not, to ray way of thinking, lend themselves easily

to a certain kind of swaggering caricature of their

minds and manners. On the other hand, the attitude

of a,fnine poseur and nothing more is very readily

produced by a coarse reading of Dick Butler.

Henri Murger did far more than Balzac to in-

fatuate the youth of France with the splendours of

misery. He it is who must really be accused of

having furnished a good many garrets, in real life,

with tine specimens of Marcel, and ^limi Pinson,

who, being French, were bent on systcmatising his

social philosophy, and starving and all the rest of it.

Over here, among a chosen few, the mischief produced

by Dick Butler's shabby velveteen was conlined to a

feverish (but (piite harmless) longing to cidthc them-

selves in this peculiar wear. The best, or the worst,

these young men found to do was to drag their vel-

veteen with tlicm through all tii;it could lie reached

of a London they loved to call Bohemian. Lidi^ed,

rusty velvet might have become an ohjct de lii.re,

could it only have been mannractnrcd straight off.

Cci'tain very zealous youths possessed of worldly

goods even left them rejoicing, or, at any rate, ke])t

them in the background during their brief masquerade.

But in this place I can but glance at some of the

v.agnries of fiction.

I have this moment put down a I'oiunion novel of

the (lay (by a lady), which is a rcconl ol' the feats
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in love and art and goneral ]jro\vcss of the creature I

am discussing. His chief physical characteristics, as

therein inventoried, are enormous strength, the limbs

of a " young gladiator," tawny masses of \ enetiau

red hair, and (in a natural sequence) unfathomable

and sleepy grey eyes. Every conscientious novel-

reader will recognise that he is not the jirivate

property of any one lady artist in portraiture. It is

refreshing to turn from him to Richard Butler him-

self, in part the innocent cause of such an amazing

effect. Clearly his portrait was painted from the

hfe, and as far as it goes is as excellent a bit

of nature and something besides as Miss Thackeray

in her best vein can make it. We may always re-

collect the type itself with pleasure ; but at second

and third hand it is quite another thing. We are

not told that there was anything astounding about

Dick Butler's personal api^earance. Though fairly

strong, he was not constructed on a stupendous scale.

His hair certainly curled, but not in mountainous

billows. His eyes are recorded to have had a way

of twinkling sleepily and pleasantly. They were,

moreover, of grey-green — a colour in eyes that

nowadays has come to mean unutterable things.

Strange as it may seem, however, their lashes had no

special fimction ; they are not mentioned as eiarling

])assionately towards their owner's brow, nor in any

other way accentuating or adding a peculiar quality

to his gaze. It is true, Diek Butler was lazy and

given up to a lounging, dallying quest of ease and

beauty. But, after all, his laziness was of a human
sort ; it was not the colossal inertia, the dead-weight

of passivity so to speak, of which our present poets

make boast. It is said that he had a little " mental

twist " which caused him to moralise and humorise

over life in a fashion quite his own. In spite of

this natural advantage, he did not feel bound to

astonish his admiring friends by his reckless banter,

and that continual fire of " brilliant and stinging

ejjigrams on human nature " which his unintended

progeny are said to keep up, though their biog-

raphers habitually omit all the good ones. Dick

Butler, poor fellow, was only one of those charming

yet rather pathetic " failures "—perfectly natural

and real when he recognised his incompleteness, or

when, carried away for a time by his temperament

and surroundings, he thought himself a genius.

Like all his craft, he had idle fits and working fits,

his hours of dulness and despondency and his seasons

of inspiration, when a feeble flicker of the " sacred

fire," no bigger than a will-o'-the-wisp, warms the

brain and sets the fingers tingling. Unlike his

descendants, however, he did not bind himself by

solemn oath, for no manner of reason except an

instinct of mysterv, to accomplish his task o' nights,

under the sole influence of tremendous cerebral ex-

citement and the remarkable combination of lamp-oil

and moonlight—as in the pages of three-volume

novels great painters are known to do. He was

no giant intellectually, any more than physically;

and still more notably in this, he differs from his

successors, who have the knack of hiding great

hoards of erudition under their easy exterior. Still

less was he a glorious or inarticulate genius. He
was not even a pent-up human volcano, who would

suddenly give vent in a torrent of scathing cynicism

to the demoniac bitterness of his artist-soul. He
had no stock on hand to repress or express. Merci-

fully, too, his overpowering sense of the Beautifvd

and the Good did not oblige him to jnu-sue an

everlasting crusade. In short, his occasional good-

natui-ed contempt for himself and contemporary ex-

istence generally was never quite so much eii erideiirr,

never so ramjjant and unreasonable as in the gentry

we know and do not love. In the talking humours

which fall on every company of real painters, he

never thought it beneath him to be intelligible to

his hearers. Not thus is the velveteen one; his

mind, even to himself, is nothing if not chaotic. He,

when not talking "shop" (his rapturous twaddle is

sometimes really amusing), requires constant female

support to bring out his strong jwints : unless, in-

deed, he be plunged in soliloqiiy, which is, I fear,

provocative of even more light-heartedness in the

reader.

Female support, I may add, is generally afforded by

two distinct types of the novelist's Abstract Woman.
One is the rustic ilaiden who haunts picturesque

French or English fishing villages, and is also con-

veniently to be found in the environs of Fontainebleau

or wherever the Being's occupation takes him. This

person is indispensable to his moods, and he uses

her accordingly. He makes much havoc by drifting

against the legitimate course of village true love.

He has a delightful way of talking over her head

at times, and at others of abruptly alluding to her

personal attractions from a jirofessional point of view

which to her is equally bewildering and new. The

power of his eye, his incomprehensible never-failing

" cynicism," his really well-made boots, accomplish

fatal things. It may be remarked, in passing, that

the merit of the Boots, unlike the Velveteen, does

not rest on their antique appearance. "\ ery often

the Being is a person of property who plays at

having none, which last fine touch is surely derived

from the Laureate's ballad. Lacking the female

rustic element, he is easily provided with other

material. It generally takes the form of an Early

Broughtouese or Late Braddonesque young woman.

With her our painter converses freely—rude, red-

haired, passionate, detestable as she is. He mani-

fests a spirited disregard of the usual tonventional
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restraints ; and lie is spurred on by much ae^reeable

flippancy and unmannerliness in her. Later, but

still on his own introduction, he proceeds to paint

and picnic with her in choice sylvan or seaside spots,

clandestine but cynical to the last. Then, after

" scant mirth " and many meetings, the Being's eye

develops " deeper depths of passionate intensity."

Tliis is more than enough for the young creature ; and

on occasion she has actually been known to " thrust

her face suddenly deep into his sun-burnt throat."

Nothing is said of strangulation at this memorable

pass ; but it is obvious what a gladiator's or any

other person's private sensations wmild be. Some-

times the Village Maiden, plus a hankering after

Bond Street boots and epigrammatic conversation,

is tamely restored to her fisherman or her wood-

cutter ; but this is not the case with the other sort

of victims. They would scorn the " unpassionate "

action ; they rather choose to die with a swan-like

sweetness never theirs in life.

The fact is that, however used or misused,

the artist-hero is a feature of the common modern

novel. A large but vague appreciation of paint-

ing and painters, together with a dim and dubious

knowledge of practical artist-life, is patent in many
of the novels of Ouida. jNIuch of her material has

been borrowed of her, and again and again borrowed

of her borrowers; and those who make use of it are

often unconscious of its orio-in. The strange g-lamour

she casts about her heroes and their surroundings

has been exaggerated, and the artist's environment

in fiction has become an extraordinary mixture of

moonlit madness and deadly commonplace, in which

he is, at best, a mere lay figure. Where Ouida's

artist suffers obscurity and privation, but in the

teeth of it paints masterpieces, his descendants endure

unmeaning tortures, and are bedevilled by absurd and
insurmountable difficulties of place and time. Does
any one remember a misunderstood youth—^derivcd,

as everyone who has read " Polle-Farine" will agree,

directly from the pure Ouida stock—who had never

painted but in a wash-house at dead of night, and
who emerged from the dismal ordeal, "unbeknown"
to his prosaic family, with works calculated to make
creation tremble? or that other whose retoiic/iing a,

great man's- masterpiece brought, not horsewhips and
the police-court, but fame and fortune and the smiles

of beauty in its train?

It may be said that the great mistake of those

who write of artists is an exaggeration of all the

qualities or defects supposed to belong to them, as a
class, and the exclusion of all the idiosyncracies and
habits which exist in man, and make him individual,

whatever hi^rofession or way of life. The common
method is to huddle together a few of the novelist's

"properties," bind them round with certain tricks

of sjieeeh and manner, push the scarecrow about a
bit, and label it a " painter." So long as there are

plenty of pipes and pewters, incident and character

will matter little. Really it would seem as if, to

produce an artist (who, after all, is primarily a man),
it were enough to follow such a receipt as this :

—

To a lazy Athlete six feet high, add yards of Old
Velveteen, an opulent Wig, and a fine old crusted

Sombrero; lean the mixture "airily on posts," and
stir up for speech when required. For many years

a dummy of this sort was kept on hand in every

studio in fiction. The reading public was perfectly

satisfied. Why should the writing crowd have

essayed to do better ?

Women, it is to be noted, have always had a

curious and rather blind indulgence for artists, so

different from themselves. Before the fierce light of

realism began to beat on things in general they

viewed the authors of great works through a haze of

enthusiasm, which magnified them to ideal propor-

tions. By this kindly operation, the Abstract Painter

was transfigured and spiritualised into a being of

another order than common men. They loved, for

instance, to believe that Raphael lived and painted in

a state of religious exaltation : that he toiled at his

Holy Families in a posture of adoration, and so forth.

Be it a merit or a fault, not much of this par-

ticular feminine idiosyncracy is left to combat. It

is now the fashion to cheerfully investigate the ins

and outs of men and things on plain, common-sense

principles. No exception has been made in favour of

artists and the artist-life, and many living and delight-

ful biograijhies are the result. The lady novelist has

gone with the years; but she has got rid of her rever-

ence to a different purpose : for the shining raiment of

old time she has substituted that heroic Velveteen.

She endeavours to treat her artist-heroes in an every-

day " real " manner, which is often quite as mireal

as the old, and which does not in the least conceal

her woeful ignorance of her subject. For in spite of

the rapid spread of artistic culture, the difPercnce to

be l)ridg'ed over is no imaginarv or accidental one,

but a difference of an intrinsic kind between the

artist-nature and that of other men and women. The
painter is now welcomed by " society " if he please

to respond to its a<lvances, and tlicn; is no place

nor speech wherein his slang is not heard. Ilis

very tools are familiarly handled by a multitude of

persons filled with a pleasant conviction of their

ability to turn the common objects of use and orna-

ment into works of art for themselves. But, for all

that, ho meets with little real comprehension ; and in

fiction, the familiarity which breeds contempt, or a

strange unreasoning admiration of his worst qualities,

are the moods in whiili his treatment is oftcnest

attempted. Katiiakin-ic nr, :\rATTOs.
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THE INSTITUTE,

nUi MOTHER.

(Pointed by Artlnir ITaclcer. Itistitute, ISS-I.)

THE formation of the new Institute, whose in-

augural exliibition is now to be considered, is

an event of hio-h imjiortanee in the history of British

Art. It is, of course, easy to object that exhibi-

tions have niidti])lied of late years, that artists

already possess amjde avenues to publicity, that men

of genius are few and must, eventually, achieve fame.

But it is with the scheme of the Institute, its neces-

sity and raison d'l'ln'—and not merely with one

more annual picture show—that we have to deal.

Every year it is notorious that the Academy exhibi-

tion suffers throug-h the scandal of skying good work,

the line-hanging of indifferent or bad work, and the

rejection of that which is worthy. The President

himself has gracefully admitted this last fact—not as

a salve to the unfortunate and in a moment of post-

prandial generosity, but as a confession of the limited

space at his disposal. The Burlington House exhi-

bition is never so fully representative as the Paris

Salon. The question is not one of comparison be-

tween British and Continental art, but one of ade-

(juate representation. The very constitution of the

Academy, the privileges of its members, and the

general enforcement of those privileges are ad\'erse to

its exhibitions being as representative as they should

be. It is true that of late years the composition of

its body is much changed, and that its annual shows

are somewhat less of a stereotyped and foregone con-

clusion ;
yet the inimical circumstances exist, and a

demand for a new order of things has arisen. All

who have viewed with pain and disgust mediocrity,

not in high places, but prominently displayed on

the line, have long felt the want of an antidote to

the evil, and share in the demand for a fair field

and no favour. This demand, coming from young

artists of parts and distinction, is not only natural, it

has become imperative. The scheme of the Institute

is comprehensive and its foundation ^ opportune.

If its progrannne is carried out in its mtegrity the

Institute will prove beneficial to art, and never a
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vehicle for solacing- the acrgrieved and rejeeted. The

list of its members is itself a guarantee to this end,

comprisincr as it does the names of many promising

young artists. It has but to act with boldness and

consistency to insure permanent success.

In its first exhibition the Institute has done fairly

well ; next year it must do much better. Let it be

said at once that the average quality is high, that

there is much ]ierformance and still more promise.

There is little that is pretentious and vulgar, less of

the trivial and inane, and less fatuous striving after

the unrcalisable ideal. On the other hand, there is

an abundance of good conscientious work, where the

artistic aim, if not high, has at least been realised
;

and, beyond this, there are several works any one

of whicli would be sutficient to make the exhibition

memorable. The promoters have done wisely in

rescinding their original resolution to restrict the

exliil)ition to cabinet works ; a collection of eight

hundred pictures

of nearly uniform

size could only have

resulted in mono-

tony and depres-

sion. They would

have acted with

still greaterwisdom

if they had exer-

cised the right of

rejection with less

tmiidity. They

might have sho«ni

much less respect

to mere names, and

much more the

desire to be all

things to all men.

Next year they

must act with

greater courage,

frankly rejecting

every work, from

whatever ((uarter,

that is inferior,

and thus purge

themselves of errors

that are perhaps

incidental to a new
enterprise. While

displaying com-

mendable self-ab-

negation, they have

shown far too much
deference towards

men whose rejmta-

tionhas been made.

and who are not slow to imperil their reputation

by hasty, ill-considered work. The justice and im-

partiality of the hanging at the Institute are

gravely compromisetl by this prurient respect to

prejudice. It is, for instance, altogether incom-

patible with the dignity of art that works of

such excellence as Mr. Solomon's "Convalescent"

and Mr. Caffieri's " Windfalls " should give place

to the unabashed commonplace of Mr. Long's
" Klea " and the cluinvari of Mr. P. R. Morris's

" Blue Girl." Such blemishes are more conspicuous

here than in another place, where, through the

tyranny of custom, they are received with a passive

acceptance yearly and the pious resignation of the

inevitable. Nor are these the only instances of in-

jurious hanging. Mr. Tollemaehe's powerful " Runs-

wick "— to name one more— is most improperly

skied. The defective hanging is of two kinds : the

skying of good work and the prominency of medio-

crity. Examples

of the latter are

fully as offensive

as any of the

former. Such pic-

tures as Mr. Thorne

Waitc's astonish-

in<4- landscape, " A
W indy Day in the

Fens ''—like a bad

chromolithogra])li

— an incredible

Herbert, R. A., and

Mr.W.L. Thomas's
" Gleam of Sun-

shine," merit a

very different fate

from the delicate

nttcntinn they have

M'cci\c(l. It was

hardly worth while

to establish the

Institute if it is

lo do no more (ban

to repeat the mis-

deeds dF Bin-ling-

1(in llouseand Suf-

folk Street. If it

is to do its wi>rk

effectually it must

disphu' mure iudi-

vidiialily 111' judg-

ment, S(i as to ren-

der its exhibitions

less like others,

less supei'ficially

comprehensive and

MEADOW-SWEET.

(i'aiuteij hy Fval ilurgaii. InaidiiU-. 1SS4.)
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niorc expressive ol' the deep uuderfurrent of •(Hi-

temjioraiy art.

The indication of Ihese little inconsistencies is

necessary, because in other respects the aims of the

Institute have been fairly realised. The exhibition is

Inrf^e in scope and accomplishment. As mioht be

expected, its excellence is chieily manifested in land-

scape. Foremost in this department is " The Uay-

lig-ht Dies " of ilr. Alfred Parsons. In this fine

work the artist has well-nigh touched the incommu-

nicable. It represents the hour of gloaming, two

lofty elms, a stretch of meadow, a sky whence heavy

rain has recently fallen, and a foreground of sedgy

stream. The composition is defective through the

superfluous refinement of the foreground, yet the

reverent treatment of the trees, exquisite in draw-

ing and colour, the breadth of the sky and atmo-

sphere, and the subtlety of lighting are powerful

enough to minimise the defect. The spiritual im-

port of the picture, its imaginative insight, its reve-

lation of the infinite, are indissolubly connected with

sincerity of inspiration and fidelity to nature. It

is not possible to feel its tenderness and truth of

tone, its solemnity of colour and brooding harmony,

as existing apart from the higher imaginative cpiali-

ties. These form the painter's poetic utterance,

those the medium of expression. Another artist

who has something to say beyond an appeal to the

visual organs is ^Ir. G. Clausen. He, too, does

not dethrone the imagination merely to delight the

pride of the eye. His " Day Dreams," notwith-

standing the obvious influence of Bastien-Lepage, is

a work of rare distinction and original intention. It

is curious to compare it with Mr. Frank Dicey—for

he, also, has his " Day Dreams," not without a charm

of another kind. Here the interest is transient, the

expression of truth evanescent, the value ephemeral.

In Mr. Clausen's work the truth is so graphic that

the physical aspect is delineated with the same quiet

masterly gi'asp as the mental process. The solitary

figure in the hayfield, beyond the dozing woman and

the dreaming girl, is involved in the subtle contrast

between the visible realism of the seene and the inner

abstraction of the girl's face. Cottage interiors have

always been favourite subjects with certain painters,

and they have not often been treated with such just

subordination to the figure as in ^Ir. Arthur Hacker's

picture, " The Mother," which we engrave. Since

Josef Israels made a sort of chamber of desolation of

the peasant's eot'age it has become almost an article

of faith that such should be doleful aud dreary, the

permanent home of Rachel. The joys of maternity

are at least as worthy of the painter's art as they

were when Raphael immortalised the subject. Mr.

Hacker is to be commended for the reticence and dig-

nity of his treatment. The mother is endowed with

no spurious idealism, nor is her oabe other than mor-

tal progeny ; they are natural in pose, and in calm

beauty of line the group possesses genuine sculp-

turesqne ^race. The solicitude of the mother, her

unaffected interest in her child, are charmingly ex-

pressed ; while the accessories, not a little helpful

to the subdued sentiment of the picture—the homely

surroundings and the little child at play—are ad-

mirably introduced. The scheme of colour is in

keeping with the happy conception of domesticity

—

a harmonious sobriety, neither sombre nor harsh. The

execution is excellent throughout ; the outstretched

leg of tbe baby, the play of light on the figures, the

firmness and strength of the modelling and draughts-

manship, merit attention. The whole is a pleasing

realisation of a felicitous thought, free alike from the

obtrusion of the rejiulsive aspect of the subject and

the afl^ectation of refinement. Another domestic

interior, Mr. John Burr's " Home Shadows," is

remarkable for the very pathetic figure of a girl

holding in her lap a sick child. Inferior to " The

Mother " in every sense, unequal in execution, defi-

cient in many ways, the beauty of the girl's pose is

so striking as to atone for the dirty fiesh-tints and

the slightness of technique.

Among the works of the few members and asso-

ciates of the Academy who exhibit, Mr. Pettie's

" Sweet Seventeen "—a clever three-quarter length

of a damsel in black—is the most notable, albeit

the hands are a little coarse. Mr. Alma Tadema's
" Well-known Footsteps " is not one of the happiest

inspirations, though the marl^le and draperies are

painted with the old familiar force. Mr. Henry

Woods' " Rialto Steps " is a vivid little Venetian

transcript, bright and piquant, though sketchy.

In his graceful study of a head, " Sylvia," Mr.

Marcus Stone has scarcely put forth his strength.

Mr. R. W. Macbeth in "Dog-Days" is clever and

catching as ever, and withal a little more vulgar

than usual. Modish, full of c/iic, a trifie man-

nered, the picture, whit-h is honoured with a

place on the line, is an excellent example of a

species of art too well represented in England, but

which assuredly has no such chance of recognition

abroad.

An antithesis is found in the " Convalescent " of

^Ir. S. J. Solomon, a work lovely in tone, a foi/r

de force in technical accomplishment. It is so un-

fortunately placed that it is difficult to realise at

once its jierfect harmony of creamy warm greys and

dusky flesh. ^Ir. I'red ^loi-gan has never painted

anything better in aim or execution than his

" JNIeadow-sweet," a fascinating rustic child carrying

a spray of the sweet-scented flower by the margin of

a stream. In this picture, the original of our second

engraving, the winsome little maiden looks forth
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appealiiigly with one of tlinse complex expressions

ehilJhoocl is wont to assume, half sadness, half joy.

The stream beyond is barely indicated ; the tree-stem

and river-grasses afford the necessary relief against

the wan water. The conception is truly felicitous.

It is no mere conceit or play of fancy that suggests

the meadow-sweet as the emblem of this pretty chdd

of the meadow, who has lived her little life in sight

and sound of the stream, and has grown like unto

that she looked upon, in accordance with Words-

worth's delicate fancy. The charm of ^Nlr. Morgan's

picture lies in the candour and innocence he has so

completely portrayed, with which the little face is

radiant and the pose no less eloquent. ^I. Chesneau,

who has so much to say of the cxclusiveness of

English art in his " La Peintnre Anglaise," will find

in Mr. Morgan's work an example truly English in

style, yet utterly devoid of anything insular. The

present exhibition comprises several good pictures

and studies of single figures, of which Mr. W.

Small's "Yorkshire Fisher-Girl" is an excellent

example, solidly painted and full of actuality. i\Iiss

Flora Keid's "Seamstress" possesses the like ex-

cellent technical qualities, is robust in tone and

reai'y powerful in treatment. Another good study

is one by Mr. La Thangue. In another style,

Mr. Edwin Bale's study of an Italian girl—" Ave

Maria "—may be noticed for its pleasant colour and

harmony. Of all the varied treatments of the single

figure, that of jNIr. F. D. Millet in " The Window

Seat "
is the most remarkable. Seated on the deeji

seat of an old-fashioned mauy-paiied window, with

her back to the broad daylight, is a girl in a white

fio-ured o-own at work, with her feet on a chair, white

window curtains about her, and the inquisitive light

streaming around her. The lighting is most dex-

terously managed, and the cleverness of the pic-

ture is almost excessive ; there is no ])ositive colour

locally, except in the figure, the head being strongly

painted, the cheeks ruddy with health ; the sense of

luminous, ubiquitous daylight is powerfully rendered.

Mr. Van Haanen's " Study of a Head " is very fine

in colour and excellent in texture, both in the flesh

and in the dark velvet, which latter is handled with

"reat breadth and freedom.

Examples of pure genre are not frequent m the

exhibition, and historical subjects are almost entirely

aljsent. The latter seem to be fast becoming a

hopeless matter with our artists. The days of large

canvases have departed, and Ilaydon's unhappy fate

has proved a sufficient warning. The dead jiast may

be galvanised, however, into an adumbration of its

antique hearty spirit, and Mr. Seymour Lucas has

found a congenial subject in "A Suspicious (iuest

at 'The Mermaid.'" The fiuilt of this and many

kindred works lies in their I'aihire to tell their story

completelv; thev lack rfiiifteiiihliincf. It is not at all

clear how it is that any suspicion attaches to the

guest in Mr. Lucas's picture, nor why the regular

customer regards him with mild surprise. The

dramatic purpose thus fails. \Ir. S. E. Waller, in

" The Letter of Introduction," which we engrave,

has fixed the scene in an old wainscoted hall at a

period when such were not denuded of furniture.

On the pale yellow silk of an old-fashioned sofa an

elegant girl, dressed in black velvet and wearing a

large Rubens hat, is contemplating a little white

and fawn-coloured spaniel which lias just been re-

leased from the hamper. The letter introducing the

little animal is in her hand, and her expression is

one of pleasant speculation. Perhaps the giver of

the dog is on the road, and she is interested in him—
who knows ? There is an element of romance in the

picture that is not unattractive. It is painted with

all Mr. Waller's usual clean effective artistry.

Our full-page illustration is an engraving of j\Ir.

Brewtnall's " Fatima." The beautiful wife of Blue-

Beard is about to apply the key to the door of the

chamber of secrets. The figure is energetically ex-

pressed, the gesture dramatic, the pose natural and

graceful. The light falls on her uplifted arm and

glowing face ; the gauzy sleeve, vermeil-tinted, the

rich chocolate and gold of the bodice and dull green

skirl, form not merely an accurate Oriental costume,

but a charming eii><emljle. She is instinct with

vivacious life, and consumed with the ardent desire

of knowledge—a transliteration of Eve or Elsa, the

incarnation of curiosity. Her lustrous black hair

streams below the gold and green embroidered caj),

which is fastened with a white band ; a sheathed

dagger hangs at her side, and below, strung on a

girdle, hang her remaining keys. Mr. Brewtnall

has painted more than one clever picture; he has

never before, we think, realised with such wanulh

and splendour and spontaneity of inspiration a

romantic conception. In treatment his i)icture h

unconventional, yet entirely free from the ])reteiitious

display of research and pedantry. The essentia!

fact in the old story lies in the act by which the

horrid discovery is made. This action ^Nlr. 15rcwtnal!

has treated as essential, and in it lies the interest

of the picture. To have labelled it with some fancy

name would have been useless, its vivacity and

dramatic intensity would prevail.

Among the sculpture M. Rodin's bust of Victor

Hugo is pre-eminent, a work full of vigour^ ami

character. The rare and noble qualities of the

sculptor's art are excellently displayed in its faultless

modelling and concentrated expression of intensity.

One characteristic of the Institute exhiliition is the

laro-e amount of small landscapes of high cla.ss.

Anion"- these arc Mr. T. Collier's "On the Horders
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of the New Forest," Mr. Haycock's " Rain Clearing-

Off," and a capital study of "Poplar Trees" by Mr.

Addison. The sea pictures are almost as numerous,

among them a really wonderful example of Mr. Henry

Moore. Mr. E. J. Gregory's " Rough Water on the

" Lubeck " and Mr. V. Yglesias' " Berwick " belong

t(i the same class of work—the former is particu-

larly powerful. Mr. Yeend King's poetical impres-

sion, " Two Lovers," is injured by the glaring falsity

of the lighting of the figures. For the rest, space

A LETTEK OF INTEOBUCTION.

(Painted hy S. E. Waller. Institute, ISS-I.)

Medway" is a clever impression. " Black Dia- is not left to mention more cxam]ilcs. The good

inonds," a train of barges coming up stream on the display made by (he younger and less known artists

tide, is a jKjwcrfnl river piece by Mr. Wyllio. J\Ir.

Hamilton's " Consuelo" deserves a better jwsition for

its rare beauty of colour. J\Ir. John White's " Inn

Door" is painted with all his usual strength aiul

breadth. Mr. John Reid, another robust colourist,

is not well represented. INIr. (Jyrus Johnson's

239

atr the Institute ni:iy l)e accepted as a ha]))iy augury

of the future. In every undertaking " there i.s

nothing," as liyron say.s, "so ditlicult as the be-

ginning, except, ])erhaps, the end." So good a start

having been made, consolidation nf the scheme may

be confidently looked for.
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THE INNS OF COURT.

THERE are four i^-reat Inns and nine lesser Inns,

and they are all situated with respect to one

another so that though they are not all in one manor

or one parish, they are in one quarter of our town, and

form an irregular chain from Oxford Street and Hol-

born to the Thames. The greater Inns are supposed

to rule the less. Thus Clifford's Inn, Clement's Inn,

and Lyon's Inn belong to the Inner Temple. To the

IVIiddle Temple there were formerly two Inns attached,

but the Strand Inn was pulled down by the Protector

Somerset, and there only remains New Inn. Lincoln's

Inn is supposed to

htild in subjection

Furnival's Inn and

Thavies' Inn ; and the

rest, namely. Staples

Inn (3) and Barnard's

Inn, the most pic-

turesque of all, belong

to the most picturesque

of the greater s(.ieieties,

Gray's Inn. There is

besides a little court

off Wych Street, which

is dignified with the

name of Dane's Inn,

which does not seem

to owe any allegiance ;

and there were till

lately two Serjeants'

Inns, but the Ser-

jeants themselves have

been abolislxed ; and

Scroope's Inn, which

was also a lodging for

Serjeants, but was

closed before the reign

of Henry VII., and

now even its site,

Scroope's Court, Hol-

bi.irn, has disajjpearcd.

The four greater insti-

tutions are called Inns

of Court ; the nine in-

ferior, Inns of Chan-

cery.

I trust this defini-

tion, dry as it must

be, will not prove too

tough for my readers.

But one so often hears 1.—THE ENIEAHCB TO FOUNTAIN OOUET, TEMPLE.

of the " Inns of Court and Chancery ;
" and many

of us have so little idea what is meant by the phrase,

that it seems worth while to make a precise state-

ment on the subject, though the origin and exact

meaning of the names are, notwithstanding some wild

guesses, unknown. All these jilaces ai-e supposed to

contain lodgings for barristers exclusively ; but, as a

matter of fact, any one who can afford it may live

in them, and the front of Staples Inn is let as a

row of shops. The picturesque aspect of tlie Inns is

a matter of much more importance from our present

point of view, and is

closely connected with

their history. I do

not think there is any

part of London which

may afford more en-

joyment to the lover of

the beautiful or to the

student of antiquity

than the territory of

the lawyers. Although,

as I have said, it lies

within certain limits,

there is a good deal of

it. There are a great

many courts, lanes,

gardens, squares, and

walks. And beyond

Holborn, two Inns, one

of them long modern-

ised, add to the ex-

tent of our excursion.

Gray's Inn retains its

old-world air, but Fur-

nival's Inn, which must

once ha^e been the

most beautiful of all,

was pulled down and

rebuilt in a vulgar

style some fifty years

ago. It had a splendid

Gothic hall, and the

rest of its buildings,

with the street front,

were always attributed

to Inigo Jones. To

judge by the ^iews

which have survived

it, they were well

worthy of that great
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master. It is tantalising to road of snch a combi-

nation : an ancient Gothic hall and a front by Inigo !

The greatest enemies of the old Inns are they

of their ovn\ households. The chief executive officer

of each is the treasurer for the time being, and

every treasurer biirns to immortalise himself by pull-

ing down as much of his Inn as he can and rebuild-

ing it ; and if he can so manage that his building,

wiiich will, of course, be decorated with his initials,

shall be more staringly new, more extravagantly

carved, more entirely beyond the ordinary rules of

architectural proportion, so much the greater his

future fame. Look at the new buildings in the

Temple Gardens, both those in the ^Middle and

those in the Inner Temple. It is impossible to

repress a feeling of indignation at seeing them, a

feeling which is only exceeded in intensity by one of

curiosity. Wliere did the unhappy treasurers who

made these buildings find architects to devise, I will

not say design, them ? At the present moment

the treasurer of Lincoln's Inn is engaged in pidl-

ing about that venerable structure, and is, I am
told, " improving "—yes, so he asserts, improving

—

a chapel designed by Inigo Jones. In this case I

understand no architect is employed. Probably no

architect can be found willing to perform so hateful a

job. There has been less innovation perhaps at Gray's

Inn than anywhere else, though the gateway—over

which, as every one remembers, David Copperfield and

Dora lodged once upon a time—has been rebuilt.

Field Court is always pleasant to see, and no one can

"o by the o-arden grate u'ithout a thoucfht of Bacon,

who here planted a row of elms and a quickset hedge,

and made a " prospect house on a small mount

"

whence contemplative lawyers might enjoy the view,

now wholly cut off by the intervening buildings,

of Hampstead and Highgate. The house of Lord

Arundel at Highgate, in which Bacon lay dying one

snowy day in April, l(i26, must have been plainly

visible at the time from the garden of Gray's Inn

wliiih he had laid out, and of which he may have

lieen thinking when he wrote in his Essays that

without gardens " Buildings and Pallaces are but

Grosse Handy-works."

Gray's Inn ought to be Grey's Inn, for it is on

the site of a house which belonged fn the Lords Grey

of Wilton. This house appears to have been the resi-

dence of the Prebendary of Port|)ool in the cathe-

dral of St. Paul, but he must have ])arted with his

interest in it at a very remote period, and though

there is still a " manor of Portpool," and a pre-

liendal stall of Portpool, the crown is owner of the

land, and the Society of Gray's Inn are its tenants,

but at the merely nominal rent of £(5 1:5s. 4d. a year.

Gray's Inn has never enjoyed the same estimation

in the eyes of lawyers as the other Inns of Court.

Perhaps it is partly on this account that it excels the

others in beauty. The treasurers have not had the

resources of the Temple at their disposal, and have

consequently let their buildings much more alone.

The quaint little chapel is substantially the old

chantry of Portpool where John de Grey placed a

priest to pray for his father's soul in 1315. The old

garden gate with its wi'ought iron work has been

injured by no more destructive agent than time. The
inner court is full of beauty, in sjjite of its dingy, old-

world air. The hall was finished in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, and is in many respects quite as

fine as that of the ^liddle Temple, its contemporary.

But Gray's Inn has not the great array of noble

names to boast of which adorns the lists of the

other Inns of Court ; and, in fact, Bacon, and his

father, Sir Nicholas, with Gaseoyne, Thomas Crom-

well, and Lord Burleigh, are the only legal lumina-

ries of much eminence who have belonged to it.

Although the general asjjcct of Gray's Inn is

so ancient, it is reckoned the yoimgest of the Inns

of Coiu't. It was leased to " students of the law

"

by the prior of the convent of Shene, n(jw called

Richmond, some time after 1-180 : but the house of

Henry Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, was occupied by the

lawyers as early as 1310 ; and the Temple before

lo;iO. It is probable that students assembled in

Gray's Inn at an earlier period than any that has

been recorded. There is much obscurity about the

early history of the Temple also, as a place of legal

resort. Its records are said to have been burnt by

the rebels under Wat Tyler. It is not even known

with any certainty when it was that the Inner anil

Middle Tem2>les became distinct bodies j but it may
very well be that there was some distiiu-tion between

them from the first. This -seems the more probable

because there was a division of the l)uildings into

three regions from the first time we hear of them.

The Outer Tem])le has wholly disap]ieared, but it

is known to have occu]iied that district which lay

without Temple Bar, where are now Devereux Court

and some other narrow lanes. When Childs' Bank

was rebuilt a few years ago some remains of the

templars' buildings were found, proving that this

was not open ground, but was occupied by the

knights as well as the district further cast.

The Temple {^hure!i, which is common to both

the Inner and Middle divisions, is, or in a sense

used to be, the most ancient of the buildings; but

it would be dilliodt to find so mudi as a vestige of

(lid work in either the round or the oblong part

of the church. The templars' effigies are ancient,

but have been " arranged " and no longer mark their

yraves. Thei'c used to be some otlier ancient monu-

ments an<l tablets remarkable for their elaborate

heraldic decorations, but they have been taken flown
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and ]>l:iced liehind and under the organ. In sluirt,

notwithstanding^ that the round ehureh and its porch

thin"'

are the only exami)les of the Norman style

visible between Westminster and the Tower

of London, very little interest attaches to

thcni. It is imijossible to tell what is new

anil what is a renewal of some ancient

feature. The eastern part of the church,

it was dccidei-l at the Restoration, ought

to he in the style known as First Pointed

or F^arlv English, and was accordingly de-

nuded of every feature which could militate

against that theory, and supplied with every-

whicli was thought in 1S;3!1 to be essen-

tial to the then newly-discovered style. A more
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deplorable example of what has oddly been termed simpler domestic style of Queen Anne's time than

"restoration" does not exist in the world. .
the Master's House it would be diflieult to tind. If

'^^r"'
1.—Lincoln's inn: the entkance fbom Lincoln's inn fields.

If the Temple Chureh presents few features of it was not desip^ned, like the .Mitldle Temple (iate

historical interest or picturesque beauty, there is in Fleet Street, by Sir Christopher Wren, it bears

more than enouinh in the rest of the buildings. A the strongest possible resemblance' to his handiwork.

more charming cxani]ile, in a small way, of the The old houses on the eastern side of tlie Knig's
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Bench AA'alk {i) arc of the saino jieriod. The door-

ways are their ehief arehitectiiral features, and in

the variety oi tlie designs and tlic delicacy of the

worknianshiii form a small museum in themselves.

ll()\y htn'r they will he spared hy the authorities it

would hi' iniiMissihle to say. As, however, it is very

inijirohahle that they can survive many year.s, one

of the architectural or archseologieal societies would

be well advised to have tliem carefully measured and

drawai. No better exercise for a student can be

conceived.

The Inner Temple Hall and an adjoining library

(5) are in the modern Gothic style; and as, though

overloaded with carving, the evident straining after

picturesqueness and quaintness has not been success-

ful, we may pass them by with a reference to the

annexed woodcut. Tlie library of the Middle Temple

looks so strangely out

of place, is so utterly

incongruous, that it is

almost picturesque by

contrast with its sur-

rovmdings. At any rate

it is a gallant attempt

to make use of ancient

Gothic for modern pur-

poses, while the other

new buildings near it

are neither Gothic nor

classic, but only re-

markalde for the lavish

ornament which has

been bestowed ujion

them without meaning

or purpose, apparently,

except to insure the

outlay of a large sum
of money. One of the

doorways in King's

Bench Walk shows

more thought, more

knowledge, more just

ideas of architectural

proportion, and more

mechanical skill than

all the new liuildings

of the ^Middle Tempie,

including the new gate-

way to the Embank-
ment. It is hardly

worth w'hile, perhaps,

to protest against the

constant innovations

which are transform-

ing the Temple. The
charming little Foun-

tain Court (1) has been the last sufferer. There is

little or nothing left, not even the fountain, as it

was when Charles Dickens wrote of it. The Middle

Temple Hall has associations witli Shakespeare which

may help to preserve it for awhile. It has been

refaced, and the interior has been much bedizened

with tawdry ornament, but it remains substantially

as it was when his " Twelfth Night " was played

in it in February, 160-2. It is more than probable

that he attended in j^erson and that he may liave

played in the piece. One of the most interesting

features of the interior as it is now is the series of

coats-of-arms of the successive treasurers. Among
them, conspicuous in its simplicity, is a shield on

which a treasurer, not having inherited a coat-of-

arms, and scorning to take out a grant from the

Heralds' College, has simply inscribed his initials.

Though Lincoln's

Inn must be considered

the oldest of the law-

yers' " roosting-plaees,"

it has fewer features

of antiqixity than the

others. The ground

consists of two parts.

One, the northern, was

an estate, slowly and

gradually pieced to-

gether by the Domini-

can or Black Friars,

after their first arrival

in England. Their

house, like the first

house of the templars,

stood in Holborn, near

the top or northern end

of the roadway, n<iw

called Chancery Lane.

By begging, by buy-

ing, by receiving be-

quests, and by various

other expedients, they

made themselves a little

estate which extended

along the eastern side

of a tract of waste

land. This waste is now

Lincoln's Inn Fields,

and was then a bushy

heath or common be-

longing to the village

of Kugmere, round the

Hosiiital of St. Giles,

which eventually gave

a name to the parish.

This little estate was-THE LIBliAl:! lOWlili, ISStK TEill'LE.
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divided from the line of Fleet Street and the Strand

by the house and grounds of the Bishop of Chiches-

ter. In 1;J76 the frjars removed to a new house in

the preeinet, within London Wall, ever since known

as the Blackfriars, and the Earl of Lincoln obtained

the Chancery Lane estate. He was well affected to

the study of the law, as we are told, being, in fact,

the chief commissioner appointed by Edward to re-

form the judicature. "VVhether as part of the new

order of legal affairs, or because he was the last of

his line, his house became the head-quarters of the

Chancery bar, and has continued so ever since. Soon

after, the young society took a lease from the

bishop of all the land surrounding his house, and

extended their buildings accordingly. In the reign

of Henry VIII. the bishop alienated both house and

land, and in 1580 the Benchers obtained possession

of the whole site. Yet, with all this ancient history,

Lincoln's Inn has no featm-es older than the year

1518, a date which appears upon the gate in Chan-

cery Lane. At a somewhat later period the adjoin-

ing chambers were erected, when, as Fuller tells us,

Ben Jonson worked as a mason, with a trowel in

his hand and a book in his pocket. The brick, which

now looks so old and dingy, was made and baked

in the bishop's "coney-garth," in the south-western

part of the premises. The chapel was built from

the designs of luigo Jones, and was consecrated in

16£o. Winston especially praises the richness of

the stained glass, which was made "by JNIr. Hall, a

glass-painter in Fetter Lane." It is to be hoped

that the windows will not suffer under the heavy

hand of the present amateur " restorer " of this

(plaint building, which is perched on arches, and is,

or was, a very curious example of Seventeenth Cen-

tury Gothic.

In the second and more lasting revival of Gothic

which our own day has seen, one of the most satis-

factory and indeed magnificent buildings in the

style was erected in Lincoln's Inn. The Hall, in red

brick, banded with dark patterns, .like some of the

ancient towers at Lambeth, is a very happy example

of the powers of Philip Hardwick. In my "History

of London" (ii. 74) I have spoken of the strange

choice of the architect. He was one of the

leaders of the Grecian craze, which has inflicted

heavy injm-ies on the aspect of our public places.

Yet he was chosen to erect a "Tudor" hall, and the

most surprising thing to observe is how completely

he succeeded. Adjoining the hall is the gateway,

represented in a preceding engraving (4). The

suliject is well chosen : for though Hardwick's

buildings are but forty years old, they are worthy

to take rank with the Elizabethan halls of the

]\Iiddle Temple and Gray's Inn. Adjoining the hall

is the library, in a similar style. W. J. Loftie.

SCULPTURE AT THE
CAFF

rpHE museum of the Corned ie Franjaise is of

X surpassing interest, irrespective of the master-

jiieces of sculpture and painting it contains ; for it

forms a vast chronicle of all that is noblest and best

in the history of French drama. Its portraits, its

bronzes, its marbles are the frontispiece to a record

teemincT with character and rich in romance. But

there are few who care to open the golden book. The

famous Foyer— the Walhalla of the stage—is to its

thousand visitors a mere promenade : a refuge,

during the interludes of Augier or Dumas or Moliere.

Houdon's masnificent " Voltaire " dominates the

scene : all are drawn to it in wonder and admira-

tion; and all, or nearly all, quit the gallery without

more than a passing glance for its fellows. Is it

because Voltaire is the one and only poet whose

portrait the Comediens du Roi admitted into the

sacred precincts during his lifetime, that his soul

appears to linger in the marble ?

A century and a half ago the Comedie could boast

neither picture nor bust. It was only in 171-'5 that

COMEDIE FEANgAISE.

I E R I.

plastic art found its way into the theatre, in the shape

of a Largilliere, the portrait of JNldlle. Duclos as

Ariane. This was a legacy from the great actress

herself; and as in life she reigned alone on the stage,

so after death her image reigned long without a

rival on its walls. Save for her picture, in fact, and

for De Troy's "Baron"— ]\Ioliere's old pupil; great

in comedy, great in tragedy ; the finest actor of his

epoch—they remained bare for upwards of thirty

years. It is worthy of note that the idea of a per-

manent theatrical museum was due to a sculptor,

and no less a one than Jean-Jacques Caffieri.

No man was better fitted for the initiation of such

a scheme. He came of a long line of Italian artists

who had settled in France in the middle of the

Seventeenth Century. His grandfather, Filippo

CaHieri—one of the ablest craftsmen of Rome—came

s))ecially recommended to Mazarin, and was placed at

the Gobelins, then managed by Lebrun, who was

also Superintendent of the Royal Palaces. Filippo

Callleriat imce iui2)rnved his opportunity by marrying
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a relative (>{' liis ninstfr. It was the making' of liis

I'ortune. Louis XIV., new to tlie throne, was en-

listinn;' the services of scuI))tors and jiainters from
all i)arts of Europe to assist in the decoration of the

was thrown open to those among his kinsmen who
worked at his side. It is impossible here to trace the
results of Jiis prolonged labours, or to tell in detail o£

those of his industrious descendants. In those dajs

I'lEEBE COENEILLK.

(From the Bast Inj Cnfflfri. Thiulrc Fiav(;ais.')

Louvre. Among these recruits Filippo Caffieri was

pre-eminent. He was not only emjiloyed to carry out

the caprices of the king in Paris ; his inventive

genius and his skill were soon required for even

greater undertakings at Saint Germain, at Marly,

and at Versailles. Nor did the advantage of his

kinship witli the Peintre du Roi end here : the field

sculptors were not averse from decorating a facade

or carving the ornaments of a ])oudoir. It will be

enough to say that the Caffieris formed no incon-

siderable part of the active and nourishing com-

munity of "foudeurs-ciseleurs;" that they introduced

and led a fashion in art-furniture and decoration

which is not extinct even yet ; and that, like many
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(.From the Ihuit hii Cufflerl. I'/mart: fraiKjalS.)
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artist-riiiiiilirs of tlirir lime, they s^Iidw ;i marked

progress from generation to generation. They cul-

mhiated in Jean-.Jaeiines Caffieri, tlie benefactor of

tlie C'onicilic Franyaise. The g-enius consummated

and ccidred in him attained to its loftiest expression

in a gallery of portraits which are almost unmatched

in modern art.

It passed through many phases—as it had in his

ancestors—ere its strength and purpose were fully

revealed. He had lieeu a successful student at the

Academic, and had been sent to Rome, where be

worked and sojourned for five years, as the Roman

prizemen always do. Both there, and in Paris on

his return in 1753, he amazed the connoisseurs by

his facility and inventiveness in decorative art. He

bad illustrated many scenes from Bible bistory, and

had produced not a few mythological groups. To one

wbose work was so rapid and withal so good there

was no denying a place; and in 1759, having

finished bis allegorical figure, " Le Fleuve," and

presented it to the Assemblee, be was made an

Academician. He had gained a distinct position in

art, yet be was in no sense a public favourite, like

Boucbardon, Pigallo, Lemoyne, or Coustou; and

Diderot, the inventor of art-criticism, " le grand-pere

de nous tons," was not his friend. The kindest

judgment the philosopher had so far passed on bis

work wa,s that his bust of Rameau the composer

—

of Rameau, most resolute of contrapuntists, a peda-

gogue among musicians and a musician among

pedagogues—"was striking, cold, meagre, as it ought

to be." But Caffieri's industry never flagged : year

by year be continued to produce statues and portraits,

and as be laboured, so the circle of bis admirers

increased. He must have attained to a lofty emi-

nence of success, for the enemies be bad made were

many and strong. Some went so far as to disturb

his peace by making him the victim of a hoax, in

which the terror of assassination was a principal

element.

In the Salon of 1705 he exhibited, with a

"Triton," three busts: of Rameau, the musician

Lulli, and Burette de Belloy, the poet of a certain

numl)er of tragedies—the " Siege de Calais " among

them—which in their day were popular, but which

only Mr. Saintsbury of living men has dared to read.

Six years later they were reproduced in marble;

and those of the two musicians were presented to the

Opera, and that of De Belloy to the Comedie. The

two former were destroj-ed by fire ; the latter still

has a place of honour in the Foyer. It is amusing to

note the several views of Diderot concerning these pro-

ductions in their several forms. Here is bis verdict on

the three bronzes :
" Que voulez-vous que je vous disc

de Cafifieri ? " be says in his " Salon :" "qu'il a fait les

bustes de Lulli et de Rameau, que la celebrite de ces

deux noms a fait regarder." Upon the mavldes be

thus—as becomes the author of the "Paradoxe"— de-

livers himself: "Ces trois ont une verite admirable,

et sont d'nn ciscau savant ; ils reudront Caffieri par-

ticipant de leur immortalite." The encyclopedist

was conquered ; and this but four years after he had

heaped ridicule on CaSieri's charming "Innocence."

In fact the sculptor's success was now complete. He

was on terms of intimacy with all the " men of light

and leading ; " be had a studio and a lodging in the

Louvre ; he had been appointed Professor at the

Academie and sculptor to the king. He had, in fine,

won all the prizes in his profession worth the winning.

A man who bad attained to so enviable a position

would be, one might think, among the happiest of

mortals. Caffieri lived a life of perpetual discontent,

raising complaints on grounds the most trivial, im-

patient of the slightest praise bestowed on others, dis-

satisfied with the praise bestowed upon himself. The

records of the time abound with his clamours and dis-

putes and claims. No rebuke, whether courteous or

quarrelsome, could chejk his importunity, once be bad

an end in view. It is not surprising that he bad a

world of enemies, and was the butt of plenty of

ridicule and altuse. It must not be overlooked, bow-

ever, that much of his discontent was the expression

of an intense desire to pursue his labours unmolested

and alone ; that the bitterness of his plaints was the

effect of some disturbing cause in the neighbourhood

of his studio. It was a weakness, and one that grew

upon him ; but it must be admitted that it was at

all times overshadowed by bis untiring industry and

a senuiue enthusiasm for his art.

He was unmarried. His greatest pleasure was the

theatre and the opera. These he visited almost

nightly; and the passion of the playgoer may account

for much of that dramatic imagination and energy

which characterise bis splendid portraiture of the

heroes of the stage. The artists of the Comedie had,

as I have already said, scarcely a relic of their pre-

decessors. The history of the theatre was a tradi-

tion ; the players of old time were so many shadows

—

thin and fast-vanishing; only the poets had left an

enduring mark. On all the rest the curtain bad

fallen; all was gone save the memory of a fading

pageant. This was the state of things when Caflieri

stepped in to the rescue, and with bis own hand

peopled the famous playhouse with the presentments

of all that was greatest and best in its past.

The Musee bad its beginning in the following

way. The comedians bad been duped ; a portrait of

Pierre Corneille which bad been presented to them

turned out to be a forgery and a fraud. Caffieri,

interested in all that concerned the theatre, borrowed

Lebrun's portrait of the mighty Norman, modelled a

bust from it, and gave bis v.ork to the eonq any.
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"Your Foyer/' he said, "should liereafter be tlie

abode of all who have illustrated the stage; but tjicy

w ill be interesting only in so far as they resemble the

orisi'inals. You may rely on the resemblance of this

one, which I beg you to accept as a homage rendered

to the great Corneille and to your talents." He did

more than originate the idea of a gallery ; he helped

more tban any one else to give it shape and being.

He followed up his first gift with a bust of Thomas

Corneille, and on the death of Piron he offered the

Comedie a marble bust of the poet in exchange for a

life-pass to the, theatre. His example was soon f(jl-

lowed. Pajou, Foucou, Boizot, jMoreau came forward

with busts of Dufresn'y, Dancourt, Racine, and Eeg-

nard, all on the same terms—a free pass to the House

of Moliere. And once started, the collection grew in

other wavs and was fed from other sources. Many

presentations were made l)y connoisseurs, among

them that of Houdon's statue of Voltaire. Sedaine,

the excellent poet, the soundest and most human-

hearted dramatist of his age, even resigned the profits

of a play that the theatre might possess a marble of

Moliere. In the ten years that followed Caffieri's

suggestion it became a tpiestion where room could

be found for the crowd of gifts which had come in.

The gallery of the Public Foyer, and the Public Foyer

itself, contained nine busts by C;iffieri alone— of

Piron, La Chaussee, La Fontaine, Quinault,De Belloy,

J.-B. Rousseau, Thomas Corneille, Pierre Corneille,

and Rotrou. With these were Foucou's " Regnard "

and " Dancourt," Pajou's " Dufresny,^' Boizot's

"Racine," D'Huez's " Crebillon," Berruei-'s " Des-

touches," and Houdon's " Voltaire " and " Moliere."

Such a collection, with the poor accommodation of

the Comedie as it then was, became a serious respon-

sibility ; and the Comediens were Ijefore long obliged

to petition for a new and more spacious building

v.'herein to house their treasures.

Many have held, and still hold, that as a portrait

of the poet of the " Cid," Caffieri's " Corneille " is

too simple and austere. Caffieri, however, was too

great a master, and understood his subject too well,

either to exaggerate or to diminish the characteristics

of a writer whose whole life was in his face. To

those who know something of his models it is ap-

parent that he transfused into his portraits not only

the essence of a character but the essence of a life

as well. Corneille, it is certain, was neither a great

pleader nor a good talker. He scarcely succeeded at

the bar, and in society he was a failure. Only at

his desk was he himself. There, however, he could,

in " Le IMenteur,'' anticipate and help Moliere ; in

the Matamore of the " Illusion " he could beat the

Spaniards at their owti weapons; he could approve

himself the prince of tragics—the father of Camille

and Cinna, of Piodrigue and Chimenc, of Polyeuete

and Sertorius and Rodogune ; he could coin verse so

lofty and ample, so plangent and keen, that it is the

world's delight even yet :

—

" Chez cctto race nouvelle

Ou j'aurai quelque credit,

Vous ne passerez pour belle

Qu'autant que je Faurai ilit.

'• Pensez-y, belle Marquise,

Quoiqu'un grisoii fassc eft'roi,

II vaut qu'on le courtise

Quand 11 est fait comme moi."

This, the high-priest of the heroic, is the Corneille

of CaiReri. He gives us both the maker of heroes

and the man ; strong, simple, self-contained, a little

heavy ; dwelling in a world of his own imagining.

In his "Rotrou," one of the finest essays in romantic

portraiture of modern times, we have not the maker

of heroes alone; we have the hero himself. The face,

the cavalier air, the energy and daring of the pose, the

admirable gesture of the head, all tell their story; and

their story—which is true— is one of fearless veracity,

of perfect generosity, of dauntlessness in the face of

death. It is the playwright who told the world

that all they lauded in his work was not his own but

Loi)e's, and all they blamed in it not Lope's but his

own; it is the poet who, dethroned by Corneille, found

nothing so sweet and excellent as his rival's praise; it

is the "magistrat heroicjue," who met and fought the

perils of the plague for his fellow-citizens, who said,

" The bells tolled for the twenty-second time to-day;

they will toll for me when it pleases God," and who,

when God at last was pleased, went valiantly to his

rest.

" Tous ces appas seront ternis

;

Ces membres seront desunis,

Ces beaux chevcux sans ordre, et ces yeux sans lumiere

Enfin ce corps si bien tailie

Changera sa grace premiere

En Fhorrcur d'un schelet couvert dc sang caillc.

Et lorsqu'un destin plus humain

Aura blanclii cette matiere,

L'os d'unc ouisse ou d'une main

Trainer;! dans un tiniitierp."

When the noble poet wrote this desperate stave

—

which reminds one of the churchyard scene in

"Hamlet"—he little dreamed that the likeness of

the face and form he so bitterly contemned would

be one day the admiration and the delight of all

the artists of the world, and more perhaps than

his own masterpieces, than " \'eneeslas " or " Saint-

Genest" itself, would keep for ages to come his

memory green.

Of Piron — one of the brightest and strongest

intellects of the Eighteenth Century—Cafheri has

])roduced a bust whose chief characteristics are genius

and a certain cold am! rather cruel streni^th. Tiiis is
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tlie I5urguiuli;iii the steady linlliaiire nl' wlmse wit sets forth his bitterest experience, and is written

dazzled and exhausted Rousseau ; who wrote the best with heart as well as mind. His tragedies are in-

coniedy of his century; who made epigrams as other conceivably_ dull even for the Eighteenth Century;

men make sentences ; who dared to say, of himself the best of his songs are not songs to sing. But it is

4'lii*

AT.l XI3 PIKON.

{From the Dust by Cuffliri. ThiCdrc Frangais.)

and another

—

" Voltaire works in marquetry and T

east in bronze." His wings were muddy and horribly

bedaubed; but he had genius, and he was almost

a great man. The " Mctromanie" (which is still

lilayed) contains the most precious if not the most

original of his fruits, not because he laboured harder

upon it than on anything else he did, but because it

not as a tragic or as a singer either that he is now

remembered. He lives as one of the best talkers

of his time (they say that even Voltaire was afraid of

him) , as the poet of the " Metromanie " and a cloud

of epigrams, as the writer of much that had better

have been unwritten, and as the original of Caffieri's

commanding bust. A. Egmokt Hakr.
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MOKE ABOUT ALGIEES.

IN old Algiers the diligent exjildrer will never lack tinigues tremendous. Here, as elsewhere in Algiers,

employment for his observation. He will note priees nppear to be prohibitive. Tiie illusion is

jjowerful evidences of the gregarious habit iu this quickly dispelled by the simple process of offering

place oi many peoples ; how the Jews occupy the one-half, and a compromise results. Notliing is

bazaars and have their own quarter, though no re-

stricted medi;eval Ghetto ; how the French hold the

shops and cafes and billiard saloons at all points iu

the principal thoroughfares, and resign their country

houses in winter for the more social tow'n ; how
the large colony of Spaniards foi'm a community of

peculiar consistency ; how the English oc-

cupy the heights of Mustapha chicHy ; how
Greeks and Maltese

alone seem ubiqui-

tous. The very

market-folk form

distinct sections

easily characterised

.

In the chief market-

place the numerous

Spaniards, stationed

among fruit and

vegetable produce,

reveal their position

ill the colony. They

liave invaded the

soil, and are great

cultivators. Up
country, and par-

ticularly towards

Oran, they are

among the most

successful farmers.

Your average
French colonist

loves trade in town,

has his eye on a

cafe with billiards

—in any case, to

make money is his

ambition, that he

may return home
some day. Home
is too near for him
to prove a good

emigrant. The
scene in the great

market is very at-

tractive, and the

noise of conflicting
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more opposed to our ideas of traffic than this primi-

tive custom.

Charges are

made to at-

tract in our

ALOIEKS.—I. : A TKAIIER S STALL.
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shops ; lu've tlie revorsp obtains, and no transaction

is effected without iiiueli deliberation and diplomatic

display. The fish-market is more suggestive than

any. Here may be partly solved a jDroblem that

rcailily occurs to the visitor : how was it that the

])eys contrived to man their cruisers out of a popu-

lation such as throngs the town, where scarcely an

individual possesses one requisite quality ? For their

galleys there were, of course, abundant slaves ; but

descendants of their fighting-men and the marine

element seem absent. The Moors, too, were always

lovers of ease and addicted to trade. The chief

corsairs were seldom Algerines ; they were often

renegades from various countries, and more frequently

Turks. Among the concourse of boatmen and fisher-

men may be noted several of a type as distinct and

strange as the sea-spoil that encumbers the pavement.

These brown and brawny ruffians have something of

the air and bearing of the pirates of old. It rec^uires

little fancy to picture them in Sixteenth Century

garl), ready to renounce their boats and nets, take

to gra])pling-irons and matchlocks, and enlist under

Aroudj and Kair-eddin, the famous Barbaroussas.

There is, perliaps, still dormant in them something

of that ferocious zeal which carried the fire and sword

of the Odjiae against all Christendom, even as the

knights of Malta and Rhodes combated Islam.

Penetrating the old town, the change from the

glare and heat of tlie modern city is soon pleasantly

perce]itible ; and ])assing up any of the irregular, steep,

and often malodorous streets, the old and lofty bouses

are seen leaning outwards and nearly meeting their

opposite neighbours overhead, their blank white walls

and infrequent windows suggesting little of the

Ijeauty and finish of the architecture within. Owing
to their eccentricity of direction and the entire aim-

lessness of plan, anything like a vista of importance

u]) or down the steep hillside upon which the Arab

town of Algiers is built is almost impossible, but such

perspectives as are to be obtained are full of character

and power. The whole town is a congeries of streets

and alleys, a network of passages of extreme narrow-

ness whose appai-ent end and aim lies in the direction

r>F the Kasbah, the crowning edifice of the White City,

and often the traveller who is bent upon the discovery

of that fortress, so obvious and extant as viewed from
below, is baffled by the sudden doubling of the spe-

ciously straight track into which he has been lured,

and he finds his hopes dashed and his way leading

l)recipitatcly downhill. The general aspect of these

streets is one of cool grey calm below, with a glint of

intense sunlight striking the upper and higher end
of the jiassage, where a grim archway sujiports the

union of tlie two opposing rows of houses, leading into

further intricacies. In deep dark nooks in the walls

and in jileasant shadow is seen here and there a Jew

or !Moor sitting amid his wares in his tiny shop

while, as in our picture (i.), his Arab boy waits on

the customers. Overhead are the few square windows,

all heavily barred outwards with strong projecting

irons much in the fashion of a grille ; and there are

many additions to the houses which appear to be the

result of a struggle on the part of the inhabitants

for more air and more room internally, for the upper

floors project one beyond another upwards, until but

little direct sunlight enters the street, and the visible

sky is but a little strip of brilliant blue. These pro-

jections are all supported by strong timber of rough

unsawn logs, and the whole arrangement is of great

advantage to the pedestrian, making the street itself

cool and its atmosphere a slumberous calm. The

reverberation from the sharp lights where the sun

strikes the houses or the minaret of a mosque fills

every portion of the street with subdued radiance,

revealing unexpected angles and soft delicate colour

under every arch and doorwa}-. These windows, so

jealously guarded, set one a-dreaming of the dark eyes

of Zuleika or the snowy moon-brows of Fatima

imprisoned within ; but they also give rise in the

uninitiated to utterly false notions of the interior of

tlie prison, which is a veritaljlc paradise for all the

senses to revel in, where colour runs riot and every

sight and soimd is a luxury : not one of those

paradis ariijicieh of which Baudelaire lifted the veil

and revealed the imaginative pleasures beheld through

the medium of his favourite opiate, but a scene ancient

as life itself, and as full of unwearying delight for the

artist. Through a doorway with a cunningly carved

canopy of wood, sujiportcd by two stone ]5illars with

massive capitals and serpentine fluting, a little vesti-

bule is reached with deep embrasures on both sides

where the master of the house meets his g'uests.

A delightful view (ill.) is obtained from here of the

base of a large patio, or court, a little depressed in

level from the entrance. lu the centre a fountain

sends up a thin spray of water, and at the foot of

each twisted column that supports the slender white

horseshoe arches, which rise airily from the four sides

of the court, a few vines and passion flowers, or the

Bougainvillea, flushing into tender mauve at its

extremities, clamber to the floor above ; while orange,

lime, or pomegranate trees cast refreshing shadows on

the blue and white tiles of the floor, ever flashing

and chang'ina' beneath the soft liffht thrown from

the sunny walls above.

Our illustration (tii.) gives an admirable idea of

these characteristic features of an Algerian house.

The hanging lamps here shown are frequently of

great beauty, being of \\'rought lirass or bronze,

and of fantastic design. There are no reception

rooms or inhabited apartments, and it is on the floor

above that the chief attractions of the iiiterioi- are to
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Lc found. Upon the first Hoor is a repetition of the

<,rraceful arches below, hut of a more ornate character,

and between the eolumnal supports runs a balustrade

uf wood (iv.) fantastically carved with an arabesque

des'o-n of marvellous intiiiitude of detail, over which

one may lounaje in sun or shade, and peep into the

cool Ijower of greenery below, hearing- the musical

plash of the fountain, or, from above, the cooing of

doves sporting on the lines of pretty round tiles that

slant downwards over the four sides of the court. In

the dusky white corridor the floor is laid with the

white and blue tiles as below; and here are various

entrances to the more important rooms, each with a

settino- of coloured tiles that shimmer in the white

wall; and along the whole e.xtent of the passage

runs a dado of tiles of quaintest design, in which

every shade of yellow and blue, from the pale prim-

rose and hyaline to a deep glowing orange and tur-

quoise, make a subtle harmony of colour and of

most ineffable repose in effect. These flat tiles are

sometimes found to be of considerable antiquity

and of remarkable beauty ; often, looked at closely

they are enigmatic in design and dull and blurred in

colour, but at a few steps distant they burn with

lustrous colour like fine majolica, and seem to emit

and not to receive light. Those in the oldest houses,

and some in the Dey's palace and the more ancient

of the mosques, are of e.xquisite artistic merit and of

inimitable effect, and occasionally show signs of Per-

sian origin in the faint suggestions of the couchant

lion and sun, which are of course opposed to Arabic

tastes and traditions. The principal guest-chamber

is, as in most Moorish houses, of uo great widlh

when compared with its length, owing to the scarcity

of large timber in the country. No light is admitted

from below, in the barbarous fashion of modern

European houses where plate-glass and French

windows abound, but it is diffused gently through

the room, and, save through the entrance from the

corridor, in no striking degree. Rugs from Tunis,

Biskra, and Constantine are spread on the floor,

some dark blue and tawny, others with the fine

combination of ochreous reds and yellows that is so

admirable a feature in Kabyle pottery ; these solid

and rich in texture and hue, those sheeny, and

when gathered casually in folds in a strong light pos-

sessing a fluctuant quality of colour of wonderful

life and glow, and all alike designed with that

untiring ingenuity of detail and hatred of itera-

tion so remarkable in Moorish art—a display of

variation in pattern that is the more wonderful when

their perfect homogeneous and harmonious unity is

considered. Within the massive walls ai'e more

than one alcove, richly draped, witliin which are

repi-oduced reductions of the columns and arch as

shown outside; here arc the windows, below

which are deep niches where you ma}^ sit in the

tender half-light amid all the solemnity and glory

of colour, and sip the bitter but fragrant coffee

while the delighted eye scans the arabesque intaglio

ornament within the spaces of the arches, the sub-

dued brilliancy of the inlaid tiles, and the richly

carved ceiling of thuja and cedar seen through the

half-opened curtains. The sense of refinement—for

that is the true impression, and not one of mere

luxury—is indescribable ; the luxurious sense is at

first impressed, but when the eye is conquered by

the absolute beauty of the ensemble of the room it

gives way to the conviction of its perfect refinement

of tone. The coffee is brought in to us and left on

a small low octagonal stool-like table, exquisitely

inlaid with sandal-wood, turquoise, and mother-of-

pearl ; and the circular tray of burnished brass, with

its curiously cut pattern of crescents, triangles, and

scrolls, forms an admirable relief to the red and

white cups of the hot beverage. The bearer, a good-

looking olive-complexioned boy, stands half in the

doorway beneath the parted curtains; a spray of

pomegranate flower is in his mouth as he affects

to be looking across the cjuadrangle outside with

polite Oriental indifference, but taking at intervals

a sly glance over his shoulder at the strangers. In

our picture (iv.), beyond the entrance, a peep is ob-

tamed of the outer gallery, with its carved balus-

trade and elegant colonnade.

It was in such interiors as this, in the sumptuous

palaces of the Dey and in the mosques, that Delacroix

found a new force wake within him; and although he

estimated his Algerian work as secondary to his his-

torical pictures, it is probable that he never painted

with more genuine inspiration than when engaged on

his Oriental subjects. French art is fortunate in

possessing the works of another artist, very distinct

in most respects from Delacroix, but ([uite success-

ful in another field in representing the life of the

Algerian Orient. To appreciate the work of Eugene

Fromentin—who is greater, perhaps, as a writer than

a painter, and who is certainly the prince of art-

eritics—one has to leave the city and follow the

vaofTant Arab or accomiianv the caravan. He ex-

celled in delineating in its broadest asjiects the open-

air life of the Algerian desert, and no painter ever

was a more patient student not merely of those

matters inseparable from the practice of his art, but

of the vie iiitime of the roving Arabs and the tillers

of the soil in the band of highly-cultivated country

north of the Metidja and contiguous to Algiers,

known as the Sahel. He had visited the Constan-

tine confines of Tunis and the mountains of Batua,

the Biskra palms and the oasis of El-Argouhat; and

the plateaux of INIedeah and the Milianah mountains

were as familiar to him as Algiers itself. His know-
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l,.,l.'v ol' till' fiiinilry, its antiquities, the ethnology Mnstapha, where Frnmentin spent several months

of Ss different races," his healthy literary sympathies, making' studies and writing that admirable book-

joined to his facile jiowers as a draughtsman, gave " Vne Annee au Sahel." Witli the magnificent

him immense advantages. The force and truth, the ])alace of the Dey for its central object of interest,

vivacity of expression and thoroughness of detail in and its white villas and Moorish houses dotted irregu-

his representations of nomadic life are remarkable, larly amid a wilderness of gardens on the slopes of the

and his many pictures, in which the horse and his green hills, this delightful region present- a beautiful

'*tmit t H

ALOIEES.— II. : A GARDEN

rider figure, invarialily possess some of the good

qualities of painting. In such works as " Le
Simoum," "La Chasse au Heron," and " Une
Fantaisia," his fine sense of composition is highly

displayed. In the latter picture, particularly, the

clan and admirably contrasted pose of all three of

the central mounted Arabs are notable, while in the

horses themselves the life and excitement of rapid

evolution are portrayed with singular power.

About four miles from Algiers is the suburb of

picture when viewed from the bay—the whole of

which, with part of the Metidja and the Djur-jura

mountains, it overlooks. The hills are intersected

by deep ravines clothed with a wild growth of olive,

lentisk, cork, and orange; and from every hillside

and hollow lane after the first rains there arise in

bewildering abundance and as if by magic myriads

of wild flowers, orchis, star of Bethlehem, cyclamen,

gladiolus, iris, and many more. The lush growth of

the vegetation is marvellous in itself; but after the
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arid appcaraiifeof tlie conntiy in sninmer ami antunin

it is positively miraculous, and the deep lanes and

shady hollows in the hills, in the Frais Vallon and

ahout El Biar anil Mustapha sui)c'rienrc,are in Fidiruary

as green as the South Devon country. The view

the foreg'round llie lu-illiant tecoma climbs a tall

ailanthus tree, and the flame of its honeysuckle-like

flowers is modified hy the dark tone of the hlue

foanilesssea hacked l)y the aerial mountains. Directlv

lieliiw, a tiiick growth of orang-e and Icmciu trees, the

ALOIEES.—III. : IN A TATIO.

from the terraced gardens of one of the villas that delicate scented Japanese medlar, and masses of

overlook the sea is profoundly beautiful. The great Jieliotrope and Provence roses make the air sweet

zigzag of the military road below is only indicated with their perfume. A wild garden scene similar

by an occasional pnif of dust rising above the line to this is the sid)j('ct of the large ]>ain(ing by

of carob and eucalyptus planted along it. The flat Mr. J. W. Nortli, shown some nine years hack

roofs and shapely cupolas of the Dey's palace gleam at the Water-Colour Socicty^s cxliil)ition, in which

above a sea of waving foliage, and immediately in there is much thai is felicitous iu colour, (lie distant
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j\k'(liti'rr;uieaii and the warm tones of the middle dis-

tance hein<^' partieuhirly characteristic and truthful.

From these slopes of Mustapha the ancient city may

be observed glittering vmder the broad noon-light,

throned on the green hills, and washed by the blue

tideless sea. This aspect—so suggestive of splen-

dour and antique power—doubtless inspired the im-

agery of the following sonnet :

—

" Like Dido on the Carthaginian straml,

Facing the cold false sea in blank dismay,

^neas-lom ; or 'neath the garish day,

Like some great pearl cast up from ocean-land,

Whoso light, reverberating swift, hath spann'd

Heaven and shore and sea, art thou— a ray

From out the sun-swept sea, thou dost betray

The sun, thy lover, ere he gain command.
Well, guilty City, may the soul be led

To think of Europe paling at thy frown.

To muse on thy old splendour, conquest-bred.

Imperial mistress of the Great Sea crown.

Seeing thee France-bestridden, spirit dead,

And thy barbaric grandeur quite cast down."

A previous illustration (ii.) shows a beautiful

marble pavilion in a delightful wilderness of Ijananas

and bamboo. Nothing is more charming than the

medley of tropical vegetation and the more familiar

Mowers and trees of our own gardens. Around them
may be seen apricot and almond trees, and quite a

jungle of geranium. The scene is no less beautiful

and more imprassive at night, when the large soft

moon is rising over the mountains and the plain is

Hooded with the stream of yellow light from her

nearly level rays. In the basin of the fountain in

the orangery the planets are reflected, and in the sea

they appear in luminous serpentine trails across the

bay ; the nightingales in the jungle of bamboo in

the near ravine make the hollow ring with their deep-

throated harmony; the cry of the jackal is heard

from the distant hills, while on all sides there rises

and falls, like the wanton sjjirit of the j'Eolian harp,

a melody that cannot fail to strike the listener with
a sense of mystery. It seems in the air, and is

like a myriad bells upon all the hills around, now
nearing and now dying away in languishing tones,

and it is with a sense of incredulity and disappoint-

ment that the cause is learned. This music is in

no respect akin to that of Prosperous island, for it

proceeds from the throats of a million frogs who
are certainly not Aristophanic in their vocalisation,

but who almost rival the nightingale, the weird
effect being one of the magical works of mingled
moonlight and distance. The frogs that inhabit the

ruinous Moorish cisterns and the great bull-frog of

the plains are quite other and undesiralile members
of the family.

It is surprising that more English artists do not

follow the example of INIr. Edgar Barclay, and in

imrticular that more English painters of landscape

do not in emulation of Fromentin and the Arab roam

through the less frequented districts of the great

plains and mountain plateaux, which they would find

quite eniljarrussing in their wealth of suggestion.

But even the Sahel presents a field not by aiiy

means exhausted. Viewed from the heights abo\e

Mustapha, from the romantic grounds of the Chateau

d' Hydra, for instance, an incomparable view of moun-

tain and champaign country is obtained. It was

here that I first met an English artist whose

influence was then at its height, and whose work

shortly afterwards received additional and melan-

choly interest and fresh affectionate appreciation

owing to his premature death. It was in an early

month in 1S71, at oue of the hospitable rcanioas

at the beautiful old Chateau d'Hydra, that I met

Frederick Walker, who was then living at Mustapha

with ]\Ir. North. Wandering along a delightful

path that overlooked the valley that runs south-

ward to Birmandrais, I was enjoying the exquisite

phantasmal effects in the distant view caused by

the recent rains, which had blotted out that peculiar

quality in the aerial perspective which meteorologists

term visibility, and caused the distant Atlas to appear

no longer as opaque masses of colour, but an ever-

changing and tantalising mirage that dominated

the vast plain. Here in a sudden turn of the fiath

our party came on a young man seated beneath some

ancient tig-tree ; his gaze was directed towards the

mountains, but I saw in the intense abstraction of

his eyes that they formed no part of his vision. A
companion who perceived my interest observed that I

sh(juld know him, that he was a countryman of mine,

Frederick Walker, the artist. The expression of rapt

ardour in his face was unlike anything I had ever

seen; and years afterwards I felt its jjathos with

new force in contemplating Mr. Armstead^'s beauti-

ful profile of the dead painter, the refined sensibility

of which he has so happily reproduced. It appeared

to me then that he was, like Regnault in Paris, con-

sumed with a nostalgia : not the yearning for the

open-air life and vital necessity for more sun, but a

desire no less deep for the quiet beech woods and

breezy commons of Berkshire, the quaint villages of

Bisham and Cookham, and the old-world life of

Eno-lish hamlets. Amid all the exotic veffctation

and beneath the burning blue of the Algerian spring

he seemed little mindful of the lush and novel forms

of life, or the colour and movement of the Oriental

city.

The country about Algiers has been likened to that

l)etween Marseilles and Nice ; but besides the absence

of Alpine heights there is more radiance and richer

colour, and never a touch of " mistral " or " bise,'"

the terrible winds of Provence. In every direction

from the hilly district of Mustapha a charming
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countiy extends, al)()uiidin,o' in pretty vilhiges, with

many beautiful valleys, and hills dotted here and

there with villas or snow-white koubbas. Beyond

the Chateau d'Hydra the scene is most striking.

Following the road that leads to Birmandrais, slum-

bering in the shade of its plane-trees, vineyards

and gardens and olive plantations are delightfully

bli'nded with wilder stretches of hillside, on which

tlie tall dead flower-stems of the aloe appear like

abandoned telegraph-posts rising from hedges of

aloe and cactus. Entering a lonely valley called

La Femme Sanvage, where a little stream runs

seaward, fringed with maidenhair fern, the lofty

spires of some gigantic cypress-trees are gi'ouped by

tlie wayside. These trees are as notable as that

famous one near Conio, mentioned by Pliny as a

fine antique, and the subject of Lander's sonorous

eloquence. They stand in absolute solitude, with

nothing to detract from their prodigious dignity.

Thev affect one as a mighty cathedral fane in a flat

country. Their age is unknown—immense doubt-

less—and the}' may be coeval with the INIauritanian

kino-s. Their o-vace is architectural, and as svlvan

monuments they may be contrasted with that re-

markable mausoleum which stands many leagues

westward beyond Koleah, between desolate sea and

deserted plain, called the Tombeau de la Chretienne.

Nothing can be more impressive than this singular

ruin when seen by the traveller crossing the ^Metidja

to Blidah or Medeah. Al-

though not more than L'30

feet in height, when thus

seen breaking the horizon

of the vast plain it assumes

Titanic bulk and something

of the forsaken grandeur of

the ruins of the Roman
Campagna or the temples

of Psestum. Pyramidal in

foi-m, it has four false en-

trances, corresponding with

the cardinal points, and was

undoubtedly a place of sepul-

ture, probably, as i\LGatl'are]

and others siu'mise, built by

Juba IL Near it is the

dried bed of a salt lake, and

around, barren plain and

unbroken solitude. It has

suffered much from Christian

and infidel, not without

successful resistance and

pathetic resignation, ofwhich

it seems yet to tell. Hither

fled the persecuted Chris-

tians, hidiuLr in its recesses

underground, as others of old in the Roman cata-

combs. In the Sixteenth Century one Salah Reis

ordained its destruction ; but one of his wives, a

Christian, mounted its summit and summoned from

the stagnant lake a cloud of mosquitos, which jmt

the labourers to flight. Never before, probalily, was

the Lord of Flies so raised and so usefully compelled.

Then, in the Eighteenth Century, another vandal

attempted a cannonade, but fortunately with little

result ; and now, final and unha^jpiest misfortune, the

French propose to restore it.

Eeturning hence to Algiers, the scene of Bour-

mont's first decisive engagement is passed at Staoueli.

A truly Gallic inscription over the barracks tells us

that here, June 14, 1830, came the French army

"to o-ive freedom to the seas and Algeria to France."

Close at hand is the Trappist monastery, with its

chapel and extensive cloisters and outbuildings. The

inscription over the entrance in the court belies the

beauty of the surroundings— " S'il est triste de

vivre il la Trappe, qu'il est doux d'y mourir"—for the

moHia&tery lands are highly cultivated, and the monks

make excellent wine, oil, and distilled perfumes and

liqueurs. Once inside the building, the melancholy

truth of the legend becomes clear. Outside, nature

is radiant with goodwill and fruitfulness, caressing

and frank and open-handed; inside she is forbid, and

in her stead you feel the spectral presence of dead

desire and hope betrayed. Back from our long

lUlour, and once more in

the green valley, we turn

towards lower !Mustapha.

The great semi-cirque of the

hills lies on our left, with

the sweep of the bay on

the right of us, with the

delightful bowers of the

Jardin d'llssai. Not far

ahead lies the ancient water-

ing spot, known of all who

enter Algiers from the east,

called the Blue l'\)untain (v.),

a bit of antique masonry that

arrests attention through its

surroundings. In our last

]iicture it is seen, with some

old olives overhanging tiie

road, and the final dij) of

the hills above Algiers, the

vanguard of whose faubourgs

are seen in the distance.

Viewed in early morning

fVoni the j)alm avenues

and bamboo alleys of the

Jardin d'Essai or the shell-

A I'ATio G.vLLEKY. strcwu shorc, tlic distant city
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assumes its most f;iiry-like aspect, sot amid the Lril-

liant green of (lie hills, "a white swan at the foot of

better than the acquaintance of Al Jezeire Megcr-

bie, as he called Algiers. Notwithstanding all the

ATdTK.RS v.: THE ULUt FuUXIAIN.

(Drawn by G. G. Manton.)

Atlas, uplifting its silvery wings in the sun." From brilliancy of light and colour, a feeling of lost cm-

this point she h.as not apparently changed since pery pervades the ancient city of the Mezghanna,

Charles V. re-cmbarked his broken forces close by, El-Djezair-beni-Mezghanna—the isles of the children

or since the days when Shaw loved the aspect of Mezghanna. J. Arthur Blaikie.

BATTLE AND TEAVEL.

BASIL VERESTCHAGIN is a strange and im-

posing figure in European art. INIuch in all

possible languages has already been written about

him. An original painter, a valiant soldier, a daring

traveller, a brilliant satirist, a writer of wit and

parts, and, generally, a perfectly accomplished man,

he is in all respects unique. Most of our Russian

painters rise from the poorest class of society. They

enter the Academy of Arts in St. Petersburg or the

School of Painting and Sculpture in Moscow; they

work there and they disappear ; or they win a travel-

ling scholarship and go abroad at the Government's

expense or their own. Abroad, they copy the foreign

masters or create under foreign intiuence. Then they

either return to Russia or they expatriate themselves

for good. They are often commissioned liberally

enough; they are often decorated; sometimes they

obtain renowni and make a good deal of money. Then

they stop working and become commonplace and

" bourgeois." Thus has it been with us since the

creation of the Academy of Arts in the second half

of the Eighteenth Century.

Verestchagin is quite another type of man. The

only painter with whom lie has anything in common

is Schwartz, his friend and fellow-pupil at the

Academy. Both were the sons of rich proprietors,

one at Novgorod, the other at Koursk ; both were

sent by their parents into special Init not artistic

schools; one entered the navy, and the other studied

law; both did brilliantly, and won iirst ])rizes, and

were gold medallists; both entered the Academy for

a little, later on, and both wdrkol in llio studios of

foreign painters, but quite independently and with-

out cojiying anybody ; both began by learning to
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draw, and only afterwards proceeded to paint ; both

have been ardent readers; both have become great

historians—the one of modern life, the other of Russia

in the Sixteenth and Seventeentli Centuries; both

have worked originally and spontaneously ; both have

exhibited but rarely, though they have produced much.

The great difference between them is, that Schwartz

died at thirty years old (he was born in 1818), lived

obscurely (though he won many prizes both in Russia

and abroad), and is now almost forgotten; while

Verestchagin is still alive (he was bom in 1842), and

is famous all over Europe and America.

His talent is far greater than Schwartz's, his

purpose has been far stronger and higher. His

parents were bitterly opposed to his attempts upon art.

They kept him peimiless, so that he was often on

bad terms with them, and had to earn his living

by sketching for illustrated papers and by teaching

drawing. He had begun to draw at five years old.

At first he copied the " troika," the sledge printed

on his nurse's handkerchief; then, all the pictures

in the paternal house. He began to study sys-

tematically at college, and went on to work hard

in the drawing schools of the Society for the Pro-

tection of Painting and the Academy of Arts.

The first he attended while a cadet (18.58-60), and

the second after leaving the navy (1860-62). At

this time his parents were quite indifferent to his

practice of art. But when, having finished his edu-

cation, he determined to get his discharge and study

painting, they did their utmost to divert him from

his purpose. Neither prayers nor threats, however,

could avail. Verestchagin told his father that he

had done his bidding once in studying for the navy ;

that he had passed with honours, and that henceforth

he meant to have his own way ; and that, as he

hated the sea, he had determined to be an artist. His

father was furious. He cut off the supplies, and

Verestchagin was obliged to look for any work he

could get. For some time he lived by colouring

plans and making mechanical drawings. Then his

father, seeing that he was able to earn his own living,

somewhat abated his anger. Verestchagin, however,

detested his work, and applied for help and coun-

sel to Lvoff, director of the drawing school at the

Acalemy of Arts. Lvoff- introduced him to Prince

Gagarin, vice-president of the Academy. He was

admitted to the schools, -with an allowance of 200

roubles (about £33) a year. The professor who in-

fluenced him most was Beideman, but newly returned

from a prolonged tour in Europe. By his advice

Verestchagin did much sketching from nature, sur

place and also from memory. Of great use to him

was a journey to Paris and the Pyrenees, ria Stettin

and Berlin (1861), on money partly earned by him-

self, and partly given by his father and uncle. His

faith in the jjseudo-elassicism then reigning in the

Academy was severely shaken ; and after winning

the second class silver medal with an " Odysseus

Killing the Suitors" (1862), he j)ut his cartoon be-

hind the fire, and said good-bye to the pseudo-classic

for ever. This act of defiance preceded the famous

refusal of the classic subject (for the gold medal) by

fourteen scholars of the Academy, and the creation

(1863) by the rebels of an art club. Verestchagin's

mother, however, was greatly impressed by his silver

medal; she even implored a benediction on her

son's pursuit of art. But he forsook his work at

the Academy and his task of making drawings for

Zotow's "Illustrated History of Russia," and in

1863 set out for the Caucasus.

When he got there he was almost penniless, but

he soon began to make a great deal of money by

teaching' di-awing:. In his hours of leisure he

sketched the men and things and animals about him,

and read scientific books with Lagorio, the landscape-

painter. Like all his contemporaries he studied

Buckle and Lyall and Lewes and Mill and Buchiier

and Voundt, and this reading did him more good

than all his former studies in the schools. In 1864

he journeyed down the Danube, and went on to Paris,

there to edit an art journal and study the masters of

his craft. His editing did not succeed, and Lemer-

cier printed only a few copies of the paper. In his

other purpose he succeeded brilliantly enough. He

went straight to Gerome. " Who sent you ? " asked

the famous painter. " Nobody," said Verestchagin ;

"only I like your pictures." Gerome praised his

sketches much, and Verestchagin began to work in

his studio, and in the Eeole des Beaux-Arts. He

declined, however, to draw from the antique or to

copy pictures in the Louvre, in sj^ite of Gerome and

in spite of Deveria, both of whom (the latter as early

as 1861) advised him to do so. At last, ha\'ing got

some money from his father, he again went off to

the Caucasus (1865), and sketched from nature every-

thing he saw on his journey. He returned to Paris

at the end of the year, and his drawings astonished

Gerome and Bida. They entreated him to essay him-

self in colour, but he still thought colour too difficult,

and went on drawing. His new sketches pleased

Bida so much that he used one of them as an etching,

" The Evangelist Luke," in his illustrated Bible.

It was in the spring of 1866, and at his father's

estate at Novgorod, that he first attempted painting.

He determined to begin with a big picture—of

three or four gangs of Volga boatmen, some two

hundred strong, hauling their craft in the hot sun-

shine. (Some eight years after Repine produced a

beautiful picture on the same suliject, but on a

smaller scale than Verestchagin had purposed.) He

did a few sketches in the Novgorod country and the
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Volga ; but a fresh quarrel with his parents and

want of money eomjielled him to abandon the enter-

])rise, and he was again obliged to draw on wood

fur a living. Bida introduced him to the "Tour

du Monde/' in whieh appeared a French translation

of his travels in the Caucasus illustrated by his own
sketches. In 1807 came the war in Turkestan.

Verestchagiu followed the Russian army at General

Kaufman's invitation, and fought and sketched his

way through the country at General Kaufman's side.

Once, the general being absent with the main body,

he defended Samarcand from a Turkoman assault,

with only a small detachment. For this, in spite of

a determined opposition on his part (he being the

sworn foe of all rewards and distinctions), he re-

ceived the military order of St. George. In Paris,

in the spring of 1869, lie arranged an exhibition

of his pictures and studies of the campaign, with

manj^ objects of interest from the newly-coucpiered

country. This he repeated at St. Petei-sburg. It

contained a great number of his studies, and his

first pictures in oil, done at Tashkend in 1867-68

—as, for instance, " Victors "" and " The Van-

quished," the " Russian Soldier Smoking his Pipe

among the Enemy's Dead," the " OiDium-Eaters," and
" Batcha and His Worshippers." The last, a picture

of the same tyjje as Gerome's " Phryne Before the

Judges," was represented by a photograph, the artist

having destroyed the original, which had been severely

criticised for the extreme unjjleasantness of its sub-

ject. These works were heavy in colour ; but thanks

to their \'ivid and no\el realism, the impression they

produced was deej) and lasting. After this exhibi-

tion Verestchagiu went once more to Central Asia,

and sketched and painted much there ; he studied

and rejiresented the life of the Russian exiles in

Siberia ; he saw some hot fighting against the

Tartars, on the Chinese fi-ontier. At last he re-

turned to Europe, and in 1870 he went to Munich.

He brought four pictures with him—the " Choiiis

of Doornis " (a Doorni is a kind of dervish) ; the

" Der\nshes of the Order of Narksh-bendi
;

" the

" Central Asian Politicians ; " and the " Beggars at

Samarcand : " together with some studies from nature

and upwards of one hundred sketches. He took the

studio vacated by the death of the battle-painter

Gorsheld (1871), and outside the town he arranged

a second—a box-shed surrounded by a hedge—in

which he could work all day long in the open air.

Here, as in Paris, he lived the life of a hermit, seeing

nobody, and painting continually ; and in a little

while he had produced an astonishing number of

pictures of life and war in Turkestan, from studies

made on the spot. He was no longer obliged to

draw for bread, his father, while yet aUve, having

siiared his fortune with his sons.

In lS7:i he painted six of a set of ten, designed

(but never finished) to do duty as a sort of pano-

ramic poem of war, to be called "The Barbarian."

The last of these, "The Apotheosis of War"—

a

ghastly heap of skulls—is inscribed on the frame
" To all Great Conquerors, Past, Present, and
Future." In 1873 he painted the " Look Out," the
" Parley," " Mortally Wounded," and other works,

a number of ethnological studies, and a great

quantity of portrait studies of Russian soldiers and

Asiatic savages. Travelling and working in the

fierce daylight of Central Asia had taught him

more about colour than he would have learned

from any amount of copying from the Old Masters

;

and when, in 1873, he exhibited at the Crystal

Palace his Asiatic studies (1869-70) and his Munich

pictures (1871-72), their excellent technical quality

was almost as much remarked as the novel and sur-

jnising—often rejjulsive—quality of their material.

In these works he represented either the wretched-

ness of every-day existence or the horrors of war,

exhibiting no preference for any one nation in par-

ticular, but painting everything that had come in

his way. In the introduction to his catalogue he

remarked that the savagery of the peoples of Central

Asia was so glaring, and their economical and social

condition so degraded, that they could not be sub-

jected too soon to the influences of European civilisa-

tion, and that he shoidd consider himself amjily

rewarded for all his toils if the graphic memoranda

he had collected and shown were fortunate enough to

help to dispel the English people's mistrust for their

natural fi-iends and neighbours in that quarter of the

globe. The facts he had seen were faithfully and

vigorously reported in his work; the artist, as gene-

rally understood, counts for little. Battle-pictures

and portraits, landscapes and ethnographic studies

alike, all he does has the attribute of perfect accu-

racy, of hard literal truth. You find in it none of

the unnatural and impossible decorum of the con-

ventional representations of war; his fights are not

theatrical but real ; it is war, and war caught in the

act. This is wh}' in St. Petersburg, where Verest-

chagin exhibited a year after his venture in London,

certain persons declined to recognise the merit of

his work. The public came in crowds; his cata-

logues sold tremendously ; all the journals were loud

in his praise ; but the pseudo-patriots accused him of

slandering the Russian army and of favouring the

Turcomans. It was utterly imjiossible that any

Russian soldier could be forgotten on the field, or

be .surrounded by the enemy, or prove capable of

emotion at the sight of a heap of dead. These

things were paljiable fiction : why did the artist paint

them? Verestchagiu was so hurt by these ridiculous

criticisms that with his own liands he burnt the
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"Foro-ottoii on the Field" and the " SuiTouiide.l,"

which were in some ways the best thinj^s he had

done, to show his enemies how unseemly such insinua-

tions were. He Tailed of his purpose, however, and

made matters worse all round ; for he was at once

accused of a cravins^ for notoriety and a habit of

advertisement. His refusal to be a Professor at the

Academy was oil to the fire. Some, shocked beyond

measure by this audacity, soug'ht consolation in the

He scaled, at ]ieril of his life, the Himalayas durin"

the winter; and he made a great many wonderful

studies of. men, animals, architecture, and land-

scape. These new wanderings in the land of the sun,

and so much paintini;- in the open air, improved his

technical qualities considerably. Retm-ning (187G)

to Europe, he settled near Paris, at Auteuil, fully

purposing to paint two pictorial epics—one short, the

other long—of the British conquest of India : from

BASIL VEEESTCIIAGIN.

theory that such a huge gathering of pictures could

not jjossibly be the work of one man, and was in

reality the achievement of a whole company of pain-

ters in Munich. This idle twaddle got into the

papers, and was solemnly contradicted by the ^Munich

Artistic Society. The world, indeed, thought nothing

of these scandals ; M. P. Tretakoff, a jNIoscow mer-

cliaiit, owner of a fine collection of Russian pictures,

bought—and bought at high prices—all the Tur-

kestan pictures and sketches the artist had shown.

In the same year (1874) Verestchagin, for whom
the Orient had a mysterious and irresistible charm,

set out for India. He lived there some two years.

the jiresentation in j^gra of the first English ambas-

sador to the Great Mogul, to the triumphal entry

of the Prince of Wales into Jeypore. Some numbers

he began at Auteuil, and finished in one or other of

the two big studios he had at Maison Laffitte, close

to Paris : one—an immense apartment—for winter

work ; and another for the summer, on a shedded

platform moving on rails with the sun, and en-

abling him to paint all day in the open air. He had

finished two of the set
—

" The Great Mogul in the

Mosque of Delhi " and " The Prince of Wales at

Jeypore "—when war broke out in Servia. He was

anxious to follow the camp once more, but family
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matters obliged him to remain in Paris. The mo-

ment, however, that Russia declared war on the

Porte, he threw up everything, and hurried to the

field, to serve with the van of the Russian armies,

under Generals Gourko, Strukoff, and Skobeleff. He

saw a good deal of desperate fighting. In one affair,

the attaek on his friend Skrydloff's toqiedo-boat on

a Turkish river, he nearly lost his life ; he was badly

hurt in the leg, and lay a long time in Bucharest

hospital. His brother Sergius, Skobeleff's orderly, a

painter like himself, was killed at Plevna. Basil could

not take part in that famous leaguer, as his wound

was not quite healed ; he was present, however, as

a spectator, and saw Osman surrender. He crossed

the Balkans at Shipka with the Russian army,

saw—as the two magnificent pictures we have en-

graved will show—the desperate battle of Telisch,

served as chief of the staff in the cavalry raid on

Adrianople, and was employed as a secretary during

the preliminaiy negotiations for peace. In spite of

all this he found time to make over fifty studies

from life and the facts of the war ; many of these,

I am sorry to say—including all that had reference

to the March of the Guard—were lost by those

who undertook to convey them to Paris. From

such as were left, and a number of studies made two

years afterwards on the theatre of war, he painted

in Paris a new series of pictures of the Russo-Turkish

campaign. They are even more literal and exact than

his pictures of Turkestan. His heart was altogether

in his work ; he lived the scenes anew as he painted

them ; his patient labour in the open air had done

much to develop his style and perfect his method ;

and in this record of the great war is comprehended

some of his most striking work : — a " Turkish

Prisoners, after Plevna

;

" an " Albanian Robbers,

Bashi-Bazouks ;" a " Russians in the Balkans

:

Winter ;" a " Shipka in Winter : the Batteries ;
"

a " Russian Graves at Shipka, on the Slope of

Mount St. Nicholas
; " and a " Snow Storm at

Shipka: a Sentry.'' The whole set—with others

—

was exhibited in 1874, at South Kensington. The
English art-critics were loud in their praise ; the

English artists (Mr. Alma Tadema, Sir Frederick

Leighton, and others) gave their painter a cordial

welcome. Soon afterwards they were exhibited in

Paris, together with a certain number of jiictures

of the Russo-Turkish war not shown at South Ken-
sington :—the " De Profundis " (a churchyard near

Paradim) ; the " Last Bivouac ;
'' and the originals

of our two engravings—" Victors " (the Turks at

Telisch) and " The Vanquished " (the Russians at the

same place)—and several besides. Jules Claretie

wrote the introduction to the catalogue of the

exhibition.

At last in 1880 Verestchagin exhibited the o-rcater

jiart of his Indian work and all his pictures of the

Russo-Turkish war at St. Petersburg. As before,

his exhibition was free, excepting on certain days,

when there was a charge for admission, for the

benefit of the Russian schools. Early and late it

was crowded. The new pictures— of the Shijika

Pass, the Siege of Plevna, the strange and moving-

incidents of the desperate campaign—impressed the

spectators quite terribly. A few fanatics and re-

actionaries—more Russian than Russia—accused the

painter of untruthfulness, of showing only the re-

verse of the medal, even of being his country's

enemy and ill-wisher, and went so far as to deny

his fame and question his abilities. But they were

in a very small minority. During the two months of

the exhibition it was visited by some two hundred

thousand people, forty thousand of whom bought

catalogues. Then came the sale by auction of the

Indian studies. The collectors of Moscow and St.

Petersburg assembled in force
;
prices ran high ; the

pick of the collection was disputed piece by piece with

incredible determination. The principal pictures

went as high as five and seven thousand roubles,

and a total was realised of over a hundred and fifty

thousand roubles.

With this Verestehagin laid his Indian epic

aside and devoted himself to his jncture-history of

the war. He painted "Plevna Before the Assault,"

"Plevna After the Assault," "The Turkish Hospital
;"

and he sent them, with other battle-pictures and some

of the Indian and Turcoman studies, on a tour through

Europe, under the care of his younger brother Alex-

ander, also one of Skobeleff's orderlies. In 1881-83

the exhibition was seen in nearly all the Continental

centres—at Vienna, Paris, Berlin, Dresden, Ham-
burg, Brussels, Pesth, Moscow; and everywhere it

attracted crowds of people. At Vienna, in a single

month, there were a hundred and ten thousand

\isitors, forty-five thousand of whom bought cata-

logues ; at Berlin, a hundred and forty-five thousand

visitors, and a sale of forty-five thousand catalogues

;

and so through the length and breadth of Europe.

The cost of cari'iage and of exhibition was consider-

able, and Verestehagin was obliged to charge for

admission. From first to last, however, he kept his

prices as low as possible; for he holds that an ex-

hibition is an influence for good, and he had it at

heart to be visited and seen by the poor. His popu-

larity was greatly increased. Art-critics and painters

applauded him heartily, and advised their countrymen

to study his work. All this while he was in Paris

painting new j^ietures (of India and Turkestan), or

preparing for publication his notes of the Indian

journey he had made in company with his wife ; or

travelling anew in India, and making studies for

other pictures. At INIoscow he sold some of 'his
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battle-pictures and studies at liigli prices. At the

time of writing, it is proposed to exhibit the others

at St. Petersburg-, where a certain number of them

are not yet known.

It is quite possible that Verestchagin may put by

his " epic of war," as he jjut by his picture-histories of

India and Turkestan, and that he may take new sub-

jects in hand. He has always had a lively interest in

matters Russian; but the necessity of making money,

the opportunity of Eastern travel, his passion for

war and the camp, have given his work a quality

rather cosmopolitan than national. Ere he paints he

must see and feelj and for this reason he is a traveller.

What difficulties can there be, he asks, in an ag-e

of railways and steamboats ? To him the wonder
is that his fellows profit so little by their epoch, and
stay so much at home. As for his neglect of Russia

and his unwillingness to travel within her limits in

search of material for an " epic of peace," I shall

only say that he has had quite special reasons for his

conduct, which reasons I am not at liberty to discuss

or disclose. Nicolas SobkQ.

AET IN THE GAEDEN.—III.

AFLAT garden is rarely so attractive as one so

situated that it may be laid out in one or more

terraces. Even if raised but a i'ew steps above the

general level, the aspect of a terrace (i.) is always

pleasing to the eye, because it prevents too sudden a

transition from the regular lines and masses of the

house to the irregularity of nature, and even where

the fall of the ground does not naturally suggest

a terrace, an artificial one may often be constructed

with excellent effect. The space necessary may some-

times seem too much to give up, but, as a rule, it

may unhesitatingly be surrendered, as to part it off

from the rest results in making a garden look larger

instead of smaller. The reason is that the dift'erence

of level thus established between the terrace and the

remaining space constitutes a foreground which seems

to send trees, lawns, and shrubberies beyond further

away into the distance. This is especially the case if

the artist has had the boldness to lay out his terrace

of a handsome width. Of course the ideal terrace

would be one cut in the side of a hill. Such an

one, especially if the long line of its balustrade

be broken by a group of tall trees, or by masses of

evergreens so planted as to hide any part of the

landscape that happens to be uninteresting, converts

a mere panoramic view into a real picture.

Slopes and undulations may be introduced wher-

ever they suggest themselves, if we are careful to

account for their presence, or craftily to conceal

their origin. All beautiful slopes in nature are of

gentle gradation, and therefore most artificial slopes

should be " let off into nothing " where they join the

level ground. But we may also in suitable spots

reproduce in a landscajje garden some of those steej),

irregular, and broken banks that have such an em-

phatically picturesque effect in nature ; and further,

in a strictly artificial garden, we may get a pleasant

change of light and shade on to a lawn liy means of

AST IN THE OABDIiN. A TISKUACE.
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the contrast produced by the siuldeii meeting of its

slanting sides with tlie smooth surface of a frankly

sunk lawn or tennis-court or howling-green.

The great use of trees is to form a dark back-

ground to the lighter lawns and flower-beds. They

may be planted in various ways : singly, in belts, in

clumps, in screens, or in avenues. Each mass, large

or small, should have a characteristic individuality.

A very little

if tliP
1111

I

fiPJill

study of the

varied growth

and foliage of

familiar trees

will show us

what endless re-

sourcesof form,

colour, and tone

are available,

to produce the

most widely di-

vergent effects

of contrast or

of harmony. In

planting trees

we soon find

that some spe-

cies look best

alone, some in

small groups,

some in large

masses. We
find, too, that

graceful trees

lose much of

their beauty

when planted

close together,

whilst trees

that by them-

selves look

pitiful and
scrubby surprise us liy their picturesqueness in masses.

The stately cedar, for example, never makes a satis-

factory avenue, and the tapering Italian poplar rarely

looks well alone.

A charming result is obtained by thinning out the

trees at the edges of thick plantations and cutting

away the underwood. By this very simple expedient

daylight is partially admitted to illumine the dark

mass of foliage, and thus an agreeable air of mysteiy

is introduced. Any specially fine tree near the verge

of such a plantation should be left standing quite

alone in advance of the rest. The effect is all the

more picturesque if the wood is on a slope ; and in

this case a few groups, consisting of two or three

graceful trees, lighter in cokiur of foliage or less

AKT IN THE GABDEX.— It. : AH AVENUE.

massive in character of growth than their back-

ground—birches, for example—might be planted to

lead the eye insensiljly away from the sunshine of the

greenswatd into the gloom of the thicket. A modi-

fication of this idea is applicable to garden shrubberies:

where handsome conifers, or broad-leaved "semi-

tropical " foliage plants, may be sunk in pots below

the level of the turf, to occupy the prominent posi-

tions between

the light grassy

bays that run

up among the

darker shrub-

bery.

Trees planted

so as to form

an irregular

screen have the

excellent effect

of arousing our

imagination
and of giving

a fascinating

sense of space

to any parts of

a garden that

happen to be

just in view

beyond. Such

trees as Ijireh,

ash, or wych-

elm are most

suitable f o r

this purpose,

and must be ar-

ranged in well-

studied but

well -concealed

irregularity

tolerably close

together. Gar-

deners will tell us that trees so planted "spoil one

another." Of course they do, from a gardener's point

of view ; but as their " scruliljy " tops struggle up-

wards towards the light, they give us the artistic

effect of dark tracery of stems and branches against

the lighter distance, or the still more attractive effect

of sunshine streaming through transparent {because

" scrubby ") foliage—a glimmer of golden green

against a background of misty blue. But one of the

simplest and most satisfactory of all devices of garden

arrangement is an avenue, even if only a short one.

Seen in profile, an avenue is sometimes a little

monotonous ; but if propei'ly placed it need never

be possible to see it from this unfavourable point of

view. Seen, as it should be, in perspective (ii.), it
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sugg'ests a most agreeable sense of unity of design, or shrub, or by a grouji of either or both. If the

whilst its gradual reduction in apparent size as it garden be laid out in the symmetrical style, a vase

recedes into the distance afft)rds a variety of effect or statue (iv.) always looks well in front of such a

only less constantly changing and charming than that background of greenery. The meeting of four paths

produced by the shifting lights and shadows. may be emphasised by four intervening patches of

In a garden it is pleasant to have a perfectly evergreens or by four vases or statues ; or the in-

straight walk (ill.), where we can i)ace briskly up and ti'rsection of several paths may be expanded into a

down, and a path winding in broad contrasted curves circular sweep of gravel, in the centre of which may
amidst lawns and shrubberies, where we can saunter rise a bed of brilliant flowers or of choice foliage

slowly; also, if a design of so formal a character be plants, or a pyramidal mass of evergreen shrubs, or

not out of harmony with the style of the garden, we a vase, a statue, or a fountain.

may have a walk that is absolutely circular (v.), or Whether planned in the picturesque or architec-

at least oval. Provided that the trees and shrubs that tural style, it is well that some of the paths in a

border it are so planted that no more than a small arc garden should be bordered by tlowcr-ljcds. These

of the circle is visible at any one }ioint, the gradual iK'ds should always be more or less symmetrical in

curve of such a path always fascinates the eye from shape, the simplest forms being at once those most

its constant suggestion of some unrevealed beauty agreeable to the eye and those best suited to display

just out of sight. A circular jiath may be intro- the beauty of the flowers. The simplest of all flower-

duced with good effect near the end of any largo beds is the old-fashioned straight "border" (ill.). Run-

garden, and may be made the means of concealing ning under a sunny wall, and filled with herbaceous

some pleasant surprise. For instance, it may en- plants, a bed of this sort will be beautiful for nearly

circle a plantation of tall trees and evergreens, at ten months in the year. A permanent border must be

some break in which we suddenly find ourselves at thoroughly dug and drained, and the rich composite

the entrance of a bright little parterre decorated soil must be varied, wherever necessary, to suit the

with flower-beds, statues, and a fountain; or there needs of the different plants, which must be arranged

with due regard to the

time of their blooming

and to the colour of

those that are in bloom

at the same season. A
border carefully pre-

pared and planted in

this thorough manner

costs much thought,

time, and labour to

begin with ; but on the

other hand it need not

be " dug up " every

autumn. So tiiat a

happy combination of

colour, once obtained,

will repeat itself with-

out any further trouble

or arrangement forseve-

ral years.

In ])lanling flowers

we should plant them

in masses, and aim at

getting contrasts and

interchanges, harmo-

nies, gradations, and

repetitions of form and

tone as well as of colour.

To do this, our plants

imi.st be chosen with

regard to their growth

may all at once be dis-

closed to us, as we are

walking along, a beau-

tiful little wilderness

as wild as fancy can

fashion it ; or the cir-

cular path may be raised

on a curving bank, and

a turn of it may reveal

to us a sylvan dell or a

silent pool. We gene-

rally walk two-and-two

when we stroll about

a garden, and therefore

all paths .should be wide

enough to albjw two

couples to pass in com-
fort. They should never

be less than two yards

wide in a small garden,

and in most gardens

three yards look best.

The angles of lawn

frequently formed by
the divergence of two
paths should, whenever

possible, be turned to

artistic account. For in-

stance, such a spot may
be occupied by a hand-

some evergreen - tree

243

AET IN THE OAKDEN.—III.: A STEAIGHT PATH AND BOEDER.

(2i^awoylh C'astU'.)
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and foliag'e, as well as with regard to their flowers.

In arranging a border, it must not be forgotten that

certain plants may be placed side liy side whose

iET i:* THE GAEDEN.—IT. : AN ANGLE OF lA'^TN.

flowers would be positively discordant if seen together,

whilst, blooming at different seasons, the foliage of

some may be used as admirable accompaniments to

the flowers of others. Thus, such spring blossoms

as those of the golden crocus or daffodil may come

up amongst the harmonious grey-greens of the later

flowering pinks and carnations, instead of having

l)ut the bare earth as a background to their beauty
;

and the brilliant blossoms of tall summer lilies or

autinnn gladioli may be heightened by close contact

with the lustrous foliage of rhododendrons and peonies,

whose time of flowering has gone by. A landscape

gardener with an eye for colour composes his har-

monies (exactly as does any painter or musician) in

those keys most congenial to himself, never dreaming

that he must introduce all the colours at his com-

mand into any one of his colour-arrangements. The

best results are got, not by having something of all

sorts " to suit all tastes," but by resolutely growing

only the flowers we ourselves prefer, and by growing

these in masses. As a rule, it is best to aim at effects

of harmony and gradation of colours, using strong

contrasts only here and there to avoid tameness.

From the point of view of art, a few broad and

simpile arrangements of colour are far better than

a number of pretty com])inations on a small scale

:

a flower-bed should attract us from a distance ; it

is not enough that it pleases us whilst standing

over a single square yard of it. Flower-beds, more-

over, always produce a good effect when jilaced

along the margin of lawns, especially near the house,

and since in themselves they are nothing—frames

only, to set oft' the flowers they contain—the sim-

]iler and more symmetrical their shapes the better.

In any arrangement of flower-beds, they must be

placed suflieiently close together for the eye easily to

take in the idea of their design. This is especially

important on a terrace. In such a situation they may,

instead of being cut out of the turf, be separated

by strips of gravel bordered by box or stone.

Of all garden accessories a fountain seems the

most difiicult to manage with success. A well-placed

fountain of artistic design adds a charm to the most

delightful garden; but a pretentious ready-made vul-

garism, of Portland cement, for example, gives to

the prettiest garden an air of tawdry pretentiousness.

Every fountain should be designed, or at least chosen,

s|iecially for the spot it is to fill ; it must absolutely

be in keeping with the character of the garden itself

—graceful or massive, simple or ornate, as the case

may be. The real fascination of a fountain is not,

however, in the architectural or sculpturesque details,

for which it sometimes seems only an excuse, but in

the sunlight that sparkles on the leaping water and

in the musical monotony of its falling splash. Unless,

therefore, we can afford good sculpture, oi- bronze

in the shai)e of statues and vases, with which to

decorate it, we should limit the design to a basin

of elegant proportion, and rely altogether upon the

water itself for our effect.

The centre or focus of all our Art in the

Garden, especially as seen from the chief point of

view, the sitting-room window, is the terrace (i.),

which cannot therefore be too thoughtfully arranged,

nor can too great care be taken that whatever is

placed there should be very good of its kind. Unless

a terrace is very small—merely a broad path, in fact

—

it should have always a central object of interest, such

as a mass of brilliant flowers, a handsome vase, a

l)eautiful statue, an elegant fountain, an evergreen of

rare symmetry, a clump of pampas-grass, or a sun-

dial. The more important the terrace itself, the more

attractive must be its central object, and, if the

terrace is long, there must be additional objects of

interest at each end. In most cases the long line of

balustrade, which often divides a terrace from the

main garden, looks monotonous if not broken by vases.

These vases may or may not be filled with flowers or

foliage plants, according to their shape : as a rule, the
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more eleg'aiit tlie vase, the better it looks empty.

II', iustead of a halustrade, a terrace terminates in

a low brick wall with a stone coping, the line may
be artistically interruj^ted at stated intervals by bijj;'

earthenware pots, or wooden tubs or boxes, filled with

yuccas, hydrangeas, agapanthus, geraniums, or any

plant effective by growth of foliage or mass of

flowers. In some cases such boxes may be placed

with excellent effect on the ground in front of the

terrace or wall. The flight of steps into the garden,

however few in number, should be broad and easy

—

never less than three yards wide iu any garden, and

five or six yards wide in a large garden—each step

should be twelve or fifteen inches from back to front,

and never more than six inches in height.

A terrace is a fitting place for a few ornamental

benches, and often a sheltered alcove may be intro-

duced at each end, looking up and down the terrace.

Such alcoves may be cut out of yew or box-bushes,

or may be built in architectural accordance with

the adjacent house. Those cast-iron vulgarisms or

" rustic-work " monstrosities that so often do duty as

summer-houses, all gnarled and knobby and twisted,

and gleaming with treacle-coloured varnish, are

simply intolerable to any one with the least pre-

tention to taste. The idea of such distorted con-

structions is due to ignorance of the laws of artistic

rustic-work" that their distortions should do. The
only thing, therefore, to be done is to use such ac-

cessories as foils or contrasts to the irregular beauty
of foliage and flowers. There is probably no such
thing as a straiglit line in nature—neither the im-
aginary meeting of the sky and sea nor the seem-
ingly vertical stems of a pine forest being really hori-

zontal or perpendicidar ; and consequently straight

lines form the very best and simplest contrasts to

vegetation that we can employ. All our garden

accessories therefore should, as far as possible, be

made up of straight lines, and should be of strictly

symmetrical proportions. To be satisfied of this,

one has only to think of the pleasant contrast with

surrounding nature aft'orded by the regular lines of

ordinary trelHs-work (especially if the rectangles

are upright and not diagonal) ; or a common brick

wall with buttresses at I'egular intervals ; or a

simple cottage roof, thatched or tiled ; or a colon-

nade of plain Doric pillars, or by a verandah (vi.)

supported by rough-hewn pine-stems. Whenever
any of these things are seen surrounded with sprays

and festoons of ivy or vine, Virginia-ereepei-, honey-

suckle, passion-flower, or clefnatis, or with the irre-

gular foliage of magnolias, or of luxuriant Gloire-

de-Dijon roses, the effect is always picturesque, and

the combination is still more attractive if it is sup-

AET IN THE SAKDEN.—V. : A CIRCULAK PATH.

effect. The lines and masses of natural vegetation ported liy a backgrouu of tall trees and is partly

are so free and flowing, so unexpectedly wayward hidden by a foreground of flowers. The chief object

and eharmintr in their unstudied arranffement, that of a summer-house is to servo as a shelter from wind

nothing which human- ingenuity can design will and sun ; the chief object of a seat is to bo comfort-

" compose " harmoniously with them, as we must able to sit upon ; and so long as these conditions be

charitably suppose it is the aim of the "artists in observed, the simpler the form and the more rigid
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tlio lines of either, tlie better artistic effect they will

have in a garden. A century or so ago these thinjj^s

were well tnulorstood, and many of our old puhlic

and private gardens still

show specimens of summer-

houses and seats which

answer all the requirements

of use and of art.

The design either of

seats or of summer-houses

must be varied according to

their nearness to or dis-

tance from the house. If a

house Jias any architectural

character at all, esjiecially

if it can boast of any style,

classic, Gothic, Renais-

sance, or " Queen Anne,"

a summer-house situated

within sight of it should

partake of that character.

But if a summer-house be

hidden among the slu'ub-

beries, or stand solitary on

the shore of a lake, it may
be treated as a thing by

itself, without reference to

the house beyond view,

and may be made of trellis-

work, or be built simply

of ])ine-planks or pine-

stems, tliatelied with reeds,

or roofed with wood or with tiles, and paved with

pebbles or bricks. However built, it should be half

hidden by climbing plants. A .summer-house in the

middle of a wood is most suitably simplified into a

log-hut. In like manner the seats on a terrace

should be formal in design and very well made. We
may with advantage reproduce some of those simple

and eleoant seats which once decorated the gardens

ABT IN THE G.VRPF.N.

^Ti:EAND.\II.

of ancient Rome, and the like of which are still

to be seen scattered over Southern Europe ; but it

is advisable to construct them of wood, since our

English climate is too cold

and damp to make them

pleasant resting-places if

carved out of the original

marble or stone. In (he

landscape garden any of

the unpretending benches

of the Queen Anne period

always look well and in

keejiing, but out in the

" wilderness " the very best

pattern we can adojit for

our seats is an unbarked

plank nailed upon a couple

of stumps driven into the

ground.

After much loving la-

bour, and mostly after

much patient waiting, the

various effects we have

striven for in our garden

are attained. From that

moment we must vigilantly

keep it as nearly as pos-

sible in the desired state

by carefully pruning and

planting wherever things

get overgrown or die down,

and by pitiless viprooting

of anything, however interesting or even beautiful

in itself, the moment it interferes with the general

lieauty. And all work of this kind must be done

absolutely by ourselves. It cannot be delegated to

any gardener; for however able, skilful, or will-

ing he may be, it is impossible for him to enter

sufficiently into our idea of the effect we wish to

produce to do it for us. Barcl.\y D.\y.

"BURDENS."
From the Picture by Charles Gregory.

IN " Burdens," drawn by the painter from his own
picture (Academy, 1881), we have an English

country scene of modern days. The work is one which

a]ipeals to the emotional rather than the intellectual

side of human nature. Yet there is thought in the

composition and grouping, and plenty of technical

skill is manifest in certain of the details. The
hamlet, set in pai-t on far-away slopes, crowned with

thick woods, round and about which a flight of birds

go circling to their rest, is a pleasant and peaceful

place in which to linger. So think the group on the

stone steps leading down from the bridge to the

stream below—the three poor wanderers, of different

ages, of " respectable antecedents," in various atti-

tudes of repose. Taking stock of them from the

bridge behind is another group, made up of elements

religious and civil. There is the vicar, a pleasant

gentleman of the old school ; there is the vicar's



BURDENS.

{Painted by Charles Gregory. Academy, ISSI. From a Drmcing by the Artist)
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daughter, a round-raced, ingenuous, " Wakefieldish
"

looking young creature in a small poke-bonnet,

who is turning a pitiful face on the wanderers;

and, listening to the vicar's mild words, but keep-

ing a baleful eye on the three strangers, the village

beadle, in correct uniform, handles his wand of office,

and indulges in a rather bullying and very British

expression, complicated, let us hope, with a touch

of rough tenderness. Over the bridge go the big

wains and their teams of stately, sturdy horses.

The " Burdens " are the three poor souls, who have

tramped through the long summer day, and whom

authority inclines to repudiate ere they become a

permanent charge on the parish. The little burdens

they are carrying are so many, and so carefully

insisted on, that, with a mind set on impressionism,

one might for a moment—only a moment—lose

sight of the moral import of the work. The wan-

derers have each their " silent tale of grief." The

woman (almost too young to be the mother of the

party) is st'onily hopeless. Her far-away eyes take

nothing in; her hands are locked together on her lap;

she has reached a partial oblivion of her sorrows.

The children with their baskets and bundles would

fain be on the march. One, the younger, has

laid a little hand, unheeded, on her elder's arm

;

the other, some way apart, stands looking over the

bridge. But nothing moves the quiet figure. Per-

haps the river is tilling her ears, and whispering of an

unbroken rest ; and she will seek it when the shadows

have fallen. Perhaps it may all end as things end

in " nice " books ; and the good parson will add

these new burdens to his own family party. C/ii

lo sa ? In fiction of this kind all is possible.

"gtovff?=l$eaf ^(X^^ac^,c\ a gf^ifdiof? ^ilcmori^

I.—Good Night.

T XTHEN the bright lamp is carried in,

'^' The sunless hours again begin ;

O'er all without, in field and lane.

The haunted night returns again.

Nffiti we behold the embers fiee

About the firelit hearth ; and see

Our fates fainted as we pass.

Like pictures, on the tuindovj-glass.

Must we to bed indeed? Well then.

Let us arise and go like men,

And face with an undaunted tread

The long black passage up to bed.

Farewell, O brother, sister, sire 1

pleasant party rouiui the fire !

The songs yon sing, the tales you tell,

Till far to-morroiv, fare ye well!

II.—Shadow March.

All round the house is the jet-black night

;

It stares through the windo"M-pane

;

It cra-vls in the corners, hiding from the light.

And it moves with the moving flame.

Nmv my little heart goes a-beating like a drum,

IVith the breath of the Bogie in my hair;

And all round the candle the crooked shailoivs come.

And go marching along up the stair.

The shadaui of the balusters, the shadoiv of the lamp.

The shailovj of the child that goes to bed-

All the wicked shado<vs coming, tramp, tramp, tramp.

With the black night overhead.

III.—In Port.

Last, to the chamber where I lie

My fearful footsteps patter nigh.

And come from out the cold and gloom

Into my wai-m and cheerful room.

There, safe arrived, we turn about

To keep the coming shcuio-ais out.

And close the happy door at last

On all the perils that ue past.

Then, when mamma goes by to bed.

She shall come in with tip-toe tread,

Atid see me lying warm and fast

And in the Laiul of Nod at last.

Robert Louis Stevenson.
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PICTUKES OF JAPAN.*

THE two noble quai-tos of M. Louis Gonse's ex-

liaustive treatise on Japanese art (the issue of

wliieli is limited to fourteen hundred copies) are a

monument of skill, enterprise, and good taste. The

book is probably the comeliest

and richest M. Quantin has ever

jiroduced ; and j\I. Quantin is

famous among modern publisliers

of rich and comely things. Its

opulence of elegance is really

unrivalled. It is admirably

jH-iuted, on excellent paper with

fair margins and finely-broken

pages ; it is bound, witli special

irons and attachments, in yellow

silk, with an imprint, pictorial

and lettered, in vermilion and

black ; it has a title-page in

black and red and sepia, filled iu

with charming Japanese designs.

By the bibliophil whose passion

is new books, its delightful fop-

pery is not to be resisted.

Thus much for the outside

of the casket. Within, it is

richer still. It is a little world

of illustrations, in all known
processes of reproduction, of all

possible shapes and sizes, in all

imaginable colours. In black

and white there are some eight

hundred — pictm-es, tailpieces,

chapter-headings, initials, vig-

nettes—in the text ; of etchings,

plates in heliogravure, chromo-

lithographs, grisailles, and
" aquarelles typographiques,

"

there are over sixty, all on

special papers (vellum, " papier

;\ la cuve," varnished Bristol,

and so forth), and all protected

by an interleaf of Japanese.

Most of the thirteen etchings,

some of which are polyehro

"Goose
J " a marvellous bouquet-holder—a broken

old creel in bronze, incrusted with a living crab

in copper lacquered red; an extraordinary armour
in cliased and damasquined iron, from the Armeria

Real at ^ladrid ; and the queer-

est grotesque in Owari enamelled

stone-ware—a statuette of Dhar-

ma, the Buddhist saint. The
jilates in lieliograviire, twenty-

one in number, are of course

the work of M. Diijardin; they

are mostly of ivories, bronzes,

monochromes, metal-work, and

lacquers ; of their kind they are

perfect. The chromo - litho-

grajihs by MM. Coine and

Lemoine are amongst the best

of their kind I remember to

have seen ; there are ten of

them ; they ]iicture the rich lac-

quers of Yeddo and Nagasaki,

the gorgeous porcelains of Kioto

and Satsuma, the multi-coloured

wares of Koutani and Hizen

;

many of them have taken up-

wards of twenty printings. Of

jM. Guillaume's two grisailles

the effect is singularly good

and ]ili'asing ; they reproduce,

in black and gold, a couple of

monochromes by the painter

Kouasan—one, a piece of pure

naturaHsm, of a gnnqi of Budd-

hist dervishes ; the other, an

essay in mythological romance,

of Monjiu, Goddessof Literature,

in apotheosis on a couchant lion.

jMost interesting of all, jicrhaps,

and in some ways most effective,

are M. Gillot's eighteen "aqua-

relles typograi)liiqHes "— ^vpo-

water-colours as we should say.

For polychromes and coloured

prints the process is not to be

DKAWN BY UUKCsAI

niatic, are by ]\I. Henri Guerard ; one, of special excelled. We owe to it a certain number of repvoduc-

interest, is by a native artist, from a sheet of tions, in colours and gold, of drawings and engravings

studies by Hokusai. Among the Guerards are a —by Hokusai, Shinman, Iliroshigiie, Shigonobou,

wonderful and terrible "Dragon; " a superb " iSIask," Gakoutei, Shinsei, and their compeers—not much in-

in black and red lacquer; a monumental bronze ferior to their originals. These are so many peeps

« „ T>A *T • .) T> T • ,^- /ij • . ,^ .- into the heart of a civilisation the strangest and* " L Art Japonais. ' Par Louis Gonse. (Pans: A. Quantin. "'^" >-"^ ..^u... ^ u, „

1S83.) Two Volumes. 200 francs. most enchanting known to (he modern world.
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And as tlio book is the costliest and the most

splendid in existence on its subject^ so, too, is it the

THE JUQOLEK. DKAWX BY HOKUSAI.

most exhaustive and complete. It is not so many
years since the existence of Jajianese art was made

known to us. As first revealed it was a jumble of

oddities and splendours—of comic prints and royal

tissues, of priceless lacquers and irresistible ivories, of

magnificent porcelains and prodigious bronzes and

little marvels of ironwork and chasing : flung to-

gether in defiance of chronology from all the points

of a new Un-
known ; unsto-

ried save in a

language none

(•ould speak,

written in char-

actersnonecould

decipher ; and,

to all appear-

ance, so com-

pletely at en-

mity with Euro-

pean ideals as to

be an outcome

of mere lawless-

ness, an accre-

tion of indi-

vidual caprices,

an effect of

causes the most

arbitrary and ec-

centric. There

was a craze for

tlic Japanesque; but it was the reverse of scien-

tific, and meant no more than that a crowd of

people admired with more or less discretion, and

that a few, having caught a glimpse of certain

positive meanings— "decorative quality," "senti-

ment of coloui'," "perfection of handiwork," and so

forth—were resolved on making the most of their

attainment. Books were written, and specimens

were collected and published ; but Dr. Anderson (who

might and could have spoken with something like

authority) remained silent, and nothing like syste-

matisation, nothing like a synthetic analysis of the

dominant influences and ideals of Japanese art, was

possible. IMeanwhile, INI. Louis Gonse was working

his hardest. He was enjoying exceptional advan-

tages ; he had access to all kinds of precious material

;

he was collecting for himself, and he was aware of

the results of collecting in others ; he was teaching

himself to read Japanese, and he was fortunate

enough to find (what is not often found) two native

gentlemen—]\OI. Wasai and Hayashi—by whose

authority he was able to correct his translations of

the antique texts, and who were competent to helji

him in deciphering the incomparable handwritings

that came in his way—handwritings in which there is

so much that is individual and artistic that to your

average Japanese (above all since he has taken to

mechanics, and frock-coats, and the study of " First

Principles ") they are absolutely unintelligible. The

outcome of his enthusiasm is the present book ; the

first history of Japanese art, that is to say, which has

any pretensions to synthetic completeness, and, as it

seems to me, the only one which is based on the study

THE WEESTLEES. DEAWN BY MITSOUOKI.
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A DISPUTE AT CHEQUERS. ARTIST UNKNOWN.

a lu.xurious and artistic nation ; from sculpture to

at first hand of nadvo doenments and oriii'inal mate- M. Gonse has sjiared no pains to make his essay

rials. I siiould add that it is rather narrative than worthy of its subject. He begins ah ovo, vrit\\

the history not of

Japanese art, but of

Japan and the Ja-

panese. He passes

on, in a second sec-

tiiin, (n an account

of the country and

the race. In his

third chapter he

treats of paintino;

from Kanaoka and

the Primitives to

Settei and his com-

peers, whose relation

to Japanese high art

eritical. I\I. Gonse has not attempted to analyse —with a wide divergence of aim and a complete

and establish the principles in virtue of whose exist- dissimilarity of method—is jjretty much the same

ence and authority the ajsthetic theory and practice as that of MM. Monet, Sisley, Pissarro and Com-
of Japan have come to be the antipodes of those pany, to the great art of Italy and Holland,

of Europe. He has, it is trne, some talk about the From painting he proceeds to architecture ; from

Japanese love of nature, and the perfect development architecture to scul])ture, in bronze and wood and

of the Japanese sense of decoration ; lie deals—a little ivory—from the great heroic statues downwards to

timidly and inconclusively, i^erhaps, but rightly and the masks, the incense-burners, the netsukes, the

intelligently—with the tradition which derives the pipe-cases, the boxes and desks and bouquet-holders,

art of Japan from the art of China ; he does his best all the innumerable knick-knacks and fantasies of

to get at the root of the matter from the ethnological

point of view, to make the question a question of

race, and to perjietuate for the artistic achievement

of Japan a correlation not with that of the IMiddle

Kingdom, but with those of Java and India. But
that is all he does ; and that, though it is much, is

not enough. The principles of Japanese art have

yet to be formulated. Its ideals, of wilfulness, of

inequality—of naturalistic inharmonics, so to .speak

;

its ignorance of measure, balance, rhythm, propor-

tion, symmetry; its indifference to beauty of form
and expression and elevation of sentiment ; its con-

tempt, save in purely decorative work, for the de-

lighting of the eye and the production of merely

sensuous emotion—all these qualities have yet to

be accounted for and explained. M. Gonse is

satisfied with knowing that Japanese art — in

bronze, in lacquer, in ivory, in the round, in the

fiat, in colour, in nioiiochronic— is beautiful in its

way. AVhat that way is he docs not attempt to

show. Herein, to me at least, is the chief fault of

his Work. \ ou might read it from end (o end; and
if it were not for the pictures, you would hardly

know in what the essence of Japanese art consists.

01 its history you have as much as has yet been given

to the world ; of its psychology—its sjtiritual epic

—

you have not very much. It has found ils Waagen
;

bu1 its Fromentin is yet to come.

This noted, there is little left fo do l.uf praise.
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metal-wm-k— aniiours, sword - blades, sword - hilts,

sword-rin<,^s, pipes, Vmttons, sheath-tips, and all the

rest of it J
from metal-work to lacquer—oldest and

most Japanese of all the arts of Japan ; from lacquer

to the textiles which are the crowning glory of the

factories of Kioto—the gorgeous foukonsas, the rich

and sober brocades, the miraculous embroideries, the

precious robes, the wonderful girdles, the finest frip-

peries of the best dressed people in the world. Of

ceramics he leaves the story and analysis to Mr.

drawings he is supposed to have left behind him,

il. Gonse resumes and hnishes his task. As will be

seen, the panorama is com]5rehensive even to com-

pleteness.' Nothing is omitted, and nothing is left

half done. Each one of the several arts in which

the Japanese genius has found expression is discussed

and explained in all its developments. When, as

is the case with painting and ceramics, the materials

are abundant, the result is necessarily more satisfy-

ing than where they are scanty, as is the case with

.^-'^^.

YAKOKONOBE. DEAWN BY YOSAI.

S. Bing, who treats of them with fulness and dis-

cretion, from their earliest and rudest expressi(jns,

down through the period of Corcan influences and

examples, to their appearance and development as

an autochthonic art, and so to their degradation

and ruin in our owii time; with special reference

to their many ideals and peculiarities, to the elements

of which they are compacted, and to the multitude

of famous potteries— Ilizen, Satsuma, Kioto, Kou-

tani, Yeddo, Owari, and the others—out of which

they have jiroceedcd. In the final chapter, which

is devoted to woodcuts and woodcutting, and which

contains an excellent account of Hokusai, and as full

a general catalogue as possible of the thirty thousand

architecture and textiles. In every instance, how-

ever, as much is given as is known. To learn more

we must go to specialists like Dr. Anderson and

M. Theodore Duret and Professor Conder, and so

begin to be specialists ourselves.

I have said that, without the illustrations, the

book would tell us little of the peculiar physiognomy

of Japanese art, and little of its native and essential

qualities. I shall add that, putting all questions of

rein-oduction aside, M. Gonse's pictures are of in-

exhaustible interest and often of uncommon merit,

and that—what perhaps is even more to the purpose

—Ihcy have been chosen with such intelligence and

authority as not only to complete the text, but to
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increase its significance tenfold. Of fonkousas, for

instance—tlie costly and lovely stuffs which are used

as wraps for presents—M. Gonse has written use-

fully and well. But we have to turn to M. Gillot's

wonderful reproductions to apprehenil the full im-

port of what he has written : to the plum-tree in

bloom — a dream of white and g(jld and delicate

brown—to the shoal of fish—traced in gold on a

ground of Indian red, with a selvage of pale^ soft

purple—and to the wonderful white carp swimming
up the waves of a golden stream, on a ground of

brown, which are figured on three of the half a dozen

admiraljle examples lent by M. de Nittis ; to the

beautiful bamboos in snow-time—an exquisite ar-

rangement of white and gold and blue—and the

sunset behind a pine forest—in several shades of

gold on a ground of equal red—which stand for

treasures of the author's own. Then his enthusiasm

appears only natural and reasonable ; such charm in

line, such loveliness in colour, such perfect expres-

sions of the sentiment of decoration, are irresistible

;

you look at them, and you perceive that, much as

we have learned already from the Japanese, the half

of their capacity has not yet been told to us. It is the

same with the bronzes—those masterpieces of inven-

tion and style in which the genius of Japan ajjpears

to have uttered its last word, and to have uttered it

for all time. No description could make us feel the

majesty and the force of Tomonobou's awful serpent

—uncoiling his tremendous rings in a transport of

fiuy—so closely and keenly as the little picture in

black and white with which M. Gonse has supple-

mented his written note. In !M. Henri Guerard's

excellent etching of Tcioun's incomjjarable Dragon

—

a terror of claws and coils and horrid spines—we
get a great deal of the savage energy and fine crea-

tive imaginativeness of the original, though the

reproduction is but a fifth of its size ; and in the

same draughtsman's presentment of another master-

piece of Tooun's—a pigmy mounted on the shell

of a giant snail, with a maw like a shark, and an

expression, as he drags on his house, of mingled

fierceness and activity—there is something of the

grotesque and taking humour of the master's own
handiwork. I might multiply my instances almost

ad iiifuiifum. No amount of words w^ould convey

the simple impressiveness of jNI. Guerard's mighty

"Goose " (Bing Collection), looking as if he might
save the Capitol unaided ; or the effect of his

"Mask," which is hideous and naturalistic enough

to be typically Japanese, and withal so superbly

modelled as to be almost Greek. In the same way
a plate by M. Dujardin, of sword-hilts and sheath

ornaments, or netsukes and pipe-cases, is more to

the purpose than half a volume of eloquence. The

delicacies and fantasies of such work are beyond

language. Here, for instance, in a single page,

are eight hilts, a piece of ornamentation, and three

sheath-rings, in iron, silver, and artificial metals, all

chased or incrusted or graven. The ornament re-

presents the Seven Sages of the Bamljoo—a com-
position in relief, full of energy and expressicm,

character, and gesture, and about an inch and a

half long by three-quarters wide. The hilts are a

little world of invention : warrior-heroes, swimming
fish, fighting dragons, a grotesque bonze and a

comic monkey, a swooping bird, a springing flower
;

each is so true and vivacious after its kind that

its presence seems to inform the metal with enduring

life. Or take the ease of a page of netsukes. Here

is one containing presentments of fourteen little

miracles (in carven ivory) of humorous naturalism.

In the centre is a mask—a cobweb of wrinkles, a

masterjiiece of expression ; on one side of it is a

porter stooping under a bale, on the other a couple of

figures that remind you of Daumier and Leech in a

breath. Here is a lady out walking with her little

boy ; there, a woman of the people, basket in hand,

and her baby at her back ; above, a woodman sound

asleep on his log, with his axe sticking as it was

left at his last stroke ; and so forth and so forth.

The pen grows weary, and the oiitcome is but a

catalogue after all. You turn from !M. Gonse's

page to M. Dujardin's plate, and you learn more

in five minutes of looking than in three hom-s of

reading. You read of Zingoro's wondrous door, at

Nikko, and regret with all your heart that M.
Guerard should have refused to attempt it; of the

same great master's " Sleeping Cat "—shut in a

silver cage for fear of thieves—and you sigh, in vain,

for some presentment, however slight. But such

lapses are rare. I have said that there are over nine

hundred pictures of one sort or another. It will

be enough if I add that there is not one but serves

its purpose as a gloss upon the text, and teaches you

something which, in its absence, you might, and

probably would, have failed to discover or divine.

Nor is it only the art of Japan which is thus

illuminated and exjdained ; it is also the life and

manners, the legends, the myths, the novels and

satires and superstitions. M. (ionse, for instance,

is writiuii of costume and its materials. You (urn

the leaf, and here—from a kind of Japanese "Ladies'

Companion," or "Girl's Own Book," a hundred and

fifty years old—is a woodcut of two young ladies in

the rain ; you push on a little farther, and lo ! a

delightful " tyiH)-water-colour," the fac-simile of

a Gakoutei (1822), of two elegantes of the finest

feather, magnificently robed and girdled, their hair

full of ]iins, their feet in black pattens, pacing ex(pii-

sitely along in the shade of the same umbrella. Is it

a (piestion of myth y Then, here is a running com-
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meiitary in ])ii-tiiix'» mi the " Koziki," the Japanese

" Works and Days " and " Book of Genesis " in one.

Here, from Hokusai's own hand, is a portrait of Kou-

annon the (ioddcss of Grace, a figure of su]irenie

yet faiitastie eles'ance, the lines of her pose and lier

floatini^- draperies repeated in some sort in those of

the swimmini;- iish on which she stands; here, froni a

desif^J^n of Korin, the prince of artists in lacquer, is

Sonzano, tlie Wind God—a grotesque of the wildest

energy, an embodiment of hurricane and storm; here,

from an antique bronze, is Sennin on a tiger, and

here, from a drawing of the Kano School, is Sennin

he is a naturalistic ideal of force and genius and

daring
;
you have but to look on him to know how the

Japanese figure a great man. Is it a (piestion of super-

stition ? Here, from the hand of the master Shighen-

obou, is a ])ieture of a girl in collocpiy with a rat, the

emblem of luck— perched on a stool, and vivaciously

discoursing, as in the verse of La Fontaine. Of

manners ? here is Yeisan putting ISI. Pllotel and

Mr. Alfred Thompson to scorn with a bill of the

])lay ; here are Shinse'i with a New Year party at

Yeddo ; and Toyoukouni the First with a picture of

ladies (light ladies) going a-sailing, by moonlight, at

l^lfIII l|« :

- -
'

A. BEIDOE IN S^JOW-TriTE. DRAWN BT niltOSHIOHE.

on a fish ; here, reminding you in a curious far-off

way of a personification by Albreeht Diirer, is Hoku-

sai's idea of Amaterassou, Goddess of the Sun—

a

woman of the ])urest type of Japanese beauty, sumjv

tuously robed in raiment of mysterious textures,

walking among clouds and in space, the white fire-

globe in her right hand. Is it a question of ethno-

logy ? Here, in black and white, is Yosai's portrait

of Yoritomo, the greatest hero of old Ja]ian, founder

of the power of the Shoguns, or Tycoons ; soldier,

statesman, lawgiver; such a man as comes but once

in a thousand years. He has the long cheeks, the

oval face, the aquiline nose, the almond eyes and

slanting brows, the thin, sensual, resolute lips of the

governing race, the dynastic aristocracy, of Japan ;

Yeddo, in g(jrgeous array and in a boat cif \crinilion,

with a terrific black eagle at the jirow ; and Teisai,

with a representation of how, if you happen to be a

person of mark, they wish you a Happy New lear;

and Hokusai—"the old man mad for drawing," as

he writes himself—with note after note, picture u])on

picture, study upon study. Of history ? here is

Y'osai with a presentment of the sublime Kanaoka,

the founder of Jajianese art, as he a])peared in the

art of painting a jxtrtrait ; and Hirotaka, Kanaoka s

grandson, smiting his forehead and recoiling in terror

from his own tremendous ])icture of Hell ; and the

heroic Tatsibana Ilime casting herself into the sea

to save the life and fortunes of her husband Yamato

Dake, called the " Prince of Sworders," in his
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lewenJary wars witli the giant Idzoumo ; and—the

centre of a group of laughing urchins, fat and kindly

A POICT WKITINO. DEAWN BY HOKEEI.

and fatherly, like an incarnation of the jolly god

Ilotei—Yakokonobe (this one I reproduce), the

jovial and beneficent genius who brought silkworms

into Japan ; and a hundred notables besides.

Certain specimens I am enabled (M. Quantin

aiding) to transfer to these pages. Mitsouoki, to

whom we owe the delightful fantasy which I have

called "The Wrestlers" (1616—1691), is one of the

most illustrious masters of the School of Tosa, the

school from which proceeds the heroic art of Japan,

in opposition to the School of Kano, which is

]iopular in subject and familiar and realistic in style.

He came at a time when the School of Kano was

everywhere triumphant, and when the School of

Tosa, overshadowed by the genius and accomplish-

ment of the long line of great masters deriving

from Kano Ycitokou, had appeared almost at the

jioint of extinction. His master, Sansetsou, was a

pu])il of Sanlakou, who was a pupil of Kano Yci-

tokou himself ; so that it was in the enemy's camp

that he learned to win his victories. Under his

influence the School of Tosa revived and liourished.

His ideal, says M. Gouse, " reside dans la purete

de la ligne, dans la grace ingenieuse du motif,

traduites par un ])inceau de miniaturiste ;
" he was

the inventor of " ce style decoratif raffine, elegant,

oil les fleurs, les oiseaux, les jjaysages, ont des sua-

vites preraphaelesques." The examjile I quote can

hurdlv be representative. There is notliing refined

in it save the fun, nothing exquisite save the ac-

complishment and the apprehension of character

and gesture and fact. Evidently this is not 'Slit-

souoki, champion of the classic school, the School of

Tosa, l)ut Mitsouoki uuregenerate, a student in the

School of Kano.

Mitsouoki's jiic'tures, says M. Gonse, are treasures

For the Mikado—are heirlo(Hns in the great houses

of Kioto. Quite other is the fortune of the five

masters exampled beside him. One, the famous

Yosai, has a place apart. Born in 17S7, a contem-

porary of Pitt and Robespierre, he died in 1S78, a

contemporary of Beaconsfield and Gambetta. De-

lighting in legend and romance, saturated with lite-

rature and the literary sentiment, putting away the

life about him for the heroic and mythical life of

centuries ago, a i-ecusant from Hokusai and natural-

ism, and a master—the last—of the School of Tosa,

he is in some sort the Burne Jones of Japan. At

once eclectic and individual, a great draughtsman

and a great poet, versed in all lore and an adept

in all arts and sciences—such, as described by M.

Gonse, was Kikoutshi Yosai. His masterpiece is

the " Zenken Kojitsou," a work in one-and-twenty

volumes, the text of which he \\rote and the illus-

trations of which he drew. It is the Libra d'Oro,

the Golden Book, of Japan—a record, graphic and

literary, of all her notables, in art and science and

philosophy and war. Both my examples of Yosai

are adapted from the " Zenken Kojitsou." One, the

firsts is a portrait, more or less ideal, of a princess of

the epoch of Yoritomo—very proud, very lovely, very

A 1-ulii UK.UJLNU. DKAWN UV IIOKKKI.
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iliMiijeroiis and cnrhantini;' ; the other, as of a sort o£

iH'iieiieent and jovial genius, is, as I have said, the

"counterfeit presentment" of one of the great in-

dustrial heroes of Japan. The literary cpiality in

hoth is too obvious to need any deserii)tion of mine.

Tlie others are all four common and popular.

They belong to the last of all the Japanese schools

—

a school whose ideal is an expression of the facts and

humours of nature, and whose practice, if natural-

istic it be, is naturalistic in the highest sense of the

word. Yosai was a realist, too ; but he was a realist

mnfiiiis mutandk, as Raphael was one. He used

reality as a basis for his imaginings; he wove the

truth into the very substance of his visions; he

worked, in fact, as all great imaginative artists do.

\Vith Hokusai and his followers the fact and its

expression are everything. Give them the essentials

of reality and they are satisfied ; they are realists,

not with Raphael but with Daumier. In the in-

numerable circumstances of life, its inexhaustible con-

ditions, its infinite accidents and changes, they find

their only material. Hokusai drew any and every

thing with equal gusto and equal skill. The flight

of birds, the grace of bamboos in flower, the reveries

of men in drink, the humours of tea-house and

kennel, the loveliest landscape, the most graceful

presence, it was all one to him. A man of the

people (he was the son of a mirror-maker), it was for

the people that he worked all his life long. Born

in 1760, he lived and drew for close upon ninety

years, a pupil of Shiountshio, and a student of such

masters as Tanyu and the older realists. His model

was Japan ; and in a graphic shorthand, the per-

fection of which has very rarely been equalled

in art, and has certainly never been surpassed, he

]iroduced his incomparable reports. His work is

as varied and I'ull and rich as the life of which

it is the .expression. It is the pageant of a

national existence—a dumb-show of all the multi-

tudinous actualities of an active and individual

society ;
quick with being, teeming with character,

as full of movement and gesture and variety as the

working hours of a great city. The two trifles I

have reproduced—a juggler with a following of

boys, and a group of peasants walking in the

rain—are in no sense representative. Hokusai pro-

duced such things by hundreds. But for expres-

siveness and veracity, for life and movement and

completeness of draughtsmanshij), I would back them

against all the pictures in the coming Academy.

The charming little drawing which I have called

" A Dispute at Chequers "—a mellay of small Japa-

nese
;
punching, hauling, riving, shrieking—has some

of hif? qualities : as truth to fact, and the sentiment

of character and gesture. JMy two examples of

Hokkei are somewhat in his vein, too. But Ilokkei

(born 1780), the artist of the smaller " Mangoua "

—an imitation of the greater " Mangoua/-" the " Ten

Thousand Sketches," of the master—and of the

" Fifty Poets," from which my specimens are quoted

—was confessedly a pupil of Hokusai, and is, in

certain ways, his pale reflection. As for Hiroshighe

(1786—1858), he is, after Hokusai, the best painter

of manners of latter-day Japan, and withal her most

original and remarkable artist in landscape. Of the

latter half of this position, the little picture I re-

produce—of a bridge in snow-time ; cold, gloomy,

stransce—in its excellent contrast of black and white,

and its union of simplicity of ineans with complete-

ness of effect, affords suflicient proof. W. E. H.

PENS AND PENCILS.

WORDSWORTH AND SIR GEORGE BEAUMONT.

OF the long, intimate, and unbroken friendship

between William Wordsworth and Sir George

Beaumont we have many relics but no adequate

record. Perhaps the best known of the relics is a

single line of verse

—

" Thi: light that never was on sea or land "

—

which has come to do duty as a stock quotation, and

which, like Alilton's "fresh woods and pastures

new," is almost always misquoted, "shore" being

.substituted for " land," just as " fields " is made to

serve for the Miltonic " woods." Probably in both

cases the original sinner was some one who thought

that the lines could be improved by a little allitera-

tion ; and it may Ix' taken for granted that very few

of those who have perpetuated the " sea or shore
"

emendation know even that the line was written by

Wordsworth, much less the name or nature of the

poem in which it is to be found. INIisquotation is

inexcusable, because no one is called upon to quote

if he cannot cpioto correctly ; Imt simple ignorance,

unaggravatcd by worse offences, may be treated

leniently, and there may be yet a few working ])eople

who know Wordsworth only as the author of " A\'e

are Seven " and " Lucy Gray," and have never read,

or even heard of, the " Elegiac Stanzas, Suggested

by a Picture of Peele Castle, in a Storm, Painted by

Sir George Beaumont." The poet, after telling how
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lie and the " rugtyed pile " had once been neig-hbours

for "four summer weeks/' how all the while its

form " was sleeping on a glassy sea/' and how he

coidd " have fancied that the mighty deep was even

the gentlest of all gentle things/' goes on to ex-

claim :—
" Ah I then, if mine Imd been the Painter's hand,

To express what tlicn 1 saw ; and add the gleam,

The light that never was on sea or land,

The consecration and the Poet's dream
;

" I would have planted thee, thou hoary Pile,

Amid a world how different from this

!

Beside a sea that could not cease to smile
;

On tranquil land, beneath a sky of bliss."

This poem was written in iSdo, when Wordsworth

and Beaumont had only known each other two years.

Their friendship arose out of a gracious act of gene-

rosity on the part of the painter-baronet, who, though

not a poet like his ancestor Francis Beaumont, the

colleague of Fletcher, showed his genuine feeling for

poetry by discerning the genius of Wordsworth at a

time when such discernment was very rare. In the

year 1803 Sir George Beaumont was lodging with

Coleridge at Greta Hall, Keswick, and became aware

of the desire felt by the two poets to be near each

other, in order that they might have the benefit of

mutual intercourse and assistance. Sir George deter-

mined that the desire should be fulfilled; and the first

or nearly the first communication received by Words-

worth from the man who was destined to become one

of his nearest friends was a letter from which the

poet learned that he was the possessor of a little

estate at Applethwaite, near Keswick, which Sir

George had purchased to present to him. The gift

was acknowledged by Wordsworth in a letter m-itten

in the pacta's happiest fashion, and in a sonnet which,

though spoken of by his earliest biographer as

" beautiful," is certainly not to be ranked among his

finest sonnet achievements. But though this poem
is marred by prosaic lines and commonplace epithets,

many succeeding jioems, insj)ired by a friendship

which endured for twenty-four years, and was broken

only by the death of Sir George Beaumont, are cer-

tainly among the things which no lover of Words-

worth would care to lose. Chief among these are the

iiiible and dignified stanzas which have been already

mentioned ; but in some respects the sonnets sug-

gested by another of Sir George's ]iit-tures, and

that on " The Pine of jNIonte INIario at Rome," are

hardly less noteworthy. The first is the one begin-

ning with the lines

—

" Pr.aised be the Art whose subtle power could stay

Yon cloud, and fix it in that glorious shape"

—

in which the leading thought is almost identical with

that of Keats's e-x.(|uisite "Ode on a Grecian I rn,"

the strange magic by which Art confers on the vision

of a moment the dower of immortality. The second

was written by the poet on the day of his arrival in

Rome, when, amid all the glories of the Eternal

City, his eye was first arrested and his heart most

keenly touched by the sight of the solitary tree

which had been rescued from destruction hy the

friend who ten years before had been laid in his

distant English grave.

" I saw far off the dark top of a Pine

Look like a cloud—a slender stem the tie

That boimd it to its native earth, poised high

'Jlid evening hues along the horizon line.

Striving in peace each other to outshine.

But when I learned the Tree was living there

Saved from the sordid axe by Beaumont's care,

Oh, what a gush of tenderness was mine !

The rescued Pine-tree, with its sky so bright

And cloud-like beauty, rich in thoughts of home,

Death-parted friends, and days too swift in flight,

Supplanted the whole majesty of Rome
(Then first apparent from the Pincian height),

Crowned with St. Peter's everlasting dome."

Coleridge's state of health compelled him to leave

England, so Sir George Beaumont's kindly scheme

was frustrated so far as its immediate end was con-

cerned. It served, however, to bring Sir George

himself into constant intercourse with Wordsworth;

and though there were often long intervals during

which face-to-face converse was impossible, they

maintained an active and interesting correspondence.

Unfortunately only the letters of Woi-dsworth seem

to have been preserved, but from some of them we
can gather indications of the nature of Beaumont's

friendly missives. The constant references to little

domestic details and to all kinds of pleasant trivialities

•—the small change of familiar iiitercom-se—show that

the union between the poet and the painter was based

not simjily on common tastes but on mutual affection,

though there are of course many passages relating

to matters of wider and more impersonal interest.

Wordsworth has much to tell his friend concerning

his own work in poetry, and there are, as one might

expect, frequent allusions to Sir George's jiaintings,

particularly to one of two of the series inspired by

Wordsworth's own poems, "The Thorn," "The
AVhite Doe," " Peter Bell," and " Lucy Gray." Of

general art-talk there is very little, for Wordsworth

set the admirable exampli—much needed now—of

never writing about what he did not understand; and

when Sir George presented him with the works of

Sir Joshua Reynolds he says with charming naivete

that " of the greater part of them, never having had

an opjiortunity of studying any jiictures whatsoever,

[he] can be but a very inadeipiate judge." Words-

worth had, Jiowever, a line |)ci-c('|itiiin df the ])ictorial

([ludily ill landscape; and in unc nl' his Ktlcrs there

are some remarks ujioii a laiuUca]>e liy Rubens in
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Sir (ii.'or<i;'t''H ]ioss!ossi(in, wliirli wmild do criMlil tn tlic

discernment i>\' ;i inui'h lict(<'r (M|ui|>]ii'd n-ilir, it mdy

for tlicir clear iiisi<;lit in1<i the painter's iiilentinn

and liis niedxiil ol' renderini; it.

Sir (}eor<;T licauniunt died on the 7th fil' February,

1S27, leavin<j with his surviving;- friend a legacy of

hapiiy memories, and one last g'ift of affection, an

annuilv of tHH) to defray the expenses of a yearly

tour. Snrroimded as he was by those who loved and

honoured him, lie feared that they might write for

him some epitaph of eulogy, and with unaffected

and ])ious humility he directed that the only inscrip-

tion on his mon\mient should be the words, "Enter

not into judgment with thy servant, O Lord." If

the executive genius of Sir (ieorge Beaumont had

matched the beauty and nobility of his character he

would have been one of the foremost among English

])ainters. As it is, he can hardly be regarded as more

than an amateur of distinguished excellence ; and

(hougli he has strong claims to be gratefully remem-

bered by all lovers of art^ tliose claims are based less

upon what lie did than upon what he caused to be

done. Very few of the thousands who every year

walk through the wealthy cliamb(.'rs of the national

treasure-house of art in Trafalgar Square know that

the nucleus of that great collection was the gift of

Sir George Beaumont. To him more than to any

other we owe it that England is not a byword and

a reproach among art-honouring nations ; and tlie

man who served his country by serving one of her

noblest poets and by working in and out of season t<i

establish a national home for creations of beauty

does not deserve to be soon forgotten or lightly re-

garded. So many things are missed in life that it is

pleasant to think of the things that are not missed

;

to know that two such congenial spirits as AA'ords-

worth and Beaumont found each other out, and con-

tributed—-who can say how much ?—to the joy and

cidargement of each other's life. Even friendship

seems to gain in nobleness when we remember that

for nearly a tpiarter of a century it bound together

two such noble souls. J. Ashcroft Noble.

THE CONSTANTINE lONIDES COLLECTION.

THE OLD MASTERS.

IX dealing with the modern pictures belonging to which a deceased artist ceases to be modern has never

Mr. lonides it was easy enough to treat them been exactly drawn, and must necessarily shift like

as illustrations of chapters in art-history ; but any a horizon ; but there is not a line but a gap in

such attempt in the case of his Old Masters would this collection, and we leap backwards at once from

recpiire a volume instead of an article. The time at Delacroix to Poiissin. The latter is surely an Old

(Painted hi/ Van Goycn. By Permission of Constaiitine lonides, Esq.)
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Master— he was six years older than Claude ; tlie

French themselves would call him "ancien.'' He
was born nearly three centuries since. But then

Giotto was born some three centuries before him,

and no less a period than from Giotto to Poussin is

embraced by this section of ^Ir. louides' treasures.

less and lifeless symbolism of Bvzanlinm, is a

long way, but it is only j)art of that which lies

between a beautiful lekythos and a beautiful aitai--

])iece. But Mr. Kuskin has pointed out that the

Chri-stian Florentines who decorated the concave

vaults of chajicls were the same race as the Pagan

Tni: Mii.i,.

{Painted hi/ Iliiijiiliiil. Bil Prrmisninn- of Cimatatttinr Joniihy. /i.sf/.)

There is, iiidccd, an older master even than

Giotto, and one in artistic skill very far sujicrior

to him, will! is represcnfcd in the collection. His

ii:iiiic is unknown ; but lie was a, (4reek, and he

traced wilh sure hand cx(juisite outlines on the

sides of vases. Mr. lonides' lekythos is one of (he

most bcautil'ul in existence, and aTUungst its other

claims to admiration not least in the eves of a cnii-

noisseur is its perfect conditi<in. Hctwecn this

artist and Giotto there is a deejier gulf than bel ween
Giotto and Poussin. It is a gulf not only artistic,

hut of civilisations and religions. From the ]ier-

fecfion of jilastie art, of which this vase may be

said to be the graphic relleetinn, dnwii (o the lovc-

24.''>

Etruscans who decoratecl the convex sides of vases,

and ovi>r this bridge we ma\' pass at ouee to the

consideration of oin- (iiotto.

Not that I am at all convinced thai Mr. biiiiiK^

lias really had such ex(raor<liiiar\ ^•o.kI fortune as

to discover in Pall Mall a veritable examjilc of

the |iu|iil fif Ciniabue. In his lovely specimen of

Morentine art at the beoinning or miildle of the

I^lnrtcenth Century the lyj)e of the Madonna
seems to me too delicate, the drawini,'- of the

]irofile and of the hands too accomplished, an<l

the folds of the drapery too broken for the

shc])hcrd of Hondonc. It is oni^ of the minierotis

rcjirescniations of the Coronation of the \ iro-in wliii h



illl) UK ma(;a/i\k of art.

I'nll.)\v moiv <pi- less the dcf^iij-ii of (linllo in liis famous

allar-iiioce at Santa Croeo. \\\' lunc tw(. of them

in the National (4allery, one by Orcagiia, the othc-r

bv some less able of the Glottesehi. But that be-

hint^ing to Mr. lonicles is more beautiful than either

of these, more rcrnu-d in form, more sweet in colour.

It is, moreover, almost unique in the purity of its

condition ; it has clearly never been touched by any

brush but that of its author, and is almost as

fresh as when it was ])ainted. The hands of the

Virii^in, wiiiili differ from those of the prototype

both in form and position, are extremely sensitive.

The artist, whether Ciiotto or Orcagna or another,

was no mere copyist of traditional types, but a

painter of independent thouy^ht trying, as far as

the trammels of his subject and the imperfection

of his skill wiiuld allow liim, to press some of his

f)wn fresh life into the service of Christ. Mr. lonides

is fortunate in possessing so line an example of early

religious art, but is still more fortunate in possessing

what is in itself a sacred thing, a picture the colours

of which may be said to have been mixed not only

with human brains but with a human soul.

Considered historically, the picture is, of course,

exceedingly interesting. Its very imperfections are

delightful to the student. His point of view is, in-

deed, very different from that of those who lived

when this picture was painted. He cannot feel

that strange enthusiasm, half religious half artistic,

which greeted the appearance of Cimabue's famous

Madonna at Florence and of Duccio's at Siena.

Such pictures were " real presences " to the Italians

of the beginning of the Fourteenth Century, and

if they are not so to us, and we place them in our

museums and our drawing-rooms instead of our

clnu'ches and oratories, the devotion which went to

their making has not yet exhausted its power. The

merest historian can scarcely fail to feel as he looks

at them that he is present, as it were, at the re-

awakening of a sleeping princess from a trance deep

almost as death. Or, let us say, he sees the sap

of nature rise again in a withered trunk after a

winter of centuries, and gazes on the tirst fresh

clusters of green leaves.

The soiu'ce of interest of the only Italian j^icture

we engrave is far different. There is probably about

two hundred years between the two, and in that

time art has undergone many changes and received

many fresh impulses—all of the latter, in the direc-

tion of gi-eater technical skill and closer study of

nature. The old purely pietistic ai't is dead with Fra

Angelico; rich merchants supplant the church as

patrons; naturalism and classicism—the realities of

modern Italy, and the ideals of ancient Greece and
Rome—take the ])lace of the dreams of the cloister as

soiu-ces of inspiration. The secularisation of art has

iicgun ill real earnest, the right of the world to em-

])loy it for its own pleasure and pride is jiraeticallv

accorded, legends of jiagan mythology vie with those

of the church as subjects for its pencil, and por-

traiture becomes daily more important not only for

reflecting the faces of living persons, but as the basis

of imaginative design.

The pleasure which we take in old jiictures must

often be quite beside the main pur])ose of the artist,

and this is more especially the case with portraits,

where the chief pleasure which is designed is thjtt of

recognising some one we know. Many we admire

for the beauty of their execution, others for the

human beauty they record ; but there are some artists

—

Rembrandt, for instance—who had a singular gift of

preserving the human interest of the most ordinary

face, so that some kind of rapport, something even of

confidence is established between the sitter and suc-

ceeding generations of those who regard his or her

image. Such portraits are agreeable to live with,

they have been the friends of your friend the artist,

and he has introduced them to you. A portrait of

this order is Botticelli's image of Smeralda Ban-

dinelli, the wife of a Messer Bandinelli. It seems

a matter of regret that the Christian name of the

husband is obliterated in the inscription on the

pictm-e, not that we wish to identify this particular

Bandinelli : but because we should like to know all

about our new acquaintance. But there are other

points of view from which this particular picture can

be enjoyed. It, with its glimpse of the gallery of an

Italian palace of the Fifteenth Century, is a page of

social history, a bit of genre as well as a jiortrait, and

last but not least it is a masterly piece of tempera-

painting in perfect condition. In drawing it is firm

but tender; in colour, according to the modern fashion,

it might be described as a " harmony of cherry and

amber." The hair is yellow-brown, the comjalexion

clear but sallow, the eyes dark, the dress of cherry-

red covered with a diaphanous white robe, and in the

background—on cupboard, wall, and pillar—there is

a beautiful play of delicate shades of Ijrown and

green and purple.

This picture was in. the Pourtales Collection, and

was once in the possession of Dante Rossetti. The

face is of the hollow-cheeked and high-browed

type common in Botticelli's pictures ; it is a little

like the famous "Sirring" in the Academy at

Florence, reminds one of the Venus in the "A'enus

and Mars " of the National Gallery, i-ecalls a figure

in one of the Lemmi Frescoes now at the Louvre;

but I cannot identify it as the certain model of any

of his imaginative figures. The simple coiffure re-

.

sembles that of the strange and stiff profile in the

Pitti, which is said to be the portrait of " La bella

Simonctta."
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And liere it may be well to mention the other

Italian pictures in this collection. One is a " Mother

and Child " by some artist unknown, but possibly

Sieuesc of the Fifteenth Century. It has been re-

painted ; but the Madonna is sweet in expression

and the Child (the best preserved part of the pic-

ture) noble and winning. Another is a brilliant but

much repainted " cassone " panel representing the

martyrdom of a saint. It is full of small figures,

whose energy reminds one rather of Andrea del

Castagno than the painter (Piero della Francesca) to

whom it has been ascribed. Equally doubtful in

authorship seems to me a masterly pen-and-ink draw-

ing of nude figures of a much later date—later, pro-

bably, than Raphael, to whose manner of work it

bears some resemblance. A splendid head like Tin-

toretto in quality, another well-preserved Venetian

picture with all the characteristics of the Cagliari,

a fine small specimen of Guardi, and a brilliant

allegorical sketch of a ceiling by Tiepolo are all pic-

tures which would deserve more than such bare

mention were not the space at my disposal demanded

by moi'c imjiortant works.

The spread of the Renaissance, though accom-

panied by fresh study of nature, was not favourable

to the development of such naturalistic art as the

portrait of Smeralda Bandinelli. In due course it

spread to France, but in the field of painting jJi'o-

duced little result there till it had almost spent its

force. Then it brought forth, almost as a final

efEort, Nicolas Poussin. Of that side of his art

which was most inspired by bas-relief and architec-

ture, by a sjjirit at once scenic anil monumental, Mr.
lonides j^ossesses two fine examples. One, which
bears about the same relation to Phidias as Corneille

to .^schylus, represents Venus showing ^Eneas his

new armour. The gilded suit stands up trophy-wise

on the extreme right, arranged much as a modern
Regent Street tailor would exhibit the last fashion.

iEneas (on the extreme left) advances (in his old

suit), a model of academic deportment, mth arms and
legs in the " first position," of gratitude mixed with

admiration. Between the gift and its recipient the

giver (well carved in stone) is by a miracle sustained

in the air, accompanied by a good deal of drajxTy and

a few cupids. A little in the background, keeping

apparently the course clear for yEneas, a river-god

and a few nymphs have slipped out of the stream,

and lie like seals upon the bank. We would refer to

Smith's catalogue those of our readers who desire a

more orthodox description of this celebrated picture,

which has been engraved twice at least. An outlini-

of it is given in " Galeries des Peintures Celehres :

"

Poussin (Vol. ii., Plate 161). As an illustration of

the history of art in France it could scarcely be ex-

celled ; but if we wish to see more of the spirit

personal to the artist, we should look rather to the

other exami)le of the great French master which
belongs to Mr. lonides. This has been termed " Le
Dessinateur," and might be a representation of a

party of the "Eeole d'Athenes" or "Ecole de Rome"
of Poussin's day sketching amongst the ruins of a
temple. Despite the somewhat incongruously " clas-

sic " drapery of one of the figures, who appears to be

carrying a huge stone on his hip, and looking up to

the cornice to see where it fell from, this is a modern
picture, admirable in gesture, and marked with a fine

sense of the solemnity and the solitude of ruins.

Here I must mention two painters, contempora-

i-ies but seniors of Claude and Poussin, who at the be-

ginning of the Seventeenth Century struck a note of

realism unknown before in France. These were the

brothers Le Nain, the first genre painters of the

French school. Of the two spirits which at that time

actuated the art of Italy, Poussin may be said to

have reflected one—eclecticism—and the Le Nains

the other—naturalism. They were amongst the first

painters to whom the ordinary appearance and cos-

tume of jieasants and artisans appeared of sufficient

interest to form alone the subject of a picture. The
two artists to whom they are nearest allied in their

simple, large, and forcible presentation of such figures

were both some years their juniors. These were

Cuyp in Holland and Velasquez in Spain. Natur-

alism was " in the air," and was accompanied then

as now with some disregard for eomjiosition. In

the case of the Le Nains, there seems to be a dis-

regard of proportion also. The figures in our en-

graving are ung'roujied—a series of studies planted

in a landscape; but they are drawn and modelled

with great decision, and each has its own photo-

graj)hic individuality.

Few things are more remarkable in the history

of art than the ages which elaj)sed Ijefore any one

was born who could look around him at the sky

and the earth and think they were worth painting

just as they were for their ovm sakes. Holland

is ])erhaps the hist place whcie one would have

thouj^ht such a man wonlil liave been burn ; 1ml

there are few countries wliuli repay tlic luiidscapc-

])ainter so well as Holland, with its clear nioisf.

air, its abundance of water, its reddish houses, and

green fields. He must have had tiie sjjirit of

a Dutch landscape-painter who said that he

hated mountains because they interrupted the view.

Although Van Goyen was the initiator of modern

lan'dscape, there is no clumsiness as of a beginner

in his work ; he is quite masterly within his

range. With a few sim]>]e colours he did all

he wanted at once,

often bokl and wc'l

distance, trees wcl

.\ luminous skv, with clouds

modelled, a (inely-gradated

studied as to colour and
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tunii, Imt latlier nioiintniKius in iiKiiiiimlatiim, the

i';iilc<l ivil "f ci)ttaL>-es, the silver <;'leain (it rivers.

All these he could f;-ive. lie aeliieved a simjde but

tasteful portraiture of the couutiy he loved. He
was the artistic precursor of llohljeiiui, as ^Vynants

of Ruysdael, as Ki'iubrandt (one small jiart of him

rather) of Philip Koning. They respectively first

struck the domestic, the romantic, and the pano-

ramic notes of landscape art. Mr. lonides, in the

jilarid and charminn' example we eii,i;'rave, possesses

one of the simpler tlesiyns of this pure and ijenuine

artist.

Wynants, studyinj^' nature not less lovini>'ly and

iiKU'e minutely, unsatisfied with peaceful amenity,

introduced a new anil attractive element into land-

scape art. That wind-worn tree, with gnarled trunk

and contorted branches, which we see in the fore-

ground of nearly all his pictures, is the first sign of

what our grandfathers would have called the "pic-

lures(pie." Lidecd, though in intention jierhaps little

more than realist, he by his love of the wild and
disordci-ed, and his tine sense of the artistic value

of capricious form, may be said to have been the

pioneer of imaginative landscape art, and especially

in the domain of fantasy and terror. Jacob Ruys-

dael is one of the far more gifted artists who, with-

out receiving any direct inspiration from him, must

yet be counted amongst his followers. The little

Ruysdael we engrave depends for its effect upon

the picturesque disorder of poles and boards and

broken roof, and so forms an admirable contrast in

style to the Van Goj'en, in which there is nothing

unexpected, accidental, or abrupt to mar tlie sense

of rural cpiiet and domestic peace. But yet it is the

etcher of " The Cottage with Palings," Rembrandt

himself, rather than Wynants, that this little master-

piece of Ruysdael recalls. Nor is this surprising;

f(U" though here, as elsewhere, his colour and his

texture arc his own, the one sombre but alive, the

other smooth but rich and varied, Ruysdael could

TiiK I'lrKn.

{,1'aiii'xil by Lc Xaiit. lly rcrmisaivii 0/ ConsUmliiii' luniiUi', A'»>/.)
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hardiv li;ive livi'd tor ton years in Iho same town as

Hcnibrandt witliout f'eolin-,'' the stimulative effect

of an iina.ii'ination still <;''"<''i<''i' than liis own.

Of Philip Koning, or Ue Koninck, Rembrandt's

pupil, and the first, with the exception of his master,

to paint panoramic views of vast expanse, INIr.

lonides possesses an admirable small example. This

style of landscape has its own delight ; and it

was Koning's pleasure to show us the level plains

of his country with their miles of green acres

threaded with silver dyke and starred with ruddy

hamlet, and in the distance perhaps a river, and a

town at the broad mouth of it bristling with masts

among the houses, and a tall-towered chm-ch.

Good and interesting as are the examples of

Dutch landscape in this collection, those of the

Dutch. tigure-painters are of more importance. Of

Remlirandt, greatest of all, Mr. lonides possesses one

very characteristic example. Arbitrary, but striking

and mysterious in its light, the " Expulsion of

Hagrar " belonffs to the same class as " The Woman
Taken in Adultery" of the National Gallery, and

the " Simeon in the Temple " at the Hague. Ish-

raael is represented as a youth holding the cord of

the ass on which his mother is riding. She, bril-

liantly illuminated from an unseen source, is being

led through a rich transparent darkness which en-

velops -without concealing Abraham and her son.

She is a beautiful Jewess of a far more refined type

than is usual with the master, and is dressed in a

rich semi-oriental costume, composed of white turban

and gauzy skirt, puce jacket and blue sash, flashing

in the .strange light which also catches a jewel in

Abraham's head-dress. She- is seated on an eastern

carpet. The execution of the ]iicture is very un-

equal in finish, though masterly throughout. In the

face of Abraham and the half-illuminated parts of

Hagar's dress it is miraculously subtle, and in the

lavishness of the labour concentrated on a few im-

portant parts it reminds one of the " Hundred

Guilder " print and other of Rembrandt's etchings.

According to Smith, the picture was once in the

Fabricius Collection at Haarlem.

Another very desirable possession is the little

Brauwer bought by Mr. lonides at the Hamilton

Sale. It represents the interior of a cottage with

a boor playing on a guitar, singing a song of

rare if not very refined humour to a woman who
laughs as she warms her hands over a brazier on the

table. The first of the great "little masters" of

Holland, Brauwer brought to the ser-vice of genre

the large manner and expressive touch of Hals, his

master. In this respect and in the quality of his

light, which seems almost to vibrate, Brauwer stands

by himself. In this fine sp°cimen of his skill the

ugly l)are wall is rendered interesting by the mar-

vellous subtle play of light upon it; the shadows are

transparent and unsubstantial as shadows are. Ymi

feel that that of the candlestick hung upon the

wall would come away wath it. And the figures

are life-like—more freely drawn than Teniers', less

mannered than Ostade's. Brauwer, I fear, for all his

hearty humanity and wonderful skill, was a low

rascal. But no one could put more life into his

work. The joke of this boor's song is contagious

;

the air shakes with it ;
you seem to be conscious of

the play of light on the hairy nap of his coat, and

the dance of the motes in the beam. In Terburg

or Ter Borch, on the contrary, everything seems to

have stopped (even the sun) to be painted. They

stand still as if charmed in the glassy light and

magical rest of a mirror. Of this great artist and

travelled gentleman jSIr. lonides possesses a very

]ierfect and interesting work picked up lately at

Christie's for a "mere song." It is rare in many

ways ; in the number of its figures, for instance,

which are no less than nine, not to mention the cus-

tomary dog. It is also, perhaps, an early work. It

is signed and dated, and there can be no doubt as to

the genuineness of the picture, or of the signature,

or of the date. One figure of the latter is difficult to

decipher, but it looks like a three. This would make

it 1631, when Terburg was twenty-three, but it is

scarcely possible that he could have attained such

mastery at so early an age. ]Moreover the picture

seems to bear traces of the influence of Spain and

Velasquez, and he did not visit Spain till much later

than this. The scene is a guard-room or inn. On
the left are two grand-looking officers, presented with

all the force and ease of the great Spanish master,

and painted with a breadth of style and fineness of

finish unsurpassable. Not less wonderful is the ren-

dering of texture—leathern jerkin, plumed hat, and

lace collar. To the right is a table with a black-

haired Spanish-looking fellow on one side, lolling on

a chair, pipe in hand ; on the other a youth with red

breeches half seated and leaning over it. The whole

picture is pure, untouched, undamaged; and it says

little for the knowledge of the dealers that it vas

allowed to pass into the hands of Mr. lonides on

such easy terms. The only fault I can find with it

is that it refused to be photographed, and could ia

no way be reproduced in illustration of this article.

Of our other engraving, that after the fine sheet

of studies of animals by Paul Potter, I need say

nothing except that they are as masterly as such

studies can be, and I find I have no space to speak

of a charming example of Ostade, which is not the

least of the treasures of this collection. Its subject

is a man playing the hurdy-gurdy to three delighted

children. It has a pedigree and is mentioned in

Smith. Cos-Mo MoxKiiousE.
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THE COUNTRY OF MILLET.— II.

^e

AS I said, the diligence has arrived, and dis-

j\. c-liarged its load, and been laid up for the

night. Grey-vestured urchins flit about the grey-

housed village street, and a flood oi: warm light comes

from the little tavern door and window. Elbow your

way through the surging crowd of tisher-women,

gathered to receive their

empty tish-baskets and

money-earnings from the

driver of the conveyance,

who has come back from

Cherbc nu'g market-town

.

A good fellow, with n

soft plaintive accent, he is

trying to clear his cider-

muddled head enough tt>

give to each of his clients

her rightful sum. He
does commissions for four

sous a parcel, and each

person along the route for

whom he does business

prays him to have a

" drop ;
" and so he has

his temptations, though

perhaps he has long since

given up struggling against

not alone in his trials, for

other daily frequenters of the road, the postmen,

are likewise implored to drink wherever they deliver

a letter. More virtuous these latter, and solemn

and official they look as they trot along importantly

with their daily batch of two or three letters. Then

they have newspapers too ; more of these, for though

it is a great event in a life to write or receive a letter,

newspapers come more frequently. The

fire blazes in the big chimney-place as

the white-capped landlady heaps on piles

of heather; and the black marmite sim-

mers in fat bubbles. A group of smoking

blouses sit round a deal table, and ever

and anon clink their glasses of casnis

(black-currant wine) or brandy amicably.

The Manche is the department in whicli,

ol' all France, most brandy per head is

drunk—so run the statistics. Is it thi'

danij) raw atmosjiliere of the northern

climate that so acts on men's stomachs?

or is it not perha])S the lack of amuse-

ments? The ])easants do not dance, and

heydud quaint, sad, low ditties one hears .•!.— in mouuninu.

I.— HOUSEWIFE.

them. He is, however,

sighed out 1)V a straggler in the twilight, there is

little music in this sad-vestured people. l.^nlike,

too, the thoughtful contemplative Millet, who loved

his pays with the love of a peasant , a worker in

the soil ; with the love of a poet, as a student of

Virgil's " Bucolics ;
" with the love of a painter,

his priceless inborn gift by nature—unlike him,

they seem blind to all about them. The deep blue

of the sea, the purple and gold

of the moorlands, the tender

greys of lichen-covered rocks

in shadowed valleys, the vel-

vet v green of spring-watered

iield-jilots, have no charms for

them. Now and then, however,

one springs up from the people,

making rude proiile outlines

that fill his fellows with

wonder. One such, at this

day, makes a scant living by

takino- his drawings, comic sub-

jeets mostly, to the fetes, and

there succeeds in making up

rattles for them at a penny

per share. Others, with higher

aims, fail for lack of means

to educate themselves, turning

back sadly to the earth for a

2.— OOING TO CUUKCII.

ivclihood. Then

they soon marry, and all higher aims are lost m the

res-nlar cheerfulness of domestic life.

Young men of the ordinary t-ype meet most

evenings to chat and gamble away pence over

dirtv cards at the bright-chimneyed taverns ; and

then liquor comes to move their soul to gladness.

Amongst the women (1), temptation comes in the

coffee-cup. Coffee at dinner is a neces-

sity in the Hague; and every household,

however ])oor, sips in sjiirils with it.

Indeed, so far docs this habit go, that

for manvof the older women coffee means

brandy flavoured with o-ilTee! Then, too,

some maids imitate their elders, getting

liipior - seascjncd as they grow older.

Happily, however, there is little down-

right drunkenness ; only too many " little

drops."

Hut lor (he last hour Madame Dcs-

ehamps and Honne liave been making

their so^ipe a la (/rainsc. A large family

theirs to feed. First a mass of suet,

melted down, is put into tlie black sauce-
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pan, still n)iii;h inside with the hanlrncd <j,-reasc of

vostfvday's sonji. Then niiirh Kivail an<l two or throe

eabbao-es are eut np, and a pile "1' haricots thrown

4.—ON TUK SANDS.

in. Potatoes liyMire too, witli onions or carrots and

turnips. The savoury mass boiled, tlie subots clatter

in ajyain, and round the warm candle-li<^ht for supper.

IIow the hunj^ry ones suck down the soup, boltinw

huge vegetable lumps in their haste ! No meat ii)r

these mouths most days ; some of the richer ones,

however, who have their rentes, enjoy this hixury

once a day—at noon; and though 'tis often pork,

still ])ork is highly prized. Hut there are great

windfalls sometimes. A cow dies suddenly in the

lii'lds. " The blood has rushed to its head or heart,"

sa\- the wise ones (this by the way is a very common

diagnosis of human ailments), as they hastily summon

the butcher to cut up the beast. A custom prevails,

a sort of system of "mutual assurance" or "co-

operation," wiiicli ])rovides for tiu' disposal of the

carcass without entailing the entire loss on the owner.

In com])liance with this custom, the butcher requisi-

tions the inhabitants, who are ])ractically bound by

tradition to buy, each househokl, a franc's worth of

meat. All eat the unwonted dainty with relish,

many toying amorously with it between tlieir

toothless gums. A wonderful lack of teeth in the

community. Girls and boys of nineteen have often

lost three-quarters of their grinders. Is it the cider

that is so fatal ? (Most dentists can tell an apjde-

lover by the ravages made by that fruit on his teeth.)

Or is it that in a sop-eating country there is no use

for teeth, and so they drop out ?
' The peasants

suffer greatly too, and in cold weather half the

countryside go about with their heads bound \\\i !

. liut, after all, the bread of the country is hard and

crusty, especially the (/alettes, flat brown wheat-

cakes that are eaten hot, with butter or honey.

How charming arc the bakehouses! A small stone

room sunk low in the ground
;
groups of women and

children waiting expectantly with baskets and white

cloths. But lirst the oven is heated ; then the fire

raked out, and bread and cakes and apples put in to

bake. Presently two white-capped women come.

One takes out the baked stuff, reaching far into dark

corners of the brick oven with a long-handled llat

spade, wliicli she ]iushes under the vessels or bread,

and so pulls them out into light. The other holds a

lamp, throwing thereby strange shadows all ro\m<l

the little interior. Then the watchers rush off, cover-

ing their hot baked things with their apron.

But, supper over, the peasants sit awhile in the

dusk, and then creep to bed, folded in by the dark

lilne curtains and coverlets. At half-past nine all

is still and dark ; only the sound of distant waves

comes up softly, or a puff of moor air rustles in the

ghostly leaves of a stunted tree. But the stars are

out, and the liglithouse beacon shines steadily.

How bright are Sundays and feast-days ! The

streams of people in decent shiny-black homespun,

making their way, young and old, to mass. From all

sides they come, climbing up to the weather-beaten,

lichen-covered old church, which stands high on the

windy moorland amidst the tombstones. Quaint

and sad the little wreathed crosses that mark the

spot where there is one dead. And lai-ge black tears

painted rudely on the crosses are touching symbols

of the peasants' simple, homely griefs. A low grey

wall rounds in (iod's acre; and the wind groans and

sighs in the bell-tower as if the saint up there

mourned the buried ones. But the Ijell peals the

service hour; all are coming in. The cure comes

first with the sacristan, followed by the village i<liot,

wdiose madness takes a religious form. He asks

strange, queer questions, and the puzzled priest is

nothing loath to shake him off as they reach the

vestry door. Amongst the crowd entering are

women in large gloi>my hoods and solemn draping

cloaks, all black. These are mourners (3), and their

lost ones lie under the fresh-turned earth yonder.

Then come groups of cheery, short-skirted old women

5.—AFTER THE FAIR.
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in cii/./f/firs (S). It is a serious Imsiness, this lioail-

ili-fssiiii;-, nnd they eye each other critically. There

was in Millet's time a grander tower of white on

tiieir heads, "the comet," but these towers are no

more, alas ! Even in the Hag-ue people are getting

practical and "hurried," and say "the 'comet' takes

up too much time." So it has passed away, a very

mortal thing. Troops of girls (3) trip in, with their

i-hythmless chant, while the priest gabhles. The

eongregatioii spring uj) or kneel down to the order

of the priest, wlm taps smartly on a book as a

signal. All the while the white-haired sacristan—he

has sung these Kfty years—and his colleagues bawl

monotonously, never stopping even when the " blessed

bread" is handed round. They eat it—their jiortions

are big crusts—without a pause in their vocal eff'orls.

G.—WHBUE MILLKT STUDIED.

ni'nt long Sunday dresses, of the same material as the IIow far off their voices sound a-^ they numch !

suits of tlie men and boys who conu' next. These Then comes the hurried swallow, with tjic ca(ch-ui.

hist will loll ab.mt till the s<Tvice has conunenced, in the nuisic. Hut |ircscntl\ the cure will cre.'p up

;iiiil then troo], in, clattering uj) to the benches at the into the iiul])it and make a short discoursi; or read -a

liir end of the church, their blouses mnking a mass homily. A fnimy story is told of a hungry cure

of black at either side of the alt:u-. The Hague who after a huge breakfast could with cuornmus

churches were mostly built, originally, by the dilliculty last till mass was linishcd. Thru he used

Mn-lish invaders, some of them even dating, it is to run olf swiftly to attack his dinner, whi.h was

said, bnck t.i the 'I'hirteeuth Century. As the wants always waiting ready lor him. How (bd lie <lo on

of the i.eoi)le grew, bit after bit was added, result- fast-days? Another had a great weakness for

ing in the long-backed many-jointed eililices of the swectnu'ats, anil is re])orted to have eaten u]) a vast

country. At auer(|ueville ('.)) a (piaint Hy/.antine i|ua,ntity which were sent to him by au abM'nt

oratory has been built at the side of the church— frienil to distribute at a baptism. Of <ourse lie

" by the Greeks," as a wiseacre of the neighbour- confessed and ajxdogised.

hood insisted. 'bi< on the village feast-days a Irumpeler comes

Rut the aisles are full of white-capped women over t he uio,,rland with his excruciating inslrumeni.

and girls, and the old sacristan with two peasants A lal pully fellow, his nose has abnosi disapi^eared,

in gaudy ajiparel, baek-t uru.'d, make the harsh cau-ht a way perhaps by t Ih^ drauuht from hi< niout h.

2ili
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And tlio (•lii)ir-l)i)y witli tlu' Iwsla't Idvcs to liny^er

by liii", piTSsino' liim iniseliievously to take some

he "l)lesse(l lircail," in the midst, of liis mostof

^:3*'

7. —MAXOE AND BAEN.

ambitious iliu'lits of music. A mavria^-e is a pleasant

sJCT'ht, the service mueh like our own ; but on the way

home, as the bride and bridegroom walk along arm-in

arm at the head of some twenty or thirty con]iles,

they are waylaid hy friends, who start up at all sorts

of unexpected corners and fire off a gun under their

noses. This is thought absolutely necessary if one is

to be married properly.

Sad indeed, but picturesque, when one is borne

to the grave by six of the stout youth in Ijlack.

Sad, too, when a dead maid is carried to her burial

by six of her fellows, all in white. Then the ]iriest

and sacristan lead the way singing ; and children

with flowers and laurel branches follow after, mak-

ing mournful procession along the moorsides. But

first, while the dead yet lay in the house, women in

black would come, and draping their heads with

black shawls as they enter,

wish peace to the household,

and take their last look at the

sad remains. In the life of

the young, the boys and girls,

the first comminiion plays an

enormous part. An old man
will say fondly of a friend,

" He was my comrade at my
first communion." Indeed, the

children are divideil off by,

" He is going to take his first

communion next year;" or,

"She took it this summer."

Tliis ciH'emouy is gone through

generally at the age of eleven

to tliirteen. Millet took Iiis

when twelve years old. A
procession is formed from the

-IN CIIUECH.

manse; tlie boys and girls, carefully b<ilding their

gaudy candles, march singing up to the chureli.

Then aftei:- more singing work, first a boy and then a

girl scream out their confession of faith in a cracky

trehle. When all have finished, two children dele-

gated by tlie rest thank the parents for their past

care, and on behalf of all take upon themselves the

responsibilities of the future. Great are the feastings

at the houses of the

little ones on this day;

and thousands of rab-

bits fall, the skins of

the flayed bearing

hideous testimony on

the cottage walls. The

priests retain a con-

siderable influence over

the people. The pa-

rents, though they

scarcely ever go to

confessional — " they

don't believe in that

sort of thing," they

say—send their chil-

dren regularly u]i to

the age of thirteen.

After that the children

do as tliey like. The

people conform pretty

well to the other usages; " It can do no barm," they

say, " and it is safer." The general attitude towards

the priests is one of good-natured incredulity. Very

different was ^Millet's feeling towards the thoughtful,

kindly old man who watched over his early years.

On high days some small tents and booths are

erected outside the church, and a crowd of people

collects to go.ssip and amuse itself with the wheels-

of-fortune or small shooting-

galleries. Then the young men
present their lady friends with

quantities of almonds, or in-

vite them to the mild tipple

of casfiis (berry wine) in the

tents. Merry parties coming

home (5), young men and

maids ski]i]iing arm - in - arm

down the moor ]iaths.

Thus in the cheerful busi-

ness of the week-day, or the

bright rest of the Sunday,

the humble workers live and

are content. Sturdy in(le])eu-

dence, strong clan feeling that

dictates the cordial "good-

morning, kinsman," or "kins-

woman." Workers, not slaves,9.—AT QUEECIUKVILLE.
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tlii'v are all laiulowncrs. The women, natty, l)i-io'lit, the close-walled pviory-STOup g-lad witli lovmo- soimils.

unci miII II UK lien. Tlieir country coloured and varied A pilgrim liaimt ; a village saint ; and then (1(1) the

1)V day; at nightfall ([uiet stone cross dark against the setting sun. If

mysterious and sug- these things have such attractions for the casual

o-estive. For the stran- wanderer, how they must have aroused and entered

ger all this peasant into Millet's deep sympathetic nature. " He used to

life has wondrous come round, pencil in hand, just as you are now,"

charms. "What sub- said an old woman to me who remembered ^lillet's

jects there are for the early years. " He talked little, and always seemed

artist in the land ! The thinking about things far away."

breezy cattled moor- I made of late a pilgrimage to Gruehy, past

lands (()) dipping into the old Greville church which he has jiainted, down

rich vallevs, their bold towards the gloomy iron-bound coast. The tiny

cottage where he was born (11), the quaint figures,

the little village street, the high-hedged lane,

warm in autumn garb—all these must ever linger

10.—" Ex-voTo." outlines standing in

sharp " value " against

the distant sea "tone." The quiet villages; the

quaint old mossy nooks bathed in noonday drowsi-

ness ; the sudden nish of merry

madtaj) children freed from school

—these are all subjects for his pencil.

Then, too, the doiu's in sunny Sab-

bath calm, or warm interiors busy

with white-capped spinners. Thos.'

hqiping, lazy waves along the sleep-

ing shore yonder (4) change, and leap

and rush in mad wild regiments, tn

burst in white seething tempest upon

the beetling cliffs ! Then dreamy

eves, when strange mild figures creep

towards home. With all this, towered

manors (7), their ancient halls

heaped up with corn and hay, or

in the memory.

^^*^^%

Hugh de T. Glazebuook.

\^

-WHEEE MILLET WAS LOEN.

rpiIE Bravo was once a frequent anil always a

J- picturescjue figure in English fiction. Beau-

mont and Fletcher made him swagger on the stage

with admirable lustre ; Lewis glorified him in his

daring and typical Bravo of Venice ; Mrs. Radclyffe

estimated arig-ht the secret and midnight villain

;

"THE BKAVO."

I)KAWN BY Enrique Serra

1 not know such was not his way. His way had a

happier dispatch: a thrust in the dark, a Hash from

under a cloak, and six inches of steel sent home.

Here he makes a hyjiocritical show of ha\iug done

a good deed ; he indulges in a kind of I'iiarisaical

self-embrace ; he meditates like Prosper Meriniec's

he shared with the Monk and the Handit the. place Corsican on his many murders in a cheerful mood.

He is scarcely a satisfactory Italian. He is not

sleek, nor feline, nor subtle enough to be cajjable

of that exquisite ^'engeance reported of the frank-

hearted bravo who, to insure the ruin of his enemy,

body and soul, threatened him with instant death

if he did not blaspheme, and then killed him with

has disappeared from Venice as comidetely as the the blasphemy fresh fr.im his lii>s. Nothing to

verses of Tasso from the memory of the gondoliers, fear in the broad noonlight, a mere skulkiuy scare-

Tlic worthy in our picture might be sui)i)osed to crow, he is something to make tli.

be hiiuciurablv coufruntiny an adversary, if wc did twinkle liy uii;lil.

f)f honour in the iSIinerva Press. Now his Toledo

sticks in its scabbard; his gait and garb and all his

l)roperties are become the scorn of an age that loves

not romance. Let who will weep for him ; he is

gone, and his sha<low lingers in romantic ])ages, with

other wood thin"-s, for artists to rehabilitate. He

ves (if Argus
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SYON HOUSE.—I.

MOST Londoners, who are in the lialiit of varyinc:

the monotony of town life by the enjoyment

of an expedition up the Thames, are familiar with the

external ai:)pearance of Syon House and its surround-

ing trees. It is

a large square

stone building

of great simpli-

city outside, and

would probably

be little noticed

if it were not

that its great

size and the

Percy lion which

crowns its bat-

tlements pro-

claim its posses-

sion of a dignity

altogether be-

yond that of an

ordinary river-

side residence.

And it is indeed

alike remarkable

for the histori-

cal associations

which cluster

round its walls,

for the roman-

tically strange

nature of the

changes of own-

ership which it

has undergone,

and for the bril-

liancy of its in-

ternal architec-

ture. The pro-

])i'rty changed

liands with a

dizzy rapidity syon house.—i.

after the Refor-

mation, to revert in lli(> end to the representative of

the family to which it had been iirst granted. And
after having undergone alteration by almost every

one of its owners, it remains one of the most splen-

did monuments of the chaste architecture of the doubt be the chapel and the hall, occupying the

lirothers Adnni . It may be taken as the embodi- greater portion of two sides of the court, while the

ment of four centuries of change. It bears the gateway probably rose among tlic lunnbler masonry

marks of the virtues and the vices of English life of the cells. It perhaps had a cloister also with

247

during that time. The pious devotion of kings, the

vices of the later monastic life, the rise and fall

of court favourites, the failure of enforced religion,

the tragedy of rebellion, and the last meetings of

a doomed king

with his chil-

dren, all find

their place in its

records.

The histori-

cal interest of

Syon begins in

the year I431,

when the monas-

tery of Bridget-

tines, which had

been founded in

the year 1415

1.13' Henry V.

at Twickenham,

received permis-

sion from Henry

YI. to remove

to more desir-

alile and more

spacious build-

ings which they

had erected on

their own land

in the parish of

Isleworth .These

buildings were

not, however,

llnishcd in the

year 1 112, and

]>robably the

works continued

\\tr some time

after that date.

AVe can picture

to ourselves

something of

the probable

appearance of the monastery. Built, there seems

little doubt, of stone, it would resemble much the

Oxford and Cambridge colleges of the same ]ieriod.

Quadrangular in form, its chief features would no

THE GATE.
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windows oF ])rri)cii(liriilar tracery, and a fountain

in the ccnlrc, the sj)lashing of which would be the

only sountl amid the ruling' silence of the order of

St. Bridg'ct. The only actual remnant of this

monastic architecture, apart from the outbuildings,

is a doorway which is built into the wall of the present

hall. It is a fine specimen of Fifteenth Century work,

and must have belonged either to the chapel or the

hall, as it is too elaborate and large to have formed

the entrance to any other portion of the convent.

In 1468 we find the work of construction still pro-

ceeding with Caen stone.

During all this time, and down to the dissolution

of the monasteries, Syon increased in wealth. In

the year 1 192 its revenue exceeded £1,600, and sub-

sequently to that it received many gifts and legacies.

Gut the peaceful days of Syon passed away with the

supremacy of the Pope. It had been in existence

rather more than a hundred years, and had suffered

only the change of almost constant embellishment.

For the next century it brought nothing but misfor-

tunes on its owners and occupiers. The monastery

was dissolved in the year L539. Henry VIII. retained

the property in his own hands, and its first tenant

was the unfortunate Catharine Howard, who was

imprisoned here for the three months before her exe-

cution. Its next tenant was Henry VIII. himself :

his corpse, or rather the bearers of it, I'ested here on

their way from London to Windsor, and as far as

he was concerned it was but the scene of the fulfil-

ment of a loathsome prophecy.

Its next owner was the unfortunate Duke of

Somerset, to whom it was granted by Edward VI.

in the first year of his reign. He seems to have

carried out considerable alterations both in the house

and garden. The house he no doubt changed sutii-

ciently to suit the reqvrirements of the time, even if

he did not altogether destroy it. But it seems pro-

bable that the present house, which is fundamentally

that of Protector Somerset, stands on the same lines as

the monastery, both from the fact of the Fifteenth-

Century doorway having been built into the present

walls, and from the quadrangular form of the j)lan.

But misfortune overtook the Protector also. He
was condemned and executed in 1552, having enjoyed

his property for six years only; and it is noticeable

that his building works at Syon were brought up
against him at his trial. It may be noted, in re-

spect to the question of the identity of the site of

the iirescnt house with that of the old monastery,

that in the reign of Queen Mary it is mentioned
that two sides of the house had been pulled down.
It would seem likely from this that Somerset had
commenced and only iiartially carried out altera-

tions in the former structure on its own site.

The next owner was John Dudley, Duke of

Northumberland, to whom Syon was granted in

the year 155:3. His family must not be conl'u.srd

with that of Percy, who had held the title of

Northumberland since the year 1377. The dukedom
had been granted in the year 1537 to John Dudley,

Earl of Warwick, on the attainder of Sir Thomas
Percy. The apparent confusion, caused by the Percy

title having belonged for a short period to another

family, is increased by the fact that in the reign of

James I. Syon was granted to Henry Percy, ninth

Earl of Northumberland. John Dudley was the

father-in-law of the unfortimate Lady Jane Grey,

and it was here that she consented to that fatal

acceptance of the crown which again brought the

owner of Syon to the scaffold. During the reign

of Queen Mary which followed, an only partially

successful attempt was made to restore the ancient

glories of the monastery, which of course came to an

abrupt conclusion on the accession of Queen Eliza-

beth. The unfortunate nuns, after many wanderings,

found a resting-place at last near Lisbon.

In the year 1604 Syon was granted to Henry
Percy, the ninth Earl of Northumberland, in the

possession of whose descendants it has since re-

mained. Misfortunes followed him also, though for

no fault of his own. Having been unjustly accused of

complicity in the Gunpowder Plot, he was imprisoned

for fifteen years and ordered to pay a fine of £30,000.

He offered to restore Syon to the Crown instead of

this simi, as he estimated its value at £31,000. This

offer was refused, and he ultimately was released on

payment of £11,000. By his son, the tenth earl,

the buildings were again repaired, it is said by Inigo

Jones. No trace of his work remains, unless it be

the general form of the cloister on the east side.

This earl had the guardianship of the chiklren of

Charles I., and it was in Syon that many of their later

meetings with them took place. The long catalogue

of the misfortunes of the owners of Syon now seems

to be at an end. In 1CS2 the whole of the Percy

proj)erty devolved upon Lady Elizabeth Percy, who,

after being twice widowed, married the Duke of

Somerset before she was sixteen years old. The

property thus, by a strange coincidence, returned for

a time to the family of the man to whom it had been

originally granted. It remained, however, in the

possession of the Seymours only for two genera-

tions, for the granddaughter of Lady Elizabeth Percy

was again an heiress. She married Sir Hugh
Smithson, afterwards created first Duke of North-

umberland, a gentleman of ah old north of England

family, and one which already had Percy l)looiI

running in its veins. It was he who employed

Adam to carry out the alterations which make the

interior of Syon House such a fine example of that

architect's work.
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The entrance gateway (l.) is tlie nnly pieee

of external architecture at Syon which was de-

signed l)y Adam. It is one of his most character-

istic designs, and is especially interesting as having

been regarded as " a piece of lace work " in the

last century. No one could regard it as such

now. It certainly possesses all the delicate quali-

ties for which Adam was so remarkable, the fine

nmuldings, the chaste composition, and the slight

relief of the severe but well-cut ornament. We must

never seek in Adam's work the boldness of great

])rojection ; he belonged to the school of reaction

against the fashion of Rococo, with its huge under-

cut twists and scrolls and its heavy cornices. But

in dealing with his masses Adam was never weak
;

nnd he clearly acted on the jirinciple of subordinating

oi'uament to projiortion. In the gateway before us

we have a bold central arch of great height and

dignity, surmounted by the Percy lion. This piece

of niasDury is designed in a modified form of the

Corinthian order, with a fluted frieze and pilasters

ornamented with panels filled by scrolls. The arch

is carried by a subordinate order about half the height

of the other, which ranges with the entablature of

the colonnade stretching away on each side. It is

com])osed of round pillars whose capitals are of a very

refined type, reminding one a little of the Greco-

Egyptian style. The ironwork of the lamps is par-

ticularly delicate and pleasing. The whole forms a

very dignified and fitting entrance to the flat but

finely-timbered park which stretches, with its broad

avenues, between the public road and the river.

Passing along one of these broad avenues we come

to the house. The exterior is comparatively modern

as far as its material is concerned ; but there can be

no doubt that its main lines and features are those of

the more ancient building. It is, as we have said,

((uadrangular in plan, each external angle being

marked by a square projecting tower. The whole

except the battlements is faced with Bath stone,

which almost altogether compensates liy the beauty

of its surface and jointing for the nearly complete

absence of ornament. Of the four fronts, that to the

cast, which faces the river, is very much the most

successful as an architectural composition, anil indeed

is of a fine and dignified proportion. Here the

curtain wall breaks forward in the centre and carries

uj) from the ground the lines of the ])cdestal on which

the Percy lion now stands. And if we must liitterly

lament the demolition of Northumberland House—

a

work of vandalism which has produced none of the

compensating advantages promised which could not

have been e()ually well obtained otherwise, exee])t a

large pecuniary adviintage to tlie l?oard ol' Works

—

yet Syon at least has gained bolli in interest and

beauty by the renuival of tin' faumus beast to its

quieter summit. Another feature which adds much
to the dignity of this east front is the arcade or

cloister, of consideralile depth, which occupies the

whole of the ground-floor between the towers. The

variety and shad(jw which it gives is invaluable to

the rather flat and monotonous composition of the

whole front. Such arcades are not uncommon in

English houses of the Seventeenth Century, as for

instance that on the south front at Hatfield ; and it

is likely that it was introduced here by either the

ninth or tentli Earl of Northumberland. If by

the latter it would have been in its original form

the work of Inigo Jones. And indeed it retains

now, in spite of alterations, much of the character of

his work. Plain as is the whole exterior, it has about

it a quiet dignity which well befits the dwelling of

an English gentleman. The quality of repose has

almost ceased to be sought after in modern archi-

tecture, and we seem now to lack the courage of

simplicity. It is therefore with a sense of peaceful

satisfaction that our eyes turn away from the trou-

bled and tumbled fa9ades of modern edifices to such

old-fashioned houses as Syon, which still jn-eserve

something of a monastic calm.

Each side of the quadrangular court suvrduudcd

by the house measures about eighty feet. The

entrance hall is on the west side, the vestibidc at the

south-west corner, the great dining-room and great

drawing-room on the south side, and the gallery

occupies the length of the east side. It is with these

rooms that we are now concerned. For although

the other rooms are decorated in a style of great

magnificence, yet they do not possess either the

architectural interest or the rich delicacy of these,

which are entirely the work of Adam, and which

undoul>tedly rank amongst the best specimens of his

style. In size they compare with the recei)tic'U-

rooms of some of the finest houses in England, while

they form a suite of unusual ])erfection. It wnuld,

no doubt, strike the visitor to the Imusi' that there

is a strange absence of cnnvenient access either to

the dining-room or drawing-room. In fact, the

dining-room can oidy be approached thi-nugh the

vestibule or through the drawing-room, and the

drawing-room itself is not much more conveniently

arranged. Each of these rooms, as well as the

entrance hall, occu])ies the whole width of the house

from the court to the outside, and at first sight it

seems sti-angc that Adamshould so far have neglected

convenience for the sake of grandeur. But a study

of his proposed jtlan, which was never completely

carried out, shows that he intended to overcome this

difliculty by a still more magnificent feature. This

consisted of a dome, which was to cover the internal

((jurl. 'i'he corners remaining, by the liHin^- i<\' a

circular riJiim into a square court, wci'c nilrndcd lo
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be used for light and air to the passages, while all

the rooms were intended to face outwards. As all

the ropt'ption-ronms are on the first floor, the offices

uses, thus heading the reaction against the vidgarity

of the French forms in fashion during the reigns of

Queen Anne and George I. His work is essentially

SYON HOUSE. II. : THE HALL.

being on a hiw grduiul-lloor, access could thus easily

be gained by a serving staircase both to the dining-

room and drawing-room, for which, indeed, provision

has been made. It does not ajtjjcar that Adam ever

worked out tliis idea in great detail. He published

only a plan of the d(jme, which would have been
magnificent in its dimensions. It would have been

very interesting to have seen in what manner he
intended to apply his style to the treatment of this

feature, and how he would have solved all the diffi-

cult problems which it involves. Had it been built

wi'ch anything like the elaborate decoration lavished

on his other rooms at Syon it would have ])robably

ranked as his most successful creation.

Of the work of Robert Adam and his brother
as a whole I have not space here to write, beyond
pointing out that he was the chief author of an
architectural and decorative revival about the middle
of the last century. He di-ew his inspiration direct

from Italy, where he studied for several years. He
succeeded in adapting with great elasticity and con-
siderable originality the later Roman style to English

scholarly and cultured, but free from pedantry, and

he never committed the error of giving the require-

ments of his style a greater importance than those

of place, climate, use, and convenience. He was

the first architect of his day both in genius and

celebrity. It was therefore only natural that he

should have been chosen for the work at Syon.

The entrance hall (ii.) is a room of unusual

dimensions. Its total length is 66 feet, its breadth

and height being 31 feet and 34 feet respectively.

It is therefore not far different in size and propor-

tion from the celebrated double cube room at Wilton,

designed by Inigo Jones. In dealing with rooms

such as this, where the height is very great as com-

pared with the other dimensions, Adam as a rule

followed the Italian plan (also used by Inigo Jones

at Wilton) of reducing the height of the walls liy

introducing very deep coved ceilings. We find this,

for example, at Gosford House, and also in the

drawing-room at Syon. In the hall he was j)re-

vented from making this arrangement by the fact

that he had to deal with the old shell of the house,
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and to use the existing windows. The hall, it will

be seen, occupies two storeys, and was, no doubt, at

one time made from more than one room. Had the

upper windows been closed it would have been too

dark, and they are too near the ceiling to admit of

a deep cove. The dimension of height, therefore, is

a little too great for those of length and breadth.

This fault, which it was not in Adam's power to

remedy, he has most successfully hidden by the

adoption of a ceiling with very deep mouldings and

of very large design. The effective height is thus

reduced, and few would guess from mere impression

how great it really is. The design of the ceiling

consists of heavy ribs crossing each other diagon-

ally, and falling back into the panels with deep

fluted coving. Each panel contains a central rosette.

The soffits throughout are covered with delicate run-

ning ornaments of classical form. The cornice is

slight. Such ceilings as this do not often occur in

Adam's work, since he almost always preferred a

more delicate treatment ; but it is undoubtedly well

suited to its place. The wall is horizontally divided

into unequal parts, corresponding to the two storeys

out of which the room was made, bv an entablature

and cornice of the Roman Doric order, supported in

suitable places by columns and pilasters. Some such

arrangement as this was clearly the only one de-

sirable. Two walls, each with five windows and a

door without any kind of grouping, would have had

but a poor effect, and the grouping into horizontal

rows is that alwaj's adopted in the classical style.

The Doric order was, no doubt, chosen for its severity,

as being thus most suitable to an entrance hall ; in

fact, severity is the motive of the whole design.

Pleasant shadow and a certain amount of mystery

are given by the recesses at the ends. That shown in

our picture is occupied by the double flight of steps

leading to the vestibule, a glimpse of which is seen

through the open door. The Doric order is boldly

carried across this recess, and here adds much to the

effect of the room. The only other ornaments to

the walls are the architraves of the windows and the

%^m'y

SY02J HOUSE.—m. : TUh VESTIliUlJi.
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medallions and festoons on the n]iper jiart, all of

which are thoi-ou<;hly in kecpintj- with the rest of the

design. The floor is of black and white marble, of a

simple but handsome pattern, followino; to a certain

extent the ribs of the ceiling. The colouring of the

whole is cold; but this was, no doubt, intentional,

l)oth as being considered suitable to an entrance hall,

and because it must have been from the first intended

to be used as a scTilpture gallery. Our modern idea

is, no doubt, to give sculpture a warm background;

but that was not the view held in the last century.

If, however, the entrance hall is cold in colour,

the same cannot be said of the ve:^tibule (iii.). Here

marbles and gilding and colour all combine to ]iro-

duce an effect of almost excessive gorgeousness. This

room is 34- feet 6 inches by 30 feet, and 21 feet

high. Its design must have been made entirely to

suit the twelve columns of verd-anticpie which sur-

rcuiiil its walls. Some idea of the value of this

almost, if not quite, unique set of marbles may be

gathered from the fact that they were purchased

in the last century at a cost of £1,000 each.

They were originally found in the bed of the Tiber.

Such specimens as these could probably not be pro-

cured now at all, even singly. The ancient quarries

are either worked out or their locality is imknown,

and the modern quarries do not furnish a marble as

fine. The few specimens that are from time to time

discovered are only too often used for the manufac-

ture of the numberless smaller objects so often thrust

upon the attention of the traveller in Italy. To

these shafts have been added Ionic capitals and bases,

gilt over their whole surface. The entablature and

cornice are of white plaster, with the mouldings

picked out in gold, the frieze being of the honey-

suckle pattern, gilt on a blue grovuul. Against the

wall, corresponding to each pillar, there is a pilaster

of the same material ; but it is remarkable that the

capitals of these are not of the Ionic order, a slightly

disjointed effect being thereby produced. It may be

noticed that in plan the vestibule is not exactly

square, but has its length four feet greater than its

breadth. Owing to this, and to the position of the

windows and doors, the equal spacing of the columns

could not liave been carried out had they been all

placed close to the wall. The room was therefore

divided into an absolutely square space of 30 feet

in width, separated from the remainder by the com-

plete detachment of two of the pillars. This arrange-

ment not only makes the doors, fireplace, and win-

dows fall naturally into their symmetrical places, but

adds very much to the effect of the room as a whole,

and to those of the pillars which are detached. The

entablature and cornice are brought forward over

each column, and form the pedestals for copies of

various antique statues. These are entii'cly gilt, and

thus, no doubt, lose much from the point of view of

sculpture. But it must be recollected that they are

here employed essentially as decorative features, and

had they been left white they would undoubtedly

have destroyed the rich harmony of the whole room.

The panels between the statues are formed of gilt

arabesques on a blue ground. The ceiling is a deli-

cate specimen of Adam's style, with gilt mouldings.

The floor is of scagliola, and very elaborate. It is

an imitation of an inlaid marble floor, and is full of

diverse colours. In any other room it would certainly

seem gaudy; and perhaps it is so even here. It

would have been better had it been made of real

marbles, for the opacity of the material contrasts un-

favourably with the transparent green of the verd-

antique, and somewhat prevents the colours from

harmonising ; but the cost of a floor made of the

valuable marble here imitated would have been enor-

mous. The chimney-piece is a delicate composition

of green and white marbles. Of course the vestibule

was never intended to be lived in. It is essentially

an ante-room, and was, no doubt, designed to be as

strong a contrast as possible to the entrance hall.

An effect of repose was clearly never attempted;

it was rather desired that the e}-e should be met by

an appearance of startling magnificence— one of

those licences which may be permitted to an architect

on rare occasions. Eustace Bauouiu
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'A PENNY PLAIN AND TWOPENCE COLOUEED."

ri^IIESE words will be fami- round, there stood displayed a theatre in working'

X Har to all students of order, with a forest "set," a "combat" (5 and lii)

Skelt's Juvenile Drama. That and a few "robbers carousing-" (11) in the slides; and

national monument, after below and about, dearer tenfold to me I the plays

themselves, those budgets of romance, lay tumbled

one upon another. Long and often have I lingered

there with empty pockets. One figure, we shall say,

was visible in the first jilate of characters, bearded,

])istol in hand (S), or drawing to his ear the clothyard

Jiavm-a^

1.— " EAVINA THE
TEREIBLE."

having changed its name to

Park's, to Webb's, to Reding-

t(in's,and last of all to Pollock's,

lias now become, for the more

part, a memory. Some of its

pillars, like Stonehenge, are

still afoot, the rest clean

vanished. It may be the

nuiseum numbers a full set

;

and Mr. lonides perhaps, or

else her gracious Majesty,

may boast their great collection; but to the plain

private person they are become, like Raphaels, un-

attainable. I have, at different times, possessed

"Alnddiu," "The Red Rover," "The Blind Boy,"

" The Old Oak Chest," " The Wood Dffimon,"

"Jack Sheppard," "The Miller and his Men,"

"Der Freischlitz," "The Smuggler," "The Forest

of Bondy," " Robin Hood," " The Waterman,"

"Richard I.," "My Poll and my Partner Joe," "The

Inchcape Bell" (imperfect), and "Three-Fingered

Jack, the Terror of Jamaica ;
" and I have assisted

others in the illumination of " The Maid of the

Inn " and " The Battle of Waterloo." In this roll-

call of stirring names you read the evidences of

a hajiiiy childhood; and though not half of them

are still to be procured of any living stationer, in

the mind of their once happy owner all survive,

kaleidoscopes of changing pictures, echoes of the past.

There stands, I fancy, to this day (but now how
falle a certain sta-

tioner's shop at a corner

of the wide thoroughfare

that joins the city of my
childhood with the sea.

\\ hen, upon any Satur-

day, we made a jtarty

to behold the ships, we
passed that corner; ;nid

since in those days I

loved a ship as a man
loves Burgundy or day-

break, this of itself had

been enough to hallow

it. liut there was more
than that. In the Leith

\V'alk window, all the year 2. " TUE OLU MILLSTONE FLYINll AS Ul'' VUIiL.

.3.
— " THEIK BOLD ATTITHDE.

arrow; I would sjiell the name : was it Macaire, or

Long Tom Cottin, or Grindoff, :2nd dress? Oh, how

I would long to see the rest ! how—if the name by

chance were hidden—I would wonder in what play he

figured, and what immortal legend justified his atti-

tude and strange apparel ! And then to go within,

to announce yourself as an intending purchaser, and,

closely watched, be suffered to undo those bundles

and breathlessly devour those pages of gesticulat-

ing villains, epileptic ('ombats, bosky forests, palaces

and war - ships, frown-

ing fortresses a.nd ]irison

vaults— it \v;is a gicld\-

joy. That slio]i, which

was dark and smelt of

Bibles, was a loadstone

rock for all that bore the

name of boy. They could

not pass it by, nor, liav-

ing entered, leave it. It

was a place besieged ; the

sho])nien, like the Jews

rebuilding Salem, had

a double task. They
kept us ;il llie stick's

end, frow Mi'd us down,

snalchrd cji Ii phi\' out
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dl" (lur hand ere we \V(>ro trusted with another; and,

iiicirdilile as it may sound, used to demand of us

upon our entrance, like banditti, if we came with

monev or witli empty hand. Old Mr. Smith him-

self, worn out with my eternal vacillation, once

swejit tlie treasures from before me, with the cry

:

" I do not believe, child, that you are an intending

purchaser at all
! " These were the dragons of the

garden ; but for such joys of paradise we could

have faced the Terror of Jamaica. Every sheet we

fingered was another lightning glance into obscure,

delicious story; it was like wallowing in the raw

stuff of story-books. I know nothing to compare

with it save now and then in dreams, when I am
privileged to read in certain iinwrit stories of

adventure, from which I awake to find the world

all vanity. The crux of Buridan's donkey was as

nothing to the uncertainty of the boy as he handled

and lingered and doated on these bundles of delight

;

there was a physical pleasure in the sight and touch

of them which he would jealously prolong ; and

when at length the deed was done, the play selected,

and the impatient shopman had brashed the rest into

the grey portfolio, and the boy was forth again, a

little late for dinner, the lamps springing into light

in the blue winter's even, and "The Miller," or

" The Rover," or some kindred drama clutched

against his side—on what gay feet he ran, and how

he laughed aloud in exultation ! I can hear that

laughter still. Out of all the years of my life, I can

recall but one home-coming to compare with these,

and that was on the night when I brought back

with me the "Arabian Entertainments" in the fat,

old, double-columned volume with the prints. I

4. "KOW lUli CAbTLU bllS VlXiy liili UlLI. .

5.—A "combat:" geindoff and lothaik.

was just well into the story of the " Hunchback," I

remember, when my clergyman-grandfather (a man

we counted pretty stiff) came in behind me. I grew

blind with terror. But instead of ordering the book

away, he said he envied me. Ah, well he might

!

The purchase and the first half-hour at home, that

was the summit. Thenceforth the interest declined

by little and little. The fable, as set forth in the

play-book, proved to be not worthy of the scenes

ajui characters : what fable could ? Siich passages

as :
" Scene 6. The

Hermitage. Night

set scene. Place back

of scene 1, No. 2,

at back of stage and

hermitage. Fig. 2,

out of set piece, R. H.

in a slanting direc-

tion " — such pas-

sages, I say, though

very practical, are

hardly to be called

good reading. In-

deed, as literature,

these dramas did not

much appeal to me.

I forget the very

outline of the plots.

Of "The Blind Boy,"

beyond the fact that

he was a most injured

prince and once, I

think, abducted, I

know nothing. And
"The Old Oak Chest,"

what was it all about ?
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that proscript (1st dress), that proili^'ious number fijjures out was simply saerilege ; nor could any

of banditti, that old woman with the broom, and child twice court the tedium, the worry, and the

the magnificent kit-

chen in the third act

(was it in the third ?)

—they are all fallen

in a deliquium, swim

faintly in my brain,

and mix and vanish.

I cannot deny

that joy attended

the illumination; nor

can I quite for-

give that child who,

wilfully foregoing

pleasure, stoops to

" twopence coloured."

With crimson lake

(hark to the sound

of it—crimson lake !

—the horns of elf-

land are not richer

on the ear)—with

crimson lake and

Prussian blue a cer-

tain jiurple is to he

compounded which,

for cloaks especially,

Titian could not

equal. The latter colour with gamboge, a hated long-drawn disenchantment of an actual ]ierformance.

name although an exquisite pigment, supplied a Two days after the purchase, the honey liatl been

green of such a savoury greenness that to-day sucked. Parents used to complain : they thouglit I

my heart regrets it. Nor can I recall without a wearied of my play. It was not so : no more tlian

tender weakness the very aspect of the water where a person can be said to have wearied of his dinner

I dipped my brush. Yes, there was pleasure in when he leaves the bones and dishes; I had got the

the painting. But when all was painted, it is need- marrow of it and said grace

less to deny it, all was spoiled. You might, indeed. Then was the time to turn to the Imck nf

set up a scene or two to look at; but to cut the the play-book and to study that enticing double

file of names, where poetry, for the true child

of Skelt, reigned happy and ji-lorious like her

Majesty the Queen. ]\Iuch as I haxe travelled in

these realms of gold, I have yet se<'n, ii|i(in tlinl

map or abstract, names of El Duraili's tli;il slill

haunt the ear of memory, and are slill but

names. "The Floating Beacon"—why was that

denied me? <n- "The Wreck Ashore?" " Sixteen-

String .lack," whom I did not even guess to be

a highwayman, troubled me awake, and, in a

mask, still visited my slumbers; and lliei-e is one

seijucnce of three from that enchanted calendar

that, I still at times recall, like a loved verse of

]ioetry: " Lodoiska," "Silver Palace," "Echo of

^Vestminster Bridge." Names, bare iiames, are

surely more to children than we [loor, grown-up

obliterated Idols reinenilier.

The name of Skelt it.self has always seemed a

-"A SEA AND SHOKE SOAPE, DELICATELY SKELTY.'

G. 'SOMETIUNU l.V THE GUANK .STYLE.
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' PISTOL IN HAND.

part iuid parcel (if the cluiriu of liis productions. It

may be different witli the ruse^ but the attraction of

this i)aper drama sensibly

declined when Webb had

crept into the rubric: a

poor cuckoo, flaunting' in

Skelt's nest. And now

we have reached Pollock,

sounding deeper gulfs. In-

deed, this name of Skelt

appears so stagey and

piratic, that I will adopt

it boldly to design these

qualities. Skeltery, then,

is a quality of much art.

It is even to be found,

with reverence be it said,

among the works of nature. The stagey is its second

name ; but it is an old, insular, home-bred staginess ;

not French, domestically British ; not of to-day, but

smacking of O. Smith and the great age of melo-

drama : a peculiar fragrance haunting it ; uttering

its unimportant message in a tone of voice that has

the charm of fresh antiquity. I will not insist upon

the art of Skelt's purveyors. These wonderful cha-

racters that once so thrilled our soul with their bold

attitude (3), array of deadly engines and incompar-

able costume, to-day look somewhat pallidly ; the

extreme hard favour of the heroine strikes me,

I had almost said with pain ; the villain's scowl

(13) no longer thrills me like a trumpet; and the

scenes themselves, those once unparalleled landscapes,

seem the efforts of a prentice liand. So much of

fault we find ; but on the other side the impar-

tial critic rejoices to remark the presence of a great

unity of gusto ; of those direct clap-trap appeals,

which a man is dead and Ijuriable when he fails to

answer ; of the foot-light glamour, the ready-made,

bare-faced, transpontine picturesque, a thing not one

with cold reality, but how much dearer to the mind !

The scenery of Skeltdom— or, shall we say, the

kingdom of Transpontus ?—had a prevailing cha-

racter. Whether it set forth Po-

land as in "The Blind Boy," or

Bohemia with "The Miller and his

Men," or Italy with "The Old

Oak Chest," still it was Trans-

pontus. A botanist could tell it

by the plaiits. The hollyhock was

all pervasive, running wild in de-

serts; the dock was common, and

the bending reed ; and (jvershadow-

ing these were poplar, ])alm, potato

tree, and Qiicrc/ix Sh'///rii—brave

growths. The caves wen- all eni-

bowcllcd in fhc Snrrcvsidc i'urnia-

tion ; the soil was all betrodden by the light pump
of T. P. Cooke. Skelt, to be gure, had yet another,

an oriental string : he held the gorgeous east in fee

;

and (1) in the new quarter of Hyeres, say, in the

garden of the Hotel des lies d'Or, you may be-

hold these blessed visions realised. But on these I

will not dwell ; they were an outwork ; 'twas in the

occidental scenery that Skelt was all himself. It

had a strong flavour of England ; it was a sort of

indigestion of England and drop-scenes, and I am
bound to say was charming. How the roads wander,

how the castle sits upon the hill (4), how the sun

eradiates from behind the cloud, and how the con-

gregated clouds themselves uproll, as stiff as bolsters !

Here is the cottage interior, the usual first flat (sc. 2,

No. 3), with the cloak upon the nail, the rosaries of

onions, the gun and powder-horn and corner cupboard;

here is the inn (this drama must be nautical, I fore-

see Caj^tain Luff and Bold Bob Bowsprit) with the

red curtain, pipes, spittoons, and eight-day clock

;

and there again is that impressive dungeon with the

chains, which was so dull to colour. England, the

hedgerow elms, the thin brick houses, windmills,

glimpses of the navigable Thames—England, when at

10.—" EIBEE S COEPSE.

last I came to visit it, was only Skelt made evident

:

to cross the border was, for the Scotsman, to come

home to Skelt; there was the inn-sign and there

the horse-trough, all foreshadowed in the faithful

Skelt. If, at the ripe age of fourteen years, I bought

a certain cudgel, got a friend to load it, and thence-

forward walked the tame ways of the earth mine

owii ideal, radiating pure romance—still I was but

a puppet in the hand of Skelt; the original of

that regretted bludgeon, and sure the antitype

of all the bludgeon kind, greatly

improved from Cruikshank, had

adorned the hand of Jonathan

Wild, pi. 1. " This is mastering

me," as Whitman cries, upon some

lesser provocation. What am I?

what are life, art, letters, the world,

but what my Skelt has made them ?

He stani})ed himself upon mine im-

maturity. The world was plain

before I knew him, a poor penny

world; but soon it was all coloured

with romance. If I go to the

theatre to see a yood old melo-

CUadim

THAT TERRIFIC AISDUrTION

PIECE."
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drama, 'tis but Skult a little faded. If I visit a bold

scene in nature, Skelt would bave been bolder ; tbere

had been certainly a castle on that mountain, and

the hollow tree—that

set piece—I seem to

miss it in the fore-

o-round. Indeed, out

of this cut-and-drv,

dull, swag'o-ering', ob-

trusive and infantile

art, I seem to have

learned the very sjiirit

of my life's enjoy-

ment ; met there the

shadows of the cha-

racters I was to read

about and love in a

late future
;
got the romance of " Der Freisehiitz

"

long ere I was to hear of Weber or the mighty

Formes ; acquired a gallery of scenes and charac-

ters with which, in the silent theatre of the brain,

I might enact all novels and romances ; and took

from these rude cuts an enduring and transforming

pleasure. Reader—and yourself ?

From the treasures of Clarke of Garrick Street,

that unrivalled merchant of Skeltery, we offer

here, for auld lang syne, a sheet or two of Skelt

diminished. It was jjroper to recall the feeling

' KOBBEBS CAEOUSINO.

of the sheets of characters ; and to this end, as

most familiar, that dear " Miller and his Men

"

is put to contribution—even to Ravina the ter-

rible (I), to Riber's corpse (10), to a group of

"Robbers asleep" (I-^')j to a trio of millers sing-

iii<;' (M), to that terrific abduction ])iece (9),

in which I call upon you to admire the extreme

imbecility of the heroine's legs. Words could

n<it jtalliate the cut-throat badness, nor words

augment the charm, of these most innocent ma-
rionettes. I could not in honesty refuse you the

explosion from the same romantic drama ; it was
alwa\s in the window, a decov for children ; here

it is again (2), the old millstone Hying as of yore.

Follows from the " Smuggler" (7) a sea and shore

scape, delicately Skelty, ranking, I conceive, among his

masterpieces. Please

to remark the cottage

architecture of Trans-

pontus : the beacon,

bow nautical it is; the

re\-enue cutter-, how
oak-hearted ; and the

cli>\ids, on which I

dare not dwell. Sea,

rock, and vegetation

will equally reward

the eye. I am capa-

ble myself of going on

for ever : I have here

an old street, a feast of gables ; I have cots and

castles, caves and forest glades, the rivers and the

deep, roads winding and wooing the rapt eye, and

vast and varied prospects rolled across by breeze

and clouds ; but I perceive the editor to frow^n on

my exuberance, and I will conclude (6) with some-

thing in the grand style, prodigious wild, a true

Salvator Skelt.

It is a vile ex-

ample, and had

I the wood and

cavern from
"The Old Oak
Chest" (sc. 1,

pi. 1) or the

Wolfs Dingle

from "Der Frei-

sehiitz," then indeed should you sec Skelt assume

the terrible and dip his brush in earthquake and

eclipse. Then should you have the opportunity to

appreciate my Skelt's idea of the mountain pine, a

most romantic concept. But this tame and taste-

less piece is the one example of his buskincd,

Ossianic manner that my jioor ri'sources can com-

mand ; and once more it should be welcome to

yotu' kind remembrance; for it also is one of the

band of the immortal " INIiller."

A word of moral: it apjiears that li. l'(illock.

13.—"THE villain's SCOWL.'

14.— <' BOBBERS ASLEEP."

late J. Redington, No. 73, Hoxton Street, not only

)>n})lishcs twenly-thrce of these (ild stage favourites,
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but owns tlie necessary plates and displays a modest ghostly street—E.W., I think, the postal district

readiness to issue other thirty-three. If you love —close below the fool's-cap of St. Paul's, and

art, fi)llv, or the hright eyes of children, speed yet within easy liearing of the echo of the Abbey

to Pollock's, or to Clarke's of Garrick Street. In bridge. There in a dim shop, low in the roof

SAILOES iNT) SMUGGLKRS.

Pollock's list of publicanda I perceive a pair of and smelHns: strong of glue and footlights, I iind

my ancient aspirations : " Wreck Ashore " and myself in quaking treaty with great Skelt him-

" Sixteen-String Jack
; " and I cherish the belief self, the aboriginal, all dusty from the tomb. I

that when these shall see once more the light buy, with what a choking heart— I buy them

of day, B. Pollock will remember this apologist, all, all but the pantomimes; I pay my mental

But, indeed, I have a dream at times that is not money, and go forth ; and lo ! the packets are

all a dream. I seem to myself to wander in a but dust. Robert Louls Stevexson.

A SILENT COLLOQUY."
From the Picture by Paul Stade.

THE jovial person who with a jaunty air and

irreverent posture is interrogating a skeleton

in Herr Stade's picture is no pale student, but a

usurper in the sanctum of some modern Faustus.

A buffoon, and fresh from a carouse, he has im-

bibed the air of the study, and, for the nonce,

amuses himself with philosophy. The bony horror

does not affright him, nor need it. It is for him

no memento mori. It is too evidently pieced to-

gether for anatomists, the common property of

the museum, a thing to fright children. His test

is the old formula of the schools

—

cog'ifo, crijo

num. Beyond this fact he gets no further for all

his interrogations. The volumes of forgotten lore

that are tumbled about him do not aid him, nor all

the speculations of Aquinas and Paracelsus.

It must be owned that this modern grotesque

is something very far removed from that of mediajval

art. When not offensive, it is bald in treatment,

trivial in conception. With what nobility and pro-

fundity the grotesque may be treated is exhibited by
Martin Schongauer and Albert Diirer, in the " Danse

Macabre," and in much German Gothic. The differ-

ence is as great—and greater—as the contrast pre-

sented by the treatment of the supernatural by

Hoffmann and Poe and the paltry aj)j)arition of

your modern sensational novel. In this instance

the piquancy of contrast is lost by naturalistic treat-

ment. A coarse intention is forced into unnatural

prominency instead of being veiled by tender reverence

and that tine sense of the pathetic and humorous

from which the grotesque is evolved. Hence results

a dry and rather stupid joke which makes philosophic

speculation and dramatic vitality impossible. Who
was "the proprietary of these bones, and what time

the person of these ossuaries entered the famous

nations of the dead," concern us not. There is no

life, no suggestion, no keen touch of the satirist to

awaken conception, no subtle note of the humourist

to kindle thought ; books, anatomy, and the foolish

querist alike vanish, telling no tale—the mere dead

pieces and lifeless properties of the studio. Nothing

is left but " lank space and scy theless Time " and the

" mere horror of blank Naught-at-all."
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(Fivift thf I'lCtiDr by Paul SLade.)
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A GREEK DRESSING-CASE,

|T was ill the dark days

o£ arclifeology, the

darkness just before

the dawn, that the

casket here figured

(1), buried for per-

liaps two thousand

years, first saw the

Hght once more. It

was in the year 1774

that Francesco Fico-

roni, a native of Pales-

Iriiia, the ancient Pra?-

neste, found this beau-

tiful bronze cista, which has ever afterwards borne his

name. He was no archaeologist ; indeed he leaves

it naively on record that he refused a handful of

zecchini offered him in exchange for his prize by a

rich Englishman, and preferred to present it to the

Collegio Romano. In this same museum it is still

preserved, known far and wide as the Ficoroni Cista.

Fragments of the admirable design with which it

is decorated have appeared in histories of Greek art

;

but in its entirety it has never yet been placed before

English readers. Age and decay have done much

to obscure its beauties ; hundreds who stand in rapt

admiration before the " Apollo Belvidere " never vouch-

safe this cista so much as a glance. And yet it has

claims far higher not only on the archaeologist but

on the artist ; in perfect knowledge of the human

form, in absolute mastery of outline, its engraving,

as Professor Brunn has well remarked, stands still

unsurpassed even by Cinque-Cento masters.

Perhaps one reason why our casket is so little

known is that a little effort is recpiired to know it

thoroughly. Our first glance shows the beauty of

the drawing, but the subject is unfamiliar. Even

the first glance must, in studying the original, be a

close one, for the effect of engraving on bronze is,

unless the light be very favourable, always somewhat

obscure. I noticed more than once in the Collegio

Romano that the ordinary sight-seer paused to look

at the shape of the cista and the figures that form

the handle, and passed on apparently unaware that

any engraved decoration existed. This is the more

to be regretted as these figures in the round, both on

the lid and foot, though not deficient in energy and

truth, are yet executed in a coarse Etruscan style

quite imlike the grace and delicacy of the engraving,

and manifestly attributable to a different hand.

This diversity of style brings us at once to the

question what this cista was, who made it, and at

what date? It was the first of its kind to be

found, the first and also by far the finest; the hopes

roused by its discovery have not been fulfilled. Since

the days of Francesco Ficoroni, at this very place

Prseneste, no less than sixty-nine of these bronze

vessels have been discovered, but in no case are they

decorated by designs so masterly. For the most part

they bear in their engraving, as on their handles and

feet, the impress of a coarse Etruscan hand. In style,

material, and shape there is considerable variety

;

some are cylindrical, some elliptical, some of wood,

some of silver, most of bronze. Though the first

cista has never been equalled, these later discoveries

have taught us one fact left untold by the first.

They leave us in no doubt as to what these cistae

were, what their use in ancient life. Ficoroni left

no note of the contents of his cista; he may have

found it empty ; anyhow he left no clue to either

its contents or its surroundings. It is only of late

that we have recognised the imperative duty of

noting every detail and circumstance o£ excavation.

Soon after the discovery the archfeological world

was seized with a mania for religious interpre-

tation ; any object found, every design, Greek or

Etruscan, was twisted and distorted to have some

connection with the mysteries ; some profound reli-

gious and mystical significance was found for the

simplest details. Our cista shared this fate. It

was supposed to be a mystic casket carried in solemn

procession in the festivals of Dionysos, and filled

with sacred objects on which the eye of the profane

might never rest. This mystery-mania has passed

away; we stand on firmer ground. The contents of

these cistaj have been examined ; we have found therein

a lady's mirror, an athlete's scraper, a perfume box

—

of glass, of terra-cotta, of wood—a bracelet, a brooch,

hair-pins of bone and bronze, pincers, a sponge, a

comb—yes, even once a single lock of dead hair :

much of daily life, nothing of the secret symbols

of a carefully-concealed religion. Surely we do not

lose in pathos though we gain in simplicity ? The

dressing-case a mother gave her daughter on her

wedding-day is as precious a relic of the human

past as any orgiastic symbol. We have only to look

at the plate on which the handle-figures stand to

know these dead people and their names :
" Novius

Plautus made me; Dindia Macolnia gave me to her

daughter." Novius Plautus was some Greek workman

naturalised at Rome ; he engraved the casket, but we

cannot think he added the coarser handles and feet.
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Dimlui Macolnia—whose name besjteaks her a native

of Proeneste, some twenty miles away—bought it,

used it perhaps for many years till use began to

tell ; then, when she sought a wedding gift for this

daughter, she may have given it to some Etruscan

workman, who from his ready-made stock fixed

on the feet and handle. He must have cared little

about the beautiful Greek engraving, for the plate

at the top is rudely fastened on so as to damage and

conceal a j^art of the design. Dindia Macolnia can

have had but little feeling for art to permit this

barbarism ; but she somehow knew that the Greek

work was of value, or why the double inscription?

It passed into the daughter's hands, and thence

perhaps into her grave ; but of that grave we know
nothing. We have every reason to think that these

handle-figures were made and sold separately by

inferior workmen ; in this very ease an almost exact

dujilicate of the handle-figures of the Ficoroni Cista

exists on the Cista Napoleone. The design repre-

sents in both cases Dionysos supported by two

satyrs. The device of the entwined arms is of

frecpient occurrence, forming as it does an excellent

handle. The device on the one remaining foot re-

presents Herakles and his friend lolaos ; their friend-

ship is symbolised by the love-god between them.

So much for what is of inferior Etruscan work-

manship about the casket. We must turn now to

the engraved frieze (3) which runs round the body

of the bronze and forms its chief claim to notice.

In this frieze we have embodied an incident from

the myth of the Argonauts, an incident famous

among the ancients, to us moderns not very familiar.

Looking at the design we see that it falls natu-

rally into three divisions. To the extreme right

a youth is fiercely binding a conquered giant to a

tree ; around them are grouped a gathering o£ in-

terested spectators. In the middle, to the right of

(he first group, a number of figures are busy with

water-vessels about a fountain. To the right, again,

is a ship drawn to shore ; one of the crew descends by

a ladder. But though in our drawing on the flat

we may speak of " middle," if we restore the design

in thought to its proper place, circling round the

casket, there is no middle and no actual beginning

or end, also no rude severance into three divisions;

thought and design are one from end to end, with

admirable skill group melts into group. Still we
shall find if we walk round the casket that while the

mind takes in the whole, the eye is yet gratified by
three successive scenes, all visible at their several

moments.

This story so beautifully here unfolded came

forth to us from an ancient treasure-house, from the

myth of the sailing of the Argonauts in quest of the

Golden Fleece. This ship that is moored against

the shore is the swift Aiyo herself, that ship for

love of which was kindled in the hearts of many
heroes " an all-persuading sweet desire

"—that won-
drous ship which "grazed not the clashing rocks, but
sped and ran as an eagle over the mighty gulf of the

sea." We cannot pause to see her starting " at the

rising of the Pleiades, when the upland fields begin

to pasture the young lambs, and when spring is

already on the wane, then the flower divine of heroes

bethought them of seafaring." When our picture

finds them they are already well on their way, past

the island Lemnos, past the Hellespont, the Clash-

ing Rocks, on into the Pontus; but danger is not yet

over. They come to the land of the Bebryces, and
there peril awaits them. They are weary of seafar-

ing, they fain would see green grass and drink clear

water. One hero, exhausted, lies prostrate in deep

sleep ; another delicately, carefully picks his way
down the ship's ladder to land—in his left hand he

carries a cista, not unlike the one round which his

story is engraved. We feel him balancing himself

and his burden as he goes, so life-like is the drawing.

Among the crew were two brothers, heroes on earth,

twin stars in heaven. Castor and Pollux, and to their

lot it fell to seek out water, while the rest landed on

the deep seashore where a sea-bank sheltered from

the wind, and strewed their beds, and their hands

were busy with firewood. Theokritos, the " singer

of the field and fold," shall tell us what befell them :

" Then Castor of the swift steeds and swart Poly-

deuces (Pollux), these twain went wandering alone

aj^art from their fellows, and mai'vclling at all the

various wild wood on the mountain. Beneath a

smooth cliff they found an ever-flowing spring filled

with the purest water, and the pebbles below shmie

like crystal or silver from the deep. Tall fir-trees

grew thereby, and white pof)lars and cyjn-esses with

their lofty tuft of leaves, and there bloomed all

fragrant flowers that fill the meadows when early

summer is waning—dear worksteads of the honey

bees" (Theokritos, Idyll xxii.—A. Lang).

It is very instructive to compare this account

by the Sicilian poet, written some hundred and fifty

years later, with our engraved i)icture. A\ c feel

that Thciikritos loses himself in the mere delight

of the landscape; he has forgotten fur :i moment

the Bebryces and their land, he is back in his own

Sicily, with the soft blue sea, the long green grass,

the bubbling water, the humming of bees. This

is not the ])i)int of view of the engra\iT i\\' dur

cista; he is iiictiirial least of all. It is tlic iiuiiKin

actore who concern him. A conventional fountain

with a lion-head spout tells ns all we need know in a

bald, symbolical way—namely, that water is found.

A hero is drinking out of the l'nmiliar-sh;i])e(l cylix,

a similar drinking-cup hangs on a nail in the rock
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Ii\- the I'uunfain's side— iiai'voly enoui;-l\, as though

nails were to liantl in this barbarous land. A youth

has hunij up a leathern wallet on a tree, and is plying

it with blows—a mimic fight familiar as training for

the young Greek athlete. Do we wish to know that

spring has been found, and found bv a eompany of

athletes—hence the eombat to come ; and the art being

strictly ideal nothing is expressed but what " strikes

the note of the selected sentiment." Theokritos tells

of the " tall fir-trees and white poplars " just for the

-THE FICOEOXI CISTA.

the scene is a sylvan one? well, there is a rude

Silenus, god of wild woodland life, with gross face

arid pointed ears, who, broadly humorous, watches the

youth with delight. Such was the Greek manner :

human action and character to be expressed to the

uttermost, local surroundings to be mei'ely indicated,

or best of all, symbolised in human form, a god for a
landscape. What the artist wishes to show is that a

sake of a lovely bit of scene-painting ; but by an ideal

artist a fact subordinate or irrelevant cannot be

admitted simply on the " ground of brilliant handi-

work." This judgment, if of a recent critic, is

abundantly borne out by the study of Greek artj and

it is to this ideality of theirs, combined with their

passion for human shape, that we must in part at-

tribute their, to us moderns, extraordinary contempt
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for landscape as sucli. To them it was a mere iiidi-

eation of locality for liuinan actors. Plato spoke

out the feelinii' of his age when he said: "We are

satisHed with tlie artist who is aljle in any degree

to imitate the earth and its mountains and the

rivers and the woods and the universe and the

thing's that are and that move therein, and further

knowing nothing precise ahout such matters, we
do not examine or analyse the painting; all that

is required is a sort of instructive and deceptive

mode of shadowing them forth." Add to this

that the instinct of decoration forbade to the true

Greek artist the illusions of distance in a decorative

design, and we need not wonder that our landscape

is indicated so slightly.

The group about the spring is linked to the

next group by a pair of lovely youths, one easting

his arm about the other's neck. As regards the

action of the groups to either side of them, they

are specially well contrived. Their sympathy is

neutral, their sentiment self-absorbed. But Theo-

kritos must tell us yet more of the story. By the

side of the lovely ever-flowing spring the twin

brothers Castor and Pollux find a loathly giant

—a monstrous man was sitting in the sun, terrible

of aspect, with bruised ears, mighty breast, broad

liack, and iron llesh, like some huge statue of

hamnrered iron ; the typical barbarian, in fact,

Amyeus, king of the savage Bebryces. To the

courteous greeting of Pollux, " Good luck to thee,

stranger," savage Amyeus makes curt answer,
" AVhat luck, forsooth, when I see men that I

never saw before
:

" an answer echoing still in

the breast of many a barbarian strong of arm and

slow of sj^eech. With such a host from words

it is short way to blows, and the skill of the

cultured athlete Pollux is matched against brute,

l^arbarian force, and soon King Amyeus lies upon

the ground fainting and nigh to death. So tells

the singer. The engraver gives us a milder ver-

sion. He spares us all the horrid details of the

boxing match, dear even to the graceful, civilised

poet; and it is enough if Pollux, with anger still

in his eyes, binds Amyeus to a tree, victory rather

symbolised than expressed in its extremity. Nigh
at hand stands Athene, patron of the (ireek hero,

and the goddess of victory (Nike) Hies forward

to crown the victor. The winged god Sosthenes

watches the issue, content that Pollux prevails.

Much learning and labour have been S])ent in seek-

ing to identify the remaining Argonautie heroes.

Such labour is spent in vain. The artist had
a story to tell, a story to the honour of the

athlete Pollux. The allied heroes are strictly sub-

ordinate— just so many comrades without indi-

viduality to distract from the main interest.

240

\\ (• ;isk, pci'haps, why was this incident selectt'd?

M"li\', il' 1I1C story of Argo was in the miml of the

artist, did lie nol choose to tell the pathetic tale of
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I'lu'ixus and llcllc, m- nf (lie I)i"Il;mii and llic (idldrn

Fleece, or <il' the Harpies and Mind Kini;- Pliincus, or

oF llie ])assinf4- of the Sirens? A moment's thou<j,-ht

reveals a double reason. This eng-raving surmounts

a casket which nnist once have held the apparatus

of an athlete's toilet—strigil and sjionge and comb.

We have seen it handed as a gift by a mother to her

dau:;-hlci- ; lad w'c eanuol doubt its lirst intent. Pcr-

ha|)s it had belonged to father or brother or husband

of that mother who gave it. It would serve either

jnirpose e(pially well. Even now the toilet gear of

man and woman are not so far apart but that one

casket miii'lit hcdd them, and this ancient dressing-

case is of the simplest sha]>e. The suliject of the

design is almost ostentatiously athletic. Where de-

tails will emjihasise this main intent they are nowise

neylected. See the leathern thonsis on the hands

and arms of Pollux, tlie strigil, or sci-aper, the pick-

axe for softening the ground, both lying at the feet

of the sleeping slave-boy, the attendant of Pollux.

15ut this athletic meaning is glorilicd liy a halo of

higher mythical and historical significance. It is the

victory of the trained (ireek athlete over the savage

boxer, the symbol of the trinm])]i of civilisation over

barbarism, the stin-y which the (Jreek artist, when
his nation had trium[)hed over the Persian host, was

never weary of telling, the warfare of West against

East. That East had yielded up to Hellas all that was

best in her art. For evidence we have only to look at

the beautiful border above and below the Argonautic

scene. Those heraldic sjihinxes, were they not born

in Egypt':' Did they not learn in y\ssyria to stand

them face to face, crest-fashion, on either side a

sacred tree ? But it was in Greece alone they learnt

to curl their tails, making them arabesque with the

])alni-leaves above. Yet the athlete who bore this

casket forgot his debt to the land of the barbarous

East. In the prime of his fair and graceful strengtli

he only delighted to remember the trium])h of the

civilised West. Jane E. Haiuusox.

PICTUEES AT LEEDS

UST nowf, wdien the minds of

men are much occupied with

social questions, it is a hopeful

sign that the chief problem,

the housing of the poor, is not

])ermittcd to obscure certain

subsidiary questions intimately

related to it. Projects for the

amelioration of the condition

of the peo]ile are discussed on

all sides. Free lifiraries, free

music (in the form of open-air bands and popular con-

certs), and art galleries, permanent or loan, have all

their eloquent advocates. The movement in favour

of these excellent objects has been gathering strength

for years, and has grow ii with the increase of the pojni-

lation. The attitude of the ]ieo]ile towards art is no

longer one of stolid indifference ; the practical re-

sults of the Bethnaf Green Museum and the success

of Mr. Barnett's exertions in Whitecliapel are jiroof

of this. Though it is not possible to bring the

people to art, we may bring art to the peo])lc. No
amount of education can sup])ly defects of taste

and sensibility and judgment, through which alone

the higher lessons of art may be apjdied to life;

but the perceptive faculties may be qiiickened, the

dormant testhetic principle may be stirred, by the

stimulus which fine-art exhibitions afford. Nothing
is easier than to ridicule the present ardour for the

diffusion of science and art, and to attribute this

latter-da)' form of old enthusiasm to a socialistic

origin ; but there is no doubt it is deep and com-

prehensive, a genuine renascence. We have passed

the era of mechanics' institutions and numberless

associations for the acquisition of a little knowledge,

yet we can all remember the pitiless sarcasms to

which their promoters were subjected by the wits

of the day. We know how Theodore Ho(dc made

Gower Street a term of reproach and the new uni-

vei'sity a byword, and how Lord Brougham suffered

for his Ciuixotic attempts to popularise art and

knowledge. These things have now little meaning,

though the invective once launched at " the learned

friend " is still strong reading. We have raised oiu-

standards of education to a pitch never contem]i]ated

in those heathenish days, and are proceeding to

higher things.

Tli^i increasing number of fine-art exhibitions is

very significant of the position art now holds and the

changed attitude of the ])eople. It is only in com-

jiaratively recent years that loan collections of fine

art have come to be regarded not merely as an addi-

tional attraction to industrial exhibitions, but as ab-

siihitely necessary to success. This is a fact of great

im]iortance and interest. Such an alliance w^ould once

have been regarded as superfluous, or stigmatised as

a I'onccssion to luxury by the canny north-country

men. The loan of more than one hundred paint-

ings to the Huddersfield Technical School Exhibi-

tion from the collection of one gentleman, himself a
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manufaetiiror, most strikino'ly illustrates the new wisdom, others, like the late 'Slv. fiillott, made exeel-

(irder of things. These pictures, which (at the time lent use of their natural independence and judgment,
of writing) have recently been transferred to tlie It is unnecessary to dilate on the pleasure that

]5radford Art Gallery, are the property of Mr. A. S. loan collections of pictures give, or on the excellent

Uixon, of Leeds, whose collection of modern paintings incentive they offer to the world. The activitv, for

is not less extensive than rejjresentative, and v.lio instance, displayed in Iludderstield and Hradi'ord, and

is ever ready to jiromote the success of industrial the success that attends exhibitions in those towns,

sliows with a selection from his private galleries, are strangely wanting in Leeds, where one might
The founders of the vast manufactories of the north naturally expect to tind the beneficent influenee of art

of England, and the generation that succeeded them, recognised with joy. Leeds is not a place of sweet-

were too much absorbed in extending their operations ness and light, and when it is urged that there are

and consolidating

their fortunes to

foster art. Some
indeed bought pic-

tures and formed

libraries, but they

little dreamed of

utilising their

treasures as a

source of recrea-

tion and educa-

tional advantage

to the people. The

liberality and en-

lightenment of

whicli Mr. Dixon's

example is typical

were far less gene-

ral than now. Art

was to many the

servant of luxury,

and a picture a

more or less ne-

cessary component

ill furniture. The

i'drmation of the

Liverpool Aca-

demy, the success

oF the ^lanchestcr

exhibitions, were

early indications

lit' larger and
healthier views.

Wealthy manu-

facturers saw the

whole field of mo-

dern art open to

tliem— a harvest

for their reaping

—and while many
proceeded to col-

lect pictures in a

timid or tentative

way, or with more

jjrofusion than

PICTURES AT I.KKrS.—I. I r.lDDY S MARK.

(rulntcd by Ersldtic .\iail, A.U.A. Bij Vcniusston «/ A. S. Uixon, i:sq.)
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oflior towns, sucli as Wolverhampton and Dudloy, that Thoiv is no loan collection of fine art in Leeds, and

compete with it in murkiness, it is no exculpation, on tlie occasion o£ the last exhibition the guarantors

and recalls Jefferson Hogg's saying about the men of had to sustain a loss of several hundreds of pounds.

I'ICTUEKS AT LEEDS.— II. : GEEEN I.E.IVE.S .IMON'O THE SERF.

(rainlnl tnj Geo. IT. BaughUm. A.R.A. By Permissioji of A. S. Dixvii, Enq.)

the Yorkshire and Lancashire border.s, whoso mutual a fact that is not very creditaljle tii the public

contempt and hatred were equally conspicuous, yet spirit of the town. In this uncongenial atmosphere

it was impossil)le to decide which party posscHsed Mr. Dixon has gradually amassed one of the most

the greater justification. Mr. Dixon's commend- remarkable private collections of modern paintings in

able efforts seem to have failed precisely where it the north of England, and one not less representa-

might V)c imagined there was a certainty of success. tive of English art of the present time than of that
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ol' tlic lust I'di'tv yenrs. Tin' frlccticisin displayed

is ol' I 111' rinlit kind: and it may be particularly

noted 111' till' laii;c' i-aiii;e of landscape ai"t in the

('olleclinii, that men whose renown was for long-

merelv local, but who have lately received due re-

(;o<>-nition, are excellently represented. Many tine

examples of Henry Dawson and Alfred Vickers, of

Liniu'll, Boddiiigtou, Syer, and others who worked

apart from Pre-Raphaelite intluence, show Mr. Dixon^s

appreciation of a school of landscape that has never

received the patronao-e of a clique and yet is so ad-

mirably English. These artists, of wdiom Vickers

was a type, worked in a comparatively narrow sjihere ;

like the old Norwich men, they were much out of

doors, as their work well shows ; they went a-skying

like Constable, and produced pictures that have the

excellent (pialities of sincerity and truth. Their

freedom from affectation is refreshing-; they never

attempted to depict nature in accordance with the

}irecepts of professors, but always, and without abate-

ment, the truth as they perceived it. Hence the

absence from their work of sjiurious idealism and

the touches of exagg-eration and falsehood that result

from it. The example of Henry Dawson—" On the

Ribble"—which we engrave (m.) fully illustrate.?

this ; it is large in treatment and noble in feeling.

From a bluff overlooking the stream, and occupied by
a narrow tract of corn, you gaze on the rich summer
landscape bounded by low ranges of wooded hills.

The river sweeps in a long crescent below, its agitated

current reflects the purple and gold of the sunset

;

on the steep hillside to the rig-ht are a row of elms,

vei-y finely treated; and some figures introduced with

admirable propriety—the reapers, the boy jilaying-

with the dog, the man leaning over the hedge, the

horse lazily browsing on the bank—are all effective

and duly subordinated. "VYith all its simple inten-

tion and veracity aiid breadth of treatment, the land-

scape is instinct with that unforced idealism which
is the natural fruit of the artist's reverent attitude

towards nature. In this work his large comprehen-
sion of the whole subject is as notable as his just

sense of the relative values of the composition. This
is well displayed in the colour and lighting : in the

cornlield, the flat meadow-land on the left, and the

ex(piisite middle distance. The sun is sinking in a
mass of composite clouds in a calm sky, there is no
irradiation, and the whole atmosphere above these

clouds is full of golden, serene, rayless purity. The
correspondence of the landscape is perfect in its

truthfulness; the cornfield receives its just comple-
ment of glow, and the cold reflex of the water, the

suggestion of level light broken by trees in the rich

meadows, and the quiet, sunless distance are marvel-
lously well rendered. The treatment of the shadows
is very characteristic, being soft and deep and line

in tone : never brown or black, as we see in some

modern works, where the painter aims at melo-

dramatic contrasts, and produces, instead of power

and breadtli, a revolting and impossible harshness.

Dawson knew that shadows appear black if viewed

instantly after a moment's gaze at the unclouded

sun, but he never painted landscape with his sight

confounded with that intolerable glory. This work

thoroughly exhibits the deirth of his love of nature,

how genuine an artist he was, how excellent his self-

restraint. If he has not revealed so much as other

men of the mystery that lay around him, it was not

that he did not feel it; but reverence deterred him,

or the fear that he might falsely render secrets which

poets discern and art-critics imaginatively conceive.

If he were not a high-priest of those mysteries and

lifted no innermost veil, he was not less true to his

mission as an artist, and knew how to paint elo-

(juently, as in the present instance, and with admirable

truth. It is greatly to be hoped that he may figure

largely in the next Old ^Masters at Burlington House.

We have spoken of the representative character

of I\Ir. Dixon's collection, which comprehends all

departments of painting and works most diverse in

aim and treatment. There are examples of Holman
Hunt, Ansdell, Sidney Cooper, and J. S. Noble

;

landseaj)es by' J. W. Oakes, Creswiek, Otto AYcber,

B. W. Leader, Niemann, J. B. Pyne, Yicat Cole,

and many others ; the animated interiors of J. B.

Burgess
;

genre subjects by jMarcus Stone, J. E.

Hodgson, Erskine Nicol, F. A. Bridgman, P. R.

Morris ; Sir Frederick Leighton's striking " Samson

Agonistes;" and a multitude of others.

Mr. Bridgman's " Eastern Bazaar," the original

of our fourth engraving (iv.), is a happy example of

the influence of Gerume. The two chess-players in

the foreground are solidly painted and are very effec-

tively displayed in a powerful light ; the varied

articles of the bazaar are dimly indicated in the

gloom beyond ; the chiaroscuro is excellent ; in the

distance some veiled women stand, and above them

strong golden light touches the wall. The ensemble

is rich and harmonions, and the picture very charac-

teristic of Mr. Bridgman's early manner. In Mr.

P. R. Morris's " Home, Sweet Home "—the origi-

nal of our frontispiece—there is some pleasing

sentiment, as well as freshness in treating an old

theme. The j^ietiu-esque and homely dame who
is so well content to reach her threshold might

be a study after Shenstone's schoolmistress—one of

those old gossips who, on the poet^s authority, are

to be found in every village, scrupulously attired,

irreproachably old-fashioned, and, when deferentially

met, very communicative. She possesses some quaint

pieces of Bristol and a little blue-and-white china,

reads some few books of the old reflective type, which



•HOME, SWEET HOME."

(PainU'd by Phil Morris, A.R.A. By Pa-mUsion of A. S. Utxtwi, /?S(2.)
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foiTii her iiii'))>i')ito iiiori, and n'rows Iiris^'Iit with the

vivacious Imur of tea—all of which are jileasantly

suggested in the picture, whieli is painted in ]Mr.

Morris's earher and better manner, and has more

depth of feeling and finer character than most of

his later work. Tiie attendant geese form a hapjiv

touch, and the little landscape and afternoon sky are

well harmonised.

Our first excerpt from Mr. Dixon's gallery

doubtless jiroved very attractive to the visitors at

the Huddersfield Exhibition. Mr. Erskine Nicol's

"Paddy's Mark" (i.) represents an illiterate country-

man affixing his mark to a deed in the office of a

provincial lawyer. With the inscrutable document

frouting him, and ])en in hanil, the bumjikin is evi-

dently (piestioning the procedure with a delightful

assumption of shrewdness. The broad humour of

the situation is excellently rendered. The figures

are very firmly jiainted, the head of the man of law

is particularly individual ; his reassuring air and

gentle pacification are powerfully suggested and

effectively contrasted with the ruddy-faced inipiir-

ing client. A red-haired assistant consulting the

book-shelves, the deed-box in the foreground, and

all the details are skilfully introduced and of mate-

rial aid. Mr. G. H. Boughton's "Green Leaves

Among the Sere" (ii.) may most appropriately

be classed with portraiture. The prominence given

to the figures in this charming group, their conscious

pose, and studied arrangemen.t, suggest portraits

;

the background of grey sea and sky is only sufii-

ciently indicated to serve its purpose, and the eye

is directly arrested and held by the harmonious lines

of a beautiful composition. The "Green Leaves'''

may be better likened to three blowing r( iscs, buojant

with health, with their little companion buds, cj^uite

unconscious of the flying brown leaves about them

and the painter's imjilied didacticism. They look

for no moral concealed in green leaves or withered.

Life is the full-flowered garden, and joy the fiower

that blows. Li Mr. J. S. Noble's "Return from

Sport" (v.) we have a study of sporting dogs and

still life. About the i-eposing animals are the various

ap|)urtenances of spoi-t, the rod and fishing-basket,

tile hat with its ciri'le of gaudy attractive flies and

other cognate objects dexterously arranged. The

excellence of Air. Noble's painting of horses and

dogs is too well known to detain us ; the group of

dogs and the dead partridges and hare are admirably

executed, and the technique is sound throughout.

Our illustrations give a fair idea of tlie range of

art embraced by Mr. Dixon's collection. I( is neces-

sarily, however, only a partial indication of it, though

it shows Mr. Dixon to have cultivated his taste in no

narrow spirit. Tiic generous response he has made on

so many occasions to tjic a])peals of thcise who pro-

mote industrial and technical exhibitions merits the

approbation of all lovers of art, and the hearty com-
mendation of all who know how ennobling is the

influence of art among the jjeople and who are

working, in other ways, for their moral elevation.

Free libraries, free museums, free music, are excellent

olijects, no doubt ; and in no way second to these

—

and perhaps more directly influential—is the re-

generating virtue of free exhibitions of fine art.

While this function of art is generally under-

stood and the superficial value of loan exhibitions is

thoroughly appreciated, much might be done l)y those

interested in the cpiestion, and jiarticularly by those

in authority, towards aiding the people in a right

understanding of what is presented to them. This

may be effected without in the least trenching on the

domain of criticism or stirring the deep seas of con-

troversy. The catalogue might be something more

than a bare list of titles and names, and with very

slight additional expense might be made an object

of interest and value to the uninitiated ; classifica-

tion of the pictures, their chronological position, the

distinguishing characteristics of the artists, might

be briefly and clearly indicated. Something of this

kind was carried out rather too diffusely in a bio-

graphical commentary in the catalogue of the great

Portrait Exhiliition at vSonth Kensington, which was

the herald of the National Portrait (iallery. The

result in this case was a very valuable catalogue,

but too bulky and' exjKMisive for temporary purposes.

^Ve have no doubt that the people generally would

sup2)ort and rightly estimate an elucidative cata-

logue. We have all seen crowds of holiday-folk at

the National Gallery and at similar exhibitions, and

we know well the jiiclures that possess the greatest

attraction for those whose knowledge of art is slight

and whose culture is infinitesimal. The poimlar

works are not those that are honoured Ijy all artists,

the works of masters who recei\e univei'sal homage.

Paintings that abound in the familiar, that express

the actuality of life and the results ol' (dnimon ex-

jierience, are first favourites. Abo\'e all, wurks that

tell a. storv, no matter how exti'a\agant or liow

defiant of history they may lie. are e\i]uisitely allur-

ing. That this is so causes pain to many well-

meaning enthusiasts who groan that the colour of

Titian, the force and invention of Tintoretto, ami

the .sumptuous splendoin- of \'eronese, sliovdd, even

in a nugatory sense, " pale their inefVeetual fires"

before the representation of a modern railway station

or a peep-show view of the play-scene in " JIandet."

They seek wildly I'oi- a i-emedy, and ask, " ]s our

civilisation a failure y" The remedy is to be sought

in the frc<piency of those opportunities for study-

inn' paintings wliieli exlnliitioiis oll'er. No amount

of el(H|uence, no]- the most pt'rsisteiit outpoui-mg of
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precepts, can over cdmpul tlie masses of the people

to admire works whose beauty they are, for the

nonce, xinin-epared to feel and whose technical ex-

cellence they cannot appreciate. "What they admire

tliev admire in perfect good faith, and invariably

from a standpoint which has a rational basis. As

surely, however, as works of genius, like truth itself,

must in the end prevail, so will increased acquaint-

ance with the higher achievements of art work out

the salvation of those whose defective taste is too

generally commiserated. They "needs must love the

liighest "—with this necessary proviso, " when they

see it
; " if they never attain this excellent vision

they must remain part and parcel of the brute mass,

whose sight pierces no veil, whose hearing is ravished

by no harmony, for whom art has no existence,

no message of benelicenee, and no ministry of con-

solation.

Although jiicture galleries, however, may be

appropriately comliincd with technical exhibitions,

they arc more profitable dissociated from looms and

cotton-mills and engines, and established in per-

manency apart from such. The chief and most

admirable aim of those who, like ^Ir. Dixon, pro-

mote loan exhibitions of fine art, is that their suc-

cessful formation may lead to the gradual institu-

tion of art galleries in towns which are di'privcd

of these advantages, galleries that shall be perma-

nent and be under the control of municipal authori-

ties. The present remarkable enthusiasm for en-

couraging a feeling for art among the people may,

of course, result in misa]iplication of the excellent

practice of lending works of art, and lead to efforts

that may cause the profane to lampoon. For in-

stance, now that Hodge is to have his vote, agri-

cultural shows may present the strange sight of the

future enfranchised peasant discussing with ecpial

ferviiur the merits of implements and cattle and

the prominent landscape in the fine-art tent. There

are even people who indulge in glowing antieipa-

PICTUKES AT USEDS.—IV. : AN EASTliKN BAZAAit.

(Painted by F. A. Bridgman. By Permission of A. S. Dixon, Esq.)
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tion of tliis dream ol' an emaniM]iatod and a^stliotit

Hodi^'e. It is not. [mssilile to sliavc their entliu-

siasm. The counlrynian goes

far a-field in tliese days?,

makes oxeursinns to towns

and sees as mueli of art as

he requires, and more than

sufficient for mental assimi-

lation. In the dark, smoke-

shrouded towns of the North

and Midlands it is another

matter. Here it is that loan

exhibitions are fully suecess-

I'ul and produetive of inllnite

l>enefit. In these vast dis-

tricts, where "the spreadini;'

of the hideous town " is so

rapid that places which were

formerly remote now tlireat en

amalgamation on every side,

the establishment of an art

gallery is like sunshine in .a

]il:ice whose shades are Plu-

fuuian, and whose light and

atmosphere suggest the sad

seventh circle of Dante's

vision. Here may tlie sun

of art diffuse a wholesome

and joyous radiance, pene-

(rafe the ferruginous air,

and lransf<irm the gloomy

tracts of ceaseless toil into

a semblance of the ilowery

iields of Enna ; here is abun-

dant scope for all interested

ill effecting this desirable

transformation, for all who
are aide to give assistance

in such excellent enterprise;

and here it is that the la-

bours of Mr. Dixon and others

meet with the fullest success, and their personal

endeavours the reward due to them. The ])ositi\'e

educa,tional results of the movement may be long

forthcoming, the e([ually important and more in-

terestine: end in view—the moral elevation of the

])eo]ile—is even now becoming apparent in the

awakcnino' interest in art now so "eneral, whicii

PICTUEES AT LEEDS.

{Painted hij J. S. Noble.

-V. : THE EETUKN FEOJI SPOET.

Bii rermission of A. S. Dixon, Esq.)

is one sure promise for (he future, evi'U as it is a

certain indication of the healthful inlhience of art

being ever powerful among us. This jiowerful and

])ri>gnant interest once aroused, the higher aims

mav be realised in the future.

THE "EOYAL ACADEMY" OF CHINA-PAINTING.

ALTHOUGH there is only a small, almost a private, thus the essentials of a real Koyal Academy are at

J\. school for iiainting on china at Messrs. Howell present wanting to the subject of the present paper—

and James's, and though no society has been formed the annual exhibitions in Kegent Street, Pall Mall,

which could be honoured by royal diplomas—though have bad now such a long and ])owerful indueuce

250
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ill (lr\cln|,iiio' the art i>\' iiaintlii;; on cliina, l)otli })y

amateurs and professionals, and have been honoured

by such a large measure of royal approval, that our

1.—HOESE-CHESTNTJT BLOSSOMS : A TILE-PAITEL.

(.Painted hy Ada Batibimj. In the Possessimi of E.R.H. the

Grand ln(ke of Hesse,)

title may claim to be something more than fanciful.

Her Majesty the Queen has been a patron ft-om the

first. It was quite in consonance with the spirit of

the late Prince Consort that his eldest son and that

son's wife, the Prince and Princess of Wales, and his

eldest daughter, the Crown Princess of Germany,

should from the first have shown a warm interest in

the progress of a new art, which wag not only harm-

less and charming, but opened out a congenial career

to hundreds of women. The Crown Princess of Ger-

many, then as always mindful that she is still the

Princess Royal of England, commenced in 1877 to

present an annual gold medal for the best work by a

lady amateur, and to this, which will alwaj's remain

the most coveted prize of the exhibition, she added in

1879 a silver medal for professionals. In the same

year the late Princess Alice instituted one prize for

amateurs and another for professionals (silver and

enamelled badges), which have been continued since

her death by the Grand Duke of Hesse, and the Prin-

cess Christian a prize for amateurs. In 1880 Prince

Leopold, with the Princess Mary, the Countess of Flan-

ders, and the Grand Duchess of ^lecklenburg-Strclitz,

rollowed suit. All these prizes, with the exception of

the last, have been continued to the present year.

Besides the royal prizes so many more have been

given permanently or occasionally by private ladies,

liy the proprietors of magazines, by the judges and

the founders (Messrs. Howell and James), that it would

be tedious to enumerate them ; it will be enough to

note that for the last four years the average num-
ber of prizes has exceeded twenty for each year, in

addition to diplomas of merit in three classes. These

<lipliimas have been awarded in considerable numbers,

but not without judgment, for it has been from the

first the wise practice of Messrs. Howell and James

to secure the services as judges of men possessing the

confidence of the public. The judges have always been

Academicians. The first were Messrs. E. J. Poyntcv

and Mr. E. W. Cooke. Mr. Poynter retiring, Mr.

Frederick Goodall came on, and with him have been

associt.ted, first Mr. Norman Shaw, and now for

the last three years Mr. H. Stacy Marks. Perhaps

nothing ought to present a lietter view of the \n-o-

gress of china-painting than a comparative table of

the diplomas awarded in each year; but unfortunately

for this purpose the judges have since 1881 consider-

ably raised their .standard, and the diplomas, which

reached 243 in that ycai, sank to about 90 in 1882.

Down to ISSl the figures show a yearly increa.se in

the number of diplomas, and there is no doubt that

the average merit of the exhibition has increased

rather than declined since that year. Deductions

based upon the number of works exhibited are also

delusive for a similar reason. In 1878 there were

941; in 1881, 2,062; last year (1883) the number

was 1,691. But the decrease in the number of exhi-

bitors is, I believe, mainly due to the increasing rigour

of the judges. China-painting, in fact, is, even when

judged by the statistics of this annual exhibition,

flourishing and likely to flourish. Judged by a dif-

ferent standard, that of my own experience, which

has extended over the last six years, the art within

certain limits has steadily imjiroved, and the distinc-

2.—LEEiXuN CKDAE CONES : A IILE-FAXEL.

(Painted by Ada Eanhury. In the Possession of U.I.H. the

Croicn Princess of Germani/.)

tion between amateur and professional work has as

steadily diminished. Progress hitherto is undoubted;

the only fear is that it may have culminated.

My first surprise, though I cannot recollect

precisely whether it was at one of these exhibi-
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tioiis or not, wms caused by two altogether healthy

and charming rounds by Mrs. Sparkes, the wife

of the man who has perhaps done more than any

other artist or teacher in England to develop the

art of painting on china. If her name does not shine

in the list of prize-takers at Alessrs. Howell and

James's, it is only because she has not cho.sen to enter

the arena. Only the other day I saw two charm-

ing pictures of hers, groups of children in sunny

landscapes, admirable in technique, and full of that

delightful sympathy with child-life which marks all

her work. These were sufficient to show that the

painter of the " Blackberrying " of some six or

seven years ago has increased rather tiian diminished

in her gentle power. At the same time or a year

after it was that another round cansed me some

unexpected pleasure. This was the Countess of

Warwick's profile of "Lady Eva Greville" (sur-

rounded, if I forget not, with softly-painted ajiplc-

blossom), which took the Crown Princess's gold

medal in 1S7S. It took it worthily, moreover.

If any one had wished to detect a touch of

favouritism in this or any other of the awards that

have been made subsequently, they would have been

disai)pointed. It was the best piece of amateur work

in that exhibition ; and unless the enchantment which

distance of memory lends deceive me, I doubt if the

same prize has been carried off by any much more

worthy work since. In two important qualities at

least—simplicity and distinction—it could scarcely

be excelled. This year had not one surprise only,

for the solidly modelled and brilliantly painted tiles

of Miss Ada Hanbury (professional), representing the

fruit and blossom of the horse-chestnut and Lebanon

cedar cones, approached more nearly to nature than

perhaps any previous work upon china. (Reproduc-

tions of these two charming works— I and 3—accom-

pany the ])resent text ; for permission to use them

—

as for the use of our engravings from Miss Coleman,

Miss Spiers, and Miss Strutt—we are indebted to

the proprietors of The Queen, a journal to which

the art is very greatly beholden.) There was also

the very ingenious design of "Tlie Angler Caught,"

by Mr. E. L'lngstaffe (amateur), in which an "angler"

fish was represented as enmeslied in the tentacles of

a cuttle-fish or octopus ; and this gave a hope, but

imperfectly fulfilled, that the exhibitions in Regent

Street might be enlivened by many such essays in

the decorative grotesque. Amongst the other ex-

liiliitcn-s and jirize-takers of this year were several

names which have become associated with work of

a very distinct, jiersonal, and delightful sort. Fur in-

stance, there was Miss Everett Green amongst the

amateurs, whose "Study in Green," a spray of l)lack-

thorn (with, if I remeniljer rightly, some bcautil'ully

drawn insects) against a deep apple-green ground,

took the first prize in 18S0; and amongst profes-

sionals there were Miss Lmnie Watt, JNIiss Florence

Lewis, and Miss Charlotte Spiers.

The year 1H79 was marked by the appearance of

an amateur, Mr. Percy Anderson, whose "Classical

Head " made a very distinct impression. It was

grand in style, with a certain poetic mysticism as

of Dante Rossetti or Burue Jones. This was a

surprise, which has been followed up Ijy man}' other

heads by the same artist, poetical in conception if

not (juite perfect in draughtsmanship. Mrs. George

Stapleton's conventional " Sunflowers " and one of

Miss W^elby's refined heads are also among the

pleasant memories of this year. But to detail all the

contributions to these exhibitions, which from year to

year have given some new pleasure, even if the list

were confined to those which seemed to expand the

domain of this minor art, would be tedious. It is

necessary to proceed liy a more summary method to

give some notion of its scope.

The direction which it has taken in England

amongst amateurs has been decorative in the sense of

providing effective bits of decoration for a room, but

not purely decorative in the sense of decorating pieces

of china. The china has been treated mainly as a

thing to be hidden, not beautified—as a piece of

paper, in fact, or a canvas, or anything else on which

a painting could be executed ; the only difference

between the paintings on china and those on other

materials has been that their aim has been mainly

ornamental. They are, as it were, the flowers of

art, intended to brighten the atmosphere of ordinary

life with the perpetual presence of grace and colour.

The tendency of them has, however, been rather

towards the pictorial than the ornamental side, and

in many works, especially in landscape and figures,

they have pushed as far towards the complete imi-

tation of nature and the suggestion of human sen-

timent as the materials allowed. Nevertheless the

great bulk of them have not only been fiower-like in

their (jualities of attraction^ but have been devoted to

the representation of flowers, and other inanimate

objects of a graceful and bright kind, such as grasses

and fruit and birds. These have been treated in

every possible way, from the "picture" with light

and shade and atmosphere complete, to the other

pole of what is called "convention"— the construc-

tion of flat ornament by the arbitrary arrangement

of forms suggested by natural grnwths. In the

latter form of art English ladies have not shown

much genius or enthusiasm. The distinction between

pictorial and nrnamcnfal art is still so inisunderetood

that even last year's exhibition contained several

hybrid productions, of whicii the result was neither

a jilatc iii>r a |(ielure, neither useful nur ornamental,

neither lit to hold strawberries ncr tn han<r cm lhc
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wall. But between these two jidles of nature and

convention, which may be illustnited worthily Ijy

3.—DI VEKNON : A BOUND.

(Painted by Charlotte Spiers.)

the " Lebanon Cedar Cones " of Miss Ada Hanbury

(1878) on the one hand, and the "Conventional

Pyrethrums" of Miss A. M. Harrison (1881) on the

other, there has been any amount of beautiful uncon-

ventional but decorative flower-work, in which with-

out altering the colour or natural growth of the

flowers they have been grouped and arranged against

grounds of different colours with due regard to the

shape of the panel or plate or plaque upon which

they were painted, so as to produce the charming

harmonies of form and colour. It is difficult to

over-estimate the influence of Japanese decoration

upon these works of English ladies. Whether sim-

plicity be the aim, as in the works of Miss Everett

Green, where a flowery spray or a bianch bearing a

company of little birds stretches across a field of

modulated colour, with or without the suggestion of

a moon, whether the desire is for wealth and abun-

dance, as in the superb congregations of blooms

which jNIiss Florence Lewis knows so well how to

paint, this influence can be traced. It was not the

intention of English ladies, perhaps, to be purely

decorative—to use but one plane and to do with-

out light and shade ; but they have learnt how to

arrange and present flowers, &c., with something

of Oriental judgment and splendour. Their aim

has been intermediate between the picture and the

ornament, and they may claim to have founded some-

thing like a new school, shunning the inartistic labo-

riousness of old English flower-painting and striving

towards the masterly effectiveness of Japan.

To the names already mentioned in connection

with such flower-painting should be added,

at least, those of Miss Lucy Whitaker, who

has also shown a talent for conventional de-

sign. Miss R. J. Strutt, of whose skill we

give an example (6), Miss E. Chatfiekl, ]\Iiss

E. T. Hall, Miss A. Beard, INIiss K. Kirk-

man, Miss Barber, and Lady Bromley; but

the number of accomplished painters of this

class is too great to admit of any selection

which would not exclude many far above

mediocrity.

In pure landscape I rcgivt to have missed

for some years the name of iSIiss E. Lewis,

whose pictures of 188U were amongst the most

notable efforts in the decorative representation

of scenery contributed by an English lady to

these exhibitions. For works of this class

they have depended mainly on the genius of

a few French artists, the most powerful of

whom are M. Domenic Grenet (now rivnlled

by M. J. Gautier) and M. Mallet. And here

it will be convenient to mention the other

foreign artists who have contributed so much

to the brilliance of the annual show. M.

Leonce (^I. Mallet's well-known colleague), a painter

incomparable in his way, besides his great technical

skill in the decorative treatment of "still life,"

-1.

—

doba: a eototd.

(Palntal bu Hi'' '"'f Rebecca Culeman. In the rosscssion of

II. It. II. the Prince of Wales.)

possesses a genius for seizing the character of birds

and fishes unexcelled perhajis by any artist of any

time born out of Japan. To the list of distinguished
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forejo-n visitors must be aJded ^IJnu". jNIerkel Heine,

M. Egoroff, M. Ciuost, M. Bourg-cot, M. Rosl, ami

5.—THE BIKD S NEST. A EOUNll.

(Painted by Liutiic M'att.)

M. Clair. The lieiuls oi^ M. Clair are a great contrast

to those iu favour with the lady artists of England.

The former are dashing, romantic, effective, strange

in colour, full of bravura and c/uqne ; the latter quiet

and simple, and generally homely or classical iu

feeling'.

Our illustrations (o and 1) give a good notion of

the style of Miss Charlotte Spiers and Miss Rebecca

Coli'niau. The loss which this branch of china-

jiainting has sustained by the death of the latter

is not easily overestimated. In skill of handling,

in the bright purity of her tints, she was unequalled.

The last work of hers which I have seen was like a

lainliow. Tliere can be no doubt about the delicate

liiiisli (if the work of Miss Scott Smith, who took the

(.'rown Princess's gold medal for amateurs two years

ago and the silver medal for professionals in 1883; but

in distinction, decorative sense, and feeling for colour

her work seems to me to be wanting when cotnpared

with that of former favourites like jMiss C. Spiers,

Miss Marion Gemmell, and Miss E. AVolby. The

heads of the th'st two are similar in some ways ; thi-re

is a sort of "family resemblance" which ])artially

disappears on closer acquaintance. Both choose

handsome, healthy, and natural faces, gentle aud

retined. Those of the former are the more severe in

design, the more occupied in thoiight; those of the

latter freer in trealment, more romantic in sentiment.

Both artists produce beautiful work, thoroughly

English and pure, aud masterly also, if such an

epithet can be applied to designs which are

femiuine iu the best sense of that word.

Miss Welby's treatment of girlish beauties

in graceful attitudes and charming draperies

is more ideal aud more purely decorative.

She has a light and gentle faiwy, and stands

almost alone among her sister artists.

The last English artist I can mention here

is ]\Iiss Linnie Watt, whose dainty pictures

of English country, enlivened with not less

charming or less English figures of girls and

children (5), remind oue (with a difference)

of the delicate water-colours of Mrs. Ailing-

ham. Much that is characteristic of the

tender beauty of woodlaud and meadow she

has learnt how to suggest with a simple ex-

pressive touch specially suited to her materials

and the decorative character of her work.

I would have named her amongst the artists

of landscape but for her iigures, and amongst

the figure-painters but for her landscapes. But

it is impossi-

ble to divorce

one from the

other, for the

figures are

uot "introduced,"

but seem—as in the

charming example we

have engraved — to

form an organic part

of her conceptions.

Taken altogether, the

decorative pictures of

Miss LinnieWatt are

perhaps the most

novel and satisfac-

tory product of the

taste for paintings

on china in England.

They are specially

fitted for daily com-

])auionship, eloquent

of grace and beauty

wlii'n appealed to, and

at other numients

silently adding by

their light and colour

to the general cheer-

fulness of the room.

The exhil)ition

last year at Messrs.

Howell and James's «.—spkino. a panel.

of a lew specimens (ruinkd by Itosa Jmiuson Slrutt.)
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oF tin- skill nf tlu" Ciiiciiinati Pottciy Cluli slumlil

not bo witliiuit its iniluenee upon English lady

aniali'iirs. Altlioug-b in "paintings on china" the

laltci- ma}' excel, in decoration of china their

American sisters can teach them much. The clnb

have, moreover, proved that under-glaze painting

is not out of the reach of the amateur. The

president of the club. Miss Louise McLaughlin,

has, indeed, jiublished a eaiiital little book on

the subject. Both conventional design and under-

glaze painting have been cultivated in England

mainly by 'professionals, and I would suggest that

(wo or more of the many prizes now offered at the

exhibition in Waterloo Place should be devoted to

the encouragement of these practices by English

amateurs. Cosmo Monkhouse.

THE EXHIBITION OF THE EOYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

HE interest of the present ex-

hibition of the Royal Scottish

Academy is due rather to the

average excellence of the works

shown than to any features of

verv cxce]itional and striking

power. Lhilike the exhibition

of the Glasgow Institute, it

is rather exclusively a display of British talent.

The members of the Academy maintain a fair stan-

dard of work, but none of them startle and delight

us by the display of new and unexpected powers;

and it is in the work of the younger painters that

we find the most distinct and pleasing signs of pro-

gress and of increasing skill. The unusual number

of figure-pictures by the younger men is one of the

most marked characteristics of the exhibition.

In its coml)iuation of accomplished technique and

vigorous melodrama the "James II. and the Duke of

INIonmouth " of jNIr. Pettie, which occupies a place

of honour in the Great Room, is perhaps the master-

piece of the exhibition; but this, like most of the in-

teresting contributions by ilillais, Tadema, Orchard-

son, Herkomer, and Oakes, is already too well

known in London to call for special comment. Mr.

Pettie, ho\\-ever, shows a fresh subject, a "Young

Ijaird
"—the ilaxen-haired model in his " Eugene

Aram"—rabbit-hunting with a village companion;

and an Aberdeen collector sends an iniexhibited ex-

ample by Mr. .Millais, "The Convalescent" —-a

white-clad child seated in a shadowed room, and

holding in her hands a few blossoms of sweet-pea.

The two important, but not recent, pictures by

the President, " The Antiquary and Lovel," and

" Hudibras ami Ralph Visiting the Astrologer," dis-

play the capital finish of Sir Fettes' handling in its

expression of still-life detail, a class of work which

he has of late years abandoned (we are glad to note)

in favour of landscape work, on a small scale, in

water-colour. An " Oberon and the ^lermaid" ex-

hibits the fine draughtsmanship of Sir Noel Paton.

^Ir. R. M'Gresor is an artist whose wav of work

—

his harmonious and restricted tonality, his truth of

rehition, and the direct and simple way in which he

treats the commonest things of rustic life—would

seem to indicate the influence of foreign aims and

methods. He is seen to advantage in his " Cranberry

Gatherers"—a group of village children seated in a

pine wood ; but in " The Blind Pedlar" his art takes

a new departure in the extended scale of figures, which

are treated with excellent simplicity and touched with

tender feeling. We have pathos and effectively con-

trasted expression in Mr. Herdman's aged veteran

and his daughter, who contemplate " His Old Flag"

as it hangs in shreds in a village church ; and jNIr.

R. Gibb's "Schoolmates" deals successfully with the

terrors, the heroism, and the self-sacrifice of active

service. The art of Mr. AA'. B. Hole, which has

alwavs been individual and dramatic, seems to have

changed somewhat in its scope, and gained new

characteristics : the result, doubtless, of recent work

from nature. In "The Fill of Two Boats " we have

breatlth, good colour, a good subject, and a fine sense

of the free open air of morning. A clever ball-room

scene by Mr. C. M. Hardie errs in being rather un-

pleasantly hot in tone and colour.

Some of the best landscape-work of the exhibition

comes from Messrs. J. C. Noble, W. D. jNI'Kay, and

J. Lawton AVingate. In the Great Room three of

the first-named artist's subjects are hung near each

other, and their proximity emphasises the variety of

Air. Noble's method, his power of dealing with the

moods of nature. In one we have a ruddy sunset

burning over the darkening fields ; in another a

.uinny summer coast-scene in the manner of Hook ;

while the third, " September," is a chill dreary sidj-

ject, of sombre brown ploughed laud and steel-grey

sky. Mr. M'Kay is mainly the servant of the

spring, the time of blossoms and glad grass. His

largest picture gives, with admirable truth and com-

pleteness, a stretch of Ancrum ISIoor, the foreground

o-av with whin-blossoms, amidst which a figure is

Iving basking in the spring sunshine, not yet potent

enough to melt the patches of snow which still diver-
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sifv the faint blue of tlie distant Cheviots. A smaller

suijjeet, "When the Thorn is White," is a perfect

little poem of budding trees, and children seated on

the fresh grass arranging a little hoard of i)ale prim-

roses. In his largest sul)jeet Mr. Wingate renders with

considerable truth the glitter of sunshine on tossing

leaves, while a small stack-}ard subject is remarkable

for silvery colour and delicate treatment of detail.

Among the more important of the portraits are

works by Messrs. George Reid, Herdman, Lorimer,

and James Irvine^ and the powerful " Archibald

Forbes " of !Mr. Herkomer, who contriljutes (to the

Water-Colour Room) his well-known "Ruskin.^' Here,

too, are a large interior of Siena Cathedral and several

vivid Pompeian suVijeots by Mr. ^\ . (i. Lockhart.

Tlic figures are jioor and inadequate; but the bas-

reliel's in the iirst are su])erbly handled, and the

textures of the tiles and the base are superior to the

good, work of Mr. Alma Tadema himself. Excep-

tionallv good, too, and very finely artistic, are the

tesselated pavements and the feeling for the faded

decorations in the Pompeian subjects.

THE LOWER THAMES.— III.

THE railway bridge between Cannon Street.and of Europe. From hero the travelling foreigner most

Southwark (i.) is, on the whole, the soundest frequently gets his fir.st intelligible glimpse of the

and the most sightl\- of the vast iron structures greatness and the majesty of London. As his train

which connect the north and the south banks of the slackens speed he gains sight of the towers of ^^ est-

Thames. As we glide beneath, its great round

pillars seem as if they might sui)port the weight of

a pyramid. Overhead there is the continuous rumble

of trains, for Cannon Street Bridge seems to share

this peculiarity with its nearest neighbour—that

tliere is never any hour of the night or day when it

is clear of traffic from end to end. It is the first link

of the chain which lunnects us with the cuntinent

forests of glittering masts.

minster, and the dome of

St. Paul's, and the llaming

crown (if llie Moiiuiiieut—
westward, of innumerable

s|)ires, ami e.istward, of

It is the centre ol

London to which our river has at length brt)Ught

us. By-and-by, when we have shot between the

piers of London Bridge, we shall iind ourselves

among the shipping of the greatest port in the

world. Every year six thousand steamers and five

thousand sailing vessels make their way into the

Thanus, and wl'.erj Camion Street Bridge (i.) strides
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ponclcrnusly nordss llie vivev we may hear alike at

iiio-lit anil in ilaytime the shonts of lio-htermen who

are transferring; tlieir ear^'oes to warehouse and w^harf.

Here the dumh-baro-e monopolises an undue share of

the stream. It is the most rudimentary of vessels

and tlie most ugly. Its habit is to float upwai-d

with the tide, to get in the way of passing steamers,

and to make believe that it is just on the point of

being run down. The one man on board is to lie

seen, now fore and now aft, working a ponderoiis oar,

utterly careless of mankind, and indifferent alike to

remonstrance and persuasion. When the tide goes

down, the dumb-barge quietly grounds on the mud
on the Southwark side, or rests itself on the shingle

between Cannon Street Station and St. Paul's Pier.

Its carrying capacity is in singular contrast to the

holding capacity of the tall, many-storeyed ware-

houses, plethoric of small windows, to which it

ministers. It seems to belong to a time when com-

merce was less busy and hurried of aspect, when the

acquisition of wealth was not incompatible with

leisure ; yet it

]ierforms its

work well, il

with undue slow-

ness, and the

value of what

it transfers from

the docks to

the warehouses

a1)ove London

E r i d g e m u s t

amount to many
millions a year.

AVhere' the

Cannon Street

Bridge plants its

i'eet in South-

wark is Bank-

side, a jilace

which is very

disagreeable and

s<|ualid, and very

ililTcrent from

what it must

have been when

t1ie rank :in(l

fashion of Eliza-

beth's day were

carried thitherto

witness the dramas of one "William Shakespeare.

^'ery near to where the Globe Theatre must ha\-e

stood, the ground is covered by a famous brewery.

Much of what has been called " Outcast London "

huddles together on spots which were familiar to

Marlowe, to Massinger, to Ben Jonson, and to

Beaumont and Fletcher. This dreary, evil-smelling

wilderness of brick and stone is teeming with

literary associations. Just beyond the great ware-

houses John Gower lies, in the church which he

is said to have rebuilt. The Tabard Inn stood a

little further along, on the other side of the way;

and hard by Mr. Pickwick made the acquaintance

of Sam Weller. ^^ilat a change the years have

made ! Even the river, which is here stockaded in,

seems to lose much of its beauty in the shadow

which is cast upon it from the squalid and reeking

neighbourhood wliicli was once so gay and fashion-

able and illustrious.

It was a habit of Wenceslaus Hollar, who died in

1C77, to ascend the tower of St. Saviour's Church

and draw jiictures of London. Careful artist as he

was, he did not do his work more completely than

Mr. Seymour has done his in the drawings Avhieh

accompany this little note on the Lower Thames.

In this last series of sketches we have an almost con-

tinuous panorama of the north bank from Cannon
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Street to the Towor^tlie end o£ London Bridge and

Fishmongers' Hall (ii.),the Monument and Freshwater

AVharf (iii-)) Billingsgate and the Custom House (iv.).

At the " Towers of Julius, London's lasting shame,"

as Gray has called them, the artist has stopped short,

in the distance, looking as high as the Cheviots. The
Tower was then almost as promiiient an object as

Old St. Paul's. The river looks splendidly calm

and clear ; and there is a three-masted vessel above

bridge, a thing which surely could not have been,

THE lOWER THAMES.—HI. : FKESHWATEK WHAKF.

probably esteeming them already too familiar, even seeing that (lie tide sweltered thr.mgh tlu' liu.ldled-

to those who have never visited the time-honoured up arches and made the ])assage dillicult and dan-

walls. There is a drawing of " London Bridge from gerous, sometimes even fatal. The ships seem most

Southwark, before the Great Fire," in Leigh Hunt's to have sought (lie Soutliu;irk side. Xnw Ihey

pleasant book on " The Town." St. Saviour's duster chiefly in front of IJiliingsgat.-, where, almost

Church stands massively in the foreground, towering any day, are to lie seen several steamers of moderate

grandly upward, not almost hidden out of sight as it size, .v little licet ..f i>ut.h g;dli..ts, and a line of

is now. The Middlesex hills are to be seen ranging tugs come in fr.nii the lisliiiig in (he North Sea.

251
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Those who would see Billingsgate aright slioukl

rise even earlier than when
" The city . . . doth like a garment wear

The beauty of the morning;"

before the last houseless tramp has risen from his

stony bed in one of the recesses of the bridge, or the

lamps have ceased to twinkle along the river-side, or

more than dim shadows are discernible through the

mists which cling, " like a face-cloth to the face," to

the surface of the Thames. Billingsgate is awake

almost as early as Covent Garden. Leaning over

London Bridge (ii.)

when the first beam

of sunlight shivers

downwards and

breaks into sparkles

on the river,one may
dimly discern two

streams of white-

jacketed figures,

one rushingupward

to the market and

one dowTiward to

the boats. They

seem to be hurrying

for dear life, and

until the morning-

is at least two hours

older there will be

no break in those

restless streams of men. On Billingsgate quay they

jostle against each other and swear. "Nautical terms

are mingled with London slang,'' wrote ^Ir. Sala six-

teen years ago; "fresh mackerel competes in odour

with the pitch and tar ; the light-strained rigging

cuts in dark indigo relief against the sky ; the

whole is a confusion, slightly dirty but eminently

picturescpie, of ropes, s^jars, baskets, oakum, tarpaulin,

fish, canvas trousers, osier baskets, loud voices,

tramping feet, and ' perfumed gales,' not exactly

from ' Araby the blest.' " And that describes Bil-

lingsgate no .V, but not all that is to be seen when the

gentle light steals downward and makes this scene of

bustle and business plain, for the Thames is nowhere

so eerily beautiful as in the Pool when it is lighted

by the dawn.

The Custom House (iv.) is a clear space of shining

white stone in a dusky setting of smoke-dried walls

and slated roofs. Seen from London Bridge it plays

the same part in the picture as does Somerset House

from Waterloo. The smoke of the river steamers

cannot blacken it, for the soft leprous-looking stone

crumbles at its touch ; and so, by the manner in

which it stands out from its surroundings, the Custom

House draws the eye more towards it than is justitied

either by its size or its style. The quay in front is a

THE LOWER THAMES.
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public promenade, frequented by nursemaids, retired

tish-salesmen, and those half-labourers half-tramps

who are always "on the look-out for a jo'i," and

have the happiest knack of not finding it. At the

commencement of their new year the Jews come

here to pray, in remembrance of that captivity when

they sat down by the waters of Babylon and wept.

Here, too, once came the poet Cowper, insane, and

trembling at the wrath of God. It was his inten-

tion to commit suicide, " but," he afterwards wrote,

" I found the water low, and a porter sitting on

some goods there,

as if on purpose to

prevent me. This

passage to the bot-

tomless pit being

mercifully closed

against me, I re-

turned to the coach."

And a very sensi-

ble thing, too !

This reminis-

cence of Cowper

calls to mind an-

other poet of more

cheerful soul, that

great and perfect

artist, Geoffrey

Chaucer. It wasIHE CrSTO.M HOUSE.

on this very spot

that he fulfilled those official duties which, it has

been somewhat doubtfully said, brought him iuto

financial difficulties. He was the first controller of

Customs in England, and it may well have been that

as he watched from some loophole of the Custom

House a band of pilgrims riding slowly, yet withal

merrily, over London Bridge, there came to him the

first thought of that scheme which he carried out in

the "Canterbury Tales." Probably the "Tabard,"

the roof of which must then have been within sight

from the north bank of the river, • was his own

favourite house, and it may be that on many an

evening his stoup of wine has been handed to him

bv that very landlord of whom he says :

—

"A large man was he with eyghen stepe,

A faircre hurgeys is ther noon in Chepe
;

Bold of his speche, and wys and well-i-taught,

And of manhede lakkede he right nought."

" He was a right merry man," adds Chaucer ; and

of that he doubtless had frequent experience, being

not himself disinclined to mirth, but rather, as be-

came the great ancestor of Shakespeare and Scott

and Dickens, endowed with a capacity of cheerful-

ness so sound and generous, so large-hearted and

universal, that it keeps his work as fresh and human

as when it was written some five hundred yeai"s ago.
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London Bridge once passed, we find a strikino-

difference in tlie character of the building's on Thames

side. A little higher up the river they were almost

comically tall and narrow ; here they become gigan-

tic—vast granaries, warehouses in whicdi the cargoes

of a whole fleet might be stowed away. Mr. Sey-

mour has drawn for us one of the most interesting

of these (in.), the last great building to be seen

before we reach the Tower. On the south side they

stretch dowai the bank of the river to Rotherhithe,

so that we get no glimpse of the crowded centres of

population lying beyond, except through narrow pas-

sages leading down to stairs still frequented by the

boats of the watermen. It is in these stupendous

warehouses that a discerning eye may perceive the

origin of the greatness of England. They are the

perpetually visible signs of our wide-spreading com-

merce. To fill them, ships are scouring all the

seas. From here mystic influences radiate to the

plains of Central Asia, to the heart of China,

to the far western states and the crowding repidj-

lics of the New World. For the number of ships

ascending its river, and for the weight of cargoes

disburdened on its wharves, Liverpo(.il is altogether

insignificant beside London. What an amazing, con-

fusing, almost terrifying sight (v.) is the Pool—

a

tangle of masts, a wilderness of spars and cordage, an

apocalypse of smoke and steam and water and cloud,

a pell-mell of noble argosies and homely shallops, the

trysting-place of all the ensigns of the world. Its

traffic is like that of one of our most crowded streets.

Steamers, sailing ships, barges, tugs, wherries, ferry-

boats, all seem to be engaged in evading each

other, and not always with complete success. Truly

enough, this is, as one of the guide-books says, " the

most striking and characteristic feature of the river."

And yet every day it is becoming less so, for the

commerce of London is changing its focus. New
docks have been constructed beyond the Isle of Dogs,

new docks are being constructed at Tilbury ; and

the sreat vessels comingr from the East are beins

gradually intercepted before the lights of London

come in sight, so that soon only the smaller steamers

and sailing ships will find their way into the Pool.

As we shoot down the river we shall pass

A\'apping Old Stairs—and many a place rendered

famous in song and story. This is the historic

Thames—that portion of the great river whose inc-

turesqueness has been overlooked because of its asso-

ciations. Wapping Old Stairs—the scene of Dibdin's

sweetest ballad, and surely one of the sweetest and

truest songs in all English

—

" When I vowed that I still would continue the same,

And gave you the hacca-bo.v marked witli my name "

—

have been replaced by stepis of modern and ]irosy

construction. The passage which leads t<j them is

darkened on one side by a gigantic wharf, but on the

other we have Wapping at its best and (piaintest. It

is a congeries of strange, old, weather-beaten houses,

the river fronts of which are shored up by moss-

engreened timber. Their windows are generally

bowed, so that one sitting therein may look up and

down stream at his will. Much gorgeous ])aint has

at one time or another been expended on walls and

doors and windows, but it has been softened and

subdued by time. Now it harmonises well with the

shining green piles, and does not put out of coun-

tenance the brown sails of the barges that are drawn

up on the shore. On a sjn-ing day, when there is

neither too much nor too little sun, the river is at this

point as beautiful as Venice, and less austere. How
pleasant does this apjjcarance of age, do these signs

of dilapidation, appear from our station in the centre

of the stream 1 What beautiful, what indescribable,

colour there is among this accumulation of barges

and piers and half-ruinous habitations ! A great

novelist has found most of beauty and romance in

Rotherhithe, with its quiet streets, its great timber

ponds, its intersecting canals. As for me, I prefer

Wapping, ancient and out-of-elbows, and doubtless

disreputable, but \vith a beauty of its own which is

worthy for some poet to sing.

Here the -river brciadens, and has odd curves, so

that the buildings which still extend along its banks

make vast semicircles, as if enclosing a lake. The

wind has free play, too, and the water, swooning past

with a billowy motion, tumbles in white breakers

on the farther shore. At intervals on each side of

the river one discerns the moss-grown ribs of some

ancient wreck, towed u\> stream to be broken to

pieces and then to rot. The past of English shipping

is occasionally recalled by some small forsaken " coffiu

ship," anchored to a buoy; its present, if the tide is

up, is represented by great steamers, lying sideways

and making to or from the docks. As we approach

more nearly the Isle of Dogs we grow confused

among the pressure of ships. " Two lines of masts,

one raking one way, the other the other, cross and

puzzle the eye to sepiarate their weaving motion and

to assign the rigging to the right vessel. White

funnels aslant, dark funnels, red funnels rush between

them ; white steam curls upwards ; there is a hum,

a haste, almost a whirl, for the commerce nt' the

world is crowded into the hour of the full tide.

These great hulls, these crossing masts a-rnke, the

interfangled rigi^-ing, the background of black barges

drifting downwards, the lines and rijiplo of the water

as the sun comes out, if \im look too steadily, daze

the eyes and cause a sense of giddiness. It is so

dilUcult to realise so nnich ma.«s—so much bulk

—

UKiving S(i swiftly, and in so intcrtangicd a man-

ner; a mighty dance (if tlmusands (if Imis—gliding.
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slipping, drifting onwaixls, yet without apparent

effort. Thousands upon thousands of tons go by

like shadows, silently, as if the ponderous hidls had

no stability or weight ; like a dream they float past,

solid and yet without reality. It is a giddiness to

watch them." So Mr. Ricliard Jefferies has lately

wi-itten ; and though the picture grows less like day

by day, as the commerce of the river stays its tide

further downwards, it will be long yet before the

huge and populous docks on either hand of us are

altogether deserted.

"To Greenwich by water," says Pepys, "and

there landed at the King's House, which goes on slow,

but is very pretty. . . . Away to the king, and

back again with him in the barge, hearing him and

the duke talk, and seeing and observing their manner

of discourse. And, God forgive me, though I admire

them with all the duty possible, yet the more a man
considers and observes them, the less he finds of

difference between them and other men." To Green-

wich we have come by the same route as the inde-

fatigable Samuel, seeing much that he saw, and

much more of which he never dreamed. That new
house begun by King Charles II. was never finished.

In course of time it became Greenwich Hospiital, of

which jNIr. Seymour (vi.) has given us a very beauti-

ful drawing. It is hospital no longer-, but a Royal

Naval College, where officers above the rank of mid-

shipman are instructed in all theoretical and scientific

branches of study that have any bearing upon their

profession. Beyond the hosjiital lies Cable Street,

a piece of old Greenwich, very characteristic of the

ancient architecture of Thames side. The bay win-

dows project so far that the houses seem to be half-

undermined by the tide. From here one sees to the

best advantage the Thames barges, the most attrac-

tive of all craft, as they sail upward with their canvas

stretched like the wings of great sea-birds. Here,

also, one may watch the sun as it sinks westward,

flooding Greenwich Reach with marvellous colour,

and making poems out of the dim crescent of houses

which cluster along the distant shore. As the light

thickens a vast merchant ship steams past, dark and

formidable and silent. It is going, as the river

goes, to the great sea.

Night settles down veiy strangely and mysti-

cally on the Thames. It is not as if the sun went

out of the sky, but as if multitudinous mists rose

upward, to swiru through baths of glorious colour,

and finally to drown the light. As the last tremu-

lous flush of orange is obscured, great chains of

lamps begin to gleam, and along the banks the

river seems to be stockaded with thin, trembling

pillars of flame. And with the darkness a great

silence has come, only broken now and then by the

soft plash of oars, or the quick, short panting of a

steam-tug labouring against the tide. The noise of

the greatest of European cities seems to have been

THE LOWER THAMES.—V. : THE POOL.
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gatliered up into a common tHrob, rendering the mystery o£ dreams. The day is done, and our task

stiUness of the river more impressive and intense, ends with the day. And so, farewell, O Thames,

THK LOWEE THAMES.- GREENWICH HOSPITAL.

The hull of an approaching steamer looms by in flowing towards the gates of morning

—

the darkness. Occasionally, lights shoot athwart

the silent stream. The prospect favours that kind

of contemplation in which thought is banished

by feeling, and nothing seems clear or real, and

one is only conscious as in the strange and solemn

Fii'st the channel's racing brine ; then old Ocean the divine
;

Wide white waves, the luminous line
;

Sails that quiver

Toward the sunlight, tlying free, seeking peril, seeking glee

;

Lose th5'Self in England's sea,

Famous river." AaIION WaTSON.

—*yS!^*oim^ > •

THE LACE SCHOOL AT BURANO.

BURANO, as we all know, is one of that little

groTip of islands in the Adriatic of which

Venice is the chief. Since the decline of the lace

trade, fishing has been the sole resource of the little

town, a shifting anchor for a whole people to rely

on; and hunger and want were well-known visitors to

the Buranelli, for whom every spell of bad weather,

every continued frost, was a real calamity. The

winter of 1872 was a season of exceptional severity.

The frost stopped the fishing tratle
;

poverty in

Burano gave place t(j utter destitution, and had it

nijt Ijcon for jiublic charity the unhajjpy j^eople

must have died of cold and hunger. The misery

of the poor creatures starving in their iee-bovind

prison touched all hearts ; the call for help wan so

generously responded to that after the immediate

distress had been relieved a considerable sum of

money still remained in the hands of the promoters

of the subscription. This they resolved to devote

to founding some industry which should prevent the

recurrence of such a time of distress. Some scheme

^^•as tried and failed ; and then Signor Fambri, of

the II. College of Venice, projiosed the revival of

the lace tratle. In one of his many philantiiropie

visits to Btn-ano, Signor Fambri had discovered old

Cencia Scarjiaridla, now between seventy and eighty

years of age; had found that she still continued to

make the beautiful Burano lace; and after much

thought' had concluded that under licr tuilion the

industry might be revived. To achieve a success

it would be necessary to secure the jiatronage of

influential ladies who had shown themselves inte-

rested in tlif distress of the ))oor islanders. .Vccord-

ingly the present Queen of Italy, then Princess
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Margaret of Piedmont, was written to and asked to

afcept the presidentship of the Burano lace school,

and the Conntess Marcello was induced to become

its vice-president ; other ladies of position and in-

(luence interested themselves in the work; and to

their efforts, and more especially to the untiring zeal

and personal influence of the Countess Marcello, the

success of the work is greatly due. They hunted up

fine old patterns, they visited the schools, they wore

the laee, they spread its fame abroad, they made

themselves lace agents—in short, in every possible

way they brought the lace into notice. More than

this, they encouraged only the making of good work,

they took care that the lace should be worthy of

their patronage; they wished to found an industry,

not to prop up a charity, and they have thoroughly

succeeded. Many of these ladies retain their pris-

tine interest in this good work : to the Conntess

Marcello the school is still her eighth son
;

the

trouble she takes for it is still to her a pleasure;

she has its interest as much at heart now as she had

the day it was started.

Looking back it does not seem a very hopeful

beginning : one old teacher almost past work, and

eight pupils -as ignorant of lace-making as are the

majority of young English girls. The pupils, how-

ever, were chosen for their intel-ligence, and among

them was Signora Anna Bolario d'Este, the mistress

of the Burano girls' school, who by dint of devoting

every spare moment to the work soon became a first-

class lace-maker. She was a better teacher, too, than

poor old half-blind Cencia, who had known the art

so long that she could not sympathise with fingers

less swift and skilful than her own, or minds for

which lace-making was a complicated mystery. Old

Cencia then was pensioned off, and Signora Bolario

resigned the mistress-ship of the girls' school and

assumed the management of the lace school, then

consisting of a few pupils kept together by the

payment of a daily wage, the reward of attendance.

From the very first the patterns were good. The

directors made the best possible use of the store-

house of beauty Venice possessed in the old

Renaissance patterns ; and we are probably safe in

saying that nothing vulgar, ugly, or even common-

])lace has ever come out of that Burano school. On
the other hand the trade labovired under a dis-

advantage that for long seemed imsurmountable

—

the coarseness and unevenness of any thread that

could then be found in Italy. This difficulty, which

had so much to do with the failure of the English

laee trade of the Seventeenth Century, threatened

to doom modern Bui-ano laee to an inevitable in-

feriority to old Italian and modern Brussels lace,

which is made of specially prej)arcd hand-spun thread.

Still, despite this obstacle, the little Burano school

won gold medals at the Paris Exhibition of 1867

by reason of the beauty of its designs and workman-

ship and the comparative lowTiess of its prices. But

the friends of the Burano school were not contented

with this victory. They saw that the thread of the

Flanders laces was vastly superior to any they could

procure; and in the follo^^^ng yt-ar Baron Becknnmn

visited the Belgium thread manufactories in the

interest of the Burano lace-workers, and at lengtli

discovered a thread which places modern Burano lace

on an equal footing with the old. By that time the

school had a hundred and twenty scholars, and had

ceased to make only the Burano point. Now there

are three hundred and twenty, and there are few

kinds of point they do not make.

The school is now the one clean spot in the

squalid picturesqueness of Burano. The walls are

of a light distemper, the floor of clean-scrubbed

boards ; the chairs, too, are of white wood—every-

thing is neat and fresh and simple. Out of work

hours the school is not a very jjaintable scene
;

but when it is filled with pretty lace-makers, red

or black of head, fair of face, and brilliant of

attire, then the lace school wath its rows of busy

girls is a subject worthy of Van Haanen. Seven

hours a day the lace-makers work there ; they are

paid no longer by the day, but according to the

quality and quantity of their work, the quickest and

most skilful hands earning four lire a day, though

an ordinary worker makes only about one lire daily.

Besides the true Burano point they make in the

school Old Brussels, Alenjon, Argentan, Venetian

point. Rose point. Guipure, and English point. The

name of this last lace is a fraud, for English point

was never made anywhere but in Flanders, it being

merely a very fine variety of Old Brussels whicli,

when there was an embargo on the importation of

foreign laces, English merchants smuggled into the

country and sold as English manufacture.

In the olden times each worker completed her

own piece of work ; but when, in the days of Louis

XIV., lace schools were founded in France, the

teacher in the school of Alen^on found that greater

perfection was attained if each woman kept to a

certain stitch or set of stitches. So far was this

l)rinciple carried that it used to take eighteen persons

to make each jjiece of Alenfon lace ; the number has

now, I believe, been reduced to twelve. The Burano

school is conducted on a modification of this method,

the workers being divided into seven sections. Those

of the first division trace out the patterns with a

coarse thread. The workers of the second class make

the fine net foundations for the true Burano point,

the foundations for the Alenyon and Argentan laces

being made in the third section. A fourth class

of workers are entirely employed in making the
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flowers and edgings for tliese laces, while the raised

jjarts and "brides" of the various points are

executed in the fifth division. Cleaning, examining,

and generally ]ireparing the finished laces for sale

occupies the women in the sixth section; and the

mamed workers, who are not subject to the rules

which bind the girls, compose the seventh.

A drawing-master gives lessons to the girls of

the first and fifth sections, from whom a considerable

amoimt of skill is required. Everything now is in

full swing ; there are plenty of trained workers,

plenty anxious to learn. The days when it was " a

charity " to buy the Burano laces are passed ; for

though the industry provides honest work and honest

wages to a large proportion of the female popula-

tion, the number of patrons who purchase laces with

this thought are now probably small compared to

those who buy to possess laces more lieautiful in de-

sign and execution than any that have been produced

since the Renaissance. F. ]Mabel Robixsox.

THE SWOED.*

CAPTAIN BURTON'S long-promised book on " preamble " on the origin of weapons, and chapter

the sword is now beginning to appear. This be- the thirteenth deals with " The Sword amongst the

ginning is on a scale which promises a work of almost Barbarians (early Roman Empire

stupendous magnitude. It is a solid quarto, the first

of three, and, according ti) the author, is a mere clear-

ing of the way. Cai)taiu Burton begins at the begin- religion, together with " certain advanced views of

ning with the creation of the world, or thereabouts, Egyptology." Whoever has a taste for miscellaneous

and he looks into many things. Some vears ago, reading let him fall on. He is certain of finding a

In the course

c]f his joui-ney so far Captain Burton finds time to dis-

cuss a variety of questions of archseology, morals, and

1.—NATURAL MODELS.

as he informs

tlie reader in

his "Foreword,"

which the base

vulgar call pre-

face, he sent the

earliest manu-

script to a pub-

lisher, who on

consideration

seems to have

rejected the

same, alleging

tliat he "wanted

a book on the

sword, not a trea-

tise on carte and

tier

want, . —
vengeance. Never since Diogenes Teufelsdrock wrote declined to try and define poetry on the ground

his remarkable work on clothes has a subject been that he might as well attempt to describe light, but

treated ^vith anything like the same thoroughness, he added that we know what it is. L nconsciously

All history is ransacked to illustrate the history of the doubtless (for when was he known to slurk a diffi-

sword. The friend who volunteered to annotate the cully ?) Captain BmUm shows a little of the same

work of Cede Hamete Benengeli would have been

ai)palled by the list of authorities. If it does not go

from A to Z, it at least starts with "Academy (the/'

and ends with "Colonel Yule." The nine pages of

dciuble columns lying between the two contain the

reading of an ordinary lifetime. Chapter the first is a

• " The Book of the Sword." By Kichard Burton. (London :

Chatto and Windus. 188-t.)

mass of interest-

ing facts, and

seeing many
swashing blows

at all sorts of

people, priests

by prefei'enee,

delivered by the

])ractised hand of

Captain Burton.

The advanced

views of ]']gypt-

ology and the

rest of it being

left to the eight

or ten specialists

re(|uired to deal

ree." Captain Burton at once decided that if he with them all, let us go directly to chapter seventh,

jited a book on the sword he should have it—with a headed "The Sword; What Is It?" Dr. J.>huson

disinclination to answer his own i|urstiiin. He says

much about "angles of rcsistinict' (i'orly degrees) and

of entrance (ninety degrees)," and uses many terms

of art, sueli abominable words as no (Christian ear

can endure to hear, but he does not tell us what the

sword is in its quiddity. Happily we can dispense

with learning. It is enough to know that there

are swords and swords, whereof some are beautiful
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iilid (itlicTS not.

weapniis of botll

2.—IHE GREENLAND NUHUIT.

Till' book aliouiiils ill jnctures of

kinds. Ail are meant eitlier to run

people tlirouo^h or chop them up, aud they are made

of wood, bronze,

or steel, antl

of these the

steel are mueli

to be preferred.

The question who first invented the sword is

easy to ask and impossible to answer. It has been

supposed that the first model was a leaf, perhaps a

blade of grass, and for some kinds of weapon a better

could scarcely be found ; but it is, on the whole, more

probable that the aboriginal semi-monkey who first

chipped a Hint into a stabbing or cutting-tool imi-

3. WOODEN SWOKDS FKOM BRAZIL.

tated the horn of an animal. The antelope, for in-

stance, is provided by nature with a couple of

admirable daggers. In more northern regions the

pattern may have been found in the tusks of the

walrus. Dwellers by the sea—and it was among them

that all civilisation began—could imitate the natural

weapon of the sword-fish. The first of our illustra-

tions (for which, with the others, we are indebted

to the kindness of Cap-

tain Burton's pviblishers)

shows the horn of the

narwhal and of the rhi-

noceros in their native

state. They are suffi-

ciently vigly weapons as

nature has made them

;

when art, whose function

it is to perfect nature,

as some philosopher has

doubtless observed, takes

them in hand, they be-

come uglier still—from

the point of view of the unlucky man who is to be

run through by them. Take, for instance (3),
'' The

Greenland Nuguit." This slim and elegant weapon
is a narwhal's horn, rubbed to a fine point and

inserted into a wooden handle. It would be effective

enough in the hands of a good marksman, for if the

unsharpened horn can go through a plank, as it has

done, much more

can the pointed

ivorygo through

the human sub-

ject. But it is

scarcely necessary to suppose that in all cases the

barbarian sword-maker had an animal form to

copy. The weapon may well have developed out

of the club. Our third cut (3) shows some swords

and clubs of the Brazilian Indians. It is intel-

ligible enouo-h that some ingenious Guarani or Tu-OCT O
pinamba may have, by an inspiration of genius,

hit upon the great discovery that his round lump of

wood might be made considerably more effective by

being first flattened and then sharpened at the edges;

after undergoing this operation it would not only

bruise but cut. When he had killed a few more

enemies than any other brave, and had consequently

brought the tribe a few more dinners, his model

would become pojiular. These swords of horn and

wood affm-d a fine text for reflections on the futility

of so much human industry. An ordinary seaman's

cutlass can kill far better, and yet the Nuguit or

the Brazilian sword must have required more skill to

make and have been more valuable to its possessor

than the finest blade ever forged by Andrea Ferrara

or Juan Ruiz. When the Italian or Spanish sword-

maker had done his liest he had only produced a

weapon which could easily be re]ilaced and which he

himself could teach a dozen apprentices to copy. It

was only a question of getting more iron, of having

cold water at hand, and a market to pay for his

labour. Not every Greenlander, however, could be

sure of finding a sound narwhal's horn, nor every

Brazilian a piece of hard wood fit for his purpose.

-A YATAGHAN.

It is scarcely possible for civilised man to realise the

amount of toil reiiuired to make one of the weapons

out of the rude material. From the artistic point of

\'iew they have never been surpassed. The Brazilian
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swords are ornaiiu'iited with a lino pattern, and

doubtless coloured with the natural taste o£ the

savao-e. A good specimen must have been, and

5.—JOHN SOBIESKI S DAGOEE.

(l(iul)tless in more distaiit regions still is, treasured

as a lieirloom, and fought for when its possessor died

or grew weak witli age.

Barbarous and ancient swords are only curiosi-

ties, but it must be remembered that a sword can-

not fairly be called ancient because it was in use

thousands of years ago, while certain models in-

vented in comparatively recent times are now curio-

sities of the rarest kind. The Roman broadsword

could scarcely fall out of use when once invented,

simply because it was an almost perfect weapon.

Blades of the same shape are to be seen on the

Assyrian bas-reliefs, and they have their descendants

to-day in the Spanish "machete" and our own

sailor's cutlass. Sir Samuel Baker found a tribe

erf African Arabs using the straight heavy slashing

sword of our medi;eval man-at-arms to hunt the ele-

phant. Hicks Pasha's soldiers and the garrison of

Sinkat doubtless felt the weight of some of these

swords. The curved sc3'metars in use among oriental

nations have been worn from time immemorial. On
the other hand, we hear of particular forms invented

by amateurs in the Seventeenth Century, which were

soon given up even in spite of great merits. Such

coliehemarde is said to have been an admirable

weapon to fence with, and to have fallen out of use

on account of its costliness and its supposed ugly

look when sheathed. Judging from the descrip-

tions it is possible to find a better reason for its

unpopularity. The delicacy for which it was famous

must have been more apparent than

real, for it was gained by overweight-

ing the " forte," that is the part of the

blade near the handle, and therefore

making it difficult to direct the point.

A writer with a passion for clas-

sification might plausibly divide all

swords into two great classes. The

straight weapons used for thrusting,

and the curved which are meant for

striking. The division would not be

strictly accurate. Many straight

swords have a cutting edge, and some

—the hunting swords of the Arabs

described by Sir Samuel Baker, for

instance—have no point. It is pos-

sible to thrust with a curved blade.

Indeed, most modern military swords

are slightly bent, although it is a

universally recognised truth that the

point is more effective than the edge.

Nevertheless the division would be

fau'ly accurate. The best types of

the curved weapon have been pro-

duced by oriental peoples. From the

artistic point of view nothing can be better. The

scymetars of the Persian model have a beauty of

form worthy of their material, the so-called Damas-

cus steel. The Eastern preference for a curved

blade was not artistic, but arose from certain prac-

tical considerations of an apparently plausible kind.

-A CLAYMOEE.

a sword was the "coliehemarde." This weapon was

the invention of one of the extraordinary Swedish The typical oriental warrior is always a horseman,

house of Konigsmark which produced the general and it is easier to slash on horseback than to thrust.

who sacked Prague at the close of the Thirty Years'

War, and after occupying a pretty

conspicuous place in Europe for

more than a century, ended with

the gentlemar. who was murdered

for intriguing with the wife of

George I., and in the lady who was

the mother of Maurice of Saxony,

and from whom George Sand de-

scended. Probably the inventor of

the coliehemarde was the Count

Konigsmark who figures in our own

state trials as the murderer of ^Ir.

Thvnne, in the reign of Charles II.

It was a triangular blade, very thick

near the handle, and suddenly taper-

ing to a delicate rapier point. The

2.52

Then, too, a drawing cut with a curved h\ade gives

a singularly ugly wound. But the

peoples of the East have jirobably

kept to their old I'orni of sworI

simjily because they are born to Ijo

the stupid victims of routine as the

sparks fly upwards. The Moors of

Granada went on using the same

strategy and the same weapons long

after their inferiority had been

proved to demonstration. Diego

Hurtado de Mendoza—the author of

" Lazarillo de Tormes," and father

of the picarcsfiue novel which in

time culminated in " (iil Bias"—

^

comments on their obstinacy in his

history of the Morisco revolt. The
HILTS OF RAPIEES.
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Moors, ke says, suffered terribly in the skirmishes

of that war "because they persisted in using the

edge and not the point, as the Spaniards did.

T1t6 yataghan (4)—of Byronic associations—is a

very "typical oriental weapon. It is beautiful and

withaf terrible to look at—a sharp pointed blade

with an edge on the inside curve. But it is the

sword of a nation of butchers, good for cutting

throats, but comparatively useless for purposes of

honest fighting. These oriental weapons will

always have a great value, both for their beauty

of form and their exquisite ornamentation, but

their inferiority as swords has been proved a hundred

times over.

The great military nations of Europe, when they

relied on the sword, have always used a straight

blade, and generally a short one. They sometimes

indulged in extravagant forms, such as the wavy

Hamboyant or Hame blade here illustrated (.5) Ijy the

dagger or " kris " of John Sobieski, but in the main

they kept to sound principles. The Romans made

their sword short, and doubtless did it deliberately.

Several of the barbarian nations witli which they

fought preferred a hmg sword, and suffered for it.

In a general engagement, when thousands or even

hundreds of men were charging home on one another,

a long weapon must necessarily lie difficult to use.

Tlie helplessness of pikemen when once their forma-

tion was destroyed was proved again and again in the

battles between the Macedonians and the Romans;

and centuries later, in the wars of Italy, when the

swordsmen of the Great Captain broke the " hedge-

hogs " of the Swiss infantry. And a long sword

nuist have been only a little less cumbersome than

a pike. "VVe have all seen pictures of the great

double-handled swords used by the Germans and

Swiss in the Fifteenth Century. The men who

carried them were placed in a line in front of

the ]iikes, and recpiired a clear four feet on

either side to make their swashing blows. An

enemy who came promptly to close quarters and

was not too much afraid of the first cut must very

soon have hemmed these heroes in. Indeed, the

double-handled sword had but a short day as a

general military weapon. It can only have come

into use in a time when men trusted not to their

own skill but to their armour for defence. Captain

Marryat, who passed his boyhood among the veterans

of tlie great war, says somewhere that in boarding

affairs the swordsmanship of the school was of little

use. There was neither room nor time for cutting

and guarding. The two crews were crowded togctluT

on a deck some thirty feet wide. In such a crush

only a short stabbing blade could be used. Tlie

fiercer or heavier crew of the two drove the otlicr

before it by sheer force of muscle, and then which-

ever of the two broke suffered from a certain amount

of stabbing in the back. Much tlie same sort of

thing would happen in land battles, and the fighter

whose wea])on could be used in a small space would

have a marked advantage. Oljviously that weaj^m

would be a short, straight, and pointed blade. Ac-

coi'dinglv we find that the sword of the Spanish

soldiers w-as by no means long. The weapons of

Gonsalvo de Cordova, the Great Captain, now pre-

served in the Armeria in Madrid, are neither, hilt

included, three feet long, and the battle-sword is

some inches shorter than the sword of state.

During the latter stages of its existence the sword

has fallen into comparative inferiority as a military

weapon. Its use has been confined to the cavalry

—

the most brilliant but certainly not the most imjior-

tant branch of an army. When the sword ceased to

be an arm of tlie rank and file of the infantry it

became the weapon of the gentleman, and the sign of

his social suiseriority. He was taught to xise it as a

necessary part of his education, and was supposed to

be alwavs ready to draw it. The proportion of duels

to quarrels was perhaps never so great as it is sup-

posed to have been. A very respectable list of the

combats which ought to have come off, but were

never fought, might be made from the memoirs of

the Sixteenth Century. Swaggering and lying

generally flourish in quarrelsome times, but there is

no doubt that duels were common enough, and there

were even epidemics of them. It was for the gallants

who fought in these encounters that the beautiful

rapiers of the Italian and Spanish makers were

forged, and it was for their successors that the small-

sword of the Eighteenth Century was invented.

Both are admirable weapons.

The rapier is a longish straight blade meant

for cutting and thrusting. The modern claymore

(7) represents it in a direct line of descent.

All the world has heard of an Andrea Ferrara as

the name of a sword. This maker is said to have

been an Italian who settled at Saragossa, and his

blades, or such at least as bore his mark, were long

popular in the Highlands of Scotland. The prac-

tice of forging trade-marks is not peculiar to the

Nineteenth Century, and beyond all doubt Andrea

Ferraras were made in many countries for the

northern market. They were very sufficient weapons,

and the claymore represents them so accurately that

the officer of a Highland regiment who is lucky

enough to find a good specimen may still wear it as

part of his uniform, if he has no scruples about

tlisu-racing it with the regulation hilt. The basket-

hilt has long Ijcen condemned by practical swords-

men because it confines the hand so as to make

free play of tlie wrist impossible. The original

mounts were constructed on very difl'crcnt principles.
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A wlance at our sixtli cut (6), the ijortrait oi two

iilil rapier hilts, will show that the sword-makers oi:

the old school knew how to protect the hand with-

out hamperinuf it. The hilt was by no means the

least important jsart of the arm, for it lent itself

admirably to ornamentation, and beauty was almost

as necessary as efficiency to a sword. Metal-workers

of the hio-hest rank did their host in designing

and chasing these hilts. The elaborate network of

bars shown in our illustration was frequently re-

placed by a species of bowl, to which the Spaniards

give the disagreeably suggestive name of " sangra-

dera," which is, lieing interpreted, the basin used

by the barber-surgeon when he bleeds his unlucky

patient. A guard of the same fi)rm is still used in

Italian foils and Frcuch duelling swords, but as these

are never worn it is left perfectly plain. In a fine

rapier it was frequently covered with one of the

precious metals and finely chased. The " sangra-

dera " is almost all of the rapier which has descended

to the duelling sword. This extremely pretty in-

strument is a, triangular blade, hollowed between

the edges so as to combine strength with lightness.

When properly made it is so balanced that the hilt

aud the blade are of nearly equal weight, which

makes it beautifully easy to handle.

The art of handling it is one of the greatest

dignity and difficidty. The profane should abstain

from speaking of it, and therefore it shall be passed

over here. There have been almost as many systems

of fencing as forms of sword since the first work

on the subject was written early in the Sixteenth

Century. There must have been one more or less

scientific as soon as there was a sword. The two
queer little figures given here from Caiitain Burton's

book are copied from an Egyptian jiainting, and show
two warriors of that nation playing at singlestick.

It will be seen that they have not eon(|uered the

natural weakness of man for using both hands in

a fight. Each has a splint fastened to the left arm,

which served the purposes of a buckler. The wisdom
of the Egyptians had obviously not been sufficient

to lead them to see that the left arm had much better

be behind their backs while the right was busy with

the sword. Using both practically amounts to doing

two things at once, which by general confession is

not judicious. Still it took the fighting world some

thousands of years to arrive at the truth and replace

the buckler by a tlagger. D.wid H.\nnay.

-EGYPIIAN SINGLESTICK.

"BY THE FIRESIDE."
From the Picture by J. H. Melis.

HEER MELIS has painted us a Dutch interior shadowy cradle in the corner, and in watchmg the

wearing an aspect of peace, plenty, and well- gambols of her two little ones on the floor at her

ordered simplicity. Here are three diffJrent genera- feet. They are enjoying their own small repast

tions, each in the act of enjoying themselves after at a pretty table-stool of curious workmanship. A\'e

their kind. They are quiet and commonplace have, besides, a back-view of another child jios-

folk enough, but they have the dignity of labour, sessed of stout limbs, bending over a stove or cuji-

and they become their surroundings "well. The board, in a natural unstudied yw.NV, at the far end

handsome and rather severe old woman, leaning of the room. But the details of the room and

back in her old chair by the tea-tal)le, has yielde.l its furniture are jiervadcd by a good deal of mys-

herself to slumber or to reflection, and makes a tery, for though the sun streams in, the window

]ileasant study. The old man, seen almost too is small, and the ground .shadows fall <larkl)- and

(larklv, and as a mere Idack .sl/Z/oiw/fr against the heav ily, except in the centre of the pictuiv. llcrr

light streaming in through the little window, has

also fallen into meditation over the ponderous volume

before him. The pleasant-looking, jilump young

Melis is evidently a ]iu|pil in

and the greater Millet. To

teresting for themselves ; and he ]iaints them so we

lie school of Israels

liin the po(U- are in-

mother finds sufficient employment and satisfaction and with suel. v<Taeity and simplicity as to make us

in hushing her babe to sleep before placing it in the his scholars and admirers.
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FONTAINEBLEAU : VILLAGE COMMUNITIES OF PAINTEUS.—I.

rpHE forest of Fontaineblcau is the great al-fresco

-L school of art of modern France. It has tlio

prestige of the great names^ Rousseau and Millet

;

through the palace, its artistic history mounts as high

as the days of the Renaissance ; and the singular

charm which it exerts upon the minds of men still

leads the casual visitor to return.

The charm of Fontaineblcau is a thing apart. It

is a place that people love even more than they admire.

The vigorous forest air, the silence, the majestic

avenues of highway, the wilderness of tumbled

boulders, the great age and dignity of certain groves

—these are but ingredients, they are not the secret of

the philtre. The place is sanative ; the air, the light,

the perfumes, and the shapes of things concord in

happy harmony. The artist may be idle and not fear

253

the " blues." He may dally with his life. Mirth,

lyric mirth, and a vivacious classical contentment are of

the very essence of the better kintl of art ; and these,

in that most smiling forest, he has the chance to

learn or to rememlier. Even on the plain of Biere,

where the Augelus of Millet still tolls upon the ear

of fancy (v.), a larger air, a higher heaven, something

ancient and healthy in the face of nature, ]iurify the

mind alike from dulness and hysteria. There is no

]ilace where the young are more gladly conscious of

their youth, or the old better contented with their age.

The fact of its great and special beauty fm-ther

recommends this country to the artist. The held was

chosen by men in whose blood there still raced some

of the gleeful or solenm exultation of great art

—

Millet who loved dignity like Michelangelo, Rousseau
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whose modem linish was dippeil in the glammir of

the ancients. It was chosen before the day of that

strange turn in the history of art, of which we now

perceive the culreiination in impressionistic tales and

])ictures—that voluntary aversion of the eye from all

speciously strong and beautiful effects—that disin-

terested love of dulness \\-liich has set so many Peter

Bells to paint the river-side primrose. It was then

chosen for its proximity to Paris. And for the same

cause, and by tlie force of tradition, the painter of

to-day continues to inhabit and to paint it. There is

in France scenery incomparable for romance and hai--

mony. Provence, and the valley of the Rhone from

Vienne to Tarascon, are one succession of masterpieces

waiting for the brush. The beauty is not merely

beauty; it tells, besides, a tale to the imagination,

and surprises while it charms. Here you shall see

castellated towns that would befit the scenery of

dreamland ; streets that glow with colour like cathe-

dral windows ; hills of the most exquisite proportions ;

flowers of every precious colour, growing thick like

grass. All these, by the grace of railway travel,

are brought to the

very door of the mo-

dern painter; yet he

does not seek them

;

he remains faithful

to Fontaineblcau, to

the eternal bridge of

Gretz, to the waterings

pot cascade in Cernay

valley. And perhaps,

as a story of romantic

incident stands forth

more boldly in the

achromatic outlines of

Dumas or Scott than

overlaid with the

peering preciosity of

Gautier, these large

and distant landscapes

are unsuited to the

painting of to-day

;

perliniis the art of our

contemporary pai nters

is indeed more at home
among the gentler at-

tractions of the north.

Even Fontaineblcau

was chosen for him
;

even in Fontaineblcau,

he shrinks from what

is sharply charactered.

But one thing, at least,

is certain, whatever he

may choose to paint FOXTAINKDI.EAU.

and in whatever manner, it is good for the artist to

dwell among graceful shapes. Fontaineblcau, if it be

but cpiiet scenery, is classically graceful; and though

the student may look for different qualities, this qua-

lity, silently j^resent, will educate his hand and eye.

But, before all its other advantages—charm, love-

liness, or proximity to Paris—comes the great fact that

it is already colonised. The institution of a painters'

colony is a work of time and tact. The population

must be conquered. The innkeeper has to be taught,

and he soon learns, the lesson of unlimited credit ; he

must be taught to welcome as a favoured guest a

young gentleman in a very greasy coat, and with

little baggage beyond a box of colours and a canvas

;

and he must learn to preserve his faith in customers

who will eat heartily and drink of the best, borrow

money to buy tobacco, and perhaps not pay a stiver

for a year. A colour merchant has next to be

attracted. A certain vogue must be given to the

place, lest the painter, most gregarious of animals,

should find himself alone. And no sooner ai'c these

first difficulties overcome, than fresh perils spring

up upon the other

side ; and the bom--

geois and the tourist

are knocking at the

gate. This is the cru-

cial moment for the

colony. If these in-

truders gain a footing,

they not only banish

freedom and ame-

nity ; pretty soon, by

means of their long

purses, they will have

undone the education

of the innkeeper
;

prices will rise and

credit shorten ; and

the poor painter must

fare farther on and

find another hamlet.

"Not here, O Apollo!"

will become his song.

Thus Trouville and,

the other day, St.

Raphael were lost to

the arts. Curious and

not always edifying

are the shifts that

the French student

uses to defend his lair

;

like the cuttlefish,

he must sometimes

blacken the waters of

his chosen pool; butTHE BAS-BBEAU.
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at such a time uiul for so practical a piirj)ose Mrs.

Gruiuly must allow him licence. Where his own
purse and credit are not threatened, he will do the

honours of his village generously. Any artist is

made welcome, through whatever medium he may
seek expression ; science is respected ; even the idler,

if he prove, as he so rarely does, a gentleman, will

soon begin to find himself at home. And when
that essentially modern creature, the English or

American girl-student, began to walk calmly into his

favourite inns as if into a drawing-room at home, the

French painter owned himself defenceless ; he sub-

mitted or he fled. His French respectability, quite

as precise as ours, thougli covering different provinces

of life, I'ecoiled aghast before the innovation. But
the girls were painters ; there was nothing to be done

;

and l?arbizon, when 1 last saw it and for the time

at least, was practically ceded to the fair invader.

Paterfamilias, on the other hand, the common tourist,

the holiday shopman, and the cheap young o-entlenian

upon the spree, he hounded from his villages with

every circumstance of contumely.

This purely artistic society is excellent for the

young artist. The lads are mostly fools ; they hold

the latest orthodoxy in its crudeness ; they are at

that stage of education, for the most part, when a

man is too much occupied with style to be aware

of the necessity for any matter; and this, above all

for the Englishman, is excellent. To work grossly

at the trade, to forget sentiment, to think of his

matei'ial and nothing else, is, for awhile at least, the

king's highway of progress. Here, in England, too

many painters and writers dwell dispersed, unshielded,

among the intelligent bourgeois. These, when they

are not merely indifferent, prate to him about the

lofty aims and moral influence of art. And this is

the lad's ruin. Vox- art is, first of all and last of

all, a trade. The love of words and not a desire to

publish new discoveries, the love of form and not a

novel reading of historical events, mark the V(JCation

of the writer and the painter. The arabesque, pro-

perly speaking, and even in literature, is the first

fancy of the artist ; he first plays with his material

as a child plays with a kaleidoscope ; and he is already

in a second stage when he begins to use liis pretty

counters for the end of representation. In that, he

must pause long and toil faithfully; that is his aji-

prenticeship ; and it is only the few who will really

grow beyond it, and go forward, fully equipped, t(j

do the business of real art—to give life to abstrac-

tions and significance and charm to facts. In the

meanwhile, let him dwell nuKih among his fellow-

craftsmen. They alone can take a serious interest

in the childish tasks and pitiful successes of these

years. They alone can behold with equanimity this

lingering of the dumb keyboard, this polishing of

empty sentences, this dull and literal painting of dull

and insignificant subjects. Outsiders will spur him
on. They will say, " Why do you not write a great

book? paint a great picture?" If his guardian

angel fail him, they may even persuade him to the

attempt, and, ten to one, his hand is coarsened antl

his style falsified for life.

And this brings me to a warning. The life of

the apprentice to any art is both unstrained and
jjleasing ; it is strewn with small successes in the

midst of a career of failure, patiently supported ; the

heaviest scholar is conscious of a certain progress
;

and if he come not appreciably nearer to the art of

Shakespeare, grows letter-perfect in the domain of

A-B, ab. But the time comes when a man should

cease prelusory gymnastic, stand up, put a violence

upon his will, and for better or worse, begin the busi-

ness of creation. This evil day, there is a tendenev

continually to postpone : above all with painters. Thcv
have made so many studies that it has become a

habit ; they make more, the walls of exhibitions 1 flush

with them ; and death finds these aged students still

busy with their horn-book. This class of man finds

a congenial home in artist villages ; in the slang of

the English colony at Barbizon we used to call them
" Snoozers." Continual returiis to the city, the

society of men fLU'ther advanced, the study of great

works, a sense of humour or, if such a thing is to be

had, a little religion or pliilosophy, are the means of

treatment. It will be time enough to think of curing

the maladv after it has been caught ; for to catch it

is tlie very thing for which you seek that dream-land

of the painters' village. "Snoozing" is a part of

the artistic education; and the rudiments must be

learned stupidly, all else being forgotten, as if they

were an ol.iject in themselves.

Lastly, there is something, or there seems to be

something, in the very air of Prance that communi-

cates the love of style. Precision, clarity, th(> cleanly

and crafty employment of material, a gi'ace in the

handling, aj)art from any value in tlie tiiought, seem

to be acquired by the mere residence ; or if not ac-

quired, become at least the more appreciateil. The aii-

of Paris is alive with this technical inspiration. And

to leave that airy city and awake next day upon tiie

liorders of the forest is but to change externals. 'I'he

same spirit of dexterity and finish lireathes from the

long alleys and the lofty groves, IVtmi the wilder-

nesses that are still jiretty in their confusion (ill.), and

the great jilain that contrives to be decorative in its

em])tiness.

II.

In s])ite iif its really consideralfle extent, the forest

of Fontainebleau is liarilly anywhere tedious. I know

the wdiole western side of it with what, I suj)pose, I
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FONTAINEBLKAU.—IV. I BARmZON.

may call th(ii'ou<2^1iness ; well enough at least to testify

that there is no squai'e mile without some special

character and charm. Such quarters, for instance, as

tlie Long Rocher, the Bas-Breau (n.)) find the Reine

Blanche (i.), might be a hundred miles apart; they

have scarce a point in common beyond the silence of

tlie birds. The two last are really conterminous; and

in both are tall and ancient trees that have outlived a

thousand political vicissitudes. But in the one (ii.)

the great oaks prosper placidly upon an even floor

;

they beshadow a great field; and the air and the light

are very free below their stretching boughs. In the

other (i.) the trees find difficult footing ; castles of

white rock lie tumbled one upon another, the foot

slips, the crooked viper slumbers, the moss clings in

the crevice; and above it all the great beech goes

spiring and casting forth her arms, and, with a grace

beyond church architecture, canopies this rugged chaos.

Meanwhile, dividing the two cantons, the broad white

causeway of the Paris road (vii.) runs in an avenue :

a road conceived for pageantry and for triumphal

marches, an avenue for an army ; but its days of glory

over, it now lies grilling in the sun ])etween cool

groves, and only at intervals the vehicle of the cruising

tourist is seen far away and faintly audible during its

ample sweep. A little upon one side, and you find a

district of sand and birch and boulder; a little upon

the other lies the valley of Apremont, all juniper

and heather ; and close beyond that you may walk

into a zone of june-trees. So artfully are the in-

gredients mingled. Nor must it be forgotten that,

in all this part, you come continually forth upon a

hill-top, and beliold the plain, northward and west-

ward, like an unrefulgent sea; nor that all day long

the shadows keep changing ; and at last, to the red

fires of sunset, night succeeds, and with the night a

new forest, full of whisper, gloom, and fragrance.

There are few things more renovating than to leave

Paris, the lamplit arches of the Carrousel, and the

long alignment of the glittering streets, and to bathe

the senses in this fragrant darkness of the wood.

In this continual variety the mind is kept vividly

FONTAINEBLEAU.—V. : THE PLAIN OF BlftliE.
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alive. It is a cliani>\'ful 1)1:icl' to paint, a stirring-

place (() live in. As fast a,s 3'nnr i'not cavries you,

you pa.ss iVom scene to scene, each endeai-ed witli

sylvan charm, each vigorously painted in the colours

of the sun. The air, which is cooled all day in

crvpts of underwood, the incense of the resin, the

listening- silence of the tj-roves, the unliroken soli-

tude, the sunlit distance, the scurryini;- of woodland

animals, the shadowy flitting of deer, and that here-

ditary spell of forests on the mind of man who still re-

members and salutes the ancient refuge of his race

—legend and sight, sound and silence, alike gratify

and stimulate the heart.

Aud yet the forest has been civilised through-

out. The most sa\'age corners bear a name, aud have

been cherished like antiquities ; in the most remote,

nature has prepared and balanced her effects as if

with conscious art ; and man, with his guiding-

arrows of blue paint, has countersigned the picture.

After your farthest wandering, you are never sur-

prised to come forth upon the vast avenue of highway,

to strike the centre point of branching alleys (vi.),

or to find the aqueduct trailing, thousand-footed,

through the brush. It is not a wilderness; it is rather

a preserve. Aud, fitly enough, the centre of the maze

is not a hermit's cavern. In the midst, a little

mirthful town lies siiulit, humming with the business

of" pleasure ; and the palace, breathing distinction

and peopled by historic names, stands smokeless

among gardens.

Perhaps the last attempt at savage life was that

of the harmless humbug who called himself the

hermit. In a great tree, close by the high-road, he

had built himself a little cabin after the manner of

the Swiss Family Robinson; thither he mounted at

night, by the romantic aid of a rope ladder ; and if

dirt be any proof of sincerity, the man was as savage

as a Sioux. I had the pleasure of his acquaintance
;

he appeared grossly stu^aid, not in his perfect wits,

and interested in nothing but small change ; for that

he had a great avidity. In the course of time, he

proved to be a chicken stealer, and vanished from his

pereli ; and jierhaps from the first he was no true

votary of forest freedom, but an ingenious, theatri-

cally-minded beggar, and his cabin in the tree was

only stock-in-trade to beg withal. The choice of his

position would seem to indicate so much; for if in the

forest there are no places still to be discovered, there

are many that have been forgotten, and that lie

unvisited. There, to be sure, are the blue arrows

waiting to reconduct you, now blazed upon a tree,

now posted in the corner of a rock. But j'our

security from interru2:>tion is complete; you might

camp for weeks, if there were only water, and not a

soul suspect your presence ; and if I may suppose the

reader to have committed some o-reat crime and come

to me for aid, I think I could still find my way to a

small cavern, fitted with a hearth and chimney, where

he might lie jierfectly concealed. A confederate land-

scape-painter might daily supply him with food ; for

water, he would have to make a nightly tramp as far

as to the nearest pond; and at last, when the hue aud

cry began to blow over, he might get gently on the

train at some side station, work round by a series of

junctions, and be quietly captured at the frontier.

Thus Fontainebleau, although it is truly but a

pleasure-ground, and although, in favourable weather,

and in the more celebrated quarters, it literally buzzes

with the tourist, yet has some of the immunities and

offers some of the repose of natural forests. And the

solitary, although he must return at night to his

frequented inn, may yet pass the day with his own
thoughts in the comj)an- inable silence of the trees.

The demands of the imagination vary; some can be

alone in a back garden looked upon by windows

;

others, like the ostrich, are content with a solitude that

meets the eye ; and others, again, expand in fancy

to the very borders of their desert, and are irritably

conscious of a hunter's camji in an adjacent county.

To these last, of course, F\mtainebleau will seem but

an extended tea-garden : a Rosherville on a by-day.

But to the plain man it offers solitude : an excellent

thing in itself, and a good whet for company.

III.

I was for some time a consistent Barbizonian ; fl

ryo ill Arcadia ri.ri, it was a jdeasaut season; and that

noiseless hamlet lying close among the borders of the

wood (iv.) is for me, as lor so many others, a green

spot in memory. The great Millet was just dead,

the green shutters of his modest house were closed
;

his daughters were in mourning. The date of my
first visit was thus an epoch in the history of art : in

a lesser way, it was an ejioch in the history of the

Latin Quarter. The " Petit Ceuacle " was dead and

buried ; Murger and his crew of sponging vagabonds

were all at rest from their exj)edients; the tradition

of their real life was nearly lost ; and the prettified

legend of the " Vie de Boheme " had become a sort

of gosjiel, and still gave the cue to zealous imitators.

But if the book be written in rose-wafer, the imitation

was still further expurgated ; honesty was the rule;

the innkeepers gave, as I have said, almost unlimited

credit ; they suffered the seediest painter to depart, to

take all his belongings, and to leave his bill unpaid

;

and if they sometimes lost, it was b^' English and

Americans alone. At the same time, the great

infiux of Anglo-Saxons had l)egun to affect the life of

the studios. There had been disputes ; aud in one

instance, at least, the English and the Americans had

made common cause to prevent a cruel pleasanti-y.
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It would lie well if nations and races eould commiini- comely, modest countenance still haunts the memory
cate their qualities; but in practice, when they look of all who knew him. Another—whom I will not

upon each other, they have an eye to nothing hut name—has moved further on, pursuing the stran"-e

defects. The Anglo-Saxon is essentially dishonest; Odyssey of his decadence. His days of royal

the French is devoid 1)}' nature of the principle that favour had departed even then ; but he still re-

we call "Fair Play." The Frenchman marvelled at tained, in his narrower life at Barbizou, a certain

the scruples of his guest, and, when that defender of stamp of conscious importance, hearty, friendly,

innocence retired over-seas and left his bills unpaid, filling the room, the occupant of several chairs; nor

he marvelled once again; the good and evil were, in had lie yet ceased his losing battle, still labourino-

his eyes, jjart and parcel of the same eccentricity; a upon great canvases that none would buy, still

shrug expressed his judgment upon both. waiting the return of fortune. But these days also

At Barbizon there was no master, no pontiff in were too good to last ; and the former favourite of

the arts. Palizzi bore rule at Gretz—urbane, superior two sovereigns Hed, it I heard the truth, by night,

rule—his memory rich in anecdotes of the great men There was a time when he was counted a great man,
of yore, his mind fertile in theories; sceptical, com- and Millet but a dauber ; behold, how the whirligig

posed, and venerable to the eye ; and yet beneath these of time brings in his revenges ! To pity Millet is a

outworks, all twittering with Italian superstition, his

eye scouting for omens, and the whole fabric of his

manners giving way on the appearance of a hunch-

back. Cernay has Pelouse, the admirable, placid

Pelouse, smilingly

critical of youth,

who, when a full-

blown commercial

traveller, suddenly

threw down his

samples, bought a

colour box, and be-

came the master

whom we have all

admired. Marlotte,

for a central figure,

boasts Olivier de
' Penne. Only Barbi-

zon, since the death

of INIillet, is a head-

less commonwealth.

Even its secondary

lights, and those

who in my day made
the stranger wel-

come, have since

deserted it. The
good Lachevre has

departed, carrying

his household gods

;

and long before that

Gaston Lafenestre

was taken from our

midst by an un-

timely death. He
died before lie had

deserved success ; it

may be, he would

never have deserved

it; l)ut his kind,

,r-
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piece of arrogance; if life be hard for such resolute

and pious spirits, it is harder still for us, had we the

wit to understand it ; but we may pity his unhappier

rival, who, for no apparent merit, was raised to

opulence and mo-

j

mentary fame, and,

I,' ' through no apparent

' fault, was suffered

stej) by step to sink

again to nothing.

No misfortune can

exceed the bitterness

I. of such back-fore-

most progress, even

liravcly supported as

it was; but to those

also who were taken

earlyfrom the easel, a

regret is due. From
all the young men of

this period, one stood

out by the vigour of

his promise; he was

in the age of fermen-

tation, enamoured of

eccentricities. "II

faut faire de la

peinture uouvelle,"

was his watchword;

but if lime and cx-

jiericnce had cou-

tiiiiu'd his educa-

tion, if he hail bcea

granted health to re-

turn from these ex-

cursions to tlicsteady

and the central, I

must believe that

(he name of Hills

had become famous.
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Siron's inn, that excellent artist-s' barraek, was coffee or cold milk, and set furth into tlu; forest,

.nanasc'd upon easy principles. At any hour of the The doves ha.1 perhaps wakened you fluttering- ,nto

ni>.-htrwheu you returned froni waiulering in the your very chamber; and on the threshold ot the

forest you went to the billiard-room and helped inn you were met by the aroma of the forest,

yourself to liquors, or descended to the cellar and re- Close by were the great aisles, the mossy boulders,

FOXTAINEBLEAU.—VU. : THE PAEIS ROAD.

turned laden with beer or wine. The Sirens were all

locked in slumber ; there was none to check your

inroads ; only at the week's end a computation was

made, the gross sum was divided, and a varying share

set down to every lodger's name under the rubric

:

estrats. Upon the more long-suffering the larger

tax was levied ; and your bill lengthened in a direct

proportion to the easiness of your disposition. At

any hour of the morning, again, you could get your

the interminable field of forest shadow. There you

were free to dream and wander. And at noon, and

again at six o'clock, a good meal awaited you oli

Siron's table. The whole of your acconunodation,

set aside that varying item of the estrats, cost you

five francs a day; your Ijill was never offered you

until you asked it ; and if you were out of luck's way,

you might depart for where you pleased and leave it

pending. RoBEiiT Louis Stevessox.

"THE CONFESSION."
Painted uy Theodok Poeckh.

WHEN that astute saint and ruler of men, Pope

Leo the Great, substituted private auricular

confession for public confession and penance, he

created one of the most formidable powers of the

Church. What is more to our present purpose,

the confessional has suggested to the imagination

many a thrilling romance and horrid crime and

revelation of mystery. In Herr Poeekh's picture

we have uo popular and sensational treatment of

the suljject ; no veiled, sobbing woman in the dusky

chapel; no gallant knight, battle-stained, seeking

doubtful solace for his tarnished honour; no himted

assassin who has found sanctuary and relieves his

troubled soul in the midnight hour. Here the young

priest is pouring a story of intense agony or shame

into the ear of his superior and confessor; and no-

thing can be more simple in treatment nor more

direct and intelligible in achievement. The sympathy
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aiul nttcntioii .-md fatherly encouragement of the

old man, the earnest sjjirit of the novice, tell their

tale effectively and with quiet, subdued force.

When the powers of the confessional are con-

sidered, particularly in relation to life in the Middle

Ages, it is surprising that there are so few well-

established instances of violation of its secrecy.

The emperor who wished to learn the nature of

his consort^s confessions, and sought to intimi-

date her confessor, found an indomitable and heroic

opponent rn the Canon of Prague, St. John Ne-

pomuc, who rather than dishonour his office and

reveal the lady's confidences, preferred death iu the

waters of the Moldau.

ILLUSTEATIONS OF MUSSET.*

LFRED DE MUSSET is pro-

bably the best loved and the most

closely read of all the poets of

France. By an odd chance, how-

ever, he has never been popular

with artists, and such pictures as

Ids work has suggested are not

in any way remarkable. There

are, of course, the illustrations prepared by jNI. Bida

for the quarto edition ; but these, though in a

sense—a very limited one—they are classic, are not

seldom inappropriate and confounding, and are nearly

always unsatisfactory and uninteresting. It was

reserved for M. Eugene Lami, the doijeti of French

water-colour painting, to produce a set of designs

which should give us as nearly as possible what

was wanted. M. Lami, wdio is over eighty years

old, is a survival of romanticism. He knew Musset

jiersonally ; he loved him in life, and he cherishes

liis memory. An illustrator of certain aspects of

tlie great romantic epoch— of Eighteen-Thirty in

society, so to speak — he was in his prime when

Musset was writing liis immortal songs. One air

was common to them l)otli ; their insjiirations were

contemporaneous; they had the thoughts, the emo-

tions, (lie ideas peculiar to their age; they were

children of one birth, and they were near in sym-

j);ithy as in time. This affinity imparts a peculiar

charm to M. Lami's designs, and a peculiar value

likewise. They were really produced between 1859

and 1861; but they are practically coeval with the

jOTems they illustrate, and constitute a sincere and

genuine expression of romanticism in illustration

—

of romanticism, that is, as it was understood and

applied by Jean Gigoux and the Johannots.

Their story is a ciirious one. They were jiainted,

as I have said, some five or six and twenty years ago,

for M. Henri Didier, who purposed to bind them up

in an imique impression of Musset—an impression on

vellum. M. Didier ilied, however, and the drawings

* ' Illustrations Pour les Oiuvres d'Alfred de Musset."

Aquarelles par Eugene Lami. Eaux-Fortcs par Adolphe Lalauze.

(Paris: Damascene Morgand.)

became the property of ]Mme. Denain of the Comedie

Frangaise. M. Alexander Dumas, who knew them by

heart, sjwke of them to M. Morgand, the publisher;

and in no great while Mme. Denain had lent them to

M. Morgand, and M. Morgand had ptit them into

the hands of ]\I. Lalauze to be rei)roduced in etching.

It is with M. Lalauze's work that we have now to deal.

It is composed of fifty-eight jjlates : a portrait and

title-page; four frontispieces—one for the "CEuvres"

general, and one each for the " Poesies," the " Come-

dies et Proverbes," the "Contes et Nouvelles;" and

fifty-three vignettes. Only a thousand and fifty

sets have been printed by Salmon, at prices ranging

from 600 francs—for impressions on Japanese paper

—to 300 francs—for India proofs and impressions

on papier du Marais. lilach set is contained in a

portfolio, the proofs-before-letter being faced with a

sheet of papier de soie, on which the title is printed.

It will be seen that everything that could be done to

make the pictorial apotheosis of Musset complete has

been done. M. IMorgand has spared neither time nor

money, neither pains nor enterprise; and the result

is a really admirable achievement in production. It'

I add that M. Lemerre is issuing a small quarto

edition of INIusset—which will be limited to a thou-

sand copies—and that impressions of M. Lalauze's

plates may be bound up therewith, I shall have

said enough.

M. Lalauze is better at reproduction than at

original design. In these etchings after Eugene

Lami he is at his best. No transcript more masterly

and complete has been produced of recent years. The

etcher understands his artist ; and his aim has been

to render him as he is—to give us not a Lami of his

own, but Lami himself, the Lami of 18-'50, the con-

temporary of Tony Johannot and Celestin Nanteuil.

In this he has succeeded perfectly. Here, on the

title-page, is Lami's portrait of Musset, in dressing-

gown and slippers, pen in hand, his books and papers

before him, and the " lanipe fidele " at his elbow, in

the " thrice blessed solitude " of his study—a por-

traiture at once romantic and realistic, as individual

and charming an expression of M. Lami's peculiar
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talent as eoukl well be conceived. The frontispiece

to the " (Euvres " is pure Eig-hteen-Thirty (and not

of the best) ; and so is the frontispiece to the

" Poesies." So, too, is the first design :

—

" Avez voua vu, dans Barcelone,

Une Andalouse au sein bruni ?

Pale commo un beau soir d'automne !

"

Here the lover, in Inift' boots and a plumed hat,

sitting- with his rapier between his knees, sings open-

mouthed to his guitar ; while, hard by, on the wall

of the castle terrace, the Marquesa leans and listens,

hand on hip, conijilete to the rosettes on her shoes.

From " Don Paez " we have a corps ilc garde which

might have come straight from one of the epics of

Dumas. Here are the Abbe and the Camargo of

"Les Marrons au Feu;" here is Portia between love

and duty; here, his hands in his pockets, his hat on

one side, is Mardoche, like a student from Paul de

Kock, laughing out his iniquities to his father con-

fessor— a delightful picture, which Musset would

have loved. There, it is a scene from " La Coupe et

les Levres," with Frank in a monk's habit, masked and

nuistachioed, wooing Belcolore on the bier she thinks

his own; it is the slave market from " Namouna ;

"

it is the charming episode—romance in a crinoline

and sentiment in a short frock and ringlets—which

is the matter of " Une Bonne Fortune
;

" it is an

admirable interpretation of the " Nuit de Alai," with

the Muse advancing towards her poet

—

" Comme il fait noir dans la vallee

!

J'ai cru qu'une forme voilee

Flottait la-bas sur la foret."

Here, with INIusset at her side, is Ninon, the " brune

aux yeux bleus"—scarcely less enchanting than in

]\Iusset's enchanting verse ; here are the Rudolphe

and Albert of the " Idylle ;
" here are Sylvia and

Simone and Suzon, an allegory (one of the poorest

of the series) of the Conde stave of " Le Rhin Alle-

mand," an excellent fantasy in illustrati(ju of those

wonilerful verses " Sur Trois ^Marches de ilarbre

Rose." And so with the rest. On one page Octave

drinks to Marianne, or parts from her over the

corpse of Celio ; on another the princess visits

Fantasio
—" Psyche, prends garde a ta goutte

d'huile ;
" on a third Rosette and Perdican begin

their fatal flirtation ; or Lorenzaccio, in a crowd

of lackeys, parasites, and buffoons, prepares the

murder of Alesandro de' Medici ; or Fortunio asks

his unlucky rival for a song ; or the Comte, a

charming person, declares himself to the Marquise,

a more charming person still. The Julie of the

" Conseils a une Parisienne " is absent ; but she

is the only one of Musset's women we look for in

vain. INIimi Pinson and Margot, Mme. de Lery

and Emmeline, Bettine and the luckless heroines

of the " Enfant du Siecle," Louison and Beatrice

and Bernerette—M. Lami has realised them all.

'Tis said that many of these graceful and gallant

figures are portraits—Marco, for instance, and ^limi,

and the lady portrayed for " Les Deux Alaitresses."

The Chavigny of "Un Caprice" is certainly Morny;

the cavalier of "Emmeline" is as certainly Persigny;

while a writer in the Figaro declares that he would

not like to swear that in ]\Ime. de Lery we have

not a presentment of the Comtesse de Lehon. Of

course he hints at the existence of a key to Lami's

Musset, and opines that it is, so to speak, a " Musset

annotated by himself." This may or may not be.

"What is certain is that the illustrations are charac-

teristic and suggestive enough to be accepted as

inseparable from the immortal literature which in-

spired them. W. E. H.

SOME VENETIAN VISITING CAEDS.

IN the Museo Civico at Venice there is a collection

of visiting cards belonging to various periods.

The earliest are assigned to the end of the Sixteenth

Century, but the majority date from the close of the

Republic and the opening of the present century.

The collection was made by Teodoro Correr, the in-

defatigable founder of the museum, and is interesting

not merely for the designs upon the cards, but also

for the historical names which several of them bear.

I have not been able to discover the date at which

visiting cards were first introduced in Venice ; but

the custom of using figured calling cards is certainl\'

older than the earliest of these printed specimens ;

for in the same nmseum there are a few cards of an

earlier date designed and painted by hand. These,

however, from their very scarcity, could have been

used upon great and ceremonial occasions only ; and

the visiting cards here reproduced arc all printed.

The etiquette of visiting was always a serious

duty in the social life of the Venetian nobility. On

every conceivable occasion, on departure fnim the

city, on return, on birthdays, saints' days. New

Year's Day, a family was expected to leave cards on

all its acquaintances, and tlicso visits had to be re-

turned. And as the vigour of the Venetians slowly

dwindled away and lost its force in the inanities, the

luxury, and elTcniinacy (if an enervated and corrupt

society, more and more time and thought wero
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bestowed upon tlie petty formalities of life; it be-

oame a matter of pride to invent a design, and the

VKXETIi-N VISITING CAIOIS. 1. : MILITAEY.

dandies of Venice ])itj[ned themselves on the elegance

of the cards they left upon their friends. And hence

arose a trade in card-making to meet the demand.

Those who were careless in such matters would go to

their stationer and buy the design that happened to

be in fashion. At one time it w'as a picture of the

Rialto, at another the favourite pattern was a sketch

of some of the statues round the Pra delle Valle at

Padua ; but the more nKjdish and aesthetic were not

content with cards cast off by the

hundred and used liy any one and

every one ; and so they either designed

their cards for themselves, bestowing

much labour and ingenuity on the

work, or they emjiloyed some distin-

guished artist to furnish them with

a design. Even Canova did not refuse

to put his genius to this service for

his friend Capello ; and one of the

most beautiful of these Venetian visit-

ing cards is that drawn and printed

in London for Alvise Pisani, by Henry
Tresham, the English painter.

The collection of printed cards

begins with a series of eight which

clearly belong to the same period. It

is, perhaps, doubtful whether they are

especially Venetian ; their character is

rather German than Italian. Under
any circumstances, they were not de-

signed for any particular individual,

but for sale to the general public.

In each case the scroll for the name is a blank,

and the coat-of-arms is left bare to be hlled up

at the owner's pleasure. One is the visiting

cawl (if a ciiurticr. It re])resents the gentle-

man in a slashed doublet and hcjse of the

Sixteenth Century, Imliling a llaniing heart

in his hand. Over his head is a scroll for

his name, and in front of him a shield with

its mantling surmounted by the helmet of

a nobleman, and a space left for a crest.

Another, which we engrave (ii.), was evi-

dently designed for a shipping merchant. It

figures the trailer in round hat and fur cloak,

holding his money-bags in one hand, while

the other rests on a bale of goods which lies

near him, as though to say, " This is mine."

The bale has a shield upon it left Vjlank

for the owner's coat. On one side of the

wharf are warehouses, and on the other, out

to sea, rides the merchant's galley. A third

specimen, also engraved (i.), was designeil

for a general officer. His arms are to appear

on the shield which his esquire bears before

him. In the background is a range of low

hills, a walled village or castello, the camp of an army,

and trooj>s manoeuvering. The others of the series

are very similar in design and in manner of execution.

They are carefully engraved and elaborately wrought

;

much pains have been spent on the embroidery of

the dresses, the fringes, and the furs. It is pro-

bable that they all issued from one firm ; but there is

nothing to indicate the exact date or the o\vnership.

And although they ajipear in the museum catalogue as

VENETIAN VISITING CAEDS. II. : MEBCANTILE.
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visiting- cards, they would have served equally well card as not earlier than the middle of the last een-

for book plates, and as such they may have been used. tury. The etching has been repriHluecd (vi.) for

this article. It represents tiie great na-

tional festival of the \'eneti;uis, the func-

tion of Ascension D:iy, wlu-n the Doge

went out bevond the Jjido jxirt to wed

the Adriatic, and thus pniclainied the in-

dissoluble union of Venice and the sea

on which she lies. In the far distance

is the Campanile of Sant' Elizabetta del

Lido, and nearer, in the middle of the

picture, the island of San Giorgio Mag-

giore. The great galley is the Bncenfaiir,

the state barge of the Repnlilic, decorated

in crimson velvet and gilded carving. The

Bucentaur is followed by the gondolas of

the Venetian nobles and people ; and the

smaller boat with the flag, which is tied

to the barge's stern, carries the chief of

the faction of the Nicolotti, who was head

and representative of the whole Venetian

pojwlo on Ascension Day. The flag at his

masthead is the standard of San Nicolo, given into

his charge on the day of his election as head of

the faction.

]\Iy other

VENETIAN VISITING CARDS.—III. : ARTISTIC.

The cards in the next series are undoubtedly

visiting cards, and are, moreover, decidedly Venetian.

The series numbers nine specimens. They were

thrown off for sale to the general public, and each

one shows us some view of Venice—the Rialto, the

Piazza, the Pont della Paglia, or the point of the

Dogana. Beneath the picture a space is left for the

name of the visitor. Of these nine I (piote two

;

one is engraved on

steel, and the other

etched. The first

is a view of the

Rialto, liMihing

down the Grand

Canal, with the

beautiful palace of

the Camerlenghi

on the right-hand

side, where all the

fruit and vegeta-

bles from Mazzor-

l)o,Torcello,Mala-

niocco, and Peles-

trina is brought

each morning to

be sold. Near the

bridge are two

gondolas, whose

full eipiipment of

ferro, fclze, and

/jiilticopOj or ])all

of black cloth be-

hind, determines

the date of the

specimens possess an interest beyond

that of their subject and workmanship, for they were

designed for private individuals, not for sale to the

general public, and several of them bear names which

have ])layed a prominent part in the last years of the

.^g^^l%ry_Jv

VENETIAN VISITING OAUDS.—IV. : TOI-ITICAL.
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Ki'imblic. But first I must quote two cards o£ Vene-

li;iu ambassadors. The one (v.) presents a cu]Hd with

a lianiint;' turoh sitting near a rock, on wliich is

(Mio-ravcd " L'Ambasciator di Venezia ;
" the other

shows us a handsome young jVIereury, lying on some

masonry, which bears the same inscription. There is

nothing to indicate who the ambassadors were, but

troni tlie style ot their cards it is probable that they

were among the very last o£ the Republic.

My next selection (iv.) has a much higher interest.

It is a design in pen-and-ink and sepia, the work

of the man whose name it bears, Giorgio Pisani,

a revolutionary noble, demagogue and tribune of

the people, who played no small part in the last

years of the Republic. Pisani himself explains the

allegory which he depicts upon his card. " It re-

presents," he says, " myself showing my children the

fall of the late barbaric government, which is here

projierly symbolised by a ruinous piece of Gothic

architectui-e. Near this you see another piece of

architecture, square in form, symbolising solidity,

and above it are planted the ensigns of Liberty and

Equality." Among the many difficulties which over-

whelmed the Venetian Government during the Eigh-

teenth Century, not the lightest was the question of

the impoverished nobility. Thanks to profuse ex-

])enditure and reckless commercial gambling, many

noble families had become so reduced in circumstances

that they formed the poorest part of the population

of Venice. The instinct of their caste brought these

broken nobles together in one quarter of the city,

near the church of

San Barnabk, whence

they took their name

of Barnabotti. As

nobles they refused

to work, and claimed

support from the

State. This was given

them by means of

small offices and sine-

cures bearing a salary,

and, when these were

exhausted, by direct

largess from the ex-

chequer. The daugh-

ters of the Barnabotti

also enjoyed special

privileges of begging,

and held a virtual mo-

nopoly of that trade

in certain quarters.

The Barnabotti, in

fact, became a caste

of beggars within

the noble caste; their

numbers increased, and the dangers of the situa-

linn soon made themselves felt. For the nobles,

though ruined in all else, were nobles still, and

possessed tjieir votes in the Great Council, the

fountain of all offices in the State. They occu-

pied a certain place in the Council Hall, and soon

reduced obstruction to a paying trade. They suf-

fered no measures to be passed, nor any magis-

trates to be elected, unless their votes were lj(jught,

and by the sale of these they eked out their miser-

able livelihood. This was just the class of men

made to the hand of a demagogue; and it was

through them that Giorgio Pisani attempted his

career of political reformer. He began Ijy in-

veio-hing openly in the council against the ancient

Constitution, while outside he caught the popular

ear by delusive promises of equality, and secured all

the povertj'-stricken nobles by hopes of a division

of wealth. The Government took no notice of his

speeches or action until, in 17S0, they were startled

by the election of Pisani to the office of Procurator

of St. [Mark, one of the highest offices of State and

in the direct road to the ducal throne. It was

usual for the newly-elected procurator to entertain

his supporters at a banipiet in the Procuratorial

Palace on the day of his instalment. Pisani was

elected in March, and the banquet took place on the

'ZQth May, after the customary procession through

the Mereeria. The feast was a revokrtionary one

even down to the confectionery, which bore anti-

aristocratic sentiments and rhymes ; the walls were

VENETIAN VISITING CAKDS.—V. : AMBASSADORIAL.
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linno- witli pirtures synil)oHsino- reform, and cards

such as the one before us were distrilnited among the

the nol)lest Venetian liouses, lieard the decision of

the ek^'tors, he exclaimed, " I ga fato doxe nn

fiu-lan ! La repubUca xe

mortal" ("They've chosen

a Doge from Eriuh ! tlie

RepubUc is lost"). The pro-

phecy was fulhlled. ]\Ianin

accepted office reluctantly,

tilled it timorously, and aban-

doned it miserably. As an

argument against the as-

sumption of the Dogeship

he pleaded his wife's aver-

sion to becoming Dogaressa,

and when the supreme mo-

ment arrived, and Napoleon

threatened to extinguish the

Republic, he shut himself up

in the palace, surrounded with

cannon and guards, afraid of

the French, in terror at the

Venetians, and only too glad

to lay aside the ensigns of

his oflice. He handed the

white linen cap, which the

guests. But the Government had at length deter- Doges wore, to his servant, with these words, " Tole

mined to arrest the man who openly proposed to que-sta, no la dopero piu " (" Take this away, I

overthroviT the Constitution, and hints of this resolve shall not use it again"). Finally, on the :5rd June,

were found scattered about the banqueting-hall on 171)7, at the demand of the French, ^Nlanin sur-

little scraps of paper bearing these verses : "To-day rendered the ducal bonnet, mantle, and robes,

ere burned

f the
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all the insignia of his dignity, whicli won the spree and to-morrow in jail"—" Ancuo in

gresso, doman processo " ("To-day procession, to- along with the Libro d'Oro at the foot

morrow prosecution"). These warnings were justified tree of Liberty on the Piazza. But he paid a ter-

by the event. On the 31st Pisani was arrested and rible price for his poverty of spirit. Tlie sight of

committed to prison in Verona, where he remained him became odious to the Venetian people; he was

for eighteen years, till the fall of the Republic re- ojienly cursed and insidted in the streets. Finally he

stored to him his liberty. shut himself up in his house, hardly ever venturing

The next number on my list is chiefly interesting to cross the threshold, and, dying, left a large part of

as being the work of Canova, designed hj him for his fortune to pious purposes by a will that is lull of

his friend Capello. The Cavaliere Caiiello belonged tears and sighs over a life which had been east niiser-

to the very last of the Procurators of St. Mark, ably among circumstances with whieh it was (piife

During his term of office the Republic was s>ip- unable to cope. To have save<l tlie Re])ubiie was in

pressed, and Capello, though he continued to use all probability an impossible lask
;

bu( Manin was

this visiting card, was obliged to paste a piece of not the statesman to atteinpt it, nor even to mani-

paper over the title of Procurator. Another, jier- taiii the dignity of ^'enicc at the moment of its

haps the most interesting card of all, belonged to dissolution.

the last of the Doges, Lodovico Manin. It re- The two hist cards of which I shall speak belonged

presents an Adonis asleep at the foot of a tree; to two pco])le who were fair.ous in\enetian so(uety

on a rock are two doves. It is anything but an

heroic design ; and it fitly represents the feeble

and irresolute temper of its owner. ^lanin was the

scion of a Friiilan family ennoljjed in the middle

of the Seventeenth Centiuy. His great wealth

marked him out for succession to the dukedom

on the death of Paolo Renier. When Pietro Gra-

denigo, his rival for the office, and head of one of

at the close of the la t century and the opening of

the present. The t'.rst (vii.) is the visiting card of the

Baron Vivant-D^nion. It is an etching designed by

Denou hiniscir, and represents the steps of a palace

on a canal, witli the baron's gondolier announcing

his master's name to a servant, " El Cavalier Denon,

sa la" ("the Chevalier Denon, you know"). And

the servant answers, " Ho capito tutto" (" I under-
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staiiil"). Deiion had filled the ])ost oi' Gentleman

oi' the Bedchaniber to Louis XV. and XVI; the

Revolution drove him from France and he took up

hi.s abode in Venice,

wiiere he became one

ol' the devoted and

reii'ular attendants on

the Salon of the fa-

mous Mme. Albrizzi.

Denon was an artist

and a friend of artists,

and for him Mme.
Vij^ee-Lebrun jiainted

the eharmini;' portrait

of the Albrizzi wliicii

is now in the posses-

sion of that family

It was for Mme.
Albrizzi — while she

was still Mme. Marin

—that Denon etched

the only one (iii.)

which remains for me
to notice; a very spi-

rited design of two

sea-horses with a clam

shell behind them in

allusion to the sea

name of her husband.

Isabella Teotochi was

born at Corfu in ITtid. She was extremely beauti-

ful and accomplished, and married when quite young

Carlo Marin, an officer high in the Venetian naval

si'rvice. From him she separated and married the

Count Albrizzi, in whose house she presided over

the most brilliant and intellectual society that Venice

VENETIAN VISITING OAKDS. VII. : INDIVIDUAL AND HUMOKOUS.

had to show. Mme. Albrizzi was in Venice during

the fall of the Republic and the irul)se(pient occupa-

tion by the French and then by the Austrians ; but

,

these thrilling events

seem hardly to have

tluttered the elegant

repose of her salon

and casino, where muf,

and repartee reigned

supreme. j\Ime. Al-

brizzi gathered around

her many distin-

guished people, Lally-

Tollcndal and D'lla'n-

carville from France;

Byron, Canova, Ilgo

Foscolo, and Pinde-

monte. She has left

us a vivid picture of

some of these men in

her volume of por-

traits, liyron, how-

ever, was no friend

of hers ; he was al-

together devoted to

her fair-haired rival,

Maria Benzon, heroine

of the most famous of

Venetian barcaroles,

"La biondina in Gon-

dolctta." He refused to allow his portrait to appear

among those of Mme. Albrizzi's slaves ; and he

calls her—certainly with less than the admiration

which she exi)ected and probaldy with intent to

sting—"An accomplished mother," "the de Stael

of Venice." Houatio Foi!be.s Brown.

SCULPTUEE AT THE COMEDIB ERANgAISE.

HOUDON.

HOUDON had few masters. His best was Caf-

fieri, for from him he learned the value of in-

dividuality in i^ortraiture, and that portraiture was

the department in art for which his genius was best

suited. Not that Houdon ever worked at Caffieri's

side : the school throvigh which he passed was his

own—the school of observation. Indeed, few artists

of any time have learned less by apprenticeship and

more by sheer study of the achievements of others than

this prodigy, in whose honour it was said that France

too had her antiques. Houdon worked out and de-

veloped to a high perfection the phase which Caffieri

initiated; and with the result that while the master

is valued by the few, the disciple is ap]ilauded by the

whole world. It will long remain a question, how-

ever, among true judges, whether Caffieri is not the

greater artist of the two. He it is who with bold

and rapid touch projects and fixes the personality of

a type. Houdon, on the contrary-—with the excep-

tion of his Gluck, and j^erhaps his " Moliere "•—

•

projects a personality by methods of the minutest

detail. He succeeds, often to an almost startling ex-

tent; but while his work is a special record, Catfieri's

belongs to all time. Houdon, in fact, for all the

fine romantic idealism of his " Moliere,^'' may be said

to sound the first note of uatui-alism in sculptm'e.
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Suuli inv tlie ivhitivi' positions of those two remark- splendid mouuiuents of Paris and \ ersailles, lie

able men; and thus are they represented by their nevertheless learned imieh from them tliat was of

works at the Coniedie Franyaise. no slight use to him in after-life. A quiek and
Houdoiij like C'allieri's predecessor, proiited by careful observer; and passionately attached to his

MOLiKn;.

(From till' Bust hij Hviulun. llu Permission 0/ M. F:iiuU: Ptniii, 0/ the I'liiiilrc yr<oii;ai.-.)

the ma<^nifieent decorations of the royal palaees and art, he taug'ht himself the methods of others by

a^ardens, but in a manner altoijether difl'erent. "When minutely eo])ying the details which had served to

he reached the age of apprentieeshi|i in the middle ]iroduee the most telling et1V<'ts. He had one 111-

of the Eighteenth Century the work had long been structor only, and this was the disappointed Slodt/.

—

finished, and the workers were either dead or were the Slodtz who was only called Miehelangelo be-

now devoted to other duties than tlic education of cause of his angelic face; and one adviser—this was

their juniors. But if Houdoii had U(i hand in the I'igalle—whom \^lltaire called so impudently and

255
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falsely the French Pheidias. But Hoiuloii was born

to be a sculptor ; and he o^ave ample proof of it by

carrying off the Grand Prix at the age of nineteen.

Slodtz, at any rate, had done this for him : he had

imbued the novice with his own enthusiasm for

Italian art. In Italy the successful student remained

for ten years. Never could youthful sculptor httve

chosen a period more favourable to the inspirations

of his art. The treasures of Herculaneum and Pom-

jwii had been just unearthed, the genius of Winckcl-

mann was shedding a new light over the achiexc-

ments of antiquity; and Houdon's new school was the

great revival that was stirring the whole realm of

art. Amid such inspirations he worked incessantly

for ten years, and accpiircd his amazing facility of

reproducing down t(j the most trivial detail all that

he saw or conceived. Before those ten years had run

out he had received orders from the highest person-

ages of Church and State, who were not less pleased

with the results of his labours than was he himself.

Among the most noteworthy of his works at this

period was his figure of Saint Bruno—the founder

of the Carthusians—noteworthy because it ushers in

the stage of the sculptor's development at which his

genius asserted itself for good and all as a genius of

life and actuality. So impressed was Pope Clement

XIV. with the "Saint Bruno" that he was heard

to say, " If the rule of the order did not pre-

scribe silence, it would speak." It was the first of

Houdon's achievements— the predecessor of. the

archetypal "Voltaire," as the artist of which he is

best known and most warmly admired.

On his return to France, Houdon at once took a

foremost place among contemporary artists. He met

with none of the opposition which so sorely tried the

spirit of more than one of his compeers; and when

he became popular, he knew not only how to liold

his ground but also how to better his fame and ad-

vance his position. His first step on being elected

Academician was to evince his ap]3reciation of the

title and his sense of the duties expected of so exalted

a rank, by designing an " Ecorche " to serve as a

model of the muscular system of the human frame

for all future students. This curious intention of

immortality has been more than realised : Houdon's

"Ecorche" has been studied by generations of artists,

and in many cases has proved a better guide than

most specimens culled from the dissecting-i-oom. With

, the same ardour that he had assimilated all that there

was to assimilate for the Italian school, Houdon now

gave his attention to the art of his countrymen. He
turned to the works of Pajou, sacred and profane,

his " Psyches " and his " Dianes," his bust of

"Pascal," his " Bossuet," his " Turenne ;" to AUe-

grain's " Baigneuse," of which Diderot said " J'ai

pcur de I'embrasscr car j'ai des ma-urs;" to Falconet's

" Amitie;" to Caffieri's magnificent -portraits of the

living and the dead. At Catfieri he stopped : he

had found his true way. Caffieri had won renown

in the portraiture of romance and of actuality ; and

Houdon saw immortality in both.

Just as he had made the secrets f)f the ci-seleiir-s

of Paris and Versailles his own, so he now grasped

the high aim and purpose of the great master of

portraiture. He saw before him a new generation

of immt)rtal figures that might have been his own.

What had been a doubt before was now a certainty :

portraiture was his mission, and thenceforward he

followed it almost to his last day. The fame he

had attained to in Italy and France was not long

in reaching other lands. The United States Govern-

ment, wishing to have a bust of ^^'ashington worthy

of that great jjatriot, Houdon was invited to pay

a visit to America and there to execute a portrait

such as they believed he alone could produce.

Franklin brought the invitation, and escorted the

sculptor to Philadelphia. There he was made the

guest of the liberator himself. The result was a

])ortrait perfect in every feature. This he brought

back with him to Paris, and then at his leisure

produced the statue which still has a place in the

Virginian Congress. It was the first of the now

famous series of historical figures
—

" Catherine II.,"

"Prince Galatzin," "Diderot," " Moliere," " Tur-

got," " Gluck," " Sophie Amould," " D'Alembert,"

"Buffon," "Rousseau," "Mirabeau," and all the rest

of them—which prepared the way for that greatest

triumph of all, the statue of Voltaire. This master-

piece was first intended for the Academic, but the

actors and the Fran^'aise lost no time in besjicak-

ing it for their /oi/er ; they reminded the owner

of their claims ; they quoted what Voltaire himself

had said to them on his return to Paris—" Mes

enfants, je veux vivre et mourir au milieu de vous."

Their application was responded to in the warmest

terms, and the masterpiece took its place among

their collection. During the Revolution an attempt

was made by a citizen-minister to wrest it from

them ; but the documents which recorded its transfer

to the theatre had fortunately been preserved, and it

remained unmolested. It is one of the most daring

feats in sculpture of any time. In an age when

human vanity perhaps was at its highest, Houdon

had the audacity to mirror forth in marble all the

infirmities of the people's idol : to lay bare with

magnificent candour the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth—the best with the worst, the

meanest with the finest—concerning the most potent

intellect of France. The work is admirably realistic

vet splendidly suggestive. It is Voltaire as he looked

and was in life ; and it is, to me at least, an allegory

of the struggle of the eternal principle with that

I
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which is merely earthly and transient. It figures the

mortality of the body and the immortality of the soul.

It is deformity transfij^ured by genius. The drapery

is real and actual, but its arrano-ement is finely

classic for all that, and it accentuates in the noblest

way the heroic effect at which the sculptor aimed.

Houdon had seen how miserably Pio-alle had failed

in the same subject when he produced his undraped

figure of the ])oet for the Institut—a figure which

in its utter ugliness must have reminded the younger

artist of his own " ficorche." It was an attempt

on Pigalle's part to emulate the Greeks ; and he

has had his reward, for from the portraiture he in-

tended the work has been transformed into a mytho-

logical ideal. Houdon's, on the contrary, is the

wonder and admiration of the world, and will re-

main so to the last.

The " Moliere " forms a curious contrast to the

Voltaire. "While the one may be almost called a

reproduction of face and form, the other can be

regarded only as a symbol. It is the sculptor's

conception of the greatest of comic writers. There

is nothing to show that Houdon even attempted

to follow any one of the traditional portraits,

and there is everything to show that he utterly

ignored the Seventeenth Century costume; But

it is a noble anachronism : the ideal of all that

is highest in the human mind and heart. His

"Moliere" is not the incomparable buffoon of the

" Precieuses " and the " Malade," the admirable

comedian who coi)ied Dominico the harlequin and

rioted in the cudgellings of Scapin and Sgana-

relle and the pursuit of the apothecaries in

" Poueceaugnac." Beautiful and romantic, touched

with distinction, a presentment of pensive melan-

choly, it is what Blake would have called the

" spiritual figure " of Moliere as he painted himself

in Alceste ; the Moliere of Don Juan and Celimene,

of Cleante and Georges Dandln, of " Tartuffe " and

the "Ecoledes Femmes;" the " contemplateur " of

Boileau's description ; the poet of whatever is best

in civilised society, the melancholy satirist of what-

ever is ridiculous and contemptible in civilised man.

The fine sympathy that Houdon has imparted to

the expression is the secret of its success : this it is

that has secured its popularity with all time ; this

it was which long ago disarmed all criticism—save

C'artieri's. Calfieri was Houdon's severest critic.

He resented the use to which his junior had turned

his ideas ; the master was jealous of his pupil's far

wider popularity. A little rivalry had set in be-

t ween these two who had once been friends ; it had

increased with every year, and now had grown into

])()sitive enmity. Poor Cattieri, who, as I have

shown, was never happy unless he was in trouble,

even forgot himself so far as to write an anony-

mous letter on the subject of Houdon's greatest

achievements—the " Voltaire " and the " Moliere."

It could only have been penned in a paroxysm of jea-

lous rage, for an unjuster verdict it would be difficult

to conceive. " The first bust," he said, " represents

Moliere according to the manner and works of that

great poet. Moliere was full of the fire of imagina-

tion ; all his characters were painted on his face.

Your sculptor represents him as some stujiid person

without a tinge of passion in his j>hysiognomy. The

head, which is larger than nature, has no movement

to give it life." (Caffieri was thinking of the superb

gesture of his own " Rotrou.") " His wig looks

like a bunch of threads ; his robe rle chawhre and his

cravat are so poor that it is impossiljle to recognise

the stuff of which they are made. True, the whole

is polished and clean, but this is just what enchants

the ignorant majority." He goes on to speak of the

"Voltaire" with the same immitigable fury: "He
is represented in the greatest decrepitude ; his eyes

are bursting from his head, while, on the contrary,

thev are in reality much sunken ; he cranes his neck

like an idiot ; the wrinkles of his face are so many

rags—they in no sense imitate the fiesh. It is the

head, not of the poet who was all soul, but of a

pantaloon. His wig is hideously made, and the

linen and coat are handled like wood. The whole is

hardly and meanly done. It is most singular that

two such poor works should be lauded to the skies

in all the public prints as though they were the

finest things in the world. I read in the Journal de

Piiri>t of this year that some wretched rhymester

has been singing of the wretched ' ^^Jlta re.' The

answer to that might be given from an old author :

' One fool finds another fool to praise him.'
"

Caffieri's rage was such that he did not see the

obverse of the proverb, exemplified in his own un-

worthy action—one genius finds another gonius to

abuse him. The letter continues in the same strain

to the end. If Caffieri's aim was to upset Houdon's

position as a public favourite he might well have

spared himself the pains. The Revolution, which

worked out the revenges of so many, did for Houdon

what no rival sculptor could have done. The friend

of the great, he was distrusted and dislodged from

the pedestal on which they had placed him. By an

unfortunate chance he unearthed the long- neglected

figure of a saint from his cellar, and liegan to work

upon it. He was forthwith (Icnounccd fnnn the

tribune of the Convention. Happily the friend who

defended him told the accusers it was no saint, but

a statue of Philosophy ; and through a doubtful

comiiliment to his work Houdon escaped unharmed,

to outlive the two revolutions and to see Napoleon

dethroned.

He reached the great age of eighty-eight. Gerard
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was so struck with his venerable appearance that he for a piece o£ sculpture, and carefully- liftinoj it up
painted him into his picture, ''L'Entree de Henri IV. would place it in his pocket. And then, "last stage

;i Paris," as one of the magistrates who are ofEering of all/' there came upon him the habit of continual

GLUCiC.

(From the Plaster btj Hviulon. By Permission of Edgar J. Boihm, E»i., R.A.)

the keys of the city to the king. For a long time
the old man was free from the infirmities of age,

and continued to take his accustomed place at the

Academic and the Franyais ; but at length came
second childhood and mere oblivion : his memory
went, and in its ])laee there came a train of curious

ilhisicins. The rudiments of the ruling passion still

survived. Wheuever he saw a pebble he took it

sleep, which lasted till it was merged into the sleep

without a waking.

For our engravings of the master's "Voltaire"
and " Moliere "—as JEor those of Caffieri's " Piron

"

and " Corneille " and " Rotrou "—we are primarily

indebted to ]M. Emile Perrin, the accomplished

director of the Theatre Fran<jais. By M. Perrin's

permission these five masterpieces were specially



VOLTAIRE.

(F>07n the Marhlc by Eoudon. By Permission of M. Hmik PnTin, of the Theatre Franrais.'i
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photogmiiliod for us hy MM. Braun ; and from

the.se pliotog-niphs our engravings have been made.

Our "Gluek" we owe to Mr. Boehm. Houdon

produced two busts of that immortal master, one

of which is now in the Louvre, while the other,

which is also the better, remains, I believe, in the

fojicr of the Ope'ra. Our engraving is from the

plaster by Iloudon, which Mr. Boehm was fortu-

nate enougli to pick up some years ago for a trifling

sum, and which he counts among his choicest trea-

sures. The head, which is touched with the vivacity

and assurance of Caffieri at his best—whose gesture,

indeed, suggests in somewhat that of Caffierl's master-

piece, the "Eotrou"—is singularly good as sculpture;

Mr. Boehm prefers it to that of the " Voltaire
;

"

and, in fact, it is modelled with such a combina-

tion of breadth and finish, of delicacy and vigour, of

hardihood and finesse, as only a great master may

command. Nor is the work a whit inferior con-

sidered as mere portraiture. Gluek, it is true, was

the greatest and noblest inventor who ever wrought

in opera ; his melodies, while charged with the most

poignant sentiment, are also the perfection of form
;

he was the founder, and the mightiest master, of

what remains, when all is said, the true school of

musical drama—the school of Sjiontini and Meyer-

beer and Berlioz ; he is in some sort the Shakespeare

of music. But he was the most cheerful and the

most careless of men. They tell of him that when he

wrote his operas—of Orpheus' despair, and the sub-

lime self-sacrifice of Alcestis, and the remorse of

Orestes, and the grief and devoti(jn of Iphigenia

—

he would send out his harpsichord into the spring

meadows, and sit there working at his themes, the

blue skv overhead, and a bottle of champagne at his

elbow. He had the assurance and self-confidence

of the ideal revolutionary, and he operated a com-

plete change in music by their means. But he was

only curious in essentials ; he was as careless of his

scores as Shakespeare of his manuscripts; and Berlioz,

who worshipped him, and who revised the "Alceste"

and the "Orphee" for production at the Opera, was

hard put to it to square his admiration of the

master's genius with his anger at the master's dread-

ful incorrectness and bad grammar. Iloudon's

"Gluek"—with its union of hardihood and vigour,

of power and cheerfulness, of self-reliance and the

consciousness of genius with gaiety of heart and

frankness and liberality of mind—is plainly the

Gluek of life and fact. A. Egmont Hakk.

"A STUDY."

Painted by Edward Buene Jones.

than his suggestiveness and charm. Above all, he

is curious in souls. He studies faces—particularly

the faces of women—not so much as manifesta-

tions of form as for their spiritual significance and

suggestiveness. He derives from Leonardo, and is

an artist in expression.

This spiritual element it is which constitutes the

peculiar attraction of the lovely head which we have

used for our frontisjiiece. The study is bichromatic,

highest honours are ]irobably for Mr. Burne Jones the eyes being touched in with grey-blue, while the

and Mr. Legros. Li their several ways, which are rest is in brown ; and it is so thinly painted as to

wide enough apart, their superiority as draughtsmen

is patent and commanding. Mr. Legros draws for

MONG the draughtsmen of

to-day a place the most

distinguished belongs to

]\Ir. Burne Jones. Just,

indeed, as M]\L Baudry

and Puvis de Chavannes

Arc facile principles among

modern Frenchmen, so

among F^nglish artists the

drawing's sake, and for the exercise of a method per-

haps the completest in the academical sense of modern

times. What he does is touched with the dignity

and reticence, the sober perfection of means and the

austere distinction of effect, which characterise the

achievement of the great Old Masters. He proceeds

from Raphael, so to speak, and is an artist in form.

Mr. Burne Jones is far more passionate and less

academical. He is often faithless to fact ; but his

pencil studies are marvels of refined and delicate

show the grain and texture of the canvas. Its finish

is not characteristically high. Plainly the artist has

not tried to portray a face, but to catch and shadow

forth an expression. His work is a study in senti-

ment—is the representation of what he has distni-

guished as the dominant elements in a refined and

miconventional personality. In a word, it is Mr.

Burne Jones's idea of a certain romantic idiosyn-

crasy; and it is presented with such a melancholy

sweetness, such a subtle and affecting grace of sad-

ness, as, once apjirehend'xl, are not soon forgotten.

There are verses of Keats and Coleridge whose

accomplishment; his finish is scarce less exquisite quality and effect are much the same.
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ELZEVIES.

j^ mHE Cor

?4^ J- — " Y«

IHE CorXTltYMAX.

LOU know
how much, for some

time past, the editions

of tlie Elzevirs have

been in demand. Tlie

fancy for them has

even penetrated into

the eountry. I am
1—THE "SAGE." acquainted with a man

there vvlio denies him-

self necessaries, for the sake of collecting into a

library (where other books are scarce enough) as

many little Elzevirs as he can lay his hands upon.

He is dying of hunger, and his consolation is to

be able to say, ' I have all the poets whom the

Elzevirs printed. I have ten examples of each of

them, all with red letters, and all of the right

date.' This, no doubt, is a craze, for, good as the

books are, if he kept them to read them, one example

of each would be enough."

The Pauisiax.—"If he had wanted to readthera,

I would not have advised him to buy Elzevirs. The

editions of minor authors which these booksellers

published, even editions ' of the right date,' as you

say, are not too correct. Nothing is good in the

books but the type and the paper. Your friend would

have done better to use the editions of Sryphius or

£tienne."

This fragment of a literary dialogue I translate

from " Entretiens sur les Contes de Fees," a book

which contains more of old talk about books and

booksellers than about fairies and folk-lore. The
"Entretiens" were published in 1(599, about six-

teen years after the Elzevirs ceased to be publishers.

The fragment is valuable; first, because it shows >is

how early the taste for collecting Elzevii"s was fully

developed, and, secondly, because it contains very

sound criticism of the mania. Already, in the Seven-

teenth Century, lovers of the tiny Elzevirian bodks

waxed pathetic over dates, already

they knew that the "Ca>sar" of

H;']5 was the right " Csesar,"

already they were fond of the

red-lettered pages, as in the first

edition of the " Virgil" of 16:56.

As early as 1699, too, the Pari-

sian critic knew that the editions

were not very correct, and that

the japer, type, ornaments, and
' ' / • ' 2.—A " SPHKRK

general format were their main (spukious).

attractions. To these we must now add tlie rarity

of really good Elzevirs.

Though Elzevirs have been more fashionable than

at present, they are still regarded by novelists as the

great prize of the book collector. You i-ead in novels

about " priceless little Elzevirs," about books " as

rare as an old Elzevir." I have met, in the works of

a lady novelist (but not elsewhere), with an Elzevir

" Theocritus." The late Mr. Hepwcjrth Dixon intro-

duced into one of his romances a romantic Elzevir

(jlreek Testament, "worth its weight in gold."

Casual remarks of this kind encourage a jiopular

delusion that all Elzevirs are pearls of considerable

price. When a man is first smitten with the pleasant

fever of book collecting, it is for Elzevirs that he

searches. At first he thinks himself in amazing luck.

In Booksellers' How and in Castle Street he " picks

up," for a shilling or two, Elzevirs, real or supposed.

To the beginner, any book with a sphere on the title

page is an Elzevir. For the beginner's instruction,

two cojiies of spheres are printed here. The first (2)

is a sphere, an ill-cut, ill-drawn s])here, which is

not Elzevirian at all. The mark was used in the

Seventeenth Century by many other booksellers and

printers. The second (•"}), on the other hand, is a, true

Elzevirian sphere, from a play of Moliere's, printed

in 1675. Observe the comparatively neat drawing of

the second sf)here, and be not led away after spurious

imitations. Beware, too, of the vulg-.ir error of

fancying that little duodecimos with the mark of

the fox and the bee's nest, and the motto " Quac-

rendo," come from the pi-ess of the Elzevirs. The

mark is that of Abraham Wolfgang, which name is

not a pseudonym for Elzevir. There are three sorts

of Elzevir pseudonyms. P'irst, they occasionally

reprinted the full title-page, jiublisher's name and

all, of the book they pirated. Secondly, when (hey

printed books of a "dangerous" sort, Jansenist

pamphlets and so forth, they used pseudonyms like

" Nic. Schouter," on the " Lettres Provinciales " of

Pascal. Thirdly, there are real

])seudonyms employed by the

Elzevirs. John and Daniel,

])rinting at Lcydcn (1652 —
1655), used the false name
" Jean Sambix." The Elzevirs

of Amsterdam often placed the

name " Jaccpies le Jeune" on

their title-pages. The collector

whii n'oicmbcrs these thing's
.•).—A ' SPIIKltK

.

"

(elkevikian). must also sec that his purchases
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have till- ri^-lit ornaments at the lieails o£ chapters, puhHshing, in i/raiid format, a desirable work on

the rio-lit taU-pieces at the ends. We print examples fencing^, Thibault's " Academie de l^Esjiee." This

(! and 6) of two of the most freepiently reeurrini; Tilihald also killed l)y the book. John and Daniel

ornaments the so-called " Tete de Buffle," and the Elzevir came next. They brought out the lovely

Sirene. More or less clumsy copies of these and "Imitation;" I wish by taking thought I could

the other El- add eight mil-

zevirian orna- limetres to

ments are com- the stature of

mon enough in my copy. In

books of the 16.55 Daniel

6. THE " SIEENE."
4.—THE "TETE DE BUFFLE. period, even joined a cou-

among those sin, Louis, in

Amsterdam, and John stayed in Leyden. John died

in 1661; his wi<low struggled on, Itut her son Abra-

liam (16S1) let all fall into ruins. Abraham died

17H. The Elzevirs of Amsterdam lasted till 16S(|,

when Daniel died, and the business was wound up.

The type, by Christopher Van Dyck, was sold in

16S1, by Daniel's widow. Sh- Iranxil gloria.

After he has learned all these matters the ama-

Loiiis was a good liookseller, a very ordinary pul)- teur has still a great deal to actpiire. He may now

])rintcd out of the Eow Countries; for example, in

i)ooks published in Paris.

A brief sketch of the history of the Elzevirs

mav here be useful. The founder of the family, a

Flemish bookbinder, Louis, left Louvain and settled

in Leyden in l.")^(l. He bough! a house op]iosite

the University, and opened a book shop. Another

shop, on college ground, was o[iciie(l in l.'jST.

lisher. It was not till shortly before his death, in

1617, thai his grandson Isaac bought a set of

types and other material. Louis left six .scms. Two

of these, Matthew and Bonaventure, kept on the

business, dating e.r nflicliia Elzcririaiia . In Idii.j

Bonaventure and Abraham (son of Matthew) became

jiarfners. The " good dates"

of Elzevirian books begin

from 16:26. The two Elze-

virs chose excellent types,

and after nine years' en-

deavours turned out the

beautiful "Ca-sar" of 16.'3.5.

Their classical series in petit

J'oni/iif was opened with

"Horace" and "Ovid" in

16;>9. In 1611 they begun

their elegant piracies of

French i)lays and poetry

with "Le Ciil." It was

worth while being [)irated

by the Elzevirs, who turned

you out like a gentleman,

wiih Jle/iroiix and red letters,

and a pretty frontispiece.

The Yankee ])irate dresses

you in rags, prints you mur-

derously, and binds you, if

he binds you at all, in some

hideous example of New
York or Boston " cloth extra,"

all gilt, like archaic gin-

gerbread. Bonaventure and

Abraham Ijoth died in 16.52.

They did not de]iart before

know a real I']lze\'ir from a book which is not an

F]lzevir at all. But there are enormous differences of

value, rarity, and excellence among the productions

of the Elzevirian press. The bookstalls teem with

small, " cropped," dingy, dirty, battered Elzevirian

editions of the classics, )/o/ " of the good date."

On these it is not worth

while to expend a couple of

shillings, especially as Elze-

virian type is too small to

be read with comfort l)y

most modern eyes. No, let

the collector save his money ;

avoid littering his shelves

with what he will soon find

to lie rubbish, and let him

wait the rare chance of ac-

quiring a really beautifid

and rare Elzevir. Mean-

time, and before we come to

describe Elzevirs of the first

flight, let it be remembered

that the "taller" the copy,

the less harmed and nipped

by the binder's shears, the

better. " INIen scarcely know

how beautiful tire is," says

Shelley ; and we may say

that most men hardly know

how beautiful an Elzevir was

in its uni-ut and original

form. The Elzevirs we have

may be " dcai'," but they are

certainly " dumpy twelves."

Their fair j)roportions have

A Amsterdam.
Che^ Daniel Elzevici". MDCLXiV.

AS ELZEVIIilAN FKONTISPIECE,
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heen docked \>\ the hinder. At the Beckt'ovd sale a, iinil, and that his altitude hlled the minds of all

there was a pearl of a b(jok, a " Marot," not an with awe. Well, the Phihstine may think a few

Elzevir indeed, but a book published by Wetstein, millimetres, more or less, in the height of an Elzevir

the successor of the Elzevirs. This exquisite pair are of little importance. When he comes to sell, he

of volumes, bound in blue morocco, was absolutely will discover the difference. An uncut, or almost

L E

PASTISSIER
FRANCOIS.

Ou eft cnfcignc la manicrede

faiic toute forte dc Paftitle-

ric , a'cs-ucilc a toutc foitc

de perfonncs.

ENSEMBLE
le mojcn d'jpreficr toiitcs fortes dccufs

pour !(s jours nulgres, &autrcSf

enplui de foixatuefaccm.

LE F^
PASTISSIER
FRANCOIS

^ ^ M ST E R D ^ M,

Chez Loiiys 5: Daniel Elzevler.

A. M. DC. L V.

A Aiiilterilam

.

7.—THE "PASTISSIER FEiNgOIS:"' TITLE-PAOE AND FEONXISPIECE.

(B;/ Permission nf MM. Mimiaiid and FaU)Ut.)

unimpaired, and was a sight to bring happy tears

into the eyes of the amateur of Elzevirs. There was

u gracious sre//e elegance about these tomes, an

appealing and exquisite delicacy of proportion, that

linger like sweet music in the memory. I have a

copy of the Wetstein "Marot" myself, notabadcopy,

(hough murderously bound in that ecclesiastical sort of

Ijrown calf antiqiie, which goes well with hymn books,

anil reminds one of cakes of chocolate. But my copy

is only some 128 millimetres in height, wliereas the

uncut Bedford copy (it had belonged to the great

Pixerecourt) was at least 130 millimetres high. Be-

side the uneut example mine looks like Cinderella's

plain sister beside the beauty of the family. Now
the moral is that only tall Elzevirs are beautiful,

only tall Elzevirs preserve their ancient proportions,

only tall Elzevirs are worth collecting. Dr. Lemuel

Gulliver remarks that the King of Lilliput was taller

than any of his court by about hall' the thickness of

256

uncut, copy of a good Elzevir may be worth fifty or

sixty poimds or more ; an ordinary copy may bring

fewer pence. The binders usually pare down the to])

and bottom more than the sides. I have a "Rabelais"

of the good date, with the red letters (lG().-5), and

some of the jiages have never been opened, at the

sides. But the height is only some 122 millimetres,

a mere dwarf. Anything over l-"5() millimetres is

very rare. Therefore the collector of l-llzevirs should

have one of those uscl'id ivory-liandlod knives on

which the French measures are marked, and thus he

will at once be able to satisfy himself as to the exact

height of any exam])le which he encounters.

Let us now assum(> (hat the amateur (piite imder-

stands what a proper Elzevir should be : tall, clean,

well bound if ]iossil)le, and of the good date. But

we have still to learn what the good dales are, and

this is matter fur (he study and ]iractic-c of a well-

spent life. We may gossi]i about a IV'W of the more
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famous Elzevirs, those without which no collection

is complete. Of all Elzevirs the most famous and

the most expensive is an old cookery book, "Le Pas-

tissier FranQois. Wherein is taught the way to make

all sorts of pastry, useful to all sorts of persons. Also

the manner of preparing all manner of eg-gs, for fast-

days, and other days, in more than sixty fashions.

Amsterdam, Louys and Daniel Elzevir. 1665." The

mark (7) is not the old "Sage " presented at the head

of this paper (1), but the "Minerva" with her owl.

Now this book has no intrinsic value any more than a

Tauchnitz reprint of Mr. Reeves's volume on cooking.

The "Pastissier" is cherished because it is so very rare.

The tract passed into the hands of cooks, and the

hands of cooks arc detrimental to literature. Just as

nursery books, fairy tales, and the like are destroyed

from generation to generation, so it happens with

books used in the kitchen. The " Pastissier," to

be sure, has a good frontispiece, a scene in a Low
Country kitchen, among the dead game and the

dainties. This, by M. Morgand's aid, the bookseller

in the Passage des Panoramas, we reproduce (7).

The buxom cook is making a game pie ; a pheasant

pie, decorated with the bird's head and tail-feathers,

is already made. Not for these charms, but for its

i-arity, is the " Pastissier" coveted. In an early edition

of the " Manuel " (1821) Brunet says, with a feigned

brutality (for he dearly loved an Elzevir), "Till now

I have disdained to admit this book into my work,

but I have yielded to the prayers of amateurs. Be-

sides, how could I keep out a volume which was sold

for one hundred and one francs in IS 19." One hun-

dred and one francs ! If I could only get a " Pas-

tissier " for one hundred and one francs ! But

our grandfathers lived in the Bookman's Paradise.

" II n'est pas jusqu'aux Anglais," adds Brunet—the

very English themselves—have a taste for the " Pas-

tissier." The Duke of Marlborough's copy was

actually sold for £1 4s. It would have been money in

the ducal pockets of the house of Marlborough to

have kept this volume till the general sale of all their

portable property at which our generation is privi-

leged to assist. No wonder the " Pastissier" was

thought rare. Berard only knew two copies. Pieters,

writing on the Elzevirs in 1815, could cite only five

" Pastissiers," and, in his "Annales," he had found out

but five more. Wilhelm, on the other hand, enume-

rates some thirty, not including !Motteley's. Motteley

was an uncultivated, untaught enthusiast. He knew
no liatin, but he had a fiair for uncut Elzevirs.

" Incomptis capillis," he would cry (it was all his

lore) as he gloated over his treasures. They were all

burnt by the lamented Commune in the Louvre

Library.

A few examples may be given of the prices

brought by " Le Pastissier " in later days. Sensier's

copy was but 128 millimetres in height, and had the

old ordinary vellum binding—in fact it closely re-

sembled a copy which Messrs. Ellis and White had

for sale in' Bond Street last summer. The English

booksellers asked, I think, about 1,500 francs for

their copy. Sensier's was sold for 128 francs in

April, 1828; for 201 francs in 1837. Then the book

was gloriously bound by Trautz-Bauzonnet, and was

sold with Potier's books in 1870, when it fetched

2,910 francs, nearly £120. At the Benzon sale

(1875) it fetched 3,255 francs, and, falling dreadfully

in price, was sold again in 1877 for 2,200 francs.

INI. Dutuit, at Rouen, has a taller copy, bound by

Bauzonnet. Last time it was sold (1851) it brought

251 francs. The Due de Chartres has now the copy

of Pieters, the historian of the Elzevirs, valued at

£120. About thirty yeai-s ago no fewer than three

copies were sold at Brighton, of all places. INI.

Quentin Bauchart has a copy only 127 millimetres in

height, which was cede a Vamuihle for £180. M.

Chartenes, of Metz, has a copy now bound by Bauzon-

net which was sold for four francs in 1780. We call

this the ago of cheap books, but before the Revolu-

tion books were cheaper. It is fair to say, however,

that this example of the "Pastissier" was then bound

up with another book, Vlacq's edition of "Le Cuisiuier

Francois," and so went cheaper than it would other-

wise have done. M. de Fontaine de Resbecq declares

that a friend of his bought six original pieces of

Moliere's bound up with an old French translation of

Garth's "Dispensary." The one faint hoj^e left to

the poor book collector is that he may find a valua-

ble tract lurking in the leaves of some bound collec-

tion of trash. I have an original copy of Moliere's

" Les Fascheux " bound up with a treatise on pre-

cious stones, but the bookseller from whom I bought

it knew it was there ! That makes all the difference.

But, to return to our " Pastissier," here is M. de

Fontaine de Resbecq's account of how he wooed and

won his own copy of this illustrious Elzevir. " I

began my walk to-day," says this haunter of ancient

stalls, "by the Pont Marie and the Quai de la Greve,

the pillars of Hercules of the book-hunting world.

After having viewed and reviewed these remote

books, I was going away, when my attention was

caught by "a small naked volume, without a stitch of

binding. I seized it, and what was my delight when

I recognised one of the rarest of that famed Elzevir

collection whose height is measured as minutely as

the carats of the diamond. There was no indication

of price on the box where this jewel was lying ; the

book, though unbound, was perfectly clean within.

'How much?' said I to the bookseller. 'You can

have it fcu- six sous,' he answered ;
' is it too much ?

'

' No,' said I, and, trembling a little, I handed him

the thirty centimes he asked for the ' Pastissier
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Fraiiijois.' You may believe, my friend, that after

such a piece of luck at the start, one goes home

fondly embracing the beloved object of one's search.

That "is exactly what I did."

Can this tale be true ? Is such luck given by the

jealous fates morfalibiis agr'is ? ^I. de Resbecq's

find was made apparently in 1S56, when trout were

plenty in the streams, and rare books not so very

rare. To my own knowledge an English collector

has Ijought an original play of IMoliere's, in the

original vellum, for eighteen pence. But no one has

such luck any longer. Not, at least, in London. A
more exjiensive " Pastissier " than that which brought

six sous was priced in Bachelin Detlorenne's cata-

logue at £240. A curious thing occurred when two

uncut " Pastissiers " turned up simultaneously in Paris.

One of them ^lorgand and P'atout sold for £400.

Clever people argued that one of the twin uncut

" Pastissiers " must be an imitation, a fac-simile by

means of photogravure, or some other process. But

it was triumjihantly established that both were

genuine j they had minute points of difference in the

ornaments. M. Willems, the learned historian of

the Elzevirs, is indignant at the successes of a book

which, as Brunet declares, is badly printed. There

must be at least fortyknown "Pastissiers" in the world.

-Yes ; but there are at least 4,000 people who would

greatly rejoice to possess a "Pastissier," and some of

these desirous ones are very wealthy. While this

state of the market endures, the " Pastissier" will fetch

higher prices than the other varieties. Another ex-

tremely rare Elzevir is " L'lUustre Theatre de Mons.

Corneille" (Leyden, 1044). This contains " Le
Cid," "Les Horaces," "Le Cinna," "La Mort de

Pompee," " Le Polyeucte." The name, " L'lllustre

Theatre," aiii^earing at that date has an interest of its

own. In 1643-44, Moliere and Madeleine Bejart

had just started the comj^any which they called

" L'lllustre Theatre." Only six or seven copies of the

book are actually known, though three or four are

believed to exist in England, probably all covered

with dust in the library of some lord. " He has a

very good library," I once heard some one say to a

noble earl, whose own libi-ary is famous. " And
what can a fellow do with a very good library?"

answered the descendant of the Crusaders, who pro-

bably (being a youth light-hearted and content) was

ignorant of his own great possessions. An expensive

copy of " L'lllustre Theatre," bound by Trautz-

Bauzonnet, was sold for £300.

Among Elzevirs desirable, yet not hopelessly rare,

is the "Virgil" of 1636. Heinsius was the editor of

this beautiful volume, prettily printed, but incorrect.

Probably it is hard to correct with absolute accuracy

works in the pretty but minute type which the

Elzevirs affected. They have won fame by the ele-

gance of their books, brit their intention was to sell

good books cheap, like ilichel Levy. The small type

was recpiired to get plenty of "copy" into little

bulk. Nicholas Heinsius, the son of the editor of

the " Virgil," when he came to correct his father's

edition, foiiud that it contained so many coquilles,

or misprints, as to be nearly the most incorrect

copy in the world. Heyne says, " Let the 'Virgil' be

one of the rare Elzevu's, if you please, but within it

has scarcely a trace of any good quality." Yet the

first edition of this beautifiil little book, with its

two pages of red letters, is so desirable that, till he

could possess it, Charles Nodier would not profane

his shelves by any "Virgil" at all. Equallv fine

is the " Cfesar " of 1635, which, with the " Virgil
"

of 1036, and the " Imitation " without date, M.

"Willems thinks the most successful works of the

Elzevirs, " one of the most enviable jewels in the

casket of the bibliophile." It may be recognised by

the page 238, which is erroneously printed 24S. A
good average height is from 125 to 12 S millimetres.

The highest known is 130 millimetres. This book,

like the " Imitation," has one of the pretty and inge-

nious frontispieces which the Elzevirs prefixed to

their books. We engrave (5) the frontispiece of Pere-

fixe's " History of Henri IV.," with its equestrian

portrait of that gallant monarch. So farewell, and

good speed in your sport, ye hunters of Elze\4rs, and

may you find the rarest Elzevir of all, " L'Aimable

Mere de Jesus." A. Laxg.

ADOLF MENZEL.

ADOLF MENZEL, the greatest draughtsman and

- the most tiuly original artist modern Germany
can boast, is too little known in this countrj-. His

fame, however, is at last sjireading, and as we are

promised an exhibition of his works in London, some

information about him may not be unwelcome. He
was bom at Breslau on the Sth of December, 1815.

His father, who loved the arts, was at the head of a

girls' school, a post he resigned in order to become a

lithographer, so interested was he in Sennefelder's

discovery, then in its infancy. His son inherited his

artistic tastes. Before he could stand he used to draw

figures in the sand, and it is related that when he had

covered the "'mund within reach of his arm witli his
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creations, he woiikl push himself further on and con-

tinue liis labours. Tlie father recognised this marked

bent, but his desire was that general learning should

take the first place in his boy's education, and draw-

ino- only follow when the foundations had been well

laid. i3ut it was vain to keep the lad from his

pencil; the only result was that all his lesson books

were covered with drawings. The wise father,

recognising this, pondered how he could give the

best direction to this talent, and seeing there was

no opening in Breslau, he removed his lithographic

establishment and his family to the capital. Adolf

IMenzel was fifteen when this removal took place,

and the father had the Academy in view for him

in order that he might be properly trained to his

profession. But from the first moment of his

entrance into this institution Menzel evinced an

antipathy to it, and with all his might he protested

against being forced to study here. He was duly

entered, but he coiild in no wise be brought to

study in Academic fashion. He would play truant

from the school, and stand for hours on end gazing

into the windows of the print shops, or observing

the life in the streets, jotting down all he saw.

He found that he could not learn from the works

of others, from the results of others' obsei'vations.

Theories were barren to him ; the city of Berlin,

its public monuments, its museums, streets, shops,

became his studio. After half a year's irregular

attendance he positively refused to return to the

Academy, one of whose professors, by the way, had

pronounced him devoid of talent. He preferred

to help his father with lithography, and to work

out his artistic salvation after his own fashion. In

1831, when he was only sixteen, he lost his good

father, and in addition to this sorrow, the maintaining

of a large family fell upon his shoulders. Strenu-

ously he applied himself to lithography, working

almost literally day and night, twelve hours being

his nominal allowance, and that often exceeded. He

composed and lithographed dinner, new year, and

birthday cards ; he designed and executed bill-heads

IN COUKT. FKOJI "THE BEOKEN PITCHEE."

(.Dyaim by Ado!/ Menzel. By Permission of the Publisher.)
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and invitations, illustrations to children's books, menus,

&c. &c.; in short, he tiu-ned to account all that came
in his way, and yet he never lost sight of his ulterior

artistic aims. In 1833 he made his first ambitious

appeal to the public with a series of lithographs sug-

gested by Goethe's poem "Kiinstlers Erdeuwallen."

In six masterly drawings, without slavishly following

the poet's text,

he illustrated the

thorny course of

an artistic career

from its earliest

beginnings to its

apotheosis. With
humour, gentle

satire, and natural-

ism free from vul-

garity and exag-

geration, he held

up to view the

shoemaker's ap-

prentice gifted

with artistic lean-

ings, who goes

forth into the

world through his

attic window, and

afterwards leads

an artist and attic

existence, fame
being only at-

tained after day-

dreams are shat-

tered, and the creative brain lies quiet under the

shelter of mother earth. The excellent composi-

tion, the original and powerful mode of treatment,

attracted attention. The very master who had pro-

nounced Menzel devoid of talent praised the pictures

in the press, unconscious whose work they were.

The publishers, like Oliver Twist, asked for "more; "

and ^lenzel followed up his first success with another

consecutive set of pictures, "The Five Senses," " The
Lord's Prayer," as well as various separate composi-

tions. He also turned to the field in which he was
to cull his future laurels, illustrations from the his-

tory of Brandenburg, till then regarded as somewhat
arid and thankless. The Eighteenth Century was then

under a sort of artistic ban ; it was not in harmony
with the recognised formulas of artistic beauty. The
contemporary artists of Germany were at the time

of ^lenzel's youth absorbed in the much-talked-of

Christian romantic art, ushered into the woidd with
a great deal of noise, and finally not prcxlucing any-

thing like the upheaval expected. Northern Germany,
though p, little outside the movement, had not been
wholly untouched Ijy it, and here sprang up a youth,

i.i.-t?l.U

AXSWTIKINO THE BELL.

(Drawn by Adolf Menzel. By Perm isslon of the Pubtisker.)

a mere boy, who dared to go outside the groove, who
ignored the dicta of " grave and reverend siguors,"

and ventured on his own account to hold the mirror

up to a tabooed era and draw it with fidelity ; unro-

mantic pigtail, cocked hat, ugly uniforms and all.

Certainly ilenzel's art conception was of an entirely

different nature to that of his colleagues; he had nei-

ther sympathj- nor

comprehensionfor
their transcen-

dental school, and

standing outside

and so far apart,

he had literally to

create his public

as well as his

works. His art-

istic parent was

no living man,

but rather Ho-
garth and Hol-

bein ; like these

he belonged by

instinct to the

school of truth,

shrewd observa-

tion, and ethical

philosophy. His

truth indeed is

energetic, almost

violent; it puzzled

and jjerplexed at

first as much as

it attracted, but in historical representation it was

peculiarly in its right place, and these last illus-

trations laid the foundation of Menzel's fame and

career. To glorify Frederick the Great, the one

Prussian hero, had long been the temptation held

up to the best artists and sculptors of Prussia, as

at one time Napoleon I. had been the source of

French artistic inspiration. But as yet none had

truly succeeded. Here seemed at last the man, a

true Prussian every inch of him, with all the Prus-

sian's veneration and hero-worshiji for this mili-

tary king and all things military. What Horace

Vemet and Raffet had done for Napoleon, it was

hoped Menzel would do for Frederick, and he was

entrusted with the commission to execute four hun-

dred illustrations to Kugler's history of the Branden-

burg hero. ]Menzel had already made the Eighteenth

Century liis peculiar study, his dcMuain ; he felt at

home in its life ; and as few ha<l preceded him in

illustrating this period, he had to go to original

sources for information, so that his knowledge was

consolidated and first-hand. Nevertheless when he

received this conimissidU he entered inio such ex-

THE EKOEEX I ITCHEK.
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haustive studies of the moiiumcnts, relics, ehronieles,

memoirs, exteriors, interiors, arrangements of life

in palace and hut, ornaments, dress, portraits, litera-

ture, &c., of this century, he made such an endless

number of drawings, sketches, and notes, that his

friends jocosely asked him whether he intended to

live three himdred years in order to utilise all the

mass of material he was collecting, ilenzel, how-

ever, was undeterred by sneers from pursuing his

conscientious course. He knew what he wanted and

what he could do, and the result proved him right.

He succeeded in penetrating into the Rococo spirit,

in saturating himself with its very essence, and yet

withal he never lost the power of regarding it objec-

tively. He recognised with Vischer that the jn-m-

ciple pervading this mental bias is an attempt to

improve upon nature, to gild refined gold, to paint

the lily, combined with a certain humour, self-will,

and conscious presumption. To Menzel there was a

sort of malicious amusement in watching this farrago

of conliieting artificiality and reality. Its rationalism,

its free thought, its materialistic leanings attracted

him ; nor was he repelled by its admixture of red

tape, prejudice, and despotism. The Frederick book,

which occiTpied him four years, marks an era in his

life, as also in the history of German wood-engraving,

till then but indifferently practised, so that for some

time Menzel's blocks had all to be sent off to

Paris to be cut.

Thanks to his instruction and superintendence the

art imjiroved vastly during the course of the book,

so that the later blocks could be cut in Berlin.

Though still rather coarse, the German cutting is

so far an improvement, for the French could not

fiillow ^MenzeFs essentially German art and concep-

tion, his uncouth heroes would not shape themselves

under their more correct and elegant tools. Menzel

instinctively perceived that the essence of the Prus-

sian being is absolutely inartistic, that its outside is

as little attractive as its manifested character. Even
Bismarck himself has admitted "we have not the

art of making ourselves beloved.^^ Yet this military,

rigid, unlovely domain was deliberately chosen by

an artist for his field. He saw that these were no

themes on which to attempt beauty j to idealise them

was to make them false, for beauty was not in them
;

the work therefore could only be good if a true re-

production. It was because Menzel pierceived that

beyond the unlovely there was truth, innate rectitude,

high principle and purpose, that he succeeded and

became the painter of Frederick the Great par excel-

lence. With the fidelity that characterises him he

did not attempt to put into his hero or period that

which they had not ; reality was his basis; he saw
that there was something fine and heroic in Frederick

and his efforts, notwithstanding all his pettiness and

affectations, and so, like Carlyle, he seized upon liis

noblest points and converted them into art. Menzel's

illustrations to the " Life of Frederick the Great

"

are marveFs of military verve, historical exactitude,

precision of detail, movement, and effect. It was

soon evident that he had so penetrated into the

mental and material conditions of that military age

that he might have lived and breathwd in it. Dra-

matic and able, his illustrations are also full of quaint

conceits, the little allegorical head and tail-pieces

to the chapters being replete with that fun, ability,

and invention for which there is little scope in the

main body of the work. Menzel had studied all

the extant portraits of the king from his fourth year

to his death. Thus he maintained the resemblance

throughout, and all the changes wrought by every

year are so subtly marked that we almost fail to notice

them, as is the case with the changes in the features

of those we live with, until beholding a jJorti-ait

dated some years back forces the alteration into our

view. The same care is expended upon all else,

whether detail or accessory, and yet while all is so

correct, costume, fui-niture, and landscape, none of

these things are brought into undue prominence, but

appear as though matters of course. The mixture of

humour with seriousness, of frolic with philosophic

gravity, that distinguished Frederick and his court,

is happily reproduced. ^lenzel has fully entered

into the varied character of the king, and has been like

him Protean. As in his illustrations to the " History

of Brandenburg," so here it was no series of catas-

trophes theatrically arranged, but scenes from real

life with real life's power to move and interest. Nor

are they dull as mechanical reproductions too often

are. Our attention is not concentrated merely on

one psychological moment in the life of one person,

but the whole scene with all its actors is grasped

out of life. jMenzel is no conventional court painter

;

with all his admiration for Frederick, he is not ser-

vile, and he is ready at any moment to sacrifice

artistic effect to truth.

The work completed, Menzel was recognised and

honoured, and with success followed its penalties.

He was .not permitted to turn to "fresh woods and

pastures new ;
" Frederick the Great was now to be

his study. The king then reigning was Frederick

William IV., who loved to imitate his Bavarian con-

temporary, and like him play Maecenas to the arts.

But like Louis of Bavaria he failed to plan any-

thing- limited that could be achieved and finished;

he further failed to recognise that in order to aid art

truly, it must be brought within the reach of the

mass. He commissioned jMenzel to illustrate the

writings of his illustrious ancestor, with the intention

of printing a few copies that should lie reserved as

gifts to crowned heads and men whom the king
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would delight to honour. The commission was not

easy to execute. Those who are acquainted with

Frederick's works will know that they do not lend

themselves to illustration, and the way in which

Menzel overcame this initial obstacle is greatly to the

credit both of his invention and his industry. But

that he recognised it we cannot question. Does not

the very vignette on the title-page, though skilfully

veiled, reveal it to the wise ? A chubby boy stands

here within the shelter of a compass ; round it is

written "twelve centrimetre maximum," while below

runs the line " Hie—hie saltus." Is not this sly

humour of a nature probably invious to a royal

mind ? ^lenzel loves thus audaciously to poke fun

at and in his themes. Thus throughout the works

of Frederick, Menzel gets out of his difficulties in

the most unexpected manner. Some of his illustra-

tions are veritable epigrams and anagrams. He had

grown mentally while illustrating the life, he had

become yet more at home in the period, and nowhere

can his flexible imaginative power, his exuberant

creative force, his whimsical fancy be seen more

happily than in these volumes that are unfortunately

out of the reach of the public. Happily, quite lately,

the present emperor, recognising how all this splen-

did work was lost to the world, has permitted the

illustrations to be reproduced apart from the text.

Even so, however, only three hundred copies are

printed, while its high price must also limit it to

public libraries, or the bookshelves of a few rich ama-

teurs. Fortunately, howevei", the British ^Museum

has acquired a copy, and it is thus accessible to

everybody.

It was while prosecuting his studies for his two

Fi-ederick books that iMenzel, who had been permitted

access to all the royal storehouses, conceived the idea

of preserving by means of his pencil the remaining

relics of the heroic period of Prussian history. He
feared lest the uniforms, costumes, armour, &c., still

extant should fall a prey to the tooth of time, and he

therefore set about embalming them in an ai-tistic

arsenal. The result is three stout folios entitled

" The Army of Frederick the Great," which proved

by no means only a costume book, but an artistic

work, for ]\Ienzel was not content with drawing the

empty uniforms. With a magician's- wand he gave

to them new life, he filled them with soldierly tj^pes

and individuals ; no draped models, but the very

pco])lc in their very clothes. He made each man
characteristic of his regiment while giving to him
also an individuality, he re-created the men as well as

the trappings of Frederick's army. Truly his task

was no easy one, for in but too man}' cases there

were only pieces of uniform, bits of accoutrements

remaining. Unweariedly Menzel measured, planned,

renewed, until he had completed his mighty task

;

then drawing the whole three hundred pictures wpon

stone and colouring them with his own hand, after

taking but thirty impressions, he himself destroyed

the plates. The work is therefore rare ; but happily

of this, too, we have a copy in the British Museum.

Thirty-two illustrations of soldiers' costumes which

[Menzel furnished about the same time to a work of

Lange's on the old Prussian army naay be regarded

as a popularisation and a precis of this monumental

costume book. This work again was followed by a

series of twelve woodcuts depicting Frederick and

his Paladins, the folk whom JMenzel now saw so

clearly with his mind's eye, and whom he never tired

of making live anew. The sheets are incarnate his-

tory ; each portrait is not only a characteristic in-

dividual but a pregnant rei^resentation of the man

and the time. Here we behold Frederick not as a

warrior only, but as the monarch of an age of en-

lightenment, as the king in time of peace, a keen-

witted del esprit, walking through the mirror-room

of Sansouci, his, stick under his arm, one hand cai-e-

lessly thrust into his oat pocket. On the other

hand old Dessauer, his general, ever a warrior, is

delineated in the battle-field, his head bent forward,

his piercing eyes watching under the shade of his

hat, which is pushed forward to shield them. We recog-

nise at once that this is to the life the man who could

in the din of strife call aloud upon God to help him,

and crave that if He would not do so. He would at

least remain passive and not help those rascals the

enemy. Here truly is Dessauer, with all his uncon-

scious humour, his downrightness, his determination,

and yet there is not omitted that soft lo\'ing side of

his nature which he showed in his home affections.

And so on with all the other paladins, which space

will not allow us to enumerate.

Indeed it would require much space to detail all

that IMenzel has done in the domain of lithograjjliy,

wood-engi-aving, etching, and mezzotint, and we

have not yet even touched upon his painting, in

which field he has also reaped laurels, though hero

he is not facile priticeps as in his draughtsmanship.

Menzel learnt to jjaint as little as to draw ; here, too,

he was his own master, and already in 1830 he had

attempted colour, but with little success. He never

rested until he discovered wherein his faults had lain,

and then pursued his course unweariedly until he had

attained to proliciency also with brush and palette.

Aftai- having had almost to abandon painting in order

to illustrate, he resumed it when his labours wore

ended; but these having landed him in the time of

Frederick the Great, he stayed here, and here achieved

his finest pictorial successes, among which stand fore-

most " Frederick at his Table Round of Sansouci," "A
Concert at Sansouci," " Frederick on his Voyages,"

and "Frederick During the Battle of Hochkirch."
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111 the latter picture Menzel ventured to paint his

hero in defeat, and show how he was still great, nay

greater when in misfortune. In the "Concert" he

caught the court in a moment of repose and inti-

macy. The king is performing upon the flute before

his sister, the Margravine of Bayreuth. It is difficult

to make a hero heroic when blowing the flute, that

most unheroic of instruments, yet Menzel ventured

on the task and succeeded. Frederick at no moment,

in no attitude, could under Menzcl's jiencil be un-

dignified. At this moment he is all the musician,

entranced, carried away in his music ; we seem to hear

the rise and fall of the solo he is executing, a senti-

mental rococo piece with funny old-world little twists

and turns. Emanuel Bach accompanies him on the

piano, while Benda with his violin in hand awaits the

end of the king's cadence to recommence his playing.

In the window embrasure Quanz, the king's master, is

listening. The Margravine, too, listens to her brother

with sisterly love painted in her noble, suffering face,

while beside her stands amateur Graun, and around

her are grouped a choice aristocratic party who attend

with true or affected interest or respectful indifference.

The room is typically rococo, lighted by wax candles

innumerable, that are reflected upon the satins, the

gilding, the mirrors, and the shining part[uet floors,

the whole a successful piece of full rich colouring

and varied and reflected lights. Of less happy colour,

somewhat dusty and dull, but of ccpially hajipy con-

ception, is the banquet at Sansouci. The table pre-

sents one mass of porcelain, silver, and glass, while

the young king and host is here not the hero of

Leuthen and Torgau, but the friend of the Muses,

the disciple of the witty French school. His master

Voltaire sits near him, and we can see that they

exchange light sarcastic persiflage and piquant

arrows of wit. Around them, at this democratic

round table, are other choice spirits, La Mettrie,

D'Argent, Algarotti, Keith, all painted in an ideal

dessert humour, inclined to regard life optimistically,

lightly, as those do who have dined well. An air

of royal distinction pervades the great rooms with

their capricious ornaments, while through the open

garden doors you get peeps of nature and suggestions

of pure air.

Alternating with these historical jiictures Menzel

painted many smaller works in oil ami water-coloui's

;

genre subjects suggested by his annual trips to

the Tyrol. But these were recreations from the

work of his life rather than serious labours. In

the execution of his genre pictures he is apt to be

somewhat sketchy, but he seizes the salient points

and makes these rich and full. At one time he

painted some landscapes, but withdrew them, as

they did not satisfy him. In this he did wrong;

the landscapes had excellent points, moreover he had
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succeeded in extracting beauties from the decried en-

virons of Berlin. As with the history of Prussia, so

with its scenery, he had given it an artistic aspect;

its lake, its ditches, its willows, its wide flat vistas

were made attractive by his brush. He has also

attempted religious painting, and a " Christ in the

Temple," at the time of its exhibition, gave rise

to much discussion. In this line, however, he was
not successful. Like Bonnat he cannot idealise

;

his Christ was a Jew, but not of Judaic times but

of to-day, of the type that centuries of persecu-

tion have produced ; his auditors are peasants of

Ammergau decked out for the nonce in Hebrew
garb ; the whole a rationalistic conception neither

beautiful nor pleasant. Indeed, whenever Menzel

attempts a subject that requires to be treated poeti-

cally, his results are lamentable failures. He is a

thoroughbred Prussian, and grace and sentiment are

denied him.

Menzel's painting is distinguished by masses of

colour sharply marked and divided, and apt to be in-

harmonious. He employs few colours, and these

are frequently not well blended ; orange and red

are inclined to preponderate. His lights are charm-

ingly delicate ; not so his shadows, which are fre-

quently monotonous and heavy like those in most

German painting. In his painted work he is apt

to be quite abrupt and hard in manner. As in

his drawing, so in his painting, the grave, solemn,

somewhat heavy character of the German is not

belied by him ; but as suited to his themes it not

only does not offend but seems appropriate. It is

a pity that so much of his power has been wasted

in executing royal orders, birthday wishes, family

anniversary pictures, honorary diplomas, and so forth.

He has really had no tmie to develop a line of his

own. In 1861 he was entrusted with the difiimilt

task of painting the coronation of King "William I.

It proved one of his least successful efforts. He
was commanded to observe historical accuracy and

sacrifice all artistic effect in it, and it more re-

sembles a coloured illustration to a weekly journal

than an artistic composition. It has been said

of Menzel that he had the privilege to reproduce

with infallibility before photography existed. In

this picture, now in the royal palace at Berlin, this

dictum is unhapiiily realised. It took him four

years to paint, and during their course he had

a studio in the palace. This working amid court

scenes and surroundings produced some ball-rooms

and levees full of nice discrimination of expression

and subtle observation. When the war broke out in

Bohemia he went and studied battles and battle-

fields on the scene of action. In 1871 his brush was

again called into royal requisition to re]iresent the

departure of the king for the Franco-German war.
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Only twice has Menzel moved from German

ground or history. In 1867 some of his pictures

were sent to the Paris Exhibition, and thanks both to

ilieir merits and the exertions of Meissonier, who was

charmed with the works of his confrere, he received the

cross of the Legion of Honour. An absurd anecdote

of the two artists is preserved. Menzel, it appears,

can speak no French, Meissonier no German, but

they were so delighted with each other's artistic gifts,

that during IMenzel's stay they were rarely seen apart,

although their whole conversation was limited to

repeated pressures of the hand and mutual exclama-

tions of admiration. This his first and only foreign

visit inspired jMeuzel with two pictures, one of Pari-

sian street life ; the other a Sunday afternoon in

the Tuileries Gardens. In the latter, though he had

seized the spirit of the scene, he reproduced it with

a certain German heaviness. He has j'lainted it as

noisy, but not light enough as regards the play,

while the earnest is too ponderous. The square mas-

sive figures of the Germans, the German mode of

thought and action, suit his pencil best.

Menzel is and will remain as above all the

painter of a period, whose features he contrived to

seize with wonderful power and intuition, whose dull

chai-acter he enlivened, whose stiffness he rendered

less rigid and repulsive. Nature, says Leibnitz, does

not know whether she is elegant or heavy, she

exhausts all forms, all ]iossible combinations, but

always according to inevitable laws. To this con-

ception of nature Menzel has been true. His is

a positive, penetrating, bold intelligence to which

nothing is of value but exactitude and science. He
is unrivalled for unexpected combinations, for dra-

matic energy, for power to give the fire and heat,

the dash and vigour of a situation, and yet withal

his com]wsitions while so effective are truly simple.

He has no peculiar views of art and its aims, he

is no theorist
; yet he is not only an unthinking

artist, an artist by instinct, but an intelligent and

a very remarkable one. A joyousness, a somewhat

loud-voiced gaiety, an exuberance of vitality breathes

in all his works; he is a serene, comjilacent, healthy

philosopher, content with what life offers. There is

absolutely nothing conventional in his art, and as

he had no masters, so can he have no discij^les, for

his art is the outcome of his individuality. To this

day he has not ceased to study; he is not content

to rest upon his laurels and reproduce that which

he knows.

Professor Menzel, for he holds that rank at the

Academy of Serlin, is a man of small stature, but

in his head are a pair of very large observant eyes.

His lips are tightly closed, his chin of iron firm-

ness, his brow bold, large, and thoughtful. He has

unthing of the artist in his aspect, he has the air of a

quiet Berlin burgher. Under a stern, wide awake,

and decided manner he hides much real benevolence

and kindliness. In conversation he is always remark-

able,never uttering common]ilaces ; and though it may
sometimes happen that he is silent, it never hai)pens

that he is trivial. He has never man'ied ; he says he

has never had time. Women, indeed, he does not care

to paint ; when he does represent them, he makes

them ugly enough. He is essentially a painter of

men, Prussians, soldiers. His studio is a very micro-

cosm of the Eighteenth Century, a museum wherein

are preserved the swords, embroidered gowns, hoops,

imiforms, gala costumes, powder, paint, patches,

the sofas, chairs, looking-glasses, velvets, silks, and

satins that distinguished that e]ioeh. The walls

are closely hung with sketches, taken rarely in a

moment of repose, but in the verj^ act of life, like

instantaneous photographs, preserving some momen-
tary effect, such as a lantern's light in the street,

the sudden turn of a horse's head, a ray of sunshine

glancing on some object. A bookcase, crowned with

a helmet, encloses his library, devoted exclusively

to the Eighteenth Century, and possessing both its

calf-bound folios and its little silk-covered keepsakes.

It should further be added that Menzel has the

most robust of constitutions, can work for hours at

a stretch, never goes into society for society's sake,

and paints and draws equally well with both hands,

an accomplishment he strenuously acquired. Many
of his works have been solely executed mth his left

hand. He is also able to draw with steadiness in

any conveyance, and in the most jolting railway

train can make sketches that are wonders of touch

and point.

Our illustrations are from the thirty-four produced

by Menzel for " The Broken Pitcher"" of Heinrich

von Kleist, as it appears in the sjsirited and elegant

translation which MM. Firmin-Didot have published

—in the comeliest of formats—for M. Alfred de

Lostalot. Kleist, a mysterious and rather worthless

creature, touched with madness, and with a certain

strain of a certain sort of genius in his composition,

was " everything by turns, and nothing long
; " he

worked as a soldier, an advocate, a pamphleteer, a

poet, a dramatist ; and at thirty-four he ran away to

Potsdam with another man's wife, shot his mistress

through the heart in the park there, and blew out

his brains upon her body. Some time before this he

had "-ritten " The Broken Pitcher," a very frank and

jovial little comedy. It was suggested, says M. de

Lostalot, by a design of Debueourt's " Le Juge, ou

la Cruche Cassee," the motive of which was taken

up by Kleist and two of his friends, Zschokke and

Wieland, as matter for a literary tourney. Wieland

made a story of it and Zschokke a satire. What
Kleist embroidered on it was a comedy, which,
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produced by Goethe at Weimar in 1808, remains

a poijular piece to this day. The scene is laid in

Holland ; the time is Menzel's own—the middle of

the Eighteenth Century. The action passes (as our

first woodcut shows) in the justice-room of the local

magistrate, a certain Adam. Adam has come in

the night before without his wig, and with a

badly broken head ; but a case is brought before

him, his superior is present, and, willy nilly, he

is obliged to try it. Martha, the midwife, has a

pretty daughter, Eva, and a beautiful pitcher, an

heirloom in earthenware, painted with heroic scenes

in Dutch history. Eva is engaged to Ruprecht

Tum))el ; and one night there is a tremendous

hidlaballoo in her chamber. Martha— as in our

fidl-page picture—rushes in with a light, finds

Eva in tears, Ruprecht, his eyes full of sand,

in agony on the floor, and the jirecious pitcher

smashed to bits. She, of course, believes that Ru-

precht is the criminal ; but Ruprecht swears that

he it is not, but some other man, whom he had

followed into Eva's room, and whose head he had

broken in two places as he was escaping by the

window. Of course, the culprit is Adam himself

;

his efforts to conceal his identity, magnificent as

they are, prove unavailing; and in the end, after a

great deal of good fun, Ruprecht and Eva are re-

conciled, the guilty person is punished, and the pot

is sent to Utrecht for justice and restoration. That

is " The Broken Pitcher." Menzel has illustrated

it with all his wonted humour and spirit, and with

the vigorous and expressive draughtsmanship, the

capacity of gesture, the command of character and

life peculiar to his work. Hklen Zimmehn.

"LE STKYGE."

From the Etcuinu by Meeyon.

MIllRYON, one of the most remarkable of modern

etchers, was also one of the most unfortu-

nate of modern men. He was " o'erlooked e'en

from his birth;" he lived miserably, and always

in the odour of failure

;

and he died in a mad-

house. He had genius

;

but it was a genius that

could only express itself

by means of etching.

In his time the art was

at its lowest and dullest.

Revived by a few of the

Romantics—insignificant

and a trifle silly in the

hands of Celestin Nan-

teuil and the illustrators

who followed in his wake
— it had lapsed again

into desiTctude, and was

interesting to nobody.

Meryon practised it be-

cause he could no other

;

and he was glad to sell

proofs of his masterpieces

at sixpence apiece, and

to live, pretty much as

Champflcury's Chicn-

Caillou lived, in a com-

mon garret, and eating

an air which was not

even " promise-crammed."

LH STBYOE.

(Frum the litdiiti;/ liii Mirijon.)

Nobody believed in him or in his work, save one

or two artists as poor as himself ; and no one believed

in his art, whether as a means of expression or as

an object of collection and research. It is small

wonder if the man's mind,

never of the strongest

and clearest, gave way
at last, and he became

a hojieless lunatic. When
it was too late his turn

came. Legros and a few

other men had tried their

hands at etching; the

art became a living art

once more ; and Meryon

grew famous. Just now

ho is probably at his

highest and most illus-

trious. Essa,ys hav(> been

written ujion him ; col-

lectors have set their

caps at him ; he is re-

cognised not merely as a

master, but as the object

of a cuK-. Those impres-

sions wliii-h in life he

could not often sell at

sixpence, and wliich not

miuiy years ago miglit

be had, on the Quais,

like MilleCs own, for

even less (liau sixpence.
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are worth their wciu'lit in iivc-iiound notes. Another

revohition will operate another change. Meryon

was monstrously ignored. Since he died he has

been extravagantly overpraised. His tinal place is

somewhere between the two points.

That he had genius is uncpiestionablc. Hut he

came a generation too late ; and his contemporaries

dill not cars to understand or consider his message.

That they could not do so was their misfortune.

Meryon was the poet of Paris, as Paris was and

had been ; and the canticles in which he told of his

mighty and mysterious mistress are among the most

moving and original utterances of the century. He

had looked on, and pondered, and suffered so long,

that to his exalted imagination, with that touch of

folly in it which was presently to wreck the wholi'

man, the'great city became a living, breathing, sen-

tient individuality, quick with strange meanings,

pregnant with monstrous thoughts and suggestions.

So has he shown in a dozen of his works ; so he

shows in " Le Stryge." There his story is of Paris

and that Devil of Luxury by whom she is dominated

and distressed. Meryon saw his Appearance leaning

on the topmost parapets of Notre Dame, and scorn-

ing and ilouting the city at his feet; and as he saw

him so he drew him.

SYON HOUSE.—II.

FROM the vestibule we gain access to the dining-

room (i.). The character of this room is that

of refined repose. The general colouring is a warm

white, with plaster ornaments picked out in gold.

The proportions are long, narrow, and high, the

dimensions being 66 feet by 21 feet 7 inches, by

Z\ feet 9 inches high. The length is thus three

times as great as the breadth, which again is less

BlUN UCjUSE 1. : THK UINING-JiOUM.
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SYON HOUSE. II. : THE GALLEHY.

than the heisj'ht. Such unusual length gave Adam
the opportunity of adfjpting a feature of which he

was always fond—the curved recess. There is one

at each end of this room, by which its proportions

are reduced in length by several feet. Tliis feature

is a very beautiful iniCj and gives great opportunities

for varied treatment. When, as in the present case,

the wall-surface is ornamented simply and with flat

mouldings, the shadow and mystery it produces are

invaluable. One has a sense that there is something

beyond what one sees at the first glance. As in the

case of the entrance hall, the recesses are separated

from the rest of the room by a classical order. Here,

however, the Corinthian has been em))loycd, as l)eing

more suitable to the lighter style of decoration. The

coved ceiling of the recess is ornamented with gilt

arabesques. About two-thirds of the height of the

walls from the floor a string course is carried round

the room. It ranges with the u|)per members of the

Corinthian order, from which the arch of the recess

springs, and also with the upper frieze of the chimney-

piece, thus giving the unbroken horizontal line of

which the architects of many styles have been fond,

and which finds its modem development in the "high

dado." Below this line the wall-space is occupied

on the side opposite the windows by six recesses for

statues, three on each side of the fireplace. Above

it the decoration consists chiefly of panels and me-

dallions ]iainted in chiaroscuro, probably by Cipriani.

The subjects are of course classical. The ceiling is

divided into three large compartments, the centre one

of which is square. Each compartment is treated

centrally with the delicate ])laster ornamentation in

flat relief usual in Adam's work. The chininey-

l)iece is a more important feature than he usually

made it, extending to a considerable lu'ighl, and in

two storeys. The lower ])ortion is of sim])le design

in marble, the upper portion an elaborate Corinthian

(iini])iisitinn in i)laster, with a flat ju'diuK'nt, enntain-

ing a marble bas-relief representing the three Ciraces.

Although fine, this room is, perhajis, the least suc-

cessful s]iecimen of Adam's work at Syon. In

striving after a chaste effect, which lie has undoubt-

edly succeeded in obtaining, lie has missed, to a

certain extent, those of interest and eoinl'drt. One

has a feeling that it is a little artificial, and that he
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his aeniiircildepciidcd ill ilcsi-Miiii;^- it nitlier upon

sclioliirshi]! tliiiii liis ikiIuim! instinct.

Aitlumi-'h the (h-a\vin<>'-r()om (iv.), which is the

next in the suite, is not so hrge as the dining-room,

being of the same breadth and height, l)ut only

I |, IVcl (1 inches hing, yet it far surpasses it not

only in the Ix'auty of its pro])ortions and general

treatment, but also in the lich elaboration of its

detail and the rare quality of the decoration. The

walls from the cornice to the low dado are hung

wifli damask. This damask is not only remarkable

for Ihe beauty of its material and workmanship, but

should be noticed as being tlue first of its kind ever

made in England. This may have been due either

to the iirobablc desire of the Duke of Northumber-

land to encourage English manufactures, or to the

reaction against Erench taste generally which was

characteristic of the time. It is very probable that

both these causes were united. The ground is of

a, rich dark crimson, the pattern of flowers and

ril)bands being in two shades of grey. The colour

and pattern are of course entirely unsuitable as a

background to pictures, and it has never been used

. for this purpose. But it forms an ample wall decora-

tion in itself by the variety of its forms and tints,

while the colouring is throughout harmonious. With

the excejition of tapestry there is perhaps no material

for wall-hangings so admirable as damask, and it

is especially desiralile where, as in a large drawing-

room, the wall-surface must be both cheerful and

warm. J?iit on the other hand, owing to its very

jiowcr of In-ill iaiicy, there are few materials out of

which such coarse and vulgar effects can be produced.

It would have been well if the

iMiglish manufacture of damask

had never fallen below the level

of its first production.

The ceiling is of great beauty.

The height of the room has allowx>d

of the use of a deep cone, which,

as well as the centre, is divided

by delicate mouldings into alter-

nate octagonal and diamond-

shaped compartments. Each of

these is elaborately and skilfiilly

jiainted, the diamond-shaped eom-

]iavtincnts being tilled alternately

witli medallions and urns, and the

octagonal with a pretty classical

border, within which are alter-

nately figure sulijects adapted

from those foinul at Ilerculancum

and Pompeii and the tent-shaped

ornament of which Adam made

a most frccjuent use. The colours,

as is always the case with liis

work, arc delicate and harmonious, rich enough to

take their place above the damask, but not so heavy

as to lower the ceiling or cnisli the decoration below.

The other most prominent features are the chim-

ney-piece and the doorways (v. and iii.) . The chimney-

piece is of white statuary marble of beautiful quality

enriched with gilt brass. This combination has

always been much more common in France than in

England, especially during the time of the Empire.

But it would be difficult to find even in France a

better example of this kind of metal-work. The

design is chaste and pure, and the whole effect rich

and sumptuous. The architraves to the doors are in

a similar style and ecpially good. The brass-work in

the panels of the Corinthian pilasters on each side is

laid on an ivory ground—a probably unique employ-

ment of that costly material. The mouldings of the

door panels are particularly delicate and rich. Taken

as a whole, this drawing-room is probably one of the

richest of its time to be found in England, and it has

the great merit of having undergone practically no

alteration since it was first finished. It is certainly

a good example of the stately comfort of the last

century.

Passing through the end doorway of the drawing-

room we enter the gallery (ii.). This is undoubtedly

the most interesting, and in some ways the most

beautiful room in the house, although perhaps it

is so different in character from the others as to

be an unfit subject of comparison with them. Its

dimensions are 135 feet long by 14 feet in width

and height. Adam himself regarded the width and

height as too small for the length, but he found him-

self obliged to deal with these

proportions. "Whether he was

rislit in this view it is diflicnlt

to decide ; but at any rate he lias

treated his subject with such skill

that neither height nor width

strikes one as being insuflicient

for the proportions of a gallery.

In fact it is diflicult to believe

that these dimensions are not

much greater than they really

are. It is lighted along one side

by eleven windows, the centre

one of which is in a shallow bay.

On the opposite side are three

doors and two fireplaces sym-

metrically placed. The wall de-

coration consists first of a range

of Corinthian pilasters on plinths

the height of the chair rail.

These pilasters rise to the ceiling,

their frieze and cornice being

also those of the room, and are
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ornamented on the face with panels filled witli scrolls.

On the side of tlie gallery o])posite the windows the

o-i-ouping of the pilasters is particularly ingenious

and pleasing. They are divided into sets of four,

each set being midway between a door and a fireplace.

Those of each set also, it may be observed, are symme-

trically but unequally spaced, the distance between

the two centre ones being greater than that between

the outer pairs. We thus have three unequal inter-

columnar distances occurring regularly and always in

symmetrical groups. The effect is very remarkable,

combining the continuity in series required for the

proper treatment of a gallery wath variety and with a

grouping round the princijial features which tends to

give both interest and comfort. Rather less than

two-thirds of the height of the room from the Hoor

a moulded frieze runs round, stopping against the

pilasters. Above this frieze the various spaces con-

tain panels in which are various portraits painted or

recesses for busts. Whete space admits these are

surrounded with scrolls and other ornaments in low

relief. Below it are in some places bookshelves, in

others very elaborate plaster ornamentation surround-

ing marble bas-reliefs, many of which are of great

beauty. The bookshelves, it may be noticed, are

recessed so as in no way to interfere with the con-

tinuity of the wall-surface, while the old bindings

give a lovely tone of colour. Adam intended this

room to be at once a gallery, a library, and a sitting-

room. In fact, in a jiassage in his own account of

the alterations at Syon, he points out the advantage

of liaving a sitting-room for ladies which was not

next the dining-room (the drawing-room being so),

in order that they might escape out of hearing of the

after-dinner revels—a curious comment on the man-
ners of the day. The gallery as it stands is certainly

one of the finest in England, and Adam has emj)loyed

so much of the general treatment usual in the Eliza-

bethan examples that it is impossible not to have a

suspicion that he had one of them in his mind in

designing the decoration of this, though of course

he has worked in his own style. This is perhaps

particularly true of the ceiling, which very closely

resembles in the main lines of its pattern many of

those put up in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Cen-
turies. It is rich and chaste, very delicate in mould-
ing, and thoroughly suited to its place. Whether,

however, Adam consciously or unconsciously adojited

the early Renaissance method, or whether he arrived

at it by an independent course of thought, it must
he admitted that there are few even of the finest

of the Elizabethan galleries which can surpass this

ill the beauty of the decoration and the skill with

which it has Ijeen ap])Iied.

Here Adam's work ceases. It is much to be

regretted tliat he was never allowed to complete his

designs, which not only included the great dome over

the central court, but a fine entrance and staircase on

the north side. The rooms which now oeciipy this

])ortion of the building have been richly decorated

in the present century, but they do not approach

Adam's work in delicacy of moulding or colour.

There are many very interesting pictures in the

house, amongst which may be noted especially por-

traits of Charles I. and Queen Henrietta Maria, by

Sir Peter Lely and \a.i\ Byck, and a magnificent

Turner of the middle period. The collection of

statues in the hall comprises four antiques, dug up at

Ilerculaneum and Pompeii, and representing Scipio

Africanus, Livia, Cicero, and a priestess. In the

drawing-room are two beautiful tables, purchased

from Abbate Furietti's collection at Rome, formed

of mosaic originally found in the Baths of Titus.

The bronze of the Dying Gladiator is a beautiful

copy of that favourite original by Valatlier. Under

the colonnade there is a fine carved bencli, said to

have been Cardinal Wolsey's. To have belonged to

him, however, it must have been a very excejitionally

early specimen of its style.

The grounds have undergone many changes.

^Vhat appearance they wore in the days of the

monastery it is impossible to be certain of; but

j)robably one or more walled gardens were groiqied

round the building, while the remainder of the estate

was devoted to farming. AVhen it was granted to

Protector Somerset he em})loyed the celebrated Dr.

Turner, author of the first English herbal, as his

physician, and no doubt received from him advice as

to the planting of the gardens, of which there is

a map in the Augmentation Ofiice. Tiiey seem to

have consisted of two large walled enclosures on the

east and west sides of the building. These ganlens

must have been continued along the south side, for

in the angle in which the walls met there was a liigh

triangular terrace, erected in order to give a platform

from which a view could be obtained. It was this

terrace which was represented as a fortification wlieu

Somerset was accused of treason. It has been thought

by some that its position is marked by an irregular

mound im the south-east of the house, now planteil

with fine cedars. From tiiis time we have no clue to

the appearance of the grounds for a long jn'riod.

Tliere is a print, however, by II. Buck, dated 1737

(reproduced by ]\[r. AValfonl in "Greater London,"

vol. i., p. 51), which shows the house very much as it

is now in external aiqieai-ance, and with a large garden

on the east side, bounded close to the river by a wall

with a gateway in the centre, and on tlie nortli and

south by high hedges (probably of clip])ed limes).

From the south-east corner of these the wall is con-

tinued diagonally, so as to form another endosetl

garden, triangular in sha]ie, on the soiilh-east of the
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house. It is conceivaLle that these walls and hedji^es

partially represent the ori<;'inal laying out of the

g-rouiid by Protector Somerset. The whole was swept

away, however, by " Capability " Brown, probably

about the same time as Adam made the altera-

tions in the house. Of its kind. Brown's landscape

f^ardenino' is hen' certainly most successful. On

the west is a brcjad lawn, flanked on each side by

thickly-planted trees. This lawn is approached by a

treble avenue of fine trees, at the other end of which

is a bridf^e over an ornamental piece of water, ser-

pentine in shape. Adam made a beautiful design for

a stone bridge here, which was never carried out. To

the south-west a- charming walk leads amongst rare

trees and shrubs, and through beautifully arranged

artificial hollows and mounds to a classical tea-house

overhanging fhe river. To the north lie the cele-

brated conservatories, half enclosing a bright and

sunny rose-garden. Beyond this again is another

serpentine piece of water, backed by fine trees. To

the south and east of the house the views across the

river towards Richmond and Kew are uninterrupted.

In Ihese views, in the presence of the river, in the

magnificent variety of the rare trees, and, above all,

in the absolute gracefulness of the whole scene, the

charm of Syon park lies. Only man is vile ; as

exemplified in this case by the screams of railway

engines and the filth of the neighbouring town of

Brentford.

Syon House is a representative English villa of

the jjalmy days of the classical revival of the last

century. But its classical character is touched to

some extent with mediseval form. In this it forms

an interesting contrast to Lord Burlington's house

at Chiswiek, where the classical element is unen-

cumbered by earlier buildings. Both are essentially

refined ; but the romance of the Gothic period, out-

living the structures in which it was expressed,

has impressed on this particular work of Adam an

unique quality. It is not that Adam is consciously

Gothic ; on the contrary, he has not made the

slightest effort to introduce the pointed arch or any

of its accompanying moiddingE or ornaments. In

many of his works he did so ; in fact he is the

author of some very successful essays in Gothic

—

essays remarkable for their detail, which, though

quite inaccurate according to modern lights, is yet,

in its way, both rich and appropriate. At Syon,

SYON HOUSE.—IV. ; tiq: drawing-room.
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however, every eifort is towards the severe forms of inevitable. All the same, it is mortifying- in no mean

the Roman empire, as exemplified in the remains of degree to witness the constant destruction of these

Pompeii and Her-

ciilaneum, then

just discovered to

the world. Still

a mediaeval atmos-

phere hangs about

the whole place.

If the remnant of

the Bridgettines,

now settled at

Lisbon, came back

to their original

property, it is

strange to think

how little they

would find it al-

tered, eventhough

it has been par-

tially rebuilt by

almost every
generation.

The age of

suburban villas

has now passed

away. In place

of stately build-

ings and quiet parks we have rows of semi-detached

dolls' houses, which are " villas " only by the grace

of their own impertinence. This result is, no doubt.

SYON HOUSE.

-

beautiful and in-

teresting houses

and gardens, and

the constant erec-

tion of the ghastly

masterpieces of

the speculating

builder which are

supposed to adorn

the suburbs. It is

indeed a strange

sensation to tra-

verse the miles

of rubbish which

cumbers the land

lietween London

and Brentford,

and suddenly to

find oneself at

S >'on, in the peace

of its avenues and

the bright quiet

of its gardens.

Repose has de-

parted from our

lives and conse-

quently from our art. But our duty is plain. We
must save from destruction every specimen of a

lovelier age than ours. Eustace Balfolk.

THE DRAWING-EOOM CHISnTET-PIECE.

THE LADY OF SCHLOSS AMBEAS.

AT Innsbruck, the lovely old Tyrolese city, there is

-L\- a portrait which meets our eyes at every turn.

As we walk those arcaded streets, where the miiun-

tain-tops seem to overhang the houses and the wolves

on the hills are said to look down into the town, it

looks at us from all the shop-windows; in the museum,

among relics of Andreas Ilofer or specimens of native

wood-carving, it is the first object to greet us. If we

leave the town itself, and go out beyond llie gates

to Schloss Ambras, this same face, ]iaintcd by dif-

ferent han''s and with varvinc: surroundiniis, smiles

down upon us as we face the wainscoted halls and

spacious coi -idors. But wherever we find it, whether

the bright yes look out at us from under waving

court plume or the drooping shade of a hunting-hat,

their express on is always the same—]ilea.sant and

gracious and rue-hearted. Phili})j)ina MClser, wlmse

face it is, was said to be the handsomest woman of

her time in the whole German land. Like Galahad,

258

it seems, " God made her good as she was beautiful."

Three centuries have passed since she was laid to

rest in the Silver Chapel, and still licr uicninry lives

in the hearts of the faithful 'I'yrolese, and Ideal

writers love to tell her romantic story.

The Welsers were merchant priiu-es of Augs-

biu-g, who traced back their lineage to Justinian's

general Belisarius, and whose ancestors had rendered

distinguished services to Otho I. In more recent

times, one of their house, Bartliolomew W'elser, had

on one occasion given Charles V. a loan of twelve

tuns of gold, and had received the ])rovince of \'ene-

zuela in exchange for these subsidies. Bartliolo-

mew's brother, Franz Welser, had a daugliter

nanu^l l'hilip])ina, whose beauty and talents at-

tracted universal admiration. She grew up under

the care of an admirable mother, vcrsi'd in all (he

cult lire of her age, full of wit and understand-

ing, and esj)ecially skilled in nei'dliworh, of which
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iiiMrvillmis specimens wrout^lit by her hand may be

seen at Vienna and Innsbvnck to this day. \\ hen,

in 1517, tlie Diet lieid at Angsbiirtr brons^lit illus-

trious strangers from all i)arts of Germany to the

home of the Welsers, Pliilippina charmed all who

saw lur. Amongst others came the young Arch-

duke Ferdinand, the Emperor Ferdinand I.'s second

and favourite son, whom he had recently appointed

Statltliolder of Bohemia. Fair haired and blue-eyed,

of tall and stately figure like his great-grandfather

Maximilian, whose fondness for the chase and all

manly sports he inherited, the young archduke was

an active and fiery soldier, who had already won his

first laurels in the religious wars which were then

rending Germany in twain. He fell in love with

the fair bur^-her-maiden at first sight, and his passion

was streiiiifhcned by frequent meetings with Pliilip-

pina when she came to visit her aunt, the wife of

a knight who owned an estate in Bohemia. Neither

the cares of government nor constant campaigning

against the Turk and other invaders made Ferdinand

forget the lady of his love ; and ten years after they

were privately married in 1.5.57.

The mai'riage itself was carefully concealed from

the emperor, whose wi-ath Ferdinand feared, and the

two sons which were born to Pliilippina in the follow-

ing years were brought up in the strictest secrecy in

different parts of Bohemia, few persons being aware of

their illustrious parentage. But at the end of three

years, Pliilippina, feeling the burden of concealment

intolerably oppressive, resolved to take a bold step.

She presented herself in disguise at the emperor's

court, and craved leave to place a petition in his hands,

and on this pretext obtained access to his presence.

Throwing herself at his feet, she confessed her-

self his son's wife, and implored his pardon. Her

beauty and her tears so far overcame Ferdinand's

antjer at what he held to be a dea'rading' alliance

that he forgave his son and received Phili]i]iina as

his daughter, but only on condition that the marriage

should remain a secret in the eyes of the world, a

restriction that was afterwards removed. Her chil-

dren were not allowed the rank of archdukes, and

were excluded from succession to the titles and

dominions of the house of Austria, but were created

margraves of Burgeii. In spite of these hard con-

ditions, the union proved a perfectly happy one, and

lasted for twenty-three years. Both in the adminis-

tration of Bohemia and that of Tyrol, which pro\nnce

the emperor bequeathed to his second son, Pliilippina

assisted her husband by the wisdom of her counsel

and softened his severity by her gentle influence,

whi(;h was ever exerted on behalf of the captive and
oppressed. Her charity and the engaging sweetness

of her manners made her universally beloved in Tyrol,

where her kind actions and c'ood works are remem-

bered unto this day. Ferdinand's affection increased

with years, md when he became lord of Tyrol his

first act was to endow Pliilippina and her family

with patents of nobility. For her he rebuilt the

ancient castle of -Schloss Ambras on a site famous

from Roman times. Its ceilings were decorated by

the best native wood-carvers, its halls fitted up in

the latest and most sumptuous style. No pains or

expense were spared to make it worthy of the l)e-

loved wife, to whom he made a present of the castle

as a token of his affection.

Many were the pleasant summer days which they

spent together here, surrounded by their brilliant

court. Here they held jousts and tournaments, after

the fashion of those medieval times which Ferdinand

delighted to recall, and the poets of the day cele-

brated the praises of Philippina and her ladies, like

the Minnesanger whose songs the scholars of his

court transcribed. Both he and his wife were gene-

rous patrons of art and learning, and lavished their

favours on foreign as well as on native artists and

men of letters. The Dutch historian, Gerard van

Ros, became librarian at Schloss Ambras, and under-

took, at Ferdinand's desire, to compile the annals

of the house of Austria; while the famous sculptor,

Alexander Colin of Mechlin, assisted by the brothers

Abel of Cologne, completed the marble bas-reliefs on

the tomb of jNIaximilian I.-—which still excite our

wonder by their beauty and minuteness of work-

manship—in the Court Church of Innsbruck. But

what made Schloss Ambras most renowned was Fer-

dinand's collection of contemporary armour. He

WTote autograph letters—which, together with the

replies he received, are still preserved at Vienna

—

to the most illustrious princes and great men of

the day, asking them for armours and original por-

traits. By this means he obtained the greater part

of the interesting collection of German, Spanish, and

Italian armours, paintings, jewelled cups, enamels,

and musical instruments, now to be seen at the

Ambras Museum in "S^ieiina, whitlier they were re-

moved to save them from the French in 1796.

Of its once famous collections the Schloss now

contains nothing but a few Roman antiquities,

Tyrolese wood-carvings, and curious drinking-cups,

as well as its old furniture and one or two pic-

tures, among which likenesses of Philippina are

conspicuous. But as an example of a splendid re-

sidence of tlie Sixteenth Century it is still interest-

ing, and would deserve a visit if only for the sake

of its founders and the exquisite beauty of the view

which it commands over the valley of the Inn. On

an autumn day, when the Virginia creeper, whiili

trails over the ramparts of the ancient tiltiiig-groiuul

and the terrace where Ferdinand and Philip]iina loved

to linger is dyed a deep crimson, when storm-clouds
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ni'o cliasiiig- encli otlicr up the valley, and stray

o-leains of sunsliiiK' li^'lit np the topmost moun-

tain-peaks, Sehloss Ambras is still a lovely spot.

Then it is pleasant to look down from the heights

of its lordly towers and recall the joyous scenes of

those days—the music and the songs, the mirth and

revelry of the court where the beautiful Welserin

reigned supreme when gay hunting-parties of knights

and ladies went forth from those gates, led by the

ari-hduke in person, and the banquet-hall rang with

laughter as the stranger who could not quaff the

l(iving-cup at one draught was condemned to take

his seat on the iron stool of penitence.

Death, which, as of old in Orgagna's fresco,

heeds not the cry of the beggar and the sufferer,

but hastens to the gardens where the lovers and

maidens make music in the bowers of Eden, came

all too soon to break up the revels of this brilliant

company. The happy voices of Sehloss Ambras

were hushed, and the threshold of Ferdinand's para-

dise was for ever darkened by an abiding shadow.

Philippina died in the year 1580, after a short ill-

ness, and in the bitterness of his grief her husband

Iniilt the Silver Chapel of the Court Church at

Innsbruck as a mausoleum to her memory. Here

she was buried in state in front of a magnificent

silver shrine which Ferdinand erected to the Virgin

—a statue of solid silver and an altar adorned

with symbols taken from the words of the Litany

of Loretto :
" Rosa mystica, stella matutina, janua

eoeli." Two years after the death of Philippina,

Ferdinand, although still inconsolable for her loss,

took another wife in the hope of having a son

who might succeed him. But although his wife, a

Mantuan princess, was this time of royal birth, he

had only daughters by her ; and to his disappoint-

ment in this respect, as well as to the absence of

the gentle Philippina's good influence, historians

ascribe the growing harshness and tyranny of

his character in later years. Both of Philippina's

sons attained to high dignities and served their

country well in their several callings. The one as

Bishop of Brixen became an ecclesiastic and ad-

ministrator of repute ; the other, Carl von Biirgen,

was a distinguished soldier in the Austrian service,

and died a field-marshal without leaving chikb-en to

inherit his name and honours. The AA'elser family,

however, has still representatives in different parts

of Germany, who all do honour to the patrician

house from which Philippina sprang.

The Archduke Ferdinand died in 15!).'3, and was

buried, by his last wish, in the Silver Chapel close

to the wife of his youth. Their tombs are set side

by side under the Virgin's shrine, while bronze

figures of I'oyal saints stand around as if to guard

their slumbers. There they sleep together

—

" Where horn and hound and vassal never come;

Only the hlcssed saints are smiling- dumh."

And there we see their marble effigies—Ferdinand,

with the armour which he wore on so many hard-

fought fields placed on a bracket over his head

;

Philippina, coi/Jii.v charissima, in high ruff and

jewelled fillet, and with a crucifix hanging From

the collar of pearls that circles her throat. Round

his tomb the story of his victories is carved by the

master-hand of Colin of Mechlin. Under her sleep-

ing form are pictured the works of mercy for whose

sake the Tyrolese still bless her name; and in the

background are the towers of Innsbruck and Sehloss

Ambras. Julia CAin'WKUiiri'.

"THE NEW HOME."

From the Picture by Carl Mijcke.

rnilE motive of this pleasant piece of genre is

J- sufliciently clear. The personages are bride and

bridegroom, he a sailor, she a fisher-maiden of the

sort that Heine sang ; and the pair are looking at

the new home, the true one, the place from whence

they purpose to start on their journey towards the

grave. The picture is a good example of a class of

art which in the very nature of things is popular, and

whjch, if the truth must out, is not always deserving

of popularity. To the general the highest expres-

sions of art ai-e always more or less unintelligible
;

to the artist the sort of pictm-e whiili phases I lie

general is very often contemptible. ^\ hal the artist

wants is art ; what the general want is that par-

ticular element in art whii'h they can feel and under-

stand. The artist cries out for drawing, colour, com-

position, accomplishment ; tlie judjlic for anecdote,

sentiment, the presentation of things common and

human. As the public pay, and are in a position

to create a demand, and as, moreover, it is nnich

easier for painters to be jiopular th;in to l)e great,

a "-ood deal gets painted and adiniri'd and sdld

which from the artistic point of view, had belter

have remained umhrne. One ucimI not particularise,

n'liere is not an exhibition I)ut teems witli such work.

Tlie besi (lin( riin be s;nd of It is tli:il i( d.ifs less

harm than is sui)posed. One thinks dl' tlif razors

"made to sell;" and there is an end nl' it.
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*' TOIL, GLITTER, GRIME, AND WEALTH ON A FLOWING TIDE.

iPaiidid hn W. L. Wyllk, South Eensiuijtun. Itiproduad in Fac-similc from a Drawing by the Artist.)

BY RIVER AND SEA.

WILLIAM LIONEL WYLLIE was bom in

1851, the year of the Great Exhibition. His

artistry is inherited from his father, who is him-

self a painter of ability, whilst other relations are

known in the world of art and often represented

in the exhibitions. This beint^ so, it seemed but

natural that he should be an artist too ; and as

early as possible he was sent to study at Heathcrly's,

otherwise known as Leigh's School of Art, in New-
man Street. In the spring of 1866 he entered

the schools of the Royal Academy, and two years

later exhibited his first picture, "Dover Castle,"

which was hung at highest possible point in the

Old Academy in Trafalgar Square. In 18G9 he was

more successful, getting " Outward Bound " placed

just above the line in the first exhibition at Bur-

lington House; whilst in the autumn of the same

year he carried off the Turner Gold Medal. In 1870

"London from the Monument"—a work which finds

295

a striking companion in a largo study in black

and white of " London from a Ballonu," which

Mr. Wyllie, in conjunction with Mr. Brewer, lias

drawn for the Grap/ric—was honoured with a posi-

tion on the line; the following year, two works

of merit, " Hulks at Portsmouth " and " Rotten

Row," were hung as pendants at an inaccessible, in-

visible height; whilst in 1872 his "Ave Maria" was

placed as a sort of topmast pinnacle to the lecture-

room. In 1873 appeared " A Wreck " and a
" Landing Fish at Ambletensc," both fairly hung.

Better luck came next year, when "The CJooduins"

—a long narrow picture of the famous sands, with

two wrecks and a rainbow—made considerable im-

pression. In 1875 he was, as he bluntly puts it,

"kicked out;" in 1876 "The Blessing of" the Sea"
was skied ; but next year a small ])ieture of " Track-

ing in Holland," novel in treatment and strong

in colour-, appeared on the line, with his brother's
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" Pio-<>-iii«- for Biiit/' whieli was boug-lit i'or tlie

Chaniroy Colk'ction. In 1878 " Summer Clouds
"

was Iniiit^ on the Hir', and "The Silent Highway"

above it ; but next year a Swiss landscape, entitled

" Land Lost between Sky and Water," was relegated

to a nice dark top corner. In 188U he was on the

line once more with " Coming up on the Tide," a fine

impression of tugs and shipping in a golden sunset.

Since then success in the matter of hanging has been

steady. In 1881 " Rochester River "—colliers, tugs,

and barges, in fog and smoke lit by sunset—was on

the lineWith " Beekton Gasworks ;
" in 1882 "The

Port of London "—two screw-steamers discharging

cargo into lighters at sundown—was on the line

;

whilst " Our River " was hung just above the line.

It presents, with much fidelity and feeling, a scene

below bridge at early morning, such as few but

artists of ]\Ir. Wyllie's stamp, and the people of the

river and the docks, ever see. The genuine London

fog we all know, unfortunately; but the early morn-

ing fog of the Thames below bridge is to most of us a

raw mysterious dream. Here it is, however, even as

in life, with its copper-coloured sun on the horizon,

and ghostly clam and drift. In the foreground dis-

orderly barges blundering out of dock ; further off a

tall ship gliding to her resting-place, her sailors on

the yards furling the canvas for a s]3ell in the greatest

port in the world. One of the best things that Mr.

Wyllie has done, this picture greatly enhanced his

reputation. It takes a leading place in the collec-

tion of the South Australian Institute, for which it

was bought by the Government of New South Wales
;

and in the nature of things it must needs be popular

with our colonial cousins, for whom it rejiroduces

sights which many remember and traditions which

all admire. It is one of the things which justify

the title of this article. Last year, "Toil, Glitter,

Grime, and Wealth on a Flowing Tide," was the

best water-piece in the Academy, and is one of the

best things in the Chantrey Collection, for which

it was bought. We reproduce it here from a draw-

ing by the artist himself ; and though it must

needs lose something by the process, yet its essen-

tial qualities remain, and even gain, in black and

white. The strong contrasts, the broad glory of the

sunlit air and water, the full, mysterious flow of the

tide, the quiet and swift activity and the breezy

pleasure of the scene are suggested with good effect

and strong reality. And I may note, too, the

painter's command of detail, here displayed in an

uncommon degree and without weakening the general

effect. Clearly he understands his ships ; and that

barge in the left middle distance is heavy laden, and

presses painfully up stream with full sails and an

aching mast. Look, too, at the careful drawing of

the foreground barges, and the truth with which he

has rendered the liquid glitter and movement of the

ripples. That black and busy tug, again; we seem to

have met Irim in life, toiling and jianting with his

grimy convoy. And then consider that bargee pulling

at the sweep ; his gesture has been truly caught, and

the foreshortening of the bending oar is a little

triumph in its way : the resistance of the water and

the weight and strength of the man have been justly

measured and minutely recorded.

To these I must add sundry water-colours

exhibited at the Institute and elsewhere, and the

very pleasant collection of sketches of the Thames

from London to the Goodwins, recently at the Fine

Art Society, and wdiich were fair examples of the

nature - studies with which, as I shall presently

show, his portfolios are filled. Then there was the

excellent " Black Diamonds " in the Institute of

Painters in Oil, a work which we reproduce. Its

main qualities are accuracy of effect and a rather

freer handling than usual; and it is an excellent

illustration of that sense of values which is so strong

in Mr. Wyllie's art and so weak in the art of too

many of his English contemporaries. Finally, the

Academy work of this year is a respectable climax

to a record which, if it is chequered, is on the

whole satisfactory, and in places even brilliant.

Seldom, indeed, has a painter come to the front

so rapidly, and at the same time so mei'itoriously.

Perhaps that has been said a hundred times before

now of a hundred other artists, but never, I think,

with equal truth. It is only fourteen years since

he exhibited his first picture; at the present time

he is in the front rank of English painters of sky

and watei', he has scarcely a rival as an exponent of

the fact and wonder of our glorious Thames, and as

an illustrator in black and white he holds a position

in the matter of ships and sea and atmosjihere not

less eminent than that from which Mr. Small domi-

nates the figure draughtsmen. That, surely, is an

exceptional result of fourteen years' work in art, for

art, we know, is long. It has been attained partly

by a certain originality of view and partly by a

manly individuality of method; but chiefly by an

unremitting study of nature and a constant applica-

tion to the manual business of the painter's art.

First let us consider Mr. Wyllie as a student of

nature^an observer of tides and mists, ships and

sunsets, and streams and seas and winds. Many of us

have wondered, perhaps, where so young a painter

got all his knowledge of fact and effect. It is easily

explained. From his earliest years he has known

and loved the river and the sea. All his life he has

been a cruiser; and I believe he paints ten times

better on board his yawl than he does in his studio

at St. John's Wood, or even at his head-quarters at

Gillingham ; if he were not an artist he would surely
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be a sailor bold and free. For Ions' lie has had a

craft of liis own ; a possession which, I believe, dates

from his arrival at that Pons Asinoruni of the British

art student—the schools of the Royal Academy. At

that serious moment Mr. "Wyllie encountered a re-

markable individual who explained " how to build

a boat with three planks." Odd to say, he tried

the experiment ; and, odder still, it succeeded. She

was a capital little vessel ; but in course of years

gave place to an old ship's longboat, to which were

added masts and sails, and original plate glass

ports. This curious craft was manned by a Thames

waterman who had never been to sea ; and some

tremendous adventures were suffered (or enjoyed) in

her. She provoked tempests of chaff from bargees

and other inhabitants of the river, who, being con-

servative to the marrow, resented the plate-glass

ports, and expressed themselves with such ripe and

racy humour as might turn a Jehu green with envy.

Mr. Wyllie's present vessel is a yawl of nine tons

register (17, yacht measurement), built at Boulogne.

She is christened " Ladybird," is elegant to look

upon, and by no means unsnug to live in ; but

being of distinctly " furrin build," she is chaffed as

unmercifuUv as the boat with the omnibus. Flat-

bottomed,- with a centre-board, and possessing won-

derful steering power and very light draught, she

can be run ashore literally am-where— a sort of

independence absolutely necessary to an artist, to

whom point of view is everything. So erratic is

the course which ]Mr. Wyllie steers in search of

points of view, so remote and (apparently) unapproach-

able the spots on which he grounds, that he has

built for himself quite a brilliant reputation as a

daft and incapable navigat<3r. Kind-hearted tug

commanders with an eye to business, when they

sight the " Ladybird " helplessly stranded, spon-

taneously offer to " take her off " for the ridiculous

sum of five pounds, and cannot for the life of them
understand the skipper's refusal to accept their aid ;

and I believe they end by regarding him as a lunatic

adrift. In these craft for years Mr. Wyllie has

cruised in many waters, under all conditions of light

and weather. Thanks to them, he has learnt by
heart the Lower Thames and its affluents ; thanks

to them, the Channel, with its coasts on both sides,

and its sands and islands, have become even as old

friends ; thanks to them, he has studied the Zuyder

Zee, in storm and mist and sunshine, and explored

nearly every canal in Holland.

It would be surprising indeed if Mr. Wyllie had

profited nothing by such a training as this. As a

matter of fact he has profited much ; and he is

what he is, not because he learned the rudiments

BLACK DIAMONDS.

(PainJcd by W. /.. U'j/Uic. Rcprodiuxd in Fac-simlU from a Drawimj by tlic .irlist.)
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THE END OP THE DAY.

(Painfcd to «'. i- ITj/ilic. i?y PmntssiOTt 0/ UlSsis. VoMns.)

Oil lioar.1 his yacht it is his custom to be up and

lireakfastiui^ before sunrise, so that not a moment

(if light may be lost, nor a single effect of air or

colour escape his eye. The results are visible in his

exhibited work, and in the pictures we have repro-

duced; but they are best seen in his sketch-books

and portfolios. These are crammed with material of

two kinds, the realistic and the impressionistic. The

first consists of very careful and elaborate studies of

detail
;

paiTistaking records of facts that is—facts

of form rather than of colour, though colour is not

wanting. Here, for instance, is a fleet of lighters,

realised with scrupulous accuracy ; there the impres-

sive ruin of one of those beautiful and stately

"wooden walls" (the like of which will never

gladden us again), carefully and lovingly drawn,

timber for timber and line for line; with—such is

Time's irony—a foreground suggestion of a gang

of convicts. This sketch has been turned to accoimt

in one of the pictures in the present exhibition of

the Royal Academy.

In strange contrast with these we have literally

the counterfeit ])resentment of that neat and mighty

compact of utilitarianism and apjilied science, the

modern ocean steamer ; whilst here is the iron bridge

at Rochester, a study so hard and accurate that, but

for the river and the craft introduced to indicate

its pictorial proportions, it might be taken for the

literal records are innumerable notes, blots, sketches,

scratches, scrawls, some slight but not the less sug-

gestive, others vigorous with the individuality of Mr.

Wyllie's kno%vn work. The gesture of a sail as it is

lowered in the wind; the curdling swrl of water

lashed by paddle or screw ; the fantastic vomit from

the funnel of a tug towing grimy barges, or, perhaps,

a graceful clipper home from the golden East; a

burst of sunshine on the dirty, vapour-laden Thames

;

the great ribs of what was once a three-decker

towering gaunt against a wild sky of storm and

sunset—these and such as these have been seized

with true insight, and rendered or suggested with a

vitality and veracity achieved only by long and keen

observation of nature and valiant battling with that

"organised obstruction " which is persistently offered

by wayward colours and the obstinate irresponsible

brush.

Mr. Wyllie's chief originality lies, I think, in his

treatment of sky and water and atmosphere. He has

hit upon a type of effect which, though anything

but uncommon in life, is apparently quite new in

the history of water-painting; and novelty of that

sort is in itself a large element of success. The

truth of this was proved by Rossetti, whose single

claim to serious consideration is—to many of us,

at least—that his view of things was new. Some

part of this novelty in Mr. Wyllie's work is due
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to the fact tliiit liis actual point of view is nearly

always on the deck of his yawl. To glance at his

].ictiires is—as the case may be—to feel yourself on

the sea or on the river. His perspective is essentially

naval. It will be said, of course, that other artists

have studied in this way loni,^ before now ; Turner,

for instance. True ; but Turner's method was ham-

pered 1)V an academical convention which refused to

sanction the placing: of the horizontal line above a

certain point on tlie canvas. IMr. ^Vyllie he'mg an

impressionistic realist (if I may use the term), whose

traditions are mainly his own, and, albeit an Academy

student, curiously independent of academic rule and

teaching, can afford to place his horizon within an inch

of the top cf his canvas, if from the natural point of

view it appears there. Which is the difference be-

tween the academic painter of romance and a poetical

painter of fact.

Another constituent of his originality is his ad-

mirable application of the science of values to the

treatment of cloud and vapour. Mr. KeeleyHalswelle,

it is true, has made considerable essays in this direc-

tion ; but then Mr. Halswelle paints clouds as if he

thought they were cast-iron. Mr. ^A'yllie's sense of

" values," indeed, is strong and just, and his use of

it in a broad and simple way has infinitely more to

do with his success as a painter of light and air

and vapour than glazings and scumblings and muzzy

inakosliifts of that sort. This is shown very well

in his pictures of the bombardment of Alexandria, in

which the tliick vomit of great guns, the bulbous

clouds blown from bursting shells, all the phenomenal

vapours of an iron- clad bombardment are realised

with a command of this great quality only equalled

by the truth with which their forms and textures

have been recorded. It is particularly observable,

too, in the sky and distance of last year's Academy

picture, and in the smoke and steam and cloud in

" Black Diamonds." In that picture, too, the inter-

minable fleet of moored lighters is a study of values

in itself. The truth is, however, that tlus essential

quality, which is so rare in English art, is more or

less discernible in all that ^Ir. AVyllie does, whether

it be in oil, or water, or black and white.

As a painter of water his ability is not a whit

less unquestionable. Here, however, he meets power-

ful rivals in men like Hook, and Henry iloore, and

Colin Hunter, who, if he has been careless and coarse

of late, has done good work in }-ears past, and may

be expected to do still better. Still there is water-

painting and water-painting ; and in certain depai-t-

ments—as a delineator of certain aspects of the river,

and certain conditions of the sea—Mr. Wyllie, it

seems to me at least, stands alone. An admirable

instance of his wave-painting is seen in "The Herring

Fishery," which with ilessrs. Yokius' suggestive and

cliarniing example, the "End of tlic Day," have been

engraved. One of the justest criticisms in " Modern

Painters" is that in which Mr. Ruskin says that

efforts to express the sea " end in failure with all but

the most powerful men," and that even with those

few " a partial success must be considered worthy of

the highest praise." That Mr. Wyllie has achieved the

"partial success" meant here is pretty certain. He

can assuredly suggest, with force and understanding

and feeling, that " low, broad heaving of the whole

ocean, like the lifting of its bosom by deep-drawn

breath ; " he is in some sort master of the contrasts

and conflicts between surface waves and the under-

strength of the invincible ocean roll ; and he can

draw with singular skill a certain heavy, lumpy,

storm-wave. In a considerable degree this wave-

drawing is demonstrated in " The Herring Fishery,"

in which the curling crest, and the shadow of it

thrown by the moonlight on the body of the wave,

are particularly good ; but it is seen to still greater

advantage, because rendered there with greater free-

dom, in his black and white. The small fry of

contemporary water-paintei"s have taken the silver

Thames under their special and presumptuous patron-

age ; -they have libelled its glory with dulness, its

beauty with colour which is hypothetical, and its

romance with an atmosphere that does not exist.

The Thames they paint was never seen outside those

harbours of the commonplace, their own studios.

The Thames Mr. Wyllie paints is the Thames as it

is, with all its grime and much of its wonder, all

its business and something of its pathos, and sugges-

tions (always right and often vivid) of its contrasts

of hurry and rest, its minglings of dignity and degra-

dation, its material embodiment of British supremacy

and prosperity, and its enormous testimonies to the

dark romance of these coal-and-iron times. In all

this he is imrivalled by living men; and even if he

had done nothing else he would be entitled to a

front position in the van of modern English art.

He has, however, done much more. His sea pic-

tures are not less admirable, both as technique and as

idea, than his invaluable contributions to the history

of the Thames. Such work as the "Goodwin Sands"

and "The Hemng Fishery" would be every way

remarkable in a much older painter. His sentiment

is fresh and natural, his power of expressing it is

imquestionable, and his method, though not as yet

mature, is not merely individual, but intelligent and

sound. His black and white in the Graphic and

other periodicals is, as I have said, on a level witli

Mr. Small's in point of strength and truth and feel-

ing j whilst as an etcher he has lately shown a

capacity promising to be commanding. For of late

he has made steady advance. His water-colours

were always good ; and if at first his oils were in-
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dined to be leathery in tone and texture and heavy

in colour, the war pictures at the Fine Art Society

and "Toil, Glitter, Grime" showed that to a great

extent he had mastered those defects, and could

paint with a better sense of colour and with a freer

hand. There is every reason to expect, therefore,

that his etching will improve likewise.

In conclusion it seems necessary to say some-

thing on the subject of certain tendencies which are

developing in Mr. Wyllie's work. Selection is an

essential principle of art ; and, consciously or uncon-

sciously, Mr. Wyllie in earlier years has acted upon

it with conspicuous success. " The Goodwins

"

(]S7-i), and "Summer Clouds," and "The Silent

Highway" (1878) are- instances in point. In these,

and in the tirst and last particularly, a general and

even a universal idea has been selected, and, in the

simplest and largest manner then at his command,

set forth by a small number of strong, simple, and

essential facts, carefully selected from the infinitude

of facts which an artist always sees, but never really

wants. In working thus, Mr. Wyllie rightly fol-

lowed the traditions of all good art. Of late, how-

ever, he has displayed an ever-increasing regard for

detail—a steadily growing disposition to crowd his

canvas with facts that have nothing to do with his

idea, which, instead of defining, they obscure. This

tendency mars the artistic value of " Shooting the

Bridge," in the present Academy, which is not a

picture in the high sense at all, but a clever and

elaborate accumulation of facts that, being unse-

lected and unarranged, express no thought and touch

no feeling. The tendency is the more respectable

of two—one or the other of which almost invari-

ably develops in the work and style of a successful

painter in England. For when the gold flows in,

and his name is in the mouths of the people, your

successful painter either loses his head, grows care-

less and scamps his work, or else sits down for

the rest of his life to pile up facts, and nothing

but facts, with more or less indiscrimination. The

latter is, as I have said, the more respectable ; but

still it is not art, and in the case of a man of

Mr. Wyllie^s gifts and attainments it is a mere

waste of power. From him we have a right to

expect something higher than mere topography

however skilful, or than mere pictorial inventories

however full. IIakky V. B.\rnett.

g)n 'giTattfccjna's §cpia 5)vaixnng of gxt6tf^.

I.

JJ/HA T stony, bloodless Judith hast thou made,
' ' Mantcgna ? Draped in many a stony fold,

Wliat walking sleeper hast thou made, to hold

A stony head and an unliloody Idade ?

In thine o^un savage days, wast thou afraid

To paint such Judiths as thou mightst behold

In open street, and paint the heads that rolled

Beneath the axe, in every square displayed ?

No, no; not such was Judith, on the night

When, in the silent camp, she watched aloiie.

Like some dumb tigress, in the tent's dim light

Her sleeping prey ; nor, when her deed tuas done.

She seized the head, and with intent delight

Stared in a face as quivering as her own.

II.

There was a gleam ofjeweb in the tent

Which one dim cresset lit—a baleful gleam-r-

And from his scattered armour seemed to stream

A dusky, evil light that came and went.

But from her eyes, as over him she bent.

Watching the surface of his drunken dream,

7here shot a deadlier ray, a darker beam,

A look in which her life's one lust found vetit.

There was a hissing through her tightened teeth.

As luith her scimitar she crouched abcK'e

His dark, doomed heaii, and held her perilous breath ;

While ever and anon she saw him move

His red lascivious lips, and smile beneath

His curled and scented beard, and mutter lorie.

Et'GENE Lbb Hamilton.

• ::i»*o »*=; »-«

"THE TEMPTEE."
From the Picture by T. E. Gatsser.

WHILE the theme of the guileless maiden fall- why the dark but not disingenuous youth should be

ing into the snares of the temjiter is as styled the tempter. Apparently he is merely olfer-

popular with painters as it is frequent in fiction and ing, in courteous plirase, to discharge some of the

poetry, in the present instance the artist has been little oflices which mediaeval youths undertook when

inllueneed by Goetht/s ^Margaret and Faust . Other- they escorted attractive young hi<lics from mas.s,

wise it is not at all clear why the jjious and cxeni- suili as the carrying of her liook involves oi- llic

])lary young lady should receive our comiiassion, or relation of the newest scandal. Ilcrr (laisscr has



THE TEMPTER.

i^Frum the Picture by T. E. Gaisscr.)
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i.hosen to consider him as a tempter, however, and

dangerous to the fair penitent, and we must be con-

tent so to accept him. Even so it may be pleaded

for the saturnine and seductive youth that it is

very natural to be atti-aeted to the lady, and that

if the latter elects to g-o to church—not in the

Puritan costume of Priscilla, or the comfortable but

inelegant costume of a sister of St. Anne—but in

all the bravery of mediisval fashion, she must ex-

pect such attention.

The scene is so old, so common to human ex-

perience, that it can scarcely fail to interest ; it

celebrates a custom honoured everywhere in the

observance, not without its peculiar charm in the
city street or the ghostly precincts of some old

abbey, where love lies in hiding, sometimes, as well

as hushed for ever; a custom, however, still more
religiously observed and attended with even more
exquisite pleasure when the scene is some country

churchyard, where the homely congregation gossip

about the door, or disperse up the street, and your
last fond couple wend slowly and happily across

the fields, dally by the brook, and with no thought

of temptation or tempter see their mutual life's

horizon flush and palpitate as with a myriad-rayed

aurora.

. GREEK MYTHS IN GREEK ART.—YI.
THESEUS AXI) ARIADNE.

WHEN the hero Odysseus descended into the ancient city of Sidon. One night the maiden

underworld he saw. Homer tells us, among dreamed a dream: an alien woman, symbol of an

tile ghostly thn Dig of hapless, love-stricken women- alien land, claimed her "with mighty hands ;" the

folk, "fair Ariadne, t lie daughter of wizard Minos, maiden, half aifrighted, yet longed to follow the

whom Theseus was bearing from Crete to the hill stranger. ^Vhen the morning came, with the dream

of sacred Athens." As told by modern art, the still hidden in her heart, she sought her girl com-

story of this sorrowful lady, this mourner who was panions and went down to the meadows near the

comforted at last, is well known. Some monu- salt sea to gather flowers, bearing in her hand a

ments of early ancient art are perhaps less familiar, fair-wrought basket of gold. The other girls were

Ariadne, the all-

holy one, dwelt in

the island of Crete,

and came of strange

parentage. Perhaps

no maiden was ever

wooed in more
alarming wise than

was the grand-

mother of Ariadne,

lovely Europa. If

we W( luld under-

stand the fate that

befell Ariadne it is

necessary we should

know the story of

this wooing, and

see it pictured in

ancient art. Nor can

Europa herself be

without interest to

us, since a whole

continent still bears

her name. The
home of Europa

was on the coast of

Palestine, in the

260

THESEUS AND AEIADNE.— I. : EUKOPA AND THE IIULL.

(Xapks Mtiecum.)

content to pluck

narcissus and hya-

cmth and violet and

creeping thyme, but

the princess herself

" culled with her

hand the splendour

of the crimson rose."

All too beautiful

was the maiden, and

all too near the

fullilmcnf of her

dream, for King

Zeus himself saw

her, and was trou-

bled in his heart

for love of her

beauty ; and seek-

ing- to beguile her,

he disguised his god-

head and became a

beauteous bull—not

a toil-worn steer to

drag the plough,

but young and fair;

a silver ciri'lc shone

between his brows.
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and liis eyes gleamed softly, and his horns were swelled out sail-fashion. Had the Alexandrian poet

like (he crescent of the horned moon. Moschus seen some such picture as this when he

So lovely was he that his coming terrified not wrote ?
—

" Meanwliile Europa riding on the back of

the maidens, and they drew nigh the while the the divine bull, with one hand clasped the beast's

TUESEUS AND AEIADNE.—II. : EUEOPA AND THE BULL.

{British Mttseum.)

fragrance of divine ambrosia filled the air. " And be

stood before the feet of fair Europa, and kept licking

her neck and cast his spell over the maiden. And
she still caressed him, and gently with her hands she

wiped away the deep foam from his lips and kissed

the bull. Then he lowed so gently ye would think

ye heard the IMygdonian flute uttering a dulcet

sound." On the broad back of the bull the trusting

maiden sat her down, and the bull leaped up that

instant now he had gotten her whom he desired,

and swiftly sped to the deep. In vain the maiden

turned and cried aloud to her playmates ; over the

wide waves fared the bull with unwetted hoofs.

Poseidon himself made smooth the waters, and about

the royal bull were gathered the Tritons blowing

from their conches a bridal melody.

No less than nine Pompeian paintings still I'e-

main to picture this scene ; one, and perhaps the

most characteristic, we engrave (i.). Much of the

charm is lost with the colour, which in fancy we
must restore—the bright chestnut bull, the golden

circlet in Europa's hair, the shining violet robe

great horn, and with the other caught up the purple

fold of her garment, lest it might trail and be wet in

the hoar sea's infinite spray. And her deep robe was

swelled out by the wind like the sail of a ship, and

lightly still did waft the maiden onwards " (Mos-

chus, ii. 124 ; see preface.—A. Lang) . The poet seems

as if he were describing the details of some picture

before his eyes. The conceit of the painters he does

not stoop to mention—a little winged love-god has

harnessed the bull, and whip in hand drives him

on through the waters. Such love-gods abound in

Alexandrian art ; their mere presence is sufficient to

indicate the date of an ancient wall-painting. A dol-

phin marks the sea, which needs, however, no such

symbol, as it is rendered with unusual truth. Two
points I may mention about this Pompeian painting;

the first is connected with the dolphin. Till quite

late times Greek art neglected landscape. It was

enough to indicate a wood, a mountain, a river, by

a woodland satyr, a stalwart mountain god, a river

nymph reclining. The Greek artist mistrusted his

powers of realism, so he betook himself to the make-
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sliift of symbolism. Oddly enough he clings to this

symbolism long after the need has vanished, long

after he has mastered the realistic method. To the

painted mountain he adds the mountain god ; to

the sea he adds, as here, the old symbol of the

dolphin. Partly no doubt it is from a lingering

notion that the symbol wiU emphasise and elucidate

the intent; partly with the desire to vivify by a

live presence the deadness of his landscape. A
second point in our Pompeian painting it is even

more necessary to emphasise. We have seen how

close is the i-esemblance between the poet's story

and the painter's picture. Has either drawn his

inspiration from the other? It seems in this case

as if the poet were describing a picture rather than

the painter illustrating a poem. Either of these

conditions is a note of decadence in art. A poet

may indeed definitely and avowedly describe a pic-

ture, as ]Mr. Tennyson does in the series of wall-

paintings which adorn his " Palace of Ai-t." He
gives us indeed the veiy j)icture before us, of

" sweet Europa's mantle blue unclasped,

From ofi her shoulder backward borne ;

From one hand dropped a crocus ; one hand grasped

The mild bull's golden horn."

But for a poet, when not definitely describing a pic-

ture, to load his language with pictorial detail is

seldom permissible. In the same way, for a painter

to illustrate a poem is a thing unknown in early

art. In both cases the artist feels instinctively,

though not consciously, that the methods of the

two arts are distinct. Only in later days each art

in its own weak decadence seeks from the other's

effects an artificial and unlawful stimulus.

To Europa's heart came deep fear and foreboding,

lest the bull who bore her through the waters was of

no mortal shape, and in her fear she cried aloud.

But the divine bull made answer, with solemn words

of strength and comfort :
" Take courage, maiden,

and dread not the swell of the deep. Behold, I

am Zeus, even I ; though closely beheld I wear

the form of a bull, for I can put on the sem-

blance of what thing I will. But 'tis love of thee

that has compelled me to measure out so great a

space of the salt sea in a bull's shape. Lo, Crete

shall presently receive thee. Crete that was mine

own foster-mother, where thy bridal chamber shall

be. Yea, and from me shalt thou bear glorious

sons, to be sceptre-swaying kings over earthly men."

So sjjake he, and all he spake was fulfilled. The

coinage of Crete adds a sad sequel. Not only does the

image of the sacred bull appear, but at Gortyna, one

of the principal Cretan towns, we find the deserted

Europa seated in the sacred jilane-tree.

It is not merely for its intrinsic beauty that I

have told in detail this story of the grandmother oi

Ariadne. Reluctant though we must be to analyse so

charming a tale, for our special purpose—to throw

light on the story of the granddaughter—we must

look at the crude, oriental origin of the legend.

When we see what material was to hand for the

Greek poet and artist, we shall \\'onder the more

at his finished workmanship. Europa, let us never

forget, came from Phenicia. Among the Phenicians

the sun-god was symbolised by the bull, and on

his back rode the moon-goddess. So she was figured

in rude temple images—such a rude ancient image

we have in our second picture (ii.), a marble foiind

actually at Gortyna, in Crete, and now in the British

^Museum. This worship of the bull-god and the

moon-goddess, such rude images of the seated god-

dess on the bull, may have been brought by Phe-

nician traders in their voyagings to Crete. It was

enough for the Greek. He saw an image whose

symbolism he only half understood, and about it

he wove a beautiful story, colouring and vivify-

ing it with the light of his ov\ti genius, keeping,

however, always some vestiges of the foundation

in fact, keeping the remembrance that the .bull-

god came from Phenicia, and that his crescent

horns sj'mbolised the sun. Such again and again

is the history of a Greek myth : a bit of Eastern

religion half understood for the basis, a lovely fabric

of Greek imagination for the superstructure. We
may recognise this Eastern element in Greek my-

thology without committing ourselves to the constant

absurdities of solar interpretation.

Knowing this Eastern origin of the story of

Europa, the next act in the drama will not sin--

prise us. Europa bears to Zeus a son, the wizard

Minos, who rules the island of Crete, a mighty

monarch of far-reaching sway. His wife is Pasiphae,

the shining one. Still we are in the domain of Sun

and Light worship. To them is born a daughter,

Ariadne. For her we know that Dadalus, the won-

drous mythical artist, made a dancing-place, a cliaroa

as the Greeks called it. In Crete he also wrought

another structure of mysterious meaning and terrible

associations, the famous labyrinth, the cage as it

were of the monster Minotaur; and from this laby-

rinth none might escape save by the help of the

clue which Ariadne held in her kee])ing. Hither,

year by year, in atonement for the murder of a son

of King Minos, the Athenians were compelled to

send fourteen victims—seven maidens, seven youths

—to be a meal for the bull-headed monster. We
need not wonder to find this hybrid creature associated

with the house of Cretan Minos; it, too, is a wan-

derer from the East, akin to Moloch with his human

sacrifices, just another aspect of the fierce devouring

sun-god. But Theseus, the young hero of Western

civilisation, is to contend with and conquer this foul
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barbarian creature of the East. He came of his own

choice from his mother city of Athens, as one of the

fated fourteen. Before he set sail he took counsel

at Delphi, ;iii>l tin' oracle bade him be of good

couraire, for the li-oddoss of love, Aphrodite herself,

should be his nuardian and o-uidc. And so it fell out;

for when Ariadne saw him she loved him, and gave

bearing wtth him Ariadne for his bride. But they

went no more than half-way, to the island of Naxos.

Our next number (v.) tells its own tale. Fair-haired

Ariadne li"es under a vine-tree, smik in deep sleep;

faithless Theseus, so soon wearying of his love, steals

silently away. The wine-cup, or cylix, from which

the drawing is taken is of very special interest. It

THESEUS A>1) AKIACXE.— UI.: THESEUS AXD THE MIX0TAU2

(Berlin Mttsaim.)

him the clue to the labyrinth, and he entered and

slew the man-eating thing. This contest of The-

seus and the Minotaur is a very favourite subject

with Greek artists, from the earliest to the latest

times. In our third engraving (ill.) we show a very

finely modelled bronze discovered near Smyrna, pro-

bably a work of the Fourth Century B.C. The artist

has succeeded in infusing a good deal of jiathos into

the usually rejiulsive figure of the ^linotaur. His

hour of tinumph is clearly done.

^^ hen the struggle was over, Ariadne and her

maidens and Theseus and the rescued victims danced

together in joyful choruSj and then the hero set sail.

was found a few years ago in a tomb near Cometo,

and now lies in the local museum. Of the many
visitors who go year by year to see the wonderful

Etruscan tombs near Corneto, but few, the guide

told me, can be persuaeled to sjjend half an horn* in

glancing through the contents of the museum close

at hand. Perhaps the fear of a second dolorous

night in a Corneto inn deters them. Yet even this

should be, if necessary, endured, for in the Corneto

-Musemn are gathered together some of the finest

known specimens of Greek fictile art.

Om- cylix belongs to the best j)criod of Athe-

nian vase-painting, about B.C. 480-—440. At this
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time wo (liid a happy blending of perfect mastwy in

drawing with a severe and delicate archaism both

in design and excention. The recumbent figure of

Ariadne will remind many of us of the later and far

inferior statue of the sleeping Ariadne in the Vatican.

Let lis look at our picture a little more in detail.

The original is executed in red figures on a black

ground. The vine-leaves are rendered in a peculiar

dark crimson. Ariadne is sunk in a dead sleep, per-

fectly unconscious, and as perfectly at rest ; very

different from the Vatican statue, with its tossing

arms and troubleil dream-haunted manner. Theseus

has just risen, and softly, very softly, he is about to

steal away. At the first glance we might think

him a fond and faithful lover, forced to depart, and
carrying with him for remembrance the delicate shoe

of his mistress. But no such romantic sentiment

entered the head of the simple, straightforward vase-

painter. Theseus goes away softly, therefore unshod;

but in thrifty fashion he picks up his sandals and
takes them with him. Why does he go ? Shall we
heap em-ses on him ? No ; in his pious way the

terious way the mortal must desert before (he god
can comfort ; heaviness must endure for a night, that

joy may come in the morning. In a very simple way
the vase-painter tells of that joy ; a love-god hovers

over the head of Ariadne, a symbol surely of the

divine love to come, as well as of the mortal love that

is past. And she sleeps beneath the vine, the sacred

tree of the wine-god Dionysos ; beneath that tree he

will come to find her. The more we look at the pic-

ture the more we feel the beauty of its emotional re-

serve. It stands as a perfect example of Attic " under-

statement." More than a dozen Pompeian pictures

are known which have for their subject the deserted

Ariadne ; but this Attic cylix is worth them all, be-

cause it adds something to our thought, something of

high faith and calm patience.

What the Pompeian painter can do, how much
in execution, how little in thought, we may see in

two designs, both of frequent occurrence on the walls

of Pompeii. One repeated in panel after panel, repre-

sents Ariadne deserted, the ship of Theseus sailing

away in the dim distance. One instance of this de-

TUESEUS ANIl AIUAII.NK.—IV.: AUIADNE AND ]!ACri[rs.

yase-pamter saw furtlier than we do in onr modern sign is preserved in cun- own museum, and upwards
mdignation. Theseus goes hecauxe the (joih com/irl dl' twelve others are known. It seems possible
liim. Hermes, with his winged boots and herald's Ihiit (liere may have existed some great Alexandrian
staff, points hun on. We may not understand, we original, of wlii<-Ii Oicsi' rcpliiMs nw (he faint echo,
must not therefore blame. Somehow, in some mys- Sucii a si'cne WdiiM lie ({uili' in liic nianncr dl' an
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Alexandrian poet to describe, and indeed the Roman nothing is left to the imagination—pathos is over-

poet Catullus, a constant copier of the Alexandrian driven to the verge of sensationalism, there is no

school has left us a description, so detailed, so pic- indication _of a deeper meaning. It is not till we

torial 'that it seems as if inspired by some actual watch this lower treatment of the later artists that

THESEtrs AND AKIADNE.—V. : THE FLIGHT OF THESEUS.

{Corneto Miiseum.)

picture before him. On the coverlet of a rich couch,

he tells us, wrought with various colours, he saw

"Ariadne, bearing in her soul rage untameable, and

from the sounding shore she gazes forth, watching

as he sails away with his swift ships ; nor does she

believe the vision her own eyes behold. It seemed

as though, uproused from some deluding dream, she

beholds herself wretched, abandoned on the desert

sand. But Theseus, forgetful, flies and smites the

shallows with his oars, leaving his empty vows to

the windy storm-gusts. And the daughter of Minos

gazes from afar on the seaweed with sad eyes, like

the stone image of a Bacchant. Alas ! she looks

and looks, with great waves of bitterness surging

in her heart ; from her yellow hair the thin veil

is blown away ; she hides her breast no more in

her soft cloak, nor is her heaving breast bound by

the girdle ; the salt wave plays at her feet ^\nth

her fallen raiment." Just such a picture as this

we have in the Pompeian paintings; and beautiful

though the words of Catullus are, we feel that we

are on a lower emotional plane than we were when

we looked at the work of the Attic vase-painter.

There we had " understatement," reserve, the sug-

gestion rather than the expression of pathos, the

suggestion also of a divine purpose over-ruling the

perfidy of man. Throughout much is left to the

imagination—he that hath ears to hear let him hear.

In the poem of Catullus on the Pompeian paintings

we are able to understand and appreciate the delicacy

and suggestiveness of their ancients.

In the second set of Pompeian paintings, of which

we have eleven instances extant, and mostly preserved

in the Naples Museum, the design represents the

coming of Dionysos. The treatment is again sen-

sational in manner. The god approaches with his

revel rout, supported, leaning half-drunken on the

goat-footed Pan; he unveils the sleeping Ariadne,

gazing astonished at her beauty. The pictures are

all graceful, rich in colouring, full of sensuous charm,

but wholly devoid of any high imagination. The

Pompeian artist has far ampler materials at his com-

mand, far greater technical skill, and yet he contrives

to say far less than the vase-painter. He has for-

gotten not only the original thought that Dionysos

was the fruitful spring-god come to break the sorrow-

ful winter-sleep of the barren earth; that perhaps

the Attic vase-painter had forgotten too, so readily

did the Greeks give human shape to every native

mvth they touched, and so readily did they merge

and forget the merely physical in the human ; but

he has robbed the human story of all its inner

dio-nitv-. Instead of the divine consoler, svmboKsed

but not expressed in bodily presence, he has given

us a pleasure-loving wine-god ; instead of the dignity

of unconscious sleep, he gives us a waking maiden,

fickle, and flushed with new vanity. It is only the

picture of a rude faun who lights by chance on
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a comely wood-nymph. Broadly speaking, this is

always what awaits both in Pompeian art or its

correlative Alexandrian poetry. At best, we find

nothing higher than graceful sentiment ; too often,

poverty and even vulgarity of thought dog like a

curse the footsteps of technical ])erfection.

One more soene and the story is done. On this

same island of Naxos the sacred bridal is celebrated,

to be kept for ever as a day of high rejoicing and

solemn thanksgiving, for the wine-god has awakened

his bride, the winter is passed and the spring-time

has come. In our last selection (iv.)—printed last

but one for convenience of arrangement—is this

scene of final fruition, the seated Dionysos and his

bride ; attendant are a Mtenad and a Satyr. The

picture is taken from an amphora found in 1857

in a tomb near Perugia, and now iu the Perugia

Museum. Its style is later than that of our Attic

cylix, the drapery is far less formal, and the hair

is treated in the peculiarly luxuriant way which

became a fashion iu vase-painting in the Fourth

Century B.C. The Satyr holds iu his hand a wine-

cup, often used by Dionysos, a sha])e with two high

handles, known to the Greeks as a cantharus. His

left foot rests on the pointed amphora of exactly

the same shape as the amphora fr(mi which the draw-

ing is taken ; the point was probably of use for

standing the jar upright in the ground. The Satyr

and Dionysos hold in their hands a thyrsos, the sym-

bol of the god's worship. The ISIaniad wears over

her close -clinging robe the customary fawn -skin.

The beautiful carved chair of the god, with its

grand sweeping lines, is worthy of notice ; also the

spangled robes of the two women.

Dionysos, the young bridegroom, is a god, ever

young, and to his bride he gives for all her sorrow

the divine dower of perpetual youth. It seems

" She h.ith forgotten all her hitter stowre,

A dram of sweete is worth a pound of sowre.''

When the spring comes, in olden days as now, the

winter is forgotten. Jane E. Haiuuson.

EAPHAEL AND THE FOKNAEINA.

BOTH the name of the Fornarina and the story

grafted upon it belong to the last century, and

were not invented until two hundred years or more

after Raphael's death. According to one version,

which Rumohr revived, the Fornarina was the daugh-

ter of a potter of Urbino, who followed Raphael to

Rome. In favour of this theory it was asserted that

the portraits of the painter and his mistress were pre-

served on a majolica plate at Urbino ; but the plate in

question proved to be a modern work, and there is ab-

solutely no evidence to support the fable. The legend

more generally received is that which Missirini gives

in a letter of 1806, as the tradition then cun-ent in

Rome. According to him, Margherita, the so-called

Fornarina, was the daughter of a baker

—

-fornaro a

noccida, i.e., one who bakes bread but does not sell

it—who lived in Trastevere, near the ancient church

of S. Cecilia. Her beauty attracted the attention of

many young painters ; and one morning, Raphael

happening to pass by the baker's garden, saw her

bathing her feet in the Tiber. From that moment
he loved her ; and since she was of a refined and gentle

nature, wr)rthy to fill a higher station than that to

which she belonged, and capable of n true and

enduring affection, his passion lasted till the day of

his death. The story goes on to say—what is

highly improbable—that he seldom painted except

in her presence, and that for this reason Agostino

Chigi asked her to stay at the Farnesina when

Raphael was engaged upon the frescoes there. Her

love for him was no less passionate, and it is said that

when she heard that he was dead she went distraught

with grief, and could not bear that he should be

buried out of her sight. She was only comforted by

the assurance of his friends who told her he was

in paradise, and that this was coniirmcd by no less

exalted a personage than Pope Leo himself, who had

burst into tears on receiving the sad news, and had

pronounced the words " ora pro nobis." Tradition is

silent as to what became of ]\Iargherita iu after-years.

Raphael had made her famous, and with his death she

disa])pears. But her memory remained deeply rooted

in the popular mind. Her house. No. :20, in the Via

S. Dorotea, is still shown ; and when, last year, the

anniversary of Raphael's birth was celebuati'd iu

Rome, and the long-closed Farnesina opene<l its

gates once more, the poor Trasteverine was not for-

irotten, and a row of candles illuminated the windows

of the humble abode, which the Romans regard as a

sacred shrine.

So much for the legend. Tlic act\ia! fads, all

brief and meagre as they arc, aic yet suflicienf to

call forth all our sympathy, and rouse the deepest

interest for tlie one woman Mhom 1?n])hael loved.

The name of ISIarghcrita, which has always clung to

the Fornarina, owes its origin to a manuscript note

written beside Vasari's accmuit of Ra])hael's beloved,

iu a copy of the edition ol' 1-')()S, which belonged to
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the Roman lawyer Vannntrlli. TIi,- word Marglierita folds of drapery in the "Parnassus" and " Heliodonis"

is twice reiieated in the niari;iii, once under the words recall the Barberini portrait, and make it probable

" sua donna," and no-ain wliere Vasari speaks of the that she frequently sat to him as a model ; and, what

portrait ; and since this happened in Rome in tlie is perhaps of still greater interest, we tind Raphncl

latter [lart of tlie Sixteenth Century, tlie writer may speakin" of himself at this time as tormented by the

THE VEILED LADY.

(Ascribed to Raphael. Pitti Palace.)

well have l)een one who had kno\\Ti her, or was at

least familiar with this episode in Raphael's life.

Probably the pointer became acquainted with her

(about 1509) soon after he came to Rome, and was

first employed by Pope Julius II. To this date the

Barberini portrait is usually referred ; and from this

time the face which we are accustomed to think of

as that of Margherita appears in his works. Certain

figui-es in his ^veat frescoes of the Stanze, certain

panels of love, and jiouriuo; his soul out in verse after

the fashion of the o'reatest artists who, jNIr. Browuinii'

tells us, must needs express the one passion of their

lives in some new and sp)ecial manner apart from the

channels of their own art.

" Ay, of all the artists living, loving,

None but would forego his proper dowTy.

Does he paint ? he fain would write- a poem

;

Does he write P he fain would paint a picture;
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Put to proof art alien to the artist's,

Once, and only once, and for one only
;

So to be the man and leave the artist.

Gain the man's joj-, miss the artist's sorrow."

• Who that one you ask ? Your heart instructs you.
Did she live and love it all her lifetime ?

Did she drop, his lady of the sonnets,

Die and let it drop beside her pillow,

LA FOliNARINA.

iPaivU'd 61/ lia]ihad. Barbcrini Pahici'.)

Dante, we know, " prepared to paint an aiic^el
"

for love of Beatrice; and with the "silver-])ointed

pencil" which else he used "to draw IMadonnas,"

Raphael wrote sonnets for the eyes of one only whose

name lie would iKjt breathe to the world, but whose

love had wholly and abs.ilutely possessed his heart: for the "Disjiut
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Where it lay in place of Rafael's Rlory,

IJafacl's check so duteous and so loving

—

Check, the world was wont to hail a painter's,

Rafael's cheek, her love had turned a poet's?

On the back of the first studies which he made
i" (if the Seynatura, we may still read
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tlipso sonnets, in whicli in passionate but yet respect-

ful languaire he confesses his great love and his re-

solution never to tell his secret or breathe the name

of her whom he adores. Vasari imitated his reserve,

and in the numerous letters which passed between

Raphael and his intimate friends we never find the

faintest allusion to Margherita. Only in the well-

known letter to his uncle Simone, at tJrbino, he

expresses a decided disinclination to matrimony, and

firmly declines the proposals made to him by his

relative, while he mentions with apparent indifference

the offer which Cardinal Bibbiena has made him of

his niece's hand. This projected marriage, to which

Raphael seems to have agreed at last, more from a

desire to please his friend the cardinal, than from any

other motive, was frustrated by the death of ^laria

di Bibbiena herself, and Raphael remained true to

his one love to the end of his days. These two facts,

indeed, are all that Vasari tells us of Raphael and

his mistress. " He loved her until death :

" with

his last breath he remembered to provide for her,

and left her in the charge of his trusted friend

and scholar, Baviera. And further he tells us that

Raphael painted a most beautiful portrait of his lady,

in which he represented her to the life, " che pareva

viva viva."

The question is, does this portrait exist? and

which is it of the many which claim to represent

Raphael's beloved ? The subject has been discussed

again and again by all Raphael students and critics,

and still it is at best but a doubtful answer which

we can give to a question full of such deep interest.

When Vasari wrote, the portrait to which he refers

in terms of such high praise was at Florence, he

expressly savs, in the hands of a certain !Matteo

Botti, a well-known patron of the fine arts. Owing

to this statement probably the Venetian portrait of

the Tribune of the Uifizzi was hmg supposed to be

Rajjhael's Foruarina, until modern criticism proved

it to be the w^ork of Sebastiano del Piombo, who has

re])eated the head elsewhere, and whose masterpiece

this wonderful portrait must be counted. The other

picture which has always borne the name of the

Fornarina is in the Barberini Palace, and it must

be owned has a far stronger claim to the title,

although there is still room for doubt whether it

is the one to which Vasari alludes as in the pos-

session of jNIatteo Botti. Replicas and copies exist

in the Sciarra, Colonna, and Borghese Palaces ; but

the "Dorotea" at Blenheim, which also passed for

the shadow of Raphael's mistress, has nothing in

common either with the Pitti portrait, of which I

shall speak presently, or with the undoubted original

of the Barberini Collection.

As yet it has not been found possible to trace the

history of this picture further bark than Lifo, when

it was in Rome, and belonged to Caterina Sforza,

wife of the Conte di Santa Fiore. After her death

in 1605, it passed into the hands of her son-in-law,

Giacomo Duca di Boncampagni, who had married in

1576 her only daughter Constance. In the first

years of the Seventeenth Century it was seen in the

Barberini Palace by Fabio Chigi, and in the catalogue

of this collection, drawn up in Ififil-, it is already

called the " Innamorata di Raffaele d'Urbino." It

is also w'orthy of notice that a copy of the head was

also introduced by Guilio Romano in the frescoes of

a ceiling in Villa Lante, on the Janieulan Hill. The

picture, although it has suffered from restoration, is

clearly by Raphael's hand. It represents a hand-

some Roman girl of somewhat common type, with a

gold band and striped veil on her head, lifting a piece

of red drapery up to her bare breast, and wearing on

her left arm an enamel bracelet with the inscription

" Raphael Urbinas." The gold-lettered words tell their

own tale, and certainly seem to imply the existence

of some intimate relation between the sitter and the

painter. The execution is very similar to the famous

portrait of Julius II., painted about the same time

in Raphael's early Roman days. We feel at once

that his hand is here. The flesh-painting is admira-

ble. The rich carnation of the girl's cheek and the

ornaments she wears stand out finely against the dark-

green laurel and myrtle boughs of the background.

But in refinement and expression the face—fair as

it is—is sadly wanting. The features are regular ;

but the nose is large, the mouth coarse, the eyes

dull. Above all, the work is utterly lacking in

that supreme distinction which marks Raphael's crea-

tions, and which constitutes the charm of his other

jiortraits of women. Joanna of Aragon, ]\Iaddalena

Doni, the peerless Duchess Elizabeth—how different

they were from this !

If she was indeed his mistress, and this is the por-

trait in which she ap]ieared to her eontem]ioraries "xiva.

viva," that stern veracity which makes Raphael's

portraits read like a bitter satire on his patrons

and his age has risen in judgment against himself.

We know that by a strange law of retribution he who

was " la gentilezza stessa," who could never refuse

any request that was made to him, but promised, and

])romised even where he was utterly unable to per-

form, that this Raphael was the most severely truth-

ful and uncompromising of portrait-painters. It was

impossible for him to flatter with his brush however

honeyed might be his w^ords. Nothing escapes him.

His faces reflect the vices or virtues of the sitters

to a nicety; not one of their characteristics but is

dragged to the light till the whole being, body and

soul, is exposed to view. The shrewd sensual man

of the world and the cunning thin-lipped priest, fawn-

ing courtier, intriguing diplomatist and fiery pontiff.
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these ami many more types of tluit Ruinaii workl in

whieh lie moved meet ns on these canvases, whicii

tflow with colours so admii'ably harmonised and

laid on with such masterly skill. " He has made

of our Tebaldeo," writes Bembo to Bibbiena, " a

portrait so natural that he is not as exactly and

absolutely himself as is this painting." And this

time he is condemned, as it were, by his own mouth.

By his unerrino- skill he shows us his mistress to have

been a creature of low ]iassions and not without

beauty of a cerlain kind, but in spite of splendid

surrounding's distinctly a vulo'ar woman, inferior

ti> himself and unworthv of his love.

The reflection is an unpleasant one ; and we turn

fj-l;idly from the Fornarina of the Barberini to the

Pitti portrait which also bears the name of Raphael's

iiinainonifit. Of the history of this picture, com-

monly known as " La Donna Velata " (the " Veiled

Lady'"), nothing is known exce]iling that it formed

])art of the Medici Collection, and was at Poggio Reale

until 1S24-, Critics are not agreed as to whether it

is a genuine Raphael, but those who l)elieve it to be

by his hand consider it one of his finest portraits.

This (of which, by the kindness of the proprietors

of the Art Journal, we are enabled to present our

readers with a reproduction—^their engraving being,

so far as we know, the only one in existence) also

represents a beautiful Roman girl, but one of nobler

type and far higher refinement than the other.

She wears a tight-fitting, white, gold-embroidered

bodice, with full damask sleeves striped with yellow.

One hand is hidden under the veil which falls from

her head, the daik eyes gleam with radiant lustre,

and a string of black beads sets off the finely-modelled

throat and neck.

The pearl-grey shadows are remarkable for their

clearness and transparence, and a half-smile hovers

about the thoughtful lips, while the lights show that

yellowness of tint ]ieculiar to Raphael, who probably

painted it during the latter part of his life. It is

difficult to believe this gracious and lovely woman
can be the same as the original of the Barberini

portrait, and yet the eyes and chin and the oval form

of the face strongly recall the earlier picture. "\\'e

know that Raphael, as he told Castiglione, liked to

see beautiful faces and then make >ise of a certain

idea which presented itself to his own mind when he

painted bis fairest women. The pencil study which
he made of Maddalena Doni's head, with the cloudy

masses of hair and smiling lips, shows us how he

could idealise a face and give it the Lionardo-like

suavity and touch of poetry which were wanting to

the actual portrait. Is it then that he has painted

his mistress as she appeared to him in his dreams,

and under this mysterious name of the "Veiled Lady "

has shown us Margherita, elevated and refin(^d and

lifted into a higher sphere by the might of his love

and the grace of his fancy? Or does this "Veiled

Lady" of the Pitti represent the true inunmorata of

Raphael, whom he loved to the einl ? and have wo
here that unsurpassable portrait which Vasari saw at

Florence in Matteo Botti's possession, and is the

Barberini picture only the study of an artist's model?

There is perhaps not much likcliliood in the supposi-

tion ; and the unsolved problem must be left to a

future day when the discovery of fresh documents

and new matter may lift the veil in whieh the story

of Raphael's beloved is shrouded still.

But whomsoever the picture of the Pitti may
represent, whether she is the true Margherita or an

idealised creation of Raphael's brain, the face was one

that sank deep into his heart, and to which he re-

turned again and again. For there is in this " Veiled

Lady " an unmistakable likeness both to the Sistinc

JNIadonna and to the Magdalene of the " St. Cecilia
"

at Bologna, the two grandest forms he ever con-

ceived. To these heights his love has raised her. AYe

forget to ask the story of this unkno^vn lady, forget

to wonder what was the exact nature of that tie

whieh bound her in the life of this world to the prince

of painters, and think of her only as soaring in the

clouds with the Glory round her brow and the Child

in her arms—the divinest vision that has ever dawned

on mortal eyes. Julia Cautwkight.

"THE MAKVEL OF THE WOKLD."— I.

" Quien no ha visto a Scvilla

No ha visto a maravilla."

(Til' will, has not spen Scvilh' lias not soon a \vnncli>i-.)

GEORGE BORROAV, who always told the trutli missionary enterprise hi' hap]H'ucd to fall into talk

about Spain after a fashion, has an excellent with two ])riests in a bookseller's sho]). The reverend

little story illustrating the nature of a Spaniard's gentlemen e;igerly undertook to (Huivince him of the

patriotism. In the course of his most Bohemian heretical nature of heresy. They argued very stoutly
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1.—THE PCERTA DEL PEEHON".

ami with imuli liarmony till one

of them, by way o£ illustrating

his arg'ument, observed casually,

" Now, in my native place, the

villatre o£ La jNIuger jNIuevta,

wliieh, as you know, is the most

beautiful place in the world
—

"

lie never got any further, for

the other priest broke in, " J\Iost

beautiful place in the world 1

WJiat a delusion ! The most

beautiful place in the world is

Tentudia, where I was born."

Whereupon arose strife and con-

tradiction. The zealous church-

men forgot all about heresy and

the true faith, and ended by

abusing one another with all the

ardour of theologians. Borrow

left them speaking, or rather

shouting.

I quote from memory, and

the names may be wn'ong, but

my version is as true to the sub-

stance of Borrow as his story is

to Spanish character. To every-

body who knows Borrow and

Spain that is enough. There are

exceptions to all rules, even to

the rule that we must all pay

our taxes. There are Spaniards

wdio take a bath with regularity,

there are a few who do not

smoke, and a handful who do

not go to the bull-fight. It is

just possible that there are some

monstrosities between the Pyre-

nees and the Straits of Gibraltar

who do not think their native

]ilace the hub of the universe.

The human mind can conceive

of such a thing, but it is not

within its power—when properly

instructed on the subject—to im-

agine a " tartana " so small and

a mule so weak as not to be

able to carry all these degenerate

Spaniards at once together with

tlie driver. It may be roundly

asserted that there would be no

native of Seville among them.

The local patriotism of the Se-

villano is so ardent as to be

almost beyond even his excep-

tional powers of expression. To

him there is nothing to be com-
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monies of the Middle Ages wliieli is to be seen there
ihiriiii^- Passion Week would be enoug-h o£ itself to
make it an aliiding- attraction to the tourist.

Seville is outwardly a type of all Southern Spain.

pared to the river, the churches, the orang'cs, the

women, the bull-lights, the Giralda, the fun, and

the swaggering picaresque and picturesque life

of the capital of Andalusia. The whole makes the

marvel of the world spoken of in the well-known It is a Christianised Moorish city; that is to^say
rhyme quoted at the head of this article, which is wherever it has not been Haussmanised a different
only to be rivalled as an expression of complacent and inferior process. The worthy parts of it are all

local vanity by the "see Naples and die" of the more or less like the Puerta del Perdon (1), the old

Moorish gate leading to the Patio de los NaranjosItalian.

The patriotic Sevillano is toleral:)ly well sup-

]iorted by the general opinion of mankind. Other

Spaniards will at least allow his city to rank second.

It is more visited by foreigners than any other part

of the peninsula, and it deserves its |iopularity.

Some other cities in Spain have some one lion which
surpasses anything

in Seville. The

wonderful Musco
at Madrid, the un-

rivalled mosque at

Cordova, and the

Alhambra of Gra-

nada stand by them-

selves. Seville caUj

however, show the

next best thing to

each of these in

their own line. If

it has nothing to

compare to the

Musco for general

artistic wealth, it

possesses an un-

parallellcd collec-

tion of Murillos.

The Alcazar is only

inferior as a speci-

MU'u of Oriental

ari'hitectui'e to the

m(is(pio of Abdur-

rah.man and the

Alhand)ra. Then,

Seville has. some-

thing which is

unicpic in the Gi-

ralda, and it has

many fine speci-

mens of the art of

the Sixteenth Cen-

tury. But, after

all, it is the popular

life which is found

to be its greatest

attraction. The sur-

vival of the splen-

did religious cere- " PAINTED I)Y MADP.AZO."

—the Court of the Orange Trees in what was once
the mos(pie and is now the cathedral. The Oriental

doorway, with its horseshoe arch and bmnze door,

was preserved with sound taste when the Puerta was
"modernised," so long ago as l.jl9, by Bartolome
Lopez. Cortes was just setting out to conquer

Mexico in those

..„.- .
" days. Over the

work of the Moor
is a painting of

the Saviour bearing

His cross, which,

says Ford, "wa.s h\
Luis de ^^ai-gas, for

it was ruined by
repainting." The
terra-cotta iigures

in the niches are

Iiy Miguel Floren-

tin, and belong t<i

the same date. As

it was with (he

Puerta del Perdon,

so it was with

almost every (jfhcr

building in Seville.

The (iiralda, itself

{')) is at least half

Christian. ]\Iuch

belongs to (Ik'

most Spanish ciT

all forms nl' luiild-

nig, the " niiidc-

jiii'
" Work, w InCh is

both Christ ian and

Mo(.risli. 'J'IimI is

ilic Mi'clnlccl ore of

the early Spiniish

coni|nesl when lli<!

Cast ili:in kint^s cni-

j)loyed Orient ;il art-

ists. The Homan
Ikis left little or no

trace in Sc\ille.

His head-([uar(eis

were at the deserted

town of Italica, in

,_g^^Hy-.

^"^;
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tlie iR.i-hb,nu-lux,d. There are few remains of the tlie American trade was traiisferred to Cadiz. X.,w

arlv medieval Spain which drew its inspiration its most important industry is the great government

n.n'i Franee or even from P:ngland. The Christian manufactory of cheap cigars, suufl; and " picadura
"ear

f

3.—SEVILLE, FROM THE EITEB.

kings who did most for Seville were themselves half

Moors—Alfonso the Wise and Peter the Cruel.

"Civyle,"as Englishmen spelt it 'once upon a

time, came very near being a great commercial port.

In the early days of American conquest and dis-

covery it was the privileged possessor of a monopoly

of the trade with the New World. As the accom-

panying view of the town shows (3), it is well placed

for purposes of business. It stands on a river—the

Guadalquivir—which only wants a little judicious

dredging and hanking to make it navigable with ease

even now. Neglected as it is, it is a more con-

siderable river than the Clyde at Glasgow—and also

at least below the town, infinitely uglier. Through

all the lower part of its course the " Great River,"

as the Arabs renamed the Baetis, flows through a

flat land of marsh and mud, inhabited chiefly by

vast herds of cattle, twisting and wriggling about

between high lands so perversely that only small

steamers and barges can get along it. Three hundred

years or so ago, when ;JUO tons was thought a large

measurement, and everything was done in a leisurely

fashion, Seville was what fine writers call an em-

porium. Its port was full of " all manner of mer-

chandise, and karekes and schippes of all devise."

When larger vessels came into use the Guadalquivir

was no longer found navigable, and the " staple " of

for cigarettes. The Fabrica de Tabacos, like the

Fabrica de Armas at Toledo, is an enormous barrack

surrounded by a moat. It has twenty-eight interior

courts, covers a space of 662 feet by 524, and some

four thousand hands, chiefly women, are employed.

These are the " cigarreras," a well-marked type of

the Spanish lower orders. Concerning their qualifi-

cations as workwomen, it is said on good authority

that they are neat-handed and quick. One of them

can make ten or a dozen bundles of fifty cigars each

in a day—with a running commentary of gabble,

and occasional stoppages for a fight. In character,

ideas, and habits the cigarrera is perhaps the most

perfect specimen of the factory girl to be found in

Europe. As a scold, or as a mistress of fluent ami

outspoken chaff, she has not many equals, and no

superior. It is to be feared that the moral standard

of the class is deplorably low. The young lady of our

second picture is not at all like a cigarrera. In my

private opinion she is an artist's model who has been

carefully trained by Raimundo de Madrazo to wear

the " maja " dress with proper rhic. Spanish women

who are not cigarreras and such-like would not be

seen in the streets without a mantilla for one thing,

neither would they lean up against housewalls in

that sort of attitude. We pride ourselves on our

respect for the proprieties, but according to Spanish
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notions we are discreditably free and easy in our

habits. They liave always treated their women in a

verv Oriental way, and even more in the south tlian

in the north, as is only natural. Broken legs, hens,

and women should stay at home, according to the old

proverb. A principle of such austere virtue cannot

be strictly carried out of course. There must be

exceptions for mass, and more worldly occupations,

wliieh take the most rigidly proper of women-kind in

the open air at times. This necessity is submitted to

with cheerful resignation, but care is taken to show

that it is a submission to the ine^dtable.

Still, the Sevillana is fond of the fun of existence

in her own way. Good authorities assert that she

is an incorrigible flirt and gossip. Not that the

flirtation is of a serious kind. It is chiefly remark-

able for a slatternly indifference to privacy. Spanish

women have, according to our ideas, peculiar notions

about propriety. They glide demurely through the

streets under charge of a sheep-dog, and have no

scruple about carrying on their little love affairs

from a second-floor window. The conditions of life

lend themselves admirably to publicity of this sort.

Houses are built on flats with galleries (4), and in-

ternally the rooms open on one another and not in

passages. The doors are scarcely ever shut. Every-

biidy knows everybody else, and they collect in the

codI of the evening on the verandahs or on the top

of the house and talk an infinite deal of nothing.

The pleasure-loving children of the South, to use the

consecrated phrase, have an enviable faculty for en-

joying insipid amusements. To sit in a cool shade

on a rocking chair and gossip, to smoke endless

cigarettes and sip the mildest possible liquor, is

enough for the men. The women do not smoke,

and they prefer sweetmeats to iced drinks, but their

notions of comfort is pretty much the same. There

are few tragedies played on or under those balconies.

The mischief which Satan finds for the idle hands of

Andalusians is not of a very heinous nature.

The first thing which the visitor will probably go

to see in Seville is the famous Giralda (5). It is the

pride of the city, and for good reasons. To begin

with, it is the most beautiful and the largest speci-

men of Oriental architecture of its kind ; and then it

is one of the instances of restoration and addition to

an ancient building which have added to its artistic

value. Originally it was the minaret of the mosque

built by the " Miramamolin " Abu Jusuf Yacub in

the Twelfth Century. When the mosque was swept

away to be rejjlaced by the magnificent cathedral it

was preserved. The members of the chapter, who

'<?=^

1. —FLATS A.Ni) OALLEUltS
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ivsolvi'd tn liiiild ;i cliiuvli " sucli and so i;(„,d Ihat

i( nc\ri- sliciuld liavc its (M|iial," had the "(jml tasto

<(i iiiidci-st;iiid th;it they would j)romote tlieir own

nlijc.l K\ |ircsfrving this masterpiece of Oriental

arl. 'I'lie cathedral itself, which is not unworthy

,,r Ihc u(il)le ambition of its founders, belongs to

the cud ni' the

Eiftecuth Century

and beginning of

the Sixteenth. The

Giralda does not

stand alone as a

survivor of the Mo-

hammedan mina-

rets. The towers

of several churches

originally served

the same purpose,

but none of them

are built on so great

a scale or orna-

mented in so ela-

borate a fashion.

Its proj)ortions

alone are magniti-

cent. The tower,

built by the order

of Abu Jusuf, is

fjU feet square

and 250 feet high.

It is ornamented

with different pat-

terns ("a-jaracas")

on each face. In

the Sixteenth Cen-

tury it was largely

]iainted in fresco

by Tjuis de ^'argas,

the ])aintcr of the

Puerta del Per-

don. His handi-

work has been

equally badly used

by time and the

modern restorer.

Don Pascual de

Gayangos says

that " on the summit were placed four brazen balls

[marizanas, apples), so large, we are informed, that in

order to get them into the building it was necessary

to remove the keystone of a door, called ' the Gate

of the Muezzins,' from the mosque to the interior

of the tower; that the iron bar which supported

them weighed about ten hundredweight ; and that

the whole was cast by a celebrated alchymist, a

native of Sicily, named Abu Leyth, at the cost

5.—THE GIKiiDA.

of £3U,U00 sterling." These gigantic apples were

thrown down in an earthquake in 1395, a hundred

and fifty-seven years after the Christian conquest,

and were not replaced. Don Paseual also gives the

name of the Arab architect. He was one Jaber, erro-

neously supposed to be the inventor of algebra. That

it seems he was

not; but he can

dispense with the

glory, for the Gi-

ralda is at least

the more beautiful

of the two inven-

tions.

It is always

safer not to make

sure of the exist-

ence of any par-

ticular Arab ; he

is so liable to turn

out to be nothing

but a slip of some

copyist's pen, or

the mistake of a

translator. So it

is perhaps better

not to be too po-

sitive about Jaber.

^Ve can only hope

that he did exist,

that Abu Jusuf

Yacub paid him

handsomely, and

that he was helped

over that un-

jileasantly narrow

liridge which the

^Nloslim has to pass

to reach Paradise

by the angel who

stands ready to aid

the true believer.

There is no doubt,

however, about the

architect who fin-

ished the tower.

The belfry was

added in l.jfi*^, "most happily," as Ford has it, by

Fernando Ruiz. This splendid piece of filigree in

stone is 10() feet high. It was modelled on the

silver " custodia " in which the host is kept in the

churches. On the level ground these imitations of

metal-work in stone are generally failures, but at a

height of 250 feet in the air the grace and light-

ness of the form are all that can be seen. On great

occasions it is illuminated, " and then seems to hang
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like a brilliant

chandelier from

the (lark vault of

heaven."

"LaGiraklilla"

(6), the weather-

cock which <i,-ives

its name to the

tower, is jinibably

the most inapjiro-

jiriate figure ever

chosen for the pur-

pose. It is a sta-

tue of Faith bear-

ing the standard

of Constant! ue in

one hand and the

martyr palm in the

other. Anything

less fit to be blown

about by every

wind could hardly

be imagined. Turn,

however, it does.

Although the sta-

tue is li feet

high, and weighs

:i,SUU lbs., it is

so beautifully bal-

anced that it turns

at every breeze. It

is the work of Bar-

tolomc Morel, ami

was set up in 1508.

There is one fact

in the history of

the Giralda which

a jiatriotic liriton

will be careful to

tell. When Se-

ville was conquered

from the Moors by

(he great king St.

Ferdinand, the first

Christian knight

who ascended the

Tower is said to

iiave been a Scotch-

man, one Lawrence

Poore, a most ap-

propriate name,

who had come, like

so many of the

Dalgettv breed, to

push liis fortunes

in the wars. He
262

C.—"LA aiUALDII.LA.
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w;is iiKU-i' lucky tli;m Diiii'iilil. 'I'li;it uavalier of

lioiKiur, as his veridical historian rwovds, did but

ascend into possession of his natural hereditament

of Drumthwacket, and that " not by the sword, but

by a paeilic intermarrinii'o witli Hannah Strachan, a

matron somewhat stricdcen in years"—relict, indeed,

of the Covenanting interloper into wliose elntch the

aforesaid hereditament had fallen ; after which lie died.

as we know, " very old, very deaf, and verv full of

interminable stories about Gustavus Adolphus, the

Lion of the North." Poore, however, had a grant

of land in the division of the spoil, and grandees of

Spain descend from him. The story must be true,

for there are ooats-of-arms to prove it in the ancestral

house of his descendant, the Marquis of Motilla, in

the Calle de la Cuna. David IIaxxay.

PEOLIFIC EXHIBITORS.

N the new " Dictionary

of Artists," by ilr.

Algernon Graves, just

published by Messi-s.

G. Bell and Sons, tiiere

are some curious statis-

tics. It is, further-

more, a compilation of

great merit, excellent

anil novel in arrange-

ment, and peculiarly suggestive. It contains nearly

sixteen thousand names of oil-painters who have

exhibited in London between 1760 and 1880, and

displays at a glance the total number of every in-

<lividuars works, and their distribution among the

five principal exhibitions. The clearness with which

this is indicated is not less admirable than the com-

pleteness and accuracy of this vast alphabetical

index; as a reference to names and dates, and as an

aid to identification, it is superior to anything we

possess. Besides giving the first place of residence

of every artist, it shows also the period during which

he exhibited, and his special line in art, .so that all

the chief objects of research are simultaneously re-

vealed to the encjuirer. A survey of the column of

totals reveals a great disparity of individual produc-

tion, and ranges from the enormous total of bio

works by John H. Wilson, U.S. .A., tlie landscape and

marine painter, to the single contribution of a large

number of artists. The nearest approach to this

is made by J. J. Wilson, son of John or " Jock

"

Wilson, who followed his father's steps in other

ways, and exhibited no fewer than 49-'J works. The

elder Wilson probably exhibited little out of London,

for he appears to have early left his native town Ayr,

and taken that southward road which Johnson said

was the best prospect the Scot ever sees. His in-

dustry must have been as strenuous as his fecundity

is amazing, especially as he is not said to have traded

on his name or em])loyed any ghostly familiars.

After an appreriticeship to Nasmyth the elder he

worked at Astley's Theatre on the scenery, much as

David Cux did at Birmingham, until he made his

mark as a marine artist, and became one of the

founders of the Suffolk Street Society. The height

of the younger Wilson's reputation was reached when

his work was considered equal to that of Patrick

Nasmyth, whose pretty and smooth landscapes, not-

withstanding their black tone and cold colour, are

still esteemed after a certain sort. The two A\ ilsons

are tvpical of a large class of prolific artists, among
whom may be named J. H.Wilson's pupil, W. Shaver,

who exhibited 4-16 cattle and landscape pieces ; John

Tennant, with 406 exhibits ; Samuel Drummond,

A.R.A., with 404.; Alfred Clint, son of the engraver,

with iO-Z; and James Ward, R.A., of "bull"

celebrity, with 400.

The productive powers of these and many other

painters were so continuously e.xercised that a certain

level of achievement was early reached and never

surmounted ; monotony in execution, mannerism in

treatment, and the absence of healthy impulse and

ins]iiration were the natural results. Fecundity in

truth is of two kinds, the prolific genius and the

prolific talent, which latter includes all mediocrity.

The rare manifestations of the former are gene-

rallv associated with the dramatic faculty, while the

talent that is imitative, dexterous, and assimilative is

in the highest degree prolific, and in art is notably

displayed in landscape and portraiture. The speedy

arrival at their artistic culmination is a characteristic

common to this class of men ; the height attained is

of just sufficient distinction to ensure recognition, it

is like a level plateau with a good horizon, not with-

out its attractive grace, full of security, but produc-

tive of a sense of weariness and monotony. Here

the stimulus of Inspiration deadens, the imaginative

power is gradually impaired, until the idea or sem-

blance of art is alone possible—the repelling inani-

tion of spiritless conception. To have viewed one

representative work of this kind is to have measured

the artist's capacity and to have seen all. The

higher and rarer fecundity is compatible with genius

of the first order. The variet\- and boundless fer-
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tilit V cil' tlu' freativo power in Chuncer and Shake-

speare and Seott fully correspond with their produc-

tive force ; the genius of Turner, tlie invention of

Hogarth, the peculiar and unique charm of Reynolds,

were all combined with vigorous productive powers.

While, however, it is a trite observation that out of

the fulness of the heart the mouth speaketh, excess of

the abundance is often a burden to utterance, and

induces diffidence and hesitation. Genius is as often

fastidious as fecund, though to a far less degree with

jiainters than poets ; excepting in certain cases which

are easily accounted for by premature death, ilr.

Graves gives few such instances.

When the number and variety and quality of

Turner's drawings are considered, the total of his

exhibited oil-paintings, 283 in number, vindicates

his claim to be a proliHc artist; -while Reynolds, with

27:2, Landseer «ith 277, and Sir Thomas Lawrence,

with 31.J, are tliree other great men in the front rank

of production. Among the foremost who are not

far behind the Wilsons are some names which recall

little, probably, even to artists and collectors. There

is Elias Childs, for instance, with 487 works. There

is Henry Singleton, the historical painter, with 449,

and of whom West—no bad judge, and himself here

credited with a plentiful quiver of 311—remarked

that you had but to propose any subject and Single-

ton would turn out his work in a few hours. There

are Sir W. Beechey, R.A., with 417 ; H. W. Pickers-

gill, R.A., with 410 ; and Abraham Cooper, R.A.,

the painter of picturesque battles, with 407. There

are many artists very little renlembered now who
have exhibited over 300 works^ and whose paintings

are scattered through many lands ; some lost, some

that have suffered sti-ange dishonour, jierchance, and

stranger metempsychosis. Stories as sad as of the

death of kings might be told of these ; how some

have fallen among thieves, how meretricious work

has hung among precious examples in palaces, how
meek worth has been left to perish by the wayside,

though it were rash and unkind to say of them—"all

murdered." J. W. Allen, one of the Suffolk Street

artists, and whose total is 357, is perhaps as little

known now as his pupil, E. J. Cobbett, who figures

with 304
; yet the landscapes of the former and the

]iretty i-ustic subjects of the latter were once in great

demand. Htirlstone, the painter of poetical romance,

of "The Prisoner of Chillon," Tasso's " Armida,"and

kindred subjects, had once a great reputation, as his

total of 382 indicates ; Richard Wostall, R.A., too,

is another prolific and once famous painter, who did

much genteel work for Alderman Boydell, and is as

well remembered on this ground as for tlie 38 ! por-

traits and pictures he exhibited. A. E. Chalon, R.A.,

who is still unforgotten for similar reasons, and

whose work has so much that was once considered

the quintessence of elegance, and whleh now wnuld

be thought the superlative refined, exactly equals

WestalPs total. Considering the limitation of his

art, Chalon's fertility is not a little surprising.

Henry Howard, R.A., is another example of prolific

illustration of poetical and classical subjects, though

there are few of his 333 exhibited pictures which the

present generation may recall ; A. J. 'NA'oolmer, also,

who depicts Shakespearian scenes, and revels in the

bosky dells and glittering grottoes of romance, is

credited with a sum-total of 372. Some artists of

strong individuality and genuine power appear among
the prolific, and yet their works are more enshrouded

in oblivion than others whose claims are less. There

is George Jones, R.A., with 363 works, and whose
" Battle of Waterloo " elicited from the Duke of

Wellington the singular and succinct criticism " good,

not too much smoke ;
^' there is John Russell, R.A.,

the crayonist and amateur astronomer, \Ahose 337

portraits yet tell of his fashionable repute ; Hofland,

too, an artist with characteristic style, has no less

than 331 pictures. Yet the works of these men are

less generally known than the landscajjes of H. J.

Boddington, who exhibited 355 of his effective and

]>leasing transcripts from nature.

The Presidents of the Royal Academy appear to

have shown their works in profusion. Sir Frederick

Leighton, as yet, has got no further than his hundred

and ninth. But West, Lawrence, and Reynolds are

very prominent, as we have seen; Sir M. A. Shee

heads them all with 343, whilst Sir Francis Grant's

exhibits number 267. Among Academicians who
flourished more in our own times are many who
have been large exhibitors ; F. R. Lee's contrilni-

tions number 326, and J. P. Knight, J. Creswick,

I*]. W. Cooke, T. S. Cooper, Etty, G. Richmond, and

James Sant have exhibited over 200 works each.

Of these the number of T. Sidney Cooper's ex-

hibits (233) scarcely gives a true idea of the extent

of the artist's production, and is probably very short

of the number of works elsewhere exhibited or

not publicly displayed. James Stark's 256 is, on

the other hand, in excess of what might have

been cxjiected from a jnipil in a conscientious and

not very exuberant school ; he was certainly the

most ])rolific of the Norwieh men, and, in this ])ar-

ticular, sin'])assed his master. Old Crome, and (he

other members of that eldest of provincial art socie-

ties in which the Cromes, Vincent, J. S. Cotman,

and Liidbrooke were shining lights. Among well-

known landsca]>e artists John Linnell and Alfred

Vickcrs were very prolific, each having exhibited 2()7

works. ^liniaturists and enamellists were naturally

great exhibitors, though their now extinct art does

not appear so extraordinarily prolific as land.scape and

portraiture in Mr. (iraves's dictionary. Sir W. J..
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Newlnn, with 'Ml ixainiilos, mikI Sir VV. lldss, with

.'505, arc ino.st coiispiiMKius, ;ui(l are I'iiHowimI at some

(listiiiifc by Andi-c'w Hdlx'itsoii and K. Taylor. It is

to he aro-ucd, however, lliat this comparative barren-

ness is rather ajiparcnt tlian real; inasmuch as the

miniaturists had to exhibit their productions in groups,

so that a single I'rame, (hough it comprehended eight

examples, counts as one number only. Such famous

])ainters as Samuel Shelley and William Essex are so

far from competing with these that they may scarcely

be reckoned among the prolific. Landseer's position

among auimal-iiainters has been noticed. One other

painter of animals and still life, Philip lleinagle,

R.A., was very prolific. His clever hunting scenes

and dexterous imitations of Du Jai-din and other

Dutclimen number 25:3 in the exhibitions, whilst his

son, tiie once notorious Richard Ramsay Reinagle,

even surpasses him, having shown 297 works. A
few more well-known names may be instanced among

prolilic <'xliibitors of over 200 works : J. A. Oliver,

the ])ortrait-j)ainter and once very fashionable. North-

cote, R. Thorburn, W. Linton, J. B. Pync, George

Lance, and W. F. Witherington, R.A.

Painters who have not exhibited more than 2U0

works cannot be considered prolific London exhibitors.

The absence of many popular artists from these high

figures, though it may occasion a little surprise, may

be partly accounted for by the large increase of

provincial exhibitions and by the growing inclina-

tion among artists to exhibit independently in small

galleries. There are, however, a few instances of

al)undant work disjilayed by painters whose idiosyn-

crasies and striking individuality might be imagined

to retard rapid production. Thus, John Martin, who

combined "the gloom of eartlKjuake and ecli])se"

with much precise and mechanical drawing, may be

considered, from his total of 186, fairly entitled to a

jjlace among the prolific. J. A. Blaikie.

THE KERAMICS OF FIJI.

ALOVE of fine dress and handsome weapons being rate carvings and their native-made cloths with hand-

instinctive in man, and instincts seemingly not some stained and painted patterns. But beyond the

confined to savage races alone, it caused me no sur- carving of their weapons and canoes and the dyeing

prise, beyond the first astonishment at the beauty of of their cloths and mats, I thought the Fijians pos-

both their design and execution, to find that the sessed no arts whatever. It was therefore both a sur-

nativos of Fiji decorated their war-clubs with elabo- prise and a pleasure for mc to find a really beautiful

1.—FBuiT shapes: oranof.s, bkead-fkuit, and ooukd.
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mamifacture of native pottery flourisliiii<^ in those

islands. This diseoveiy was the more surprising,

2 DOUBLE JARS : CANOK AND OOURD.

as durint;; the whole time that I had been in the

other parts of Polynesia I had seen no specimens of

native keramic art. Wild races have but little adap-

tal)ility. Their thoughts and actions move in grooves,

and living so strictly by precedent they cannot easily

accept any newly-suggested idea. The savage sou

can only do what his savage father has done before

him—building as he built, carving as he carved—and

improvement, if improvement there be, is but very

slow. This must be so, or the inhabitants of the

neighbouring Tonga islands, who are in constant

communication with the Fijis, and use to some

extent the pottery of that group, would have ac-

quired a knowledge of an art so eminently useful.

\et they have not done so. Wooden l)Owls, wooden

dishes, and cocoa-nut-shell cups sufhce iu Tonga,

unless Fijian pottery can be obtained.

It can hardly be said that the absence of suit-

able earths in Tonga can account for this strange

difference in two groups

of islands that are so

intimately associated as

Tonga and Fiji ; for al-

though many of the

former islands are purely

coralline, Vavau and some

others are volcanic and

geologically similar to

Fiji. In the Navigators

also, a grciup still further

to the east, as far as I

could ascertain there is

no manufacture of pot-

tery of even the rudest de-

scription. This is strange,

as the Navigator Islands

possess clays eminently

suitable for the purpose,

and the people, being

allied to the coffee-coloured ^Nlalny race, are both

intellectually and physically the superiors of the dark

Papuan-typed Fijian.

Some little time ago I was travelling in

Colo, " the devil-country," the wildest and

least known part of the group, where can-

nibalism, devil-worship, and other attributes

(if " old Fiji " still linger for a time, but

where with these fiercer traits the gentler

qualities of the older race, hospitality, polite-

ness, and courtesy, still remain unaltered by

the preaching of the missionary or the en-

croachment of the white. The manners and

customs of ancient days still are observed

among its densely wooded mountains; native

products still suffice for native wants, and the

gun has not yet displaced the arrow and the

In these wildest parts of a wild island the

iuHueuce of European taste is not observable in the

slightest degree ; no trace of our style of form cjr

decoration is present iu their design, and their arts are

as spontaneous and characteristic as though Europe

and Europeans had never existed. In more frequented

districts, where specimens of English art have been

obtainable, the Fijian design is rapidly deteriorating,

for, as is always the case, when once imitation of

another style is practised, it j'l'oves fatal to the

original art it is based upon. The expression of

national character becomes repressed or corrupted,

and with the imitation of another and an alien mode

of thought the sincerity and the value of the work

disappears for ever. To study the design and note

the methods of ornament of this savage but interest-

ing people were almost my chief interests during the

somewhat lengthened period that I lived amongst

them, and I was constantly struck with the originality

spear.

-i'Tnfmwiii^ii(((|p(upi(|ttj|ii(((^,ii^l^

3. FOOD BOWL AND DOUULIi JAK8.
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of their patterns, the fertility of their invention, and

the ingenuity with which they were apiilied to the

object to he decorated, but chiefly perhaps with the

universal propriety of the application of the orna-

ment.

Fassint;' through tlie clean little town of Waive-

saiiga, which lies among the mountains three days'

journey from the coast, I saw drying in the sun

before one of the shady, thick-thatched houses a

row of very large and beautifully moulded jars, some

of which must have been more than two feet high.

Not heeding the remarks of my " boys," and re-

gardless of the derision I doubtless was exciting by

staying to notice these common clay pots, I stopped

to examine them. They are oviform, and with very

large open mouths, and considering the method of

manufacture, the shapes are wonderfully true—so

true, indeed, that I thought a wheel of some sort

must have been used in their moulding. Their chief

peculiarity is that they are footless, the bottom being

but a continuation of the curves of the sides. They

have to be placed in deep rings of plaited grass when
required to stand erect, and when used I'or culinary

purposes they are placed sideways on the fire. It is

in these that the great lumps of " dalo," the edible

caladium, that form the chief staple of food of the

Fijians, are cooked. I afterwards saw in another

town large sjjherical water-jars with short necks

which possessed the same footless peculiarity. The

ware is very fragile, and must be considered of little

value, as I saw quantities of broken potsherds lying

about these Colo towns, the large clean-swept squares

of which the Fijians beautify with cocoa-palms,

and utilise these broken jars to protect from the

rough usage of the fowls, little pigs, and children

which play about together, the young shoots of the

palm as they apjiear through the ground. Many
times have I been struck with the quaintness and the

beautv of their first fine fronds stru^sling' to the

light throiigh these shattered vases.

It was only by a fortunate chance that I learnt

how the pottery is made. I\Iy knowledge of Fijian

being limited, the information I could have obtained

from enquiry would have been but small ; a string of

substantives with one or two adjectives being of onlv

small service when questions have to be asked on a

technical point and the replies to be understood.

I was leaving Waivesanga to continue my journey,

after a short rest in one of the dark cool houses

whose great domed roofs are so characteristic of the

buildings in this part of A'iti Levu, when two women
clad in the astonishing costume of Colo came out of a

house, and with the savage hospitality that is still

a living virtue there, invited me to rest and eat.

Entering their house through the low door, which
serves both as window and entrance, I saw that they

were the potters. Tlie place was very hot, for a rude

sort of mud kiln with a great tire of wood occupied

one end of it, in which were baking pots like those I

had seen outside drying in the glowing tropic sun-

shine. Moist clay and jars of all sizes and in all

stages of manufacture were about, and similar jars,

blackened by use, were lying in the hot ashes of a

similar fire in the usual Colo fireplace on the floor of

the house. From these last one of the women pro-

duced the steaming dalo, and scraping it with a piece

of split bamboo, handed to me a huge, heaped-up dish

of the vegetable of which the banquet consisted.

I learned that the method of manufacture is this.

A woman is always the potter. Taking a lump of

damj) clay, she forms the bottom of the jar bv hold-

ing a round stone in one hand, pressing it into the

clay and gradually moulding the latter over the stone

with a smooth piece of wood. Fresh clay is added in

rolls laid along the edge of the crescent jar, and this

is worked in the same manner, the stone being alwavs

held inside and the clay being patted and pressed by
the wood on the outside. Hour by hour as the foun-

dation dries, more and more clay is added, till the

shoulders are rounded, when the stone is withdrawn
;

the lip is then added, the last smoothing given, and

the jar is complete. I could not discover whether

one of these great vessels is finished in a day, but I

should think not ; the bottom could scarcely harden

sufficiently to bear the superincumbent mass in that

time, and I noticed that several of the incomplete

jars had folds of damp " masi," the native cloth, laid

over them to keep the edges moist. The pots are

often most tastefully decorated round the neck and

shoulders with dots and lines incised in the still moist

clay (4). As far as I have seen, this ornamentation

is never pictorial but always of geometrical design.

No two jars I saw were decorated alike, each artist

drawing at her own sweet will, and making thus

an unique work of every one. The cooking-jars are

always beautified wdth a few simple lines and dots

only, the Fijian comprehending better than the more

cultivated European potter frequently does the beauty

of fitness. Upon some of the water-jars and other

vessels is lavished the whole wealth of her exu-

berant fancy, and not satisfied with dots and lines

alone, she decorates them with raised work, apply-

ing strips and thin rolls of wet clay to the surface of

the jar. Sometimes the clay is pinched up from the

smooth surface at the rim of the pot, and at others

pellets of clay are stuck on in rows and clusters,

often (3) with very rich effect.

After being dried in the sun for some time, the

pots are moved to the primitive little kiln and there

thoroughly baked. The next step in the process is

rubbing the pottery all over, while still hot from the

fire, with a species of gum found u])rin some tree in
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the l)ush, whioli gives it a cliarmiiii^ g-laze. I could

not discover from what tree this gum is obtained. In

colour the ware is generally a dull yellowish red, but

of course this varies with the different clays of the

island. I found saucer-shaped dishes in use of a

brig-ht terra-cotta colour, in some of the native towns

I afterwards stayed at, and some pieces I have seen

the opening for tilling the vessel being placed in a

different division from the smaller one, which is

used fur emptying it. Some of these fruit-suggested

forms are well shown in our picture (1); the design

of the little oil-vessel having evidently been taken

from a cluster of oranges, and the small bottle upon

the right of the picture from a bread-fruit with a

lf«W'«|||pipsi!j»?:'"''

wliich displayed beautiful tints of anibev, brown,

and gold; on some there is a greenish smear, but

whether this is the result of accident or intention

I cannot say.

In other towns I afterwards saw large spherical

water-jars with short necks (4), wliieh were foot-

less like the cooking-pots. As the cooking-jars are

rarely required to stand erect it matters very little

that tliey have no feet, but it seems very strange

that they should make their water-jars, which ne-

cessarily must be kept upright, with the same

peculiarity.

It is a constant regret to me that I was not alilc

to bring away specimens of this inland pottery, but

as I had a long and difficult, and at times dangerous,

journey to look forward to bef<ire I should again

reach the outskirts of civilisation, I knew it was use-

less to load my boys with so fragile a burden. I was

unable to obtain any of it at Levuka upf)n my re-

turn from savage life, but I procured a few examples

of pottery of a different make from another part of

Viti Levu. The forms of these more fanciful articles

are very quaint, the potter evidently having modelled

her jars from the shapes of fruits and other common

objects that would naturally suggest themselves.

Frequently they consist of three or foin- receptacles

connected at the sides or bases in such a manner

as to allow the liquid to flow from one to the otlicr,

slice of its rough rind removed. The centre object

in the same illustration is a copy by the woman potter

of a carved wooden cup (the making of which is

strictly man's work) which is used at the ceremonious

"yagona" drinking. She has evidently strictly copied

the original, as the style of the decoration will show,

for the carving of hard wood with shells and stone

tools being such difficult work, the ornament is slight

and the cutting shallow. Some other pieces arc

canoe-shaped, as the right-hand object in our second

illustration {i), three or more of the parts being

spanned by a sort of handle ; others again resemble

Florence oil-fla.sks clustered together and joined at

the tops and sides. Most of these smaller articles

are richly decorated, and form not only curious but

charming specimens of rude art.

More perfect collections of this pottery for our

museums and art galleries might advantageously be

made while still the manufacture is a flourishing

one. By this I mean at once. Civilisation means

not onlv development but destruction. Change and

decay are already at work in these latitudes; and

in a few years tlie potter's art will languish and at

last expire, with the ^fnori wood-carving and many

another beautiful cral't; before the cheap and mere-

triciouslv decorated goods with which European rule

and iun-opean commerce will ultimately deluge the

islands. Ai.kukd St. Joii.nston.
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THEORETICALLY, the house was open to all

comers ;
practically, it was a kind of club. The

guests protected themselves, and, in so doing, they

jirotected Siron. Formal manners being laid aside,

essential courtesy was the more rigidly exacted ; the

new arrival had to feel the pulse of the society ; and

a breach of its undeKned observances was promptly

punished. A man might be as plain, as dull, as

slovenly, as free of sjieech as he desired ; but to a

touch of presumption or a word of hectoring these

free Barbizonians were as sensitive as a tea-party

of maiden ladies. I have seen pe<iple driven forth

from Barbizon ; it would be difficult to say in words

what they had done, but they deserved their fate.

Tiiey had shown themselves unworthy to enjoy

these corporate freedoms; they had pushed them-

selves; they had "made their head;" they wanted

tact to appreciate the " fine shades " of Barbizonian

etiquette. And once they were eondemnetl, the }iro-

cess of extrusion was ruthless in its cruelt}'; after

one evening with the formidable Bodmer, the Baily

of our commonwealth, the erring stranger was beheld

no more; he rose exceeding early the next day, and

the first coach conveyed him from the scene of his

discomfiture. These sentences of banishment were

never, in my knowledge, delivered against an artist;

such would, I believe, have been illegal; but the odd

and pleasant fact is this, that they were never needed.

Painters, sculptors, writers, singers, I have seen all of

these in Barbizon ; and some were sulkv, and some

blatant and inane; but one and all entered at once

into the spirit of the association. This singular

society is purely French, a creature of French virtues,

and possibly of French defects. It cannot be imitated

by the English. The roughness, the impatience, the

more obvious selfishness, and even the more ardent

friendships of the Anglo-Saxon, speedily dismember

such a commonwealth. But this random gathering

of young French painters, with neither apparatus nor

parade of government, yet kept the life of the place

upon a certain footing, insensibly imposed their eti-

quette upon the docile, and by caustic speech enforced

their edicts against the unwelcome. To think of it is

to wonder the more at the strange failure of their race

upon the larger theatre. This inbred civility—to

use the word in its completest meaning—this natural

and facile adjustment of contending liberties, seems

all that is required to make a governable nation and

a just and prosperous country.

Our society, thus pui'ged and guarded, was full

of high spirits, of laughter, and of the initiative of

youth. The few elder men who joined us were still

young at heart, and took the key from their com-

panions. We returned from long stations in the for-

tifying air, our blood renewed by the sunshine, our

spirits refreshed by the silence of the forest ; the Baljel

of loud voices sounded good ; we fell to eat and play

like the natural man; and in the high inn chamber,

panelled with indifferent pictures and lit by candles

guttering in the night air, the talk and laughter

.^^^C.

FONTAINEBLEAU.—VIII. : THE NEMOUBS EOAD.
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sounded far into the nig-bt. It was a s^ood place and

a good life for any natunilly-minded youth ; better

yet for the student of paintin<:;-,and perhaps best of all

for the student of letters. He, too, was saturatetl in

this atmosphere of style ; he was shut out from the

disturbing currents of the world, he might forget that

tiiere existed other and more pressing interests than

liiatofart. But,

iu such a place,

it was hardly

possibletowrite;

liecouldnotdrug

his conscience,

like the painter,

hy the ])rodue-

tion of listless

studies ; he saw

himself idle

among many
who were appa-

rently, and some

who were really,

employed ; and

what with the

impulse of in-

creasing health

and the con-

tinual provoca-

tion of romantic

scenes, he be-

came tormented

with the desire

to work. He
enjoyed a stren-

uous idleness

full of visions;

hearty meals,

long, swelter-

ing walks, mirth

among comjia-

nions ; and still

floating like mu-
sic through his

brain, foresights

of great works

that Shake-
speare might be proud to have conceived, headless

epics, glorious torsos of dramas, and words that were

alive with import. So in youth, like Moses from the

mountain, we have sights of that House Beautiful

of art which we shall never enter. They are dreams
and unsubstantial ; visions of style that repose upon
no base of human meaning; the last heart-throbs

of that excited amateur who has to die in all of us

before the artist can be born. But tjiey come to

us in such a rainbow of glory that all subsecjuent

26a

FONTAINEBLEAU.— IX. : THE MILL AT OKETZ

achievement appears dull and t'aithy in comparison.

We were all artists; almost all in the age of illu-

sion, cultivating an imaginary genius, and walking
to the strains of some deceiving Ariel ; small wonder,
indeed, if we were happy ! But art, of whatever
nature, is a kind mistress; and though these dreams
of youth fall by their own baselessness, others suc-

ceed, graver and

more substan-

tial ; the symp-

toms ehange,the

amiable malady

endures ; and

still, at an ecjual

distance, the

House Beautiful

shines upon its

hill-top.

V.

Grctz (xiii.)

lies out of the

forest, down by
the bright river.

It boasts a mill

(ix.) , an ancient

thureh, a castle,

and a bridge of

many sterlings.

And the bridge

is a piece of

public property;

anonymously fa-

mous ; beaming

on the incurious

dilettante from

the walls of a

hundred exhibi-

tions. I have

seen it in the

Salon ; T have

seen it in the

Academy ; 1

have seen it in

the last French

Exposition, excellently done by J51oonicr; here it is

once more (xii.), illustrating this article. Long-

suffering liridgr ! And if you visit Grctz to-morrow,

you shall find anofher generation, camped at the

bottom of Chevillon's garden under their white um-
brellas, and doggedly jxiinting it again.

The bridge taken for granted, (iret/. is a less

inspiring place than Barbizon. I give it the palm

over Cernay. There is something ghastly in the

great empty village scjuare of Cernay, with the inn

''^rnS^u.
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tables standing in one corner, ;is lliough the stage

were set i'or rustic opera, and in the early morning

all the painters breaking their fast npon white wine

uiuhr the windows of the villagers. It is vastly dif-

rereiit to awake in Gretz, to go down the green inn-

garden, to lind the river streaming through the bridge,

and to see the dawn begin across the poplared level.

The meals are

laid in the

cool arbour,

under flutter-

ing leaves.

Tlie splash

of oars and

bathers, the

bathing cos-

tumes out to

dry, the trim

canoes beside

the jetty, tell

of a society

that has an

eye to plea-

sure. There

is "some-
thing to do "

at Gretz. Per-

haps, for that

very reason,

I

can recall no

such enduring ardours, no such glories of exhilara- and reprimanded them. But they stood firm ; eat

tion, as among the solemn groves and uneventful they must, but having no money they would sod no

hours of Barbizon. This " something to do " is a napkins.

FONTAINEBLEAU.— X. : MILLET S HOUSE.

in their turn, shall suffer the same law, and, both

in name and lineament^ vanish from the world of

men. " For remembrance of the old house' sake,"

as Pepys once quaintly put it, let me tell one story.

When the tide of invasion swept over France, two

foreign painters were left stranded and penniless in

Gretz ; and there, until the war was over, the Clievil-

lons ungrudg-

ingly har-

boured them.

It was dif-

ficult to ob-

tain supplies;

but the two

waifs were
still welcome

to the best, sat

down daily

with the fam-

ily to table,

and at the due

intervals were

supplietl with

clean nap-

kins, which

they scrupled

to employ.

Madam Che-

villon observ-

ed the fact

^V',^

great enemy to joy; it is a way out of it; you

wreak your high spirits on some cut-and-dry employ-

ment, and behold them gone ! But Gretz is a merry

place after its kind : pretty to see and merry to in

VI.

Nemours and Moret, for all they are so picturesque,

have been little visited by painters. They are, indeed.

haliit. The course of its pellucid river, whether too populous ; they have manners of their own, and

might resist the drastic process of colonisation. Mon-

tigny has been somewhat strangely neglected. I never

knew it inhabited but once, when Will H. Low in-

stalled himself there with a barrel of piquette, and

entertained his friends in a leafy trellis above the

weir, in sight of the green country, and to the

music of the falling water. It was a most airy,

quaint, and i)leasant place of residence, just too rustic

to be stagey ; and from my memories of the place

in general, and that garden trellis in particular—at

morning, visited by birds, or at night, when the dew

up or down, is full of gentle attractions for the

navigator : islanded reed-mazes where, in autumn,

the red berries cluster; the mirrored and inverted

images of trees ; lilies, and mdls, and the foam and

thunder of weirs. And of all noble sweeps of road-

way, none is nobler, on a windy dusk, than the

high-road to Nemours (viii.) between its lines of

talking poplar.

But even Gretz is changed. The old inn, long

shored and trussed and buttressed, fell at length

under the mere weight of years, and the place as it

was is but a fading image in the memory of former fell and the stars were of the party—I am inclinei

to think perhaps too favourably of the future of jNIou-

tigny. Chailly-en-Biere (xi.) has outlived all things,

and lies dustily slumbering in the plain—the ceme-

tery of itself. The great road remains to testify of

its former bustle of postillions and carriage bells;

inhabitants, its very memory shall follow; and they, and, like memorial tablets, there still hang in the inn

guests. They, indeed, recall the ancient wooden

stair ; they recall the rainy evening, the wide hearth,

the blaze of the twig tire, and the company that

gathered round the pillar in the kitchen. But the

material fabric is now dust; soon, with the last of its
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room the paintings of a former genei'ation, dead or

decorated long ago. In my time, one man only,

greatly daring, dwelt there. From time to time he

would walk over to Barbizon, like a shade revisiting

tlie glimpses of the moon, and after some eommimi-

eatinn with flesh and Ijlood return to his austere hermi-

tage. l')nt even he, wlien I last revisited the forest,

had come to Barbizon for good, and closed the roll of

Chaillyites. It may revive—but I much doubt it.

AehtM-es and Recloses still wait a pioneer ; Bourron is

out of the question, being merely Gretz over again,

without the river, the bridge, or the beauty ; an<l of

all the possible places on the western side, Marlotte

alone remains to be discussed. I scarcely know Mar-

lotte, and, very likely for that reason, am not much
in love with it. It seems a glaring and unsightly

hamlet. The inn of Mother Antonie is unattractive

;

and its more reputable rival, though comfortable

enougli, is commonplace. Marlotte has a name ; it is

famous ; if I were the young painter I woidd leave it

alone in its glory.

VII.

These are the words of an old stager; and though

time is a good conservative in forest places, much
may be untrue to-day. Many of us have passed

Arcadian daj's there and moved on, but yet left a

portion of our souls behind us buried in the woods.

I would not dig for these reliquiae; they are in-

communicable treasures that will not enrich the

finder; and yet there they lie, interred below great

oaks or scattered along forest paths, stores of youth's

dynamite and dear remembrances. And as one gene-

ration passes on and renovates the field of tillage for

the next, I entertain a fancy that when the young

men of to-day go forth into the forest tliey shall

find the air still vitalised by the spirits of their pre-

decessors, and, like those " unheard melodies "' that

are the sweetest of all, the memory of our laughter

shall still haunt the field of trees. Those merry

voices that in woods call the wanderer further,

those thrilling silences and whispers of the groves,

surely in Fontainebleau they must Ije vocal of me

and my compani<ms ? We are not content to

pass away entirely from the scenes of our delight

;

we would leave, if but in gratitude, a pillar and a

legend.

One generation after another fall like honey-

liees upon this memorable forest, rifie its sweets,

])ack tliemselves with vital memories, and when the

theft is consummated depart again into life richer, but

poorer also. The forest, indeed, they have possessed,

from that day forward it is theirs indissolubly, and

they will return to walk in it at night in the fondest

of their dreams, and use it for ever in their books and

pictures. Yet when they made their packets, and

put up their notes and sketches, something, it should

seem, had been forgotten. A projection of them-

selves shall ap])ear to haunt unfriended these scenes

of happiness, a natural child of fancy, begotten and

forgotten unawares. Over the whole field of our

wanderings such fetches are still travelling like in-

defatigable bagmen ; but the imps of Fontainebleau,

as of all beloved spots, are very long of life, and

memory is piously unwilling to forget their orphan-

age. If anywhere about that wood you meet my
airy bantling, greet him with tenderness. He was a

pleasant lad, though now abandoned. And when it

comes to your turn to quit the forest may you leave

behind you such another; no Antony or Werther, let

us hope, no teai'ful whipster, but, as becomes this not

uncheerful and most active age in which we figure,

the child of happy hours.

No art, it may be said, was ever perfect, and not

many noble, that has not been mirthfully con-

ceived. And no man, it may be added, was ever

anything but a wet blanket and a cross to his com-

panions who boasted not a copious spirit of enjoy-

ment. Whether as man or artist, let the youth make

haste to Fontainebleau, and once there let him address

himself to the spirit of the place ; he will learn more

from sketching than from studies, although both are

necessary; and if he can get into his heart the gaiety

and inspiration of the woods he will have gone far

to undo the evil of his sketches. A spirit once well

strung up to the concert-pitch of the jirimeval out-

.wrwrt iiittnti—wpu w i i ii^ifiii fLi riOi Mn i «iVliiiiii l>*i fi«i»> iiwiii;<iia. im iftrjBi"MMii, i. iietfaa^wi>TT*i <'W>frtr*nT iiitoaw^«»»'» î ifuwtprt r h»iffnafpqifnc
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oi'-duurs will hardly dare to finish a itudy and nui<;-- I must add a note upon the illustrations, not to

niloqueiitly ticket it a picture. The incommunicahle criticise, for they are all graceful, and the Bridge of

thrill of things, that is the tuning-fork liy which we Gretz (xii.) a little triumph, but to explain that, in

lOXTilXIiBLEAU.— XIII. : GEETZ.

test the Hatness of our art. Here it is that Nature

teaches and condemns, and still spurs uj) to further

effort and new failure. Thus it is that she sets us

blushing at our ignorant and te])id works ; and the

more we find of these inspiring shocks the less shall

we be apt to love the literal in our productions. In all

sciences and senses the letter kills ; and to-day, when
cackling human geese express their ignorant condem-

nation of all studio pictures, it is a lesson most useful

to be learnt. Let the young painter go to Fontaino-

l)leaii, and while he stupefies himself with studies that

teach him the mechanical side of his trade, let him
walk in the great air, and be a servant of mirth, and

not pick and botanise, but wait upon the moods of

nature. So he will learn—or learn not to forget—the

]ioetry of life and earth, wdiich, when he has acquired

his track, will save him from joyless reproduction.

the views of the Bas-Breau (ii.), the Heine Blanche

(i.), and the Paris Road (vii.), Mr. Henley has, unfor-

tunately—perhaps inevitably, for no two men see with

the same pair of eyes—-not found the point of view

referred to in my text. Thus, with regard to the first,

I described the ap])earance of the great central grove

about the Bouquet de I'Empereur ; IMr. Henley, on

the other hand, has drawn the thicket either by the

hornar/e or the road to the Carrefour de I'Epine—both

rightly enough portions of the Bas-Breau, but por-

tions of a great dissemblance. In the Reine Blanche,

again, the peculiar character referred to in the text,

of great trees overshadowing boulders, has not found

illustration in the cut. Mr. Henley and the writer,

both good Barbizonians, and both studious of fidelity,

have each followed his own taste and given different

readings. Robert Lous Stevexson.

FINE ART IN WHITECHAPEL.

YOUNG child was once brought

to see the jwet-painter, William

]51ake, in his garret in Fountain

Court, off the Strand. Blake

looked at her for some time with-

out speaking, and then stroked

her hair, and said, " May God
make this world to you, my
child, as beautiful as it has been

to me." Few men have the eyes to see all that

Blake saw ; but his wish is one which all of us who
have ever dwelt in the woidd of imagination will in

f>ur measure share. But is the wish cajiable of realisa-

tion ? And in the case of the poorer parts of our

large cities in particular, where the beauty of nature

is destroyed by " the spreading of the hideous town,"

and the voice of fancy is drowned by " the snorting

steam and piston stroke," is it possible that the world

may \w made at all beautiful to the dwellers in jdaees

such as these ?

Many of those who have considered the (piostion

deeply have given it up in despair, and have Ijcen driven

by their "hopes and fears for art " into the camp of

social revolution, or have turned like ^fr. Rnskin to

the country as offering the only life still worth living.

In his latest jniiilicatiou—the preface to " Roadside

Songs of Tuscany"—ilr. Ruskin tells the artists of

England roundly that they have no business what-

ever to live in London, and that no noble art will

ever be there jiossible. But however excellent this

advice may be so far as the artists are concerned, it

does not touch the masses in our great cities whose

ease we are now considering, and who are every day

"assimilating the ugliness of their surroundings."
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Tliaf tlie oaso is had no one can deny, but there arc

(ihstinately praelirnl people who believe that even

now some small and ])artial remedies may be applied.

Such, for instance, is the belief of the Kyrle Society,

with its profj-ramnie of "bringing' beauty into the

homes of the jn'ople," and of the younger association

which has been started ti'i provide "art for schools."

Another interesting experiment in the same direction

is connected with the name of ]\Ir. Barnett, of St.

Jude's, Whitechapel, and consists of opening Free

Loan Jilxhibitions of works of art in poor neigh-

bcnu'lKiods. As Mr. Barnett's exhibitions have now

been held for four consecutive years, each time with

increasing success, it has been thought that some

account of the way in which they are managed might

be useful and interesting.

Mr. Barnett's scheme, although constituting a

new departure in parochial work, is like all good ideas

extremely sim]ile, and merely consists in turning his

school-i-ooms during the Easter holidays into a picture

gallery. The rooms, to tell the truth, are about as

badly adopted to this purpose as any rooms could be
;

but at any rate there is a certain amount of wall-

space, and this has now for four years running been

covered with works of art. The first exhibition (at

Easter, 18S1) contained, besides j^ictures, a collec-

tion of china and jjottery, needlework, and other art

objects from the South Kensington Museum ; but it

was found that these objects did not attract much
attention or apparently give much pleasure, and in

subsequent years the exhibition has been confined to

pictures. Artists liave volunteered their services to

superintend the hanging ; Messrs. W. Morris and Co.

and otiier makers of " art fabrics " have lent materials

for covering ugly corners and blank spaces ; and in

the end these very ordinary school-rooms have been

turned into well-ordered picture galleries. There has

never been any ditficulty in getting pictures to fill the

rooms, and the general level of the exhibition has

been decidedly above that of the Royal Academy.

Mr. Watts set the example to his brother artists of

lending pictures, and most of the leading Acade-

micians have at one time or another been amongst

the contributors. Sir Frederick Leighton sent to

Whitechapel in 1882 the charming head of a Turkish

(^hild which he afterwards exhibited in the Grosvenor

(iallery, and this year he lent some interesting

sketches of St. Mark's. Collectors have been as

ready as the artists to assist Mr. Barnett. As his

exhibition has become more known, the circle of eon-

tribiitors has widened, and this year the committee

would not have foimd much difficulty in filling the

walls twice over. And what is perhaps more re-

markable is that the committee—unlike most people

engaged in philanthropic work which is neither elee-

mosynary nor directly religious—have never been in

financial straits. In the first year the charge for

atlmission was ;3d., with which however it was foimd

necessary to dispense in the ease of the poorest

visitors, and the subsequent exhibitions have been

entirely free. This alteration, whilst greatly increas-

ing the number of visitors, has not diminished the

receipts; for boxes for receiving contributions have

been placed about the rooms, and last year £16,

mostly in copper coin, was collected in this way.

The expenses, it may be of interest to say, were £11.5,

the heaviest item being for collecting, hanging, and

returning the pictures, and the deficit was met by

subscriptions readily sent from private sources.

There is thus clearly no great difficulty in bringing

fine art into poor places ; but is it equally easy to

get poor people to come to the fine art, and if they

come do they really enjoy it? To both these ques-

tions Mr. Barnett's experience gives an unhesitating

answer. The first point is sufficiently disposed of

by the evidence of the turnstile, and 3,000 or even

4,000 people often visit the exhibition in a single

day. The first time it was open the large number

of visitors might have been put down to the novelty

of the thing ; but then each year the number has

steadily increased, until it seems to be established

beyond cp.iestion that the people will come literally in

their thousands out of the dull streets and squalid

courts of East London to see a collection of good

pictui'es. How much good they get from it is

another matter, and one which admits of no direct

proof. One can do no more here than record personal

impressions. Two girls of 1.5 and 16 perhaps— or

even younger, for girls grow old quickly in White-

chapel—strolled in one Sunday a few evenings ago,

blankly and aimlessly—" just to pass the time away,"

they said ; but their faces gradually became less

apathetic and their eyes brighter as they learnt the

deeper meaning of the pictures. Mr. Watts's "Love
and Death " esj)ecially appealed to them; and they

came many times again, whenever indeed they coidd

get a holiday from their trade of bonnet-shape

making, in which, by the way, they were earning the

splendid wages of 4d. a gross. It is very remark-

able that on the whole the best pictui-es have been

most appreciated—with the exception only of land-

scapes—and that those with a serious meaning have

been quite as jiopular as the more catching works of

Frith or Solomon. Partly perhaps Mr. Watts's

allegorical pictures have been liked for their very

mystery, and the spectators have felt the same kind

of pleasure in gazing at his big canvases as the good

lady of the story derived from the sound of the word
" Mesopotamia." But to some extent at least the

pictures are enjoyed for their own sake, and by

reason of the pains Mr. Barnett takes to explain their

meaning. For one thing the committee prepare a
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(li'seri]>tivL' catalogue, which is sold I'lir a peiniyj

unci in wliicli the pictures are as far as possible

brouyht into relation with the life and ideas of

those who are to look at them. The success of

this catalogue (11,000 copies were sold this year)

has been one of the features of the exhibitions.

I5ut the catalog-ue is intended also as a brief, so

to say, for those who undertake to be jjresent

during exhibition hours, and to explain the pic-

tures to any of the visitors who care for such help.

These " watchers," as they are called, find their police

duties of the lightest, for thei-e has never been any

kind of disturbance, nor has an instance occurred of

damage being done to any of the pictures. But

any " watcher " who has any gift for popvdar expo-

sition finds a crowd of eager listeners around him in

a moment, who will not leave him until he has made

the tour of the rooms. The regular " watchers
"

are often reinforced hy young recruits ; and nothing-

is more touching than to see the way in which a small

hoy who has had a schooling which was denied to

liis parents will lirst go round with the catalogue,

and then come back another day and explain "all

about it " to his elders.

How much good does all this do ? That is a

(piestion which cannot be answered, and about which
a wise man will not perhaps trouble himself overmuch.
" ]\Iay God make this world as beautiful to you as it

has been to me : " that is the sj)irit which seems to

actuate such efforts as have been here described, and
if the sense of beauty has been sometimes awakened,

if here and there a window has been opened into the

invisible and the eternal, the eff(n'ts have not been in

vain. " You cannot stop a water-wheel with a pea-

cock's feather," said Mr. W. Morris the other day

;

nor can you counteract the universally degrading

inlluences of mean surroundings by an occasional

exhibition of pictures in a single part of London.

But the real interest of Mr. Barnett's experiment lies

in this, that it is capable of imitation everywhere.

No country is richer in private collections than

England ; and why shiiuld not a Free Loan Exhi-

bition be a standing Easter attraction in every town

throughout the country ? JJ. 'f. Cook.

CUEKENT ART.—I.

fiSSEMBLE it as we

may, it seems certain

that this year the

more important and

more rejn'csentative of

the exhibitions are

duller and flatter than

they have been for

some time. Great
work is scarce as ever;

bad work is even more

]ilentiful than ever; of work that is merely mid-

dling there is" enough and to spare. The aver-

age of achievement, in fact, is exceptionally low

and poor. The more famous masters are, with

few exceptions, inferior to themselves ; the yomiger

and less known are more or less afflicted with

mediocrity. There is less to admire and still less

to remember than for some years past : with, as

a natural consec^uence, a keener sense of disa]i-

pointment, a livelier feeling of dissatisfaction and

reproach. It is felt that the old influences have

served their turn, and that the new ones, such as

they are, seem neither ])otent nor fruitful ; it is patent

that the old cxamjiles are no longer pleasing nor

serviceable, and that the new ones are like to be

found wanting in everything save novelty. What
there was to say in English has been said so many

times as to seem no longer worth the saying ; what

is being borrowed from the French is only interesting

by reason of the manner in which the obligation is

discovered and acknowledged. We are learning a

new language merely to give utterance to thoughts

and ideas which have long been old and trivial and

worn, and which, delivered in our native tongue,

seem monuments of triteness and cunventionality.

That, if we are to judge of our position by the

exhibitions of 1881, is where we have got; and

further than that, it would seem, we are not likely

to get for some time.

This conclusion is thrust upon us with special

force by the show at Burlington House. Not for

many years has the Academy jirojier assumed the

responsibility of fathering—as jiceuliarly its own—

.

so much that is feeble and inept. ]}y far the greater

part of what is on the line is either relatively or

positively bad ; by far the most part of what is good

in the exhibition is elsewhere. The story goes that

this year the Academicians have shown themselves

uncommonly exacting and austere— have sent this

eminent painter packing and shown that jiromising

sculjitor to the door : that according to their lights,

in fact, and as far as the outside world is concerned,

they have done their best to discharge the duties of

their ofiiec. One cannot help wishing that the object

of this effort of virtue had been ajjpropriate, as its
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occasion was ilmilillrss li;i]i|iy and iiTcsisI ililc. In

oilier wonlsj one ciiniKil lu'lp wisliiuL;' llial tlie Acade-

micians, all rules and regulations notwithstanding, had

bcf^un to be severe among themselves. That this

was not so is niatfer not less for astonishment than

reo-rct. The line would have looked so much richer

:ind heller ! 'i'he disappointment would have been

so much less bitter and contemptuous ! Here, for

instance, is Mr. Herbert, R.A., with a "Treasures

Here is Mr. Faed with a "Keeper's Daughter,"

who is not only many feet in height, but who has

chosen to attire herself in colours of the crudest

and most 'glaring (the green blackberries and raw

cider of the palette, so to speak), and thus porten-

tously equipped to go forth and sit for her portrait

in the "shadow" of an inexplicable "forest"—such

a " shadow " and such a " forest " as are nowadays

impossible anywhere outside the Royal Academy of

AriEB CrLLODtN I REBEL-HUNTING. -

{Painted by Sfymonr Lucas. Rnya! Acad'mv, 1SS4. CJiavtiry Biqncsf.)

of the Home," the meaning of which is inscrut-

able, the colour of which is amazing, the drawing

of which is incredible; with a "Ruth at jNIeal-

time" ("With the Reapers in the Field of Boaz ;

Country near Bethlehem, the Mountains of Moab
in the Distance") which is a good second to the

"Treasures of the Home;" and with a couj^lc of

landscapes in tlu'ir wav and dcgri'e unique. Hero

is Mr. Thorl)urn, with an astonishing "Daniel in

the Lions' Den " (it contains perhaps the cleanest

angel in all art), and two other masterpieces to

match. Here is ]\[r. Goodall, with a "Flight in-

to I'lgj-pt" which is certainly ambitious, and as

certainly takes up an immense amount of room.

Arls. Here is Mr. Sant, with a choice and singular

assortment of examples of the declension of Eng-

lish portraiture since Gainsboroiigh and Reynolds;

Mr. Storey, with a number of works none of which

is fairly representative of his graceful and jileasanL

style ; JMr. Marcus Stone, with a couple of essays in

the Sentimental Picturesque, which are absolute tyj)es

of the Briti.sh School as it appears to the Intelligent

Foreigner ; Air. Calderon, with one good picture, a

large and stately "Night," but with a pair of "Deco-

rative Panels for a Dining Room," the decorative

(|uality of whi(di seems dubious ; 'Sir. Horsley, with

about as completely representative a specimen of

fine old crusted British art (" Hide and Seek/' the
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iiaiiir cil' it) as l?nrliiiiit(Mi IIoxiso has ever produced;

Mr. Sidney ('cinpcr, with a stereotyped Cooper of

llic liirt^cst diineiisionSj and some iniiior works to

mateli ; Mr. Aiisdell, with quantities of Ansdells;

and Mr. II. \V. B. Pavis, witli at least one canvas

—

a lai-i;'<' one

—

wliicli shows the jiainter at his 'most

conventional and least impressive. The list is long;

hut it is not hy any means exhaustive. What
is more to the purpose is that the line is the

touchstone of an exhibition, and that all these

works of art are on the line at Burlington House.

How they would fare at Munich and Vienna, or at

the Salon, or at the Grosvenor Gallery, or even at

certain of the private exhibitions with which the

London season is enlivened, is a question more easily

asked than answered. What is certain is that here

they are, and that they are here de jure ; while

landscapes so fresh and vigorous as Mr. Stokes's

"Across the Common," and Mr. R. A. M. Ste-

venson''s " Afterglow,*' and Mr. Leslie Thomson's

"Afternoon," and portraits so clever and character-

istic as My. Collier's " Mrs. Thornton," and Mr.

Hamilton's "Master Onslow Ford," and illustra-

tions of life and character and drama so moving and

illuminative as Mr. Blair Leighton's " Gladiator's

Wife "—the original of our frontispiece—and com-

binations of figure and landscape so dexterous and

sincere as Mr. Blandford Fletcher's " Compulsory

Education " and Mr. Clausen's " Labourers after

Dinner" (to instance but a few of many), are either

credited with second and third-rate honours, or are

set so high as to be out of humanity's reach, and

made—since the Academy is nothing if not a place

of sale—for practical purposes non-existent.

All this is unsatisfactory enough ; but there is

worse behind. It is usual that the Academy should

be revealed as, in some sort and to some extent, the

Chelsea Hospital, the Invalides, of art. So much,

by the very nature of its constitution, is inevitable.

As a rule, however, it is representative enough to

justify the fact of its existence, and rich and full

enough to command attention and ajijilause. If it

exhibits with every circumstance of honour work
that is entitled to no consideration at all, it also

exhibits work which is unquestionably the best we
can show, and which we are proud to accept as the

highest expression of English art. This year the

intention is good as always, but the effect is singu-

larly disappointing. ]\Ir. Millais, for instance, is

certainly the most po|iiilar ]iainter of his time, and is

often put forward as a perfect craftsman, aii English

Velasquez, to boot. There is nothing to justify this

theory of his power and accomplishment at Burlington

House. He has exhibited scores and scores of better

portraits than his "Fleetwood Wilson;" his "Miss
Scott" is absolutely unworthy of his reputation; his

" Henry Irving," painted for the Garrick Club, is a

good likeness and a bad picture—is very common in

design, rather feeble in effect, and the reverse of mas-

terly in exeeution. His most important work, " An
Idyll," is, to .say the least, a disappointment. The
scene is a kind of bo.skage ; on the left, his })aek

against a tree, a drum beside him, a boy grenadier

sits fifing gravely, while on the right three urchins

of the opposite sex ai"e listening open-mouthed to his

music. The drum and the grenadier are ablaze with

gold and scarlet, the effect of which is curiously

garish and disconcerting ; while the three little girls

arc so soberly clad as almost to disajipear from the

picture, their three little mouths are oj)en at the

same angle, their three little faces are touched with

the same expression, their three little bodies are so

grouped as to seem positively ungracefvd. For once,

in fine, the master-painter of children appears to have

failed with his pet theme—to have produced a picture

of children and costumes and a drum, in which the

children are nothing and the costumes and the drum

are everything. Something of the same sort has

happened to the President, who exhibits a couple of

fancy portraits (" A Nap " and " Letty "), the paint-

ing of which is self-satisfied in the extreme, while

the effect is merely pretty. On the " Cymon and

Iphigenia" Sir Frederick, it is true, has put forth

all his strength, but the results of his endeavour are

questionable. The picture is a night-piece: Iphigenia

sleeps in the shadow of strange trees, while Cymon
stands at gaze hard by, and beyond, at the horizon's

edge, is a segment of the rising moon, symbolical, it

is assumed, of the dawn in Cymon's heart and mind.

The canvas is a vast one ; the scheme of colour,

while broad and simple, is also (the word must

out) the reverse of attractive, especially on such a

scale as here ; the two heroic figures—though one,

the Iphigenia, is exquisitely drawn and modelled,

and most elaborately draped—are not nearly heroic

enough. Of course, the President's ambition is of

the loftiest ; equally of course, the standard by

which his achievement must be judged is excep-

tionally high. But in heroic art, to be ever so

little inferior to your work is (as English critics

are fond of observing in connection with Nicolas

Poussin) to show yourself mistaken from the first.

Mr. Alma Tadema's one exhibit—which shows

the Emjieror Hadrian in the act of visiting a

British pottery—is of uncommon size. It is elabo-

rately and ingeniously constructed ; bi the design

is too intricate to be instantly effective, and its

difficulties are immensely increased by a complete

deficiency of atmosphere and a confusion of values

that is really bewildering. Of course there is some

fine painting of surfaces, with a green garland

and a shelf of onions which in a sense are all
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the picture. Of ^Ir. Herkomer's " Pressing to the

^^'est " we took occasion to speak when it was ex-

liibited at Messrs. Goujiil's ; it does not im])rove

upon acquaintance. Mr. Holl has painted better

piirtraits than the half-dozen or so— including a

good official full-length of the Prince of Wales

—

by which he is represented. ]Mr. Briton Riviere

lias been seen to far greater advantag'e than in

iiis " Eve of St. Bartholomew," his " Actieon," his

" Enchanted Castle/' or even his "The King and

liis Satellites/' impressive as it is. Mr. Linton's

"Declaration of "War"— which sets forth much
]iaticnt study and much excellent craftsmanship

—

we have engraved. Mr. Poynter's "Diadumene"
is very small, very careful and fine, and very

attractive ; his four medals are excellent work ; of

his three-quarter length of the Bishop of Sydney

there is nothing to be said but that, as the pro-

duction of an Academician, it is necessarily on the

line. Mr. Long, in " Thisbe " and "Judith/' re-

peats himself and his model as usual. The best

(which means not much) of Mr. Pettie's four is

certainly the "Knight's Vigil," a |iicture of chivalry,

purcliased under the terms of the Chantrey Bequest.

Mr. Phil Morris is obtrusively on the line in

" Crowns of Joy and Sorrow " and " Sweethearts

and Wives" (Ijoth English, both common and

popular, both ])ainted in the liveliest colours), and

very deservedly so in " Quite Ready," a spirited

and taking imitation of the cliild-jnctures of JNIr.

Millais. Mr. Vicat Cole is better and fresher

than usual ; so is Mr. Ouless ; and so—except

in "Church Afloat "—is Mr. Hodgson. But jMr.

AA'atts is not to be seen at all ; Mr. Hook is

only to be seen in a quartett of canvases which

might well be, not the repetitions they are, but

the imitations they suggest ; Mr. Albert Moore,

in " Reading Aloud," Mr. Henry Moore in " Off

the Lizard" and "Off the Bill," Mr. Oakes, ^Mr.

Prinsep, Mr. Wells, Mv. Leslie, Mr. Mark Fislier,

are in the same case with Mr. Hook ; while j\Ir.

Frank Dicksee, in " Romeo and Juliet," is far below

his last year's level, and Mr. Macbeth in a " Fen
Farm" and Mr. Colin Hunter in "As They Roar
on the Shore " approve themselves quite elderly

Academicians already.

The picture of the year is certainly i\Ir. Orchard-

son's " Mariage do Convenanco," a trifle arbitrary

ill the lighting, perhaps, l)ut excellent in character,

admirably painted, in colour at once masterly and

delightful, sul)tle and rich, original and lieautiful.

Mr. E. J. Gregory's " Litruders," to which we
shall return later on, is brilliant, daring, vigorous

to a degree. Mr. Van Haanen's "Aflernoou Coffee"

is so badly comiiosed as to be shorn of half its in-

terest and effect; all the same, it is full of character

and life, sparkling and fresh and vivid in colour, and
capitally j^ainted. In "Venetian Life"— a group
of those gallant and charming damsels first made
known to us by ]\Ir. "\'an Haanen—]\Ir. Fildes is

seen at his brightest as an inventor and oliserver,

and at his most accomplished as a coloiirist. Mr.
Boughton, in his transcript from nature at A\'ai-

chereii, has aimed high, and been almost, if not

quite, succes,sful ; in his "Field Handmaideu" he

has painted what is certainly his best iigure, and

what is probably one of liis happiest landscapes.

^Ir. Colin Hunter, with a beautiful " Summer Twi-
light," and a "Herring ]Market at Sea" of which

we shall presently have more to say, has amjily

justified his recent election : as also, by the way,

has Mr. Woods, in a set of transcripts from Vene-

tian life and nature. Mr. Reid and ]\L-. Brett are

both at their very best. jNIr. Van Beers, in " Soir

d'Ete," has spoiled a good and clever landscape by
the introduction of a very vulgar ))crscjn in pink

silk stockings even more vulgar than herself. ^Ir.

Leader, in a variation on Tennyson's theme, " Flo\v

down, cold rivulet, to the sea," is much the same as

usual, only very much better. ]\Ir. J\Lirray, who is,

we believe, a Glasgow artist, exhibits, among others,

a landscape, which has been purchased under the

terms of the Chantrey Bequest; it is, to our think-

ing, incoherent in composition, and not at all well

modelled, but it has air and light and freshness,

and may be considered with pleasure. Air. Seymour
Lucas, in "After Culloden"—also purchased for the

Chantrey Collection—-has produced what seems to

us his best work ; it i« a little trite and common-
place in subject, but it is well grouped and well com-

])osed, it has character and action, and it is good in

colour and well jjainted. INIr. J. W. AN'aterhouse's

"The Oracle" (to bring this long yet iiii-omplete

and most inadequate list to an end) is one of

the successes of the year. It represents a band of

women seeking counsel of the Tcrajih—a human
skull; they are steated in a semi-circle, while the

priestess, her ear at the oracle's drcadfnl mouth, in-

terprets its decrees with terror. The background

—

a range of pierced windows—is broken in effect, and

a little niggled in treatment; but there is enough

of passion and drama and characler in the grciiqi

of devotees, and enough of good colour and good

j)aiiiting everywhere, to make the work in every

sense remarkable.

In the sculpture gallery, incomparably the liest

thing of all is I\I. Rddin's "Age d'Airain." It is

badly placed ; .so that only one of its as])ec(s is

to be studied. This is all the more unfortunate,

as it is ])crh;ips tlic only woi-k in (he collection

which exhiiiits the true scul])lnresque (pialily in

perfection, and is sculpture under every asjiect alike.
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It has its defects

:

tliero is a certain

coai'sriicss in tlic

treatment of the

Iiaii- ; tlie action

and gesture,

while exjiressive

oniinjili in tliem-

Kelves, do iioth-

in<>' to help us

back to the Age
of Bronze ; and

( lie idea em-

bodied is hardly"

oE the noblest.

But the model-

ling' of the thing

is like a Dona-

tello, its style is

charged with ori-

ginality and dis-

tinction, it re-

veals a great

master in every

line. Of extra-

ordinary merit

are Mr. Gilbert's

" Study of a

Head," a mas-

terpiece of real-

ism, and " Ica-

lus," an admira-

ble, but faulty,

essay in the ideal.

Of "these the

"Study" is far

and away the

better ; it has

breadth and dig-

nitv and stvle.

Th IcIcarus,

on the other

hand, with an

admirable tech-

nical cpiality, is

only graceful
from certain

points of view,

and moreover,

considered as an

heroic figure, is

deficient in struc-

tural beauty.

^Ir. Lawson's
"Ave, Ca-sar!"

Suinnerton's "

THE MOWEK.

i^From tiic Plaster hif Ilamo Thornyvroft, A,R.A. Utnjal Academy, ISS4.)

is vigorous and spirited; and ^Ir. ]\Ir. Boehm's

\'ictor," while in some sort de- on the other

brilliant bronze of
'

side of the gallery.

fieient in accom-

plishment and

style, embodies a

fine idea, and

rein-oduces with

success some-
thing of the &n-

ticpie sentiment

and convention.

Finally—to end

coil la bocca do Ice

— Mr. Thorny-

croft's "Mower"
may be described

as the veryhappy

outcome of an

attempt to do in

sculpture what

Walker did in

painting—to en-

noble the facts

of common Eng-

lish life, and to

transfuse every-

day English
faces and figures

with something

of the eternal in-

terest of art. In

sculpture, by the

very nature of

things, the en-

deavour was
bound to be less

successful than

in painting.

!Mr. Thornyeroft,

however, has

gone as near to

success as was

possible. His
" Slower " has

the reality of

fact, and is

touched with the

majesty of art.

Mr. Thorny-
croft's one other

contribution of

mark is a mar-

ble " Coleridge
"

for Westminster

Abbey. It may
be compared with

' Lord Wolseley,"



A LOOK AT THE XODEL.

(Drmm by E. J. Gregcrry, A.R.A. Royal Institute, lliS4.j

E. J. GEEaOEY, A.E.A.

THE artistic work o£ one wlio is almost the

youngest of the Associates of tlie Academy
is noticeable and delightful not only because Mr.
Gregory differs from so many of his bretliren by the

extent of his achievements, but also because he is

peculiarly free from the preoccujjations wliich are

wont to limit the efforts and harass tlie imagina-

tions of cultivated people. I am told, and can well

believe, that Mr. Gregory is among the best read men
in London—among the most widely read—but if he
has read much, at least it has not, like the character

in " Faust," been " dreadfully much." He has not

been overpowered. Neither through literature nor

society has he submitted himself unduly to influences

which are seductive and gentle, but which often end
by debilitating. In tlie last quarter of the Nine-
teenth Century lie has hatl the extreme courage

to see the world with his own eves. Tlie Art and

205

Letters of the past have given him a cultivation that

he has been strong enough to bear. Tiiey iiave not

destroyed his individuality: they luivc liMi-dly all'crd'd

it. His forerunners have, indeed, taught liim.

Now in Italy and now in Holland, he has seen their

work with the admiration which no fairly observant

person can withhold from the art of Titian or that of

Jan Steen. But the poetic realism of the Venetian

has left him as free as lias the more prosaic fidelity

of the Dutchman. Feebler, for I will not sav more

sensitive, personalities have discovered in Hnttiielli or

Pollajuoio qualities to whicii they iiave been obliged

to submit. The pupil has declared himself when he

has recognised the master. Mr. (iregory, it would
seem, is nobodv's jiupil.

Tiie circumstances of Mr. (Jregory's early days,

his early training, and the nature of his literary edu-

caticjii, his first avtistir jmi-suits— all liavc had the
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tenJencv to se.ul or to keep liim among^ modern

tilings, to engage him chiefly in translating into

more or less beautiful colour and line an every-day

experience and no remote vision. The son of an

engineer, and born in a modern seaport town—
Southampton ; his literary culture gained chiefly for

himself ; owing nothing to universities, and little to

Academic men—the delusion has never laeen encour-

aged within him that the age in which he exists is

an age whose influences it is necessary to avoid, and

accordingly when another generation than his own

takes note of his art and estimates it, it will be found

to contain an extraordinarily ample share of the ac-

curate yet really pictorial record of the "very form

and pressure " of the time in which it was produced.

In it will be the signs of the keen vision— in it

is the precise yet beautiful rendering—of much even

of what is trivial and accidental in the life of the

moment. In so far as it belongs to genre, it be-

longs to that which is concerned with the things

which its creator has actually known. Of genre

there are, it may be said, two kinds—historic genre

and the genre of the day. Genre can never look for-

ward. It is only theological or so-called "religious"

painting tliat can be concerned with the future.

Genre has the choice of looking back to the past or

of looking to the present. It belongs, therefore

—

or, upon the surface, seems to belong— to that order

of painting which approaches most nearly to the most

approved of modern novels. It illustrates daily life.

But there is this distinction to remember—that with

the main theme of the modern novel, the tracking

of the sentiment or of the passion of love, the art

of Mr. Gregory hardlv deals, and that with Mr.

Gregory, or with any painter who works in his spirit,

that which is only episode or slighter incident in the

novel or the comedy becomes, on the face of it, a

main theme. A scene which is a mere link, one link

out of many, in the written fiction, becomes, in the

painted picture—as in " A Rehearsal " say, or like

the ilirtation in " Dawn ^'—presumably the whole

subject. Jiut then, again, what distinguishes Mr.

Gregory from the feebler or slmllower painter of simi-

lar things is that such a scene is not at bottom his

whole subject. Often his real subject is rather the

selected combination of colour, line, and light. The

novelist and he may have the same story, but they

see it in different ways—treat it for diffei-ent ends.

The outward aspect, therefore, of the things and

persons of the day—and not so much their inner sig-

nificance—has come to be the material out of which

Mr. Gregory weaves his work. But he is drawn, I

daresay, much more by an unerring instinct than by

a recognised conviction, to the outward aspect of the

present instead of to the outward aspect of the past.

For my own part I see in him about the highest

type of painter who addresses himself to the artistic

vision of his time. He does it very likely without a

parii pris. He painted St. George and he painted

Sir Galahad years ago, and, as his is a personality

flexible even to changefulucss and instability, it

would not astonish me in the least if he painted them

again to-morrow. But for the last few years at all

events, and as I privately believe for most of the

years that are to come, Gregory will be found but

little devoted to that art which has monopolised the

title of " imaginative." Not for him the world of

the past. St. George, Sir Galahad, and the Norse

pirates of his earlier labours—for a wliile he has bid

them good-bye.

In the " Norse Pirates " and one or two kindred

subjects, exhibited at the Institute of Painters in

AVater-Coloiu's a few years since, J\lr. Gregory passed,

so to say, his needed examinations, took his degree,

proved his capacity to do, quite as well as other people,

what has been done l)efore,and what will be done again.

I am not sorry that the strong young painter, with his

whole career before him, offered up these respectable

sacrifices on the conventional altar of imaginative art.

It has, at all events, removed from the opponents of

the work to which he has later lietaken himself, the

opportunity of asserting that his eventual selection of

the life of the day is a matter of hard necessity and

not of artistic choice. He could have dealt as credit-

ably as others with that which he had never beheld,

and, unsupported by exjierience, could have ]iroduced,

with great cleverness, a fictitious art. But by the

remarkable picture known as " Dawn," which was

shown at ^Mr. Deschamps' gallery some eight years

ago, it liecame evident that Mr. Gregory's peculiar

skill was in the discerning of all that is most artistic

and all that is most piquant in the modern life of

cities—in the existence of a society that cannot claim

to be unsophisticated, that cannot pretend even to

the ambition to be simple. " Dawn " catches the

flirtation of a night at its last and most critical

moment. The scene, very likely, is some big villa in

the Regent's Park ; the immediate place is a large

bow-windowed drawing-room, in which, through the

drawn blinds, the first light of the pale cold morning

enters to struggle with the glare of the chandeliers.

Tawdry curtains drape the recess. At the keyboard

of a grand piano, the paid musician, detained too

long from the humble bed that awaits him in his

lodgings in Soho or Camden Town, half dozes as

he plays, and it seems that nobody dances, for tliere

are but two other figures, and these, standing by the

curve of the ]iiano, are now in their flirtation's most

violent phase. He is middle-aged ; has seen the

world ; been everywhere ; done everything. She is

young, l)ut perhaps a trifle too much ereiUee—or is

it only that it is very piquant for intelligent fresh-
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ness to listen to a superabunJauci' ol' knowledge ?

Anyhow his Hatteiy has ceased to be guarded ; and

the attitude of her attention has ceased to be discreet.

If the worn but energetic gentleman had been a little

less obviously a rone, and the slim young lady a little

less absolutely mundane, the story might have been

pleasauter; but in no ease could the story chosen

have been more effectively told. And this is the first

instance of a faculty of Mr. Gregory's of which so

much must be seen hereafter—his power of giving

grace even to the most eommoniilaee of modern

raiment. Even the man's trousers come well in the

composition, while the dress of the lady, the stiffened

yet moderately flexible bodice, the floods of frilling,

the long trailing skirts, alternately express and hide

tlie figure in wavs that are only at the command of

a consummate draughtsman. And here, too, is the

first introduction—and it is at once a prominent one

—of "that sceptre of the world, the fan of a beauty."

It is opened here, and held aloft, almost as a first line

of defence—there is still a barrier between the too

sudden lover and the too unadvised fair. In the

" Rehearsal " it is open, but for the time without

significance, for the attention of the figures, merely

spectators, is concentrated on the repetition of the

play. It has its part though in the composition— in

the wonderful spiral of dress and accessory. And in

a third picture, a direct and complete portrait of a

quite different model—of a lady who is the daughter

of Mr. Gregory's staunchest upholder and most un-

compromising friend—Miss Galloway, seated at ease

after a long waltz, holds it high, with its pale blue

feathers against the blond of the head—it is lightly

closed, but ready for service, ilr. Gregory's heroines

would never have needed to learn " the exercise of

the fan," even out of so pleasant a text-book as

Addison's Spectator.

blaster, then, of the utility of the fan in artistic

design, Gregory is likewise master of the employ-

ment of the palette. In Mr. Galloway's house,

which is a museum of Gregorys, there hangs on

the drawing-room wall the remarkable water-colour,

"Last Touches," which appeared at the Institute

about three years ago. It shows the same handsome

and dissipated and outworn model who is the hero

of " Dawn," but this time he is made to be a painter,

and in the closing hours of the day he is weary of

his work, of himself, of everything. These last

touches—they are the very devil, you know. There

is no such thing as being satisfied. Painter and

writer, caring for their art, torture themselves over

tliese things. So it is in the drawing. Tlie man
who faces you, near the machinery of the easel—

•

his chair tilted back, and he looking at his work

—sprawls with wide-opened legs, boots and great

knees thrust into the foreground, a brush in one hand

and in the other _a palette. Behind him, at the re-

mote fireplace of the beautiful studio, stands a young

woman in evening dress, not worried like the artist,

not tortured at all, but only a little bored lest she

should be late for the theatre. The anxious pre-

occupation of the one person, the trifling preoccupa-

tion of the other—the suggestion of two lives led to-

gether, with interests a good deal separated—has in

it enough of the dramatic. It is an excellent subject,

even as subjects are estimated by the lovers of story.

But I am told I was not wrong in a surmise I made

long ago, that the real motive of the picture was the

curve of the palette ; the foreshortened curve; its place

in the composition. Objects in themselves generally

allowed to be beautiful are here, as so often in Mr.

Gregory's work, subordinated to the due display of

that whose interest is more lately discovered. The

young woman—generally allowed to be beautiful-

nay, from whom beauty is generally exacted—she is

thrust into the background. The canopy of the

ceiling ; the decorations of the mantelpiece— all

backgl-ound. In the foreground are the straight

lines of the easel, the palette's curve, the great ex-

tended legs.

Then again, the portrait of ^Ir. Gregory himself,

which is one of our illustrations. Is not the employ-

ment of the palette in that composition as original

as it is successful ? And the crossed leg again, so

close to the spectator : is not that almost as bold and

as fresh, in a modern portrait ? The muscularity of

the thing—the sweeping and sturdy line of it—takes

US back to the later Renaissance, to the tombs of the

^Medici, to the sculptures of Gian Bologna. Further,

there is a distinct piquancy in the union of this

broad and large design with a finish not only so ex-

pressive but so dainty as that of which the head

gives evidence.

The keen perce]5tion of beautiful muscular action

and of a fortunate " bony structure " (which is the

very foundation of beauty of line) revealed beneath

the fold or strain of modern dress— that keen and

alert perception combined with a faultless draughts-

manship, allows the artist we are considering to treat

an every-day folk in every-day ways, with a dignity

and interest that are at the command of very few of

the painters of contemporary life. See, for instance,

the latest important canvas, the Academy picture,

his " Intruders." There is a tussle of swans—the

" vested interests " of one or other of them to the

l)ountv of the ladies of the boat being threatened by

outsiders who would like to share in the expected

spoil. And so the water is a-move, the very air seems

a-flutter, with the splashing birds and the beating

of their great white wings. The scene is by an island

of the Thames, opposite Winter's Hill, in the morning

huurs, in the freshness and the blue of the Jime
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weather. In the foregTOund the fashionable modern

dress and the tawdry decorations of' the house-l)o;it

eonie to be reconciled with all that is more admittedly

j)aintable. The feat is accomplished. Some of us

will see in the pic-

ture just a spirited I ^"'W^J^-y/' /M
and entertaining

'»«'"-'^

record of an in-

cident of the river.

Some of us will

see, on the other

hand, a good deal

more and a good

deal that is diffe-

rent. For there is

visil)le—supposing

that the Fates

have granted us

eyes—the mas-
terly record of a

swift impression,

and the deliberate

pleasure of the

capable hand in

folli)wing the in-

tricate beauty of

tin' lin'ure at rest.

The young girl

seen from behind,

with Iui'ikmI head,

with extended arm
— no drawing,
even of Watteau's,

goes beyond that,

in dainty exjires-

siveness. It must
have been done

with delight : with

delight, I say, and

with Macduff's
" joyful trouble,"

if with trouble at

all. And so with

several things at

]\rr. Galloway's
which record the

subtleties of pretty

or characteristic at-

titude : the young
woman plunging into the jiiano, for instance, her

head jiushed eagerly forward, her elljow and bent-

u|. arm thrown back, her skirts a-rustle, as the little

Inn lying mouse scampers through the instrument.

the eyes directed to the friend whose doffed hat,

placed on the mantel-shelf, alone intrudes into the

picture.

]Mr. Gregory has shown in other works than

those of genre

painting his curi-

ous sensitiveness

to unconsidered

beauties of line.

He has shown it

where he has also

shown a keen ap-

preciation of cha-

racter—in portrai-

ture— but it is

evidenced still

more completely in

those grey visions

of the land and

river which allow

one to think of him

sometimes along

with Whistler and

Wyllie. The gaunt

black wiioden pier

or landing-stage

that projects into

the grey water

;

the steamboat
lyinn' alongside of

it ; the water-side

sheds, the low Hat

shore— these are

things which (as a

drawing at ]\Ir.

Galloway's jiroves)

Gregory sees as

sympathetically as

he sees the blue

stream that hur-

ries down amidst

the golden fern

and the stones of

the moorland, or

the stretch of

tawny and weed-

covered rock that

lies under a sky

of delicate ojjal.

The very words tliat we want to describe these

pictures or to hint at them, "blue" and "golden,"

"tawny" and "opal," i-emind us that we are in the

realm of colour. Nay, more, these latter pictures

And again, the drawing of the ballet girl, with not only include colour but give it prominence :

her arm laid along the mantelpiece, her figure re- they are dependent upon its harmonies or its fortu-

laxed in the lounging rest of the bare green-room ; nate contrasts. Now Mr. Gregory has often been

INTRUDERS.

(Paintrrl by E. J. Gregory, A.R.A. Royal Academy, 1SS4.)



A REHEARSAL.

(I'aintcd by Is. J. Gregory, A.R.A. By rcrmission oj Vf. V"ivla», Esq.)
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said to be mifertaiu aiul iiinH|Ual in colciur. ^^ e have

had from time to time to register his faihires-in it,

or at ail events the disapiwiutments that he does not

invariably sj)are us. There was the portrait of Mr.

Alfred Seymour, for instance, and there was last

year's "Pieeadilly." ^^'e must admit the inequality.

Perhaps we must e^'en go so far as to say that he

is not a colourist primarily—that the leaven of the

old Adam of the Black and AA'hite, the old Adam

of the Graphic newspaper, is strong within him.

He is a colourist chieily a, ses //eiiren. But then

" his hours " come pretty frequently, and when they

come they are exquisitely productive. Mr. Gallo-

way's little picture of "The Mouse in the Piano"

is beautiful in spite of colour. It has everything

else to recommend it: action, vivacity, draughtsman-

ship, the original and piquant record of a trifling-

thing. His jncture of the plump blonde a little

huddled on an ottoman of striped yellow is beau-

tiful because of colour. Perhaps it is beautiful for

nothing besides.

The whole Venetian series—likewise at Mr. Gallo-

yvav's—is notable as showing Gregory's dainty con-

trol over pure and lovely hues. But for other things

too it is notable, though one's first impression of

it may conceivably be disappointing. The dainty

little canvases are not peculiar : they are not signed

over e\ery inch of them with Gregory's mark. They

bear no trace of his having been preoccupied with

the remembrance of his earlier methods. They are

fresh and new and uumaunered, recalling his own

work as little as they recall iliss ^Montalba's

broad and masculine transcript, or ilr. Whistler's

beautiful and fantastic vision. They are the Venice

that if— everybody's Venice—just the habitual

Venice of midday hours, of steady sunshine and keen

light. It is not idealised or changed, it is simply

recorded : now the Grand Canal with its rows of

palaces ; the marble of glowing slab or writhing

column ; and now the little side-canal with its work-

yard where the boat-builder builds the burca of to-

day, to which the gondola of old must gradually

give place. The strength of it is that it is every-

body's Venice, paii.ted with a touch so firm and pre-

cise, and in hues so luminous.

Still, the Venetian work is at best but brilliant

study ; the river work at Eritli and at the mouth of the

Medway shows that !Mr. Wyllie need not have stood

alone—another has been in his path ; the Scottish

landscape work, well, that is only another indication

of the very wide sympathies of this flexible genius.

It is none of these we rest upon. They are the work

of bye-hours ; they are holiday tasks. In portrai-

ture and in genre painting lies the artist's most real

force: in portraiture, from "Mr. Eley" to "Miss
Galloway;" in genre painting, from "Dawn" to

"A Rehearsal" and the "Intruders." The portrait of

]\Ir. Eley, which was the earliest of his more con-

siderable portraits, was felt, when it was exhibited,

to i-eveal in the artist an originality quite as marked

and decisive as it disclosed in the sitter. \et the

" Miss Galloway " went in every way beyond it.

Its art was wholly concealed, and the work itself was

only the last result of a long observation. Painfully,

I believe, and indefatigably the picture was wrought

at weary sitting after sitting. Gregory, it seems, is

never easy to please, and he knew he had a chance

here, and did not intend to lose it. He destroyed

one canvas. Then, with the sitter a little exhausted

—since I dare not say she was bored—with her share

of the labour, the artist struck into the business

again, with a new energy, and perhaps the most life-

like portrait oi a \'\-oman done in our time was wrought

rapidly out of the accumulated knowledge that had

seemed for a while to yield so little. Doubtless one

might often see the face much prettier, but perhaps

it is this good-natured air of sufiierance—this " Well

now, this must really be the last of me "—that gives

it its extraordinary appearance of truth. The pose

of the figure is one of absolute ease ; the painting is

as good as the draughtsmanship ; it is a triumph of

execution. Just because it is a triumph of execution

I am told that it will not reproduce without too

serious a loss. So we do not attempt a woodcut.

But it is well to remember that this masterly, re-

fined, and unaffected work was, three years since, the

legitimate sensation of a gallery sometimes a little

too indulgent to refinement burdened by affectation,

and to ambition unsupported by force. A real and

tangible presence was side by side with the ghosts.

Xo wonder, then, that from the eye of the mind the

ghosts vanished—the living presence stayed.

Perhaps no single genre picture thus far painted

by Mr. Gregory makes on behalf of its painter quite

so unanswerable a claim as that advanced by this

portrait. For, hitherto, the " Dawn " is of his genre

pictures the most serious and the most ambitious,

and the technical equalities of " Dawn " he has now

far surjiassed. In genre jjainting it is not so much

by a single work that we should be prepared to class

him as by the manifestation in many works together

of many various gifts and of that comprehensive-

ness of spirit, that intellectual and artistic toleration,

which—Mr. Gregory's brush being what it is—is the

best guarantee for his future. It may be that we

could wish him hereafter a little less tolerant of red

mahogany furniture and sordid belongings, and of a

Bohemia which is withoiit Bohemia's justification

—

that it does at least enjoy itself, and improve each

shining hour in its own particular way. And while

welcoming ]Mr. Gregory's treatment of modern attire,

we might perhaps ask that his choice should fall even
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less frequenlly than it does at present upon costumes

that would be voted common in an Oxford Street win-

dow— eheapish silks dependent for their garish effec-

tiveness upon a prodigious amount of dress-making'.

In ^L-. Gregory's best portraits the raiment of his

choice has either the simplicity of splendid and lasting

material, or the coquettish fashioning demanded by

the dance dress of a night. Why is an eye that

understands the charm of both indulgent occasionally

to that which has the charms of neither ? That is

perhaps only an exaggeration of the tolerance and

comprehensiveness which are Gregory's distinction,

and it may be it is to be regretted only because to

the weaker brethren it is somethinar of a stumbling:-

block, preventing them from receiving all that Mr.

Gregory's art is excellently fitted to give. If Mr.

(iregory had manifested a great dramatic faculty

the sympathy oi the large public might have been

more absolutely his. But as it is, he is dependent

practically xipon the suffrages of the cultivated; and

of the cultivated, many are weak and a few are

strong. When he is truest to himself he paints

modern themes, but he is far too sincere an artist

to treat them meretriciously. Thus— it has to be

admitted—in a certain measure he escapes wide

popularity. Frederick Wedmore.

"THE MARVEL OF THE WORLD."— II.

SEVILLE has two great monuments of its com-

mercial past, the Fabrica de Tabacos and the

Lnnja (1). This last is the Exchange, Town House,

and Rolls Office of the city, and is, from an artistic

]ioint of view, far too good for two at least of its

functions. If the rolls contained in it were those of

the municipality, we might say that it was wholly

]int to an unworthy jrarpose. But they are some-

thing far better than that. King Charles III.—the

only Spanish sovereign since Philip II. who has not

been either a harmless blockhead or n vicious brute

—

transferred " el archive de las Indias," that is to say,

1. -THE LONJA.
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the reconls of S])anisli America, from Simancas, tlie

castle near Valladolitl where the national rolls are

kept, to Seville, in 17S4. Here they lie in safe

keeping, if not in such apple-pie order as the rolls

of Castile at Simancas and of Aragon at Barcelona.

There are a good many such traces of Charles III.'s

passage on the throne of Spain, little pieces of intel-

ligent business management, and every here and

there a solid stone hridge or useful public building.

Then, too, (lid 1k' not with the help of his minister

Aranda, a subtle, cruel, able man of the old Spanish

stamp, literally ruin and scatter the Jesuits, and like-

wise pare the claws of the Inquisition ? In my opinion

the Spaniards have to thank a deity who has done a

good deal for them, for the merits of this prince

—

Hercules Britannicus, to wit. Before he succeeded

his brother as king of Spain, Charles had been king

of the Two Sicilies. During one of the various

confused wars of the Eighteenth Century he was

grievously suspected of intending to join a coalition

against us or one of our friends. So—for in those

benighted times we used to back our friends—

a

British naval officer in command of a few seventy-

fours and frigates was sent to persuade him to keep

quiet. The commodore went about it in a veiy

Eighteenth Century British naval officer fashion. He
anchored in a commanding position in Naples Bay,

and then made an official call on his Majesty. AVithout

unnecessary beating of the bush, he asked him to sign

a treaty of alliance with Great Britain, there and

then and on the spot. Charles of Bourbon made
difficulties. He talked of consulting his ministers,

of notes, ])rotocols, and what-ncjt. When he had

done the commodore pulled out his watch, and gravely

deposited it on the table. Then he informed the

king that if the treaty was not agreed to by the time

the minute band had travelled half-way round the

hour, he would open tire on Naples. Three-quarters

of an hour afterwards he was being rowed back to

his tlag-ship with the formal engagement signed in

his coat-tail pocket. Things like that have a quick-

ening effect on the royal intelligence, and bear all

sorts of wholesome fruit.

But the Lonja— to return to our muttons

—

2.—TUE PATIO DE T ASt MUNECAS.
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was in existence long before

Charles's day. It was given to

Seville by Cristobal de Rojas,

the archbishoi). Li lo73 this

ecclesiastic petitioned Pliilij) LL

to build an exchange, and so

put a stop to the scandalous

practice of the merchants, vho
used to meet for business in the

nave of the cathedral precisely

as they used to do in old St.

Paul's before Gresham's day.

Philip, who was always ready

t(j further a sjilendid piece of

building or artistic work of any

kind, gave his consent and help.

It was executed in thirteen

years by Juan de Herrera, and

opened on the Llth August,

159S. Herrera was also the

builder of the Escurial, and an

architect of the school of the

Italian Renaissance. The Lonja,

though its proportions have been

somewhat spoilt by later addi-

tions, and some of its details are

not approved Ijy good judges, is

a fine specimen of the art of his

school

.

Of the Fabrica de Tabaeos

I have spoken already, but it

seems appropriate to say some-

thing in this ]ilaee of the articles

turned out there. The cigars of

the "estanco"—a word for which

we have happily no equivalent,

but which answers to the French

rcyie—are altogether worthy of

a government monopoly. Ac-

cording to theory they should

be made of the tobacco of j\Ia-

nilla, wrapped in the leaf from

the island of Cuba. What they

really are made of only the enter-

prising contractor knows. Per-

haps the ecjually enterprising

smuggler who has his head-

quarters at Gibraltar has a

shrewd notion, for lnudly as

Sjianish officials complain of the

contraband trade from the Rock,

it is the universal opinion of

their countrymen that every

man of them has a finger in it.

Wherever the tobacco comes

from, a vast amount of it is

266

3.—THE CKUUCII OP LA CAItlllAD.
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wiiikcd up ill the Fjibrica. Thirty yi'ars ayo the

(inl|iu( was iniirc than two million eiyars a year,

and it has (crtainly not diminished. They have

one virtue whieli atones for the want of many
others in Spain : they are wonderfully cheap. For

the trifling- sum of a halfpenny the smoker can

obtain a cigar as big as a rolling-pin. As to

their taste it must be acknowledged that they are

beyond all question better than brown paper. If you

must smoke cigars, and cannot afford Havannahs,

which are rather dearer in Spain than in England,

you can at a pinch get along with estancos. By
assisting in a slight breach of the law it is possible to

obtain them of a somewhat superior quality. Some

are rather better than others, and a smart "estan-

quero " picks them out with ease. These he puts

aside to dry, and then sells to the economical epicure

at a farthing or so above the government price. This

is, of course, a fraud, and is forbidden under terrible

penalties, but it is a universal practice none the less.

For myself if I wanted to say all the good I honestly

could about the estancos, I should say that they

are rather nicer and quite as efReacious as " sal de

Madrid,'" a thing which in one shajie or another is

indispensable in a hot climate. Any farther into

the matter I do not purpose to go.

AVith the Alcazar [2 and C) we go right back to

the Sjiain of the Moor. Nothing can well look more
ihciriiughly Oriental—and yet the Alcazar is very

largely the work of a king who at least belonged to a

Christian nation. The site has always been occupied

by a palace. First the house of the Roman prtctor

stood there, and then in the Tenth and Eleventh

Centuries it was replaced by the Alcazar of Abdu-r-

rahnian Anna' ssir Lidin Allah (the defender of the

religion of God), one of the small Arab princes who
ruled between the fall of the Khalifate of Cordoba

and the invasion of the Almoravides. This is the

building which has been reconstructed, altered, sub-

divided, hacked, hewed, whitewashed, and restored by

successive generations of Spanish rulers. The first,

and from a merely artistic point of view the best,

was Peter the Cruel (I.350—1369). To him belongs

the building of the great gate (6). Peter, who was
almost as much a Moor as the Rey Bermejo at

Granada, himself employed Moorish workmen, as

indeed did Charles V. in later days. The inscription

over the door tells how " The very high, and very

noble, and very powerful, and con(juering Don Pedro,

by the grace of God King of Castile and of Leon,

ordered this palace and this front to be built, which

was done in the year of the era 1-10:2 "—that is to say

in 1;3(51. The Spaniards originally dated by an era

of their own—the general taxing of the world by
Augustus, thirty-eight years before the Annus Domini.

Peter's memory and that of his beloved mistress.

Maria de Padilla, fill the Alcazar. They still show
you the bath and the gardens of the lady, and the

room where Peter murdered his brother, the Master
of Santiago. It was a worse version of the killing

of the Douglas at Stirling by James II. There is

a memorial of the cruel king visible to the British

sight-seer. Abu Said, " El Rey Bermejo," the Red
King of Granada, having usurped the throne of

Ismael II., was in his turn driven out. Under a

promise of protection, he and his followers came to

Seville to enjoy the hospitality of the very high, very

noble, very jjowerful, and conquering Don Pedro.

There were feasts and tournaments, and then one day

the Christian king slew his guests every man. His

object was to secure the treasure of jewels which the

unlucky and unw^ise Abu Said had brought with him.

Among them was a magnificent ruby the size of a

pigeon's egg. A few years later Peter was himself

a fugitive. He was restored, as every Englishman
should remember, by the Black Prince, and after the

decisive battle of Najara he gave his deliverer—whom
lie afterwards tried to poison, unless he is much be-

lied—this same splendid ruby. It now shines in the

crown of Great Britain and Ireland, and may be seen

at the Tower on the payment of a trifling fee. The
pretty Patio de las Muiiecas, the Court of the Puppets

(2), is the smaller of the courts of the Alcazar.

Not the least curious addition made to the palace are

the great Flemish fireplaces of Charles V., who lived

here for years, and who, like other northerners, had

not the Spaniard's power of supporting chilly discom-

forts with philosoj)hy.

The Alcazar also possesses, or did possess, an

armoury. I say did possess, because during the

wretched anarchy which covered all Spain after the

abdication of the Italian King Amadeo, some nine

years ago, a mob broke into it and carried off the

weapons. These heroes made believe to fight General

Pavia's troojis, but they bolted, after the Andalusian

fashion, at the first volley, and it is doubtful what
became of the arms they had purloined. Some were

jirobably recovered.

Like other Spanish cities, and more than most of

them, Seville is rich in interesting churches, and they

again are rich in jHctures. The Caridad

—

i.e., the

Charity—is among the most interesting both for it-

self and for its contents (3). It is a hospital for eighty

bedridden old men and women, and is dedicated to

St. George. From an artistic point of view it is more

remarkable for its contents than for any beauty of

its own. The present building was erected in 1661

by Miguel de Manara Yicentelo de Lara. This gen-

tleman of many names had in his hot youth been a

jierfect Don Juan, and the history of his misdeeds

has been written by one Juan de Cardenas in a folio.

Later on he reformed and lived cleanly, and built
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this cluircli. He lies buried therein, under an epitaph

stating- tliat here are " the ashes of the worst man
who was ever in the world." To-day he is better

remembered by the fact that he was the jiatron of

Murillo than liy the stories of the ladies he misled

and the Inisbands he run through the body. The

i;reat Sevillian master painted a series of jiietures for

the Caridad, and they were long the glory of the church.

After the fatal battle of Oeaiia in the Peninsular

War, when tlie town was occupied by the French,

tliese masterpieces gained for the Caridad the unwel-

come honour of a good deal of attention from his

Excellency the Duke of Dalmatia, better known as

Marshal Soult. The Plunder-Marshal-General, as

Mr. Stirling calls him, carried off hve of them. One,

the " Sta. Isabel," he gave to the emperor; two, the

" Abraham and Angels " and the " Prodigal Son,"

were sold to the Duke of Sutherland ; a fourth,

" The Healing of the Cripple," was bought by ^L-.

Tomline; and a fifth, "The Angel and St. Peter,"

found its way to St. Petersburg. Several, however.

still remain hanging in the very places for which
Murillo painted them. The Caridad also contains

two of the " putrid pictures " of J. Valdes Leal,

which Murillo declared he could not look at with-

out holding his nose. Seville, which is full of the

memories of this latter very honourable if not very

great painter, still contains his house. It stands in

the Juderia—that is, the Ghetto—and the street is

now named after him. His studio was unchanged

when Ford saw it, and the house then belonged to

the dean of the cathedral, Cepero, who had formed

a little collection of pictures.

It is to this same enlightened churchman tliiit

Seville owes its Museo or picture-gallery. In 1836,

when the convents were suppiressed, this gentleman,

whose full name was Manuel Lope Cepero, con-

trived to have the works of art belonging to them

conveyed to the cathedral, where they were safe from

plunder. The town council's share in the honourable

work was confined to sending him the service of a

gang of galley-slaves to carry the treasures. Two

^-^^^.'V:

4.—TUH TLAZA Ili;i, TUIUNFO.
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years liiti'v a private

subscription was
raised liy a Seiior

I5ej;irano, and the

pictiires were collect-

ed in their present

place of safety. The

"•allery is deficient

in many respects

:

there is, for instance,

not a single Velas-

quez in it ; but, for

all that, it remains

the greatest monu-

ment of the school of

Seville.

It is a nice point,

whether it is satis-

factory or not, to

know that Canon

Cepero profited by

an abuse of some

magnitude. In his

days it was a luxury

to have a prebend

in the cathedral

of Seville. The
revenues were im-

mense, and their

position most envia-

ble. There was an

archbishoji, a sidl'ra-

gau bishop, eleven

dignitaries, forty

caiKiiis, iind eighty

inFcridi- ecclesiastics,

all devoted to the

service of the cathe-

dral. Nine hundred

houses in the city

and vast estates else-

where belong to this

little ;ii-niy of church-

men. To lielong to

it \vns an object of

ainbitiiiii, and a man
of learning andidiility

thought himself re-

warded for the work

of a lifetime by a

canonry. Of com-se

they were not all of

them men of very

high stamp, but a

certain number were,

and as a rule tlie\- 5.—THE VIEGIN OF MONTANES.

were gentlemen of

taste and good social

position, who cer-

tainly did very little

work, and who did

not lead very aus-

tere lives, but who
represented the na-

tional church in a

stately and becom-

ing way. All that

has been changed.

The church, doubt-

less for the good of

its soul, has been

reduced to a state of

more than apostolic

poverty, and the lay

reformer is no longer

afflicted by the spec-

tacle of ecclesiastical

envy and s])lendour.

Unluckily in sweep-

ing away the abuse,

it has been found

that other things

have disappeared too.

The courtly, learn-

ed, and munificent

churchman of the

stamp of Canon Ce-

jK'ro is a thing of

the past.

Happily his work

to a large extent

survives. First and

foremost is the vast

cathedral, which
Blanco AVliite was

wont to compare to

our English min-

sters, much to the

disadvantage of the

latter. " The site,"

says Ford, who loved

his joke, " is that

of successive temples

of Astarte, Salambo,

Mahomet, and INIa-

ria." Possibly, but at

the end of it all we

have a magnificent

Christian church,

which frfim the mere-

ly artistic point of

view is beyond price.
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li is full of i)ictures by masters, hanging whore they rhythmic inscription " A Castilla y a Leon, Mundn
were painted to hang, of tapestry, of gorgeous altars, nuevo dio Colon"—"A new world Colon" (the Spanish

and magnificent tombs. Some of its works of art form of Columbus) "gave to Castille and Leon."

have not been properly respected by the authorities. The hero himself lies at the Havannah, after being

6.—TnE OATE OF THE ALCAZAE.

The famous statue of the 'S'irgin (o), the work

of Juan Martinez Montanes, one of the greatest

of the very remarkable school of Spanish religious

sculptors, is covered with trumpery gewgaws after

the national fashion. They spoil but cannot wholly

hide the work of the master. In the central aisle

is the tomb of Fernando Columbus, the remarkable

son of the great discoverer, bearing the wrll-kuowu

carried from Valladolid, where he died, to San

Domingo, and thence to Cuba. The present repre-

sentative of the family is the Duke Veragua, who

also in his way is a famous man. His estates

rear tlie best fighting bulls in Spain. It would 1)0

impossible to name all the treasures of the cathe-

dral, but a word must be said of the magnificent

stained glass windows, the wurk nf ("rislobal
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Ak-man, Arnold of Flanders, and Charles of Brugfes,

all dating from the Sixteenth Century. Also it is

well to give the proportions, which of themselves

will be enough to show the readei- how much the

church must differ from an English minster. " It

preserves," says Ford, " the basilica form of the

original mosque, and is an oblong square, some 4-51

feet long by 315 feet widej it has seven aisles, the

two lateral are railed off into chapels; the centre

nave is magnificent, the height amazing, being lib

feet, while the cimborio or transept dome rises

171 feet." In those days architecture was an art.

The Plaza del Triunfo (4) is another and a

less admirable monument of the church's activity.

The Triunfo (Triumph) is the monument erected in

many Spanish towns to commemorate a Papal decree

uniting Spain and the Indies under the protection

of the Immaculate Concejition. That dogma was

a great favourite with Spaniards, and they worried

the Popes of the Seventeenth Century a good deal

on the subject.

The neighbourhood of Seville is not wanting in

places of interest. At Castillejo de la Cuesta the

conqueror of Mexico, Hernan Cortes, died in 1547,

and still jiossesses some Oriental ruins. It is the

artistic rascal q\iarter, so to sjieak, the head-quarters

of the bull-fighters and gipsies. The foreign tourist

is led here to see the dances of the gitanas and

the showy old costumes. If the maja of the painter

exists anywhere it is in Triana. Santi Ponce

shares the popular glories of Triana by right of

its annual fair, but it is more famous for its

use " to point a moral and adorn a talc." The

convent of San Isidor (7) was founded by the re-

nowned Guzman el Bueno. Who has not heard

of Guzman the Good, who with Roman firmness

allowed his son ' to be miirdered below the walls

of Tarifa rather than yield the town ? Santi Ponce

is a wretched dusty village which stands on the

ruins of the colony founded by Scipio Afrieanus, ami

the birthplace of the emperors Trajan, Adrian, and

Theodosius. You perceive the moral. There stood a

great city, the native place of heroes who governetl

the world. Now you have a dusty, fly-blown little

village. Sic transit gloria. On this admirable text

did Francisco de Rioja preach the poetical sermon

known to readers of Spanish poetry as " Las Ruinas

de Italia." It is all, says the pleonastic Don IManuel

-SANTI ruNCE ; THE CONVENT OF SAN ISIDOB.

broken-hearted and neglected, like most of Spain's

great men. Less sad associations attach to San Juan
de Alfarache, the native place of Guzman, from whom
descended Gil Bias, and even Tom Jones, though in a

less direct line. Triana and Santi Ponce are also

places of picturesque renown. The first of these is

an old Moorish suburb on the right bank of the river,

Jose Quintana, equally grand and majestic. The
foreigner is grateful to discover that it is simple and

elegant, a little monotonous in its sweetness, but a

very good specimen of gentle melancholy, after the

manner of the "Coplas de Jorge Manrique" made
familiar to English readers by the excellent transla-

tion of Mr. Longfellow. David Hannay.
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I.

—

The Land of Counterpane.

JJTHEN I was sid- am! hy a-bcd,

'^
' / luid two pillows at my head.

And all my toys beside me lay

To keep me happy all the day.

And sometimes for an hour or so

I watched my leaden soldiers go.

With different uniforms and drills,

Among the bed-clothes, through the hills

,

And sometimes sent my ships in fleets

All up and down among the sheets

;

Or brought my trees and houses out.

And planted cities all about.

I was the giant great and still

Tliat sits upon the pillow-hill.

And sees before him, field and plain.

The pleasant land of counterpane.

II.

—

The Wind.

/ saw you toss the kites on high

And blo-w the birds about the sky ;

And all around I heard you pass.

Like ladies' skirts across the grass—
O wind, a-blo-wing all day long!

O wind, that sings so loud a song!

I sa~w the different things you did.

But always you yourself you hid

;

I felt you push, I heard you call,

I could not see yourself at all—
O wind, a-blowing all day long !

O wind, that sings so loud a song!

you that are so strotig and cold,

O blower, are you young or old?

Are you a beast offield and tree,

Or just a stronger child than me ?

O wind, a-blowing all day long!

wind, that sings so loud a song !

III.—The Cow.

The friendly coiu, all red and white,

I love with all my heart

;

She gives me cream with all her might.

To cat with apple-tart.

She wanders lozi'ing here and there.

And yet she cannot stray.

All in the pleasant open-air.

The pleasant light of'day ;

And blow)! by all the winds that pass.

And wet with all the sho7vcrs.

She walks among the meadoTH-grass

And eats the meadow-fio^wcrs.

Robert Lours Stevenson.

•J^»«+e^-.

"GOING ROUND WITH THE PLATE."

Feom the Picture by G. Ksoer.

HERE we have a comer of a place of "public

worship " at the interesting and dread moment
wlion " the plate goes round." The artist has care-

fully suggested a certain antagonism which he sup-

j)oses may exist between a collector and the con-

gregation at large. He has chosen his time well for

representing this quiet and decorous trial of strength.

Tiiere is a good deal of clever drawing in the ex-

pressions and attitudes of the three grim old men who
are pitted against the representative of charity, with

liis outstretched arm and his face of mute and unre-

lenting appeal. The first—a man of iron—has ])arried

the thrust by a feint in slumber. The second sings

lustily behind his book, and eyes the plate askance;

the issue of the combat, so far as he is concerned,

is yet undecided. The third seems prejiared to meet

his fate manfully if mournfully ; for he has dro])ped

his point, and is slowly and cautiously searching

his pockets. It is to be hoped that something is

forthcoming, for the collector looks like a man of

spirit and humour, and like one accustomed to deal

with difhcult cases. All the same the subject is

one to which only a Scottish painter, perhaps, eould

render full justice. Herr Knorr's recalcitrants, Ger-

man as they are, are good and suggestive in Ihcir

way; each is a study of character, and each fnllils

his function in the composition, as representing an

obstacle, typical enough to be natural and f;nnili:ir,

in the way of the mild, yet hard-m<iuthed and hard-

headed collector of alms. This is as much as to say

that the picture is (of its kind) a good one. Still,

one could wish that it had been Scotch in senti-

ment and ty]>e; that the collector had been a certain

Johnson, and one of the collectees a person answer-

ing to the name of Thomson. That "auld scandal

aboot the jilatt' " had then l)cen adeijuately treated.
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1.—FKOJI A SILVKK TAN'KAKH. NUEEMBEEO,

SIXTEENTH CENIUEY.

;irtistic spirit whioli is planted

HE jiosition which a any school of art would be work for tlie eve rather

ibrary takes to than the intellect. For the technical student, on

the other hand, the historico-national method of

arrangement is nowise convenient. He requires to

have all objects classified, not according to dates and

countries, but according to their own nature, the

substance of which and the method by which they

were made.

Thus at the outset there arises an antagonism

between the requirements of a technical and those of

the development a classical or historical museum. In most countries

from age to age it has been found that the only solution of the diffi-

and from country culty is to have different institutions devoted to these

to country of tlie different branches. The Austrian Museum belongs to

n all mankind, or the technical class ; its object is technical as opposed

the student of

history or litera-

ture is occupied

by a museum in

the case of the

student of art.

Whether his ob-

ject be to trace

whether he himself desire to take up a position in to classical education ; its methods are practical rather

the ranks of the army of labourers in the field of

production, he is alike compelled t(.) fall back fur

counsel, for warning,

and for teaching on

the works of others

gone before.

Amongst the many
ol)joets which a mu-

seum might set before

itself, the exigencies of

space and means oblige

it to make a selection,

to pursue some with

vigour, to pass others

by with little notice.

A student of the his-

tory of art would de-

sire collections to be

so arranged as to dis-

]ilay with utmost clear-

ness the artistic power

of each of the great

peoples of the world,

during every definite

period of their national

existence. He would

further like to have

disclosed, in the order-

ing of the various ob-

jects, the influences

brought to bear by

nations or by indivi-

duals upon each other

;

so that to trace the rise,

scope, and decline of

267
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than theoretical or historical. The most prominent

feature in the classification of the collections is, as

will be supposed, the

division according to

nature. The principal

classes are—works in

the precious metafs, in

the baser metals, in

clpy, in g'lass, works

of textile art, fur-

niture, woiul-earving,

sculpture, and mis-

cellaneous. I shall

glance briefly at each

class, not so much in

the hope of being able

to j)resent the reader

with a connected ac-

count of what the

classes contain, as de-

siring to direct his

attention to a lew ob-

jects of more than

ordinary interest, and

to point cult how far

the whole fulfils (he

j)urpose for which it

is intended.

The first hall is

completely filled with

a most valuable col-

lection of works of

all ages of the gold-

smith's craft. Passing

by .Tapani'se and Indian

-.s*S

2.—CUP IN IVORY AND SILVEK GILT. QEEMAN. SIXTEENTH CENTUEY.
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niimufiutares, the visitor's attention is at once arrested

by the treasure belonijing- to the German order of

kniyhthood, which occupies four larg-e i^-lass cases.

It includes various state weapons of costly workman-

ship, gold and silver jugs, Lasins and goblets, greet-

ing cups of fantastic forms, chalices, all manner of

filigree work, and a great qnantity of crosses and

rings of the order. A certain number of these things

have been excellently reproduced by gulvano-plastic

processes, and are kept for sale in the museum at

comparatively cheap rates. Most of the plate be-

longing to the order is of German workmanship) of

the Sixteenth Century, though one or two chalices

are valuable productions of earlier ages. The finest

cup is one in seven j)ieces, made of silver gilt. It

is covered with figures in high relief, representing

incidents in the life of Charles V., especially those

referring to the famous battle of Pavia. The knob

of the lid is ornamented with a medallion of the

emperor. The workmanship is German of the year

1536. A evi^er and basin, presented to the order in

1015 by Johann von Westernach, are very remarkable

works of German art.

Two neighbouring cabinets contain the exceed-

ingly interesting treasure which belonged to the King
of Hanover, and is lent to the museum by the Duke
of Cumberland. It includes several quaint reliquaries

of Byzantine and other workmanship in the form of

hands and arms in the gesture of blessing, each con-

taining the relics of some saint's limb. A set of

caskets of very early workmanship are of exceed-

ing historical value ; several of them were made by
craftsmen of the lower Rhine in the dark but most
interesting period of the Twelfth and Thirteenth

Centuries. A Byzantine casket in the form of a

Greek church—a double cross surmounted by a dome

—

is covered with the finest enamelled diaper work, and

faced with ivory carvings of the greatest elaboration.

The history of work in enamel remains to be

written ; but the student may find in some of the

cases in this hall of the Austrian Museum much
valuable material to help him on the road to a general

understanding of the lines along which that art

developed. Before the introduction of oil-painting,

enamelling, glass-painting, and tapestry were the

principal pictorial arts of the north. Of the former,

Cologne was, during the Eleventh, Twelfth, and
Thirteenth Centuries, a main centre. It was mostly

employed for the surface decoration of metal caskets,

bindings, or shrines. The usual manner in which
these were treated was the following. If the Cru-

cifixion was the subject, the figure of Christ was
embossed in round relief, as were also the heads of

the Blessed Virgin and St. John, and perhaps of

two angels overhead, their drapery and limbs being
engraved on the flat surface of the metal. Then,

within the sjiaees enclosed by the engraved lines,

the enamel was laid, and a pattern of some kind

was also enamelled as a background. The surface of

the whole was perfectly smooth, and owing to the

outlines being engraved, they were able to be kept

sharp and distinct.

If the student passes from the Cologne school of

the Thirteenth to the Limoges school of the Sixteenth

Centuries, he finds a completely different .system in

use. The substance upon which the enamel is laid

is now crockery, so that the engraving of outlines is

no longer possible. It is further impossible to lay

colours in enamel within sharply defined outlines; it

results therefore that in Limoges enamelled work out-

lines go for very little, and the artist has to throw his

whole strength into the colouring. His plate must

be jn-imarily a beautiful patchwork of tints with a

surface pleasantly glancing ; that the colours repre-

sent figures in certain grouping and postures is quite

a secondary consideration. Fortunately the very

process of the work raises the surface into lumps

which catch and reflect the light, and so the weakness

of the drawing is not perceived. The juxtaposition

of masterpieces of such opposed schools as these of

Cologne and Limoges enables the practical student

to choose for himself which he will follow in his

ovni work ; he' can learn from both and need not

waste his energies in attempting the impossible.

Valuable for the historian as are the rare treasures

to which we have referred, they are nowise so im-

portant for the artist as are the contents of a large

case in the centre of the room, which includes copies

most carefully made by electrotype processes of some

of the finest works in the precious metals in the

world. To these the student may come for ideas, and

need never come in vain. The arrangements of the

museum enable him to have any object placed before

him to draw from or examine in the most favourable

manner ; and whether it is a vase from the Hildes-

heim Fund or a cup from the hand of Wenzel Jam-

nitzer, he is certain of being confronted with a master-

work. Other eases in the same room contain brooches,

rings, and other ornaments worn by the forgotten

inhabitants of Timbuctoo long ages ago, by Greeks,

Romans, Goths, and Huns, by the mediaval peoples

of all parts of Europe, as well as Ijv those of our

own day—like the Tyrolese, the Hungarians, and the

Dutch—amongst whom the somewhat strange fashions

of their ancestors still find favour. But perhaps we

have delayed too long over this the smallest though

by far the most valuable part of the museum.

The second hall (and, when I was there, the

sixth, which corresponds to it at the opposite end

of the building) is occupied by a large collection of

pottery of all periods and nations. Here may be

studied the monstrosities of the Mexicans, the naive
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complexities o£ the Egyptians, the queer fancies in

form and colour of tlie Spanish and Portuguese, the

unaccountable ornaments which go to form the deco-

rative system of the Turks,

and the splendid power of

combining simple colours

in patterns of the richest

luxuriance wliich give such

a charm to the productions

of the potteries of Morocco.

He who would borrow their

grace from the Greeks will

find vases of all periods

ready to his hand, whilst

he who is ambitious of

attaining the marvellous

power of iiandling terra-

cotta, which characterised

so many of the peoples of

the Italian peninsula in

the past, may here study

the figures which came
from their hands, or the

decorative friezes which

they destined to adorn

their homes.

The main point, iiow-

ever, of this part of the

collection is of course the

productions of the strong

native art ; and the student

will be instructed, while the visitor may be interested,

in carefully following tlie development of the rough

pottery of the Hungarians and Selavonians, the

faience of Holitsch, Gmunden, and Znaim, and the

rare and beautiful porcelain of the once active im-

perial manufactory of Vienna. With these may l)e

compared the specimen collections of their wares,

which all the principal makers of this and other

countries are allowed to exhibit within the walls of

the museum ; and which prove that the productive

powers of our day in the direction of the rougher

wares fall little liehind those of earlier periods.

The remaining cabinets io the room are filled

with a priceless collection of Italian majolica. Delft,

Rhenish ware, faience from Rouen, Nevers, Mar-
seilles, &c., Wedgwood, WVircester, Copenhagen,

Parian ware, Dresden, Sevres, and other English,

Chinese, and Japanese products. The corners of the

room are occupied by tiles of various sizes made to

form the stoves which find a place in every German
house, and have altered but slightly from the pattern

adopted three or four hundred years ago. These tiles

usually bear figures in relief, of a religious character

in the case of those made np to the Sixteenth Cen-

tury; in the rest genre subjects are more commun.

3.—GLASS. VENETIAN. SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

The third Saal is devoted to a collection of

glass, in which the principal part is taken by a

fine series of Venetian examples from the Sixteenth

and following Centuries.

The most important are

a complete set of wine-

glasses of more than or-

dinary complexity of form,

the decoration of which

consists of wings of varied

form and eulciur. They
date from the commence-

ment of the Seventeenth

Century, an epoch which

may be considered as mark-

ing the highest point at-

tained by this art. Glass

of Venetian manufacture

is easily distinguished by

the extraordinary facility

which the workmen exhi-

bit of twisting and draw-

ing out the ductile mass

into the most elaborate

forms, intertwining and

platting together stems

and wreaths of various

colours. The points of

support are usually very

slender, and the conse-

quent fragile nature of

such objects—once so plentiful—renders the sur-

vivors scarce in our day.

The earlier })roductions of the workshops of

Bohemia are less remai-kable for the excellence of

their material than for the elaborateness of the

jiatterns wrought thereon, l)y various methods of fur-

rowing. At wjiat time tin; process of glass engrav-

ing .])y means of a tiny wheel rapidly rotated was

introduced I am not aware, but tiie eifects thus pro-

duced by mfideru workmen, amongst whom at the

])resent time the name of Lobnieyr is <leservedly

famed, are oF the utmost lieauty. .\mongst oUIcr

s]iccimens the more finished vases with their graceful

stems and elaborate covers produce, by their various

reflections, a most sparkling elTect. Cups with horns

or whistles in the handles arc also by no means rare,

and the fancy of the individual workman seems to

have been left very free. A splendid "weleouie-jug"

and wine-cup on a metal tray inhiid with crystal

panels and embossed with jewels set in enamelled

metal ornaments, occupies the place of honour at

the entrance of the room. It is the property of

the municipality of Vienna, and the glass is from

I jolimeyr's manufactory. The design and the orna-

ments are the work of the best ^'iennese artists, the
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cMiiiliiyiiU'iit of whom i^xflusivi'ly in ;ill public mat-

ters is the unwritten custom whicli rules in Austria

like a law.

A large collection of German glass chiefly of the

Eighteenth Century is worthy of the practical student's

most earnest study. The material is rough and of a

o-reen colour ; the ornaments are quickly and almost

carelessly enamelled thereon; but, owing to the won-

derful facility of rapid design which the workmen

of the period seem to have possessed, the effect pro-

duced by such cheap means is most pleasing. More

linishcd though less successful are the glasses in

which the pattern is engraved in a gold leaf and

then burnished on.

A few specimens of painted glass hang in the

windows of the Saal , but they are not of any great

merit. Two fairly-coloured panes, representing bac-

chanal scones, are the work of Christoph Maurcs,

and bear date l.'Jl)?. It is unfortunate that a card,

obviously intended for an interesting medallion which

hangs above, shtmld describe a female Bacchante as

a Madonna of the Fifteenth Century. A coat of arms

of Paulus, burgomaster of Kemiitcn in 1566, signed

A. H., is a very rich and elaborate piece of colour.

Any attempt to describe the very interesting

collection of old furniture and tapestry, which fills

the central hall of the right wing, would be lost

labour. We hope, however, from time to time to

introduce our readers incidentally to some of the

more remarkable ol)jccts there exposed, for the most

piart the property of private persons. One of the

most interesting objects to the historical student is

a small painting, poorly executed indeed, but valuable

as being a copy of the famous "Assumption " painted

by DiArer for the Frankfurt mercliant, Jacob Heller,

and afterwards destroyed by fire. A large numljer

of sculptures in wood and a few marble reliefs are

also to be seen in the same room. Among.st the

latter is one of great beauty, the work of a Florentine

artist of the Fifteenth Century.

The fifth hall contains all manner of work in the

baser metals—bronze, iron, and so forth, amongst

which is an interesting series of small bronze reliefs,

belonging to the Italian Renaissance. No collection

of the kind would of course be complete without a

representative set of antiques. Amongst these we

find engraved mirrors and the like, as well as metal

cups, pots, knobs, statuettes, and so forth. German

-IVOKY DirTVCH. TlIIKTEENTn CENTUBY.
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me(li;cval work occupies an important position, and a

remarkable wrought-iron grille ought to kindle the

rivalry of modern workmen.

The aeeompunyiug illustrations are all taken from

is treated in a decorative manner, and the paintings

are in no sense pictorial. Instead of landscape back-

grounds, we find diapered hangings or surfaces covered

with gilding, and then punctured or engraved with a

0.—NAUTILUS VASE. GERMAN. SIXTEENTH CENTUKY.

fihjects either temporarily or permanently exposed to

view in the museum, and may be regarded as typical

of those, reproductions of which, by all manner of

processes, are there kept on sale. The ivory diptych

(1) is a good example of the work of the Thirteenth

Century in that kind. The central art oP the Thir-

teenth Century was architecture, and all other arts of

the day became subordinate to it. We have only to

open the pages of an illuminated manuscript tt) see

how completely this was the case. Every subject

stylus. In this ivory the arrliitcc) ural nature of the

treatment is obvious. Not only are the subjects

—

the "Adoration of the Magi " and the " Cruc'itixion"

—placed under elaborate canopies of mid-Tbirtcenth-

Ccnfury type, but the figures are so grouped togethci'

and their draperies are designed iu such a manner,

that a decorative vnxomhle is brought about, one in

which the leading charm lies, not in the visible re-

])resentation of emotions, but in the j)leasant inter-

ehanse of litjhts and shades. The meaning of the
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whole is oxprossod more by symbol than by gesture

01- exjn-fssion. The ii'lory of the Virg-in is shown by

an angel in the act of crowning her; the miraculous

natnre of the star is manifested by another angel,

who (as well as one of the kings) points towards it.

In the "Crucifixion" it will be noticed that two

angels hold in grief the wounded hands of Christ,

whilst at the same moment from the wound in the

side of Christ goes the dart which pierces the

Virgin's heart. On the other side is St. John, and

behind him the Centurion making profession of faith.

The humorous figure of a peasant (1) seated

astride the back of a boar, and, for better security,

facing and grasping the beast's tail, is the knob on

the top of a silver tankard of Nuremberg workman-

ship. It is an excellent piece of work, chiselled with

skill, and wrought to a high point of finish. The

man's face is ciiaracteristic, and the same may be

said of his legs and boots, whilst the humour of the

whole thing is Tentoiiic to the uttermost. It is well

known that Nuremberg was the centre of one of the

best niediaival schools of work in the precious metals.

Albreeht Diirer's father was a famous goldsmith, and

the son worked as his apprentice for three years.

Peter Vischer was no less renowned for his small

sculptures in silver and gold than for his larger

bronze works, and the little figure of a dog scratching

himself, of which many rej^etitions exist (notably one

in the Green Vaults at Dresden), though in bronze,

enables us to form a good idea of his power as a

(i.—GLASS EWEU. VENiiXIAN. SIXTEEMTU CEXTUBY.

goldsmith. The most famous of all Nuremberg

workmen of this kind was of course Wenscl Jam-

nitzer, and it is not impossible that this peasant-

ridden boar may be by him. Unfortunately the

melting-pot has been the end of all but a very few

sjjecimens of media-val plate, and the most costly

were the first to go. The jewels they contained were

demanded by changes of fashion for re-setting, and

the spoiled gold and silver was melted down for sale

by needy or reckless owners.

The graceful Nautilus vase (5) likewise appears

to be of German workmanship. Unfortunately its

stem has been injured, and much of the fragile-

twisted ornament is gone. Fortunately the sprig of

flowers is intact. The beautiful proportions of the

whole cannot fail to be observed, and even more note-

worthy is the success which the artist has attained

in harmonising the fixed outlines of the shell with

the necessarily upright form of the stem. Let the

reader place his finger over the sprig of flowers, and

he will see at once how necessary it is to the balance

of the whole, and how perfectly it fulfils its jiurpose.

The tumbler-shaped cup with a lid, set in silver-

gilt (3), is likewise a good piece of workmanship,

though its design is by no means faultless. The

figures are skilfully carved and cleverly grouped, so

far as their contour is concerned, but the 2>rofile of

the figure on the right is clumsy, and forms a very

bad outline when the vase is regarded at a distance

from this point of view.

The ewer in Venetian glass (6) is a simple piece

of early workmanship, graceful in design and pleasant

in colour, without any noteworthy elaborateness. The

cup (3) is of a form well calculated to show to the

best advantage the glancing lights and varied trans-

parencies which result from the nature of its sub-

stance. The form, if I do not mistake, is borrowed

from that characteristic of Nuremberg gold and

silver vases, the goldsmiths of Franconia having

always shown a liking for bulging surfaces, such, for

exami^le, as that upon which the running boar is

placed.

National education in England in the matter

of art is, as every one knows, mainly the function

of the vast museum at South Kensington. The

Austrian Museum is to Vienna what that at South

Kensino'ton is to London. It is smaller and its

means are different, but its ends are the same, and

its authorities manifest the vigour which so often

characterises an institution untrammelled by the

traditions of a lengthy past. Organisation is not

so important as the spirit with which organisation

is worked. The former is nevertheless nowise to

be neglected. In my next, after a preliminary

burst of blue-book, I shall have something to say

of both. W. Martin Coxway.
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I.

Camelot (in Bond Sireet).

/"yV Cantclot how grey and green
-^ 7'lic damsels dwell, ho-w dull llicir leen

,

III Camelot Iieni' green and grey

Tlie nu'laucholy poplars sway.

I wis I -wot not -wltat they mean.

Or wherefore, passionate and lean.

The maidens mope their loves between.

Not seeming to have jinteh to say.

In Camelot.

Yet there hath armour goodly sheen.

The blossoms on the apple treen

(To spell the Camelotian way)
Show fragrant throitgh the doubtful day.

Yea, master's work is often seen

In Camelot

!

II.

Philistia (in Piccadilly).

PhiUstial maids in muslin white

With flannelled oarsmen oft delight

To drift upon thy sti-eams, andfoat

In Salter's most luxurious boat

;

In buff and boots the cheery knight

RetU7us (quite safe) from Nascby fight

;

Thy humblest folk are clean and bright.

Thou still must win the public vote,

Philistia!

Observe the High Church curate's coat I

The realistic hansom note!

Ah, happy land untouched of blight.

Ah, smi7-ks a7id roses left and right,

We know thine every trick by rote,

Philistia!
A. Lang.

WALKS IN SUEEEY.

WALK from Caterliam

Junctiou over the clowns

to Chaldoii, and even

further, fills a few hours

with a good deal of en-

joyment. If, on leav-

ing the station, you

follow the line of the

valley towards Cater-

liam town, keeping,

however, to the jmth

on your left along the

hillside known as K,id-

dlesdown, views of

wide and varied character soon jn-esent themselves.

That to the north is particularly good. Croydon
is well in sight, and the amazing extent of that

flourisliing suhurh can be taken in at a glance.

Thirty j'ears ago this quiet Surrey town—as it

then was—had not been invaded by the speculative

builder, but tenipora muiantiir. Beyond Croydon,

the Crystal Palace and the countless villas that have

gathered around it stand out with singular promi-

nence; while farther still to the north a dark pall

of smoke, miles and miles in extent, shows vaguely

where millions of toilers are breathing the manifold

pollutions of London air.

But if you turn round and face southwards and

eastwards, Coekneydom vanishes. " The valley lies

smiling before you," and you wonder why so many

thousands of hard-worked men choose to live in the

noise of Croydon, when a farther journey of ten

minutes would bring them into a region that may,

without undue pretension, claim to be rural. The
warm fresh air jjlays on your forehead ; the light is

clear, soft, pellucid; the flowers and weeds and grasses

at your feet are no longer begrimed; those nettles in

the hedgerow yonder are of the softest, most velvety

o-rey-green texture, and owe nothing of their subdued

colouring to the dust of roads ; and the golden-banded

bees at work on the wayside blossoms (-1) wear their

splendid coats unsoiled and untarnished. The little

village of Kenley is beneath you, so quiet that nothing

can be found therein to disturb the meditations of

the most nervously constituted philosopher; and a

Londoner might find here that peace which the great

city and its immediate suburbs can neither give nor

take. Over the railway bridge and \\\i a steep road

cut in the chalk hill, and .said by a finger-post to

lead to Coulsdon, and you will come presently to a

pond on the right. Turn shar]) round by ihis pond

and follow the road past a large white house with a

truly magnificent cedar in front of it. But stay ! A
water-rat is making his way across the ])ool (5).

Shiest of creatures, Ive must be watched stealthily, or

we shall see no more of him than his vanishing tail

and an ever-widening circle on the water, for the least

sound or movement on our part will cause him to

disappear. Of vermin, wntcr-rats are perhaps as dis-

agreeable as any, Imt tiu're is a strange pleasure in
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watching' them. IIuw

softly they emerge

from the holes in the bank ! How
limiil and suspicious their movements I

IIdw noiselessly they take the water,

season, amon a; the surroinuling'

brightness of the world. The

next ascent brings you on to

Coulsdon Common, where the first object one sees

is a dark and picturesque windmill {-l), much like

that on ^Yimbledon Common, although now hardly

a token of life or motion belongs to it, though the

sails are damaged almost beyond repair, the windows

sometimes carrying a dry leaf or tuft battered in, and not a shred of rope or one linl

of moss to line a nest, sometimes

travelling unladen, but always moving

with the same silent progression and disappearing

instantly a sound or movement is made. Tliere

is something a little mysterious about such amphi-

bious beasts, something uncanny; and, on the whole,

one would not choose to be a water-rat, even if he

could feed when he willed on water-lilies and take a

bath at all seasons without shuddering.

of a chain belonging to it. As for the Common

itself, it is one of those delightful breezy spaces,

knee-deep in bracken, haunted by birds and butter-

ilies, that arc the joy of the ramljler at all times and

seasons. The pity is that this space has been too

much encroached upon, but even yet it has a good

deal of wildness, and it is pleasant to think that

the days of encroachment arc at an end. A recent

act of the Corporation of London has secured the

Bear to the right, and in another hundred yards common to the public for ever. Here one may sit

a stile is seen. Across this and along a footpath, and of an evening, near the old mill, and be startled by

you are, in a few minutes, in one of the countless the apparition, suddenly coming and as suddenly

valleys that lie between the innumerable billows of vanishing, of the bat (1). Strangest of creatures,

the downs. All is peace—not a human being or half beast half bird, whose home, in some hollow

a habitation in sight. One side of the valley has trunk or under the rafters of a ruined barn, how few

a line of yew-trees running from end to end of of us have seen ! Black and ghostly he looks, hover-

it, and these d.ark spots have an extraordinaj-y and ing here and there—"haunting the twilight"—always

startling effect set, as they are at this summer silent save for that tiny yet penetrating scream. HerCj
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at his diimer-liour, one may sit and watcli him hawk- see is chiefly- Early English, while one or two of the

ing unfortunate night-moths, and fancy cue can hear windows are Perpendicular, and one or two Decorated.

now and again the click of his cruel teeth as they Alterations have lieen largely made, and the tower

close on the beautiful creatures it is his to destroy. and spire were added about fifty years ago. There are

Two miles from Coulsdon is Chaldon, and any one some curious points to be noticed. The pulpit bears

will ])oint out the footpath. It lies across

fields, and is of an uphill-and-down-dale cha

racter, but the solitude and quiet are charm

ing. Probably not a soul will he encountere(

and Chaldon itself is one of the most secluded

spots conceivable. The mysterious influence

that seems to brood over Chaldon at the mid-

afternoon of a summer's day is of that kind whieii

the lotus-eaters knew. In the churchyard sol

tude and peace seem to have attained (heir utmost

expression. One hears no sound but the distant

lowing of cattle, the rustle of the breeze in the

tree-tops, and the slumbrous cooing of tlie wood-

pigeon. The church itself (3) is very small, not

more than forty feet long, perhaps, yet it consists

of a nave, two side aisles, a chancel, and a side

chapel. If we put ourselves for a moment under

Mr. Loftie's guidance ("In and Out of London," p.

216) we shall see that the church stands on the site

of an earlier one, to which it does not answer in all

respects, in point of dimensions. The formei bull

ing was probably wider and shorter. What we now

268
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a name and cl:ito
—" Patience Lamliert, 1637 "—pro-

bably tbe donor's name; and a tablet has a curious

inserijition :
—"Good Redar, warne all men and

woomen wliil lliey be here to be ever good to the

poore and neJy." But the distini^uishing feature

of the church is the tempera painting. Its date is

the latter half of the Twelfth Century. It covers

nearly the whole of the west end of the church,

and is in four equal divisions, the subject being "The

Ladder of Salvation." It is divided horizontally

by a decorated scroll, and vertically by the ladder

itself. The prevailing colour is reddish brown, the

figures, of course, being white. Nothing much is

expected of Twelfth Ceutury draughtsmanship. But

it is impossible to look at this fresco (if so it may

be called) without being deeply impressed by its

extraordinary force and directness. The unknown

artist, whose cunning hand has now for centuries

been turned to dust, perhaps in this very churchyard,

must have been penetrated with the belief that his

work was sacred, and, like those Italian painters of

old, probably wrought this picture with prayers and

tears.

In the lower division, on the left, is seen a huge

square caldron full of souls in torment. Fire is

underneath. Monstrous grinning devils stand by

and torture those in the caldron, and in the back-

ground are other souls waiting their turn. In the

corresponding right-hand ssetion sits an impersona-

tion of Usury in the midst of flames, and from

his mouth drop red-hot coins.' In the right corner

of this division stands the Tree of Life. In the top

jjartition, right hand, is Christ with His angels fight-

ing against the Evil One and subduing him ; while

the left top division contains a representation of

the great Erchangel Michael weighing souls in the

balance. The ladder itself is crowded with figures,

some ascending to Heaven, but more falling in horrid

confusion to Hell. One very remarkable feature is

the holding of a bridge of steel, long and very narrow

and made like a saw, by two demons, and over it

souls are seen striving to walk ; those that fall off

drop into the fire.

We have seen what Surrey has. It is well to

remember something Surrey has not. It must, alas!

be admitted that throughout the length and breadth

of the county there is hardly a single ideal and romantic

trout-stream— at all events, not one like the clear,

dashino" torrent artists and fishermen love. We are

carried at once very far afield; it may be to Devonshire

where the beautiful Exe tosses its spray over a hundred

little waterfalls; or to Wales where streams with un-

pronounceable names—but what's in a name ?—rush

headlong under the shadow of Snowdon or " mighty

Ilelvellyn ; " or to Scotland, land of enchantment,

where in every county or in every island along the

coast—Arran, Jura, Midi, Skye—may be found water

to yield endless sport. Trout there are in Surrey, but

not in ideal trout-streams. There is one large pond,

for instance, fed by streams from Leith Hill, and

lying, indeed, in a ravine in the side of Leith Hill,

where trout are said to abound. But it is strictly

preserved, as everything is within measurable distance

of London, and for fear of the lord of Wotton, the

owner, no one dares catch those trout. And other

lakelets there are in Surrey where, by permission,

and only then, trout may be taken. But there is no

liighlaud trout-stream

.

The most romantic, the most impressive corner

of the whole county is Hind Head. At Haslemere^

which lies at the foot of it, lives Lord Tennyson, and

no fitter home for a poet could be found. To see from

a distance Hind Head lying wild and dark under a

stormy sky, with heavy cloud-drifts rolling over it

;

or to see the autumn mists hanging cold and grey on

its sides ; or to behold it when the green mantle of

spring is clothing it, or the rich garment of summer

ferns and grasses bedeck it with beauty, is to under-

stand how a good deal of his poetry has come to be

so nobly inspired. The Portsmouth road—a truly

magnificent turnpike^—runs along the side of Hind

Head in a gradual ascent, and on this road, about a

hundred years ago, a horrible mi;rder was committed.

A sailor, on his way from Portsmouth to London, fell

in with two tram})s on the road. They accompanied

him, and heard, no doubt, the stories he had to tell,

and how much prize-money he had won, and of the

sweetheart he was going to see. And in return for

his good-fellowship they robbed and murdered him,

flinging his body into the great black gorge which

o-oes bv the name of the Devil's Punch Bowl. Readers

of " Nicholas Nickleby " may remember how the

sailor's mvirder is alluded to—" the Devil's Bowl

never held fitter liquor than his blood." The mur-

derers were caught and hung in chains, and the

large stone cross, with its Latin inscriptions, was set

up on Hind Head to commemorate the sailor. In

truth this region is wild and desolate, and you may

walk for half a day along this part of the Ports-

mouth road and meet only a few sheep, perhaps, or a

single solitary horseman.

Another delightful walk is from Epsom south-

wards. It is best not to make at once for the grand

stand, but to pass up the downs by Church Street,

for then as quaint and irregular a collection of houses

as any to be met with near London is not missed.

And once on the downs, bear a little to the left,

taking the road between two small woods. This is

rather high ground, and the view over Burgh Heath,

which is in front of you, out towards Reigate, is not

to be despised. The village of Burgh Heath is a

mere handful of cottages, and }et is blessed, or
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cursed, with two puLlic-liousos. T spoke to an iiihal)itant. He was a livolcen-down, middle-aged man,

with whom the world had evidtMitly tjone awry. After a few words he fell suddenly into a sort of

daze, and did not seem to hear me. And indeed every one at Burgh Heath seemed to be more or less

down on his luck. A path across the common and throuoh a gate under a row of elms may he fol-

lowed for about a mile. It is a pleasant enough road, with open country on either side.

Soon you reaeli a wide gap in a tall hedge, and, passing through, find yourself on the southern slope

of Epsom downs. Go into the hollow and walk westwards until, after passing a small farm, you see

on your left a wide green road. It is of smooth turf, and as broad as the carriage-way of Fleet

Street. High banks with hedges are on either side, and on the left is a magnificent beech-tree that

stands out and shelters the entire road. The seclusion is charming, and the drowsy quiet of a warm

midsummer day may here be experienced to the full. Not a soul went by me, and I should say the

average number of wayfarers from year's end to year's end is one a day.

Headley presents a noble contrast to the hamlet of Burgh Heath.

It stands on the crown of a hill—indeed the church steeple has been
i

in view now and again ever since we left Epsom. Everything about

Headley breathes restfulness, as if the village had won the top of the

hill and there stayed. The views from the churchyard are wide

and varied. Towards Epsom and the east the foreground shows woods

glowing with the many-shaded wealth of summer. Every object is

gteei ed in the soft, warm glow of the afternoon light.

If you raise your eyes a little, the downs and the grand

stand appear ; but what of all their racing associations

—the hurly-burly, the shouting, the surging multitudes,

tlie struggling horses, the maddening rapture of winning

a fortune, the terrible agony of losing one? All these

fail to dispel the sense of perfect repose, utter calm, and

tranquil happiness with which you look through the

summer haze at the near or far landscape.

Crossing the churchyard, and looking forth from the other jS^

side, the change is startling. You see at once the range of

the Reigate and Dorking downs, including a corner of Box-

hill and some part of the famous Leith Hill. Further westward

is Hind Head, with a streak of golden light along its ridge.

(5o throuo-h a swing-gate in front of you and down into

the valley and up the other side. You are on Headley Heath,

one of the breeziest and most delightful commons in Surrey.

When I saw it it was a vivid green mass of bracken. Acre

after acre of brightness stretches away, and the effect, with

the fitful gleams of the setting sun falling here and there,

is dazzling. A sober tone is given to the picture by the

dark, olive-green of the woods near at hand, but even this

mitigation of the glow is only partial, for many and many a

tree of brighter foliage stands out from their midst and strikes

the eye with brightness.

Up a steep and even precipitous road through the

North Downs. The perpendicular sides are covered

with trees and brushwood which cling to

whatever little soil they can find in the midst

of the chalk. A gigantic 3'ew holds on

to the steep banks—one knows not how.

Its distorted roots strike out, octopus-

like, and grasp everything that will give

support. It completely overhangs the

road. A little further, and you are

through the cutting, and if you look

arouud you will be struck with wonder

\ v-- ^ V)

-BUSY BEES.
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at the glorious amphitheatre of hills. In some such for an instant his mighty henefieent arms and lays

place might Wesley have lifted up his voice and a haud of blessing on these brightly-crowned hills.

5.—THE HAUNT OF THE 'WATER-EAT.

taught the multitude. Their summits are fringed You pause and wonder, for the effect is magical. But

with trees of every kind, whose foliage, just now as you look, all dies away. Ijight thickens, and

so bright, contrasts startlingly with the more than night comes on, "and you turn your face homewards

;

inky blackness of an occasional yew. But the day is and soon these wonders of heaths and valleys and

sinking, and the sun, like a dying Titan, throws up hills are only a memory. H. E. Waed.

"WITH THE MAHDI."
Drawn by E. Bekninger.

rpilERE is enough of power and imagination in

-L this line stretch of portentous cloud-land and
sunset, with the lone and level desert beneath, to

make a fine picture. The party of Arabs speeding

along on their camels—beasts of burden always

more or less insjiiring and romantic to those who
have not lived in Eastern lands—increase the in-

terest. Their dark faces stand out against the glow-

ing distance ; their strange arms and picturesque

attire are of a piece with the burning desolation

about them. Some press forward with upraised

lashes, one turns his head as though in fear of pur-

suit. The ]\Iahui—or any one else for that matter

—

might well prophecy of war and ruin under the in-

spiration of such a sky and such a vast, intolerable

solitude.

These wild riders are in flight. Somewhere in

the waste the hue and cry has gone out against

them, and they are hurrying amain from the place

of wrath. They went forth to proselytise and con-

vert ; and behold ! the argument has gone against

them. AVhat they have now to baflBe is the in-

exorable logic of the sword ; and that in these lands

is not always easy.
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this volume. But what of positive? Wliy this, I

think. Far exceeding, not in skill nor in beauty,

but in human interest, all the works of " the best

periods " are those that bear traces of the struggles

and the patience and even the blunders of men who

strained after a goal which was only to be reached

by others, and by those others only through them.

Tlie Temple, gorgeous with gold and marble, has less

claim upon human sympathy than the Tabernacle

in the wilderness. The early pottery of England

has also this merit—that it was a genuine effort

to supplv a genuine need. It was constructed to

answer a definite purpose, and decorated with such

skill and fancy as was bred at home. This is

a surpassing and grateful merit to those whose

eyes are weary of the ignorant ajiplication of bor-

rowed ornament. If there is not much of refine-

ment or beauty, tliere is a great deal that is curious

and quaint, much that smacks of honest labour and

sport, of kindly feeling and festive gathering in these

old pieces. The tygs, or drinking cups with two

or three hanilles, are still eloquent of good-fellow-

sliip and courtesv also. Those with two handles, or

" parting cups," designed so that the lips of eacli

drinker should touch a sejjarate )iart of the common

brim, are instances in point, and the larger vessels

suggest birthdays and weddings, and Shrovetides and

Yule feasts, when the bowl passed (not figuratively)

from hand to hand. In one respect these relics of

the good old times may claim kinship with the most

Ijeautiful efforts of Persian pottery ; they were made

for domestic use and not for ornament. Among them

are to be found no vases for the mantelpiece, scarcely

even a " bough-pot." They are all designed to hold

food or drink or candles. They were also made for

the people and for the poor people. The costrel for

the traveller, the piggin for the cottage, the big

round dish with its rude portrait of the monarch

for the rare pasty or rarer goose, the posset-pot for

the cold evening, the little " cradle " for the christ-

ening feast, the " puzzle jug" for a never-failing jest.

Poor though they be, these things are " oiu' own "

—

are English, indigenous, owing nothing either in shape

or colour to foreign impulse or rivalry. It was not

in the nature of things that any great progress should

be made. While the rich drank out of silver or Ger-

man tiagiins scarcely less rude but more durable tlian

those made by the poor English potter, tlic latter made

his pots year after year, century indeed after century,

fulfilling the needs of his poor neighbours. And as the

needs did not change, neither did the designs of the

artist. The pottery made before the Eighteenth Cen-

tury has therefore a special interest for the lover of art

and humanity, which is shared in a less degree by tlie

more ambitious and more accom]ilished work of later

times; but there is sufficient of what is (piaint and

curious and racy of the soil in much that came after,

when the stoneware of Fulham and the saltglaze

of Staffordshire began to comjiete with the produc-

tions of Germany, and the delft of Holland was

.being copied everywhere. They have an intei-est and

often a beauty of their own, these " combed " plates

and " tortoiseshell" bowls, these "camel" teapots and
" shell ])attern " tea-caddies ; while in tlie choice red

ware of the Elers' and their followers we have often

the very iierfection of manufacture and charming ele-

gance of shape. Nor must we forget that we in this

early time had our first real genius of a potter, John

Dwight, who to great skill in his art and numerous

valuable inventions added great gifts as an artist.

The beautifully modelled figure of his little dead

daughter shows that had he chosen to develop his

talents in this direction, England might have claimed

a Delia Robbia of her own. AVith the final per-

fection of pottei-y in the hands of Josiah A\ edg-

wood, the old English potter practically disappears.

ISIany of his patterns and decorations, however, still

survive : it would seem, a little obstinately. The

hunting jugs and the Toby Fillpot mugs yet haunt

the age of Doulton and Deck.

If my apology for the " pottery-maniacs" may

seem too strong, I can only urge in my favour that

I am one of them myself. Of the beauty of many,

if not of most, old English pots there may be some

dispute; but there can be none about the beauty of

this book nor of M. Solon's etchings. No aj)ology

for the latter is needed, at least to-day, when all have

learnt to appreciate the lovely and ex])ressive art in

which M. Solon has now proved himself a master.

With the exception of the late Jules Jacquemart,

there have been no etchings of such objects which are

comparable to these of M. Solon. Any one, however

little interested he may be in the subjects, can see

how finely he draws and how boldly he presents them.

It will remain, however, for those who have an in-

timate knowledge of the different kinds of ware to

thoroughly appreciate the finer distinctions of his

work. It is only they who learn how the light falls

on the rich brown glazes of the tygs and posset-

pots, and the delicate embossments of the finer salt-

glaze ware, only they who know the difference be-

tween ornament modelled with a tuol and stamped

in a mould, who can fully understand how much and

how exquisite is the skill employed by ^I. Solon. It

is seldom that an artist of such original jiower of

design and exquisite taste cares to spend so much

of time and patience and highly-trained talent in

illustrating the work of others, and that this tribute

should have been paid to the ])otters of England by

a foreigner is very remarkal)le. Not less remark-

able is the history of ]iot(cry in Kngland which

M.Solon has written. Cos.mii .MuXKiioisii.
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OF !ill tlie arts there is none save histrionics whose

effect is instant and person;)]. The painter

works in solitude, and expresses himself by a slow

1.—ABEIENNE LE COUVEEUK.

and s^radual process; he has the sole felicity of crea-

tion ; he is never, from iirst to last, in absolute com-

munication with his jndilic, and the applause he wins

is out of date, is a, matter of the past, long ere it

is won. It is the same with the jioet : he scorns

delii>'ht and lives laborious days, he meditates and

toils in silence ; and the outcome of his effort is so

much jirinted matter ; he gives out liis message in

type and jiaper, and in type and paper is he rewarded.

The musician, unless he is his own executant, is in

even worse case. He composes with infinite pains a

discourse addressed, not to the world at large, but

only to such of it as understand the language in which

he has perforce to deliver himself ; and, supjiosing

him to be something more than a mere jig maker or

writer of common melodies, it is odds but he has to

wait a round number of years ere he gets speech of

his audience at all. With the actor it is quite other-

wise. At once the player and the instrument, the

artist and the medium of art, he is, by the veiy

nature of his craft, in positive and immediate con-

tact with his public. Take his pit from him, and lie

ceases to exist
; give him but a single spectator, and

he enters instantly into a personal i-elation with him,

moves him to laughter or tears, and in this way liv

priHlueing the effect which is the peculiar propertv

of the art he practises, stamps himself artist, and
fullils his destiny. It is by himself that he expresses

himself. He is his own medium : it is from his

very vitals that he derives his material. He must
compass that self-projection which it is the artist's

function to achieve, not with cold, dead paint or

through such inefficient conductors as paper and ink,

but with the living voice, the living face, the inspira-

tion of hand and eye, the magnetism proceeding from

an effort of will and temjierament combined—of the

mental and physical faculties working in union and
at highest tension to a common end. His achieve-

ment, therefore, is a matter between himself and his

audience, and between himself and his audience alone.

Its results, and their reward, are instantaneous and

direct. He takes his public into his hand, and com-
pels them to share his emotion, suffer his passion,

laugh with him, cry with him, exult wdth him, and

accept in its entirety the ])articnlar expression of

life which it is his will and pleasure to bring to

their notice ; and his pains arc guerdoned in the very

act of endurance. To him the shouts, the cheers,

the bravos, the applause of innumerable hands, the

approval of innumerable eyes; to him the sense of

constraining a great crowd to tears with a single in-

tonation, of rousing it to enthusiasm with a single

gesture ; to him the consciousness of those multitu-

dinous ecstacies of attention more inspiriting and

delightful even than "the roaring and the wreaths
"

themselves. tcrqiie fiuatcrqne beati ! He and his

kind are surely the most fortunate of men ? They
are recomjiensecl in the very exercise of their call-

ing; they catch renown in the act, and are fed with

material immortality ; nightly they make appeal to

a practical posterity, and nightly their appeal is rati-

fied in the most practical way. To experience habi-

tually such crises of experience as Beethoven liimself

2.—lOOEEL BABON.
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went wantiiis ! Tlioirs, could it only last, were the

ideal existence. " For ever wilt thou love, and she

3. MAIltE DE CHAMPMESLE.

be fair." That, if the scheme of thiu!?s were per-

fect, would perfectly express their condition.

But in this world there is nothint;- unalloyed,

there is nothini;- hut is suliject to chaufi'c and the

operation of decay. Best and most felicitous of all in

life, in death the actor's fame is merely a matter of

words, and of words which sound idly and for the

most part sio^nify nothino-. "With the last fall of the

curtain his influence ends ; with the last round of

applause his renown is cut short, and he retires into

obscurity and nothingness. Not even by CJarrick's

decease was the gaiety of nations eclipsed ; not even

by the passing of Salvini will the passion of nations

be diminished. Garrick really died when he bade

the world farewell as Don Felix; Salvini, when as

Hamlet, or Othello, or Lear, he also makes his last

appearance—even Salvini will die too. Every actor

is the keeper of his own immortality. It passes from

the world's eye when he passes from the stage; and

to after-times it exists but as the shadow of a shade,

but as the memory of an echo of a sound. "Words,

words, words :" Hamlet's complaint is the inevitable

resultant of it all. In death it is the poet's tiu'n;

it is the sculptor's, the painter's, tlie musician's.

Their achievement abides, and is a possession for

all time. The actor's is in himself, and endures no

longer than he. " Antant en cmporte li venz." The

wind carries them all away ; and nothing is left ol

them but so much as the poet or tlic |iaiiitrr lias

thought worth while lo perpetuate. iictlcvtun tlie

269

great, and beautiful ISIountford, and Bracegirdle the

true Queen Anne, are fjuly as much alive to us as

CoUey Cibber coidd make them. Colley himself with

his fifty years' long jierformance of Foppington is

as purely a figment of the imagination as AVilks's

Archer or Abington's Lady Teazle. AVe know no

more of Garrick's Hamlet than is recorded by the

historian of the ingenious Partridge, no more of

Garrick's Richard than is expressed in Hogarth's

picture. And Frederick, with his Macaire, his Dar-

lington, his Napoleon ; Woftington, with her "Rosa-

lind and her "Wildair; Rachel, with her Phedre, her

Adrienne, her Camille ; jMars and Clivc and Dejazet,

Nisbett and Fechter and Melingue ; the classic with

the romantic, poetry and prose, art and tempera-

ment, Siddons and O'Neill ? " Mais ou sont les

neiges d'antan ?" A stanza here and a portrait

there, a feeble biography and a few poor paragra])hs

and prints, and the " diuturnity of their memory "

is exhausted and done.

And the worst is that literature is mostly at faidt,

and art too often incompetent. Either ^lacklin's

Shylock was a very poor performance, or Zoffany

was the poorest and least suggestive of painters;

either Debnrau was a most imperfect artist, or

Janin, "prince of critics," was a bad observer, and

an inept and inefficient writer. Here and there, it

is true, we come upon such masterpieces of insight

and suggestion as Charles Dickens's description of

Frederick in " Trente Ans," and Gibber's picture of

]\I(»uitford's JMelantha, and Hazlitt's analysis of

the lago of Edmund Kc;in. But, on the other hand,

we have to put up with an enormous amount of

generalising ineptitude ; we have to be content with

a mass of such vague and abstracted stuff as, in the

criticism of most other arts, would be hooted out of

court. Carlvle, for instance, went to see Talma, and

1- -It,\VMONli lOISSON.
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liad iiotliiiirj to say of him except (I quote from

memory) tliat lie was "incomparably the best actor

1 over saw," and that lie had " a face like a warm-

ing-pan." How much does that suggest to us of

the heroic tragedian, the greatest artist of his age V

Wiiere in these few, bald, despicable, contemptuous

words is aught that recalls the mighty voice, the nolile

face and presence, the insjiired eye, the wonder-work-

ing hand':' What is left of the incomjwrable science

of composition, the intonations that revealed new
s])rings of human emotion, the gestures that were so

much illumination in action ? Carlyle, to be sure,

was in sympathy with no histrionics but his own
;

so that at best he is but a tyjie of the incapable

and indifferent—the class of writers who, like the

three Calenders who were three king's sons, are

blind of an eye. But the professional critic of his-

trionics is often very much worse than Carlyle, in

that, while Carlyle has mostly something to say,

though it is nothing to the point, he himself has

absolutely no remarks to offer. "The performance"

(let us sijppose that we are listening to an account

of Mr. Irving's Mathias)— "the performance was

marked by a degree of intensity not often apparent

on the modern stage
; " or, " In the third act the

actor displaj'ed a power not hitherto susjiected, and

which aroused his audience to enthusiasm." ]\Ir.

Irving's ^lathias may not be all his liegemen will

have it ; but it is surely something more than that ?

It has surely qualities of invention and execution,

touches of humanity, notes of the picturesque, effects

at once diBmonic and surprising, at once imaginative

and exact, which are but feebly acknowledged in the

vague and silly phrases I have set down? These, it

is true, are the outcome of weariness and disgust,

are the work of the ]u-ofessional critic who has

grown grey under the fire of the footlights, and seen

so much that he has sickened of everything. But

the men who should know better and feel more

keenly are commonly as inexju'essive as their ser-

vants. How often is Hazlitt only strenuous and

vague ! How often is Gautier merely picturesque

and meaningless ! Favai't, who seems to have known
as much about acting as most men, and to have

had moreover the right histrionic instinct, can say

nothing more definite of the famous Clairon (6) than

that she has raised herself so far above criticism

" que toutes les i-emarques du censeur le plus poin-

tillcuxne serviront qu'ii le eorivaincre qu'elle a atteint

le dernier degre dc la perfection." Voltaire, a

ma.ster of histrionics if ever there was one, could

find nothing more ])regnant to write of Adricnne Le
Couvrenr (1) than that "la tragiqne deesse " in-

spired her with—
" Le gout, lo sentiment,

" Le pathetique, et la delicatesse."

Adrienne he had loved ; she had created him his

heroines; he sat, with Faget the doctor and ^Maurice

de Saxe, at that mysterious death-bed of hers, which

has provoked such a world of speculation and quick-

ened such an immense deal of scandal ; and of the

woman and the artist he had nothing more exact

and significant to set down than that. It must be

admitted that by the side of Voltaire, Carlyle cuts

a better figure than might have been expected.

Thus to fill the world's eye and ear, to touch

the world's heart so nearly and with such irresist-

ible constancy, to stand accepted as the world's

ideals of tragic passion and the brave and brilliant

graces of comedy, to enter upon the practical inlie-

ritance of the immortality of rare poets and mighty

wits, and departing vanish into sudden insignificance,

their " patent from oblivion " cancelled in the act

of separation from the art in whose exercise they

have seemed to make it out in terms so exact and

unassailable—this is the actor's fortune. Adrienne

Le Couvreur, worshipped in life and in death cast out

into the kennel, is a type of their ai-tistic destiny.

For them posthumous fame is all hearsay and echo.

They work for their own generation, and have no

])art in the jileasure of their posterity. They give

all to their contemporaries; they take all they can

in return ; and they do well and naturally. Theirs

is the only perishable art. Its effects are not less

potent than transitory. It is volatile in essence,

an unsubstantial pageant, a congeries of fast-fading

siffhts and fast-fieetinc inds, of antic emotions

and spiritual impostm'es. Beauty itself is not more

transient, nor more utterly beyond recall. That

such masterpieces of inspiration and accomjjlishment

as the second and third acts of Salvini's Hamlet

and the third and fourth acts of Salvini's Othello

should pass bodily out of existence, leaving no

wreck behind, is discomforting enough ; especially

\^hen one reflects that for a wilderness of good

average poems and good average pictures and good

average essays in sculpture there are centuries of

liractical life. To devise a means of transferring

all this waste vitality to the achievements of the

great Italian, that were a task for modern science,

that were indeed a benefaction to humanity. We
know by ourselves how posterity would regard its

authors. How many commonjdace 25i*-'tures and

feeble books, how many Deverias and Boulangers

and Petrus Borels would we not surrender to be

able to command in their stead a few of the effects

in Frederick's Macaire, or as much as we might of

Bocage and Dorval in the great scene in "Antony"?
how many works in all denominations of art would

we not cheerfully annihilate, if only, in annihila-

tion, we could pass on their existence to the Cid

of Montdory, or Moliere's Arnolphe, or Betterton's
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Hamlet and Sir John Brutf, or Talma^s Cinna,

or Jnnius Bootli's lago, or tlie Overreach o£ Edmniul

Kean ? Tti the Faustus of the Renaissance, linnger-

ing for practical life and human loveliness, it seemed

the top of exjjerience to recall the dead ladies who

had held the world in thrall long ages before :

" Shadowing more beauty in their airy hrows

Than have the wliite breasts of the Queen of Love."

A Faustus of to-day would be a good deal less sen-

suous and more aesthetic. If he called up Cleopatra

it would only be in the service of history ; if he

fore-gatheri'(l with Helen of Troy, he would probably

limit his enquiries to the conduct of the Greeks

before Troy, and her views on the theory of

morality set forth in Mr. Lang's jioem. That he

would liave up the Simonetta, and Mona Lisa,

and the Fornarina, and Rembrandt's Saskia, and

(in a moment of supreme self-sacriticc) the wives of

Rubens, is unquestionable. That he would bring

back dead actors and at'tresses to make him jiastime

is not so certain ; he knows but little of the stage,

and is interested not so much in the actor's art as

in the actor's personality. For myself, however, I

confess that were I as Faustus was, I should hasten

to command sjiecial performances of (say) " Mac-

beth " with Siddons and John Kcmble, and of a

"Misanthrope" in which Moliere would be the

Aleeste and Armande Bejart (8) the Celimene ; and

that while I could I should see as much as might

be of Bnrbage and Taylor, and Harte and Grandval

and Mole, and Robson and Bressant, and ^lars and

("lairon and Oldtield, and Le Couvreur, and indeed of

all the stage royalties that have ever shone.

For, the fact is, this perishablencss of the actor's

art is felt to be hard, not merely on the actor, but on

the world at large. The sentiment of histrionics is

not, I believe, a whit more general than the senti-

ment of painting. But, rightly or wrongly, on good

grounds or bad, for valid reasons or the reverse, the

love of acting is well-nigh universal. The art is in

Some ways the most popidar of all. Its professors,

even when they were under (ho ban of the church,

were public favotirites ; now that their profession is

an open one, and—to put it figuratively—the curate

and the low comedian are as brothers, the pojiular

feeling, the feeling of all the world and his wife, is

deejier and stronger and more uncompromising than

ever. I'j)on this sudden and comjilete apotheosis

of the theatre, however, I need not now dilate. It

will be enough if I note that from the first we liave

always been keenly intcri'stcd in everything touching

the stage; that while we could we have applauded

its stars, and that when we could no longer a|iplaud

them in person, we have honoured their nieni(ir\' by

reading every scrap of gossip about them nn which

we could lay hands. As I have said, their achieve-

ment is vain, transient, illusory ; but while we ha\e it

with us we look upon it as an inexhaustible fount of

emotion, and when it has ceased to be we cling to

the little that is left of it with an indefatitrable

tenacity, and consider its relics with an interest

which is not to be gainsaid. Our heroines, to speak

by the card, may have been the faultiest of women

;

our heroes the shabbiest of men. But the footlights

have a glamour all their own. In their illumination

the poorest personality becomes heroic after a fashion,

the feeblest talent is made to smack of immortality.

Considered with the austerity of the stern 2)hiloso-

pher, their effects are nothing. Considered from the

point of view of the practical artist in life, they are

superior to most others. In their case the point of

view is everything. Adrienne Le Couvreur was laid

in unconsecrated earth near a century and a half

ago. As a woman she was reckless enough ; as a

mother (it is said) she was hard and l)ad. But she

was a very great actress, and hers is still a name to

conjure with. We know nothing of her as a ])layer,

save that she excelled in pathos and tenderness,

and that at her impulse the art of elocution took

a new departure, and from heavy, elaborate, and

emiihatic that it was, became natural, musical, and

dramatically appropriate. That is so little it makes

Its thirst and hunger for more. AVhether she was

or was not poisoned by the Duchesse dc Bouillon

is a matter of not much moment now. Le Coiiv-

retir the actress has passed utterly away, and we
are fain to attach ourselves to the Lc ('(iu\rcur

who was A'oltaire's muse, and the dcxnti^il friend

of Maurice de Saxe, and the heroine of ]icrhaps

the most romantic and mysterious drama of her

century. We should take a tlunisandfold greater

interest in her Moniine, cmild we but realise it,

itever so faintly and imj)erfectly, than in any detail,

however curious, of her jirivate lil\'. But her

Monime is with the roses and (lie snows of a.

thousand years siiU'C ; and her relations with Mine.

(le Bouillon, and AI. de Saxe (they sa\' slu' sold

her jewels (o Inul him inoiic\- for his alteuq)t U]ion

the Duchy of ('ourland), and with the fond and

faithful D'Argental, who survived her some sixty

years, and adored her (o (he day of his deadi

—

these, I say, Ix'ing all we have of her, ar<' precious

to us as they were to our forefadicrs, and as

they will be to our (lescendan(s. That she was

an actress, and (hat her achievement passed with

her, is enotig'h. To (he individual (hereby at(achcs

an immortal iii(crest. We keep what we can of (he

woman, and (haX for (he sake of the lost player.

Adrieinie's ])reseii(inent, and (hose olhers by

which it is accompanied, I owe to the " Aclciii'set

Actriccs du Tcuips Passe" of M. Charles (;ucullc((.e.
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The book, which issues from the- renowned Librairie

des Bibliophiles (Paris: Jouaust), is one of those

5.—PKAN5OISE EAISIN.

whieii we must cross tlie Channel I'or, or do with-

out. It is contained in fourteen numbers, eacli

devoted to a particular actor or actress, and each

adorned with an etched portrait by Lalauze, from

some authentic original, engraved or painted. Eight

of these I have reproduced. M. Gueullette writes

sensibly and with point, and is thoroughly master of

his siibject. The men and women with whom he

deals are stage royalties in the highest pense of the

term. Not one of them but was a great artist ; not

one but would bear a part, conspicuous and com-
manding, in such a Faustus pageant, such a resur-

rection of dead art, as I have imagined, ilarie-

Anne Duclos, illustrious as Jocasta and Dido and
Inez de Castro, as Corneille's Camille and Racine's

Athalie, could melt an audience to tears with a

single cry, and was held, until the coming of

Deseine and Le Couvreur, to have carried the art

of elocution to the highest possible point. Then
there are the five Quinaults, illustrious in life and
tragedy and comedy alike. Grandval, again, created

some eighty or ninety parts, and was, says M.
Gueullette, as it were the Bressant of the Eiffh-

teenlh Century; Jeanne Ganssin, to say nothing of

her historical amiability in matters of the heart,

was to the Paris of Voltaire and Piron all, and more
than all, that Miles. Keiehemberg and Eartet are

to the Paris of Aui^ier and Sardou ; while as for

Anno Dangeville (who, liy the way, was a grand-

niece of no less a person than Mile, de Champ-
mesle), she was not only the best of friends, the

sweetest of women, and the trustiest of comrades,

but the best and most enchanting actress of comedy

of her generation.

Those who are here represented are not a -whit

less famous than those who are not. Of Adrienne

Le Couvreur (1) I have already spoken. Baron (-Z),

who follows her, began at eleven as a kind of

infant prodigy, and after scouring the country with

a certain Mile. Raisin (not the one whose present-

ment figures hard by), was taken in hand by

Moliere, and became in time the greatest comedian

of his century. He was eminently handsome ; he

had a wonderful voice, and his elocution, as was

to be expected of jSIoliere's best pupil, was perfect

;

he had grace, elegance, distinction, and charm; he

was great as the Alceste of the " jMisanthrope

"

and the Dorante of the " Menteur," as Horace in

the "Ecole des Femmes," and as Don Diegue in " Le

Cid ;
" in a word, he was a combination of Delaunay

and ^lounet-SuUy, with the defects of neither and

more than the good qualities of both. He wrote

—

or said he wrote—plays which are interesting even

yet; he was Moliere's pupil, and he passed on

Moliere^'s tradition to Mile. Le Couvreur ; he is

said to have rivalled his master in the good graces

of Armando Bejart, to have be^\itched innumer-

able duchesses, to have been the vainest, the most

fatuous, the most irresistible of men ; it is certain

that at something like seventy years old (they say

that at past sixty Betterton was still supreme in

Hamlet) he was playing Rodrigue in " Le Cid,"

and that at close on eighty he was the best " pere

noble"— the best " heavy father," that is—on the

stage. Mile, de Champmesle (3) was Racine's

muse : she won his heart as the Hermione of

3.—HIPPOLYTE CLAIEON.
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"ood enousrh actor to win the nickname of

Moliere "—" Molierc Junior," as we should say.

Ills " Anch-omaque
;

" she created him his Berenice,

his Monime, his Iphigenie, his Roxane ; and in

tlie end he renounced her, and when she died he

wrote of her Hke tlie pitiful creature he was. Of

Raymond Poisson (4) I need only say that he was a

writer of some merit, and a buffoon of wreat parts
;

the creator of Crispin, once a famous type ; the

friend and parasite of Colbert ; and the father and

grandfather of a couple of Crispins of almost equal

eminence with himself. Mile. Raisin {nee Pitel de

Longchamp) came of an acting family, and married

into another (5). While yet in her teens she played

for a couple of seasons in London, and was greatly

admired by his Most Sacred Majesty Charles II.

On her return to France she married Jean-Baptiste

Raisin, one of the pleasantest fellows imaginable, and

Petit

In

1680, when the Theatre Guenegaud and the H(jtel dc

Bourgogne were incorporated and became the Theatre

Frani^ais, Raisin and his wife, like Poisson and Baron

and Mile. Beauval and Marie de Champmesle, were

transferred to the new institution, so that they rank,

with the La Granges and ^Ille. De ]5rie and Armande

Bejart, with the founders of the house.

Of Armande Bejart (8), what is there to say that

has not been said a hundred times already? She

was INIoliere's pupil, and the most famous comedian

of her time; she was Moliere's wife, and one of the

time's most famous women. She was the heroine

of innumerable libels, the butt of innumerable scan-

dals, the object of innumerable admirations. Like

Marie Antoinette she had a Countess Lamotte,

and was the victim of a case of impersonation ; like

many widows of great men she married a nobody,

and became a reputable matron. The lies that were

coined about her have a sort of currency even

yet. One, the vilest of all, has given Mr. Lang

(M. Gueullette, by the way, is as instant with it as

Mr. Lang himsell') a world of trouble to demolish.

But, demolished as it is—and its demolition is very

7.—MAEIE DUMhSNIL.

8.—AKMANDE B^JAET.

complete indeed— it will still exist for minds of a

certain type. It is pretty certain, however, that

Moliere had a wild and exciting time with her. He
has unpacked his heart for us more sno in " Georges

Dandin" and the " Misanthrope," and we know that

much if no more. Still, he was passionately fond of

her, and being an author-manager as well as a married

lover, he took care to give her—as he took care to

give himself—none but the best and most brilliant

parts. In the old days of the illustrious theatre,

" when bright Dc Brie was young and fair," he had

d(me as much for De Brie. But after the " Eeole

des Femmes" she retired to the .second raidc, and

Armande Bejart, now ISIllc. Moliere, came to the

front, and stayed there till the end. She was the

Celimene of the " ^lisanthrope," the Elmire of the

"Tartuffe;" she was Alcmenc and Angelique and

Marianc and Psyche; she was Lucile in the " Bour-

geois Gentilhomme," and Henriette, the good and

clever sister in the " Femmes Savantes," and a dozen

types of grace and charm besides. That Moliere,

who wrote for his company, should have designed

and constructed such a set of parts for her, fitting

each one to her peculiar talent and keeping all

within the limits of her capacity, is enuugh to

show that as an actress she must have been un-

rivalled. I d<i nut know that such a range has

ever been essayed by any of her successors.

Clairon (0) is a type of the intellectual artist;

Dumesnil (7), of the temperanuntal. Clairon was

the niiire consummate; Dumesnil, by fai- the nobler

woman, the more imjiassioned and insj)ired. In iheir

life they were rivals; tlicy survived their fortune

many years; I hey died lorldrn enough. ISic IraiisU

gloria theuln. W. E. H.
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FEENCH AKT AT THE- SALON.

nillE first general look of the Salon is always

JL apt to be satisfactory. There is always, along

with plenty of rubbish, so much good painting—good

painting of opposite characteristics and varied methods,

to most of which any fundamental objection may
fairly be called esoteric. At least, of even much of

the painting which is fast becoming passe, no one can

dispute the cleverness ; and though cleverness is not

really in itself an exalted quality, it is indisputably

agreeable. It reconciles one to the succeeding im-

pression, which is as of a vast competitive display of

school productions. This, indeed, is very nearly the

fact of the Salon. It is, from the force of circum-

stances and the bent of the French genius, not so

much a display rif art, of artistic creations of greater

or lesser value, as of skill ; it is an exhibition of the

ciindition of painting technique on the 1st of May of

each year. The smaller exhibitions of Paris during

the winter a.nd early spring, which have a standard

of exclusion in comparison with which the Salon

may properly be said to exercise none at all, quite

takes the edge off one's artistic interest in what the

latter may have in store. A little later one tires of

the endless array of excellent and empty painting,

and is oj)iiressed by the evidence of the poverty of

the intellectual side of the exhibition. The mass of

perfectly perfunctory productions is accented by so

few works of real imaginativeness ; so little brilliance

or novelty of idea—so little really serious thought,

in a word—seems to have gone to the making of

this remarkable display of activity in the field of

art. In this field, one says to oneself, mere activity

is of less value than in some others. One speedily

seeks out the exceptions and uses these as a basis of

reflection. These ai-e this year, perhaps, even fewer

than they were last. There are almost no sensations,

which at once j)roelaims the Salon a mediocre one.

M. Puvis de Chavannes has, however, created a

genuine sensation, and one of which the importance

is not likely to be exaggerated. His " Bois Saere,

Cher aux Arts et aux Muses " covers more than half

a wall of one of the three large rooms, and thus

imposes itself by its size as well as by its character.

This is very irritating to probably half the visitors

to the Salon. Every Frenchman is a connoisseur in

]);iinting of course ; but it proceeds from this very

fact that each individual is of his ejioch, and that

whether the observer of M. Puvis de Chavannes'

canvas is pleased or outraged by it depends wholly

on whether he had acquired the opinions on painting,

which are an integral part of his education, before or

after the romantic movement in painting conquered

attention for itself. In our day, at all events, paint-

ing follows in the stejjs of literary evolution unequally

and a lonrjo infervallo. The academic literature in

France is musty enough ; but the same person who
calls Chateaubriand's style assoinmaul , for example,

is quite out of patience with the freedom and sjron-

taneity of M. Puvis de Chavannes, and turns with

enthusiasm to M. Bouguereau. Bouguereau has the

next largest canvas in the present Salon, and the

circumstance is a fortunate one, as it brings forcibly

into contrast two of the chief representatives of the

fogey school and the modern movement.

Foreigners, who can but regret their own national

inferiority to France in sesthetic matters, justifiably

console themselves in part by reflecting that at least

tiiey do not admire Bouguereau. In Paris he has

a clientele of great numerical importance at any

rate, and we shall see if, indeed, he does not defeat

M. Puvis de Chavannes in the contest for the grand

medal. Of course, at present among painters M.
Bouguereau has little or no following, and upon

students almost no influence ; but I imagine the

chance rivalry of these two pictures, and the oppo-

site ideas and methods they rejiresent, will serve an

excellent purpose in defining to the unprofessional

public the clear differences between real and factitious

art, between the imaginative and the conventional,

more precisely than it has hitherto been shown.

That is, jjerhaps, the true distinction of the Salon

of 1884— the emphasis and clearness with which

the fogey school are relegated to a subordinate jiosi-

tion in their own stronghold by the imposing pre-

dominance of M. Puvis de Chavannes' " Bois Sacre."

It is, indeed, a splendid work. The painter is well

known as one of the decorators of the Pantheon,

\\hcre he has for all obseiwers of poetic insight, as

well as for amateurs of the more delicate suljtlc-

ties of technique, an easy victory over M. Cabanel,

spite of the latter's severity and occasional felicity

of line, and M. Jean-Paul Laurens, whose dramatic

force is considerably greater. Two years ago his

Salon contribution was one of the successes of the

year. At the Triennial last autumn he ajipeared

to clierish an eccentricity of treatment, not to say

of concejition, which taxed the sympathy of his

admirers not a little, because it seemed both wilful

and useless, and thus marred the eomiileteness of his

indisputable charm. But the "Bois Saere " is cer-

tainly a masterpiece. It is a poetic dream of some

Parnassus dell, with purple rocks and graceful slight
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hues and golden sky retlected in a tranquil stream; a

bit of decorative entablature and Ionic columns such

as Claude and Corot affected ; nude, or nearly nude

tiiiures, male and female, scattered about on the

hither bank, and two allegorical figures, with a scroll

and lyre respectively, sailing softly down towards

the groups, " of deities or mortals or of both,"

below. The whole swims in a shimmer of purple

haze, and is as originally treated as it is conceived.

The large freedom with which so vast a space

is handled, and neither overcrowded nor left any-

where vacant ; the precision which not only keeps

in tone but makes an effective chord of the most

delicate values ; the symjDathetic accord of the colour

and the atmosphere with the intellectual scheme

of the work which, like them, is penetrated with

poetry; the purity of this latter, wliii-h one hardly

knows whether to characterise as blithe or melan-

choly, and which is as free from affectation as it

is full of sentiment—all this make a work equally

remarkable for delicacy and for jiower. M. Bougue-

reau's canvas is called " La Jeunesso de Bacchus,"

and may be quite as easily imagined as described.

Elsewhere, too, though not elsewhere brought into

such relief, the contrast between the traditional and

the romantic schools is still more evident than it has

hitherto been—made evident, that is to say, to the

casual and accidental, as it has long been, of course,

to the trained observer. Once this is accomplished,

a substantial progress is assured. There is in Paris

certainly no danger that either poj)alar taste or the

Institute will become enamoured of eccentricity.

The rational hope is that such men as Puvis de

Chavannes may so influence popular taste that the

Institute, feeling this powerful influence, in its turn

may become elastic enough to encourage individuality

instead of forcing it into the eccentricity inseparable

from Protestantism against recognised canons, and

revolt against recognised authority. But for the

inelasticity of the Institute, one may ask would

the limitations which we feel in the work of such

painters of unmistakable- genius as MM. Bastien-

Lepage and Cazin ever have existed ? Every painter

of genius cannot have the poise of Delacroix or

Millet or Corot. M. Gerome is represented by two

pictures, to be sure, and two chai-acteristic pictures.

But they are small, and thongli the critics praise

them courteously and intelligently, they cut very

little of a figure and make almost no impression.

M. Cabanel has two portraits, but they hardly do

him justice, even from his point of view. M. J. -P.

Laurens' "Vengeance d'Urbain VI." must strike

every one as jierfunctory. M. Jules Lefebvre's por-

trait of a young lady and his " Aurore " are the

iiuintcssence of skilful and trivial ])rettincss, and

Boucher modernised must be seen to lose a good deal

of what makes Boucher agreeable as an art exponent

of a far more artificial society. The "line" is loaded,

and the large rooms lumbered, with Jtors coiicours

and " exempt " iiia/serie.s, and ambitious historical

and allegorical reconstructions laudably endeavour-

ing to keep alive the tradition of the grandiose ;-

but their pretensions are the better estimated the

more prominence they receive. On the other hand,

though Baudry and Bonnat and jNIunkaesy are

absent, and Bastieu- Lepage sends only his small but

exquisite "Forge," painted and exhibited in 1882,

there is discoverable a great deal of excellent work,

which Salon frequenters, if not those wIkj only go

on Fridays, will turn to the more readily that there

is so little that is eminent of the Academic school

to distract attention, and in this school eminence is

essential in order even to attract attention. Ilcnner

and Carolus Duran are in considerable force : the

fornier with a dead Christ, modelled with the large

simplicity of a statue, yet conserving the Ilenner

preciosity, and a striking variant of his favourite

Magdalen ; and Carolus Duran with 2)erhaps the best

portrait he has jiainted—more character and less

upholstery, the first better done and the drapery

nearly as successful as the character and draj)ery

of his " swell " portrait of the recent Rue de Seze

exhibition. M. Louis Deschamps, who made a sen-

sation last year with his " Fille-Mere," has a mar-

vellous baby, called " La Recherche de la Paternite,"

and a garret from which the mother has just been

taken to the Fosses Communes, leaving three little

orphans stupefied with grief—a remaikable study

of character, in parts brilliantly and in jiarts negli-

gently painted, but of the human and dramatic force

of a master. M. Collin's "Etc" is a charming idyl,

showing pleasingly differentiated traces of his master

Cabanel in manner, but in sentiment sweet and

natural and fresh. De Nittis' "Gardeuse d'Oies" is

grave and almost sombre in feeling, and shows him as

much at home in the sterner aspects of out-of-doors

as in his favourite sunshiny gardens. Due/, is a dis-

appointment, with a really absurd "St. Francis and

the Rose INIiracle." In the absence of i5onnat, and

except Carolus Duran's, the French jinrfrails arc lar

from noteworthy.

The landscape, 1 shuuld add, is ]>iTha]is superior tn

that of last year. Two by Pelouse—a " (iraiuh ani])
"

and a "B<irds du Loing "—and twci l>y J'nintclin,

delightful in grave sentiment, tlmugli i-atlu'r black,

are finer than anything I remember a year ago. For

landscape and genre combined, Ileiibuth has cer-

tainly never surpassed his " Promenades." Leon

(\)mcrre's "Pierrot" and Benjamin Constant's " Les

Chcrifas " ought to be mentioned in this ])]ace, chiefly

because every one talks of lliem—as every one always

docs talk of /(itrr.s de force. AV. ('. Hi;o\vnell.
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THE oriijinal of our frontispiece is one of the most

strikini^ drawing^s in the present exhibition of

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours,

and is decidedly the most important of the artist's

Works hitherto. It has attracted much attention

liiith by its excellent technical quality and by the

facile power and In-eadth with which a familiar scene

is presented ; the interest it creates, thoug-h so spon-

taneously evoked, is not of the kind that is quickly

exhausted. Freshly and even vividly felt as its

pathos and jjower are at first sight, the appeal to

our sympathy and understanding is made with sui-h

sim)ilicity of method, and is so broadly based on a

sentiment common to humanity, that the impression

is deep and lasting. Mr. Langley has previously

exhibited satisfactory work, but chiefly in the form

of studies of one or more figures consciously posed

and dependent for their attractiveness on technical

merit, their expressive draughtsmanshij) or colour.

" Among the Missing " is, however, very distinct

from these, as any composition must necessarily be

that com])rises many figures, and that involves action

and emotion and dramatic expression ; it very fully

proves that the art of the jiainter of finished studies

is not limited to that narrow province of produc-

tion—which, after all, is but a higher means of

exjiression for the painter of still life—but that he

is endowed with the picturesque sense, the per-

ception of composition and harmony. The su]ie-

riority of this work over i\Ir. Langley's " The

Lover and his Lass," which is but a highly elabo-

rated study, is felt to be immense when considered

as a work of art, though its technique is on the

same j^lane of excellence and characterised \>\ quali-

ties common to all the artist's work. This higher

artistic value and superior importance are due to the

'TTVIXT DAY AND NIGHT.

il^alntnl hi) \V. J. Ilinncs^ij. Gi-Oi>vcnor OaUtry, IiiS4.)
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brilliant strunj^tli uiul actuality that animates the

picture, its exceeding truthfulness and sincerity, its

finely rendered tone of sea atmosphere and broad

and liberal daylii>-ht. Studied as is the group of

fisher-folk about the post office, and consciously dis-

])osed in the foreground as are the old woman and

the weeping girl, the figures are all vital with one

impulsive cause of agitation, and the im])ression of

emotion and movement is effected with admirable

nature and simplicity, and without any aid from the

cheap exj)edient of contrast. There remains for

notice the scheme of colour and the admirable skill

with wliich it is worked out and harmonised; the

dramatic force of the incident derives considerable

value from the breadth of the atmospheric medium

and the truth of the local colour. The wild windy

weather of the Ijurdened sky, the happy touch of the

swaying trees beyond the grey shingled roof, the

suffffestion of verdure so finely harmonised with the

tone of the grey wall and door-coping, all combine

to quicken the sense of calamity.

We alluded last month to the more prominent

of the marine pictures in the Academy, to Mr.

Brett's excellent work and ilr. Colin Hunter's. Mr.

Brett's paintings are less. mannered, more bold, and

far more varied than usual ; the range of expression

between such pictures as " MacLeod's Maidens " and

the " North-Easterly Gale, Granton " is very con-

siderable. The latter is particularly vigorous and

fresh, and exceedingly grateful after a surfeit of

lustrous shimmering seas and literal studies of rocks.

Mr. Colin Hunter's " Herring Market at Sea,"

which we engrave, depicts one of those steamers

which attend the fleet of fishing-boats receiving the

sjioil from the smacks. The scene may be at the

mouth of the Clyde or anywhere in the deep, many-

islanded sea on the west coast of Scotland, and the

time the brilliant opening of a summer morning.

In glow and force of colour, in the rendering of

depth and tone, in excpiisite gradation of reflection

of the stainless blue and the massive cumulus of

the far horizon, it is remarkable. In the shadow

of the steamer's hull, no less than in those of the

lesser craft, the life and liijuesceuce and depth of

the sea are surprising, while over the broad space of

the heaving deep the atmospliere of the sea in its

peculiar quality of freshness and visibility is ren-

dered with a special force and fulness. The atmo-

spheric (juality of Mr. Hunter's picture is in truth

something so distinct and rare, that it transcends

the beauty and the harmony of colour; the simile

of the painted ship iqion a painted ocean loses its

significance when we contemplate this vivid tran-

scri])t of the sea, over which the atmosphere moves
like a breathing and living ]iresence, shajiing its

waves and directing its iiifiueuce. The subtlety

with which this atmosj)heric medium is indicated

is, of course, closely allied to the felicitous realisa-

tion of the strength of colour and purity of tone

that distinguish the deep sea under the condi-

tions delineated, lucid atmosphere and robust colour

being inseparably combined in nature. It is only

too true, however, that in painting we frequently

find the superficial colour and surface tone of the

sea admirably given without any suggestion of the

aerial power that dominates it. The force with

which ;Mr. Hunter suggests this power, the sense

of superincumbent air, of space and breadth and

distance, are the rarest, if not the most conspicuous,

triumphs of his painting. There is nothing in this

fine picture of that slovenly drawing and coarse-

ness of colour that disfigured some of Mr. Hunter's

recent delineations of running water, while in no

other ^^urk has he arrived at such splendour of

colour, so luminous at once and so rich. Perfect

harmony is indeed imperilled by the lavish, and we
think indiscreet, use of burnt sienna in the hulls of

the boats, which is daring but inharmonious in

effect and not jiarticularly forcible ; the restless

waves do not only reflect, but they emit radiance,

and the aggressively warm tone of portions of the

b6ats is an ill substitute for their cool, natural, and

most harmonious grey. This little matter apart,

the " Herring Market at Sea" is a work of distinct

and peculiar excellence, and will greatly enhance Mr.

Hunter's reputation ; it is a complete and sufficient

reply to the detraction which, from certain quarters,

signalised his election to Academical honours.

At the Grosvenor this year, though there is the

usual amount of mediocrity, there are no works com-

parable to the many glaring examples of crudity

and dulness at Burlington House ; the general im-

pression IS, indeed, very different from the irritation

and tedium inseparable from a visit to the Academy
this year. Mr. Burne Jones is seen at his very best

in his " King Coplietua and the Beggar IMaid."

There are some good portraits by jNIr. Richmond and

^Ir. Collier ; one by Mr. Sai-gent, greatly inferior to

his " Mrs. White" in the Academy ; one by ^Ir.

Whistler, of " Lady Archibald Campbell," which

displays less of his individuality than usual ; and

several by jNIr. Alma Tadema and ilr. Herkomer.

The landscajjcs are not very numerous nur, with

the exception of Mr. R. B. Browning's " Valley of

the ]Mcuse," of any great size, but they include a

few really good works. The value and importauce

of Mr. Browning's picture are certainly not com-

mensurate with its extent of canvas ; with its jn-eseiit

forcgrouiul it appears devoid of interest and vital

inspiration. With a different treatment of this j^art,

\'acuity would cease to seem its chief characteristic.

In admirable contrast is " A Rocky Landscape," by
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Professor LegTos ; it is tine in colour and impressive misty mid-region of AVeir, the g-liust-haunted wood-

in feeling', and treated with tliat union of simi)lieity land of Weir"—has introduced the two prosaic figm-es

and power which is a quality of great art. ]\Ir. G. and the Laby, all three instinct with humanitv and
Costa's " St. John Latcran from Vdla Mattel " is existence. The impression these figures give is re-

a pleasant transcrijit of the

Roman atmosphere, though

altogellier deficient in force;

two ]iowerful little studies of

field laboiu- in Brabant, by

Mr. Boughton, are only re-

latively less important than

the same artist's " Field

Handmaiden" in the Royal

Academy, to which we shall

make further reference ; Mr.

Napier Hemy has treated a

congenial subject with his

usual skill in his " Tipping

a Shrimp Trawl;" and Mr.

David Murray sends two Scot-

tish landscapes, a little trite

in composition, but originally

treated. Mr. W. S. Jay re-

peats himself once more in

his " Fall of the Leaf," dex-

terous and uninteresting as

ever; Mr. Watts, R.A., shows

a fine study of nimbus and

cumulus cloud with rain fall-

ing therefrom on a panoramic

landscape ; in " Meadows by
the Avon/' by Mr. Alfred Par-

sons, the warm tone of the

setting sunlight is excellently

rendered as it Hoods the level

meadows and distant hills,

while the rising moon is re-

flected in the wan water of

the stream. Mr. W. J. Hen-
nessy's " 'Twixt Day and

Night" portrays with i^oetical

insight a later and more ten-

der hour than that of Mr.

Parsons's landscape. In Mr.

Hennessy's picture, the ori-

ginal of our first engraving,

the hour of transition is ideal-

ised, and it lias become the

hour of transfiguration, when
day and night contend and

neither has the mastery, when the most homely scene

assumes a spiritual aspect and something of the

unfamiliar. This weird scene, somewhat unreal and

ethereal, is excellently suggested by Mr. Hennessy,

who, as if to protect himself from the charge of

THE AOE Ol'' BUO.NZli.

(lironZL' b'll Atujiiiili' RikUii. Tii>!/'i! Arruhlitif, l!yii4. Frulll a
Dl'awhifj hy thv At'lisl.)

never of th

markable, for they rather in-

crease than lessen the ]irc-

vailing sadness and indefina-

ble power of the visual scene

;

they would not affect us in

broad moonlight, but here in

the ghostly twilight their \nv-

scnce is almost an additional

source of melancholy. Be-

yond them, the familiar pond

lias become mysterious as

any woodland tarn; the white

mist creeps in the hollow,

the air is heavy with exhala-

tions, and the dim light sug-

gests little that is not preg-

nant with phantasy. JMerely

to note the excellence of tlii'

figures, their deft introduction

in the scene, their genuine

importance, and the admirable

craftsmanshij) they display, is

to miss the true significance

of the landscaj)e. They give

the key to the composition,

and do not detract from its

sentiment but accentuate it

;

and they do so because they

are, in despite of the hour

and its spell, substantial and

recognisable objects.

The best of Mv. Barclay's

five pictures at the Grosvenor,

the " Rescued Fruit," is in-

ferior to his one contribution

to the Academy, " Sporting

with the Leaves (hat Fall,"

the subject of om- last ilhis-

tration. There is generally

something attractive aliout

Mr. Barclay's rendering of

children and their ways; the

sentiment is free fi'om

mawkishness, and tJic cJiilclrfii

themselves are full of natural

health—rosy and s))irited, and

II species so freiircnt in our

exhibitions. Li the Grosvenor jiicturc the children,

who are boating in a Somersetshire tprchard during

a Hood, and eager fen- the rosy apjiles floating

around, are instinct with life and joyousncss.

having painted a purely poetical landscape
—

" the and the unusual character oi th Lcne is depicted
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uilliiiut cxaggcrali'il cmiiluisis, unless it bo tli;it

the apple-trees sliow little sig-ii ol' having been

visited by ])ro(lio'ious rains, and are rather tuo

cleanly jiainted. Tlie Academy landscape is one of

Mr. Barclay's strongest efforts, the figures full of

charm and vivacity, the incident well told, and the

woodland—a New Forest scene—delineated with

force and skill, tlie bright aspect of the autumnal

season being successfully presented. Indeed, this

new departure of Mr. Barclay from the mountain

slopes and olive yards of Kabvlia is excellent as

welcome, and we may hope he will devote himself

M. l\ip(lin ill till' fnmt rank of nioilern sculptors.

The niddclling tlnonghout is extraordiiiarv forsuavity,

force, and fidelity, the pose full of nobility, and the

poise of the licad remarkable for its antique cha-

racter, its simplicity, and impressive grandeur. Re-

served force and energy are exjjressed with wonder-

ful skill and reticence ; while, however, the figure

symbolises a heroic age, the gesture—of a man
stricken and wounded in the head—is scarcely heroic,

and its appropriateness to the title is scarcely dis-

cernible at first sight. To the sculpture at the

Grosvenor we shall presently return, merely noting

SPOETraO WITH THE 1EA,TES THAT FALL.

(Painted bi/ Eihjar Barday. Royal Academy, 1SS4.)

to English landscape in more extendetl ways in the

future. 8ueh subjects as the present, -when thus

treated, and the ]mrely rustic element is not elimi-

nated by the idealising process, must always lie

popular, as they revive one of the best traditions of

the old English st'hool, and there is, besides, ample
room for such work.

Of the sculpture at the Royal Academy we have
already spoken, and of ^M. Rodin's remarkable "Age
of Bronze'" in particular. Our engraving is a re-

))rodnction of a drawing by the sculptor; it gives

us the design of the thing, and that is enough;
the work itself, the first of a series of notable and
memorable conceptions, it may be remembered, was
first exhibited at the Salon of 1880, and established

here the more striking examjiles. Among these are

Professor Legros' design for a fountain, " La Source,"

a bronze in low relief, ver}' original and distinct, and

some bronze masks truly antique in style and full of

character, and one cxjiressively humorous and quaint;

Mr. Onslow Ford's clever and very French bust, " I

cling, or I die
; " a good marble bust by Mr. Mae-

lean, called "Meditation;" Miss Elinor Halle's

bas-relief, "Music," which we shall further discuss;

My. R. B. Browning's bronze statue, " Dryope Fasci-

nated by Apollo," a work absolutely void of style or

dignity, and two bronze busts that are little better;

a feeble terra-cotta sketch of "Moses" by Mr. Tin-

worth ; and a clever, very modern, rather vulgar

portrait bust of Mrs. Focardi by Mr. Ameudola.
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A FIELD HANDMAIDEN: BRABANT.

(Painted bu deoran IT. Doughton, A.R.A. Royal Academy, 1SS4.)



TUE UIGHWAYMAN.

(I'auUal bu Arthur Lemon. Grosvenor Galkry, ISS4.)

CUKEENT ART.—III.

MR. BOUGHTON'S diief Academy work, tlie

Drig'iual of our frontispiece, is instinct with

genuine and peculiar ])ower. The " Field Hand-

maiden," despite her designation, is a robust toiler,

nntoiirhed by any of the idealism with wliicli the

subject has long been invested. She is depicted in

all the vigour of rude health ; her stride expresses

lier native energy, her bearing the unconstrained

freedom of nature. In relation to the landscape the

treatment of the figure is thoroughly exjn-essive of

modernism; it is of first importance in tlu' com-

position, but the landscape may not be dissociated

from it. The figure is presented by the artist un-

influenced by any preconceptions and unendowed
with spurious sentiment; uncompromising fidelity

to nature is its chief characteristic, and in this in-

stance the peculiarly modern faith in the power of a

merely literal transcript of nature to awaken thought

and feeling has suffered no betrayal. The impres-

siveness of such work depends greatly upon the

imaginative capacity of those to whom it ajjpeals, a

truth that Wordsworth repeatedly illustrated in his

poetry. In Mr. Boughton's picture the impression

is not transitory, but dee2)ens on consideration, as
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the horizon of comprehension extends. A still more
remarkable example may be seen in Mr. Clausen's
" Labourers after Dinner," also at the Academy.
Superficial criticism detects in this thoroughly Eng-
lish work nothing but a fresh proof of the influence

of M. Basticn-Lepage. The more cursory and pojnilar

estimate is, probably, that it re])rescnts a homclv
and cvcry-day grou]) with succinct Initli, at llu>

best a kind of prose idyl: I lie figures nu'reiv day-

labourers denied the light of working-nu'n's clubs

and socialism; the humour, iiidividualit\', and ex-

pressive insight that irradiate tiiem with :i pregnant

humanity being entirely un])erceive(l. ^Ct of how
few pictures in (he exhibition may it lie said witli

undisputable truth tliat they fullil the fiuictions of

art with so much power anil amj)litude!

The subject of our first illu.stration, Mr. Arthur

Lemon's " Highwayman," exhibited at the (irosvenor,

is closely akin to i\L-. J. C. Dollman's " Not Worth
Powder and Shot" at the Aciulcmy, in which a

knight of the road has just pulled up his horse in

the rear of an itinerant fiddler whose ])overty is very

obvious. Thei'c, however, all likeness ends. Mr.

Dolhnan is merely humorous ; Mr. Lemon, with a
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eerhiiu clement nT drama, is, like Mr. Buughton, a

painter of landscape and the figure combined. It is

tiie moment of expectation and of strained atten-

tion for the highwayman, v.-ho, in long, blue New-

market coat, and booted and spurred, leans for-

ward almost on his borsch's neck with his pistol

loaded and primed, the horse a rough but service-

able roadster. He has taken advantage of the

little cover afforded by a clump of trees and some

scattered gorse and broom j before him rises the

heath-like country, between which and bis chosen

station is a tract of low plashy ground in which he

may have the luck to detain the coming traveller.

He is one of a picturesque company who have

always been popular, whether in fiction or on canvas

;

MUSIC.

{From tlic nus-RdUf by Elinor lIulU. Orosvcnor GaUcrij, ISM.

and without glorifying the professi(jn INIr. Lemuu
has set it forth with not a little romantic interest.

The landscajje beyond is so finely observed and so

skilfully painted as to form a perfect component.

The impression it conveys—and that with equal

frankness and delicacy—is of the country after a

bout of rain. The air is clean-washed; the lights

are clear though grey ; the general tone, for all its

sadness and sobriety, is luminous and pure ; there is

everywhere a sense of freshness and of wet. Like

all the better pictures of the year—not forgetting

j\Ir. Calderon's imitations of Bouguereau—the work

is touched with those peculiar French intlucnces and

instinct with that peculiar French style which the

Academy—quite rigorously national on this point if

on no other !—has resisted so vainly

and long, but which, as good things

must in the end, are coming upper-

most with every exhibition.

Of Mr. W. L. Wyllie's two pic-

tures in the Academy, the subject of

our engraving is not only the more

impressive, but must be reckoned

among his best work. " The End of

the Story ''
is unaccountably describetl

in the catalogue as " The Close of a

Winter's Day," a title also given to

a work by Mr. C. W. Wyllie, and a

little unmeaning in both cases. The

merits of Mr. Wyllie's transcripts of

the lower Thames, its tugs and barges

and other craft, are well known ; the

jn-esent work admii-ably contrasts with

the scenes of animation and turmoil

he has most loved to depict, though in

graphic power, in breadth of execu-

tion, in imaginative force, it is in no

sense inferior. A vast hulk—a gang

of convicts labours hard by—looms

large and gaunt in the wintry air;

the extent of snow-covered ground

with the rail-tracks dimly visible, the

strange presence of a large flight of

crows driven hither by stress of wea-

ther, the dreary aspect of what is

usually a scene of bustle and many

sounds, and the sense of silence which

is so admirably suggested, greatly en-

hance the interest of the scene, the

forlorn and pathetic aspect of the old

hulk, so stricken and helpless and

degraded. The extent of almost void

foreground is of excellent effect in

attaining this impression, and greatly

aids the dignity and power of the com-

position; tlwre is nothing to distract
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the eye from contemplation of the central object of

interest, and the story is told with vivid and eloquent

force and excellent sincerity and directness. The

scheme of colour, with its limited range, admirably

expresses the melancholy sentiment and thoroughly

harmonises with the sombre and funereal aspect of

a subject which naturally suggests reproduction in

black and white. It forms a felicitous pendant to

Mr. Wyllie's " I'uneral March of a Hero" at the

Institute, to which it is a kind of epilogue, the

final episode in a varied and mighty career.

Before taking leave of the Academy it may be

noted, especially in connection with landscape art,

that while, as we have already seen, ineptitude and

fatuity of the most dismal type abound, not a few

notable works are most undeservedly skied or other-

wise ill-treated. Indeed, if it were not for this, the

mediocrity of the present show woidd be unexampled.

The juxtajiosition of good and bad work, and the

instances where the former suffer that the latter

may Haunt their vulgarity in unabashed confidence,

are frecpiently most piquant. Almost immediately

above Mr. Herbert's "A Bend on the Thames"—
distinctly the worst landscape at Burlington House,

'

though it has several close competitors—may be seen

Mr. Walter Field's " Hayfield/' a little heavy in

the upper portion of the sky, but admirable for its

powerful rendering of breezy, showery weather, for

its truth and f(irce and freshness. This is one of the

few instances in the Academy where a ])ainting, ill

hung though it be, derives an advantage from its

jiniximitv to bad work on the line ; it is scarcely

piissibleto express the gratification felt from passing

to tills fresh and simple transcript from nature after

a glance at Mr. Herbert's Thames meadows, on which

the tree-shadows lie like lead tracery. In another

ro(im we have a good INIesdag, Miss Robinson's

clever and sunny " Don't," and several other works

worth attentive study almost inaccessible. In the

sixth gallery, jierhaps, are more palpable examples

of injustice than in any. Besides Mr. R. A. M.

Stevenson's "Afterglow," already mentioned, here

are the bright and animated " Cairo " of M. Wauters,

which suffers peculiarly from its excessive altitude
;

Miss Bertha Newcombe's "The Last Load," which

is absolutely lost; Mr. Arthur Bell's "On the

Granite Pier, Honfieur," and a number of works

that merit very diiferent attention, and for whose

exile the sole consolation offered is Mr. Goodall's

amazing " Flight into Egypt."

Among the examples of portraiture at the (Jrcjs-

venor are two by Mr. Richmond, which iiossess rai-e

beauty of colour and remarkalde distinction and

character. In both the scheme of colour is vei'v

similar, a subtle arrangement of greens: very finely

harmonised in the " Miss Dora Mirlees" with various

accessories of an interior, and in the " Aliss Rose

Mirlees " with a background of dark green rounded

hills and the open sky. The latter is the more

powerful and more attractive work, the former more

sumptuous in colour, more charaeteristic in design,

more rich and elaborate in craftsmanship. In the

first the head is gracefully poised, the expression

sweet and gracious, the flesh very delicately and

smoothly painted, the hair dark auburn, the immediate

background to the head being the pale tone of reddish

curtains ; the costume is a rich and dark green, very

lustrous in the lights and singularly deep in tone in

tlie shadows, the local tints being given with ad-

mirable force and harmonised with masterly effeet.

In the " Miss Rose Mirlees " the design is simpler,

and the grace and style and distinction of the work

appeal at once and with irresistible force. The figure

is touched with exjjressive dignity, the face noble and

ingenuous, the composition simple and refined in

treatment ; the green swell of the many-folded hills

forms a happy and most unconventional background

to the erect, graceful figure clad in green, as the

companion portrait, with large green hat and feather.

The ]iale amber silk handkerchief negligently arranged

aljout the shoulders serves the same end as the

amber necklace in the first portrait in relieving and

brightening the heaviness of the costume, and, with

the buff gauntlets, represents the extreme range of

colour. The rendering of the drapery, the depth, the

varied tones, the subtle gradations of colour, are dis-

tinguished by all the skill and knowledge displayed

in the companion work ; the atmosphere is excel-

lent, and the lighting, brilliant at once and soft,

pervades the work with truthful diffusion and effect.

Elsewhere in the gallery is another portrait, or rather

a study, by Mr. Richmond, entitled "^Iny," which

may be contrasted with his two more prominent

achievements. It is a most harmonious arrangement

of yellows and pale chestnut, and represents the profile

of a beautiful girl, exquisitely refined in character,

admirably accomplished, charming in effect. It may

be compared with the two sujicrb portrait studies

contributed by Mr. Lcgros—the " Mr. Thil)eaudeau
"

and the " Dove Wilson," both simply and austerely

eloquent, both models of style, both—the latter

especially— examples of fine craftsmanship. Mr.

Watts's " Lord Lytton " is masterly, too ; but, as it

seems to us, on a lowt'r level than the Richmouds

or the Legros either: as also the several examples

of Mr. Collier's brilliance and accomplishment ; Mr.

Story's swaggering "Cardimd irowar<l;"and the

straightforward manly work of .Mr. I loll.

Our scnl])ture illustration is a reproduction of j\liss

Elinor Halle's bas-rclicf, "Music," exhibited at the

Grosvenor. Wilh flic exccplion of Mr. Lcgros' "La

Source" (Miss Halle is a pupil of i\Ir. Ijcgrosl, if is



MISS ROSE MIRLEES.

(Painted by W. B. Richmond. Grosvcnor Gallery. 1884.)
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tlK> only example of sculpture in low relief in the listener, whose rapture and absorption is finely
exhibition; and while regretting the prevalent neglect rendered. The unity of the design is excellent, the
of this most expivssive form of art, it is satisfactory throe figures are effectively eontrast.'d and well "har-

monised, the modelling is sound; the wIk.Ic tiling
to note an original design of such excellence an

THE END OF THE STOET.

(rainUd by W. L. WiiUic Royal Academy, 1SS4.)

promise. There is much natural How and beauty of

line in Miss Halle's composition, despite the some-
what conventional treatment of the sitting figure,

and a little awkwardness in the retreatino- line of

the uplifted leg of the viol-player; there are nobility

and expressive feeling, as well as the true statuesque

quality of repose, in the third figure, who with closed

eyes listens ecstatically to the music. " Heard
melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter,"

might be Miss Halle's theme, the full significance

and s|iintual inijiort of which is synd)oliscd in the

has the true senliment of bas-relief. Above all it

must be observed that the subject receives genuine

illustration, not through symbolism onlv, but through

the varied characterisation of the figures and the

more subtle medium of exjiression. Miss Halle, as

has been noted, is a pupil of Mr. Legros. Her
jiresent achievement bears ample witness to the ex-

cellence of the Slade Professor's system of teaching.

Its ins])iration is not popular and s(>n1inu>iifMl, but

absolutely artistic; and its influence, as mny be seen,

is of the best.

—•i=^>ot*=:-

DIDEliOT'S "SALONS."

A HUNDRED years ago exactly, when the yOth the other work of its author, no division of Ihat

of July came roimd, it might have been said, work l)ears more distinctly the impression of its

ui the memorable phrase of an otherwise rather author's unrivalled {)ersonality. In regard to tiie

stupid mediteval chronicler, that "the earth was more notable and inijiorlant classes of literature

W(irse in this year, for that Denis Diderot died." the question of origins is ho])eless, if not absurd.
Only a small part of Diderot's vast work concerns Nowadays, at any rate, the tpiestions, ""Who wrote
us here; but though small as a part, it is far from the first epic?" or " \\'ho wrote the first drama?"
small as a whole, and, small as it is in proportion to would be recognised as corresponding to that more
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iiniinMli;ilcly i-dinic (|Uesliii!i, " \\'ii(i ate the lirst

oystor?" Hnl in sonic hi' tliu miuor ami iiKirc

specialised Kramlies one can prosecute such an cn-

(|uirv with ^-ooil liope of at least approximate

success, and it is as nearly certain as anything can

be tliat Denis Diderot was tlie inventor of art

criticism as we now understand the term.

The origin of the invention was casual enough.

A certain clever person named (irimm, upon whom

the whitewashers have been at work with equal

vigour and ill success in these latter times, secured

(as most people, know from Mr. Carlyle, if from

nobody else) a lucrative post as correspondent to

Catherine of Russia and other potentates, little and

big, of the east and north and centre of Europe.

They wished (o know what was going on in Paris,

and Grimm let them know it. Having, however,

fully appreciated and practically S(.)lved the great

problem of profit-making, which is obscurely referred

to in the adage, quod facit per alinm. fucif jier se,

(irimm used his friends, of whom he had many, to

fill up his correspondence. The most gifted, the

most industrious, and the most amiable of these

friends was Diderot, and among numerous other

contributions to Grimm's private newspaper Diderot

charged himself for the year 1759 with the duties

of art-critic at the then biennial Salons. Twelve

such exhibitions took place between this date and

Diderot's death. In 1783 he w^as already too ill to

write; in 1773 he was absent on his Russian tour;

in 1777 and 1779 another hand than his did the

work, for what reason I am not certain. But on

the other eight occasions he was the critic; and

his criticisms, after nearly a century, were at last

collected in the complete edition of his work which

appeared half a dozen years ago. None of them

was ]mblished in his lifetime, and till 187(3 any-

IkmIv who wished to read them had to hunt up half

a dozen differeiit publications. Even now they can

scarcely be said to have beru finally coUecteil,

because in a, bbrarv edition of (hi.' whole works it

was practically impossible to give them the com-

mentary and the illustration of all kinds which

they especially require. There are nearly a thousand

large and well-filled pages of them, and in these

days of elaliorate books I cannot imagine many

thino's of the kind better worth doing than a

separate reprint, annotated by some one who could

gi\-e the history and whereabouts of the pictures

(with some modern touches to aid the reader's com-

jiarison from different points of view), and abundantly

illustrated. This last point is important because

comparati\'ely few of the works and workers dealt

with in them have what is called an European

rei)utation ((ireuze and Boucher among the painters,

Caflieri and Iloudon among the sculptors, are the

chief exceptions), and it is easy because an extra-

ordinarv number of these works were engraved,

and because their general character lent itself very

well to engraving. Such a work as is here sketcheil

would not exalt the " Salons " as literature—their

rank as such to a capable judge is unmistakable

—

but it would make them a far more valuable contri-

bution to the history of art, and especially to the

history of the criticism of art.

It has been said that these " Salons " are the

first examples of art-criticism as we now understand

it, and with the limitations appropriate to all such

round statements, it is perfectly true. No doubt

from the time that men began to paint or model,

other men began to describe what they had painted

and modelled. We have admirable descriptions of

the kind, as early at least as Lucian, and they are

frequent in the Greek romances, not to mention the

somewhat jejune examples of the kind to be found in

Pliny and elsewhere. Equally of course the revival

of art in Italy brought about a revival of descrip-

tion and even of criticism of art. But it would

be very difficult to trace the art-causerie—the criti-

cism in which description of particular works, lively

illustration of the literary kind, and occasional

divergence in the discussion of general points of

sesthetics are united—further than Diderot. He was

perhaps of all living men best suited to the task.

He had an "encyclopaedical head," that is to say a

vast store of positive erudition. He had an inex-

haustible supply of what may be pardonably called

intellectual imagination, the faculty which prevents

a man from being merely satisfied with immediate

impression, and urges him to trace up its reasons

somewhat—fancifully and imperfectly it may be

—

to general ]irineiples. He had a great capacity for

taking trouble; always excepting such trouble as

makes a man careful about his style and the revisiiJU

of his uttered thoughts. He was not in the least

a recluse, but was always kno(l<ing up and down

against his fellow-men, and finding out what they

felt and thought. He had, as is evident from all

his work, a very keen love of art, and if he did

not at first know much, technically speaking, about

it, the curiosity which made him master of much

less interesting details stood him in good stead for

learnino-. Lastly, he knew a great many artists, and

(for such knowledge often has drawbacks as well

as advantages) was in the habit of indulging in

the most beautiful freedom of speech respecting his

friends and enemies alike.

At first the defects which are often charged

against all criticism of art by those who are not

practical artists certainly appear in his work. His

criticism is undoubtedly too literary, in the dis-

paraging sense wdiich I believe artists sometimes
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attach to tliat word, lie is too prone to ask, " How
lias tliis mail told me a story?" and to decide that

lie, Denis Diderot, if only he could paint, would

have told the story in a much more poetical and

strikint;- way. Also the theories, the ideas, and even

the personal prejudices oi the artists who were his

special friends appear a little too clearly. This

latter defect he soon shook off; the former always

to a certain extent remained with him. But it

must lie remembered in his defence that the character

of the work which he had chielly to criticise gave

special o[)eniiig to it. Those were the days of yreat

iiiiicliincx for the Gobelins manufactory, of end-

less scenes from sacred and profane historv, of big

mythological and allegorical tableaux. Much allow-

ance must be made for a man who is confronted

witli a thing ten feet long by eight feet high, de-

cribcd as " A Father Arriving at his Country Estate

A\"liere he is Received by His Family," even if he

knows that it is only a cumbrous fashion of group-

ing .portraits.

Nor are these the only defects. Others, which the

"Salons" share with all Diderot's work, occur in

plenty, and some of them make the completed criti-

cisms not exactly a book for family reading. Easy
and charming as Diderot's somewhat unkempt style

generally is, its mannerisms (such as the perpetual

"nion ami" addressed to Grimm, the occasional

inian-iiiary dialogues, and so forth) sometimes become
a little tiresome. The author's astounding licence

of language, imagery, and anecdote, his jihilnrnphe

cant, his "sensibility," his unliridled habit of pro-

lixity and digression, his abuse of the moi and

various other faults of taste, appear often enough
to make the reader remember the eulogistic phrase
" Diderot is Diderot " in a bad sense as well as a

good f)iie.

But when the amplest allowance is made for

these defects, the " Salons " remain not merely de-

ligliirul reading, but on the whole most instructiv(>

and admirable criticism. From the point of view

of the mere reader they have, as no other work of

tile author's of anything like equal size has, ex-

cept the letters to Mile. Volland, the marvellous

fulness of life which characterises their author at

his best. When he is at. this best to read Diilcr it

IS like looking down from a balcony into a square

ci'owded with Ijusincss and ])ageaiit and the actors

ill bolli. He will begin with a vivid descri]itioii of

his subject, say a sea-piece of Yernet or a " famil}--

alfcction " talileau of Greuzo. Suddenly he strikes

off and gives a string of humorous anecdotes; then

he turns to the advantages and disadvantages of

drawing from models, then to the discussion of

some conventional practice of art. A sketch by a

foreign lady who hapiiens to be studying in Paris

serves as text for a sermon (decidedly a xcniioii

joyeiur) on her career and on the careers of foreign
lady artists generally, and on the habits of French
academicians, and in short on everything and several

things beside. Next he sees or pretends to see a

friend (who is named) coming towards him, and the

friend and Diderot keep up a dialogue quite natural
and distinct, like Fred Bayham's bishop and cluiji-

lain, for two or three pages. All this may soiinil

as if it were mere trick, easily imitable and (jflcii

imitated. Often imitated, if any one likes: easily

imitable? that depends very much on the reader's

faculty of distinguishing.

So far the "Salons" might be deiiglil I'lil litera-

ture without being good criticism, but they arc

that too. Diderot is not seldom inconsistent—indeed

in one or two places lie calmly admits that he has

said something quite different a "Salon" or two
before, but that he has learnt better since then.

On some general and more technical points it is

(juite piissible to disagree with him, and to disagree

reasonably. As has been said, he certainly thinks

too much of the literary and dramatic effect of a

picture. He is too clamorous for nio\-ement, story,

human interest, and so forth. He sometimes mis-

uses the word goili in the way in which all ages have

misused its synonyms, but in which the Eighteenth

Century was an esjiecial oft'ender. But on the whole

his criticism is extraordinarily just, and \w is par-

ticularly happy in the least facile of all criti<-Ml

operations, the tracing by cause and effect oC the

connections between the means used by the artist

and the impression produced on the spectator. He
has in his " Pensees sur la peinture" an cxccllcntlv

expressed thought which is the key to his whole

method, as, for the matter of that, it is to the ini'tlmd

of all sane criticism in every art. " Le gout a

pronoiice longtemps avant que de connaitre le motif

de son jugement ; il le cherche quehjuefois sans le

trouver, et cependanf il pcr-'<Ufc."

That is the " great word " of criticism, and it.

is admirably exemplilicd in Diderot's "Salons," the

most considerable of his critical works. While .some

critics (more in his day than in ours) ju-oceed on a

eut-and-driod method of formulas, applying the

fiHit-rulc an<l listening to the stop-watch; while

others (more in our day than in his) exhaust tlieni-

.selves in deeoralively describing the immediate pro-

lioiinceinriits of i/(iiil wiliiout cN'eii endcavourilii;' to

connect those pronouncements and render a reason

for them, Diderot folhiws a third course. He asks,

" ^Vllat is the impression of this work on me?"
first. But he is by no means content with that im-

pression. Ho goes on to ask, " ^Vhy does it produce

that ini|iression ? " " ^\ liat connect ion has that im-

pression with such and sn( li anotliiT?" Sometiincs
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(nut, very i iften, because the very liabit of sueli (jues-

tioiiing- insensibly refines the taste itself) he has to

come back upon his impression and ask whether it

was a genuine and not a mistaken one.

This, I say, is the method of all good criticism,

and there is in relation to the criticism of art no

example oi it before Diderot which is half so re-

niarkaljle for combined ijuantity and quality as

Diderot's own. That his method is none the less

effective because of the flashing lavardage in which

he has wrapped it up there can be little doubt ; and

it may fairly be contended that to some extent at

least that bavardage exj)resses honestly and directly

enough the coarse of the very thoughts by which

he arrived at his own conclusion. Very few writers

think aloud so much as Diderot, and in this is the

secret not merely of his charm when he is at his

best, but also of his extraordinary inequality and of

not a few of his other faults. Certainly there are

not many people whose unrevised thoughts and con-

versation^ reported by a kind of shorthand in twenty

great volumes, would bear the process as Diderot

bears it, especially in the papers now discussed. The

com2)aratively low value of the work which he criti-

cised has sometimes been urged against the " Salons,"

but this arises from a mistaken estimate of the tme
value of criticism. For what the critic, if he is

capable, always has his eye on (through the medium

of the bad or good examples of art before him) is the

art itself, its principles and its powers, its methods

and its results. It is the grasp of these things

shown in the " Salons " that gives them their critical

value, JList as it is the range and variety of sym-

pathy shown in them with subjects beyond art, or

only remotely connected with it, that gives them

their literary charm. Geokge Saixtsbluy.

•>ei^^>—

THE SHIP BEFOEE STEAM.

•'W
HEN one considers the enormous mass of books

existing in this country, and the hundreds

of volumes added to them every year, one would

be apit to suppose that all the necessary part of

literature must surely be provided for. It would

never occur to a person to whom the subject was

new that such prodigious piles could exist for pur-

jjoses of amusement and luxury, while half at least

of the obvious duties of literature were left undis-

charged or discharged very badly." Nearly twenty

years ago my father, James Hannay, began a lecture

on our admirals with these words. They served as

introduction to a statement, which nobody who has

any familiarity mth the matter will deny, that our

literary sins of omission have nowhere been grosso'

than in our naval history. Sir Harris Nicolas has

done good work on the mediiBval navy, and James

has left a valuable record of the great war, but

between them we have very little except dull com-

pilations. In naval biography the deficiency is

1. "SEEPEKTS OF OLD XILt."
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t'qiuilly glaring. The facts arc to he got at after a

fashion, Ijut the list of works which can be said to

belong to literature is short indeed. It consists of

Southey's masterly life of Nel-

son, and the lives of the Eliza-

bethan seamen contributed by

him to the " Cabinet Cyclo-

piedia." The lives of other men
have been written by descen-

dants, relations, or secretaries

who doubtless knew the facts,

but who certainly did not know
which of them were worth tell-

ing, or how they ought to set

about it. Perhaps (he licst of

all these books is Mr. Granville Penn's life of liis

ancestor, the parliamentary admiral, and even that is

frequently silly and generally dull.

Still, after a fashion some of the facts arc to

be got at by a reader of suHicient obstinacy. The

to escape from the Mediterranean and join the

eight ships of the line lying at Rochelle. Sir

Palinurus at once lioistcd the siti'ual for the British

3. CHEUECS AND LATEENS.

(From a Drawing hij Jacijurs DcvauLr.')

bussiness of a navy is to tight, and the story of was answered 1

when and where and how it fought is told to all

lengths and breadths in innumerable volumes. Yon
may read ad uaHfieain how fm the — June, 17—

,

Vice-Admiral Sir Palinurus Mainstay was cruising

with ten sail of the line and

two frigates, in Lat. .'iti" 10'

N., and Long. S'' 50' W., Cape
St. Vincent, bearing N.W., the

weather being hazy, and the

wind from the west light and
variable, when a squadron was
seen to the cast, standing out

of the Straits of Gibraltar with

a north-westerly course. The
admiral immediately concluded

that this must be the Toulon

squadron under the command
of the Contre-Amiral Chose,

which, as he had been in-

formed by the Admiralty, was
ex]ieeted to make an attempt

272

2.—A MAL.VY BIEEME.

squailrou to wear in succession and engage the

enemy. The French fleet, which was l'<iund to con-

sist of eleven sail of the line and three frigates,

showed no inclination to accept tbe challenge, but

immediately altered its e(}urse to a more northerly

direction, and attempted to

escape along the coast of

Portugal, an act of timid-

ity which, considering its

su])eriority of force, can

only be excused by the

rigid nature of the orders

sent from Paris to Ad-

miral Chose. Perceiving

that the French meant to

avoid a battle, Admiral Sir

Palinurus ^lainstay imme-

diately hoisted the signal

for a general chase, which

throuii-hout the squadron.hec)y clieers

The shape of the coast at Cape St. Yiin'cnt neutral-

ised the superior sailing of tlie French shi]is, and at !

l).m. the Irret^htiljle (71), coniniiindcd by I lie '.^iilhiiit

Bowline, the leading vessel oi' the British line, was

WSm^
-1— LATEENS AND CIIEBECS.

(Fioiii a Diaiviitij bij Jacqms Ucvaiilx.)
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able io \muv; its l)roaclsicle to bear on the rear of the

enemy. Captain Uowline supported the fire of three

French liners alone for twenty minutes, till he was

joined by the Terrible (74) and the Dreadful (80).

He then forged ahead and engao-ed the next French

ship. At 4.80 p.m. Admiral Chose gallantly wore

to support his rear, which was now in considerable

danger, and at o p.m. the action became general, and

was maintained with great spirit on both sides till

(i.30 p.m., when three French shijis having struck,

and a fourth having grounded off Lagos, Admiral

Chose renewed his flight, and succeeded in escaping,

since, owing to the approach of night and the crippled

state of some of his vessels. Sir Palinurus Mainstay

did not attempt any further pursuit. In our account

of this very creditable action, continues the naval

historian, we must not omit mention of the firmness

shown by Captain Cringle of the FisganL That

vessel, built early in the reign of Queen Amie, had

been in ser\aee for nearly sixty years, but with the

accustomed penuriousness of the British Admiralty

had been hastily repaired and sent to reinforce the

squadron oif Cadiz. She was at all times leaky and

almost unseaworthy through age, and in the stress

of the engagement she began to fill so fast that a

disaster was feared. The master having caused her

to be sounded, reported that there were seventeen

feet of water in the hold, and that it was rapidly

gaining on the pnmjis. In company with the first

lieutenant he represented the gravity of the situa-

tion to the captain, and asked what was to be done.

"Done !
" exclaimed Captain Cringle with the spirit

of a British officer
—" done ! why fight the d—

d

old tidj till she sinks ! " Such, says the judicious

historian, was the spirit of the heroic race of men
wdio won for England the dominion of the sea, and

such will it ever be. However much they may be

neglected by the Admiralty, they will never fail in the

discharge of their duty to their king and country.

Enough of this sort of thing has been written to

Iliad an East Indiaman, and it is very good as far as

it goes, but unfortunately it forgets to tell us a great

deal that we should like to know. That we have

done great things at sea is a cimimonplace, but we
are generally left in ignorance as to what sort of ship

they were done in. The interior life of the navy is

passed over as a matter not worth telling. Some
of these days, perhajjs, somebody will, after much
grubbing in records and hunting up of old books,

come and tell us how the man-df-war's-man of past

times was recruited and paid, \\hat the pressgang

exactly was, and how its victims were fed, lodged,

clothed, and looked after while they were fighting

their coiuitry's battles, and in what sort of vessel

they fought. It is only in keeping with the fact

that the French have generally excelled us in organi-

sation and as scientific shipbuilders that they h.ave

also done more for naval history. We have nothing

to compare to !M. Jal's famous work on naval

archaeology, and now a great Parisian publishing

house (J. Rothschild : Rue des Saints-Peres) has

brought out one of those magnificently illustrated

books in which they excel, and such as we are

not likely to see produced in this country. This

is " Le Musee de Marine du Louvre," a stately

folio edited by Vice-Admiral Edmond Paris, and pro-

fusely illustrated with pictures of models and copies

of old engravings of recognised authenticity. The

Louvre possesses a series of models dating from the

time of Louis XIII., and has been enriched by the

researches of comjjetent inquirers employed by the

French Government. This wealth of naval lore has

now been put within the reach of all the world by

Vice-Admiral Paris in a stupendous folio, of ^vhich

a coj^y should be kept in every considerable Eng-

lish library. Apart from its historical interest this

account of the naval museum has a high artistic

value. It is got up in the best style of French art

publishing, and as it stops short at the fatal date

wdien steam came and made everything utilitarian

and ugly, it deals with vessels which are generally

beautiful in form and are never anything worse than

quaint.

Like a sensible man, Vice-Admiral Paris passes

very lightly over the ships of antiquity, concerning

which thei'e are but three things certain : firstly, that

we know very little about them ; secondly, that what

we do know is very uncertain ; and thirdly, that in all

probability we shall never know any more. This ig-

norance is not the fault of histiirians and scholars,

for by a curious freak of pedantry, we who have

neglected our own naval history have struggled per-

tinaciously to discover what sort of vessel was used

in the Periplus or in the battle at Actium. !More

has been written about the ship of St. Paul than the

ship of Drake. The trireme in particular has been a

species of King Charles's Head to a great many in-

genious gentlemen. They have written and specu-

lated on the subject for centuries, and have turned

the little scraps of information to be picked out of

ancient writers up and down. At last Napoleon III.,

while he was coidving his remarkable work on Julius

Cajsar, had a trireme constructed on the Seine. At

the end of it all nobody knows in the least what

the trireme was, and jJractical men are agreed that

it cannot have Ijeen at all like the" craft built for

Napoleon III., or have borne any resemblance to the

more or less imposing objects imagined by painters.

Egyptian jiaintings and Assyrian bas-reliefs contain

portraits of single-banked boats and biremes which

are intelligible enough. The Egyjitian boats of our

illustration from Admiral Paris's boek—for which,
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witli tile rest, we :ire indebleil to ^1. Iviifhseliild—were

(jl)viously not very unlike a modern river barge (1),

liiit we cannot aryue from them to the large vessels

which sailed from the Red Sea ports to Arabia and

even India. All that is really known is that the

ancients had ships, and even ships of considerable

size, which made long coasting voyages, but what

they exactly were can only be guessed at by arguing

back from modern examples.

^Vdniiral Paris gives a drawing of a bireme, that

is, a boat with two banks of oars on either side, which

was ill use till very recentl}', and perhaps not com-

pletely disappeared even yet. This is or was the

Malay war-sliiji (;2), tlie craft used by the pirates

who were the pest of our Eastern trade, until our

steam cruisers and the Dutch improved them off

the face of the sea. It has a light deck raised above

the hull, and two banks of oars one over the iither.

These craft were a terror to becalmed merchant ships,

but were helpless against a vessel when the wind
made it possible to nianceuvre. Then the only ad-

vantage of their oars was that they could escape by
rowing u\) against the wind.

Vice-Admiral Paris passes equally lightlv over the

ships of the Middle Ages, concerning which also

more than enough mere speculation has been written.

To be sure it is rather more pardonable than in the

case of triremes and cpiinqueremes. Indeed the

temptation to try and guess at the form of the vessels

of Canir-de-Lion or Edward III. is very great, for

there exists almost a superabundance of evidence as to

their shape. The misfortune is that if it is laken

seriously we should be cijinpelled to believe thrft the

law of gravitation did not come into f(n-ce much before

the days of Sir Isaac Newton—which is absurd.

There is, however, a way of escaping fr(jm the

dilemma. The media-val drauglitsman had a verv

indifferent sense of proj)ortion, and a firm conviction

a"j)pareiitly that as long as he made you understand

what he meant to draw he had done enough—so he

drew something as broad as it was long, and as, high

as it was broad, with a pole in the middle and a

rudder at one end, and left it as a sign of a shij).

What idea should we have of the Gothic cathedral if

we had to trust seals and illuminated manuscri])ts i*

We need not, therefore, believe that the seals of the

Cinque Ports, for instance, really represent the craft

which sailed from Dover against Eustace the Monk,
or fought in the great battle with the Spaniards on

the sea off Winehelsea, in the reign of Edward III.

Still, evidence as to their build is not wholly

wanting. In the first place some of the contracts

made between the kings of France and the shi|)-

builders of Marseilles, Genoa, and Venice remain,

and from them it is still possible to learn the pro])or-

tions and tonnage of the vessels used at least in the

Mediterranean. These documents leave much ia

doubt, but they prove beyond all question that some
of the mediaeval vessels must have measured as much
as five or six hundred tons—a fact which is worth
noting if only to correct the exaggeration of his-

torians, who represent Columbus and Vaseo da Gama
as having undertaken their voyages in cock-boats.

Admiral Paris, strange to say, entirely overlooks the

recent discoveries in Norwegian burial mounds, which
show clearly enough what the vessels of the ^'ik^ngs

and the Scandinavian kings must have been. As
might have been guessed from what is known of

their cruises, the Viking ship turns out to have been
a very sensible seaworthy craft. She seems to have

measured sometimes as much as a hundred and
twenty feet in length. She was broad in the beam,
low in the waist, high at bow and stern, flat in the

bottom with a keel, and was steered with -an oar

like a life-boat. She had one mast with a lug

sail, and from sixteen to five-and-twenty oars of a

side. Such a vessel might well have crossed the At-

lantic when manned by a race of men who were not

easily frightened, and who were indifferent to the

luxury of sleeping under a deck. One must not

jump to conclusions and build big thecn'ies on narrow

foundations, but we shall probably not be far wrong
in supposing that the medieval vessel was simj)ly this

Viking model spoilt as a sea-going craft by having

huge castles built up a-head and astern, to hold the

fighting men. The sailors of the later Middle Ages
were, after all, a]ij)arently a feeble generation as com-

pared to the Norsemen and their own successors

in the Sixteenth Century. They seldom or never

went to sea except in summer, they crawled along

the coast for the most jiart, and (hey ran I'nr an

anchorage at every ca))ful of wind. Chaucer's sailor

was a pilot and a coa.ster. Even as late as Elizabeth's

time it was thought foolhardy to keej) a squadron at

sea in winter. In a time of such half-hearted sea-

manshij) as this everything was naturally sacriliced to

military considerations and show. They built tower-

ing castles for the archers, fine cabins—called the

Paradise—for the great man on board, and then tliev

painted everything gorgeously, and varied the paint

with brilliant gilding.

The ship of the ^Middle Ages, it must be remem-

bered, was to a considerable extent dependent on its

oars. It is not to be supposed that merchant vessels

were always rowed, for they can scarcely have carried

men enough to do the work, but even they had recourse

to their sweeps on occasion. Regular men-of-war in

the modern sense were, it is true, rare. In time of

war traders ^\'ere impressed for service and filled with

men-at-arms, and the ordinary crew worked the ship.

Now these vessels nmsl ha\e li'iisted to their sails.

Hulj on the other hand, when we do hear of regular
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wav-vesso]s, llioy soom to hav.> hocii -mIK-vs ms a ml: they were of little vi^o except against otlicr galleys

Tl.e snakes'and dragons of the Norsemen ,li.l not light or in a dead calm. Drake matle short work of them

nnder sail, and in "the Mediterranean the galley was off Cadiz in 15S7, and Sir William Monson tells ol'

always u.sed i'or war. It \vms the type of the long or a less famous action on the coast of Portugal, when

fighting ship as opposed to the rouiid or trading ship, a squadron of them was ign.,miniously heaten In an

In all 'j.rnhahility the U]w remained unchanged for inferior force.

centuries. The Sixteenth Century galley differed little With a ship drawn by Holbein we come to the

enough from the war-ships of X'rmvi' in the times of beginning of the liners and frigates of later times.

5.—A FLYING IlCTCnMAX.

(From n Dfnirhi'j hy Brcufjliel.')

the Crusades, and differed eyen less from the craft

which used to come out of Cadiz during a calm and

worry the liners of Collingwood's blockading Heet.

It was on board one of them, the Murq/iesn, belonging

to the squadron of John Andrew Doria, Francesco

Sancto Pietro captain, that Ceryantes receiyed his

wound in the battle of Lejjanto. As sea-going craft

they were unquestionably inferior to the Norse war-

ships, for their tlat form must hare made them liable

to be swe])t by the wayes. Indeed, we know that the

waist was always washed from side to side eyen in tine

weather, so that raised ])lanks had to be proyided for

the rowers to put their feet on. As fighting vessels

One of them has been repeatedly engrayed. It is the

llenrij Grdce-ch-Dieit, also called the Great llarrij,

one of the men-of-war of Henry VIII. At anchor

she must have been an imposing object. Her size

was considerable, probably well oyer a thousand tons,

and she was as fine as paint, gilding, and carving

could make her jilanks, or banners and embroidery

her risffina: ; but she must have been a sad tub. It i-

enough to produce a feeling of boredom merely to

think on the time it must have taken her crew to get

from one port to another, and the amount of leeway

she must have made on a \yind. Still shipbuilders

were by this time on the right path, and within half
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a oenhiry of tliodate cil' tlie Great IFiirr// {f/rci 15:21)) Centuries. It was the diivet ancestor of the I'rignto

tlie\- hail hen'un to turn out vessels whieh ha<l many and liner of Nelson's (la>-. Of course it was not

faults, but were none the less capaljle of makino- the only lineage of ships. The lateen, the polaera,

long voyages with reasonable speed. Even in l.jriO and the eheljoe of the Mediterranean grew along-

Columbus, Vasco da Gama, and Cabot had saileil far side of and independent nf it (;5 and I). They are

enough, but they took their time. Our fil'tli and anmng (he most interesting craft tliat lloat \'vnm an

'-.^:^^T^^-^.

e.—A TALL RI'ANIAUI).

(Ffnm a Drmrivti i>y liyniijhth)

sixth pictures represent, with some allnwanees for artistic puint of view. Tlie sea lias nntliing- to slmw

differences of detail, the vessels of the great, race n I' mure strd<ing than a Spanish "land" (ir a great

Elizaljcthan seamen. lateen lishing-boat living befoiv the afternoon breeze

From the drawings Admiral Paris has borrowed with it s immense sails extended far outon either side

from Brougliel (.") and (i) it, is possible tn I'onii hke the wings ol' a sea-bii'd. lint tiiese craft ha\e

an approximately accurate idea of the vessels in not done the lier<iie things of war and discovery, and

which Drake, Cavendish, and man\(it her gentlemi'n more, fliey are historically of K'ss interest than the

" wliose graves are in the bottomless sea" made sliip of flic ocean, I'm- (hc\- have iiad a far ipnCkcr

their voyages in the Sixteenth and Scvcntecntli development. The di-a\\iiigs (') and I) of .laccjues
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l)('\Miil\, pilof 1(1 till' Kiiiif 1)1' l''niiU'C' in IC^i^?, sliow

lJi;it llio lafet'ii lias cluiiiyed womlorFully little since

(lie Seventeenth Centuiy. Deviinlx's vessels are

nil her more ])es(ereil, as Monsdn wdiilil have said,

with fore and stern cabins than was neeessary, and

own eountiy iiiid Jlnlland. Yet our share wns not

ineonsiderahle. Already in J'llizabeth's days Sir

Walter lialoijj'h had to note that " in my time the

shape of our Enj^lish ships has been g-reatly bettered."

He instances " the strikint;- of the topmasts," the

their nioili'rn repi'esentatives are lietter in that resj)ect, addition of new sails, includini>' studding'-sails, the

but essentially are the same. It will be seen that his weig-hini;- of the anchor by the capstan, and the

craft are nol all latecn-riL;'t;'cd. The Aleditei'ranean has use of the cliain-pumj) as among' these iniprove-

-A I'lESI-EATE OF NELSON S TIME.

another method of rig-ging, once doubtless universal,

but not now found out of that sea. It is the polacra,

which has only one spar for its lower and topmast.

This rather inferior liecause weaker model is still

commonly used by the Greeks and Italians.

By comparing BreugheFs ships and the three-

decker of the end of the last century (7) even we
landsmen can see the lines on which the develop-

mcui of shipbuilding has gone. The form of the

hull had become sharper, the amount of sail carried

was greatly increased, and its details simplified ; and
finally, the preposterous castles at either end have
ilisapjieared. In this work our country took, as was
to be expected, a leading part. Admiral Paris indeed
has little enough to say about it, and has almost con-

trived to write this sketch of the development of

shipl)uilding as if he had only to take account of his

ments. " We have fallen," he says also, " into

consideration of the length of cables, and by it we
resist the malice of the greatest winds that can blow."

Sir Walter lived to see the beginning of another

reform in shij)building wdiich he had strongly advo-

cated. This was the abolition of the towering fore

and stern castles. As he justly pointed out, they

made ships roll terribly, and we can well believe him

when he adds that " indeed they are but sluttish

dens that breed sickness, in peace serving to cover

stealths, and in fight dangerous to tear men with

their splinters."

While Raleigh was in the Tower Phineas Pett,

the mathematican from Cambridge, who was con-

structor to James I., had begun to reform that in-

differently with us. His name does not appear, by

the way, in Admiral Paris 's book, and how often is
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it mentioned by ourselves ? None the less, for three

generations, from the reign of James I. to that of

Charles II., the Petts rendered inestimable service

to the navy. They designed and built the ships in

which Blake, Lawson, and the tarpaulin admirals

fought our great battles with the Dutch. The foolish

practice of loading vessels with top hamper was,

however, kept up by some peoples. Basil Ringrose,

Gent., who sailed into the Soiith Seas with "that

great sea-artist and valiant commander Bartholomew

Sharpe" on a buccaneering voyage about 1CSI-, tells

how they to<5k a Spanish caravel, and to improve her

sailing qualities cut down her cabins. Then they

cruised about plundering her old masters.

By the end of the Seventeenth Century the form

of the sailing fighting-ship had approached very

close to the model of Nelson's time. Still there

was much for the Eighteenth Century to do. The

rigging was steadily improved. The spritsail in the

bow was rejjlaced by a jib, and the flyaway lateen

on the mizzen by the sjianker. The proportion of

sail surface to hull was much increased, and finally

the English Admiralty for once in the course of its

existence showed intelligence and promptitude in

accej)ting a great scientific improvement. About

the middle of the century the use of cojjj^er sheeting

to protect the bottom of ships from worms and bar-

nacles was first introduced into the English navy,

with immense benefit to its sailing qualities. Within

a few years it had been universally adopted. All

these changes, while they tended to improve the sea-

going and sailing qualities of ships, also worked to

make them more beautiful. The two and three

deckers of the great wars must have possessed an un-

surpassable grandeur, and the frigates must have had

all the beauty of a Stradivarius. In an evil hour there

came a man of science with ideas about steam, and

then another with a notion of an iron plate, and

between them they made wild work of the old navy.

What the man of steam spared the man of iron plates

speedily abolished. The two sedulously laboured to

cover the sea with monsters more hideous than the

kraken. For a generation they have been fairly

successful, but hajtpily " the eternal verities " seem

to be getting the better of them. The latest iron-

clads, the Alexandra, for instance, or the Inficcihle

even, have a solid grandeur of form, and it is said

that the Inqn'rieitse and the War-ijiile—the last two

launched—have the lines of an old wooden frigate.

The Beautiful, as a certain eloquent writer might have

said, is also the Strong and the Swift. I think we
shall all agree in hoping it will continue to be shown

that it is, by the examjile of her Majesty's ships and

vessels of war. David Hanxay.

"A SEEENADER."
From the Picture by E. Plasexcia.

IN the Evening of Art the Theatrical wooed the

Sartorial and their offspring was the Furniture

Picture." That is how a modern writer, with one

eye on Thackeray and the late Lord Lytton, and

the other on the ideals of ^lunich and Madrid and

Rome, has somewhere described the evolution of a

certain latter-day type of painting. The description

is shrewd—even savage ; but it is by no means unjust.

Passion, drama, adventure are admirable things

enough ; but the shams of them, the impostures to

whicli they give occasion, these are only impostures

and shams, and as such may be iKUiiUed. In the

great romantic revival which, while the century was

young, had quickened all Europe to action and

creation, and to which we owe so much that is good

in art, and so much more that is worthless and bad,

men believed in their work, and did battle for the

novel inspirations by which they were moved, as for

country and creed themselves. And for all this faith

of theirs their achievement is already a little stale,

their effect a little paled and savourless ; so that

we can no longer read Byron with enthusiasm, nor

look on the masterpieces of Delacroix without a

certain predisposition to hostile criticism. If this be

true of the masters of the heroic age, what are we

to expect of their descendants, the jourueyinen of a

decadence cumplete and unashamed ? The old illu-

sions have passed, the old ideals are as properties
;

romance is an affair of costume, drama a matter of

furniture; faith is dead, and the dealer's word is law.

Of such a condition of things the outcome, as it is,

looks i)oor en(]Ugli. That in a hiuidred years it will

look any better is, to say the least of it, doubtful.

Sigiior Plasencia's troubadour has kinsmen and

kinswomen iniuimerablc. Still, he is veiy far iiideecl

from being the weakest of his race. He has an

operatic air, it is true ; and the effect of colour

achieved in his black tights is perhaps the real and

authentic reason of such pictorial being as he lias.

But he is gallantly posed and drawn ; his costume

is picturesque and bravely worn ; \w is certainly

the occasion for sonu; pleasing and brilliant colour,

lie would grace a baidvcr's dining-room or a dealer's

window passing well.



A SERENADER.

{From the rictim by E. Plascncia.)
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IT is sad to think that before many years are past Temple flourishes its dependants decay ; and the
sucli a chapter as this will have become recol- curious customs which obtained at each of them

lection, and will no hmger be a record of existing are being disused and forgotten. INIoots are never
facts. While the Inns of Court are being "re- held now, and new and handsome buildings in the
stored " or otherwise transtVn-med by their treasurers, vicinity of the Law Courts compete successfully
the Inns of Chancery are being absolutely destroyed. with them. A lawyer finds chambers quite as con-
The once glorious quadrangle of Furnival's Inn is venient if they are well fitted and decorated, and
Udw chiefly ornamented by the plaster front of a

lintel. Clement's Inn, it is stated as we go to press,

has just been sold. Serjeants' Inn was sold a few
years ago, but this, though only of the size and im-

have good light and air, as if they are picturesque

and low, with half-decayed woodwork and windows
darkened by lattices. We can enjoy the aspect of

some of these old-world places very well from the
pcirtance of an Inn of Chancery, was subject to no outside, but it would require a Very enthusiastic love
Inn of Court. Lyon's Inn, with

its sundial and its trees, has ^^
made way for a theatre. Clif- t;

ford's Inn is to be let for build- &;

ing. In short, it is pretty clear |:

that before many years are past E

only the larger establishments

will remain, and " Inns of Chan-
cery " will have wholly disap- If

pearcd. F;

They are, in spite of their

insignificance, all the more in-

teresting because of their mori-

bund condition. We watch them
as they fade away with regret. r

While they remain they are f>

among the oldest inhabited houses E
in London. A few Inns— not :

Inns of Court or Chancery—used I

to be reckoned the oldest liouses, ^--

but one by one they have all i

gone the way of the " Tabard "

and the " Boar's Head " and the

"Mermaid.'^ The remains of

old London are growing very

scarce, and it is satisfactory to f'

find that more than one societv

exists which undertakes to pre-

serve views and memorials of

threatened buildings.

In a former paper I enume-
rated the Inns of Chancery, and ?

defined the difference between
them and Inns of Court. In

reality, however, they hold a

very anomalous position, and are

more or less in private hands,

the superior Inns taking little

notice of them. While the

273
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1.—TUK EECOIil) OFKICi;.
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move clearly made out tlian that of any other. It

takes its name from the groat Cumherlaiul family,

which was represented in the reign of Edward II. by

Hubert de'Clifford. He had a grant of this house

from the king in Feb-

ruary, 1310, having been

summoned to Parliament

^ as a baron in 1299. He
was killed at Bannock-

Inirn in 1;311, and left

a. son Roger, who suc-

ceeded him here, and

died in V^'ll , when his

brother, another Robert,

inherited the barony and

Clifford's Inn. He mar-

ried Isabel Berkeley, a

lady of whose family it

may be said that they

spent one and all more

money in lawsviits than

in any other way. Their

first recorded ancestor was

a Bristol lawyer, whom
William of Malmesbury,

who must have known

him well, describes as a

man " more accustomed to kindle strife by his malig-

nant tongue than to wield arms in the field of battle."

Harding was the name of this worthy, and one of his

descendants, casting envious eyes on the fair inheri-

tance of his neighbours the Berkeleys, laid legal siege

to it, and after long litigation succeeded in ousting

tions. When a barrister from any other Inn became the ancient lords. Maurice, Lord Berkeley, the father

a Serjeant he had to leave it, and the benchers in of Lady de Clifford, was the descendant in the fifth

taking their farewell presented him with a retaining generation from the first Maurice FitzHarding who

fee of ten guineas in case their society should ever was called "de Berkeley," and closely followed the

recpiire his services. It is not more than five or example of his ancestors. Lady de Clifford must have

six years since the Serjeants found their occupation had good reason to be " well affected to the study of

gone. An Act of Parliament abolished the degree, the law," and when her husband's death, in 1:3-14,

Judges were no longer obliged to become Serjeants, and her eldest son's minority, left her virtual owner

of anti(iui(ies to contemplate with pleasure a lodging

up four pair of stairs in a gloomy court off Fleet

Street or Chancery Lane.

Clifford's Inn (2), with the picturesque dining-

hall of the atljoining dis-

carded residence of the

serjeants-at-law, will pro-

bably be found as charm-

ing and as full of artistic

" bits " as any other. It

is bounded on one side

by the precinct of the

Rolls, with its chapel

full of interesting monu-

ments ; and in tlie back-

ground towers the mas-

sive but ugly Record

Office (1), in a Perpen-

dicular or Tudor style

—

as Tudor was understood

forty years ago. The

older buildings of Ser-

jeants' Inn are repre-

sented only by the hall,

the rest of the house

having been rebuilt in

1S;37. The Serjeants—
" servientes ad legem "—held the highest degree in

law, and from among their body the judges were

supposed to be invariably chosen : but if an eminent

lawyer was offered a seat on the bench and did not

happen to be already a Serjeant, he was admitted

to that rank before exercising his judicial func-

2.—A BIT OF CLIFFOEd's VSCS.

and the survivors of their ancient college met for

the last time and resolved to sell their Inn and to

present their interesting collection of pictures to

the National Portrait Gallery. Serjeants' Inn is

therefore now private property, and it is, of course,

impossible to say how long any part of it will be

permitted to remain where it is.

The dependence of Clifford's Inn on the Inner

of Clifford's Inn, she granted it to the " apprenticiis

de banco," or law students, at a yearly rent of £10,

she herself only paying a penny to the king as

ground rent. This was in 1344, and the house has

ever since borne as its arms the ancient shield of the

Cliffords.

The peculiar constitution of Clifford's Inn has

sometimes 1)een accounted for by its origin. The

Temple was only nominal, and was stoutly "denied by Lady Clifford is said to have had estates in Kent as

the members. Once a year, it is said, the Templars

sent a formal message to the " Princijial and Rulers,"

as they were called. This message, which was of the

nature of an order or summons, they of Clifford's

Inn tacitly ignored, and there the matter dropped for

another year. The history of this Inn is perhaps

well as in the north, and a junior table is provided in

the hall for what is called " the Kentish mess." 1

have not been al)le to verify this tradition, and the

Cliffords of Bobbing were not seated in Kent till

nearly a century later, but the Kentish mess cer-

tainly existed, and it was one of its members that
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])ovformed after dinner the eurious eereniony of i^-raee

wliich was obsei'ved at this Inu. It was not " savin"'

grace " or even singing- it. Four small loaves, con-

joined in the shape of a cross, were hronght in. The

cliairnian, standing uji, took them, and three times,

amid solemn silence, dashed them on the table before

him. They were then passed rapidly down to the

lower end, where the last man seizing them rushed

with them from the hall. The mystical meaning of

this stranone custom has been lons' fortjotten.

Clifford's Inn is not without its historical associa-

tions. It was in the hall here that Sir Matthew

Hale and the other commissioners sat to determine

the boundaries obliterated by the great fire of 16G6.

John Selden was a member of the Inn, and Sir

Edward Coke before him, while almost in our own

day it was the residence of a minor poet, George

Dyer, who counted among bis friends Charles Lamb,

who has immortalised him in the essays, Walter

Scott, Soutbey, Coleridge, and Talfourd. The illus-

tration (2) shows the curious attic windows of the

eastern side. Judged architecturally, they are of

great age, and may, in fact, be relies of old London

as it was before the great fire of 1666, which spared

this side of Fleet Street, though it consumed part

of the Temi.le.

New Inn is, I had almost said, (/.v Us name clenoicfs,

of great antiquity. It is a fact, to speak seriously,

that some of the oldest things and places in England

are called "new.^' New-gate, for instance, is the

oldest gate of London of which we know anything.

The New-port of Lincoln dates back to Roman times;

and New Inn is one of the oldest houses in one of the

oldest streets outside the walls of London. If I were

asked to name the oldest thoroughfare in the suburbs

I should be divided between Park Lane, Ilolborn,

and AA ych Street; and thoiigh perhaps Park Lane on

the ancient line of the Watling Street may be proved

to have existed before either of the others, we may
be certain that long before either Fleet Street or the

Strand was heard of, the Ald-AA'ych Road led up from

the Thames to the comer bj' St. Giles's Church. It

is not likely that New Inn was so named in con-

tradistinction to the Aid Wych, or old village, a

little further up the road ; but the adjective probably

refers rather to Clement's Inn, the origin of which is

also lost in the mist of antiquity. The Middle Tem-

ple formerly patronised two of these establishments,

liut Strand Inn was jiulled down by the Protector

Somerset to make way for his great palace, and

New Inn alone remains. It was formerly, says Dug-

dale, "a common hostery or inne for travailers and

other; and, from the sign of the Blessed Virgin,

called Our Lady Inne." At that time the law

students lodged in St. George's Inn, which stood on

part of the site now covered by the Holljorn Yiadm-t

Railway Stati<jn. The old house falling into decay,

and being besides somewhat too remote. Chief Jus-

tice Fineux, before 1-196, let the Lady Inn to them,

claiming a rent of £6 per annum :
" for more," re-

marks Stow, "cannot be gotten of ihem.'' The

arms of the house represent on a green iield a white

vase with a lily in it, an alhision, no doubt, to the

dedication of the old hostel. A similar sign must

have given its name to Lilypot Lane in the city.

Had Swift this name in his mind when he gave it, or

something very like it, to his land of dwarfs ?

New Inn retains a very ancient ap])oarance,

though no part of it dates before the transformation

period of the great fire. Wren's hand may probably

l)e traced in the simple but well-projjortioned hall
;

but there is no building remaining which could have

seen Sir Thomas More, the most illustrious of the

students of New Inn. There is some doubt and diffi-

culty about the dates. More, according to IMr. See-

bohm, left Oxford and entered New Inn about the

beginning of 1494, and there i-emained till February,

149C, when he removed, as reader, to Lincoln's Inn.

If this is correct. Sir John Fineux must have founded

the bouse before be became chief justice, which we

know was in November, 1496. He had been made a

Serjeant in 1486, and a judge in 1494, the very year

More came to New Inn, of which, therefore, he may
have been not only the most illustrious, but possibly

the first student. The Inn is governed by a treasurer

and twelve ancients.

Closely adjoining to New Inn is Clement's Inn,

the eastern boundary of which has been invaded

by the precincts of the new Law Courts. The little

garden corner, with its curious sundial, was the

most noteworthy feature. The dial was supported

by the figure of a blackamoor, which is said to be

of bronze, and to have been brought from Italy by

John Holies, second Earl of Clare. There is, bow-

ever, another story. Some detractors assert thai, the

figure was made of lead, and that it came, not from

Italy, but from one of the statuaries' shops with

which Piccadilly used to be lined, like the Fuston

Road at the present day. Herbert (piotos some

lines from the "Elegant Extracts," said to have been

found stuck on the figure of the ISIoor. They are

good enough to bear quoting again :

—

" In vain, poor salilo, son of woe,

Thow siHik'st tlie tencici' tuar.

From thee in vain witli pangs they fliiw,

For mercy dwells not here.

From c.innili.'ilN tliou lled'st in vain ;

Lawyer.s less quarter jjivc

;

The first won't cat you till you're slain,

The last will do't alive."

The Idackamoor was sold this very year, and lias

departed for ever from the precincts of the lawyers.
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Clemt'iit's, or, to ii'ive il IIh' lull title, Saint wlicllicr this suKjcctiou was more chctTfully ac-

C'lcnieiit's Inn, is of very aneient orii^in. It was kiiowleJged than that of Cnift'onl's Inn to the same

in the lia.nds of the lawyers as early as 147y, and body, I cannot tell. The most ornamental feature

])erhaps lon^' hel'ore. Tt. belonp'd fn I he Canlluweor of the plaee has disapjieared with the old gateway at

Canfehipe I'amih-, and in I lS(i was leased liy one uf the eastern side Ihouu-h the hall is a well-j)ro]ior-

-BARNARTI S IN.V.

them to trustees. ]n the reign of Henry VIII. the tioned room, and contains a portrait of Sir Mattliew

ground Ijelonged to Sir William Holies, Lord Mayor Hale. It is, I liear, to be used for a bank,
of Ijondon in l.')39, and his descendant, the Earl of The little group along Holborn commences with

Clare, already mentioned, sold it to the ]irineipal and Thavies Inn, close to St. Andrew's Church; of

fellows. Presumably, they were as much entitled which, as it is now merely a street, there is little

to sell it as their ])i-edecessors were to buy it, or as to be said. It belonged to Lincoln's Inn, and was
the Serjeants were to sell their Inn. Clement's Inn originally the mansion of John Tavie or Thaive, who
had always been subject to the Inner Temple, but died in 1348. Furnival's Inn is on the other side of
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Holborn, and presents now no features of interest. liarnard was I cannot say. The liouse was ori-

In my paper on the Inns of Court I gave some ginally known as i\Iackworth'sj and the arms over

description of the lieautiful buildinn's wliieh

were formerly on the site. Crossinof the

street we come to the two most l>eautifid

all these little Inns. Sta])li' Inn (u-esents

a lonji,- row of gables to Holborn, at the s]iot ^:
formerly known as Holborn Bars, and close ^
to the Middle Row, which lias only been re-

moved in our own day. Barnard's Inn is

further east, and opens on Ilcjlbdrn onl\- bv
a little doorway easily missed. A galjled house,

almost as pretty as Staple Inn, is in Fetter

Lane, and, under the name of tlie "White Hcirse,"

was considered iiart <if Barnard's Inn. \\\\n

the doorway are tluise of Mackw oiHi, nnt those of

Halliard.

A visit f(i

pleasant siir]iri

IS^iniard'

rises you c

s Inn {:

an (lilVi

',) is

the

(ille dl'

Lollildli

the most

slij'hisi.'er.
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You seem, as you turn in out of Holborn throus'li the

little doorway, to have stepped out of the Nineteenth

("entuiy haek into tlie Sixteenth. The sudden ces-

sation of noise, tlie <>Teenness of the trees, the stained

j;-la-ss of the old hall with its louvre, the roui^h j)ave-

ment, the red briek, all tell on you together, and

the ini[)ression jirodueed is out of proportion to the

intrinsic beauty or value of anything in the place,

which is exceedingly small and rather shabby, after

all. It is first mentioned in the city records about

Ho3, so that though the most ancient portion of the

existing buildings only dates from about IClHt or

a little earlier, the institution is very old. A fire

destroyed a considerable jjart in. 1780, and most of

the chambers date from that most uninteresting

architectural period. The Inn is, or was, governed

by a principal and twelve ancients.

Like Barnard's Inn, Staple Inn, or Staple's Inn,

as it is sometimes called, belongs to Gray's Inn.

Stow ])rofesses himself unable to offer a derivation

for the name. A wool market has been invented or

discovered to account for it, and some better evidence

may yet come to light than is afforded by the shield

of arms assigned to the house. This consists of a

woolpack, and may or may not be ancient. The

manor of Portpool, which covered the present site of

(i ray's Inn, may have extended across the road to

embrace Staple Inn ; and there mav be some real

historical significance in the name. The existence of

a market on the great western road and just within

the city boundaries is very probaljle, and if it be

(jbjected that we know of no such market within

Temple Bar, the reply is easy, that Temple Bar did

not exist, in all probability, till after the Staple at

Ilolborn Bars had been disused. The old buildings-

of this Inn are well kept, and are refreshing to the

eye after the common brick and stone of the neigh-

bourhood. The courts within are very green, and

are full of pretty windows and doorways and other

architectural features rarely to be met in this newest

of old cities. It has had many narrow escapes from

fires, and from the equally unsparing hands of "re-

storers," but the better care now often taken of old

buildings, though it is seldom seen in the lawyers'

Inns, may preserve this one at least for a time.

\^'hen Langdale's distillery, almost next door, was

burnt by the rioters in 1780, and part of Barnard's

Inn, as I have said, was destroyed. Staple Inn

escaped imscathed, and as some houses seem, like

some men, to be lucky, we have reason in hoping

—

albeit too cpiaint and precious to be let alone—for

its long preservation. ^V. J. Loftie.

OLD CHURCH PLATE.-

and ap]>ointed Lord Chancellor, lost no time in order-

ing, on October 'Z-Z, ].j5:3, the redelivery of all the

])late wdiich Edward VI. 's commissioners had taken

from the parish churches of Westmorland." With

a single exception, ])resently to be noticed, it doubt-

less finally disappeared during the Elizabethan cru-

plpte

—

i.e., of what had survived the spoliation of sade against "monuments of snjierstition." What
parish church goods in the last year (1.553) of the it consisted of we have no means of knowing, since

reign of Edv.ard VI. From jNISS. |M-eserved in the Westmorland portion of Edward VI.^s inven-

the Record Office, and quoted in the Appendix to tory of chm-ch goods, taken in 1552, is not extant.

ONE of the (ibjects of the writers of this book

is to discourage the too ]irevalent practice

of exchanging old church plate for new ; which

tralTu', if allowed to continue, would ere long make

as clean a sweeji of Elizabethan church plate as

was made in Elizabeth's reign of mediaeval church

this book, it appears that the

royal commissioners in 1553

took away all the church

plate they found in the conn-

tics of Westmorland and

C'lunberland. But " Bishop

Gardiner, on Mary's acces-

sion in July, 1.553, having

been, restored to his diocese,

* " Old Chm-ch VUtc in the Dio-

eps3 of Cav'.islo, willi tlio Jliiknr.'! and

JIai-ljs." Edited by R. S. Ferguson,

MA., F.S.A. (Carlisle: C. Thur-

nam and Sons. Londim: G. Bell and

Sons.)

The Cumberland inventory, the original MS. of

which is still extant, describes the goods of one hun-

dred and five churches. " Of these churches eighty-

seven had each but one silver chalice, fourteen had

each two silver chalices, and four had each three.

Eight had tin chalices ; and two

had none at all. Nothing else

of silver was in an}' of the

churches, except one broken

cross and one pyx. There

weri' but three other pyxes,

t/ one of which was of copper

gilt, and another of latten

;

1.—BEiDEKiKK. thc dcscrlption of the third is
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torn nif. Only imo ehurch luul LTuets, and those of 1550-1, makfi-'s symbol a k'i:; in armour. The cii]i,

tin, for the wine and water at the altar. Twenty 05 inches high, weighs S oz. 1 dwt.; the cover, with

chnrehes had candlesticks of brass or latteu. No button 1 inch high, weighs '2 oz. 8 dwt. ID gr. This

jjaten or cover is mentioned. Nor i.s the weight of cup, believed to have been given to the church by

anything sijecified." This was but a poor amovmt

of church plate compared with what is recorded in

the inventories of most other counties. Neverthe-

less the commissioners were not al)Ove taking it all

" for ye kinges use." Nor was it, like the West-

morland plate, restored immediately after ]\Iary's

accession. Commissioners appointed in 15.55-C by

Philip and Mary reported it as then " remayninge in

the custodie of Lady Anne Musgrave, w'id, and other

executors of S'' Richard Musgve, Knight," who

had been one of Edward VI. 's commissioners for

Cumlierland. But what ultimately became of it

there is nothing to show. Not a single specimen

of it now remains in the county.

The sole surviving article of Westmorland pre-

Reformation church plate is a chalice (vi.) at Old

Hutton, the real character of which was unknown

Ijefore it came under the observation of Miss Good-

win, when preparing one of the four pajiers which

she has contributed to this book. It is almost a

fac-simile of the famous Nettlecombe chalice, for

description of which, illustrated with coloured litho-

graphs, see " Archajologia " (vol. xlii., page 4U5).

" The difference consists in some of the details

:

e.f/., in the

Sir Joseph Williamson, Secretary of State in Charles

II.'s reign, ^vhose father had been rector of Bride-

place of the heads of our Saviour on kirk, is " of great interest as tlie oldest known

the Old Hutton knop the Nettlecombe chalice has example of silver plate, ecclesiastical or secular, in

' lion masks,^ the Howing tracery being exactly the

same in the two ; the designs of the crucifixion are

as nearly as possible alike ; the hands in both are

drawn up over the head to adapt the figure to the

form of the compartment, but that at Nettlecombe

was executed in enamel, while the other is engraved

the county of Cumberland." If Sir Joseph gave

it, "he probaldy caused an ecclesiastical stem to be

added to its ancient bowl and foot."

An interval of seventeen years separates this cup

from the communion cujis oi (ireat S;ilkeld (Cum-

berland) and Crosthwaite (\\'estniorlan(l), which,

on the silver. The small pierced feet are only fomid besides being the oldest examples of hall-marked

at Old Tlutton, and they form such a graceful finish ecclesiastical plate in Carlisle diocese

—

i.e., supposing

to the chalice that, supposing the two were by the the Bridekirk cup to have been originally secular

—

.same maker, it is probable they indicate this to be are moreover " interesting as being, with two \ork-

his later work." It is nearly 6 inches high, and shire cups of the same date (1567-8), the oldest of

weighs 6 oz. 8 dwt. It has no hall marks, l)ut may
be assigned—the date of the Nettlecombe chalice

being 1459—to the

middle of the Fif-

teenth Century.

Cumberland pos-

sesses a single exam-

ple of pre-Elizabe-

than but post-Refor-

mation silver plate in

the Bridekirk com-

m u n i o n e u
1

1 wit h

cover (l.), bcilh of

rejjon.ise work, bear-

ing London marks for .3.—nOLTOX, ItAYTOX. AM) lUlJiY.

the \ery few exami)les as yet found of ^"ork-made

plate prior to the Sevcntceiilh Century." The (ireat

Salkeld cup, here illus-

traled (viii.), is 5| in.

high, and weighs

5 oz. 2 J dwt. ; the

cover paten weighs

1 oz. 2 dwt. 19 gr.

Both have the same

three nuirks :— (1)

Roman K, ujtsidc-

(lown, in a s(ani|)

which liillows the

shape of the letter,

York date letter for
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l/)(')7-S; (J) tlic nl.l \nvk mark; (••1) inakrr's initials,

T. S. 'I'lic (lid York mark was i'ormt'riy suj^posed

1(1 he a lli'iu-ik'-lis diinidialing a crowned rose, and

is so described tlirtmghont this book, though Mr.

4.—ST. Mary's, Ambleside.

Cripps has doubted wliether what looks like a lialf

njse is not really a half leopard's head crown(_'d

("Old English Plate," 2nd ed., p. 75); which sug-

gestion of Mr. Cripps has recently been verified by
Canon Raine from the books of the York Goldsmiths'

Guild (" York Church Plate," by T. M. Fallow and
R. C. Hope, p. ;3). Later by but one year comes the

Newton Reigny cup with cover (ix.), of London
make, date letter small old English I for 156S-!),

maker's symbol a bull's head. The cup, 6i inches

high, has a floral band close to the rim, with no
interlacing of the fillets, and below the band a

projecting hoop round the bowl, as shown in the

accompanying illustration. The cover paten, .31

inches in diameter, has a floral band on its upper
side close to the edge.

Next we have a batch of sixteen cups, five of

which are of the date 1.j70-1, and eleven of 1.J71-2,

histdrically interesting as closely following upon the

appointment of Bishop Barnes to the see of Carlisle

in 1.j7(), who seems to have speedily enforced, and

perhaps anticipated, the injunction of Grindal, Arch-

bishop of York, who in 1571 required his clergy "to
minister the Holy Communion in no chalice, nor in

any profane cup or glass, but in a communion cup of

silver, and with a cover of silver ajijiointed also for

the ministration of the communion bread." Three of

the cups of 1570-1, by three different makers, belong

to St. Bees, one of which, illustrated in the text (n.),

was originally in jwssession of Grindal himself, who
left it by will to " St. Begh's," his native parish.

It is S inches high, has a floral band thrice interlaced

in hoiu'-glass fashion, and bears London marks, in-

cluding date letter, small Old English 11, and maker's

symbol a fleur-de-lis without shield. Elizabethan

communion cups, of which the three cups at St.

Bees are characteristic specimens, are for the most

part ".so alike in shape and style, except for small

differences and local jieculiarities, that it is some-

what wonderful, as Mr. Morgan remarks, that no

authority or direction for their formation has ever

^^

5.—ST. Michael's, appleby.
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been found " (" O. E. P.," p. 153) . It will be noticed,

however, that the York oup at Crosthwaite has an

iniusual band, and the shape of its bowl somewhat

differs from the res^-ulation Elizabetlian i)attern. The

same remark applies to the Newton Reigny eup,

thouoh it bears the symbol, a bull's head, of the

maker of one of the St. Bees eups, which is of

the regulation shape and style.

Of Elizabethan communion cups there are (in-

chidino- those already mentioned) thirty-nine extant

in the diocese, twenty-three of which are of Loudcjn

make, three of York, three of " unknown assay,'' and

ten are conjecturally assigned to Carlisle, where an

assay office, if one ever existed there at all, must

have been irregular. Four of the latter, bearing- the

initials E. D., and a four-petaled rose, but no date

letter, belonging to Bolton (ill.), Ireby (ill.), Cliburu,

and Longmarton, were exhibited in the temporary

museum at Carlisle, during the visit of the Archseo-

logical Institute, where they attracted much notice

from the peculiarity of their make and ornamenta-

tion. "The mode of manufacture of the bowl is

very rude. A small sheet of silver has been rolled

into the form of a truncated cone open at both ends,

to the smaller of which a shallow cup has been

joined : the sheet forming the cone overlaps for about

an inch ; the hammer seems to have been the chiet

tool employed." To the same class belongs the un-

marked Hayton cup (m.), which is but 4< inches high,

and weighs 4' oz. 2 dwt. The remaining six cups

assigned to Carlisle, varj-ing from 5i to Oi inches in

height, are all unmarked, but have each a floral belt,

generally close to the rim. All of them, like the three

here illustrated (in.), display what seems to be a crack

where the ends of the silver sheet have been soldered

together. The whole ten probably belong to the

157U-l-iJ period of Barnes's episcopate. A cup at

Scaleby, 5f inches in height, with London marks for

1600-1, baluster stem, bowl and foot covered with

6.—OLD HUTTON.

7.—BltUUGrHAM.

bunches of grapes and ivy leaves, originally secular,

was presented to the church in Isd."). At Cartmel

Fell there is an unmarked oip, (i inches high, with

figures of birds engraved round it, apparently Eliza-

bethan, which is described as of " white metal," but

was found, when exhibited in the temporary museum,

to be silver. Most of the Elizabethan cups in the

diocese are indebted for their recognition as such to

the work of exploration set on foot by Mr. Ferguson,

which was just in time to save some of them from

being relegated to the silversmiths' windows, and to

bring about the return of nthers to churches from

which they had been already discarded.

Of post-Elizabethan plate of (lie Seventeenth

Century the didccse contains ninety-eight exani|)les,

fifty-seven of whicli ai'c IVinii LchkIhu, twcnU IVdin

York, nine from Ncwca.sllc-on-Tyne, eight doubllul ;

whilst Dublin, Hull, Nurenibcrg, and Cartagena each

contriliute a single rxMni|ili'. .\niiiiig | hcsc is t lie cup

at St. .Michael's, Mongalc, Ap])leby (v.), of London

make, date l(>0()-7, nieulidnctl by Mr. Cri])])s as a

"tall cup, with cover oi-uauu'ulcil by ii|»'U steeple

work" ("O. E. P.," p. 2IIS). The height of cup and

cover is ;il inches, of cup alon(! Di| inches; weight

(jf cup l'.)(i/.. IfidwI., of cover oz. 1 S dwt. Its

maker's initials, C. 15., are fduml on a coTisiderable

quantity of valuable plate nt' the early jiart of the

Seventeenth (\'ntury ("O. Iv P.," pp. 278-283).

A terrier of 17-"5(J says that it was presented to

Bongate by Dr. W. Nicolson, Bishop of Carlisle

from 1702 to 1718, having beeu "committed to

274
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liis lonlsliiji's disposal by tlie worsliipt'ul (iilfrid

Tjmwsihi, J']s(|." It is "a iiiio exaiii])le of a dis-

tinctive i'asliiim of cup imicli in voi;'ue between

J (ill and l(i:!S, with occasional later examples."

-GIIEAT SALKELD.

Similar cups and covers, also of London make, are

at Holme Cultram, Ambleside, and Westward, of

the years 161:3-11., lGlS-19, and 16:55-0. The Am-
bleside cup (iv,), though of date 1618-19, was not

]iresented to the church till 1684. It stands, with-

out the cover, 12| inches high, and weighs 21^ oz.;

the cover is 7 inches high. Probably these four

cups were made for secular purposes. The single

example of Nuremberg plate in this diocese is at

Brougham (vii.), a cup, 6| inches high, weighing

5 oz. 9 dwt. 9 gr., presented by James Bird,

steward to Anne, Countess of Pembroke. It lias

maker's initials, P. S. in monogram, and a Roman N
(Nuremberg town mark) in a circle, but no date

letter. ]\Ir. Cripps assigns it to the early part of the

Seventeenth Century. The Cartagena examjjle, an

alms-dish at Kirkby Ireleth, presented by Colonel

Richard Kirkljy in 1698, bears an inscrijition stating

that it was " taken from the French, who had just

before plundered Cartagena in New Sjiain." In-

scriptions, investing many of the cups with historical

associations, form one of the most interesting features

of the book.

It is worth noticing, in connection with Seven-

teenth Century plate, that in Carlisle diocese New-
castle plate begins at about the time when York
ends. Newcastle was appointed an assay town as far

back as 14-36 ; nevertheless old Newcastle plate is

exceedingly rare, no example of it having yet been
discovered of earlier date than 1664, and very few

examples of earlier date than the beginning of the

Eighteenth Century, so that even the nine examples

found in this diocese are a welcome addition to the

previously known examples of Newcastle Seventeenth

Century plate. All told, there are but twenty-seven

examples of such plate as yet known to Mr. Cripps

and the writers of this book.

Since the year 1700-1 the marks on provincial

])late have been the same as on London plate, with

the addition of the arms of the provincial towns;

but before 1700-1 the provincial marks were ordered

by the mayor of each assay town, and were not

only difEerent in different towns, but were not

always the same in the same town, especially at

Newcastle, where the goldsmiths seem almost to

have used what marks they pleased, even the same

maker in some instances varying his marks. Thus

William Ramsey, who was evidently the principal

goldsmith at Newcastle during the latter half of

the Seventeenth Century, "sometimes adds a fivc-

petaled rose to the town arms (three castles), some-

times omits it, and once, at St. John's, Newcastle,

repeats it thrice, omitting the castles." Mr.

Ramsey was sheriff of Newcastle in 1687, but was

deposed by mandamus from the king (James II.),

mayor in 1690, and died at the end of the century.

-NEWTON KEIGNY.

Of the twenty-seven known examples of old New-
castle plate, as many as seventeen bear his initials.

Some curious information is given in the Appen-

dix of the way in which Newcastle goldsmiths,

especially one Eli Bilton, persisted in making plate,

and getting it assayed at Newcastle, during the
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poriod (1697-17U1) when the pr(ivinci;il assay offices

were supposed to have been abolished, having been

suppressed by Act 8 and 9 Will. III.

Passing on to the Eighteenth Century, we meet

with specimens of what is known as the " Britannia
"

jieriod. ]Many jiersons, when they see the figure of

Britannia and the lion's head erased, in the place

of the familiar lion jiassant anil leopard's head,

think that plate bearing such marks must be of

base metal, whereas it is purer by 8 dwts. in the

pound than any other silver. The standard for

silver plate was raised in 1696-7 above that of

the coin of the realm, in order to prevent the

melting down of the coin for the purjjose of

making plate, and new marks were appointed for

the new standard, which ceased to be compulsory in

1720, chiefly because plate of the new or higher

standard was found to be less durable than that of

the old or lower, which being restored in 1720 has

continued ever since, though not to the total exclu-

sion of the new (" O. E. P." pp. 41-2) . Of Britannia

church plate the diocese possesses fifty-six examples,

forty-three of which are from London, twelve from

Newcastle, and a single example is from Chester.

Among these examples is to be noticed the frequent

occurrence of patens, as distinguished from the cover

patens of the earlier centuries, and a frequent dis-

crepancy between the date of manufacture and that

of presentation, many of these patens or salvers

having been originally secular, and given to churches

late in the Eighteenth Century.

•Of post-Britannia Eighteenth Century )date, the

diocese has eighty-eight examples ; of which forty-

four are from London, thirty-six from Newcastle, six

from Chester, and two from Dublin. Two of the

Newcastle examples belong to the period (1720-5)

during which "for some unexplained reason the

Newcastle assay office turned the lion passant to

sinister." The examples of Nineteenth Century

plate are all from London and Newcastle. The

assay office at Newcastle in the present century

seems to have been curiously averse to change ; re-

taining George III.'s head as its duty-mark all

through the reign of George IV., an<l William IV. 's

head down to the fourth year of Queen Victoria

;

retaining also the same alphabet (Roman capitals)

for date letters, with precisely the same outline of

stamp, for three cycles, from 1791 to 1863; and to

this day retaining the leopard's head, a mark ren-

dered unnecessary for provincial offices by Act 12

Geo. II., e. 26 ; moreover retaining the crown on

the leopard's head, whereas the London leopard was

discrowned in 182."5.

From earliest times the connnunion cups in this

diocese, as elsewhere, have been almost invariably

silver; but it is ciu'ious to notice that several ancient

cups owe their preservation to ignorance of this fact

on the part of their custodians. Old provincial

plate, like that of the Britannia period, on account

of the strangeness of its marks, has often been

mistaken for base metal. ^Ir. Ferguson mentions

a cup " of old York silver, worth a considerable

sum in the market," which has only escaped being

sold " because no one understood its marks, and it

was supposed not to be silver." An old Newcastle

cup, thought to be tin, was relegated twelve years

ago to the parish chest. Two of the Britannia

patens in the diocese, had they been known to be

silver, would ere now have been exchanged for

new. Entire absence of marks is sometimes as

efficacious as unfamiliar marks in saving an ancient

cup from forming " part price " of its successor.

The Hayton cup, illustrated above (m.), was super-

seded by a plated cup in 1822, and " has remained

ever since in the parish chest, protected from the

crucible by the belief of successive churchwardens

that, having no marks, it was not silver." The

Old Hutton chalice itself, which is unmarked,

"was last used on Easter Day, 1874," and has been

succeeded by a " modern silver cup." Even old

standard London marks have failed to reveal to

some church authorities the true character of their

l)late. A paten at Kirkoswald, for instance, bearing-

London marks for 1641-2, though commended by

Bishop Nicolson in 1704 as part of "communion

plate better than ordinary," and correctly described

in a terrier of 1 749 as " the silver patten double

gilt," figures in the terrier of 1865 as a "brass

])atten." Of the very few pewter connnunion cups

shown by the terriers of 1749 to have once existed in

the diocese, a single specimen is extant, and still in

use, at the ancient and interesting church of Over

Denton, in Gilsland. It has a baluster stem, no

marks, stands 7i inches high, and closely resembles

the exam|)le, " circa 1640," engraved at page 154 of

" Old English Plate."

Almost as great a rarity as a pewter cu]), in

this diocese, especially in Cumberland, down to

quite recent times, was a silver ilagon. " Only

four parish churches in Cumberland, twelve in

Westmorland, and two in the part of Lanca.shire

now belonging to Carlisle diocese, had silver Hagons

liefore the Nineteenth Century; and only four, all

in Westmorland, had such before the Eighteenth."

The earlier flagons were all of pewter; some of

which were really handsome vessels, e.g., the two

here illustrated (x.), belonging to Bramjiton, near

Carlisle. They are each 13 inches high to lid, un-

marked, and bear no inscription, but are assigned

on satisfactory local evidence to the beginning of

tlie I]ighteenth Century. Mr. Cripps, s]H'aking of

comnuuiion flagons, whether silver or pewter, from
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(Ill' ri'i^-n ni' l'',li/.;il"

are iisiuilly rouinl i

in Carlisle ilmcusi',

(s|i('('i!illy in parishes

ui-.u- the Bdnlcr, it

\v:is castdnKiry tn

liMVc Imt one llagon,

i;cn('ially an ordi-

nary pewter tankard

witii lid, alM.ul. !U

inelies liio-h. These

tankards are mostly

nnmarked ;
liut some

have inserilx'd dates.

Pewterpatens, some-

times ordinary

plates, sometimes

standing' on a tinted

stem about 2 inches

hii;-li, formerly
abounded in the

dioeese ; many of

whieh, now disused,

still remain. These

fully described in

till' writers liavini;-

•th downwards, says that " they A word of ])raise is due to the publishers for the

11 pairs." As a rule, however, excellent style in which the book is got up, and for

the woodcuts and

lithographs with

which they have

studded its pages;

and I here tender

t hem my best thanks

for their kindness

in allowing the use

of their wood-blocks

for the illustration

of this paper. It is

at present unique,

but will not long

remain so, as it has

set an example

which is already

being followed in

several other dio-

ceses ; nor will its

interest and value

be lessened, but will

nearly all I'car pewterers' marks, rather l)e increased, when it ceases—as I have

this book, l)ut not. interpreted, noted that in no great while it will—to be the only

no clue to their meaning. work of its kind. H. Whitehead.

10.—BEAMPTON.

•'ST. AGNES' EVE."

From the Picture by Adolf Schweitzer.

St. Agnes' Eve" of Keats

there is nothing white but

the heroine. It is winter,

and " bitter chill ;
" the hare

" limps trembling through

the frozen grass," the owl is

a-cold for all his feathers

;

the Beadsman's fingers are

numb, his breath is frosted ; and

at an instant of special and pecu-

liar romance

—

" The frost-wind blows

Lil<e Love's alarum pattering the sharp sleet

Against the window panes."

But there is no snow. The poet composed and

painted his picture like the rich and puissant colourist

he was; it "blushes with blood of queens and kings;"

it glows with "splendid dyes," like "the tiger-moth's

deep-damasked wings "—" warm gules," and " rose

bloom," and " soft amethyst ;
" it is loud with music,

and luxurious with " spiced dainties," with " lucent

syrops tinct with cinnamon," with " manna and

dates," the fruitage of Fez and " ccdarcd Lebanon
"

and " silken Samarcaud." To the Laureate, on the

other hand, " St. Agnes' Eve " is an ecstacy of

colourless perfection. The snows sparkle on the con-

vent roof ; the " first snowdrop " lies in his heroine's

virginal bosom ; the moon shines an " argent round
"

in the " frosty skies
; " and in a transport of purity

the lady prays :

—

" Breali up thy heavens, Lord ! and far,

Through all the starlight keen.

Draw me thy hride, a glittei-ing star,

In raiment white and clean."

It is all coldly, miraculously stainless : as somebody

has said, " the true symphony in white major."

Herr Schweitzer's pleasant " snow piece " is evi-

dently nearer Tennyson than Keats. A great work

it is not. But it is vigorous and sincere ; it has

the sentiment of frost, of silence, of cold and shrewd

discomfort. A study in white, it is in its way an

epitome of winter, and withal a good picture.
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DEEBY CHINA: PAST AND PRESENT.

II]'] show-room of the "Crown"
Porcelain Works at Derby is

such a resplendent repository

of art, that for a space the eye

is bewiklered with an emharras

(le richc.'ises, kaleidoscopical in

its changes of contour and

colour. It is not until the

visitor ceases from beholding the show as a whole,

and beg-ins contemplating its individual constituents,

that he gets an appreciable idea of the extent and

variety of the keramic ware produced at the Derby

factory.

While the promoters of the revival of the manu-

facture of Derby china have respected with becom-

ing reverence the artistic traditions of the " old

Derby " school, and reproduced its more famous

patterns, they have not been content to remain mere

plagiarists in porcelain. They have " struck for honest

fame," and achieved successes on lines not dreamt

of by Duesbury's deft craftsmen. In the matter of

style it may be said that the "old Derby" produc-

tions were pretty much limited to what ol.)tained in

the Eighteenth Century. A distinguishing feature

of the work of the lirst firm was what is technically

denominated " the Japanes," so called from the style

of ornament and manner of colour being derived from

Japan. It consisted of deep mazarine blue, red,

green, and gold. These patterns have been revived

with signal success. The mazarine blue was thought

to be a lost colour; and for a time, no doubt, this

deeply dark cobalt belonged to the past ; but it has

been Very much " found " at the new works. The

"Japanes" depend upon an opulent scheme of colour;

whereas the other Eighteenth Century patterns, such

as the " Kedleston vases " and the " Newcastle

vases," rely on beauty of shape, delicacy of mould,

purity of " body/' skill in gilding, and grace in

painting panel and festoon, to satisfy the refined

taste. This latter class of work has also been resus-

citated. The plaques are larger than those attempted

at the old works, those from the pencil of Mr. Land-
graff (recently deceased) being paintings of exeejitional

delicacy of drawing and colouring. The " figures,"

too, of the new factory are lai-ger than those of the

past, and the modelling more correct> While the old

quaint and grotesque patterns, such as Dr. Syntax,

the Mansion House Dwarfs, &e., have been revived,

something more than mere replication in this direction

is aimed at. For instance, there is an original series

of statuettes, representing "Tribulation^" "Supplica-

tion," " Resignation," and " Adoration ;
" with one

or two spirited essays in the classic ; and certain droll

illustrations of " Force " and " Persuasion," in which

a monk and a mule are the leading characters. A
pair of these last pieces Sir William Vernon Har-

court, the Home Secretary, secured on the occasion

of his visit to the works, and promised, at an early

Cabinet Council, to submit them to the members
of her Majesty's Government, with special regard

to Imperial policy in Ireland.

In decoration " modern Derby " altogether dis-

tances the productions- of the past. Kaised gold

^\'ork is a favourite form of decoration at the present

factory. It combines nearly all the porcelain deco-

rator's method for gaining richness of effect : opulent

ground-colour, gold, burnished and dead, gem-like

enamelling, and so forth. This raised-gold treatment

is applied to dinner and dessert services, likewise to

tea-ware ; but it is displayed with the most lavish

advantage in the luxurious fish and game plates, of

which wealthy Americans are the largest j)urchascrs.

Perhaps Mr. Ruskin would regard some of this

gorge(jusly gilt work as barbaric in its sheer splen-

dour. It is certainly more effulgent than any pro-

ducti(.in of the old factories, and for cidinary pur-

poses mocks with derision the viand it is supposed

to serve. The mere catalogue description, "fish and

game plates," conveys no adequate idea of these

elaborate pictures in porcelain framed in gold. The

pictures are of fish and wild-fowl; Landseer-like

suggestions of stag and moorland ; dainty seascapes

lit up with a snowy bit of far-off sail ; dreamy bits

of river-scenery where the kingfisher flies like a

patch of rainbow over voiceful streams, wooed by

hanging greenery ; sheeny water in whose liquid

light the fish are seen swimming, and cool green

weeds growing from a bed of pebbles and shells

;

alluring sketches of the haunts of the grouse, the

partridge, the pheasant, and the blackcock— the

birds painted feather for feather, with naturalistic

minuteness. These scenes introduce not only ideal

landscapes, but actual transcripts of nature brought

home by the artists of the factory, who are sent out

into the country direct for their inspirations. Nor

is home-scenery attempted alone. Prominent are

services of raised-gold dessert plates enriched with

Venetian vignettes, the design of which, I should

note, is due to Mr. Richard Lunn, the art director of

the company.

Another style of treatment that se])arates the

"old Derby" from the "now" is the rich Persian
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deooratiou, which entirely covers the service of the

article decorated. Divers schemes of colouring are

brought into requisition, and the intricate ornauieut

is ill raised gold, sometimes jewelled. " Egg-shell "

is still another pattern, the delicate fragility of the

ware being well described by that designation. This

is produced in fancy cups and saucers, rich in gold

and enamel, and will withstand water heated to the

highest temperature better than stouter porcelain.

" Ivory " ware is a dainty imitation of the material

which it assimilates; while "perforated" china

—

graceful and basket-like—is another happy departure

from conventionalism. The Derby works of to-day

have also achieved a creditable triumph in " stained

bodies " of delicate mauves and greens, an art abso-

lutely unknown to the old masters. The art direc-

torate of South Kensington has encouraged the Derby

factory by ordering reproductions of blue Rhodian

and Persian rice dishes, bottles, and other objects.

These duplications are intended for loan purposes

for provincial galleries and museums, and have been

reiiresented with so cleverly close a fidelity that the

copies might be easily mistaken even by an exjiert

for the originals. Such reproductions have been

attempted in Germany and France ; but the authori-

ties of South Kensington are best satisfied with the

Derby transcripts. Among these replicas for South

Kensington may be cited an ambitious vase of

Imari ware. The original was made at Arita, in

the province of Hizen, in the Seventeenth Century.

It was jiurehased by the South Kensington Museum
for something under tl(H). The Japanese, wakening

up to the jiecuniary value of their art, are now wish-

ful to get back the finest specimens of their old

work. They have offered £1,000 for the large Arita

vase. Sir Philip Cunliffe Owen has warmly eulogised

the skill and success with w-hich the Derby men
have reproduced this masterpiece, and the result of

the experiment fully deserves the panegyric of so

discriminating a judge.

The influential patronage which was extended to

the "old Derby'' factory has not been wanting at

the new works. Wealthy Americans are, perhajjs,

the largest purchasers of modern Derby. An opulent

tourist will pay four or five hundred pounds for his

decorated Derby dinner service. Of this the Derby

firm will probably receive a coujile of hundred pounds.

The Custom House of New York, with its prohibi-

tive import impost on works of art, and the profit

of the American dealers divide the balance. But
modern Derby china does not ajipeal to the mil-

lionaires of the New AVorld alone. A dainty dinner

ser\ice has been supplied to the Prince of Wales

;

and from the Derby " Crowu " Porcelain Company
came the historical dessert service which working-

men of the Liberal party presented to ^Ir. Glad-

stone : with landscapes b}' Count Holtzendorf, the

chief artist of the Derby factory ; a series of

floral medallions and initials painted by Mr. James

Rouse, an octogenarian (who was a noted flower-

painter at the old factory half a c(Mitury or more

ago) ; and a general design by ]Mr. Lunn. Other

Derliy artists whose work gives evidence of present

cajMcity and future jiotentiality are Mr. James Hogg,

the modeller, ^Mr. Platts, Mr. Dickon, and i\lr.

Keene, the younger. Edwaud Buadbui;y.

YITTOEE CAEPACCIO.

X all who know ^"enice, the name

of Yittore Carpaccio awakes a

host of pleasant recollections

;

for Carpaccio belongs solely

and entirely to the silent city.

There, and there only, can you

learn to love his work. And
so it comes that his name is

dear to us—for its own sake, certainly ; but also

because more than any other it recalls a fairyland

of lapping waters, and bright colours, and southern

sunshine tempered and freshened by soft wands of

the Adriatic Sea.

There is a painting by Carpaccio in our own
National Collection; it is well worth seeing. I believe,

too, that there is one in a private English gallery.

There are several works of the davs of his immaturitv

or decadence in other cities <if Ncn'tlirrn Italy. But to

know the real Carpaccio >ou must go to \'enice, and

arrive at the Academia or the Scuola di San Giorgio

in a gondola. Yenice belongs to summer and warm
days ; we must banish the thought of snow on the

Eondamenti and east wind cutting down the narrow

draughty streets. Cai-paccio's Yenice is a summer
city, where the streets arc narrow for coolness, and

the high white houses are surmounted with a ])cnnnn

of blazing sky; where the (juays are piled with

])caches and grajies and melons, and crowded on the

shady side with bead-threading girls and gondo-

liers, and where naked urchins play about the sunny

steps and live but to sjilash and swim in the cool

canal. The landing-stages are [lilcd up with the

black hoods of gondolas, which are replaced in

stmimer-time by striped awnings that llaji in the
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slio-lit hirc/.e with tlie soft souiul of sails. The

jTondula skims tlironKli the water with tliat reeking'

movement dear because it is a part of Venice^ and

the flap of the curtains and the lapping of the ripples

a,i>-ainst the sides give a strange feeling of dreami-

ness and silence. Yet the city fs far from silent.

There is no rumbling of cabs, and no clattering of

carts; but otiier sounds assert themselves. The

dreamy city, the

Venice of enchant-

ment, exists only

in our fancy. In

the Venice of real-

ity gondoliers are

quarrelling across

the wide canal

;

there, too, for all

the space of empty

water, fruit-barges

run into each other,

and the owners in-

dulge in vigorous

abuse; from all the

(juays, from all the

streets, rises a noise

of busy humanity,

of men and women
selling cheap wares,

chatting, scolding,

and gossijjing ; of

little children play-

ing and crying—
for of all places,

Venice is the place

of children's voices.

Glowing, warm,

and beautiful, full

of cohnir, of rare-

ness, and 111' en-

chantment, yet

teeming with
homely detail, with

human nature in its least exalted phases—such is

Venice. Such, too, is the art of Carpaccio, for then-

is a great kinship between tlio s])irit of the Venice

of to-day and of the art of our Carjiaccio who

lived four centuries ago. Venice, in her isolation,

is more full of human life and lumian voices than

any other city
;

just as Carpaccio is fonder of

sus-o-estive detail and human interest than almost

any other painter. Our woodcuts d(j but faintly

illustrate him in his homely and domestic vein;

they show us Carpaccio in a mood as far above

his ordinary temper as Venice of a Sunday morn-

ing above Venice of a week-day noon. They are

^'enice and Carpaccio still—beautiful, homely, and

AN ANOEI, : FEO.M "THE Fit

prosaic—Init exalted by a devotion which is none

the less true and dignified for keeping such tigiit

hold upon the rather mundane cpiality of common

sense.

In the Aeademia, with Titian's somewhat theatri-

cal " Assumption " and Veronese's Sixteenth Century

Patriarchs and Apostles, hangs Cai'paecio's master-

piece, as far removed in feeling from the dramatic

ecstacy of the one

as the gorgeous

worldliness of the

other. From this

magnificent " Pre-

sentation in the

Temple" two of

our illustrations are

taken; but thty

give only a slight

idea of the beauty

of the work, which

Mr. Ruskin has

hardly overpraised

in calling it " the

very finest in the

whole Aeademia of

Venice." In the

"Presentation" in-

deed there is a dig-

nity and loftiness

of conception wor-

thy of the subject,

and toucliingly re-

mote from the

humorous Cjuaint-

ness with which

the painter's work

abounds. The ])rin-

cipal figures stand

in a vaulted alcove,

so lofty that the

heads come but lit-

tle more than lialf-

w.ay u]) the canvas. They are seven in nmnbcr, for

behind the aged Simeon are two cardinals (omitted

in our woodcut), and balancing the attendants who

stand behind the Blessed Virgin. liike all Carpaccio's

figures, they are short and a trifle thick-set— are

one in race with the men who steer the gondolas

so deftly, and the women who trudge so sturdily

about the town under their load of great cojiper

buckets full of water. But the faces are of a more

exalted race than is usual either in Carpaccio's art

or in the working class of Venice. The head of

Simeon, with the dignity of righteous age and the

humility of man in the presence of his God, is un-

surpassable; while the sweet girl-faces of the adoring

ESENrATION l.\ THE TEMI'LE.

ittorc Carpacclu.)
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damsels are worthy o£ Raphael himself. The Virgin

is simple and womanly; and it is no doubt designedly

that Carpaceio has emphasised the motherly tender-

ness of the Madonna, as typical of the human quality

in her Son. For in the figure of the infant Christ

there is an inspiration of divinity rare in religious

art, and there is not in all Venice another Christ-

child to compare with this—so holy, so beautiful, so

full of divinity and love.

These figures are wrought out as carefully as they

were conceived. Their draperies, and the architec-

ture which surrounds them, while duly subordinate

in importance, are of the most exquisite finish. The

stejjs of the alcove are occupied by three of those

boy-angels which form one of the most delightful

features of Venetian art. To the right and left are

charming little musicians playing on flute and viol,

and in the centre is the enchanting child whose

presentment we have reproduced. " They are," says

Mr. J. A. Symonds, "more earthly than Fra Angelico's

melodists, and yet they are not precisely of human
lineage. It is not jierhaps too much to say that they

strike the keynote of Venetian devotism, at once real

and devoid of pietistic rapture."

What manner of man, we wonder, was this earnest

old Venetian painter, with his hours ot inspiration

and his years of tender earthly humour, with his

passion for Vjright colour and for detail, and his rai-er

love of nature. It was said that he was born at

Istria, but when and where is not known. All that

is certain is that he was, with Gentile and Gian, the

])upil of old Bellini. Like his fellow-students he

painted in early life in tempera, and like them he

afterwards changed his medium for oil. Many be-

lieve that when Gentile Bellini went in liTO to Con-

stantinople, Carpaccio went with him, and that his

love of Oriental costume is the outcome of this journey.

W hether it be so, or whether it arose merely from

love of bright colour and the inHuence of his friend

Gentile, none can say. That friendship was of long

duration ; and for many years Carpaccio refused to

take part in any competition in which the Bellinis

would be his rivals. He does not seem to have

suffered much from this generosity. Work in abunil-

ance was assigned to him; and in 1490 he had a

commission to paint for the school of female orphans

a series of pictures from the life of St. Ursula, the

patroness of school-girls. The foundation is long

since gone to ruin ; and Carpaccio's decorations, some
greatly injured by time and restoration, hang in the

Academia.

The legend of St. Ursula is a charming story,

and in many ways Carpaccio was the very man to

illustrate it. It gave full scope for his tenderness,

his power of portraying character, his love of bright

costume, and his extraordinary skill in perspective.

Once upon a time, so runs the legend, there reigned

in Brittany a certain king Theonotus, who was, with

his wife, a Christian. They were blessed with one

daughter," whom they called Ursula. The princess

was not only wonderfully beautiful ; her mind was

a jierfect storehouse of wisdom anil knowledge ; she

had read about the stars and the courses of the

winds; all that had ever happened in the world

from the days of Adam she had by heart ; the poets

and the philosophers were to her what childish recrea-

tions are to others. " To these rare accomplishments

were added all the Christian virtues." So that when
she was a woman grown, many princes desired hei-

in marriage. But she had made a vow of perpetual

chastity, and refused all offers.

" Not far fr(.)m Brittany, on the other side of tlic

great ocean, was a country called England, vast and

powerful ; but the peojjle were still in the darkness

of paganism ;" and the king of this country sent am-

bassadors to Brittany to demand Ursula in marriage

for his son Prince Conan. Here it is that Carpaccio

begins his story, for the first of his series, and one

of the finest, represents the King of Brittany, splen-

didly enthroned, receiving the embassy. His canvas,

in the quaint old fashion, is divided into three par-

titions. In the centre is figured the reception ; to

the left, a lower hall, wherein a group of admirably

drawn pages and attendants await their masters; and

to the right the private apartment of the King of

Brittany. The monarch is perplexed and sad; he leans

his face on his hand, for he knows of his daughter's

vow, and at the same time he fears to offend the

mighty Majesty of England by refusing his request.

Before him, dignified and sum])tuous, stands the

Princess Ursula ; she is trying to console her sire

by a promise that tm the UKirrow she herself will

give the ambassadors their answer. This Carpaccio

has left undone. But the legend tells that Ursula

accepted Prince Conan on three conditidus :

—
" First,

he shall give me, as my ladies and comjianions, ten

virgins of the best blood in his kingdom, and to each

of these a thousand attendants, and to me also a

thousand maidens to wait on me ; secondly, he shall

permit me for the space of three years to honour my
virginity, and visit the holy shrines, where lie the

bodies of the saints ; and thirdly, I ask that he and

his court receive baptism, for other than a perfect

Christian I cannot wed." " Now you shall understand

that this wise Princess Ursula made these conditions,

thinking in her heart, ' Either the King of England

will refuse these demands, or, if he grant them, then

eleven thousand virgins are redeemed and dedicated

to the service of God.'

"

In the second pictiu-e Theonotus is dismissing the

F]nglish courtiers ; and in this, as in most of the

series, nothing is more remarkable than the perfect
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correctness of the perspective, and tlic varied and
naturalistic grouping of the figures. In the third

—

the Vision which appeared to Ursula, telling her that

the glory of martyrdom awaited her and her company
of virgins—we have Carpaccio in his most charm-

ing mood, a mood of loving, tender humorousness,

which for its quaint witcliery is like nothing so

much as Hans Andersen's in the best of his de-

lightful stories. Ursula lies sleeping in her room,

which is just such a one as becomes a maiden who
is at once a princess and a saint. It is lofty, and,

though the furniture is good and finely carven, a

little empty ; the walls above the wainscot are of a

])ale colour, which gives it a certain air of puritv.

By the bedside on the light wall is a little shrine
;

and beneath it hangs a lamp ; save for that and the

flying figure of ^lercury above the door, the walls are

bare. The door, thrown wide, leads to an outer room,

from whence there enters a stream of pale light and
the chill air of dawn ; the dawn, too, whitens the

oriel window, and makes the plants on the sill cut

lilack against its whiteness. Under the window,
just in its proper place, lighted to the left and
back of the student, stands a little writing-table so

]>iled with books that there is scarcely room for

hour-glass and ink-horn : pushed back slightlv, just

as the girl' had left it when she ro.se, is a three-legged

stool, and within reach there hangs a small shelf of

books. Near us is the bed : high and wide, with

four carved posts, and a magnificent bed-head. On
the near side sleeps the maiden, her head on the

pillow, and one arm outside the sheet. Hers is a

small figure for so large a picture, yet is it all-

important by reason of the wonderful look on the

fair young face. In a doorway to the foot of the

bed stands the appearing Angel, bright in a flood

of morning, and beautiful in his flowing draperies
;

yet were he not visible, we should know that the

room were tenanted by some heavenly presence, so

pure is the atmosphere, so holy the face of the little

sleeper. Still, every detail is carefully and lovingly

painted ; even the shoes have their toes turned to-

wards the bedside, a sure device, all children know,
for seeing visions and dreaming sweet and miracu-

lous dreams.

On the next canvas Carpaccio has painted the

arrival of the newly-baptised prince in Brittany
;

and in another, the embarkation of Ursula with her

husband and her eleven thousand maids. The pil-

grims wished to sail for Rome ; but " by no mistake

of theirs, but by the providence of God," they an-

chored off Cologne instead. Another of Carpaccio's

architectural triumphs shows their arrival in the

Rhenish port. Here Ursula saw another Vision, and
she learned that on this spot she and her companions
should suffer martyrdom on their return from Rome.

To the eternal city the i)ilgrims, guided bv six

angels, went on foot. Their miraculous journey
does not seem to have inspired the jiainter, for his

next picture is of their halt outside the walls, where
they were met by the Pope Cyriacus and his bishops

and cardinals. After this holy company had per-

formed their devotions at the shrine of Peter and
Paul, Ursula, yearning for her fate, gathered her vir-

gins together and set out for Cologne, accompanied
by Cyriacus. When they came there, they found
the city besieged by a great army of barbarians, who
fell upon the saintly host and destroyed it utterly.

Carpaccio has portrayed the tragedy with sincere but
unpleasing truth. To the right of the same canvas
is pictured Ursula's funeral ; she lies upon a bier,

her golden hair shed to her knee. The last of the
series (our third illustration) shows us St. Ursula in

glory, suri-ounded by her virgins, her husband, the
martyred Pope, and all his following. The compo-
sition is not of the happiest, but any lack of grace
is amply atoned for by the fervour and sincerity of

the worshippers. But admirable as is the Ursula
series in its present time-worn state, we cannot
realise the enthusiasm it excited when in its first

freshness it was set up in the place for which it

was painted. Zanetti tells us that he used to hide
in the chapel to notice the expressions it evoked on
the visitors' faces, and " I myself," he says, " could

hardly turn away my eyes from that charming figure

of the saint asleep on her maiden couch— all grace,

purity, and innocence. She seems, by the expression

on her beautiful features, to be visited by dreams
from iiaradise." Still the pictures have their defects.

The most serious is the varying personalifv of the

heroine : for the stately lady of the first canvas is not

the gentle girl of the Vision, who in her turn has

nothing in common with the round-faced substantial

maid of the Beatification.

After this immortal achievement, Carpaccio spent

some years in the production of single pictures, of

which the most remarkable is a " Patriarch of

Grado Casting Out a Devil With the Help of the

Relic." The figures herein are rigid and dry, and,

as is usual with the painter's work, are short of

proportion ; but the perspective of the Rialto is

perfect, and as a view of Venice at the close of the

Fifteenth Century the whole picture is extremely

interesting. Carpaccio was next commissioned to

decorate the walls of the hospital for distressed

Dalmatian mariners, known to us as the Scuola di

San Giorgio. The little refuge exists to this day,

and Carpaccio's pictures still adorn its walls. There,

at the back of the quay of San Giorgio, in the glow-
ing twilight of a summer afternoon, you may still

study them. They are the most undecorativc of

decorations ; for all their wealth of realistic and syni-
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THE BEATIFICATION OF ST. URSULA.

(Paiiited hy Vittore Caiyaccio.)

bolical details tliey are, in this dark old rhapel, as uuu-h that is true and exquisitely beautiful. Their

decoration a failure. To study them you must elimli beauties and their merits and tlieir meanings have

to the seaffolding-planks arranged along the tops of been pointed out and described by Mr. Ruskin in

the high-backed seats. From this unsteady height his " Place of Slaves " and " Place of Dragons."

you will see much that is quaint and simplcj and All, and most likely a vast deal more than all, the
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honest old Venetian meant by his elabo'-ate detail is

therein explained, so that he who runs may read.

But in justice to Carpaecio I must note that, tyreat

as was his love of detail, there is not in all his

works a siiio-le example of the sacrifice of breadth

and mass. Few painters of his ai^'e had so fine and
true a feeling' for landscape, for atmosphere, for

aerial and linear perspective ; far g-reater, indeed,

than Carpaceio's love of things small and cpiaint and
highly finished was Carpaceio's love of the larger

truth. His was a true Venetian mind—a mind
ni)t specially spiritual, but dwelling with passinnate

fidelity on the world in which it wrought. And,
withal, he was one of those few happy souls

for whom there is no commonplace. And as it is

most true that "love greatens and glorifies what
was mere earth before," this quality it is of lnving-

ness for every-day things in their every-day aspect

that endears to us the name and work of Vittore

Carpaecio. p. Mabel Robinson.

"Jtrffntr in ^t^afon."

From the Picture by T. Archer, R.S.A.

r* TRICKEN of man, and sore beset of Fale,

He lies amid llie groves of Avalon ;

What comfort mete ye tinto Ulhei's son,

O moKrnful Qiiens? IV/iat styptic to alkitc

Life's eager stream ? Alas, not theirs to sate

His soul -with earthly vision ! he hath done

IVith mortal life, and chivalry's hright sun

Is darkened ly the /offers of hell and hate.

ARTHUR IN AV.MON',

IFrom the Piclure by T. Archer, II. H.A.)
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I.o ! nmv, the gariicn of his agony

Is very sweet, though dread the hour, and drear

With iitlerless spell of horrid potency :

The barred east beyond the brightening sea.

Thick with portentous wraiths ofphantom fear.

Is flushed with triumph, stirred with melody.

II.

" Glory of knighthood, that through Lyoncssc

iVas as a lamp, selfless soul and pure,

ll'hat though thy visionary rule endure

So ill the assault of emy ? Not the less

Thy victory, though failure thee oppress :

Not sterile thy example, and most sure

The seeded fruit ; with might thou shall allure

For^evermore through lifers embattled press

Thy spiritual sons to follcnu thee :

"

The mystic Four their solemn vigil keep

Until day break, and eastward silently.

Over the kingless land and availing deep.

The sacrificial symbol fire the sky ;

Then they arise, no more to ivatch ajid -i>eep.

J. Arthur Blaikir.

^—•^=»»oi^s^»

A PAINTER ON COMPOSITION.— I.

PICTORIAL composition is an art-quality of the

liighest importance, and its absence is felt by

those who understand art as much in a portrait, in

a landscape, or in the simplest subject of " still-

life," as it is in the most elaborate historical subject.

It is a quality, however, about which the vaguest

ideas are entertained. Many will talk of " a capital

composition," or "a poor composition," as the ease

may be, thus applying their blame or their praise

to the subject-matter of the picture in question.

But painters never talk as if " subject" and "com-

position " were synonymous terms. Far from it.

To them " subject " signities the fact recorded or

the image embodied ; whereas " composition "' means

the more or less artistic arrangement of the com-

ponent parts of a picture—means, in other words,

the method adopted by the artist to give pictorial

embodiment to his ideas, whatever those ideas may
be. No true artist will deny that the nobler the ideas

de])icted the better the picture ; but, on the other

hand, no artist will admit that it is possible artisti-

cally to embody in a picture the very noblest idea,

if it does not admit of being clothed in material

beauty. Material beauty of some sort is for the

painter an absolute necessity. From the point of

view of art nothing is a fit subject for a picture

that does not afford the painter the opportunity of

producing beauty—of form or colour or light and

shade.

Our illustrated papers and periodicals are full of

clever woodcuts, conveying to us in pictorial form

a vast amount of useful and interesting information.

But a 1 iutorial chronicle of facts is not necessarily

a work of art. For work of this sort there is ample

excuse ; but for a painter to elaborate on canvas

any subject that can by no possibility result in a

work of pictorial art is sheer waste of time and talent.

A good subject, then, is not the same thing as a good

composition. The mission of art is to elevate and

give noble pleasure, but not to teach directly. For

good or for evil the influence of a powerfully painted

picture is far reaching and subtle ; but its influence

is indirect; the attempt to preach in paint has

always ended, as it always must end, in artistic

failure. A picture whose only merit is the moral

it conveys can only be condemned as bad art.

Whether we are practical painters, or lovers of art

able intelligently to enjoy the pictures painted by

others, we must be able to distinguish clearly be-

tween matter and manner, and praise or blame

accordingly. A flagrant instance of bad compo-

sition, a really hideous example of an artist mistak-

ing his function, is seen in Crnikshank's "Worship

of Bacchus." As moralists, we can but admit it

to be a valiant and passionate protest against the

evils of intemperance ; from the point of view of

pictorial art it is merely a gigantic failure. Had
Cruikshank uttered his warning in a series of delicate

etchings, he would probably have produced some

valuable little works of art ; but a work of art

Cruikshank most emphatically failed to produce

when he covered all these square yards of canvas

with that chaos of caricature.

Painting is nothing more or less than language

in which the artist talks to us about the things

that he likes best. If he is a " realist " he will talk

to us about objects; if he is an "idealist" he will

discourse to us about his ideas. In either ease the

first question he should ask himself in selecting his

subject is, " Will it make a good picture ? " or,

as he would probably phrase it, "Will it paint?"

Artists know only too well that many of the most

beautiful scenes and effects in nature, many of the

most cherished ideas that possess their imaginations,

are outside the range of pictorial representation.

The subject of a picture is either something

that the artist has seen, or something that he has

imagined ; and what he chooses to paint depends

partly on his temperament, ])artly on his taste,

chiefly on his opportunities. The subjects selected
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by so-ualled " realistic- " jwinters are those natural

and accidental arraug-ements of forms, arrangements
of colour, and arrangements of shadow and lio-ht,

which impress them as pictorial. In fact we may
say that their subjects choose them, and are by
them translated into paint with as little change of

any sort as is possible. On the other hand, each

picture elaborated by a so-called " idealistic " painter

is from first to last a matter of selection and
alteration—in a word, of composition.

The composition of a picture then is the result

of the painter's choice and arrangement of the
material means by which his idea has to be ex-

pressed. We have distinguished between " subject "

and "composition." But there is an intimate con»
nection between the two : so intimate indeed, that

when once the subject is chosen it should determine
the composition or putting-together of all the com--

l)onent parts—arrangement of forms, treatment of
background, scheme of colour, effect of light and
shade, and all accessories. It is self-evident, for

instance, that the masses of form em])loved by the
painter to embody a graceful subject must not be
rugged, nor the colouring crude, nor the lights and
shadows too startling. Again, if the subject of the
picture be lively, the forms must certainly not be
tame, nor the colours too delicate nor too sombre, nor
the atmospheric effect too weird. Or again, should
the subject be solemn, its pictorial embodiment ad-
mits the use of no trivial forms, no colour that could
be called gaudy, and no fantastic light and shade.

The first principle, therefore, of good pictorial

composition is unity of idea and execution

—

i.e.,

harmony between the subject and the forms, colours,

and illumination by which that subject is set

forth. But excessive unity degenerates into mo-
notony. In art monotony is fatal to all pictorial

effect, and must be avoided by the introduction of
contrasts—decided or delicate, as the taste of the
artist dictates. For example, in pictures, portray*
ing the most violent action or the most passionate
emotion, a little repose for eye and mind is abso-
lutely necessary somewhere in the composition ; the
gloomiest subjects must be enlivened by some touch
of humour or some glimmer of light, and the sub-
tlest harmonies of form, or the tenderest gradations
of colour, require the presence of some strong note to
give them their full artistic value. Again, if a com-
position consist chiefly of curved lines or of rounded
surfaces, their uniformity must be interrujited by at
least one straight line, or one angular surface, whilst
a picture made up mostly of straight lines and level

surfaces must at least be diversified by one curved
line or one rounded surface.

But no comi^osition is artistically complete with-
out the i^resence of a certain amount of mystery.

The value of mystery can hardly be overrated in any
branch of art, but it is a resource especially valuable
to the painter, .because a picture above all things is

made to be looked at, and one is scarcely provoked to
look twice at anything which one can thoroughly see
and understand at the very first glance. On examina-
tion It will be found that every attractive picture
contains some amount of mystery—mystery of form,
which is managed mainly by the treatment of the
masses of light and dark, or mystery of colour.

Mystery of form there must be in a well-painted

picture, because no form can be pietorially interest-

ing which is absolutely defined, which sej-iarates itself

sharply at all points from its background; besides

which, even if not uniiictorial, it would be unnatural,
since forms in nature are rarely revealed to us quite

distinctly in all the complexity of their varied

surfaces. The painter who is over-anxious to be
exact in "making out" every detail of his subject

is almost certain to produce an unpleasant and un-
pieturesque effect of " hardness." And just as no
form is attractive that is absolutely defined, so no
colour is pleasing that is very " positive." In fact,

to those who have a natural feeling for, or who
have acquired the faculty of appreciating, refined

colour, the most enjoyable colours are often the
strangest: such, for example, as we can only sug-
gest by such roundabout phrases as " ])early-grey,"
" mouse-colour," " gold-in-shadow," "' olive'-g-reeii,"

"turquoise- blue," " salmon -colour," " mother-of-
liearl," and so forth. All of us have a vague idea
of the beautiful undecided hues which each of these
terms suggests, but that is all; for who can definitely

describe, or even imagine, the ever-varying colours of
pearls or gold or turquoise, much less the exquisite
tones of the plumage of peacocks or the delicate

greys of a mouse's fur?

Nothing, indeed, in any branch of art is verv
interesting to us that is not partly veiled in mystery.
For instance, if we knew beforehand exactly how
such or such a chafacter in a tale or drama is sure to

act in any given combination of circumstances, our
imagination is not aroused. It is the same in music.
Airs that are so "striking" that we carry them
away with us at the very first hearing, as quicklv
lose their charm; whilst Beethoven's melodies area
perennial fount of delight. And it is Ihe same
with pictures, whether they represent natural scenes,

or whether they embody the ideas or fancies of the
painter. We have no impulse to analyse in detail

any picture of which all the elements of the com-
jjosition are, as it were, on the surface—the artist

has left no jilay to our imagination ; whereas a
])icture in which there are jiassages of mystery draws
us unconsciously nearer, and beauty after beauty
unfokls itself as we <iaze.
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Every picture that is painted is the result either

of the imagination or of the observation of the

painter. The power, therefore, of pictorial composi-

tion is in exact proportion to the power possessed by

the painter of observing- and remembering- natural or

accidental arrangements of form, of colour, and of

liglit and shade, so as to be able to re-combine (or

re-create) them in his own imaginary compositions

;

or else it depends ou the painter's power of modifying

and adapting to the necessities of his art the innu-

merable suggestions for pictures which are everywhere

around us, and which are the common jJroperty of all

who have eyes to see them. ' But whether a picture is

the result of something that the painter sees, or of

something that he imagines, the composition of any

picture that impresses us by its originality must have

been instiiletive. For if we arrange the component

p)arts of a picture on any system derived from the

practice of other painters, however famous, instead

of distributing the forms, light and shade, and colour

with tlie single-minded aim of representing our own
idea or our own impression of nature in the most

direct and simple manner possible to us, our composi-

tion—an effect, not of creation, but of imitation and

rule-of-thumb—can scarcely fail to be conventional and

correspondingly uninteresting. Barclay Day.

A GOSSIP ABOUT THE PAKIS OPEEA.

LIKE the Theatre Franjais, the Academic de Mu-
I sique is a foundation of Louis Quatorze and a

national institution. Like the Theatre Frangais, too,

it is of its kind the most illustrious house in Europe.

It has a history over two centuries long. It dates,

in fact, from 16t)9, when Perrin, the aboriginal Im-

pressario, got letters patent from the Great King,

and so was authorised to establish, in Paris and else-

where, " une academie pour y rcpresenter et chanter

en public des operas et representations en musique et

en vers fran^ais." Perrin's machinist was the eccen-

tric Manpiis de Sourdeac, his musician the forgot-

ten but estimable

Cambert ; and

with their assist-

ance he j)roduced,

at the Hotel de

Nevers first of all

(it is now, says

M. Adolph jJl-

lien, the Biblio-

theque Nation-

ale), and after-

wards in an old

tennis - court in

the line Maza-
rine, at tlie sign

of the Bottle, the

first French opera.

It was called

" Pomone," and

it had an eight

months' run, and

made Perrin the

richer by some

30,000 livres. It

is a far cry from

UAUOiEEVAI, AND ILLLE. ALI.AKU IN THE "SYLVIE
EEKTON A:»D TKIAI,.

(.From an Engrai-iny by Carmontdle.)

the tennis-court in the Rue ]Mazarine to the gorgeous

and sumptuous edifice with which M. Gamier has

filled up the Place de FOpera ; but the story, long as

it is, is i)erhaps the most illustrious in the annals

of music. Here it was that Lully produced his

" Atys " and Rameau his " Castor et Pollux." Here

Gluck, the Beethoven of musical drama, gave forth

his " Orphee," his " Alceste," his " Iphigenie en

Tauride," his " Armide," the four masterpieces—the

Pitt, the Regent, the Orloff, the Kohiuoor—of opera.

Here is the home of Meyerbeer—with "Robert"

and the " Huguenots " and the " Prophete ;
" here

Rossini ap])eared

as the musician

of " Guillaume

Tell " and Auber

as the maker of

the "Muette de

Portici." Here

Spontini, greatest

of the moderns,

stood forward as

the master of

"FernandCortez"

and the " Ves-

tale," and ^Vag-

ner's "Tannliiiu-

ser" was mightily

hissed, and Ber-

lioz's "Benvenuto

Cellini" came ut-

terly to grief, and

Gounod was made

more or less im-

mortal in " Faust,"

and Ambroise
Thomas became in

U'lJB; OF
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and Levasseur, Gavdoni and Roger,

Alljoni and Viardot-Gareia, and Faure

and ( Jalii'it'lle Krauss— all the great

singers, in fact, of the golden age of

dranuilie music, from its beginnings

under Lnlly to its murder at the hands

of ^Vagner.

To be really incomparable the i-dll, it

need hardly be added, sliDuld include a

hundred other names of men and women
illustrious in song, from Farinelli aiul

Carestini to ]\Ialibran and Jenny Lind.

The annals of the dance are ojien to

n(j such criticism. From lirst to last,

from Noblet and Beauchamp

—

" De mOinp que Beauchamji, d'un Ijrodoquin

cIkiusso,

{Sous Ics haljits d'un diuu, dansait, sl'iiI, a

Vcrsaille,

D'un pas majestueus, la grave passacaille " —

to the St.-Leons downwards, the Opera,

from the point of view of ehoregraphy,

has been the premier theatre of Europe.

EAJIEAU.

(Aftn- liistMit and Bmoit.)

some sort illustrious in " Hamlet.^'

The eai'liest prima ilonna was j\Ille.

Aubry, who sang Pomone in Cam-
bert's opera ; and since her time the

stage of the Opera has witnessed the

triumph of some of the most famous

singers in musical history—of jMlle.

St.-Christophe in the Cybele of

Lullv's "Atys," the Mede'e in

Lully's "The'se'e;" of Mile. Le
lloehois in the Angclique of Lully's

"Roland," the Thetis of Colasse,

and the Isse of Destouches ; of Mile,

de ^laupin, heroine of one of the

most notorious of modern romances,

and Jelyotte, the Mario-Roger of

Eighteenth-Century song ; of Sophie

Arnould, the original Iphigenie and

the original Eurydiee in Gluck's

great operas, and of Mile. Le Vas-

seur who created, as they say, the

master's Alceste and Armide ; of

Legros, the tenor, and Mile. St.-

Huberti, and Mme. Branchu who
was Spontini's Vestal (1807) and

his Amazily (1S09) ; of Stoltz and

Cinti, Nourrit and Duprez, Falcnn

•276

J.-B. LULLY.

(AfUr MujiKird umt Uuidhl.)
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It, \v;is tlio creation oi' a dancing- age, and its

liallets are famous and influential even now, when

tlic art lias ceased to exist, and even its traditions are

passiiiof rapidly away. Louis XIV. loved to dance,

and Lully, writing to please liis sovereign, is said to

have written his best. It is small wonder if, under

sucli an ini|iulsc as theirs, the Academic de Musique

went on as it began, and cherished the ballet as an

integral element in the art in whose service it was

established. The ballet music of Gluek—who wrote

the Chaconne in " Iphigenie en Aulide " at the

express solicitation of Gaetano Vestris—is in some

sort better known than his operatic music proper;

the ballet music of Rameau is all that has survived

of him ; the ballet music in " Guillaume Tell " and
" Robert le Diable '•"

is as important a factor in

the composition of these operas as it was in that of

"Atys" and "Roland;" Berlioz, much as he de-

tested such work, was obliged to adapt a ballet to the

"Freischiitz" (it was to this end that he scored his

famous orchestral arrangement of the " Invitation

a la Valse") to fit that masterpiece for the Opera

stage ; it is said (by ardent Wagnerites) that the

damnation of " Tannhiiuser " was solely due to the

fact that the ballet of the Venusberg was improperly

l)laced—in the first act, where nobody wanted it,

instead of in the third, where everybody expected to

find it. Effects like these could only spring from a

mighty cause; and that, as I have said, is the true

ghtry of the Opera. Under Lully it was figured in

the j)ersons of such artists as Beauchamp and the

egregious Pecourt (the Bathyle of La Bruyere's

savage jiortraiture) and Mile. La Fontaine, the first

premiere danseitse in French history. lender Campra,

to adopt the divisional order introduced by !M.

Theodore de Lajarte, in his excellent " Blbliotheque

Musicale du Theatre de I'Opera" (Paris: Jouaust),

its representatives were Mile. Subligny, and Prevost

and Balon who invented the hallct d'action, and

Mile. Salle and the young Camargo. Then under

Rameau comes the reign of Vestris, "Diou de la

danse/' and Allard and Dauberval and Peslin and

(iardel, and the incomparable Guimard, and ]\Ille.

Ileinel, whom Grimm delighted to honour, and
Noverre, the first (they say) to achieve the combina-

tion of pantomime with choregraphy, and half a

dozen famous artists besides. Their reign, it is to be

noted, is a long one, for it includes the greater par

of the Eighteenth Century, and it was continued,

through the Revolution and on into the Emjjire, by
their descendants, the younger Gardel and Auguste
Vystris, son of Gaetano and Mile. Allr,rd. Under the

Kestoration, as Miss Fudge has told us, the stars

of the Opera were "divine Bigottini and dear Fanny
J5ias," and they in their turn give way to Montessu
and Noblet, who were outdanced by Taylioiii, the

greatest artist of them all, who was presently re-

placed by Carlotta Grisi, who was succeeded by Fanny
Ellslcr, who yielded the stage to Cerrito and her hus-

band, St.-Leon. With these the kingdom of the dance

may be said to have come to an end. There have since

been many excellent gymnasts but no dancers

—

much capital agility but of the "poetry of motion,"

the expression of beauty and dignity by gesture and

in action, little or none. The ]\Iinuet is dead, and

the Gavotte, with the Sarabande and the Passacaille

;

dead and departed are the perfect art—the grace, the

decency, the distinction, the noble style—of Taglioni,

the exquisite energy and fiery imagination of Car-

lotta Gi'isi, the delicious fantasies of Fanny Ellsler,

and Cerrito's brio and invention and charm. Last

year M. Comerre painted us a portrait of a contem-

porary dansense; it was only (as some one said) "an
Arrangement in Impudence and White; " this year

M. Clairin has given us a portrait of Mile. Zucchi,

the inspiration of which is much the same in quality,

as that of the " Etoile" of M. Comerre. To contrast

these works with Laneret's " Mile. Salle,'" or even

Carmontelle's engraving- of Dauberval and jNIlle.

Allard in their historical pas de deux, is to inider-

stand that a revolution has taken place in all the arts

alike, and that cAic and c/zieu and a sort of spark-

ling- vulgarity are the poorest substitutes imaginable,

both in 2^ainting and the dance, in music and in

letters alike, for the reticence, the grace, the dignity

of the greater style affected by our forefathers.

Marie Allard "inspirait la joie des son entree"

—

was the muse of gaiety and whim, excelling in the

Gavotte, the Rigadoon, the Tambourin, and above

all the " Gargouillade ;
" while Mile. Salle (it would

seem) practised what was called " la danse noble,"

and professed a style that was already classic. Of

Mile. Allard, who died in 1802, after dancing in

twenty years of ballets—to the music of Lully,

Rameau, Campra, jNlondonville, Philidor, Berton,

Gluck—this is how Dorat, " the glow-worm of Par-

nassus," could write :

—

" Que n'ai-je le genie et le pinceau d'Apelle,

Allard 1 a iiies esprits ce tableau te rappcUe.

Jamais nymphe des bois n'eut tant d'agilite
;

Toujours I'essaim des ris voltiye a ton cote.

Que tu melanges bien, O belle enchantesse,

La force avee la grace et I'aisance et I'addrcssc !

Tu sais avec tant d'art entreraelor tes pas

Que I'ci'il ne pent les suivre, et ne les confond pas.

Le papillon s'envole avec moius de vitesse,

Et pese plus que toi sur les fleurs qu'U caresse."

^Twas in this same strain—measured, elegant,

superb—that ^Ule. Allard danced. As for Mile.

Salle, A'^oltaire, a]>i)lauding the irresistible Camargo,

remembered her in terms Vila' these :

—

" Ah ! C'amargo, que vous itis briUante,

Mai.s que (Salle, grands dieux, est ravissuule

!
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Que vos pas sont legers, et que les siens sont doux'
Elle est inimitable, et vous etes nouvelle

;

Les nymphcs sautont comme vous,

3Iais les Graces Jansent comme elle."

And :\Ille. Salle had danced at the fairs! Think
how ^l. Gustave Nadaud (for instance) mig-ht write
of Mile. Zucchi, or how M. Richepin (let us suppose)
would berhyme the lady painted by M. Comerre

;

and the contrast—the ghastly and perplexing con-
trast—is made distressingly ajjparent. IMlle. Salle

(Laneret pinxit) represents an age of good breeding
and refinement ; she dances with majesty, in a classic

landscape, a youthful sheiolierd (Cupid in disguise)

pi]iing hard by ; Poussin (it is evident) is not long
dead, and Claude (it is certain) is close at hand.
Mile. Three-Stars (signed "Clairin" or "Comerre") is

painted in mid-theatre, bold-eyed and short-skirted

and immodest of attitude and mien. The aire of de-
corum has passed ; the age of vulgarity has come in.

"The king is dead I Long live the king?" Of
couree ! only somehow the cry sticks in one's throat.

Now, as always, however, the Opera is a national

institution. It has out-

lived two or three mo-
narchies, a couple of

empires, a certain num-
ber of republics, and
survived the chances of

any number of revolu-

tions; and, like the

Maison de Moliere, it is

an attribute of France.

Of course, like all

French glories, it has

been the subject of a

host of books. Unlike

its compeers, however,

it has created no good

literature. The best

work I know about it

is indicial : like M. de

Lajarte's " Catalogue "

and ]SI. Campardon's

useful and curious col-

lection of documents,
" L'Academie Rovale de

Musique au Dix-Huit-

ieme Siecle " (Paris :

Berger-Levrault). In-

ferior to these, but good

and entertaining in its

way, is !M. Adolph Jul-

lien's " Paris Dilettante

au Commencement du
Siecle" (Paris: Firmin-

Didut), which has served

nABENECK.

yFnini i/ir Cnricatfiir hif tlu- Yointi/fr Dautav.)

as a peg whereon to hang these desultory remarks, and
to which I am indebted for my several illustrations.

M. Jullien knows the Opera so well that there seems
to be every reason A\-hy he should, and there is no
ajiparent reason why he should not, undertake its

history, and so produce something definite and final

on a subject about which nothing final or definite

has yet been written. AVhat he has achieved in the
present volume is the reverse of this. It is dulv a
bundle of reprints. I hasten to add that it is nearly
always entertaining, and that it is instructive very
often indeed. In one essay, for instance, INI. Jullien

treats of Weber in Paris : of the frightful maniiling
suffered by the " Freischiitz " and " Euryaiitlie"" a"t

the hands of the ingenious Castil-Blaze, the craze

of admiration of Berlioz, the artful and elaborate

insincerity of Rossini, and a multitude of curious

matters besides. In another, " Scribe et Rossini,"
he tells the story of the epidemic of enthusiasm
generated by the appearance of the Pesarese master
in Paris, and how Eugene Scribe, author of twenty
volumes of so-called "plays" (which nobody can

read, but which every-

body should study),

produced a heavy, rather

stupid, and very obvious

skit, and quizzed the

Rossinians with all the

strength of his dexterous

but somewhat com-
mon mind. In a third,

it is question of the

production at the Opera
of Mozart's " ^lagie

Flute," "Figaro," and
"Don Giovanni." The
second of these, put on

(1793) as a stop-gap for

a " Siege de Thionville,"

was ]ilayed live times

in two months, and
then lajised into nothing-

ness. The first, horribly

mangled by Lachnitli

the musician, and fitted

with new words, new
situations, and new
meanings by the poet

iMorel, was, as the
" Mysteres d'Isis," pro-

d i g i () us 1 y s u c c I's s f u 1

(ISOl); while the third

and last, transmogri-

fied by Kalkbrcnner

the ))ia,iiist (iMIii), was

jilayed some twenty
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times (twenty- eight, to speak by the card) in a French nuisieians) and Lully : the one from

space of four years. In " Les Sallcs de I'Opera
"

Bcnoit's engravin<^ after Restout ; the other from

M. JulHoa describes the several theatres in whicli Rmdlet's transcript from jNIignard. Not a whit

tlie music of France has been hcjuscd ; from tl\e h'ss interesting is liis caricature, after the yuungor

tennis-court in tlie Rue (Juenegaud and Moliere's Dantan, of tlie great conihictdr Tbibcueck, wlm (hd

old stnge in the Petit-Rourljcm to tlie ]ialaee built excellent work I'or many years at the Opera and the

by (hirnier and decorated I)y I'aul 15au<lry. In Conservatoire, and to wliom Frai'.cc is indebted for

"Ingres Musicien " he chats aljout the great her first taste of Beethoven, and—perhaps—f(ir such

MLLE. SALLfi.

(From the Portrait hij Lenient.)

painter's passion for music, his worship of jMozart

and Haydn, his reverence for Gluek, his conquest

by Beethoven; and narrates his relations with

Cherubini, which resulted in the production of one

of the noblest portraits of the century. If j-ou are

not interested in the Opera his work is dull. If

you are it is the exact antijiodes. Here, as ever\'-

ivliere else, the point of view is everything.

M. Jullien's illustrations are perhaps more
curious than his text. Of his " Dauberval and
Mile. Allard " and his " Mile. Salle" I have already

spoken. I reproduce on another page his portraits

of Rameau (whom he regards as the greatest of

artists in orchestral governance as Berlioz, and after

him, MM. Lamoureux and Colonne. He is the

conductor of Balzac's Paris, of the Opera of ]\IM.

de Marsay and Rastignae, and of the Dnchesse de

Langeais and ]\Ime. de Serizy ; and the great

novelist (who seems to have "got up" his music

rather religiously than well) in a dozen places writes

of him with enthusiasm. Berlioz, who belonged to

an opposite faction, and had reasons for consider-

ing himself a victim, is more eritieal. Habeneck,

albeit only half a Frenchman at most, is dismissed

in Sir George Grove's " Dictionary of Music " in

less than forty lines. W. E. H.
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CUKKENT AET.—IV.

HISTORICAL subjects and popular renderings of

home-life and character find abundant illustra-

tiiin at the Academy. Some of the latter most effec-

tively represent the old traditions of the English

school, works that country folk still cluster around

and applaud with delightful innocence, works that

exist apart from all foreign influence and in desjiite

of the Old Masters, and to which every Briton may
proudly point as indicative of his country's supremacy.

Certainly no. academic body on the Continent will

be prepared to dispute the unparalleled distinction of

a number of works in the Academy whose quality

is best conveyed by the convenient label—British

school. Others are better. Of Mr. Frith's four pic-

tures the most successful is the " Dr. Johnson and

Mrs. Siddons," though the famous actress is scarcely

so impressively rendered as the doctor; the incident

is of the simplest kind, and very slightly tasks

the artist's dramatic power. In "Beatrice and

Benedick," Mr. Frith is decidedly tame, and in iiis

" Cruel Necessity " he is strangely wanting in spirit

277

in illustrating a curious and deeply suggestive anec-

dote of Spence which should have fired the historical

jminter with glowing inspiration. In ]\Ir. \ eames's

" The Toast of the Kitcat Club/' the deficiencies of

the interpretation extend even to the merely pictorial

quality of the work, which is flat, ineffective, and

uninsjjired. Mr. Seymour Lucas's "After Culloden"

is animated with the vivid actuality this last-men-

tioned subject requires, effective in composition, the

group quite cleverly disposed, and the execution very

sound and thorough. The lucidity with which the

incident is rendered, the accuracy and harmony of

the ensemble, the clearly-defined action, and the

high technical merits, make this Mr. Lucas's best

painted as it is his most important work. Mr.

Crofts's " Wallenstein " is ambitious and rather dis-

a]ipointing : the presentment of the great Impe-

rialist is not impressive nor individual; the smoke

:nul confusion ;incl lunuuil dl' llic l)attlc-ficld are

suggested with nicirc r<in-c; IjuI the want of con-

centration is greatly fell in the composition. Mr.
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lias more power and animation, more of the move-

ment of real acti(Hi than the " ^^'allenstein ; " but

it is vivitl without beiu^- impressive; and that, in

a I)attle picture, is a bad fault indeed.

Mr. Orchardson is one of the few modern painters

whose colour is ever harmonious. At the Academy

he has achieved in his " Mariage de Convenance " a

masterpiece of harmony realised in his own peculiar

style; there is nothing sumjituous, no strong assertive

contrasts, yet the liarmony is truly subtle and inex-

]iressibly grateful. Its technique far transcends that

of the " Napoleon," and merely in this respect it is

the most masterly work of the artist. AVith all its

technical charm it possesses also the distinguished

merit of appealing with irresistible force to the most

diverse minds; the multifarious qualities, didactic and

otherwise, with which it has been invested by critics

are significant of its powerful attraction. Mr.

Orchardsou's Grosvenor picture, which we have taken

for our frontispiece, is a departure from his favourite

genre, his sahmts of gallants and ladies, of polished

for frircc and solidity, the pose exceedingly sjiirited,

the draughtsmanship excellent. The facile dexterity

with which the pose is presented, its living grace

and freedom, the absence of the least suggestion of

constraint, are very noteworthy. The agreeable har-

mony of colour is characteristic : the effect is rich,

mellow, and seductive, the general warmth of tdue

is notable; tl e pigeons that feed in the straw-strewn

yard are fawn-coloured, and the two or three blue

birds among them are barely suggested among their

companions. The perfect accord of thatched roof and

red tiles, of the barn doors and all the surroundings,

is attained without any of the over-refinement that

tends to monotony ; the bird on the arm of the

farmer's daughter is as strongly painted as possi-

ble, but neither it nor aught else is in the least

degree disconcerting. Whatever the jjleasure de-

rived from the admirable harmony of the work,

the figure is the vital actual attraction, to which

all else is duly subordinate ; she is the farmer's

daughter as presented in fiction. Thus Bathsheba

might be imagined, in ]\Ir. Hardy's novel, before

^^^^^^^^^ ^:^^t^^^Tx^z^
'^'

THE NEW FOEEST : NEAE LYMINGTON.

(Pamlal \nj Thomas Collier, li.I. Royal InstUide, 1SS4.)

floors, l)rilliant candelabra, and a world of buhl and love involved her in other and more perilous

ormdlu. "The Farmer's Daughter" is a superb paths; and thus was Mrs. Kendal in Mr. Pinero's

creature, whom to call liuxom is to ignore the dis- ])lay.

tinction of her bearing, her lordly gesture, and the " Caught Trii)i)ing," the original of our Hrst

majestic poise of her head. The ligure is remarkable illustration, is one of the few works at the Academy
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wliiiso fresh unforced luimour relieves the general

diilness. ]Mr. A. ^^^ Eaves lias not only given

iiuniorous expression to tile situal ion lie depicts ; he

has also invested it with piquancy and attraction.

The sour Puritan who is entering witli book under

his arm, and steejile-crowned hat, is disagreeably

surprised by the levity of his handmaidens who

are so prettily engaged. The neglected knitting and

closed Bible on the chair are doubtless additional

aggra\-ations to the unseemly show ; he may yet

learn, if not past discipline, that however you pitch-

fork Nature through the door she will return by the

window. Soberly clad in grey, with white kerchiefs

and aprons, the more accomplished of the three de-

mure maidens is teaching her delighted companions

the profane pastime of dancing ; the pleased childish

pride of the performer and the unrestrained wonder

and interest of the others are takingly rendered.

Pleasantly painted throughout, " Caught Tripping
"

is happy in conception and cleverly realised.

Mr. Jacomli Hood's "La Cocarde Tricolore/' re-

])roduced as our third illustration, is one of the most

attractive of the class of genre works in which the

Academy abounds. The figure of the woman who

is sewing the tricoloured cockade is expressive of

(lie portentous hour, of the revolution that streams

without, of the genius of the time; her face is

lull of mingled hojie and longing, almost radiant,

and she has jiaused in her work from excess of en-

thusiasm only to derive fresh resolution from the

animated scene outside. She is instinct with faith

in the coming millennium and in Lafayette, its pro-

])het, and the sentiment that inspires her irradiates

the humljle interior. Behind her on the \veather-

beatcn shutter is inscribed in chalk the legend

"Vive la Liberte," and she little dreams of the vile

uses of chalk on prison doors by the myrmidons of

Robespierre. All is hope in her little household

as elsewhere; the old gossip behind the door is

garrulous with the new gospel, the child in the

cradle seems to express the universal credulous con-

fidence, and the woman regards the triccjlour as

the symbol of consolidation, of the hapjiy alliance

of the three Estates. The techni(pie of the picttuv

is n.,,od—is very different from that of the "his-

torical" pictures of Mr. Frith; the figure is solidly

jiaintcd, the gesture animated, the poise of the head

quite eloquent and expressive, and the miilij' con-

veyed with force and emphasis. The artist has hap-

piiv avoided the representation of a typical wcjman

of the Revolution ; his heroine is what most women

were at that early stage of upheaval, but there is

sufficient character and enough that is enigmatical

in her expression to make it possible she m.ay ]day

any part, heroic or otherwise, in the treniendnus

I'utiu'e before her.

Mr. J. R. Reid has put forth his full strength,

as colourist and eom|ioser, in his two contributions

to the Aeadeniv and the (irosvi'nor, tiic secund of

wliicli, "The Rival (J rand tat hers," is here engraved.

The Academy picture, "An Ugly Customer,'' is

very similar to this in colour, in subject, in scope;

but in some other respects it suggests a comparison

which is full of interest as very effectively illus-

trating the artist's method and the dangers that

especially beset colourists. Both these works are

excellent pictures and not merely studies of figures

set in a framework of landscape ; the figures are

inseparably associated with the atmosphere and

tone of their surroundings. Both are powerfully

wrought, skilfully composed, luminous in lighting

and atmosphere, strong in colour ; in both the hgures

are full of force and admirably characterised, yet

with all these according excellences " The Rival

Grandfathers" is superior in technique and in

harmony to its companion. Mr. Reid's sense of

colour is something intuitive, something so native,

so intense, that it overwhelms sometimes the other

artistic faculties, or at least dominates and benumbs

them. There is some truth in the saying that the

highly-develoiK'd sense of colour affords also mastery

over form; but it as often involves slovenly execu-

tion, ill-distributed force, and defective harmony.

The inequalities of much of Mr. Reid's early work

are palpable : crudity displacing strength of colour,

seas and skies without corelation, ])owerfnl distance

and foreground with a debatable land midway,

we have seen more than once. In " An I gly

Customer" an old fisherman is exhibiting a huge

lobster to two children, the elder of whom is tick-

ling the monster's protruding eye with a straw,

while the fair-haired younger t-hild looks on half

afraid with arms stiffened and fingers drawn liac-k

with disgust. Excellent in humoiu- and character

are the three figures, beyond whom stretches the

deep haven and the shipping, to the round green

hill that guards the entrance to the jiorl, with

its cluster of trees, its grey cottages, and the long

many-arched bridge spanning the estuary, 'flic dis-

tance is admirable, flic sense of space and sea-air

is finely suggested; the water, however, is spotfy

in effect and woolly in texture, while on the left

a quay is represented with tlu" substantial figures

of a woman and a lounging fisherman. The dis-

' tant bridge has all the solidity and colour that the

near quay is absolutely deficient in; the latter is

vaporous and devoid of texture, the blurred indi-

cation of a massive stone post and the two i»iwerlul

figures adjacent are mutually antagonistic, and the

result is a curious mingling of force and inejilitude.

There arc no such tediiiical disparities in "The Rival

(M-aiidrathers," no sacrifice of things essential,
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though secondary, to the emphatic presentment of

the figures. The scene is one of those deep land-

locked havens frequent in South Devon and Corn-

wall. From a garden ilcliuhl fully suggestive of the

situatidii, (lie happy possessor of two grandfathers

pipe in hand, is a rare character, ready with a yarn,

full of quips and humours, and strange of speech
;

he and his companion, whose huge brown hand

nearly covers the child's back, are the most suc-

cessful of Mr. Reid's fishermen, redolent of sea-air

LA COCARDE TlilCOLORE.

(Painted by Jacomh Hood. Royal Academy, ii'M.)

is looking through an old brass telescope which is and odours, admirable for nature and humanity,
supported on the arm of one rival, while the other. The water is more liquescent than in " An Ugly
a knidly, ruddy-faced old salt, is caressing his grand- Customer," while the distance, the steep hillside,
clnld. The mother looks on with pleasant appro- the various craft alongside the quay, are treated
bation, and the child's expression is full of in- with equal power and \ruth. The whole work, in
torest. The old fell, ,\v seated on the creel, tobacco- colour and composition, is flnelv harmonised; it is
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(ruiditii hy J- II' Kt'"'- O'roavcnor Clalleru, ISSi.)
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:ilsn ('i|U:il ill ciincclil r.il lull niul I'di'cr tci :ili\ I In li'4

Mr. Ilrid li:is prdiliii-etlj and su|M.Tiiir in iUTi]iii|ili>li-

ninil, III iim(,\", ami ciisciiiIjIi'.

Ill spuakini;' ol' Mr. Clausen's Academy picture,

" Labourers after Dinner," we deprecated the com-

mon verdict, too glibly iterated, that condemns his

work as merely expressive of French induenee. In

this work, and still more emphatically in his "Hoe-

ing Turnips " at tlio Institute (a sketcli of which,

rejiroduced in fac-simile from the artist's own draw-

ing, we give), he is free from the im])lieatioii

of mannerism. The latter drawing is distinctly a

transcript from English fields, the figures are

English, the treatment and interpretative method

are Mr. Clausen's ; in this powerful and vivid

little work he has completely emancipated himself

from an iniluence wdiich was once undoulitedly

])(it('n(. "Hoeing Turnips" is a drawing that de-

mands study, not Ijccause it is required to vindicate

the artist's originality, but on the broad grounds of

its individuality, its profound and healthy naturalism.

Another drawing at the Institute that deserves

study is Mr. T. Collier's landscape, " The New
Forest : Near Lymington," reproduced on our second

])agc. The more obvious merits of this work
\\c liave j)reviously noted, its breadth and free-

dom, its iiolile sense of space and aerial depth,

its admirable vapour-laden sky. It is seldom in

water-colour that we are offered a drawing in any
true sense a landscape, a well-conceived, thought-

fully wrought, and comprehensive transcrijit, with

all the elements of a picture. Frequently an ela-

borate, or over-studied, group of trees ocenjiies the

greater part of the foreground, the distance is im-

mediately indicated, and there are no intermediary

gradations ; many so-called landscapes more properly

shoidd be designated studies for landscape. Mr.
Collier's " The New Forest " possesses the attributes

of genuine landscape ; besides the literal quality of a

transcript it has the ])ietorial quality, the interest,

and charm that render it individual, the inspiration

that vitalises, the distinction that elevates.

The scene depicted in our last illustration is

r:iiiiili;ir to summer visitors to the western coast

during the fine still weather so necessary for suc-

cessful drift fishing, and Mr. Bartlett's " Hauling
Launees"—"Hauling Cants" as the Grosvenor
catalogue misnames it—vividly portrays an inter-

esting operation as well as the right atmospheric
conditions. The motionless clouds hang in the

calm sky, the sea and the boat with its tishcniien

glow under the warm sun, and all things suggest
a good haul ; a great influx of fish has swept into the

bay— mackerel, or whiting, or some smaller fry

—

their visit has been ]n-ociaimed by the flight of hover-
ing sea-birds, or by the scout on the cliffs, who has

observed the white shimmering shoal apjiroach the

sliiilloHcr w.iters, and li;is signalled the event. Tlii>

li.^ii are (jreiiinxciited, the nets set alloat, and gradu-

ally the boats draw shoreward. In Mr. Bartlett's

picture the moment is near when the spoil is safe

in the boat, and the man on the shore has a shrewd

idea of the nature of the haul. The life and move-

ment of the sea are capitally suggested, the incident

is set forth with vital force and fulness, and the

figures are excellent ; the men who are engaged in

hauling, and the boy who keeps the stern of the boat

off and prevents her drifting ashore, are well con-

trasted and full of character and truth. The peace-

ful and idyllic aspect of the fisherman's occupation

is here represented, and it is the occasional sight of

these pleasant pursuits that supply the landsman

with his sentimental view of the fisher's life and

vocation. He lazily contemplates siict delightful

phases in an existence of toilsome anxiety as if they

were permanent, and not rare accidents dependent

on the caiirice of weatlier ; he forgets the stern

and precarious labour of those engaged in deep-sea

lishing, the work of the Brixham trawlers and the

Mount's Bay luggers. The summer visitor who
enjoys his red-mullet caught and lauded under the

circumstances jNIr. Bartlett dejiicts would have other

thoughts of the fisherman's life were he to spend a

night or two in a trawler down Channel, or a week

( ff the Dogger Bank. Considered with his " Soft

Persuasion," another contribution to the Grosvenor,

it is impossible not to recognise the \'ersatility dis-

played, and the advance in accomplishment over all

his previous achievements.

Reviewing the whole field of production at the

Academy and the Grosvenor, it is imjjossible not to

arrive at conclusions unfavourable to the former. It

is even less obvious that the show is bad at the

Academy than that the manner of its presentment

is inconsistent with the status, aims, and profession

of the Academical body. At the Salon and elsewhere

the line is the true test of excellence. If this is so

at the Academy—as it should be—then, indeed, the

exhibition is bad. Moreover, a patient sur\-ey of

much of the work skied or ill-placed considerably

modifies this impression and terribly increases the

effect of misrepresentation achieved by the garnish-

ing of the line. Hence it happens that judged

by this, the common test of exhibitions, the Gros-

venor represents contemjiorary art in a higher and

completer sense than the Academ}'. We have

])reviously noted the quality of the pictures most

accessible to light and criticism, the works the

Academy have delighted to In >uour, the chosen and

elect of the line ; and we are forced to conclude

that so far from having promoted the true interests

of art, the)' have dealt discouragement on all sides.
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An absolute reversal of the position of niosl nl' the

prominent pictures would eonsideraldy mitigate the

bad general effect of the show. To note that

these offences are committed in the exercise of

jirivilege only accentuates the sense of injustice.

If by these practices good work is skied—as is

undoubtedly the case— the Academy praetieally

permit such work to lie under the ban of their

condemnation, and its authors to suffer in purse

and reputation accordingly. It would be better in

future to carry cynical indifference a little further,

and when fearlessness and justice are impossible, to

reject altogether. There is no question of the exist-

ence of the privilege we allude to, nor of the legal

right of the Academy to enjoy it ; this year, how-

ever, its enforcement is gross enough, we cannot

but think, to justify the sharj)est reproof. Judgment,

indeed, has been pronounced from all ipiarters with

who is himself a member of the Council, "under
the terms of the Chantrey Bequest "—and therefore

a trustee—effaces even that display. I'he Bequest
enjoins that the works thus jmrcliased should he
"of the highest merit;" and furthermore, the

President and Council are directed to have. )-egard

"solely to the intrinsic merit of the work, and
not to allow any feeling of sympathy with an artist

or his family, by reason of his or tiieir circum-

stances, t<i influence them." No one can pretend that

more than one-third at the very most of the works of

art in the Chantrey Collection at South Kensington

are works "of the highest merit," and this year's

purchases—which might, if all tales be true, have

been even worse than they are—justify the strongest

expressions of public disapproval of the Academy's

discharge of its trust. Mr. Lucas's "After (^ul-

ludcn" is an able picture, and is representative

IIOlClNd TURNIPS.

(Painted hy George Clausen, R.l. Royal IiwtUntc, ISSI, From a Drawhig Inj the. Arthl.)

resolute and happy accord : twee concordi, nnamiml

consemsit, nnd voce, una mcnic.

One more matter of import remains. It is felt

that the administration of the fund placed at the

disposal of the President and Council of the Royal

Academy by Sir Francis Chantrey demands impiiry.

I']ffusivc self-jiatronage might well be sup]ins('d (o

a' lain its utmost bounds as dis])laycil tliis year on

the line ; the purchase of a picture by ]\Ir. Pettic,

of the artist's work ; this cannot lie snid of Mr.

iVlurray's commonplace landscape, nor of Mr. I'el lie's

"Knight's Vigil." To describe these, and tw.i-

thirds of those pictures already' colh-cled, as having

been purchased iu accordance with the terms of (lie

Chantrey Be([uest, is at the best an irony; tlioy

have indeed l)cen jjurcbased with the moneys left l>y

Sir F. Chanlrey, but lliere the relation ceases. It

is especially provided that there is no obligation to
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iiiimial imi-cli:ise : just as (liiTc is iiniic (n ij^-iiDrc such a])titni|r in oinulatiiiL;' tlio tactics of Mr.

tlic oxistciu'o ul' wurk cxliiljitcd elsewhere tliau I'Wiiiy-botli-ways— now [losiiii^' as a private yuilil

HAULING LAUM0E3.

(Painted by Walter H. Bartktt. Grosvenor Gallei-y, ISS^.)

at Burlington House—at the Grosvenor Gallery, and anon as a national and representative institution

say, or the Royal Institute. "When the year's —there remains but one correction to the present

product is poor the Council can wait till more pro- state of thini^s. That is, as everybody is saying,

pitious times. As the Royal Academy have displayed a Royal Commission.

A CAETOON BY LIONAKDO.

AWELL-KNOWN and much-frequented street

in Florence, leading straight from the Cathe-

dral Square to the Piazza dell' Annunziata, still

bears the name of the Via de' Servi. The brother-

hood from which it originally took its name was
in mcdiajval days one of the most interestinsr and
popular institutions of Florence. Its foundation

dates back to 12:}11, several years before Dante's

birth, when seven members of illustrious Floren-

tine families agreed to join together in works of

charity, and to meet every evening at six o'clock

in a chapel without the walls, to say an Ave in

honour of the Virgin. Soon the little band for-

sook the world, and the Servi di IMaria, as the

members of the new community were called, Imilt

themselves huts on the barren heights of ]\Ionte

Senario, in the Apennines, where they might devote

themselves to contemjjlation in solitude. A certain

Filippo Benizzi, a young medical student, joined

their numlier in 1247, and, becoming famous by his

zeal and eloquence, obtained the confirmation of the

order from the Pope, and died in 1285, its first

general. From that time the servants of Mary took

a leading place among the religious communities of

Florence, and were distinguished by their liberal

l)atronage of the arts. The brothers had a singulai
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LIONAIIDO'S "CHRIST."

( Urprodwea in facsimile /mm the Oi-i'ji'ial in tin Bnra.)
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liilciil I'di- illscovoring the best artists, and, if we are

111 l)cliove \':is:n-i's stories, a still happier faeiilty of

seeurinf^ their services at the cheapest rate. We all

l^imw lin\v <4-iK)d Fra Mariaiin iniliu'od the youny,-

Andrea to paint his frescoes of Filippo Benizzi's

miracles in the ('ourt of the Annuiiziata for ten

crowns each, and how cleverly he pointed out the

atlvantages, hotli earthly and heavenly, which the

young painter must gain hy decorating so popular a

resort, and winning the good graces of the Blessed

Virgin at the same time.

As early as 1300 the Servites had a chapel in the

heart of the city, and under their auspices, in the

course of the next two centuries, the splendid church

of the Annunziata arose with its many chapels and

cloisters, and heeanie one of the richest and most

jKjpnlar shrinrs in Florence. To this day the group

III' liuililings which surround the Piazza dell' Annun-

ziata charm our eyes by their grace and harmony of

line. On the right is the Foundling Hospital, witli

Bruiulleschi's noble fafade and Andrea delta Robbia's

babies, each more charming than the other, in their

blue and white swaddling bands and smiling inno-

cence. To the left is the convent of the Servites,

fashioned by Antonio Sau Gallo as nearly as possible

on the model of the hospital, and the cloistered court

designed by the Piagnone architect Cronaca. Before

us is the great church with its graceful Renaissance

portico, also Antonio's work. Above the doorway we

see Ghirlandajo's mosaic ; within we find Andrea

del Sarto's frescoes. But the feature of which the

brothers were proudest was the spacious choir, which

Leo Battista Alberti reared for them on the pattern

of the Pantheon. This building, a rotunda crowned

by a cujjola, was erected between 1451 and UIG, at

the command of his patron, Lodovico Gonzaga, Alar-

quis of Mantua and Captain-General of the Republic's

armies, to receive the trophies of his victories. During

the latter part of the Fifteenth Century the foremost

painters and sculptors of the day were employed to

decorate the chapels aud altars of the Santissima

Annunziata, and amongst others Antonio San Gallo

carved a crucilix, which was pronounced by the best

judges to be unsurpassed in artistic merit. A paint-

ing for the high altar was still required, aud after

much deliberation the Frati, exceedingly anxious the

work should be entrusted to some great artist, as-

signed the task to Filippino Lip[)i. The contract

was signed for the Convent in I.jOo by the sacristan

Fra Zaccheria, who agreed to pay Filippino two

liundred gold crowns if the picture were ready Ijy

the following Whitsuntide.

But scarcely was the agreement concluded when
Lionardo came to Florence with the fame of his great

works in jNIilan, and the glory of his lately-finished

"Last Slipper" fresh upon him. He was intimate

with Lorenzo de' Aledici's favourite architect and

engineer, Giuliano di Snn Galln, who had given him

valuable^ advice about flie Sforza eipiestrian statue,

and through him and his brother Antonio he would

naturally hear of the works that were going on in

the church of the Servites. When he knew that

the altar-])iece had been undertaken by Fili])pino,

he declared that he himself would g^adly have ac-

cepted the commission, upon which Filippino, the

most courteous aud amiable of painters, at once

L;ave up his contract, and the work was handed

over to Lionardo. The Servile Ijrothcrs were over-

jiiycd at their unexpected good fortune in securing

the services of so distinguished a painter. In their

eagerness to obtain the altar-piece, they received

Lionardo and his whole household, including his

favourite Sahu, the boy with the beautiful wavy

locks he loved so well, and perhaps other pujiils,

into their convent, and entertained him at their

own exjiense. But it was long before the great man

would set to work. " He kept them waiting en

him a long time without making any beginning,"

says Vasari, charming them, as he charmed all men

from the highest to the lowest, with the delights of

his conversation and the fascination of his presence,

but trying their patience sorely by his habit of pro-

crastination. It was not that he was idle. That

marvellous brain of his never rested, whether he

followed strange faces that caught his fancy up and

down the streets until he knew their every line by

heart, or covered sheets with grotesque heads or

studies of angels and horses and flowers, of bones and

muscles and engines, or pondered over the movement

of waves or the construction of canals and tunnels.

Even when he was in the right mood, and succeeded

in fixing his attention on the subject before him, his

progress was invariably slow. No man was ever

less easily satisfied with his own work. It was not

that he distrusted his powers. " I can do all that

is possible to man," he said to the Duke of Alilan,

" and ns well as anj' living artist either in sculpture

or painting." But the idea he had formed in his

own mind was so perfect that he could not be satisfied

short of the actual realisation of his dream. Tlie

Windsor Drawings, covered with every variety of

study and design for the horse of the Sforza monu-

ment, show us how unweariedly he toiled to attain

that perfection which ever seemed to elude his grasp.

It was years before the head of Judas could be made

to express what he would have it express ; and the

face of Christ—we give the original sketch for this

noble conception, still to be seen in the Brera, and

the more valuable now that the fresco itself is

utterly ruined—was left unfinished because he could

not hope to see it except in Paradise. He would

stand for hours with folded liand-^ before his fresco,
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in tlie refectdiy of Milan, and perhaps depart witli-

luit timehing' it. Ai;'ain, when he was engaged

in modelling the colossal horse of bronze, he would

leave the citadel where he was at work, and hasten

through the streets in all the heat and glare of

midday, because a new thought had struck him,

and he must add one touch to his fresco in the con-

vent, and then return as rapidly as he went.

At last, however, a moment of inspiration came,

and the monks had good reason to be satisfied when

Lionardo produced a cartoon with half life-size figures

of the ^Madonna, St. Anna, the infant Christ, and

the young St. John, drawn in black chalk on white

paper. It was only a design, and a very uidinished

one ; the hands and feet of St. Anna and the stones

in the foregrouml were but roughly sketched in, but

there could be no mistake as to the exquisite beauty

of the group. Resting herself on the knee of her

mother, the Virgin looks down with droojiing eyes

as she watehes the happy smile of the Child in her

arms, springing towards St. John, who stands at her

feet, while St. Anna turns to her with a joyous look

of congratulation on her face, pointing upwards with

one hand, as if, in Vasari's words, she would express

the delight she feels " in seeing her earthly offspring

become divine." Each separate head is admirable

both in form and expression ; but the jewel of all is

the Virgin's face—the perfect loveliness of the soft

(lutline shaded by its rijipling hair, the strange sweet

smile which rests on her lips and tells of a deeper joy

than even St. Anna can understand. All his life

long Lionardo had been looking for that face. From
the day when in his boyhood he modelled smiling

Women-heads in terra-cotta, this mysterious expres-

sion had haunted him, vexing his soul with its sweet-

ness, appearing now in one form, now in another,

iiut never altogether what he sought. It is the same

smile which we recognise on the lips of Monna Lisa,

and in a hundred other of the women-heads which he

and his pupils sketched. But nowhere else do we see

it so ]Mue and guileless, so entirely free from all sus-

]ii(i(m of treachery and wile, so infinitely tender and

lienuliful as here. For once in his life the perfect

tliDUgiit stood present before him, and for a little

while he was satisfied.

That the Servile l)rothers were more than content

we know. In the joy and pride of their possession

tluy did not wait for Lionardo to paint the picture,

Imt, opening their convent doors, they allowed the

peoi)le to come in and .see with their own eyes the

Wonders which he had wrought. " For two days the

room in which the cartoon f-tood was crowded by

men and women of every rank and age; such a ccin-

course, in short, as one sees Hocking to tin' nm-l

scilemn festivals, all hastening (o beiiold the marvel

produced by Lionardo, which excited the amazement

not only of every artist who saw it, but of the

whole people." Never, since the days when Cima-
bue's "iladouna" wa.s borne with rejoicing shouts

through the streets of the Borgo Allegri, had the

like enthusiasm been known. Florence might well

wonder ; for before or since not one of her children

has equalled the Virgin which stood that day on
Lionardo's ease! in the hall of the Servi brothers.

But alas for the impotence of man 1 The car-

toon which was to have been only the beginning of a

great work remained the end. Nothing is stranger

or sadder iu art-history than the singular fatality

which has attended Lionardo's sublimest conceptions.

Inventions and portraits have alike disappeared ; the

fresco of the Last Supper is a mere ghost of what
it once was, and will soon have vanished altogether

;

the wonderful wall-jiainting of the " Battle of the

Standard" has been lost; the equestrian statue of

Francesco Sforza was never cast, and e\'en the model

became a target for Gascon archers. And now the

execution of this work, which had been commenced so

brilliantly, never reached its accomplishment. Not
even the exulting applause of Florence could urge

the great painter to action or enable him to complete

his task. It was far, far easier for him to think than

to work, to design a cartoon than to paint a picture.

Other enterprises were making large demands on his

time and thoughts; new comnussions came pouring

in from all sides; many unfinished portraits were

on his hands ; and, to crown all, the Signory gave

him and INIichelangelo each the honourable task of

painting a large historical composition in the council

hall of the public palace. The idea of entering into

competition with his great rival stimidated Lionardo's

zeal; and from the moment that, early in l.'jOl, he

received the order from the Signory, we may lie sure

the monks had no chance left. They wailed and

waited, and at length, siring that their expectations

were utterly fruitless, they turned from Lionardo iu

disgust, and again had recourse to their old friend

Filippino. Ever willing to do others a service, the

gentlc-hcarli'd painter set to work at on<'e on a fine

panel of the " Descent from the Cross," which he had

selerted as the subject of his altar-])icce, and whicii,

in judge from his beginning, would have suceeedccj

nobly. But before the u])i)er half of (lie pidure

was completed, Filip[iino die(I of an acute attack of

angina pectoris, which carried him olV in a lew days,

to tlie deep grief of his countrymen, who foilowiHl

him to his grave with universal signs of mourning.

This sad event look place on the l^tli of April, irjdl,

and the poor friars must liave thought their allar-

])iece doomed to incompleteness. But with unwearied

]ierscverance they renrwed the atlem)il in the follow-

ing vear, and in tiu- August ef 15(1.') they persuaded

I'erugiuo, then in the height of his renown, to finish
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FilipiiiiHi's \\'(ii-l<. Il<' edinplrlc'd his task, well and

skilfully on llic whdk', ii' not allog'ctlu'r to the satis-

faction of critics in Florence, who accused theUmlirian

master, not without reason, of repeatinii; figures and

faces which he had used elsewhere. And at last the

jiicfurc was j)lace(l on the hig'h altar of the Santissima

Annunziata, and the monks liehelil the fulfilment of

their Idng-cherished desire.

And what of Lionardo's drawing—what of the

cartoon which had roused all Florence to wonder?

When he went to France some years later, he took it

with him, and others besides the Florentines mar-

velled at its beauty. His royal patron Francis was

most anxious that Lionardo should paint a picture

from it ; but already the great master's health was

failing, and, Vasari says, he only brought fair words,

not deeds, to satisfy the monarch. After his death

the famous cartoon found its way back to Italy, and

in ITjSI Lomazzo tells us that it was at Milan, and

had become the property of Aurelio Luini, the son

of the painter Bernardino. And now it hangs, a little

soiled and darkened, l)ut in fairly good preserva-

tion, and still marvellously beautiful, in the Diploma

Gallery of the Royal Academy, where we may all of

us see it at almost any day and hour. It can scarcely

be said that the sight of it moves the whole of Lon-

don to a rapture of joy and wonder as it stirred all

Florence of old. The room where it hangs is not

thronged with exultant crowds. And of all the multi-

tudes who jostle each other on the steps of Burlington

House between the months of May and August, it

would be curious—and mortifying—to know how

many have turned aside for one moment from the

modern show to look once in their lives at the cartoon

which Lionardo drew long ago for the monks of the

Annunziata. Julia Cartweight.

STKAND AND MALL.

11 TIE picturesquencss of the Surrey strands is of Dort or Hoorn. These quaint old river-paths are

something altogether different from the full of odtl surjirises. There is no " river-front

"

2)icturesqueness of the Middlesex malls. The two here as on the facing bank, no low shore thickly

STEAND AND MALL.—I. t HIGH TIDK :

MOKTLAKE.

banks of the Thames, between Hammersmith Bridge

and Kew, might indeed be a hundred miles apart,

so little are they alike. From Hammersmith to

Chiswick Church the malls arc full of a succession

of shadow-pictures as vivid as any upon the wharves

grown with alders or cumbered with reeds which

bend rhythmically to the breeze. Over there

upon the Surrey towing-path the tide swells up level

with the land and iioods it constantl}-. The Cock-

ney Sunday-outer arriving at Kew Bridge on the

top of a dusty omnibus, or packed like a sardine

on the broiling deck of a wheezing steamer, some-
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times finds the sliOi't eut to liis Tieloved tea-gardens wmild liave revelled in tliem, for no man of tlie

praelieable only on stilts. But here, within hail of Nineteenth Century has made the powder and

Hammersmith Bridge, the greed of the snatchers patches, the hoops and the clouded canes of the

of foreshore has etfeetually prevented such incon- Eighteenth more exquisite. As they are, however,
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venience. No foreslmve remains to be inundated.

Save a few strips here and there, it is covered with

quays and wharves, tiniljer-yards and depots for

dniin-])ipcs. This is unlovely enough; bnt liappily

it is not all. For these western malls are a queer

amalgam of the sordid and the squalid, and the

survivals, sometimes beautiful, but always picturesque

of the grace and elegance of a day that is gone.

As the malls were a hundred years ago Thackeray

the broad, vivid, moving contrasts of Dickens would

be more dcscri])tivc. A tall house of Jacobean red-

brick, with massive window-fi-ames, nigge<l lawn,

and battered but still elegant gales of lianini.'iv<l

iron, to])i)ed by a fragment of a once embla-

zoned escut.heon, in whieli a p.ir of starlings Imvo

made their nest, is elbowed by a tavern on one

side and a S((ualid cottage on the oilier. A jire-

tentious (Jeorgian liouse, with a iiancllcd hall wi<U'
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mill liiw, :iiiil Iwii liiii.n' wind's, looks, tlirough its old

iron r;iiliii!4s and its luuul-wroug'lili i^'iitos, point-

bliinlv upon a smoicy factory, wliero onco was a

delicious scene of bright and swirling watei;, and

rcod-s^nnvn l>anl<s across to tiie pleasant Surrey

meadows, with their baekyround of distant shining

hills

:

" For tliG Siin-oy liills liavo a plume on their crest,

And a scarf of sunsliinc atliwart their brc^ist."

Contrasts like these meet one all along the malls.

Sometimes Ihey are so vivid as to be almost gro-

tesi|ue. Not far from Hammersmith Bridge, facing

one of the few unenenmbered bits of foi'cshore,

dwells Mr. William Morris in a house which looks

as though it might have been enticing in some

earl}' day before its face was ruined and dis-

ligured. Desjiite its air of tumble-down, Kclms-

cott House is a home of culture. From its doors

issue poems, piclures, and new designs in wall-cover-

ings, varied by occasional expressions of emotional

socialism. Not many yards from the abode of all

this sweetness and light is a miserable purlieu where

ragged urchins ]ilay upon an unsavoury pavement.

This alley really forms part of the mall, and it

abuts upon a, slimy creek, where at high water a

jiicturesque. iiul if you stand upon (hat bridge at

midnight in a, gusty rain when the moon is waning

or is hicklen behind a bank of clouds, your sen-

sations will be somewhat eerie. The river swirls

sullenly yiast the entrance to the creek, the rain

patters dismally upon the water, and one recalls

with a shiver gruesome stories of mediaeval tragedies

upon Venetian lagoons. Collajisible bridges and

dungeons which lead to the water's edge are bad

things to muse over at bed-time j but one thinks

of them involuntarily when seeking for river-side

roiuances at midnight.

This long and tortuous strand, full of prim, de-

caying Jacobean and Georgian houses, jostled by

beer-shops and factories, full of life and colour and

picfcuresqueness, is not, however, my particular con-

cern just now. This lower end of the " course
"

from Hammersmith to Kew finds no illustration

in the sketches which Mr. Henley has drawn. The

Chiswick ferry-boat, boarded under the very shadow

of Hogarth's tomb, takes us across to Barnes, with

its memories of Pepys out for an airing, of the

Kit-Kat Club and their luectings in old Jacob Ton-

son's house at Barne Elms. Barnes is not a ro-

mantic spot now whatever it may once have been
;

tliiA.NlJ A.Nlt :slALL.- lli; l;UAT-IIOUSli : OEOVE rAEK.

barge will occasionally put in. A wooden bridge
covers this little creek, and it is shut in by dank
green walls built down into the mud and ooze. The
sceiu> ujiou a, bright day, when the water is up and
(he sun intensilies the gaudy greens and yellows of

but each of these river-side villages is delight I'lil in

its way, and Barnes is not without its charm. The

trim, old-fashioned Barncsian villas, with their cool

balconies and verandahs, their am]ilc semicircular

bays, wreathed in wisteria and Mrginia creeper.
the barges lying under the bridge, is extremely are very pleasant to look upon. A^'still summer
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nnokinoliam's horse while he butencred her hushaiul.

Whether this he true or false, the duke and his

minion were certainly well matched, for they were

two of the most finished graduates in (he Wliil.luill

school of morals.

Jacob Tonson was assuredly not the ideal book-

evening', when the purple of the sunset and the

after-glow which promises fine weather on tlie

ninrrow have merged in the grey which precedes the

tuiliglit, is the accepted hour for a stroll along this

peaceful Surrey strand. All along from Banies to

Kew we are within gunshot of six or eight i-ailway

stations, mainly on the Mid-

dlesex side of the river, and

within that mile or so two

railway bridges cross the

stream ; yet the towing-path,

save in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the houses, is

so little frequented, except on

boat-race days, that it is easy

to fancy oneself far away

from the noisy accompani-

ments of civilisation. The

trains thunder and pass on,

heedless of these sweet nooks

alongside the world's busiest

river. Barnes and Mortlake

and Strand-on-the-Green re-

main as f)rimitive as before

these great reddish - bro-nii

bridges were built, nor is

the unsuspecting nightingale

affrighted by the rushing

trains.

Walking on towards Kew
we leave Barne Elms be-

hind. This is perhaps the most interesting spot in

the neighbom-hood of Hammersmith and Kew, for

Barne Elms was famous in three centuries. Elizabeth

was always delighted to take barge to Barnes, and

at Barne Elms AValsingham many times bnnqueted

his royal mistress with all the splendour and luxury

of that splendid epoch. In the Seventeenth Century

Barne Elms became the resort of Pepys and his boon

companions, and was the scene of one of the most were thickly timbered ; and where the towing-path is

now Pepys and after liini the Kit-Kats were wont to

]Menic. Suburban to-day ratlier than rural, these s]>ots

charm us slill with their retirement and trancjuillity

within sight of thickly-peopled suburbs and with their

(|uaint air of having been forgotten by the builder.

The f<)wing-i)alh winds with the river on to Mort-

lake of the many memories. Here life is more silent

than at Barnes. The straggling old High Street
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seller; but most of the famous men whose books

he published gathered round him at Harne Elms

when the Kit-Kats met there on the long summer

evenings. The river hereabouts must then—Tonson

died in 1735—have lieen as seductive as it still is in

its upper reaches. A hundred and lifty years ago

the Thames was still bright and jmre and a gay high-

way for business and ])leasure ; these western shores

scandalous chapters in the history of the duello. " Li

a close near Barne Elmes " the Earl of Shrewsbury

fought the Duke of Buckingham, who had carried off

his wife—the "wanton Shrewsbury" of Pope's epistle

to Lord Bathurst—to "Cliveden's proud alcove."

The duel was triangular, the duke having for his

seconds Holmes and Jenkins, who fought Sir John

Talbot and J\lr. Bernard Howard, the seconds of the

Earl of Shi-ewsbury. The i-csult is cynically summed

u|) l)y Pepys, writing tli

transmits no hum of trallic to the river bank, where

next day : "My Lord the reeds and rushes grow in thick ])rofusion, :us .Mr.

the body from the right Henley has shown us in liis second picture. HereShrewsbury is run througli tiie

breast tbrough the shoulder ; and Sir John Talbot are some counterparts of the old-fashioned vilhw of

all along up one of his amies; and Jenkins killed Barnes; but they are fewer, larger, more dignified,

upon the place, and the rest all in a little measure One or two are new, but designed to look old.

wounded." The monstrous story runs that Lady There is a ivposeful air about Mortlake whi.h

Shrewsbury, disguised as a page, held tlie Duke of is soothing to troubled nerves. The residents take
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life easily. Early mornint;' tniins liave no ternirs

for them, since ^Ii)i'tlake lies in a f'ori^'otten corner,

and is not nmcli afl'ecteil Ly business men. This

interesting old place makes a pretty picture from

the river, and Mr. Henley in his first illustration

shows ns how picturesque the river is here, especially

wiien tlie tide is in. The houses along the Strand

connnaud pretty views across the Chiswick market,

gardens (not in themselves very romantic) to the

tliick helts of trees which hide the Duke of Devon-

shire's Falladian villa from the gaze of the vulgar.

Hidden in an alley leading from the towing-path to

the High Street is the old Mortlake Tapestry House,

which was restored, so far at least as concerned the

exterior, by subscri])tion in 1879. A tablet upon
the fayatle states that the manufacture of tapestrj^

was commenced there in 1619 by Sir Francis xVrne,

and that the cartoons of Raphael were brought to

England on jiurpose to be eojiied here. Royal

paitronage, however-, failed then, as it has failed in

our own time, to restore tapestry to favour. Popu-
lar it never can be. Apart from its exceeding

costliness, tapestry demands for its worthy dis])lay

rooms of generous pro2)ortions ; and it is assuredly

more appropriately hung in the gloomy chambers of

a feuilal castle where the light falls dimly than in

the bright airy I'ooms of a modern country-house.

The Mortlake Tapestry House, which is now divided

into three private dwellings, is within a few yanls

of the much-rebuilt parish church, with its memo-
ries of Dr. Dee and Sir Philip Francis. Dr. Dee

is the most romantic personality associated with

Mortlake. He was the father of the modern " Zad-

kiels " and " Old Moores," and had queens and nobles

for his customers and dupes. He lived long at Mort-

lake, and he no doubt found that its retirement and

tranquillity were favourable to his communings with

the spirits of good and ill. The powers of darkness

can be more conveniently invoked in a secluded spot,

secure from prying eyes, than amid the distractions

of the crowd. INIagicians and astrologers, in com-

mon with coiners and forgers of bank-notes, have

always affected solitude, and no doubt from somewhat

similar motives. Dr. Dee^s residence at Mortlake

was carefully selected for his purpose. It adjoined

the churchyard, which thus became what a modern

house-agent would term " an element of value " in

the astrological business. The canny doctor, whose

name smacks somewhat of ayont the Tweed, did

very well indeed there. He drew fearsome circles on

the floor and burned red fire to some purpose. The

mystic virtues of his magic wand, the unknown

tongue in which his incantations fashioned them-

selves, and, chief of all, the supernatural powers of his

renowned crystal mirror, brought him a crowd of

Elizabeth's gay and frivolous courtiers, with some
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more potent and reverentl j)ei-sons, who had still a never told. Possibly there was nothing' to tell,

sneaking belief in the black art. Those were great Readers of Dumas will recall the graphic description
days for magicians. While Elizabeth was secretly in " La Comtessc de Charny " of a similar interview
visiting Dr. Dee at midnight, Catherine de Medicis, between Marie Antoinette and Cagliostro. Eliza-
in a lone tower of the Tuileries, was sticking pins beth and Dr. Dee died within a few years of each
into the waxen images of the men and women who other, and the magician was buried at :MortIake in
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were righteous enough to hate her. All dvcr I'lumpc

kings and princes were da])bling in the mysteries of

microcosm, diapason, and all the rest of the astro-

logical shibboleths. The story runs that Queen
Elizabeth once came over at midnight from IJarncs,

to see the future revealed in Di-. Dee's mirror of

magic crystal. The woman who, iiilhough she liaij

"the lieartr and stomach of a king," was still weak
enough for this, took the fateful i^limpse beneath the

shadow of the churchyard wall. What she saw she

279

I (ills ; but I he W(.ndrous mirror, I fancy, still exists,

Horace Walpojc, who had a prodigious appetite for

such things, bought it, or what was reputed to lie it,

for his collection of old rubbish at Sti-awberry Hill.

T( was sold at tlie great dispersal in ls|2, and now, I

believe, it assists the gentleman known as " ZadkicI
"

in till! casting of his moving horo.scoi)es. Dr. Dee
does not monojiolise the astrologicid interest of .Mort-

iake, for he w^as succeeded, after a long interval, by

I'artridge, whom nature had intended for a shoe-
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iiKilicr, liut wlin MiissiiimMl, iinilci' royal ji:itr(>nai4\',

into a inakiT lA' ])i'ii|)licti(! almanacks, an interpreter

of the stars, ami ulliniately into a court j)liysician.

Swift poked much of his saiul-paper sarcasm at

" Partri(l<;'e the magician. '^ Like his more famons

prc(lccess<ir, I'artridi^'e is buried at Mortlake. His

course was more nnirormly prosperous than Dr. Dee's,

for in 15S.'} tlie country-people, taking the doctor

for a wizard (what else did their betters think he

was?), broke into his house, burned his magic wand,

broke his crucibles, and destroyed his astronomical

instruments. An historic tomb in the ivy-covered

ehui-ch is that of Sir Philip Francis, one of the many

nu'ii who have been accused of writing " Junius."

The ui)per end of Mortlake, in the direction of Kew,

is uninteresting. This is the spot where the Philis-

tines propose to build sewage works, and to ruin

Mortlake and Old Chiswick for evermore. Already,

nearer Kew, the sjieculating builder is seeking his

opportunity, and gigantic painted boards announce

that land is to be sold for building.

Hetwcen Nfortlake and Kew the river is at its

jircdicst hereabouts. The Surrey shore is fringed

with alders and water-side trrowths down to the

boat-houses—that of the (J Park Ilowins'' C'lul)

—

with a glimpse of Mortlake in the distance. In the

grey gloapiing of an autumn evening the soft haze

which here hangs over water and sky produces an

effect which must be strangely like to the hues of the

Indian summer. The Grove Park Boat-House is

backed by a thick belt of trees, behind which is a

delightful nook known only to the initiated—what

our grandfathers would have called a "bosky dell.''

A deep and silent pool, dotted with water-lilies and

swarming with pike, lies under the shadow of beech

and elm and silver-birch. A rude grotto of unee-

inented stones, overgrown with mosses and creepers,

is a relic probably of the daj's when the dell was pro-

menaded by rutHed dukes and silken duchesses from

Grove House hard by. This little plesaunce almost

adjoins the grounds of Grove End, IMrs. Pullman's

Preneli-baronial villa, pictured in our (ildi cut.

Opiposite the Eyot, which Mr. Henley has skclched

for us (vi.), and on the Chiswick bank, is Strand-on-

the-Green (iv.), the oddest surely of the far western

malls. Here there are the same alternations of sub-

stantial old houses and humble cottages as on the

Hammersmith malls ; but Ihev have nothing else

STKAND .\XD MALL.—VII. : KEW BRIDGE.

river's edge ; bushy luxuriant hedge-rows separate in common. Decay has lightly touched the quaint

the towing-path I'rom fields and market-gardens, forgotten old strand. The large houses are gay

Over on the Chiswick bank are rustic boat-houses with flowers and creepers and brilliantly-striped

and trim villas, with ample lawns shaded by old sun-blinds ; the cottages are gaudily iiainted and

trees. Our third illustration depicts one of these ambitiously named. They also have llorul attrac-
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timis: mnrii;-iilils, vivf^-iiiia-stock, nnil a rose or two.

JOve'rvthiiii;' hciv is woiulrously clean and bright, ami

squalor iiiids no place. The strand is really a minia-

ture dock, and is indeed a port in a small way.

Most of the barges which lie hauled up here on a

Sunday are the property of amphibiuns Chiswickians

in blue jerseys and sou'-westers, who drink beer

brewed in the parish out of shining pewter pots, in

river-side hostelries with aquatic names—the "Ship,"

the " Steam Packet," and the " City Barge," not to

mention the poetically named "Indian Queen." The
" City Barge " was so named, I think, in honour of

the state barge of the London Corporation, which is

brought up to Strand-on-the-Green early every sum-

mer to be overhauled. These bargemen affect the

airs of those who go down to the sea in ships ; some

even wear rings in their ears. But most of them are

natives and land-lubbers. The strand indeed makes

a brave effort to look nautical. There is a litter of

cables and ropes, and more mysterious seafaring gear

of which the uninitiated cannot safely discourse.

During the spring tides the residents along the

strand have a damp time. A tide a very few inches

higher than usual floods the forecourts of the houses,

and stilts and pattens become prime domestic neces-

sities. Zoflany, the painter, had a great affection

for tlie straggling strand, :ind lie lived there for

some years in a large Imuse which still bears his

name. He was the actor's paintei-, wa.* Zoffany
;

and his portraits of Garrick as Sir John Brute (dis-

guised as My Lady) and of Macklin as Shylock

were by no means the least interesting numbers in

last winter's " Old Masters."

It is but a few steps hence to Kcw Bridge (vii.),

grey and sharply arched and narrow— a terror to

those who for their sins have frequently to scale it.

Strand-on-the-Green is in full view of pa.ssers over

the bridge ; but of the hundreds of thousands of

holiday-makers who cross it every year it is rare

indeed that one turns for half an hour out of his

way to explore this unbeaten path. It is, indeed,

almost unknown save to residents in the immediate

neighbourhood. The tea-gardens are all over the

water. Just where our stroll ends is Kew Green,

one of the completest bits of the Eighteenth Century

anywhere near London. Its red-brick houses, not

too lovely, buried in lilac and laburnum, its Georgian

church, where Gainsborough sleeps and HandePs

own organ still swells to psalm and litany, arc

graphic reminders of the vanished days when the

later Georges essayed to make of Kew a clumsy

German Versailles. J. Pexueukl-Bkodhuiist.

^ @f?tf6's ^fancier..

IV.—Foreign Lands.

/ T/' into /he cherry-lrcc^ Who should cUmh Imt little me ?

I held the Intnk with both my hands.

And looked abroad on foreign lands.

I saw the next door garden lie,

Adorned with flowers, before my eye ;

And many pleasaiit places more

That I had never seen before.

J saw the dimpling river pass

And be t/ie sky's blue looking-glass ;

The dusty roads go up and down.

With people tramping in to town.

If I could find a higher tree

Farther and farther I should sec.

To where the gro-wn-up river slips

Into the sea among the ships,

Or where the toads on either hand

I.cad onward into fairy-laml,

Il'here all the children dine at five.

And all the playthings come alive.

v.—Good and Bad Children.

Children, you are very little.

And your bones are very brittle ;

If you would gro^v great and stately.

You must try to walk sedately.

You must still be bright and quiet.

And content with simple diet ;

And remain, through all bcwiWring,

Innocent and honest children.

Happy hearts and happy faces,

Happy play in grassy places—
That was hcnv, in ancient ages.

Children grcto to kings and sages.

But the unkind and the unruly

And the sort who eat unduly.

They must never hope for glory -

Theirs is i/uitc a different story.

Cruel children, crying l>al>ies.

All grcrw up as geese and gnlies

Hated, as their age increases,

liy their ncphcivs and their niece.

KoiiKRT Louis Stkvkssos.
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"HIS EMINENCE'S BIKTHDAY."
FuoM TUB Picture by Frappa.

11HE scene is a Roman palace; the occasion is material enough—are iileals, as it were, at so much
a social solemnity ; the personages are His per yard—one must not be too scornful or intolerant

Eminence, His Eminence's cat, and a crowd of of them for that. " Quand on n'a pas cc qu'on

clerical hangers-on laden with gifts and good wishes, aime, il faut aimer ce qu'on a." When heroic art is

and come to congratulate their patron on his natal not, we must console ourselves as we may with " His
day. It is a good enough picture of its kind. It Eminence's Birthday " and work of the same kidney,

has plenty of character and expression ; it is well In Dickens's absence, and Scott's, and Dumas', one
invented nnd well composed; and yon may be sure gets to know the worth of romances like "Sunrise,"

and novels like "A Foregone Conclusion."

'Tis the plague of modern work that it is nearly

always exceedingly clever, and very rarely anything

l)esides. Not in some sort to admire is comnionlv

difficult ; to respect or wonder is mostly im^jossible.

that the surfaces and textures, the stuffs, and Iric-a-

Iriic and furniture, the Persian's fur and the cardinal's

gown, are all neatly differentiated and very prettily

]iainted. In Munich and Rome good craftsman-

ship is abundant ; and though the ideals there are

ART IN FRANCE.

M JULES CLARETIE is a pleasnnt wi-iter on sympathi.ses with his artists, and enjoys and believes

. art and artists. His notices in the second in their work, he easily stimulates the interest and
series of " Peintres et Sculpteurs Contemporains

"

curiosity of his readers. But he is so kind a critic,

(Paris: Jouaust, Librairie des Bibliophiles) contain and so lavish of comparison with the Olil Masters, that
light and enjoyable gossip rather than severe diserimi- he does not always convey a just or definite idea of

nation of schools and method. As he thoroughly the sort of excellence to be expected from some of

1,—EVENTIDE.

(^RepYoduced in Fuc-aiiuili: /ruin a Drawing by Juha DuprL)
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his jiMi'iilcrs. Those \\h(> dd imt know nK.nlorii art,

itr aims, and its technical dq>artuix's, and who liavu

formed on other and older schools their notions of

cluirni, beauty, sentiment, distinction, and accomplish-

ment, mig'ht be led into expectations that an exhibition

would fail to realise. It is a vice of criticism that it

is impossible to admire a man for doing' well what he

wished to do, without cither praising him for aims

he never had, or blaming him for the absence of quali-

ties he avoided and an ideal he does not appreciate.

A man has in him to do what he sincerely feels,

and only that well ; criticism whieli is out of sym-

])athy with his jjoint of view only embitters the war of

schools, and misleads and discourages the individual.

\\\' in England have stood aloof, admiring and fos-

tering quite a different aim in art from that which

Paris since 1830 has been teaching to students of

every other country in the world. Even now the

climates of the Channel and the Mediterranean do

not differ more than English art atmosphere and

French ; and before the Paris Exhibition familiarised

each country with the art of its neighbour the case

was worse. I had to spend many years in French

studios and artists' colonies ere my eyes were opened

to the real French opinion of English paintings and

painters. This might have warned me that in

England I should hear views on French art for

which I was hardly prepared. Those French artists

whom their fellows delighted to honour I found

ignored or condemned, and the palm given to those

I had learnt to consider finicking pedants, or merely
" base, common, and popular."

M. Clavetie writes on Meissonier, Paul Baudry,
J.-L. Gerome, Henner, Gustave Dore, Leon Bonnat,

Carolus Duran, Jules Dupre, Vollon, Louis Leloir,

and Detaille. J. -P. Laurens and (we may hope)

Puvis de Chavannes have yet to appear. The first

series (already reviewed in these pages) contained

manj^ interesting names, but they are all of men
dead between 1S70 and 1880. Gustave Dore was
undoubtedly the French artist best known this side

the Channel. Indeed, he was a much greater man
in L(;ndon than in Paris, where he was slighted as

a painter, and chiefly honoured as an illustrator.

Though his ambition was to succeed in paintincp-,

and to succeed in France, yet, like Berlioz, he
never lived to see himself fully acknowledged in

the city of his education and his first success.

Still, he was personally very popular in Paris,

and M. Claretie, who was among the number of

his friends, seems to expect a greater recognition of

his work now he is dead. It would be pleasant

could we hope for Dore the same enthusiastic re-

vulsion of feeling that spun France round some
few years after the great composer's decease. Un-
fortunately, in spite of that admirable power of

invention which made Dore in some sort the prince

of illustrators, his imagination, or realising ])ower,

was not very sound, nor had he sufficient techniijue

and sincere appreciation of the facts of nature to

save the situation. His big pictures only astonish

those unaccustomed to large canvases, and the

frequenters of the Salon are not of that number.

Frenchmen have always been wont to exercise them-

selves on a large scale, and in places like Barbizon

and Cernay even landscape-painters will make you
" ten-footers " from nature by way of essay, and to

get over a certain shyness of paint. Those who have

seen Dore's vast compositions in the Salon, as well as

beneath the chimney lights of the exclusive show in

Bond Street, must admit how much they lack real

feeling for the proper use of the material. They are

enlarged coloured illustrations, wanting the special

plastic conception necessary to success in that great

field of historical art for five hundred years the arena

and tilting-ground of heroes mighty in execution

and imagination. M. Claretie yields to no one in

admiration for Dore's sculpture and his illustrations,

especially those to the " Contes Drolatiques ; " but I

am not so sure that he equally admires his pictures.

It is difficult to judge of values in a perfect blaze

of light
; yet in the high key of praise M. Claretie

habitually employs, certain less decidedly eulogistic

phrases are remarkable, and seem to show that he

holds the common French opinion of Dore's painted

work. He says :
" J'ai souvent discute Dore peintre,

je me suis toujours incline devant cet admirable

artiste. An salon de 1874 Gustave Dore donnait des

'Martyrs Chretiens' qui etait loin de me satisfaire

completement, mais qui denotait une rare puissance

de coloriste et (ce qu'on n'a jamais refuse fi Dore)

une reelle vigueur de concejition." After this, more-

over, he goes on :
" Je le repete, c'etait un beau decor

de theatre, et ce baisser de rideau allait faire fureur

a Londres, oii la peintiire de Gustave Dore etait fort

appreciee des compatriotes de ce Martinn (sic), que

je citais tout h. I'heure, et k qui le peintre du ' Gol-

gotha ' et des ' Martyrs Chretiens ' clierchait evi-

demment h se rapprocher." These are M. Cla-

retie's extreme notes of severity ; but as they are

spots on a sun of general praise, they become quite

noticeable. Comparing canvases which have been

likened to IMichelangelo's to drop scenes and the

works of " ce IMartinn," savours of delicate de-

rision, especially to English cars. The Dore draw-

ing which we quote (6) is a pretty fair example

of his merits and defects. There is an immense

amount of ingenious invention, of curious line and

detail, spent upon a conception somewhat Vaguely

and incorrectly realised.

Gerome and Meissonier are perhaps better

known to the English public (Mr. Legros is a
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naturalised Bi'iton, and does not count) than any

(itlier Frencli artist except Dore. Bouguereau and

Ary Scheii'er run them pretty close ; but JNI. Claretie

has no article on either of these^ and although Bou-

guereau just missed the grand medal this year, one

hears them spoken of among the French artists much
as we sjieak of certain members of the Academy
in England. Meissouier even, a representative

example of whose more popular and less artistic

work we give (3), scarcely escapes some severe hand-

ling, as the " king of

bourgeois painters ;'" and

Gerome, though he is

jirofessor at the Ecole

des Beau.K-Arts, seems

not to have retained the

loyalty of many of the

young men he has helped

to educate, for one often

hears his clean-licked,

polished style abused,

and his handling de-

nounced as wanting in

" le sentiment de la

forme." These youth-

ful desperadoes demand

more jjdti: and a more

evident execution, and

those who have not dis-

carded all tradition ap-

peal in support of their

arginnents to the ex-

ample of Rubens, Ve-

ronese, and Velasquez.

It is true that this sort

of execution has found

favour with the majority

of great men of the

best epochs, men whose

work was anything but

commonplace. Yet it l)y no mean

a cheap effort of imitation can suffice to lift out

of the commonplace a mere unintelligent follower

of the broad and signitieant method of brush-

work, or that the smooth and careful painter must

of necessity remain " bourgeois.'^ Raphael and

Claude are surely never " bourgeois ;
" yet they did

not always lay on their paint in a suggestive and

expressive manner. Sincerity of intention is the

one thing indispensable in the artist, and of that

we must allow the educated public to judge for

themselves : their verdict will certainly be in favour

of representatives of both styles. Carolus Duran

and Leim Bonnat, both comparatively young, arc Ihe

pioneers and guides of the many who like solid, broad,

and suggestive painting. If Gerome a little resem-

bles !Mr. Alma Tadema in choice of subject, seholar-

liness of research, careful selection of type, costume,

and access' ies, and in his truly conscientious realism,

J\IM. Duran and Bonnat, the portrait-painters of

the day, are the ^lillais and HoU of France. Caro-

lus Duran is not more than forty-seven, and his studio

was only opened to pupils in 1S7:J or 1873. His
classes are specially interesting to us, as his students

are chiefly American and English. Duran is not

well known here; indeed, with the excej)tion of a

sketchy head in the

Graphic Galleiy and the

portrait of the Countess

of Dalhousie in last

year's Academy, I do

not know any work of

his that has been pub-

licly exhibited in Lou-

don. Some of his pupils

have alrcadv done no-

ticeable work, and most

consjiieuously Mr. J. S.

Sargent, who has ex-

hibited at one or two

Academies, and one year

at the (Jrosvenor Gallery,

but who is better re-

membered by Ills eou-

trihutions to an exhibi-

tion, held I)y the Fine

Art Society in Bond

Street, of work by Eng-

lish and American con-

tributors to the Salon.

He sent, among other

things, portrait of

2.—POKTRAIT 01'

( li' pruduc^'d in Fac-stiuilc frum

follows that

TltK rAIXTEK.

a Dnuciu'j hu Lcuu lioiuuit.)

Carolus Duran, and a

gigantic sketch called

" i';i Jalco " (engraved

in this magazine) which

was the subject of much discussion. Duran is

called " eleve de Souchon " in the Salon cata-

logues, in virtue of the graceful tradition which

makes men throughout life acknowledge the name of

their master at a public exhibition. I have heard

him say that he afterwards attended the old Atelier

Suisse, that nursery of so many famous artists.

It was a free sort of jilace, without " patron " (or

master), and where a vast deal of work, noise, smoking,

and practical jesting was carried on in an atmos-

phere that I have no hesitation in describing as the

worst in the world ; the thirst it engendered I never

can forget. It was a place established in the days of

our fathers, perhaps of our grandfathers, and re-

mained in its original (juarters, close to the Pout St.-

JMichcl, till it ceased to exist. Whatever truth there
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maybe in the accusations o£ pose and histvionism know his "Christ" in the Salon of 1874, now, I

constantly In-oug-ht against Carolus Dnran, I mnst believe, in the Salle des Pas Penlus at Paris,

say that he keeps it all for his rivals in position and Both are wonderfnlly powerful and conscientious

J^\e/>i'
3.—THE CHESS-PLATERS.

iRQjrodiiced in Fac-simile Jrom a Draiciny by Mclssonicr.)

talent, and never shows it off to his pupils.

Henner (that excellent painter of the nude) used

to bo a frequent visitor to his class, when I re-

member it in the early years of its institution. As
he agreed with Duran on the essential qualities of

painting and the first principles of teaching, his great

difference of style made his co-operation decidedly

beneticial to the studio.

Duran's great rival, Bonnat, is now about fifty-

one. His portrait of Victor Hugo, exhibited in the

Dudley Gallery this summer (iSS-t), gives an ad-

mirable idea of his powerful life-like realisation of

a sitter, his sujierb modelling, his solidity, his con-

tempt for insincere colour and meretricious orna-

ment. A slight sketch of himself, a very truthful

rendering of a common effect of light rather than a

striking portrait, is here quoted (2) from M. Claretie's

notice as an illustration. Bonnat is, like Carolus

Duran, a pure figure-painter also, but in that ca-

]iacity, I believe, ho would hardly satisfy English

tastes. His " Job " was exhibited at the Salon a

Londres in Ijeicester Sqiuire, and many people must

studies of naked men in certain positions. They
are logical, and they most thoroughly convince you
that a real figure seen under such conditions of light

and position could not look in any way different.

The distance of Job's hands behind each other and

from the floor, every square inch of space and every

undulation of surface are made, without any nig-

gling, as patent as if the thing were I'eally in three

dimensions instead of two. Yet you go away, and

have not the slightest recollection of the man of

Uz, his sufferings, his expression, or anything that

is his, and knowing no more of him than that he

was a deplorably ugly and fairly vulgar patriarch.

Many French artists have risen from the poorer

classes, and the account of their struggles with

every kind of difficulty is not the least interesting

part of this book. Carolus Duran went through a

good deal of trouble, and ate pretty freely of the

" vache enragee;" but that and everything else

recorded 1)y M. Claretic in the same vein pales

before the achievements in misery of M, Paul

Baudry. He was sent to Paris by the town of
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Bourbon (Veiuleo) with 1110 IVancs a yt'ar, out of

whicli had to come 35 francs a month for studio

expenses. Sometimes he would save his 25 francs,

and work at home in his garret; but even thns,

much as I know of the shifts and devices of French

students, I fail to sec how he ever contrived to keep

body and soul tog-etlier until the happy moment when

he took a prize, and his allowance was raised to 1,300

francs a year. Courage, force, and tlevotion to art

have never deserted Baudry, and they stood him in

good stead during the two or three years he spent on

tlie gigantic task of decorating the 0[iera. A fac-

simile of one of his studies for the head of Psyche

in a i)icture of his is reproduced on another page (5).

Tlie reader must not expet't style in a sketch from

the model, as a note for further use. In his digested

work Baudry is, unlike many modern French artists.

ciincepti<in, Baudry has profited religiously by the

lessons of the past. Another painter with the

quality of style is Louis Leloir, whose graceful

sketch for an illustration of the "Ecole des Femmes"
—Arnolphe, in passionate ijleading with the faith-

less Agnes—we are able to reproduce (1). He
escaped those difiicultics that Baudry and others

encountered in early life, for his father had already

made his mark as an artist. As he died this year,

at forty, we can only be glad that so short a

career at least was started fairly. M. Claretie has

given such a charming and sympathetic portrait

of Leloir, so intimately associated with the descrip-

tion of his illustrations to Moliere, his water-colours,

and his other work, that the notice is not only

the best written, but the most touching and agree-

able of the whole ten.

4.—AENOLI'IIK, AND AONHS.

(Rf'imiilifcrd in Fac-siviilf' from a Dratriiuj by Louis Leloir.)

what we are obliged to call a "stylist." I do not

mean to quarrel with those who claim a cerlain

style for the most emancipated modern work. In

this ease I merely mean that those who under-

stand in the received manner the words composi-

Perhaps (he most trium|ilianl "stylist " and the

most masterly craftsman of them all is Antoine

^ iillcMi. His work descends in direct line from

Rembrandt's " Banif lOcorche" in thi; Louvre. It

may sur]irise many thai he is a painter of still life.

tion, and beauty in colour, form, and selection of iiut surely it is in still life, if anywhere, that a

type, will find that, with all his originality of man should be an artists' painter ? There, where

280
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tlie ar*. is purely for the art's siike— is only, so to our greatest Englishmen— Shakespeare, Turner,

speak, a symphony in the material — there wc Crome, Constable, Rossetti, Words\V(,)rtli. But we

must demand style, dignity in the very initting have always thought and written about our art

on of paint, and all that is meant liy the term in a different spirit from Frenchmen, and it may
" maestria." But the jjeople who have rushed in to be that our few triumphant suocesses in the veiy

mak(; music tell stories ; tliose people who see no highest art are owing to our dogged attachment to

beauty in sound, form, and colotir for themselves, our own views. M. Claretie, though not so much
have laid their "mildewing hand" even on still as must French writers on art, yet more than most

life, and would have it babble of green fields, or tell Englishmen, comprehends and praises the work of

any tale but that of its own special beauty. Each the men he writes about from the point of view

\

of these notices contains, besides a fac-simile of an

original sketch, a por-

trait of the artist, and

that of Vollun seems

particularly good, to

judge from a life-size

oil sketch of him on

the wall of the inn at

Cernay. He is a calm,

strong, blonde man, like

Pelouse, and like him

the very picture of a

landscape-painter.

We now come to

Jules Dupre, the doneii

of landscape-painters (1).

He and Franc^ais, the

founder of the colony

at Cernay, are the oldest

..f the l.it. They b„th

have the honour of

having appreciated and

helped through his early

dilHculties a greater man
tlian themselves—Theo-

dore Rousseau. Dupre
lives retired in his forest

of Compiegne, as Millet

did in his of Fontainebleau, caring for neither

fame nor money, living for art and posterity.

Of him Alexander Dumas fih has said— very

happily—" He is the last of the sincere artists.''

Dupre, besides all the actual help he generously leaders, and fall into the defects lying in wait

gave to Theodore Rousseau, with a rare modesty upon the excellences they copy. Instead of no
always acknowledged the younger painter's supe- icleal, we may rather say that French artists have
riority. The notice of Dupre is full of the most a different ideal from that of English ones, and
interesting details of his opinions on art and of the that their literary contemporaries have fallen into

places, England among the number, where he sought their view of the legitimate ol)jects and capabili-

c

r. Bari3'> '

6.—A STUDY FOE THE " PSYCHE." J
(Bcinvfluccd in Facsimile from a Drawing iy Paul Dmulry.)

of the material in which their thoughts are con-

ceived. He revels in

terms descriptive of

colour, form, and states

of paint. These he con-

siders make the jiieture,

as phrases and rhythms

make the jioem. A pic-

ture is not either beau-

tiful or ugly as you can

or cannot find excpiisite

language to describe it,

or a poem bad as it i.s

difficult to illustrate.

This attitude is owing

in a measure to a dif-

ference between Englisli

and French aims in art,

and it is a suliject too

immense and too diili-

cult for me to venture

to say nuich about it.

French art has been ac-

cused of aiming at tech-

nicpie rather than at

idea, of being rather

clever than full of deep

feeling, more coarsely

strong than delicate, and aiming rather at crush-

ing other work than at expressing a sentiment

of its own. This is true only of the stupider set

of artists who in every country do but follow the

subjects for his pictures. He first exhibited in

18;31, in the full fury of the Romantic renaissance,

and he lived on through the glorious crowd that
sprang from it, whose name is legion, and of

whom he is almost the sole survivor. Thi\(

Eighteen-Thirty of which such men wore an out-

ties of art. The English wish beauty to be

something unattainable, or at least undcfinable :

something connected with, but floating above the

material of any art ; a soul linked to a body, but

<juite different and independent, something trans-

cendental. Hence their struggle with technique,
come was a movement in favour of many of the their essays of all kinds in it, Iheir great variance
(jualities that have been successfully striven for by of opinion on itj their imiJatience of control about
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it. and tlieiv frequent fear and disgust of its hamper- of all these several plastic modes. In this case

iiig- their imagination^ which so often impel them the soul is a function of the bodv, and has no

altogether to resent its necessary limitations. The life outside it. To the French the conception of

(J.—IN SPAIN.

(Draicit by G^tstave DorL)

French hcjld that each art has its own beauty a beauty must be in words, in clay, in colour, ia

inherent and inseparable from its material ; that sound ; or it is a coneeptiou of nothing, a mere

the conception of a work of art is in the terms of vague sentiment—an emjity feeling, ready to mould

the sense supplying that special art; and that there a conception, but formless and void till exercised

can be no imagination outside of and independent on something concrete. R. A. INI. Stevenson.

HEADGEAE IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.—I.

THli hat, at least in Christendom, has always been

regarded as a symbol of power and authority.

The story of Tell refusing to do homage to Gesler's

hat, whether legendary or not,

shows clearly enough mediieval

ideas on the symbolic character of

the hat. In the Church, from

which the State borrowed so many
of its ideas, the giving of a hat

siguitied the elevation of its re-

cipient to an authority and dig

nity only one degree below i.

highest in Christendum. Thus

kings and ladies, as rulers in their

respective sjiheres, alone remained covered. It was

one of the sitrns that a revolution was at hand, when

THE BONNET.

at the opening of the States-General of France in

1789, a great number of the dei)uties of the Third

Estate put on their hats the moment that the

nobles put on theirs. The king, who was present,

saw the dilemma, and

to compel all to un-

cover took off his own

hat. It was highly

significant ; despotic

power declared itself

at an end. But in

the Fifteenth Cen-

tury its time in

Europe had just dawned, and its advent was well

ty]Mfied by the general adoption of the hat. Not

that the haf was really a new wear in Europe. We

2, 3.—FASHIONS IN HOODS.
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4.—CAP AND ROUNM.KT.

know, for instance, fli;it tlic Anglo-Saxons used liats :

fellcn Iiaefs.

The supposition that hats appeared for tlie first

time in the Fifteenth

Century has arisen from

the fact that hardly

any kind of head-gear

hut the hood was worn

in Western Eurojie

when tlic century
ojiened, while at its

close the vai'ied fashions

in hats were legiim.

Under this notion a

distinction has hcen

made hetween hats and

caps wliicli (irin-inally had no existence, and of which

I see nil trace in (iiis century- That the terms

ci(p and /(// were syudnj'mous may he seen hy an

cn([uiry into the group of words that cover both

m the languages of those countries fmin whence

Europe derived her fashions in dress. The term

r/i(ij)el amnng the French of the Middle Ages em-

braced all kinds nf head-gear, whence French hatters

have always l:)een called c/uipflierx, and their trade

cliiipcllcrii'. That the word cliapcl was not un-

known in England in the general sense of a cover-

ing may l)e seen from its use in "The Taming of

the Shrew," where "an old rusty sword" is de-

scribed as "chapeless," that is, without any scabbard

or covei'ing. It is evident that the words citji,

riipi', cope, and their congeners in Anglo-Saxon,

Dutch, German, French, Spanish, all have a cnm-

nion origin, and are from the land which was the

soiu'ce of fashion in mediaeval Catho-

licism. The Italian cuppa, cappello,

ciippiicio repeated themselves in the

languages of Catholic Euro])e.

The words Iwuil and //(// had

a different origin ; they are only

found among the Teutonic nations,

being //«/ and hod in Anglo-Saxon,

J[/il in German, Jicvd in Dutch, Iiaff

in Swedish. Thus the former group

of words is of Italian and ecclesias-

tical origin, the latter being Teu-

tiinic and lay. This renders it easy

to understand how the words cap

or hat, cape or hood, were origi-

nally synonyniiius terms, and how
they were long used indiscrimi-

nately. In course of time there

came to 1)0 a distinction, Iml, as

far as T lia\-c Iic<'n able to find, it

i-^ iiol i-ciMignisable in the Fifteenth

Century. 5_ji uukgess

-THE OKIOIN OF THE
FANTAIL.

The term honnct , as descriptive of a particular

kind of head-gear, was already known under various

forms in the dialects of Western Europe. According

to Ijittre it would seem to

be a word originated by

fashion, since as early as

the Twelfth Century we
read of a chapel de hoiicl,

just as we have chapel de

castor, that is, a head-

covering made of beaver,

lie thinks, therefore, honei

,

like cantor, described the

material of which a particu-

lar head-dress was made,

and that in all probability

it had special reference to the quality f.f the ma-
terial. However this may be, lionnet seems gene-

rally to have meant a cap of a soft material without

any rim, and w^orn constantly in-doors and out.

The habit of wearing some covering to the head

in the house seems to have been common in the

Middle Ages, and when it was necessary to put on

extra protection, the hat or ca]) was often worn over

it, as we may see in certain of our illustrations, e.i/.,

our sixth. No doubt, too, the sini]ilest forms of

out-door head-gear also took the name of bonnet.

Lacroix gives a figure of Olivier de Clisson, Constable

of France under Charles VI., wearing what we should

call a sladl-ca]i. It covered the upper part of the

head, and curving down upon the middle of the fore-

head was adorned with a chaplet of precious stones

and a frontal ornament. Malccilm, in his "Manners
and Customs of London," under date 1399, gives a

citizen in a similar bonnet but of

a smaller and simpler make (1).

This was a common style of head-

gear from the beginning to the

middle of the Fifteenth Century.

The Doge of Venice, whose por-

trait by Bellini is in the National

Gallery, is a doge of this century,

and he wears a white skull-cap

with a ])eculiar protuberance like

a horn at the back, and a broad

gold band over the forehead. This

portrait affords another example of

the common habit of wearing an

under-cap.

At this time elderly men were

still wearing the hood in its original

shape (7). Strutt gives such a

hood made of some material of a

red colour, stri])ed with vellow and

black, and apparently HirhI with

OP COLOGNE. fur, which formed a s(n't of frame
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for the face. In Hartslionie's metrical tales, edited Paris, especially among boys. The hood of the

by Fairholt, we read of Fifteenth Century was capable of being loosened

" \ W t f rl h A
from the cloak and worn separately. In the pictures

That well fast to his cheek stood, ^^ liave of the way children played the game of

The t}-pet might not wrye." hoodman Ijlind, wo see the front of the hood pulled

r.—THE nOOD PEOPEE. S.—A HOOD ECCESTBIC. 0.—AN ITAI.IAN EANBY. 10.—AN ENOtlSH STEEPLE. II.—THE

WHITE HAT OF THE COUNT OP FOIX. 12.—FUR AND FEATHEK. 13.—FROM AN " ADOKATION " OF BOTTICELLI.

14.— IIAT-BAND AND JEWEL. 1.^).—A OERJtAN NOllLE.

A head-gear formed out of the bond was llic

most common wear of all cla.^ses in ihc ll\e coiinlrics

from which our illustrations are mainly taken : Italy,

Germany, the Low Countries, England, and France.

Tiie hood was originally the pointed eapuchin m- i :i]ie

of the cloak, intended to be drawn over the lu';ul in

Cold or wet weather. It is in common use to-(la\ in

dnwn over the hlind-man's face, while the other

])Iavei"s have taken theirs off, and are using them to

buffet him. The form of the hood wlien made of a

stiff material was that of a sugar-loaf, and it had

an o))ening for the face, as depicted in the aeconi-

panying diagram ("2). During the latter ]>!irt

of the Fourteenth Century, when people were ever
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Kcrkin^- new wliiiiisir:ilit ics in (dsluinr, snmc one

sluck Ins lic;i(l into lliis Imlc, and (lien L;-:itlK'i-inL;- up

(lie |ii.iMinii meant to cover 1 lie shuulckTS, called the

(i|>|iel, lie lidund i) in an erect position l)y twist in^-

the lonu- tail rountl the head and

tucking- in its end (•'3). Thus Chau-

cer, in the " llcve's Tale," describes

the miller o£ Trumping-ton as walk-

ing- Ijcfore his wife in the holidays,

" "Willi his lipct yljovinilo aliout his hcd."

This fashion lasted durini;' the

eentui-\', and the varieties resultiuLi;'

IVom taste or ca})rice are innumer-

ahle. One of our figures (8) is a

s])eeinien of the fan-like forms it

was sometimes made to take. This,

IG.—AN EAELY TRENCHER.

(iallery, is an exampfe of this mode. The d(>]ien-

dent piece or tippet was frc({uently scalloped, or

cut into forms of leaves or other fanciful devices,

a form of ornamentation sometimes carried through

the entire costume. Occasionally

the dependent piece became a long-

streamer hanging down nearly to

the feet, us in our example (17),

which is taken from Hefner-Alte-

neck, and represents Charles VII. of

France. In a similarly dressed figure

of Henry VI. of England, the long

tippet or liripipc docs not descend

beyond the knees. In the "Exhuma-

tion of St. Hubert," ascribed to Die-

rick Bouts, at the National Gallery,

there is a figure at the altar wearing-

copied from the head of a serjeant-at-arms, given this long liripipc. A more reasonable way of wear-

by Lacroix, is certainly of the very earliest part of ing the hood is shown (5) ; this cut represents the

the century, possibly of the latter part of the Four- head-gear of a burgess of Cologne. Here the liripipe

teenth. But for the ordinary f(jrms as worn in is used for the purpose of keeping the hood fast and

Germany, F]ngland, and the Low Countries we protecting the throat. It is not strange that during

cannot do better than go to the pictures from the this period, when men bandaged their heads uj) in

early Flemish and (ierman masters at the National this manner, they should have cropped their hair very

Gallery. In the portrait of Roger van der Weyden close and shaved their faces clean. At the opening

by himself we have a good example of the way the of the century we find old men with a beard and

hood was t.urned into a turban, and in No. 222, by whiskers, but by the time of Henry V. the cropping

Van Eyck, a similar example tied in a more careless seems general in England, while the clean shaving

manner. Of how preposterous a size these turbaned continued to be universal to the end of the century,

hoods rendered the head we In the latter part of the century, when hoods

have an example in the cen- began to go out, they were slung by the liripipe

tral figure in Uccello's " Battle over the shoulder to be worn at pleasure (18). In

of San Egidio " in the Na- course of time this mode of wearing the hood was

tional Gallery. confined to the costume worn on ceremonial occasions

Later on the twisted hood, hy learned and ecclesiastical personages, and was

thus turned into a turban, de- intended to mark their degree and dignity. Thus

veloped into a cap with a we see the Fifteenth-Century hood hanging to the

crown closely fitting the head, back of the officiating

and having for a border a clergyman to-day in the

padded roll styled a roundlet, same awkward and uncom-

tlie remains of the tippet of fortable manner in which

the hood being preserved in a it came to be worn when

broad piece of cloth which de- from a useful article of

pended from one side of the dress it finally drifted into

rouiKllet, and was sometimes being a merely ornamental

long enough to be caught up a])pendage.

round the chin, carried over Another relic of this

the head, the end dropping custom was the solemn hat-

over the shoulder at the ordi- band of crape or silk, which

nary length. Our examjole (4) was until recently worn

is taken from Laeroix, and re- by all who followed a

presents the head-dress of a corpse to the grave. It

French nobleman in the first may be seen in Picard's

half of the century : the " Ceremonies et Coutumes

The portrait of "Marco Bar- religieuses " in almost its original form on the heads

17.—CHARLES Til.

colour is pale red.

THE END OF THE HOOD.

barigo,' liy G. Vandermeire (1171), in the National of the mourucrs in a funeral procession in England
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at the early part of the Eighteenth Century. Under
tlie old name of tipf)et it is said to be still in use,

or until recently to have been used, as part of the

recognised mourning for royalty. The scarf worn

over the shoulders at burials also represents the

remains of the Fifteenth Century hood, descending,

we suppose, by a different tradition. Thus in order

to satisfy the love of extravagant funeral pomp two

forms of an ugly and unmeaning fashion have been

piled one on the other.

The first caps made in France were composed of

the refuse of wool or hair, not woven but pressed, or

by some means prepared so as to form felt. The

invention of this material for caps and other articles

of apparel is attributed, according to a legend, said

to be current among continental hatters, to Clement,

fourth Bishop of Rome. Being forced to fly from

his persecutors, he suffered in his wanderings from

blistered feet. Putting a little wool between them

and his sandals, he found after a time that it had

got worked into a uniformly compact substance.

Strack with its useful nature, he caused a similar

substance to be manufactured, and applied to various

articles of apparel. St. Clement''s Day was no doubt

celebrated by London hatters in the Fifteenth Cen-

ttiry, as up to our own times has been the custom in

Roman Catholic countries.

Notwithstanding the universal use of the hood,

hats or caps were not entirely discarded at any

time. At the very opening of this century, if we
may trust INIalcolm's illustrations to his "Manners
and Customs of London," some citizens wore a felt

hat with a very broad brim, which was turned up

both in the front and at the back, and attached to

the crown by a button. Ho also mentions that in

the year llOO, caps with triangular crowns, and

others large, high, and round, were introduced.

Other Londoners of the same period wore a hat

exactly resembling that of our coal-heaver's (6).

It was worn over the head, and was no doubt

looked upon as a surplus article of dress, for it is

in this light we find caps regarded at this period

in France. People there only used caps when they

went into the country. Later on under Charles VII.,

a contemporary of our Henry ^ I., they put them on

whenever it was wet, and by the time Louis XL
came to the throne, coeval with the reign of Edward
IV., hats and caps had become the general wear.

The first caps which were not adaptations of the

ordinary shapes in which felt hats and caps again

and again appear, had some resemblance to the

stuffed roundlet and crown (1) which marked the

first eft'orts to (urn the twisled hood info a periiui-

nent structure. A^'e give here a (Jcnniiii spcciiiu'ii

from Hefner-Alteneck, which may be described as a

round trencher aiiparcntly stuffed tightly (1(3). In a

French specimen from Lacroix it is clearly allied to

the roundlet and is ornamented with precious stones.

But these hybrid forms of the hood and cap give

place with the ruin of the House of Lancaster in

England, with the reign of Louis XL in France, and
with the rule of the Medici in Florence to quite a

new epoch in head-gear, the leading idea of which is

the ever-growing importance of the hat, that is of

a covering for the head which has no connection

with the hood or cape, but is rather a revival of an
article of dress, distinct in itself and known in all

times as a hat.

There was a time when nothiug so excited the

ii'e of Oxford undergraduates as the aj^jvarauce

of a white hat on Commemoration day. It was
supposed to be the badge of radicalism. But I

can remember, as no doubt many others can, when
the white hat was supposed to indicate communistic
ideas on the rights of property, and its unfortunate

possessor was constantly saluted with the cry, " Who
stole the donkey? the man with the white hat."

Now it is curious that the white hat should in the

Fourteenth Century have been the symbol of a party

in Ghent who ijrobably had many aftinities with our

modern radicals, if not with Nineteenth-Century

socialists. Froissart represents John Lyon, a popular

leader in Ghent, thus addressing his followers : "All

ye good people, that be here present, ye know and

have seen of late, how the white hats have better

kept your franchises than other red or black hats

have done, or of any other colour, be ye sure and say

that I said it, as soon as the white hats be laid down,

by the ordinance that the earl would have it so, I

will not give for all your franchises after,—not three

pins." Our first specimen (11) is a white hat of

the Fifteenth Century as worn by a Count of Foix.

Our next (14) appears to be another form of the felt

hat, the peak being raised straight up above the

forehead, and ornamented with a jjrodigious gold

brooch sot with precious stones;' while one side is

turned up in similar fashion, the other is pulled down.

This hat is red with a broad gold band jewelled. The

colour of hats reminds us that in commercial Italy

bankruj)ts were comjielled to wear green hats. Yellow

with blue bands running round the crown was the

colour of the English steeple hat (10). It had a

(lat, round, wide rim, and in the " Chronicle " from

whiili it was taken by Fairholt, it is spoken of as

" a high, small bonet for airing of the crown." It

belongs to the reign of Edward IV. and was evi-

dently a popular shape, for it was still to lie seen on

the heads of old countrywomen in the last century.

But the form of hat characteristic of the ^liddle

Ages, especially in. Italy, was more of the shape of

our thirteenth example (L'5). This hat is taken from

the "Adoration of the Magi," attributed to Botticelli
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or Filippino Lippi, wliere quite a crowd of varieties

in head-gear may be found. This particular hat has

a green crown ; the rim is lined with some material

of a faint straw colour ; the feather is red^ and the

chaplet and trimmings on the crown are of gold.

The bicocketj or official hat worn by great per-

sonages on state occasionSj is of somewhat similar

shape, but evidently

takes its name from

the Italian hicocca, " a

little castle situated on

.a hill." The exami.le

we give from the head

of Tanneguy de Chatel,

a courtier of Charles

VII., has a certain re-

semblance to the outline

of a hicocca. Dr. Mur-

ray in the Athenaiun,

has shown that the old

chroniclers and diction-

ary-makers have fallen

into great confusion

about this word through

Hall or his printer put-

ting "abococket" for "a bicocket;" but I cannot see

with Dr. INIurray that Hall misunderstood Fabian

when he described the bicocket as worn by one of

the king's followers, Fabian's words bearing that

in.—THE BICOCKET.

interpretation, and the circumstances hardly allow-

ing any other. Planche tells us that he finds the

bicocket mentioned as part of the apparel for the

field of a "'Baron in his Sovereign's company;" and

it is specially stated of Tanneguy de Chatel that he

was so closely attached to his king that he did not

quit him dead or living. This, I take it, puts the

question beyond doubt.

Among the official hats of the Fifteenth Century

that called the mortler or mortar, from its shape, is

worthy of notice. It was carried as the insignia of

olfice before the Chancellor

of France and the Presi-

dents of the Parliaments,

who were hence called pre-

sidents a mortkr, or av

mortier, as some maintained

it should be. The same

form of hat prevailed

among English officials, as

we see in Strutt's " Dress

and Habits of the People

of England" (20). The
lord mayor's cap of main-

tenance would seem to be

this hat, and its being worn l)y the sword-bearer, to

accord with the custom we have noticed as to the

royal cap) of estate being worn by some important

courtier. Richard Heath.

20.—THE MORTAR

"ALSATIAN
From the Picture

^(JRING the Franco-German

War, and for some time

after, Alsace, of all Euro-

]iean provinces, was the

most famous and romantic.

Sr,r5 To begin with, like the
~^

Poland of the poet Bunn
it had been ploughed by

the hoof of the ruthless in-

vader, and its napery and its clocks, its spoons

and forks and covers, had been transformed into

" purchase," and started for Berlin. And then

the delightful artists known as Erekmann-Chatrian

had achieved a popularity not less sudden than

universal. Everybody was reading " Madame
Therese," and "The Blockade," and "" Waterloo,"

just as everybody of late is reading " Called Back,"

and " Treasure Island." Old Alsace, French at

heart but German in speech and manner and aspect,

was made familiar to us as the Barsetshire of

PILGRIMS."
BY M. Fenerstein.

Anthony Trollupe
; and when Mr. Henry Irving

jiroduced his Matthias, and appeared as an Alsatian

burgomaster who, some years before, had had the

misfortune to rob and murder a certain Polish Jew,

he was scarce more strange to his audiences than as

Digby Grant or Alfred Jingle.

In these days the romance of Alsace is faded and

gone ; its picturesque quality has somehow ceased

from interesting. Nobody cares for its burgomasters

and pedlars ; its blue-eyed maidens and buxom house-

wives charm no longer ; from its pleasing costumes

and quaint ancestral furniture and patriarchal ways

the glory has departed, and the light of common
day is upon them all. That such a fortune is mijust

and undeserved, that in capable hands they are still

attractive as ever, our picture is witness. It has

character and expression ; it is an excellent study

both of costume and manners; it is human in senti-

ment and pleasing in effect. No better illustration

of Erekmann-Chatrian has been made.
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ALSATIAN PILGRIMS.

(From the I'irlurc by Ferusralein.)
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A PAINTER ON COMPOS^ITION.— II.

UR subjects and our treatment

o£ them must be emjihatically

our own, but nevertheless every

student of art owes it to him-

self to get what help he can

from the study of the works

of the great painters who have

gone before. His object should

be tn notice not only how natural appearances of

form, colour, and light and shade have been modified

or, as it is technically called, " treated " by painters

of acknowledged fame, but also why this was done.

No painter who has in him any spark of origi-

nality will directly repeat any effect that has already

been painted, but an earnest student can only benefit

himself by trying in a measure to look at nature

from the point of view of the masters of his art.

In carefully analysing the composition and ar-

rangement of the pictures of the great painters, one

of the first things that strikes us is, that they knew
what not to do, and where to stop in the elaboration

of their subjects. In fact the absolute necessity of

com])romise and sacrifice is one of the earliest and

least pleasant experiences of every successful artist.

Every skilful master of composition knows that he

must sternly surrender to the exigencies of art any

detail, however beautiful in itself, that in any way
mars the effect of his picture as a whtile. Few im-

portant pictures are produced, during the painting

of which the artist has not consciously or uncon-

sciously had to decide what he could best give up to

ensure a picturesque effect. Form, colour, and light

and shade are the very elements of which a picture is

composed, but even these have often in a measure to

be sacrificed to one another, as the works of the great

masters abundantly show us. Titian valued colour

beyond all other art-qualities, and therefore we find

that he never hesitated to forego refinement of form

—of which, when he tried for it, no painter was ever

more eaf)able—when he thought that the attempt to

get it might sully some exquisite passage of colour,

any more than he hesitated to sacrifice truth of

aerial perspective in order to secure those forcible

and glowing backgrounds with which he delighted

to support his figures. Turner loved colour too, but

light he loved more, and therefore whenever he found

it impossible to combine brilliancy of light and truth

of colour in the same composition, he consciously

sacrificed colour to light, as did Rembrandt also in a

different way. Raphael's early work shows that he

had a delicate sense of colour, but we look in vain for

this in the work of his maturity, in which everything

is sacrificed to secure beauty of line and a somewhat

conventional grace of form. Van Dyck was a master

both of form and colour, but both were constantly

exaggerated by him to get that courtier-like elegance

and stately bearing for which his portraits are remark-

able. Rubens again and Velasquez understood form

as few artists but Michelangelo have ever done

before or since; in their respective keys of golden

and silvery hues there are no grander eolourists than

these two, and yet we frequently find both form and

colour sacrificed to some extent in their admirable

and immortal works. By Rubens this was done the

more forcibly to depict palpitating life or passionate

action, by \ elasquez to realise startling individuality

of expression.

Another fact that the study of the best pictures

will reveal to us is, that in spite of all the learned

and elaborate rules or " laws of composition " which

have been laid down for us by the critics, the simple

truth is that " composition " (like most of the

fancied "secrets" of art) is chiefiy a matter of

common-sense, and that the faculty of elegant or

effective pictorial arrangement is nothing more than

the power of putting the right thing in the right

place. Good composition, as far as picture-painting

is concerned, is making the best of things ; and an

artist makes the best of objects he paints when he

so arranges them in his pictures that the attention

of the spectator is drawn to their most beautiful or

most characteristic features, whilst their less pictur-

esque or more commonplace qualities are merged in

the general mass.

The first necessity of every well-composed picture,

however humble or ambitious the subject, is unity of

design. The jiainter must select some one object as

the chief point of interest—as that part of his sub-

ject, in fact, on which he desires the eye chiefly to

rest; and he must have the coui-age to subordinate

everything else in the picture so as to enhance the

effect of that selected object, and this must be so

thoroughly and so skilfully done, that no reasonable

doubt can remain in the spectator's mind as to which

the principal object in the picture is.

Suppose there is but one figure or group (no

matter what) in a picture ; the first question to be

decided, after the size of the object in proportion to

the space has been fixed, is " whereabouts shall it be

placed?" It is the chief subject of our composition,

and our first impulse probably is to put it in the

centre of the picture. Experience, however, shows
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Mi'tii^t.s that an nlijurt so placed is not so attractive in

its effect as when placed a little nearer to one side

of the picture than to the other, and when there is

more sjiace above than below it, or the reverse.

In a picture containin<^ a solitary figure, each part

of that figure is of importance to the general effect.

In nothing is thoughtful arrangement of jiarts more

necessary than in portrait-painting, for not only the

artistic effect of the picture, but also the resemblance

to the sitter is dependent upon such things as the

pose of the head, the turn of the neck, the direction

m which the eyes are looking, the massing of the

hair, the an-angement of the hands, and the disposi-

tion of the drapery. Those who have never painted a

portrait would be surprised how all these apparently

trivial matters have to be thought out, and how
many changes are generally necessary in them before

the best pose of the head, body, and limbs, the most

suitalile background, and costume, and the most

characteristic effect of light and shade can be decided

upon. The portrait-painter's triumph is when the

ultimate effect seems so simple and so natural, that

apparently no ol/ifr arrangement than the one actually

adopted was possible.

In a masterly portrait-picture everything is so

arranged that our attention is infallibly drawn to the

face, the true object of interest, but it is a clumsy

expedient to focus the effect on the face itself. The

great portrait-painters have generally placed their

strongest light on their strongest dark, or their most

brilliant bit of colour in the eomposltion— their

strongest emphasis, in a word—upon some part of the

costume near the face: just as in stately pageants our

attention is aroused by a shrill flourish <if trumpets,

and then quietly in walks the king.

The artistic "composition" of any single figure

depends very much upon the "action''' or general

direction of the several limbs, whicli may be arranged

to produce an effect either of symmetry or of

picturesqueness. A picturesque action is produced

by a somewhat angular arrangement confni.if /'//;/

the inclination of the various parts ; a symmetrical

action results from a gradual and harmonious flow-

ing into one another, as it were, of the scjiarate

parts, and is the peculiar charm of the finest Greek

statuary. Sometimes this symmetrical arrangement

is spoken of by artists as "beauty of line," the

beautiful " line " licing an imaginary one flowing

thmugh a figure or a group from end to end, some-

thing like the contrasted curves formed by the back

of a breaking wave, or like the undulating motion

of leaping flames ; such cvu'ves—living and subtle

—

as we see in the free and unconscious movement

of all graceful creatures.

When a composition consists of several or of

many figures, it is of far less importance that each

individual figui-e should be picturesque or graceful,

than that collectively they should jn-oduce an interest-

ing or beautiful group. The position of this group

and its proportion to the whole picture should be

pleasing to the eye, nor must it be forgotten that

the shape and size of the spaces round the chief

masses of form are second in importance only to

the proportions of the forms themselves, the appear-

ance of which they influence in a degree undreamt
of by those who have not practically attempted the

composition of pictures.

A few experiments will convince us that the least

effective method of arrangement is to dot objects

about the picture at more or less equal distances from

one another, and that the best effects are the result

of concentration. We shall find too that, roughly

sjieaking, the surest method of producing a pleasing

effect is to mass our material in one of the following-

ways : (1) We may concentrate our figures in an oval

mass somewhere near the centre of the picture. (2)

We may compress our composition more or less into

one angle of the square or oblong formed by the pic-

tui'e, so that the chief interest of the subject may be

said to be contained within a line drawn diagonally

from one of the upper to one of the lower corners of

the picture. {^i) We may so mass the chief group

that it shall rise from a broad base and diminish

as it ascends, something in the form of a pyramid,

which may be flat or pointed. (4) In landscape com-

position a variation of this last arrangement is very

effective, the triangular mass jutting out from one

side of the picture like a wedge, instead of rising

from its base like a pyramid, as is more usual in

figure subjects. (.^) In sylvan subjects, a dark

dome-like mass against a light background of sky

is found to be a very picturesque arrangement.

But whatever form we prefer, we shall find that

no good artistic effect is producible without concen-

tration. And we shall find, too, that the more we
concentrate or intensify an}' clement of our composi-

tion, the less we shall want of it. For instance, if a

dark is intensely dark, it is the natural c(piivalent to

a very large amount of light , as Turner has shown us

in many of his pictures ;
whilst a small light, if very

brilliant, will asscrli ilsclf against a ureal mass of

shade, as perhaps no other painter has ever so well

realised as Rembrandt. In the same way, a small

form that is put, in wiili decision may be made to

draw the attention from, or tii " balance," a large

mass of vague confused forms : as we often see in

marine pictures, where sometimes a solitary sea-gull

or small boat, standing out clearly against its back-

ground of sea or slcy, serves as sulHcient foil to a

forest of masts. A crowd of figures, loo. on one

side of a composition may not only be " balanced,"

but even made subservient to a single figure placed
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emphatifally alone on I lie <)])|)osite side. Anything' same as in talking; or ieadin<j. Shoutini;' out a woiil

isolated naturally attracts attention, and therefore a or a phrase will not give it more, if as much, im-

sniall ohjeet, light or dark, standing (juite by itself, portanee astthe simple device of pausing before and
will " tell" more strongly in an effect than a much after uttering it—isolating it, in jwint of fact, from
larger one that is more or less broken by or lilended whatever may have gone before and whatever is to

with its surroundings. In painting it is just the come after. Bahclay Day.

MENZEL AND FREDERICK THE GREAT.

IN my former article, in which I dealt with the

general activity of the great German artist, Atlolf

Menzel, only cursory mention could be made of his

illustrations to the works of Frederick the Great.

They deserve, however, more detailed notice, not so

much from the fact that they are among the best

things ]\Ienzel has done, as because a narrow-minded

exclusiveuess has for some time kept them out of

Prussian hero, was commissioned by the art-loving

King Frederick -William IV^ to illustrate the

voluminous works of his great ancestor. Menzel
accejited the commission, and in six years it was

possible to issue the thirty volumes that comprised

the complete works of the sovereign who loved

ink no less fondly than he loved gunpowder. Only

a very few copies were printed, and these never

/"?

( ""i

1.—THE COMING STOEM.

(Diaini hii Atlolf Menzel From "The Works of Freilcrk-J,- the. GrraV)

reach and sight of the general public, so that people penetrated to the public, })ut were reserved exclu-
may be well acquainted with the artist's work and yet sively as presents for crowned heads, who may or
never have looked upon his mafjnum ujiuh. It was may not have enjoyed their Menzel, but wli.) as-
in 1843 that jNIenzel, already known as having suredly left unread the stilted, dreary, anticjuated
saturated hunself with lore bearing upon the one productions indited by the Philosopher of Sansouci.
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It eertiiiiily was cvuA to a groat artist tlius to bury
his best things. \\lietla'r from a sense of this in-

justice, or from a desire to propagate liis ancestor's

fame, I know not, but in 1882 the i^resent Emperor
was pleased to sanction tlie publication of Meuzel's
woodcuts, with an explanatory text from the pen
of the Berlin art-critic, Ludwig Pietsch, and with-
out the scribblings of the suldier-kinfr. As was

the artist was that none of his illustrations should
exceed twelve centimetres in height or width, an
absurd and meaningless restriction, which must often

have cramped the worker's imagination. To this he
refers on the title-page, where he represents a chubby
boy standing within the shelter of a compass, around
which is written "twelve centimetre maximum,"
while below runs the line " Hie—hie saltus." He

'-'.—FKEDEKICK THE POET.

{Diaicn hi/ Adnlf Maizcl. From "The Works of Fmtcrick the GrcaV)

inevitable, this new edition is by far the more
delightful. But, unhap],ily, it also was limited

in number, and tlntugh the price asked was a high
one, the three hundred copies of which it consisted

were soon exhausted. At present tliere is talk of a
cheap reprint, so the masterpiece will not long re-

main, as it was, practically invisible to the general.

What is more to the purpose is that an English
edition is contera])lated. I therefore jmrpose to try

and furnish some idea of the book to English readers.

That we are able to illustrate -this article with a, few
reproductions fn^m a work so jealously guarded from
eyes profane (our third and sixth pictures, 1 should
note, are taken, for the sake of contrast, from Kugler's
"History") is entirely owing to Messrs. Wagner,
the royal book.sellers at Berlin.

The initial condition imposed by the king upon

was happily further told that the woodcuts need not

necessarily be illustrations. Here the royal ]M;ecenas

probal)ly made a virtue of necessity, for Frederick's

writings by no nu'ans lend Ihenistdves to illustration.

Menzel's ])ictures therefore took the form of inter-

spersed vignettes, marginal notes, and head and tail

pieces ; but even so the task was no easy one, and
how subtly, slily, at times even wittily, Mcnzel got

over his didiculties can hardly be told. His pictures

are full of axpril, plastic incisivencss, covert—ofteUj I

am sure, unconscious—satire, and are executed as a

rule witli rare excellence of draughtsmanship. Tiie

])ic(ures, two hundred in all, divide themselves into

live main groups—namely, ]iortraits, historical and
military themes, genre and miscellaneous, ancient

history, and allegorical and burles(pie. Of all these

there ai-e iH-obably not a dozen that can be strictly
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classed as " illuslrations." Tlicy are mostly in-

ventions, based on suo-srostions f'onuJ in the kind's

writings, and, when these are wanting', as they often

were, pictorial presentations of thonght, in which the

artist seems not only to have read between the lines,

but into the very soul of the royal scribbler. The
emblems are the most numerous, probably because

the artist felt that here he had widest scope.

Let US turn over Frederiek^'s works in the order

in which his royal heirs have collated them. We
find first his "Memoirs of Brandenburg," a glorifica-

tion of his ancestors from the earliest times. ^ cry

specially does the philosophical king linger over his

descri])tions of their love for philosophy, and there-

fore quite in keeping with his fad is MenzePs
picture of Leibnitz walking in the trim gardens of

Charlottenburg in converse sage with Queen Sophia
Charlotte. He is in full-bottomed wig, court-dress

and sword
; she is ij,'ci>//f/rf, and with a 1i"h'. Maids-

in-waiting and a jiage walk behind the couple, who
may be supposed to Ijo engrossed in matters vast

and transcendental, for the thirst for knowledge of

this lady, who founded the Royal Prussian Academy,
knew no limits. Leibnitz, of whom she dailv asked
cpiestions, once remarked, " JMadame, j'ou are not to be
satisfied, you want to know the whi/ of everything?"
This perhajis is the moment adumlirated l)y the

artist. To Frederick's " Essay on the Army, from its

Litroduction into Prussia till the Time of Frederick

William," Menzel appends a portrait of Frederick as

Crown Prince riding beside his father. They have
gained the stmimit of a hillock, whence they overlook

the plain where a groat army parades. This is to

illustrate the foundation of Prussia's might and pride.

An " Essay on Superstition and Religion " gives

Menzel latitude for a fine symbolical coneeiition of the

three leading Christian sects : three fanatics fight-

ing and wounding each other unto death in the very
shadow of the cross. In his essay on "Manners
and Customs under the Rule of tlie Hohenzollerns,"
Frederick writes :

" Our good days too will come, as

they have come to others, and our demands are the

more just, because we have paid toll to barbarians

some centuries longer than the Southero peoples.

These precious centuries proclaim their proximity by
the great number of great spirits of all kinds that,

are born at the same time." Menzel illustrates

this with a representative of Germanic barbarism
clad in sheepskins, staring amazed at the great
men Germany had brought forth within the last

three hundred years—Luther, Leibnitz, Thomasius,
Duke Leopold of Anhalt, Frederick's father, and
a crowd of others. Frederick's commentary on the
new and old government of Brandenburg is anno-
tated with a cannon mounted on its carriage, whose
wheels have shattered a mediieval armour ; in the

background among the clouds is seen a Bible, a

field-marshal's staff, and an electoral crown.

Frederick's most important works are his "His-
tory of My Own Times " and his " History of the

Seven Years' War." He commences the former
with a resolution that he will make his position a

great and inspiring one. Menzel has therefore, as a

key-note, prefixed his portrait to the book. Young,
ardent, and proud, he is standing, sword in hand, in

his ancestral vault beside the coffins of his last three

forebears, whose ghostly figures rise to harangue
their ambitious scion. The second chapter deals

with the treaty concluded in 1741 between England,
Russia, Holland, and Poland to divide Prussia, which
ga\'e the signal for a European war. The god of

war, holding a flaming torch and a new-whetted
scythe, bursts open the Janus temple and illumi-

nates the ghastly heads with which each panel is

decorated, heads terrible in their gruesomeness.

Above hang swords and other instruments of war-
fare. One of the finest portraits is that of Cardinal

Fleury, whom Frederick stigmatised as the disaster

of France :
" Under Mazarin there were heroes, under

Fleury there were sybarite courtiers."

The first chapter of the " History of the Seven
Years' War" sets forth only the thunder -growls
of coming troubles. Menzel illustrates this by a

lovely rural landscape, in full harvest-time (1). All

is peace and happiness ; apparently there is nothing

to announce disaster. But this is not so ; a

mounted hussar is dashing along the high road that

\\ inds between the tall waving corn. His pockets

are stuffed with dispatches, his face betokens im-

portant and grave tidings; it is evident that the

days of peace are numbered. The sixth chapter

of the history deals with 1759, when the king was
ringed round with enemies, and his fortunes alter-

nated between defeat and victory. Menzel draws

him riding on his mare at the head of his troops,

thoughtful but not depressed, confident in himself

and his warriors (.5). To this l)ook also belongs

a fine portrait of Elizabeth of Russia trium])hing in

Frederick's reverses. Her personality is sharply and

insidiously defined. Even the very wood-carvings of

the chair on which she sits contribute their quota to

the elucidation of her character. The last chapter

deals with the great results as well as the hideous

horrors of war. Here is a town ruined by bombard-

ment, a mere mass of ruin ; out of holes and crannies

creep forth the few survivors who have lain in hiding.

Frederick himself tells that the loss of men during

the Seven Years' \Var was so great that scarcely one

hundred soldiers remained over at the end of those

who had served at the beginning. Menzel illustrates

this by a picture of the obelisk raised to the memory
of the fallen: a troop of infantry marches by; an
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old invalid, himself a victim of the war, stands aside liis "Lobreden," a species of composition tliat would

leaning- on his erntch. He seems to read the inserip- answer to the modeni obituary notice. All these ware

tion at the base df the nidnnnient : "Pro patria et read by Frederick to the Berlin Academy, on the death

"•loria morte en^regia defiinctis." of any eminent man in whom he \\as interested.

In Frederick''s '' Memoirs from the Peace of Mcnzel had to illnstrate them with the rest, and here

Hubertsburg to the Partition of Poland," Menzel again he seized upon the general spirit rather than

illustrates the text with pictures of the retilling the special theme. The Voltaire vignette is pecu-

of the land, the rebuilding of houses, and the other liarly happy. It pictures an incense-burner u))on a

acts of peace. Very happy is one simple but stand profusely decorated with the most florid rococo

eloquent emblem : the brawny arms of a warrior, arabesques ; clouds of sweet-scented smoke almost

who with a mass of laurels is wiping blnod off enveloji two cushions suspended above, on which lie

a sword-blade. Admirable, tuo, is another sym- resjiectively a laurel wreath and a royal crown; but

bolising Prussia's low and broken state : a ban- aljout the base winds a hissing snake. Here the

daged right hand striving to don a mailed glijve. artist refers to the king's words, in which towards

The correspondence on the Bavarian successes is the end o\' his speech he Ijrands the hierophants, who
illustrated by two splendid eagles seated upon a '' arc worthier to live with the jjcoples of Taprobane

rocky ledge high up among the clouds. The Prussian than with the French nation, and who are so blinded

bird is double-headed, but is so skilfully drawn that by false zeal and (hunk with fanaticism that thev

it does not look unnatural; the Austrian is double- will hinder the last duties of hunianitv from bein»-

bodied. Each portrays the character displayed in the rendered to one of the most eminent men France has

letters of his patron : the Prussian's were filled with ever possessed."

firm, dignified, resolute intelligence ; those of the Menzel's vignettes, indeed, are often as philoso-

Austrian couple were overbearing, pugnacious and j)hical in conception as the writings thes' iiluslrate.

conceited. Frederick's attempt to create a league He has not only conceived the very spirit nf the ao-e

between the various innumerable princelets of Ger- he illustrates by preference, but this spirit has become
many is symbolised by a shield covering various part (if his own being. Take, for example, his elueida-

sceptres, spiritual and temporal, inscribed with the tion nf the essay on J5a\le: a jiortrait medallion of

words, "Coneors—Vigil— Fortis." In the centre, the French thinker enelnsed in a highly-nrnamental

in bas-relief, are

carved three

pairs of horse's

legs, kicking

vigorously, after

the method of

horses to pro-

tect themselves

against a com-

mon foe.

Of course

many of these

pictures are pur-

posely drawn in

the rococo spirit,

for of the bi-

zarre absurdities

of that style

Frederick was in

somesortanote-

Avorthy repre-

sentative. Es-

pecially did this

tendency come

to the fore in his

writings, and

in those more

particularly in

3.—" AVE, C2ESA.U .

{Draicn bii Aihilf Mi iizd. Fioni KtiaJer's " IliMorn n/ Fnikrick the Gnat.")

frame,supj)orted

on one side by

a boy with a

devil's head and

pointed devil's

wings, trying in

vain to shield

himself behiiul

a tall cross upon

which a boy of

more angelic

aspect is bring-

ing to I)ear the

fdciissed rays of

a burning-glass.

The freedom in

religious mat-

ters that so

niibly distin-

guished I'^'cd-

erick, and to

which Maeaulay

does gross in-

justice in that

brilliant but

more than com-

monly one-sided

essay of his, was
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expressed in the preface written by Frederick to

Fleury's " Histoire Ecelesiastique." The king con-

tended that the various forms of Christianity were

severally the work of its different priests, who, fol-

lowing on the i")ure faith of the Apostles, had thought

it their duty to withhold from man the undiluted light

of truth. Menzel points this moral with a tall portico,

prohnlily meant to open on a vast temple ; beside

scarcely, however, quite conceived in the king's spirit.

This is one of the occasions when, as I have said, I

suspect Menzel of making fun of his hero. Here is

a fine robust little genius couched on a bear's skin;

fantastic leaves and weeds are wound under and about

him; and in one of the florid scrolls is a note of

interrogation. This refers to Frederick's final words,

"When will this genius wake?"- Doubtless he

4 —jiahame de ro>rrADorE.

(Dram bji Adolf Mnizrl. From ' Tlic Worlcs of FredcrM- Uie Great")

one of its flanking pillars stands an Apostle, his back

to the door, his eyes raised in ecstacy ; next to

him is a Catholic pi-iest carrying past the Host, and

next to him again is a Lutheran pastor, showing his

opened Bible, but pointing towards the closed door

as who should say, " Thus far, but no farther."

None perceive that above the door shines the glo-

rious sun of Truth, though it can only illumine the

tops of the columns, the capitals, and the beams.

That the German monarch was no believer in

German letters, that, indeed, he rarely even em-

ployed the (ierman tongue, is well kno\vn. He wrote,

however, an essay on German literature as it then

was, its faults and the means of improving them.

Menzel has drawn an exquisite illustration (7),

asked them in the mocking spirit of Father Bou-

hours ; but ^lenzel has taken them an serien.r, and

hints that when his genius does awake he will be

no despicable personage.

Writing prefaces was a favourite weakness of

Frederick's. Thus he indited one to the " Henriade,"

in which he sets Voltaire far above Virgil or Homer,

a parallel, by the way, easy for him to make, as he was

perfectly ignorant of Greek and Latin. ^Nlenzel's

picture is quite in the exaggerated and pompous vein

in which Frederick and Voltaire resjiectively repre-

sented their heroes. There is no end to Menzel's

invention and versatility, and no end to the facile

pen of his royal taskmaster. Thus Frederick indited

an " Anti-Machiavel," according to Macaulay "an
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edifying homily against rapacity, perfidy, arbitrary

government, unjust war, in short, against almost

everything for which its author is now remembered

among men." Frederick, in truth, as so many be-

sides, misunderstood Maehiavelli ; and in his book he

paints him in the most hateful and loathsome colours.

A later generation has been juster, and Menzel re-

minds us of this in his vignette, by putting the

date 1840, and a wreath of laurel and oak above

the pillory to which ^laehiavelli's portrait is nailed.

j)lay some jiart in his writings. One can but wonder
that, all tilings considered, the part is not largjr.

There is, however, one whole section devoted to the

science of tactics; and Menzel's Ingenuity in finding

matter for illustration in this sterile theme is really

beyond praise. Here is one example. Frederick

writes of the manreuvring of cavalry ; Menzel draws a

cavalryman and horse both wounded in the leg. Tiie

royal instructions do not note " how the cavalry soldier

should act " in such an eventuality. To Frederick's

^-^^T^^

5.—THE SEVEN YEAE3 "WAE.

{Draicn by Adolf Mmzd. Fioiii " The Works of Fndn-ick the Great.")

Under the picture is written "Frederic 1740." Fre-

derick ends his last chapter with fervent thanks to

God that there no longer exist princes like the

Borgias, Louis XI., and Alexander VI. ; and INIenzel

draws us a bare muscular leg and foot trampling

down a couple of snakes, in the circle made by

whose writhing liodies are Cato's words, " Ctetcrum

censeo." Lam])oons and libeLs, too, were generally'

the theme of Frederick's denunciation ; and this

explains why Menzel has drawn a hideous liarjiy

rising from her lair beneath a huge stone buried

amid thistles ; she has snakes for hair, and her wings

are compacted of quill pens.

It would not be in the Prussian spirit nor true to

Frederick's ideas and aims if military matters did not

282

words that the Prussian state is based on the army,

Menzel appends a vignette of a comjiass with (he card

resting on a rim supported by crossed swords, their

hilts entwined with laurel. Military glory, wrote

Frederick, was the pole towards which the needle of

the Prussian compass must ever ])i>int.

^ye all know that Frederick could pour out

reams of poetry at the slightest ])rovocation. Indeed,

want of due appreciation of the merits of the royal

poet was among the many causes of his rupture with

Voltaire. In season and out of season did Frederick

rhyme his odes. Thus, during the Seven Years' War
he indited one (o his brother Henry, after a long day

in the field, at his night quarters in a jieasant's house.

In Menzel's illustiation (2) we look in through
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tlio bliiullcss window, ami lo, tlio king ! wrapt in liis night-maro lile l)ei'ore his eyes : the fat French-

])oetie ecstasy, showing how even in moments of man of his dream is borne out of his reach by a

danger a really great soul can and will soar above file of grinning Prussian grenadiers. In another the

petty human things. While the monarch is thus maideu-saiHts hand down from heaven, for Prussians

6.—HOUSE AND FOOT.

(Draim Inj Adolf Mcmcl. From Ewjler'a "History of Frederick the Oreat.")

occupied, the sentry, cloaked from the bitter weather,

mounts guard outside. To the same brother was

written a letter on the futility of human wishes.

This Menzel illustrates very .charmingly by a picture

of a woodeu bird-cage, iu which has been placed a

freshly-gathered cherry-branch studded with fruit

to please the little prisoner ; but he clings to the

bars of his prison and regards them not, longing

for the liberty that is denied him. Meanwhile

another bird who is at large beats against the cage

from without, eager for the luscious fruits within.

One of the best poems Frederick wrote was a

satirical epic called " The Palladium." The argument

is that after a heavy supper and a yet heavier drink-

ing bout there appears to the Austrian general, Duke
Charles of Lorraine, the national saint Nepomuk, who
reveals to him that the true cause of the Prussian

successes over the Austrians is that they possess a

palladium in the person of a certain fat French

marquis sent them by Saints Hedwiga and Genoveva.

Only by ravishing him from them can the fortune

of war be changed. The poem then goes on to

deal with the duke's endeavour to possess himself of

this victory-ensuring marquis. Menzel's designs are

all in the right mock-heroic vein. He has also

endeavoured to give them a certain angularity, so

as to convey the notion that they belong to an

Eighteenth-Century chajvbook. This delusion is

further enhanced by jireseuting each picture with

jagged edges, as though worn and torn by many
fingers. Iu one we see the Austrian in his bed and

protection, the sword wherewith Samson slew the

Philistines, while the fat marquis waddles along, the

Genius of Victoiy buttoned up inside his ample coat;

only his head is seen, for since there was no room for

his wings, the marquis has taken them off and stuffed

them into his coat-pockets. One night, knowing that

his enemies intend to kidnap the marquis in his

sleep. Saint Genoveva advises him to change bed-

rooms with his secretary. The picture is divided

midway : on one side is the midnight raid on the

luckless scribe ; on the other the marquis, aroused

by the clatter of armed men and horses, springs

up alarmed, and rushes about the room naked save

for his white wig, while Saint Hedwiga, stooping

to his rescue, veils her face with her fan, and envelops

her favourite in a cloud of smoke.

Letter-writing with a public, moral, or satirical

aim was also a favourite pastime with the king, and

his letters are incorporated iu his collected works.

One, of a highly didactic quality, admonishes a

youth to keep in the straight paths of virtue. Menzel

appends to this a picture of an old man preaching

to a stripling whose eyes wauder across a well-spread

board whereon champagne and hock glasses are ex-

ecuting wild dances ; a possible refiectiou of what

is passing in his brain. There is a humorous letter

to Jordan, wherein the king pretends he came to call

on him, and, finding him out, discovered tliat his

authors were holding a masquerade. Menzel shows

these venerable writers all clad in more or less

sumptuous bindings : Homer wraps a sheepskin
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round his sliouUlors ; Saint Angustine is envci()i)e(l

in rifii ecclesiastical garniture ; Voltaire in dainty

French morocco ; and so forth. Very wicked is a

feigned letter \VTitten by Frederick as from the

Marquise do Pompadour to the Queen of Hungary.

It was a lami)ooii peuned in eanip in lloS, when one

would have supposed the king to be occupied by

graver cares. Its purport is an eloquent appeal to

Maria Theresa to relax the steru nicn-al laws she

supports against the doctrines of social freedom, and

forms a satirical apologia for unbridled licence of

costume. Menzel's commentary (4) may take rank

among the best portraiture of the work. It seems

drawn in a graceful rococo mood that would not

disgrace Boucher; but the satire it sets forth is

Hogarthian in its bluntness and force.

Even to describe, however briefly, all the illus-

trations would very far exceed our limits. They are

nearly all more or less excellent, nearly all more or

less interesting. Even Homer nodded at times ; and

so MenzeFs invention occasionally flags or strains. But

on the whole we are astonished that this occurs so

rarely. A word of sincere admiration is due to the

four artists responsible for the engraving. Their

work is characterised by a precision, an intelligence,

and a care really beyond praise. Hei.ex Ziujierx.

J

7.—THE GENIUd OF (iiiEMAN LITERATUEE.

(Drawn by Adolf Maizd. From '•The Works of Fndcrick the Great.")

"THE MINISTEE'S GARDEN."
From the Picture by Cecil Lawsox.

STRIKING and interesting as Lawson's work is,

it was, almost from beginning to end, tenta-

tive, incomplete, and to a large extent reflective of a

sedulous study of certain Old Masters. And yel,

with strong reminiscences of Hobbema and Rubens,

and in a less degree of Ruysdael and Constalile, he

combined an impressionism which is pretty much

his single claim to originality—an inqiressionism as

passionate as it was ambitious and melodramatic.

This quality, pre-eminent in the " Bardon INIoors"

and in the " Storm Cloud," is almost wholly absent

from " The Minister's Garden." Just as the " Pool
"

—to our thinking by far the best thing Lawson

did—could never have been painted if Hobbema
had not shown in moi'c ways than one how to paint

it; so it is difficult to conceive "The Minister's

Garden " being jiroduccd anywhere else than in front

of the landscape it purports to represent. It is a

deliberate record of facts, rendered with a fidelity not

altogether remarkable, perhaps, i)ut with a bi-eadlh

and vigour rare in such youthful work. That the

picture has it.s faults it were idle to deny. ]''ven

IMr. Gosse, friend and biographer of the painter,

has been constrained to dei)recate the size of the

cabbages as individuals, and their odd projection

from true perspective as a mass. One is tempted

to wish, too, that the general colouring had a little

more of the grateful warmth of the noble I{ul)ens

which Lawson seems to have had in his mind—the

"Chateau Stein " in the National Gallery; and it is

open to remark that the sentiment suggested by the

very happy title seems to find no positive expression

in the picture itself. These matters notwithstand-

ing, the work I'emains a fine one, full of strong and

generous colour, of patient and effective realisation,

and of a vigorous if somewhat vague imagination.
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"BETWIXT TAVERN AND TAVERN."

"VTOTHING sliows the chang-cs that are almost

Xi weekly taking place in London, and trans-

lorininn' the city so much, as the rapid disappearance

of its old inns. Only eight or ten years ago these

were nearly all in existence, unaltered and undis-

turbed. Two pic-

turesipie sjieci- . -^stiifc^r»s,_-^_

mens—the " Old ^^^^W^^^;"^
, ^t-

Tabard," in the ^»:^;^€_ ^^^^^^
Borough, and the

"Warwick Arms,"

close to Pater-

noster Row, would

have found ael-

mirers in Nurem-

lierg or Rouen.

The latter was a

remarkable speci-

men from its size

and elaborateness,

with its huge roof

and rambling gal-

leries and crannies,

cavernous dark

sliadows and gene-

ral air of mystery.

The tiled roofs of

these buildings

seemed to grow

bent and warped

f r om age an d

weakness, and fall

into those wavings

and twists which

form an element

of the picturesque.

The old wood of

the balustrades

grew black and

grimed, and it was

wonderful how
what appeared so

crazy should have

held together so long. The " Tabard " was less

pretentious, and though it did not date from Chau-

cer's day, as many innocently fancied, it was a

genuine structure of the Seventeenth Century. The

wonder, in truth, is that any of these fragile struc-

tures should still be in existence. Perhaps the most

remarkable and most interesting of the old inn-

yards was that of the " Four Swans," which stood
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1.—TIIE " OEOEOE.

till some eight or nine years ago in Bishopsgate

Street. This was considered the most perfect and
best preserved of all, having more galleries, and

having been the scene of a stirring adventure during

the Roundhead and Cavalier wars. Its neighbour,

tiie " (jreeu Dra-

gon," was levelled
':'^^ about the same

-^ jfei*i time. What a
"^\jfe- . pleasing twang, it

may be said, is

there about the

titles of these hos-

telries, which con-

trast with the more

]irosaic designa-

tions of latter-day

life !

This is the ro-

mance of the
" Four Swans," as

tnld by its present

])roi)rietor. During

the bad times of

the Civil War it

liecame vital that

a dispatch should

l>c sent from Lon-

don. It was ne-

cessary that Sir

Edward Dering,

who had raised a

gallant force in

Kent from among
his own numerous

tenantry, and
those of Brydges

and KnatchbuU

and Deedes, and

many another fa-

mous man of the

old hop county,

should communi-

cate with his commander-in-chief. Lord Goring,

who was with the royal army in Essex. A young-

captain of horse volunteered to carry the dispatch;

and with half a dozen followers, all born on his

estate, he threaded dangers innumerable as he rode

from Sittingl)(HU-ne. He made his way, however,

to London, and with some ready answer of mer-

cantile affairs was permitted to cross the bridge
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and proceed tliroiiii'li Graceeliurcli to tlie Bisliop's

Gate, where lie and liis troop liulted at the "Four

Swans " for a night's rest ere prosecutuig their

journey into lissex. It would seem, however, that

an incautious word ol" one of his followers in the

]iulilic roDui excited susjiicion as to the real character

of the travellers, and, the traitor heing about, an

attempt was made to arrest them. The first party

that arri\eil with this intent were driven out of the

courtyard, and the devoted landlord closed his gates,

determined to stand siege. And not too soon ; for

hardly was everything made secure before Ireton

himself, with a party of the Ironsides, demanded

admittance, but was refused. For seven hours the

unecjual struggle was waged, and then the gates were

battered down. But the headlong rush of the Round-

heads was checked, as they were received in the

courtyard with a steady and well-directed fire fi-om

the little band of Royalists. Ireton, enraged, ordered

liis men to fire the house; but, before the order could

be C'arricd into execution, the seven men of Kent
made a vigorous charge througli the besiegers.

Three were unhorsed and killed, but the other four,

all woimded, broke through. It was a flight, not

for life, but for duty, and the Cavaliers'" horses,

after their rest in the stables of the "Four Swans,"

were fresher than those of their pursuers. They
got clear away through Norton Folgate, and, pass-

uig through Shoreditch, made for the village of

Hackney. Here the horse of one of them fell

lame, and he was overtaken, killed, and searched,

but TO no purpose—he did not bear the dispatch.

The others, turning off to the right, crossed the

Lea, and struck boldly across the marshes in the

direction of Romford. As they rode through the

little market-town the foremost of their pursuers was
close on their heels, and raised the place against

them. Fast horses were at the Roundheads' dis-

jwsal, and soon another of the three fugitives

was out-paced and slain. But their leader, with

one companion, held on through Epping and Brent-

wood, with an ever-increasing crowd behind them.

Just beyond Brentwood, while panting up a hill,

a volley of musketry was fired from behind. One
shot killed the last of the troopers, another dis-

abled the right arm of the leader, and a third grazed

his head. But he still held on, his horse answering
to his efforts, until at Ingatestone he rode into Lord
Goring's camp, handed his dispatch to the general,

and then fell headlong from his horse, spent with
pain and loss of blood, but happily not dead.

For this outburst of loyalty the unfortunate
landlord of the "Four Swans" was heavily fined; but
thanks to powerful connections in the Common Coun-
cil (of which he was himself a member), he eseai)ed

any more serious penalty, and, doubtless, the house

had a brilliant and prosperous career when the king

had come to his own again. Certainly it remained

a flourishing inn, and throughout the last century

was a famous ])osting-housc for travellers to the

eastern counties,- being especially patronised by both

dons and undergraduates of Cambridge University.

It is related of a party of the latter that they
" issued out from the ' Four Swans ' to the number
of seventeen, and did fall upon and grievously mal-

treat the watch ; and thereupon being op]iosed, did

attack and destroy the watch-house hard by the

church of St. Botolph." It was after this feat that

Alderman Townsend built the watch-house which

still stands in the corner of the pleasant garden into

which St. Botolph's churchyard has been converted.

T\or is this all. Hobson, the philosophic horse-

dealer who . originated the famous "choice," was

a, diligent frequenter of this old hostelry, where

his portrait used to be preserved. Now a new
"Four Swans" has risen, whose glory rests on a

beefsteak piidding offered to its Saturday guests.

Of these old inns, with their yards and galleries,

there are but two or three in which the business

of entertainment is carried on. There is the old

" Bell Inn," a grimed, caked, red-briek, ancient

building, with its sign of the Bell, a china shop in

front, and an archway according to the old pattern.

Entering, there is the true old-world flavour—^the

galleries, the tumble-down stairs fashioned of wood-

panelling with projecting caves, the rows of bells

outside, the kitchen to the left as in a foreign hotel,

strange little rickety stair-steps as from the cabin of

a shiji, with also the occasional appearance of a figure

in one of the galleries. The inn life here, from these

arrangements, is certain to correspond—every one is,

as it were, in evidence. You can hardly dream of the

noisy Holborn just outside. It is very different in the

regular hostelries, where every one is at the top of the

house or at the bottom, not, as here, all round abotit

it. London has many of these quaint surprises for

those who wish to see them. Even to stand at noon

near the Monument or at High Change on the space

near the Bank gives an idea of something medieval

and Flemish. There is the low arch, under which

the coaches and waggons drove into the inn-yard,

with its galleries running round, from which cham-

bermaids looked down or called to those below.

Even now it seems a strange order of things and a

quaint arrangement, and you wonder how business

is carried on at such places. Nor should I forget

that gem of carving—like some enlarged Louis XV.
cabinet—the house of Sir Paul Pindar, a beautiful

and artistic production, but looking in rickety health,

and as if ere long it will have to be taken down.

It is, however, when we cross London Bridge

and enter the Boroua^h that we come to the rcuioii
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of inn-yards. Here ended the road to Canterbury,

and here the waggons and coaches arrived with their

o'oods and passengers; and we are at once struck

with the innumerable yards and small enclosures

into which these vehicles used to drive. There were

a large number of these inns, most of which remain

in some shape, surviving at least as public-houses.

There are the old " King's Head," the old " White

Hart" (:3), the new ""White Hart," the old "George"

(1), the "Queen's Head " (:i), the " Nag's Head," and

the " Spur." Four only of the old jjattern remain,

and their days, or hours in one case, are certainly

numbered. The first is the old " King's Inn," of

whicli a fragment—some thirty or forty yards long

—still stands all ruinous and forlorn, with its two

ancient galleries or balustrades in a sadly tottering

state, its anatomy exposed in a heartless fashion at

each end. One could be sentimental and mournful

over it, much as was Mr. Sterne over his old decayed

(JcxohVigeanle. It is surrounded by new spick and

span brickwork, and a new " King's Inn " insolently

confronts it and seems to flourish mightily.

"In the Borough," says the author of "Pick-

wick," " there .still remain some half a dozen old

inns which have preserved their external features

unchanged. Great^ rambling, queer old places they

are, with galleries and passages and staircases, wide

enough and antiquated enough to furnish materials

for a hundred ghost stories. It was in the yard

of one of these inns— of no less celebrated a one

than the 'White Hart' (3)—that a man was em-

])loyed in brushing the dirt ofl: a pair of boots:"

the introduction, as the world knows, of Mr. Pick-

wick to the immortal Samuel Weller. The yard is

then described: "It presented none of that bustle

and activity wliieh are the usual characteristics of a

large coach inn. Three or four lumliering waggons,

each with a pile of goods beneath its ample canopy

alwut the height of a second floor window of an

ordinary house, were stowed away beneath a lofting

which extended over one end of the yard; and

another, which was to commence its journey in the

morning, was drawn out into an open space. A
<louble tier of bedroom galleries with old clumsy

balustrades ran round two sides of the straggling-

area, and a double row of bells to correspond,

sheltered from the weather by a little sloping roof,

hung over the door leading to the bar and coffee-

room. Two or three gigs or chaise-carts were wheeled

up under different little slieds and pent-houses."

The guests, it would appear, sle])t in rooms

giving on the galleries all round ; for, we are told,

"a loud ringing of one of the bells was followed

by the appearance of a smart chambermaid in tiie

u]iper sleeping gallery, who after tapping at one

of the doors and receiving a request from within.

called over the balustrade " to Sam. Presently the

" bustling landlady of the ' White Hart ' made her

appearance in the opposite gallery, and after a little

vituperation, flung a pair of lady's shoes into the

yard and bustled away."

It is curious to think that this scene was a de-

scription of what was going on about forty jears ago,

and was renewed for many years after " Pickwick "

was written. The picture of that morning—the

chambermaid coming out of the room in the gallerj',

the landlady throwing the boots down to Sam

—

still rises before us as we turn into the yard. Two
sides of the enclosure now remain, bat it shows

hew imposing an establishment must have been the

house that iu Dickens's time would be called " the

celebrated 'White Hart Inn.'" The huge tiled roof

is there, and the double tiers of galleries, with the

doors of the guests' chambers. But a wooden shed

has been built round the lower portion, close to

where Sam stood and was questioned by Mr. Perker

and j\Ir. Wardle. Clothes-lines hang across the

galleries, and squalid women look down and survey

the intruders, just as the chambermaid and landlady

looked down upon Air. Weller. A waggon lies up in

ordinary in the corner, as it did in Dickens's day.

The whole is black, grimed, rusty, and decayed, and

fills the mind with a. sort of melancholy, as things

"fallen from their high estate" do. Up by the

right rises a flight of stairs leading to the gallery,

close to which is a quaint, short balcony, on which a

waitress leans her elbows and looks over and down.

Such is the old " White Hart," or all that is left

of it, which, however, still accommodates a certain

number of tenants. On the othev side is the newer

" White Hart," with its long row of glass windows,

seeming a comfortable place enough.

Our next halt is at the "George" (1), whicii

has really a bright and bustling air of business. It

is a not uni)icturesque courtyard from its very irre-

gularity, the old wooden galleries being alternated

with buildings of a different pattern, some ]mi-

jecting forward. The galleries are gay with paint

and- plenty of flowers; and altogether one might

seem able to take one's ease in one's inn iiere

very fairly. Even more picturescpie is the " Queen's

Head" [i], a little lower down, a very effective

gathering of irregular buildings. It has its two

galleries on the left, but another ixirtion has been

boarded in for greater room and comfort. A tall

archway in the centre block offers a De Hoogh-

like glim])se <if another court beyond, while a bow-

windowed bar-jiarlour lias been Imilt out in front,

and suggests a (^a])tain Cuttle flavour. Here, too,

is the heavy tiled roof, over which rises a little

l)eaked ciq)ola, not witliout effect. One liardly

hears the hum of the Borough without. Who
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"puts up" at these places? What sort of "enter-

tainment for man or beast ? " How long do the

"guests stay? Tliese are cpiestions of high mystery.

The people who dwell here must have ways of their

own, and be influenced by the dispensations under

which they abide. This conversing- from aloft, with

occasional pausing to look down and see what is

going on, lends

a sort of vitality

to what would

otherwise be a

sleepy and an-

tiquated kind of

existence. To
this antique ar-

rangement it is

tliat, as is well

known, we owe

the form of our

theatres. The old

inn-yard being a

favourite place

of entertain-

ment, the g^iests

would gather in

the galleries to

look over ; the

floor suggested

the later pit

;

while the stage

was set up, fac-

ing the arch-

way, at the far

end.

One of the

most effective

bits of architec-

ture in London
is the Inigo

Jonesloggiathat

runs along two

sides of Covent

Garden. The
beautiful and
true proportions

of this colonnade

very striking: way.

2.—THE "QUEENS HEAD.

have been brought out in a

from lieing contrasted with a

newly-erected portion, which has been modified, or

reproduced on an enlarged scale. Here the height

has been increased with infinite loss of effect.

But in this old original part are found two old

inns of a thoroughly Pickwickian sort, with

the bars and snuggeries which are fitting back-

ground for a gathering of Dickens's men and
women. These are "The Tavistock" and "The
Bedford,''' in high favour witli country bachelors.

They must be as old almost as the colonnade itself;

while the "Bedford Coffee House'" has quite an

history of its own, resplendent with the names of

Churchill, Hogarth, the steak-ordering Duke of

Norfolk, and many a son of fame besides. Still

flourishes also the " Hummums," wdiere Parson Ford

saw the ghost, as described by Dr. Johnson ; but it

has been beauti-

_ ^
fied and refaced,

and possibly re-

^_^„, built.

On the top

of Hampstead
Heath, and situ-

ated in a most

picturescpie spot,

is " Jack Straw's

Castle," a little

inn which has a

reputation of its

own. 'Tis said

to be the highest

point in the c^uar-

ter, and though

so close to town,

it has an antique

and truly rustic

air. The pleas-

ant Hamjjstead

mornings, with

the keen air of

those northern

heights, the

glimpses of

cheerful old red-

brick houses, the

vicinity of

Church Row,
one of the most

effective "bits"

of old brick
architecture in

the country, the

delightful undu-

lations of the

Heath, all make " Jack Straw's Castle " a most ac-

ceptable hostelry, though John Sadler was found

hard by with his silver poison cup lying some yards

awav. Readers of Forster's " Life of Dickens" will

recall the many rides of the novelist, accompanied

by his " trusty " friend, to this inn, and the ]ileasant

1i'le-a-tete dinners that followed. Indeed, a pleasant

volume might be made on "The History of Old

Inns, and Those ^ho Frequented Them." One of

the most famous is of coui-se the "Red Lion" at

Henle}-, where Johnson and Boswell stayed, and
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Shenstone wrote the quatrain

—

" WHioe'cr has travelled life's dull round,

Where'er his wanderings may have been,

Will sigh to think he stiU has fouml

His warmest welcome at an inn "

—

wliich, at " an excellent inn at Cliapel-house/'

the sage, says Mr. Boswell, repeated "with

fj^reat emotionj" and which his approbation

has gone far to make immortal. Johnson,

indeed, had a particular predilection for

taverns. He was one of their most ardent

votaries ; he remains their most eloquent

apologist. In the inn at Chapel-house, after

" triumphing over the French for not having

in any perfection the tavern life," ho went

on to enlarge upon them in a discourse which

has become historical. " There is no private

house," he declared, " in which people can

enjoy themselves so well as at a capital

tavern. Let there be ever so great plenty of

good things, ever so much grandeur, ever so

much elegance, ever so much desire that every

body should be easy ; in the nature of things

it cannot be : there must always be some degree

of care and anxiety. The master of the house

is anxious to entertain his guests ; the guests

are anxious to be agreeable to him ; and no man,

but a very impudent dog indeed, can as freely

command what is in another man's house, as

if it were his own. Whereas, at a tavern,

there is a general freedom from anxiety. You
are sure you are welcome : and the more noise

you make, the more trouble you give, the

more good things you call for, the weleomer you are.

No servants will attend you with the alacrity which

waiters do, who are incited by the prosj)ect of an

immediate reward in proportion as they please. No,

Sir ; there is nothing which has yet been contrived

liy man, by which so much happiness is produced, as

l)y a good tavern or inn." Thus did he discourse

to Boswell ; while to Hawkins he asserted that a

tavern chair is the throne of human felicity.

3.—THE "WIIITE HAKT."

In such a book as I have imagined there would

be much to say of the " Mitre," dear to all lovers of

the same great and good man ; much of the " Devil,"

where Jonson quaffed and thundered ; much of the

" Slermaid," beloved of the Nine, for Beaumont's

sake, and Fletcher's, and the memory of Kcats's ode-

let; much of the "Cock," where the Laureate drank

that famous pint of port; nuicli of many a haunt I

have not space to name Percy Fitzgeuald.

A PAINTER ON COMPOSITION.—III.

IN the composition of a picture, form, colour, and inborn (astc which suggests to mu artist that such or

light and shade are so inseparably united that such colours placed together will [iroduce a beautiful

a mental effort is necessary to think of one of these effect. Tiiere are ]mintcrs who have such an accu-

elements alone, as for a moment we must do for the

purpose of analysing our subject.

The instinctive perception whieh enables a painter

to get what is technically called fine "(|uality" into

his colour is by no means the same faculty as Ihat

rately-delicate insiglit into the variety of tone and

hue into which, if carefully examined, most masses

of natural colour arc found In be " limken up," that

tlu^y can translate at sight, as it were, into paint

any "bit" of Ijeautiful coloui- which tiicy sec. But
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painters gifted with this appreciation of tlie subtleties

of colour are not always gifted with imagination
;

and so it happens that, unless they have the good

fortune to see some accidental combination of colour

requiring no artistic "treatment"—that is, no trans-

position, omission, or addition of any of its tones

or hues to make it beautiful—their ])ictures never

specially appeal to us as delightful harmonies of

colour. On the other hand, there are painters whose

perception of the varying hues of natural colour is

not sufliciently keen to enable them to paint the

brilliancy of ilesh-colour, or the transparency of white

draperies, or to produce a very tender grey, or a really

gorgeous bit of red, yellow, green, or blue, who yet

invariably arrange their masses of colour with such

ju<lgment and taste that their pictures are always

attractive as colour-compositions.

It need scarcely be said that these two faculties

are rarely found united in any remarkable degree in

the same painter. When they are so united, the

result is a Titian, a Paul Veronese, a Tintoretto, a

Reynolds, a Gainsborough, a Turner. The power of

analysing colour seems more frequent amongst those

who are termed "realistic" painters, whilst the power

of arranging colour more often than not appears to

belong to painters whom the critics call " idealistic,''''

as to the understanding eye a glance round any of

our innumerable annual exhibitions will show.

It is waste of time to theorise about the

" composition " of colour, for when all is said, it

comes simply to this, that an artist can put his

masses of colour together on either the jmnci^jle of

harmony or the principle of contrast, or,as more fre-

quently happens, he can arrange them on a combi-

nation of these two principles. Thus, in one picture

we can arrange a harmony of hues of the same

colour ; in another picture we can arrange a harmony

of warm colours ; in another, a harmony of cold

colours ; in another, a harmony of light tones of

various colours ; in another, a harmony of dark tones

of various colours : or we can arrange in one picture

a contrast of two or more colours ; in another picture

we can arrange a contrast of strong and delicate tones

of similar colours ; in another, a contrast of strong

and delicate tones of dissimilar colours ; in another,

a contrast of the relative sizes of different masses.

All these variations of the two principles of har-

mony and contrast we can employ at will, guided

in our arrangements only liy imjiulse or individual

feeling.

A few experiments will show us that colours

of equal intensity of tone, and masses of colour of

equal size, never look well together. Contact with

its " complementary " heightens the efiFect of any
colour, but, unless iised in the smallest proportions,

no two colours that are exactly comjilemeutary to

one another produce a pleasant or artistic effect.

The juxtaposition of jale rose colour and pure pale

green, for example, which are actually complemen-

tary, will itot afford a refined contrast, though it

will be found that all tones of a rosy hue look their

best against backgrounds tending to dark olive-green,

which are deejier and duller tones of their comjile-

mentary colour. Again, pale tones of absolute blue

look crude contrasted with pale positive orange,

whilst all delicate tones of blue look beautiful relieved

against dark masses of bronze or russet-brown. Again,

bright yellow and bright vicdet is a vulgar, however

startling, contrast, whilst pale greenish-j-ellow and

dark puce-coloured purple give a refined combination

of colour.

The knowledge of the exact hue and strength of

colours that will harmonise together, and of the re-

lative proportion of each which is wanted to enhance

the beauty of all, seems to be almost an unerring-

instinct with most Eastern peoples, and we colder-

blooded Westerns would do well to improve our taste

in colour-composition by studying, amongst other

things, those beautiful arrangements of colour masses

so often displayed in Indian and Persian rugs, and

in those sp)lendidly-embroidered silken robes which

are worn by the nobles of China and Japan.

But man}^ a picture painted originally in various

colours is found to gain greatly in artistic effect when
translated into simple " black and white.^' Landseer's

works are striking examples of this. Indeed, it is

the relative position and proportion of its masses

of light and dai'k, rather than any other quality in a

picture, that first of all attracts us towards it from a

distance. It is clear, therefore, that this element is

of the utmost importance in pictorial composition.

The first idea amongst painters of arranging the

masses of light and dark in their pictures naturally

was to relieve dark objects against light backgrounds,

and light objects against dark backgrounds. But

this device is decorative rather than jjictorial, and is

apt to make objects look flat, by lessening the effect

of their "modelling." The next idea was to relieve

the light side of an object against a dark, and the dark

side against a lights background. This produces a

very decided effect, but the artifice is too evident to be

often adopted. Then painters made use of the device

of supporting the light side of an object or a light

object in a picture with a light background, or of sup-

porting the dark side of an object or a dark object in

a picture with a dark background. A great effect

of unity, or, as a painter would say, of " breadth,"' is

attained in this way : too much breadth, in fact,

unless at the same time sufficient contrast is afforded

by variety in the hues of the colours; unless, for

example, an object of a light warm colour can be

relieved against an object of a light cold colour, or
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the reverse, or an object of a dark warm colour ajyainst

one of a dark cold colour, oi the contrary. It happens

sometimes that the resources of colour available in

a picture will not allow of such an arrangement of

lig'ht and dark as this without too much confusing

objects with their backgrounds.

At length the great painters of Venice, Giorgione,

Titian, and Tintoretto, combined the several methods

till then adopted of arranging masses of light and

dark. By so doing they obtained effects of sufheient

Ijreadth and mystery without sacrificing any necessary

relief, and so first of all produced not only decorative

bat pictorial results. Sir Joshua Rej'uolds felt that

there must be some general principle of proportion of

light and dark upon which the Venetian masters,

consciously or unconsciously, arranged the masses of

their pictures, and after a careful study of a number
of their compositions, he came to a conviction on the

matter, which he has communicated to us in the

following words: "Without regard to drawing or

subject, the most effective general rule seems to be

to allow not above one-fourth of the picture for

liglit (including principal and subsidiary lights), to

keep another quarter as dark as possible, and to reserve

the remaining half for middle-tint or half-shadow."

This was more or less the jn-ineiple ou which Sir

Joshua himself aiTanged his effects after his visit to

Italy. It may be observed that Rubens also, after

his residence in Italy, worked more or less upon this

system, except that he preferred to have rather more
than a quarter of his picture composed of light

colours. Rembrandt's favourite arransjement of liffht

and dark was very different, for few of the pictures

painted by this great master of effect show a pro-

portion of much more than one-eighth jJart of light.

Turner, on the other hand, when he came to the

maturity of his power, may be said to have reversed

the system of Rembrandt, for he flooded his canvases

with light or with luminous middle-tint, leaving

barely one-eighth of his composition in shadow. The
simple fact is that no painter of genius allows himself

to be trammelled by precedent, but relies implicitly

upon his instinct in arranging the effects in his

pictures; but if a timid composer must work ou

some theory of light and dark, he cannot adopt one

more generally serviceable than this of having one-

quarter of his picture dark, ono-quartcr light, and

two-quarters of middle-tint. In working on this

s\stem, however, it is by no means necessary that

these masses of light, dark, and middle-tint should

be of the same strength throughout, or that they

should each be concentrated in one part of the

picture. On the contrary, it is best to get as

much variety and gradation as possible into darks,

lights, and middle-tints. A good effect is pro-

duced by splitting np both light and dark into two

or three unequal masses of varying intensity, so

as to secure a principal light and a principal dark,

with several subsidiary lights and darks, and to get

as much interchange as possible.

It is an effective arrangement to place the chief

light and chief dark in a picture in close proximity,

and so produce what is technically called a " focus."

To focus or lead the eye of the spectator to that part

of our subject or to that object in our picture, or to

cause his attention to rest on that sentiment orqualit}',

for the sake of which the picture was painted, is

the ultimate end and aim of all pictorial composi-

tion. ^^ hat that object or quality is depends entirely

upon the taste and feeling of each individual artist.

It may be grandeur of form and dignity of action, as

it was with jMichelangelo ; it may be grace and

beauty of line, as it was with Raphael ; it may be

glow and glory of colour, as it was with Titian ; it

may be mystery and solemnity of shadow, as it was

with Rembrandt; it maybe brilliancy and glamour

of light, as it was with Turner ; but whatever be the

effect which a painter wishes to express, it can be

produced only by means of harmonj', contrast, and

mystery : pictorial art has no other resources than

these three.

The very best composition undoubtedly is instinc-

tive; but the faculty of pictorial arrangement ma>-

be dormant, and may be develo2:ied by studying the

accidental groupings of all sorts of objects that we

see in nature, and by trj^ing to reproduce something

like them in our pictures. The secret of success is

to paint only the effects and arrangements that arc
'

sympathetic to us, without troubling ourselves aljout

whether other painters have done anj-thing like that

before. If an artist feels anything deeply, and

honestly does his best to render what he feels, there

is little doubt that he will succeed in showing at

least some of its beauty to others. BAncL.vY Day.
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1.—THE OLD CANAL, DOnDEECHT.

(Painted by Frank Mi/crs Doggs. Sahn, 1S$4.)

IF we Gxcept the more imaginative though scarcely

more poetic coiitrikition of M. Puvis de

Cliavaiines, it is ineontestably witli jNIr. 'Wliistler,

whose portrait was the finest thing in the Exposition

of 1883, that rest the real honours of this year's

Salon also. By " real lionours" is not meant, of

course, the esteem of eitlier the popular or the medal-
awarding jury—which are in France, besides, as

nearly as possible identical. Nevertheless it is

certain that the two jiortraits sent this year were not

only extremely successful among the younger and
untraditional French painters who are glad of any
ally, and especially one of Mr. Whistler's strength,

in their continuous warfare against the Philistines,

but appeared to the important class known as "les
esprits delicats " eminently /lors concours in the Salon

competition. They were the portrait of Carlyle,

already engraved in this magazine, and long as fami-

liar to many of its readers as any description could

make it, and a full-length portrait of a little girl

—

" Miss Alexander "—painted some dozen j'ears ago,

and once rejected by an admission jury, according

to rumour. It is as fine in its way as the " Carlyle "^

—

less grave, of course, and of course without the touch

of melancholy which in the latter seems to have

dictated the tone and the accessories, and thus to

bring them iiito a subtle harmony with the character

of the sitter. It lacks too, naturally, the personal

interest which— quite legitimately expressed in the

painting, not imported into it by the observer's im-

agination—characterises the " Carlyle," and makes
of it a majestic historical portrait as well as a

beautiful piece of fine art. On the other hand it

is more decorative, its key is higher, its equality of
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gaiety is as a<^reeable as the quality of solemnity in

the " Carlyle " is impressive. The soft greens and

yellows with which the pervasi\e argentine quality

is tinctured; the delicate way, palpably sensuous, in

which even the extremes of black ou the one hand and

white on the other are brought into tonic relation

without effacement of individual accents; are cou-

spieuous merits of the canvas. They will be easily

missionary function which it may perform. And
even to the younger French painters who profess an

entire sympathy with him, and who fancy they are

making warfare on the Philistines at his side, Mr.

Whistler will j)robably prove a help if he continues to

contribute to the Salon, by convincing them that

whereas, like them, he is untraditional, unlike them

he combines the positive worship of beauty with his

•i.—A aUAKTETT.

{rahitid by 11'. T. Dannat. Halon, M'iV.)

imagined, however, by Mr. Whistler's admirers, and

as praise of them is at this date commonplace, so

criticism of them in detail—to suggest, for example,

that the brilliancy of the face suffers from our atten-

tion to the general harmony—though legitimate

enough in itself in an article about the Salon, would

simply evince a defective sense of proportion and

fitness. In any collection of modem paintings in

which a picture by Mr. Whistler is found, to do more

than note its excellences, its superiority, is to commit

this error. One is disposed rather to reflect upon the

284

])rotestantism, and that it is best never to lose sight

of the ideal, even in one's rev<ilt against formalism,

and even in one's eccentricities always to have a

positive motive.

Mr. Sargent's ]Hirtrait, on the ctluT iiaiul, was

ci'i'lainly a mistiikr. Ecr a time it was a sensation,

but its character was really too pronounced for endur-

ing success of sensation even, and before long proved

fatiguing. Mr. Sargent is absoluldy and integrally

an artist; and the reason of his fiiilurc this year is

probably to be found in his fundamental incapacity
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i'di- painting portraits (~( la mode. Despite their ])opu-

larity liis porti'aits all liave the grand air, a distinction

due to the way in wliicli they are conceived, as well as

Id (he maimer of their presentation. It' they are not

at bottom thoroughly poetic and sympathetic, they

are e(|ually far from heing portraits ft la mode. This

year the painter's subject did not lend itself to con-

siderations from tlie art point of view. A success-

ful, or in current phrase a "professional," beauty, the

lady herself was superficially a work of art, and for

the proper, or at least the satisfactory and compli-

mentMry, treatment of the artificial surfaces she

exposed, a method ipiite dift'erenl fmm Mr. Sargent's

n:if ur.ilistic method was needed. The convention

uliirh lilitains sn widely and with such unaffected

sincerity in the moiide of which Mr. Sargent's sitter

is the most admired ornament—the convention,

namely, that maqniUaije and decoloration are an

appropriate painting of the lily and an added beauty

to beauty itself—this convention, when one is painting

a portrait a la mode, needs to be frankly recognised

and treated by the medium of that other recognised

convention, in virtue of which the work of such a por-

trait-painter () lii modi' as M. Chaplin, say, is made
t(i stand for artistic Iieauty and lovely quality. i\Ir.

Sargent being a painter quite without conventions,

indeed almost defiantly free from them, was fore-

doomed as it were to disappoint the admirers of a

beauty of this kind—a beauty distinctly of Salons

and ttoin'cs. It was amusing to tarry near his pic-

ture and overhear the varied constatations of his

failure. "Quelle croute !
" " Voila les plus belles

(.'])au!es de Paris !
" " A-t-ou jamais vu une horreur

pareille The portrait became an "incident." Its

artistic interest was quite lost in its social interest.

AVas it after all a social or rather a socioloerical

interest that the painter took in his work? Did he

become Hogarthian, so to speak, for the moment, and

was his work dictated by the imjjulse of painting a

beauty a la mode in all the unbeautifnl aspects of such

a product of the art of society? Certainly this is a

plausible induction to be made from the overpowering

insistence of the portrait on the artificial peculiari-

ties of the sitter. And though nothing lis further

removed from Mr. Sargent's genius than the cha-

racteristics which may be called Hogarthian, it is

not unnatural to suppose that any artistic modification

of the Hogarth point of view—namely, artistic rather

than moral repugnance to maquillage and decolora-

tion—really presided in the inception of the work
in question. Another hypothesis is perhaps tenable.

The Manet exhibition of last winter gave a renewed
impulse to the realistic cult, and may have inHuenced
even a pupil df Carolus Duran. Under this impulse

—singularly jiowerful among painters, even to the
point of producing here and there positive optical

modifications in their way of looking at the object to

be rendered—Mr. Sargent may have fancied he was

repniduciug exactly and literally " les plus belles

epaules, et le ])lus beau profile de Paris," as they

appeared to him, and not as, by convention, they

appear to the nmncrous admirers of his nuidel. But

in this case it is difficult to account for the discrepancy

between the painting of the exposed and the draped

portions of the figure. The latter were admirably

rendered. Mr. Sargent has never done anything

better than the dress and the table on which the lady

leans. Their quality is Dutch, with an added lai'ge-

ness and freedom quite the painter's own. As Mr.

Sargent's best w'ork often does, the handling recalls

A^dasqucz. The left arm, too, is superb in line and

weight, and the disagreeable and uneasy twist of the

right is i^erhaps a consequence of the pose, which is

chosen to display the ju-oflle above alluded to. But

the face is a mere section, quite without modelling,

and perfectly resembling a jiainted paper doll's. This

is not Manet ; it is the reverse of naturalism, it is

evidently and exaggeratedly voiilii. It may have

had, in nature, no natural or local colour, but it must

have had form ; and a realistic painter, especially if

he be painting realism a oittrauce, is bound to make
round objects appear round. From any point of view

the individuality of the sitter is quite lost, which is

bad portraiture ; the general aspect is displeasing,

wdiich is bad art ; and the face is essentially and

visibly unreal, which is bad naturalism. And the

real reason for the faihu'e is ]irubably, as I have in-

timated, the comjjlicated motive of the work.

In every wa}- a contrast was Mr. \A^yatt Eaton's

"Portrait of a Lady" (-'i), which had no sensational

success at all, and which was in some respects the very

finest canvas in the Salon. His way of working is en-

tirely personal, and an intimate refiection of his habit

of observing, which is careful and tranquil rather

than rapid and incisive. The quality of his pictures

is one which attracts and attaches. It is sympathetic

rather than stirring. One must be prepared to meet

it part way—must be in a receptive mood rather

than in an observant mental attitude. The sharpest

condition of the merely intellectual faculties might

easily miss its charm, which is softly penetrating and

not at all masterful. So much of the best painting

that is now popadar has qualities so opposite, qualities

so striking and obviously admirable, that, unless one

stops to think, one is driven to accept it as the only

painting which is jiositive, and to ajjply to more

subtle and delicate work epithets which seem nega-

tive for the very reason that they describe something

essentially unobtrusive by contrast with the popular

emjjhasis everywhere triumj)hant and jjaljmble. Thus

of this portrait one is inclined to notice first of all

its absence of clever painting, its complete freedom
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fnim vuli^aiity, its lowness of tonej its reserve. In
contrast witli very excellent Salon work it seems
subdued, almost pensive; whereas in reality and
judged positively it is as frank and blithe as the
most criard of its competitors. Removed from
such comjjetition one feels of course its delicacy and
ehaste repose as entirely positive qualities. And to

these qualities the technique is adjusted with sympa-
thetic nicety. That is to say, Mr. Eaton's manner
is his own and interprets his genius directly, and is

not at all a technique caught up in the schools and
imperfectly assimilated, as is the fact about the
manner of not a few painters of the present genera-
tion, whose individual force has proved altogether
mferior to their appreciation of some one of the
masters of technique. It is possible that from the
painter's point of view :\Ir. Eaton has done better
things. Perhaps he felt that he was getting his

general tone a little too grave, and when he came to
put the last telling accents into the face, got these
a little too high. The defect is at all events that
the face is over-brilliant in comparison with the
hands, which are nevertheless nearer the spectator;
and m comparison with the whole remainder of the
canvas, which is very rich and quiet, it certainly strikes

a note a little too sharji and clear for the general
tone. And the tone given by the luminous black and
soft dark green of the drapery, and so justly eon-
served and accentuated in the beautifully drawn "hands,

is too fine to need " keying-up" even at the centre
of interest, whicli in a portrait is of course always the
face. However, this defect or any other of the mere
painting hardly detracts from the unusual spiritual

interest of the work, and in no degree obscures the
admirable presentation of noble and dignified cha-
racter which makes it a marked portrait.

But one can hardly be too much on one's guard
about becoming " subjective "—the temptation is so

strong, and yielding to it leads so inevitably to the
domain of mere speculation where nothing is real, or
at least ascertainable, and which is therefore a wholly
profitless field of exploration. Tiiere is certainly
no temptation of the kind in rouleinplating jNIr.

Dannat's "tiuartett" (2), or .Mr. Harrison's "C^epus-
cule," both of which had marked success, the Frencli

Government offering to buy them, the critics proving
generally eulogistic, and the public, or by no means
the least discerning portion of it, echoing these judg-
ments. Very clever painting, certainly, is one's first

word about each of them. Beyond that, however,
one's praise grows hesitating, because in the first

place one's interest diminishes, and in the second
tlie kind of clever painting stimulates a reflective

mood, in which the pictures themselves are a little

lost sight of. It is elementary nowadays I hat on a

small scale and applied to small subjects, slili-lil'e,

or rather what is called trompe-l'ml, is bad art. As
soon as the truth becomes recognised—that from this
as well as from so many other points of view scale

makes no difference—their trompc-Vwil will not assist

the popularity of even works of the importance of
this " Quartett " and " Crepuscule." It is true tliat

there is in each a certain largeness of handling
atljusted to tlieir larger scale, and that this is ex-
tremely agreeable. It is infinitely preferable to

conventionalised painting—such as Gerome's, for

example, or Lefebvre's, which seems quite justly
/w.s.seV by comparison. But it can never succeed in

achieving even its own modest aim—the aim, namely,
of simply reproducing nature. Bastien-Lepage or

Lhermitte, or others of the younger French school,

wholly given over to literalism as they are, do not
paint in this way ; and it is only a common error to

snpiwse that they do. Their literalness, however
minute and painstaking it may appear, is nearly
always broadened and relieved, quickened and elevated

by the generalisation which makes of their apparent
and even professed imUal'iom the correspondence, as

the Swedenborgians would say, which real art is in

its relations to nature. As for creative art, for which
nature, with its infinite variety of structui-e and sur-

faces on the one hand, and of moral significance on
the other, is the material, it is time wasted to rein-oach

such clever iminters as j\Ir. Dannat and ]\Ir. Harrison
for not giving us much of that. The current is, in

France, at all events quite in the other direction.

Mr. Harrison's water looks remarkably like water
from the trompe-l'ml point of view. The observer
remarks the resemblance and immciliatciv infers the

reproduction of tlie general effcci ,,!' the natural

scene which has furnished the ulkIcI ; o{ this natural

scene, familiar as it is to every one w iio knows the

sea-shore at all, he is, if a person of any sentiment,

extremelv fond; association reproduces familiar and
agreeable emotions, and his induction is that the

painter has admirably caught the spirit and sentiment
of the sea-shore during twilight. This is the mental
process, I imagine, of most admirers of (his canvivs

and of Mr. Diiiinat's, and they iiicludi', as I said,

many of the more discerning portion of the public.

It is only the lajise of time \\\\\v\\ shows even dis-

cerning observers who arc in<lis|i<iscd, or little

haliituated, to rcllection, how insecure such a basis

for their admiration really is. But the lapse of time
is fatally enlightening, and it is certain to convict

of unsatisfactoriness the clever painting which is

essentially Irompe-l'nnl on a large scale, associated

though it be with broad and masculine technique,

just as it has already ]iroved fatal to similar ))ainting

on a small scale and petty in manner, and to the

painting which is basi'd on convention. It is no
eulogy lo an artist of Mr. Harrison's merit to dwell
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on Ill's superiority t" coiivontiiuiality, and to praise fore wo reeog'nisc at once as eoiiventioniillty. A
his stretch of water and sand, softly liffhted by a painter who is fundamentally a student of nature,

rising moon and (piietly luminous atmosphere, for who is a sincere worshijiper and adorer of natural

not being what such a scene would have become in structure and surfaces, never rests content with the

the hands of one of the academic painters. But superficial semblance, the counterfeit presentment

3.—POKTKAIT or A LADY.

(rnUiled by Wyatt Enlon. Salon, ISS-I.)

after all and essentially there is something akin to

conventionality in just such painting as this. There

is indisputably something very like conventionality

in all painting of which one's first and last word is

that it is clover. RoHoction assures us when we
come really to think about the matter that it is only

not the conventionality to which we have become
habituated with which we are sated, and which there-

\vhich merely deceives the eye for a time and pro-

duces its effect by association. He is not content

with simply exchanging the studio for out of doors,

but feels that no study of the object can be too

careful and intimate and prolonged. If Mr. Harrison

has made a prolonged and intimate study of wave-

forms, if he has not been content with simply
" painting direct from nature," if his brush has not
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boon guidod by an unconscious conventionality, so

to speak, be is certainly not a painter of tbe capacity

he appears to possess.

Mr. Dannat's Spanish picture (2) falls naturally

into the same category. It is an extremely successful

tour de force, and certainly has qualities and defects

of its own. It is finely effective ; the four figures are

admirably painted ; every detail of them is in fact

conspicuously well jjainted, and though, even if there

were a central point of pictorial interest, this detail

would probably distract attention from it, still there

is undeniably what is called a totality, or at any rate

a singleness, of effect which dominates the distributed

emphasis of the detail. This unity, however, proceeds

rather from the similarity of the parts than from

their organic relations. There is almost no compo-

sition in the picture, hardly any convergence even

of line or mass. It is, in fact, picturesque rather than

pictorial, as Spanish pictures by foreign painters are

apt to be—as Sargent's "El Jaleo," for example,

emphaticall}' was. It comes, of coui-se, from the

circumstance that to a foreigner the natural pic-

turesqueness of Spanish material seems so attractive

that he makes no attempt to deal with it pictoriallv;

the endeavour to reproduce it interests him sufiicienti v.

But the result of his endeavour never permanently
pleases the belmlder, who demands something more
than to be " carried back in imagination " to Spanisli

scenes and picturesqueness. In art nothing 25leases

permanently which is not openly or in disguise in

some degree artistic. Fortuny, Villegas, Madrazo,
see their national material artistically, not with

the delighted enthusiasm of the impressionable new-
comer, and viewing it with native sympathy make
of it real pictures. Sooner or later, clever and
even brilliant as they are, when cleverness and
brilliancy become, as they are constantly becoming,

less unusual characteristics, when we come to accept

them more as matter of course, and before long we
certainly shall come to so accept them—sooner or

later such fours de force as have won so much
applause for Mr. Dannat and Mr. Harrison this year
will, if they arc painted at all liy painters who are

clever and brilliant, be even pojuilarly considered as

misconceived and misused memoranda properly be-

longing in the painter's portfolio.

The other American pictures attracted little atten-

tion, though nearly all held their own with entire

satisfactoriness among their respective neighbours,

and some escaped remark by reason of the delicate

nature of their motives and treatment. Of this

latter number, two small and wholly unpretending
canvases by Mr. Reinl-.art were particularly woi-th

the notice which tiieir very character prevented them
from receiving — " La Pecheuse de Monies " and
" La Plage k Villerville." Thev should have been

sent to an exhibition where the competition is less

brutal, that of the Societe Internationale, for instance.

The old mussel-gatherer was especially good. Mr.
Reinhart's .excellence in drawingn and his knowledire

of the figure have long been familiar to every one

who follows current literature, in the illustration of

which he has certainly done as much as any one to

demonstrate the potential dignity of such work con-

sidered as fine art. But that he is as good with his

palette as with his pencil—unlikely as this might
seem when one remembers the vast and essential

differences between drawing and painting, between

black and white and colour—this little j)icture of

itself very definitely attests. It is especially good in

the qualities which Ijelong especially to painting—in

atmosphere, in colour, in soft hues and transparent

tones. It discloses the true landscape sense—appre-

ciation of the real aspects and subtle beauties of sea

and sky and sand, and chance reflections and per-

vasive luminousness. The Villerville beach is in its

way quite as good, and though less elaborate, insists

with agreeable sincerity upon its own simplicity.

The two canvases ai-e, in fact, admirable realisations

of really charming motives, -and exhibit with refine-

ment and delicately just the qualities which the open
air school of the day most esteems—namely, a careful

observation and sympathetic rendering of values

which, treated with regard to their more positive

aspect of colour, would hardly show any variety at

all. Similarly unpretending and equally just in its

rendering of tlelicate values was a tiny canvas by ]Mr.

Twachtman, of which, moreover, the sentiment was

poetic as well as pleasant, and positively beautiful as

well as true. It was a snow-scene called "L'Hivcr

en Amerique;" and, " .skied " as it was, must have

escaped every one who did not search for it. Still

another among pictures one would really like to own
was yix. R. W. Curtis's "Une Faineante A'ciiitienne

"

—a mere sketch in importance, but charming in sen-

timent and charmingly painted.

Of the rest I merely transcribe my notes. Mr.
Blair Bruce's "Temps Passe" exhibited the new
clever technicpie ajiplied to illustration of the old

commonplace genre. Mr. Hoggs's "Old Canal at

Dordrecht" (1) was true enough no doubt in tone,

but pale and whitey-grey ; and his Thames view

was decidedly wan : similar subjects, but jjainted in

colour by Lepiue, a Frenchman just pushing his way
to the front, are worth !Mr. Boggs's attention. ^Ir.

Bridgman—whose principal contribution is the origi-

nal of our frontispiece—and Mr. Pearce sent work,

entirely capable of course, but (equally of course, need

one add?) showing no abrupt departure from the

entirely capable work by the same hands that had

preceded it. ^Ir. Loolidge's " Portrait of a Lady '" was

grave and rather rich in colour, the face bi-okcii up
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liy a surplusage of shadows^ the hands feeble, and ture being the

tlie white literally colourless. A portrait by Mr. its grey-greeu

Kenneth Crauford

was very well

])aiiited and good

in eh ar ac te r,

thougli without ar-

tistic interest. Mr.

Davis's " Village

dans la Plaiue

"

was, except for a

tendency to stip-

pling, an excel-

lently rendered

landscape effect

:

rather colourless,

but of a very

agreeable light

tone and evidently

just values. Two
canvases by Mr.

Dellenbaugh dis-

played a good deal

of originality in

both sentiment
and handling,

the " Cannpenient

sur Mer " being

rather unpleasing

in its monotonous

browns ; but the

"Ecole Buissoniere"

was very good

genre indeed. ]\Ir.

Clifford Grayson's

" Roat, Ahoy !

"

(5) was delightful

;

the same cjualities

applied to a more

important work would make

about. Mr. Penfold's

:j.—BOAT, AHOY .

(ralnlid hij C. Grayson. Salov, ISS-I.)

the painter talked ing from its

Veuve !
" was a perfectly tivc, is the 1;

respectable bit of school genre, its noteworthy fea- place.

successful preservation (liroughout of

tone. Two American landscapes by

Mr. W. M. Pick-

uell, tlumgh a tritle

fixed and inelastic

iu treatment,never-

theless attracted

attention and ex-

cited interest by

their sunny fresh-

ness and their

colour, which was

nearly brilliant

without apjtarent

loss of truth. Two
Low Countries
landscapes by i\Ir.

Piiatt were, on the

other hand, cold

and clear and strik-

ing in virtue of

being very real.

Perhajis the best

landscape, how-

ever, was A^'augh's

"Gelee Blanche,"

which was ex-

tremely pretty in

composition and

colour, and entirely

original and un-

affected. Mr.
Stewart's "A Five

,,'Clock Tea" (4)

is here to speak

for itself. Mr.

A^iil's "Le Port

de Peche : Con-

carneau," interest-

ather than its mo-

mentioned in this

excellent manner

ast that need be

\V. C. BUUWXKLL.

HEAD-GEAR IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTUKY.^II.

THE mortar shape is evidently ancient and official. Fox. That he was so, tiioso who are ac(|ualnte(l with

Among Fifteenth-Century head-gear an example the Low Countries in the Fifteenth Century will

appears of a Count of Holland thus arrayed. In an admit to be a not improbable conjecture, and were it

example (29), taken from a picture bN' Van Eyck, we possible of proof, it might be another example of the

see the same mortar-shaped hat with the addition of a fact that a similar inward life will find a snndar out-

huo-e brim. The worthy man who wears this vast ward expression. In a picture by Piero della I'nin-

head-piece has the face of a mystic, and both in visage cesca (1415—1492), a j.ainter ..i tlu. I mbnaii school,

and costume might pass for a precurs.ir of George wc have a figure, probably mtcii.lcd lor n lawjer,
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wearinj^ the mortar-shaped hat on a very gigantic

scale (:yZ).

During tlie latter liall" of the century a form of

hat, ca]), or bonnet shajied

like the Mohammedan fez

was much in vogue in

Western Europe. Its uni-

versal aecejjtance may be

gathered from the figures

I give representing this hat

as worn in Ilngland (^2),

France {H), Germany ('25),

the Low Countries (~3),

Italy [iC), and Spain (27).

From an art point of view

it would be difficult to find

a less objectionable form of

head-dress, especially when associated, as it was at

this time in England, with a free growth of hair.

However, it excited, in common with other articles

of costume more open to criticism, the indignation

of those who cared for the commonweal

:

" Ye prowd galantts hertlesse,

With your high cajjps witlcsse

And your short gownys thriftless,

Have brought this lond in gret hevynesse."

We can sympathise with these moralists, for they

lived in the end of an age when the old society was

going to ruin and the new was not formed, and

everywhere in the midst of the anarchy despotic

governments were growing

21.—DEMENTIA. ENGLISH,

1415-SO.

28.—AI.AIN CHAETIEB.

The sight of a hatfast.

which came direct from the

Moors and was the very

symbol of Mohammedan
despotism could not but

stir the bile of the liberty-

loving,conservative English-

man. It was just when
the fez was becoming uni-

versally popular that ^lachi-

avelli was learning at F^lor-

enee the arts by which a

despotism might be evolved

and maintained.

The fez-shaped hats, as

our illustrations bear wit-

ness (22—27), were of vari-

ous heights, and were worn

very differently on the hea^I.

Sometimes they appear to

have been gathered up at

the crown and to end in a

piece of thread or string

just where, in the modern
fez, the tassel comes. This

ADAPTATIONS OF THE FEZ :

2-1, FRENCH : 2a, OEKMAN

;

is the character of the bonnet worn by Ilans Mem-
ling in the portrait by himself in the National

Gallery. Among the Italians a hat of somewhat

similar form, only more bell-shaped, was worn. It

was made in ten quarters, and had a button on the

crown. A specimen of

this cap may be seen in

the " xVdoration of the

Magi " by I'ilippino

Lippi, at the same

gallery.

It was in Italy that

the hat of the Fifteenth

Century became not

only a work of art, but

was produced in an end-

less variety of forms

and with all kinds of

luxurious ornamenta-

tion, specially of feathers

and precious stones. In

a picture by Pisano in

the National Gallery re-

presenting St. Anthony

and St. Georo-e, we get the latter in an immense

broad-brimmed straw hat worthy of a planter (36).

As Shakespeare causes Iris in the " Tempest " to

tell certain " sunburnt sicklemen of August " to put

on their " rye-straw hats/' we conclude that this

cool wear, so well known and so beautifidly made

in the Italy of the F^ifteenth

Century, soon found its way
into England, if it was not

already there.

But if we examine one

of Filippino Lippi's "Adora-

tions of the IMagi," in

which he has collected re-

presentatives of all the

wealth and luxury of his

age, we shall find abundant

evidence of the varied and

curious forms of the hat

which now prevailed in

Italy. Here are not only

the hood simple, or turned

into a cap ; not onlj' the

plain fez, and the fez rising

into something like a tiara,

looking as if three fezzes

had been placed one on

another, the whole sup-

ported on the head by a

double roundlet ; but all

22, ENGLISH; 23, FLEMISH; kinds of fautastic forms.

26, ITALIAN; 27, SPANISH. Ouc rescmbles a mamiifi-
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cently g-ikled twelfth-cake ; a second may be likened

to a collection of melons poised on the top of a tur-

ban ; a third is a blue sugar-loaf with the hood tied

round its base, the point cut off, and the round space

painted red; a fourth suggests one of those enor-

mous shells which mark a mariner's home; a fifth

is shaped like a beehive, being nothing but a long

dancing through dark streets at the head of a jiro-

cession in carnival time. Thus the spirit of evil

sought in the Fifteenth Century to create in Italy a

merry-andrew world, and so to turn men's thoughts

from fastening too seriously on the dissolution which

threatened their national life and li!)erties. It was

one of the arts of despotism to encourage every

29.—A PBEOURSOK OF OEOBOE FOX. 30.--A FLOBAL FANCY.

32.—AN UMnniAN LAWYER.

SI.—TIIK VANITY OF FFATIIEIIS

roundlet twisted six times to the form of the head and

finishing at the crown in a kind of tendril. Otliei's

have enormous fan-liUe brims coming mit uu either

side of the brow and streaked so as to look like tlu;

petals of a gigantic sweet pea (^l), or the same brims

are seen with tall crowns covered with gilt braid.

And if we may trust Uccello, still more fantastic was

the head-gear of Italian soldiers. In one of his

battle-pieces at the Louvre the hats of the com-

batants come out from the black ground like so many

great and mari-vellously streaked Chinese lanterns

236

fashionable vagary, and Leo the Magnificent exercised

his finest and rarest gifts in oi Icr to corru)>t the

])eoplc he wished to enslave.

His contemporary, Louis XI., trieil more solid

methods, and the despotism nf wiiieli lie laid the

foundations lasted far longer. He appeah'd (o tlic

bourgeois spirit, and the little old fur hat he wore,

.stuck full of sacred inniges, ai)tly rejjresented the

])arsimonious thrift and the care to be well in with

all the power.s, known and unknown, tcni|ioral and

spiritual, which nnirks the founders of great com-
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33.—ALL FTJK.

iiii'icial houses. Tlie little fur hat of Louis XI. (87)

is <iiic of till' commonest shapes of the time ; in the

gallant, however, it

became more pointed

and was often orna-

mented with one or

more feathers stuck

in the band or in an

aiglet over the fore-

head, or it had borders

turned up on both

sides and shaped like

a mitre. A figure

quoted in a former

article (9) represents

the head of an Italian

dandy of the period, when the hair was allowed to

grow over the back and shoulders ; this, combined

with dresses as close-fitting as an acrobat's, gave men
the look of the modern French poodle. The English

foj) in the reign of Edward IV. cultivated this

fashion to such a ridiculous extent, that he was half-

blinded by the quantity of hair that fell about his

eyes. These finer-shaped hats must have been made
of felt, but hats were often made of fur, as iu an ex-

ample I select (33), where the crown is heavy and

square and the border in accordance. This is from

Ilefner-Alteneck and of the early part of the cen-

tury. The same fashion appeared in England, for

we read of " hattes powdered with armyns." An-

other form of hat made from

some coarse fur is given by

Strutt (3S) in two "different

plates, and we have it again

from a different source by Fair-

holt. Pilgrims wore this kind

of hat ; the old traveller Alan-

deville is represented with it in

a MS. copy of his travels in the

British iSIuseum. It was some-

times dropped on the back,

being held by a ribbon over the

slioulilers. But this fashion of carrying a hat was

common. Lacroix gives a figure of Alain Chartier, the

French poet, author of " La belle dame sauns mercv,"

with his hat in this position (^8)—a fashion adopted,

I believe, by Miss Faucit as Rosalind in Arden.

The beaver hat was early introduced into England,

for the merchant in the " Canterbury Tales " is de-

scribed as wearing "a Flaundrish bever hat." An
inventory of the hats belonging to Sir John Fastolf

(1459) gives some idea of the head-gear of a gentle-

man of this period :

—" j hatte of bever lynyd withe

damaske gilt girdell bokkell and penaunt with iiij

barrys of the same;" "ii poyntys of a hood of skarlot,

j blake rydyng hoode sengle, ij strawen hattes
;

"

34.—FILIPPINO LIPPI

r/.v.v/r.

" ryding hoode of blakke felwet, j prikking hat

covered with blake felwet." In Froissart we come

upon " hjittes of biever and eustrydes fethers."

Iu an illustration quoted in my first paper we

have an example (12) of what appears to be the

tail-feathers of a hawk or falcon, or possibly of

some kind of eagle. Towards the end of the

century feathers became ostentatiously tall and

numerous. We see it especially in the Milanese

hats, where every effort was made by ribbons and

aiglets and ostrich feathers to render them as mag-

nificent as possible (31). In some cases the plumes

were so numerous and so long as to over-topple the

bonnet, and the cap figured in our example, under-

neath the hat, w-as evidently used as a means of se-

curing it to the head. In making

these hats the costliest materials

were used, cloth of gold and

silver, velvet and satin ; they

were slashed and puffed and deco-

rated with a profusion of jewels,

spangles, and other ornaments.

Their forms were varied ; some-

times the head-dress looked abso-

lutely Oriental, occasionally a

man's head looked like the foli-

ated caj^ital of a column.

The luxuriousness which is

especially apparent in Italy and England towards the

end of the Fifteenth Century descended as usual to

the servants. In a song on " Serving Men," given

in Fairholt's edition of " Satirical Songs and Poems

on Costume," an English serving-man is described as

wearing a " bonet of fine Scarlett," and having "here

as black as geitt." If I remember rightly, Sebastian

Brandt in his " Shiji of Fools " attacks his country-

-FREN'ZY. ENGLISH,

1415-SO.

36.—PISANO S ST. OEOEOE.

men of all classes for their luxury in dress, and is

especially severe on the lower orders for the way

they ape the dress of those who have swung them-

selves up to the higher rungs in the social ladder.
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37.—LOUIS XI.

Ilnweverj the German serving-man seems a move

incDrruptible character than the satirist was disposed

to allow. In vol. ii., p. 52, of " Hefner-Alteneek"

we have a servant attending on some ladies riding

;

lie carries in his hand a cap like one very generally

worn both in France and

Germany in the present

day. From this persist-

ence it is fair to suppose

that it was universal in

the Fifteenth Century.

Again, the hat worn

by the German noble

which I quoted a month

ago (15), and taken from

Camille Bonnard, is said

to bear a close resem-

blance to the hat of the

modern Austrian soldier.

Another form of hat worn by the German nol>le

(30) is taken from a figure in an early German

painting. The material of which the crown is

made is a rose-coloured plush with a gold button

and tassel. The foliated rim is a pale cabbage

green, and worked with streaks so as to imitate the

leaf. It' the original painting ij examined it will

be found that not only the hat but the material of

other parts of the dress was woven and coloured

so as to imitate the surface of leaves and Howers.

It would lead us into depths to which this article

has no pretension to go, if I were to speak of the

cause : suffice it to say I believe it may be found in

the peculiar mysticism of which the Dominican

Master Eckhardt was so distinguished an exponent.

To have an idea of the various forms of head-

gear worn by the people of Germany in the Fif-

teenth Century, the specimens from the "Nuremberg

Chronicle," given by Mr. Adey Repton in vol. xxiv.

of the " Archseologia," should be examined. It will be

seen that the square-shaped hat was very common

among the people, but that there was plenty of

room for the most whimsical to indulge his fancies.

The German head-gear is distinguished by the

characteristics which afterwards appear in Albert

Diirer's figures. Homely even to ugliness, they

cannot be denied a certain picturesipiencss, while

in our land the head-gear is utterly without that

redeeming quality. What, for example, could an

artist make out of such head-gear as we have

figured (21, 35), which are taken from I'lanclic,

and which represent hats in the time of Henry

v., Henry VI., and Edward IV. V Are we as a

people incapable of recognising what is ugly ? One

would think so to behold the persistence of the well-

pelted chimney-pot. This is a serious question, and

worth serious enquiry. Its answer might involve a

reversal of the generally-received opinion that the

history of England has been one of ever-increasing"

light. To be blind to ugliness is surely an indication

of moral obliquity, while sincere delight in the beau-

tiful is a note of unity with the essence of truth.

That note I am unable to discover in any kind of

head-gear worn in the Fifteenth Century, save in

the simple and most ancient chaplet of Howers.

In the " Roman de la Rose" Idleness is thus re-

presented :

" Of fine oifrays liad she a chapelet,

And fayre above tliat cliapclot

A rose garland had she set."

Young girls not only wore such cliaiijcts of roses,

but made them for their lovers. In Ihc siunc romance

the original says :

S8.—A riLOKlM.

'• Et sa mie lui fit chapeau

De roses, gTacieu\ et beau."

Tiiese garlands were worn in France both by brides

and bridegrooms on their wedding-day, and sometimes

a chaplet of roses was the sole dowry a girl received.

Such chaplets were the ordinary head-gear of the

troubadour, but on important festivals they sometimes

wore the clurpel de paoii, which was a head-dress oi-na-

mented with broidery-

work and peacock's
..(^f^"*^!^

feathers.

The custom oF

wearing floral ehajj-

lets was far from

beina: confined to

France. In Germany

the guests at parties

of pleasure were
crowned with flowers,

and in Italy not only

were the guests so adorned, but the cups and glasses

were thus wreathed. The tloral chaplet was not

merely a festal ornament; it was sometimes bestowed

and w(n-n as a mark of honour. A\ hen Charles \ III.

of France made his entry into Naples, the Italian

ladies crowned him with a chaplet of violets, and it

was one of the privileges of the Constable of France

to serve the king with a chaplet of roses on his head.

The rose being the flower most commonly used

in making chaplets, the hatters of Paris were in

every way protected from interference in its cul-

tivation. They were free to raise rose-trees in

their own houses, or to take roses out or bring

them into the city, without being subjected to

the octroi or any other dues. The reasons for this

special exemption is given by f'lienne Roileau, who

says "their trade was established for the benetit of

the gentlefolk." If a chaplet of roses was ever part

of male attire in England, it was only in rare and

exceptional instances. Riciiauu Hkath.
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BY STKEAM AND CHASE.

THE world is sadly unmindful uf the dedights of

an inland holiday. As Lord Chesterfield was

at pains to point out, it is a very desirable thing to

see men and cities ; but e\ery man out of whom
civilisation has not crushed the individuality gets

tired of his kind upou occasion and longs for the

wilderness. There is always Paris, the Rhine, or

the seaside for those to whom excitement in some
form is a necessary part of a lioliday. Crowded
hotels and brass bands charm them ; even barrel-

organs and shrimps fail to make them morose. But
your contemplative man must needs have somewhat

of solitude for his true recreation. His guide is

rather Richard Jefferies than Murray or Biedeker.

The Inawl of a trout-stream is more musical to his

ears tlian tlie dinner-gong of an hotel ; an ex-

hilarating s]iin over the heather is more grateful

to his soul than languid strolling through lioida dc

villi', or the climbing of tortuous staircases in

palaces of the Incpusition. By all means let us take

our holidays in the fashion which best pleaseth us

;

but it is a sure thing that one of the most charming

vacations can be spent in what may seem the com-

monplace occupation of exploring country lanes and

dallying beside bubbling rivulets.

There is no time like the autumn for seeing tlie

country. The heat and burden of a hot summer in

town are worth enduring for the sake of the russet

delights of an autumnal holiday. Long walks can

be undertaken without fatigue ; there is no com-

pulsion, as in July, to take a prolonged mid-day rest.

If there be neither haymaking nor reaping to watch,

at least there are comi")ensations. The wliirr of a

covey strong on the wing is a diversion which you

shall hear while yet the beaters are afar off ; not in-

freipiently a rabbit will scud across your path ;
you
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may lean sometimes at a gate into a plantation and is the only writer who has (leseriljod these pceu-
watoh a sleek predatory torn cat poaching on the liar tints to perfection : more faitlifid transcripts of
preserves of the lord of the manor. In a leisurely scenery were never written tiiau tiiusu in "Adam
waliv of ten or a dozen miles through a secluded

country there will constantly be something to interest

and charm—something which no guide-book will

help yon to. The true pleasures of a country walk

are the unexpected ones. Many people cannot take

stroll without some definite object in view ; but

that is to make a business of what should be a pure

pleasure. To the holiday-maker who is not l/fase

the flattest and least diversified country is full of

interest. Essex, for instance, is almost the level-

lest of English counties > it is also one of the most

maligned. A man who is only a little bit of an

antiquary can hardly walk five miles in that county

without finding something w^orth seeing. It is

studded with historic spots: ruined monastic build-

ings, each with its story ; moated manor-houses, the

trysting-placcs of kings
;
green and gabled granges

wiiicli once supplied the good things of llu'

abbot's table. The laler Tudor kings made
of Southern Essex a real Parc-aux-Ccrfs, and

many of their secluded bowers still dot I he

country from Stratford to (Chelmsford. Lord ^

Beaeonslield very truly said that pastoral

scenery never palls : the eye may tire of moun-

tains and the more stupendous efforts of nature ;

but meadow and woodland never lose tlu'ir charm.

The rich ruddy tints of a red sandstone country,

like Warwickshire, Staff'ordshiri', and some parts of

Derbyshire, are exceedingly delightful, (ieorge Eliot

^ABMf.A.:

'.'.—A 'niOUT-STllfcAJl.
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Beile." Tlie lanes of Kent and Surrey are famous

for luxuriance of foliat^-e and for the rich variegation

of the hedgerows ; but the Warwickshire lanes are

at least their peers. The sandstone is seen in every-

thing. The glaring white of the southern counties'

n>ads is replaced by a rich loainy red which tints the

dust and highly colours the mud. Wild flowers and

endless varieties of ferns sprout brilliant from the

interstices of the rocky moss-grown banks. The
elms and oaks arch into a canopy overhead, for

the lanes are often very narrow. The windings of

these ancient ways, made before General Wade and

McAdara had revived the lost art of roadmaking,

are picturesque in the extreme. They follow the

true line of beauty. The Roman roads which the

pedestrian will strike here and there are still the best

to walk nj)on ; but they are too painfully straight

to be enjoyable. A straight path seems tiresome

and endless ; one that winds and curvets possesses

all the attraction of the unknown, for round the

corner there is always the possibility of a wild bank,

a wood, or a park avenue, with the solemn restful

caw of its rooks. But the wayfarer who would make
the best of his tour must be ready to forsake the

road now and again, and be prepared to incur penal-

ties for trespassing. The painting of warning-off

boards must b? a lucrative business, particularly

within hail of London and the great northern and

midland towns; but the number of field-paths

which he who listeth may follow is infinite, and it

will usually be found that even actual flagrant tres-

pass, provided fences and so on be not damaged, will

produce no very dire consequences for a respect-

ably-dressed person with a shilling in his 230cket.

Keepers are very human, and a stroll through a plan-

tation which takes your fancy is worth the risk

and the shilling. If your way should haply lie

through a wildish furzy country there will often be
woods, commons, and plantations to enjoy without

law-breaking. I know just such -a stretch of country
—a great wild chase, bushy with broom, ]iink witli

heather, all in a golden blaze of gorse, fringed by
the thick woods of many earls whose fathers and
grandfathers fenced in hundreds of rugged acres in

days when less fuss was made about such matters.

The fences now are green with time and moss,

and the trees flourish stoutly amid a lovely under-
growth quick with half the beautiful living things of

nature. The bushy, hilly chase almost touches at

one extremity the grim outposts of the collieries

and ironworks which blacken the air southwards for

five-aud-twenty miles. Due north stretches the
heather, skirting the stately-timbered parks which
were carved out of the king's chase in tlie days
of the early Edwunls. ()u one side the chase di])s

almost to the edge of a classic river, which marks

the meeting of the midlands and the north. Izaae

Walton angled there sometimes, and doubtless mused
upon the many gallant bands, sheeny in mail,

brilliant in plumes and trappings, who crossed its

olden bridges on their way to fight the Scotch, to

join in the struggles of York and Lancaster, and

not so far removed from our own times, to strike a

blow outside the walls of York for Charles I. Close

to the river the chase touches the pales of one of

the very oldest deer-parks in England. The ancestors

of its present owners dwelt within it at the Conquest.

From the chase into the park is a deer-leap, an

aperture so constructed that deer may enter the

park from the unenclosed land, but cannot return.

The lea}) is useless now, for the chase has long since

lost its deer; but it is religiously preserved, for the

right of deer-leap was very sparingly granted, ami

the jmrk which contains one is to the anticjuary and

the lover of vert and venison what a black pearl or

a blue diamond is to a dealer in gems, what a black

tulip should be to a lover of flowers. Y'ou needed to

be high in the favour of the Plantagenets, or to

have discretion enough to make them a handsome
donation, to get the coveted licence.

In a corner of this wilderness of heather, where

the chase tapers off to an angle backed by a great

hill, a landmark for many miles, lies a bushy dell

s<:) screened by the furze and bracken as to make a

natural rabbit-warren (1). You do not come upon

it unexpectedly
; you simply would not know it

was there had you not an exploring turn of mind.

The tall undergrowth shuts away intruders, and the

rabbits nibble and gambol unconcernedly, as may be

seen from the scarps of the big hill. An attempt to

get to close quarters is not successful. The tramplinjj

down of the furze alarms bunny, and he is in con-

cealment before his domain is really invaded. But

the nook is so delightful that a quiet lounge and

perhaps a meditative sandwich are irresistible. The

air of this lovely common is not keen and cutting

like that of the northern moorlands; it is balmy,

though it makes the blood dance. Presently we
strike the high-road again, and are soon discontented.

The chase has spoiled us for straightforward travel-

ling for that day. Before we have walked far,

however, we find the picturesque in plenty. The
road dips deeply about half a mile from the entrance

to a village where we know an inn—a small, cosy,

genteel hostelry. The way dips between higli

banks of the beloved red sandstone, topped by
russet hedgerows. Tall elms and branching chest-

nuts, their mingled leaves making a springy carpet

beneath, overarch the road for a couple of hundred

yards. Against the bank, green with moss and

stained with the rain-drippings from the trees abo>'e, is

that almost extinct object, a milestone. It is much
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to be hoped, now tlie popularity of cycling has

restored "the road" to something of its old im-

portance, that milestones will again come into

fashion.

One of the greatest delights of a country walk is

to come unexpectedly upon a pretty stream (2). The

most charming nooks and backwaters are always

remote from the road, and it is worth while to stroll a

mile or two along the banks of a little river on the mere

chance of discovery. After the exhilaration of a tramp

across the moorland, through heather and stubble,

nothing is so calming and restful as a lazy stretch

beside a tumbling brooklet haunted by the speckled

trout. Every fly-tisher knows half a dozen of these

little foaming streams ; but all of them may not be so

lovely as ours. From a glassy lakelet the water plunges

into a rocky channel, foaming round the bouldei-s,

covering them playfully with spray as it dashes merrily

on, falling in little cascades over the greater stones

which bar the passage-way. In the autumn the

bubbling water carries with it a lightsome burden of

leaves, green and yellow and .russet : some stricken

by the winds before their time; some brown, curled,

and sapless, which have fluttered gently into the

burn. For alder, willow, and silver-birch lean caress-

ingly across the water which nourishes their roots.

If you be a fly-tisher, your thoughts after tlie

first shock of delight will be intent upon busi-

ness ; if not, you will be content to sit still and

watch the foam and the bubbles and the liglits

which dance upon the boulders as the swaying

branches make the flecks of sunlight come and go.

Then you will think upon the lyrics of streamlets,

and long for words to })hotograpli these haphazard's

of nature. The museful man who loves to dwell

upon the romance of the bygone will find abound-

ing charms in those fat valleys which were chosen,

as much for their capacity to provide the good things

of the nether world as for their remoteness from

the haunts of men, as the sites of religious houses.

Many a trout-stream tumbles on within sight of the

grey walls whose scars have been hidden by kindly

nature beneath festoons of ivy. Many is the old

monastic fish-pond in which the monks kept the carp,

the tench, and the redoubtable jack, which cun-

ningly stuffed and baked, delicately furnished forth

the abbatial table. Sometimes on a southern slope

near a monastic ruin the open-eyed stroller will

find traces of the vines whose fruit was expressed in

the wooden wine-press at the grange. These ruined

abbeys and priories, which come upon the pedcslrian

like fairy visions, are delightful incidents of a day's

walk. Most of them are accessible, all h<iu;;h many

lie in comers so remote that only the voyager after

the unexpected ever visits them. I think of one as

I write, the approach to which along a by-road is

by a perfect " Lovers' Walk," such as one may see

in a Gainsborough. The narrow path runs through
an ancient wood, the solitary survival of a great

forest which once covered the country for miles

around. There, in early times, the great Mercian

prelates hunted the stag and the wild boar ; there,

in later days, scowling melancholy John Lackland
consoled himself in the excitement of the chase for

tlie concessions which the barons wrung from him.

The little path beneath the trees is all mossy and
overgrown ; the silence and solitude are as com-
])\ete as though no foot had ever trodden the wood.

The insect hum and the occasional chirp of a bird

are the only sounds. At the end of the winding

way is a gate which admits to the precincts of

a ruined Cistercian priory. Uuilt seven hundred

years ago, it has decayed for three centuries. Its

walls, broken down and ruined a dozen feet from
the ground, are one great mass of glittering ivy

and golden honeysuckle. "Within the walls is the

olden burial-place of the Roman Catholic community
of the country-side. Upon the simple head-stones

occur the same names generation after generation,

for a cou])le of hundred years. There is a savour of

poetic justice in the members of a proscribed faith

thus finding sepulture inside the walls froni which its

living professors were ejected. If an extraordinary

accident should some day put us in possession of the

detailed histories of these alnuist forg'otten monastic

houses, our literature will have added to it the most

glowing and ])ictures([ue chronicles which have ever

been printed. The records of these houses are in the

Vatican Li!)rary, that grave of history.

Should the pedestrian ramble in a maritime

county—especially in the more northerly of the

eastern provinces—he will find many odd and un-

suspected things. A week or so in an old smuggling

village is extremely entertaining to the lover of an-

cient yarns, also an excellent opportunity for filling a

cigar-case. Smuggling is popularly sujtposed to be

extinct; the chairman of the Board of Customs will

tell you a very diil'erent story. This old mill {."i),

which stands out .so picturesque and darksome against,

the twilight sky, has beneath it huge cellars, cut in

the rock, communicating with the miller's house

hard by. In the old days, when the favourite method

of smuggling was " running a bit of a carg'y,"

theso caves have often been crammed with rum, hol-

lands, and cognac, with bales of silk and many an

ell of (Iclirale point and Mi'chlin. Increased taxa-

tion has made tobacco and cigars more ]>rofil,ible to

the snnigglcrs than " right Nnntz " or French silks.

The cellars of the mill arc empty now of contmband,

and the moon, as she coyly shows herself side-face

through the clouds, will not see a cargo " run " to-

night. For, indeed. Will Watch is dead and gone,
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T^-f<^^Kr|^^
S.— TIIK MILL BY THE SEA,

ami tlic (laik m(>u in potticoafs who fouglit at liis Tom Binnacle^ and nil tlieir g-alhint confraternity?

back, and nKulc sucli liavoe of tlieir natural enemies Only in tlie mansions of SkeU, his heirs and suc-

tlie eoast-giuirds and jireventive-men, have disap- eessors, do their semblances exist and their manly
peared into space, and are nowadays nnknciwn to the ghosts still walk. The modern smuggler is a poor

very stage. Where is T. P. Cooke ? and where the unromantic imposture ; and to consider him after

terrible O. Smifli? and Fitzball of the hundred his heroic ancestry is to be unworthy of the name
melodramas? an<l Hen iSiaee, and Jack Rattlin, and of Briton. J. Pendeuel-Brodiiurst.

"PRINCE HENRY BEFORE JUDGE GASCOIGNE."
Painted by H. (;. Glindoni.

HISTORY abounds in anecdotes which painters

Icive tliough historians contemn. Tliis, the

legend of Prince Hal's indignation and Judge Gas-

coigne's rebuke, is one of the most famous of them
all. As painted by ]Mr. Glindoui, it is easily and
l>leasantly recognisable. Here, on the bench, is the

Lord Chief Justice, grave, majestic, superior to in-

sult, superior to his prince. There, at the bar, is

That is much ; and for that the painter may be

praised.

Historical genre, it is to be noted, has of late

lost not a little of its vogue. It is felt to be essen-

tially artificial ; it is feared and avoided as an oppor-

tunity of uiiveracity and uncorrectness. It survives,

but in a state of decrepitude. The example of Con-

stable, as reflected in the practice of Rousseau and
Harry of Monmouth, sword in hand, and with such IMillet, has begun to take effect. It is perceived
a backing of blackguards—buffoon and parasite and
pander—as in his unregenerate days he is said to

have affected. His Highness raves; the Court looks

on unmoved; the spectators— lawyer and client,

lounger and officer and clerk—are wrought to in-

terest and amazement. Tlic picture, in a word, has
character and life, and is touched with real drama.

that art is no mere studio business ; that nature is

inevitable and irresistible; that anecdotage is not

precisely inspiration, nor are "properties" and models

the painter's best material. To all this, it is true,

the Academy says no. But, then, the Academy is

not what it was ; and what it says is not much,

pcihaps, to the purpose.
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HELLAS AT CAMBR-IDGE.

OX till' mind cif (lu' Turk, we nro told, archseolog'y

luis, iis a scii'iice, no hold. Jlis religion teaches

him to consider hut the present; the Future lies in

the hand of Allah, the past is unprofitahle. As re-

g'ards one liranph of classical antiquities, the art of

(iroece as distinfruished from its literature, the mind

of the English scholar has until recent days been

touched with certain Turkish misgivings. This word

"unprofitable " was lurking in his mind. He could

not deny that a knowledge of Greek art added some

grace to literary j)rofieieney ; but such knowledge was

a matter rather for the elegant leisure of the amateur

than For the daily toil of the student, a pastime for

hiilidays in Cireeee, not a life-work for England.

There was much of justice in this latent preju-

dice. Greek art, qua art, will probalily always be

somewhat of an exotic in our Teuton climate. We
are not a nation of artists, and we can scarcely

share the hope of one sanguine speaker, who
])rophesied that the establishment nF the Cast

Museum at Cambridge would stir in some under-

graduate of the future the

hidden .spring of hereditary

faculty and wake the artist in

him. It does not seem that

iiur national funetion is the

creation of art; it is much if

we understand the creations of

others. But it is not primarily

to the ;esthetic instinct that

lliis nniseum of casts appeals.

II it did I sliould jirophecy

Failure. IF, however, as a na-

tion our senses are not quick

to perceive, our intellect is

eager to know; and it is in

the main to this scientific in-

stinct that tlie new museum
responds.

It is not my ])urpose in the

present jiaper to examine the

relation of ancient art to an-

cient literature. jNIine is a

])leasanter task, to notice the

contents of the museum itself.

Still, so momentous is this new
departure which Cambridge has
made, so certain to be fruitful

in results, that I cannot but

|)ause at the outset, to guard
against one certain error. The THE '

' NIE£ OF .UiClLEiOIOri,

study of Greek language and literature has long

reigned supreme and well-nigh alone at Cambridge.
No wonder therefore that Cambridge is at first some-
what inclined to patronise Hellas, the new-comer—
to make a place for her courteously, indeed, but with

a tinge of only half-suppressed contempt. " Arehaj-

ology/' a great philologist was heard not long ago
to say, " is a very pretty study." Some of us are

tired of hearing that Greek art is the handmaid of

Greek literature, that ancient texts receive new light

from ancient monuments. Only ten years ago these

terrible words were spoken at an inaugural lecture :

" Classical archaeology treats especially of the existing

remains of Greece and Rome, and conslilerx them m
illustrating Greek and Roman literature." This sort

of statement would be excessively irritating if it were
not simply ignorant. Art ancl literature are two
means of utterance for the national mind. Neither can
be studied to the best advantage without the other

;

either must necessarily confirm the evidence of the

other, but neither is suboi-dinate or supplementary.

Indeed, if one is to be chosen as

handmaid, let it be literature.

It may lie questioned whether

in literature Greece stands su-

preme ; it can scarcely be

doubted that in sculpture she

knows no rival. Archa?o]ogists

do not say that the tragedies of

^.schylusare deservingof study

as illustrating the marbles of

the Parthenon; l)ut if they

did they would only emulate

the unconscious impertinence of

purely literary scholars. Hap-
pily not of all literary scholars.

It is her good fortune that

Cambridge has reared among
her alumni one Hellenist who
holds aright the balance be-

tween literature and art—not

disallowing the one that he

may reverence the other. Pro-

I'essor Col vin, the work of whose

life this museum has been, and

without whom it would surely

never have existed, in his open-

ing speech pointed out that the

study of Classical Archaeology

had not only peculiar joys, but

also an especial educational
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efficacy. It stood midway between the liiimau

ties and the natural scieneeSj not taxing reason

loss lieeause it also

trained percep-

tion. He prized

the study hig-hly;

not merely for the

new life and lisj-ht

that it mio-ht ffive

to the old classical

training, but as

an independent

field for serious

study—a field in

which the harvest

is plentiful, but,

alas ! the labourers

few ; and the re-

ward he looked to

was that these

should be more.

That is the true

spirit : as far from

the Turk's as from

that of the "great

philologist."

Let us feel,

then, at the outset

that Greek art is

to be studied for

its own sake as an

utterance of the

Greek mind, as a

thing in itself suf-

ficing a lifetime,

ncit for purposes of illustration, not as subordinate

or in any way subservient. Once recognise it as

a study, and in these modern times the method of

that study will not tarry long. It must be his-

torical, scientific ; hence the necessity for this his-

torical sequence of casts. If Greek art were to be

approached merely on aisthetic grounds, then better

a few originals or even a selection of casts of sculp-

ture of the perfect period to train the artist eye.

But the modern mind is not content with eontem-

phition. The student must learn not only to perceive,

but to discern ; not only to contem])late, but to clas-

sify. He must above all seek out the beginnings

of things, the cause, the sequence, the consummation,

even the close. Things artistically valueless beeonu;

historically precious. Efforts of archaic art, which

to some are, when isolated, repulsive, become to all

attractive in relation. All human industry consists,

I believe (according to some political economists), in

'placing things." Certainly tiie luunan mind takes

a pleasure hard to analyse in the mere process of

-THE SAMIAN "HERA.

labelling and classifying. It is this scientilic basis

as a condition and confirmation of Eesthetic verdicts

that the modern mind imperatively demands.

Accordingly the Cast Museum takes us far back
to the early, half-inarticulate strivings, the incunabula,

of Greek art. But not too far. There is, or should

be, a limit even to the modern mania for orit/iiies.

A mere accident of space has jdaced under one roof

with the Greek gods and goddesses a collection of

prehistoric and anthropological specimens. It was
necessary, of course, on the opening day to pay some

courteous compliment to the " squalid savage " with

whom Hellas is thus perforce unmetely mated; but

I do hope the matter will rest there, and that no un-

fortunate undergraduate will think himself bound to

begin his studies in Greek art with a course of Fiji

islanders. Let him remember he is heir of all the

ages, and has no call to " herd with narrow foreheads."

For me it is enough if in fancy, as I stand at the

door of the Cambridge Museum, I fare back to Delos.

The name of Delos

stirs some fibre in

the didlest heart.

There to the honour

of Apollo did the

long-robed lonians

assemble; for though

the god loved many
an island, and had

temples many and

wooded groves, and

thouo-h all heio-hts

were dear to him,

and jutting capes of

lofty hills, and rivers

that flow to the sea,

yet in Delos did his

heart Uike the most

joy. "On Delos,"

says the ancient j)oet,

"so ofd'U a.s they

hold tiiy festival,

they celebrate thee

for thy joy, with box-

ing and dancing and

song. A man woidd

they were strangers

to death ami old age

evermore, who should

come on the loniaus

thus gathered: for

he would see the

goodliness of all the

people, and would re-

joice in his soul, be-

holdintr the men and x—xm; " .mkanuue.'
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f lio fair - pirdlt'd

woineii, ami tluMr

swift sliipsaiicl llii'ir

great wealth, aiul

besides, that wmulel'

of wliieh the fame

shall imt jK'i'isli, the

liniidens of Deli is,

handmaidens of

Apollo the Far-

Darter. First they

hymn Apollo, then

Lclo aud Artemis

delighting- in ar-

rows; and then they

sing the jiraise of

heroes of yore and

f w o ni e n , a n d

throw their sjiell

over the tribes of

men."

We know now
what the poet never

told us, the name
of one fair lady

who came with the

throng of worship-

pers, aud we have

seen the gift that

she brought with

her to offer to Ar-

temis, the goddess

delighting in ar-

rows. Nikandre was

the lady's name,

and this rough
stone figure (3) is

the offering she

brought with her

as she sailed in a

black shi]) from

Naxos. "We can

fancy how glad sh.'

was that day, aud

how, when the feast

was ended and the

offering made, she

sailed home with a

solemn peace at her

heart, for was not

the goddess well

])leased to own this

fair thing, this

uijulma? As the

centuries went by, jo}- ceased out of

later ixtet siugs : "Ye desolate isles.

fif the earth, girdled

by waves of the

sounding .Egoan,

je have lo.st the

brightness that was

of old. Veril}' ye

are all cxarapled of

Delos, of her who
was once fair with

)iiarl)le,ljut wasiirst

to see the day of

solitude." How
many centuries the

votive statue of the

lady Xikaudre had

lain beneath the

earth we do not

know. It was in

the month of July,

1S7S, that M. Ho-
molle, t)f the French

Sehoid at Athens,

found the image

buried deep down
not far from the

temple of Ajwllo,

. aud on the left-

hand side of the

straight simple
dress he read :

" Kikandre dedi-

cated me to the Far-

Darter, the archcr-

gdddess, Xikaudre,

daughter of Deino-

dicus the Naxian,

she the best of all.

and the sister of

, and the wife

of ." Here the

inserijition breaks

away. I have trans-

lated it into dull

jiriise, but it runs

in three hexameter

lines somewhat
jiriiudly, as liefits

this lady who boldly

aud simply writes

on her offering such

frank tribute to her

own conspicuous

merit. AVe natu-

rally ask what does

Delos, anil a tlie statue represent? is it the lady Xikaudre herself,

poor morsels or is it au image of the goddess Artemis she worshij)s?

4.—IDE " MOXYSOS " OF TITOLI.
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Either miu-lit well iiave been acceptable as an offering.

We know that the Greeks at iiist worshijjped their

jSj^otls in very rude anil simple I'orm, some mere sym-

bolie shape, a board or a post ; certainly this stone

lig-ure is not a litllf lioaid-like. So reverent, so

conservative in art and religion were the Greeks

that, long' after their sculptors had attained maturer

skill, they yet cojjied iu stone the old primitive

wooden types. It may be that we here have one of

their stone copies of a wooden original. Greek legend

told of a sculptor Diedalus, whose mission it was to

breathe life into the dead stone, to open the closed

eyes, to set free the shackled iiands and feet. This

image offered by the lady Nikandre is of a pre-

Dicdalian type. Behold the remnants of her hands

last alue<l to her sides ; the feet are risrid and close

togetiaer; the eyes, which we can no longer see, were

])robably sealed. Yet very simple and lifeless though

she is, there is about her nothing rude, nothing

savage ; there is the promise of after-shapeliness, and

a certain sense of proportion in the limbs which

leads us to forecast the end in the beginning.

We do not know wliat sculptor made this statue

for the lady Nikandre
J perhaps his name followed

at the end where the inscription breaks off. We are

more ha)i]iy with respect to another stone lady found

not far away on this same island of Delos (I).

Time has dealt cruelly with her, so cruelly that it

requires long looking and a little thought to restore

her aright. Both arras are broken away; the head

has been severed from the body, and both the legs

are mutilated ; but the face is fairly preserved, and

smiles back to us with the fine old-world kindly

naivete. The lady's hair is elaborately dressed in

stiff curls over her forehead, and six long formal curls

are displayed to the best advantage to the front. She
wears a diadem and a necklet. Her gown is verv

simple and straight, somewhat tight apparently across

the chest, and girt in round the waist by a belt. If

we are accustomed to think of the early Greeks in

long flowing drapery, this lady's straight attire will

somewhat surprise us. Her attitude is at first—if

our eye is unaccustomed to archaic poses—not a little

astonishing. She seems to be kneeling, but iu reality

the bent knee does not touch the ground. If we
examine the back of the figure we see the secret of

this gesture : distinct traces of wings are found

—

large high curled wings on the shoulders, smaller

wings attached to the ankles. She is supposed to

be moving in rapid flight; the kneeling gesture

only indicates swift motion. If the figure of

the lady Nikandre seemed stiff and stolid, here, at

least, we have abundant life and stir. Again we
ask, whom does this quaint figure represent? Again
we are obliged to return an uncertain answer. On
the inscription below the figure we have fidl details

of the sculptor's name, of his work—probably the

figure was a type familiar to tlie worslu|)j)ers who
thronged the temple of Delos. The inscription tells

us that it' was dedicated by two men of Chios

—

Chios of old time famous for its fragrant wine,

more famous still for its sculptured marble. These

men were father and son, sculptors of great note in

early times—Mikkiades and Archermos. One tradi-

tion has come down to us about the son, Archermos.

He, says Pliny, was the first artist to give wings

to Nike, goildess of victory. We should like to fancy

that in this quaint stone figure, with her remnants

of curled wings, we have this very Nike flying for

the first time to crown the victor, running rather

with added swiftness, scarcely able j'et to use her

unaccustomed wings, which adorn lier rather as sym-

bols than means for actual fiiglit. It is a jJeasant

fancy, Init we cann<jt lie altogether sure : archaic art

loved these quaint winged figures, and it is often

hard to fix their personality. Winged .symbolic figures

—not figures in actual flight—abound we know in

Assyriaii art; it was from the East that the Greek

artist borrowed them, and it was his delight gradually

to give these adjective forms a substantive existence,

to make tlie figure that symbolised swiftness actually

fly, to vitalise the dead dogma with a living personality.

Here in this statue by Archermos and IMikkiades we
have the transition stage—be she winged Artemis or

be she Nike, this goddess is something more real than

a thing that means swiftness—she is a real person,

and trying at least to fly. It is this actuality, this

genuine striving, that give their charm to these

ancient figures. They are, or at least would fain be,

thoroughly alive. They are not so finished, not so com-

petent, as the kings and demons of Assyria; they

have nothing like the dexterity of technical detail.

But there is within them the stirring of the spirit

that giveth life ; and what do we care if the artist

blunder in the letter that killeth ? There is this stir-

ring, and there is also a certain feeling after beauty,

after symmetry, which rejects such deformity and

monsti'osity as is dear to the Fijian. There is also,

lastly, and perhaps this constitutes the chief charm

—

a ])erfect unconsciousness about these early figures

which is at once very dignified and supremely attrac-

ti\'e. This ancient lady is very little concerned what

we think of her ; she turns her simple face vipon us

with a frankness unconscious of criticism, and away

she moves to the right, intent on her proper work.

Some sixty miles away to the north-east of Delos

lies the island of Samos. The name recalls a host of

associations : we all remember Polycrates, the too

happy tyrant of Samos, with his wondrous ring.

But there are associations earlier and more sacred.

Here it was beneath the shadow of a clustering agnus

castus that Hera, queen of heaven, was born, and
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on this same island was aeeom]ilished her sacred

wedding with King Zeus. On the Samian coinage

we have the image of " Dame Hera's shadowy bii'd/'

and tlie head of the goddess herself appears. To her

honour the pious Samians upreared a fair temple, and

it was not far from the jDrecinets of this temple that

our third statue {'Z) was found. It now stands in

the house of its possessor, a gentleman of Pagouda.

In some respects it contrasts strongly with our two

Delian monuments. It is of much more advanced

work ; instead of the sparse, straight drapery of the

Nikandre figure, we have an elaborate intricate

system, the details of which are a little hard to

unravel. Four distinct robes are discernible, and we

are forcibly reminded that rude though the old temjjle

images were, yet their toilette was complicated. An
inscription has been found at Samos which details

minutely the wardrobe of Queen Hera ; it is no

scanty one. Naturally we ask, can we associate this

stone figure in any way with the Samian goddess ?

On the border of one of her four robes near the

waist is written, happily fi>r us, these words

:

" Cherames dedicated me an offering to Hera."

The figure is of a woman ; it cannot be the figure

of Cherames the worshiji]ier. We may dare to hope

that we have here the first stone seml:)lauce of the

Queen of Goddesses

—

"Even sho that hath the Ileavpn for canopy.

And in the arms of mighty Zeus doth slec'p."

Her gvaci(uis head is gone utterly, and the left arm

bnjken away. In the left hand she once held some

attribute and clasped it to her breast; perhaps the

pomegranate, the sacred symbol of marriage.

I have lingered long over these three ancient

images,partly because of their peculiar uttniction,]iarfIy

because it is the peculiar merit of the Camliridge

Museum to possess them. Even from the magnificent

cast museum at Berlin they are as yet absent. But

though I gladly would tarry always in this pure

archaic atmosphere, history compels me to advance.

In the distance (.5) we are allowed one glimpse

into the world of Pheidias, the stately row of

maidens advancing, and the youths bearing the

sacred vessels—figures all thrice familiar. Below

them, in striking contrast to their calm serenity,

the Phigaleia frieze, with all its storm and tumult,

its fierce barbarian fight. On the right-hand side of

the entrance Athene guards, as it were, the portals

of her own Parthenon ; wiiile on the left Eirene

(Peace) holds the child Plmitos (Wealth) : a gmup
of special interest to ns now, because we know it

to be a copy of a bronze work by the hand of

Cephisodotos, father of the great Praxiteles. The

walls on either side of the door would take us to

Asia Minor, where Amazons contend witli Greeks

round the tomb of Mausolus, and Greeks and Persians

are at war on Lycian tombs. Each statue, each frieze

has its long story ; but I can only pause to look at

one graceful youth who has but lately been given

back to light from his long sleep in the Villa of

Hadrian (4). He is just such a figure as was dear to

later times, soft, dreamy, luxurious, very delicately

self-conscious. His beautiful, effeminate hair marks

him as the wine-god Dionysos ; on his shoulder

he wears the nebris. It is difficult lo ])lace him in

art. He seems nearer to Praxiteles than to any

other sculptor whose style we know; and yet there

is a mannerism about the s(;i(ue which raises (he

suspicion oi:' eclecticism

—

(/// Id x(i ' Perhaps the

riddle mav be read by some student trained in lliis

vt'ry nuiseum. Jank I'L I1ai;kison.

•$5**»4^e;«

EARLY ENGLISH PAINTERS.

PICTORIAL art in England was of very late de-

velopment. This can hardly have ])roc(>eded from

any want of artistic faculty in the English race, for

the illuminated missals of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors

were remarkable for their beauty and executive skill,

and in many other ways the I'^nglish of the pre-

Norman period showed an unmistakable aptitude for

high-class work. But, in the first instance, the long

and difficult process of amalgamation by which the

Saxon and Norman elements were combined into one

nationality, and afterwards a variety of internal

revolutions, together with that separation IVoni (lie

larger life of the Continent which results from an

insular situation, and which, owing to dynastic an-

tagonisms, seems really to have been greater after the

Conquest than liefore, produced a condition of mind

not favourable to the development of the painter's

genius. While, therefore, Italy, German}-, and

Elauders were enriching the world with works of en-

during power and beauty, JMigland was doing little

or nothing. The Tuscan school (more generally

known as tlie Florentine) arose early in the Thir-

teenth Century; Germany had painters of mark at

the same time ; and in the Netherlands the Van

Eyclcs did wonderful things in the Fourteenth and

[''il'tecnt li Centuries. Hut in i'higland we can hardly

be saiil to have had any native jiaintcrs until the

reign of Elizabeth. The illumination of JMtSS. was
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continued hy tlie mediffival Entj'lisli with a success

equal to that of their Anglo-Saxon prodeeessors, and

it is veiy probable that some of the pictures in

the cluirchcs and other important buildings wei-e by

native hands ; Init these things were not sufficient

to constitute a school of painting.

T\h- \Vars i.if the Roses, wliich lasted from 1155

ever pictorial art existed in this country during earlier

times was blighted by the tierce breath of civil strife

;

and, after the battle of Bosworth Field, Henry Tudor

succeeded to the wreck of a once flourishing kingdom.

Thierry regards the direct influence of the Norman
Conquest as having lasted up to the accession of

Henry A II. ; and certainly that accession marks an

1.—QUEKN ELIZABETH.

(Painted by Isaac Oliver.)

to 1185, reduced England almost to a state of luir- epoch in English history of a very distinct character,

barism. Twelve princes of the blood were slain; the It would perhaps be more correct to sav that it was
old nobility were nearly destroyed ; a hundred thou- the transition pcriml from the medieval to the modern
sand of the gentry and common people were prema- world ; but at any rate it was a time of chansje.
turely cut off ; large districts of the country were Tiio politic Welshman did much towards restoring
devastated

; towns were depopulated, and industrial the prosj>erity of England. He encouraged com-
pursuits brought to the verge of extinction. What- merce, he accumulated riches j and with riches and
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commerce came art. Bat the art at first was the

art of foreio'nei's. The Flemisli painter, John Mabuse,

was for a time employed by Henry VII., and the son

and successor of that monarch retained the services

of Holbein and of Antonio ^loro. Those admirable

' drawer of story-works In black and white ; one for

liis skill worthy to have been sergeant-painter to any

king or emperor, whose works in that kind are com-

parable with the best whatsoever in cloth, and in

distemper-colours for black and white ; who, l)eing'

painters educated the English mind in the pei'ception very poor, and belike wanting to buy fairer colours,

2.—EOBEKT DKVF.r.KT-X, EARL OF ESSKX.

{raiiited fty fmac Oliver. From a rrint in the British Jfii.wiim.)

of artistic excellence, and prepared tiic way for the wronuht tlierefore for tlie most \y.\vt m white and

native artists of the next generation. black." Of this neglected artist Ililliard further

The Continent continued to send us painters records that he was "only unfortunate Ijccuuse he

during the short reigns of Edward YI. and aueen was iMiglish-born ; for even the strangers "—moan-

Maryl but the name of one Englishman is mm- ing, doubtless, King I'hilip of Spain (the husband of

tioned—.John Bossam, who has been described, ui a

MS. of Nicholas Hilliard discovered by Y'ertue the

engraver, as a man of great and original power.s, a

28"

Queen ^lary) and his fellmv-countrynien—" wcmld

otherwise luive set him up." In later lilc lie alian-

doncd his thankless profession, and liecanie a reading
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iniiiisler of tlio Chiircli of England. Wo know nothing

more ol" Bossam than this ; but it is curious to find

tliat, as far back as the reign of Queeu Mary, com-

plaint was made, as it has so often been made since,

of the disregard of English talent.

The first English jjainter who attained a recog-

nised position was this very Nicholas Hilliard, who

wrote so generous a tribute to the merits of John

Bossam. He is described as limner, jeweller, and

goldsmith to Queen Elizabeth, and afterwards to

King James I. There is no jseriod in the history of

our country in which the genius of the English people

was asserted so strongly, or in so many ways, as

during the reign of Elizabeth. The alien influence

jiroceeding from the Norman Conquest had spent

itself, and the true English race—product of many
races kindly commingled—started freshly on a great

career. The poj)ulatiou was compact and concen-

trated—not yet weakened by diffusion, nor injured

by the competition of other fellow-subjects. Witli

the iinal triumph of Protestantism, and the deli-

verance of the nation from the menace of Spanish

predominance, a j^eriod of singular vigour and crea-

tiveness ensued, and Englishmen were no longer

neglected because they were not foreigners.

Hilliard was a son of the high .sheriff of Exeter,

and was therefore a native of that county, which has

])roduced an unusual number of painters, and which
thus appears to have assumed a certain priority at

the very commencement of modern English art. He
was born in Lj-l?, and was brought up to the trade

of a jeweller and goldsmith. When he afterwards took

to ]iainfing in miniature, Hilliard studied the works
of Holbein, whom he always regarded as the most
admirable master in what at that time was called

" limning." His manner, consequently, was to a great

extent tliat of the illustrious German ; but he was
no servile copyist. He was fortunate in succeeding

to a condition of the public taste which had been

educated to a sense of art by the great foreigners

who liad settled amongst us. The numerous refer-

ences to paintings— mostly of the pure Renaissance

^yP^—'11 file works of Shakespeare show how much
was thought of pictorial art in those days. But
tlie kind of painting they describe was not at all

in Hilliard's manner. It was mainly as a portrait-

painter that he distinguished himself. When quite

a young man he delineated Mary Queen of Scots;

her great rival, Elizabeth, sat to him often ; and at

a later time he drew James I. and the short-lived

Prince Henry. He also made many portraits of

ladies, and had certainly no cause to complain of want
of encouragement. England was prosperous and at

peace. The austere, semi-barbarian chieftain of the

feudal ages had been succeeded by the ornate and
sumptuous noble. The baronial castle— u fortress

rather than a dwelling— had given place to the

manor-house or the palace. The Renaissance, born

of the intellectual stimulus proceeding from the

disjx-rsion of the Greeks after the fall of Con-

stantinople, and affecting the Continent before it

reached our island, had thoroughly penetrated the

upper circles of English society by the time of Eliza-

beth ; and the gentry became elegant in ceasing to

be warlike. Hence there was plenty of work for

Hilliard, who had attained so high a position in the

reign of James I, that that monarch granted him a

l^atent, or monojioly, which set forth that—"Whereas
our well-beloved servant, Nicholas Hilliard, gentle-

man, our principal drawer of small ]5ortraits, and

embosser of medals in gold, in respect of his extra-

ordinary skill in drawing, graving, and imprinting,

&c., w'e have granted unto him our special licence,

for twelve years, to invent, make, grave, and in^jrint

any pictures of our image or our royal family, &c.,

and that no one do presume to do, without his licence

obtained," &c. Under this patent, Hilliard engraved

many small plates with the heads of the royal family,

and sold licences for others, by which he gained con-

siderable riches. He died on the 7th of January, 1619,

and was buried in St. Martin's-in-tlie-Fields, where

lie a good many other ai'tists of distinction.

Hilliard had many pupils, of whom the most

illustrious was the celebrated miniature-jjainter, Isaac

OKver. As to the parentage of this artist there is

considerable doulit. It is not improbable that he

was of French origin, for although in his will he

spells his name Oliver, it apjiears Olivier on his draw-

ings. Yet it seems tolerably certain that he was an

Englishman by birth, for he is mentioned as such

by several writers near his own time, and he wrote

in our language a " Treatise on Limning," a portion

of which was printed in Sanderson's " Graphice."

Horace Walpole, in his " Anecdotes of Painting,"

says that in his jiocket-book was a mixture of French

and English ; and it may be that he represented in

himself a combination of the two nationalities. The

portrait of him, from bis own original, engraved in

^^'alpole's volume, has something of a fcjreigu look ;

yet the point, after all, is doubtful. It has even

been stated that Oliver belonged to a family holding

lauds at East Norton, in Leicestershire. Whatever

his genealogy, however, he practised in London

during the second half of the Sixteenth Century and

the earlier years of the Seventeenth. The date of

his birth was 1556, and he was therefore only nine

3'ears younger than Hilliard, from whom he received

his chief instruction, though he also studied under

Zucehero. As a painter of portraits in miniature

he has never been surpassed. He had a touch of

exquisite delicacy, and drew from the life with re-

markable truth and skill. Like his master, Hilliard,
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lie piiiutud M;iiy Stunit, Queen Elizabeth (1), Uobert tlieiii, reserving one copy for liiiiiseli'. Comparativcl}-

Devereiix (:l) , iind other persons of hio-h ]iositiou; few, however, exist at the present day. A curious

and we are indeljted to him for portraits of two of story, with respect to them, was related Ijy Theodore

the greatest men of that great period. Sir Philip Kussel, the portrait-painter, who is said to have been

Sidney and Ben Jonson. Waljiole says that the a connection of the 0!i\ers, and who was certainly a

head of Jonson is unlike others that have come nephew of Cornelius .lanssen. Charles I., it ajipears,

down to us; but, in the case of so consummate an had a large collection of paintings by both the Olivers,

artist as Oliver, the presumption would be in favour These were dispersed during the Civil War and the

of //is work rather than the productions of inferior days of the Commonwealth ; and Charles II., being

men. The portrait of Sidney is a full-length, and desirous of recovering them, made many iucpiries,

represents its suliject sitting under a tree in an after the Kestoration, as to their whereabouts. At
attitude of meditation. This picture has been often length he was told by one Rogers, or Progers, that

engraved, and seems to

realise one's conception

of the chivalrous Sir

Phili23— that splendid

combination of knightly

heroism with poetic sen-

sibility. It is matter

for deep regret that it

never fell in Oliver's

way to make a portrait

of Shakespeare. We
should then have been

delivered from the mon-

strous . uncouthuess of

the Droeshout engrav-

ing, the clumsy dispro-

portions of the Stratford

bust, and the various

ajDocryphal heads we

know. Posterity would

have known what
Shakespeare was really

like.

The work of Isaac

Oliver was chielly that

of portrait - painting ;

but he executed a few

pictures from sacred

3.—SIE NATHANIEL BACON.

(Pamted by Iliiiisilf. From an Eiii/mv'm;! of tlic ridiirc at dorhamlninj.)

both the father and son

were dead, but that the

son's widow was living

at Isleworth, and had

many of their works.

Accomjianied by Rogers,

the king went privately

to see them, and asked

the widow if she would

sell her collection. She

replied that she wished

the king to see the pic-

tures first, and that, if

/le did not ])urchase

them, she wouM be

ready to entertain an-

other offer. The king

then discovered himself;

several pictures, not

often seen bj' any one,

were produced ; and it

was finally proposed

that JMrs. Oliver should

have the option of

£1,000 for the liest part

of the collection, or an

annuity of JL^iOO for

life. She chose the

history, and occasionally jiaintcd in oils, tliougli latter; but some yc^n's afti-rwards it came to her

water-colour was his usual vehicle. He died at knowledge that the king had given most of these

his house in Blackfriars in 1(j17, or iierliaps a ]iictures to his female favourites. I'pon this she

little later, and was buried in the church of St. remarked that, had she Ihounht his Majesty would

Anne—an edifice which was burnt down in the have bestowed tlicui ou ladies of that deseri]ition,

great (ire of 1060, and has never been rebuilt, he never shoukl have had them. The words were

Several miniatures of him, belonging to the Duke of of course reported to the king, as such words always

Buccleuch, are preserved at Montague House, and are; and the annuity of the widow Oliver was

others exist in private collections. This admirable theiieeforth stoiipcd.

artist left behind him a son, Peter Oliver—whose The limniiigs of the two Olivers which Charles

"Sir Francis Crane" we have engraved ( 1)—who II. had not purchased, and which were probably less

was born in London in IGOl, and who, equal- excellent or less interesting than the other.s, fell into

ling his father in the special walk of miniature- the hands of i\Irs. Russel's father. It is to be feaiwl

painting, surpassed him in the wider range of his t liat many of the works of Peter Oliver are irretriev-

artistie practice. His works were very numerous, ably lost. Several are thought to have been de-

and it is recorded that he usually made duplicates of stroyed in a lire at White's Chocolate House (after-
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4.—SIB FRANCIS CEASE.

(From a Dmu-iyig asa-W:a to Peter Oliver. British Museum.)

youuger son of the Lord Kpi'pei-j and half-brother

of the great philosojiher. He travelled a good deal

ill Italy, where he studied painting; and, had he

lieen compelled to earn his living by the ])raetice of

:irt, would probably have attained a distinguished

] osition. As it is, he has done some excellent work
{i). A portrait of himself, holding his plumed hat

in his hand, is really masterly for character and ex-

pression. The face bears a resemblance to his illus-

trious brother, and is full of eager power and sensi-

tiveness. He ]>ainted landscajjes, figure - subjects,

and mytholdgical ])ieces; and he had also the credit

of drawing jilanls with great cleverness, and of being

instructed in their virtues.

Even after the time of the Olivers, foreign artists

—chiefly natives of the Low Countries—continued to

settle in England in large numbers, and the history

of design in this country during the whole of the

Seventeenth Century is to a great extent a history

of aliens. \et the impetus given in the first in-

stance by Hilliard, if not by Bossam, never died out,

and English painters of genius appeared from time

to time. Among those whose ycry names are now
almost unknown was John Hoskins, who ])aiiited a

wards White's Club House), in April, 1733.

.Sir Andrew Fountaine had hired two rooms in

the house as a place of deposit for part of his

collection of miniatures, valued at £3,000, or

more; and it is probable that works by both

the Olivers were included in the set. But a

great number of jjaintiugs by father and son

were discovered in the second half of last

century in an old house in Wales, belonging

to a descendant of Sir Kenelm Digby. The
latest of these bore date 1033, and all repre-

sented Sir Kenelm, or members of his family.

Horace Walpole purchased them, and speaks

enthusiastically of tlieir matchless beauty.

Peter Oliver died in lOCO, and was buried

near his father, to whom he had erected a

handsome monument and bust in the church

of St. Anue, Blackfriars. In addition to a

great number of jwrtraits, he made minia-

ture copies ill water-colours of historical

works by the great masters. Of the elder

Oliver it is recorded that he was a skilful

draughtsman with the pen; of the youuger,
that he could etch as well as paint.

Some amateur painters of the time of

Elizabeth and James I. have contrived to

escape oblivion. One of them appears to

have possessed abilities of a very high order. This good deal in miniature, and of v\hom Sir Kenelm
was no less a man than Sir Nathaniel Bacon, a Digby records that by his productions of that nature

6.—A STUDY.

(.From a Drmeing Itj John B:ley. British Museum.)
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he pleased the puLlie more llum ^":lu Dyuk. Chark's

1., Henrietta Maria, and many of the Eug-lisli iioliilitv

were aaioui; tlie sul^jeeth; whom he drew ; and the

brothers Alexander and Samuel Cooper (his nejjliews)

were two of his pupils. The Cixjpers are mueli more

was mueh in favour duriuL;- the days of the Common-
wealth, and painted not only the Protector himsi'lf

(0), but the principal oflieers (if his army. \'erv

little i^ known of him, Imt his jmrtrait, eujj-raved

by Chambars, represents a faee of extraordinary

famous, esi)eeially the younger. Alexander went earnestness and intensity. Henry Stone, one of a

abroad, and followed his profession in Holland and family of seulplors and architects, distinguished him-
Sweden. Samuel likewise passed some portion of self as a painter in the reign of Charles I., and copied

his life in foreign lands, but also practised in his ^'au Dyck with so much skill that some of his re])ro-

own country, where he painted a famous likeness duetious fetch large iiriees as originals. Gibson the

of Cromwell, and, subsequently to the Restoration, Dwarf, who married a lady of his own diminutive

made portraits of Charles II., Catharine of lira- size (Charles II. giving away the bride), showed

evidence of good abili-

ties, but failed to attain

a first position. John

Greenhill, an artist of

great jiromise in the

second half of the

Seventeenth Century,

was regarded as the

best of Lely's pupils
;

but, like many other

men of genius at that

time, he w^as addicted

to wild and dissolute

habits, and, dying dis-

graceful Ij- at twenty-

seven, left only a few

signs of what he might

in time have become.

IMore distinguished, and

in every way of greater

account in tjic history

of art, was John Kiley,

whojiainted Charles 11.,

James II. and iiis ipu'cn,

and llu'ir successors,

"William and ]\Iary.

Some ])ortraits by him
ire to be seen in the National Portrait Gallerv at

ganza, James of Yoidc,

and other jiersons of

distinction. Like his

predecessors of the

English school, his

great excellence was in

miniature, and his por-

traitures are in little

unrivalled for truth,

delicacy, and grace.

William Dobson,

who ^^as styled " the

English Tintoret" by

Charles I., and who
succeeded \'an Dyck as

sergeant-]>ainter to that

monarch, is also a con-

spicuous figure in the

history of English art.

It is greatly to the

credit of ^'an Dyck
that he was the means

of bringing forward

this artist, one of whose

jiictures he saw acci-

dentally ex])0sed for sale

(i.—OLIYEE CT.U.MWELL.

(Pointed Iti Robert Walker. I'rvm a I'rint in the Brilish Mriseiini

in a shop-window on

Snow Hill. At that time Dobson was so poor

and obscure a man that, when sought out by the South Kensington, and they display the hand of a

great Fleming, he was found at work in a mean master, both in design and colouring. Our example

tlic king, (5) is from a drawing in the British IMuseum. The

His for- last Eniilish artist of eminence in the Seventeenth

Century was Henry Cooke, who died in 171K), at

the age of fifty-eight. He did less in portraiture

than most of his contemporaries, but was much

garret. Van Dyck recommended him to

and he rapidly acquired a high reputation,

tunes, however, were ruined by the Civil A^'ar, and

his reckless habits involved him in debt. He died

in 164-6, at the early age of thirty-six; but in tlic

Course of his short life he did enough to make for emj)loyed in painting the staircases of great houses,

himself at that period a name second only to that He is known at the present day chiefly for having

of Van Dyck, whose manner he imitated. Among rej)aired the cartoons of Kaiihael.

the most interesting of the portraits executed by Jervas, Hudson, Kiehardson, and Thornhill were

Dobson are one of Milton, and auotlier of ]\Iilton's all men of parts; but they wi'rc the jiainters of a

friend and fellow-labourer, Andrew Marvel!. complete decadence. W ith their successors, Hey-

Hoskins, Samuel Cooper, and Dobson were in Holds and Hogarth, Gainsborijugh and AA ilson, it is

the main Cavalier painters. The chief aili>t on the otherwise. Under these our native school of art

Kepublicau and Puritan side was luiberl W alker, \^1ki recovered its dignit_\. Eu.MiXO OLLitU.
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FRENCH FUENITURE.*

ONVj i)f the most useful results of loan collections

of all kinds, and especially of works of art, is

the subsequent publication of an historical catalogue

or notice, founded on 1he knowledge gained by the

study of objects side by side which never have pre-

furniture is clear and straightforward. It is written

for the public and not for the collector, thus

giving rather a general grasp of the changes througli

which decorative art passed than the minutiffi of

([ualities, often artificial, from which particular

which had never been before observed. Delicate

siniihirifics of workmanship become obvious for the

first time, und lead to the tracing of the sources from

which jiarticular styles are derived. And above all,

oppcH'tunity is given for seeing specimens of art in

surroundings similar to those for which they were

designed. A good illustrated notice of a well-ordered

collection thus becomes a most valuable book of

reference, containing within

its own limits all the in-

formation necessary for a

general grasp of its subject.

The set of papers entitled

" Les Arts du ' Bois, des

Tissus et du Papier," which

is the official description of

the exhibition held ali Paris

by the " Union Centrale

viously l)een together. Minute differences a])])ear pieces have derived an extravagant value. For this
" ~

"
we cannot be too thankful. The constant ten-

dency of collectors, and of the public which follows

them, is to judge furniture solely hy certain peculi-

arities selected for their rarity, peculiarities which, as

a rule, arise from the maker having acquired some
strange trick of manipulation which lias enabled him
to depart from the natural use of his material. Such

a man has a completely distorted vision of art. He
may be able, by his experi-

ence and keenness of vision,

to detect the handiwork of

a particular master, his eye

for the traces of marvellous

skill may be unerring, his

antiquarian knowledge of

his subject may be com-
plete; but if he sets an
artistic value on the objects

he collects at all in pro-

portion to the money he

spends on them, his opinion,

except as a technical con-

noisseur, is absolutely worth-

less. To say this does not

imjily a want of apprecia-

tion of beautiful workman-
shij), of magnificence, or of

cunning skill. But there

are qualities of art above

these, such as naturalness

(not naturalism), straight-

forwardness, beauty, and

many others. These form

the real basis on which our

jutlgment should first of all

be founded, and if to these

are added the consummate
skill of workmanship, the

oliject will be perfect indeed.

Of furniture, in the

modern sense of the word,

during the Middle Ages
there was little. Benches,

tables on trestles, and

chests formed the chief

des Arts Decoratifs," is an

admirable example of such

an illustrated notice, and

corresponds in interest to

the magnificence and rich-

ness of the exhibition of

1882, to which it refers.

The first part is somewhat

wrongly entitled " Le Bois

Applique au Mobilier."

Brass api)lied to wood would

perhaps bi; a better descrip-

lion of the bulk of French

furniture ; and indeed in

many of the specimens illus-

trated we have the brass

witliout the wood. This,

however, is a detail arising

from the fact that the last

exhibition having been of

metal-work, it was neces-

sary to pretend that this

one was of woodwork. The
historical description of the

* " Lc's Arts du Bois, des Tissus

ct du rupicr." (Paris: Quantin.

1883.)

1.— EPISCOPAL TIIEONE : I'.

(iJtepj)cS Collection,')
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movable pieces of woodwork in houses, ami these,

though sometimes elaborately wroug-ht, were rather

the work of the carjienter than the cabinet-maker.

In fact, the cabinet-maker first made his appearance

during the Renaissance. In the Gothic centuries,

however, there always existed a school of sculptors

in wood, whose skill, both in design and execution.

The work when done would stand out in contrast

with its surroundings as, for instance, in the case of

the screen of King's College Chapel at Cambridge.

Some particular craftsman in the neighbourhood,

emj^lo^ed perhaps to assist the foreigners, would

easily catch enough of the new fashion to produce

very respectable imitations of it, which, however.

i.—SOFA : FRENCH ; LOUIS XV.

{Mohilur National.)

reached its most s]ilendid development towards the

end of the Fifteenth and tlie beginning of the Six-

teenth Centuries. A splendid example of their work

is shown in our picture (3). Flanders was the centre

from which the first workmen of this style spread

into England and Germany as well as into France.

The features of this school vary of course with the

country in which we find the works, nor must we

suppose that other schools besides the Flemish did not

exist. The change from the Gothic to the complete

Renaissance was both slow and sudden. That is to

say, it took a considerable time for the new style

to penetrate completely into the art of even such a

versatile nation as the French, whilst in particular

cases we find perfect specimens of Renaissance at very

early dates. This is true of France, Germany, and

England, nor is the reason far to seek. The example

set by Italy made itself felt in two ways, first by

particular specimens of work being purchased, or

individual craftsmen being brought over l)y rich men;

and secondly by a general but slow inliuence which

changed forms little by little. A man, for instance,

like Cardinal Wolsey might easily send to Italy for

carvers or furniture-workers for some particular piece

of work in which he might be specially interested.

wo lid still l)c tinged, in most cases, by his ]ircvious

habits of work. This individual inliuence would

thus be quick, whilst a slower but more giMicral

effect would have been produced on a much wider

circle. We give (1) a good example of this sudden

change. The piece in question is an episcopal throne.

The style is pure Italian, without a trace of Gothic

feeling in a single feature of its design.

Up to the middle of the Seventeenth Century

the French simply carried on the development of the

Renaissance forms on these lines, their work becom-

ing more and more Italian in character; and their

artists, content with simple materials and straight-

forward workmanship, ))ro<luced works in Ihe best

taste and of the highest order. The I'Memish inllueiico

seems, however, to have been very considerable also,

and jiroduced many of those ebony cabinets with

mouldings and carving'5 in low relief remarkable

for the perfection of their designs and the delicacy

of their workmanship. Rut in the reign of Louis

XIV. new and more purely national inlluences

came into play. In the year 1C>&2, under the direc-

tion of the court iiaintcr Lebrnn, the royal factory

of all kinds of objects of decorative art was estab-

lished at Ciobelins. The desire of the king was for
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mn<;-iiitic'once at all hazards, ami iii:is>-iiilicciH'e was

])r(i<lm'i'(I by the yanl. " They abandoned," says AI.

de Champeaux, "tlie ancient side-tables and chests

made of native products, to wliicli time has (jiven

sneh harmonious surfaces, preferring foreign woods

•which the discovery of India and America had just

introduced into Europe. Karity of material assumed

costly substances, to treat them with care, and to use

up the smallest pieces. These special conditions

gave birth to the fine art of cabinet-making, which

was the result of this new advance in industry.

A gulf was fixed between the old-fashioned car-

penter faithful to the carving of native w'oods, and

the cabinet-maker whose care was to produce objects

3.—ALTAE-SCEEEX : OOTHIC.

(rUM-Will CoUfction.)

an overwhelming importance, to the detriment of of magnificence." In other words, one of the most
artistic composition, which had up till then occu- essential elements of vulgarity was introduced,
pied tlie first place. Consequently the conditions of namely, the employment of brilliant and costly
tlie work changed : it became necessary to employ materials solely for the sake of their brilliancy and
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((istliiicss, ami not as servants of art. This is the otlier objects were made in enormous imm])ers in this

standpoint i'roni whieh all the Freneh f'nrniture of

tlie last two centuries slioukl be regarded. And it' we

once realise tliis, we can, witliout i'ear of misjud<;"in!^

its true value from an artistic point of view, admire

to our heart's content tlie marvellous invention and

manner during- the reign. The effect of the contrasts

of these materials is very gorgeous, as may be

gathered from the chest of drawers we quote (5), in

which case the effect is further heightened by a

central panel inlaid with coloured woods. It is

skill wliich have been lavished upon it, the fancy and impossible, of course, in a drawing to give any idea

variety which characterise its designs, the minute- of the sharpness and vigour of the chiselling of the

ness of the workmanship, the inlaying of its sur-

faces, the graving and chiselling of its brasses, the

ingenuity of its construction, and its expense.

French fm-niture subsequent to 166:i is roughly

divided into four cdasses, corresponding to the

monarchs under whose influence the manufactures

were carried on : Louis XIV., Louis XV., Louis

XVI., and Napoleon I. As in all cases of subdivision

into periods, the styles belonging to each are found

to overlap each other, so that the distinctive charac-

teristics of each do not ajiply with certainty. In

the case of the art before us, however, tlu' dividnig

lines are unusually clearly drawn, and we have, as

it were, progress by jerks rather tlian by nn even

flow of change. The reason of this seems to be that

each style was the res\dt of a court fashion which

depended essentially on the taste of each monarch.

Louis XIV., who was the originator of the school,

loved somewhat pom])ous magnifieeuce. Ebony in-

laid with tortoiseshell and brass, and mounted with

ornaments of gilt bronze, as manufactured liy Boulle

and his school, was the most characteristic material

of the time. Cabinets, tables, clocks, pedestals, and
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4.- chest: FRENCH; LOUIS XV.

( liihliolhiinie Xationalc.)

mounts, or the delicacy of the workmanship in the

inlaid portions. " In the earlier work of Houlle,"

says Mr. Ilungerford Pollen in his admirable intro-

duction to the catalogue of the collection in tlie

South Kensington ]Miiseiim, "the inlay was produced

at o-reat cost, owing (o tiie waste of valuable material

in cutting; and the shell is left of its natural c(doiir.

In later works the manufacture was more economical.

Two or three thicknesses of the different material

were glued or stuck togeth(>r and sawn througli at.

one operation. An eiiual nunilier of figures and of

matrices, or hollow pieces exactly corresponding,

were thus produced, and by connterchanging, two

or more designs were obtiiincd by the same sawing.

These are technically known as ' lioiille and counter,'

the brass forming tlie groundwork an<I thi' pattern

aHernatelv. In the Inter, or 'new Houll.\' the shell is

laid on a gilt ground or on vermilion. 'I'lie brass

is elai.onitely chased with a graver." During the

reign of Louis XIV., especially during its earlier

years, the forms of Roiille furiiiliire maintained .-i

certain vigour and severity of form which saved them

from sinking into mere gaudiness, and win. li wns tlic
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result of tlic still lin^'ciMTi";^ influence of the Italian

Renaissance. Rut tliccliarin of I'orni g'avc i)lace alto-

gether to the desire for effect. We see none of that

loving appreciation of nature which shines through

the most conventional pattern of the period before.

The skill in the production of decorative effect and

the mastery over untractable and difficult material

seem to have given sufficient satisfaction. These

remarks will apply also to the carved and gilt fur-

niture of the same period.

Whilst the style of Louis XV. possesses all

the brilliancy, of execution belonging to that of

Louis XIV., it lacks almost altogether, at least in the

eai-lier part of its existence, whatever of dignity was
to be found in the latter. One is sometimes inclined

to think, when looking at these rococo productions,

that the designers must have been out of their minds.

It is quite impossible to take some of the specimens

a combination of contortions. It is, indeed, very

difficult to understand how any clever designer,

such as the French undoubtedly had at this time,

can have c<jJisented to put up with such forms as

those in this example, and it is equally difficult to

understand the state of mind of a modern collector

who, attaching value to the products of art, consents

to spend a small fortune on such extravagances.

The reasons are probably the same, howevei-, in both

cases. Good specimens of Louis XV. furniture have

two qualities which go far with many peojalc wlio,

while having a keen eye for detecting technical

triumphs of workmanship, have little love for beauty

for its own sake. F'irstly, the actual skill of the

men who handled the tools is marvellous. Whether
they were working in metal or wood, the best work-

men of that day had at once a freedom and a force

combined with a delicacy and a finish which have

JH
5.—CHEST OF DRAWEES : FRE:fCII ; LOUIS XIV.

(B»/ Boiilli: ralai.1 ilc VrrsaiUea.)

seriously. Thr chest, lor instance, shown in our prnbMbly never been C(|ualled. Secondly, these ]iieces
cut (4) not only has no Ijcanty of form, but every of furniture are what is called marvellously "ile-
Ime, every surface, every flower, and every ornament corative." A room furnished with them is very
of it IS apparently purposely made extravagantly gorgeous, and it is usually also cheerful. These
grotesque. It is a chaos of inconsistent carving, twists and twirls, unmeaning as they may seem.
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hpsve an object, if not a very liigh one. Tliey make

the li<)'ht n'lauee off from the <yilikHl mctiil in a

thousand dUferent ways and from a thousand dill'erent

points, whilst the

hiii'li relief gives

jilenty of dark

shadows amongst

the brightness.

These are the

reasons why this

style has been

successful in the

past, and why
such quantities of

a bad imitation

of it are still

poured into the

market and ap-

paren tly sold.

From this sweep-

ing condemna-

tion, however, we
must except to a

certain extent the

type of furniture

represented in

our second pic-

ture (2). The

contours arc still

composed of purposeless fiddle-shaped curves, but

there is a certain sense of refinement aliout it which

may be best described by the old-fashioned word
" elegant." The woodwork, in fact, of these sofas

and chairs is merely used as a frame for the tapestry,

which always has in itself a certain charm.

Towards the close of the reign of Louis XV.,

however, a reaction set in against these absurdities.

This change was due, no doubt, partly to the con-

tinuance in any extremely extravagant course for

more than a certain time, but chiefly to the wider

knowledge of Roman art that was at this time spread

through Europe. The reaction of Eighteenth Cen-

tury classicism was more marlced and more com-

plete in England than in France : a fact which was

W^

-JARDINIEEE :

(Mobilicr

due partly to the influence of Adam, who liimself

was one of the first to nndce original investigation

amongst the Roman remains in Italy, and partly

due to the ab-

sence of any ])re-

vious English

style of furniture

as important as

the French. The

result, however,

was the very

charming style of

Louis XVI. If

in this, as in the

corresponding-

English style of

Sheraton, we find

a certain want of

life, at any rate

we find good

taste. The forms

are simple and

severe, and the

lines suggest the

construction. All

the rococo orna-

FEENcn ; EMi'iKE. nicut of ( hc ]irc-

Xatimmi.) ^ious period was

dropped, whilst

delicate scrolls and varieties of classical frieze took

their place. There is less of the massiveness of the

style of Louis XIV. ; but there is on the other hand

much greater attention to refinement of proportion.

The style of the Empire, of which oiu- example

(fi) will serve as a type, was, like the co\n-t itself, a

vulgar application of classical ideas. The workman-

ship of the best pieces was splendid, and the intricate

elaboration of the decoration was often nuecpiallcd.

But one can uvwv lose the .sense of the unreality of

it. There is no true grasp of classical genius, only

the combinations in endless variety of figures and

forms mechanically copied from Ronum models. The

art is that of a parvenu, and the splendour that of a

iioitveiiK, ric/ie. Eustace Balkoi'I!.

"THE TWO OEPHANB."
From thk Picture by Karl Marr.

THERE is a passion in rags, it w<iulil seem, and among the best and manliest of all. Now wr have

only in cottages docs "the true stuff of art M. Jean Heraud to paint us the riff-ralT of Paris;

appear to abide. Of late—especially since Millet and AL Jules Breton and his following to portray

showed the way—there have been many painters of the idylls of harvest and the time of gleaning;

the poor. Courbet and Legros were in their day and lleer Israels, who is tlu' poet <A' that hopelesb
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mi'laiiclinlv wliicli fomcs upon all nu'u liviiiir by tlii? and empty chest, the poor little eross itself—all speak

iiiexonihle sea ; anil Mr. ('lausen, wlio is doino- his of such poverty as is hardest to bear, of the poverty

best to g-ive Kiij^'land a Millet of her own; and a known only to the poorest amon^- the poor. The

score besides, who are generous observers of the poor two heroines-seem of a pieee with their surriiundintfs :

man's works and ways, and generous commentators half-fed and half-elad, barefooted and bare-armed.

IHfc Irtu iikl-J£.U;S.

(From the Pictm-e by Karl Marr.)

on the facts of his spiritual and material history.

One—and V)y no means the worst—is Herr Karl
Marr, the painter of "The Two Orphans."

'Tis a picture of misery—of misery absolute and
unrelieved. The scene is a cottage of the wretchedest
type ; the furniture is meagre and squalid ; the place,

from broken floor to smoked and grimy rafters,

breathes wholly of penury and discomfort ; the naked
walls, the scantly-furnished shelves, the bare table

they are utterly dejected and forlorn. But their

fitness is rather apparent than real. They are face

to face with the sternest of mortal experiences, a

prey to the keenest of mortal sorrows ; and they

have the interest that attaches to misfortune, they

are touched with the dignity of grief. The senti-

ment indeed which they are made to express is pro-

foundly human and sincere ; and in comparison the

facts of their environment are as nothing.
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ART IN OCTOBER.

The Koyal Academy Winter Exhiliition will coraiireheiid

a large collection of tlie works of P. F. Poole.

At the British ^Museum the Luther exhibition and the

exhibition of Raphael reproductions have proved completely

successful. An exhibition of reproductions of drawin.!;'s by

Michelangelo is arranging while we write. At the National

Gallery a fragment of fresco has been framed and hung on

an easel in a room where are the Cimabues and Margari-

tones and Uccellos. It represents the faces of four members

of a sisterhood, with white brow-cloths and black hoods,

and reverential expression.

Mr. Shields is designing for Mrs. Rossetti, mother

of the painter-poet, two lights in stained glass, for the

little wdndow which overlooks her son's grave at Birch-

ington. Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A., has completed in

the clay the bust of Coleridge, which is to be placed in

marble in Westminster Abbey. M;. Brock's bust of Long-

fellow has reached the same stage of execution, and will

probably be ready for the Abbey about the .same time.

Sir George Birdwood has been awarded the diploma

of honour for his art collection and handbooks in the ethno-

graphic section of the Lidian Department at Amsterdam.

There seems a tendency to visit the sins of Wyatt's

ridiculous " Wellington" upon Decimus Burton's arcL This

would not be reasonable in any case ; and as Burton's

arch is really a handsome and artistic structure, it is absurd.

Burton left a set of drawing.s and models of his com-

plete design which, besides the arch, included sculptures

of a Victory in a chariot with fast galloping horses.

These materials are in the po.ssession of the architect's

representatives, who, it is said, would gladly lend them

for public exhibition. The Royal Academy has been

suggested as a fitting place, the coming winter exhibition

the opportunity ; and there is every reason why the idea

should be carried out. It might be at least one step

towards retrieving our blunders in the matter—blunders

which almost surpass our mistakes over Alfred Stevens's

miinument to the Iron Duke in St. Paul's.

The French are reproducing Da Vinci's drawings and

manuscripts ; and the Engli.sh collection of such treasures

ought not to be neglected. At Holkham and Windsor,

in the British Museum and elsewhere, are some extremely

M

important document.s, whicli should find a iilare in fac-

simile by the side of those splendid transcripts iii r.iifiixii

begun in Paris. It has been iJointetl out that the official

photographers at South Kensington might be worse

employed than in taking negatives of the two Lionardo

books in the Forster library ; whilst the practised photo-

graphic artist at the British Museum might be directed

to take that collection in hand.

Tk.\n.sposition is the order of the day at the National

Gallery. The Turners above the line in the Long Room ai'c

to be lent to other nuiseums, as authorised by the recent

Act of Parliament ; the large " Christ Washing Peter's

Feet," by Tintoretto, bought for£l25 at the Hamilton sale,

has been hung over Titian's " Bacchus and Ariadne " iu

Room XVI. It is very rich in tones of golden-brown, and is

an acquisition of veritable importance. In Room XII., Van
der Neer's "Canal Scene" and Van Dyck's "Emperor
Theodosius Refused Admission into the Church " have been

cleaned and hung anew ; and Rembrandt's ".lewisli Ral)bi
"

has been removed for cleaning. It is said that iintticelli's

" Coronation of the Virgin " is to be hung in Room XVI.

Mr. M.^crkth has been engaged on an etching of

Pinwell's picture of the children iu the " Pied Piper of

Hamelin." Mr. Dunthorne is the inibli.sher. The Venezuelan

sculptor, Rafael de la Cova, has all but completed the moilrl

of his large equestrian statue of Simon Bolivar, which

is to stand in the New York Central Park. It represents

the Liberator cheering on his men at San Matdo.

While excavating for the extension of the Iniildings

known as New Courts Chambers in Chancery Lane into

Southampton Building.s, the workmen came upon some

chalk walls and glazed tiles. Jlr. John Sachs, of the

Middlesex Arch;cological Society, was at once communi-

cated with ; and careful investigations revealed two jmr-

tions of undoubted Roman walls of chalk and cement,

with some tiles of red material, glazed with yellow, and

beneath a deposit of charcoal, doubtless a landmark, for

which purpose such deposits have been frequently used

from their inqieri.shable nature. The surmise that this

is the site of the first home of the Knights Templars is

borne out by the quantity (if liuman remains that have also

been found, it being well known that the Knights removed

their nio.st imjiortant monuments to the Temple, leaving

less important remains behind. Quantities of old Saxon

pottery, in fragments, also came to light. It is expected

that more discoveries w^ill follow.
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In tin; "Chronicle of Art" contained in our September

issue that excellent institution the Koyal School of Art-

Needlework was said to be in a condition by no means

flourishing, the receipts for the past three years having

steadily declined. We are happy to note that our informa-

tion was incorrect, and that the case is the very reverse of

that which was stated. During 1880 the receipts for

work sold amounted to £9,731 4s. lid.; during 1881, to

£U),b07 5s. Ud.; during 1882, to £11,897 13s. 2d.; and

there is every reason to believe that the balance-sheet of

the jiresent year will be equally good and satisfactory.

The Loan E.xhiljition—of Old Masters and National

Portraits—held in the Edinburgh Royal Institution was

eminently successful . The walls were a little crowded, and

the exliibits—which numbered over sis hundred and fifty-

were a little indiscriminate. The attendance, however, was

large and steady, upwards of twenty-nine thousand people

having visited the rooms. Close on seven thousand cata-

logues were sold, and it is expected that the receipts,

which amounted to some £1,500, will cover the expenditure.

The new JIuseum of Classical Art and Archieology at

Cambridge will be completed this autumn. The main cost

of the undertaking is being defrayed with the savings of

the Fitzwilliam Fund ; but as these will barely cover the

expenses of building and providing the minimum number

of casts and models strictly necessary, Professor Colvin is

endeavouring to raise by subscription a fund sufficient to

furnish the new museum with an adequate library of

chemical archfeology, as well as with additional casts and

models. The list has been headed by the Duke of Devon-

shire with £250, and includes Earl Powis, Lord Edmond
Fitzmaurice, Mr. Beresford Hope, Professors Darwin,

Adams, Kennedy, and Humphry, and Mr. Balfour, iLP.

The Autumn Exhibition in Manchester, the first under

the rule of the Corporation, is perhaps the most com-

plete and interesting of its kind ever seen in the pro-

vinces. It presents in one collection not only much new
work, but thoroughly representative pictures from the

Academy, the Grosvenor Gallery, and the two great water-

colour shows : with one or two good specimens of Continental

art. ilr. Val Prinsep, who lias assisted the committee in

selecting and arranging the pictures, sends his portrait of

Mrs. Ivendal, in the " Falcon," painted for the Garrick

Club ; 'Sh: ilillais is represented by the " Grey Lady

"

and his portraits of the Bishop of Manchester and the

Duchess of Westminster ; Mr. Holman Hunt, by his " Pro-

fessor Owen," and "The Ship;" Sir Frederick Leighton,

by "Yasmeeneh" and "Memories;" Mr. Herkomer, by

'•Grandfather's Pet;" Mr. Leslie, by "The First Day of

the Holidays;" Mr. Burne Jones, by a " Cupid's Hunting
Fields," and the pathetic portrait, " Philip Comyns Carr ;

"

Mr. Poyuter, by " The Ides of March ; " Mr. Holl, by his

portrait of .M r. Tenniel ; Mr. Macbeth, by " Sheep-Shearing ;"

Mr. Watts, by " The Mid-day Rest," and " Katie," and
" Love and Life ;

" Mr. Briton Kiviere, by his " Genius
Loci ;" Mr. Whistler, by the admirable portrait engraved in

our October issue ; and Mr. Gregory, by his " Piccadilly."

Then there are studies of .sea and sky and weather by
-Mr. Henry Moore; the "Forest on Fire" and "Royal
Windsor," by Mr. Keeley Halswelle ; a number of sketches

and one important landscape by Leslie Thomson ; the ex-

cellent and original " Pastoral " of Mr. Hennessy ; several

iladox Browns ; some good flower studies by Mrs. Cecil

Lawson ; one or two of the broad, imaginative, and truthful

pictures of the-Campagna, by Arthur Lemon, including the
" Ponies at Pasture " of last year's Academy ; Mr. Charlton's

very vigorous and spirited " British Artillery at Tel-el-

Kebir ; " Mr. Napier Hemy's "Old Putney Bridge" and
" The Ferryman ; " the " Last Look," by ilr. F. E. Cox

;

the "Admonition " and the " Banquet," by Mr. Linton ; the

very remarkable portrait group of the members of the

Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, painted by

Mr. Walter Wilson ; Mr. Collier's " Professor Huxley :

"

with works of merit by Messrs. Yeend King, J. R. Reid, W.
Small, Arthur Hopkins, G. L. Seymour, Arthur Hughes,

Logsdail, Yglesias, Munn, Colin Hunter, Stewart Lloyd, H.

M. Paget ; and pictures by !Mrs. Butler, the Jlisses Montalba,

and H.R.H. the Princess Louise (who sends an unfinished

study of tlie coxswain of H.M.S. Comui). The sculpture,

as in London, is of little account.

In accordance with the wishes of his deceased brother,

Mr. Thomas Agnew has presented to the Art Gallery at

Manchester Mr. Holman Hunt's large picture "The Shadow
of Death." Mr. Val Prinsep's "The Golden Gate," engraved

in our last volume, has been presented by Mr. W. A. Turner.

The Art-Gallery Committee has bought " The Ides of

March,'' by Mr. Poynter ;
" Piince Arthur and Hubert," by

Mr. Yeames ; and " On the Elwy," by Mr. R. G. Somerset.

At Nottingham the Autumn Exhibition has been a

great success, especially in its water-colours. Of about a

thousand exhibits, it is only possible to mention the most

notable. First comes a sketch by !Mr. A. J. Melville,

whose " Call to Prayei " we recently engraved ; with the
' Wild Swans " of Mr. John Scott, also reproduced in

our pages. Two drawings by Jlr. Wyke Bayliss show his

fine achievement in ecclesiastical interiors. Chief among
the women's work are " A Hazy Winter Morning in Venice,"

by Clara Montalba, and some studies of "French Peasants,"

by Bertha Newcombe. Mr. Henry Sloore sends one of

his fine seascapes
—"Studland Bay ;" and the "Surrender"

of Mr. J. D. Linton—engraved in these pages—is a pro-

minent feature of the show. Mr. E. H. Corbould's

elaborate talent is displayed in " The Death of Edward

the Martyr," and a "Canterbury Pilgrims." Mary Wea-

therill's excellent " St. Mark's " we noticed when exhibited,

with other Venetian pictures, at the Fine Art Society's

rooms. Foremost among local artists is Mr. Andrew Mac-

Callum, who has turned his attention to "The Upward
Path of Life," in three divisions : (1) A boy in a wood-

land path— early spring
; (2; a Hercules pressing up a

hilly way in the heat of noon ; and (3) a venerable person

strolling at even near a churchyard. Less pretentious

are some studies by !Mr. E. Crosland, junr.
—"Cottages near

Bradgate Park ; " and " Nottingham from the Hills—near

ToUerton :" the latter ambitious, but far from unsuccessful,

and shoiving advance on previous work.

The Tenth Annual Exhibition at Brighton is probably

the best ever held there. Mr. W. H. Overend's " In the

Trough of the Sea " is colossal and a little stiff". Mr.

Walter J. ^Morgan's " A Summer Visitor
"—a gaily dressed

damsel from town meeting a country youth fresh from

the hayfields—is clever comedy. Mrs. JopUng sends a
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" Little Red Riding Hood " (with a Piccadilly fringe)
;

Mr. Henry Moore, avision of summer haze "Ofi" Falmouth;"

Mr. Yglesias, two attractive canvases ; Mr. Sant, a vv'ell-drawn

" Bacchante ;" Mr.s. S. Anderson, a good study of an old sea-

man. Mr. Clem Lambert's " Wanderers " is effective, and
not without pathos ; j\Iiss Alma Broadbridge presents an

admiral)le "Gossip on the Sands"—a little cold perhaps, but

true in effect and well handled ; F. Androotti's " First Violin

of a Village Choir" is a very able performance, with a

world of suggestion about it—half humorous, half jiathetic.

Some admirable studies of flowers by ^Irs. Heckstall Smith
deserve mention ; whilst a very able drawing by Miss

Marion A. Sterling is in many ways the best piece of still life

in the exhibition. It is cjuaintly called "A Little China

Pot, with Ferns," and gained the National Gold ]\Iedal at

the School of Art.

At the Nottingham Art Museum, in February, will be

held an exhibition of the works of Richard Parkes Boning-

ton, and the Sandliys—Paul and Thomas, Notts men by

birth. Bonington, who died at twenty-seven, is French by

training and repute. He painted landscape, marine, and

figure, and in all three he showed extraordinary ability.

An exhibition of his works, though it must needs be small,

must needs be interesting. Paul Sandby has been called

the father of water-colour art. At all events his name is

first on the records of that art as we know it now. He was

drawing-master to the children of George IIL, and also to

the Military Schools at Woolwich ; he was one of the

original members of the Royal Academy ; he also engraved

in arpiatint. There are examples of his work at South Ken-

sington. His brother Thomas, an architect of some note,

was one of the original thirty-six of the Academy.

In December will open the long-talked-of Calcutta Ex-

hibition, and about the same time will appear the first

number of the new Journal of Indian. Art. The periodical,

which promises to be of much interest and importance, has

Ijeen projected chiefly by Mr. T. S. Kipling, the principal of

the Mayo School of Art at Lahore, and Surgeon-Major

Hendley, who is in medical charge at the Eastern Rajputana

States. The work will be patronised by the Government of

India ; and the first number will be illustrated by lithographs

and chromolithographs by Mr. W. Griggs, whose name is

associated with the best English art of the kind.

The artistic event of the month has been the opening

at Paris of the "Exposition Nationale des Ouvrages des

Artistes Vivants." It is intended to complete the annual

Salon, and numbers upwards of 700 representative pic-

tures, 300 sculptures, and 1.50 engravings, all produced in

the last five years, the idea being to summarise in one

exhibition the whole of French art/ during that period. Of
the interest of the gathering nothing need be said ; of its

importance, its lessons, and its warnings there is much
indeed to say. For the moment we must content our-

selves with recording that it includes M. Rochegrosse's

"Andromaque;" M. Vibert's " Funerailles de M. Thiers,"

"In Pace," and "Le R(5cit du Missionnaire
;

" M. Roll's

"Greve des Mineurs ;" "Cesar s'Emmie," by M. Motte,

his "Les Oies du Capitole," his "Richelieu sur la Digue

de la Rochelle ;

" M. Liebermann's " Maison do Retraite ;

"

"Une Chasse," by M. Melin, the admii-alih' dog-])aintrr ;

M. Moreau de Tours' " Une Extatique au XVIII'^ tfiecle ;

"

the "P.sych(5," two ])ortraits, and the "Yvonne" of M.
Jules Lefobvre ; the " iluse du Nord " of M. Hebert ; and
first-rate examples by MM. Mesdag, De Nittis, J. -P.

Laurens, Lhermitte, P. Robinet, Protais, Dantan, E. Feyen,
Pelouse, Meissonier, and Bastien-Lepage. Sixteen thousand
persons were admitted on the " varnishing day."

At Raincy, near Paris, the local Socicjte des Amis des

Arts has had a very successful exhibition of works by
Gericault, Corot, Troyon, Carle Vernet, J.-P. Laurens,

Yon, Dubufe, Lefebvre, Henner, and others. It is reported

that the brothers of the painter Manet are organising

an exhibition of his works at L'licole des Beaux-Arts. At
the Acad<5mie des Inscriptions ^I. Louis Fould has founded
a prize of 2o,O00 francs for the best history of the arts

of design—their origin, progress, and transmission, down
to the age of Pericles. A commission of five (three from
the Academie des Inscriptions, one from the Academy of

Science, and one from the Academy of Fine Arts) is to sit

in judgment on the competing works, which must be

delivered at the Institut before the 31st December. Dela-

croix's " L'Entriie des Croiscjs h, Constantinople " is to be

returned to the Louvre from Versailles, where a cojiy will

take the place of the original. A marble bust of Taglioni is

to be placed in the " Couloirs de I'Orchestre de I'Opera,"

Paris : and a bust of Dessaix, on a granite column, has been

set up at Riom.

We record the deaths respectively on the '7th and 9th

ult. of Mr. (Jeorge Cole, one of the oldest members of the

Society of British Artists, and Mr. Alfred P. Newton, the

water-colourist. Mr. Cole was in his seventy-fourth year.

Self-taught, he commenced at Portsmouth as a portrait-

painter. He was also a successful animal-painter. In fact

his talents were versatile, but on his removing to London he

finally settled to landscape-painting. He first exhibited in

1840, and frequently afterwards at the Old British Institu-

tion. A " Don Quixote and Saucho Panza with Kosinante

in Don Pedro's Hut " attracted much attention there.

Amongst his many popular earlier works may be mentioned

"Pride aad Humility" (the property of the late Countess

Waldegrave), an engraving of which was published by H.

Graves and Co. ; "A Welsh Interior," "Ebenbergh Castle,"

" Llaudogo on the Wye," " Homestead in Caernarvon-

shire," and "The Last Load." His more recent works will

be fresh in the memory of the visitors to Suffolk Street.

He was elected a member of the Society of Jiritish Artists

in 1S50. Mr. Newton was a well-known number ot the

Society of Painters in Water-(\ilours, and died \t Itock Ferry,

aged fifty-three. His lake and mountain vi.'ws, though not

without the mannerisms of himself and his school, were very

popular in Pall Mall ; and ho rarely failed to contribute to

the exhibitions of the society. M. Louis Merlet, sculptor

and medal engraver, is likewise dead. Born in 1815, he was
a pupil of David and Pradier, and of the licole des Beaux-

Arts. He received .several medals of honour.

The late M. J. Wilson, of Brussels, who bequcatlicd his

two Constables to the Louvre, has founded in the Belgian

capital, near wiiich his large indu.strial establi.shment had

long flourished, an institution for tlio jiromotion of the arts

of design, including a museum, tor the maintenance of which

he has left 3i>o,(i()0 fr. He has given to tlie city many
pictures notable in recent public exhibitions.
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We lately noticed a remarkable pamidilet by Mr. Alfred

Harris on art-education in England. Another contribution

to the literature of the subject has appeared in the shape of

some special reports appended to the general report of the

Department of Science and Art. The Royal Coinmissioiiers

on Technical Instruction sent certain officers of the Depart-

ment to the Continent to e.xaniine the provisions there made
for instruction in art. The result of their investigation

generally confirms Mr. Harris's statements. Money is more
liberally voted by foreign municipalities and States ; in some
centres instruction is quite free, and in the others the charges

are nomitial. In the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs the visitors

—

Messrs. Armstrong and Bowler—found the a\'erage in the

life classes better than that at South Kensington. In
the Munich elementary schools Avriting and drawing are

taught together to the youngest classes, whereas in England
drawing is not taught at all in 75 per cent, of our elemen-

tary si.'iiools. '• The artist and the art-workman in Paris,

in Munich, in Dresden, and in Nuremburg have the start

of us, and it would be foolish not to realise that in some
respects we carry extra weight in the race." All the same,
Messrs. Armstrong and Bowler do not think that the main
scheme of art-education here can be changed 'with ad-

vantage. Certain it is, however, that something must be
done, and by the manufacturers as well as the State and
municipal authorities. In Germany, Sunday teaching is

an important feature. The Sabbath is the great day for

in.structiou in the Fortbildung schools at Munich. It

is a common practice in Germany for masters to give
their workmen liberty to attend art-classes on Thursday
afternoons. Might not we follow their example 1 It is

clear that one, if not the chief, cause of the depres.sion

of British trade, is the lack of art in British manufacture
;

and it behoves our manufacturers to stir themselves much
more than they have done hitherto. We do not believe
that either French or German artisans can be more easily
trained as art-workmen than their English prototypes

;

but it is certain that they have greater educational
ad\'antages, with the incalculable benefit which results from
the existence in their midst of good art-traditions in Eng-
land. The traditions of industrial art are virtually dead.

A SECOND series of Mr. Edward Hulme's "Flower
Painting in Water Colours" (Cassell and Company) is pretty
sure to meet with the wide acceptance it deserves. These
books are mainly for beginners, and are intended as an
introduction to the more difficult study of Nature. As
in the first series, Mr. Hulme gives ample hints to the
student; and his directions are practical and judiciou.s.

His plates are very true in colour; and they are con-
veniently interleaved with drawing-paper.

I-N the '• Philosophy of Ornament," issued by Mr.
Buskin's publisher (Allen, Orpington), Mr. W. Gershom
ColJingwood offers to those intere.sted in the development
and .significance of ornament a thoughtful and instructive
little handbook. He gives an interesting sketch of the
succession of decorative forms through Oriental and
nicdiieval art to the "epidemic hysteria," as he calls it,

of the modern assthete. It is urged once more that decora-
tion, whether in architecture or wall-paper or carpets,
nmst mean something if it is to be vital and artistic, and
not merely silly. There are interesting suggestions, too,

as to the original significance of trite conventional forms
which are passed over by the modern eye, dazed and
deadened by the deba.sed reproductions of the day; we
gain a better judgment of the beauties of a Persian rug
or the moufdings of a Gothic capital, as well as of

the sheer imbecility of the wall-papers and fabrics of

the common furniture-shops. There is sound advice as

to the banishment of house-decorator's ornament from our

homes, and the concentration of taste upon ornament which
will add definitely to the pleasure and brightness of life.

It is a pity that Mr. Collingwood goes astray after Mr.
Buskin's hopeless economic fallacies ; but it is a good little

book for all that, and not the less attractive for its inter-

esting illustrations and pleasant printing.

"Decorative Painting "(L. Upcott Gill) is a highly
practical and comprehensive volume by B. C. Saward,
whose writings on artistic needlework are well known.
Its descriptions and instructions, its hints and rules, apply
to painting on every sort of textiles, on pottery and
porcelain, on paper, vellum and leather, on glass and
wood, and on stone and metal. It deals with oil and water-
colours, stencilling, and certain sorts of decorative etching.

Altogether a useful two hundred pages of well- written, well-

digested advice.

Me. John Batty has revised, enlarged, and reprinted
his essay on the " Scope and Charm of Antiquarian Study,"
originally published in the Antiquarian Mafjaziae. A
development of an address to a country debating society,

it is issued as a pamphlet in rcsjionse to the recommendation
of its author's literary friends. The essay may be read with
pleasure and profit, and in its present guise is a specimen
of Mr. George Redway's excellent typography.

In " Les Amours de Gombaut et de ]\Iac6e " (Paris

:

Charavay Freres), we have a study of certain tapestries

in the museum at Saint-L6, by M. Jules Guiffrey. The
work—which is a beautiful example of the best modern
typography, and is illustrated with five heliographs, and
nine fac-similes of old prints—is of singular interest to the

students of French literature and social history. The
romance which these tapestries illustrated was at one time
highly popular ; and, as readers of Moliere's " Avare" know,
the tapestries themselves were well and widely known.
Story and fabric, however, have long been forgotten

;

it IS the author's object to revive interest in what he
describes as a monument of the language and the manners
of his country. In his first part M. Guiffrey proves the
popularity of these doggerel rhymes for a space of two
hundred years ; in his second he describes the subjects of

the designs, and reproduces the verses inscribed upon them,
with the variants ; and in his third part he briefly examines
certain questions concerning the origin and date of the

poem. He has done his work extremely well ; the result,

from the several points of view of the anti(iuary, the artist,

and the art-critic, is eminently interesting and desirable.

The author of " The Country of Millet," in our Septem-
ber issue, is Mr. Hugh de T. Glazebrook ; not " Henry,"
as, by a printer's error, the article was signed.
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At the Grosveuor there will be an exhibition of the

works of Sir Joshua Reynolds. Among the exhibitors are

tlie Dukes of Portland, Bedford, Cleveland, and Hamilton
;

Earls Amherst and Spencer ; and Lords Morley, Powis,

Albemarle, Sheffield, Yarborough, Warwick, and Essex.

Mr. Watts has painted his "Duke of Devonshire " for

the University of Cambridge ; repainted his " Love and
Death" and his "Manning;" and completed a coujile of

noble landscajjes. Mr. Millais' " Henry Irving," painted

for presentation to the Garrick Club, is being engraved
by Mr. Barlow ; Messrs. Elkington are reproducing for

the Humane Society the same painter's famous picture,

" The Eescue," as a medal to be given for succour from
fire. Mr. Long has painted a " Flight into Egypt." Mr.

Van Haanen has sold to Messrs. Agnevv a picture repre-

senting a milliner's work-room (Venice) during the dinner-

hour. j\L Detaille has painted for the Theatre-Francis

a portrait of the actor Sevestre, killed at Buzenval.

Herr Makart, represented at the Salon Triennal by a

"Comtesse Duchatel," has received the Legion of Honour
;

and so have the sculptor Tilgner and the jiainters Carron

and Von Angeli.

Professor Legeos has introduced the study of etiuine

anatomy into the curriculum of the Slade School. There

are four classes a month, equally divided between the male

and female students, who draw from the living model.

Duomo of Florence ; Bolivia has determined on a memorial
Iiillar on Mount Tayo to Dr. Crevaux and his fellow-vic-

tims. It is obvious that, whatever the supply of heroes,

there will be no lack of statues.

A COLOSSAL " Wallace " will be erected, at a cost of £3,000,

at Aberdeen. Mr. G. F. Watts's " Hugh Lupus " has been

cast in bronze, and will presently be set up at Chester.

A " Tannahill " has been unveiled at Paisley ; a bust of

John Rogers, the editor of Matthew's Bible, at Pjirmiugham

;

a "Michael Glinka" at Smolensk. Oudinot's "Ingres"

is being put into marble for Versailles ; a left-handed
" Henri Regnault " is ready for the Hotel de Ville, where

Dalou's " La llepublique " has already be-en set up. Ludovic

Duraiid has completed a " Pinel " for the Place de la

Salpetricre ; Dalou has finished a realistic " Blanqui

"

(on his death-bed) for the subscription memorial to

the old anarchist ; Villers-Cotterets proposes to subscribe

for a replica of Dore's " Dumas," unveiled but now on

the Boulevard Malesherbes ; a memorial to Millet and
Rousseau has been set up at Barbizon ; Mme. Paul de
Musset has left a hundred thousand francs for a marble

monument to her husband and his brother, the poet of

" Rolla" and " Ou ne Badine pas avec I'Amour." This last

suggests a monument to the two Corneilles—Pierre the im-

mortal tragic, and Thomas the industrious hack. The
Duchess of Galliera has presented Monteverdc's " Jenner

"

to the magnificent hospital built by her in Genoa ; the

Veronese have unveiled a monument to the poet Aleardo

Aleardi ; Professor Costa has completed a " Don Juan
Lavalle" for Buenos Ayres, and a "St. James" for the

With a mass of rubbish at the Dudley there is not
a little good work : Breanski's " Return of the Fishing
Fleet," for instance, bright, gay, effective ; several admirable
dog-pictures by Thomas Blinks ; and some landscape
sketches by Adrian Stokes, true enough and strong enougii

to merit the highest praise. Miss Hilda ilontalba's

"^Marshy Coast," too, is excellent as colour, tone, light,

sentiment
; and Mr. Bridgeman's " After the Bath " is

an accouqilished study of the nude. Mr. R. A. M. Steven-
son's " After Sunset," though very badly hung, is a true

impression, full of suggestion, and a fine feeling for colour
;

and some sketches by Mr. Rickatson are first rate of their

kind. Possibly the best figure study is C. E. Bentwood's
" State Conspirator ; " but J. H. Lews in " Seaside Pas-
times " has rendered very pleasantly the unconscious ges-

tures of children at play. Mention nuist be made of good
work by Arthur Lemon, C. Stoney, Kate May (whose
"Queen of the Night" shows original treatment of flowers,

good colour, and broad handling), W. Hutton, W. A.
Ingram, Claude Hayes, and Flitcroft Fletcher. A knocker
and door-handles in bronze by S. P. Cockerel!, though not
quite first rate in design, are a step in the right direction.

As usual, Mr. Wallis's exhibition contains much of

interest. First and foremost is Corot's " Martyrdom of

St. Sebastian;" which, having been hidden in England
since the artist's death, is now going the way of Corots

—

to America. It is, for Corot, unusually large ; but it is

elegant as over. Its imaginative tone lias never been sur-

passed ; its silver-lighted sky is Corot at his best ; and tire

figures, weak as they are, have a certain toucli of human
and tragic significance. Mr. W. H. Bartlett is excellent

in a "Bit of Old Chioggia:" Ad. .Morcau has achieved

a charming scheme of delicate colour and graceful draw-

ing of the figure in "Jai)anese Theatricals;" "Venetian

Boats Preparing to Anchor" is the best work by Clara

Montalba that we can call to mind, fine in colour and not

particularly manneristic. R(in6 Gonse's "Moisson de Ro.ses''

is a positive masterpiece, painted with great strength

and understanding. Munkacsy's original study for the
" Christ Before Pilate " is merely interesting in point of

method and manner. In landscape there are some good

Heffners ; an excellent Linnell ; a first-rate Leader, in liis

literal manner ; and a clever but rather diy and unsug-

gestivo "Gale," l)y Th. Weber. (Jcnre, of course, is largely

represented : Bochmann, Grosemanu, Kauffmann, Clievil-

liard, Thddy, and Mr. 11. S. Mowbray being well to the

fore. Perhaps the best ol the kind, however, is Seiler's

" Pride of all the Spains," which is excellent iu conception

and execution alike.
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NoTWiTiisTANDiNf. that plenty of Englishmen are re-

pre.sentecl, forcigneris hold their own at Mr. M'Lean's exhibi-

tion of water-colours. A couple of Jlesdags are amongst

the best he has done ; and Heilbuth, in "The Appointment,"

is pi(juant, clever, even original. Hernandez's " Tired

Dancer " is a very bold attempt to .storm a difficult posi-

tion ; but it is not quite successful, and the results are

equally ugly and uninteresting. " Venetian Lawyers," by

Villegas, is merely a coarse study. The same artist's " Fete

Day, Florence," in the Sixteenth Century, is exceedingly

clever, with some brilliant and novel colour ; but the

flesh-tones are deadly, and the draughtsmanship is by no
means sound. B. Galofre's " Neapolitan Fisherman " is

the nearest approach to true imaginative figure work on

the walls ; it is very striking and very picturesque. Har-

pignics sends a delicate and original " Village on the

Seine ;

" and there is good work by Tofano, Maris, Bernard

Evans, Herkomer, A.li.A., Thomas Collier, and Miralles.

The Female School of Art shows a very creditable

prize list for the year ; and the exhibition contained plenty

of good and promising work. The school, of course,

is under the sway of South Kensington, and dominated
by the cramping rules of the Department of Science and
Art. Nevertheless, some respectable individual achieve-

ment w-as show-n ; such, for instance, as the designs for

playing cards and tiles by Miss Hind ; the chalk studies of

heads by Miss Ottilie Brodti, which have a touch of cha-

racter and exiiressioii, and, consequently, human interest
;

and the very artistic design for tapestry by Miss Lilian

Young—on the whole, the most original production of the

year, and specially good in colour. A few months ago
lithograjihy was practically taken up here ; and already the

students are working for the trade, both designs and actual

work on the stone being executed in the school. The
results exhibited were excellent. Utilitarian art of this

sort might be more practised than it is, with a variety

of advantages to all concerned. The .school, we under-
stood, requires additional jiremises ; for which Miss Gann
is about to ask the British public for £'.5,()0(l.

The peojile of Derby are holding an autumnal collection

at the new Corporation Art Gallery. The autumnal exhi-

bition at Derby is a good representative gathering both of

paintings and decorative work, prizes being given for the

best examples of the latter by Derby craftsmen. Among
the exhibitors are Mr.s. Allingham, the P.K.A., Mr. Millais,

Mr. Albert Moore, and iL H. Fantin. The gallery also

contains Wright's " Alchymist," bought for the town.

At Dundee the Seventh Annual Exhibition may be
looked upon as one of the most important held out of

London. Last year the sales exceeded those of Edinfuirgh
and Glasgow, and this year's gathering will probably
produce a larger total still. It includes many of the
finest pictures shown during the past season at the Royal
Academy, the Grosvenor Gallery, and the Eoyal Scottish
Academy : among them works by Hodgson, Sir Noel Paton,
Phil. Morris, .McWhirter, Sir W. Fettes-Douglas, Erskine
Nicol, :M'Taggart, Smart, Clark Stanton, Edwin Hayes,
Tom Graham, Blommers, Artz, John Burr, and others.
Vicat Cole's Academy jncture of "Wind.sor" is on view,
as are also .John Pettie's " Jester's Merry-Thought " and
Orchardson's " Queen of Swords "—all three purchased in

Dundee. Several striking portraits by James Archer are

hung ; notably one of the late Lord Kinnaird, presented

to the Permanent Collection. The exhibition will remain
open till the end of the year.

At Hawick (with a population of about 17,01 hi) the first

Fine Art Exhibition has been a great success. Opened
on the 13th of August, and clo.sed on the 21st of October,

it contained over 800 works : among them Sir Noel Paton's

"On Guard;" "Summer in the Borderland," by \V. D.

]McKay ;
" On the Maas," by D. Farquarson ; Hugh Came-

ron's well-known " Eirand Girl
;

" and works by ilessrs.

W. P. Frith, J. JlcWhirter, Herdman, Hole, Eraser, Perigal,

and many others. Among local artists, Messrs. Laidlaw

and Steele, and Mrs. and !Miss Watson, came well to the

front. As over sixteen hundred pounds' worth of pictures

have been sold, there is every reason to believe that the

experiment will be repeated.

The death is announced of the Diisseldorf painter, A.

Siegert, a pupil of Schadow ; of the sculptor Aruaud ; of

Fedor Jordan, the engraver, rector of the Academie des

Beaux-Arts, and keeper of the prints at the Bibliotheque

Imperiale, St. Petersburg ; of the painter Bellay du Poissat,

a pupil of Drolling and Flandrin ; of the German carica-

turist, Albert Hendschel ; of J. H. Chamlierlaiii, pro-

fessor of architecture at Queen's College, Birmingham
;

and of John Newton Mappin, who has bequeathed a fine

collection of pictures to the town of Sheffield, with £15,000

towards the cost of a house to put them in.

The Marchesa Medici, widow of the late General

Medici, has given 5,000 francs towards the completion of

the faijade of the Duomo at Florence. Meanwhile the

Annual Exhibition at the Brera has been more than

usually attractive. Cassioli, Ferroni, and Rinaldo had
each some fine works. Mugioli's " JIarriage Ottering

"

shows his usual vivid realisation of classic subjects. The
Fumagalli prize of 4,000 francs was awarded to Morbelli

for his "Last Days," a crowd of aged paupers awaiting

relief. There was a great deal of clever painting, but

little else, and many connoisseurs think the prize might

have been more worthily bestowed. The Humbert Prize

was given to Boggiani for his " Under the Chestnuts."

The king has purchased Rinaldi's " Last Moments of

Michelangelo."

The Committee for the Preservation of Jlonuments

has decided to remove to the UlSzzi Gallery three pictures

by Verrocchio and Ghirlandajo, much injured by damp
from repeated inundations, from the ancient Cistercian

Abbey at Settinio. The Florentine Galleries have within

the last three years been enriched by purchases to the

amount of 240,687 francs : among them a terra-cotta bust

by Donatello, good pictures by Carpaccio and Lorenzo

Monaco, and several admirable Etruscan antiques.

The Hermitage Autotypes (Paris : Braiin. London :

The Autotype Company) are always incomparably good.

Li the last Hvraisoii special mention may be made of

a Titianic "Danae;"an admirable "Holy Family," by

Andrea del Sarto (26); a wonderful bacchanal (551), and a

"Shepherd and She_iherdess" (591 bis), by Eubeus. Among
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the portraits are capital examples of Eol (848), Van Dyck
(628 his), and Franz Hals (771) ; and among the landscapes

a very noble Ruysdael (1,141). Rembrandt, however, is

again the king of the gathering: with a wonderfnl "Holy
Family" (796), and that "Portrait of a Man" (811) of a

detail of which we spoke in our first notice.

We have received from Messrs. Askin, Gubbeters, and
Killick (Sackville Street, London) a reduction in plaster

iif Mr. Richard Tinker's spirited and clever bust of the

Archbishop of Canterbury (Royal Academy, 1883). It is a

good likeness, and its cost is triHing.

The Christmas Cards tliis year show jilenty of good
workman.ship, but very little originality of design. Chief

among the many produced by Messrs. Hildesheimer and
Faulkner is the prize (£200) triptych, designed by Miss Alice

Havers from scene.s in " Patience." It i., well groujied,

well drawn, well composed, and admirably printed and
produced. It can hardly fail of popularity. Even prettier

is Mr. Ernest Wilson's fourfold screen (7,192), painted with

fans and mirrors and flowers. Messr.s. Couldery's kittens

(176 and 156) are ever charming, never new. Mr. E. K.
.Johnson's prize set of " Female Figures " seems hardly

worth the £1.50 it won. Mr. Henderson's "Geese" (126)

are very ranch better ; so are Mrs. Dufiicld's " Floral Cups "

(3) ; so are Miss Havers' " Fairies " (220) ; so are some of

Mrs. Muckley's studies of flowers (207). Mention may
also be made of Mr. Hodgson's "Rustic Courtship" (128),

"Hare and Hounds" (42), and "Cricket" (61). Of
Messrs. Raphael Tuck's productions, the gems are certainly

the fringed cards, 9,260 and 7,3.50, particularly the latter.

Very good indeed are the white flowers on white satin,

designed by Eden Hooper. Among the bird-subjects,

the best, which are capital, are the four de.signs of

storks (958). Of the designs of child-life, which are

many, we prefer the set numbered 861—a (jnadrilateral

of Millaisish little ladies in land.scape backgrounds, with

borders of dead gold and white flowers. The floral

subjects are innumerable : mention may be made of a set

of white flowers on silver (900), the series of wreaths num-
bered 941, and the series of crosses numbered 677. ^Messrs.

Tuck's wares are, as usual, wonderfully well produced ; not a

few of them, however, are e.xtiuisitely inappropriate as well.

The productions of the Artistic Stationery Company

—

name, dance, memorial, and Christmas cards—are, as

always, tasteful in design and excellent in execution.

Quite the prettiest in the season's novelties is the

"Fairy Album" of Messrs. Marcus Ward. It is a good-

sized (juarto, excellently bound and clasped, and contrived

to hold a host of cartes-de-visite, large and .small. The

principal point about it is the illustrations. These, some

ten or twelve in number, all ablaze with colours and gold,

are pictures of life and manners in the land of Faery. On
one page is the moonlight march of Oberon and Titan ia.

On another an Elf, perched on a nnishroom, touches the

light guitar to a Fay, enthroned aloft in the calyx of a

flower. In a third a train of Elves career, on superb night-

moths, among spiders' webs and stars. All are prettily

imagined, jirettily drawn, and prettily [irinted ;
and moj^t

people will like to have them by.

A CAPITAL toy-book is "London Town'' (London : Marcus

Ward), by Mr. "Thomas Crane and Ellen Houghton : plea-

santly imagined, pleasantly written, pleasantly illustrated,

and ])leasantly produced. Of excei)tional excellence, if only

as specimens of colour-printing, are " Sixes and Sevens

"

and " Told in the Twilight " (London : Hildesheimer and

Faulkner), both written by Mr. F. E. Weatherly, and

illustrated, the one by Miss J. M. Dealy, the other by Jliss

M. E. Edwards and Mr. .J. Staples. We prefer the second ;

but both are acceptable. Of the "Maids of the Lea" and

the " Men of Ware " (same publishers) the effect is pretty ;

but in both (with plenty of cleverness) there are too

many reminiscences of Mr. Caldecott. In Miss Troubridge's

illustrations to Miss Peachey's translation of Hans jVnder-

sen's "Little Thumb" (London: Man.sell and Co.) there

is more originality. Drawn in outline, they are graceful

and fantastic both ; the book, moreover, is novel in design

and effect. In "Daisy Dimple's Scrap-Book" (Cassell

and Company) the eft'ect is of another sort. Here are

hundreds of pictures—comic, serious, sentimental ; of land

and sea; of life in all its aspects, fantastic and real. Never

that we know has sncli a hoard of interest and entertain-

ment been given to the geueral nursery.

Messes. Griffith and Farran (London) have followed

up their re-issue of .John Newbery's "(ioody Two-Shoes" by

a set of fac-simile reprints of " The P.utterfly's Ball " (by

Mr. Roscoe), "The Peacock at Home" and "The I>ion's

Masquerade" (Written by a Lady), and "The Ek'iihant's

Ball and Grand Fete Champetre " (by " W. B."). which is

" intended as a companion to those much admired pieces,"

the aforesaid works by " Mr. Roscoe " and " A Lady." All

four are illustrated with "elegant engravings;" and of all

four it may be remarked (with the former publisher) that

"they have been purchased with avidity and read with

satisfaction by persons in all ranks of life." Speaking for

ourselves, we shall but add that they are exceedingly

curious and entertaining, and that their reissue could

hardly be too highly commended.

The "Artist's Edition" of "Gray's Elegy" (London :

John Slack) is an exceedingly pretty book. Originally

imbli-shed by Liijpincott and Co. (Philadelphia), it is

well printed, well designed, and well produced ;
and it

is, to boot, a good specimen of the American style of wood-

engraving. Of the illustrations, the best are certainly

the land.scapes. The tigure-subjccts smack a little too

much of :Mr. Abbey, and Mr. Abbey is hardly satisfactory

at second hand ; while the smoothness and fineness which

are characteristic of American wood-cutting give them a

monotony, a uniformity, an evenness, suggestive not so

much of delicacy and distinction as of feebleness and in-

sipidity. It is othcrguesswork with the land.scapes. They

are often pretty in lliemselves, and they are always prettily

and appropriately engraved. The best is probably .Mr. J.

F. Murjihy's "To meet the sun upon the upland lawn."

An admirable contrast is assuredly the new edition of

Fergus.son's sonorous ballad, "The Forging of the Anchor"

(Cassell a..d Company). Herein tiie work, both drawing

and engraving, is English. The ell'ect is comiiletely satis-

factory. To contrast the two books is to see that the

English style is in many ways the best style yut.
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Mu. Iv \V. Gosse's "George Tinwnrth" (Loudon ; Fint;

Art .Society) is something more than a skilful and pleasant

essay in artistic biograjihy. It is illustrated (liy the Goupil

process) with thirty plates, which set forth some forty or

fifty of the sculptor's works ; and in virtue of these it may

be recommended as certainly one of the handsomest, and

perhaps the most interesting, of the season's books. In

their very peculiar way the panels of Mr. Tinworth are

often touched with genius, and that in such a measure

and of .such a type as can be discerned in nothing else in

modern English sculpture. The types they set forth are

popular and common ; they are utterly lacking in that

distinction of style which makes great literature of the

" Pilgrim's Progress " and great art of the jieasant-pictures

of Millet ; they arc often mannered, and they are .still more

often inadequate and merely quaint. ]5ut, for all that, they

are remarkable work. Mr. Tinworth is an artist born. He
sees in reliefs ; he has the instinct of observation, the gift

of composition, the talent of gesture and expression, the

right dramatic imagination, the very genius of sincerity.

His range is limited, his ambition peculiar, his achieve-

ment—when all is said—eccentric and debatable. But

he stands alone in modern art, and what he has to say is

never quite meaningless or uninteresting. It is easy to

deride him ; but it is impossible to ignore or to deny.

His Avork abounds in human interest of a certain sort, and

is the sincere expression of an original mind and a genuine

artistic facility. We .shall have said enough if we add that

to have Mr. Gosse's book is the next best thing to having

the sculptor's own work.

A VERY splendid gift-book is the new edition (London :

Sampson Low and Co.) of Foe's famous ])oem " The
Raven," with a "comment'' (which is ipiite readable) by

Mr. Clarence Stedman, and si.Y-and-twenty admirable

woodcuts (by famous American engravers) of designs by
Gustave Dore. These drawings are, they say, the last

the famous Frenchman ever made ; and we can well be-

lieve it. None of them will take rank with his best work.

Many of them are striking, and one or two—as, for in-

stance, the churchyard, which has been suggested by the

poet's " Wandering from the Nightly Shore ; " as the

jiicture of his dreadful Visitant hovering with outspread
wings as he taps at the window lattice—are imaginative

and suggestive. But the general impression is one of

an exhausted imagination—of a talent worked down to

its last threads. Of course when the talent is Dore's

its expressions are always in some sort remarkable ; and
there will doubtless be many to whom " The Raven

"

thus accompanied will be tenfold more significant and
affecting than ever before. That was Doric's peculiar gift

:

he stood between the poets and the people, and he brought
them nearer together by bis commentaries. After "Don
Quixote," after the "Inferno," after the "Contes Dro-
latiques," this magnificent folio is yet another proof of it.

The set of designs prepared by the late David Scott,
in illustration of Coleridge's " Ancient ilariner," has been
probably as much over-praised and over-written as any
work of the kind in existence. This, at least, is the conclu-
sion forced upon us by an examination of the new edition
of Coleridge's jioem and Scott's illustrations sent out by
Jlessrs. Nelson and Sons (London and Edinburgh). The

designs, it is true, are reduced in size from the originals,

and their effect is somewhat impaired thereby. But they

have—to us at least—so little in common with the poem
as to be, in any size, a hindrance rather than an aid to its

interpretation. They are at once feeble and pretentious.

They neither realise nor suggest. In the facts of romance

—the feigned expressions, gestures, landscapes, circum-

stances of light and air and movement, which make the

imaginings in which they occur the most vivid and abiding

of created things—they are altogether deficient. You read

the poem, and believe
;
you turn to the illustrations and

wonder how belief was possible. There is the difference

between the poet and the painter.

Me. J. H. Ixge.\m's "Oliver Madox BrowTi " (Elliot

Stock) deals with the brief career of one whose achieve-

ments in literature were of great promise. The merits of

" Gabriel Denver " and " Dwale Bluth " are indisputable.

The story of their author's life will be read w'ith interest

by all readers of romance. It is a pity, however, that the

opinion of his most intimate friend, Mr. Philip Bourke
Marston, resjjecting his correspondence should not have

received Mr. Ingram's respectful acquiescence. A simple

and affecting narrative suffers from the triviality of letters

of no biographical value whatever. The book is illustrated

by autotypes, one of which—a portrait of Oliver liy his

father—is excellent.

"Itall\n ^I.vsters in German Galleries," by Giovanni
Morelli, translated from the German by Mrs. Louise !M.

Richter (George Bell and Son.s). Mrs. Richter has done
good service in tramslating this book by the celebrated

Italian critic w4io, writing for the most part under the name
of Lermolieft", and in German periodicals, has done more to

disturb received opinions as to the attributions of works
by the Old blasters, and to found a scientific method of

study, than perhaps any other critic. If art-criticism could

ever be made an exact science, Morelli's method would be

perfect ; as matters are, it is still a most rational and valu-

able one for the art-student. But to be useful it must be
taken in its entirety, and must embrace the study of all

known facts with regard to the painter, his race, the

character of his native region, the plan of his education,

his masters and associates, together with a minute com-
parison of his w'orks in chi'onological order. Unfortu-

nately there are not many with leisure or strength of

purpose for so long and arduous a course ; and, stiU more
unfortunately, the materials are by no means complete.

It is disappointing also to find that those w'ho may be pre-

sumed to have the necessary qualifications do not always

agree in their results. There are peculiar errors, too,

from which even Morelli is not exempt. The student is

no more a more machine than the artist, and his opinions

are likely to be infiuenced more or less by his peculiar

mental and physical qualities. The evidence on nearly all

these points is indirect and uncertain, and the judgment

has to be formed on a balance of probabilities which will

have difl'erent weight to different minds. These considera-

tions do not, however, in the least detract from Morelli's

position as one of the first of critics. His art-sense is

too acute and his view of art-history too broad and deep

for his mind to be narrowed by that constant attention

to minutiaj which his system demands—a danger against

which his followers should bo much upon their guard.
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The Eoyal Academy, roused to energy by the action of

the Eoyal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, is build-

ing new rooms for the exhibition of water-colours and

drawings. They will not, however, be ready before 188(3,

so the Institute has at least two years of life in it yet. The

old rooms for drawings and water-colours will, in 1886, be

devoted to the exhibition of ]iictures in oil, so that the

improvement will be lasting and considerable. To be

really equal to the occasion, however, the Academy should

abandon water-colours altogether to the Institute, and dedi-

cate its new buildings to the service of painters in oil.

tiussden, after two years of hard work, has completed the

decoration of Widford Church, and her pictures have

been dedicated. On the chancel roof are ninety-six

designs ; over the choir-seats are the symbols, garlanded,

of the Twelve Apostles ; on the fiat part of the roof are

six highly-finished panels—Perugiuo's " St. Francis," " St.

Martin;" Giulio Grandi's "St. John the liaptist," "The

Dove," "The Crucifixion," and the "Agnus Dei;" while

"immediately over the sanctuary," where the panels are

smaller and more numerous, the roof, says the Academy,

is " one mass of designs."

JIe. JIillais has been painting landscape in Scotland.

j\[r. Seymour Lucas's picture, "The Famous Game at Bowls,"

has been bought for the National Art Gallery, Sydney:

to keep company with the President's pretty and popular

"Wedded." Mr. Leslie is painting two pictures of the

Thames : one, a ferry in Oxfordshire ; the other, a young

girl and a cat, in a window-seat overlooking the river nearer

London. Jlr. Shields's two designs for the Eossetti Memo-

rial Window at Birchington are, (1) " Magdalen at the Feet

of Christ," adapted from Eossetti's picture, and (2) " Christ

Leading the Blind Man," which is the artist's own. Mr.

Madox Brown has designed a headstone for Eossetti's

grave ; it takes the form of an Irish cross, with scdpture of

the Tree of Knowledge and the Serpent—which is as a

woman from the waist upwards—at the point of inter-

section ; and with three panels : of St. Luke, the patron

of painters ; of the Ox, the emblem of St. Luke ; and of

a design symbolical of Dante's " Divina Commedia."

Jlr. Watts has painted another landscape—a view of Cos

from an island hard by ; with a great and lofty allegory

of the Genius of Greece. :Mr. Poynter, after finishing the

billiard-room ceiling at Wortley Hall, is hard at work on a

large picture of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, and on a

" Diadumene "—a Greek damsel, nude, and filleting her

liair, in the attitude of the '" Diadumenos," the Greek

canon of proportion. Mr. Alma Tadcma has painted a

"Well-Eemembered Footsteps"—a Eoman ladyin a Eoman

interior listening to the arrival of a Eoman lover; and

" The Garland-Weaver," a sequel, in water-colour, to the

" Question " in last year's Grosvenor ; the " Question " in-

sjjircd Herr Georg Ebers with a novel of antique life; the

" Garland-Weaver"-or rather a description of it in a daily

paper — has inspired Mr. J. A. Symonds with a poem,

adapted from a number in the Greek Anthology. Mr.

Herkomer has opened his new art schools at Bushcy ; the

band of the Coldstream Guards was in attendance. Messrs.

Clayton and Alfred Bell have been appointed glass-painters

to the Queen.

Miss E. M. OsEOKN has neariy rompleted a life-size

portrait of Mdme. Bodichon for the hall of Girton

College, Cambridge. The portrait is ijrcsented by the

sitter's friends, in grateful recognition of her efforts in the

cause of the higher education of women. Miss Hadsley

Messes. Field and Tuer announce an illustrated cata-

logue (the edition limited to 12.5 copies) of Mr. Loftie's

unequalled collection of Egyptian scarabs
;
preceded by an

essay by the collector. Mr. D. C. Thomson, author of

"Tlie Life and Works of Thomas Bewick," is preparing

a similar book on tlie life and works of llaljlot Browne.

Messrs. Williams and Norgate announce an English edition

(of 100 copies) of Dr. Lippraann's selection (Grole : Berlin)

from the Durer drawings in the Berlin JIuseum, and the

collections of Messrs. Malcolm, Mitchell, and Frederick

Locker (ninety-nine reproductions in all) at £12 12s.; also the

preparation of a second series of 100 drawings (Grote

:

Berlin) by the same great master. Mr. Algernon Graves

announces the publication (by subscription, at 31s. Cd.) of

his dictionary of " Artists Who have Exhibited Pictures at

the Principal London Exhibitions of Oil Paintings, from

1700 to 1880;" it will give a list of l(;,Ot»0 artists—" their

first place of residence, their special class of art, tlie years

between which they exhibited, and the number of their

works at each exhibition." Messr.s. Colnaghi are i)ub-

lishing a second edition—revised, corrected, and enlarged—

of Dr. Hamilton's catalogue of the engraved works of

Sir Joshua. Mr. Quaritch will publish, by subscrijition,

a new and important work, for artists and art-student.s,

by Mr. G. C. Haitd on the forms of plant.s. A quarterly

journal of the Eeuaissance is starting at Berlin.

Tmk National Poktrait Gallery has received a

"Mrs. Somerville" (1848), by James Swinton, the gift of the

sitter's daugliter ; busts of Lord John Eussell (Francis
;

from the Duke of liedford) and Lord Castlereagh (Cliantrey

;

by pnr('liase); a bust of Mrs. Jameson (by transfer fron)

South Kensington); and (by transfer from the National

Gallery) Lawrence's " Kemble as Hamlet," " Mrs. Siddons,"

and "J. Fawcctt;" Hopi.ncr's "Pitt" and "Mre. Smith;"

Jackson's "Sir John Soane"and "Kitty Stephens;" Stuart's

" Woollett," " Hall," and "Benjamin West ;" Archer Shoe's

"Martin, the Dramatist;" Kncller's "Smith, the Engraver;"

Gordon's "Brewster;" and Sir Joshua's " Wyndliam " and

" Sir W. Hamilton." The two rooms on the upper floor of

the I'.ritisli Mu.seum, set free by tlic removal of tlie Zoological

studies, have been handed over to Dr. Birch, one for a col-

lection of Assyrian antiquiUe.-^.and the other for a collection
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of Egyptian iiiuiniiiii'saiicl se|iulcliialia. At South Keiisiug-

toii there have been set up—at a cost of £500—"a Tuikisli

IJooni," and a "Seventeenth Century House from Cairo."

Tile Marcjui.s of liutc lia.s presented the IJoyal Cainljrian

Academy witli a sum of money towards the purchase of a

house at Cardiff; other subscriptions are needed and re-

quested. After innumerable delays and an infinite deal

of nothing in the way of discussion, a sum of £5,000 has at

last been giiaranteed, and the treasures in Mr. Kuskin's

Museum will presently be properly hou.sed, not in "Walk-
Leg " suburb, liut in the town of Sheffield proper.

Thk E.xhibition of British Artists is characterised by
much affectation and the rashness of wrong endeavour.

There are some works of merit—even of excellence ; but

not a few are vicious or naturally insipid. All round you
are crudity of colour, the determination to attract notice at

any expense, much improvisation and experiment. The
chief offenders are members of the Society. Mr. W. C.

Symons can do good work, as in his " Sunday Morning ;

"

but he can ahso perpetrate a portrait— "Commander
Hiddell, H.N."—that is mere caricature, raw and repulsive

in colour. Mr. Edwin Ellis's "Mad March" repre.sents a

sea of rank indigo and green, and a jetty-head to corre-

spond. Mr. Yglesias' " On the Coast near Berwick," Mr.
Eraser's " The Dog Watch," the foreground of Mr. Elliot's

"Old Mill," and even Miss Amplilett's "Under a

Cloud" all display the same predilection for denatural-

ising colour. Ih: John R. Eeid's " Old Harbour, Cornwall,"

is wanting in truth, tone, and atmosphere, and gross in

colour to boot. Among works that owe something to the

artistic conscience, Mr. Arthur Hill's "Dancer"—a sound
and careful .study from the nude— is conspicuous

;
painting

and drawing evince knowledge and care, and the model-
ling is excellent. Mr. Brewtnal's "Young Sea Dog"—

a

boy launching a toy-ship in the surf—is vigorously painted
and attractive. Mr. J. S. Noble's study, •' Helping Them-
selves"—a horse and donkey feeding—is powerfid. Mr.
W. C. Symons's "Main Deck of H.M.S. Worcester " is a
clever and vivid transcript from nature, fidl of the actuality

of life. Other good works are Mr. John White's " Young
Bud," pleasing in colour and sentiment ; Mr. Carlton
Smith's "Waur o' the Wear" and "In Doubt;" Mr.
Haynes King's "Getting Granny's Opinion;" Mr. P.

Pavey's " Moorish Chief," a finely painted head, unsatis-

factory in parts; and Mr. Yeend King's "Loiterers"—
two young girls among the sand-hills on the shore of a
summer sea under a sultry sky, with the sense of glowing
heat and lassitude rendered with power and breadth. The
landscapes are not remarkable, and the sculpture is poor.

At Messrs. Agnew's, Mr. Keeley Halswelle exhibits a
scries of eighty pictures of Thames scenery, the result of six
years in a house-boat. They are the best he has done.
They display wonderful wealth of colour and variety of
scene, with some superb handling and great versatility of
treatment. " A Dewy Morning " is particularly distinct

;

is a delicious harmony, full of " silent silver-lights " and
subdued radiance. " Goring Lock " is rich and sombre,
and painted with masterly truth. Very noble, too, is " The
Piver from Shooter's Hill," where the stream is shown at the
base of the scmi-circiuo of the hUl, the midcUc distance
under some missive cumulus, and the heavy summer foliage
of the opposite shore mirrored in the glassy stream. In
No. 35 the rich gloom of the long receding line of chalk-

hills is, perhaps, a little too low in tone, beneath the deep
blue and radiated cirrus of the sky. Very beautiful in

colour is "A Rainy Day," with its laden sky and scant

watery sun-beams, its troubled silver-lit water and swaying
.sallows and rushes. Distinct and unique is " The Valley of

the Thames" (38); remarkable for bold realistic treatment
of the river's course and comprehensive grasp of detail, and
noble in feeling as it is true in perception. The exhibition

is one of quite peculiar interest and value.

The iiupular idea of "Phiz" centres in his association

with Dickens and Lever. The Fine Art Society's interest-

ing exhibition shows his humour to have been more
complex and his range more extensive than was suspected.

His humour was indeed individual, and his fancy vivacious

and keen. As divergences from his better-known work we
may mention the series of " Hunting Scenes," which abound
in rollicking fun and rich invention. The quaint drawing
in which the legend, "Les Trois Vifs et les Trois Morts,"
is applied to Rotten Row is a grimly happy conception.

Another is "The Old Pillion-Rider:" Death on a horse
embracing two riders from behind. The Irish sketches are

delightful : full of point and spirit and vivid life. Some of

the drawings are instinct with grace : as, for instance, " The
Watch," where a young father is dangling his watch before

the infant on his knee, while the drooping figure of the
mother touches his shoulder. Altogether a good show.

In the Burlington Gallery a novel and interesting ex-

hibition of water-colours illustrates sport on the Canadian
rivers and lakes and the prairies of the North-west. Mr.
F. A. Verner is the chief contributor. His work is a little

epic of adventure in which the bison looms with heroic

largeness. We see him under all possible aspects; and
very vigorously and well portrayed he is. One very
striking drawing, "Rainy River" (176), shows an Indian
burial-place : the swathed corpses hoisted on poles placed
crosswise; beyond a mysterious river, and, around, for-

lorn despondency. There is much beauty in the drawings
of river scenery : particulariy " Muskowa River " and " On
the Ottawa," both exquisite in colour. Mr. L. R, O'Brien,

the President of the Royal Canadian Academy, in his
" Vache Caille Rapids," successfully treats swirling waters
in a rocky channel. Mr. Martin's "White Trout Lake"—
strange and unfamiliar to English eyes—and Mr. Lotts's
" Entrance to the Wind Cave, Niagara," are both noticeable.

In the Nineteenth Century Art Society's E.xhibition

(Conduit Street) there are some fairly good works : Jlr.

Philip Pavy's " Street Scene in Boulak," truly eastern and
felicitous in colour ; Jlr. J. McLure Hamilton's " Sola "—
a Spanish girl dancing—notable for good technique and
harmonious colour; Mr. H. S. Tuke's "Ship Builders,"

full of subdued force; and a vigorous little study of "An
Aragonese Peasant " by Mr. Danuat. The best of the land-

scapes are by Messrs. R. A. M. Stevenson, Theodore
Verstraete, J. E. Grace, Lindstrom, H. Campion, Edwin
Ellis, and F. Hine. Mr. F. Barnard's character-drawings
of Mr. Henry Irving are spirited and clever.

At M'Lean's exhibition of water-colours (Haymarket)
are some small but characteristic examples of Israels

:

" Watching and Waiting," beautiful, and having an abiding
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sense of sadness ;
" Little Housekeepers," lugubrious and

melancholy, and a trifle uncbildlike and untrue. Galofre's

"Neapolitan Fishermen " and " Team of Oxen, Rome," are

forcibly painted and abound in strong attractiveness. Miss

ilontalba's" Venice "gives the city's normal aspect—glowing,

yet tempered with truth. Mr. T. B. Hardy's "Stag Rocks" is

the best of a series of Baniborough studies : a finely-painted

sea racing on the slant rocks of the shore under a grey rainy

sky. Mr. Herkomer's " Eventide " presents effectively the

interior of a workhouse, with old women about the fire,

drinking tea, dozing, dreaming, working. Here are also

some good works by Mesdag, Tapiro, Collier, and ViUegas.

Messes. Gladwell Bkothees (Gracechureh Street)

have on view some drawings by Mr. Parsons-Norman, illus-

trative of Norfolk scenery, in which still water and foliage

are treated skilfully, and with much breadth ; also a series

of the Eriglish cathedrals, vignettes by Birket Foster

;

some good sketches in Belgium by W. T. Winter, and

meritorious drawings by G. S. Walters, C. Pyne, T. R.

Macquoid,C. Rowbotham, and others. Among the etchings

are Waltner's "Sibyl," after Burne Jones, and Slocombe's
" A Sylvan Road " and " Milton's Cottage."

In the drawing-room of the Egyptian Hall, Mr. Henry

Cook exhibits some interesting work in oil, and some sug-

gestive sketches of Italian and Tyrolian scenery. Some of

the Venetian scenes are powerfully treated. Mr. Cook is

particularly happy in dealing with large architectural effects,

with dome and pillar and arch in liberal space and light.

A picture of Foituny's studio, from a study made in Rome,

is interesting. Some large landscapes are individual and

striking. A jiortrait of Cardinal Howard has considerable

personality, and is a capital likeness.

At ilessrs. Dowdeswells' are some water-colour draw-

ings of distinct character. Mr. Walter Langley's studies

are firmly and solidly painted, notably some heads of fisher-

men and old women :
" In the Orchard " represents a

French peasant, who, her red pitcher in the grass, leans

reading in rather a studied attitude against the inclined

stem of a mo.ssy apple-tree ; in the shadows of the foliage

her head appears against the grey lichened trees ; her blue

skirt and the vivid young grass are cleverly harmoni-sed.

Mr. C. Robei-tson's series of the "English Coast" are of the

Birket Foster school ; the most that can be said of them

is that they are of high technical finish. Mr. Ikrnard

Evans's landscape, "Cunnock Chase," is mannered and

harsh ; his rather ambitious "Light and Shade" nnhaiipily

realises the divorce and not the concord of these essentials.

Mr. A. W. Hunt's "Moonlight on a Yorkshire River" is

full of weird poetic feeling. The best of Mr. J. Donne's

"Alpine Views" are those in which he has not attempted

to df']iict the rarer and more bizarre of nature's moods.

Messrs. Liberty's Exhibition of Eastern Art Needle-

work is very representative. It embraces modern and

ancient embroideries, and fabrics from China, Japan, Persia,

Turkey, Crete, Cashmere, and India. The adaptability of

these embroideries to modern decorative ideas is infinite.

The extiui.iite modern embroidery from the school at Con-

stantinople, founded after the war by the Turkish Com-

passionate Fund for poor women and children, is a proof of

this. A piece of Fifteenth Century Japanese embroidery ia

marvellously worked and of ravishing colour ; and tliere are

some splendid old Japanese brocades. For perfect harmony
of colour, ingenious and elaborate work, and extiuisite taste,

the Cashmere embroidered shawls are most remarkable.

Me. JIcDoN.iLD's collection of painters' portraits—now
forming at Kepplestone, Aberdeen—promises to be inter-

esting and valuable in no mean degree. The several

canvases are all of one size, and will each contain a single

figure in modern costume. Messrs. Armitage, Watts,

Poynter, Jules Breton, Fildes, Davis, Gregory, Marks,

Israels, Leslie, Hodgson, Wells, Millais, and Val Priiisep will

paint themselves ; and so, of course, will the P.R.A Mr.
Ouless will paint Mr. Barlow ; Jlr. A. C. Gow, Mr. Woolner

;

Mr. George Reid, Messrs. Hook and Calderon ; Mr. Millais,

Mr. George du Maurier ; Mr. Calderon, Mr. Briton Riviere
;

and Mr. Cope, Messrs. Cousins and Ansdell. When the

gathering is complete it will be exhibited in Loudon.

At the coming Salon, besides the magnificent "Hugo"
engraved in this number of The Magazine of Art, and

at present on view at the Institute, M. Auguste Rodin
will probably exhibit busts of Dalou the sculptor, and

Henri Rochefort the journalist. M. Guilbert has been com-

missioned to carve a "Columbus" for San Domingo. M.
Colin, the painter, and the draughtsman, M. Edouard Riou,

have received the riband of the Legion of Honour. M.

Mercurj, the Roman engraver, has been elected a foreign

associate of the French Academie des Beaux-Ai'ts, vice

Herr Felsing, deceased. Four busts—of Lafayette, Caruot,

Arago, and Lamartine—have been ordered for the Siinat

;

of JIM. Carrier-Belleuse, Crank, Bourgeois, and Roulleau.

M. Turcan has finished his "Jlichelet" for the Ecole

Normale Sup^rieure. MM. Barrias, Falguiere, Chapu, and

Idrac are at work on four statues for the Prefecture de la

Seine. M. Oliva's bust of Chevreul has been purchased

for the Institut. A department of Oriental Antiiiuitics has

been added to the Louvre : for sculpture from Palestine,

Cyprus, Phcenicia, Chaldea, and Assyria. The Manet

Exhibition will be held this January at the Ecolc des

Beaux-Art ; as the Rossetti ICxhibitiou waa held last

winter at the Royal Academy.

At Florence, Mr. Arthur Lemon has painted two good

pictures : one of foals in the JIaremma ; the other of u

highwayman on Exmoor. Tommasi exhibits three land-

scapes :
" The Whistle of the Train," " Summer," and

"Winter;" the story of each is told in the figures, in

which tliero is some very good painting, but of real inter-

pretation of nature there is none ; the lines are stniight,

the greens crude and uniform, the sunshine cold and elec-

trical. Some landscapes by Mr. W. Grillith present an

admirable contrast ; Mr. Griffith has also been doing some

charming portraits. Mr. Seliugcr, an American, shows some

portraits very good in tone ; especially one of bis wife, in

crimson velvet against a grey background. Mrs. Selingcr,

also an American, has some extremely free and masterly

work in lloral decoration. .'Vinong the American sculp-

tresses, Miss Helen Reed has in her studio a graceful statue

of '• Lorelei," some delicate portrait reliefs and busts, and

the sketch of an "Elaine," with Lancelot's shield, which

promises very well. Miss Nevin, who shares her studio,

has also a sketch of an "Elaine," less couventiomil than
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Miss IJccd's, but also less rcfineil ; she lius just sent a

colossal stutue to AriiL'rica. Among the sculptors, Mr.

M'Lean lias distinf;uislu-cl himself by a good bust of M.

Meyer, banker and collector of china.

The seventh livraison of the Hermitage Autotypes

(Braun, Paris ; Autotype Conipany, London) is perhaps, as

a whole, less interesting than its predecessors. It includes

some wonderful things, however. Among the portraits are

two admirable Kembrandts—tlie " Tainter's Mother" and

"An Old Man;" an example of William Dobson—the
" Abraham Van dcr Uort "—which is better than a good

many Van Dycks ; a Velasquez— one of the innumerable

busts of Philip IV. ; Lucas Cranach's lusty and imposing

" Frederick the Wise ; " a singularly good and charming

Van Dyck—the painter Snyders and his wife and child
;

and two excellent examples of Jlubens—a full-leugth

"Helena Forman," and a powerful study of an old man.

The one landscape is Claude's " Night"—a wonderful and

beautiful work. The Hnyders-"A Dog-Fight "—is brutal

and masterly. The Tintoretto, a "Nativity of John the

Baptist," is simply amazing : not for its beauty, but for its

vigour, its humanity, its drama, the magnificence of its

composition, its sense of life and movement and passion.

The Botticelli, an "Adoration," is less striking ; the picture

is crowded with figures, and the reproduction is too small

to do more than suggest it. The Raphael is most lovely

and august—is, in fact, tlie " Connestabile Madonna."

Among Christmas wares those of Messrs. S. Hildosheimer

(London) deserve special mention. They include, for in-

stance, a couple of portfolios of pretty etcliings (:5,00,5 and

3,006) by Mr. Wilfred Ball, of scenes about Stratford-on-

Av(m and scenes on the Isis. Some three-fold cards (12,254

and 18,253, for instance) are good in colour and arrange-

ment; and the two-fold "Sprigs of Holly " (300) are really

charming. A calendar card (318) has merit ; so have some
" Japanese Fans and Vases," whether plain (257) or edged

with feathers (15,257); so have the cards of Christmas

groups (228) ; so, in their comic way, have the " Chicks and

Ducklings" (24.3); while the floral designs in general (307,

30i), 312) are jiarticularly ha|ipy—in colour, composition,

and ell'ect alike. It is needless to say that all (they

are innumerable) are very well printed and produced.

Of Messrs. Sehipper's (London) many issues the greater

number arc highly coloured to a degree. The best are

certainly the flowers (751, 828, 662) on card or on satin
;

these are excellent. Their " Terra-Cotta Plaques " (785),

their " Four Seasons," their " Sketch-Books," and their

" Pretty Faces " (on an easel), are also commendable. Of
the wares of Messrs. Marcus Ward the principal charac-

teristic (rare in such thing.s) is a certain delicacy and
distinction of coloiu-ing. Their flowers and butterflies are

exceedingly pretty. A four-leaved screen—of the Nativity

and Cliildhood of Christ— is excellent.

Among the new Christmas books the newest and dain-

tiest and prettiest are "Bygone Beauties" and "London
Cries" (Field and Tucr). Mr. Andrew Tuer is responsible

for the text—which is curious and interesting—of both
;

their illustrations date from the last century. The first is

a reprint, from the original jilates, of "Select Series of

Portraits of Ladies of Rank and Fashion " (1799), engraved
(and published) by Willdn, from lloppner's originals.

It is excellently jiroduced and printed, and the portraits

themselves are as delightful to look upon as they are

exquisitely engraved. Hopjiner's craft was full of flattery

antl full of oliarm ; or our grandmothers, as in Mr. Locker's

famous song, were fair among the fairest. A better book

in this age of cartes-dc-visite to have— or give away—can

hardly be conceived. In " London Cries " the attraction

is twofold—is grotesque on the one hand and graceful on

the other. Element the second is supplied by a set of re-

prints of the " Six Charming Children," published in 1819,

by S. and J. Fuller. In execution they are marvels of stip-

pled elegance; in design they are Ciprianesque and pretty

and sentimental. Element the first we find in some ten or a

dozen fac-similcs of prints in Rowlandson's " Characteristic

Sketches of the Lower Orders" (1S20); in impressions

from blocks the gloiy of the Catnach Press ; in woodcuts

by the author of "Chap-book Chaplets ;" in reprints from

Hone's " Evcry-Day Book," Harris's " Cries of London

"

(1804), Lumsden's "Moving Market" (181.5), and so forth.

Like " Bygone Beauties," " London Cries " is admirably

produced ; and like " Bygone Beauties," though for very

difi'erent reasons, it is certainly a book to have.

Of four toy-books published and printed by Messrs.

De la Rue, the best is certainly " The Fairies," an edition

illustrated—and very well illustrated by Miss Gertrude

Thomson—of Mr. Allingham's fanciful and pretty ballad.

In the "Fairy Horn," both text and jncturcs are by Mr.

S. Theyre Smith. The verse is better than the drawings,

which introduce us to a Fairy Prince who seems to have

come straight from tending the Sacred Lamp of Bur-

lesque. In Mr. Lawson's " Clever Hans " there is an

obvious imitation of the manners and tricks of Mr. Calde-

cott. They are fanciful and clever, though, and they will

please the children. The last of the four, '' The Baby's

D6biit "—a reprint of the parody of Wordsworth, in the

" Rejected Addresses "—is illustrated by Gertrude Kon-

stam and Ella and Nella Casella. They have been uiducky

in their poem for one thing ; and for another they have

inntated Mr. Caldecott unwisely and far from well.

Mr. Calpecott, in "A Frog He Would" and "The
Fox Jumped Over the Parson's Gate" (Routledge), is in

his best and pleasantest vein. In the first, the Frog and

the Rat are real creations ; the role assigned to Anthony

Rowley displays dramatic invention of a high (jrder ; the

assault of the Cat and her Kittens suggests the Balaclava

Charge. In the second, the best things are the Fox (his

escape from the Hounds is really heroic), the Parson (a

hunting jjarson, you are sure), and the Bride and Bride-

groom. Miss Greenaway, in her "Almanac," her four

"Calendars," and her "Little Ann" (Routledge), is, if pos-

sible, prettier and more like herself than over. She has

the eternal charm of an old delightful tune-the tunes

which are perfectly familiar, yet never weary or pall. It

is ditticult to say which is the sweetest of her works. Two
of the "Calendars"— that with the Months and that with

the Changes of the Moon—are delightful But so are

many of the pictures in "Little Ann." So—emphatically

—

are the zodiacal lialiies in the "Almanac." There is so

little choice that the best way is to take all. It is but fair

to add that IMi.ss Greenaway and l\Ir. Caldecott both are

admirably served by their printer, Mr. Edmund Evans. He
Iiroduces them as they deserve ; which is saying much.
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There is no doubt that the Reynolds Exhibition at the

Grosveuor Oallery is one of the finest gatlierings of modern
years. It is admiraljle from any and every point of view.

On all concerned in it—save, perhaps, the babbling pedant

responsible for the catalogue—it reflects the highest credit.

It abounds in interest of several kinds—artistic and per-

sonal and historical. It bears testimony to the worth of

English art at its best and soundest, and to the beauty

and nobility of the English character at its highest and
most distinguished. Above all, it sets Sir Joshua before

the multitude on a pinnacle which, until now, has been

his in the eyes of only a few.

an<l children are all themselves
;
you know tlicm. under

certain a.spects, as if you had lived with tliem ; he has
given an active immortality—of a kind—to a whole society.

Hitherto we have taken Iteynolds too much as a

matter of course. When we have seen him, it has been

only in instalments—not always interesting nor hajtpily

chosen—and in the company of stronger and greater men.

Here he is all our entertainment ; we can parallel him with

none but himself. Here are no Van Dycks to suggest

a higher perfection of breeding, a rarer distinction of

manner and aspect ; no Rembrandts to bring us face to

face with deeper mysteries of character and more com-
manding and romantic ideals of e.xpression ; no Titians to

recall us from the London of Walpole and the Gunnings
to the Italy of the Renaissance. It is all Eighteentli

Century England, and to escape from it is impossible.

The host is Sir Joshua, and his guests are the men and
women whom he knew ere he painted them. If you shut

yourself up for a month with Boswell and Fielding, and
"Clarissa," and Horace AValpole, the old-world impression

would still be less authentic and complete.

Such an admirable artist as Reynolds appears, and i.s,

lias not .since e,s.sayed himself in portraiture. He is the last
' of the great limners of men and women : the last in whom
.are allied the many master-iiualitics—of expression and
ideal, of dramatic perception and the jilastic .sense, of under-

standing and .sympathy, of accomplishment and style

—

which make the true portrait-painter. There is a certain

family likeness between his innumerable children ; but his

mannerisms—such as they are—are as nothing in contra.st

with his extraordinary variety. Each of his portraits is

the presentment of a distinct individuality ; his mood.s are

as many as his models ; he changes with occasion, and is

the interpreter of all alike. He has dignity, distinction,

urbanity, good breeding, temperance of habit, an admirable

sense of the purely plastic elements of portraiture—the

treatment of flesli, the .science of pose, the manii]ulation of

textures, the co-ordination of parts, the management of

accessories ; and to nearly all he does these (piajitie.s are

common. Rut you do not often catch liim twice at tlie

same trick of expression. Over-ingenious (as in the
" Muscipula," the " Felina," the " Circe" even) he may be

;

but stereotyped and same he is not. His men and women

To mention them all is impossible. You pass from
Abington as Prue (7) to delightful Mi-s. Pelham (;)) among her
chickens—a kind of Farmyard Muse ; from Mrs. Nesbitt as

Circe (11)—cold, brilliant, fascinating, dangerous—to the

three fair Waldegi-aves (27), the tiraces of Domesticity
;

from charming little Muscipula (29), an incarnation of in-

fantile delight and wonderment, to Lady William Gordon
(3.'>), who reminds you of Clarissa Marlowe in person. Here
is Sheridan (.30), with wit and humourist and man of genius
in every line of his brilliant face ; and liere (43) is the
Marchioness of Camden, a type of the purest English
womanhood Here, betweeen enchanting little Miss Choi-
mondeley and her dog (57) and his miniature Highness
Prince William Frederick of Gloucester {'ui), is Siddons

(55) as the Tragic Muse—beautiful, august, almost heroic.

Here (SO and 87) are the "Strawberry (Jirl" and tiie

"Viscount Althorp;" here (92) is the " Felina;" here (97) is

Sam John.son—vigorous, inten.se,conimanding— like the king

of mind he was. Here are Perdita and Warrtn Hastings
;

and Barctti and Malone; and Kitty Fisher and Anne
Bingham and Thrale ; ami handsome Errol and brilliant

Garrick and black Thurlow ; and little Lady Gertrude

Fitzpatrick(" La Collina") and Ma.ster Philip Vorke ; and
Cumberland, and the Beckfords, and Angelica KauD'mann,

and the mother of the Land.seers, and a world of fair women
and brave men besides. Here is Georgiana, Countess of

Spencer, and her baby daughter (157) ; and here (si), in a

masterpiece of invention and character, of movement aiul

gesture and accomplishment, is the baby dangliter grown
to womanhood and with a baby daughter of her uwu— is, in

fact, Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire. Tliero are scores

more ; but of the.se we have no space to speak, and of these

Sir Joshua nuist be left to speak for himself.

The Exhibition of the Royal Society of Paintei-s in

Water-Colours is interesting. The aver.ige of merit is high,

and the range slight. Tliere i-s perhajis, more than the

usual amount of mere prettine.ss ; but, on the other hniul,

much .sound conscientious work. Mr. Ciiarle.s (iregory's

neat and very clean representations of Hyo arc u trifle

tedious seen in .sciiuence. His "Si|uirc" — an attractive

villiige .scene, with .some good figures -is i>ii-fi'ral>le. .Mr.

Brewtnall's three stiulics for pictures are full of happy in

tention and si)ontaneity. Mr. .Mina Tadcnia's " Dechmi-

tion ' has the well-known ipialities of lii.s work. Mrs.

.Allingham's contriliutii)ns have but littK- of her oKl

charm ; her "Stray Cat," with two beautiful little ligures in

an old-fa.shioncd garden, is the most attractive. Mr. .1. D.

Watson and Mr. Henry Moore are iu their ditleivnt styles

disappointing. Jli.ss Montalba hius .some good studies of
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Diitfli caMMl-sceiiciy, (lie '" Zwyiidrcclit '' lioiiig i'emarkiil)ly

(iiioiii iMlniir. yiv. Dimliy's "l''c;rry Point, Llaiistcphan," is

liic best of liis lamlscaini.s—a good effoct of broad noon-day

light. Jlr. Frederick Tayler lias a capital study of horses.

In Jfr. ITolnian Hunt's vignettes the sober liarmonies of

English landscape assnnie a bewildering intensity, and
glow "with new-spangled ore." In genre, Mr. Glindoni's

"Deceived,"' Mr. Wainwright's "Wandering Minstrels,"

and the humorous study, '-' Le Monde Oh I'On s'Ennuie,"

are clever, if ambitious. Other fairly representative works
are by Sir John (filbert, and Messr.s. Arthur Hopkins,

Charles Davidson, E. K. Johnson, T. J. Watson, E. A.

Waterlow, 11. Thome Waite, Albert Goodwin, and Field.

painters invention and ]>owers of composition. While there
is much of the former to admire and much mere dexterity
in Mr. Long's work, the latter are lamentably inadciniatc,

and the technique throughout is merely Academical.

JIe. Arthur Li'c.vs (31, New Bond Street) has on view
a series of forty water-colours, illustrative of the scenery of

"The Lady of the Lake," by Mr. David Law. From these

the artist has selected ten for reproduction in etchings

uniform in size. The general excellence of the one exhibited
—'^ Stirling Castle "—promises well for tlie series. Most of

the drawings are of good quality, and full of careful sound
work. Jlr. Law excels in depicting water. The limpid

purity of the still water in "The Brig o' Turk," and the

racing torrents in other drawings, are notably truthful.

^Fii. (i. A. r.ooERS, at the Studios, 175, Bond Street,

exhibits a suggestive collection of wood-carvings, delightful

to all who are interested in the revival of this fascinating

art. Here are excellent specimens of ecclesiastical wood-
carving, traceries and mouldings from screens, stalls, and
so forth, of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, so
well exemplified at Ulra and Milan; also of Grinling
CJibbons's exquisite work, and the peerless delicacy of

Honzanigo and other great cai'vers of the age of Louis
XVI.

;
with some wonderful bits of grotesque, German and

Flemish. Certain panels of French artists carved in very
low relief are surprisingly delicate. Excellent examples
of the work of the late Mr. W. G. Eogers are shown,
and some promising pieces by the exhibitor's pupils.

The wide range of the art is fully displayed. A large
dark panel of oak is the latest addition, carved in high
relief with a number of grotesque figures representing
scenes from Scripture—Jacob's dream, and a quaint
Abraham about to slay Isaac, while an angel seizes
the uplifted sword. Italian and Spanish work are well
represented, and there are curious relics from old Egypt.

Mk. Lono, R.A., in his new picture, "Anno Domini,"
now on view at 1G8, New Bond Street, presents a fresh but
ineffective illustration of the Flight into Egypt. In an
innnense canvas (sixteen feet by eight) the Holy Family is

seen confronting a prolonged line of pnicession, composed of
priests and minstrels, issuing from an Egyptian temple.
The little group is cleverly introduced and happily dis-
posed in the foreground, and the contrast between the
new-born religion and the gorgeous ceremonial of old
Egyjjt is suggestive in its way. The scene is lit by a
glowing sunset, which touches the heights of the distant
pyramids, the walls of the temple, the uplifted images of
the gods, and the swaying arms of the musicians with a
warm glory. Otlier groups to the left of the Virgin are un-
duly insubordinate, and rather awkwardly arranged

; the
whole composition sutlers through their over-studied and
self-conscious position. A large canvas certainly tests a

At the Fine Art Society's Gallery are some attractivi

water-colour drawings by M. A. N. Boussoli; of such out-

of-the-way little nooks of Venice as Mr. Henry James su

well describes. They display delicate ajipreciation of the
mystery and colour discoverable in odd corners of intricate

water-ways, the recesses of doorways and markets, the
glory and gloom of sombre arches and narrow sea-green

canals. Such charming bits of colour are frequently a
surprise to the sojourner in Venice, only the broader and
familiar aspects of the city being visible to the tourist.

The exhibition of Mr. Samuel Cousins' engravings at

the Fine Art Society is, on the whole, very creditable

to the veteran engraver, but not greatly conq)limentary to

the English .school. One lingers with pleasure over even
the Lawrences, and is not quite happy until the mid-
Landseer period is passed and we come to some un-
chronological but welcome Sir Joshuas. How much
the charm even of the later work after Millais owes to

the fir.st President of the Royal Academy it would be un-
kind to point out ; but the empty-headed beauties of the
last look sadly vapid beside the spirited if lirtifieial graces
of Greuze. The " Midsummer Night's Dream " after Land-
seer is perhaps the engraver's greatest triumpli ; but some
portraits of the Ashburnham family, drawn by him at

thirteen, are perhaps his most wonderful performances.

At the exhibition of works by the students of the Eoyal
Academy Schools, the vast majority of the drawings and
pictures and sculptures were feeble, not so much because
they were dull or silly in idea as because the methods prac-

tised are clearly based on a narrow view of art and life.

The gold medal and studentship (£200) for historical paint-

ing was -well won by Mr. W. Jil. Loudan, whose work,
already known, if we are not mistaken, in London exhi-

bitions, almost amounts to a challenge of the preceiit and
example of the Academicians, for it is solidly and sinqily

Fi'ench. The parallel prize for composition in sculiitui'e

was even better won by Mr. Henry Bates, whose achieve-

ment is altogether sti-ong, original, and of singular promise;
and Mr. J. E. Breun was distinctly first in the life com-
petition with studies which are not merely accurate, but
touched with imagination. For the Turner Gold Medal a

subject was set which would severely try the genius of the

greatest painter who ever lived; it is no wonder that the

result was disheartening. The Creswick Prize was a-\i-ardcd

to H. A. Oliver, whose work was possibly superior to the

rest, with one remarkable exct?jition : a jircscutment of

"An Old Country Inn," by Mr. Wilkinson, which is not

merely the best jjiece of jiaiutiug and colour in the entire

sliow, but one of the best landscapes by an Englishman we
have seen for some time. In the " Design for a Cartoon "

the silver medal and prize were given to Mr. Griffenhagcn

for a drawing which certainly has merit, but is utterly

devoid of the dignity and- reserve which the subject—

a

classic one—demands. Something of those qualities, some-
thing of Greek severity, and a much stronger and less

strenuous cx]>ression of the idea were visible in the car-

toon by Mr. Margetsun, who was favoured with an extra
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mcflal, but ought, it seems tn us, to have been honoured

with tlie tirst. The main impression created by the exhi-

Ijition is tliat the best of last year's students are those who
had strength and spirit enough to go their own way in spite

of academical instruction and academical ideals.

At Messrs. GoupiFs, New Bond Street, is a collection of

sketches of considerable merit by ilr. Frank Myers Boggs,

an American artist, and a pupil of Gerome. They are dis-

tinguished by powerful realism and clean and spirited

execution. Jlr. Boggs has studied the canals and harbours

of Holland, and the lower Thames, and the quaint craft of

the North Sea. His treatment of the Thames is full of

distinction. "Near the West India Docks" is a character-

istic example. "The Ferry-Boat at Poppendrecht " shows

a forlorn tumbling sea and old landing-stage lit by the

garish level light of a day that has been dull, beneath a

steelj^ sky whose blue is more felt than discovered through

the attenuate cloud. The force and truth of this are nature

itself. " The Canal at Poppendrecht "—with its breezy sky

brilliant with broken light—is another excellent exani])le of

rapid and .skilful manipulation; whde Nos. 16 and 19 dis-

play a fine feeling for the beauty and mystery of landscape.

At Liverpool the results of the Thirteenth Annual
Exhibition are extremely satisfactory. Over £8,000 worth

of pictures were sold, and over 6.3,000 persons paid for

admission ; there were some 10,000 free entries. The ex-

tensions of the galleries will be opened in September next

with an exhibition ou a scale hitherto unattempted in the

pro\'inces, except at the Art Treasures Exhibition at Man-
chester twenty-six years ago. They are finely proportioned,

and are lighted and ventilated by the newest methods. A
special feature will be a central hall for sculpture.

We have to record the death of Richard Doyle, a son

(and a pupil likewise) of " H. B.," and one of the pleasantest

of modern English humourists. He had an abundance of

invention ; he was very witty, and he was kindly in his

wittiness ; he had an excellent faculty of observation, and a

peculiar talent of graphic stenography, at once veracious

and whimsical, at once fantastic and exact. His was one of

the brightest talents enlisted in the service of the Piiucli of

five-and-thirty years since. To that print he contril>uted

both series of " Ye Manners and Customs of ye Englysshe,"

a certain number of the experiences of Brown, Jones, and

Robinson, and innumerable initials, caprices, grotesques, and

caricatures of men and things. For Thackeray he illustrated

" The Newconies," and produced, in the Cornliill, a set of

' ]iird"s-eye Views of Society " which rank with his best

work. He was, in later years, the jiainter of faiiry ; but in

this capacity, though his achievement was multifarious and

large, he was not much regarded by the public. He had

held aloof from popularity so long that we can hardly be

said to be losers by his death ; but in his way, and in his

day, he was an artist of great account. In later years he

missed his vocation. It is, however, by his early work

that he ha.s to be judged ; and judged by that he is as yet

the wittiest and most fanciful of English caricaturists.

of the French sculptor, Aim(S-Napolt5on Perrey, medalled iu

1852, 1«61, and lts68 ; of Fi-an(;ois Lcnoriiiant, the eminent
antiquarian, archieologist, and art-historian

; of the land-

scape-painter, William Gosling : of Francis Lambe Price, late

secretary to the Arundel Society and the ^b'tists' Benevolent
Institution

; of Ulysse Butin, the excellent painter of coast
scenery and of fisher life ; of the French sculptor, Sanzel

;

and of the Dusseldorf painter, Adolf Siegert.

Peofessoe a[AP.SHALL's "Anatomy for Artists" (Smith,
Elder, and Co.) has reached a second edition. This is as it

shoidd be. The text is a marvel of lucidity and correct-

ness
; the illustrations, two hundred in number, are exceed-

ingly well drawn (by ilr. J. S. Cuthbert), and are very
clearly and carefully engraved (by ilessrs. J. and G.
NichoUs). The book, in fact, is probably the best of its

kind in existence. Two excellent technical manuals are
" Trees, and How to Paint Them in Water Colour," by
W. H. J. Boot, and " China Painting," by Florence Lewis
(Cassell and Company). Each is the work, of an artist in

his peculiar craft ; both, the latter especially, are illus-

trated with chromo-lithographs of the best type ; and in

both instruction is conveyed in the clear straightforward

terms that make practice ea.sy. Jlr. H. H. Robertson's little

treatise, the cheapest published, on "The Art of Etching"
(Winsor and Newton) is clearly and intelligently written,

and is illustrated, moreover, with a couple of real etchings

—light, facUo, skilful, effective ; etchings in the right sense

of the word. Six numbers of " Poynter's South Kensington

Drawing Book " (Blackie and Son), devoted to the forms of

plants, are worthy of commendation. Airs, ilorrell's little

handbook of china pamting (Kennedy and Brown : London)
may be studied with advantage. The new volume of " The
Year's Art" (Sampson Low and Co.), by Messrs. JIarcus

Huish and Thomson, an invaluable publication, is an im-

provement upon its predecessors, good as they were.

The "History of Ancient Art" (Chapman and Hall,

Limited), by MJI. Perrot and Chipiez, has grown two

volumes larger since we spoke of it. The fii-st issue

dealt with anticiue art at its foundations, in the temples

and tombs and palaces of old Egypt. The second—which

makes this indispensable work four volumes long—is

devoted to the art of Chakhea and As.syria. The trans-

lation, as in the case of the "
1 1 istory oi Art in Ancient

l']gypt,'' is the work of Mr. Walter Armstrong ; it is excel-

lently done—iu a plain workmanlike style, yet in good

clear expressive English ; so that—what can be said of few

translations—the book may be read with pleasure in its new

guise. Of the illustrations, some four hundred and fifty in

number, fifteen are steel plates iirinted in coloui-s ; the

othei-s are process blocks. They comprehend some won-

derful restorations—a square double ramped CliaUheiin

temple, for instance—by JI. Chii)iez, and a number of

admirable drawings of A.s.syrian antiques by M. de Saint-

Elme Gautier. The erudition of the book is vast ; its

excellent lucidity, its admii'able expository and descriptive

(piality, are worthy of the highest pniise. It is a lua-stcr-

piece of arrangement and deduction alike

The death is also announced of .T.-B.-C. Lcsneur, one of

the best architects of modern l-'rance ; of Antonio 'J'onctti.

a pupil of David ; of the Munich sculptor, J. Schonluub
;

The fii-st part of Mr. (;. A. Andslc/s "Ornamentnl

.•\rts of Japan " (Sampson Low and Co.) ap|>t'ai-s in thi>

form of a poitfolio, inscribed with a flying crane in gold

on a dark green ground, with a great sun in scarlet, and a
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legend in Jii|)aneso characters. C'oni|)lete, the work will

certainly be one of the costliest produced for many years.

For the present we niiist content ourselves with noting
the appearance of this first part (which is apparently
half a viihiine), and with reinarkinf; that some of the
three-and-twenty iilates it contains (they are produced by
I^cmercier) are i|uite admirable. Tlie arts they illustrate

are painting, embroidery, textile fabrics, lac(iuer, encrusted

work, cloisonnd enamel, and metal-work. Here is a kal-e-

mmio of the Rodhi.sattva of Eternal Benevolence, with
Fudo the Flame-Ood on his right, and on his left, on a
crouching demon, the Deva sovereign Rishamon, Warden
of the North. Here is a swimming duck, a masterpiece
of painting, dyeing, ;ind embroidery, the work of Nishi
Mura, of Tokio. Another striking and peculiar picture

-shows us—in ivory and lacquer and gold—a red-lieaded
demon (the general colour of him bronze), a kind of

infernal pedagogue, grinning and threatening a boxful of

impish things, all in an ecstacy of excitement and escape;
one has got off, and is whirling through the black air;

others are bursting out through the top and sides of their
prison

; a horned long-nosed Thing is sprawling and crawl-
ing on the lid

; an awful toad—jirodigious of bulk and
evil-eyed — squats and leers hanl l)y; while a quaint
mon.stcr chuckles and grimaces in the distance.

Op " Gnats," by A. Mann (London : Fine Art Society),
there were much to s.ny had we but space to say it. In a
series of real etchings—simple, fanciful, suggestive—Mr.
Mann has set forth his experience of landscape-painting,
and the plagues that beset the path of him that would go
forth with Corot and Rou.sseau and Claude. He has the
etcher's talent and the true sentiment of etching ; he is

good at landscape and good at gesture ; here and there he
is a little overcharged, but he has real humour. In " Gnats "

he has produced the only set of comic etchings which have
appeared for many years.

Like Millet and like Hugo, the late Samuel Palmer was
passionately interested in Virgil. In his "English Version"
of the " Eclogues " (Sceley and Co.) we have a work which,
if incom]ilete, is exceedingly interesting. The translation
is hardly Virgilian

; of the Roman poet's supreme felicities
of phrase it has few or none, and little or nothing of his
niatchlcss suggestiveness of diction and rhythm. It is
sincere, however, and it may be read with pleasure. The
illustrations (fourteen in number) have greater signih-
cance. A few are wholly the author's own ; some have lieen
finished by the editor, his son ; others are fac-similes of the
author's designs. All are interesting ; some are admirable.
Palmer, a devotee of Claude and the greater Poussin, was,
after Millet's death, the man of all contemporary men best
ipialihed to give us a graphic commentary on the mo.st
modern—and the most jierfect—of the antique poets. There
are many to whom his designs will appeal but feebly; few
to whom they will seem altogether unworthy.

Chief among M. Quantin's later publications are "Les
Arts du Bois, Des Tissus, et du Papier," and the four
new volumes of his priceless "Bibliotheque de I'Enseigne-
ment des Beaux-Arts," M. Max. Collignon's "Mythologie
Iigurte de la Grcce," the "Peinture Flamande " of M. \ -J

Wauter.s, the " Monnaies et M(5dailles " of the late Fiim-
(jois Lenormant, fnale jirunrps among the archieolo-
gists of minted metal, and M. ISayet's " L'Art Jiyzantiu."
The first, a jiandsome quarto, badly sewn, but excellently
written and completely illustrated, is an outcome of the
admirable exhibition (1883) of the Union Centrale des Arts
D(5coratifs. It sets forth, with point and fulness, the results
of that famous display : and to those who are interested in
the arts of decoration and furniture it is simply indis-
pensable. The four others are worthy of their prede-
cessors. The " Monnaies et ilt^dailles " is perhaps the best

;

for ]SI. Lenormant's erudition and experience were un-
rivalled. Rut there is little to choose between them after
all.^ We cannot too strongly urge upon our readers the policy
of including them in their library, and of jio.ssessing them-
selves of the admirable series to which they belong.

The two new numbers of the " Ribliothe(iue Interna-
tionale de I'Art " (Paris : J. Rouam) are j\[rs. Mark I'atti-

son's " Claude Lorrain," and " Les Delia Robbia," by MM.
Cavallucci and Emile Molinier. Roth are excellent, the
first especially. Since Mr. Ruskin set the fashion that way,
much nonsense has been talked about Claude, and even
more has been written. For all that, however, the fame of
the great master of Nancy has never dwindled

; his -iNork

lias remained priceless as it is uniiiue ; to most of us, as he
was to Turner (who knew his trade), he is the prince of
landscape still. To all who are interested in the art of
Claude, and in the qualities—grace, elegance, distinction
of utterance and sentiment, nobility of soul, perfection
of style, completeness of method—of which his work is

a consummation, Jlrs. Pattison's work will "arrive most
welcome." It is exhaustive considered as material

; and
considered as criticism it is more or less sympathetic. It
serves its purpose excellently. Of its illustrations the best
are by Armand-Durand

: all, however, are useful and sig-
nificant. Those in " Les Delia Robbia " (which is capital
work

:
sound, careful, and exact) are less satisfactory.

From the Librairie des Ribliophiles (Paris: 338, Rue Saint-
Honorc) M. Jouaust sends out the initial volumes of a new
series, the " Bibliotheque Artistique," which is as delightful
to liave and to handle as anything he has produced. The
two first numbers are a reprint of " Le Koi des Montagues,"
About's brightest and wittiest novel—with a portrait and
seven illustrations etched by ]\Iongin from designs by
Charles Delort—and a selection from the fresh and graceful
" Contes " of Alphonse Daudet, with seven etchings (one, a
portrait) by Eugene Rurnand. The new volume of the charm-
ing " Bibliotheciue des Dames" contains the irresistible
" Souvenirs " of Mme. de Caylus—a little masteriiiece in
every sense of the word. To the famous "Edition .Jouaust

"

two volumes have been added ; they set forth some ten or
a dozen of Hoffmann's best stories—the "Sandman," the
"Cremona Fiddle," "Mile, de Scudcri," the "Cooper of
Nuremberg " among them

; and they are illustrated with a
dozen skilful etchings by Lalauze. Treating of current art
are Edmond About's " (^uinze Journ^es au Salon "—spark-
ling with wit and fun, written in About's best and freshest
vein—and a new number of M. Gaston de Lafenestre's art-

annual " Le Livre d'Or du Salon "—beautifully jirinted,

admirably produced
; illu.strated with etchings by Waltner,

Toussaint. IMongiii, Duvivier, and others ; the most sump-
tuous publication of its kind in existence.
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Mu. C'Pi.iN Hunter has been elected an Associate uf

the Uuyal Academy. With the single exception, iierhaps,

of Mr. Alliei-t iloore, the Academicians could hai-dly have

made a better choice. It is to be hoped that the new

Associate will justify them by a return to his earlier and

better inspiration, and an abandonment of the stereotyped

effects to wluch he has of late restricted his fine talent.

Mr. Oakes has been elected an Honorary Royal Scottish

Academician. Messrs. Pcjynter, Stacy ^larks, H. il. ilar-

sliall, J. W. North, Brewtnall, and C. Gregory have been

elected Memliers, and Mr. Henshall an Associate, of the

Society of Painters in Water-Colour.s. Mr. John Forbes-

Robertson has been apjjointod Fine Art Commissioner in

the British Section of the International E.xhibition to Ije

opened at the Crystal Palace at the end of April.

This year the P.R.A. will not exhibit his "Sluggard"

(the sketch of which is said to have singular merit); he has,

however, worked much on his "Cymon and Iphigenia," and

his contribution will probably include at least three portraits

and studies of single figures, of the kind we know. Mr.

Frank HoU has painted portraits of Mr. and Mrs. George

Rae. Miss Margaret Thomas is at work on a bust of

General Jacob. M. ileissonier has been commissioned by

Mr. Vanderbilt to paint a picture six metres scpiare for

£40,()()() ; an exhibition of .some hundred and fifty of his

works is in ]ireparation by M. Georges Petit. Mr. Woolner's

"Edwin J. Field," in marble, has been set up in the Nmth
Corridor in the new Law Coiu'ts. Mr. Watts is following

nji his "Hugh Lupus" with a second great romantic statue,

of an armed and mounted warrior—a personification of the

spirit of enterprise, ilr. Madox Ik-own has. been commis-

sioned by the Manchester Corporation to paint six other

frescoes illustrating the history of the town ;
his " Work,''

ill some respects his best picture, has been purchased by

Mr. Arniitage, of Manchester. Herr Von Angcli's portrait

of the Queen has been copied (under Her Majesty's imme-

diate supervision) for the National Portrait (iallery.

"The Old Stone Crosses of the Vale of Clwyd," by the Rev.

Llias Owen. Mr. Josiah (iilljcrt lias finished a treatise on

landscape art down to Claude and Salvator. Mr. Elliot

Stock announces the publication, in volume form, under

the editorship of Jlr. Stanley Lane Poole, of the series of

articles on coins which the staff of the Medal Room at the

British Museum has been contriljuting to the AiUiijiuiri/.

Messks. Dowreswell propose to etch the late George

Man.son's '-Wliat Is HI" engraved in our last issue, by

their permission, for Mr. Monkhou.se's note on "Some

Pictures of Children ;" also Mr. lUirton Barber's "Coaxing

is Better than Scratching," now exhibiting at the Institute.

Mes.srs. (ioupil are receiving subscriptions for an etching

of M. Lefebvre's " Psyche." The President's " Memories "

and " The Vestal" are in the engraver's hands ; his " Sum-

mer Moon" is reproducing in photogravure for Messrs.

Colnaglii. Mr. Dawson is at work on a plate from the

Stratford Ijust of Shakespeare. Mr. Quaritch announces

a jwrtfolio of 160 atlas-quarto plates (at flii li>s. ;
s^ub-

scription i)rice, £7 ISs.) of "Ornament of Textile Fab-

rics," designed and edited by M. Frederick Fischbach,

Director of the Art Industrial School at St. Gall ;
also

The Winter Exhibition at the Royal Academy is this

year of exceptional interest. The Fir.st Gallery is devoted

to the English ma.sters. Here is Reynolds, for instance, with

his " Ino and Bacchus," his " Hope Nur.sing Love," his

"James M'Ardell," his "Sir Samjison Gideon," his "Charles

James Fox"—a superb example—his "Gibbon," his "Coun-

tess of Ilchester," and half a dozen othei-s. Here is Ciains-

borough, with a dashing "Lady Gideon," an admiraljlc

" George Canuiug," a " Ferry Bt)at," and a fine romantic

" Landscape " (29). Hogarth is represented by a couple of

conversation pieces of no particular merit ; Zotfany, by

portraits of Garrick as Sir John Brute and Macklin as

Shyloek ; James Ward, by a good " Dalmatian Dogs" and

a "Fall of Phaethon " of suri>rising energy and picturcsiiue-

ness ; Turner, by a " Sea Shore " and a " Fishing- I'.oats

Entering Calais Harbour"—a caiiital piece. Then there

are two first-rate specimens of Bonington, a " \iew near

Rouen" and a " French Coast Scene;" Con.stable's brilliant

and romantic sketch for the famous " Salisbuiy Catlie-

dral ; " an Old Crome—a sunset landscape—which is a

marvel of colour and sentiment and craftsmanship ; and

five or si.x delightful and commanding examples of Richard

Wilson—an " On the Tiber," full of charm and grace and

glow, a lovely " Itiver Scene," a " Lake of Nemi " (r.7)

which has the enchantment of a magic dream.

In the Second Gallery are tiie Dulchmeu and the Flem-

ings. Uubens is here a.s the iiaintcr of two land.scapcs-an

" Atalanta and Meleager," which is magnificent, and a " Farm

at Lacken"—and of two excellent porti-aiU. There are .~conie

delightful specimens of Teniei-s-gay, silvery, charming
;

half a dozen capital works of Cuyp; a noble llobbcnia—

an anticiiiation of half the secrets of modern landscape
;

some good Ruysdaels, Backhuysens, Van de Veldes, Van

der Heydes, Van de Capelles, and Van der Neei-s. Of the

brilliant, masterly, .soulless art of Jan Steen here arc three

or four quite representative [lieees ; here are three 'ler-

burgs— all (iiiite admirable, one, the " Letter," a perfect

masterpiece; here are a charniing llerghcni. two line ex-

amples of Franz Hals, and a Rembrandt, a " Portiiiit of a

Lady," of itself enough to make the cxliil.iition memorable.

In the Third Gallery is a tremendous apotheosis by

Rubens: a masterpiece of composition and invention, and

full as can be of energy and case, of daring and spontaneity,

of life and movement and accomplishment. There uro
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tliHic Claudes—one, a "Pliili]i Baiitisinj,' the Eunueli," of

siii;,'ular merit; there is an achniralile Wilson, a "Falls

of Tivoli," .suffering' little, if at uU, from llie neiglilHiurhood

of Wilson's master; there are some Inilliant and eharniing

(Juardis ; tlicre are a couple of good Murillos ; there is a

Iluysdael, "The Storm," which we know not where to

equal ; there is a Turner—" The Nora "—of Turner's best
;

there is a bird and flower piece by Rubens of extra-

ordinary brilliance and vigour. Apart from these, the

interest of the gallery is almost wholly an interest of por-

traiture. It contains, for instance, a (.so-called) Velasquez

—majestic, sombre, masterly—and two good Van Dycks
;

some notable Tintorets, and a Moroni not much, if at

all, inferior to the Moroiu in the National Gallery ; a

first-rate Murillo and a magisterial Andrea del Sarto
;

Reynokis's gallant "Colonel St. Leger," and Gainsborough's

brilliant and daring "Panson Bate;" a "Mrs. Jordan"

in Romney's best vein, and a "Flaxman Modelling the

liust of Hayley," altogether in Romney's worst ; a good

r.ronzino, a " Luigi Gonzaga," and a Sir Joshua, the famous

"Mrs. Sheridan as Saint Cecilia," which is a masterpiece

in every way ; a " Nancy Parsons "—gallant, luxurious,

irresistible—signed " Gainsborough," and a swaggering and
sensuous "Lady Byron" signed "Lely."

Tn the Fourth Gallery, which is given over to the Pre-

Itaphaelites, there is much to wonder at, not overmuch to

admire. A "Sigismund Malate.sta," attributed to Piero

della Francesca, is admirable work. A dozen heads, from
a frieze in the palace of the Gonzagas at San Martiuo, are

of great interest and charm. There is a wonderful little

Jan Van Eyck ; there is a fine triptych attributed to

liafaellino del Garbo; there are pictures ascribed to Crivelli,

liiiflulniacco, Sciuarcione (a most curious work), Previtali,

Orcagiia, lieccafumi, Giorgione, Masaccio even. There is a
(so-called) Holbein, "A Banker," a masterpiece of painting

and character and expression ; there is a painted jest of

liubens—an outstretched hand presenting an empty purse ;

there is a singularly good and perfect Zucchero, a portrait

of Margaret Arundel Lady Weston. The rest is silence.

In the Fifth Gallery is a collection of pictures by the

late Paul Falconer Poole, R.A. Their interest—to us at

least—is rather literary than artistic. They aim high
;

they are careful and conscientious in everything—drawing,
colour, composition, sentiment, imagination, inspiration

;

here and there, as in " Solitude " (a striking little work)
and the picture of Chaucer's Constance adrift, they are

touched with real poetry. But they have, as a rule, the
great defect of being more or less lifeless. They are

elaborate
; but, save as expressions of academical romance,

they have very little real existence. They prove their

author to have been earnest and high-minded, but, as it

appears to us, to have had too loose a hold upon the real

to excel in the romantic—too incomplete a mastery of fact

to go far and fare well in the realms of the ideal.

'I'll K Fine Art Society's exhibition of works by Mr. Alfred
W . i 1 lint is interesting and very representative. The jiaint-

ings cover a i)eri(id of thirty years, and notwithstanding
considerable modification of the artist's old faith they ail

possess ]>eculiar individuality. In the early " Debatable
Land" Pre-Raphaelite influence is clearly shown; the
lustrous tints, the excess of colour in detail, the absence of
breadth and ensaiiUc, are the result of jiainting naturs

according to the precepts and preconceptions of a school.

The " Whitby— Morning" and the " Loch Maree " are dis-

tinctly Turnei-ian. The latter strikingly recalls Turner's

method during the " Ulysses " epoch. In more recent

works— e.r/., " The Sands of Coquet " and " Unto this Last "

—are gi'eater independence, a juster apprehension of truth,

and a larger style. The drawings merit much study.

Mr. Dunthorne has exhibited in his rooms in Vigo
Street a small but interesting collection of water-colours by

Walker, Pinwell, and Mr. North. W^alker's replica of his

Academy work—" A Harbour of Refuge "—was painted in

ly75 ; notwithstanding faults of drawing (too obvious in

the young man mowing) it presents that admirable combi-

nation of landscape and figures, of natural fact and human
feeling, which gained him fame anil position. This picture

of a quaint homely almshouse, with its quiet garden and
pathetic groups of old and young, is amongst the best of his

achievement. Here, too, were Pinwell's illustrations to

Mr. Browning's "Pied Piper of Hamelin," showing (1) the

magic stranger piping away the children, who are ill-drawn,

monotonous in character, and wooden-gestured ; and {i) the

charming of the rats, which is by far the better of the two.

The former h:x.s been etched by Mr. Macbeth, but the plate

will not compare with his " Harvest Moon," after Mason,
as the delicate tones and distance of the original are

missed, and the darks enforced to a quite needless pitch.

Mr. North's drawings are always attractive, and the three

or four gathered here proved the rule better than ever.

Still, the best thing in the gallery was a very strong and
able "Study of a Head" by Mr. W. Strang, so far certainly

the finest thing this promising young artist has done.

At Messrs. Goupil's, in Bond Street, is Lefebvre's
" Psyche," from the last Salon—excellent fiesh-painting, and
not much beside ; with a large study of sea and a solitary

fisher by Israels—grey, wet, misty, pathetic. Better than

either of these, and more moving, are several Dau-
bignys and a Diaz or two ; a couple of Corots —one new
and lovely, the other noticed here some time ago ; several

studies by Mr. Boggs ; a Van Marcke, sheeji and a cow,

and trees as usual, but le.ss than usually maunered ; an

adnurable sketch of forest-land and twilight by Mr. J. L.

Pickering, particularly good in tone and colour; a couple of

canvases by Du Chattel, whose work, new to us, is ex-

cellent in every way ; and a work by A'an Essen, a young
Dutch painter, who has admirable technieal ability (founded

mainly on the example of Corot), a true imagination, and a

sentiment at once plea,sant and grave. There are also

(both on the walls and in jiortfolios) several water-colour

.sketches by various artists. Altogether the collection

affords an instructive glance at what was and what is in

Continental landscape ; whilst a curious contrast is pre-

sented in the very French " P.syche " aforesaid and the

erudite, brilliant accomplishment of Professor Miiller, as

seen in an elaborate picture of Cinque-Cento Venetians

before St. Mark's—not its author's best work, but still

respectable in pouit of colour, texture, and character.

CiUEi'' among the figure-paintings at the Gla.sgow Insti-

tute are Mr. Millais' jjowerful and lirilliant study of an

Italian peasant, " Pippo " (liSTH), and Ro.ssetti's superbly

coloured " Fazio's Mistrcs.s." The solidity and luminosity

of Troyon's work are seen to advantage in a " Cattle Piece,"
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auJ by Jiilf.s Eic-ton we have a di,i,'nifiL'il figure of " A
Gleaner " lifting aloft a sLeaf whieli Hiushes into ruddy
gold iu the last rays of the setting suu. In " The Mid-day

JJeal " of Israels, the " French Peasants " of Billet, the " In

the Wind " of Artz, and the " Interior : French Cottage " of

Lheiniitte, we have examples of the beauty aud fidelity

with which Continental artists treat the life of peasants.

The French landscapists are represented by an unusually

delicate and tender river-scene by Daubigny, and the

French flower-painters by a noble group of " Peonies " by
Fantin. !Mr. Pettie shows a portrait of -he Rev. W.
Boyd, and his " Isaac Walton." Mr. H'- iry Moore con-

tributes two of his excellent sea-pieces, important in size,

but with little distinction of style or execution, is Mr.

T. Faed's •' Waefu' Heart;" " Always TeU the Truth " is an
example of Mr. Er.skine NicoPs humour. Mr. M'Taggart
shows two eminently successful portraits, aud Mr. D.

^Murray in several of his landscapes deals in a tender aud
poetic way with delicate effects of orange evening light. In

the Water-Colour Pioom we liave a charming little grey

drawing, a village scene, by Sam Bough ; a small example
by De Wint ; and five of the refined figure-pieces and street

scenes of George Manson. The conventional and restricted

art of Mr. Albert Moore, busied so exclusively with pro-

blems of line aud colour, is disjilayed in " Advice," a study

of two standing girls ; and Mr. A. Melville contributes

several of his brilliant scenes of Eastern life.

ceive that all who are interested in .such work arc equally
indebted to M. Perriu with ourselves.

The new Schools of the Pioyal Institute of Painters in

Water-Colours were opened at the temporary premises in

Great Ormond Street on the 4th ult. They are the

first schools formed with the specific object of affording

gratuitous instruction of the highest kind to students in

water-colour painting. The aims of the Pioyal Institute

were succinctly set forth by Mr. J. D. Linton, the vice-

president, who, iu speaking of the question of medals and
prizes by which emulation is stimulated, alluded to the

generous supjiort of Mr. Thomas, of the Graphic. Instruc-

tion is offered to all stu<lents whose applications have satis-

fied the committee that they are duly qualified by their

draughtsmanship to receive it : mere elementary tuition

being beyond the scheme of the schools. Students will

have the option of choosing any one, or more, of the depart-

ments of study—the Figure ; Landscape, including archi-

tectural or marine suljjects ; Still Life ; and Black and
White : the variotis classes being presided over by well-

known members of the Institute. Started under excellent

ausiiices and v.-ith such clearly-defined aims, the enterprise

merits success ; it is satisfactory, too, as an indication of the

large view of its functions held by the Council.

The death is announced of Henry jirittan Willis ; of W.
P. Burton, the water-colour painter ; of Padre Brnzza, the

epigraphist ; and of Francis Holl, A.Il.A., the engraver.

The three Cafiieri busts—of Itotrou, Piion, and Corncille

—engraved by us for Mr. Hake's first article on "Sculpture

at the Conit'die Frani;aise," were sjiecially ))liologiaphed for

us by Braun and Co., by' iiermission of M. Kniilc IVirin,

under wlio.se charge the famous theatre has done .so much
and prospered so well. St) far as we know these master-

pieces of portrait sculptunr had never been pliotogi'a])hed

before. As they may now be procured in autotype, we cou-

Mk. Sharpe's engraving of "The Tuileries : 20th of

June, 1792" (painted by Alfred Elmore, R.A.), is very
skilful aud good. In its way the picture is impressive aud
\agorous ; and the Directors of the Art Union of London
have done wisely iu giving their subscribers a chance of

possessing ilr. Sharpe's reproduction.

The new issue of the Hermitage Autotypes (Braun,
Paris ; Autotype Company, London) is of e.vceptional

interest and variety. Chief among the reproductions of

Italian pictures are those of the Titianic " Saviour "
(;)5),

an essay in right heroic art, and a detail from the Lio-

nardo "Portrait of a Lady" (15 bis). The art of Spain
is illustrated by a superb Alonso Cauo (3o2), a "' Virgin

and Child," excellent iu conception aud execution alike,

and charged with a spiritual significance not often encoun-

tered in Spanish art. Among the Flemings are Rubens
with a large and lusty " Shepherd and Shepherdess

"

(.591), and an admirable heroic portrait (574), a "Charles de

Longueval, Comte de Buc(pioy,"' and Van Dyck with a

charming group of children from the " Vierge aux Perdrix "

(602), and a portrait (623) of ^Nicolas Bosschaart, in his very

finest manner. Among the Dutchmen are Hals with a

magnificent " Portrait of a Man " (772) ; Ruysdael with a

"Forest '' (1146) ; and Rembrandt, at his strongest and most

im|)erial, with the "Sweeper" (826), the "Old Soldier"

(S14), and the wonderful "St. Thoimus." Other works of

momeut are Claude's incomparable "Evening'' (1430); a

curious "Venus and Cupid" (461) by Lucas Cranach ; a

tremendous Velascjuez (424) ; and a most masterly aud

interesting "Erasmus" (465) .signed Ilaiis lloll>ein.

Of Mistral's " Mireille," the sweetest and strongest and

most eIo(iuent of modern pastorals, an cilitioii t/f liur has at

last been jnepared and published by Hachette and Co.

(Paris and London). The volume is a comely ijuarto, with

broad margins, and jiages decorated witii a frame of red

line for the text—the Proveni;al verse of the poem, aud the

French translation by the poet. The illustrator is M.

Eugene Burnand. He has contributed some twenty grace-

ful drawings^ reproduced by the Gillot process, for chajiter

headiugs and tail-pieces, together with five-and-twenly

etchings, some of which are excellent in every way, and all

of which have the merit of really illustrating the text. il.

Burnand knows his Provence, and loves it ; his etching.s, if

they have much to l)e desired in the way of human character

(his Mireille, his Vincent, his Onrrias, are the merest

shadows), are good and suggestive considered as laiul-

scape and topograi)hy. He gives us the great wide waste

of the Crau, the .s;indy .stretches of the Caniargue ; the heat

and light, the tall black cypresses, the mulberry clo.scs aud

vineyards and olive gardens of tjie south. Aiming the best

are " Les Deux Vanniers "—with its excellent touch of Pro-

ventral landscape ; the " C'ueilletto "—a delightful orchard
;

the " Descenle des Troupeaux '—a stretch of arid hill

country, white with smishiiie, and over-.scattered with Hocks

of goals aud slicip . the " l.,utle "—with a tine iMillilcsquc

imine.ssion of wrestling men and the groat my.-^tcrious

expanse of the Crau by night ; and " Mireille I'^vanouic "

—

an excellent pictuie of the sands and waters and fierce

.sunshine of the Camargue.
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OlilKK iiiiKinj,' tlic iiuMuMtioiis ol tin/ [.ilnairiiMlc/s liib-

lin|iliilus (Paris: JniiiUist) is :in tHliticiii nl' M. (ktstuvc;

NailiUKrii rtiim.sing " Idylle," illustrated witli eleven etch-

ings of designs by Albert Aublet. The woes of those who

j;o down into the country in search of peace and innocence

and hajipiness have not often been more wittily and

jileasantly told tlian here by the sinser of the famous

"|)eux Gendarmes." M. Aublet's designs are fidl of a

certain modish sjiirit and appropriateness. They arc real

illustrations; and they are touched with vivacity and ease

anil truth. Tliey forma pleasant commentary on a plea-

sant bonk. Another noteworthy re-issue is that (in the

" I'.ibliothuque des I)ame.s")of Demoustier's famous "Let-

tres h limilie sur la Mythologie." These light and gallant

discourses on the mytlis of Hellas and Rome are anuising

even yet. M. Jonaust has printed them prettily and

erpiippcd them neatly; and his three volumes are fur-

nished with frontispieces by M. Lalauze—most indefati-

gable of modern etcher.s—which, in point of invention and

effect, are among the best things the artist has done.

Edited by Profes.sor IMahaflFy, the first volume—in two

parts—of M. Victor Duruy's famous and admirable " His-

tory of Rome" (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, and Co.) is

worthy of mention in this place as an illu.strated book. The

illustrations—some of which are in colour, while by far the

greater part are process blocks—have been selected witli

much intelligence. Most of them are reproductioTis of

antirpie originals ; some are from [ihotographs of localities
;

some appear to be from drawings, landscape and architec-

tural ; one or two— " Hannibal's Passage of the Rhone," and
" The Geese of the Capitol "—are from pictures by modern

artists, as Lamotte and Leroux. No more useful and ai>pro-

jiriate de.scaiit on il. Duruy's brilliant text could well be

imagined. Of greater interest and attraction from the

jioint of view of art is the " History of Ancient Sculpture," by

Lucy M. Mitchell, produced by the same pulalishers. The
author is familiar with the latest authorities ; she writes

with ease and propriety ; her views are intelligent and

sound ; she may he read with pleasure and with profit.

Her illu.strations—some hundreds in number—are mixed in

(luality and varied in interest. Some are really good ; some
are but fairly satisfactory; others are mere examples of

American wood-engraving, rather pictorial than exact, not

so nuich suggestive as amusing, often stupid in intention

and mistaken in effect, and in most instances thoroughly

out of place in a work which, for all its pretensions to

popularity, is conceived in something of the scientific sjiirit

and compacted of scientific results.

.Mkssus. ]5f;LL AND Sons (Lond(in) are issuing a new
edition—revised, corrected, and enlarged—of Bryan's "Dic-
tionary of Painters and Engravers,'' to be comiileted in

twelve monthly jiarts. Comijlete the new issue will be
twice the length of the last. AuKmg the contributors are

Dr. .J. 1'. liichter, Mr. W. P.. Scott, and the late Mrs.
Ticaton. There is no doubt that, indispensable to the

student, the work will take rank with the best books of

reference on art and artistic subjects in existence.

In "Norfolk P.roads and Rivers " (William lilaekwood

and Sons), ^Ir. Christoiiher Davies paints a jJeasant and
strikmg i)icture of the wilde.st part of wild England—of a

district to which, without any sense of dis.sonance or im-

pro|iriety, we may still apjily its Anglo-Sa.xon name. He
knows his subject sur le hcul </i'x oui/lcs ; he loves it as

well as he knows it ; he writes of it with great freshness of

feeling and some expressiveness and vigour of style. The
result, as may be imagined, is a singularly taking book.

Not the least interesting feature in "Norfolk Piroads

and Rivers " (which, by the way, are probalily as good

painting ground as exists in England) is the illustrations,

which are photo-engravings by the Annam Proces.s, from

negatives t; ken on the spot and printed straight on to the

copper. Soil •>—as, for in.stance, " Rockland I'road," the
" Wherry on the Yare " " Breyden Water,"' and " Wherries

Waiting for the Tide"—are really suggestive and pictorial.

Others -as, for example, the several views of a decoy pipe,

and the " Swan Pit "—are plainly photograplis, and are

neither jiictorial nor suggestive. Still, they serve their

purpose fairly well, for they really illustrate the text.

Lady Eastlake'w " Five Great Painters " (Longmans) is

a reprint of five essays published in the Edinlnnr/h aiul the

Qiiartniy. They deal with Da Vinci, Raphael, Titian,

Michelangelo, and Diirer—a conjunction which would

test the ablest of writers, the riiost profound of critics.

Lady Eastlake's talent i.s chiefly a talent for the dis-

covery of anachronisms, combined with a keen pertinacity

in hunting out the minor facts of history and biograjjhy.

Her book, therefore, is useful to the student, and to readers

who, whilst they are not wholly uninformed, tnay never see

the works which are her texts. But as critical essays in

tlie large and right sense of the term, we cannot commend
them. They are often narrow, and to our thinking mis-

taken : as when they assert that the figures of Michelangelo

are neither beautiful nor expressive. In .short, Lady East-

lake's facts are useful, her narrative is often interesting
;

but her opinions are neither catholic nor sound.

Me. John Sleigh's " History of the Parish of Leek

"

(Bemroso and Sons), the first edition of which has become
very valuable, has been republished in a luxurious style,

ri<;hly illustrated with fac-similes of old jirints, portraits,

and admirably coloured coats-of-arms. The subscri[)tion

to the very limited issue of this sumptuous volume was so

rapid that it also may be considered as out of print.

Of singular interest to architects and students of art

—

especially of the art of carving in wood- is Mr. Bliss

Sanders' " Examples of Carved Oak Woodwork from the

Hou.ses and Furniture of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Centuries " (London : Bernard Quaritch). Mr. Sanders,

who is his own artist, is far less successful with the pen

than the pencil ; he has plenty to say, but he is addicted to

sentiment, to poetry, to tlie practice of Ru.skiinsm. Of
course, however, he knows his subject thorotighly ; and he

has only to be merely practical and didactic to become
\v(U-tli listening to at once. Among his illu.strations (which

are twenty-five in number, all well drawn and neatly re-

)iroduced) the most striking, ]ierliaiis, are the " Persiiective

View"'of the wonderful ol<l half-timbered house at Langley

;

the "Oak Drawing-Table" at Shibden Hall; the several

aspects of the " Oak Bedstead" (Dr. Robertson's) at Buxton
;

and the " Staircase " at Park House, Egliam. All are good,

however, and all are interesting and useful.
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Mr. Orchardson (witli " A Social Eddy "' and " Xapo-

leon oil liuard the Be/lerojihon "), Mr. E. J. Gregory, and

Mr. R. ilaebeth are the three Englishmen invited to exhibit

at the next Exposition Internationale, which is to be held,

not in the Rue de Seze, but in the Palais des Arts D^cora^

tifs. !Mr. J. D. Linton has been elected President of the

Royal Institute, vice Mr. Louis Haghe, re.signed ; the new
Vice-President is Mr. J. H. Mole ; while on Mr. Haghe the

Institute has conferred the title of Honorary President.

Mr. W. Beattie Brown has been elected a full member of the

Royal Scottish Academy. Our contributor, Jlr. J. M.

Gray, has been nominated curator of the National Portrait

Gallery, presently to be opened in Edinburgh.

Mdlle. Rosa Bonheue is very much better, and has left

Paris for her hou.se, the Chateau de By, in the forest of

Fontainebleau. There is talk of a " Wellington," by ilr.

J. E. Boehm—who by the way has produced a bust of

Herbert. Spencer—for Hyde Park Corner, but none of the

completion of Alfred Stevens's monument. Mr. Watts

has painted a " Judgment of Paris " and a " Nymph of the

Spring," a variant on the " Source " of Ingres, ilr. Brock's
" Longfellow " has been placed in Westminster Abbey

;

the " Erasmus Wilson," on which he is at work, is for the

library of the Royal College of Surgeons. M. Blanchard is

engraving Mr. Alma Tadema's " Oleanders " and " A Part-

ing Kiss." Mr. Ouless has painted a portrait of Mr. Ban-

croft, the actor, and a " Dr. Kennedy " for St. John's, Cam-
bridge. j\Ir. Calder JIarshall has completed a " Psyche

"

for the next R.A. Exhibition ; together with a " Bo-Beep,"

and a statue of a girl caressing a dove. Jlr. Legros

has painted a picture of women at prayer. Mr. E. J.

Gregory will exhibit a picture of two ladies on a house-boat

in the Thames. Mr. Wyllie's next Academy—or proposed

Academy—is called " Give Us a Little Help," and represents

a hulk and a gang of convicts in snow time. Mr. !Millais

has painted a " Marquis of Lome " for the Royal Canadian

Academy. Mr. Seymour Haden has mezzotinted hi.s popular

etching of Turner's "Calai.s Pier." Mr. Woolner will ex-

hibit an alto-relievo called "The Water Lily ;" Mr. Linton,

the last of his series of jiictures illustrating the life of a

mediiuval soldier ; Mr. Hollinsford, a " Cromwell Before the

Picture of Charles L ;" and Mr. Henry Moore, a" Porpoi.ses"

and an " Off the Lizard." Messr.s. Gladwell are selling

re-mark proofs of Mandel's masterpiece, the engraving of the

"Si.stine Madonna," at £45 a-piece.

liurlington Fine Arts Club propose to form and exhiliit a

collection of architectural drawings by deceased liritish

artists. Lady Ruthven has presented her collection of

Greek terra-cottas, lamps, vases, and coins (over 3,000

objects in all) to the Edinburgh Museum of Antiquities,

which is too small to contain the gift. A hundred and

thirty pastels and sketches by Cluseret (the lighting man of

the Commune) have been on view in Paris. Mr. Went-

worth Wace, late- manager of the Crystal Palace picture

galleries, has been appointed director of the fine art

department of the Albeit Exhibition Palace, Batterse;!.

An exhibition of Art Manufacture by past and present art

students is announced for this year at South Kensington

by order of the Lords in Council

English artists are invited to exhibit at the Fine Art

Museums of Boston, Philadelphia, and New York, from

next September to the March of 188.5 ; the museums will

undertake the cost of framing and exhibiting ; the time for

sending in will be some time in August next ;
the exhibits

will include Rossettis, Ma.sons, Pinwells, Walkers ;
Mr.

Henry Blackburne is the English intermediary. Tlie

The Dudley Gallery Exhibition is strong neither generally

nor in individual examples. It is singularly weak in genre

and figure studies, and there is a large amount of work that

is respectable, but in no sense striking. In W. A. Ingram's

" Silver Sea " the delicate grey tones and silver lights of the

atmosphere are expressively rendered ;
" Parting Day," by

the same painter, has much poetic feeling and refinement,

recalling A. W. Hunt in colour ; O. Rickatson's " When
Autumn's Gone " is rich and harmonious ; A. W. Wecdou

has some good drawings—" Southwold Common," breezy

and fresh, and "Walberswick" and "Stacking Hay," both

(like T. Pyiie's excellent "Ploughing") simple and

truthful ; Edwin Ellis's " In Fold " is a forcible im-

pression of solemn eventide, marred by the discord of a

violent and preposterous sky ; and R. Goff's " Scheveningen

Beach " is fine in atmosphere and colour. Other meri-

torious landscapes are W. S. Cooper's " Whitchurch Hill ;

"

Arthur Powell's careful but somewhat trite " Leith Hill ;"

J. T. Watts's study of " Burnham Beeches ; " A. G. Bell's

powerful study of "Old Slate Houses;" H. Caffieri's

" Spring," a charming conception ; E. S. Calvert's " Approacii

of Night;" and A. dc Breanski's " Gwoman Lake." J. M.

Donne's bold naturalism in treating mountain scenery is

well contrasted with Walter Severn's more conventional

comijositions. Among tlower-painters Mrs. Cecil Lawsoii

is a long way to the front with her " Purple Iris ; " " Chry~

santhemums," by Jane M. Dealy, has decorative value, and

is good in colour. Walter Langley's "The Old Story,"

" A Quiet I'ipe," and "The Last Chapter," are characteristic

examples, natural in feeling and full of literal force; while

Mary Eley's "Gone," with much careful and good work,

is conventional, and lacks vitality and vigour.

Amid much indifferent matter there are a few notable

pictures at tlie Nineteenth Century Art Society's Kxhi-

bition. Leslie Thomson's " Grey Morning" and " Winter
"

are foremost among the landscapes iov distinction, colour,

and harmony. V. P. Yglcsia.s's vivid and powerful " Low

Tide, Rydc," is more satisfactory than his large view of
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Uyc, in wliicli tlie sky does not accord with tlie capital

landscape. A. M. Lindstriim's " Twilight " and " Winter

Evening " abound in delicate feeling, and Edwin Ellis's

two sea pieces in the well-known qualities of his vigo-

rous personality. In a series of studies, of which " West
Horsley " is the best, A. D. Peppercorn continues to emu-
late Corot, with general infelicity. For the rest, a por-

trait by W. C. Symons is full of strong actuality; J. McLure
Hamilton's " Ready for the Fair'' is a brilliant and attractive

transcrijit from Granada ; Florence Small's '' A Study" is of

excellent technique ; "The Domino" is a fascinating study

by A. Lnduvici ; and Ada E. Tucker's " A New Acquaint-

ance"—three pert kittens contemplating a snail—is good

in execution and humorous in treatment.

The collection of pictures of cathedrals, in oil and
water-colour, by ilr. Wyke Bayliss, on view at Messr.s.

Dowdeswells', amply repays study. It is difficult in con-

sidering them not to mentally recall the work of other

specialists in this fascinating subject — the exteriors of

Front, the " Burgos " and " Antwerp '' of Roberts. Mr.

Bayliss, however, has a method of his own,- even as his

aims are ))urely artistic and his draughtsmanship and tech-

nique individual. He occasionally appears in the para-

doxical position of an artist who has a fine sense of colour

and who is yet no colourist. The " Westminster " and the
" Sainte-Chapelle" iUustrate thi.s, when compared with
the " C'hartres " (12), the " Coutances," and the large in-

terior of St. Mark's, Venice. The former is cold and formal,

void of its rich native tone and impressive dignity. The
latter curiously contradicts the catalogue ciuotation :

—

".Soft tlie sunlight falls

On tlie inlaid floor—the groineil roof hangs dim
In its own si>lendonr."

The sunlight that floods the floor never could penetrate the

crude opacity of the painted windows ; the colour through-
out is heavy and coarse, and the ensemhle un pleasing. The
" Chartres," with its lovely screen, its great rose-window
blood-red in the dim light, its powerful light and shade, is

excellent. So, too, is the "Coutances," with its admirable
drawing and masterly effect of space, and breadth of treat-

ment. The water-colour of Treves is equally distinct and
full of force and character. The large "St. Mark's " is very
striking

; the grey light issues through the large uncoloured
rose-window, and is absorbed beneath the glowing cupolas
and golden mosaics, and without any undue sacrifice of
architectural detail the whole sumptuous interior is richly
harmonised. All the smaller works merit full notice.

The third series of Mr. Pownall Williams's water-colour
drawings at ilcLean's Gallery includes Venetian and
Italian lake subjects as well as transcripts of the Eiviera
scenery. The best, thongh not the most attractive, is " The
Church of Sta. Croce, Evening" (15), very luminous and
delicate, fine in colour and exquisite in tone, with a quality
of inspiration seldom attained. " Mentone from La ]\Ior-

tola " has breadth and strong realism ; the dark tone of the
sea is excellent. Excepting in these Mr. Williams shows
his strength, as hitherto, in those drawings where he subor-
dinates landscape to novel and brilliant decorative eft'ects :—

" In the Land of Roses "
(8), sumptuous in colour ; the

garden .scene at La Mortola (Hi), with its vivid and sunny
foreground

;
"Evening Glow at La Galta "

(-29) ; and, better
still, the "Evening in a Venetian Garden" (48), a study of

vines, ripe fruit, and changing foliage, boldly projected

against the solemn after-glow of the sky. "Sunrise after

Autumn Snow " (40) gives an eft'ect as striking as it is rarely

witnessed ; a mass of cirro-cumulus clouds, lit by the un-

risen sun in a deep-toned sky, and whose glow the deeper

lake reflects. "A Sunset " and " Fi.shing-Boats at Evening "

are the best of the Venetian drawings, some of which are

marred by indecision of touch and unsound colour.

Mk. W. L. Wyllie's .series of water-colour sketches

of the Thames from London to the Goodwins is a very

pleasant addition to the Fine Art Society's exhibitions.

We take it that no deliberate intention to illustrate this

part of the river was in the artist's mind ; but rather, the

seventy odd drawings represent a selection from his folios

and sketch-books. So regarded, they are interesting in

many ways : as notes and transcripts of nature made on
the spot by one who knows and loves his subject well ; as

bright and careful records of Thames life and work, of

water-wonders and effects of sky and atmosphere. Many
of them are capital examples of what nature-sketches, and
an artist's memoranda, ought to be ; some are excellent in

colour ; all are interesting as records of fact and as topo-

graphy. But on these points we may have something more
to say later on ; meanwhile we note that " The Tidal

Thames " is the name of a new work by ^Mr. Grant Allen,

to be illustrated by Mr. Wyllie, and published (in 4(K)

copies folio, and Gt)0 royal quarto) by the Fine Art Society.

Messrs. Agnew's winter show of water-colours is

scarcely so good as usual. It includes a large number of

nothings (either ineffable or impudent) ; and the Old Masters

are rather below the average. Some architectural Turners

are interesting, in that they show a fine indifference to

vertical perspective ; and in a Copley Fielding there is

a feeble exposition of a fine old Turnerian superstition.

There is, however, at least one good David Cox, and a

notable " Coast Scene " by Prout. Of several Eossettis

one only is worth attention :
" How the Princess Sabra

Drew the Lot which Dehvered Her to the Dragon;" which

is one of the painter's best essays in colour, really dramatic,

and much less profuse of mannerism than usual. Of work
by more modern men, we noted some capital studies, and

one large picture deep and right in feeling, by Wilfred Ball

;

several vigorous and pleasant drawings by Luigi Chialiva,

whose pastoral comedies are original ; one or two Caldi-

cotts ; an admirable eft'ect by Roelo.s.s
—

" On the Bank of the

River ;

" a clever and laughable " Cymon and Ijihigeuia,"

by W. Hunt ; a couple of goodish Keeley Halswelles ; and

a very able, broad, and breezy " Low Tide, Scheveningen,"

by T. B. Hardy. Infinitely better than all is a beauti-

ful Danby—" The Ferry : " a veritable Claude in water-

colours ; exquisite in tone and delicate colour, fuUof majesty

and distinction, and glowing with singular power.

The exhibition of furniture at the Royal School of Art

Needlework, South Kensington, is interesting and sugges-

tive. Messrs. H. and J. Cooper, of Great Pulteney Street,

show how effectively we may orientalise our interiors : a

result that can only be perfectly attained where rooms-

possess something of the proportions usual in the East.

Galleries, and apartments that are of good length and

not inordinate height, may be manipulated. Cairo lattice-

work is ingeniously diverted from its original purposes and
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;iJ;ii)ted to screens, the decoration of alcoves and walls,

recess-paititions, mirror and picture frames, itc. Combined

with rich rugs and drajieries the eti'ect is very pleasing.

Messrs. Liberty and Co.'s interior is seductive with ara-

besque brackets, punkahs, exquisite examples of Indian and

Arab brass-work, and a variety of objects beautiful in them-

selves and harmoniously introduced. Other firms exhibit

good reproductions of Sheraton and Chippendale furniture,

besides some articles of new design iji which it is .satis-

factory to note signs of original power. Eeproduction is an

excellent object; but the functions of design are not .stimu-

lated, nor is art encouraged, by exclusive attention to it.

Some excellent modern cabinets by Mr. Christie deserve

notice ; and so does a remarkable fireplace of Persian tiles.

The loan collection of water-colour drawings and

stetches by Peter de Wiut, at Messrs. Vokins' galleries,

is a striking demonstration of the abilities of one of the

best English masters. The selection is thoroughly repre-

sentative. It demonstrates to admiration the artist's extra-

ordinary simplicity of method, and the fact that he com-

bined with this simplicity a beautiful unity of tone and

eti'ect, and (in some drawings) a harmony of colour scarcely

to be surpassed. A study of weeds, for instance, is a

beautiful instance of aU these qualities ; and there are

several landscapes scarcely less striking. Here and there

the massive feeling of Constable is reflected, especially in

certain aspects of trees and sky. Some skies, indeed, are

nothing less than triumphs of truth and skill—a light

fleecy handling, something akin to that of Corot in oil.

Messrs. Vokins announce a memoir of De Wint, to be

written by ]\rr. Humphrey Ward, and to be illustrated

with fac-similes of certain among these drawings.

Messes. Aethur Tooth and Sons have opened their

new galleries with an exhibition specially strong in conti-

nental work. Bouguereau's " Meditation " is good average

Bouguereau ; two Benjamin Constants are excellent of their

kind ; and an "Ameer" by L. Deutsch is really a triumph

of textures. L. Nono's " Prayer " is a good example of one

sort of modern Italian art : original in its constituents and

distinguished by a pathetic and very natural figure. A fair

Keeley Halswelle is spoiled by the inartistic foreground
;

but the larger of two Julien Dupres, '' Minding the Flock,"

if it is a reflex of iliUet without Millet's commanding dig-

nity and unity of sentiment, is striking work : the sheep

are portraits, and the dog (a genuine study) is broadly

and simply painted, whilst there is real impressiveness in

the shepherd, ilr. Boughton's " May " is incomprehensible

;

but hLs illustration to Tennyson's " Break, break, break
"

is sympathetic, graceful, and in his best vein of sentiment.

Mr. Hall's " Suspense ''—one of his Welsh interiors—is

dramatic and human, good in colour, and fine in light and

shade. A rising American, Mr. Charles Sprague Pearce,

sends a strong and able "Across the Common"—quite

Frenchified, of course; and a couple of Bretts, a Leader,

a Vicat Cole, and several other works, including another

mystery by Mr. Phil ilorris, attracted notice.

At Nottingham there has been an exhibition of drawings

and engravings (275 strong) of the brothers Sandby, Paul

and Thoma.s. The catalogue is not lacking in blunders ; it

is, however, carefully written, and, if we except its account

of the Sandbys' relations with Hogarth (who was worth tire

hundred such fellows), it gives a fair enough idea of its sub-

jects' place in English art. Representative the exhibition

is not ; for it includes but a very few of Paul Sandby "s

caricatures, and Paul, if he was 7iot a caricaturist—and a

gross one—was nothing. For all that, however, it is in-

teresting and useful ; and there is no doubt that the pro-

moters have been well advised in undertaking it. To the

general public it can hardly seem particularly exciting ; but

to the student of English art it is very valuable indeed.

The Art Museum at Rugby is just now rich in a gather-

ing of some seventy of the works, in oils and water-colom-s,

of William Digliton : pictures of the Thames, of France,

and of Egypt and the Holy Laud ; together with examples

of Mr. J. R. Hodgson, a Morland, an Otto Venius, and the
" Duke of Monmouth " of Sir Peter Lely. All these are on

loan. There can be no manner of doubt that the establish-

ment of the Art Museum was an admirable idea ; and it is

devoutly to be wished that it may be supported as it de-

serves. It should mean, for Rugby boys, the beginnings

of culture ; and collectors, whatever their degree, should

delight to serve it and advance its interests.

At Lisle House, Dublin, the Countess Spencer has

opened an exhibition of decorative art, under the patronage

of H.R.H. the Princess Christian. The exhibits—lace, china,

embroidery, carved work, enamels, unniatures, screens, and

so forth—are artistic in quality. Some half-dozeu schools

of art needlework competed for the prizes given by the

Princess Christian ; the gold medal was -won by the Royal

Irish School for a blue velvet panel. The Countess Spencer

sent some crewel work mentioned by Horace Walpole

;

Lady Meath, a counterpane, the embroidering of which took

the nuns of a convent a hundred years to do ; Lady Bellew,

the coronation handkerchief worn by Queen Adelaide ; and

Mr. Ruskin, some exquisite Japanese embroideries.

At Florence ilr. Newman has just finished a " Bay

of Spezzia,'' which has all his delicacy of tint, but might

well be a tone or two warmer. Mr. Couper is having

his ' Coming of Spring "—a youthful figure in cloudlike

drapery floating recumbent in air, over a mass of llowere

—put into marble. The Societa per ITncoraggiamcnto

delle Belle Arti is not much more encouraging than usual.

The Impressionists increase and multiply : the landscapes,

with few exceptions—Professor Senno's "Sunrise in the

Apuan Hills," the Venetian views of Cecchini and Coen,

and some by ilarko and E. Nobile—beuig mere shorthand

reports of nature. Bompiani has some clever water-ci>lour

studies of heads. The genre pictures are on the whole the

most successful. The prize for sculpture has been won
with Sodini's " Faith "—a withered blind old man, croucli-

ing on the ground and groping at a cross.

The death is announced of Achille Newen, the doyen of

French engravers ; of Louis Leloir, the excellent painter in

water-colours ; of the Belgian sculptor, Louis Jehotte ; of

Gustav Liideretz, the Berlinese engraver ; of the French

engraver, Franqois-Tlniodorc Ruhierre ; of the Russian

archffiologist, A. E. Lyoutensko ; of Benjamin Ulmann,

painter of a " Sylla in the House of Marius," now in the

Luxembourg ; of Francjois-Auguste Bonheur, brother of the

famous animal-painter, thrice medalled at the Salon ; and
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of Augustiii Duuioiit, the doyen of French sculptuie, the

last on his father's side of four generations of sculptors,

and, on his mother's, of the family of Coypel the painter.

Messrs. Hakvey and GoEii, of 126, Regent Street, are

making necklaces, brooches, and so forth from the inner

parts of watches made from eighty to one hundred and

fifty years ago. In most watches of this period there is

an artistic piece of pierced work covering the balance wheel,

usually engraved, and often finely carved. The variety of

these i)ieces is infinite ; ilessrs. Harvey and Gore state,

indeed, tliat of the many hundreds which have passed

through their hands, they have never seen two alike. In

one are flags and helmets ; in another, flowers ; in another,

a griflin's head surrounded with scroll upon scroU ; a fourth,

the work of a mason, sets forth the masonic emblems ; a

fifth is a romance of Harlequin. Of these plates Messrs.

Harvey and Gore are making their brooches, chains, and

ouches. They are interesting in themselves, and they have

an elegant and comely effect.

By what is called the " Adulfi Process" any one who will

may paint on satin or silk, assured beforehand that his

work will stand. All that is necessary is an ivory point and
a certain medium the secret of which has not been revealed.

The ivory jioint is not important ; the real e.ssential is the

medium. Its efiicacy is unquestionable. To use it—and
you use it much as you would use linseed oil—is to preserve

your work—whether on silk or paper, on satin or on canvas

—from cracking and ruining. The English agent is M.
Eniil Dlinki (of 113, Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.)_,

who proposes to hold an exhibition ad hoc—of hangings and
fans and napery ; but the material may also be procured

of Messrs. Rowney, and of Messrs. Winsor and Xewton.

The long-delayed second volume of the "Liber Stu-

diorum," reproduced by the Autotype Company, with

comments by Mr. Stopford Brooke, is not calculated to

arouse enthusiasm amongst Turnerians. It deserves the

praise which should be accorded to all bond fide efforts

with a worthy aim. It must be taken for granted that

the autotype process could not make better imitations

of the original prints, and that Mr. Stopford Brooke has
devoted all the graces of his style and the charm of his

sentiment to the composition of his sermonettes. With
all their .shortcomings, the former exhibit one of the most
imjiortant elements of Turner's genius—his fertility of

design
; and the hitter, if they .show at times too blind a

faith in Mr. Ruskin, are the genuine and often eloquent
expression of a love born of long and reverent study.

As if to emphasise the failure of photography when
employed to reproduce mezzotints, there has just appeared
a certain series of engravings after Girtin. The "Liber
Naturas," executed about 1823-4 by that excellent en-
graver S. W. Reynolds, after some of the best drawings
by Turner's early friend and rival, have all the qualities

of richness, depth, and gradation which we miss in the
autotypes. Messrs. Neill, of Haddington, by whom the
work is now for the first time published, have had the
plates (luite admirably printed in a deep-brown ink. The
original title-])age bears upon it the portrait of the hand-
some young artist after Opie's oil-picture, still in the iios-

session of Girtin's family. The engravings include the

famous " White House at Chelsea " (which was the despair

of Turner himself), the solemn views of York and Ripon

Cathedrals, " Kirkstall Abbey," " Snowdon," and a river

scene with a rainbow. There are twelve plates in all,

which have been destroyed after printing 200 copies. Of
little less interest are three additional jilates left by
Reynolds in a highly advanced but unfinished state.

It is somewhat strange that photography, while refusing

to reproduce the finer qualities of a mezzotint engravmg,

can rival the art of mezzotint in reproducing a picture.

This has never been shown more jilaiidy than in a laige

pliotixii-aviire, published by Messrs. Goupil, which has been
taken directly from Sir Joshua's " Lady Cornewall." Its

excellence and suggestiveness are reaUy remarkable.

From " English Etchings " mention may be made of

a couple of jiortraits : one, of Thackeray, by Jlr. Barnett

Smith ; the other, by ilr. W. Strang, of Mr. Seymour
Haden. The first, a fairly good likeness, is technically

weak
; the drawing is timid and insignificant, the modelling

feeble and vague. The second is in every way good work

—

sincere in sentiment and vigorous in effect, well drawn,
well modelled, well etched ; an admirable Strang, and
none the worse for certain reminiscences of Legros.

From Messrs. Batsford (High Holborn) we have received

three volumes of Bailei's studies of birds, of which, it

appears, they have received a limited number of copies from
Japan. Bailei—one or two specimens of whose work were

reproduced by M. Louis Gonse in " L'Art Japonais "—is

one of the best of the latter-day Japanese artists. He is

no mere imitator like Setter and Company; his work has

something of the vivacity and force, the excellent under-

standing of nature, of the older masters. In attitude and
gesture and expression these birds of his—w-hether perch-

ing or soaring, swooping or brooding—are admirable. No
pleasanter essay in the graphics of ornithology has been seen.

In " Les Portraits aux Crayons des XVI*^ et XVIP
Siecles " (Paris and Poitiers : H. Oudin and Co.) M. Henri

Bouchot presents us with a complete catalogue raisonue of

the innumerable crayon portraits which have come down to

us from the France of the Valois and the first Bourbon.s. In

a preliminary chapter he di.scusses the authorship of the

various collections in existence. He then proceeds with

the inventory of the largest gathering of all—the gathering

in the Bibliotheque Nationale. This, which is some hundred

and fifty pages long, is followed l:>y catalogues of the por-

traits, in crayons and oils, preserved in other collections;

at Arras and Blois, at Versailles and Azay-le-Rideau, at

Beauregard and in the Louvre ; the Castle Howard
" Clouets," the waxes at Breslau, the crayons at St. Peters-

burgh and Hesse Cassel, the treasures hoarded by MM.
Courajod and FonteUe—some 2, .500 portraits in all. The
scholarly completeness of ^I. Bouchot's work is really be-

yond praise ; it fills a gap in art-history, and to students of

iconography is merely invaluable. The illustrations are

good and suggestive enough to make it a matter of regret

that there are no more than two of them. The first is a

charming portrait of Marie Touchet ; the second, a singu-

larly interesting and graphic presentment of the boy who
was presently to conquer and reign as Henri Quatre.
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Miss Maey Foster and Mr. Albert Moore have been

elected Associates, and Mr. .J. J. Jenkins, after thirty years

of nienibershiji, an Honorary Retired ^Member, of the Royal

Society of Painters in Water-Colours ; and ilessr-s. Jacondj

Hood, \Vyllie, Walter Morgan, and Elliot, Members of the

Society of British Artists.

Messrs. Boehm, Onslow Ford, Brock, and Longeterre

will e-xecute the four equestrian statues to be set up on

Blackfriars Bridge. Miss Thompson's "QuatreBras" has

been bought for the Melbourne Museum. Signor Raggi

will execute the colossal '• Sir Arthur Kennedy " to be

erected, by subscription, at Hong Kong. The sale of the

t.'astellani Collection has been deferred ; the Roman unuii-

cipality is negotiating, it is understood, for its purchase eii

hloc. Mr. Fulleylove is at work on a series of forty water-

colours illustrative of London as it is. Mr. Elihu Vedder is

illustrating the tetrastichs of Omar Khayyam for ^Messrs.

Hougliton and Mifflin, of Boston. M. Gisler has enriched

the National Gallery at Brussels by a donation of three-

and-twenty pictures, among them a couple of examples of

Nicholas !Maas and a fine Van der Heist. M. Flameng has

etched Mr. Fildes' famous picture " The Widower"—en-

graved by us some months back—for the Fine Art Society.

Mr. G. C. Schwabe, late of Liverpool and Henley, has given

£10,000 and his superb collection of pictures to Hamburg.

Wyatt's "Wellington" is to be removed to Aldershot.

This year the Painter-Etchers will hold their exhibition

at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. A Loan Exhibition

of Marbles and Inlays will be held at ^Matlock. The next

winter exhibition of the Grosvenor Gallery will be devoted

to Gainsbort)Ugh and Richard Doyle. The British Archae-

ological Association will contribute to the Health Exhibi-

tion in the Albert Hall a gathering of articles connected

with the chase, the table, the potter's art, and the art of

personal adornment. The Salon—to which some 9,000

works are said to have been offered—opens as usual this

1st of May. Mr. Whistler is to have an exhibition—all

to himself as usual—somewhere in Bond Street.

M. HoEPLi, of Milan, announces a book on Raphael

as an architect by Baron Enrico de Geymiiller. Messrs.

Bell will publish this 1st of May ilr. Algernon Graves's

dictionary of exhibitors. The Camljridge Arclueological

Society have undertaken the production of an historical

catalogue of the pictures belonging to the University and

colleges. Mr. Pv.uskin announces the publication of Jliss

Alexander's " Roadside Songs of Tuscany "—the verses and

drawings which he has celebrated in Fors and " The Art of

England." The " Year's Art " has reached a second edition.

Mr. Macgeorge, of Glasgow, is preparing an illustrated life

of the late W. L. Leitch. Mr. C. C. Hodges is printnig a

work descriptive and illustrative of Northumberland and
Durham mediasval tombs and memorials. Mr. Quaritch
announces Jlr. R. L. Kenyon's "The Gold Coins of Eng-
land,'' the complement of Hawkins's " The Silver Coins of

England," of which Mr. Kenyon is the editor. Mr. A. B.

Wyon has in hand a catalogue of the "Great Seals of

England," illustrated with autotypes.

At the Royal School of Art Needlework, South Ken-
sington, the superb loan collection of ecclesiastical em-
broidery is arranged with great skill in a limited space.

Some of the specimens are truly magnificent, others merely

quaint and of archaic attraction, while others must prove

the wonder and despair of modern workers. Of the

latter may be mentioned a tiny and brilliant "Garden of

Gethsemane," worked on a piece of paper which, revealing

the needle-pierciugs, yet presents the same effect on both
sides ; also a set of panels representing some wonderfully

vivid events in the lives of the saints, and worked on a

prepared wax-veneer with long silk threads so exquisitely

laid as to give something of a true jiicture tone to the dif-

ferent subjects. Some sumptuous palls, lent by several City

companies, display infinite lal.iour, the whole of the elaborate

borders, illustrated with scriptural subjects, being hand-

worked. A syilendid cope, from Stoneyhurst College, of gold

ti.ssue on crimson velvet pile, has a curious history, being

traceable from Florence in the Sixteenth Century to West-

minster Abbey, thence to St. Omer, and once more to Eng-
land, in 1794, to Stoneyhurst. Some very massive and
gorgeous mantles from the city synagogues are shown
which formerly contained the scrolls of the law. A chasu-

ble from Stoneyhurst, embroidered with some very vigorous

grotesques of St. Dunstan and the Devil and other figures,

with some exquisite plumariums and fine gohl coucliings

about their medallions, is unsurpassed among the mcdia'val

specimen.s. A vellum, lent by ilr. Smith Sligo, is orna-

mented with a beautiful Italian design of the "Landj Sacri-

ficed," very delicate in feeling. An antcpendium, from the

same collection, contains a lovely central medallion of the

Madonna and Child, and four little landscapes exciuisitely

worked with silk in a ground of waved silver thread. Some
beautiful Belgian vestments—gold flowers and scrolls in

bold relief on pale watered silk, with delicate si)andrils in

gold thread with metal spangles—are very remarkable and

distinct. The exhibition deserves patient and thorougli

study. A subsidiary show of the Hoyal School of Art

Needlework merits .something more than a visit.

The cxliibition of the Society of Briti-sh Artists com-

prises several instances of foreign influence that strikingly

diversify its well-recognised range of asi)iration. The spirit

of moderni.sm animates Mr. Gadsby's clever portraits (13

and 208), where, with much force and invention and an ad-

mirable air of vitality, there is a want of reposc.'ul luuniony
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ill tlie colour ; it is seen also in Mr. Elliot's excellent
" I'loughiiig ;" and it is still more pronounced in Leslie

Thomson's " St. Vaast," a hot sandy road stretching into

the level distance under the burning blue of a summer sky,

a work that stands completely alone, remarkable for dis-

tinction and powerful realism. Edwin Ellis has painted

nothing in landscape more intense in his own wayward
style than his gloomy and imposing " In Fold ;

" Sidney
Morris's sketch, " Becalmed," is pleasing in colour ; H. Claf-

fieri's "Summer Slumber.s," a small child nursing a baby by
a cottage door, is full of grace and charm ; Carlton Smith's

uninteresting sea shore (301) is redeemed by two admiralile

figures ; G. A. Hoyle's " Solitude," though its composition
is unhappy, expresses a dreary sentiment with power

;

Alfred East's " Evening after a Thaw " renders the mystery
of twilight with truth, and is fine in colour. Other good
landscapes are A. de Brianski's "Banks o' Doon," W.
Rainey's " Arun,"C W. Wyllie's " Hadleigh Bay," and Leslie

Thomson's harmonious view "Near Bye." "The Shell,"

by Arthur Hill, a nude figure at length on the sea shore,

is beautiful in line, finely modelled, and delicately har-

monised. F. Brown's " Haymaker " has a ciuality of actu-

ality that is decidedly French ;
" A Politician," by John

Burr, is a head of a ripe old man, full of character and
(luiet humour ; and Miss Lizzie Reid's " Thochts Eerie

"

is suggestive of uncanny contemplation and original in style.

A. Lodovici's"A Fantasia in White" is superior to any-

thing he has done of late. Among the water-colours is a
little picture (Gil) by Yeend King, which is characterised

by that indeterminate imaginative quality usually termed
poetic ; it is an imiiression merely, but one worthy of

record, ami with rare and nol.>le qualities of expression.

At Messrs. Goupil's a large canvas by Mr. Hcrkomer,
" Pressing to the West," depicts a motley crowd of emigrants
who have just landed in America, and throng the railway
depot. The central point of interest in the picture is a
group composed of a mother and babe—the latter, jierhajis,

born on the jiassage—and the husband of the woman who,
pale and exhausted, is declining with outstretched arm the
food the man is offering. A series of characteristic por-
traits by the same artist is also exhibited. In another
room are shown a small Delacroix, superb in colour and
powerful in sentiment, the Virgin and attendant women
bewailing the dead Christ ; and an early Millet of the purest
illyHie charm and lovely colour—a nymph in a woodland,
partly draped in blue robe of Titianesque quality, led by a
comiiany of joyous Loves—a composition tridy classic in
grace, feeling, and simplicity. Besides these a pleasant
Isabey, very rich and harmonious; an unusually fine

Troyon ; some charming Corots ; a spirited but unfinished
Fromentin ; and good examples of Diaz, Daubigny, and
G(5r6me, besides a terribly vivid De Neuville. With these
are two paintings by J. McLure Hamilton, both in their dis-
tinct styles notable for colour and harmonious cnsemh/e.
One is a portrait of one of Mr. Onslow Ford's children—
a boy in dark velvet, with pale face and dark conqilexion,
with hands clasped behind ; the force and solidity of the
painting, the vigour and novelty of the pose, the power
with which the figure is projected, are masterly. The other
compo.sition—which is less remarkable—shows a fair-haired
boy, with book in hand, studying a globe.

the use of the sword, while another veteran seated before
him parries the juvenile's attack, the delighted mother
with a babe in her arms and some neighbours looking
on approvingly. The expression of interest is varied
with suri)rising individuality, the composition is singu-
larly happy, the figures are powerful with actuality. A.
Echtler's " La Ruine d'une Famille " is very strong, melo-
dramatic, sombre in colour, a trifle theatrical. Silvio Rotta's
"Preparing for the Fete-Dieu" is a domestic interior

of great merit ; the iiuaint group of children is delight-

ful for truth and simplicity. W. Leibl's " lu Church,"
a Holbeinesque study of two old women and a girl, is re-

markable for technique that is quite archaic, and a severe
and literal truth that is almost repelling, though indisput-

ably clever. " The Si.sters," and a full-length of the painter's

wife, are fine examples of Ivaulbach's delicate .sentiment.

Besides these there are "The Sheepfold" of Israels, a
moonlight of the tenderest poetic feeling, and lovely in

colour ; several small but excpiisite Corots ; a lucid and
impressive evening landscape by Jules Dupr6 ; a fine

moonlight river-scene, by Daubigny; several of Heffner's

very clever landscapes ; some brilliant cattle-pieces by
Van Marcke ; a tolerable Meissonier and a good but very
unpleasant Gerome ; a forest-scene by Diaz, very rich

and fine in colour; E. de Blaas' "The World and the
Cloister," an oft-told tale rather tamely transcribed ; several

sparkling Pradillas ; a clever but not particularly original

Benlliure ; and a coarse, uninteresting example of Laugee.

At ilr. McLean's, English art is worthily represented by
" The Morning Call " of Mr. Orchardson, one of our few
native painters whose work loses nothing by competition and
comparison with continental genre, and whose harmonious
charm of colour is fully <lisplayed in the present instance.

"Olivia" and "The Daughter of a Knickerbocker" are good
examples of Mr. Boughton's art ; James Hardy's " Relief

Party " is an excellent study of dogs. Edwin Ellis has two
vivid and i)owerful sea pictures ; and 'Mr. Wimperis a strong

and very literal landscape. The most prominent works,

however, are Jacquet's " Vivandiere " and Bastieu-Lepage's
" Rustic Courtship," engraved in The ^Magazine of Art
last year. The former is as unpleasant and vulgar in senti-

ment as it is attractive in technique and admirable in

colour
;
in spite of its elegance and superficial refinement,

the imiiression it produces is almost nauseous. Gi^rome's

"Keeper of the Harem" is a masterly study of a subject

too revolting for art. Hefl'ner's " Bavarian Landscape "—
a flat stretch of flooded country under a luminous canopy
of fleecy cloud— is a fine example of an artist whose
well-defined limitations compel him to much repetition.

Some interiors by Andreotti suqmss anything yet exhibited

by the Florentine painter in brilliant colour, wealth of

detail, and dexterous imitation of textures
; the cleverness

of " The Ap])eal " and " The Music Lesson " is excessive,

yet when the eye is surfeited there remains a sense of im-
position. Of the same species is Conrad Keisel's "Artist's

Model," in which, however, there is better harmony of

colour and a gentle idealism and refinement of tone.

At the French Gallery is an admirable composition by
P. Joanowitz, a Servian peasant teaching his little boy

The lady artists are not strong this year. The lack of

inspiration and power and individuality is so striking that

the great majority of the works exhibited might easily have
proceeded from half a dozen hands. Both in aim and exe-

cution there is an almost unbroken uniformity, expres-

sive of little but puerility and hesitation ; even the courage
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that is ill-directed and the audacity of wrong endeavour

are absent. Miss Clara Montalba's " Moonlight, near the

Thames" is powerful and iniiire.ssive in tone ; Miss K.

ilacaulay's "Sailing out at Sunset" and " Tlie Golden

Hour" are fine in colour; and Miss Bertha Newcondie's
" Little Knitter " is clever, the draughtsmanship firm and

sound, the colour excellent. Mrs. Jopling has two pleasant

studies of heads ; Miss Hilda Montalba's " Swedish Land-

scape " displays a fine sense of colour and a deftly intro-

duced figure ;
" From Damascus," by Miss Merrick, a figure

study, exhibits knowledge and strength ; Mrs. Schenk's
" Sad Memories "'

is endowed with some force and feeling.

In land.scape Miss Annie Fraser's " Where the White Cloud

Rests " is the most important: well composed and treated

with breadth. Mrs. Naftel, !Mrs. Marrable, and Miss

O'Hara are fairly represented ; there are also some good

flower and fruit-pieces by Jlisses Eugenie Simpson, Florence

Bonneau, E. H. Stannard, Feun, and Florence Mann ; and

a clever study of ' Old Pots " by E. U. Merrick.

At the Burlington Gallery a very interesting exhibition

comprises a fresh series of water-colour drawings iUustrative

of buftalo hunts and other sports in the North-West and

Canada, and some transcripts from the Yellowstone Park,

the Yosemite Valley, and Niagara, by Mr. Washington

Friend. These latter are characterised by a literal exacti-

tude of delineation that is almost photographic ; they arc

essentially views directly taken from nature and never

studied compositions. The Niagara drawings are remaik-

ably vivid. Of higher artistic quality are 'Mv. F. A.

Yerner's studies of the liutialo and the life of the wander-

ing trapper and Indian, which abound in the charm of the

unfamiliar, besides disjilaying facile draughtsmanship and

keen sense of beaut)'. Some clever studies of animals in

their native haunts are the work of Mr. J. Macpherson

(whose " Sunset and Prairie Fire " is truly dramatic), Mr.

W. A. Piixon, and Mr. A. Poney. One drawing of Mr. Poney's
—" The j\Ioose Hunted by Wolves "—is excessively spirited.

" Early Spring on the St. Lawrence," by ilr. F. A. Hopkins,

shows the great river full of drift ice under a delicate soft

sky. Mr. Lascelles, in his " Yosemite Yalley " (202), depicts

two prowling bears in a landscajie of considerable power,

which renders the presence of the animals doubly impressive.

Mr. L. R. O'Brien's studies of river and seashore scenery,

and those of Mr. Allan Edson, are full of character.

Me. Mendoza, of King Street, St, James's, has on view

Sir Noel Baton's latest work, " In Die !Malo," the Christian

warrior, arming himself for the strife, accepting the sword

of faith from an angel: a work hard and thin in colour,

utterly devoid of imagination, and with much dry and

patiently executed symbolism. In an iutere.sting collection

of black and white is a proof of Mr. Lowensteiu's admira-

ble etching after Mme. Ronner's " Recreation," a very beau-

tiful and felicitous reproduction. The present exhibition is

to be succeeded in May by one of modern oil-paintings.

At the Hyde lark Gallery Mr. Richard Ebnore has ex-

hibited a large picture of Stonelienge under the glory of one

of those remarkable sundowns that made the early portion

of the present winter memorable. The sun has set, and the

after-glow floods the expanse of heaven, ruddy and golden

on the flaked lines of cirro-stratus, fiery with stonnful in-

tensity on the lower vapours, while the higher region of

cirrus is suifused with delicate iridescent hues, li(iuid and
harmonious. The huge grey monoliths occupy a foreground
slightly covered with drifting snow, which reflects th3
splendours of the sky, while over the darkening horizon a
line of low grey land-vaixjur hangs heavily. The artist has
treated a tlieme of great difliculty and complexity with
power and without extravagance ; his work is impressive,

good iu atmospheric ciuality, and sound in colour.

At the show-rooms of Mr. Baker, of Wigmore Street,

may be seen some exquisite examjiles of modern art needle-

work, as applied to ecclesiastical embroidered vestments.

The designs employed are chiefly rejiroductions or adap-
tations from mediai\al work with fresh schemes of colour,

though originid design is not wholly neglected ; the handi-

work is excellent for finish and perfect surface texture.

\Ye cannot admire the somewhat slight rainbow-hued

fringes that ornament some modern frontals. The old

and heavy gold fringes possess higher decorative value

and a distinction of effect no coloured fringe can give.

A ground material of white or light-coloured brocade in

the place of velvet is, however, shown to be admirably

suited to emphasise and lighten the more complex and or-

nate embroideries in frontals and the richuess of the stoles.

Me. Gullick exhibits, at 103, New Bond Street, the

capabilities of painting on mirrors as a branch of decorative

art. The work displays to advantage the superiority of Mr.

Gullick's method when compared with the modern Italian

specimens, both in brilliance and richness of colour and in

force of projection ; in the Roman palaces and in the studio

of Signor Capobianchi Mr. Gullick was enabled thoroughly

to study the subject, and subsequently to perfect his own
method. With the exercise of artistic reticence and taste

interiors may gain greatly in enrichment and lighting by the

introduction of this branch of art. It is elaborated, how-

ever, by Mr. Gullick, on a large mirror re{)resenting frnit

and flowers, with a brilliance and force that ha\-c probably

never been equalled. In this composition an ariangement

of fruits and cups and salvers, in pyramidal form, is sur-

mounted by a number of graceful amoriui upholding vine

branches. A design so comjjlex and on such a scale can, of

course, only be adapted to a large surface of glass; but it is

capable of much modification and reduction.

The Loan Exhibition opened at C:udifl" in aid of the

Royal Cambrian Academy, contains i>icturcs by Messrs.

Aumonier, Watts, Herkomer, Alma Tadema, and other

London painters ; together with four exanqiles of Paul

Sandby—representing the Cardili' of a hundred years back

—a number of Knellera lent by Colonel Tynte, some Old

Masters from the collection of Lord Cawdor, and a gatlicr-

ing of water-colours the work of Cox, Fiehling, David

Roberts, Cotman, Turner, and otliers. Laily Wyatt sends

a collection of chiUehines; Sir Hussey Vivian, Mr. E.

Seward, and Mr. Deane contribute some admirable porce-

lain—masterpieces in Old Worcester and Nantgarw ; and

there is besides a great display of armour, fans, taiiestry,

needlework, and engravings. Tlie catalogue—a very good

one—is by Messrs. Hughes and Tliomas.

The Fifty-Fifth Annual Exhibition of the Royal Hiber-

nian Academy includes the President's "Phryne at Elcusis,"

Alm:i Tadem:i's " Death of the First-born," and .Millais"
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"^fnjor James" and "Forget-Me-Not." Of the Irish

Academicians ilr. Colles Watkins, Mr. Vincent Duffy,

and Mr. Caterson Smith restrict themselves to Irisli

landscape ; Mr. Bingham ilcGuinness, who is making
rapid strides in his art, going to Wales, and Mr. Osborne

and others abroad, for their inspiration, all with a good

result. In the way of landscapes, however, the exhibi-

tion contains few works better than Mr. Ussher's bit of

Arthog Moorland, full of feeling and sympathy with nature.

The exhibition of the Irish Fine Art Society consists to

a great extent of water-colours, and is an exceedingly good

one. Mi.ss Currey, Miss Helen O'Hara, Jli.ss Barton, Mr.

Wynne, and others, contribute drawings which would be

noteworthy in a far more pretentious exhibition. Miss

O'Hara's studies of wild birds and Miss Currey's bits of

nature are excellent ; while the landscapes of Mr. Uissher,

Dr. Boyd, and Miss Longfield have great merit.

At Dundee the Seventh Annual Exhibit'on has been
the most successful ever held. The attendance was better

than last year, and there was an increase of nearly £1,000
in the sales of pictures, which amounted (Dundee has only
140,000 inhal:)itants) to £8,200. One of the pictures ex-

hiliited, "A Message from the Sea," by W. M'Taggart,
U.S.A., was purchased and presented to the Dundee perma-
nent collection in the Albert Institute by Mr. J. G. Orchar,
a member of the committee, who on previous occasions has
given many other line pictures in a similar manner.

The jury list for the coming Salon was headed by Mil.
Henner and Harpignies, with 1,313 and \,2'>\ votes respec-

tively, and rounded oft' by MM. .lules Breton and Cannen,
the one with .59(3 votes, the other with 568. M. Breton,
together with ilM. Baudry (7.57) and De Neuville (693),
has declined to serve ; and their places have been filled by
MM. Eenouf (553), Bastien-Lepage (552), and Van jMarcke

(531), the three gentlemen whose names are highest on
the supplementary list. The president is M. Bouguereau

;

MM. Bonnat, Cabanel, and Busson are vice-presidents
;

the .secretaries are MM. Humbert, Guillemet, De Vuille-
froy, and Tony Robert-Fleury. They will have to consider
600 more pictures than were sent in last year, but a lesser
number of enamels, china-paintings, and drawings.

At Christie's of late a Murillo realised 1,900 guineas

;

Ansdell's "Fight for the Standard," 800 guineas; and a
Cima da Gonegliano, the " Chri,st Bearing the Cross," 400
guineas

: all three from Osmaston Hall. At the Crompton
Potter ^Sale Romuey's '-Lady Hamilton" and "Mrs.
Jordan " went for 5.30 guineas and 700 guineas respectively

;

the President's " Electra," for 900 guineas
; Mr. Hook's "A

Cornish Gift" and " Wise Saws," for 800 guineas and 1,250
guineas

;
Mr. Millais' " Vanessa " and " Stella," for 1,300

guineas and 1,400 guineas ; Mr. Riviere's " Per.sepolis,"
for 1,000 guineas, his " Let Sleeping Dogs Lie " and " Cup-
board Love," for 1,050 guineas each, his "All That was Left
of the Homeward Bound," for 1,100 guineas, and his
" Daniel," for 2,500 guineas

; while David Cox's " Skirts of
tlie Forest " brought 1,350 guineas, and his " Church at
Bettws-y-Coed," 2,.500 guineas. The total realised was
£3/.61b 9s. 6d., of which £32,501 14s. was obtained for

eighty-four pictures, and the rest for Chinese enamels and
Oriental ceramics. At the Dent Sale of Engravings a Bot-
ticelli, the "Assumption," went—to Mr. Malcolm of Pol-

talloch—for £860. A complete "Liber Studiorum" has
sold for £461. At the Hotel Drouot the Fan Collection

—of porcelain, clocks, bronzes, and so forth—realised over
490,000 francs ; the Lucie Vernier—of tapestries, jewels,

and furniture—some 257,000 francs ; and the Dussol Col-
lection—of modern pictures—upwards of 270,000 francs, the
top prices being 10,100 francs for a Jules Dupre, 10,500
francs for a Roybet, and 13,000 francs for a Daubigny.

The death is announced of the portrait-painter, Samuel
Lawrence

; of the architect, T. Marsh Nelson, a pupil of

Decimus Burton ; of Leonard E. Valpy, a well-known col-

lector ; of Helen Cordelia Angell {nee Coleman), the flower-

painter, a member of the Society of Painters in Water-
Colours ; of the archaeologist, Thomas North, F.S.A. ; of the
historical and animal-painter, William Huggins ; of the
sculptor, Amedee Jouandot, a pupil of Joutfroy

; of the
sculptor Maindron ; the historical painter, Ad. Aze

;

Gustav Richter, famous above all as a portrait-painter

;

and the caricaturist, Gilbert Randon.

As a specimen of chromo-Iithography the "Chinese
Vase," produced by Jlessrs. Sale and Co., of Manchester, is

hardly to be surjiassed. The printing is in oils ; the work-
manship is due to special training in the ilanchester School
of Art. Six and-thirty stones have been used; and the

registering is so perfect that there is not a trace of over-

lapping throughout. The vase, which belonged to the late

Mr. Crompton Potter, is admirable of its kind ; but Messrs.

Sale have done it full justice. Their ]iresentment of it is

proof positive that English printers can do as well as, if not
better than, Lemercier and Firmin-Didot themselves.

In Mr. W. Swaysland's "Familiar W'ild Birds" (Lon-
don and New York : CasseU and Company) we have a
series, near forty strong, of portraits, remarkable for the

spirit with which they are designed and the fidelity with
which they are presented, of such of "Nature's choristers"

as make English woods and wastes melodious or romantic or

interesting. W^e have, for instance, the Rook and the Raven,
the Sparrow and the Wren, the Nightingale and the Thrush,
the (Jull and the Grouse—each in liis habit as he live.s,

each admirably jwctured in colours and also in black and
white, and each described so that every one may know and
delight in him. A better book for bird-fanciers—in the

good sense of the term—it is not easy to imagine.

In " Manet," by M. Edmond Bazire (Paris : A. Qnantin),
there is little or nothing to praise save the illustrations-

process blocks, heliographs, etchings by M. Henri Guerard
—which are certainly interesting. M. Bazire's text is at

once offensive and inconclusive ; he hits hard, but hurts

nobody : he writes vigorously but proves nothing, save that

he believes in Manet, and has much to learn about art. It

was Manet's fortime to sutter nmch from public opinion.

He began by being greatly over-blamed ; he is ending by
being greatly over-praised. Time, no doubt, will do him
full justice, and show that he was as far from being an idle

charlatan as a great and illustrious artist.
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Tni8 niontli we can only speak of the Grosvenor
Gallery in general terms. As was inevitable, the exhibition

is rich in examples of Jlr. Hallo's accomplishment and the

inspiration of Miss Pickering, Mr. Stanhope, Mr. Strud-

wick, and Mr. Walter Crane. That being understood, it

may be conceded that the gathering, as a whole, is rather

above than below the average. What is more to the pur-

|iose is that it includes a pair of pictures by Mr. Burne
•Fones

—"A Wood-Nymph" and '' Cophetua and the Beggar

Maid"—which every one must find admirable, and which
many will find heroic. However imperfect one's .sympathy

with the great painter's ideals, however incomplete one's

ap])reciation of his eifects, it is, we take it, impossible to

consider his work in any spirit save one of extreme respect.

Whatever he gives is touched with rare and peculiar genius,

is charged with a lofty and intense imagination, is treated

with the accom])lishment of a ma.ster. His two new pic-

tures are a tyv>e of his achievement, mannerisms and all.

There are dubious passages of colour in the " Cophetua ;
'"

there are signs of efibrt, notes of artifice, hints of failure

even ; the melancholy of its in.sjjiration is—to us at

least—inexplicable and unwelcome ; but, for all that, it

is far and away the greatest picture of its year. For our-

selves, we like it less than many of the painter's works,

but the fact of its pre-eminence appears to us beyond
(juestion and beyond argument alike. The ''Wood-Nymph,"
while quite as mannered, is smaller, less ambitious, less

admirable, and on the whole perhaps more pleasing ; it

exhibits some passages of colour which are simply exquisite.

Pkofessor Lei;ros has an admirable classic landscape

—so dignified in subject and style and so large and majestic

in treatment as to recall the masterpieces of Nicolas

Poussin ; a " Miss Swainsou " in marble, which is at once

vigorous and full of charm ; and an admirable portrait

study of Mr. Thibaudeau ; his other contriljutions are

scarcely worthy of hini. Jlr. Watts is represented by a

very spirited and taking "' Lord Lytton ; " by an ideal

portrait—classic in style, romantic in sentiment—of the

water-nymph Uldrea ; and by a noble study of sunshine

and cloud. Mr. Millais is responsible for a picture of Lord

Lome's fur coat ; for a commonplace and careless portrait

of Lady Archibald Campbell (Miss Nina Lehmann) as she

is ; and an admirable portrait of the same Miss Lehmann

—

glowing in colour, vigorous in method, rich and satisfying

in efiect—as she was some fifteen years ago, when Mr.

]Millais painted her, and when, moreover, he thought it

worth his Avhile to paint as well as he could.

Mr. PiicHMOXD contributes two adnurable portrait.s—

a

" Miss Mirlees," in green velvet, with a background of

romantic landscape ; and a " May," in yellow and white,

seated at the piano, and perhaps suggested by Sir Joshua's
" Saint Cecilia." The better of the two jiurtraits sent by

T

Mr. Alma Tadema is unquestionably the "Signor Amen-
dola ;" it is full of trick, and it is not altogether free from
the reproach of vulgarity; but it is finely painted, very
life-like and taking, and original in idea and effect. A
surprising departure is .shown in Mr. Calderon's '•Birth
of Aphrodite"—a naked person wantoning in the blue
waves, from which (as the legend tells) she is supposed
to be sprung but now. Mr. Calderon's Aphrodite is much
nun-e suggestive of Trouville than the antique ocean, it is

true ; indeed she is modern enough in type and appear-
ance and .style to remind us of Belot's Femme de Feu.
Still, she swims joyously enough, and the waters about
her are of the bluest blue, and are full of motion and
swing

; so that—especially if one remembers ilr. Calderon's
academical work—the pictm-e in which she ajjpears is

plainly one of uncommon merit.

One of the failures of the year is certainly Mr.
Browning's bronze " Dryope.'' ;\Ir. Browning is or has been
a pupil of M. Bodin ; but there is as little of that dis-

tinguished master in the " Dryope "—which is large, am-
bitious, ungraceful, and quite poorly and flabbily modelled
—as there is in the " Hercules " of Mr. Natorp, also a
pupil of his, which has somehow got worked into pub-
licity through the Academy. Another of the failures is

Mr. Sargent, whose single exhibit—an old work, it is true

—appears to signal disadvantage, alike as sentiment and as

style, as charm and as technical skill. The list might be

lengthened almost indefinitely ; but these examples, which
are important and striking, will suffice.

To Mr. Hennes.sy's charming
"
'Twixt ])ayaril Night,"

graceful in sentiment, plea.sant and suggestive in tone,

original in colour and design, we shall presently return.

Mr. Reid's "The Rival Grandfathers," a fresh and vigorous

study of values in landscape and character in humanity,

will find admirers innumerable. Mr. Arthur Lemon, in

"The Highwayman," has painted a good grey landscape,

a gallant horse, and some very life-like gesture. Jliss

HalM's bas-relief, "Music," is beautifully modelled and
very gracefully conceived. Of the rest—good, bad, iu-

difi'erent—we must defer to speak.

The exhibition of the Royal Institute of Painters in

AVatcr-Colours iuind)ers over a thousand works, and in

spite of this excess over last year's show it is of full average

excellence. With few exceptions the notable matter proceeds

from men whose work is as well known as easily recogni.sed,

the extensive admission of drawings by the large and

ever-increasing circle of outside artists resulting in few

examples of excellence. In landscape, Mr. H. G. Ilinc and

.Mr. Thomas Collier are strongly reiiresented ; the former

by " Lewes, from the London Road," an impressive and

beautiful transcript of the Downs, and also by some smaller
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ilruwings even superior in di-stinction, poetic feeling, ami

liamioiiy. Mr. Collier's contribution, "Tlie Xew Forest,'' is

of fiL-st iiii|iiirtance among his work.s, largely conceived an 1

nobly treated, the composition free from one discordant

toucli ; the rich extent of woodland, the sandy knoll in

the foreground, with its clump of heather, the uttermost

ridge of the horizon, are indissolubly harmonised ; the sense

of unity is completed by the admirable drawing of the

windy inconstant sky full of fitfid lights and changeful

mood. Among other good landscapes are Mr. Wimperis's

"Old Mill,"' where literal truth is happily combined with

tender sentiment ; Mr. Mogford's " Coast near the Lizard ;
"'

Mr. Syer's "On the Exe ;" Mr. Orrook's "Donnington Park,"

with a powerfully wrought group of oaks in the foreground,

and an effective distance ; Mr. Keeley Halswelle's "Marshes

near Southwold ;

" and Mr. Alfred East's "Glimpse of

the Clyde."

The President, ilr. .J. D. Linton, exhibits a charming

little work, " Priscilla," the exquisite beauty of which,

technical and imaginative, is subtly and gradually appre-

hended, rather than capable of definition. " The (Jraces,"

by Mr. Fulleylove, deiiicts an old garden with its trim

clipped yew-hedges and statuary and green alleys, where
"grove nods at grove," and Diana from one green angle

is opposed to Priapus in another, and the Graces sur-

mount the massive stone basin of the fountain. The
rich colour and texture of the weather-stained masonry
and the old bronze are excellently produced, the light is

cleverly managed, and the drawing masterly. Another and
smaller drawing by Mr. Fulleylove, " The Dial,'' is not less

charming and more interesting on account of the group
of figures. ]\Ir. Charles Green's powers are well represented

in his " Ruth and Tom Pinch," a good character study

;

Mr. Kilburne's " Encore "'
is elegant in a sentimental style

;

Mr. Stauiland's "Faust and Margaret " is distinctly operatic

in conception rather than romantic ; Mr. E. J. Gregory's
portrait of himself in " A Look at the Model " is exceedingly
clever, audacious in design and excellent in drawing, and
almost over-refined in colour. One other notable portrait

IS Mr. T. Walter Wilson's " The President," a work full

of character and suggestion, as well as an irreproachable
likeness.

Mr. Abbey's delightful drawing, "A Bible Reading,"
owes little of its charm to colour, and would probably
gain force and expression in black and white ; ^Ir. Frank
Dadd's hiunour is well displayed in " Pigtails and Powder,"
which in other respects is a capital drawing. Mr. Bale's
" Francesca " and " II Piccolo Pastore " are picturesquely
treated figures, very pleasing in colour. The sea pictures
are not remarkable. Mr. Wyllie's "Funeral March of a
Hero"—a battered man-o'-war in charge of tugs—is the
mo.st impressive. Mr. Clausen has nothing comparable to

his work in oil at the recent show ; his "Hoeing Turnips"
i.s, like all he does, strong and literal, but it is deficient
in subtlety and significance, and a little hard in execution.
Nothing in the work of the younger artists is more striking
than Mr. Walter Langley's large and important drawing
"Among the Missing," which tells its tale with dramatic
force, and treats a hackneyed theme with originality. The
composition is singularly good, and the drawing excellent,
and the broad presence of strong daylight and the sense
of sea-air are powerfully indicated. Some small and finished
drawings by Mr. H. R. .Steer are notable for their subtle
rendering of effects of light in interiors, and careful study
of the gradation of colour under the varying play of light.

Mr. G. S. Elgood's studies of old English gardens have
much of the charm of colour and harmonit)Us repose of

Mr. Fulleylove "s work, though he does not attain the tech-

nical ma.stery of the latter. His " My Lady's Garden " and
" The Fish-pond " are, however, accomplished drawings, and
beautiful in colour and lighting. Mr. Huson's " Linger-

ing Mists " is a poetical treatment of a broad valley in the

heat of early morning, which may be conqsared with Mr.
Hine's masterly " Dawn."' Mr. .Jackson Curnock's " Twi-
light," with much that is sumptuous in colour, is injured by
a weak foreground. Besides its powerful treatment, ]\Ir.

Nash's " Satisfaction "—a dead duellist lying in a sandy
hollow by the sea-shore—is successful in rendering its

limited range of colour, dull blue to grey, without pro-

ducing monotony of effect. Among the smaller figure

studies Carlton Smith's " Taking it Easy " is excellent in

colour and draughtsmanship, solidly painted, a.'id effective.

Mr. Wetherbee's " Overburdened " is a pathetic study of a

woman who has gathered her bundle of faggots and is

returning home. The snowy landscape and winter sunset

excellently relieve the mournful figure and heighten the

sombre sentiment. While Mr. Collier and Mr. Hine and
i\Ir. Winqjeris share the chief honours in landscape, there

remain drawings that merit notice by others which only

fall short of their excellence ; among them are—!Mr. Pyne's
" Sluice Gate, Walber.swick," Mr. ]\IcWhirter's powerful

study, "The Lord of the Glen," Mr. Frank Walton's
" World of Heather," Mr. Warren's " Haunt of the Fallow

Deer," and Mr. .James Fahey's " Chatillon." There are

several curiously literal transciipts of places, such as the

bright and picturesque " Yeldham Hall " of Mr. Earle, Mrs.

Savile Clarke's sombre but truthful " Southwold Marshes,"

and a number of others.

At the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours the

show is decidedly good ; there is more diversity of aim
than usual, and an extended range of achievement. Many
of the members appear at their full height of achievement,

Mr. Lockhart, R.S.A., and Mr. Glindoni in figures ; Mr.

Albert Goodwin, Mr. Thorne Waite, Mr. Alfred Hunt,
Mr. Cuthbert Rigby—with a luminous drawing of billowy

downs and distant sea—and Mr. George Fripj) in land-

scape. Mr. Carl Haag shows a large drawing of Eleazer

journeying with Rebecca, treated with his usual consum-

mate art. ]\Ir. Brewtnall's " Fatinia," a good conception,

shows more .surprise than horror in contemplating the blood-

stained key, and is rather too obviously .studied. Sir John
Gilbert's sense of colour has rarely been more finely dis-

]ilayed than in his scene from " Timon," a rich and sombre
woodland very powerfully treated. Mr. Charles Gregory's

clever drawings are, as ever, a little too elaborately neat

and clean ; even the lichen on his red-brick walls suggest

conscious aiiplication rather than giving breadth and tone

of colour. The old man and girl who are scanning the

stormy sea in Mr. Arthur Hopkins's " Signal of Distress
"

are highly expressive figures, harmonious in line and em-
phatic in character. Mr. Henry Moore shows a sea-piece

delightful in colour, full of tidal sway and influence, and
very brilliantly wrought. A Highland landscape, l)y Mr.

Hale, abounds in refined and delicate manipulation, which
yet is ineffective through want of breadth ; its sedulous

labour is too manifest. Mr. J. W. North, with even

greater elaboration of detail and laborious development
of foregrountl, presents a lovely and piquant effect of

colour in his wild orchard (33), with all his old charm
and subtlety. For the rest there is a clever impression of
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Kensington Goi-e, under a stormy sunset, by Mr. Mar-

shall ; a very pretty interior (238) by Mrs. AUinsliam ;
a

vivid little street .scene by jSIr. Aluui Tadema ; and some

good landscapes (as water-colour landscapes go) by Messrs.

Glennie, Lloyd, and Watson.

The picture show in connection with the International

Exhibition at the Crystal Palace is somewhat miscellaneous,

particularly in the British section, which is far less inter-

esting than the continental exhibits. Among the English

works are the President's " Captain Burton " and " Psam-

matlR^;" Mr. John Burr's pathetic "Home Shadows;''

Mr. Millais' popular "Little Mrs. Gamp;" Mr. Heywood

Hardy's "Meg Merrilies;" and eciually familiar examples

of Mr. Herkomer, Mr. C. Green, Mr. Calderon, and others.

Prominent among the foreigners is Schulz-Briessen, whose
" Fight in a Dancing Room in the Tyrol " is a powerful

composition, painted with energy and skill, and full of

animation and character; Mr. Soyer's "La Greve des

Forgerons,"' insi)ired by M. Coppce's poem, and medalled

at the Salon of 1H,S2, is another important work, thought-

fully composed and forcibly reali.sed ; the suliject is sufficient

to test the powers of any artist, and is treated on a scale

connnensurate with the number of figures introduced

and the stormy interest of the situation depicted, which

is set forth with not a little dramatic power. Derones

exhibits an historical work more potent in vraisemblance

than is usual with historical painters ; his " Arrest of

Louis XVI. at Vareunes " deals successfully with one of

the most familiar and not the least strange events of the

Pievolution. Other continental schools are fairly repre-

sented ; the drawings are of average excellence only ; the

etchings and engravings merit a visit.

quaint triptych, archaic in technique and inspiration, is

a composition for adoration, and impossible to criticise.

In " The Annunciation " there is a tangible appeal to the

imagination, the sense of colour and harmony. Mr. Sad-

ler's picture depicts with vivid and definite characterisation

a modern angling match ; the absorbed sportsmen, the

little group intent on measuring the last-landed fish, and

the rustic spectators are all well contrasted, and the scene

admirably realised. Good examples of foreign art are to

be seen in a finished and charming study by Prof. Vinea,

a remarkaVily clever Uhdi, a graceful Favretto, a large

and dashing Simonetti, and others. "Feeding the Pony,"

by Heywood Hardy, W. L. Wyllie's "Coal Barges" and

"The Boat Builders," and .several Spanish subjects by J. B-

liurgess deserve mention among works by English artists.

An exhibition at the Fine Art Society of "one hundred

paintings and drawings by one hundred artists " is interest-

ing and agreeable, and comprises, besides, some good work

l>y young artists. " Fording a Highland Stream," by J.

Donovan Adam, is a clever well-composed study of shaggy

cattle ilescending an incline to a ford. " A Weight of Care,"

by :\Iiss Dorothy Tennant, is a capital study of babyhood
;

Mi.ss Bertha Newcombe's " Through the Long Grass " is a

spring landscape—whose crude cold greens are truly vernal—

with two children straying through the grass ; the figures

are powerfully wrought, but the sun that lights them

fails to illumine the clouds that hang in the low-toned

sky. Mr. Leslie Thomson's " Evening " is full of repose-

ful charm and harmonious colour. Mr. S. Melton Fisher

shows, in " La Bella Mora," an ex(iuisite sense of colour, a

study very delicate and subtle ; and Mrs. Alma Tadema's

" Naughty Girl," a charming Dutch subject, is very prettily

finished. Mr. Collier's "Psyche" is scarcely the ideal of

Mr. Lewis Morris ; it is exceedingly well painted, however,

and the modelling is remarkably good and satisfactory.

There are good drawings by Alfred Parsons, H. Moore,

H. G. Hine, Mary L. Gow, and Mrs. AUingham.

At Mr. Mendoza's exhibition. King Street, St. .lames's,

are on view, with other interesting works, examples illus-

trative oi the utmost extremes of ceiitemporary art. From

the two early specimens of ]SIr. Burne .Tones, "The An-

nunciation " and " The Nativity," to Mr. Dendy Sadler's

humorous transcript of life, in "A Pegged Down Fishing

^Latch, " is a very far cry. " The Nativity,"' an extremely

Ilos.^. Bonhkue's most recent work, "The Monarch ot

the Herd," now exhibited at Mr. Lefevre's, King Street,

is among the most masterly and powerful of her works.

The head of the bull has force, character, distinction,

and is superbly painted, and of perfect technique. Mr.

John Collier's portrait of Mr. Alma Tadema— whose

l.rilliant genre painting, "The Parting Kiss," is also on

view—is more notable for vigour than artistic excellence
;

the likeness is good, though scarcely animated, and the

pose characteristic, but it is a grave defect to represent

the picture on which Mr. Tadema has apparently been

engaged with so much prominence. As it is, the slave in

the picture—the "Hadrian in England"—is so pronounced

in modelling, that the figure almost competes with the

jiortrait itself, and is at first sight distracting, thus inor-

dinately projected Vieyoud its rightful plane.

Me. Richaed Elmoee exhibits at the Hyde Park Gallery

a portrait of the late Rev. John Russell, the result of

sittings to the artist some thirty years ago. The famous

parson—familiarly known to all the country side as "Parson

Jack"—is represented in clerical garb, and not, as in all

other portraits, as he rode to hounds, and is depicteil with

excellent force and individuality. Mr. Elmore has hajipily

caught the most characteristic expression, though the face

of the genial sport.sman underwent considerable change

during the thirty years preceding his death, the period

when most of his friends first knew him. All who see

this portrait must regret that Mr. Elmore was unable^ to

obtain sittings when, as Mr. Russell writes to the artist,

the old cleric was "nearer ninety than eighty." It has

been admirably reproduced Ijy the Autotyi)e Company.

The exhibition of historical costumes at Messrs. Liberty's,

Argyll Place, possesses an interest and value beyond the in-

ti-in.sic beauty and excellence of the specimens shown. The

costumes are of genuine historic accni-acy, produced from

the designs and under the direction of Mr. E. W. Godwin.

The perfect realisation of every detail in the classical and

archaic costumes is not less remarkable than the exquisite

beauty of line and charm of colour which distinguish thcin.

The beautiful Twelfth Century dress which Mr. (Godwin

has reproduced from a figure in Chartres Cathedral is un-

surpassed for taste, elegance, and refinement; there is

nothing but the inexorable fiat of fashion, and, i)erhaps,

the incomparable beauty of a design which appeals only

to the un-sophisticated, to prevent its instant adaptation.
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Among other more sumptuous costumes—all becomingly

worn by some of Messrs. Liberty's employees—must be

noted a .superb English dress, copied from a portrait of

Lady Jane Seymour ; a magnificent Venetian costume of

rich crimson, with a sumptuous gold brocade train ;
and

a charming dress of the Charles IL period, such as is

familiar in Lely's portraits, very refreshing in its cool

lustrous white and dark blue satin. A Spanish costume,

witli the long green sleeves of gauze, recalling the lady

of the old ballad, was also very charming. Some Greek

and Koman costumes, accurately copied from vases or

sculpture in the British Museum, very forcibly realised the

artistic superiority of the Greeks, as well as their posses-

sion of characteristics too commonly considered peculiar to

our times.

Hekr von Falke's "^flsthetik des Kunstgewerbes

"

(Stuttgart : W. Spemann) is a well-written and comprehen-

sive handbook—for home, school, and workshop—of the pro-

cesses of the various industrial arts : keramics, ironwork,

bronzes, jewellery, furniture, and so forth. It is well and

copiously illustrated with examples ancient and modern,

and might, with advantage, be translated for English use.

From the Librarie des Bibliophiles (Paris : Jonaust),

with a couple of volumes of a new edition of "Faubla.s,"

illustrated by Paul Avril and A. Monzies, we have received

a com<i\y J lid'I lutte, the " Monument de Alexandre Dumas,"
with an etching of Dorc and an etching of Dore's statue to

the greatest and most prodigious inventor of the centuiy.

In addition to these we have reiirints of the several speeches

of MM. About, Halanzier, Camille Doucet, Jules Claretie,

and others—delivered when the Dumas statue was unveiled,

and the several copies of verse—by ilM. liichepni, Aicard,

Dorchain, Des Essarts—recited on the same occasion by
artists like Porel and Sarah Bernhardt and Delaunay.

Some of this literature is good in itself. All of it is notable

in that it jiroves that Dumas, in so many ways the greatest

and soundest artist of his generation, is reverenced and
loved as he deserves. To those who have delighted in

" jNIonte - Cristo," "Chicot," and the "Musketeers," this

record of his fame should be most welcome.

Mr. Bullen's reprint of " The Life of Peter Wilkins "

(London : Reeves and Turner) is a model of its kind.

Paper and type are delightful ; the coverings, if a thought

delicate and apt to spoil, are of the daintiest and soberest

;

the /o?-)rt((/—not so small as to incur the reproach of in-

significance, nor so large as to prove unwieldy—is perfect.

There are no impertinent notes ; and there is a remarkably
sound and judicious preface. Those who have not made
the acquaintance of Peter and the charming Youwarkee
could hardly do better than take advantage of Jlr. Bullen's

introduction, and seek them out as they appear in their

newest guise. Their story is one of the most curious—and
for a good while one of the most interesting—in English
literature

; and as here presented, just as Paltock wrot'j

it, and with all the quaint and fanciful pictures of the
original edition, it is like to run Gulliver hard, and to prove
no contemptible rival to the narrative of Crusoe himself.

All the tunes in "Leslie's Songs for Little Folks"
(London : Ca.ssell and Co.) are easy and pretty ; it was a
hapiiy thought to collect and publish them ; they should—
and probably will—be sung all the world over. They have

been illustrated Viy Mr. Millais with seven drawings and by
Jlr. Selous with one. Very charnung in their way are the

famous painter's designs for " Twinkle, Twinkle, Little

Star" and the "Morning and Evening Hymn." But the

best of all is certainly the " St. Agnes' Eve," which has

been used as a frontispiece. It is in Mr. Millais' earlier and
better manner—is touched, that is to say, with the master-

(pialities of sincerity and imagination.

In " The English Flower Garden " (London : John
^Murray) Mr. W. Robinson has produced a useful and work-

manlike treatise on the art of garden-making, and a kind

of dictionary of garden flowers : with full information as to

their culture, and much excellent advice as to their func-

tions and positions. The book, being at once suggestive

and exact, is likely to be of service to everybody who is

interested in horticulture. Its innumerable illustrations,

often excellent, are always at least sufficient.

jNIr. W. a. S. Benson, whose graceful lamps have gradu-

ally made their way far beyond the little circle of friends

who first appreciated them, has issued some interesting

"Notes on Some of the Minor Arts." This little iro(7(«;'<;

is charmingly printed, and is illustrated with several of

Mr. Benson's designs for the decoration of rooms, for lamps,

and for furniture. Indeed, the motive of the " Notes " is to

exlubit the j)rincii>les upon which Mr. Benson hopes to

improve the arts of furnishing, to jiroduce work " original

in style, of shapely form, and carefully designed for con-

veniencD of use." The pamphlet should be popular.

The illustrated " Catalogue of the Art Department of

New England JIanufacturers' 'and Mechanics' Institute

"

(Boston : Cupples, LTpham, and Co.) is retnarkably well

produced. The size is quarto ; the paper is good and
glossy ; the type is clear and pleasant ; the initials, head-

pieces, and vignettes are in excellent taste ; it is an excel-

lent record of an interesting exhiliition. The illustrations

—

some fifty in number—are not extraordinarily suggestive.

The liest of them are probably the albertypes. The litera-

ture, which is the work of various hands, is— as Ameri-

cans would say—" rather mixed " in quality.

"The King'.s M.vnor House at York" (York; Daily

Herald Office), by R. Davis, treats of one of the most

interesting specimens of Tudor and Jacobean domestic

architecture in the country. Mr. Davis's essay is clear and
good. It is illustrated with admirable etchings by Mr. A.

Buckle. Some of them show a rare power of indicating in

the simplest and clearest manner the peculiar texture and

colour of old woodwork and weather-beaten stone, a d all

are remarkable for broad and effective treatment ot light.

Tlie Manor House, long the residence of the Lord Presi-

dents of the North, is now occupied partly by the \Yilber-

force School for the Indigent Blind, whose interests the

present publication is well calculated to serve.

Among educational works mention may be made of

Vere Foster's " Simple Lessons in Water-Colour : Flowers
"

(London : Blackie and Son), which is neatly and clearly

written and choicely and appropriately illustrated ; and of

"A System of Elementary Drawing'' (London: Chapman
and Hall), by Mr. W. K. Cubley, which is novel and yet

sound in principle, and must lead to good results.
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The report of the Royal Commission on Technical Educa-

tion has hcen received witli an amount of satisfaction wliicli

it does not justify. A careful perusal of the two bulky

volumes that have been issued so far, convinces us that the

anxiety felt and expressed for some years past has been but

too well fininded ; and the suspicion that South Kensington

has not done more than touch the fringe of the question of

industrial art is confirmed on nearly every page. It is

impossible to escape from the conviction, forced home by

the evidence gathered by the Commission :—that in most

that appertains to industrial art-teaching we are at least a

generation behind the leading nations of Europe ; and that

if this country is to maintain its position in the forefront of

manufacture, our efforts in this direction must be carried on

not merely with redoubled energjf, but with much more
intelligence and practicality than has hitherto been the

case. The evidence set forth in the report, if rightly and
earnestly acted upon, will assuredly help to this end—it

shows where and ia what we have erred. Unfortunately

the Commissioners are optimistic to a degree in their view

of present and future alike ; and their optimism has been

reflected by nearly all sections of the press. Nevertheless,

their recommendations, if logically carried out, will really

amount to a revolution of elementary education in England
;

and in that they are certainly right. The reforms prtiposed

are many and elaborately described ; we hope presently to

discuss those among them which deal with art-teaching at

greater length than is possible at this writing. But in the

mean time w-e feel that the first volume at least of the report

should be carefully read by every manufacturer and every

manager and every foreman in the country, so important

and useful are its contents, so vital and direct its bearings

on our industrial prospects and position.

The claims of art at the International Health Exhi-

bition are represented in a popular rather than an esoteric

sense, and the industrial arts more prominently than the

fine arts. The decorative arts, applied externally as well

as to interiors, are fully displayed in the collection of

Doulton terra-cotta and fiience; in the Burniantorf faience

of ^lessrs. Wilcock and Co., especially adajited to archi-

tectural decoration ; and in the street of fiu'uished roonis,

where the principal makers in London have very effectively

illustrated the subject in a series of elaborately fitted

apartments. A multitude of other artistic objects are

also fully exhibited—wall-papers, carved oak furniture,

Venetian glass, and so forth. Transcending all else as an

achievement, as well as in point of interest, is the pic-

turesi|ue presentation of old London, erected under the

superintendence of Mr. G. H. Birch. This charming re-

production of domestic architecture in the ^Middle Ages

is certainly the most brilliant feature of the exhiliition.

The whole of these quaint houses and inn.s, as well as

the church of All Hallows and the entry at Bishops-

gate, are reproduced from Jlr. Birch's drawings, and are

u

singularly complete and realistic ; they are all copies

of buildings more or less famous in history, and though
arbitrarily uuited in one street, the eflect is very har-
monious. The most interesting decorative features are the
wood-carvings and the peculiar plaster mouldings, both
excellently rendered. The grotesque supports of the first-

rioor projection in Dick Whittington's house and the ornate
plaster designs on the front of the house once in Little

Moorfields are highly characteristic. Nothing can be better

than the illusive force of the whole achievement, in colour,

texture, and tone.

The display of dre.ss embraces the costumes of the

period, the designs of reformers, such as the Rational

Dress Association, and a very interesting and com-
plete collection of mediaeval costumes, prepared from
drawings by the Hon. Lewis Wingfield. These latter are

arranged on life-size wax figures, and in chronological

sequence, so as to illustrate the subject from the Norman
Conquest to the first quarter of the present centur}'.

Nothing in the exhibition, save the resuscitation of old

London, is more full of suggestion and interest. The
designs are mostly obtained from the British JIuseum
and similar sources, from the Harloian aiid Cotton !MSS.,

though a few, and some of the most striking, are from
portraits from foreign libraries and cathedrals. A beau-

tiful costume of green, combined with a dull reddisli

stuft". figured with a quaint design of birds and scrolls,

is from a window in Fribourg Cathedral ; one of the

earliest is also one of the simplest and most eftective

—

a woman's dress of William I.'s reign, very flowing

and attractive, with voluminous girdle aiid long lawn

head-dress. Among the portraits are the Lady Ixicon,

the flower of the Elizabethan costumes ; Lady Chesterfield

and the Earl of Bristol, after Van Dyck ; several Common-
wealth dresses, exceedingly sad and prim, after etchings

by Hollar ; Mrs. Pritchard in the " Suspicious Husband,"

from the portrait in the Garrick Club, veiy dignified in

spite of her tremendous hoop ; and a Hogarth carrying

a muft'. Nothing is fresher and more fa.scinating than

the Queen Anne costume, the Abigail in purple chintz

and cap and riljbons to match. Very pretty, too, is

a rural costume of George II.'s roign, a yellow figured

gown, moderately set ofl' with lioops. The efl'ect of

the George III. costumes is sometimes almost ruineil

by the imposing height and elaboration of the liead-

dress ; two wonderful s))ccinicns of these powdered

edifices are shown, taken from prints of 1777, and not,

as might be supposed, from caricatures.

The supcrli coilectioTi of Eastern carpets displayed by

Messrs. Vincent liol>inson is iu itself a very remarkable

feature ; and of hangings, tiles, glass, and all manner of

househoM ornaments, tiierc is a show which is sure to

interest and more than likely to instruct. At Mr. New-
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man's old Englisli foi-pe liliicksniiths are busy with iron-

work of very consideral lie artistic quality ; though, perhaps,

it is not as truly " old Englisli " as is the shop in which

it is made. The Department of Science and Art has a

special exhibit of work done by the students in various

art schools in the country. Roughly speaking, it consists

of (1) studies and designs ; and (2) examples of work

executed therefrom by various manufacturers and by the

students theinselves. Lambeth and Nottingham appear

to take the lead : they best understand the practical appli-

cation of art to industry. But not a little respectable work

is exhibited by other schools.

The exhibition of drawings in black and white at

Messrs. Cassell and Co.'s is the most interesting and varied

since the days of the Dudley Gallery shows. Of course all

such collections make no popular appeal, and interest chiefly

the amateiu- and collector ; their understanding and appre-

ciation are the truest test of artistic sympathy. Prominent

in the collection are Mr. G. L. Seymour's scries of drawings

illustrative of the upper Thames, some smaller drawings

of the Inns of Court, and figure studios of character and

landscapes in the East. Of the former the luminous

and lirilliant " Aston Ferry," the " Henley," with its fine

scene of diffused sunlight, and the " Bisham Abbey " are

admirable examples ; a little drawing of " Richmond " is

notable, and so are two exquisite moonlight pieces, the

" Putney Bridge," and the not less delicate and more subtle

" Barnard's Inn." Mr. Blair Leighton's " Shillingford " and

"Near Marlow'' are tender and rich in tone; the figures

in the former are charming. Mr. Clausen's '' Dutch Child

Life " and ]Mr. Davidson Knowles' '' The Nightingale '' are

excellent realisations of character, accomplished in design,

and imaginative in expression. The figure in Mr. Tarrant's
" The Deserted Home " is highly dramatic. Mr. A. W.
Henley's " In Fontainebleau Forest," a transcript of wild

undergrowth and woodland, is rendered with subtlety and
reverential feeling, and is lightly and delicately handled.

Good work is shown by Mr. R, W. ^Macbeth, ^Ir. Barclay,

Miss Mary L. Gow, Mr. C. Gregory, and many others.

Me. Whistler's annual jest, the exhibition of "Notes
—Harmonies—Nocturnes" (this year at Messrs. Dowdes-
well's), differs in no essentials from its predecessors.

The " Notes " are merely what they profess to be :

memoranda of colour and effect gleaned from the artist's

portfolio, fugitive for the greater part, and of very

unequal value—they are not so named from their rela-

tion to the more elaborate "harmonies.'' This being so,

it was .scarcely nece.s.sary for Mr. Whistler, in some pre-

fatory remarks, which he audaciou.sly entitles " L'envoi,"

to discuss the nature of tiie finished pictures with his

wonted gay and graceless impudence. The brilliance and
power of many of these "Notes" are striking enough
to insure recognition without any dust-throwmg. Mr.
Whistler's preface, in fact, is nothing but an idler's

apology for liis idleness, with a dark and enigmatic
sentence of conclusion to make things appear dignified

and artistic. We may grant that "the masterpiece should
appear as the flower to the jiainter—perfect in its bud as
in its bloom," but we must not confound the bud with
the blossom, the perfect with the imperfect develop-
ment. The consultation of a dictionary, as well as the
study of the Old Masters, instantly annihilates ]Mr.

Whistler's analogy. Many of his records of colour

probably attain to his most intense power of expres-

sion. Such are the orange note—a very clever study of

a sweet-shop; the blue and silver note — a bright and

joyous impression of the blue sunny .sea ; the "Novelette"

—a pink note, delightful in colour and expression ; the

harmony in yellow and brown, a lugubrious study of a

respectable street, full of humorous character and truth.

These and others equally admirable possess undeniable

charm, and are doubtless from the painter's conception

perfect realisations, but their perfection is not the perfec-

tion of the flower.

At the Dudley Gallery a number of works by modern
French artLsts of the advanced school merit attention.

The portrait of Victor Hugo, by M. Bonnat, stands apart

:

solid, admirable, expres.sive, full of force and personality,

if not precisely inspired. M. Henry Gervex is represented

by his large canvas, "The First C'ummunion at the Church
of the Trinite," which was purchased by the State ; his

brilliant "First Arrival at the Cafe des Ambassadeurs ;

"

and a charming little portrait of a lilonde child entitled
" Chilly." Nothing in the collection is more masterly
than the second work ; it is a tour de force of ingenious

and facUe accomplishment. Three huge pastels by M.
de Nittis are distinctly the fruit of the Impressionistic

movement ; they are immensely clever, but utterly un-
relieved by the artistic feeling which used to animate
the work of M. Degas. M. Lerolle's " Nook of Paris

''

is a charming and imaginative transcript, very tender

and delicate in colour ; the landscape in his " Flight

into Egypt " is full of mystery and repose. The best of

M. Roger .Jourdain's lot is a clever interior, showing a

young couple who have quarrelled : a work very happily

conceived, the inolif lucidly illustrated and incisively told.

M. Roll's "Luncheon," a child being fed by his honne,

is distinguished by its humour ; the expression of the

child's face is irresistibly droll, yet natural and quiet.

Other noticeable works are M. Ribot's saturnine "Young
Girl; " jM. Besnard's study of a girl "In a Catholic Church "

—very demure in expression, though not without guile
;

two portraits by the same artist ; and a luminous little

picture by Armand Charnay, entitled " In Touraine." The
landscapes, good as some of them are, do not compete in

interest with the exhibits in portraiture and genre.

At the Nineteenth Century Art Society's exhibition,

Conduit Street, there is far too much hasty, ill-conceived

work, and not a little that is positively bad. Even that

evidence of labour which Jlr. Wliistler deprecates is less

noticeable than the imiiression ol stale and unprofitable

repetition, of unabashed and even .self-satisfied mediocrity.

Foremost among the better class of works is Mr. J.

E. Grace's " Moorland Pool " (79), rich and sombre in

cok)ur, with its cloud-canopy full of aerial movement
and solemnity. j\Ir. Alfred Conquest's "Path by the

River " is vivid and fresh in colour, and excellent in

execution ; Mr. H. M. Page's landscape (181) has merit,

but is unpleasing in tone ; Mr. Lindstroin's smaller land-

scape (90) is preferable to his large " Winter Evening,''

which is a trifle exaggerated— the intense level light

is too lu.strous locally and ill-dift'used ; Mr. - Leslie

Thomson's " Evening " and Mr. Yglesias' " On the

Forth " are powerful and characteristic examples ; and
Mr. Musgrave and Mr. Hollingdale exhibit landscapes

of merit. Mr. Gotch's " Old Woman " is a clever and
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uncompromising study ; Mr. Yeend King's " Bather " has

a certain elegance, despite technical defects ; Leon Herbo's
" Coquette " is a clever study of a head, piquant and ex-

pressive. " Travellers," by Maria Brooks, is very im-

pressive, in spite of the unnecessary excess of impasto

in its execution ; the figure of the woman resting by
the wayside is instinct with forlorn and affecting senti-

ment. Among the water-colours is a brilliant drawing

by C. Polidori—some soldiers carousing with two buxom
girls—vivacious in characterisation and vitality.

The transformation of the well-known firm of Howell
and James into a limited liability company has, we are glad

to see, made no perceptible alteration in the annual Exhibi-

tion of Paintings on China, which keeps well up to level in

its best work, and rises above it in general average. It is

a good sign for the progress of the art amongst amateurs

that the most coveted prize—the gold medal of the Crown
Princess of Germany—has fallen to a lady who for the first

time this year has distanced all competitors . This decision

of the judges—Messrs. Marks and Goodall, the Academicians

— is justified by the skill and care shown in three female

tigure.s in various costumes. A plaque of " Birds and
Flowers," pretty and decorative, has, with a clever " Con-

ventional Design," won Miss C. J. Barber the " Prince.ss

Alice " prize, and the " Princess Christian " has been given

to Miss Kate Kirkman for two rounds forcibly painted

with crab apples and passion flow-ers. We are not sure,

however, whether the purer decorative sense shown by
Miss Dorothea Palmer in her " Daffodil " tiles and the

beauty of her " Hollyhocks " are not even more satisfying.

At all events, this lady well deserves the " Prince Leopold "

badge. Miss Nellie Hadden, whose nest of young sparrow-

hawks gains the " Princess !Mary " badge, shows an advance

in skill. The lairds arc " magnified,'" we presume, and look

more of the size of young eagles ; but they are drawn with

care and spirit, and the execution of the nest and fir branches

is very good. The other amateur prize-takers are—iliss

Bessie Cilson, Mrs. G. K. Smith, ]\Iiss Bertha Bradley, Mrs.

Swain, ^Miss E. Cooke, ]\Iiss C. V. S. Westoby (door-plates

of conventional birds and sprays, neat and pretty), Mrs. F.

Hall, Miss M. L. Yaughan, Mr. G. R. Smith (careful but

laboured landscapes), Jlrs. R, E. Pownall, iliss C. M.
Shepherd, and Miss F. L. Staines. The first prize for pro-

fessionals is taken by Miss E. Welby, with works which

fully bear out the description of this lady's talent in

ilr. Monkhouse's article published in our April part. Her
" light and graceful fancy," and " treatment of girlish

beauties " in a spirit '' more ideal and more purely decora-

tive " than is usual, are conspicuous in her elegant figure of

" La ilandolinata," and her admirable pla(iue" in the Italian

style." The latter, with its tine border of t^'upids and rich

colour, has the place of honour in the large gallery. Of
the rest there are too many to say much. If Miss Everett

Green has " gone off," iliss Linnie Watt is as charming

as ever ; and if Miss Gemmell, Miss Spiers, and Miss

Strutt have not specially distinguished themselves, and

Mrs. Sparkes and Miss F. Lewis were " too late," there is

yet much to admire. The foreign contingent is stronger

than ever. Space alone prevents us from signalising the

work of such masters as Leonce Mallet, Grenet, Gautier,

Quost, Vialle, Clair, and Mme. Merkel-Heine.

The rooms of Messrs. Howell and James have nothing of

greater interest and novelty than the last " bakings '" of the
Clevedon Pottery. The " shapes " are even newer and
quainter than usual, and the colours as beautifully and
strangely blended as ever. In the decoration Sir Edmund
Elton shows the same large and appropriate feeling, treat-

ing natural forms with a freedom and fancy all his own.
Although by some caprice of his kilns his finest "anchovy"
reds have failed to appear lately, the want of them is made
up by other unexpected and not less delightful tints.

At the Clarendon Galleries, 175, New Bond Street, an
exhibition of china and fan paintings is combined with
other decorative work, faience and tile paintings and
tapestries. Some panels of metalised foliage are also

shown, the treatment of palm stems and the bolder forms
of rush and river grasses being exceedingly eftective. The
process might with advantage be con.sideraVily extended,
so as to embrace .still nobler and more exotic forms of

vegetation, due care being taken to preserve the just

measure of relief and to adhere to the laws of com-
position. The china paintings include .some excellent

landscapes by ilM. Grenet, A. Scliulz, and others : some
charming idyllic pieces by M. Demonceaux, very refined

in colour and sentiment ;
" The Letter of Introduc-

tion," by M. Bertren, a harmonious work with some
humorously conceived figures excellently painted ; and a
very suggestive study by Miss C. H. Spiers, entitled
' Meditation," charming in colour and highly expressive.

The flower pieces are generally good ; some of the more
decorative plaques by Miss Kirkman, Miss Florence Lewis,

Miss Conway, and others, are particularly efl'ective and
well designed. Miss A. Holt's study, " De.sdemona," is

distinct and powerful. The fan paintings call for little

remark : Pierre Coutzen's " Chrysanthemums " is richly

harmonised, and other fairly good designs are Miss A.

H. Lock's " Seagulls " and " Dandelions." Miss Verner's
'' Black and Gold " is striking ; so also are Paul de Long-
pr6's designs. Among the screens are some good work
by Miss Shoesmith and some metalised leaves by iliss

Pitman ; and in the tapestry-painting section a copy, by

Robert Tufi's, of Mason's " Harvest Moon."

" Elton W.\ee," a name which will be familiar to our

readers, still exhibits not only vitality but development.

The exhibition of engravings, by Bartolozzi and his

pupils, at Messrs. H. and J. Cooper's, Great Pulteney

Street, illustrates not only the decorative value of the

engravings themselves when framed in the ipiaint gilt

mouldings of the last century, but al-so when apj)lied to

articles of furniture, inserted in the panels of cabinet.?,

and otherwise. The special interest of the exhibition

lies in the material employed in these fresh inipressiou.s

from the old plates; the rich .satin, creamy in tone, upon

which they are .struck, produces excellent results. The

necessary work of retouching the old copper jilates has

been executed with due artistic restraint, and in tone,

light and shade, and fineness of contour and exjiression,

the results are very satisfactory. The room in which the

engravings are directly applied to furniture is a. model

of refined and harmonious propriety, without the least

suggestiiiii of anything alien to the admirable (nsemhli\

The grace and prettiness of Bartolozzi's art, liniited and

feeble indeed, but possessing a charm engaging to many,

are adequately displayed thus combined with iMghteenth

("entury furniture. The insertion of medallions in the

panels of cabinets is productive of a pleasant ert'ect, the
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red or browiiith toiiu of the designs liarinonising well

with the dark rich red of the wood ; it is also [adapted to

screens and other articles with an art equally skilful and
unstrained.

the Fifty Pound Prize offered by the Eistedfodd for the

best oil-painting on a subject from Welsh historj^ and the

works themselves will form a part of the exhibition.

Ax exhibition of Meissonier's works, to last two months,

and " au profit de I'oeuvre de I'hospitalitu de nuit," began

at Paris, May 24. In spite of the Salon competition, it

was from the first tremendously popular. It had not only

its art side, but a social interest as well, and besides the

amateurs, who form a large portion of le tout Paris, every

self-respecting patriot naturally looked upon a visit as a

matter of duty. !Meissonior is not only a superb painter
;

he is, like Victor Hugo, part of the gloire nadonale of his

country. The destruction—recently so notorious—of a

portrait by him was taken as a sacrilege rather than as

a bit of simple savagery even ; it was '' like robbing a

church." And entering the present exhibition is not unlike

going into some consecrated place. The deportment and
aspect of the mass of visitors convey a distinct impression

of the sacred character of the objects regarded. Certainly

no other painter in or out of France coidd hope for a

similar testimonial of admiration quite unmingled with

affectation, and in no degree dependent on qualities which

appeal to clique or even to "schools." The catalogue con-

tains 146 numbers, and a few pictures have been added
since its publication, and the exhibition is believed to

represent about a third of Meissonier's work. It extends

over a period of fifty years—from 1834, when a little canvas,

entitled " Bourgeois Flamands," contributed by Sir Richard
Wallace, was first exhibited, to the present year. Some
important pictures are lacking, as, for example, Mr. A. T.

Stewart's "1807," which some years ago was jiaiuted to order

for 300,000 francs, and of which only a photograph and
sixty-seven preliminary sketches appear. The most im-

portant contribution is, perhaps, that of her Majesty, who
sends her famous "Eixe." There are several large canvases

—a cavalry review, a photographic souvenir of the Tuileries

ruins, an ambitious allegoric failure, entitled " Paris,

1870-71," and one or two others. '• Polichinelles," " Ve-
dettes," " Card-players," " Chess-players," and the rest of

the well-known round of ileissonier subjects abound. In
the general look there is perhaps something trivial, natu-

rally inseparable from every large display of minute object.s.

But one's impression of ^leissonier's real value, i.e., his

great skill as a practical painter, gains distinctly by this

opportunity of examining one after the other so many, and,
within their range, such various productions of his genius.

The Union Centrale des Arts D^coratifs will hold its

third exhibition, at the Palais de I'lndustrie, in the
Champ Elysees, Paris, from the 1st of August to the
21st of November next. Full particulars may be had of

the Secretary, Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.
The Liverpool Autumn Exhibition will open on the 1st

of September next. It will be held, as usual, in the
Walker Art Gallery, which (it is important to know) has
been much enlarged, and possesses a far greater and better
hanging space than liefore. Representative exhibits will be
contributed by the Grosvenor Gallery, the Royal Institute,

the Royal Society, the Painter-Etchers, the Institute of

Painters in Oil, and other artist corporations and societies,

so that the gathering will be the most important ever made
in Liverpool. The Hanging Committee, it is added, will

consider and judge the pictures painted in competition for

The death is announced of the painter and draughts-

man, Ercole Catenacci ; of the painter of Alsatian landscape

and manners, Gustave Jundt (by suicide) ; of Paul ]Mer-

curi, engraver of Leopold Robert's famous " Moissonneurs ;

"

of the painter and draughtsman, Henry Scott ; of the

glass-painter, Leonard Faustner, whose art is represented

in St. Raid's, in Gla.sgow Cathedral, and in the Edinburgh
Parliament House; of the marine painter, Edouard Pinel

;

of the genre iminter. Otto Gunther, a professor at Kiinigs-

berg ; of the portrait-painter, Victor Fontaine ; of the

Italian engraver, A. Paris ; of the historical painter, Paul

Baize, a favourite pupil of Ingres ; of Alexander Lesser, the

painter of Polish life and character ; and, at Dlisseldorff",

of the animal and landscape painter, Richard Burnier.

Anew number in the "Nouvelle Bibliotheque Classique"

(Paris : Librarie des Bibliophiles), and one of the best and
prettiest of all, is the pro.se translation by M!M. Bergaigne

and Lehugeur of Calidasa's "' Sakountala." What Goethe
said of this immortal drama

—

''AVillt du Den Himmel tlie Ertle mit einem Namen begreifen,

Nenn ich, Sacontala, dich, und so ist alles gesagt "

—

is true now as when it was written, and will always re-

main so. The translation, albeit a little formal and
prosaic, is eminently readable ; in shape and size and
aspect the volume is unexceptionable ; a more charming

publication, in fact, is not often seen. In the " Petite

Bibliotheque Artistique," a series on which M. .Touaust

has expended an infinite deal of pains and intelligence,

the new volumes are the three last of Louvet's " Faublaa"
Carlyle has said all that need be said of the book as

literature. The present edition, illustrated with fifteen

gallant and pretty etchings, by Paul Avril and ]\Ionzies,

is by far the comeliest and most attractive in existenca

In a very comely little plaquette, printed for private

circulation, by Mr. Henry Daniel, best of amateur typo-

graphers, Jlr. Coventry Patmore has produced the few
verses and poems left by his lamented son. Henry Patmore
died at twenty-three. That his death wa.s a real loss to

English literature as well as to his friends is, from this

volume, distressingly evident. The son of one of the best

and the most English of our poets, of an artist whose
practice is based upon the old heroic fashions of Milton

himself, he had much of his own to say, and a method of

saying it which was his own likewise. Here are true

felicities of thought, true felicities of phrase, emotional

touches straight from the heart, and reaching the heart

;

enough, in brief, to make us know that in Henry Patmore
we lost a poet who might have been great, and who would
assuredly been English—English with his whole soul, and
tin'ough every atom of his work.

"Walks in FLOKENtu" (London: Smith, Elder, and
Co.), by Susan and .Joanna Horner, is a new edition—re-

vised, enlarged, corrected, and completely recast—of a very

popular book. In its present guise it is more acceptable

than ever. The illustrations, we should add, are poor,

and might with advantage have been omitted.
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Cats will always be a favourite study. Really fine

rharacters amongst them are scarce ; but the ordinary

pretty, cruel, luxurious, supple creature—all eyes and fur

and claws— has enough both of beauty and, if we may
lie allowed the paradox, of human nature also, to dis-

pense with transcendental advantages. It is a child on

four legs and a lion in miniature, the glass of passion,

the embodied spirit of mobility. However you take it,

it has a phase attractive to both the philosopher aud the

liainter, to a Richelieu or a Lambert. To the artist its

very difficulties are fascinating, and a good kitten in paint

or clay is almost as rare as a good baby. To suggest life

and form under a bundle of hairs needs thorough know-
leilge and comprehension of the animal. You must grasp

your kitten no less than your nettle. In the present

Academy Mr. Hamo Thornycroft .shows he has studied a

cat (as he has studied a mower) for its sculjituresque quali-

ties—to him a cat is a lion in miniature, liejecting detail

and the individual, he gives us the feline in monumental
terms. Miss Alice Chaplin, on the other hand, gives us the

child on -four legs, the domestic friend, the familiar sight, la

vie. vi'cue—in a word, genre—animal genre—plastic genre.

Is this not a wholesome, legitimate, and pleasant form

of art—and a vital one 1 Is there not room for a Wilkie

as well as a Raphael, for a Chaplin as well as a Barye 1 Any
doubt of an orthodox cliaracter vanishes into thin air as we
look at her life-like kitten (1,829) and her sleepy old mousers

(1,821). The modelling of these little works is thorough and

subtle, and the treatment of the fur broad and dexterous.

The Burlington Fine Arts Club, in choosing " Drawings

of Architectural Sulijeots by deceased British Artists " for

their present exhibition, have thrown a wider net than

usual, but have still followed a wise and fruitful impulse.

It depends upon the taste of the visitor whether the

collection will be attractive principally from the pictorial,

the architectural, or the archaeological side. Here are

ruins of old glories of Greece and Rome and Egypt by
Cockerell and Midler, Sir Charles Baring and "Athenian"

Stuart, and projects unexecuted for St. Peter's at Rome
by Antonio di San Callo, for St. Paul's by Sir Christopher

Wren, for Whitehall by Inigo Jones. There are the

precise pen-and-ink drawings of Old Westminster by

Hollar, and daring effects of light and colour by James
Holland ; English abbey and church by Turner and Girtiii

and Hearne ; foreign palace and cathedral by Roberts and

Wild, by Street and Deane ; interiors of English mansions

by J. Nash, and continental street scenes by Edridge and

Prout ; drawings mainly topographical by T. Malton and

J. Kirby, and glimpses of the fine art of Boningtou and

Dodgson ; while for those whose whole interest in art is

connected with literature and humanity there are the houso

and tomb of Petrarch by S. Prout, and the monument of

Abelard and Heloise by Scarlett Davis. The greatest

value of the exhibition is, perhaps, the means it affords of

studying the growth of the English water-colour school
from topography to art, from tint to colour, and especially

the growth of Turner, from his boyi.sh etibits in Mr.
Hardwick's office, to the mastery shown in his splendid
drawings of the interiors of Ely Cathedral and West-
minster Abbey. The drawings lent by Jlr. P. C. Hard-
wick, Mr. Stephen Wirdiworth, Mr. John .Morris, and ilr-

J. C. -Jackson, will be of special interest to all students of

the earlier stages of Turner's art.

Some new works in terra-cntta by Mr. George Tin-

worth, recently exhibited at Jlessrs. Doulton's, Lana-
beth, abound in the sculptor's distinctive qualities without
the least tendency in treatment towards the pure sculp-

turesque. This is remarkably shown in "The Last Supper,"

designed as a reredos for the church of Walton-le-Willows,

a composition of surprising vigour and originality. The
upper chamber is indicated by a background of carved wood
lattice, such as is common in Cairo, against which the figure

of Christ is seen standing with folded arms and closed eyes

listening to the chorus of exclamations proceeding from the

disciples. The table at which these are seated is the sole

feature in the composition in any sense conventional
;

nothing can be more dramatic than their varied and ex-

pressive gestures. Energy of the most vital kind and a

significance highly dramatic characterise all the figures

;

the seat of Simon is overturned, the face of Philip is

charged with imploring anguish, even John is convulsed

with pain as he averts his face leaning on the shoulder

of Christ, and the figure of Judas is unsur[)assed in all

Mr. Tinworth's work for expressive eloquence. Of a very

different degree of merit is a large panel in low relief illus-

trating Mr. E. W. Gosse's poem, " The Sons of Cydijipe,"

which serves rather as an anti-climax to the native vigour and

undisciplined inspiration of " The Last Sujjper." Scarcely less

impressive are some smaller panels, one of which depicts

Haman leading Mordecai on horseback through the streets,

and renders the scene with wonderful truth and vivid

actuality. The animation of the city street, the curiosity

of the spectators, the di.sgust of Haman, arc given by the

artist with really amazing force and humour

The Du Maurier exhibition at ihc Fine .\rt Society's

rooms sirffices to show at a glance the excellence and the

limitations of the artist's work, and the exact degree of

injury the designs have suffered by reproduction. Many
will be surprised to find how considerable is the loss of

rehnemont and expression, wlien the drawings are com-

pared with the woodcuts in I'liii'/i : all, liowever, will

enjoy the opportunity of stmlying work .so fa.stidiou.s,

delicate, and characteristic, and which with all its limila-

tidus (liorougldy merits the distinction of .s))ecial exhibi-

tion. The particular i)hase of .society Du Muiuicr

illustrates is inevitably compri.sed within very rigid lines,
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beyond wliuli (1il' artist's excursions, few though they be,

cannot be considered in any sense remarkable. Mr. Henry
James, in his readable but not very critical e.ssay, appa-

rently is willing to credit his hero with versatile powers.

He perceives success where most can distinguish clear

failure, and detects innumerable subtleties of expression

and significances of detail that few will be prepared to

find even with the light provided by his superior dis-

cernment. He considers Du !Maurier's representation

of what is called low life equal to his admirable series

of transcripts of the drawing-room and the park, " allowing

for a certain want of breadth in his humour." This large

allowance it is imjiossible to make for the most obvious

reasons. The example cited by Mr. James, " A Quartet,"

which shows two Yorkshire fishwives, is a singularly

unfortunate selection for special illustration of his views.

In his picture, " Mary Queen of Scots being Led to

Execution," at Messrs. Cowtan's, Oxford Street, Signor

Priolo has attempted to give a dramatic rendering of a

passage in Miss Strickland's history, rather than an im-

pres.sive presentment of the beautiful queen. Mary is

seen issuing from the hall of the palace with hands clasped

and face expressive of grief and dismay, while behind her

the throng of friends and attendants, the faithful ^Maries

and the rest, press after her, but are restrained by the
force of the guard. The incident is related with consider-

able animation and effect, and the work is well composed,
though it is probable it n-oukl gain breadth and force in

black and white, as it is weak and cold in colour, and hard
and flat in atmosphere. It is an accurate commentary of

Miss iStrickland's prosaic passage, and makes no appeal to

the imagijiation, and leaves the fancy unstirred.

Not much more can be said of M. Sucharowski's
"Nana," at the Egyptian Hall, than that it is cheap,
clever, and singularly impudent—a Salon picture of the
vulgarest type. It is impossible to decide how much of

the impression it gives is due to the admirable artifices

exercised in presenting it—the raised stage, the mirror, the
darkened room, the one side-light dexterously shaded—
and how much is due to technique. No great work of
art need shun the light of day ; and " Nana " appeals
not so much to lovers of art as to lovers of JI. Zola's
works—two very distinct divisions of mankind.

The specimens of tapestry-painting on view at the
studio of M. Kischgitz, Cambridge Lodge, Linden Gardens,
Bayswater, comprise many designs of high artistic merit, not
merely charming in colour and composition, and of excellent
decorative value, but capable of the most extended adapta-
tion for practical purposes. This is well illustrated by a series
of beautiful paintings designed for a boudoir by I\[. Eisch-
gitz, embracing a portiere, sofa and chair paintings, and so
forth, and suggestive, in sentiment and the delicate harmony
of colour, of the art of Fragonard and Boucher. The inven-
tion and fancy displayed in the Renaissance ornament of the
borders of these paintings are remarkable for elegance and
ingenious propriety, and evince the knowledge and expe-
rience gained by the artist in china-painting. The beauty
and transparency of the pigments and the degree of absolute
fixation attained distinguish these designs from ordinary
tapestry-painting on canvas ; without at all ignoring silk or
catin, I\I. Itischgitz chiefly employs a wool rep-like texture

with the most admirable results. Other designs by !Mr.

Walter Crane, Jlr. Hamilton Jackson, ]\I. Grenie, and jNIrs.

Sparkes are also shown, and the general impression is of

good augury for the future of this most fascinating art. In
these days, when so many young artists of promise suffer

rejection of their work by reason of competition and the con-
gested condition of the exhibitions, it is opportune that so

fresh and fair a field shoidd be open to them, and one so

truly favourable to the development of their powers. In
England young artists are too apt, from diffidence or

cu.stom, to regard the channels of interpretation as rigidly

bound, and that once a painter in oils is to be always a

painter in oils, not accepting the broad view of their art

common to continental artists. There is no doubt that ^\.

liischgitz's method of tapestry-painting otters abundant
scope to artists the most gifted and versatile.

At the Hotel Drouot the sixth and la.st section of the

Firmin-Didot library has been sold for 122,949 francs. The
top prices were 5,290 francs for an "Q^uvre Peinte" of

Jehan Foucquet, and 9,900 francs for a manuscript of the

Koran. The Hetzel Gavarni.s, 134 in number, realised

a total of 94,000 francs ; and the Virot furniture a total of

355,000 francs.

The sale of sales, however, has been that of the Foun-
taine collection, by Messrs. Christie, ]\Ianson, and Woods.
The total realised was over £91,000. Some of the individual

prices are extraordinary. Thus, a Faenza plate (Sixteenth

Century) brought 920 guineas; a Palissy cistern, 1,050

guineas; a pair of Palissy ewers, 1,510 guineas; a .single

ewer (the " Briot "), designed (it is said) by Benvenuto and
produced by Palissy, 1,310 guineas; and a Palissy cistern,

1,820 guineas. Among the Limoges enamels, one ewer went

for 1,250 guineas ; another, by Jean Courtois, for 2,3(i(i

guineas; a dish, attributed to the same great master, for

2,800 guineas ; and a dish by Leonard le Limousin, for

7,000 guineas. Of Henri Deux ware there were but three

pieces, one a good deal cracked and chipped. One, a small

Biheron, sold for 1,010 guineas ; the second, a Mortier a
C'iir, for 1,500 guineas ; the third, a small fl<tmhenu, for

3,500 guineas. After this the sensation prices of the sale

were £'903 for an oval cup in rock crystal, and £4,452

for an Italian ivory horn.

The death is announced of Pierre Bichard, the sculjitor

(by suicide ; after rejection for the Salon) ; of the painter,

Anatole de Beaulieu, a pupil of Delacroix ; of Alfred

Benjamin Wyon, Chief Engraver of Her ^lajesty's Seals
;

of Ridgway R. Lloyd, the archaeologist ; of Arthur Perigal,

R S. A. ; of William Henry Haines, the landscape and genre

painter; of Professor A. L. Richter, landscape-painter and

designer; and of E. T. Rogers, the eminent Egyptologist.

Some time back we commented on the serious conse-

quences which might ensue if !Mr. Ruskin's recommendation

that young ladies should devote themselves to copying Turner

were taken too much in earnest. It is only too probable

that our fears were justified
;
young ladies are obviously

copying Turner with zeal, and before long we may expect

to find ourselves surrovuided on all sides by the results.

For sixpence the awful truth can be verified with ease.

Let him who would visit the National Gallery on a
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students' (lay, and direct his steps towards the Turner

J'loom. If he wishes to see the pictures, he will not

enter it, for his ears will tell him it is full of a busy-

throng. Of course they are copying Turner, and—what is

worse—of course the copies will have to be sold.

SojfE time ago Mr. Long, R.A., produced a portrait of

ills brother Academician, Mr. Samuel Cousins, the eminent

engraver. TJjis portrait has been mezzotinted liy the sitter

himself, and is published Ijy the Fine Art Society (London :

New Bond Street). The engraving, as it seems to us, is very

much better than the original picture, ^h: Cousins, a most

arcomiilished craftsman, has put forth all his skill on the

plate—has strengthened the drawing, improved the model-

ling, and given the whole a touch of individuality. The

picture was feeble and common ; the engraving is neithe.r.

The eleventh /ivraixon of the Hermitage Autotypes

(Paris and Dornach : Ad. Braun. London : the Autotype

Company) includes some magnificent work. Chief among

the Italians is Raphael (.38-), with the Child and the St.

John from the " Viergc de la JIaison d'Albe," a group

whose inspiration is of the highest, and whose ettect is

simply incomparable. The " Paul IIP" (101) of Titian is

a fine portrait; the photograph, however, appears to be

the result of certain re-touchings, by which the lights

have been unduly heightened, and which, if they have been

practised, as we think they have, are very much to be

condemned. The Luini (75), a " Virgin and Child," is

mannei-ed as always, and not .so charming as usual. A
Giovanni di Pietro (8) is singularly quaint, human,

and sincere. Andrea del Sarto's "Santa Barba " (25),

if a little coarse in type, is excellent in every way

besides. Among the Dutchmen Piembrandt, as always, is

supreme, with a part of the head and bust of his noble

" Lieven van Coppenol " (808-) ; a wonderful " Old

Woman "
(82.3) ; and a " Portrait de Femme " (829), which

is a culmination of romantic realism. The two panels

from Heemskerke's " Calvary " (490-^) are extraordinary ;

work so naturalistic, yet so charged with passion and

imagination, is not often seen. The Kuysdael (1,139) is

good, but not exceptionally good. To the others—iletzu

and Teniers, <fec.—the same remark applies. Among the

Flemings are Rubens (583) with an admirable "Portrait

d'une Jeune Dame "—sober, solid, masterly—and an excel-

lent allegory (502), of the victories of the Cardinal Infant-

large in conception, monumental in effect ; and A an Dyck

(628), with a "Portrait of a Young Man," a masterpiece

of character, pose, craftsmanship alike. Of the Spanish

.school we have a fine Volasiiuez (419), a full-length " Philip

IV.;" and of the French a typical Chardin (1,514), "La

Blanchisseuse," good as composition, simple and true in

sentiment, excellent in colour. Of the others—Murillo,

Pijmacker. Antonio ]Moro, Van der Heist, Carlo Dolci, and

so forth—we need say nothing.

one and all the best of their kind. The work, however, is still

scrappy and unscientific—is rather a superbly illustrated

catalogue than a serious contribution to critical literature.

Prominent among the specimens of Japanese work illus-

trated by Mr. Audsley are the several foukousas—such

achievements in the art of embroidery as we Westerns are

incapable almost of conceiving, much less accomplishing.

One (ii. 2) is an arrangement of white and gold upon blue,

with a touch of vermilion to complete and exalt it ; it

shows a crane in the air and a tortoise in the sea, with a

red moon over all. Another (iv. 2), a flock of cranes on the

wing, is the most charming harmony imaginable of white

and brown and gold on green. Another (iv. :'<), woven in

the loom, is a delightful "symphony in fans." The

lacquers .selected by Mr. Audsley are, as it seems to us,

rather ineffective than otherwise. Some of the incrusted

work, on the other hand, is unexceptionable : as, for in-

stance (ii. 5), a panel of melumbium and chrysanthenmni,

in wood and ivoiy, lacquer and gold ; and the panel (ii. 4),

representing—in ivory, gold, mother-of-pearl, black and

gold lacquer, and brown wood—a pair of fowlers plying

their craft by night. Among the metal-work mention

.should be made of a magnificent gold jar (i. 6), from

Nishi-hongwan-ji, the famous temple at Kioto ; of a noble

jiiece of bronze (v. 6) from the same hoard ;
and of Dr.

West's group of cranes (vi. 14) in bronze and .silver. There

is only one drawing (iv. 1), but it is a very pretty one in-

deed. The cloisonne enamels are insignificant.

The "United States Art Directory and Year Book,"

compiled by S. R. Koehler (New York and London ;

Cassell and Co.), 1884, is the most comprehensive thing of

the .sort we have seen. Considering the immense amount

of matter to be condensed it is also wonderfully clear. It

has to deal with innumerable small institutions, distributed

over a vast area of non-centralised country ; and to register

the doings, exhibitings, and addresses of that most cosmo-

politan wanderer, the American artist. To say that it does

all this successfully is to say everything.

The "National Academy Notes" (New York and

London ; Cassell and Co.), besides the ordinary catalogue

with illastrations, which, by the way, is excellently got up,

contains a .short but extremely interesting history of the

rapid rise of the American National Academy. Like many

other Academies it seems to have trained but few of the

best contributors to its exhibitions ;
they all hail from

France or Germany. At the end is a list of artist.s' .'^tudic.

addresses, with the hours and days when it is most con-

venient for them to receive : an excellent custom, a.s much

in artists' interest as in that of the public.

The second part (vol. ii.) of Mr. S. A. Audsley's "The

Ornamental Arts of Japan " (London : Sampson Low) is in

some ways superior to the first. The examples chosen for

illustration are mostly better, the text is less dubious and

more authoritative, there is less scrappiness and more

attempt at continuity. The printing is, as evei-, admirable

;

in colour or in monochrome, of foukousa or sword-hilt, of

bronze or lacquer, these reproductions (twenty-five in all) are

>Iiss Louise McLaughlin's "Suggestions to China

Painters " (Cincinnati : Robert Clarke and Co.) is a

capital little manual. Amateurs will find it full of

necessary information and valuable advice. The author

wisely urges learners to study drawing, and not to rely on

tracing, as they must inevitably draw with the brush when

they begin to paint. Her first three chapters, which are

preliminary and less special, are well worth anybody's

attention, whatever branch of art he (or she) may wish to

take up. Her remarks on conventional and naturalistic

decoration are sensible and just. She advises the study of

Japanese art, but she is careful to say that mere copying is
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ii.scless, and that the intelligent adaptation of nature to

design is the special lesson to be learnt from all good

.Japanese work. The practical counsels on firing, colours,

and so forth, are as ample as could be, without overburden-

ing the learner with too much knowledge.

^Ir. a. M.vl'Oeoege's "W. L. Leitch, Landscape-Painter"

(London and Edinburgh : Blackie and Son), is the history

of the struggles and final success of a man who had no

special education in an art in which every one nowadays

seems to reciuire and to receive long technical training.

Although we are advanced far lieyond the Pre-Raphaelite

movement (horribly abused, by the way, by Mr. Leitch and

his friends, under the name of the " New School '"), yet

few of us will be able to avoid taking an interest even

in Leitch's own art, and admiring the half-classic, half-

Turnereseiue compositions so pleasantly reproduced for us

here. Latterly Leitch never exhibited in the Royal

Academy ; his work, it must be noted, his oil-painting

especially, would have been greatly at variance with the

spirit of the time. It is curiou.s to read of a landscape

painter educated in a large town and chiefly behind the

scenes of a theatre ; it is a proof, though, that art is many-

sided, and it is a hint that the naturalists had better make
hay while the sun shines, for "man knoweth not the day

nor the hour " when another revolution may upturn another

facet of the wheel. In these days thorough courses of

public instruction are taking the place of the old private

lesson, and Mr. Leitch was one of the last great fashionable
'' drawing masters." That is significant. This book is dedi-

cated to its subject's most illustrious pupil the Queen.

M. C.\RL VosM.iER's " Amazon " (London : T. Fisher

Unwin), tolerafily translated by Mr. E. J. Irving, and in-

.signiticantly frontispieced by Mr. Alma Tadema, belongs to

that irritating kind of literature which under the guise of a

story treats one to a sermon. From "Sandford and Mer-
ton" to "Romola" boy and man have risen against "amuse-
ment comluned with instruction." M. Vosmaer has much
to say on Art, and may possibly be able to write a story

;

but he is ipiite unable to render artistic the etfort to do
both at the same time. His book is more " superior "' than
Ouida's " Ariadne," but also duller ; if the art criticism is

sounder, the story is emptier. Van Walbrock, Aisma, and
Marciana are happily more cheerful and better posted in

Lempriere than Mary.x, Ariadne, and the insufferable Cob-
bler. Together they thrash out all the burning questions of

the various arts
—

" classic reticence," respect for tradition,

legitimate realism, photographic naturalism, and vulgar sen-

sationalism. Marciana is a poetess and Van Walbrock a
general dilettante and special admirer of Horace ; while
Ai.sma practically illustrates every excellence on his can-

vases. In his innuortal manifestiitions, " antique qualities
"

are comliined with " modern depth of feeling ; "' at least M.
Vosmaer combines them for him on paper. It all reminds
us of the religious story with a moral : how one Farmer
Beard goes out driving on Sunday with other men of

Belial, and the whole crew perish nuserably and inevitably

within the year. One would like to see it in real life be-

fore saying much about it; that is all.

Michelet, now of ilr. Walter Pater, now of both and now
of neither. The book is exceedingly clever and striking.

It is extravagantly allusive, of course ; its subject-matter is

sometimes disagreeable ; its conclusions are often dubious,

and its Mavouf of culture is nearly always excessive. But

it is written (its crowd of metaphor notwithstanding) with

irresistible hrio ; it abounds in novel views and ingenious

ideas ; and though it is hardly anywhere convincing, it is

nearly everywhere suggestive and illuminating.

The second volume (in two parts) of the ilahaffy trans-

lation of !M. Victor Duruy's " History of Rome " (Lon-

don : C. Kegan Paul and Co.) is better illustrated than

the first. In the first part, with a couple of maps, are

half a dozen chromo-lithographs, and some three hundred

and thirty woodcuts and process blocks ; in the second,

four chromo-lithographs, three maps, and over three hun-

dred cuts in. black and white. Art, locality, portraiture,

religion, architecture, armour, numi.smatics, are all sug-

gestively and exactly illustrated, and the result is an

added interest to the most interesting of books, an added

value to the most readable and valuable of histories.

M. Edmosd Bonnaffe's " Dictionnaire des Amateurs

Francais au XVIIii^me Siecle" (Paris : Quantin) is a model

of its kind. It is admirably produced, of course ; and it

contains biographical notices of some eleven or twelve

hundred collectors. To the amateur, whatever the object

of his passion—ivories, drawings, enamels, Old Masters

—

it is invaluable and indispensable. Of the new volume

in the " Bibliothcque de I'Enseignement des Beaux-Arts,"

M. Jules ^lartha's " L'Archeologie Etrusque et Eomaine,"

all that need be said in this place is that it is one of the

good numbers in a series of its kind the best in existence.

In " Euphorion " (London : T. Fisher fnwin) Vernon
Lee explains the Renaissance—or rather certain aspects of

theJlenaissance— in a manner which reminds one now of

Messes. Ch.itto and Windus are, as usual, the pub-

lishers of Mr. Blackburn's excellent " Academy '" and
" Grosveuor " notes, and of M. Dumas' useful—or rather

indispensable—catalogue of the Salon. Two new nimibers

of Mr. R. E. Graves's edition of " Bryan's Dictionary of

Painters and Engravere" (London: Bell and Sons) bring

on that admirable work from "Cazes (Pierre-Jacques) " to

" Gregorio Postman." Mr. Stanley Little's " mat is Art ?

"

(London : Swann Sonnenschein and Co.) is a rhap.sody

in one volume, often amusing, mostly impassioned, and

none the less earnest for being a little turgid in style, and

a little dubious in ideal and ambition. The author, who
strengthens his position with free quotations from Dr.

Seymour Haden, ]\Ir. Wyke Bayliss, !Mr. Ruskin, and

other eminent authorities, has found his hero-painter in

the late Cecil Law.son. To say that is to say everything.

ilr. Edward Bradbury's "Derby China: Old and 'New"
(London and Derliy : Bemrose and Sons) is pleasantly

written, and contains some interesting matter about Derby
ware in general, and the Gladstone Dessert Service in par-

ticular. Mr. Cartlidge's "Elementary Perspective" (Lon-

don : Blackie and Sons), in the Poynter series of South

Kensington Drawing Books, is, like most of its predeces-

sors, a useful and helpful publication enough. It may,

with advantage, be studied in conjunction with Mr. W. H.

Cubley's "System of Drawing" noticed by us .some months

ago. In the same series honourable mention may be made
of Books I., II., and III. on the figure, the models cho.seu

lieing the " Venus of Milo," the " David " of Michelangelo,

and the " Dionysos ' of the Elgin Marbles.
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The President has been elected a Foreign Associate of

the Acadeniie des Beaux-Arts, in room of Mercurj, the

engraver, deceased ; his rivals (unsuccessful) were Hans

Makart, the Viennese painter, and Giulio Monteverde, the

Roman sculptor. M. Hubert goes again to the Villa

Mi^dicis as the new Director of the Acad(5mie de France :

this time he succeeds M. Cabat ; in 1866 he succeeded M.

Robert-Fleury. Mr. Henry Eyre retires from the Registrar-

ship of the Academy, which he has held for six-and-thirty

years. Mr. Scharf is to be asked to sit for his portrait : for

the Board Room of the National Portrait Ciallery. Dr. Von

Sallet has been made Director of the Berlin Miinz-Kabinet,

vice the late Dr. Friedlander. M. Cabanel has been made

a Commander, and MM. Benjamin Constant and Robert-

Fleury have been made Officers, of the Legion of Honour.

Mr. Arthur Evans has succeeded the late John Henry

Parker as Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum.

It has been decided to hand over the decoration of

Blackfriars Bridge to Messrs. Belt, Brock, Thornyeroft, and

Birch ; it is hoped the decision is not final. Mr. Watts's

" Hugh Lupus," for the city of Chester, has been success-

fully cast in bronze. Mr. J. D. Linton is at work again on

his picture of the marriage of the Duke of Albany. Mr.

Burne Jones is engaged upon a set of cartoons for the deco-

ration in mosaic of the American Church (Streefs) in

the Via Nazionale, Rome ; the figures are of superhuman

size ; the style is that of the Ravenna mosaics ;
the subject

is "A Majesty with the accompaniment of Angels and the

Angelic Host at large." Mr. Boehm has in hand statues of

the late Duke of JIarlborough, Darwin, Prince Leopold, Dean

Wellesley, and Sir Ashley Eden. Mr. John Sargent has

painted a portrait of I\L Rodin, who is working upon busts of

the painter and M. Antonin Proust. M. Lhermitte has made

an etching of Piouen Cathedral. j\I. Gail lard has well-nigh

finished his engraving of the "St. George " for the Chalco-

graphie du Louvre, and has accepted a commission for

the reconstruction and reproduction of Lionardo's " Last

Supper." Mr. Shields has fitted Rossetti's " Passover " to

a light in the memorial window in Birchington Church
;

the design for the other is Mr. Shields's own, and pictures

Christ and the Blind Man going out by the gate of Beth-

saida. The comiietition for the decoration of the Mairies

of the Fourth, Fifteenth, and Twentieth arivndissemeHts has

been won by M. Comerre (.'>0,()0() francs), MM. Humbert

and Lagarde'(50,(HK>), and M. L6on Glaize (64,oou francs).

M. QuANTiN announces "Son Altesse,la Femme," a new

book by :\L Octave LTzanne, illustrated by WM. Gervex,

Lynch, Kratk(S, Gonzales, F61icien Rops, and Adrien Morcau.

The new nundjers in the " Bibliotheque Internationale do

I'Art " (Paris : J. Rouam) will be devoted to a translation

(in two volumes) of Carel van Mander, called "The Flemish

Vasari," and to a "Musses d'AUemagne," by M. Lmile

w

Michel. With these the first series will close. Mme.
Judith Gautier (Paris : 108, Avenue des Champs Elys6es)

invites subscriptions for her forthcoming '' Poemes de la

Libellule," translated from the Japanese, with illustrations

by Yamaraoto. Messrs. Seeley and Co. announce the publi-

cation of Mr. Hamerton's " Landscape," which will be equal

in size and importance with the same distinguished critic's

" Graphic Arts," and will contain some forty illustrations

after Turner, Van Eyck, Titian, Hobbema, Girtin, Corot,

Claude, and other masters. Messr.s. Cassell and Co. will

shortly publish a " Romeo and Juliet," illustrated in

2jhofogramtre from designs by Mr. Frank Dicksce. Messrs.

Agnew propose to publish a mezzotint by Jlr. Stacpoole of

the Murillo they Ijought at the Leigh Court sale. MM.
Braun are photographing in the National Gallery.

In Vienna, 125,000 francs have been subscribed for a

statue to Mozart, which is to cost as much again. It i.s

proposed to institute a competition. Foreign artists will

be invited to submit designs, and there will he three prizes :

of 7,500, 5,000, and 2,500 francs. In Paris they are sub-

scribing gallantly for a monunT-- '. to Delacroix.

Mr. H. R. Newman is an American artist of whose

drawing Professor Ruskiu writes in rapturous terms ; and

it may reasonably be assumed that the praise awarded to

the drawings is not withheld from the large landscajie of

"The Bay of Lerici," exhibited at the Burlington (Jallery.

The work is full of delicate observation and refined

artistry, evincing very thoroughly the painter's accei)tation

of Professor Ruskin's dogmas and the Tumor legend. It

recalls the early manner of Mr. Alfred Hunt; it has much

of that artist's subtlety of colour, a remarkable atmospheric

glow and depth, and an elaborate painstaking of the obvious

kind that vexes the soul of Mr. Whistler. With sonic rar(j>

artistic (pialitics—with a distance of mountain range and

sea horizon admirable for tone and e.xiiuisitc in aerial force

and truth—it just falls short of realising perfect hai'inony

and a noble concei)tion by its arbitrary composition and

distressingly tortured foreground.

A SMALL but interestu^ collection of ancient glass and

silk and cott(jn fabrics fiTOii Cyprus is on view at Messrs.

Liberty's, the antiquities being the property of Col. Warren,

R.A., and funning a portion of the Chief Secretary's ex-

tensive collection. The glass cc^prises some fine exam-

ples, though it oH'crs no special points of archieological

interest or striking novelty of form : a red glass plate is

notable, and the iridescence of many of the vessels is very

rich. More curious are some fragments of pottery, a

large bronze mirror with a piece of the original cloth in

which it was wrapped, and a portion of armour which is

undoubtedly very old, possibly dating before the Christian
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occupation. The silk and silk-and-cottoii fabrics are such as

are still made by the Cypriotes on their rustic hand-looms,

and such as have been made by them without variation of

type from remote times. They are quite unknown here,

and should from their cheapness and durability and beauty

and softness of texture prove acceptable. Some specimens

of many-coloured sashes and scarfs are tridy barbaric in

crudity and violence of colour, and very characteristic of a

primitive ])Ooplo.

The School of Photography established in Eegent Street

by the London Stereoscopic Company is quite a sign of

the times. Here the amateur may obtain that practical

knowledge which far outbalances all theoretical reading,

and in one course of lessons—which are gratuitous—may
execute work in which he may well take pleasure, besides

thoroughly mastering the principles of the art. Indeed,

more may be learned in one lesson at the school, by reason

of the excellent practical method followed, than by the

study of all the wilderness of manuals. The application of

photography is now so extended and varied, and its pi'actice

is so simplified, that it appeals to all classes and professions,

as well as to those who are attracted to photography for

its own sake. It is e(iually useful to the architect and

engineei-, to the archaeologist and the sculptor, the painter

of landscape and cattle and the tourist who values his

reminiscences of travel. With ladies, too, it is fast be-

coming a veritable hobby; it involves no risk of accidents,

of burnt and blackened hands and injured dress. At the

London Stereoscopic School the necessary apparatus may
be liad in the neatest and handiest form. In landscape

the efforts of amateurs are most distinctly successful : as

we have repeatedly observed, in some really beautiful

negatives taken in the early stages of tuition.

A.s a first step towards the formation of the Scottish

Portrait Gallery, a loan collection of Scottish National

Portraits has been oiiened in Edinburgh. The exhibition

includes examples of almost every Scottish portrait-painter

of note from old Jameson, the " Scottish Van Dyck," to

Watson- Gordon and Macnee. There are besides many fine

pictures by Holbein, Van Dyck, Eeynolds, Romney, and
Kaeburn. The walls are rich in portraits of Mary Stuart

and her contemporaries. Of the queen herself there are no
less than nine presentments by different hands, including

the well-known Fraser-Tytler portrait, which Lord Seton
bore as a gift to Queen Elizabeth. Of interest, too, is a
" Lord Darnley,"' unfortunately of rather doubtful authen-
ticity. Then there are .John Knox, Cardinal Beaton, the
Earl of Arran, Mary's unfortunate lover, who lost both his

heart and his head; Gaetano's "Pius V.;" Mary Beaton,
one of the " four Maries ;

" and the Regent Murray.

None of the Van Dycks are first-rate, all having under-
gone the act of the restorer ; but there is a goodly show
of Covenanting portraits, among them Lely's famous
Strathmore portrait of Claverhouse and his admirable
"Archbishop Sharp." Among the best of the Reynoldses
are an enuaently characteristic "Boswell," a delightfully

vivacious head of Lady INIinto, and a stately "Elizabeth,
Duchess of Buccleuch." Romney is seen at his very best
in the lai-ge group of Jane, Duchess of Gordon, with her
son the Marquis of Huntly, and in the magnificent head
of "Ossian" Macjjherson, the last especially standing
quite alone in its quietude and simplicity and its thorough-

ness of workmanship. Then, there are fully a score of

Allan Ramsay's portraits, several Wilkies, including the

famous " Abbotsford Group," and nearly fifty Raeburns,

among them the magnificent portrait of himself—his

meisterpiece—and the very graceful, seated figure of his

wife. Neither of the two Gainsboroughs is good ; and
of the Lawrences the best and least conventional is a
head of the witty Dr. John Moore.

The list of Scottish celebrities, literary, legal, and eccle-

siastical, is too long to quote. But mention may be made of

a " Burns," ascribed to Nasniyth ; of portraits of Sir Walter
Scott, by Sir William Allan, Raeljurn, Sir Francis Grant,

and Watson-Gordon ; of Mr. Whistler's and ]\Ir. Herdman's
portraits of Carlyle ; and of the portraits of Wilson,

Jeffrey, Horner, Mackenzie (the " ]\Ian of Feeling "), Camp-
bell, Lord Chancellor Campbell, Dr. " Delta " jNIoir, Hugh
Miller, and Robert Chambers. The exhibition is supple-

mented by a carefully compiled biographical catalogue from
the pen of Mr. J. M. Gray, the Curator of the Scottish

National Porti'ait Gallery.

A LOAN collection of the works of the late Sam Bough,
R.S.A., has been held in Edinburgh. Bough was a water-

colour painter ^)((';- excellence, with distinct touches in his

practice of the methods of David Cox. His oil painting.s—

studio work almost all—savour too strongly of the scene-

painting of his earlier years, and have been built up on the

work of other men. They are panoramic enough, but not

tender in colour, nor original in idea, nor instinct with any
of the higher essentials of landscape w^ork. But his water-

colour drawings, done directly from nature, stand alone

in their freshue.ss and simplicity and sweetness of colour.

He showed an extraordinary facility in seizing the main
facts of a scene, and noting them in a few bold, expressive

washes. His sketches are flooded with clear, silvery light

—

for the light was always the main thing with Bough—and
are full of dash and sparkle. The present collection con-

tains much that is indifferent, with some good work, and
not a little that is utterly bad. Here, for instance, is one of

the very best oil pictures that Bough ever painted, " The
Tower of London," a fine glimpse of the Thames, cleverly

composed, eminently pictorial, and only faulty in its young
and foolish craftsmanship. Among the best of the water-

colours are a very lovely and delicate " Borthwick Castle ;

''

a sparkling ''Guildford Bridge;" good drawings of

" Kirkwall " and " lona ;
" and a " View in Cumberland."

Mention should also be made of a quite exceptional sketch

in oil, " Queen Mary's Well, Barncluith," which showed
that now and then Jjough could use the medium well,

though, as usual, with a reminiscence of somebody else.

The exhibition of the Bradfoi-d Art Guild comprehends

some hundred and seventy numbers : in oils, water-colours,

and black and white. Among the first are Air. Christie's

" Jeannie Deans ;" Mr.Stanhope Forbes's "At Quimperld ;"

Mr. Holloway's " Westminster Houses ;

" Mr. Mark Fisher's

"Sunny Pastoral;" Mr. Aumonier's "The Edge of the

Common ; " and a couple of portraits by Mr. La Tliaugue.

Among exhibits the work of local artists, mention nuist be

made of Mr. Boyes' " The Mower ; " of " Haymaking and

Lovemaking" and " The Old Gardener," by Mr. J. Charles;

of a certain landscape (84) by ]Mr. Arthur Rigg ; of Mr.

(4elden's "Studley Park " and "Milking-Time :
" Mr. W. B.

Megson's " A !Medley ; '" and Mr. Renard's " On the Aire."
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Among tlie pictures sent on Imin to that must excel-

lent institution the Queen's Park Museum, JIanchester, are

8ir Joshua's " Death of Dido,'' Ary Scheti'er's " Francesca

da Rimini," Mr. Frank Dicksee's " Harmony,'" and Mr.

Madox Brown's " Work." In one room is !Mr. Tinworth's
" Sons of Cydippe ;

" in another, Signor Argenti's " Tired

Child." South Kensington has sent a quantity of patterns

and specimens ; there is plenty of tapestry ; there are

zoological preparations ; there are reproductions of the Old
Jilasters ; and there are a model bedroom and a model par-

lour arranged by Mr. Morris and Mr. Benson. Altogether

the Museum has made a good beginning.

Me. Philip Hoesman has presented the town of Wolver-

hampton with £5,000 for a Fine Art Gallery, on condition

that the foundation is stocked with pictures. A Fine Art

and Industrial Exhibition has been held with a view to

raise the £'10,000 required for this purpose. Over a thousand

oils and water-colours, most of them lent by private owners,

were on view : Mr. Goodall's " vSic Transit Gloria ilundi ;

" Mr.

E. J. Poynter's "A Visit to iEsculapius ;" ilr. T. Leader's

"February FiU-Dyke ;" Mr. Croft's "Marlborough after

Piamillies:" Sir John Gilbert's "Rembrandt;" Turner's

" Lake A\ ernus ; " a number of David Coxes, De Wiuts,

and Linnells; "A Raid of Uhlans," by Mrs. Butler.

Among the Old Masters are a " Holy Family " and a
" Nymph Hunting," by Rubens ; a Quintin Matsys, and a

Snyders. il. Bouguereau's " Bather " was shown ; with

examples of Faed, Boughton, Creswick, Maclise, and Frith.

At the Salon this j-ear a good deal less money has been

taken than last—on the five-franc days above all. The free

days, however, are twice as popular : 238,000 people having

come in for nothing, as against 120,000 in 18S3.

Between ISVT-SS upwards of 50,000,000 francs were

paid by American picture-dealers for French pictures. The

account is thus distributed:—701,000 dollars, in 1877;

030,000 dollars, in 1878; 1,051,000 dollars, in 1S7D

;

1,392,000 dollars, in 1880; l,eC8,000 dollars, in 1881;

1,937,000 dollars, in 1882 ; and 1,754,000 dollars, in 1883.

This, it should be added, is the Salon account, and does

not include any of the innumerable private sales. One
would like to see the Royal Academy account with the

United States for the same period.

The death is announced of the architect, Auguste-

Maurice Ouradou, son-in-law and assistant of Viollet-le-

Duc ; of Jules Duvaux, the battle-painter, a pupil of

Charlet ; of the sculptor, Fr6d($ric Combarieu (Ijy suicide)

;

of the scidptor Marcellin, a pupil of Rude ; of the portrait-

painter, Adolphe Hirseh ; of Edouard Van ^Marck, a pupil

of Delaroche, attached to the Ecole des Beaux-Arts at

Liege ; and of the Belgian sculptor, Lambert Hayman.

At Christie's the King Collection—of Sevres and Chelsea

ware, snuff-boxes, French furniture, and so forth—realised

over £4,()00. At the Hotel I)rouot the Virot Collection

—

of pictures, furniture, clocks, Ac.—realised sunie 35(i,iiiio

francs. At Clu-istie's the Leigh Coiut Collection—for

which, it is said, £130,000 had been offered and refused

—

went for no more than £45,000. A certain number of pic-

tures were bought in: the three Rubens'—a '"Holy Family,"

a " Conversion of St. Paul," and a " Woman Taken in

Adultery"—for 5,000, 3,.300, and 1,785 guineas respectively;

the Dumenichino, for £753 ; the Poussin, for £420 ; and a
(so-called) Titian, for l.eso guineas. The National Gallery

secured a magnificent Caspar Poussin for 1,900 guineas;

a Giovanni Bellini (so-called), for £380 5s. ; Stothard's

pleasant "Canterbury Pilgrims," for £441; and Hogarth's

delicious "Lavinia Fenton" (which we purpose to engrave),

for £840. The biggest buyers, however, were Messrs
Agnew, who took away with them the two famous
Claudes and a " Holy Family " of Murillo's for 3,800, 5,800,

and 3,000 guineas respectively. Sir Joshua's " Simplicity"

—a portrait of Theophila Gwatkin—has been sold (by

private contract) for £3,760.

The appendi.x put forth by ]\I. Eugene Plon to his ad-

mirable " Bcnvenuto Cellini " (Paris : Plon, Nourrit et Cie.)

is identical in form with that sumptuous i[uarto itself. It

is divided into two chapters. One deals with Benveuuto's

cire peiiite of Francesco de' Medici (a love-gift from the

sitter to Bianca Capello), and is illustrated with an excellent

reproduction of the work by the Dujardia process, and
with two rather poor process portraits of Bianca after Bron-

zino and AUori, and reproductions of a couple of medals by

Pastorino da Siena. The other treats of certain pieces attri-

1 lUted to Benvcnuto, and is illu.strated with a picture, in helio-

gravure, of a noble silver basin, and a process block of Mr.

Cheney's " Pluto " besides. It need hardly be added that

the "Appendix" is an integral part of the book, and that

without it the book is incomplete.

The new volume in the " Petite Bibiiothcque Artis-

tique "' (Paris: Jouaust) is devoted to .Vndro Ciu'-nier, and
is the best and handiest imprint of the poet we know. The
editor is M. Eugene Manuel, who has helped himself from

M. Louis Moland and il. Gabriel Clninier, and who has,

moreover, the great advantage of coming after il. Becq de

Fouquieres. The edition, it appears, is not absolutely com-

plete ; it does not pretend, tliat is to say, to include every

scrap of matter which Ch(5nier wrote. But it is conii)lete

enough for all practical purposes. What is omitted is

merely what is not worth retaining ; and tliey who care to

study Andre Chonier ("' un lyre d'ivoire, une Hilte de buis,"

.says Ste.-Beuve) can hardly do better than attenqit him in

the guise in which he is presented by M.M. .Manuel and

Jouaust. Of " Lc Noyau '' (Paris : Jouaust) there is not

nearly so nuich to say. It is a monologue in vcr.se by M. J.

Redelsperger ; it rejoices in a couple of illustrations—not

very good illustrations—by Mile. Lcniairc ; it is prettily

produced and printed. Voil(i.

At St. Peter.sburg the AfenHi'ier ilts Bean.v-Arls is pnVi-

lishing a series of phototypic rci)roductions, the work of

MM. Stein and Laptef, of the Greuzo drawings in the

Library of the Academic Imp(5rialc. Whether (Jreuze, an

iutist of a second-rate and rather commonplace type, is or is

not deserving of much attention, is matter for argument.

Wiiat IS certain is that, as roiiroductiotis, tlie phototypes

of M.M. Lajifef and Stein are excellent, and that tlio series

will make a iiandsome (and rather cumbrous) publication.
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The portrait contributed by M. Lalatize to Mr.

Frederic Daly's " Henry Irving in England and America"

(London : T. Fisher Unwin) is one of liis feeblest—is, in

fact, a bad likeness and a bad etching. Some facts apart,

Mr. Daly's work is hero-worship pure and simple.

vigorous and fresh ; and throughout his book tliere are airs

of Arcady and romance. It may be read with something

like genuine pleasure : not as a mythological exercise, it is

true, but as a cgmuion poem.

Messrs. Smith, Elder, and Co. have published a new

and cheap edition of both their series of " Selections from

the Works of Robert Browning." Both are well worth

having, the first especially so. It contains a great deal of

the poet's best and most po]iular work : the "Flight of the

Duchess," for instance, and " The Italian in England ;

"

"Cleon" and "In a Gondola;" ''Caliban upon Setebos
"

and "Childe Roland ;" the "Toccata of Galuppi's," and

"Fra Lippo Lippi," and "Andrea del Sarto; " and the Epistle

of Karshish, and the .story of Waring, and "Saul," and the

exhortation of Rabbi Ben Ezra, and " The Last Ride Toge-

ther," and a score of masterpieces besides. In the second

there is more that is cramped and slipshod (
" Mr. Sludge,''

for example, and " At the ' Mermaid,' " and the " Pizgah

Sights," and much ejusdem farinas) and less that is vigo-

rous, direct, and moving. But we have the " Garden

Fancies " and " Porphyria's Lover " and the " Soliloquy

in the Spanish Cloister
;

" we have " Blougram " and

"Artemis Prologizes;" and we have "A Forgiveness " and

—

if we are in the mind for mysteries
—

" James Lee's Wife,"

and "A Death in the Desert"—if our bent is towards

theology and the destruction of M. Renan. The " One
Word More " we have not ; nor does the Pope of " The Ring

and the Book " declare himself. These, however, may come

hereafter : as also, we trust, a volume made up of " Pijipa

Passes " and " Luria," and of these two only. Meanwliile,

as we have noted, we have much to be grateful for.

In the two volumes of "English Caricature and Satire

on Napoleon I." (London : Chatto and Windus) Mr. John

Ashton tells the story of the savage picture war of which

the heroes were Gillray and Rowlandson and Cruikshank

on the one side, and on the other the national enemy and

the great Emperor their chief. Complete the book is not :

Gillray and Rowlandson were outspoken and unscrupulous

even for their epoch, and even to hint at the nature of

certain of the fantasies in which they expressed their own
opinions and the nation's were to unfit one's work for eyes

polite. But it is as complete as possible, and it is vastly

entertaining. The reproductions with which it abounds are

good enough as memoranda, but give little or none of the

tremendous energy, the fury of hatred and contempt, liy

which the great originals are animated. Still, they are

interesting and sufficient in their way ; and to those who
are accustomed only to the ])olitical caricature of to-day—to

the gentlemanly japes of Mr. Tenniel, and the elaborate

and kindly humours of Mr. Samboiirne—they should be
suggestive, and even surprising, in no mean degree.

In " Silenus '' (London : Macmillan and Co.) Mr.
Woolner tells the story of the tutor and companion of

Dionysos the wine-god, from his loss of Syrinx at the hands
of Pan to his death at the hands of vVthena. Mr. Woolner
has a poor opinion of Pan, and calls him many hard
names, besides making him the soul of many duliious

agencies. For Silenus, however, he has the highest possible

regard ; and in his hands Silenus becomes the noulesc of

demigods, the wisest of heroes, the most moral and intelli-

gent of myths. His verse, especially in description, is often

The .second and third fasciculi of the admirable

"Glossaire Archi5ologique " of ]M. Victor Gay (Paris:

Librarie de la Socii5t6 Bibliographique) bring down the

work to '' Coutelier." There is no better book of the kind

in existence. The descriptions are exact and clear ; the

cuts are sufficient ; the references and quotations are well

chosen, and are of the highest interest. To antiquarians-

and archiBologists the " Glossaire " is indispensable.

It will be generally conceded that the first desideratum

in a writer is that he should have something to say, and

know how to say it, leaving the matter of his writing to the

public and critics. In the " Century Guild Hobby Horse "

(Orpington : S. Allen) there is absolutely no literary style

whatever in any of the articles, nothing indeed to distin-

guish them from the most amateurish efforts, save some

instances of deboshed Ruskinism in a criticism on two

paintings by I\Iargheritone and Cimabue. In discussing

the " Virgin and Child " of the latter painter at the

National Gallery the writer observes :
" And then in the

throne we get another interesting feature, where we see

the conjoint elements of Northern and Southern art ; Goth

meeting Greek. But how softened and quieted are the

pinnacles and crockets ; their fitful and excited spirits laid

to sleep in this soft, sunny air of Italy : the inlay again,

how rich and gorgeous in the hands of the people who more

than the Greeks delighted in colour." As it is proposed to

deal with all art as exhibited at the National Gallery,

" fi-oni Margheritone to Cecil Lawson," in a similar spirit

of reverence and profundity, we may be certain the great

masters will receive adequate attention, though we may
well wonder how the exalted strain may be sustained

through the centuries to be discussed. Perhaps theh, how-

ever, the Hobby Horse may suffer metempsychosis into

Pegasus, and disdain still more—and with a still greater

enthusiasm of profanity—the bounds of English prose and

common .sense.

The educational value of Raphael's Cartoons is im-

mense ; and Mr. Poynter has done wisely to furnish forth

from them a set of his "South Kensington Drawing Books"

(London : Blackie and Son) ; he would have done more

wisely still had he chosen his draughtsmen better, and so

made his reproductions a little more representative than

they are. Tlie third edition of the " Illustrated Handbook
to St. Albans" (St. Albans: Gibbsand Bamforth)is written

(by Mr. F. Mason) as guide-books usually are, and is

very cheaply and poorly illustrated. ^Ir. Pascoe Fenwick's
" Better Dwellings for the Workmen of London " (London :

Simpkins) teems with paragraphs and small caps., but is

sensibly written, and may be perused with profit. The
" Hi-storical Sketch of ye Olde London Streete " (London :

Waterlow and Sons), by Mr. T. St. Edmund Hake, is well

written and prettily illustrated ; it is published in connec-

tion with the " Healtheries," and wdll make a plea.sant

keepsake. M. Dumas' " Illustrated Catalogue of the

Luxembourg Gallery " (London : Chatto and Windus) is

singularly useful and appropriate ; its English (as in all

M. Dumas' publications) is atrocious ; the illustrations are

capital ; no tourist, lesthetic or other, should be without it.
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It is reported that il. \Iuiik;xcsy is seriously ill, with

disease of the brain. Mr. Browning's " Dryope " has gone

to the Brussels Exhibition ; it was judged and accepted in

the photograph, and sent in after date by special permission.

Mr. Holnian Hunt has " all but completed " his " Flight

into Egypt," the work of many years. The President has

painted four i)ortraits : of a girl in green velvet and cream-

colour, seated in a red-leather chair ; of a lady in blue ;
of

another lady in brown and l)lack and yellow ;
and of Lord

Rosebery's "little daughter, in a white muslin and a blue

sash. Mr. Herkonier is etching the late Fred Walker's

"Philip at Church;" M. Bracquemond, her Majesty's

famous Meissonier, " Le Rixe." M. Flameng's " Massacre

de IMachecoul" has been purchased by the Direction des

Beaux-Arts ; and the "Naufrages" of M. ttex (12,000 fr.1.

and the "Ner(5ide et Triton " of M. Crauk (10,000 fr.), by

the Conseil .Municipal. ;\I. Delaunay's contribution to the

decoration of the Pantheon is an "Attila ^Marching on Paris."

M. Adolphe Tliabard, a sculptor of repute, has received the

Legion of Honour. A Menzel Exhibition is preparing in

Paris. M. Kaempfen has increased the price originally

agreed upon for M. Kodin's doorway for the Palais des

Arts D(5coratifs : according to M. Dalou, it will be " un

des morceaux, jiour ne pas dire le morceau de sculpture le

plus original et le plus etonnant du XIX'^' siecle."

This year the Grand Prix de Piome has fallen to M.

H.-L. Pinta, a pupil of Cabanel ; the Premier Second to

M. Paul Leroy, also a pupil of Cabanel ; and the Second

Second to M. E. Cabane, a pupil of Bouguereau and Tony

Kobert-Fleury. For sculpture, the Premier has been won

by a pupil of Falguiere and Chapu, M. P.-D. Puech, and

tlie Premier Second by il. J.-A. Gardet. For engraving,

the Premier has been awarded to il. Sulpis, and the Pre-

mier Second to M. Barbotin. In architecture, the Premier

fell to M. Despouy, a pupil of M. Dannet ; the Premier

Second to M. Debrie, a pupil of M. Gaudet ; and the

Second Second to M. Devienne, a pupil of MM. Coquart

and Gherard.

Foe the National Gallery Sir Frederick Burton has

purchased a " Christ on the Cross,^' wliich ap])ears to be a

good example of Antonelle da Messina. The great addi-

tions to the Gallery are, however, the Marlborough Van

Dyck and the Marlborough Raphael, which have cost the

nation £17,500 and £70,000 respectively. A number of

rare and precious Oriental manuscripts, bought at the

Gobineau sale, have been added to the British Museum

collection. The latest addition to the Print-Room is a

drawing, signed and dated, by Martin Schongauer. Mr.

Walter Perry's superb collection of casts (begun with funds

supplied on Lord Beaconsfield's motion) is now open to the

public : it is one of the finest in Europe. ^Ir. Scharf has

published his report on the National Portrait Gallery. In

1882 the collection was visited by some 60,000 people ; in

1883, by upwards of 146,000. Among the additions are

portraits of David Brewster and William Pitt ; the en-

gravers. Smith, Woollett, and Hall ; the actors, Fawcett,

Smith, and ilorton ; John Jlilton, John Kemble, Miss

Stephens, and ^Irs. Siddons ; and Benjamin West and Sir

John Soane ; with Reynolds's " Wyndham "—all on perma-

nent loan from the National tJallery. Then tliere are a

"Mrs. Somerville," a "General Wolfe "—a drawing by

William, Duke of Devonshire ; Gib-son's " ilrs. Jameson ;

"

Houthorst's " Duke of Buckingham and Family
;

" Reynolds's

"Edmund Malone ;" Kneller's "Sarah Jennings ;" a "Sir

William Waller," a "Captain Bourchier," a "Benjamin

Franklin," an " Admiral Codrington ;
" and portraits, from

Barnard's Inn, of Petyt, Lord Burghley, Sir William Daniel,

Sir J. Holt, and Thomas, Lord Coventry. Among the

additions to the National Gallery of Ireland are a

Bakhuizen,- a Gainsborough (a " View in Suti'olk "), a

Morland, a Rossetti ("Study for a Picture of Queen

Guinevere"), a Rembrandt ("Shepherds by Night"), and u

pair of views of Dresden, by Canaletto—all by purcliase
;

thi-ee portraits of Irish worthies—by presentation ; and

Wilkie's "Peep o' Day Boys," Laudseer's "Waterloo,"

Mulready's " Young Brother," and Etty's " Duett "—on loan

from our own overcrowded and congested National Galle4-y.

At a cost of 15,OO0 francs M. Tauzia has enriched the

collection of drawings at the Louvre with a sheaf of draw-

ings, eighty-two in number, by Jacopo Bellini, father of

Giovanni and Gentile. The Thiers Beiiuest has been

arranged, and is now on view in the same building ; it is

described as a nuiseum of copies. The Musee de Cluny

has bought from Holland apla'pie funindre in copper, the

first of its kind in France : with eight large pavements

(1548) from the Chateau de la Biitie, the work of Jlo.ssest

Abaquesne, " esmailleur en terre de Notre Dame de Sot-

tenville-les-Rouen ;
" and has received from the Minister

of War a collection of twenty-five maguiliccnt chimney

plaques, of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth

Centuries, from the Fort at Vincennes. The Luxembourg

has been re-opened to tlie public. Tlnrtccn pictures have

been added to the collection : ^\. Harpignies' "Lever do

Lune ; " M. Barau's " La Suippe ;
" M. Vuillefroy's " Dans

les Pres ; " M. Demonfs " La Nuit ;

" M. Delanoy's " Inde

et Orient
; " M. Jacomin's " Les Charnies, a Montfenueil

;

"

M. Adam's " La Fille du Pasteur
;

" M. Montenard's '' La

Corrf:ze;" M. Salmson's " .\ la Barriere de Dalby
;
" M.

Geoffroy's " Les lufortun^s ;
" the " Portrait de Mu.sette,"

by M. Amand Gautier ; M. Deschamps' " L'l-Infant Aban-

donu6 ;" J. M. Frithjof Smith-llald's "Le Vieux Filet."
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TiiEliUSsian Government has purchased, fruui Englanil,

the "Adoration of the Magi " of Paul Veronese ; the price

was i'12,(Kl(); the picture is for the memorial cathedral to

the Lite emperor. Count iSabonrofi' has sold his famous
collection of antiques. Some £30,000 worth of terra-cottas

have gone to St. Petersburg ; the Berlin Museum, for

forty- nine vases and sixty pieces of sculpture, ha.s disbursed

some £1G,00() ; while the British Museum, contrary to re-

port, bought nothing at all.

A SUBSCKIPTION bust of Poe, by Mr. E. H. Park, has

been placed in the New York Metropolitan Museum. A
bust of General Jacob, by IMiss Margaret Thomas, has been
presented by !Mr. W. G. Marshall to the Somersetshire

Valhalla. The American artists resident in Paris propose

to jiresent the city wdth a reduction in bronze of M.
Bartholdi's "Liberty."' M. Gautherin's "Diderot " has been
unveiled in the Place St.-Germain-des-Pres, Paris ; and
M. Aimi Millet's "George Sand," in Carrara marble, at

La Chatre. At Valenciennes, on October 14th, the two
hundredth anniversary of the birth of Antoine Watteau,
will be unveiled a monument by Hiolle and a statue by
Carpeaux. At Kensal Green a Cruikshank Memorial has
been erected by the artist's widow. M. AubtS has finished

a statue of General Joubert, for the Prefecture at Bourg.
M. Oliva is at work on a bust of Montfaucon for Nar-
bonne Museum. A statue of Chodowiecki has been placed

in the vestibule of the Berlin ifuseum. M. Amy has been
connnissioned by the Direction des Beaux-Arts to execute
a bust of Frederic Mistral. The memorial in Pere-la-

Chaise to A'ictor JIasse, the musician, will be the work
of M. Charles Gamier. A statue of General Artigas
will be erected at Montevideo. An "Edmond Morin,"
by M. Doublemard, has been unveiled at Sc^eaux. A
•' Dupleix," by M. Fagel, has been voted for Landrecies ; a

"Nicephore Niupfe," by M. Guillaume, for Chalon-sur-Saone.

At the time of writing it is announced that all the large-
paper copies of ilr. D. C. Thompson's " Life and Labours of
Hablot Knight Brown " (London : Fine Art Society) and
Mr. Austin Dobson's "Thomas Bewick and his Pupils"
have been subscribed in advance. The " Memorial Edition "

of Bewick, projected and undertaken by the late Mr. Ward,
will be published for his sons, the owners of the blocks, by
Mr. Quaritch. It will consist of five volumes : two of
"Birds,'' one of " Quadrupeds," one of " Fable.s," and one of
"Memoir," edited and annotated from the original ]\LS.

and unpublished letters and documents, by Mr. Austin
Dobson. It will not appear until next year. Messrs.
Eyre and Spottiswoode will publish Mr. Jessop's new book,
an illustrated edition of Ingoldsby's "Lay of St. Aloys."
Mr. Kandolph Caldecott's new picture-books are "Bide
a Cock Horse" and "Come, Lasses and Lads;" Miss
Greenaway's, a "Language of Flowers," an almanac for
1885, aiM] a new edition of Mavors' "Spelling," with forty
illustrations. Mr. Cochran Patrick's book on Scotch
Medals, illustrated by thirty-six plates of some two
hundred and fifty examples, will be ready in October.

Dr. Anderson's forthcoming book, "The Pictorial Arts
of Japan," will jjrobably be the most authoritative and
important work on the subject ever issued. Its object is
the description of the admirable collection presented liy
the author to the British Museum, and which, we are

glad to know, will certainly be exhibited next year. The
chromo-lithographs are some forty in number ; of woodcuts
(done in Jajian) there will be upwards of eighty ; and these
will be supplemented by a number of photograi)hs from
Dr. Andersoirs own negatives. The book will be puMished-
in jiarts, the first of which will be ready before Christma.s.

The annual exhibition of works selected by the prize-
holders among subscribers to the Art Union of London
affords a curious index to public taste. In the list of the
fortunate are names hailing from all parts of the world, and
a survey of the exhibition catalogue clearly shows the
popularity of landscape painting. The exhibition includes
some notable works of the year. The winner of the
£100 prize has purchased Mr. W. L. Wyllie's "Funeral
:March of a Hero," shown at the Pvoyal Institute of Water-
Colours, and fifteen other water-colours prove that oil

paintings are not to so great an extent as formerly the main
attraction. Among them are Mr. T. Pyne's "At Walbers-
wick,"' which was at Sufl'olk Street; the same artist's
" ^Making Friends," from the Academy ; and Mr. C. David-
son's " Sunset—Early Spring," from the Royal Society's
exhibition. Among the oil paintings are iliss Flora Eeid's
admirable "Autumn," and landscapes by Mr. J. E. Grace
and Jlr. J. Whipple, all from the Grosvenor ; Mr. G. H.
Barrable's " Sleep," and a number of meritorious works
from the Suffolk Street exhibition, which seems to have been
most favoured by the prize-winners. Among other prizes

is a selection of historical designs in photogravure after

Cope, Ward, and Maclise.

Of the many forms of artistry in glass, that known as
" cameo-glass " is jierhaps the least familiar. This art has
for some years been a speciality of the manufactory of

Messrs. Webb and Sons, at Stourbridge, several specimens
of their work having been shown at the last Paris Exhibi-
tion, and one very line plaque being at Kensington. All
these examples, however, are surpassed in size and elabora-

tion by two large vases on view at Mr. Goode's in South
Audley Street. They differ in effect, though they are
alike in the true cameo character, in the depth and
relief of the cutting, the excessive elaboration of design,

and the process of manufacture. The iax)cess may be
briefly described as the successive overlaying of three ^-ases

of blown glass of distinct colours fused together, ordinary
glass usually forming the base. The difficulties of ex-

pansion and the liability to brittleness are overcome in

annealing. The upper layer is scraped away, leaving only
just sufficient tint to enable the artist to give the light

and pale tint required for the more prominent portion of

the design. The second layer is that to which the graver's

work is chiefly applied, the design being produced by deep
cutting and clearing away of this second white layer until

the darker lower layer is revealed as a ground to the \\hite

and tender tint of the upper couches. Of the two vases at

Mr. Goode's, one is of a dark olive and almost opaque, with
a conventional design in white touched with pale yellow in
the highest parts. The other is much more transparent, of

a sea-green hue, white roses and foliage forming the design,

the petals of the flowers being tinged wdth the pink of what
is permitted to remain of the uppermost layer. The process

is necessarily most laborious and the product costly. The
least satisfactory points are the designs, which are of uo
particular artistic merit, and are much too intricate and
elaborate to give full effect to the fundamental tone. There
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is no reason wliy antique designs slionlJ not be copied: such,

for instance, as the famous sardonj'x, the " Apotheosis of

Augustus " in the Imperial collection at Vienna.

Tllic fourteeiitli annual exliibition of modern pictures in

the Liverpool Corporation Art Galleries was opened on

Monday, 1st Septeudjer. The extension of the Walker Art

Gallery is completed, and the space avaUable for hanging is

consequently doubled. The cost of the exten.sion is to be

borne by Sir Andrew B. Walker, who has now spent over

£5(1,1100 in providing Liverpool with art galleries. There

are now fourteen rooms devoted to the autumn exhibition,

and the present collection numbers nearly 2,300 exhibits, a

rather larger number having been rejected by the hangers.

Under ordinary circumstances there should be room for

over 3,000 works, but a good deal of space has been lost.

Every art corporation in the three kingdoms was invited to

hang a room which would be set apart for its use, and the

invitation was accepted by the directors of the Grosvenor

Gallery, the lioyal Society of Painters in Watci-Colours,

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water-Colours, the

Institute of Painters in Oil, the Dudley Gallery Art Society,

the Society of Painter-Etchers, the Liverpool Academy,

and the itoyal Hibernian Academy. Each society, thus

put on its mettle, collected as far as possible its best ex-

hibits in recent years, and the result, as regards the water-

colour societies, is unequalled by anything of the kind ever

seen, while the Grosvenor room is scarcely less remarkable.

The Itoyal Academy, although not condescending to enter

the lists in the regular way, has taken care to be strongly

represented.

In the "Grosvenor" room, with 105 exhibits, are Calderon's

" Aphrodite ; " Alma Tadema's " Audience " and portrait of

L. Lowenstam ; Herkomer's portraits of Archibald Forbes,

(A Villiers Stanford, and his father ; E. J. Gregory's " Miss

(ialloway ; " W. B. Richmond's portraits of Miss Mary
Uawlinson and the Misses Dora and Ro.se Mirlees; Lawson's
" Storm Cloud," " Doone Valley," and " The Pool ;" Keeley

Halswelle's " Forest on Fire ; " Henry Moore's " Winter

and Rough Weather ;

" G. F. Watts's " B. C. * * * * " (locaUy

nicknamed "The Return of the Native"); and John R.

Keid's " Rival Grandfathers." The last-named, reproduced

in our September number, has been purchased by the

Corporation. Messrs. Albert Moore, Burne Jones, and

Whistler are not represented at all.

In the " Old Society " room there is a delightful Albert

iloore—"An Alcove." There are six by Alma Tadema,

including "Autumn" and "Wine-Drinkers ;" five by E. J.

Poynter, of which " Viola " and the study for " Venus and

/Esculapius" are most noticeable. Sir John Gilbert is

fully represented, and Henry Moore, Clara Montalba, and

H. S. ilarks send some of their best work. Among the

most noted pictures are a brilliant and forcible figure study,

"A Druidical Novice," by Carl Haag; "The Kingfisher's

Haunt," by H. North ; a charming effect of sunlight on

trees and water, "A Cornfield," by R. Thornewaite ; "A
Champion of the Cross," by W. E. Lockhart—vigorous in

drawing and colour ; and " The Epicure," by J. D. Watson.

Of the remarkable collection in the Institute room there

is only space to name Herkomer's "Ru.skin;" a lovely

"Shepherd with a Lamb," by G. Clausen; "The New
Forest," by Thomas Collier; "The Diver," by Walter

Crane; and "A Bible Reading," by E. A. Abbey.

The Institute of Painters in Oil and the Dudley
Gallery Society make a strong show. One of the best

pictures in the former room i.s G. Clausen's " Labourers

after Dinner." In the collection of the painter-etchers

there is to be found, among much odd and purposeless

work, a fair number of really sound and fine etchings. The
Royal Hibernian Academy's gathering tends to justify the

indifference to art in the sister isle of which the president,

Sir Thomas A. Jones, complained in his speech at the

Corporation dinner. It includes, however, some respect-

able work

The Liverpool Academy, which came into being about

the same time as the Royal Academy, has very re-

spectable traditions ; but of late years its existence lias

been forgotten. The room in the present exhibition,

however, which is devoted to its work shows that it

exists to some purpose. The figure w'ork is least remark-

able, the best canvas of this kind being W. Wardlaw

Laing's "\Vliisper." In portraiture W. B. Boadle comes

to the front with three canvases, in one of which a

capitally-painted St. Bernard hoimd is cleverly intro-

duced as an accessory. In landscape there is no lack

of strong work, from which the Corpoi-ation have made
a wise selection for purchase : e.g., Isaac Cooke's "Golden

Moments," a sunset effect on the Welsh coa.st, and James

S. Morland's "Old Soldier," a good twilight effect with

figures. Other good things are H. H. Stanton's " Breezy

Day in June,"' a wave study, " An English Summer Day,"

by John Finnic, "Tal-y-Cafn Ferry," by Peter Ghent,

"The Incoming Tide," by John McDougall, "A Pine

Forest," by James Barnes, and "A Huge Rock,'' by

B. Fowler.

Among the works attracting most notice in the general

exhibition we have only space to name " The Gladiator's

Wife," by Blair Leighton ;
" Afternoon Coffee," by Van

Haanan ;
" Love and Death," by G. F. \\"atts ; the Presi-

dent's "Letty;" "Lorenzo and Isabella," by J. E. Millais

—painted in 1849 and just acquired by the Corporation
;

"Dante and Beatrice," by Henry Holiday; "A North-

Easterly Gale," by H. Brett ; John Pettie's " VigU ;" "A
Field Handmaiden," by G. H. Boughton ; and Melton

Fisher's "After the Carnival.''

The death is announced of the Belgian marine painter,

Francia ; of the French architect, Paul Abadie ; of Leonard

Lugardon, the Genevese, a impil of Gros and Ingres, whit.

83 ; of Alexandre-Joseph Pinchart, the archieologist ; of

!Moritz Thausing, Keeper of the Albertina Museum, author

of the standard book on Albert Durer ; of the French

landscape-painter, the Marquis Frank de Mesgrigny ; of

the historico-romantic painter, Sebastien-Louis do Noublin,

ostat. 88, a Roman prizeman in 1825 ; of the comic draughts-

man, L6once Petit ; of the archieologist, Albert Duniont

;

of Henry G. Bohn, the famous publisher; and of the

distinguished Italian painter, Giuseppe de Nittis.

The interesting "Scenes de laVie Juive" of uernard

Picart(Ui(i3— 1733) have been reproduced in heliiKjmvure

by M. Dujardin and republished by M. A. Durlacher

(Paris : 83 bis, Rue Lafayette). They are sLxteen in number

—seventeen with the portrait of the painter—and are well

worth studying. Picart's manner is dry and formal, his

draughtsmanship is inexpressive, ami of emotional capacity
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lie lias scarcely a single touch. But he is a good and care-

ful reporter, and he knoWs Ms subject thoroughly ; and,

considered merely as a record of facts, his collection is

\aluable. His object was, not to portray character and life,

but to report the aspect, so to speak, of certain of the more

important rites and ceremonies of contemporary Jewry
;

and in this he succeeded. In one plate it is the "Schofar,"

the "Rosch Hasclianah ;" in another, the Circumcision ; in

a third, the "Succoth;" in a fifth and sixth, the nuptial

ceremony according to the several offices of Portugal and

Germany. Birth, death, marriage, burial, the feast of Palms,

the Paschal meal—all find expression in his work None
but specialists will care for it ; but they will care for it a

good deal : whether in its pristine form, or in the excellent

and comely garb in which M. Durlacher has produced it.

Mes.srs. Rowney and Co. announce the publication of

a set of fac-simile reproductions in chronio-lithography of

the " Vignette Drawings " of Tui'ner, from the originals in

the National Gallery. The work, which is produced by
Jlr. M. H. Long, will comiwise twenty-four vignettes, and
will be issued in three pai-ts. The first is now before us.

It appears as a neat portfolio, containing eight reproduc-

tions, well enough executed and prettily mounted and
lettered. The first eight are all selected from Turner's

illustrations to the works of Samuel Rogers. Here, for

instance, in an atmosphere of Turner and romance, is the

Tower of London, with Traitors' Gate,

" That gate misnamed, thro' which before

Went Sidney, Russell, Kaleigh, Cramner, More."

Here, like a corner of Venice, are " the splendid domes of

Greenwich;" and, like nothing earthly, the spire of Salis-

bury Cathedral, and, beneath it

—

** A "Wake—the booths whitening the village green

Where Punch and Scaramouch aloft ai-e seen "

—

the most fairy-like and impossible view of an English fair

ever given to the world. Then comes the picture of St.

Peter's—St. Peter's remote, abstracted, enchanted

—

*' An empty tomb, a fragment like the limb

Of some dismembered giant,"

says Mr. Rogers, with even less than his wonted neatness

and propriety ; and then " between the mountains and the

sea," a certain batch of " Ruined Temples—Paestum," which
makes one think of Piranesi, and that with regret and
longing. The view of Galileo's villa ("justly was it called

the Gem," exclaims our bard) is not particularly remark-
able

; that of Derwentwater and St. Hubert's Isle, " when
evening tinged the lake's ethereal blue," has a glamour
hard to resist ; while that of Loch Lomond—romantic,
vague, mysterious, variegated—is as good Turner as one
can want to see. Mr. Long, indeed, has succeeded well in

his most difficult task ; the delicacy of his tints, the grace
and prettiness of his effects are remarkable ; and his

achievement, to be genuinely acceptable to all true and
good Turnerites, needs, we take it, but a preface by Mr.
Ruskin, the best and truest Turnerite of all.

Of '* Artists at Home "—photographs by Mr. Mayall and
text by Mr. F. G. Stephens—we have received the first five
numbers. To us, we confess it, the publication, if in some
sort useful, is absolutely devoid of interest. Mr. Stephens's
text is not much more than catalogue ; and ]\Ir. ilayall's
photographs—or rather, the photo-engravings on copper
plates reproduced therefrom— are singularly lifeless and

dull. Everybody looks as though he were sitting for his

portrait ; the very furniture is posing ; and over all is that

terriljle and tremendous presence, the photographer's light,

"the light that never was on sea or land." Mr. Calderon
affronts the camera with much sternness ; Sir .John Gilbert

has the sun in his eyes, and conies out very white and vague
;

Mr. Boehm, sitting desultorily among busts and statues,

seems to have been caught in the act of reading the paper
;

while Mr. Alma Tadema, as unlike himself as possible, leans

boldly and airily on the chimney-piece, and Mr. Frank
Dicksee, austere yet frightened, does even as Mr. Alma
Tadema, and Mr. Val Prinsep turns from his picture with a

frown, as if he felt inclined to wring the photographer's

neck. Other artists presented to the public are ilr. Web-
ster, the President (a suflerer, but resigned), Mr. Redgrave,

Mr. Cousin.s, Mr. Millais, Mr. Pettie, Mr. :Marshall, and Mr.

]\larcus Stone. The book, which is published by Messre.

Sampson Low, is written with all Mr. Stephens's wonted
emphasis of intimacy and exactness, and will probably be

quite as popular as it deserves.

From the Librairie des Bibliophiles (Paris : Jouaust) we
have received two new numbers of the " Peintres et Sculp-

teurs Contemporains," reviewed by Mr. R. A M. Stevenson

in our last issue. They are devoted, the firet to J.-P.

Laurens, the painter of ecstasy and death, and the second

to Charles Jacque, the painter of cocks and hens and sheep.

The portrait of M. Laurens is one of the worst of the set :

it represents him as a kind of idiot ; one learns a hundred
times more of him from M. Rodin than from M. Lalauze.

The Laurens drawing is mystical, vigorous, and a little

obscure. On the other hand, the portrait of ^I. Jacque is

spirited and good ; while the Jacque drawing, though clever

enough in its way, is of no great moment or interest. The new
number in the " Bibliotheque des Dames " (Paris : Jouaust)

is a reprint of Mme. de Krudener's " \'alerie :
" a mystico-

sentimental romance, which Ste.-Beuve has praised, and
which has secured the author a kind of immortality, but

which is as unreadable, and not so vigorous and complete,

as " Sir Charles Grandison." The forthcoming volumes

—

Mme. Roland's " Memoires " and F(5nelon's " De I'Education

des Filles "—will be far worthier of consideration.

The new volume of the '' Parchment Library " (London:
Kegan Paul) consists of the discourses of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, with a dexterous, but rather patronising, preface

by i\Ir. E. W. Gosse ; and by the same gentleman a certain

number of notes, which include some anmsing rubbish by
William Blake. Sir Joshua had a very great deal to say,

and in his grave and stately way knew how to say it.

In these days of realism, naturalism, impressionism, he
is, above most others, a man to know ; and this edition

of his discourses should be in the hands of all who are

interested in art.

In " Notes on Pictures in the Old Pinacothek " (London

:

Longmans and Co.) Sir Charles Eastlake presents us with
a complete and valuable catalogue and guide to one of

the best collections in Europe. Of criticism the book con-

tains not much. There is plenty of description, however,

and the cuts by which the text is supplemented are useful

enough as memoranda if they are poor as specimens of

reproductive art. Visitors to the old Pinacothek can hardly

do better than take the book with them, and place them-
selves under its conduct.
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